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Buckley's Insect Life, 510 . Heath's Moslern Language Series, 389. Nelson's Composition, Second. 152 : Pic. Thessalonians and Gilauans (Henry),

Buckley's Trees and Shrus, 510. Hebrews ( Peake ), 227 . ture Books, 472 : Picture Readers, 431 ; 228.

Cadett's Bor's Book of Battles, 511 . Hein and Becker's Commercial German, Royal Portfolio - . Geographical, 470 , Thimin's Hindustani Self- Tanght, 190 .

Cesar's Civil War, Book 1. ( Alleroſt ), Purt I. , 510 . Royal Prince Restlers, 191 ; Royal Prin- | Thiim and Marshall's Russian Self .

389. Henderson's Elements of Physics, 509 . cess Reader's , 1..509. Taught, 33 .

Caesir's Gallie War, Book I. ( Shuck . Henty's New Tales, 511. New Piipil, 511. Thomson's History of England , Part II . ,

burgh ), 149 : Book II . ( Brown ) , 33 ; | Herbertson's North America, 84. Newsholme's Higiene. 469. 151 .

Book VI. ( Brown ) , 389. Hero of the Highlands, 511 . Sicol's Brush -Drawing, 83. Thomson's Tales from the Faerie Queene,

Canfield's The College Student, 300 . Herse's Hochzeitau Capri ( Bernhardt) , Ogilvie's Hore Latina". 32. 509 .

Cariyle's Heroes (Macmillan ), 84. 299 . On Indian Legends. 83. Three Scottish Heroines, 471 .

Carr's Civil Service, 152. Herst's L'Arrabbiata ( Bernhardt ), 299. One of the Fighting Scouts, 511 . Thwing's Elementary Physics, 81 .

Carter's History of England , Part II . Hill's The Ispirant, 190 . Ormiston's Old Senate , 262. Todhunter's Spherical Trigonometry

510 . Histoires de Toute ( Roget ), 263, Other Bor , 472 . ( Leathem ). 227.

Cassell's Eves and Yo Eves " Series, Homer's Iliad (Caner) . 334 . Ouu Little Patients, 472 . Treasure of Princesate Priors , 511 .

Book IV ., 83 ; Book 1., 510 ; Book 11., Homer's Iliad, Books IX . and X. (Law Ovid (Schwertussek ). 299, Treasure of the Incas, 511 .

510 . Ovid's Metamorphoses, Book I. ( Ensor ), Tweekende Arithmetics, 263.

Cassell's Saturday Journal, 512. Homer's Odyssey, Book I. (Owen ) , 149. 81 : Book III. ( Suumer's ) , 149 . Two Little Travellers , 471 .

Castaways of Meadow Bank , 34. Hope's ( Ascott R.) All Astray, 471 . Ovid's Tristia , Book I. ( Roberts ) , 226. Under the Spangled Banner , 311 .

Chambers's Continuous Readers, 431 ; Horace's Odes (Gwym ), 334. Parsons's Child at Home, 152. Vietor's Methods of Language Teaching ,

Tales for Infants, 431 ; Twentieth Cen- Honce's Satires , Book I. (Gow ) , 33 . Peeles it the capital, 511 . 390 .

tury Dictionary,' 152 : Twentieth C'en Hörer's Friend of Little children , 472, Perkin and Lean'sChemistryand Physics, Virgil's Eneid , Book I. ( Colterill), 149 :

tury Readers , Book 1., 191. Hudson's Geography of Wales, 34. 150. Book II . ( Tathain ), 81 ; Book 1 .

Chaucer's Works ( Skeat ) , 262. Hutchison's Living Rulers, 471. Pestalozzi ( Pinloche ) , 510 . ( Phillipson ). 81 ; Books I. to VI.

Children's Treasury, 512. In Florn's Realm , 472 . Peterkin , 472 . ( knapp ). 190 .

Church's Story of the Iliad , and of ' In Search of the Wallypur, 511 . Philips Map Building Sheets. 470. Virgil Georgies, Book ' I. ( Sargeant ) ,

the Odyssey (Cheap Edition ) , 512. In the Great White Land , 511 , Phams, Books I. and II . ( Flather ), 81 .

Cicero de Amicitia (Mussé ), 81 . · In the Hunds of the Care - Dwellers, 511 . 149 . Walden and Manley's Physics, Vol. I. ,

Cicero, Orations, & c. (Allen and Green Johnston's (W. & 1. K. ) , Everyılay Life Physiology Examinations, Guide to, 150 . 263.

ough ) , 429, Scenes, 470 : Illustrations of Trades, Plato's Euthyphro and Menesenus Webb's Geographical Suminary, 34 .

Cicero pro Lege Manilia (Wilson ) , 508. 470 ; Maps : Jfrica, 470: Scotland, 470 ; Wills ) . 262.
Wells's Latin Period , 190 .

Clarkeand Tanquerey's French Grammar, South Africa, 470 ; Vatural History Plato's Republic (Campbell) , 299. Wildenbruch's Harolul (Egrert), 389.

469. Plates, 470 : Types of Nations, 470. Poole and Becker's Commercial French , Wilkinson's Practical Physics, 34 .
Clifford's Lectures and Essays, 33. Joulſret's Contemporary French Poetry, Part II . , 299 .

Williams's History Chart, 470 .

Cochrane's Viore Animal Stories , 84. 390 . Pope Anthology ( Irber ), 83 , Williams's Romance of Invention, 511 .

Collins's Higiene of Schools , 469. Just So Stories, 471 . Porter's Stau's in History, 152 . Williamson's Junior English Graminar,

Comen and Kendall's English History, Keller's Kleider machen Leute ( Lam . Pothunters, 472. 152.

82 . bert ) , 389. Pratt's Invertebrate Zoology, 389. Willis's Algebra , Part I. , 150 ; Part II . ,

Commules Ill, 511 . Kids of Many Colours, 511 . Pratt's Perspective, 152. 389.

Cooke's Raunbles after Flowers, 151 . Kipling's Just So Stories. 471 . Preston and Dodge's Roman Life , 33 . With kitchener in the Soudan , 51 ) .

Cordingley's Counting House Guide, 152. Kirkman and Fieldi's Arithmetic , 389. Princess's Story Book , 511 . With the British Legion, 511 .

Corinthians ( Massie ), 227 . Kitching's Dich Knap, 510. Psalms, Books IV . un 1. (Kirkpatrick ) , Wood's Composition , 35 .

Cruise of the Katherina , 471 . knight's Second Arithmetic , 263. 510 .
Wright's German locabularies, 190

Danson and Crawforil's Fathers , 83, knowledge Diary, 84 . Quain's Dictionary of Medicine ( Murray ) , Wright's Summation of Series, 82 .

Darwin's Origin of species (Murray), Knox's (Bp .) Pastors and Teachers, 510. 83 . Xenophon 'sInabusis , Book I. ( Edwards),
84 . korner's Zriny (Holswarth ) , 389. Rabelais' Gargantua (Goldberg ) , 150. 1 190.

Davison's Mathematical Problem Papers , , Kotzebue's Der gerade Weg ( Matthews ), Ralph Wynware , 471.
469.

1261.

.

son ), 149.

150. Relie's Dictation Sentences, 262. FIRST GLANCES, 191 , 228 , 264 , 300 , 390 ,

Deborah's Dressing , 35. Lamb's Mental Arithmetic, 227 . Rhead's Dmwing Examples, 470. 1 431 , 472. 512.
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| By Post, 7d.

COLLEGE OF NOTICE:-The

TH

COLLEGE OF

THE ASSOCIATEDY BOARD OFTUE,ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC.

COLLEGE OF

HOMESCANDOCOLONIA L at

PRECEPTORS. UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN. TOTICE.— The “ EDUCATIONAL

The Half- Yearly General Meeting of the Members HE UNIVERSITY OF ST. for February will contain the CLASS

of the Corporation will be held at the College, Blooms. ANDREWS grants Diploma and Title of L.L.A. CHRISTMAS EXAMINATIONS of the College of Pre
LISTS of CANDIDATES who have passed at the recent

bury Square, W.C. , on Saturday, the 25th of January, to WOMEN.

1902 , at 3 p.m. C.R. HODGSON, B.A., Secretary. i 60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad . ceptors.

The Volume for 1901 is now ready, price 7s, 6d . Cases
For Prospectus , apply to the SECRETARY, L.L.A.

for binding the Volume may also be had , price Is. 6d . :
PRECEPTORS.- Scheme, The University, St. Andrews, N.B.

by post, ls . 8d .

ANNUAL DINNER (1902) .

The Dinner will take place at the Trocadero Restaur
ant on January 25th , at 6 p.m. Ladies and Gentlemen

who are Members of the College may obtain tickets
FOR ( Incorporated .)

(6s. each ) on application to the SECRETARY, College of
EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC .

Preceptors, Bloomsbury Square, W.C. Every Member GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, LONDON , W.

has the privilege of introducing a friend , for whom a Patron - His MAJESTY THE KING.

ticket should be obtained on or before January 21st. LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONS, 1902,
Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.

Evening dress is not requisite.
Will be held in March and April, 1902. For particulars Dr. F. J. KARN, Mus.Bac. Cantab. , Principal.

JON STEWART
Hon . Secs. see Syllabus A.

R. F. CHARLES G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES, Esq . , Director of Examinations.

SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, 1902,

Will be held in March and April,June and July, and SINGING , THEORY,and all branches of Musicwill

EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,

PRECEPTORS.
October and December, 1902 . For particulars see be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

EXAMINATIONS, 1902 . Syllabus B.
1. DIPLOMAS.-- The next Examination of Teachers TheBoard offers for competition annually Six Exhibi. April, when certificates willbe granted to all successful

candidates. The last day for entry is March 15 .

for the Diplomas of the College will commence on the
tions , tenable for two years, at the Royal Academy of

The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical
7th of January, 1902.--AttheMidsummer Examination, Music or the Royal College of Music . Music for Diplomas of Associate (A.L.C.M. ), Licentiate

personswho have previously passed in Theory and Prac Copies of Syllabus A and B will be sent post free on
(L.L.C.M.) , the Teachers' Diploma ( L.C.M. ) , and

tice of Education at the Diploma Examination may be application to the Secretary.

examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Tench.

Theory papers set in 1896 , 1897, 1898, 1899, and 1900 Fellowship (F.L.C.M.), take place in July(June for

can be obtained on application. Price 3d . per set , per
Scotland and Ireland ) and December.

2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS. - The Mid

summer Examination for Certificates will commence on year, post free. JAMES MUIR , Secretary.
SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of ( 1) The

the 1st of July, 1902 . 32 Maddox Street, London , W.
Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), (2) The new Cumulative

3. LOWER FORMS
Certificate,and (3 ) Four Exhibitions value £6. 6s. euch ,EXAMINATIONS. The Telegraphic address : Associa, London ,"
may be had of the SECRETARY.

Midsummer Examination will commence on the 1st of
In the Educational Department students are received

July, 1902.

4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA
moderate fees. Day and Evening Classes are held.

TIONS . - These Examinations are held in March and
.

September. The next Examination will commence on
A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special

( Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter,
the 4th of March , 1902 . with the National Froebel Union .)

5. INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF August, and Christmas.

SCHOOLS.-Visiting Examiners are appointed by the
TRAINING COLLEGE FOR SECONDARY

T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary.

College for the Inspection and Examination of Public TEACHERS.

and Private Schools.
HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE, LONDON , N.

PRIZES.

Diploma Examination . The following Prizes will be Principal — The Rev. David J. THOMAS, M.A.

offered for competition :-Theory and Practice of Edu Vice -Principal - Miss PENSTONE.

cation , £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ), £5 ; Mathe
Students ( Resident and Non -resident) trained for the 1901.

matics, £ 5 ; Natural Science, £5. The Doreck Scholar
Examinations of the National Froebel'Union , and for

ship of £ 20 will be awarded on the results of the Christ the Teachers'Diploma of the College of Preceptors.
mas Examination ,

Froebelian Training for Mistresses of Lower Forms. AT B.Sc.,
AT B.A. ,Certificate Examination . - Prizes will be awarded as A High School for Girls , Transition Class , and

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula- Kindergarten are attached to the College for purposes
tions : ofDemonstrationand Practice.

First Class.- Four Prizes for General Proficiency ; Matriculation Classes forintending Teachers.

two each for Classics , Mathematics , Modern Lan .

guages, Natural Sciences,and English subjects ; one W. 0. C. Students U. C. C. Students
for Scripture History . CORRESPONDENCE TUITION,
Second Class.- Four Prizes for General Pro

Classes, or Private Lessons in all
ficiency:

Subjects for all PASSED ,
PASSED,

Third Class.- FourPrizes for General Proficiency. Examinations, & c., at moderate fees. Correspondence
Taking 30 Places inTwo Medals will also be awardedto the best Candi courses arranged to suit needs of individual pupils.

dates in Shorthand .
Many recent successes .- F.J. BORLAND , L.C.P. (Science Forming 55 per cent .

and Math . Prizeman) , Victoria College, 87 Buckingham
HONOURS,

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be Palace Road, S.W., and Stalheim, Brunswick Road,
With

obtained on application to the retary at the College, Sutton , Surrey . Schools visited and Examinations con
of the List,

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ducted .
Nine First ClassHonours,

C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary. With Ten Places in
and qualifying for

Diploma Correspondence College. Four Scholarships.
HONOURS.

. COLLEGE of

PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination for Certi- A HIGH -OLASS CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION.

ficates recognized by the Board of Education, the FOR CANDIDATES WHO HAVE FAILED AT

Incorporated Law Society , the General Medical Council, Specially arranged Courses for

the Royal College of Physicians of London , the Royal THE RECENT EXAMINATION

College
Short Courses for 1902 are provided.

Great Britain, and other bodies, on the 4th, 5th, and

6th of March , 1902 . AND Fee for the whole Course in all Subjects,
The Examination will take place in London,and at

the following Local Centres :-Birmingham , Bristol,
B.Sc., 27. 178, 68.; B.A. , £8. 8s.

Edinburgh , Leeds, Liverpool.

Examination Fee, 259.
Prospectus, &c. , POST FREE on application to

Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors, Full particulars on application to the Principal
THE SECRETARY,

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ( Univ . Corr. Coll . London Office ) ,

C. R. HODGSON, B.A., Secretary . Dr. KNIPE, Dip. Corr . Coll. , Fishponds, Bristol. 32 Red Lion Square , London , W.C.

B.Sc.AND B.A.LOND. ,

99 93

COR
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Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharınacentical Society of MATRICULATION

A.C.P.
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BIRKBECK

COLLEGE BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR JOINT AGENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS .
NORTH WALES , BANGOR . WOMEN

( A Constituent College of the University of Wales.) (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON),
( l'nder the management of a Committee appointed by

the Teachers' Guild , College of Preceptors,Head

Principal-H . R. REICHEL , M.A. YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET , W. mistresses' Association , Association of Assistant

The Session began on October 1st , 1901. The College The Lent Term begins on Thursday, January 16th .
Mistresses , and Private Schools' Association .)

Courses are arranged with reference to the degrees The College provides instruction for students pre- Address - 74 GOWER STREET, LONDON, W.C.

of the University of Wales and include most of the paring for the University of London Degrees in Arts,
Subjects for the B.A. and B.Sc. degrees of the London Science, and Preliminary Medicine ; also instruction in

Registrar - Miss AGNES G, COOPER .

University. Students may pursue their first year of subjects of General Education . There is a Training

medical study at the College. There are special depart Department for Teachers, a Hygiene Department, and enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessary
This Agency has been established for the purpose of

ments for Agriculture and Electrical Engineering, a an Art School.
cost . All fees have therefore been calculated on the

Day Training Department for men and women, and : Students can reside in the College.

a Department for the Training of Teachers in Secondary
lowest basis to cover the working expenses.

Full information from the PRINCIPAL Headmistresses of Public and Private Schools, and

Schools.

Sessional Fee for ordinary Arts Course, £11 . 1s.: ditto
Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap

for Intermediate Science or Medical Course, £ 15. 15s . EDFORD COLLEGE FOR
pointments, are invited to apply to this Agency.

The cost of living in lodgings in Bangor averages from

Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

WOMEN

£20 to £ 30 for the Session .
and Private Families ; Visiting Teachers for Music ,

The new Hall of Residence

for Women Students in Upper Bangor - fee £31 . 10s, for
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ), Art, and other special subjects ; Foreign Teachers of

the session - is now open . YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET , W.
various nationalities ; Kindergarten and other Teachers

At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (held in

are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to

DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING supply suitable candidates for any vacancy.
September), more than twenty Scholarships and Ex IN TEACHING ,

hibitions , ranging in value from £40 to £10 , will be

School Partnerships and Transiers are arranged .

Oilice hours-9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Hours for
open for competition. One half the total amount offered Head of the Department- Miss HANNAH

is reserved for Welsh candidates. ROBERTSOX, B.I.
interviews are froin 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 2 p.m.

For further information and copies of the various

to 5 p.m .: Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only, when the

Prospectuses, apply to
The Nession for 1902 opens on Thursday, January 16th . Office is closed .

The Course includes full preparation for the Exami

JOHN EDWARD LLOYD , M.A., nations for the Teaching Diplomas granted by the

Secretary and Registrar. ' l'niversities of London and Cambridge, held annually JOINT AGENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS .
in December.

A Course of Saturday Morning Lectures for Teachers 23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

COLLEGE (FOR on School Hygiene will begin January 18th .
SQUARE , LONDON, W.C.

WOMEN) ,
Registrar - Rev. F. TAYLOR, M.A. Cantab.

HAMPSTEAD, LONDON . THE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING Low Commissions. Liberal Discount.

THREE ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS , of the
Headmasters having vacancies on their stafls , and

value of from £ 40 to £50 a year for two years , will be
Principal - Miss M. PUNNETT, B.A. ( Lond . ). Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to

offered for competition at an Examination to be held on

June 24th and 25th , 1902.

A residential College providing a year's professional communicate with the REGISTRAR.
Office Hours - 10 a.m. to 5 pm ., Saturdays, 10 a.m. to

Candidates must pot be under 18 years of age , and I training for Secondary Tenchers.
must have passed the Matriculation Examination of The course includes preparation for the Cambridge ! 1 p.in. Interviews generally between these hours or by

special appointment.
the University of London. The successful candidates Teacher's Certificate ( Theory and Practice) , and for

will be required to come into residence in October next, the Teachers' Diploma of the London University. The

and to read for the B.A.or B.Sc. Degree of the Univer: Students attend the Cambridge University Leciures on
GRADUATES.

sity of London. Entrance forms and full particulars ! Teaching , in addition to those of the Resident and

may be obtained from the Secretary , Miss S. M. SYEE . Visiting Lecturers, Ample opportunity is given for
practice in teaching science , languages, mathematics, entering the Maria Grey Training College for Women

and other subjects in various schools in Cainbridge. Teachers in Secondary Schools in January, 1902. Prefer.
INSTITUTION Students are admitted in Jannaryand in September. ence given to a London B.A. Apply - Miss Alice

BREAMS BUILDINGS, CUANCERY LANE , E.C.
Full particulars as to qualifications for admission, Woobs, Salusbury Road , Brondesbury , s.W.

scholarships, and bursaries may be obtained on applica

Principal - G . ARMITAGE-SMITII , M.A. tion to the PRINCIPAL, Wollaston Road , Cambridge.
Just Published . Price 58. net.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.
THE INCORPORATED

A NEW PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH GRAMMAR

FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, AND COMMERCIAL HANDBOOK .

New Term commences 2nd January, 1902. TALGARTI ROAD , WEST KENSINGTON , LONDON, W.
Concise and complete with every detail of grammatical

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.- Complete Courses for Chairman of the Committee- Mr. W. MATHER, M.P. precision . In Six Parts. Comprising Grammar, Com

all the Examinations for the Arts and Science Degrees .
Treasurer - Mr.C. G. MONTEFIORE.

mercial Terms, Correspondence, Dictionary of Phrases

SCIENCE CLASSES in every Branch , with Practical Secretary-Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS , M.A. and Abbreviations, Exercises , Idioms, and Questions.
Work . Well - equipped Laboratories for Chemistry, TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS. Meets a long felt want.

Experimental Physics, Biology ( Zoology and Botany ), Principal - Miss E. E. LAWRENCE,
By Joux C. MASCARENHAS, F.C.S., & e. ( Royal Portu

and Metallurgy .
guese Academy ), Professorand Examiner in Portuguese,

KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL .
LECTURES on Political Economy, Commercial Geo

& c . Copies may be had of the Author hy remitting 5s .

Headmistress - Miss A. YELLAND. (post free) to 21 Rutland Road , Upton Hark , London ;
graphy , Commercial and Common Law, Bankruptcy,

or of the Publishers, HIRSCHFELD Bros., 13 Furnival
Equity and Conveyancing, Logic, Psychology, and Further particulars may be obtained on application

Street, E.C.
Ethics. English , French , and German Literature. to the PRINCIPAL.

CLASSES in Classics, Modern Languages (including

Russian ) , English and Commercial Subjects, and for
T. GEORGE'S TRAINING

Civil Service .

FREE.
SCHOOL OF ART.-Drawing , Painting, Designing,

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS,

EDINBURGH .
Modelling , Life Classes, Wood Carving , & c .

Prospectus free . Calendar , 6d . ( by post, 8d .). Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER. PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

This College provides a complete Course of Profes MR. LYDDON -ROBERTS,
sional Training for Ladies who desire to become Teach

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS. ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families. Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,

The Course , which lasts for one year, includes attend

LONDON COMMITTEE (BOYS ) . ance at the University Lectures on Education , in have, through the courtesy of the College of

Preceptors, issued the followingThe Regulations for the Senior, Junior, and addition to Lectures delivered by the College Staff, and

the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex

Preliminary Examinations for 1902 can be perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students

are admitted in January and October.
FREE GUIDES .Several Heriot

obtained from the Secretary, Bursaries of £ 30 are offered in October. For prospectus

and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel. 1. A.C.P.

E. LAYMAN , Esq . , ville Street , Edinburgh .
2. L.C.P. 76

1 Garden Court, Temple, E.C.

TRENCH ANDAND GERMAN CON.
3. F.C.P. 75

VERSATION in Home of Family of Swiss Gentle- And have also published the following Guides.

people recommended by English ladies. Comfortable
WICH . - The Office of HEAD MASTER will Rooms, good Cooking. Beautiful University town and

4. SCHOLARSHIP . 80

shortly be vacant, and the College Governors of Dul- good climate . - CLOTHE,La Clairière, Route de Front 5. CERTIFICATE. 40

wich College invite applications therefor. enex , Geneva ,

Candidates must be Graduates of some University of

theUnited Kingdom , and must not be over forty years
These Guides are supplied gratis to all who men .

of age . The emoluments consist of a fixed stipend of THE INCORPORATED ASSOCIA tion this paper and state they intend sitting for
examination .

£ 100 per annum , a sun of not exceeding £ 100 per
ITION OF ASSISTANT

MASTERS
IN SECOND

.

annum in lieu of a residence, and a capitation payment
Those applying for L.C.P. or F.C.P. Guide must

of £ 1 a year for each boy attending theSchool. The ARY SCHOOLS proposes to appoint a SECRETARY, give date of passing A.C.P. or L.C.P. Those apply.
ing for a Certificate Guide should state year ofSchool now contains 600 boys , and is administered who will not necessarily be required to devote his whole

under schemes of the Endowed SchoolsCommissioners, time to the work. Salary £150. Apply at once to Mr. passing the King's Scholarship and number on the
list .Application in writing, stating age, Degree, and other W. H. D. Rouse, Rugby School.

particulars, together with Testimonials, limited to four,

must be sent to the CLERK , not later than 29th January , NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,

1902 . an OriginalOriginal ESSAY

Further particulars can be obtained on application to (about 2000 words) on the present Educational
47 MELFORD ROAD, East DULWICH , S.E. , and

the CLERK, Dulwich College, London, S.E. No per - Crisis. Elementary Teachers' opinions. State terms to 110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON , S.E.

sonal canvassing will be allowed. EDUCATIONALIST, c.o. Deacon's, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

ST.

64 pages.
1

FRENCH

ALLEYN SCHOOL, EAST ADUL

WANTED,
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University Tutorial College.

Principal: WM. BRICCS, M.A. , LL.D. , F.R.A.S.

Vice-Principal: JOHN BRIGCS, M.A.

CARLYON COLLEGE.

65 AND 56 CHANCERY LANE.
THE

BURLINGTON

CLASSES.

27 Chancery Lane, London .

Principal: Mr.J.CHARLESTON, B. A. 1

1

The Second Term commences Monday , Jan. 27, 1902.

Morning, Afternoon , and Evening

Classes

FOR

MATRICULATION .

LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS .

LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER. ARTS and

SCIENCE , B.A. , and B.Sc. Classes for 1902 . Day and

Evening Classes (small) . New term January 27 . Vaca

tion Tuition and Classes.

Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

Preliminaries , Scholarship Examinations ,

Oxford and Cambridge, R.U.I. , &c .

Papers Corrected for Schools.

Private tuition for all Examinations.

( Honours, Oxon.; and Lond .) .
Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.

| KERIN, B.A. Lond., First of First Class Classical
TUTORS. Honours, Editor of "Phædo ,'." “ Pro Plancio," &c.

The Staff includes Graduates of London , Oxford , SUCCESSES .

Cambridge, and Royal Universities, Science Medallists,

and Specialists.
1892–1901.- London Matric., 80 ; Inter. Arts, Sc ., and

Prel. Sci., 93 , 6 in Hons. ; B.Sc., 1896-1899 , 11 ; B.A.

PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE 1891–1901,63,8 in Hons.; many other Successes. Scholar

ships, R.U.I., Indian Civil , Oxford and Cambridge, &c.
FOR

B.A. LONDON, 1899 - 1901 , 28 successful.

MATRICULATION ,
M.A. , 3 ( 1898 , 1899, 1901 ) .

B.A., B.Sc.

( London Univ ., Royal Univ ., Dublin Univ . ), SOUJOUTH AFRICA . - Classes in Dutch ,

Zulu , and Native Languages are held at King's

L.L.A. College, London, Strand, Wic . Apply to the SECRE

(Degree for Ladies, St. Andrews) ,

A.C.P., L.C.P., F.C.P., THE MOST NUTRITIOUS.

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE

LOCALS.

On a thoroughly individual system , which
ensures the closest attention to the needs of each

candidate. · Full corrections of papers , with time- saving

notes, criticisms, summaries, model answers, and solu
tions ,

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.
Single subjects may be taken- Latin , Greek ,

French , German , Italian , Mathematics, Mechanics,

Physics, Chemistry, Logic, Psychology , Political Eco

nomy, &c.

FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &c. ,

Address - Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. ,

BURLINGTON CLASSES,

27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON . BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

THE MORNING CLASS is divided into Two Sections,

Mathematical and Classical, so that students may

specialize on their weaker side. Fee for the whole

course in all subjects, extending to the date of

examination , £ 13 . 13s .

A SPECIAL MATRICULATION CLASS FOR LADIES is held

daily from 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Fee £ 11 . lls ,

AN AFTERNOON CLASS is also held . Fee £ 11 . 11s.

Separate Subjects may be taken up in the Afternoon

Class . Fee £3 . 3s . per subject.

AN EVENING CLASS meets three evenings per week from

6.30 to 9.30 p.m. Fee £5. 15s , 6d,

MORNING AND EVENING CLASSES are also held for the

January , 1903, Examination , commencing Monday,

January 27, 1902.

TARY .

E PP S's
.

DURING THE YEAR 1901

80

Students of University Tutorial College Passed

London , Matriculation .

С ОСОА
All communications should be addressed to

" THE VICE-PRINCIPAL, University Tutorial College,

Red Lion Square, Holborn, W.C.

FREE GUIDE TO THE

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCALLOCAL EXAMINATION

BY THE

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION Postal INSTITUTION.

New Edition (80 pages ) , containing advice as to books to read for

the June 1902 Examination , and the mo of Study, and statistical

tables (not obtainable elsewhere ) . A copy of the Guide will be sent

gratis and post free to any candidate on application to the Manager of

the Institution, Mr. E. S. Weymouth , M.A., 27 Southampton Street,

Strand, London, W.C.

392 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to 1901 , 69 with distinction .

The Institution prepares through the post for various University

Examinations and for the A.C.P., L.C.P., and F.C.P.

IMPORTANT TO TUTORS.

MESSRS. ORELLANA & CO. have the following vacant Masterships
to offer :

Mathematical. Salaries, £250, £200, £ 150 , £ 100, and £80.

Science. £180 , £ 180, £150, £ 140, £120, and £100 .

Classical. £ 150, £120, £ 100, £80, and £70.

French and German , £180, £ 150, £120, £ 100.

Music. £ 180, £ 100, £ 80, and £ 70 .

Over 300 other Masterships Vacant, Senior and Junior.

Every Candidate with satisfactory references can find a suitable

appointment.

A List of Vacancies sent to all Candidates. Please state your age and

requirements.

44 OLD BOND STREET, W.

WORKS BY REV. ALFRED HILEY, M.A.

.

DUBLIN UNIVERSITY CALENDAR. Special

Supplemental Volume. Being Volume II . for 1901 .

This Special Supplement to the Dublin University Calendar has

recently been published, price 3s . 6d.; postage, 6d. It contains much

interesting information on the past history of Trinity College, giving

lists , complete in most cases, from the foundation of the College in 1591,

of-Prizemen and Exhibitioners in Arts and in the Professional Schools,

Provosts, Fellows , Scholars, Professors, Chancellors, Vice-Chancellors,

Representatives in Parliament , and the Benefactors of Trinity College .

HODGES, FIGGIS , & Co., Limited , Dublin .

LONGMANS, GREEN, & Co. , London.

1. MENSURATION AND LANDISURVEYING .

Fifteenth Edition . Pp. 250. Answers at end. Price 2s, 6d .

This Work has been put by the London School Board on their

Requisition List for the Use ofPupil Teachers .

“ We give it our verdict of unreserved approval." -- Schoolmaster.

" A well -known standard book onthe subject." - School Guardian .

" It still deservedly holds a high place among text- books on this subject."

Educational Times.

2. RECAPITULATORY EXAMPLES IN ARITHMETIC.

Sixteenth Edition , Pp. 243. Price 2s.

This work can now be had either with or without Answers. It contains Test

Examples on each rule, and 1,736 Miscellaneous Questions, including 105 full Exam

ination Papers set by University Local Examiners and others.

“ Excellent collection ofarithmetical examples."' -- Schoolmaster.

“Both works are marvels of cheapness and goodness.” — Journal of Education .

Just published . 4 Vols. Royal 8vo, price £4. 48. Bound.

ENCYCLOPÆDIC DICTIONARY OF THE

ENGLISH AND GERMAN LANGUAGES.

By MURET -SANDERS.

Muret- Sanders Encyclopædic Dictionary is the latest, largest, and by far the most

comprehensive of all English -German Dictionaries, and specially adapted for the use

of scientific and literary students.

Berlin : LANGENSCHEIDTSCHE BUOHHANDLUNG . London : H. GREVEL & Co.,

and all Booksellers.Published by LONGMANS & CO . , LONDON.*
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Crown 8vo, cloth. Price One Shilling.

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES .

SCHOLASTIC PROFESSION .

<

FOR THE

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR,

ASSISTANT MASTERS IN MERCHANT TAYLORS' SCHOOL.

“ The words and phrases in this book are well chosen . ” — Educational

News, October 13 , 1900.

“ Extremely valuable.” — Guardian, September 12, 1900 .
RODNEY & co.

“ A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English
Call special attention to their Unique System of Furnishing ,

in parallel columns arranged under such headings as ' Relationships, Which has met with such general acceptance by the Scholastic

Class-Room Objects ,' ' Colours,' &c."--School World , August, 1900 .
Profession .

“The book . . . supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

in the concluding chapters are well selected.” — Educational Times, EASY PAYMENTS,- ,

, Extending over one, two, or three years .

All business treated confidentially. No security required .

LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.

BEST QUALITY, Low Prices.

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS EXAMINATIONS .
Enormous Stocks to choose from. Articles not approved

willingly exchanged . Free Delivery in Town or Country .

Incentive to Thought.” BOOKMAN.

RODNEY & Co.
PREVIOUSLY ISSUED. Make every effort to meet the wishes of clients,

Book B. 1399–1603,
And so secure their confidence and recommendations .

FREE LIFE ASSURANCE.
Cambridge Higher Local, A unique feature of Rodney & Co.'s system .

VOLUME 1902. If you want Reliable , Artistic Furniture on best terms, do not fait

Book G. 1688-1832 .
to apply to

For O. and C. Joint Board, and Irish

Intermediate Senior Crade Exams. , 1902.

45 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.,PRICE 2s . VET ; INTERLEAVED, 3s. NET.

Prospectus, Specimen Page, Special Subscription Terms to be had from any For Booklet containing full particulars of their system of Furnishing
Bookseller, or from the Publishers ,

by Deferred Payments.

W. HEFFER & SONS, Cambridge.

66 An

Lindsey's

Problems
Problems

and

Exercises

in

English

History .

For

NEW

RODNEY & CO. , Ltd. ,

EXAMINATION PAPER

A8 USED BY THE

American School and College

Text -Book Agency .

APPROVED SCHOOL BOOKS .
COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS .

In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet

bears their Watermark.

Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream , 28. 6 .

960 58. od.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Ledger, Cash Book , and Journal, 18. per 100 Sheets.

Music Paper, 1s. per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order .

...

1 ) 91
OB .

net S. d.

Anderson ... A Study of English Words
2 0

Tuell & Fowler ... A First Book in Latin 3 9

Jackman .. Nature Study 5 6

Macfarlane Commercial and Industrial Geography . Part I. 6 6

Hoadley Brief Course in Physics
5 6

Clow Introduction to the Study of Commerce... 59

McMurry ... Special Method in Geography 2 9

Science 2 9

McCormick Suggestions on Teaching Geography 2 9

Catalogues , Lists of Journals, List of Blackboard Stencils sent on application.

9 ARUNDEL STREET, STRAND , LONDON , W.C.

( Close to Temple Station .)

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

PARIS EXHIBITION , 1900. Highest possible Award.

BOOKS FOR

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

PENS.

LONDON UNIVERSITY AND OTHER EXAMS.
THE ONLY 6

GRAND PRIX '

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Nos. for Schools - 351, 352 , 382, 404 , 729 , 303, 170, 166, 5, 6,

892 , 293, 291 (Mapping ), 659(Drawing ) ;and ( for Vertical

Writing ) 1045 , 1046.

Messrs. Clive && Co.

(late of 13a Booksellers Row ) ,

EDUCATIONAL BOOKSELLERS,

CAREY'S “ GRADUS AD PARNASSUM ," HAVE NOW REMOVED TO

WITH THE ENGLISH MEANINGS.

48 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, HOLBORN, W.C.
Revised, Corrected, and Augmented by a Member of the University of Cambridge.

Post 8vo, cloth, price lys.

THE STATIONERS' COMPANY, STATIONERS' HALL, LONDON .

A large selection of School and College Text- Books always in stock .

Inspection invited .
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New , New .
GILL'S

" CARTOGRAPHIC "

WALL MAPS
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Edited by GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S.

Size, NOT OVER-CROWDED, NOT UNDER-SIZED, BUT BOLD AND CLEAR.

MOUNTED ON STOUT LINEN, ROLLERS, AND VARNISHED,

Compiled from the latest statistics, artistically coloured , and thoroughly reliable .

Price 168.

80 x 60 in.

ENGLAND AND WALES.

SCOTLAND.

IRELAND INDIA.

EUROPE. AFRICA.

BRITISH ISLES. In preparation .

ASIA.

N. AMERICA.

Class Text- Books for the Examinations , July and December , 1902 ,.

8

8
... :

:
:
:

:
:
:1

0

GEOGRAPHY . ENGLISH AND ENGLISH GRAMMAR .

The Student's Geography. By GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S. , Member of the s. d . Shakespeare, Julius Cæsar. Edited by STANLEY WOOD , M.A., author of s. d.

Chamber of Commerce, & c . Cloth, containing 1,000 pages. Fourth Edition 4 6 the Dinglewood Series. Most suitable for Junior Students 1 6

Physical, Descriptive, Political, Industrial, Commercial, Social. Shakespeare, Midsummer Night's Dream . By STANLEY WOOD , M.Ä. ( In

Also published in Sections as follows : the press)
1 6

Revised to December, 1901.
Macaulay, Lays of Ancient Rome. Bythe Rev. G. PRESTON ,M.A ... 1 6

Section I. Europe, including BritishIsles, and Physicaland Commercial Scott, Marmion , Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A., and similar to

Introduction. 2s, 60 .--Section 1.a. British Isles . ls. 60. - Section II. the above. Containing Introduction, Text, Appendix, Votes, and Maps ... 20

Asia , Africa, America , and Australasia . 2s .6d . - Section III. Asia . The O. and C. Grammar . Re-written and Enlarged by the Rev. CHARLES

1s. - Section IV. Africa . 1s.-Section V. America . ls, 6d .-- Section BROOKE, M.A. 1 0

VI. Australasia . 9d . Preparation Papers in English Grammar. By the Rev. G. PRESTON, M.Ä.

The Imperial Geography . 464 pages , crown &vo , cloth , with numerous Maps. Per packet 0

For Senior Classes. New Edition 2 6 TheO. and C. Spelling Book
1 0

TheO. and C. Geography (Revised Edition ). By GEORGE Gill. “ With
numerous Coloured Maps 1 0 RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE.

A New Junior Geography By GEORGE GILL . With Coloured Maps and Marshall's St. Mark. Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A. 1 6

Illustrations. (Expressly written for Lower Forms.)
1 0

The Geography of the BritishColonies. By GEORGEGILL. With Coloured
Marshall's Acts of the Apostles ( complete ) 2 6

Marshall's Acts of the Apostles. In Two Parts each 1 6

Maps of all the Colonies... 2 6

The Victoria Atlas. By GeorgeGill, F.R.G.S. Containing 101 Maps
Samuel, Book I. ( In the press )

1 6

1 0
Church' Catechism . With Notes . By the same Author 1 6

The Preparation Papers on St.Mark and the Acts of the Apostles are
MATHEMATICS AND ARITHMETIC .

now ready. Per packet...
each 0

Marshall's Student's Euclid, complete. By the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A .... 26
Marshall's Examination Euclid . Books I.-IV.

Bible Atlas, St. Mark 0 1

1 0

The O. and O. Algebra

Bible Atlas on the Acts 03

6

Cambridge Local Papersin Algebra. By C. CUDWORTH, M.A. LATIN AND FRENCH .

The O. and C. “ Practical Arithmetic." 176 pp., crown 8vo (New Edition ) i

NATURAL SCIENCE ,

The O. and C. “Tests in Arithmetic . " (With Answers, 1s. 6d .) The O. and O. Latin, Part I. $. d . Physical Measurements 2 6

Commercial Arithmetic 06 (Accidence )
1 0 or in Three Parts each 0 9

The Metric System , Practical Guide to. Containing Appendix , & c... 0 2 The 0. and 0. Latin , Part II . Elementary Physics
2 6

The Metric Chart (60 by 40 ). In Four Tints , mounted and varnished 10 6 ( Exercises ) 1 0
Applied Mechanics ... 2 6

The Long Tot Book. By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A. 03 The O. an Latin , Part II

The Cross Tot Book. By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A.

Mechanics of Solids 2 0

03
( Translations ) 1 0

Cambridge LocalPapers in Arithmetic. By C. CUDWORTI ,M.A. Per pkt. o 8
Mechanics of Fluids

2 0

Oxford Local Papers in Arithmetic. By C.CUDWORTII, M.A ....
Commercial French Correspond

Per pkt. 08 Magnetism and Electricity 2 6
1 0ence

Physiological Charts , Set of Three 21 0

BOOK -KEEPING , The O. and C. French , Part I. 1 0 Elementary Chemistry
2 6

Sarll's Practical Book -keeping. 128 pp . , cloth 1 0 The 0. and C. French, Part II . 1 0 Chemical Laws and Problems 2 6

An Elementary Text- Book , illustrating the arrangement of the Bought, Phædrus, Books I. and II. 1 0 Chemistry of Common Objects ... 26

Sales, Cash, Bill Books,and Ledger ; consisting ofGraduated Exercises,
1 0

Eutropius, Books I. and n.
Chemistry Notes

followed by Examination Papers set by the College of Preceptors, accom
1 0

panied by full-worked ard outline keys . Cæsar, Book I.
1 0

Sarl's Double -Entry Book -keeping . 256 pp.,cloth
DRAWING .

2 0 Cicero, De Senectute
1 0

Sarll's Exercises in Double-Entry Book-keeping. 128 pp., cloth 1 0
08

Science and Art Geometry, Part
Preparation Papers in French

The abovewith all introductory matter, full explanations, outline keys, &c.
I. 1 4

Manuscript Books published to accompanythe above.
Preparation Papers in Latin 08 Science and Art Geometry, Part

For Practical :- Cash Book
5d . Ledger 07

1 4

Ledger ( 100 Accounts) 7d . MUSIC . The School of Art Geometry 1 0

Por Double Entry : Journal 5d .
Ledger

07 NewGovernmentDrawingCopies.
Theory of Music, Part I. ...

1 0

Short and Introductory Exercises 7d . Per packet
1 4

Key to Double - Entry Book-keeping 3 0 Theory of Music, Part II .
1 0 South Kensington Demonstration

Koy to Practical Book -keeping .. 20 i Imperial Theory of Music
2 6 Sheets . The Set 15 0

8

0

01

:
:
:
:
:

...

:
:
:

...

II .

1

THE OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE HISTORY.
BY ROSCOE MONGAN, B.A.

ONE SHILLING .

COLOURED MAPS . ILLUSTRATIONS OF FAMOUS BATTLES.

AN ENTIRELY NEW REPRINT. REVISED TO AUGUST 30, 1901 .

Specimen Copies of the above Publications will be sent post free to Head Teachers in most cases. Specimens of Class Text-Books only will be sent.

LONDON : GEORGE GILL & SONS, LIMITED , 13 WARWICK LANE , E.C.
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Messrs. Bell's
SUITABLE

EXAMINATIONS

NOTE. – VOLUMES IN BELL'S “ ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS ” ARE PRINTED IN

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE LOCAL

EXAMINATIONS ,

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD LOCAL

EXAMINATIONS -- (Continued ).

July , 1902 .Junior and Senior, December, 1902 .

CESAR : DE BELLO GALLICO. Book I. Edited, with

Introduction , Notes, Exercises, and Vocabulary, by A. C. LIDDELL, M.A. ,
Assistant Master at Nottingham High School . With Illustrations and Maps.

ls. 6d .

:

Translation by W. A. McDevitte, B.A. ls .

Text only, complete. Edited by GEORGE LONG , M.A. ls . 6d .

VIRGIL : AENEID . Book V. Edited, with Introduction , Notes
and Vocabulary , by J. T. PHILLIPSON, M.A., Head Master of Christ's College ,

Tinchley. With numerous Illustrations. ls. 6d .

Translation by A. HAMILTON BRYCE, LL.D. 1s.

Text only, complete. Edited by Prof. CONINGTON . 28 .

OVID : METAMORPHOSES. Text only, complete. Edited by G. M.
EDWARDS, M.A. 2s .

LIVY. Book II . Prendeville's Edition , revised by J. H. FREESE ,
M.A. ls. 6d .

Translation by J. H. FREESE, M.A. ls .

TERENCE : HAUTONTIMORUMENOS. Edited by W. WAGNER,

Ph.D. 1s , 6d .

XENOPHON : ANABASIS. Book I. Edited, with Introduction,

Notes . Exercises, and Vocabulary, by E. C. MARCHANT, M.A., late Classical

Master at St. Paul's School. With numerous Illustrations and Map . 1s . 6d.

Translation by the Rev. J. 8. WATSON . ls.

Text only, complete. Edited by J. F. MacMICHAEL . 1s . 6d.

EURIPIDES : ALCESTIS . Edited, with Introduction , Notes ,

Appendices, and Vocabulary, hy E. H. BLAKENEY, M.A. , Head Master of

Sir W.Borlase School, Great Marlow . With numerous Illustrations. 2s .

Translation by E. P. COLERIDGE. ls .

THUCYDIDES . Book VII . Translated, with Introduction , by E. C.

MARCHANT, MA, 1s.

MOLIÈRE : LE MISANTHROPE . Edited by F. E. A. Gasc . 6d .

Translation by C. HERON WALL. ls .

HAUFF : THE CARAVAN . Translated by S. MENDEL . 18 .

SCHILLER: MARIA STUART. Edited by Prof. V. KASTNER,

B.- es - L . 1s, 6d .

SCHILLER'S MARY STUART. Translated by J. MELLISH . 1s .

NOTES ON SHAKESPEARE'S MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM .

By T. DUFF BARNETT .

SCOTT'S LADY OF THE LAKE. Edited , with Introduction and

Notes , by the Rev. A. E. WOODWARD , M.A , 3s . 6d .

CAESAR : DE BELLO GALLICO. Book II. Edited by A. C.

LIDDELL, M.A. , Assistant Master at Nottingham High School. With Intro

duction, Notes , Exercises for Translation , &c . , Vocabulary, and Hlustrations

and Maps, ls, 6d .

CAESAR : DE BELLO GALLICO. Book I. By the same

Editor . With Illustrations. ls , 6d .

CAESAR : DE BELLO GALLICO. Book III. Edited by F.

H. Colson, M.A. , Head Master of Plymouth College, and G. M. GWYTHER,

M.A. With Introduction , Notes and Vocabulary, and Illustrations and Maps .

ls. 6d .

CAESAR : DE BELLO GALLICO . Books I. - III. Edited by GEORGE

LONG , M.A. 1s . 60 .

CAESAR : DE BELLO GALLICO. Books I.-IV. Translated by W.

A. McDEVITTE. ls .

VIRGIL : AENEID. Book V. Edited by J. T. Phillipsox,

M.A., Head Master of Christ's College, Finchley. With Introduction , Notes

and Vocabulary , and numerous Illustrations. ls . 6d .

Translation by A. HAMILTON BRYCE , LL.D. ls .

HORACE : ODES. Book I. Edited by C. G. BOTTING, M.A.,

Assistant Master at St. Paul's School, With Introduction , Notes and

Vocabulary, and numerous Illustrations. Is . 6d .

Translation by A. HAMILTON BRYCE , LL.D. 1s .

XENOPHON : ANABASIS . Book III . and Book IV. Macmichael's

Edition, revised by J. E. MELIUISH , M.A., Assistant Master at St. Paul's
School. With Introduction, Notes, and Map . ls. 60 .

Translation by the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A. ls .

EURIPIDES : HECUBA. Edited , with Introduction , Notes, and

Vocabulary, by Rev. A. W. UPCOTT, M.A., Head Master of Christ's Hospital.

With Illustrations. 2s.

- Translation by E. P. COLERIDGE, B.A. ls.

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE SCHOOLS

EXAMINATION BOARD

Higher Certificate Examination , 1902.
:

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD LOCAL

EXAMINATIONS ,

CICERO : DE SENECTUTE. Edited by A. S. WARMAN, B.A.

With Introduction , Notes, Vocabulary, and Illustrations. Is. 6d .

LIVY . Book VI . Edited by E. S. WEYMOUTH, M.A. , and G. F.

HAMILTOX, B.A. With Historical Introduction , Life of Livy, Notes , and Map.

2s.6d ,

EURIPIDES : ALCESTIS. Edited by E. H. BLAKENEY, M.A.

With Introduction , Notes, Appendices and Vocabulary, and Illustrations. 25.

EURIPIDES : MEDEA. Edited by the Rev. T. NICKLIN , M.A.

With Introduction, Notes, Appendices and Vocabulary, and Illustrations. 25.

*** Translations of the above and of all other prescribed books are published by

Messrs. Bell .

CORNEILLE : CINNA . Gombert's Edition, revised by M. Gasc. 6d.

RACINE : LES PLAIDEURS. Gombert's Edition, revised by M.
GASC. 6d .

SCHILLER : WALLENSTEINS TOD . Edited by C. A. BUCHHEIM ,

Ph.D. 2s. 6d .

Translations of La Fontaine, Racine, Goethe , Hauff, Schiller, and Lessing
are also published by Messrs. Beli.

NOTES ON SHAKESPEARE'S KING LEAR AND HENRY V. By

T. DUFF BARNETT, B.A. ls , each .

July, 1902.

:

SHAKESPEARE'S JULIUS CÆSAR. Edited, with Notes, by T.

DUFF BARNETT, B.A. 2s.

NOTES ON SHAKESPEARE'S JULIUS CÆSAR. By T. DOFF

BARNETT , B.A. ls .

LAMB'S ESSAYS OF ELIA. First Series . ls .

Full List of Messrs . Bell's Books suitable for the

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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List of Books
FOR THE

OF 1902 .

HEAVY TYPE. THEY MAY BE HAD WITH OR WITHOUT VOCABULATIES.

New Books ,

KAIMAS IIP2 TH .Κ Λ .

LONDON UNIVERSITY MATRICULATION .

June, 1902, and January and June, 1903.

CICERO : DE SENECTUTE. Edited by A. S. WARMAN , B.A. ,
Crown 8vo , ls . 6d .

Assistant Master at Manchester Grammar School. With Introduction, Notes ,

Exercises, &c. , and Vocabulary, and Illustrations. 1s. 6d.
Translation by G. H. WELLS, M.A. ls.

OVID ; TRISTIA . Book I. Edited by A. E. ROGERS, M.A. , late

Classical Master at Hereford School. With Introduction , Notes and Vocabulary , A FIRST GREEK READER.

and numerous Illustrations. ls , 6d .

In Two Progressive Parts.

OVID ; TRISTIA. Book III. Edited by H. R. Woolrych, M.A. ,
Head Master of Blackheath School. With Introduction, Notes and Vocabulary, With 30 Illustrations, Hints , and Vocabulary, by E. C. MARCIANT, M.A., late

and numerous Illustrations. ls. 6d . Fellow of Peterhouse , and Classical Master at St. Paul's School,

OVID'S TRISTIA . Translated by H. T. Riley, M.A. 1s.

LIVY. Book XXI. Edited , with Introduction , Notes , and Ap- This Dictionary will be found to be much more complete and

pendices, by F. E. A. TRAYES, M.A., Assistant Master at St. Paul's School ,

with 47 Illustrations and 6 Maps and Plans. 2s. 6d . net (without Vocabulary ).
accurate than any other published at the same price.

Translation by J. BERNARD BAKER, M.A. ls . Medium 16mo, treble columns, xii . +941 pages . 3s , 6d .

EURIPIDES : MEDEA, Edited by the Remotes Nicebendices and A CONCISEA CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE
. With , ,

Vocabulary, and Illustrations. 2s .

Translation by E. P. COLERIDGE . 18 . FRENCH AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES .
EURIPIDES : ALCESTIS. Edited by E. H. BLAKENEY, M.A., By F. E. A. GASC .

Head Master of Sir W. Borlase School, Great Marlow . With Introduction ,

Notes, Appendices and Vocabulary, and Illustrations. 2s.

Translation by E. P. COLERIDGE. ls .

BELL'S SCIENCE SERIES.
XENOPHON : ANABASIS . Book VI. Macmichael's Edition , revised

by J. E. MELHUISH , M.A. 1s, 60 , NEW VOLUME. Crown 8vo , 3s . 6d.

Translation by the Rev. J. S. WATSON , M.A. 1s.

ELEMENTARY INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

By JAMES WALKER, D.Sc. , Ph.D. , F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in University

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS ' College, Dundee ,

PUPILS ' CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS .

The best and most complete Set of Works on Grammar.

July and December, 1902 . Suited to all Forms and Classes .

CAESAR :GALLICWAR. Book II. Edited by A. C. LIDDELL, Works by C. P. MASON , B.A., F.C.P.,
LATE FELLOW OF UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON .

"

,
Illustrations, Maps, and Plans. 1s , 6d .

CAESAR : GALLIC WAR. Book III . Edited by F. H. COLSON ,

M.A. and G. M. GWYTIER, M.A. With Introduction , Notes, Exercises and

Vocabulary, and numerous Illustrations, Maps, and Plans . ls.60.

Books I.-IV. Translated by W. McDEVITTE , B.A. ls .

Text only. Complete. By G. Long, M.A. ls . 6d.

VIRGIL : AENEID. Book V. Edited , with Introduction, Notes,

and Vocabulary, by J. T. PHILLIPSON , M.A. With numerous Illustrations.
ls , 6d .

Translation by A. HAMILTON BRYCE , LL.D. ls.

· Text only . Complete. By Prof. CONINGTON . 28.

HORACE : ODES. Book I. Edited, with Introduction , Notes , and

Vocabulary, by C. G. BOTTING , B.A. With Illustrations. ls . 6d .

Translation by A. HAMILTON BRYCE , LL.D.

Text only. Complete. By A. J. MACLEANE, M.A. ls . 6d.

CICERO : DE SENECTUTE. Edited, with Introduction, Notes ,

and Vocabulary, by A. S. WARMAN , B.A. With Illustrations. ls. 6d .

EUTROPIUS. Books I. and II. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by J. G. SPENCER, B.A. With Illustrations, is, 6d .

XENOPHON : ANABASIS. Book IV. Macmichael's Edition, revised

by J. E. MELHUISH , M.A. With Introduction and Notes, &c . ls . 6d .

Translation by the Rev. J. S. Watson , M.A. ls .

EURIPIDES : HECUBA. Edited , with Introduction , Notes, and

Vocabulary, by the Rev. A. W. UPCOTT , M.A. With numerous Illustrations. 2s.

Translated by E. P. COLERIDGE . 18 .

SHAKESPEARE'S JULIUS CÆSAR. Edited , with Introduction and

Notes, &c. , by T. DUFF BARNETT, B.A. 2s .

NOTES ON SHAKESPEARE'S JULIUS CÆSAR. By T. DUFF
BARNETT, B.A. ls.

177th - 182nd THOUSAND. Price 3s. 6d ., cloth .

ENGLISH GRAMMAR, including Grammatical Analysis.
The aims kept in view throughout have been not only to set before the learner,

in the plainest and most exact form , the facts and laws of English Grammar,

but to give him clear and broad views of the structure of our language, and of

the functions and history of its component parts .

62nd-66th THOUSAND. Price 38. 6d ., cloth .

A SHORTER ENGLISH GRAMMAR, with copious and carefully

graded Exercises, containing the pith of the “ English Gram .

mar," with fewer minutiæ and more exercises .

127th-136th THOUSAND, Price 2s., cloth.

OUTLINES OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR for the use of Junior

Classes .

135th - 144th THOUSAND . Price 1s . , cloth .

FIRST NOTIONS OF GRAMMAR for Young Learners .

Price 2s , cloth .

PRACTICE AND HELP IN THE ANALYSIS OF SENTENCES .

This work contains a carefulexposition of the mutual relations of the constituent

elements of sentences , with illustrations and exercises, and a large selection of

miscellaneous examples of all grades of dilliculty, accompanied by indications

of the proper mode of analysing them .

CODE STANDARD ENGLISH GRAMMAR, adapted to the re

quirements of the successive standards of the new Code.

Five Parts.

Price 1s., cloth .

ENGLISH GRAMMAR PRACTICE.

This work consists of the Exercises appended to the “ Shorter English

Grammar, " published in a separate form . They are arranged in progressive

lessons in such a manner as to be available with almost any text- book of

English Grammar .

various Examinations sent post free on application ,

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET , COVENT GARDEN.
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PROFESSOR MEIKLEJOHN'S SERIES .

Just Published . 470 pp . + viii. Price 2s . 6d .

A SCHOOL

A Short Geography, with the Commercial Highways of

the World . Nineteenth Edition. Crown 8vo, 196 pp. . is. Od .

“ Terse , practical, informative, and statistic. This shilling Geography is exactly

what a School Geography needs to be . ”—The Teachers' Aid .

“ Clearness and conciseness exemplified." --The Private Schoolmaster.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
:Europe : its Physical and Political Geography, with

Chapters on Latitude and Longitude , Day and Night, and the
Seasong. With a Double-Page Map in Colour. By M. J. C.

MEIKLEJOHN , B.A., F.R.G.S. 96 pp. 6d.

BY

J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN , M.A.,

Professor of the Theory, History, and Practice of Education

in the University of St. Andrews;

Africa : its Geography, Resources , and Chronicle of Dis
covery up to 1897. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Oxon . Third

Edition. Crown 8vo , 76 pp. 4d.

:

AND The British Colonies and Dependencies : their Re
sources and Commerce. With Chapters on the Interchange of

Productions and Climatic Conditions. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN ,

B.A. Third Edition . Crown 8vo, 96 pp . 60 .
M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN , B.A. ,

Sometime Adam de Brome Exhibitioner, Oriel College,

Oxford .

.

A Short History of England and Great Britain , B.c. 55

to A.D. 1890. Fourteenth Edition . Crown 8vo 1s. Od .

“ In the ' Short History ' there is plenty of anecdote , ballad, and stray gemsof

literature : and we find, though not with the usual emphasis, the Professor's expert

ness in the use and disposition of type ." -- Education .

Outlines of the History of England and Great Britain

to A.D. 1890. Fifth Edition . Crown 8vo, 84 pp . 60 .

The Caxton History Reader. Tudor Period. With Bio

graphies of Leading Persons. Small crown 8vo, 233 pp.. 1s. 4d .

A Short Grammar of the English Tongue, with Three
Hundred and Thirty Exercises . Twelfth Edition 1s. Od .

1. This book is intended for scholars of from fourteen to

sixteen years of age .

2. It is quite a new book, and not an abridgment of Pro

fessor Meiklejohn's “ New History,” to which, however, it is

an easy stepping -stone.

3. The book contains clear and convincing Maps and

Diagrams.

4. Dates , Chronicles , and Summaries (to aid in prepara

tion for Examinations) are appended to every reign.

5. Full Genealogical Tables, explaining all difficult points,

are also given.

6. The book also contains an Index of Historical Terms,

together with references to the pages in the text where they
are treated .

7. It comes down to the end of Queen Victoria's reign .

8. The book concludes with a chapter on the growth of

the Empire and the Imperial instinct in the British Colonies.

In this chapter reference is made to the chief recent events

in the development of our Empire, to the annexation of the

two new South African Colonies, and to the constitution of

the Australian Commonwealth.

A Short History of the English Language Crown 8vo ,
1s. Od.76 pp.

An Outline of the History of English Literature.

Crown 8vo, 110 pp. 1s. 6d.

A New Spelling Book. With Side Lights from History .

Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, 152 pp .
1s. Od .

“ We agree with the main principle here followed - that spelling should be learnt

through the eye rather than through the ear . " -- The School Guardian ,

Full particulars and Specimen pages may be hadfrom the

Publisher.

One Hundred Short Essays in Outline. By Prof.

MEIKLEJOHN. Fourth Edition. 110 pp . 18. Od.

“ This is undoubtedly one of the most useful books for pupil teachers , Scholarship

and Certificate students, ever produced . ” — The Practical Teacher.

Fables, Anecdotes, and Stories for Teaching Composi

tion , with Outlines and Hints on Letter Writing. Fifth Edition .

Crown 8vo, 160 pp . 1s . Od.

107 pp . + viii. Price 1s.

THE BOOK OF THE FRENCH VERB.

A First French Book. By J. DE CUSANCE . With a

Preface by Professor MEIKLEJOHN. Crown 8vo , 120 pp . is. Od .

" It is an uncommonlygood French grammar, full of valuable material, and will

make a thoroughly practical text -book . " -The Educational News.

By J. DE CUSANCE .

This little book is a complete Grammar of the French

Verb, in its assertive, interrogative, and negative forms. It

also contains perfectly clear and open Tables of the Irregular

French Verbs, each displayed across two pages. The chief
Idioms connected with the Verbs are also given .

A Short Arithmetic . By G. A. Christian, B.A. , and A. H.

BAKER , B.A. Crown 8vo, 196 pp. 1s. Od.

With Answers , 1s . 6d.

* For boys and girls competing for the various County Council Scholarships

nothing better could be desired . The Teachers ' Aid.

" It is one of the best Short Arithmetics ever produced . A great feature is the

large number of examples culled from the various public examinations."

The Teachers' Monthly .

LONDON : A. M. HOLDEN , 11 PATERNOSTER SQUARE , E.C.
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METHUEN'S JUNIOR SCHOOL BOOKS.

Edited by OLIVER D. INSKIP, M.A., LL.D., Head Master of Framlingham

College, and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A. , F.R.S.L., Head Master of the West

Kent Grammar School, Brockley, S.E.

A New Series of Class - Books suitable for Candidates preparing for the Oxford and Cambridge Junior Local Examina

tions, and for the Lower and Middle Forms of the Public Schools.

Each volume is the work of a Master who has had considerable experience in teaching his subject, while special

attention has been paid to the arrangement of the type and matter, which is as clear and concise as possible. The books

contain numerous Examination Papers, and, where the subject requires it , are fully illustrated . In scholarship, in excellence

of printing, and in lowness of price, this series will be found inferior to no other.

A Class Book of Dictation Passages. By W. WILLIAMSON, B.A. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, ls . 6d .

In use at over 200 large Secondary Schools , including Bath College, Blackheath School, Bradfield College, Cheltenham

College , Edinburgh Academy, Merchant Taylors' School, Mill Hill School, Nottingham High School, St. Olave's School,
Southwark, St. Paul's School.

The Gospel according to St. Mark . Edited by A. E. Rcbie, M.A., Head Master of the Royal Naval School,

Eltham . With Three Maps. Crown 8vo, ls . 6d .

With Numerous Passages for Parsing and Analysis ,A Junior English Grammar. By W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

and a Chapter on Essay Writing Crown 8vo, 2s.6d .

A Junior Chemistry . By E. A. TYLEE, B.A., F.C.S. , Science Master at Framlingham College. With Seventy -three

Illustrations. Crown 8vo . [ In the Press.

FRENCH PROSE COMPOSITION. By R. R. N.

BARON, M.A. With Vocabularies and Notes . Crown

8vo, 2s . 6d .; Key , 3s . net.

Suitable for use in upper forms and for Candidates for

Army Examinations.

Junior Eramination Series.

Edited by A. M.M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcap. 8vo, 1s.

JUNIOR FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS IN

MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND IDIOMS.

By F. JACOR, M.A., Modern Language Master at Chel

tenham College.

JUNIOR LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS IN

MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND IDIOMS.

By C. G. BOTTING , B.A. , Assistant Master at St. Paul's

School.

JUNIOR ENGLISH GRAMMAR EXAMINATION

PAPERS . By W. WILLIAMSON, B.A., Head Master,

West Kent Grammar School , Brockley. [ Shortly .

Adopted at Harrow , Rugby, and St. Paul's.

A COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF FOREIGN

NATIONS. By F. C. Boon, B.A. Crown Svo , 2s .

A TEXT -BOOK OF AGRICULTURAL BOTANY.

By M. C. POTTER, M.A., F.L.S. Second Edition , Re

written and with additional Illustrations. Crown 8vo ,

3s . 6d . EASY GREEK EXERCISES. By C. G. BOTTING , B.A.,

Assistant Master at St. Paul's School . Crown 8vo, 2s .

In use at Charterhouse, Haileybury, and Rugby.
A PRIMER OF TENNYSON. By W. M. Dixon,

M.A. , Professor of English Literature at Birmingham

University Second Edition , Revised . Crown 8vo,

2s . 6d .

CICERO .-- DE NATURA DEORUM, Translated by

F. BROOKS, M.A. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

Set for London Inter. B.D. Exam. , 1902 .

METHUENI & CO . , 36 ESSEX STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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Mathematics and Physics. Thistory — continued.

3s .

1

By J. HAMBLIN SMITH , M.A.
By the Rev. J. FRANCK BRIGHT, D.D.,

Master of University College, Oxford .
A Treatise on Arithmetic . With an Appendix on

Approximation , in which a New Method of Decimalisation of Money is given A History of England.
with a view to Shortening and Simplifying much of the Work in Commercial Period I. - Medieval Monarchy: The Departure of the Romans to

Arithmetic. Crown 8vo , 3s . 6d . ( Copies may be hind without the Answers .) Richard III. From A.D. 449 to 1485. Crown 8vo, 4s . 6d .

A KEY, 9s . Period II.- Personal Monarchy : Henry VII. to James II . From 1485 to
1688. Crown 8vo , 5s.

Exercises in Arithmetic. Arranged and Adapted Period III. - ConstitutionalMonarchy : William and Mary to William IV .

From 1689 to 1837. Crown 8vo , 7s. 6d .

to the Sections in Hamblin Smith's “ Trentise on Arithmetic ." Crown 8vo ,
Period IV. -The Growth of Democracy : Victoria. From 1837 to 1880.

ls . 6d . ; with Answers, 2s , Crown 8vo , 68.

A KEY, 6s , 6d .

A Shilling Arithmetic. For the use of Elementary EPOCHS OF ENGLISH HISTORY .

Classes and Preparatory Schools . Crown 8vo , 15. ; with Answers, 1s. 6d .
YORK POWELL'S EARLY ENG. GARDINER'S (Mrs.) STRUGGLE

LAND to the NORMAN CON- against ABSOLUTE MOXARCHY ,

Elementary Algebra. New Edition , with a large QUEST. ls . 1603-1688 . 9d.

number of Additional Exercises. With or without Answers, crown 8vo , 3s . 6d . CREIGHTON'S (Mrs. ) ENGLAND A

Answers separately , 6d . CONTINENTAL POWER , 1066
ROWLEY'S SETTLEMENT of the

A KEY, 9s . 1216. 9d .
CONSTITUTIOX, 1689-1784. 9d .

The Old Edition can still be had . ROWLEY'S RISE of the PEOPLE and TANCOCK'S EXGLAND during the

the GROWTH of PARLIAMENT, AMERICAN and EUROPEAN
Exercises on Algebra . Small 8vo, I Geometrical Conic Sections. 1214-1485 . 9d . WARS, from 1765-1820 . 9d .

28. 6d . (Copies may be had without Crown 8vo , 3s. 6d . CREIGHTON'S ( Bishop) TUDORS

the Answers .)
Elements of Geometry . Contain

and the REFORMATION , 1485- BROWNING'S MODERN ENGLAND

1603. 9d.
Elementary Trigonometry. Sm . ing Books I. to VI . , and Portions

from 1820-1897 . 9d ,

8vo , 4s, 6d . of Books XI . and XII . , of Euclid ,

A KEY, 7s.6d. with Exercises and Notes, arranged Epochs of English History. Complete in One
with the Abbreviations admitted Volume, with 27 Tables and Pedigrees and 23 Maps. Fcap. 8vo, 5s .Elementary Statics. Crown 8vo,

in the Cambridge University and

Local Examinations. Crown 8vo ,

Elementary Hydrostatics. Cr. 3s . 60 . EPOCHS OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
8vo , 3s . Books I. and II . may be had separ

A KEY to Statics and Hydrostatics , ately , limp cloth , Is. 64 . 10 Vols ., with Maps, 2s . 6d . each .

68. A KÉT, 8s. 6d . BEESLY'S GRACCHI, MARIL'S, and IHNE'S ROME to its CAPTURE by

SULLA . the GAULS.

CIPES'S EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE.
MERIVALE'S ROMAN TRIUNVIR

By Professor GANOT. Translated and Edited by CAPES'S ROMAN EMPIRE of the

SECOND CENTURY.
1 ATES.

COX'S GREEKS AND THE PER

E. ATKINSON, Ph.D., F.C.S.
SANKEY'S SPARTAN AND THE

SIANS.
BAN SUPREMACIES.

COX'S ATHENIAN EMPIRE .

Elementary Treatise on Physics, Experimental CURTEIS'S RISE of the MACE- SMITH'S (BOSWORTH ) ROME AND

and Applied. With 9 Coloured Plates and 1057 Woodcuts . Crown 8vo , 15s . DONIAN EMPIRE. CARTHAGE,

Natural Philosophy for General Readers
and Young Persons . EPOCHS OF MODERN HISTORY.Revised by A. W. REINOLD , M.A., F.R.S. With

7 Plates , 632 Woodcuts, and an Appendix of Questions. Crown 8vo, 7s . 6d .
19 Vols. , with Maps, 2s . 6d . each ,

AIRY'S ENGLISH RESTORATION ! JOHNSON'S NORMANS in EUROPE.

and LOUIS XIV ., 1648-1678 . LONGMANS' FREDERICK the

ofCHURCH'S BEGINNING the

Thistory.
GREAT and the SEVEN YEARS

MIDDLE AGES. WAR .

COX'S CRUSADES. LUDLOW'S WAR OF AMERICAN

CREIGHTON'S AGE OF ELIZA INDEPENDENCE, 1775-1783.

BETH . MCCARTHY'S EPOCH of REFORM ,

By the Rev. D. MORRIS, B.A. GAIRDNER'S HOUSES OF LAN 1830-1850 .

CASTER AND YORK . MOBERLY'S THE EARLY TUDORS.
A Class-Book History of England, designed for GARDINER'S THIRTY YEARS' MORRIS'S AGE OF ANNE.

the Use of Students preparing for the University Local Examinations or WAR . MORRIS'S THE EARLY HANO.

for the London University Matriculation . With 4 Historical Maps, 20 Plans GARDINER'S FIRST TWO VERIANS .

of Battles , and 30 other Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo , 3s . 6d . STUARTS . SEEBOHM'S PROTESTANT REVO

GARDINER'S ( Mrs. ) FRENCH LUTION .

REVOLUTION , 1789-1795 . STUBBS ' THE EARLY PLANTA

By CYRIL RANSOME, M.A.
HALE'S FALL OF THE STUARTS, ! GENETS .

and WESTERN EUROPE, from WARBURTON'S EDWARD THE

1678 to 1697 . THIRD.

A Short History of England . From the Earliest
Times to the Death of Queen Victoria . With Tables, Plans, Maps, Index, &c .

Crown 8vo , 3s. 60 .

Or, in Two Parts, 2s , each . Part I .: To the Death of Elizabeth , A.D. 1603.

Part II .: 1603 to 1901 .

A Summary of Ransome's Short History of England. With

22 Maps and Plans and 34 Genealogical Tables . Price 1s.

By JAMES SULLY, M.A.

By SAMUEL RAWSON GARDINER, D.C.L., LL.D. Outlines of Psychology. Crown 8vo, 9s.

A Student's History of England.
The Teacher's Handbook of Psychology.

From the Crown 8vo , 6s , 6d .
Earliest Times to 1885 . Vol. I .: B.C. 55 - A.D . 1509. With 173 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 4s . Vol. II.: 1509-1689. With 96 Illustrations. Crown 8vo , 4s .

Studies of Childhood. 8vo, 10s. 6d.Vol. III .: 1689-1835 . With 109 Illustrations. Crown 8vo , 4s.

COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, with 378 Illustrations, crown 8vo, 12s.

Children's Ways: being Selections from the Author'sPreparatory Questions on the above. By R. SOMERVELL, M.A. ,
“ Studies of Childhood , " with some additional Matter. With 25 Figures in theAssistant Master at Harrow School, Crown 8vo , ls .
Text. Crown 8vo , 4s. 6d .

A School Atlas of English History. With 66

Maps and 22 Plans of Battles, &c . Fcap . 4to , 5s . By ENNIS RICHMOND,

Outline of English History, B.C. 55 to A.D. 1901. Author of " Boyhood," and " Through Boyhood to Manhood.”
With 96 Woodcuts and Maps. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6il.

The Mind of a Child. Crown 8vo , 3s. 6d . net.

LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO. , LONDON, New York, AND BOMBAY.&

1

Principles of Teaching, &c.
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Classics. Classics - continued.

By Dr. B. H. KENNEDY. By FRANCIS DAVID MORICE, M.A.

The Revised Latin Primer. Crown 8vo , 2s . 6d . Stories in Attic Greek . With Notes and Vocabu

lary. Crown 8vo, 38. 6d.

The Shorter Latin Primer . Crown 8vo , Is .

Exercises on the Shorter Latin Primer. By By F. RITCHIE, M.A.

M. G. and J. E. KENNEDY, and H. WILKINSON, M.A. Crown
First Steps in Greek . Crown 8vo, 2s .

8vo, ls . 60 .

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 2s . 9d . net, post free. A Practical Greek Method for Beginners.

By F. RITCHIE, M.A., and E. H. MOORE , M.A. Crown 8vo , 3s . 60 .

By ARTHUR SIDGWICK, M.A. A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 58. 25d . net , post free.

A First Greek Writer . Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.A Easy Greek Grammar Papers. Fcap . 8vo , ls . 6d .

A KEY, for the use of Masters only. 5s. 2 d . net, post free. First Steps in Latin. Crown Svo , Is . 6d .

Introduction to Greek Prose Composition. A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 38. 8 } d . net, post free.

With Exercises . Crown 8vo, 5s . Second Steps in Latin . Crown 8vo . 2s .

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 58. 3d. net, post free.
Fabulae Faciles. A First Latin Reader. Containing

Scenes from Greek Plays. Rugby Edition . Abridged
Detached Sentences and Consecutive Stories. With Notes and

and Adapted for the use of Schools . Fcap. 8vo, Is. 6d. each .
Vocabulary . Crown 8vo, 28. 6d.

Aristophanes.—The Clouds . The Frogs. The Knights. Plutus . Imitative Exercises in Easy Latin Prose.

Euripides. - Iphigenia in Tauris . The Cyclops. Ion . Electra.
Based on “ Fabulae Faciles." Crown 8vo, ls . 60.

Alcestis . Bacchae. Hecuba. Medea. Exercises in Latin Prose Composition. Crown
8vo, 2s . 60 .

An Introduction to Greek Verse Composi- A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 38. 8 }d . net, post free.

tion . By ARTHUR SIDGWICK , M.A., and F. D. Morice, M.A.

With Exercises . Crown 8vo, 58.
Easy Continuous Latin Prose . Crown 8vo, 28. 6d .

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 58. 2 d . net , post free. First Latin Verse Book . Crown 8vo , 2s .

By G. G. BRADLEY, D.D., Dean of Westminster.
Easy Latin Passages for Translation. Sm. 8vo , 2s .

Aids to Writing Latin Prose. Containing 144
Latin Grammar Papers. Fcap. Svo , ls .

Exercises . With an Introduction comprising Preliminary Hints,

Directions, Explanatory Matter, &c . Edited and Arranged by

T. L. PAPILLON , M.A. Crown 8vo , 5s . English Language.
A KEY, for the use of Masters only. 55. 2 d . net , post free .

By ALEXANDER BAIN , LL.D.

By H. G. LIDDELL, D.D. , and ROBERT SCOTT, D.D.
A First or Introductory English Grammar.

Greek -English Lexicon. 4to, 36s. 18mo, ls . 4d .

Greek-English Lexicon. Abridged from the above . KEY, with additional Exercises. 18mo, 18. 91 .

Revised throughout. Square 12mo, 7s . 60 . A Higher English Grammar. Fcap. 8vo , 2s . 6d.

By H. R. HEATLEY, M.A.
A Companion to the Higher English Gram

Being intended as a help to the thorough mastery of

Graecula. A First Book of Greek Translation. With English. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

Rules, Short Sentences, Stories for Translation, and a Vocabulary.

Fcap. 8vo, ls . 6d..
English Composition and Rhetoric . Original

A KEY, for the use of Masters only. 58. 2 }d . net , post free.
Edition . Crown 8vo , 43 .

Longmans Illustrated First Latin Reading English Composition and Rhetoric. Enlarged

Book and Grammar. With 67 Illustrations by LANCELOT Edition . ( Two Parts.) Part I. : The Intellectual Elements of

SPEED . Crown 8vo , Is . 4.1 . Style . Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d. Part II . : The Emotional Qualities

of Style. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

By H. R. HEATLEY, M.A. , and H. N. KINGDOM , M.A. On Teaching English, with Detailed Examples and

Gradatim . An Easy Latin Translation Book for Beginners.
the Definition of Poetry. Crown 8vo, 2s . 6d .

With Vocabulary. Fcap 8vo, ls. 6d.

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 5s . 2 d . net , post free.

French .
Excerpta Facilia . A Second Latin Translation Book .

Containing a Collection of Stories from various Latin Authors .

With Notes at end, and a Vocabulary. Crown 8vo, 28. 6d.
By LÉON CONTANSEAU, M.A.

A KEY, for the use of Masters only. 58. 3d . net, post free. A Practical Dictionary of the French and

English Languages. Post 8vo, 3s . 6d .

By T. K. ARNOLD, M.A. A Pocket Dictionary of the French and
Arnold's Practical Introduction to Latin English Languages. Being a careful Abridgment of the

Prose Composition. By G. GRANVILLE BRADLEY, D.D., Dean Author's “Practical French and English Dictionary,” preserving
of Westminster. 53 . all the most useful features of the Original, condensed in a much

A KEY, for the use of Masters only. 58. 2d . net, post free. smaller Volume. Square 18mo, ls . 6d.

Arnold's Practical Introduction to Greek

Prose Composition .
By A. A. SOMERVILLE, M.A.

By EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A. , LL.D.

Crown 8vo, 33. 6d. A First French Writer. For the use of Lower and
A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 38. 8d. net, post free. Middle Forms of Schools. Crown 8vo, 3s . 60.

LONGMANS, GREEN , & CO. , LONDON, NEW YORK, AND BOMBAT.
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BLACKIE & SON'S NEW LIST&

Write for Complete Educational Catalogue.

french.

A NOTE -BOOK OF FRENCH LITERATURE . By Paulip C. YORKE, M.A., Magdalen College, Oxford. In, ,

Two Volumes. Vol. I. - To the End of the Eighteenth Century. 6s. net .

This book consists of brief and concise notes on the most important French writers, together with full and carefully selected specimens of their

work. By leaving out the lesser names, space has been gained in which to represent the greuter writers more adequately than is usually the case in
volumes of selections .

The Standard says :- “ Mr. Yorke's comments on each writer are pithy, scholarly, and often av He has not merely sought to throw

into relief personal characteristics, but to trace in bold outline what is more difficult: the rise and progress of French style . "

A BRIEF SKETCH OF FRENCH HISTORY, 1789-1815 . By Prof. GUILGAULT. Fcap. 8vo , cloth , 1s . 6d.

A BRIEF SKETCH OF FRENCH HISTORY, 1815-1873 . By Henry HIRSCH , B.A., B. és L. fcap. 8vo,

cloth , ls . 6d.

e .

Latin .

.

VIRGIL - AENEID I. Edited by H. B. COTTERILL, M.A. 2s. [ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.

VIRGIL - GEORGICS III . and IV . Edited by S. E. WIN BOLT, M.A. In the press . [ Blackie's Ilustrated Latin Series.

TERENCE - PHORMIO . Edited by W. CECIL LAMING, M.A. In the press . [ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.

A FIRST LATIN COURSE , A Latin Book for Beginners. Based on Conversation throughout. By E. H.

SCOTT, B.A., and FRANK JONES, B.A. Is . 6d .

THE LATIN PERIOD . An Elementary Exercise Book. By E. A. WELLS, J.A., of Highfield School, Southampton. ls.

KEY TO WALTERS' FIRST STEPS IN CONTINUOUS LATIN PROSE , By W. C. FLAMSTEAD

WALTERS, M.A. ( The Volume, 2s . ) Key, 2s . 6d , net.

A FIRST LATIN READER . By R. A. A. BERES FORD, M.A. With Vocabularies. Fully Illustrated. Crown

8vo , cloth, Is . 6d.

The Head Master of a well-known Preparatory School writes : - “ . I may add that I have already had more success with your

Mr. Beresford’s ‘ Latin Reader ' than with any other Latin book for beginners that I have ever used . ”

9

:

English .

MILTON - LYCIDAS . Edited by H. B. COTTERILL, J.A. In the press.

KING LEAR . ( Vew volume in the Warwick Shakespeare.) Edited , with Introduction, Notes, &c . , by D. Nichol.

SMITH , M.A. In the press.

RICHARD THE SECOND , ( Vew volume in the Picture Shakespeare.) Edited , with Introduction, Notes, &c. ls .

ENGLISH TALES IN VERSE . ( ein volume in the Warwick Library of English Literature.) Edited by

Professor C. H. HERFORD, Litt.D. 3s. 6d .

BLACKIE'S ILLUSTRATED GREEK SERIES

General Editor - Prof. TYRRELL, Litt.D.

AESCHYLUS-EUMENIDES. Edited by LIONEL D. BARNETT, M.A. , Litt.D. , formerly Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge. 3s. 6d .

HOMER -ODYSSEY, Book I. Edited by the Rev. E. C. EVERARD OWEN, M.A., Assistant Master at Harrow.

XENOPHON -ANABASIS II. Edited by the Rev. G. H. NALL , M.A. , Assistant Master at Westminster School. In the pri 88 .

28 .

BLACKIE'S LITTLE FRENCH CLASSICS

Messrs. Blackie & Son have the pleasure to announce a new Series of French Books under the above title, the aim of which is to provide

students of French literature with well printed selections over a wide range in a cheap and bandy form . Each book consists of from

32 to 40 pages , uniform in size with the well known Junior English Classics, and contains, in addition to the French Text, a brief Intro

duction and short Notes. The price is Fourpence. Complete list on application . The first books are as follows:

SELECTIONS FROM RABELAIS. Edited by E. C. GOLDBERG, M.A., of Tonbridge School .

MOLIÈRE-SCENES FROM LE MÉDECIN MALGRÉ LUI. Edited by W.J. CLARK , M.A., Ph.D.

LESAGE-SELECTIONS FROM GIL BLAS. Edited by H. W. ATKINSON , M.A., of Roseall School.

MADAME DE SÉVIGNÉ-SELECT LETTERS. Edited by Miss M. F. Vernon HARCOURT , of Notting Hill High School .

PROSPER MÉRIMÉE - MATEO FALCONE, &c. Edited by J. E. MICHELL, M.A., of Westminster School .

LONDON : BLACKIE & SON , LIMITED , 50 OLD BAILEY .
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which the Education Bill should take. In some cases this

The Educational Times. suggests a vagueness with regard to the issues at stake,

which is not far removed from ignorance. In the real edu

cational world there has been substantial progress towards a
No one will be surprised to hear that the

Weary conception of true ideals ; and schoolmasters will be found

Waiting.
schoolmasters — as Mr. Moss said , on their
behalf, at the Head Masters' Conference - find much better prepared to criticize and appreciate the Govern

it “ weary waiting " for promised legislative reforms, which ment's forthcoming Bill than they were a year ago.

There was a good attendance at the Head Masters' Con
they are invited to discuss over and over again in every

ference held at Cambridge on December 20 and 21 . The

succeeding year, but which are never seriously pressed for
ward in the House of Commons. The Chairman of the guests of the University included sixty head masters and

seventy assistant masters. The proceedings of the Confer

Conference on secondary training, whose proceedings we
report this month, used a still morevigorous expression when ence prove indisputably the steady growth of the interest

referring to the continued procrastination of the Government
taken in professional discussions by the head masters of the

in the matter of the Teachers' Register. The profession has greatnon -local schools. In their desire to make the Con

been steadily demanding registration for many years past; unfortunate mistake of including too many subjects in the
ference interesting to all , the Committee fell into the

;

the Consultative Committee has shown how simply and
systematically it may be worked ; and yet no one who under- agenda. There were twelve different questions to be dis

stands what is going on from day to day has any confidencecussed , two of which had three subdivisions. There were

also some instances of loose drafting, which led to a waste

that we are near to the fruition of our hopes. The speaker
of time at the meetings. It is clear that so many subjects,

to whom we have referred calls this prolonged delay a crying
ranging from the Education Bill down to newspaper reports

shame, and he is entirely in the right of it . Still , there are
of a certain class of trials, cannot be profitably dealt

some who maintain that the present Government are destined with in two meetings. In the interests of the influence

to do great things for education , and that their supporters

would not suffer them to throw away the opportunity of
which ought to attach to the resolutions of the Conference,

something like heroic legislation in 1902. We shall see .
it is hoped this error will be in future avoided.

We have certainly no desire to end the record of 1901 in a constitution of the future Secondary Education Authority.
The first and most important subject discussed was the

pessimistic spirit.
Although the last year has produced outwardly no de. Apparently the resolution proposed and adopted was de

velopment in the educational situation, and there has been signedly framed so as not to raise any question as to the

future of School Boards or the control of elementary edu
much to increase the despondency of the less sanguine in

cation . It is as follows :
educational matters, a real advance has, nevertheless, been

That the new Local Authority for Secondary Education should be so
made. The ideas of educationists with regard to the constituted as to secure for each locality the advantages of higher

character of future reform , and particularly of principles education ,and that, with this view, it should not be constituted by an

which should underlie and inform the Secondary Education election ad hoc: A majority of its members should be members of the
County Council, and it should include an adequate proportion of

Bill , have had time to permeate larger masses of the people. persons having a praetical knowledge of secondary education .

One need only watch the columns of the daily Press to be This is an adoption of the mode in which the present

satisfied as to this. No gathering of teachers or conference Technical Instruction Committees are constituted. Unfortu

relating to educational questions passes unnoticed ; and- nately the resolution affords the Government little assistance

most hopeful sign of all—it is seldom that a prominent towards helping them to a policy on the most critical part of

politician addresses the public without dealing with the their new Bill . It is an open secret that the local control of

subject of education .
It is true that many members of elementary education is the one matter which prevents their

Parliament preserve an open mind as to the exact form education proposals taking a definite shape. Many good
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Conservatives are desirousof preserving some of the elements change the situation ? It can hardly be assumed, in the pre

of parish representation now on School Boards, and it is sent state of opinion, that registration can be made com

thought this may be done bymeansof the correlation of powers pulsory on those competing for employment, or that boards

between District Councils and County Councils. It is to be of governors can be compelled to make it a necessary qualifica

regretted that the Head Masters' Conference was not a little tion for the headship of their schools.

bolder in facing the graver issues of the controversy . We shall hardly be suspected of undervaluing that pro

fessional training which the authorities of the College of

Preceptors have so long advocated , and which they have en

At the present time, when the conditions of deavoured , at great cost , to carry out in a systematic way.

The Training

Problem . establishing a Register of Teachers by the For many years they have provided for acting teachers means

Board of Education are shortly to be laid of instruction in principles and methods the validity of

before Parliament, the question of providing for the training which they could constantly put to the test in their daily

of teachers for secondary schools is a matter of pressing work . The result of their experiment in making provision

importance. In order to make good their claim to be for more complete and formal training does not give much

regarded as members of a learned profession, teachers must ground of hope for the success of schemes laid out on

be prepared to submit to the same conditions as are im- similar lines . If circumstances at present make complete

posed for membership of the other learned professions -- formal training impracticable, might not a serviceable sub

conditions that include a period , more or less prolonged, of stitute be found, if heads of schools and governing bodies would

preliminary training. At present it certainly cannot be set themselves to provide means of training for their masters

affirmed that this condition has been fulfilled in the case of in the schools themselves, in some such way as that indicated

the secondary teacher, nor to more than a limited extent in in the last paragraph of “ Magister's ” letter ?

the case of the public elementary teacher . It is to be

regretted that the discussion on the subject of training NOTES

which took place at the College of Preceptors on December 1 : 3

was conducted almost entirely by representatives of training Owing to the fact that the proceedings at the reception of

institutions, while the opinions of those most nearly con- the deputation from the University colleges by the Chan

cerned - namely, the heads of schools , on the one hand, and cellor of the Exchequer were private, we can only assume

assistant masters and mistresses, on the other — were not that Sir Michael Hicks-Beach will increase the grants if the

elicited . The two letters which we print in our corre- Chancellor sees his way to getting the money. At present the

spondence columns make up to some extent for this de- total Treasury grant stands at £25,000, distributed among

ficiency, and serve to account for the reluctance on the part of eleven colleges . £4,000 is given to each of the three Welsh

teachers to avail themselves of the means of training hitherto colleges . Some of the colleges are known to be crippled by
provided . a lack of income, which not only prevents development, but

We are afraid it must be admitted that the demand for in fact affects the efficiency of existing departments. Sir

specially trained teachers for secondary schools does not at Michael Hicks -Beach, while promising to continue existing

present exist to any great extent , whether for reasons indi- grants for the present, emphasized the point that the Ex

cated by “ Magister ” or for others which have not yet been chequer refused to accept liability for University education

put forward ; and as long as men of good academic standing, in England. He also maintained that the object of these

though without professional training, are preferred to men grants was to stimulate local effort, which could only be

with training, though with inferior academic attainments, done by attaching to them conditions as to the raising of

intending teachers can scarcely be expected to make the local funds . We can understand the hesitancy of the

necessary sacrifice of time and money in order to acquire Treasury in view of the uncertain extent of its obligations

that which is apparently but lightly esteemed . The under the forthcoming reorganization of secondary education .

case of the trained teachers for the public elementary It is time that the noble munificence of Sir Josiah Mason

schools is not precisely in point; for it is generally and Mr. John Owens should be imitated by other wealthy

admitted that what is done in the denominational train- That Liverpool, Manchester, and Cardiff University

ing colleges is not so much to train students in principles colleges should have to stand begging at the door of the

and methods of teaching as to provide for young men and Treasury is a disgrace to both Lancashire and South Wales .

women, who have already during their five years' apprentice

ship acquired considerable practical experience, that higher At the annual general meeting of the Modern Language

and more intimate knowledge of the subjects of instruction Association, held at the College of Preceptors, great pro

which they have not had the opportunity of acquiring in the minence was given to the advantages of the “
New ” or

school. The position of the secondary teacher is the converse " direct " method of teaching . Most of the speakers testified-

of this : he has in most cases already attained a certain to the good results attained by its use ; and there can be

standard of knowledge at the university or elsewhere, and little doubt, when the chief end in view is the speaking of a

is set to gain experience in teaching by actual practice in the living language, the method is distinctly preferable to the

school, under the supervision of the head master. old. As a matter of fact, the method hardly deserves the

Is it reasonable to expect that the mere setting up of a name of new , as it has been in vogue for many years past in

Register of Teachers ( with or without the requirement of many private schools and coaching establishments. It has

training for admission to the register) will of itself entirely the merit of making lessons more interesting, and brings the

men
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child's intelligence , as well as his already acquired stock of years, there had hardly been an educational movement,

linguistic knowledge, to aid his further efforts. Whether it whether for the improvement of methods, the training of

can produce sound and accurate scholarship remains to be teachers, or the promotion of esprit de corps and professional

seen ; although for the majority of boys this is not so dignity among them , in which he had not taken a leading

important as the power of conversing freely in another part, and borne the burden and heat of the day. Rarely has

language. a more cordial send -off been accorded to a schoolmaster

retiring from the active duties of his profession , and rarely

Mr. Balfour's speech at the Goldsmiths' Institute was has it been better deserved . All joined in wishing Mr.

refreshing from the fact that it was free from any pessimistic Storr health and energy for the many useful educational

note. The time, however, has not yet arrived when doubt activities for which he will now have increased leisure.

should be suggested as to the efficacy of a multiplication of

technical institutions and teachers to restore British in- MR. CARNEGIE's offer of £2,000,000 to the Government of

dustries to their former position . Owing to the apathy of the United States , towards the formation of a National

the race, as well as our Government's, they have not yet been University, has not been accepted by President Roosevelt .

fairly tried . The post hoc ergo propter hoc argument is, we The gift was to be made in Steel Trust bonds, and Mr. Car

admit, not a sound one . In Germany industrial prosperity negie stipulated that the bonds should be retained by the

has , it is true , followed the spread of technical instruction ; Government for a long period. As industrial trusts have

but in the United States it has existed in spite of a striking been the cause of most labour troubles and political agitation

lack of provision for technical instruction in schools. Mr. in the United States of recent years, President Roosevelt's

Balfour did well to warn his hearers that technical instruc- decision is easily explained. At the same time, Mr. Carnegie

tion not grounded on a sound knowledge of principles will can hardly be expected to create a panic in Wall Street by

never achieve a great success . Lord Roberts, speaking the realizing two million pounds' worth of Steel securities in

other day to the Woolwich cadets from a riper experience of the open market . The result would be the dislocation of the

life, did not forget to lay stress on the training of character, arrangements made by the Steel Trust for the control of the

without which no instruction can be of permanent value . iron and steel industry. The plum , however, is such a fine

This is , we fear, too little recognized both in schools and in one, that some solution of the difficulty will , no doubt, be

technical institution . discovered .

We understand that the Prince of Wales was greatly im

On December 20 about seventy old friends and pupils of pressed during his recent tour by the number of school

Mr. Francis Storr entertained him at dinner at the Holborn cadet corps taking part in the reception celebrations in the

Restaurant. The chair was taken by Prof. S. H. Butcher,an Colonies. Proposals have been made by the Head Masters'

old Marlborough pupil, and the company included Sir George Committee to the Commander-in - Chief, with a view to the

Young, Sir Richard Jebb, M.P., Sir Joshua Fitch , Mr. P. A. encouragement of military drill in secondary schools.

Barnett , Mr. Oscar Browning, Mr. Basil Champneys, Mr. C. recognized that in the majority of schools it will be found

Colbeck , Mr. H. W. Eve, Prof. Gonner, Mr. C. R. Hodgson, impracticable to form cadet corps, but it is thought there will

Mr. F. S. Marvin , Mr. H. Millington, Mr. W.E.Mullins , be no serious difficulty in arranging for a certain amount of

L.C.C. , Mr. Pogson Smith, Mr. M. E. Sadler, Mr. Arthur military drill with physical exercises in most schools. As a

Sidgwick , Mr. H. Yates Thompson, Dr. Wormell, and a first step, the Education Department, with the assistance of

number of friends and pupils in about equal proportions . the War Office, is compiling a manual of drill and physical

Unfortunately , the day selected was that on which the Head exercises. If the scheme succeeds , it will be further developed

Masters' Conference was enjoying the hospitality of Trinity by issuing carbines fitted with Morris tubes, which will

College, Cambridge, or that distinguished body would have enable firing practice to be safely carried on where only

been strongly represented. Expressions of regret for en- short ranges are available. Lord Roberts urges the com

forced absence were very numerous , and included letters manding officers of regimental districts to co-operate with

from the Bishop of Richmond , the Dean of Canterbury, theHead Masters of Marlborough, Haileybury, Bedford,and any head masters who desire to encourage the drill and

Birmingham , Dr. Mahaffy , Dr. W. A. Fearon , the Vice

Provost of Eton, the Rev. A. J. Church, Mr. Gilbert Murray, The latest novel suggestion in education is that all

Mr. Pinches, Prof. Hales , “ Ascott Hope," and many others. children in schools should be taught how to make a will .

The speeches testified to keen appreciation of Mr. Storr's It is unnecessary to state that the idea hails from America,

work in many directions and to warm personal affection . where novelties of all kinds soon find some person ready to

Several old pupils dwelt on his teaching and influence ; not test them experimentally. When we remember that the

only had he inspired them with literary enthusiasm , but he will of a minor has no legal effect, the instruction on the

was the first person, it was again and again repeated, who subject imparted in schools would not be of much use ,unless

had taught them to think, to examine the grounds of their attendance at continuation classes be made compulsory when

opinions, and to love knowledge for its own sake . The the child attains twenty -one. Perhaps the suggestion was

Chairman and other speakers paid a well merited tribute to made in the interests of lawyers , who are reported to drink ,

the services he has rendered to education in general ; it was at circuit messes , to the health of the man who makes his

universally recognized that, in the course of the last twenty own will .
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SUMMARY.
Authority, by schemeor otherwise, any power of exercising con.

trol over, or interfering with , the affairs of any school, except

those established, maintained, or aided by the Authority. In case

THE MONTH. of aid , a Local Authority would , of course, have power to attach
In anticipation of the next Government Bill , a statement has conditions to the aid, but a school which did not receive aid would

been signed by Cardinal Vaughan on behalf of himself and the the Bill,and he has been advised that such was its effect.
remain independent. Such , says the Duke, was the intention of

Roman Catholic bishops of the Province of Westminster, laying

down the principles which ought to guide them on the question

of the “ control of elementary and secondary education by the Ox December 13 the sixth annual distribution of prizes was

County Councils .” held at the South-Western Polytechnic, in Manresa Road, Chelsea.

1.They take it for granted that the payment of public moneys, Mr. Sidney Webb (Chairman of the Technical Education Board

whether derived from the rates or the taxes, willbemade equitably to of the London County Council) presided, and , in opening the

the maintenance of all schools fulfilling the educational conditions, proceedings, said London was far ahead of any other city in the

irrespective of creed . world in regard to the provision in the evening of education in

2. They consider it essential that there should be placed on the its widest sense for young men and women from the age of six.

Education Committee of the County Council representatives of the teen . Mr. Tomlinson, the Principal of the Institute, said ,although

great educational interests that have grown up with the Education the volume of work of both day and evening classes had rapidly

Department. increased , the increase had been much greater in the day than in

For this purpose it is suggested that each of the school had been found for the Polytechnic in the reconstituted Uni.
the evening classes . He expressed gratification that some place

associations should nominate one representative to sit among versity of London . Prof. Rücker , Principal of the University of

the co-opted members of the Education Committee of the County London, said :

Council, one and the same nominee , elected by the school as

sociation , to represent the interests of both elementary and There were magnificent educational opportunities, and there was

secondary denominational schools on such Education Committee. magnificent educational material, in London . But all the endeavours

that were being made were scattered , and the object of the University

was to focus them into one strong effort in order that they might

The bishops urge that such representation is not sought in could be achieved — if they could knit the colleges andpolytechnics into
advance as a well ordered army towards one common end . If that

order to weaken or control the Local Authority of the County one great educational machine - they might hope to accomplish some

Council, but to secure (a ) placing the Education Committee in thing worthy of the metropolis and of the Empire. The aims of the

full possession of the needs, & c., of denominational schools ; University of London would be, above all, practical. They should aim

( b ) the removal of friction between the Committee and religious at having great technical institutions which would prepare men for

bodies having a stake in the education of the nation ; (c ) the in theirwork in life, and , though they would not merely set up difficult

surance of the smooth working of the machinery by making the standards for students to pass, they nevertheless hoped that all those

Committee include both voluntary and School Board interests. who came within the range of the University would acquire something

This consideration is stated to be urgent. The Committee , being beyond the mere knowledge which enabled them to take their parts in

the heir of the School Board, will, it is argued, be inclined to
life . He hoped the relations between the polytechnics and the Uni

favour its own schools unless the inclination be adjusted by the versity would becomecloser, but the University had a difficult task to

presence of representatives of denominational schools. The perform , and they must be given some little time .

absence of such representatives is stated to have already been

prejudicial in the matter of technical education grants. The EARL SPENCER sent a letter to a meeting of the Education
Education Committee will , say the bishops, be the educational League at Northampton on December 17. Being prevented from

citadel of each county, and, unless great Christian educational taking the Chair, he wrote to say that he had no confidence that

bodies are represented on it, these bodies will be constrained from the Government Education Bill next Session would meet the re.

the first to “ take up an attitude of well-founded fear and sus- quirements of the nation . Those who followed educational

picion.” This will " inevitably lead to the introduction into questions keenly must fight for the following :-Defend the

County Council elections of organized politico-religious ani- School Board system for primary education , which had done, and

mosities and contests.” The document concludes with the fol. was doing, admirable work in our big towns ; strive to get a wide,

lowing resolutions : popular system of secondary education , which was essential in

3. The bishops consider it essential to the natural growth of combination with technical education for our manufactures, if

Christian schools throughout the country that the clause in the the latter were to compete successfully with those of other

Scotch Education Act of 1872, Section 67, which recognizes the nations ; advocate the principle of representative control for

increase of such schools, regard' being had to the religious belief of all State- or rate-aided grants for education, whether primary

the parents, should be introduced into the English Bill . or secondary ; defend with the utmost vigilance the right of

4. They hold that it is an essential condition to the existence of religious freedom among the pupils in all schools receiving State
their schools that the managers shall retain in their hands the right aid ; and oppose payments without rigid safeguards and con

of appointment and dismissal of teachers; while, at the same time , ditions to schools under denominational control. They should

pablic bodies responsible for public money may naturally claima not necessarily demand one Authority for managing all education,
representation of the school management for sanitary, financial, and but, whatever Authority was created for secondary education, it

scholastic purposes , in a proportion not exceeding one in three .
should be in touch with primary and technical education .

5. In the case of scholarships granted for secondary education, they

consider that these should be tenable in every school in the district

recognized as efficient.
Os December 17 Principal Dale presided over a meeting of the

6. They desire that there shall always be an appealfrom the Educa- Committee appointed to formulate a scheme for the proposed

tional Authority of the County Council to the Board of Education at University of Liverpool. Those present at the meeting included
Whitehall.

Sir John Brunner, Bart., M.P., Sir E. Lawrence, Miss Florence

Melly, Miss E. G. Holt, Mrs. G. Holt, Dr. Patterson , Dr. Caton ,

THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE has addressed a letter to Sir John Profs. Gonner and Grunbaum , the Rev. John Sephton, and

Hibbert, calling attention to his statement in a letter to him that Messrs. John Lawrence, J. W. Alsop, R. Muir, Alderman Bowring,

" in the Education Bill introduced last Session, the Education Alderman Burgess, Austin Taylor, A. F. Warr, M.P., E. K.

Committees which it constituted were invested with powers of Muspratt, C. W. Jones, C. S. Jones, & c. A draft report was sub

making schemes ,from the operation of which no schools were mitted, and, on the motion of Sir John Brunner, seconded by

excepted by the Bill, ” and to the expression of a fear that such Mr. Alsop , unanimously approved, The report will in due

schemes might operate to the detriment of non - local schools. course be submitted to the Council of University College, until
Having stated that he understands Sir John to refer to the which time it is considered as of a confidential nature. The

schemes mentioned in Clause 1 of the Education Bill, 1901 (No.1),report recommends the establishment of a University, with full
his Grace goes on to say that those schemes are for the constitution equipment for the teaching of science and commercial subjects ;

of Education Committees,and are entirely different in their char- and that immediate steps be taken to bring the scheme before the

acter from the schemes which may be made under the Charitable public, with a view of enlisting general supportand the necessary

Trusts Acts or the Endowed Schools Acts . It was not the inten- endowments. In all probability, should the Council approve, the
tion of the framers of the Bill to confer on any Local Education Lord Mayor will be asked to call a town's meeting.

9
66
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The Head Masters' Conference began their annual meeting at ary schools ; and that the study of English ought to receive more

Cambridge on December 20. The Rev. H. W. Moss ( Shrews- encouragement at the schools themselves.” Dr. Rendall (Charter

bury) , who presided, said they were all anxious that the Govern- house) moved to omit the first section of the resolution, but the

ment should seriously take in hand the question of secondary original motion was carried .
education. They were weary of delays. " The subject was of

national importance, and they ought to appeal to members of

both parties in the House of Commons to deal with it outside the
The Modern Language Association opened its annual meeting

vortex of party politics. The Rev. W. H. Keeling ( Bradford at the College of Preceptors on December 19. Mr. F. Storr took

Grammar School) moved : “ That in the new Education Bill the
the Chair . Mr. Twentyman, Acting Hon. Secretary, spoke

new Local Authority for Secondary Education should be so con- !
to the steady increase in the number of members, and said that

stituted as to secure for each locality the advantages of higher a sub -committee had been appointed to consider the question of

education, and that with this view ( 1) it should not be constituted a report on the French text -books and readers in use in English

by an election ad hoc ; ( 2 ) a majority of its members shouldbe secondary schools . A presentation was made to Mr. W. G.

members of the County Council; (3) it should include an adequate Lipscomb, late Hon. Secretary, now Head Master of the Isle
proportion of persons having a practical knowledge of secondary Worth County School. Prof. Rippmann read a paper on “ The New
education .” Ås to the ad hoc election,he held that it would Method of Teaching Modern Languages," and dwelt on the im.

lead to a dreary repetition of the scenes with which School Board portance of logical and practical continuity in teaching.

elections had made them painfully familiar. Secondary education The principal end was not to make the child acquire information

would become a question of political and religious warfare, and and accomplishments, but to develop and increase the powers of the

the higher training would be largely in the hands of uneducated intellect. First, there must be sound teaching of the mother tongue,

or half-educated people. The Rev. J. Browne (Stonyhurst) without which the teacher of French or German would not be able to

seconded, and the motion was carried . The Rev. R. D. Swallow

do more than tinker. The written form of English was largely

(Chigwell ) moved thatsecondary schools should have the right of training was important. A child soundly trained would have learnt to
historical, and tended to obscure the spoken form , and therefore ear

appeal from the Local to the Central Authority. He said , if they

were left to be governed by a body like a Local Authority, from For the linguistic training of English children , the Professor gave the
see, which was much, but also to express in clear terms what was seen .

which there was to be no appeal, he was afraid in some par- preference to German over French , in the first instance because of the

ticulars they would suffer exceedingly. There were County greater resemblance of the two languages, and because a yonng child's

Councils who had shown a disposition to use the power of the vocabulary consisted mostly of words cognate with German ; later,the

purse in an arbitrary fashion to enforce their own views upon child's vocabulary would include more Romance words, and then

schools, and there was a disposition to interfere in the details of French should be taught. He expressed his views upon the stages and

the curriculum , which was the proper work of the governing body details of instruction, enforced the importance of sound preliminary

and head masters, and certainly not of the Local Authority. They instruction in English as enabling more time to be given to the study
need to beprotected against the LocalAuthority. The resolution of modern languages, and remarked that literature should come before

was seconded by the Rev. A. F. Rutty ( St. John's School, Leather- the history of literature . He approved of every word of Mr. Eve's

head) , and carried . article on the teaching of modern languages in the work entitled ,
“ National Education."

Os Saturday the Conference discussed the relative advan- MR. R. P. ATHERTON ( Haileybury) and Mr. L. von Glehn (Mer

tages of different systems ofmodern language teaching. It was chant Taylors ') read papers on Practical Results with the New

introduced by the Rev. G. C.Bell , of Marlborough College, who Method .' In the course of his paper, Mr. Atherton said that a

said that no system could be permanently satisfactory which merchant had told him that he had had to refuse to employ at

relied largely on the help of foreigners, and the present system least a score of public -school boys, whom he would have wished

ought to be accepted as a temporary method until there could be to push forward,because they could not speak either French or
native-born teachers fully qualified for their work. In 1896 the German.

Modern Languages Association of America appointed a committee

of twelve to consider the position of modern languages in second

ary education, and to examine into and make recommendations tion , took the Chair at thesecond day's sitting. In the course of
PROF. MAHAFFY, of Dublin , the new President of the Associa

upon methodsof instruction, training of teachers ,and other his presidential address he remarked that, if he knew anything

kindred subjects. Would it not be possible to organize in about modern languages, it was due to his good fortune in

England a similar body for similarpurposes by the co -operation receiving a practical education and in not having been sent to an

of Universities with various associations of secondary school English publicschool. The number of languages in the world at

teachers ? Such a committee could have at its disposal a mass the present timewas enormous - some eight hundred, he believed
of information about methods and results on the Continent of

Europe and America which would help it tosolve theproblem were known - and,asif therewere not enough spoken in Europe,

of modern language teaching in this country. No resolution was
we were threatened with a revival of some which we thought we had

proposed, but the Conference expressed its satisfaction with the escaped , such as Czech in the east of Europe and Irish in the

west.

suggestion by asking the committee to print and circulate the
All these variouslanguages formed avery great bar to the

paper among head masters and assistant masters.
world's civilization . If only some attempt had been made by

the English to assimilate their spelling to the pronunciation, he

believed English would now be, as he believed it would be in the

The Rev:M.G. GLAZEBROOK (Clifton College) proposed : long run , the language of commerce throughout the whole world.

* That the Committee be instructed to represent to theproper That, however, was not sufficient . We must be able to com

authorities that it is desirable that there should be a miform municate freely with the French and the Germans, and, though

limit of age for candidates in entrance scholarship examinations it was a very great waste of time, the ideal throughout Europe

at Oxford and Cambridge, and that this limit should be fixed at must be a trilingual one. Every educated person must try to

nineteen on the following July 1.” The Rev. W. C. Eppstein learn to speak English, French , and German.

Y Reading School), while seconding the motion, thought that there

might be some difficulty in making the necessary alterations in

the statutes . The Rev. the Hon. E. Lyttelton (Haileybury College) UNIVERSITIES.

said the proposal would take away the self-government among ( From our Correspondents.)

the boys which was the best educational system in the world.

He hoped that any step to take away the best boys from the
The second week in December saw the end of a

public schools would be strongly resented. Dr. James (Rugby Cambridge. very uneventful term ; if it had not been for the

School) warned the Conference to pause before lowering the discussion provoked by the proposals of the

ordinary age at which boys went to the University. By fixing a University Library Syndicate, we should have been able to dis
definite limit for all scholars they would not be giving all boys a pense with the services of an historian. The unlucky controversy
fair chance. TheRev. H. M. Burge (Winchester School)opposed to which reference has beenmade still smoulders. Although
the motion on the ground that it was not reasonable to expect all the Senate emphatically rejected the scheme put forward by the
boys to mature in the same way and at the same time. The Syndicate, a fly-sheet issued by the Librarian immediately after
conference rejected the motion by alarge majority. Mr. J. S. the voting proclaims urbi et orbi that technically the vote means
Phillpotts ( Bedford Grammar School) moved :- " That a higher nothing . The Librarian, maybe, is technically right, but the
standard of English should be required on entrance into second -leffect of his somewhat hasty criticisms will be to make certain

:
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unprejudiced votersvery shy in accepting any further proposals the University to combine in saying that no man can properly

of the Syndicate without careful and accurate scrutiny . The enter upon a University career until he possesses sufficient

impending sensation for the next two terms is the memorial knowledge of school subjects to allow him to pass the Previous

addressed by certain members of the Senate to the Council Examination.

praying for the appointment of a Syndicate to consider what It has been decided to establish in memory of the late Prof.

changes are advisable in the present course for an ordinary Sidgwick a lectureship in Moral Science, the stipend being the

degree, with special reference to the question of allowing candi- usual one of £ 50 per annum . It is curious how bodies consisting

dates to substitute two “ specials ” for the present arrangement chiefly of lecturers add one more to their own numbers. A

of one “ general ” and one - special ” as the course for the B.A. detailed account of the attendance at some University lectures

degree. The controversy is sure to arouse a certain amount of would furnish interesting reading. The present writer openly

heat; so that it might be advisable to consider what is the present confesses himself a heretic, and is disposed to question whether
situation . the services rendered by certain professors and lecturers are

The theory of the present scheme is that for , roughly, half a worth as many pence as the pounds in their respective stipends.

man's academical career he should devote himself to thesubjects This criticism of course leaves out of sight the fact that pro

of ordinary school education ; whileafter attaining to that standard fessorships and similar offices may be considered rewards for past

he has to specialize in such subjects as law, theology, history , work. If so , let the recipient choose his own form of solatium
and science. a lump sum for choice, and rustic retirement.

The first examination , the Little -go, which is purely school The Clergy School is nowunder the judicious management of

work, can now be passed before the candidate comes into resid- the Rev. H. J. C. Knight, who has given up a college living to
ence ; the general examination, which can be taken and disposed resumework for which he is so admirably fitted. The promotion
of by theend of the fourth term , includes paperson a Latin author, of Dr. Chase to a professorship and the headship of a house will
Greek author,period of history, Acts oftheApostles,staties, algebra, only nominally sever the connexion of the professor with the
hydrostatics, and heat, together with an essay on the subjects school. Dr. Chase's influence will be still available for good,

of the special period of history. This examination, by a gradual although another may be in actual command.
process ofimprovement, is now really of some educational value, Personal Items of the Month :-Member's Prize, English

if the word education signifies the training of the mind as opposed Essay, H. W. V. Temperley. King's College ; Crosse Scholarship ,
to the assimilation of crude material. When the “ general ” has Campbell West-Watson, Emmanuel College; Whewell Scholar

been passed the candidate is supposed to be trained sufficiently to ships: ( 1) G. C. Rankin, Trinity, (2 ) R. A. Chadwick , St. John's,
embark on some special line of study that is to use the perfected and H. R. D. May, St. John's.
machinery of his brain in the acquisition of knowledge in due

form . A very wide choice is offered. Practically every depart
CORRESPONDENCE.

ment of human knowledge is represented in the list of " specials ”

--- as examples chosen at random , physics, music, political economy,
SCHOOL INSPECTIOX.

botany, theology, law , and history. The new movement is to do

away with the excellent general examination , and to force the To the Editor of the Educational Times .

candidate to do two “ specials." The first criticism which suggests SIR ,-Your leading article on “ Inspection of Secondary

itself is that the very idea of specializing is negatived pro tanto Schools ” in the Educational Times for November raises questions

by those who require two “ specials ” to be taken - require four of great importance to teachers in such schools .
“ specials,” and where would the specialization show itself ? Of There is still - notwithstanding all that has been said and

course, the whole movement is destined to come to a bad end , but written on the subject - a very vague idea as to what kind of

before the memorial is finally disposed of much valuable time inspection is needed, and as to the benefits that are to be ex

will be wasted and much printer's ink expended. The continual pected from it.

tinkering with examinations in the interests of the so-called The Head Masters prematurely assuredthe Duke of Devonshire

practical educationalists has disgusted the moremoderate men ,that they would welcome inspection, and no doubt they had in

and it is realized by a few that the new proposals are only a cover mind at the time some ideal inspection which would benefit

for an insidious attack upon Greek as a compulsory subject in education in general, or their own schools in particular. Others
University examinations. who - desiring to have their schools hall-marked as efficient, or

The election ofMr. E. H. Griffiths to the Principalship of the having an idea that other schools than their own are inefficient ,
University College of South Wales has deprived the University of are fully convinced that inspection is needed to weed out and
one of its ablest and most energetic workers. For the past clear the ground of many schools that “ ought not to be tolerated.”

twenty-five years Mr. Griffiths has, in combination with another Notwithstanding the declarations of these and of others in

member of the University, carried on the work of a poll coach favour of inspection , it is doubtful whether either by the public
with distinguished success ; literally thousands men have or by teachers there is any general desire for State action in this

passed through his hands, and yet time has been found by this direction. Yet , though the “ breeze ” is wanting, it seems to be

indefatigable worker to pursue a course of experimental work in taker for granted that the inspection timidly introduced will
physics which has been described by the greatest living become in time general. Some eren venture to hope that it will
authorities to be epoch -making. To the success of this re- be compulsory on all schools in the immediate future.
search work the University has not contributed in the slightest The time , therefore, appears opportune for teachers to consider

degree ; in fact, though inadequate provision for the teach the matter earnestly as one closely affecting them and their

ing of the pollmanrenders the pollcoach a necessity, colleges interests, as well as the interests of those under their charge.
still ignore the fact that they cannot do what isnecessary for It unfortunately happens that the varioussections of teachers in
their own men . Mr. Griffiths was himself a pollman,therebeing secondary schools have no unanimity on educational topics; each

no Tripos in his timewhich recognized the subjects in which he goes its own way, and the consequence is that their influence on
took an interest. His scientific studies were the amusement of educational reform is weak and unproductive. They may, as a

his riper years, and the result serves to justify theremarkof an consequence, have ultimately forced upon them a kindof inspec
eminent bishop who attributed his own success to the fact that tion as intolerable and baneful as that experienced in elementary

he never did any hard work till he was thirty. The examination schools for the last thirty years.
lists for the past term havecaused searchings of heart in certain What is inspection expected to do for education ! If desirable ,

quarters; in particular the lists for the“ specials ” in History and how is it to be carried out , and what relation should it bear to the

Mechanical Science have come in for strong criticism ;but it is teachers and their schools ? These are questions that need
a recognized fact that the standards required raising, and now elucidation and consideration . Those who strongly advocate
that the change has taken place somebody is bound to feel it . It inspection claim , among other things ( 1) that many schools exist

has been quite a usualthing for a man to work one term for an which ought not to be tolerated ; (2) that, in consequence , the

examination which, according to the regulations, requires six health andthe education of the risinggeneration are sacrificed
months, and then grumble because he just falls short of the on the altar of public apathy or ignorance; ( 3) that impostors are
standard. So many men fail to realize that those who do not by no means uncommon, trading upon the gullibility of the

pass their Little-go at the end of their first term at the latest public, by prospectuses which are more or less fraudulent. In
must be working against time for the rest of their University otherwords, they claim that the State should step in ,andmake
career : each pluck renders the accumulated mass of examinations itself responsible for the purity and efficiency of the secondary
more difficult to deal with , and then comes disaster. The schools. A large amount of truth mixed up with erroneous ideas

obvious solution of the whole difficulty is for the colleges and is characteristic of these views.
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That “ the evil is ever mingled with the good ” is as true of schools and the manipulation of such delicate matters are left to those

(public or private) as of other matters. It is equally true that who have but an outside interest in education or somespecific

the health of the rising generation should be theconcern of the interest in furthering such schemes, the results may be disastrous.

State over every section of the people, whether congregated in That such schemes are in the air may beseen from the Educational

schools, chapels, churches , factories, houses, Government offices, Times for November, in the report of the lecture delivered at the

or even Courts of Justice. It is also desirable that impostors monthly evening meeting on “ School Hygiene.” The lecturer is

should be amenable to the same treatment as those in other reported to have said :

avocations. It must, however, be clearly shown how inspection I have had in my mind in the preparation of this address the formu .

is to remedy these evils, and how schools are to be adjudged lation of a scheme whereby the efficiency of our secondary schools

“ unworthy to exist.” In what other businesses do not some may be determined . At present, in a great number of cases, thedegree

exist and thrive that ought not to be tolerated, that sacrifice the of this efficiency is an unknown quantity. One result of the organiza

health of their employees for the acquisition of wealth , that are tion of secondary education , which, as we trust, is on the eve of

more or less impostors, trading on the credulity of the people ? accomplishment, will be the application of certain criteria and tests to

Yet it is not advocated for these businesses that they should be every school in order to ascertain whether a particular establishment

carried on under State supervision and inspection, or that they lives and works up to its professions and prospectus and whether it is

should be certified as approved by a Department of State . The a valuable asset in the educational wealth of the country.

doctor, the lawyer, the chemist, the dentist, &c . , are required to An inspection such as is contemplated would have regard mainly to

show their credentials, and afterwards are no further amenable to the following particulars :-(1 ) the suitability of theschool premises,

State interference in their avocation.
(2 ) the adequacy and efficiency of the teaching staff, ( 3 ) the sufficiency

The Factory Acts protect thehealth of apprentices and work. the school - itscurriculum and time-table. Thehead would be required
of the apparatus and appliances for teaching, (4 ) the organization of

men, and a further extension of these Acts could equally protect to send beforehand to the inspector all printed particulars respecting

pupils in schools and those who assemble in other institutions , the school, e.g.,prospectus, reports, results of public examinations, & c.;
In other words, the State exercises a “ minimum interference

together with information as to the number of pupils on the books and

in the interests of the community on institutions that derive no in average daily attendance ; the curriculum and time-table ; the

public aid from its funds. True, says the enthusiastic reformer, classification into forms, with thenumber of pupils in each , their ages,
but there is an Adulteration Act forfoods, and there oughtto be with the length of timethey had been in the school and in the form

one for education . This is all very plausible, but it must be re- the names and qualifications of assistant teachers (class teachers.visit

membered that it is easy to determinewith accuracy and certainty ing teachers , and teachers of special subjects) ; the dimensious of the

the adulteration of food , thereby inflicting no injustice on the class-rooms and dormitories , particulars of playground, and the arrange
offender. But can this be said of education ? By what test can ments for physical education.

the spurious be detected from the genuine in the latter case ? It The inspector would visit the school , see each class in working order,

is possible to measure the amount and accuracy of knowledge be present at the giving of lessons , andhimself put questions tothe

acquiredby instruction, but this is no test of education given. pupils on the subjects ofinstruction. To such an inspection as this,
For thirty years has this country measured education by the out- conducted , not by a spectre, but by a true inspector-with realhuman

put ofinformation gained by instruction, and hasbased its pay ratherwould he welcome it asenabling him to correct his own point of
sympathies --no teacher worthy of the name would raise objection ;

ment on such results , only to wake up and acknowledge the view and readjust it with the aid of anexpert whose experience must

fallacy of the test and admit the mistake. If any one doubts necessarily be wider and his generalizations more complete.

this, let him read the circulars addressed by the Board of Educa

tion to inspectors, teachers, and managers on the evilsof over: testis proposed for everyschool - we presume “ aided or unaided”.
Principals of secondary schools should carefully note that this

instruction andthe need for more educative methods. It isnot and that no teacher worthy of the name would raise objection ”

easy for any inspector , however experienced and sympathetic, to
to such a scheme. OBSERVER.

gauge the educative value of a school by an annual visit.

Of what value then can inspection be to education ? Inspec
TRAINING OF SECONDARY TEACHERS.

tors can certify premises, report on the aims of the school,

discover the needs of the district and ascertain whether such To the Editor of the Educational Times.

school supplies the kind of education desirable for the neigh- Sir ,-Among those who were present at the joint meeting of

bourhood, determine whether such school requires supple- members of the College of Preceptors and of the Teachers'Guild

menting, give advice where desired, suggest aid where on the 13th instant there must have been some who would have

deserving or advantageous, co-operate with the head of the liked to say a word on the subject of discussion from the head
school in furthering whatever may be advantageous to education, master's point of view ; but the discussion itself was almost entirely

and keep the State well informed of all that comes under survey. confined to professors of education and those who were interested

Thus while in no way interfering with the organization of a professionally in training institutions. The advantage of a

school, having no control over the curriculum orthe working of period more or less long of formal training was, no doubt, taken

the institution, leaving the individuality of the teacher unim- for granted at the College of Preceptors, whose attempt to realize

paired, aiding by suggestions or advice where appreciated, such their ideal, as was admitted by the Dean, had so signally failed ;
an inspector would meet with little or no opposition ; nay, would and it may have required some courage on the part of an acting

probably be cheerfully received, with advantage to the school and head master to give expression to opinions which could hardly
education. fail to be regarded as savouring of Philistinism . And yet it

The question, therefore, is can such reasonable limits be put to would , I think, have been well if the current opinion of heads of

the officers employed by a State Department ? The tendency of schools on this really “ vexed question ” had not been withheld on

such officers is to become autocratic officials, and the tenour of such an occasion ; and, with your permission, I would venture to

your leader betrays the general misgivings prevalent. The indicate one or two points on which a good deal of scepticism as
Board of Education has in some degree by circular placed limits to the real value of the training at present provided prerails

on the functions of inspectors in elementary schools . If, there among them .

fore, a circular were drawn up stating categorically the functions A head master who is not a mere routineer regards his school

and duties for those employed in the inspection of secondary as an organism of which he is the ruling spirit, and his assistants

schools the path would be somewhat cleared, and the aims of such as the instruments of his policy. He expects them to carry out

inspection seen. his instructions, to adopt his methods, and to regard themselves

One thing is certain -- that any form of inspection, voluntary as parts of an organized whole. Hence, in engaging his assis

or otherwise, which induces principals to abandon their origin- tants , he may possibly hesitate to give the preference to men

ality of method or of organization , for the sake of having their with preconceived ideas as to how their work should be done,

schools “ hall-marked ” as satisfying a State Department, and how the time-table should be constructed, how discipline should

therefore worthy of public support, will be to such an extent a be maintained , how this or that subject should be taught - who

loss to education . The tendency of the pedagogue is already un . are disposed rather to criticize their chief than to take their orders

fortunately too much inclined to a groove, and it would be from him , and to regard their form as an experimental field on

lamentable if any State action should increase this tendency. which to put in practice the theories they have learnt in the

The Board of Education has already embarked upon “ voluntary training college. Again, it cannot be postulated that the

inspection " with caution and tact , but teachers will do well to men who come from the training college will be better

remember that there is every probability that before long efforts equipped as to their knowledge by the training they have

will be made by over-zealous reformers to bring about com- received, while they may not improbably have imbibed no.

pulsory inspection in all schools . If the foundation of schemes Itions of their own superiority to the dry bones of instruction ,
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and an exaggerated notion of the importance of methods of

“ educating the young mind, without special regard to the

medium through which the work of education is to be carried

Moreover, in the training institutions which at present

exist, at the universities and elsewhere, although the course of Uniform with MacWhirter's " Landscape Painting in Water-Colour."

training is , as a rule, intended to be post-graduate, it is clear from

what was said by Mr. Keatinge that the great majority of the By W. L. WYLLIE , A.R.A.

students have not passed their final schools; and, in the present Marine Painting in Water -Colour.

dearth of men desiring to be trained , it is not to be wondered at With 24 Coloured Plates. 60 pages , crown 4to , 5s .

that the best class of students are not attracted to them . And if
Students and amateurs will learn much from this instructive and attractive

inferior men are led to take up a course of training as a sub- album ." - Scotsman .

stitute for academic distinction, à head master may perhaps be

excused if he is not disposed to accept the substitute.
By J. MACWHIRTER , R.A.

Educational theorists are never weary of declaiming against Landscape Painting in Water - Colours. With 23

the tyranny of outside examinations, and of claiming to have Coloured Plates. Price 5s.

theirwork judged by some ideal standard which makes small The student who follows Mr. MacWhirter's directions will find that many appar

account of the accuracy of the knowledge possessed by the pupil.
ently forinidable difficulties can be easily surmounted . " -- Globe.

But until a less fallible means of testing the results of teaching
By H. O. ARNOLD -FORSTER, M.A., M.P.

has been devised, and accepted by those responsible for the

efficiency of a school, as well as by the parents of the pupils, the
A History of England. Fourth and Revised Edition . From

head master must see to it that his work will stand the re the Landing of Julius Cæsar to the present day. Copiously Ilustrated, 5s .;
or, with gilt edges, 6s . 6d .

cognized tests, and he has a not altogether unfounded suspicion " While itis certain to become a standard history book in schools, it is at

that such means of training as he has become acquainted with
the same time most conveniently arranged for use in the home as a dependable

book to be referred to in all matters of historical fact." --Daily Mail .

will not greatly help him in producing the results expected of

him , even if it does not militate against the success of his efforts .

Hitherto the head master of a secondary school has in many Cassell's Wnrivalled Dictionaries.

cases been content to accept the responsibility for the training of

his own teaching staff, and, in doing so , he is in fact working on
THE MOST COMPLETE FRENCH DICTIONARY PUBLISHED.

the plan which is adopted in Germany, where the training of the

Secundarlehrer is begun, continued , and ended in the school,
Cassell's French Dictionary. ( French -English and English

under the direction of head masters appointed and paid by the
French .) 615th Thousand . 1,150 pages. Cloth , 3s. 6d.; half morocco, 5s.

State to take upon themselves the extra work involved in Cassell's German Dictionary, ( German - English and

such instruction and supervision . Is it too much to hope that in English -German . ) 277th Thousand . 1,120 pages, demy 8vo. Cheap Edition ,

the development and systematization of some such method may
cloth , 3s. 6d . ; half-morocco , 5s.

be found the solution of the problem of the professional training Cassell's Latin Dictionary . (Latin -English and English

of teachers for our secondary schools P-I am, &c . , Latin.) 132nd Thousand . Cheap Edition , 3s. 6d . ; half-morocco, 5s.

MAGISTER.

Cassell's Educational Catalogue will be sent post free on application .

To the Editor of the Educational Times.

Sir ,-Mr. Barnett , at the meeting of the College of Preceptors CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, LONDON.

on December 13, no doubt hit upon the true cause of the dif

ficulty in getting those entering the scholastic profession to fit ENTIRELY NEW EDITIOX. THE ACCESSION EDITION .

themselves therefor by a preliminary course of training. It is THE HOWARD VINCENT MAP OF THE
not a good investment of time and money. For of what value is

the commodity gained by such expenditure ? True, the medical BRITISH EMPIRE.
practitioner in his training sinks a larger amount of capital;

For Schools, Public Libraries, &c.

but, besides that he is obliged to do so , the knowledge and ADOPTED BY THE LONDON SCHOOL BOARD ,

experience he acquires in his training are of recognized value,
21s. , on cloth , rollers, and varnished , accompanied by Handbook gratis.

and are counted at once in the remuneration he gets for his

services . JUST PUBLISII ED . SECOND EDITION .

But are the knowledge and experience gained by the intending THE NAVY
NAVY LEAGUELEAGUE MAP OF THE WORLD.

teacher in the training proposed for him at all generally recog
nized as of undoubted value . Would those engaging teachers

Illustrating British Naval History, and dedicated to the Children of the British
Empire .

pay more for their possession ? Not head masters, I imagine. Size of Map, 72 inches by 63 inches .

They would prefer to train their assistants themselves on their Prices :-On cloth , stained rollers, and varnished, £ 1 . ls.; on cloth , mahogany

own lines. They would give no more consideration to the rollers , and bound with silk up the sides, £ 1 . 1ls. 60.; on cloth , folded up in

four divisions, and in titled box case , £ 1 . 118. 60 .

results of such training than would a tradesman to any

smattering his apprentice might have picked up in a technical NEW EDITION. THOROUGHLY REVISED TO PRESENT TIME.

school. And it is only by the higher appreciation of their LARGE SCHOOL WALL MAP OF

services by those engaging them that teachers can look for

recouping themselves for the expenses of training. — I am , yours,
SOUTH AFRICA.

&c. A. M. Size , 50 by 42 inches. Price, on cloth , rollers, and varnished , 12s. each ,

TEACHERS ' TENURE IN NEW YORK. 2/s . net JOHNSTON'S 21s. net

To the Editor of the Educational Times .
to Schools. NEW CENTURY GLOBE. to Schools.

Sir, Referring to the paragraph relative to the school system
JUST ISSUED .

of New York on page 478 of your issue of December 2, 1901, I
An up -to -date 12-inch Terrestrial Globe, showing latest changes in South Africa

beg to invite your attention to the fact that the nearly twelve and elsewhere. British Possessions coloured in red .

thousand officials of the school system of New York are under The cover is printed in W. & A. K. JOHNSTON's best style . It shows Ocean

the strictest sort of Civil Service regulations. They may only be
Currents, Isothermal Lines, and Date Line. The Globe has a strong metal semi

meridian marked in Degrees, the stand is of heavy metal, and gives design of the
dismissed for cause, and after a hearing secured to them by law. Rose , Thistle , and Shamrock ,

They may only be appointed from an eligible list which is THE BEST GLOBE FOR SCHOOLS.

prepared without the slightest reference to personal, political, or A Packing Case is included in the charge of 21s .

religious influence. It gives a wrong impression to permit the
inference to be drawn that the teachers and principals of the Catalogue of Maps , Atlases, Terrestrial and Celestial Globes, Wall Illustrations,

and List of Object Lesson Pictures, post free.

schools of New York are at the mercy of political changes in

the city government. - Respectfully,

NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER, Acting President.
W. & A. K. JOHNSTON , Limited ,

Columbia University , New York. Edina Works, Easter Road , and 20 South Saint Andrew Street, Edinburgh ;

December 11 , 1901. 7 Paternoster Square, London , E.C.

r
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CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1902.

RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE.

The Acts of the Apostles. Authorised Version. With Notes. By T. E. PAGE,

M.A. , and Rev. A. S. WALPOLE , M.A. 2s . 6d .

The Greek Text. With Notes, By T. E. PAGE, M.A. 3s . 6d .

ENGLISH .

Outline of English Grammar. By J. C. NESFIELD , M.A. ls . 6d . Key, 28. 6d .

net . (Preliminary and Junior .)

Oral Exercises in English Composition . By J. C. NESFIELD, M.A. is . 6d .
( Preliminary.)

Junior Course of English Composition. By J. C. NESFIELD, M.A. ls . 6d .

( Preliminary and Junior.)

Senior Course of English Composition. By J. C. NESFIELD , M.A. ( Senior .)

(In preparation.

Manual of English Grammarand Composition . By J. C. NESFIELD, M.A.

2s . 6d . KEY , 2s , 6d , net. (Junior and Senior. )

English Grammar, Past and Present. By J. C. VESFIELD , M.A. 4s . 6d .

KEY, 2s, 6d , net. ( Senior .)

Scott . - The Lady of the Lake. With Introduction and Notes. By G. H. STUART,

M.A. 25. 6d . ; sewed , 2s . ( Preliminary and Junior .)

Macaulay . - Lays of Ancient Rome. (Containing Horatius, Lake Regillus, and

the Armada.) With Introduction and Notes. By W.ST. WEBB, M.A. ls. 9d .

( Preliminary.)

Shakespeare.-- A Midsummer Night's Dream. With Introduction and Notes .

By K. DEIGHTON . ls . 9d . (Junior and Senior .)

Milton . - Lycidas and Comus. In one volume. With Introduction and Notes

by W. BELL, M.A. Is . 6d . ( Senior .)

Comus. With Introduction and Yotes by W. BELL, M.A. ls . 3d . ( Senior . )

L'Allegro, Il Penseroso, Lycidas, Arcades, Sonnets, &c. With Introduc

tion and Notes, by W. BELL , M.A. 'Is . 9d . ( Senior. )

LATIN .

Cæsar. -Gallic War. Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. S.

WALPOLE, M.A. ls , 6d . (Preliminary and Junior.)

Phædrus. - Fables. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev, G. H. NALL, M.A.

ls . 6d . ( Preliminary .)

Ovid . - Metamorphoses. Book VIII . Edited by Prof. C. H. KEENE , M.A. 2s .

( Junior and Senior .)

Virgil. - Eneid . Book V. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. CALVERT,

M.A. ls . 6d . ( Junior . )

Terence . - Hauton Timorumenos. Edited by E. S. SHUCKBURGH , M.A. 2s. 6d .
With Translation , 3s . 6d . ( Senior .)

Livy . - Books II. and III. Edited by Rev. H. M. STEPHENSON, M.A. 3s . 6d .

( Senior .)

Cicero.-Pro Milone. Edited by P. H. COLSON, M.A. 2s . 6d. ( Senior . )

GREEK .

Xenophon . - Anabasis. Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary . By Rev. A. S.
W ALPOLE ,M.A. Is.6d. With Exercises by E. A.WELLS, M.A. 1s. 6d. ( Junior .)

Xenophon . - Memorabilia Socratis. By A. R. CLUER, B.A. 5s. ( Senior.)

Homer . - Iliad. Book IX . Edited by the late J. H. PRATT, M.A., and WALTER

LEAF, Litt.D. 2s . ( Junior.)

Iliad. Books I. to XII . Edited by W. LEAF, Litt.D., and Rev. A. BAYFIELD,

M.A. 6s . ( Junior and Senior .)

Euripides. - Alcestis. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD,
M.A. 1s, 6d . ( Junior and Senior . )

Alcestis. Edited by M. L. EARLE , Ph.D. 3s. 6d . ( Junior and Senior .)

Thucydides. - Book VII. Edited by E. C. MARCIANT, M.A. 3s . 6d . ( Senior .)

Books VI. and VII. Edited by Rev. PERCIVAL FROST, M.A. With Map.

3s. 6d . ( Senior. )

ELEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE .

Experimental Science. (Section I. PHYSIOGRAPHY.) By Prof. R. A. GREGORY

and A. T. SIMMONS, B.Sc. 2s.6d ,

Elementary Physics and Chemistry. By Prof. R. A. GREGORY and A. T.

SIMMONS, B.Sc. In Three Stnges. Is . 6d . each .

Elementary General Science. By A. T. SIMMONS, B.Sc., and LIONEL M. JONES ,

B.Sc. 3s. 6d .

Exercises in Practical Physics. By Prof. R. A. GREGORY and A. T. SIMMONS,
B.Sc. In two Parts, 2s , each .

Experimental Course of Practical Science. Part I. By Hugu GORDON , M.A. Is .

Elementary Practical Physics. By R. A. GREGORY, F.R.A.S. 2s. 6d .

FRENCH AND GERMAN .

Molière. — Le Misanthrope. Edited by G. E. FASNACHT. ls . (Senior .)

Hauff. — Die Karavane. (Containing Die Geschichte von Kalif Storch and Die

Geschichte von dem kleinen Muck .) Edited by H. HAGER , Ph.D. 3s,

( Preliminary and Junior. )

Schiller . - Maria Stuart. Edited by C. SHELDOX , Litt.D. 2s.6d. ( Junior and

Senior. )

Maria Stuart. Edited by H. SCHIOENFELD . 3s. 6d . ( Junior and Senior .)

NEW EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

MACMILLAN'S MANUALS FOR TEACHERS . NEW VOLUME .

Principles of Class Teaching. By J.J. FINDLAY , M.A. , Headmaster of the Cardiff Intermediate School for Boys. Globe 8vo. [Ready shortly.

The King's Weigh HouseLectures to Business Men. By the Right Hon. Lord AVEBURY, F.R.S .; C. A. MONTAGUE Barlow , LL.D.,M.A.
Sir COURTENAY BOYLE , K.C.B.; HERBERT E. CRABB ; W. EVANS; Colonel H. M. Hozier , C.B.; A. J. Wilson ; and T. M‘Kixxox Wood, LL.D. , D.L. , J.P.
With an Introduction by M. E. SADLER , Christ Church . Crown 8vo , 2s.6d .

BRITISH ASSOCIATION MEETING AT GLASGOW , 1901.

Discussion on the Teaching of Mathematics , which took place on September 14th at a Joint Meeting of two Sections --Section A ,

Mathematics and Physics ; Section L , Education . Chairinan of the Joint Meeting the Right Hon. Sir John E. Gorst, K.C. , M.P. Edited by John Perry. Crown
8vo , stiff boards, 2s, net .

Modern Book -keeping and Accounts. In Three Parts. By WILLIAM ADGIE, F.C.A. Part I. Elementary. Globe 8vo, stiff boards, 1s.6d.
[ Hooper and Graham's Series .

A Geography of Wales intended chiefly for use in Welsh Schools . By A. E. L. Hudson, B.A., Oxon . Illustrated. Globe 8vo , ls . 6d .

Algebraical Examples Supplementary to Hall andKnight's Algebra for Beginners and ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA (Chaps. i .-xxvii. )
By H. S. HALL, M.A. With or without Answers. Globe 8vo , 2s.

Primer of Geometry. Comprising the SubjectMatter of Euclid I.-IV., treated by the Methods of Pure Geometry. By H. W. Croome SMITH ,
B.A. Crown 8vo , 2s.

Royal College of Science Magazine.-" Will speedily find favour, especially with teachers and students who have already found a want of common sense in the

ordinary method of treating geometry.”

An Elementary Treatise on the Calculus, with Illustrations from Geometry, Mechanics, and Physics. By GEORGE A. Gibson, M.A.,
F.R.S.E., Professor of Mathematics in the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College. Crown 8vo, 7s.6d .

Educational News.—“ Teachers ofhigher mathematics would do well to makea careful examination ofthis book. Many members of our profession have, throughdisuse,

allowed their knowledge of thecalculustvrust; to those we can recommendnobetter book than this, for the author ismost up to date inhis facts and nomenclature ."

Introductory Physics for Irish Intermediate Schools. Being a First Year's Course of Exercises in Practical Physics. By R. A. GREGORY,

Professor of Astronomy, Queen's College, London, and A. T. SIMMONS, B.Sc.Lond., Associate of the Royal College of Science, London . Globe 8vo , 29.

Practical Chemistry . An ExperimentalIntroduction to Laboratory Practice and Qualitative Analysis from a Physicochemical Standpoint.
By R. ABEGG and Professor W. HERZ. With 3 Tables, Crown 8vo, 6s.

Experimental Hygiene. An Introductory Course of Work in the Principles of Domestic Science. By A. T. Simmons, B.Sc.Lond.,Associate
of Royal College of Science, London, and E. STENHOUSE, B.Sc. Lond ., Associate of Royal College of Science , London , Globe 8vo , 28. 6d.

Educational Times.-" The style is clear, and thewhole bookbearsthe impress of the practicalteacher ,whoknows the value of short andsimpleexperiments which
the learner can carry out for himself, Theillustrations and diagrams generallyare distinctly abovethe average of those found in English school-books .

Hygiene for Students. By EDWAR , F. Willoughby, M.D.(Lond.),Diploma in State Medicine of the London University, and in Public Health
of Cambridge University. Globe 8vo, 4s . 6d .

MACMILLAN & CO . , LIMITED, ST . MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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Sonnets .......

BOOKS SUITABLE FOR COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS' EXAMS ., JULY AND DECEMBER, 1902.

THE PITT PRESS SHAKESPEARE CAMBRIDGE SERIES FOR SCHOOLS

FOR SCHOOLS. AND TRAINING COLLEGES.

A Midsummer Night's Dream . With Introduction , Notes , Gloss- A Short History of the Expansion of the British Empire.

ary, and Index. By A. W. VERITY, M.A. , sometime Scholar of By W. H. Woodward, Christ Church , Oxford. With 7 Maps.

Trinity College , Cambridge. Sixth Edition . ls . 6d . Cloth, 48. Cloth extra, gilt top, 5s.

GUARDIAN.– “ For schoolboys of fourteen and upwards this edition is not to be

benten, and we can congratulate Mr. Verity and the University Press upon the An Outline History of the British Empire from 1500 to

publication of what wiil probably become the standard school edition of this play." 1870. By W. H. WOODWARD . Based upon the same author's

Julius Cæsar . Sixth Edition . With further additions . 18. 6d . · History of the Expansion of the British Empire." With Maps

GUARDIAN. - " It is as good , and deserves as much praise, as its predecessors, and Tables. ls . 6d . net .

As wesaid of them , we may say of this book, that in both notes and introduction SCHOOL WORLD).- " This is an abridgment of the author's ' Short History of the

Mr. Verity displays sound scholarship and learning, while he never forgets that he Expansion of the British Empire' which we welcomed two years ago . The arrange

is writing for boys." ment of chapters and the general order of the subject-matter have not been varied,

and therefore it is excellently adapted to put into the hands of pupils, while the

teacher reserves for himself the ' Short History.' All the maps but one of the other

PITT PRESS SERIES . book are also retained, and we take this opportunity to heartily recommend both
PRICE. books to those who have not yet heard of the author. It is a most excellent piece of

AUTHOR . WORK. EDITOR, work, and cannot be neglected by any who teach any part of the period covered."

Macaulay ... Lays of Ancient Rome J. H. Flather ...... 1 6
Outlines of the History of the English Language. By T. N.

SCHOOL World.- " Is in thorough keeping with the other volumes of this series ,

an evidence of patientlabour, and no mean tribute to Macaulay himself. TOLLER, late Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, Professor of

The notes are briefand pointed , and two usefulmaps are appended . Theintroduce English in the Owens College, Manchester . Crown 8vo, 4s .

tion is brief, but exceedingly well done .' PRICE.

Milton A. W. Verity ... 1 6 AUTHOR .
WORK . Editor . 8 , d.

Milton Lycidas and Comus ...... A. W. Verity . 2 0

Scott Lady of the Lake ....
J.H.B.Masterman 2 6

Caesar
2 6

De Bello Gallico, Book I. E. S. Shuckburgh. 16
Marmion

GCardiax.-“ Far and away the bestschool edition of the poem we have seen, Phaedrus... Fables, Books I. and II. J. H. Flather ...... 1 6

and it will be difficult, probably impossible , to improve on it ." Vergil Aeneid, Book V. A. Sidgwick 1 6

Caesar De Bello Gallico, Book I. A. G. Peskett 1 6

Xenophon .. Anabasis, Book I ........ G. M. Edwards ... 1 6

Books II .-III. 2 0
Book IV . 1 6

Cicero De Senectute
J. S. Reid 3 6

Cambridge Editions of Caesar , Vergil, and lenophon . - The attention of school.

Livy Book II ... R. S. Conway .. 6 masters is called to the fact that there are now two editions of some of the works of

SCHOOL WORLD.- " This book is a really brilliant piece of editing, and is one of
these anthors in the Pitt Press Series and the Cambridge Series for Schools and

the best of the many excellent volumes of the Pitt Press Series. This Training Colleges. The Editions in the Cambridge Series for Schools and

edition must beused in all classes where Livy is to be begun or continued.” Training Colleges have complete Vocabularies. li , in ordering, the Edition

required is not specified, the Pitt Press Edition , without vocabulary, will be sent .
Horace Odes, Book I. J. Gow 2 0

Vergil Aeneid , Book V. A. Sidgwick 1 6

Euripides .. Alcestis W. S. Hadley . 2 6

Hecuba 2 6 CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS

Xenophon .. Anabasis, Book I. A. Pretor 2 0 AND COLLEGES.

Book IV. 2 0 Воок . EDITOR. PRICE.

First Book of Samuel Prof. Kirkpatrick *2s. net.

The Elements of English Grammar, By A. S. West, M.A.,

Trinity College, Cambridge. New and Enlarged Edition . Forty
Ezra and Nehemiah Rt. Rev. H. E. Ryle *3s . net .

sixth to Fifty - fifth Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s . 6d. Jeremiah and Lamentations Rev. A. W. Streane *3s. net .

An English Grammar for Beginners. By A. S. WEST, M.A.
St. Mark's Gospel Rev. G. F. Maclear *28. net.

Fifty - fifth to Seventy -fifth Thousand . 1s. (The same with Greek Text, 48. 6d . )

St. John's Gospel Rev. A. Plummer
A Key to the Questions contained in West's Elements of

*3s . net.

English Grammar, and English Grammar for Beginners. Acts of the Apostles .. Prof. Lumby 3s . net.

By A. S. WEST, M.A. , Trinity College , Cambridge. 3s . 6d . net . Smaller Editions, ls, each .

SCHOOL WORLD.-" This key will supply a real want to the majority, of
teachers, It is well arranged, and the answers are carefully drawn up.

Fifteen Studies in Book-keeping. With a Selection of Worked

and Unworked Examination Papers . By WALTER W. SNAILUM,

PITT PRESS SHAKESPEARE FOR Professional Associate of the Surveyors’ Institution . Crown 8vo,

38. 6d . net.

SCHOOLS. This book has been written to combine a thorough explanation of the principles

NEW VOLUME NOW READY.
of double-entry book -keeping with a course of work suitable for preparation for the

examinations held by the Society of Arts, Civil Service, Lancashire and Cheshire

Shakespeare . — Macbeth . Edited, with Introduction, Notes, und Union of Institutes , and kindred examining bodies.

BOOKMAN.- " A book which seems to supply admirably a long- felt want. It

Glossary, by A. W. VERITY, M.A., sometime Scholar of Trinity teaches its subject from the start, and does not presuppose the possession of

College , Cambridge. ls. 6d . knowledge which it professes to impart.”

99

.....

......

.....

..

PITT PRESS SERIES.

FRENCH AND GERMAN SUBJECTS FOR CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMS., DECEMBER, 1902.
PRICE.

AUTHOR . WORK . EDITOR. 8. d.

Halot Remi et ses Amis . M. de G. Verrall ... 2 0

GUARDIAN .- " Mrs. Verrall’s notes are models of what ' junior ' notes should
be.

The vocabulary isapparently complete, and the whole book may be
with confidence pronounced excellent of its kind.”

Erckmann

A. R. Ropes 3 0

PRICE.

AUTHOR , WORK. EDITOR , 8. d.

Molière ...... Le Misanthrope E. G. W. Braunholtz 2 6

Sybel ...... Prinz Eugen von Savoyen . E. C. Quiggin 2 6

Hauff .... Die Karavane A. Schlottmann ...... 3 0

Schiller Maria Stuart ..... Karl Breul 3 6Chatrian Waterloo

COMPLETE EDUCATIONAL LISTS ON APPLICATION .

London : C. J. CLAY & SONS , Cambridge University Press Warehouse, Ave Maria Lane.
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ADVERTISEMENT SCALE.

Whole Page - Ordinary £ 4 10 0 Position £5 10 0

Half Page 2 10 0 3 0 0

Quarter Page 1 10 0 1 15 0

Per inch in broad Column (hall widthof page) 0 7 0

Narrow Column (one -third page)
2 0 0

General Scholastic Advertisements (Colleges , Schools , Classes , Tuition , &c . ) , 33. 6d .

for 6 lines, or 48. 6d . the inch.

Situations Vacant and Wanted — 30 words or under, 28.; each additional 10 words, 6d .

(For 1s. extra, Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, and will be forwarded

post free. )

FORECASTS AND COMMENTS.

January 1 , 1902.

The Half -yearly Meeting of members of the

Fixtures. College of Preceptors willbe held on Saturday ,

January 25 .

Ax Educational Conference of members of the Teachers'

Guild will take place inthe Lecture Hall of the College of

Preceptors on January 13 and 14 .

The annual meeting of the Head Masters' Association will

be held at the Guildhall, on January 9 , 10, and that of the

Assistant Masters' Association at St. Paul's School , on
January 10 and 11 .

FIRST CLASS (or SENIOR ) .

CAESAR . – GALLIC WAR, BOOKS I., II., III. By A. H.

ALICROFT, M.A. Oxon ., in collaboration with F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond.

and Camb., and others. TEXT AND Notes, ls. 6d. each . VOCABULARY,

18. each .

CICERO. — DE SENECTUTE. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . ,

and W.F. MASOM , M.A. Lond. TEXT and Notes , 1s. 6d. VOCABULARY, 18.

EURIPIDES . - ALCESTIS. By J. H. Haydon , M.A. Lond. and

Camb., Gold Medallist in Classics. TEXT AND NOTES , 38, 60 ,

EURIPIDES. - HECUBA. By T. T. JEFFERY, M.A. Camb . Text

AND NOTES, 38 , 6d.

HORACE.ODES, BOOK I. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and B.J. HAYES, M.A. Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 1s. 64. VOCABULARY, 18 .

OVID . - TRISTIA , BOOK I. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . ,

and F. P. SHIPHAM , M.A. Lond., F.C.P. TEXT AND Notes, 18. 68.

VOCABT LARY, Is.

OVID . - TRISTIA . BOOK III. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . ,

and F. G. PLAISTOWE , M.A.Lond. and Camb. (l'niform with Book I. in price

and arrangement of parts. )

VERGIL. - AENEID, BOOK V. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and W. F. Masom ,M.A. Lond . TEXT AND NOTES, 1s. 6d. VOCABULARY, 18.

XENOPHON.--ANABASIS, BOOK I. With Map. By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. L. D. RICHARDSON , B.A. Lond . TEXT AND

Notes, ls. 6a. VOCABULARY , 18.

XENOPHON . - ANABASIS , BOOK IV . By W. H. BALGARNIE,

M.A. Lond. TEXT AND NOTES, 3s. 68.

ENGLISH HISTORY, THE INTERMEDIATE TEXT.

BOOK OF . By C. S. FEARENSIDE , M.A. Oxon., and A. JOHNSON EVANS,

M.A. Camb. , B.A. Lond . Vol. III. 1603-1714 . 48. 60.

MILTON . - SONNETS. By W. F. Masom, M.A. Lond. and Camb.

Second Edition. ls. 60.

SHAKESPEARE. - JULIUS CAESAR ; MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S DREAM . Edited , with Introduction and Votes , by Prof. W.J.

ROLFE, D.Litt. 28. each .

9

Tue Oxford School of Geography has made the following
arrangements for Hilary Term , 1902. The lectures and

laboratory instruction will be given in the Old Ashmolean

Building, Broad Street. The Reader in Geography, Mr.

Mackinder, will lecture weekly on “ The Historical Geo

graphy of Europe ” ( continued ), on Mondays at 12 noon ,

commencing Monday, January 27. The Reader will give

informal instruction at hours to be arranged with students.

The Lecturer in Physical Geography, Mr. Dickson, will

lecture weekly (1) on * Map Projections,"Map Projections," on Fridays at 10

a.m. , commencing Friday, January 24; ( 2) on “ The Climatic

Regions of the Globe," on Saturdays at 10 a.m.,commencing

Saturday, January 25 ; and (3 ) on " Military Topography,

at hours to be arranged. Practical instruction in surveying

and mapping will be given by Mr. Dickson and Mr. Darbi

shire on Fridays and Saturdays from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. , and

at other hours to be arranged .

SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR ).

CAESAR - GALLIC WAR , BOOKS I., II. By A. H. ALLCROFT,

M.A. Oxon. , and others . TEXT AND NOTES, ls. 6d. each . VOCABULARY,

ls, each .

VERGIL . - AENEID , BOOK V. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and W. F. Masom , M.A. Lond , and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 1s . 6d.

VOCABULARY, 1s.

XENOPHON . - ANABASIS , BOOK I. With Map . By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . , and F. L. D. RICHARDSON , B.A. Lond . TEXT AND

NOTES, ls, 6d. VOCABULARY, 18.

XENOPHON. - ANABASIS , BOOK IV . By W. H. BALGARNIE,

M.A. Lond. TEXT AND NOTES, 33. 60.

SHAKESPEARE . — JULIUS CAESAR ; MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S DREAM . Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by Prof. W.J.
ROLFE , D.Litt. 28. each .

The Lecturer in Regional Geography ( Mr. Herbertson )

will lecture ( 1 ) twice weekly on " The Regional Geography

of Continental Europe," on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12

noon , commencing Tuesday,January 21 ; (2) weekly on “ The

British Isles ," on Mondays, at 5 p.m., commencing Monday,

January 27 ; and (3 ) weekly on “ Types of Land Fornis,

on Wednesdays, at 12 noon , commencing Wednesday,

January 22 . He will give practical instruction in regional

geography on Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 10 a.m. to 12

noon ; in geomorphology on Wednesdays, from 10 a.m. to

12 noon ; and at other hours to be arranged. He will also

be in attendance at the school on Mondays, Tuesdays, and

Thursdays, from 4 to 6 p m . The Lecturer in Ancient

Geography (Mr. Grundy) will lecture weekly on “ The Topo

graphy of Greece in relation to Herodotus and Thucydides,"

on Saturdays, at 11 a.m. , commencing Saturday, January 25 .

The Lecturer in the History of Geography ( Mr. Beazley)

will lecture weekly on “ The Period of the Great Dis

coveries, 1486-1650 ,” on Fridays, at 5 p.m., commencing

Friday, January 24 .

THIRD CLASS.

CAESAR . – GALLIC WAR , BOOK I., Ch. 1-29 . By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and W.F. MASOM , M.A. Lond, and Camb. INTRODUC

TION , TEXT AND NOTES, VOCABULARY (in Order of the Text ) , with TEST
PAPERS. Interleaved , 18. 6d.

FullCatalogue ofthe University Tutorial Series , and Lists of Books suitable for

the following Examinations :

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS and 0.xford and Cambridge Locals,

London University , South Kensington , d'c. ,

post free on application .

The great success which has attended the Conferences of

Science Teachers held during the Christmas vacations of

recent years has encouraged the Technical Education Board

to arrange another Conference, which , it is hoped, will be

attended by a very large number of teachers from elementary

and secondary schools and technical institutes. The Con

ference will be held on Thursday, January 9, and Friday,

January 10, 1902, and there will be two meetings on each

UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL PRESS ,

LONDON : W. B. CLIVE, LANE, W.C.157 DRURY
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day , from 11 to 1 and 2 to 4. The meetings will be held at to the manager of the Educational Department of the London

the South -Western Polytechnic, Manresa Road, Chelsea, S.W. ' Chamber of Commerce, 10 Eastcheap, E.C.

A discussion will follow the addresses on each occasion .

The Reid Fellowship of Bedford College, London, in Arts

The programme of the Conference is as follows :
or Science, of the annual value of £ 50 , tenable for two

First Meeting .—Thursday , January 9 ,at eleven o'clock. Chairman : dates must be Associates of the College, and graduates
years, will be awarded in the Easter term , 1902. Candi

Mr. T. A. Organ , Vice -Chairman of the Technical Education Board of

the London County Council. Addresses will be delivered by Miss Alice of the University of London .

Ravenhill , Inspector to the Technical Education Department of the

West Riding Countv Council, on the “ Teaching of Hygiene," and by DR. J. LAWRENCE, M.A., will give a course of lectures in
Francis Warner,M.D., F.R.C.S., F.R.C.P., on " Mental SchoolHygiene.”. the Lent term on Tuesdays at 1.30 p.m. on Icelandic, with
Second Meeting . – Thursday, January 9 at two o'clock . Chairman :

This course is held under anSir Henry E. Roscoe, F.R.S., Vice-Chancellor of the University of reading of “ Gunnlaugssaga.

London . Addresses will be delivered byFrank E. Beddard , N.A., inter-collegiate arrangement between Bedford College and

F.R.S., Vice-Secretary and Prosector of the Zoological Society of University College, for the encouragement of honours and
London , on the “ Teaching of Natural History and by Prof. W. B.

post- graduate work in the higher study of the English
Bottomley, M.A., F.L.S., of King's College, on The Value of Natural

History Collections for Teaching Purposes."
language and literature.

Third Meeting . - Friday, January 10, at eleven o'clock . Chairman :

Prof. A. W. Rücker, F.R.S. , Principal of the University of London . The Lent term of Bedford College for Women (University

Addresses will be delivered by Prof. R. Hedger-Wallace (formerly of of London ) will begin on Thursday, January 16 .

the Department of Agriculture , Victoria, and the Government Horti
Students come into residence on Wednesday, January 15 .

cultural College, Melbourne ), on “ American Systems of Nature -Study ” ;
and by Mr. D. Houston, Lecturer in Biology to the Essex County The first lecture of thecourse on Icelandic will be given by

Council, on Nature-Study in Schools.” Dr. Lawrence on Tuesday, January 21 , at 5 o'clock . The

Fourth Meeting. – Friday, January 10, at two o'clock . Chairman : first lecture of the course on Anthropology will be given by
The Countess of Warwick . Addresses will be delivered by E. E. Dr. Marett Tims on Monday, January 20, at 4.30 o'clock .

Hennesey, B.Sc. , Principal of the Lady Warwick School, Bigods

Hall, Dunmow, on Technical Education in Rural Secondary Schools , "

illustrated by lantern slides ; and by Prof. Meldola, F.R.S. , of theFins

bury Technical College, on “ Pioneer work in Secondary and Technical
We have it frankly from the mouth of a

Education in Rural Districts." Education Conference head master that he and his col

Gossip. leagues , when declining to take part in another

A COLLECTION of home-made apparatus for science teaching which should be contended for in a Secondary Education
professional Joint Committee on the principles

in schools will be on view during the days of the Confer. Bill, had no desire to make light of the value of solidarity.

ence ; and the chemical, physical, and mechanical labora
tories of the Polytechnic will be open for inspection. The They would , with pleasure, have renewed the discussions

assistance ofteachers who have designed such apparatus is andresolutions of the past few years if they had been able
specially desired , in order to make this section of the work to hope for any practical outcome of joint representation to

as useful as possible.
the Duke of Devonshire.

Packages of apparatus should be sent

to Mr. H. B. Harper, South -Western Polytechnic, Manresa

Road, Chelsea, S.W. , not later than Saturday, January 4. that some of thecoolest heads atWhitehall and South Ken
Whilst we are in the domain of gossip it may be added

Free admissions will be granted to as many teachers as the
Conference room will accommodate. Applications for ticketsof sington refuse to be sanguine as to the passing of a com
admission should be made to Dr. Kimmins, Park Lodge, burselves with the reasons given.

prehensive Education Bill this year. We do not concern

Harrow -on - the-Hill ; or to Mr. C. A. Buckmaster, 16 Heath

field Road , Mill Hill Park , W.
It is hoped, in some quarters, that the Treasury grant to

the University Colleges, which has stood at £ 25,000 since

On Friday, January 10, Mr. Holman , H.M.I., will deliver 1897, will be further increased this year. Reading and

a lecture before the London Branch of the British Child- Exeter have not yet secured a place in the Treasury List ;

Study Association in the Ruskin Room of the Sesame Club, but they are hoping, in spite of the warnings of the

29 Dover Street, Piccadilly. The chair will be taken by Chancellor of the Exchequer, that their application this

Dr. Fletcher Beach at 8 p.m. year may be successful.

THE PRINCE OF WALES will be one of the youngest of
The Chamber of Commerce has arranged for two courses Chancellors. As he has expressed his readiness to accept

of lectures on the machinery of business during the coming the nomination of the Welsh Court to a position formerly

term . Mr. Charles Duguid, Financial Editor of the West- held by his father, he will be definitely elected on January 10 .

minster Gazette, author of " The Story of the Stock Ex

change," “ How to read the Money Article, ” will deliver two The desire of Carnarvon to provide a site for the University
lectures on" The Stock Exchange and its Machinery;” The College of North Wales appears to have put the Bangor.
lectures will commence at 6.30 p.m. on Thursdays, the 13th folks on their mettle. Bangor is not a wealthy town ; but she
and 20th February, 1902.

promises to buy and present to the college six acres of the

Bishop's Park, at a cost of about £5,000.

Mr. C. ROZENRAAD, Fellow of the Institute of Bankers,

and Fellow ofthe Royal Statistical Society, will deliver two Great gifts are sometimes great oppressions ; but we
lectures on Foreign Exchanges." . The lectures will com- doubt whether any University or college would be wise

mence at 6.30 p.m. on March 20 and 27, 1902. The syllabus enough to refuse any integral part of a million on that account.

of the lectures to be delivered by Mr. C. Duguid, and It requires a wealthy and prudent State to do that. Mr.

Mr. C. Rozenraad , with other particulars, will be announced Carnegie was, perhaps, a little too ingenuous in asking

early in the New Year. Admission to the lectures will beby the United States Government to accept a trust of “ten

ticket only. Students in the lectures and classes held at the million dollars Steel debentures ” on behalf of a new re

offices of the London Chamber of Commerce will be admitted search University. President Roosevelt and his advisers

to the above lectures free of charge. Othersdesirous of at- appear to have come to the conclusion that the State had

tending these lectures should apply for tickets of admission better not become a trust debenture holder .
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Every one will remember the difficulty which arose out DR . EMANUEL LASKER, the champion chess player, has

of Mr. Stanford's provisional endowment of the Californian been appointed Lecturer in Mathematics at Owens College ,

University as a memorial to his son . The terms of the Manchester.

will , administered by his widow , were not quite clear ; but

she was allowed the usufruct of a considerable share of her The Head Mastership of Leeds Grammar School is vacant

husband's estate . She has now executed a trust by which by the resignation of the Rev. J. H. D. Matthews, who has

the Leland Stanford Junior University receives a total en- accepted preferment in the Church.

dowment of over five millions sterling .

Miss LEAHY, Head Mistress of the Oxford High School, has

CARDIFF has a somewhat new idea for an educational
been appointed to succeed Miss Neligan as Head Mistress of

association.A few days ago the Mayor of Cardiff presided Girls' Public Day School Company.
A few days ago theMayor of Cardiff presided the Croydon High Schools. Both positions are under the

over a meeting in the women's “ normal department " of the Girls' Public Day School Company.

University College with the object of forming a general

educational society, to include representatives of all kinds College forWomen, holdingtheBedford College Hygiene
Miss Hilda MARTINDALE, formerly a student of Bedford

of educational agencies, such as the UniversityCollege, Certificate,has been temporarily appointed on the staff of the

technical schools, intermediate, higher-grade, elementary, Factory Departmentof theHome Office.
free libraries, the local Press,& c. The objects of the society Factory Department of the Home Office.

were explained by Prof. Mackenzie, and , subsequently , thirty

seven members were appointed to draw up a constitution. It is always pleasant when an academic ap
The list included the Mayor (Mr. Frank J. Beavan ), Prin

Literary pointment falls to a man or woman who is known
cipal Griffiths , and many others. Gossip . to us by other than strictly academic merits . Mr.

W. H. D. Rouse, of Rugby, who assumes the

The Prince of Wales has promised to visit Manchester Head Mastership of the interesting Perse foundation at

in March, in order to open the new hall of Owens College . Cambridge, is academic enough . It is not long since we

noticed his admirable little classical charts and his freshly

A PETROLEUM INSTITUTE has been opened in Bevis Marks conceived introduction to Latin verse-making.

by Dr. Dvorkovitz, who asks us to announce that five

studentships, each of the value of £50, will be offered for To students of Modern Greek, and to such as are dubbed

competition next year . Philhellenes, Mr. Rouse is very well known for his wise

and persistent advocacy of Hellenic claims , literary and

SeveralCarnegie Research Scholarships are offered by otherwise. He has also translated into English a consider
able number of Greek stories.

the Iron and Steel Institute , on Mr. Carnegie's foundation ,

for competition next year. Candidates must not exceed the

A FEELING not entirely alien in its character will be
age of thirty-five .

associated in some minds with the appointment of Dr.

The Worcestershire County Council has determined to College. Do they run strong in chess at Owens ?
Lasker to one of the Mathematical Lectureships at Owens

contribute the annual sum of £1,500 towards the endow

ment of Birmingham University.
case , we have always understood that Dr. Lasker was well

reputed for mathematics at his own German University ;

and he has contributed several papers to the London Mathe

Of the two candidates whom we mentioned matical Society.

Appointments last month as selected for the Principalship
and

of Cardiff University College , the final choice
The writer of a short article on

Vacancies.
“ American Education," in

fell on Mr. Griffiths, M.A.of Cambridge,who Murray'sMonthly Review for December, observes that it is
curious to note that, while we in England are attempting

was warmly supported by Lord Kelvin .
to -day to bring the Local Authorities into closer touch with

the schools , the tendency in the States seems to be in the
The Council of Almoners of Christ's Hospital have direction of placing the school outside politics." It is to be

selected the Rev. A. W. Upcott, Head Master of St. Edmund's doubted whether any strong party of Englishmen would wish

School ( the Clergy Orphan School) , at Canterbury, to to establish a political control of popular education . It is
succeed, at Horsham , the Rev. Richard Lee as Head Master certain that no such control would satisfy the nation . No

of the school . doubt there are party anarchists amongst us. All the

more reason why we should work steadily for the co -opted
The Head Mastership of the Perse School, Cambridge, has experts .

.

been accepted by Mr. W.H. D. Ronse, assistant master at
Rugby, and formerly Fellow of Christ's College. Mr.

The Coronation being a subject which ought to inspire the

Rouse ,who has written an authoritative history of Rugby mind of every British writer of verse, Good Words is offering

School, besides a number of volumes which appealto school. £ 75 in cash prizes ( the first prize being £ 50) for the best

boys or to scholars rather than to the general public, has been Coronation odes submitted before the following dates : -- If

an invaluable secretary to the Assistant Masters' Association, posted in the British Isles or any part of Europe, by March,

who will find his place difficult to fill. It will also be re- 31 , 1902 ; if posted in any part of North or South America

membered that Mr. Rouse is Secretary of the Committee of or the West Indies, by April 10, 1902 ; if posted in any part

the Education Section of the British Association . of India or His Majesty's Asiatic possessions, by April 20,

1902 ; if posted in any part of Australasia, by April 30, 1902.

CAPTAIN JOHN BROUGH, R.M.A., is nominated Assistant The odes must be received at the office of Good IVords by the

Professor of Fortification at the Royal Naval College, above dates . The editor informs us that invitations to

Greenwich . compete are being sent to all the remotest corners of the

British Empire.

Mr. H. W. Richmond, M.A. of King's College, Cambridge,

has been appointed University Lecturer in Mathematics for a Maxim Gorky is at present a prophet with much honour,

period of five years. not only in America and England, but also in his own

In any

*
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country, Russia. So great, indeed , is his influence becoming man that he knew nothing about Pestalozzi, and could not conceive

that the Russian Government, having ordered him to leave that he wouldbeany better if he did ; which probably would be true in

St.Petersburg, prevented him , it is said , from travelling to that particular case.Butsolongasthat feeling existed in some

Moscow, and despatched him in the direction of the Caucasus. small cornerswhich they could not touch .

quarters, so long as that insensibility prevailed , there would always be
Yet he felt sure that most

Gorky's life is now familiar to all book lovers. Several of teachers — any teacher, indeed , who had thought the matter over and

his short stories have been published in this country, where, read what had been written on the subject-must feel that it must be

as in America, his great novel, “ Foma Gordyeof,"** or
better for him to be criticized, to criticize himself, and to profit by

Thomas the Proud," is selling largely .
what other people bad done and what they could teach him . They

would probably have access to a paper that had just been put into his

hands, drawn up by the Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters

in Secondary Schools, which pointed out that there are secondary

TRAINING OF TEACHERS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS. training departments established at Oxford, Cambridge, Owens

College , Manchester ; King's College, London ; the Yorkshire College,

On Friday, December 13 , a joint meeting of the members of the Leeds; at Aberystwith ,Bangor, and Birmingham ; and they might have

College of Preceptors and of the Metropolitan Sections of the added at Sheffield ,and he thought also at Liverpool. All these institu

Teachers' Guild was held in the Lecture Hall of the College of tions trained in some measure on the same lines, but there were one or
Preceptors, Bloomsbury Square, for the purpose of discussing the two remarkable differences. They would notice that the course of

present position and future prospects of training institutions for training in most cases was intended to be a post-graduate one, and

teachers in secondary schools. The chair was taken byMr. therewas averygreat difference of opinion as to the propriety of that.

FRANCIS STORR.
At Birmingham the point of departure had been practice in the schools.

That is to say, the Birmingham authorities offered a limited and

The discussion was opened by Mr. P. A. BARNETT, who said he had qualified training, and, of course, the consequent certificate after ex

not undertaken to read a paper or give an address. He merely intended amination , to those people who already had passed a sort of

to open a discussion on the present position and future prospects of apprenticeship by actual work in the schools for some time. Now ,

training institutions for teachers in secondary schools , and to present it seemed to him that was a hint they might very well lay to heart.

as many points as he could think of as suitable for the discussion , It would not do for them to approach the great body of teachers, and

which he hoped would carry them to some profitable conclusion . In say they ought not to have a teaching diploma until they had got their

regard to the present position , that was much easier to deal with than degree, for this reason : that it was certainly possible for a man or woman

to say what were the future prospects, and he did not propose to im- to be a very good teacher up to a certain definite point under the B.A.

peril his reputation for prudence by venturing into the regions of pro- standard , and yet be unable, for one reason or another, to get a full

phecy. It would be convenient if he endeavoured to explain the present degree. The fact was there were people who could do many things

condition of things and how it had grown up , because, unless they well , and who did so without being able to explain why. Hethought

could see how they had arrived at it , they could hardly comprehend Birmingham had been wise in this particular, that it had said to the

the difficulties that presented themselves and the slow progress which teachers already in actual practice of their craft : Come and complete

the training of teachers had made, so far as secondary institutions your knowledge as well as you can under the circumstances, and

were concerned, First , it must be evident that the training of you shall bave a diploma. This, then , was the condition of things

secondary teachers in England bore all the marks of being a native at the present time; and, when people complained that teachers did

product, and bore all the marks - as, in fact, was the case-of having not come in their hundreds to be trained, he thought they ought

arisen out of economic circumstances, and of never having been to remember this also, that they could not expect a large body of

properly, systematically, and scientifically thought out. About sixty or people who had to earn their bread to put themselves through a

seventy years ago it was found that there was a great dearth of severe course of training, and then at the end of it get salaries

teachers for the people , and certain public bodies formed for that which it would be too much to say were anything like an adequate

purpose set themselves to supply teachers for public elementary return on their investment. He did not himself think there could
schools . But they were face to face with this very obvious difficulty ever be any material improvement or increase in the number of

--that there were not enough people sufficiently well trained to deal persons who presented themselves for training, until the country woke

with the vast area that had to be covered. Then arose the two great up to the fact that teaching was a learned profession, and that it ought

societies -- the British and Foreign School Society and the National to be adequately remunerated . Just before he entered the room a

Society ; and those societies, on the same lines,and guided in the main letter was put into his hands from a man whose word would carry

by the same traditions, set themselves to supply the want which they great weight wherever teachers came together - Prof. Withers, of

had discovered . In consequence of the operations of those two great Owens College , Manchester - who said : There can , I think, be no

societies, various training schools were established up and down the question that all other remedies for the defects in English education

country, and became the origin of the training colleges of the public are, in comparison , unimportant when weighed against an improvement

elementary system with which they were acquainted . He dwelt upon in the career and the qualifications of the teaching staff of our schools .

that point particularly for this reason : that the training of secondary An impression still prevails in this country , even among teachers

teachers , as we know it in England in its chaos, was directly connected themselves, that teaching is unskilled labour, for which no technical

with the traditions which had established training schools for primary preparation is required ; hence the low status of the schoolmaster's

teachers ; and , if they would only bear that in mind, they would be able profession and the wretched rate at which he is paid . Unless this

to account in some measure for the defects of the present arrange matter of training is grappled with by the teachers and by bodies like

ments for supplying secondary teachers with training, and to under the College of Preceptors and the Universities, in conjunction with

stand the foolish and very often perfectly baseless prejudice with one another, it is not likely that anything effectual will be done to raise

which the training of teachers is sometimes regarded. For when people the efficiency, and therefore the dignity, of the teaching profession .”

attacked the training of teachers they might be sure that very many of He was not going into the region of prophecy , but there was one thing

them thought only of a particular sort of institution, a particular pretty certain, that when the conditions of registration were made

routine, a Government-devised programme, a Government-examined more stringent, they would have moved a little way on towards their
institution , and all the inconveniences that attached themselves to a goal. He still thought that at the basis of this question—which so

bureaucratic organization . As a matter of fact , secondary training many would persist in treating in vacuo there was an economic

institutions in this country had grown up round those primary difficulty; and , if they wanted people to do their work properly and

institutions ; because, although the primary colleges—those supported to come forward and prepare themselves for it , they must offer them

by the State—had pot made any particular excursions into secondary an adequate return .

training, the adoption of primary training by the local University Mr. J. W. ADAMSON ( King's College ) said he noticed one or two

colleges had led them , after providing for primary training, to address points in Mr. Barnett's address which he couldnot very well reconcile.

themselves also to the task of establishing facilities for the training They were told that teaching was a learned profession, and they

of secondary teachers . Except in one conspicuous case-that of were urged somewhat to lower the qualitications for entrance into

Oxford, where the two systems had been kept rigidly apart - hethought that profession on the ground that many of them could do some

they would find that the same authorities at universities were adminis. things well for which they could not give the reason why. He did

tering the training of both primary and secondary teachers . They not see that that could be said to be a mark of a learned pro

must not suppose that progress was not being made because only fession ; and on that ground he should rather insist upon some

a very few people come in to be trained ; they must not think that thing in the nature of a post -graduate course for the teacher.

therefore there was a deficient sense of the necessity of training. They had been reminded that the majority of the colleges and

He believed that the battle , so far as it was a purely academical organizations which made arrangements for the training of secondary

one, had been fought and won . There were few people outside certain teachers were connected with primary schools, and from his point of

circles who did not admit the necessity of training for secondary view the danger lay in thatvery fact . For reasons of which there

teachers . There were , however, here and there rather extraordinary was no need to remind them , it had always been the rule in primary

exceptions . An American friend a few days ago told him that , in training schools to combine the students' general education with tech

talking over training and education with a very distinguished head nical training, and carry them on side by side . That was done not so

master of a very distinguished public school , he was told by this gentle.'mich because it was thought to be an ideal system , but because there

;
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was no choice in the matter. Mr. Barnett's remark about doing things Prof. J. WELTON ( Yorkshire College, Leeds ) said he was afraid he

well without knowing the reason why pointed to the fact that there could not throw much light on the question whether training should be

was an art in teaching as well as a theory. Training, as he under post -graduate or not, for his own mind was not made up on the subject .

stood it,meant not merely the communication of the theory of teaching, Probably he would answer the question differently for different classes

but really meant initiating the student into the practice of his art ; of institutions . He could not , with all deference, agree with Mr.

and , as they all knew, that required a very considerable amount of Keatinge as to the necessity for the ring fence . Most students he had

time , if it were only for the sake of the art , to say nothing of the trained for secondary schools had certainly been doing two things at

theory. That being so, it seemed to him that , in the case of Uni- the same time . Of course a difficulty was experienced in the division

versity students , the course of training proper should come after of interest on the part of the student; but the greatest difficulty of all

the general course of study had been completed — that is , after was to secure a sufficient amount of practical work , and that was a

graduation. If they carried on the practical work at the same time, difficulty which he had not been able to solve. This obstacle to train .

it must reduce the amount of time and attention a man could give to ing was much felt at Leeds, where considerable difficulty was

his general education ; and , in the case of a teacher , his degree would experienced in prevailing upon head teachers to allow students in

mean something less than it perhaps might for other people . He did training to teach in secondary schools . Another obstacle was the lack

not think any teacher, whether primary or secondary , was in a fair of available funds for carrying on the training .

position if he were compelled to carryon his general education pari Prof. Foster Watson ( University College of Wales, Aberystwyth )

passu with his professional training. It meant that one of the two said he was greatly interested in what Mr. Keatinge had mentioned as

things would be neglected. to the number of secondary students he had had in training , and

Mr. M. W. KEATINGE (Oxford ) said so far the principal point dis- asked as to the class of schools into which such students had gone.

cussed had been whether training should be after the degree or Whilst the teachers for the primary schools were now obtaining in day

before the degree. At Oxford, where they had had something like a training colleges , and in many of the residential colleges, a good Uni .

hundred and eighty students in training during the last four years, versity education , and were becoming many of them excellently

the men were allowed to take up training when they had passed equipped academically as well as professionally, the secondary

Moderations, and a few of them did so, so that he had experience of teachers were scarcely facing the problem of professional training .

men who were reading for the finals and of men who had completed Nothing in the way of preparation could be too good for the teacher
their degree.

He need scarcely say that no college tutor would --either further academic opportunities for the elementary teacher, or

like a man who was reading for Honours to mix up his reading the best of professional training for the secondary teacher. But for
with anything else ; so that men who had begun the work with both he urged that the training should be post -graduate . All

him before their degree had been men of not the highest calibre . He training should be on the broadest lines possible—the elementary

could only say that his experience of these men had been extremely teacher in training should see something of secondary -school teaching,

unsatisfactory . In most cases he found that his work had gone and the secondary teacher in training should be in touch with primary

to the wall , and he had been obliged to tell the men they must come to schoolteaching. Further, both should, if possible , have some acquaint

him again after they had taken their degree. There was another point ance with good infant -school teaching and good higher-school and

in this connexion . As a rule , when the men first came to him , the first college teaching . In short, whilst teachers were in training on

thing he had to persuade them was that the work was worth doing ; specialisticlines for either primary or secondary work,it was invaluable

and he found the best way was to ask them to work eight or nine hours that they should grow into the idea of the continuity and unity of all

a day , and to see that they did it . If a man was working for anything teaching, through seeing different grades of teaching work, even if

else, it was impossible to insist upon a great deal of work from him . the emphasis in their own training had to be laid on the work of one

There appeared to him to be one or two obstacles which he could point kind of school.

to in the way of secondary training. In the case of a good class of Miss WALKER said that the financial question was really the chief

student with a good degree, who could be persuaded to work factor of the training problem , and that question was not the same for

at the thing in earnest, the first hindrance that he met with was primary and secondary teachers, seeing that the latter had to pay their

that there were hardly any really first-class books to give a student own expenses. She would like to know how many secondary schools

to read, especially if he could not read German . A good deal of the gave higher salaries to trained assistant masters or mistresses, and

English and American literature on the subject was of such a character how many governing bodies made the possession of a teaching diploma

that it was difficult to put it into the hands of a critical young man, a condition of eligibility for headship of a school .

as it did not tend to impress him with the dignity of the subject . Miss Woods (Maria Grey Training College ) bore out what had been

A second difficulty was to a certain extent bound up with the first said by Mr. Keatinge as to the difficulty of getting the best class of

- viz., that those who were engaged in training had not definitely material for training in the existing colleges. Women who had passed

decided what the science of education was to include. They bad through a University course , and had obtained the coveted distinction

not put it within a ring -fence, so to speak ; and it was his firm of a University degree ,were apt to regard technical training as a work

conviction that they were greatly hampered by the old nomenclature. of supererogation ; and , while they were in some cases desirous of

A third obstacle from which they snffered badly was the lack of funds. adding to their academical testamur the nominal advantage of having

Mr. H. W. Eve, Dean of the College , said one great difficulty in the gone through a short course of instruction in principles and methods

training of secondary teachers was to find suitable practising schools. which might passmuster as " training,” many were unwilling to sacrifice

In the experiment they had conducted at the College they had , indeed , a year's income and to pay out as much as they would have earned in

succeeded in obtaining permission to do a little work at one or two the time , in order to obtain that thorough professional training which

secondary schools. There was also the difficulty of finding men to was not at present adequately appreciated by heads of schools. Thus

avail themselves of the opportunity. In reference to the point made the authorities of training institutions were unable to insist on a

by Mr. Barnett with regard to the economic position, he was afraid sufficiently high standard of general attainments in applicants for

there wasa very real danger ahead of them-namely, an attempt to admission; and the system was unfairly handicapped by comparative

set up schools at low fees--which must inevitably tend to lower inferiority in the intellectual quality of part of the output. It was not

salaries. If the schools were not set up at low fees , parents would not easy to see how the difficulty was to be met, unless by recognition of

send their children to them ; so , it seemed to him , they were --not, he the necessity of training as an essential qualification for admission to

hoped , in an impasse — but in a situation which it would take a great a Register of Teachers.

deal of statesmanship to solve . With regard to thequestion of post- Mr. ANDERTON agreed with what had been said by Mr. Eve as to

or pre -graduate courses, there was one consideration which it was the advantage of making a special study of a subject with a view to

worth bearing in mind - namely, that it was an advantage to a teacher teaching it.

to be learning some fresh subject with a view to teaching it . Take the Mr. Barnett, in reply, said it had been pointed out that the main

very common example of men going abroad to learn foreign languages, defect in the present condition of things was the difficulty of getting

after their degree . They set themselves deliberately to work, not to the right people to come forward, and getting them to work under proper

learn modern languages as if they were going into the diplomatic conditions. He believed that the whole difficulty was an economic

service , but with the view of teaching constantly before them . The one. They would not get any considerable number of people to come

German Government was being approached to found an institution in forward , after taking their degrees, unless they were offered something

England for such students, where their studies might be directed better than £70, £80, or £90 a year. Until teachers arrived at a

It would be a good thing if some one would set up an institution of the proper sense of the importance of the work, and until the public could

kind in France and Germany . In the same way, he should like to see be got to pay properly for the services performed , they could not, and

people studying such a subject as arithmetic with a definite view of ought not to expect that all intending teachers would take their degrees

teaching it. He was constantly finding out that there were things before they submitted themselves to professional training . His own

which he did not teach properly, and he was sure there were others in belief was that the best results of training had hitherto come from the

the same position. He was inclined to think that if men, instead of presence of two or three carefully selected students in a school under
aspiring to low honours, would read for a pass degree , and, during their the supervision of the head master or mistress. He had in mind

reading, study the pass subjects with the view of teaching them, they several schools where that was the practice, and the teachers who

might make very good teachers. It would require some time for that had come from those schools had proved themselves most efficient.

to be appreciated, because at present it was taken for granted that The CHAIRMAN, in winding up the discussion , said the question

the highest Honourman was the best teacher, as indeed was very often appeared to be an economic one at the bottom , and he thought they
the case.

would not solve it by any kind of trade union , but by raising the pro
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fession of teaching, and then the economic lawswould come into play . ! the next generation, rank in importance with Dr. Hollander's . So

The reason why teachers were so miserably paid now was because the far as original research is concerned Ferrier's is undoubtedly the
market was overstocked ; and that was because there was no proper greater work . He set about his investigations, as we may say,

test for a teacher . When they got a Register of Teachers - and it was without any parti pris. Dr. Hollander, on the contrary, starts

a crying shame that they had been kept waiting so long, that ( if he out with the firm conviction not only that Dr. Gall, the founder

was rightly informed) the Board of Education had not yet considered of phrenology, was on the right track so far as brain function
the recommendations of the Consultative Committee - things would be is concerned ,but that many of his facts and assumptions were

different . He hoped that when the regulations for registration were

published training would be found to be one of the conditionsof how even to the present dayhis alleged captandum method of
correct . We all know how Gall was maligned and ridiculed, and

teachers being placed on the Register . He congratulated the meeting

on the thoroughly practical character of the discussion .
mapping out the brain is still scoffed at and derided by many,

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the proceedings. and those not the least acquainted with science. Slowly but surely,

howerer, through the labours of a multitude of observers, modern

investigation is coming back to the point reached by Gall a

TENURE OF MASTERS IN ENDOWED SCHOOLS. hundred years ago. Most of those observers were probably

unconscious of the trend of their facts. They wrote down

The following letter has been addressed by the Council of the their record and then left it ; and Dr. Hollander's service to

Incorporated Association of Head Masters to the Board of science has been in the main to search out and collate these

Education : records, hundreds in number, to co-ordinate them , and to show

SIR ,--On behalf of the Council of the Incorporated Associa . how they bear upon Gall's great discovery. For there can be no

tion of Head Masters, we are instructed to ask you, as Secretary doubt to -day that his theory of the division of the brain into a

of the Board of Education, whether you will consent to receive a number of organs, each with its separate function, is the true one .

deputation from this Association on the subject of the tenure of Many educated people nowadays are ready to acknowledge not only
masterships in endowed schools. that the brain is the organ of mind and emotion, of the sensory

Under a recent Order in Council the Board now possesses the and motor powers, but that the different mental functions, or

powers heretofore exercised over endowed schools by the Charity faculties as we call them , have their seat in different parts of the

Commission, including the power to make and to amend schemes cerebral mass. While they are ready to acknowledge thus

for administering such schools. In particular the deputation much, however, they draw the line at phrenology. That they

would draw your attention to the provisions in such schemes re- bold to be a pseudo -science, self -condemned, as they affirm , by

lating to the tenure of masters, i.e. , appointment, dismissal, and its unscientific methods. Yet, strange to say, every one of Dr.

appeal in the case of dismissal. Hollander's eight hundred or more facts and cases , gathered from

Our present application arises from the fact that the Board of medical and scientific journals and works by leading authorities

Education is now called upon to initiate, as well as to anthorize. on physiology and mental science,support not onlyGall's theories,
schemes which contain provisions regulating the tenure of but his system of organology. In other words, the “ organs " of

masterships in endowed schools . The practice under the Charity the phrenologist, discovered or located in the first instance from

Commission bas been of late, and for many years, to assign to observation of the contour of the skull, are proved in a large

the governing body on the one hand full responsibility for both number of cases to be correct by clinical and pathological

the appointment and the dismissal of the head masters, and to observations. Thus we are given a hundred and fifty cases which

assign to the head masters, on the other hand, full responsibility incontrovertibly establish the fact that melancholia arises from

for the appointment and the dismissal of the assistant masters. a morbid or diseased condition of the “ convolutions lying under

This practice, though general, has not been universal, since in a and around the parietal eminence - viz ., the angular and supra

smallproportion of schemes, in case of dismissal, an appeal to the marginal gyri , " that is , the convolutions allocated by phrenology

governing body was provided for assistant masters. to the organ of cautiousness : caution , ar, or circumspection

The question of tenure has recently attracted considerable being the normal action of the faculty . In many of the cases

attention from the public ; without calling evidence or conducting given a simple surgical operation cured the patients, and sent

any investigation, certain LocalAuthorities have passed resolutions them forth “ as normal men . ”

suggesting changes in the provisions for the appointment and In the same manner several hundred cases are cited which

dismissal of assistant masters. Such action on the part of Local demonstrate that there is an intimate relation between lesions of

Authorities is, perhaps, consequent upon the practice of the the brain in the middle portion of the cortex of the temporal

Charity Commission in supplying them , as having a legal interest, lobe and the manifestation of irascibility and of destructive

in the matter concerned, with copies of all local schemes. It is , mania, as shown in various forms of insanity.” Now this middle

moreover, usual for such Authorities to be represented on portion of the temporal lobe is the position allocated in the

governing bodies. phrenological system to “ destructiveness ,” or, as it is sometimes

It thus appears that besides the two administrative agencies called , “ energy.” Similarly, we have localizations of klepto

recognized under endowed school schemes, viz . , the governing mania or theft,correspondingwith the organ of acquisitiveness

body and the head master, thereare two parties whose claims to of hunger and thirst, corresponding with the organ of “ gustative.
an interest under such schemes will doubtless receive the attention ness," Ferrier's “ gustatory centre ; and of the affections, such

of the Board when school schemes are either made or amended . as maternal love,in the occipital lobe, where phrenologylocates

Under these circumstances the Council of this Association the organs of philoprogenitiveness and friendship. Under this

earnestly request that you will allow them to place before you for head one very curious case is given. A youth, sixteen years of

the consideration of the Board reasons why the Board might see age, killed his father and brother, and attempted to poison his

fit to refer the question of tenure to the Consultative Committee mother. He was religiously inclined . Post-mortem examination

for investigation and report before introducing into existing showed the frontal lobe well developed,while the occipital lobewas

endowed school schemes changes affecting the conditions of such defective. Other cases, running on almost parallel lines, are
tenure. given , and, although they may not be accepted as conclusive in

The Association consists largely of head masters under endowed regard to the fact they go far towards establishing, they cannot

school schemes, and, in asking for a deputation, desires to urge be set aside as unimportant.

that any changes to be introduced may be made in the interests of Equally interesting are the author's observations touching

the general efficiency of the schools, and not only in a partialcon- the localization of “ special memories " -namely, for words,

sideration of the interests concerned.– Weare, yours faithfully , places, events ,numbers,music, &c . His theory — and, of course,

R. P. SCOTT Honorary it is that of phrenology — is that memory is not a single faculty,

R. D. SWALLOW 5 Secretaries . but that each mental faculty bas its own memory . * There

37 Norfolk Street, December 7 , 1901. exist partial , special, and local memories, each of which has its

special domain, and which are so independent that one of them

NEW LIGHT ON BRAIN FUNCTIONS.
may get enfeebled and disappear without the others necessarily

presenting any corresponding change.” There is nothing more

CONSIDERABLE interest attaches to the publication by Mr. Grant striking in Dr. Hollander's book thanthe verification, so far as
Richards of Dr. Bernard Hollander's “ Mental Functions of the his facts go, of the localization of the perceptive faculties as

Brain.” We have had many works on thebrain and its relation mapped outby phrenology. It is, of course, impossible to give
to mind during the past forty years, one ofthem at least almost them in detail in a short article. One or two instances, there .

epoch -making so far as the study of the encephalon is concerned. fore, must suffice. In one case -that of a railway fireman the

But it is doubtful whether even Ferrier's great work will , with frontal part of whose brain was punctured by the spout of an
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Second Year.

oil - can-there occurred loss of memory of previous events , of Saturday , January 25, was fixed as the date of the next Ordinary

forms, of objects,and places, " the lesion corresponding to the General Meeting of the members of the College.
location of phrenologists.” In another case — that of the wife of Dr. K. Breul, Cambridge, was elected a member of the Council , to
an Army officer -- the subject,“ though intellectually quite normal, | fill thevacancy caused by the resignation of the Rev. Dr. Poole.

could not distinguish either time or locality, and mistook
The draft Report of the Council to the General Meeting was con .

objects.”The post-mortem examination revealed " intermeningeal sidered, and was referred to the President , Vice-Presidents, and Dean ,
for final revision .

hæmorrhage at the anterior root of the superior and middle

convolutions," the location of the phrenological organs of
Mr. L. Skyrm , Highfield Terrace, Heckmondwike, Yorks . , was elected

a member of the College.

"time " and “ locality.” From the Australian Medical Journal The following books had been presented to the Library since the
( July 15, 1893) is quoted the case of a man who suffered “ a last meeting of the Council:

fracture of the base of the skull just behind the orbits, there By the BUREAU OF EDUCATION , WASHINGTON, C.S.A. -Report of the Com
being a fissure about a quarter of "an inch in width. Much missioner of Education , 1899-1900, Vol . I.

lacerated and contused brain was removed . On recovery the By the SWTHSONIAN INSTITUTION , WASHINGTON, U.S.A. - Reports of the

patient had lost the conception of the quality and position of United Statest Sintiguel Museum ,1897,Part II.,and 1899; Report of the Smith
sonian Institution , 1899.

foreign bodies , their weight and resistance, through the sense By Miss CROMBIE.-Portrait of George Combe.

By G. BELL & SONS . - Bell's Latin Course, Part III.

of touch .” In this case, also , the lesion is said to have corre BY BLACKIE & SON.- Atkinson's Selections from Lesage's Gil Blas ; Barnett's

sponded “ to the localization of phrenologists.” Another physio- Eumenides of Eschylus; Clark's Selections from Moliere's Le Médecin malgre
logical record describes the case of a man “ who, afterfracture lui: Downie's Byron's 'Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Canto II.; Matthews'

Kotzebue's Der gerade Weg der beste.

of the skull, forgot the shape of objects, and, though he could By C. J. CLAY & SONS.--Kirkpatrick's Psalms xc.-cl. ( Cambridge Bible for

draw well an object beforehim , made a shapeless blur when the schools and Colleges),Verity'sShakespeare'sMacbeth,
object was withdrawn .”

By W. B. CLIVE. - London University Guide and University Correspondence

College Calendar, 1901-2 .

Similar cases are given bearing upon the colour- sense and upon By HACHETTE & Co. - Conversational Exercises and Object-Lessons based on

that of music or “ tune,” the location again agreeing with thatof Holzel's Conversatioul Wall Pictures ( Italiun, Spanish , and Dutch , Part 1.) :
Rey's De Ségur's Histoire de la Princesse Rosette and La Petite Souris Grise ;

the phrenologists. These, it must be acknowledged , bear out; Sarolen's Moreau's Contes à ma Senr.

the contention of the followers of Gall, who place the seat of the By MACMILLAX & Co. - Hall's Algebraical Examples ; Poiré's French Course ,

intellect in the anterior lobe of the brain . It might be thought
By RIVINGTONS . - Household's Anson's Voyage Round the World .

that there was no need to state this as a fact at the present day, Calendar of University College, Nottingham .

when most people acknowledge the truth of the observation ;

yet we have men like Drs. Bastian and Hughlings Jackson

affirming that the posterior lobes of the brain had more to do REVIEWS.
with the intellect than the anterior." In view of the cases

given by Dr. Hollander bearing upon the functions of both the

posterior and the anterior lobes, it will, one would think, be
HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.

impossible for Drs. Bastian and Jackson to persist in their A Student's History of Philosophy. By Arthur Kenyon Rogers ,
opinion as to the localization of the intellectual powers. Ph.D. (Macmillan.)

Our author proceeds from the anterior lobes of the brain to Prof. Rogers , of Butler College, now follows up his " Brief

the convolutions occupying the dome of the skull. These are Introduction to Modern Philosophy ” with a substantial volume

held by the phrenologists to be concerned with moral and re- surveying the whole course of philosophy ( in the West) on a scale
ligious powers. In support of this theory, Dr. Hollander brings and a method adapted to class-room work with students. His

some striking facts, though they are hardly so conclusive as * chief aim has been simplicity, in so far as this is possible with:

those relating to the propensities and emotions . Still, it is out losing sight of the real meaning of philosophical problems.

impossible to get away from such facts as those exemplified in Such an aim puts a severe strain on the writer, for practically it

the quoted cases of religious mania in which post-mortem amounts to the task of shaping his exposition for popular use
examination showed tumour or lesion at the vertex of the brain within an inadequate space. Minor names have to be ruthlessly

-the location ,itmust again be pointed out, of the phrenological suppressed, “ wless some literary or historical interest creates
organ of veneration .

the presumption that the student is already acquainted with

In a work recently published on psychology, the author, after them in a general way " ; that is to say, some literary or

referring to some experiments in regard to the sensory and motor historical interest is allowed to interfere pro tanto with the

areas of the brain, hazards the remark : “ Hence it will be seen writer's essential purpose, which is philosophical. This devia

there is no truth in phrenology.” One can hardly doubt that a tion, if not so good for the book ,may yet probably be good for
great deal of what has passed current as gospel,” according to the student or popular reader. On like principle, Prof. Rogers

the old phrenology, will have to go ; but it appears equally in- omits the minor points of the teaching of the philosophers to
dubitable that, after a century of rejection, Gall's doctrine will whom he gives substantial recognition. Having cut away so

have to be accepted , and his facts acknowledged or rejected on many details ,he addresses himself to the larger names, dealing

evidence. Whata revolution that means in our systems of with the main problems with which they havemade an impres
philosophy, in our educational methods, and even in our theory sion , and directing special attention to the spirit in which they

of moralsmay easily be imagined. ALFRED T. STORY. philosophized . Opinions would, in any case, differ as to the right

omissions in a work of this kind. It seems a pity, however, that

the mediaval period, which is admitted to be “ intrinsically of
MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF

great importance,” should have been severely cut down owing to
PRECEPTORS.

marked disadvantages " from the standpoint of an introductory

A MEETING of the Council was held on December 14 . Present : And when Prof. Rogers says, and says with too evident

Dr. Wormell, Vice -President, in the Chair ; Rev. J. 0. Bevan, Mr. truth, that he “ has not attempted to trace the more technical

Butler, Mr.Charles, Mr. Chettle,MissCrookshank, Miss Dawes,Mr.Eve, lines of influence from one philosopher to another," he seems to
Rev. Dr. Hiron, Mr. Ladell, Mr. Pinches, Dr. R. P. Scott, Rev. Dr. Scott, abrogate a very essential requirement of the historian of

Rev. T. W. Sharpe, Rev. J. Stewart, and Rev. J. E. Symns. philosophy. The apology he offers - that such lines of influence
The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed . are almost impossible for the student to grasp " -appears to

The Secretary reported that the Christmas Certificate and Lower lead him to something perilously suggestive of self-stultitication .

Forms Examinations had been held on December 10-13 , and that the Where is the use of a history of philosophy to students that need

number of candidates was about 7,800 .
to be coddled in this fashion ? Surely thefirst thing is to put

He reported that the Medical Council at their last meeting, had your student through a course wherein he is technically in

accepted the scheme submitted by the College for a preliminary doctrinated in all the main problems; and the next thing

examination for intending medical students. The new examination is to show him the historical development. If the necessary

would come into operation on January 1 , 1902 .

He reported that the number of entries for the forthcoming Diploma handling the historysogingerly ; ifit isnot well and truly laid,
technical basis is well and truly laid, there can be no excuse for

Examination , to take place in the second week in January, was over

450, and was considerably in excess of the number entered for any
it comes to be more o less a waste of time to lead him through

previous examination of teachers conducted by the College . a history that he is not fitted to understand . Fortunately Prof.

The Diploma of Licentiate was granted to Miss E. M. Dobbs, who Rogers's practice issues in happier results than his theory of

had passed the required examination . procedure invites one to anticipate.

Professor Sully was appointed to deliver the psychology course of Prof. Rogers's second aim has been to give the thought of the

lectures at the College in the early part of 1902. writers in their own words, whenever he conveniently could
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“ particularly where the literary interest can be made to supple. No less charming are the lines which are said to have won from

ment the philosophical.” This is a distinct advantage. What Confucius the hand of his daughter :
we do not like about it is the author's nervous distrust of the

A speck upon your ivory fan
philosophical interest in and by itself . No adventitious aid ,

You soon may wipe away ;

literary or other, need be depreciated or ignored ; but any But stains upon the heart and tongue

student of philosophy that fails to find the interest of the pro Remain , alas ! for aye.

blems a sufficient attraction does not deserve to be catered for, In prose, he tells us , great perfection of style is attained. Con

any more than a student of geometry that wants to be coaxed by ciseness and antithesis are its chief characteristics. The polished
Euclid in verse . The special advantage of " the thought of the essay, wen chang,an exposition, in stereotyped form , of some

writers in their own words ” is precision of presentment and text from the classics, is practised by old andyoung. Originality

avoidance of the dangers of paraphrase. So we can still regard of thought is quite absent from these compositions, but infinite

Prof. Rogers as havinggone the rightway to work, though his pains are taken withthe subtle combination ofwords and the
main grounds for the course he has taken seem comparatively introduction of apposite and suggestive allusions to the classics .

weak. His third principle has been to exhibit the history of The writer finds a parallelin the assiduous practice of Latin

philosophy through the systems of individual men, at the same verse, in the form in which it was cultivated before it became.

time “ bearing in mind the need of relating these to the more as it often is now , an initiation into the close study of the best

general history of civilization .” His main effort in this latter English poetry.

object is what he calls “ a somewhat mild reproduction of the The account of Chinese education is particularly interesting .

Hegelian philosophy of history ,” which is surely not the last It is for boys only. Women who have succeeded in acquiring

word on the subject, and mightin various points havebeen modi- knowledge are, no doubt, highly honoured ; but, asa general rule.

fied with advantage. The time-honoured principle of expounding girls are not educated at all. The State has no need of them in

the systems of individual men ," of course, has its obvious re- official positions. Early home education is practically non

commendations. We confess, however, we should now like to existent. The mother and nurses are themselves uneducated ;

some writer attempting the plan of following each great and usage generally prohibits the father from instructing his own

problem separately in its continuous development. Such a children . The work of the teacher beginsabout the seventh or

course would seem to have a specific educational value ; and eighth year, and is inaugurated by an elaborate ceremonial. The

a general history could then follow with much more tangible firstfouror five years are of the dreariest; they aredevoted to
results.

reading, copying, and learning by heart the classics , which , it

The Greek philosophy, together with the middle ages and the should be borne in mind, are written in what is to the modern

transition to modern philosophy (which, as we have already in Chinaman a dead language. No attempt is made to explain their

dicated ,israther severely compressed ), occupies just over one-half meaning. Moreover, each child works by himself. and that

of the volume. Modern philosophy is thus somewhat limited in under the ferule; the stimulus of class work is entirely wanting.

treatment, the period from Hegel heing disposed of in thirty The next stage brings in translation, too often reduced, as is not

pages. The chief representatives are Schopenhauer, Comte, and quite impossible with us , to a mere effort of memory . Com

Spencer, with brief incidental notice of Darwin ; while Herbart, position , in its elementary forms, is introduced at the same time,
Fechner, Bentham , and the Mills are just mentioned. If even and becomes the main object of the third stage. Throughout, the

mere mention is made of Hartmann, Lotze, or Bain, we have aim is to cultivate style, not thought or originality. The concep

missed it . However, it still remains to be acknowledged that, tion of education is , in fact, totally different from ours : its object

within the limits we have specified, Prof. Rogers has written is not the development of the faculties of all members of the

a thoughtful and solid book , which will be helpful to general commmunity, but the conservation of the repose of the State, the

readers as well as to students in the class -room . The chief maintenance of an adequate supply of educated officials.

writers selected are treated with reasonable fullness and with Of the examination system a full account is given. It does,

adequate knowledge ; and, though the style is sometimes heavy, indeed, afford a perfect illustration of one form ofthe carrière

the intellectual interest is always soberly maintained. The ouverte auxtalents. At the first examination ,which turns wholly

volume is a very favourable example of the abounding energy on penmanship and grace of style, only one per cent . are allowed to

of academic thinking and teaching in the American Universities. pass. In thesecond stage, intended to test reading and scholar

ship, penmanship no longer plays a part. The exercises are

copied by an official scribe before being submitted to the

The Lore of Cathay;or, The Intellect of China. By W. A. P. examiners. Here, again, only one per cent. qualify , or one in
Martin , D.D. , L.L.D. (Oliphant, Anderson, & Ferrier.) ten thousand of the original competitors. The last stage, in

Dr. Martin is a citizen of the United States, well known which about three per cent. are successful, alone admits to

as the author of " A Cycle of Cathay,” “ The Siegein Pekin ,” the chance of entering the public service.
Even beyond

Of

and other works on China. For a quarter of a century he was at this there are further examination successes to be won .

the head of the l'ung Wen College, an outcome of the collision the fairness of the procedure the writer is evidently convinced ,

with the West in the second Chinese War at the end of the and he points out its incidental advantages. It serves as a

fifties. In 1897 he was made President of the Chinese Imperial safety-valve for the ambitious, who might otherwise become

University, established after the disastrous war with Japan. The fomenters of sedition ; it acts as a counterpoise to absolute

present work deals with Chinese science, literature, religion , and monarchy ; and it enlists the educated gentry on the side of

philosophy, including a full account of their education and of the existing institutions. It is worth mentioning that the chapter

famous examination system . Of the chances of progress the on these examinations was originally drawn up in the interest of

writer, as may be gathered from his openingchapter, “ The Civil Service reform in America.

Awakening of China,” takes a sanguine view. Both the great With the other chapters we have no space to deal; they give

revolutions of remote ages and the events of the last fifty years information as to the Universities, the three religions of China.
seem to justify his opinion. He reminds us, of course, of their and some episodes of Chinese history.

anticipations of Western discoveries, such as printing and gun

powder, and points out that they seem to have reached, at any THE PRINCIPALITY.

rate, an approximation to such modern ideas as those of the

luminiferous ether and the conservation of energy . To Chinese
• The Story of the Nations. " -- Wales. By Owen M. Edwards,

literature more space is devoted . Of their poetry, which con
Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. (Fisher Unwin .)

Almost incredible as it may seem , this work is the first attempt
stitutes so important an element in the intellectual life of the
evlucated classes, someattractive specimens are given . Oneby at a complete history of Wales that has ever been published .

an exiled Minister of State, who Hourished about200 B.C.
, reminds The dearth of historical literature in the Welsh language is a

Dr.Martin ofEdgar Poe's“ Raven .". The concluding lines are doubted conservative instincts ofthe race.
curious phenomenon not easily explained in the face of the un

thus translated (the bird of ill omen is speaking) :
The history of a

Celtic race , owing to continual tribal strife and family feuds, is

Fortune's wheel is ever turning,
far more difficult to unravel than that of a Teuton nation .

To human eye there's no discerning History, in a scientific sense, showing how the national forces and

Weal or woe in any state ; environment in one epoch explain the course of the nation's

Wisdom is to bide your fate . development in the succeeding age, is almost impossible in the

That is what it seem'd to say case of the Celtic races . In fact,many chapters of Mr. Edwards's

By that simple “ Well a day.” Wales ” illustrate this difficulty, suggesting rather a boiling

"

:
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cauldron in which the solid elements appear and disappear, con- original squibs in Greek with which , like Evans, he was wont to

trolled by no apparent law , than a river flowing onward in its amuse his friends at Cambridge.
destined course. The author has, however, earned the gratitude Shilleto excelled in Attic Greek, and that language has had no

of his countrymen by making an honest effort to wipe away the more enthusiastic disciple . His enthusiasm was contagious , and

reproach which has clung to their literary reputation from the infected even mathematicians who heard him dilate upon the

days when the old monastic chroniclers of Strata Florida laid most scholarly, the most glorious language that the world has

down their pens after sorrowfully registering the death of ever known. He thought in Attic , standing, as a caricature

Llewelyn and the loss of their nation's independence . The early shows him to this day, before the fire- place of his lecture room ;

history of the race down to the Norman conquest is but slightly and Attic was his theme as he chatted with the Master of his

treated , and no clear line is drawn between legend and fact. The adopting college, who on that subject was perforce content to

moot point whether Druidism was ever a cult of the Brython be a listener. Over Latin his mastery was less absolute, though

Celt, as distinguished from the Goidel, among other matters of in that tongue his proficiency was such as can be attained by few ;

some difficulty , has no light thrown upon it. Even the but in Greek he was pronounced the greatest scholar that Eng.

“ Gododin " and theworks attributed toLlywarch Hen and Taliesin land had producedsince Gaisford ; and it is matter for rejoicing

are not dealt with as a means of affording some indication of the that at last an authoritative selection of his composition enables

condition of the nation between the departureof the Romansand the present generation to know how extraordinarily intimate was

the influx of the Normans into South Wales. It is a period which his knowledge of the classics .

in spite of Prof. Rhys's labours remains tantalizingly obscure . This, too - the tenacity of his memory-is a matter that may

Wecannot hope to penetrate closely into the history of the Celtic well excite admiration and astonishment. Constant reading of

race in Wales during the Roman occupation . The Roman was the texts withmany pupils had made his mind a store-house of
not observant, and treated the race with an indifference which phrases and idioms. He must have written Greek and Latin

has been imitated by their neighbours in later times. This may with great rapidity :he never falters for the word or phrase that

be accounted for by the fact that the Celt does not interest his he wants. In Latin it is possible that his reminiscences occasion

fellow -men as a nation , but only as an individual. ally tricked him ; but in his Greek it is impossible to detect an

Mr. Edwards makes full use of the monastic annalists in expression that can be questioned.

treating of the Norman and English conquests of Wales. Is it still possible that other “ remains of his might be pub

times he seems , indeed, to reproduce too closely the style of the lished ? There are the skits in Greek, English, and Latin, once

chronicles of the “ Brut " when writing of a hero headmires. “ Of the jest of combination rooms. Howmany of these survive we

medium height was Griffith ap Conan, with flaxen hair and do not know , but some are undoubtedly in the possession of old

round ruddy face. . . His neck was round, his skin white. pupils. The papers of Mr. Graves, Mr. A. W.Spratt - himself

Mighty he was of limb, straight and fair to see. ” He makes full an excellent composer — the lamented R. A. Neil, and others who

use of Gerald's " Itinerary ” to present a clear picture of Welsh knew him well, might supply some. And a portion of his

life at the end of the twelfth century, and goes some way adversaria still remains in manuscript.

towards satisfying his readers that Owen Gwynedd and Lord Schoolmasters have been very well supplied with good models
Rees —the great Arglwydd Rees of the Chronicles -- as well as of late ; and , as Dr. Postgate has written, “ the volumes of

Llewelyn the Great in the first half of the thirteenth century, versions recently issued by the two Universities are generally

had a truly unselfish national policy. Mr. Edwards will find admitted to mark a distinct advance upon their respectivo prede

English and German historians loth to admit the existence of cessors. They show no less spirit and more fidelity, a nicer

constitutional ideals among the Celts before their subjugation by appreciation of idiom and a more conscientious use of the file.”

the Teuton. Mommsen's hard saying is based on too solid fact Shilleto's copies, unfortunately, were never revised by their

to be easily questioned, and even in Mr. Edwards's pages the con- author ; yet composition masters will certainly be eager to avail

stant family feuds and treacherous self-seeking of the chief themselves of work that on every page shows some signs of the

actors go far to show that the Welsh would have failed to master hand that wrought it .

develop stable political institutions. The last struggle for in

dependence and the changes brought about by the introduction

of English rule are clearly dealt with. We expected to find a
A SCHOLAR'S MEMORIAL .

fuller treatment of the period immediately preceding the rising Aristophanes, The Knights. Edited by R.A. Neil . (Cambridge

of Glendower. Mr. Edwards does not seem to have seen before
University Press .)

writing this part of his work the valuable paper on Owain From the “ Confound it all ” of the opening line to the dog

Lawgoch in the last volume of the Cymmrodorion Transactions. and -donkey sausage of the finale Mr. Neil's commentary on “ The

In later times authority in matters of Welsh history is more Knights " is not only the best work on Aristophanes that has

distinct, and the author's difficulties arise from the necessity of appeared in England, but it is one which need not fear comparison

selection . He has trodden an unbeaten track with skill and judg- with the best Continental editions. Neil had a most retentive

mnent, and, if the impression left of the nation and its development !memory, he read assiduouslyand widely, he collected and collated

lacks something in definiteness, we must not forget the dif- unremittingly. But that he was something more than ascholar

ficulties attendant upon a pioneer journey into such a wide of the best type his intimate friends well knew , and his pupils

expanse. The book is admirably produced and well illustrated . somehow instinctively felt. He was the kind of scholar whom

journalists, after a single visit to a college common - room , persist

in declaring to be extinct in the old Universities. In the old
SHILLETO .

days, when teaching was left to coaches, and life fellows and two

Greek and Latin Compositions. By Richard Shilleto , M.A.
bottle men flourished, the brain power that was not expended

( Cambridge University Press.) during the day was available for post-prandial usage. Nowadays
Here was a manIt aygurs well for the endurance of Shilleto’s reputation that the best force is used up in the lecture room .

there should be an eager demand for his compositions a quarter with a touch of genius occupied daily and hourly during term
of a century after his death. To many — perhaps, to most with the routine work of a great college and a University reader
scholars of the present day many passages included in the largeship ; so that his own work had to be left for the late hours. “ The

selection that Mr. Graves has made are already quite familiar. night cometh ,” he would say, “ when all men must work " ; and
The copies have been passed on in manuscript from generation to with that he would go off to his reading, which was continued not
generation of Cambridge men ; and for them it has been infrequently far into the night. His early death , before he had

put the finishing touches to the book at which he had worked for

among their purest joys

To work them off upon their boys.
some twenty years,was a deplorable loss not only to his Univer-

sity , but to English scholarship.

Indeed , Shilleto's composition is , in its way , a joy for ever . The introduction is only a fragment; but it serves to show how

We doubt if there has been any other scholar who could point to completely Neil was master of his learning. It is bright, fresh,

so large a body of first -rate work . Evans had as much to show and full of striking observations. It shows too that Neil's ac

in verse ; and his best work was not inferior to Shilleto's. There quaintance with modern literature was scarcely less close than his
are living scholars who can write as good Greek and Latin as he knowledge of the ancient classics . Apparently Neil intended to

wrote, had they the need to write or the opportunity ; but in write a general introduction to the Old Comedy; but he was

Shilleto's case it is the quantity that astonishes; for, bulky as stopped by death just as he was getting into the subject. The

this volume is , it by no means represents all that he wrote,and commentary, which appears to be complete, shows us an ideal

we specially regret that no room has been found for any of those interpreter of Attic comedy, for the commentator, besides
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possessing the nicest appreciation of the meaning, had explored those who have subscribed to the series , and have been glad,
every side of ancient life and thought, and had collected an faute de mieux, to receive the works of the several contributors
immense mass of illustrative material. It is seldom , indeed , as they appeared, without regular chronological sequence, will

that so much valuable information is compressed into the modest begin by this time to appreciate their nearer approach to con

dimensions of a college commentary. The translations are admir- tinuity. The general editor has reserved for himself, in addition

able, racy as well as scholarly. Neil's learning was, indeed, the to “ The Flourishing of Romance and the Rise of Allegory ” and

reverse of ponderous ; and he never runs into the danger of " The Later Nineteenth Century " —volumes with which we have

burying Aristophanes' wit under a load of information. Of the already dealt --the specially interesting and unhackneyed period

three appendices, two deal with linguistic points; but the most of the later fifteenth and earlier sixteenth centuries. This was

generally interesting is the third, the subject of which is tragic the epoch of the last literary blossoming of the GreekandLatin

rhythm in comedy. The editor maintains that “ Aristophanes humanities in Western Europe, the last phase of which Italian

seldom , if ever ,uses a purely tragic iambic line without an inten- scholars, followed by Elizabethan and their French contem

tion ; and thinks that even in Plautusand Terence we may poraries, called the Italianation of England and France. The

notice “ the tendency to use a less resolved rhythm where dignity revival of learning was to bear its harvest before the vernacular

or pathos is a desired effect.” If this is so, it is surely curious in the three Western nations assumed a literary form ; and its

that a tendency to the use of resolved feet is to be observed in most characteristic fruit was moulded on the Latin classical

tragedy just where a pathetic effect is sought. metres.

We do not doubt that this edition of " The Knights " is final ; Mr. Saintsbury is in his element when reviewing and com

and it is a worthy monument of a lamented scholar's taste and paring the humanists of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
erudition . Politian, Pontanus, Vida, Bembo, and others. A few extracts

from the poems which he describes would have made his pages

CHILD STUDY .
more interesting to the general student - who, apart from the

The Mind of a Child . By Ennis Richmond. (Longmans.) texts, cannot find much to edify him even in the cinquecento.

When most of us are feeling that child-study has been carried The ripening of the vernaculars, and the constant efforts to

to somewhat absurd lengths and in absurd directions, it is good utilize them for literary expression, are very interesting to trace.

to take up a book which treats the matter in a sane way and We have mentioned some of the fresher aspects and less trite

from a common-sense point of view. The author deprecates features of Prof. Saintsbury's work , and we may add that he is

the over -busy child -analysis of the present day, and thinks neither trite nor conventional in dealing with the better known

that we are in danger of thrusting ourselves in at a point men of the on -coming age - with Ariosto, and Rabelais, and

where interference is an impertinence greater than any mistake Marot, and Marguerite de Valois. Altogether, the editor has

of which our forbears were guilty . She considers the spiritual made an excellent contribution to his own series, which will send

side of child life is neglected for the scientific, and we are too many of his readers to consult at first hand with the mediaval

anxious to separate the “ is " from the “ ought.” But surely no Latin humanists.

satisfactory work can be done unless these are kept separate,

and so long as those who pursue the purely scientific aspect - the

" is " —keep entirely to this aspect, no harm can be done. It is , in GENERAL NOTICES.
fact, in the confusion of the is ” with the “ ought " that the dif

ficulties arise of which Mrs. Richmond speaks. She herself in

this book contributes a few powerful essays on the “ ought ” -on CLASSICS .

the spiritual side, as she terms it .

An unusual sense of proportion is displayed in these pages : 1
Horae Latinae. Studies in Synonyms and Syntax. By Robert

the child is not treated as an all - important unit, but as a part
Ogilvie, M.A., LL.D. ( Longmans.)

of the family. Let us live with our children rather than for was for thirty years Inspector ofSchools for Scotland , and before heThe late Dr. Ogilvie, who occasionally contributed to this journal ,

our children is the key-note; and it will certainly appeal to the received that appointment he had been a schoolmaster, first at

average parent in a way that more extravagantoutbursts on the Banchory -Devenick and afterwards at Fochabers. It was from Dr.

importance of the child mind have failed todo. To mention afew Melvin , of Aberdeen Grammar School , that he early acquired theinterest

points, by way of illustration . “ Parents are too apt,” says Mrs. that he retained through life in the discrimination and definition of

Richmond, " to connive or even laugh at children's faults, until Latin words, especially of apparent synonyms. He moved through life

they become inconvenient, when they are punished clumsily, with a classical author in his hand - or, at the least, in his pocket - and
recklessly, and unreasonably, often ineffectively, since neglect has was for ever “ a -takin ' notes.” Thus he amassed a great quantity of

caused them to grow from faults into vices. Moral teaching must valuable information upon Latin usage and of apposite examples. All

in all directions be more positive than negative.” Althoughthis this materialhe had thoroughly digested ; and, as to his enthusiasm he
is an ancient educational dictum , and familiar to all from the added the gift of clear exposition and accurate classification , the work
parable of the seven devils, it is here driven home with fresh of his spare hours acquired a permanent value. It is now published,

vigour and excellent practical illustrations, as to inculcating a
partly as a memorial of a versatile and scholarly man , partly in the

love of Nature, of art, and so on . The extreme importance of expectation that the collection will prove useful to those who have to

teaching a child to take no thoughtabout his ownhappiness is write Latin. For the latter purpose the articles havebeen arranged

well put: he is to be dependenton others for it , to expect them the five hundred articles are of a miscellaneous character, and muchalphabetically by Mr. A. Souter under the English headings. Although

to see to it , as he is to regard it as his business to see to theirs. that they contain is current in ordinary grammars and dictionaries, the

Closely connected with this is the much neglected virtue of grati- expectations entertained by those responsible for the publication of Dr.

tude. " The spirit in a child which takes for granted ' is the Ogilvie’s book are likely, we think, to be realized. Its utility to

spirit we want to get rid of ; and the only way of doing this is so students of Latin prose will, in all probability, be considerable. But we

to train a child that he always sees the giver standing behind the cannot commend the judgment of the editor. The form and price of

gift." Good advice is given as to a child's endless babbling, the book are such that it cannot become a student's hand -book. Its

with which every one is familiar. Many child -enthusiasts speak place will be in school and college libraries. Perhaps the most valuable

with ridiculous awe about such streams of questions. Mrs. articles are those that deal with the Latin equivalents or substitutes

Richmond takes the saner attitude of Richter on the point, for the simplest English vocables, such as a , the , yes , no . In other cases ,

and would say “ Don't talk nonsense,” although she would be on the contrary, such as the rules about quisquam and dubito, Dr.

the first to recognize an intelligent request for information. Ogilvie only states what every well taught pupil knows already ; and

There is an unfortunate amount of repetition in thebook, we think that the bulk of the book might have been reduced with

especially on thesubject of respect to parents. The description that deal with such elementarypoints. We do not suppose that anyadvantage by judiciously selecting from the articles and omitting those

of Wordsworth's “ Anecdotes for Fathers is not quite correct ,
one who would be likely to consult such a book would need to be told

the subtlety of the little poem being thereby missed.
the difference betweennubere and ducere, between amare and diligere,

between diu abesse and longe abesse ; and it can only be the pardonable

IN THE DAWN OF RENAISSANCE . enthusiasm of a collector that prompted Dr. Ogilvie to record such ele

mentary distinctions. His editor, then, should have omitted the obvious,
“ Periods of European Literature.” Edited by Prof. Saints and have published only what has some claim to novelty or is not to be

bury.–V. The Earlier Renaissance. By Prof. Saintsbury. found in ordinary books of reference . Probably the exercise of such a

( Blackwood & Sons.) choice would have reduced the size and price of the work by quite one.

Seven out of the twelve projected volumes of Messrs. Black- half, and would thereby have rendered it more available as a manual

wood's “ Periods of European Literature ” are now complete ; and for students.

;
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The House of Atreus ; being the Agamemnon, Libation -bearers, and Furies French Test Papers for Civil Service and University Students.

of Æschylus translated into English Verse. By E. D. A. Morshead. By E.B. Le François. (Blackwood . )

(Macmillan .) The author contides to us his low estimate of examinations : “ they

Mr. Morshead's translation of the “ Oresteia " is a welcome addition are like lotteries — the lucky numbers win . These test papers must

to the charming “ Golden Treasury Series," and has fairly earned its infallibly contain some of those lucky numbers - questions that will be

place there. The version was meant for those to whom the Greek of set sooner or later. ” Again : “ The students who have worked these

Æschylus is a closed book, but it won the good opinion of scholars as tests carefully will , at the appointed time, solve satisfactorily to them

well . The edition is a reprint of that issued in 1899, and we may take selves and to everybody else concerned the puzzles set before them

it that Mr. Morshead does not propose to introduce any further either by the Civil Service Commissioners or the University Syn

changes. It is , therefore, necessary to point out that in many places dicates.” On looking at these papers we recognize at once what

he offers an interpretation of the text that wins no support from the examinations the author had in mind ; they are based on the French

recent commentators. Thus, for instance , who is prepared to say that papers set at the Army Entrance Examination, which are about as bad

Though they can silence and annul the prayers as they possibly could be. Practically all their weak points are repro

Of those who on us cry duced here-passages from unseen translation taken largely from

is a possible rendering of bewy8' åródelav_ fuaiol detais ( tikpaíveiv, as authorsof a previous age ; questions on literature and history which

though årénera meant " non-fulfilment” ? Despite the good qualities of presuppose cram of the worst kind ; questions on grammar which are

hisrendering, which is smooth, readable, and neat, it certainly seems book should be produced and expected to sell is a sadcommentaryon
quite in the old style , and in many cases badly worded . That such a

defectivenow in the matter of scholarship, with which Mr. Morshead thelow state of some of our modern language examining. In order to

has, apparently, taken no pains tokeep abreast. Still, to this objection substantiate our statements we select a few questionsas typical :
it may fairly be replied that the rendering was never meant for

scholars, and, if they find it worth while to meddle with it , they must
“ Give a few French words of ( a ) German , ( b ) Italian, and (c ) historic

origin . When must you use mon , ma , ton , ta , son , sa before a noun
accept it as it is . For English readers it remains the most successful

feminine ? Sketch briefly the life of Louis XIV. Say what you know
attempt to convey to them some idea of the trilogy.

of M. de la Rochefoucauld and Mme . de la Fayette : mention their

The Private Life of the Romans. By H. W. Preston and L. Dodge. literary productions. Who were the following persons :-: -Stanislas

(American Text-Book Agency . ) Lesczynski , Don Carlos, Damiens , Duc de Choiseul, Duc d'Aiguillon ?
This little book, well printed and illustrated , gives , in 150 pages, a What was the old form of most words ending in au or ou , like oiseaus

readable account of Roman life . Of course, it is very far from being marteau, cou , fou , sou ,beau ? State which most important parts que

exhaustive ; but the authors have seized the salient points, and can act in French - illustrate. Give a list of the most celebrated

students of the Roman poets will find this short sketch a valuable French prose fiction writers of the nineteenth century, mentioning

companion . Where so much compression hasbeen necessary, it is some of their works . What parts of a French verb take a circumflex

strange to find here and there little bits of padding that might have accent ? Who were the 'Encyclopædists ' ? Describe their influence

made way for more valuable matter . Still, the book is very well on the times . Give the names of a few philosophers of the eighteenth

done, and should make those who use it realize that the Romans
century,” We wonder what our classical colleagues would say

were quite human people like themselves. It makes one feel at home if any one proposed to set Latin test papers of this type to their

with the ancients to read that “ entire wigs were much worn in classes .

the first century .” For our part we should have liked to hear a little
Neue Russische Grammatik für Kaufleute und Gewerbtreibende.

more about rank and fashion under the Empire. Did great ladies
By F. Glikin . ( Leipzig : Gloeckner.)

ever wear gray hair in those days ? We doubt it much, since gold. The appearance of this, the first Russian grammar of the kind, marks

dust was always to be had. And then the Appian Way and its branch the progress of commercial education in Germany. A vigorous attempt

roads — we should like to hear more about them , as about other matters has of recent years been made by German traders to seize the Russian

that perplex the reader of Empire poetry. But, in the main , we market,and in this they have the aid of the commercial schools, where

have got as much as conld fairly be expected from so short a manual . the Russian language is becoming more and more a recognized subject.

Q. Horati Flacci Satirarum , Liber I. Edited by James Gow , Litt.D. The present manual forms one of a series which has at different

( Pitt Press . ) times received notice in these columns ; and it fairly represents the

This edition , as might be expected from the editor's excellent notes advantage gained from studying the language of commerce as sup

on the Odes, is a valuable contribution to the study of Horace . The plying all the illustrations needed for rules ofgrammar. The author's

notes, without being too elaborate, not only give all that schoolboys aim has been to simplify the study of the verb , which he has exhibited

require, but will be found suggestive to scholars. They contain some under three “ aspects , and has shown how the noun admits of being

interesting suggestions by Prof. Postgate, published in the Classical treated under no more than four declensions. Whilst limiting himself

Review for July last . For example, in 1. 108, for the difficult " qui to what is essential, he has succeeded in affording a complete view of

nemo ut avarus se probet ” the reading nemo ut quia avarus the language. One of the chief drawbacks to the extension of British

se probet ” is suggested ; in III . 59, for “ nullique malo latus obdit trade connexion with Russia is the unwise dependence of exporters .

apertum ,” the rendering " bars his side ( i.e. , his company), so that it is here upon German or Jewish commission agents. If some young

open to no bad man . ” Specimens of suggestive notes of Dr. Gow's Englishmen were but encouraged to go to Russia with the view of

are that on acting as resident agents, and others offered employment as travellers,

“ Quis manus insudet volgi Hermogenisque Tigelli, " each class being soundly acquainted with the language, the need of a

“ It would appear that Hermogenes talked about books, but never work in English like the present German publication would be quickly

bought any " ; that on “ avidos aegros," sick persons who eat too manifest. As it is, those readers acquainted with German who wish

much, a comparison between thoughtless aegri and thoughtless teneri ” ; to master commercial Russian would do well to obtain M. Glikin's

and the analysis of the argument at the beginning of Satire VI . book. Both the Society of Arts and the London Chamber of Commerce

Caesar's Gallic War. Book II . Edited by J. Brown . ( Blackie.)
already offer facilities for intending examinees, of which but too few

This is a reprint, with illustrations, of an edition which seems to have yet availed themselves. Here is an efficient help . The reading

have had somepopularity. The introduction and its illustrations are lessons , exercises , and forms of letters are all excellent.

the same as those of Book I. , already noticed in these columns. The Russian Selj - Taught, with Phonetic Pronunciation . By C. A. Thimm and

illustrations to the text are fancy pictures poorly engraved . The J. Marshall. (Marlborough.)

notes are rather uninteresting and decidedly inferior to those in This is one of the useful “ self-taught ” series , and an intelligent

Mr. Peskett's well known edition . For example, " nullo certo learner will be able to get a good deal out of it. It is mainly a question

ordine ” is described as an ablative absolute ; it is surely an example of memory ; in addition to theelementary grammar there are long lists

of the ablative of attendant circumstances, of which the ablative of words, vocabularies, and idiomatic phrases.

absolute is a particular case. Again , castris in “ castris continuit " and The Practical Sound and Sight Method of Language Teaching : French .

oppido in " oppido recipere " are called “ local ablatives, the preposition By H. T. Mark and F. R. Prellberg. ( Sonnenschein .)

being omitted . ” It is clearly pointed out in Roby that the local This is intended as a text - book for teachers using the " direct" method .

ablatire-or , rather, locative - is confined to names of towns, a few The designation “ sound and sight ” is explained as meaning that the

stock phrases , and cases where “ the place is also the means. " Be- method supplements the spoken word with the printed word,” a

sides, omission of prepositions is dangerous doctrine. The book needs process hardly unfamiliar to most of us . The first part consists of

careful revision with the best modern grammars . questions and answers, not , of course, to be learnt by heart. They

are arranged so as to teach a good deal of simple construction without
MODERN LANGUAGES.

too large a vocabulary. There are rather long explanations of the

Interlinear German Reading Book. By F. Hahn and C. A. Thimm . meanings of nouns , adjectives , and so on , which the teacher can use or

(Marlborough & Co. ) not as he likes . There is one picture of a boy gathering apples , but

This is a reprint of an old book , with the spelling corrected accord- no use is made of it in the French part of the work. In the second part

ing to the new system . The value of interlinear translations in learning there is more systematic grammar, illustrated by rather longer questions
a language is a matter of opinion. In any case, the text should be and answers. There are also some pieces for reading, of which

printed a second time without the translation if the book is to be of hardly enough use is made in the questions and answers.
any use in schools .

is remarkably large and clear.
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MATHEMATICS . sound , heat, light, magnetism , and electricity likely to be set at the

First Year's Algebra . By C. H. French , M.A. , and G. Osborn , M.A.
Intermediate and Preliminary Scientific Examinations of the London

( Churchill . ) University. They are, however, not always the simplest or most exact

This little book will probably be welcomed by many, and more form of experiment for the purpose in each case . For instance, to

especially by those who are already acquainted with the “ Elementary determine the refractive index of a solid or liquid that can be put into

Algebra ” by the same authors. In the present publication the writers a cell with transparent parallel sides, the easiest plan is to interpose

have issued , without alteration and by themselves, the first fifteen the substance between the lens and the screen when an image made

chapters of the larger work just named . The short course carries by a convex lens is cast on the screen . The descriptions, however, are

students up to , but does not include the solutions of, simultaneous very clear, and will be easily followed in the laboratory .

equations. A Class- Book of English History. By Arthur Hassall , M.A.

From the same authors and publishers we have a second edition of (Rivingtons.)

the Elementary Algebra . Historical research has recently been very active, and our English

Algebra. By E. M. Langley, M.A., and S. R. N. Bradly, M.A.
history has in consequence to be re -written . This class -book by the

(Murray .) editor of “ Periods of European History ” incorporates the results of

This is an algebra for beginners, and satisfies the requirements of recent investigations, and is brought down to the close of the nineteenth

it'he First Stage of the Directory of the Board of Education . The century. It contains about 600 pages, is well arranged, and maintains

authors, in their preface, dwell on the fact that, for junior pupils, a due proportion - or what the author calls historical perspective - in

'written text, however good, is of but little value as compared with all its parts . Notes, subjects for class, and blackboard illustrations aro

-competent oral instruction : hence their book, for the most part, leaves added to each chapter.

the task of explanation to the teacher, and consists mainly of a state. Muthematical Law in the Spiritual World . By Eustace Miles, M.A.

ment of rules and a series of fully worked illustrative examples, ( Bell & Sons .)

followed at short intervals by sets of exercises to be attempted by the " Mathematics,” says the author, “ cannot really be a cold unre .

pupils themselves. There is a certain proportion of theory introduced, ligious science ; religion cannot really be an inaccurate, unmathematical

but this is probably intended for teachers rather than for their scholars, emotion.” The book is, however, little more than an application of

and embodies the suggestions of experience as to the best methods of mathematical phraseology to the illustration of religious truths. In

establishing the various rules. The connexion between arithmetic and this there is necessarily, perhaps, some distortion . The argument

the more elementary portions of algebra is throughout the volume , as occasionally reminds us of a skipper's proof that 2 and 3 do not

far as possible , brought out , and in many cases numerical examples necessarily make 5. le acted as surgeon of his ship, having a book of

and exercises are given as preliminary to similar ones involving symptoms and a cabinet of numbered mixtures.
In one case, as

algebra. The writers also insist on the use that may be made of mixture No. 5 was exhausted, he put together 2 and 3 and killed his

geometry and of concrete illustrations as aids to the study of algebra. patient.

A Geography of Wales . By A. E. L. HIndson , B.A. ( Macmillan .)

MISCELLANEOUS. There are plenty of excellent maps in this handbook , and a number

Stanley's Life of Dr. Arnold. Teacher's Edition . With Preface by of interesting illustrations of scenery from photographs and drawings ;

Sir Joshua Fitch. (Murray.) there is also a thorough topography of the country . But the style of

Stanley’s “ Life of Dr. Arnold ” has been selected by the Board of the book is not suited for pupils ; there are no broad lines of descrip

Education as a subject of examination forintending teachers, so that tion appealing tothe imagination and memory, but a mass of facts

this edition will be heartily welcomed. Mr. Findlay has already pub. concerning railways, population, municipal government , and so forth ,

lished selections from the " Biography,” bearing especially on Arnold's calculated to damp the ardour of the most sanguine seeker for in

school work ; but many will prefer to have the entire book. As Sir formation , and it must be admitted that the average boy or girl is not

Joshua Fitch ( who has already written on Arnold ) points out in his naturally drawn to detail of this kind . But, as a book of reference for

interesting preface, it is well that teachers of all grades should be the teacher, it will no doubt prove exceedingly useful, since Wales has

reminded, notonly of Arnold's actual achievements in education , but had but scant attention from writers of geography.

also of his wide interests and that sympathy with all the best move- The Castaways of Meadow Bank. By Thomas Cobb . (Methuen .)

ments of his time which added so much to his influence as a school . Three boys and a girl take a boat one afternoon during the floods to

master. It may not be out of place to reproduce Dr. Martineau's see a house the lower part of which is under water. They climb in at

estimate of his work , quoted by Mr. Findlay :-- " The peculiar character the window, and the boat drifts away. For four days they manage to

of the English gentleman being assumed as an historical datum, the exist in the deserted house, and the terrible situation brings out their

aim of education should be to penetrate and pervade this with a spirit diverse characters. One boy makes a punt, and , by means of it and

of Christian self-regulation . He was aware how great was the revolu- courageous swimming, rescues the others. The story is very clearly

tion implied in the accomplishment of this end ; that moral heroism 'and vividly told , and well illustrated. The size of the book is small, as

must take the place of feudal independence, devout allegiance of per- the old -fashioned children's books used to be , and we fancy this will

sual self-will, respect for faithful work of the ambition for careless prove an additional attraction .

idleness, manly simplicity and earnestness of gentlemanly poco -curante- Boys and Girls of Other Days. By John Finnemore . ( A. & C. Black . )

ism , the true shame for evil of the false shame for good ; that contempt This is the second series of stories in English history, the first deal.

of pleasure must be added to the contempt of danger and of pain , and ing with the earliest times to Henry VII. This volume takes the tale
courage to defy corrupt fashion and opinion to the hardihood which resists down to Sedgemoor, and includes such splendid opportunity for

the aggression of unjust authority.” It may indeed be that, in some romantic incidents as the Armada ,the Gunpowder Plot, and tbe Great

respects, Arnold's influence, perpetuated as it has been by a long line Plague. The book is in every way as interesting and well illustrated

of high -minded successors-- and that by no means at Rugby alone-- has as its predecessor.

been a hindrance, as well as a help , to educational progress . It has
An Idler's Calendar . By G. L. Apperson. ( G. Allen .)

tended to maintain something like a monopoly for classical study,
The essays contained in this volume have, for the most part, ap .

while raising and ennobling it, and to rivet the link between the
peared as

professions of schoolmaster and ciergyman, now believed by many to
turnovers ” in the Globe, and deal with such subjects as

" Jack Frost,"
be an obstacle both to the promotion of the fittest and to the growth Sea,” “ Fireside Travels , ” and so

Spring Poets, " " Honeysuckle," " The Voices of the

They are written in good
of professional solidarity: But, for all that , his work will always be English, without preciosity, and make pleasant reading for an idle

remembered as one of the noblest achievements of the nineteenth half-hour.
There are plenty of poetical quotations- soine new to

century .

most readers, others old friends one is glad to be reminded of -- and
Scientific Research : a l'iew from Within . By Stephen Smith . a good deal of miscellaneous information about old customs and the

( Elliot Stock . )
like, such as may be gathered from books like “ The Book of Days."

The research here referred to is that by means of vivisection . The The book has the qualities inost to be desired in such unpretending

author is a member of the Royal College of Surgeons, and the book causeries -- good taste and suggestiveness .

purports to be an account of what he himself has seen . The coloured

illustrations show the operations performed on frogs , dogs, and
Philips' Geographical Summary for Advanced Competitive

rabbits at such institutions as the Physiological Institute of Strass.
Eraminations. By G. Webb. ( G. Philip & Son .)

burg, Leipzig , or Florence . The author asks and answers in his own issued by the same publishers,and is intended for the use of Civil
This summary is intended to be used with an * Advanced Geography

way the question : Does such scientific research on the bodies of living Service candidates, for whosebenefit some two hundred questious
animals involve cruelty ? This evidence is an affirmative answer over

whelming in its conclusiveness. It is of the nature of the words of a of the book is the full description of railway and ocean routes - in
from old examination papers are appended. One of the strong points

barrister who had to reply to one maintaining that the wheels of a which, by the way, New Zealand is rather shabbily treated. The
certain machine could not exceed a certain size : Gentlemen , these

are the wheels."
defects are that no distinction is drawn between important and

trivial facts, and that the lines on which the book runs are too
Intermediate Practical Physics. By John B. Wilkinson . purely topographical, with little or no suggestion of the exercise of

(Chapman & Hall . )
the reasoning powers, which , as we are beginning to realize, is the most

This is a description of experiments in mechanics, hydrostatice, valuable side of geographical teaching.

66
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BOOKS SUITABLE FOR THE

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS EXAMINATIONS, 1902.

SHAKESPEARE . Select Plays. Editedby W. ALDIS WRIGIT, D.C.L.

Extra fcap. 8vo , Julius Caesar, 2s. ; Midsummer Night's Dream,
1s. 6d .

MILTON.-POEMS. Edited by R. C. BROWNE , M.A. In Two Volunes.

New Edition, Revised. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s. 60. Sold separately , Vol. I , 4» , ;
Vol. II, 3s . In paper covers : Lycidas, 3d. ; Comus, 6d . Edited, with

Notes, by O. ELTON , B.A. Lycidas, 6d .; L'Allegro , 4d .; Il Penseroso ,

4d .; Comus, ls.

SCOTT. - LADY OF THE LAKE. Edited , with Preface and Notes, by W.

MIXTO, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s, 6d .

-MARMION . Edited by TuomAS BAYSE . Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s . 6d .

A FRENCH PRIMER. Consisting of Accidence and Syntax. For use in

Middle and Lower Forms. By ARTITUR H. WALL, M.A. Crown 8vo , 2s .

A CONCISE FRENCH GRAMMAR . Including Phonology, Accidence,

and Syntax, with Historical Notes. For use in Upper and Middle Forms. By
the same author. Crown 8vo, 4s, 6d .

GERMAN COMPOSITION. A Theoretical and Practical Guide to the Art

of Translating English Prose into German . By H. LANGE. Third Edition .

8vo , 4s , 6u .

BY JOHN BARROW ALLEN , M.A.

AN ELEMENTARY LATIN GRAMMAR. New and Enlarged Edition .

Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s, 6d.

A FIRST LATIN EXERCISE BOOK. Eighth Edition . Extra fcap. 8vo ,
2s, 6d .

A SECOND LATIN EXERCISE BOOK. Second Edition . Extra fcap .

8vo, 3s. 60 .

ALSO

Biblia Innocentrum . Part II. By J. W. Mackail. ( Longmans .)

Parents who find the Bible a somewhat difficult book for children

will perhaps be able to make use of this instead . It is a history of the

establishment of Christianity in one -page chapters, beginning with the

birth of Christ and ending with the Apocalypse, but embracing a great

deal of extra - Biblical legend. The language of the Bible is followed so

closely that it seems a pity that any variation was deemednecessary :

for instance, “ The Son of Man has nowhere to lay His head " is in no

way easier than the expression we are all familiar with ; and many will

feel that something is lostin this departure from our common literary

heritage. Others again will object to the mixture of legends of the

Saints with the Biblical record , no distinction whatever being made

between historical facts and the merest fancy-between , for instance,

St. Paul's mission at Athens and the story of St. Christopher.

The Temple Reciter. Edited by E. E. Speight, B.A. (Marshall.)

Here we have verses in Scotch, Irish, German -English, American ,

and even Cockney dialect , and the subjects range from Browning's

“ Holy Cross Day " to Thackeray's “ Little Billee. " Although divided

into four parts, there is apparently no classification of the extracts,

nor any reason for such division. Teachers will find the book handy

for composition lessons and occasional readings.

Deborah's Dressing ; and Other Stories . By Catherine E. Vernham .

( National Society's Depository.)

This is a pleasantly written collection of stories , some of them

turning on the good side of lads who had the credit of being mauvais

sujets . The stories are simply told , without false sentiment.

The Teacher's Manual of Composition. By Robert S. Wood .

( Macmillan .)

Teachers will find this little book a great boon to them in the really

difficult matter of making English composition lessons attractive to

little people. While thoughts and ideas are new, attention to methods

of expression is always irksome, and a teacher is often at his wits ' end

to think of fresh plans to induce children to speak and write well .

There is material here that will suffice him for a long time, from infant

classes to children in their teens.

WE HAVE RECEIVED the following publications and new

editions :

" Warwick Edition ” of George Eliot's Works. - Theophrastus Such ,

Essays, Sc.

The Spanish Gypsy , Jubal, Sc. ( Blackwood . )

Sir Walter Scott's Talisman, Abridged for the use of Schools . (Mac.

millan . )

Otto's German Reader, Books I., II. , Seventh edition ; and German

Conversation Grammar, method Gaspey -Otto -Sauer for the study of

modern languages. Twenty-eighth edition . Revised by Prof. Lange.

( Julius Groos , Heidelberg ; and Sampson Low .)

“ Blackwoods' English Classics.” — Scott's Marmion . Edited by

Alexander Mackie, M.A.

“ Blackie's English Classics.” -- Byron's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage.

Canto II . Edited by John Downie , M.A.

“Blackie's Junior School Shakespeare.” — King Richard III. With

Introduction and Notes. By F. G. Webb, M.A.

English Classics for Schools .” — Anson's Voyage Round the World .

Text reduced ; with Introduction , Notes, and Glossary . By H. W.

Houshold . ( Rivingtons . )

“ Longmans' Ship Series Pictorial Geographical Readers . ” — The

British Isles . ( Longmans. )

“ Rivingtons' Handbooks to the Bible and Prayer -Book ." - St. Luke.

By Rev. Morley Stevenson, M.A.

The Agape and the Eucharist in the Early Church : Studies in

the History of the Christian Lore - feasts. By J. F. Keating, D.D.

( Methuen . )

The Child and the Prayer -Book. Elementary Lessons on the Book of

Common Prayer. By John Dickinson , B.A., Sub -Inspector of H.M.

Board of Education. (Church of England Sunday School Institute .)

Bible Scenes and Pictures. By the Rev. Robert R. Resker . ( Same

publishers .)

The Boy's and Girl's Companion for 1901. ( Same publishers.)

The Church Worker . Vol . XX . 1901. ( Same publishers.)

The Schoul World . Vol . III . (Macmillan .)

Calendar, 1901-2, University College, London . ( Taylor & Francis . )

London University Guide and Correspondence College Calendar, 1901–2.

(University Tutorial Press. )

“ Arnold's School Series.” — Introductory Book and Books I. , II . ,

III . , IV. of Britannia History Reader.

Chambers's Geographical Readers of the Continents.” - Australasia .

Chambers's English Manuals. Book VI .

“ Chambers's Continuous Readers.” — Mr. G. A. Henty's historical

tale The Sole Survivors.

The Pitt Press Shakespeare.--Macbeth. Edited by A. W. Verity.

(Cambridge University Press . )

“ Dinglewood Shakespeare Manuals.” — Julius Cæsar. With Ques

tions and Notes. By Stanley Wood, M.A. ( John Heywood , Man

chester.)

ANELEMENTARY LATIN DICTIONARY . By CHARLTON T. LEWIS.

Ph.D, Square 8vo, 7s , 60 .

CAESAR.-THE COMMENTARIES. For Schools. With Notes and Maps,

By CHARLES E. MOBERLY, M.A. The Gallic War. Second Edition .

Extra fcap. 8vo . Books I - III, stiff covers, 2s .

CICERO DESENECTUTE. Edited, with Introduction and Notes , by L.

HUXLEY, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo , 2s .

HORACE.-ODES. Book I. Edited by E. C. WICKHAM , D.D. Extra

fcap , 8vo , 2s.

OVID.-TRISTIA. Book I. The Text Revised , with an Introduction and

Notes. By S. G. OWEN , M.A. Second Edition . Extra feap. 8vo , 3s , 6d .

TRISTIA . Book III . With Introduction and Notes . By S. G. OWEN ,

M.A. Second Edition , Extra fcap . 8vo , 2s .

VIRGIL With an Introduction and Notes. By T. L. PAPILLON, M.A. , and

A. E. HAIGH , M.A. Aeneid . Books IV - VI. Crown 8vo , 2s .

A GREEK-ENGLISH LEXICON Abridged from LIDDELL and Scorr's

Quarto Edition . Square 12mo , 7s, 6d.

EURIPIDES. In Single Plays. Edited with Introduction and Yotes . Extra
fcap . 8vo.

Alcestis. By C. S. JERRAN , MA. Fifth Edition . 2s . 6d .

Bacchae By A. H. CRUICKSILASK , M.A. 3s. 6d.

Hecuba . By C. H. RUSSELL , M.A. 2s . 6d .

XENOPHON.-ANABASIS . Book I. Edited for the use of Junior Classes

and Private Students. With Introduction , Notes , & c . By J. MARSHALL ,

M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo , 2s. 6d .

ANABASIS . Book IV. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s .

MANUAL OF THE FOUR GOSPELS. By the Rev. T. H. STOKOE , D.D.

Part I.-The Gospel Narrative. Part II.-- 'The Gospel Teaching .

Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .; or separately - Parts I and II , 23. each .

OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY FOR SCHOOLS. By the same Author.

In Three Parts, 2s. 6d . each .

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Down to the Death of Queen

Victoria . With Maps, Plans, and Bibliographies, By OWEN M. EDWARDS,

R. S. RAIT, H. W. C. DAVIS, G. N. RICHARDSOX , A. J. CARLYLE , and W. G.

Pogsox -SMITII, Crown 8vo, 3s , 6d .

THE “ JUNIOR " EUCLID . By S. W. FixX , M.A. Crown 8vo . Books I

and II , ls , 6d . Books III and IV , 2s .

EUCLID REVISED . Containing the Essentials of the Elements of Plane

Geometry as given by Euclid in his First Six Books. By R. C. J. NIXON, M.A.

Third Edition . Crown 8vo , 6s. Book I , ls. Books I , II , Is . 6d . Books I - IV ,

3s. Books V , VI , 3s , 6d .

GEOMETRICAL EXERCISES FROM NIXON'S " EUCLID

REVISED." With Solutions. By A. LARYOR , M.A. Crown 8vo , 3s . 60 .

GEOMETRY FOR BEGINNERS. An easy Introduction to Geometry for

Young Learners. By G. M. MINCHIN, M.A., T.R.S. ls . 60 .
ARITHMETIC. With or without Answers to the Exercises. By R. HAR

GREAVES, M.A. Crown 8vo, 4s , 6d .

FIRST LESSONS IN MODERN GEOLOGY. By A. H. GREEN , M.A.,

F.R.S. Edited by J. F. BLAKE, M.A. With 42 Illustrations. Crown 8vo , 3s , 6d ,
ELEMENTARY POLITICAL ECONOMY. By EDWIN CANNAN , M.A.

Second Edition . Extra ſcap . 8vo , still covers , ls.

Also Published by Henry Froude.

THE TEACHERS' COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT.

By F. N. PELOU BET, D.D.

Vol. I. -The Gospel according to St. Matthew . 8vo, 5s .

Ready shortly .

Vol . II .-The Acts of the Apostles .

THE OXFORD CHAUCER. The Complete Works of GEOFFREY CHAUCER.

Edited, from numerous Manuscripts, by the Rev. WALTER W. SKEAT, Litt.D.

With full Glossatrial Index and Portrait . Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s. 60 .; on Oxford

India Paper, from 8s .

Educatioual Catalogue on application.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford UNIVERSITY Press WAREHOUSE,

AMEN CORNER, E.C.
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New Books and New Editions

FROM MR. MURRAY'S EDUCATIONAL LIST.

1

MR. MURRAY'S NATIONAL EDUCATION :

HOME AND SCHOOL LIBRARY . ESSAYS TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTIVE POLICY

Edited by LAURIE MAGNUS, M.A., Magdalen College, Oxford . Edited by LAURIE MAGNUS, M.A. , Magdalen College, Oxford .

ALGEBRA. Part I. By E. M. LANGLEY, M.A. , Senior Mathematical CII AP. 8vo, 7s . 6d . net .

Master, Modern School, Bedford , and S. N. R. BRADLY , M.A., Mathematical

Master, Modern School, Bedford . Feap. 8vo , ls . 6d .
1.-Aims and Methods. By the EDITOR.

This volume is specially adapted to the requirements of the First Stage of the 2.-Church Schools and Religions Education . By the Rev. BERNARD

Directory of the Board of Education , South Kensington, Answers, for teachers REYNOLDS, M.A., Prebendary of St. Paul's , Diocesan Inspector of Schools,

only , can be obtained separately .
London .

Prof. JOIN PERRY, of the Royal College of Science, South Kensington , writes :- 1 3. - Registration and Training of Teachers . By FRANCIS STORR, B.A.,

“ I never do praise a book unless I believe it to be good . Your Algebra (regarded Editor of “ The Journal of Education .'

is a book for beginners) pleases me very much indeed . I cannot imagine an

Algebra prepared for schools in general, and especially for use by tenchers in
4 - The Inspection of Secondary Schools . By Sir JOSHUA G. FITCH ,

general, which would come nearer to my notion of what an Algebra ought to be,
LL.D., formerly H.M. Chief Inspector of Training Colleges.

than yours.
5.-Science in Education--The Need of Practical Studies. By Prof.

A FIRST COURSE OF PRACTICAL SCIENCE. With
H. E. ARMSTRONG , LL.D., Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry at the

Central Technical College .

Full Directions for Experiments and numerous Exercises. By J.H. LEONARD,
B.Sc. Lond . With a Preface by Dr. GLADSTONE, F.R.S. Feap. 8vo, ls, 6d .

6. - Industrial. Needs. By A. D. PROVAND , formerly M.P. for Glasgow .

These lessons are taught on the heuristic method , with a view to stimulating the 7.-Commercial Education .- ( a ) Secondary . By T. A. ORGAX , B.I.,

learner's powers of observation and experiment.
L.C.C. , formerly Chairman of the Technical Education Board . 16 ) Uni.

FIRST MAKERS OF ENGLAND. Julius Cæsar, King Arthur, 1

versity . By Prof. W.J.S. HEWINS, Director of the London School of

Economics and Political Science .

Alfred the Great. By Lady Magnts, Author of " Boys of the Bible ,” &c .

With Illustrations. cap. 8vo, ls . 6d .
8. - Agricultural Education . By JOHN C. MEDD, M.A., Executive Member

This volume is based on the recommendations for history teaching made by Prof.
ofthe Agricultural Education Committee.

Withers at the invitation of the School Board for London . 9.--The Teaching of Modern Languages . By H. W. Eve, formerly
Head Master of University College School.

IN THE PRESS .

A SHORT HISTORY OF COINAGE. By Lord AVEBURY, F.R.S. ,

Bibliographical Note , &c.

&c . With many Illustrations.

HEROES OF THE WEST. A Biographical Sketch of Modern
STANLEY'S LIFE OF ARNOLD. Teachers' Edition . With a

History. By the Rev. A. J. and Mrs. CARLYLE and F. S. MARVIN , M.A. Preface by Sir JosIIla FITCII , LL.D., formerly H.M.Chief Inspector of Train

Two Vols .
ing Colleges . Large type, 800 pages, in One Volume, with Photogravure Por

trait, and Sixteen Hall-tone Illustrations. Crown 8vo,6s.
TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES. By Sir W. H. PREECE , This work is setby the Board of Education for the Elementary Teachers' Cer

K.C.B. , &c . , sometime Presidentof the Institution of Civil Engineers. tificate, 1902.

ELECTRIC WIREMEN'S WORK. By W. C. CLINTON, B.Sc.

( Lond . ), Demonstrator in the Pender Laboratory, University College , London . HALLAM'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

The above two volumes are written with particular reference to the requirements
Chapters I.-IX. Bound together in One Volume for the special use of Candidates

of the Examinations of the City and Guilds of London Institute .
for the London University Examinations. Crown 8vo , 5s.

VILLAGE LECTURES ON POPULAR SCIENCE. By the

Rev. C. T. OVEN DEN , D.D., Canon of St. Patrick's , Rector of Enniskillen .
A GENERAL HISTORY OF EUROPE, 350-1900 . By

With numerous Diagrams. Two Vols.
OLIVER J. THATCHER and FERDINAND SCHWILL, Authors of “ Europe in the

A Complete List of the Volumes in this series will be sent Middle Ages.” Revised and adapted to the requirements of English Colleges

post free on application . and Schools, by ARTIR HASSALI, M.A., Christ Church , Oxford . With Biblio

graphies at the end of each Section . With Maps and Genealogical Tables.

MR . MURRAY'S NEW SERIES OF
Crown 8vo , 9s .

SECONDARY EDUCATION TEXT -BOOKS , THE GREAT PERSIAN WAR AND ITS PRELIMIN

Edited by LAURIE MAGNUS, M.A., Magdalen College, Oxford . ARIES . A Study of the Evidence, Literary and Topographical. By G. B.

GRUNDY, M.A., Lecturer at Brasenose College, and University Lecturer in
BRITAIN OVER THE SEA. A Reader for Schools . Compiled Classical Geography: With Maps and Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 21s, net .

and Edited by ELIZABETH LEE, Author of " A School History of English This book deals in detail with the campaign of Marathon, and with that of
Literature , ” & c. Editor of “ Cowper's Task and Minor Poems," & c . With

the years 480-479 B.C. The author has personally examined the scenes of the great
four Maps of the British Empire at different periods. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d . events recorded , and has made surveysof Thermopylæ and Platzea for the purpose of

This School Reader is conceived on novel lines . The extracts are arranged in the work . There are introductory chapters on the relation between the Greeks

sections, comprising “ The English Colonies up to 1900,”.” “ Australia ," " India , and the Oriental Monarchies prior to the year 490 B.C. The book is fully illustrated

South Africa , & c.; and the selections range from the works of Sir Walter Raleighto the speeches of Lord Beaconstield. Itcontains a literary introduction , and the by maps, photographs, and sketches of the main sites of interest.

name of the author, who is a contributor to the Dictionary of National Biography,

carries assurance that the editorial work is well done.
THE DAWN OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY . A History of

Mr. P. A. BARNETT (H.M. Inspector of Training Colleges) : - " I congratulate
you on the production of a very excellent piece of work . I hope the schools will Exploration and Geographical Science , from the Opening of the Tenth to the

nise it , but it is almost too good for them . "
Middle of the Thirteenth Century ( A.1). 900-1250 ). By C. RAYMOND BEAZLEY,

Fellow of Merton College, Oxford, Author of “ The Dawn of Modern Geography,
COMMERCIAL FRENCH. In Two Parts. By W. MANSFIELD from the Conversion of the Roman Empire to 900 A.D." With Maps and

POOLE , M.A., Magdalen College, Oxford , Assistant Master at Merchant Taylors' , Illustrations. Demy 8vo , 18s .

School, and MICHEL BECKER , Professor at the Ecole Alsacienne, Paris, Author This volume includes an account of the Scandinavian Explorers, and the Saga.

of “ L'Allemand Commercial and “ Lectures Pratiques d'allemand Moderne. " travel literature ; of the Pilgrims and Religious Travellers, such as Sawulf and

With a Map in each volume.
Benjamin of Tudela : of the Merchant Travellers, such as the Elder Polos ; of the

PART 1. - Consisting of Simple Sentences and Passages in French , with Missionary and Diplomatic Travellers, such as William de Rubruquis and John de

occasional Business Letters, and containing in an Appendix a clear system of Plano Carpinı; andof the Scientific Geographers and Map Makers, such as Matthew

French Grammar, with special reference to the Verb . Crown 8vo , 2s , 60 . Paris , Henry of Maintz, Lambert of St. Omer, & c . With some notice of the Arab

... most useful, the best thing of the kind that has come in our way."- and Chinese Geographers and Travellers of this time, such as Edrisi, &c .

British Weekly . As in theformer volume, the object of the present isto give a thoroughly repre
" An excellent book , which we recommend warmly .... a most careful piece of sentative and so complete account of geographical progress during a great part of

work ." - Educational Times .
the Middle Ages. Beginning with the changes wrought by the Northmen, this

PART II. - An Advanced Commercial Reader. Crown 8vo , 2s.6d . second instalment brings down the narrative to the close of the Crusading era, and
COMMERCIAL KNOWLEDGE . A Manual of Business Methods the highest point of the Empire of the Mongol Tartars.

and Transactions. By ALGERNON WARREN. Crown 8vo , 2s, 6d .

This text -book of Handelswissenschaft is designed for the use of students who

intend to enter the higher branches of commercial life . It includes chapters on

Supply and Demand ; Free Trade and Protection ; Partnership : Companies, !

Syndicates, and Trusts ; Principal and Agent : Contracts ; Banking ; Transit ;
Large crown 8vo. 6s, each Volume.

Insurance ; Tariffs; Employers' Liability ; Commercial Travellers ; Consuls, &c . NEW VOLUME.

contains concise and accurate descriptions of all kinds of commercial

routine, from the functions of the Board of Trade to a facsimile of a bill of lading. THE STARS : A Study of the Universe . By Prof. Simox

and should be in the possession of every one who intends to embrace a commercial

career. " -- The Scotsman .
NEWCOMB.

A Complete List of the volumes in this series will be sent A List of the Volumes already published in the above Series

post free on application .
will be sent post free on application ,

The progressive Science Series.

A Complete Illustrated Catalogue of Standard Educational Works published by Mr. Murray may be had, post free, on application .

This Catalogue includes Sir William Smith's Famous Series of students' Manuals, Smaller Manuals, Dictionaries, Principias, &c.

LONDON : JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, W.
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Solution by Professor SANJÁNA, M.A.

MATHEMATICS.
Suppose through A two lines

are drawn to the base BC, such

that CAX' = 01, BAX Y '

Geometrical Note by R. F. Davis, M.A. us find the trilinear coordinates

of the circum -centre of AXX' .
Let ABC be a triangle, O its circum

The coordinates of A are ( P1,0,0 ) ;

centre, and D the middle point of its base
of X , [0 , P , sin ( A - 01)/sin ( B +0, ) ,

BC. Produce AO, AD to meet the cir
Pisin 07/sin ( B +0.) ] ; hence those

cumcircle again in L , H ; draw DN per
of the mid - point of AX are

pendicular to AL. Then
[ 1 , sin ( A - 2 ) /sin (B +0,) ,

ABP + AC

sin 02/ sin (B + 01 ) ] ,
AL (sum of projections of AB, AC r

upon AL)
omitting the factor P1. The line

AL ( twice projection of AD)
NA throughA perpendicular to AX is

В.

B cos 6, + y cos (A- 01) = 0 ; с

2AL . AN

2AH . AD (since DHLN is cyclic)
bence the perpendicular bisector
of AX is

2 (AD ? + BD2). H
B cos 8, + y cos (A - 01 )

If D, instead of being the middle point of BC, divides it so that k (a sin A + B sin B + y sin C ) ,

BD : CD = 1 : P , where k may be determined from the fact that the mid - point above lies

on this line; this gives for k the value 1/2 sin ( B +01), and we get
then p .AB + q.AC2 (p + q) AL.AN (P + 2)(AD2 + BD.CD) , for this bisector the equation

as before.

B sin ( B + 20 ) + y sin (B - A + 20,) .
0 .

14927. (A. M. Nesbitt, M.A.) — Defining a cardioide as the locus of Similarly the perpendicular bisector of AX' is found to be

the extremities of a straight rod of length 2a, which moves so that its
gsin (C + 201) + B sin (C -A + 201) - a sin A 0 .

middle point describes a circle of diameter a, while the rod iscon- Solving theseequations simultaneously, we obtain for 0,, the circum - centre

strained to pass through a point on the circumference of the circle, of AXX ,

prove geometrically that , “ If three circles through the cusp of a cardioide alcos (A – 01-01) B /cos ( B - 01 + 0 ) r / cos (C - 6 , + 91) ... ( 1 ) .
touch the curve, their three points of intersection are collinear."

So,also, if lines through B are drawn to CA such that ABY' фо,

Solution (I. ) by the PROPOSER ; ( II . ) by John Prescott.
CBY = 02, and through C to AB such that BOZ' P3, ACZ = 03, the

coordinates of O , and 03, the circum - centres of BYY' and CZZ 'respectively
(I.) If OQC R be generating circle , centre E , and OR be perpendicular

to the rod PP', thenRP is normal to cardioide at P, and Q ismid-point
alcos (A + 02 - 02) B / cos ( B - 6: - 02) = y / cos ( C + 09-02) ... ( 2) ,

of rod , so that C, is centre of circle through O which touches cardioide a / cos (A + 03-03) B/ cos ( B + $3—03) = y / cos ( C - 03-03) (3) .

In the present case, as CAX +ABY + BCZ 180°, we get ACZ

Р BAX +CBY , that is , – 03 = 0, + 0,; also , as BY' is parallel to AX,
03

02 = -0,; so 03 --1 and 03 = -0. 01 + 03 0 , -01
Thus the three

circum - centres are given by ( 1 ) and

a / cos ( A - 01) B /cos ( B + 20 ,-1) = / cos (C + 01) .. ( 2 ),

and a / cos (A -01) B / cos ( B + 0 , ) = y / cos (C + 201-01) ( 3 ).

The line joining the last two will be found to be

a sin (B - C + 20, –201) + B sin (C -A + 201 ) + y sin (A -B - 20,) = 0,
KA

and 0, may be easily shown to lie upon
this .

02

14751. (H. MacColl, B.A. ) --The chance that A is true (assuming

nothing as to B) is a ; the chance that B is true (assuming nothing as

to A) is b ; and the chance that A is true, assuming B true, is k times

the chance that B is false, assuming A false. Show that the dependence

of A upon B is ( 1 -- a) (k - kb - a )/ (1 - a - kb), except when the numerator

E
and denominator of this fraction both vanish . Discuss this exceptional

case . (See Reprint , Vol. LXXII . , pp . 79 , 80. )

Solution by the PROPOSER.

pl
'R We assume that A and B are neither certainties nor impossibilities ; so

that a and b must each be > and < 1 . Let a = 1 - a and b' = 1 - b .

at P. Thus the centres of the three circles are ( C1, C2, C3) three points From the formulæ A'/B = 1-A / B ,and A/B = a [ h. B/A, we get
B' B b A ' b bA

on generating circle ; and common chord of circles with centres C , C, = 1

will be 003, where 03 is image of 0 in C,C2, i.e. 003 = 20Kg. But A ' A' d'B a' B a''B

K,K,K, is the Simson line of O with respect to triangle C,C,Cz ; therefore And from our data we have A/ B = k B'JA' . These two equations give us

01, 02, 03 are collinear points .
A /B = k ( a ' - 6 )/ ( a' - kb) ;

[ The rest in Volume .]
and , by definition, 8 ( A / B ) = A/B - a = (1 - a )(k – kb - a)/(1 - a - kb).

14937. (Professor S. SircoM.)-D, E, F are any points taken along The numerator and denominator of this fraction both vanish when

the sidesBÒ, CA,AB respectively, of the triangle ABC. Prove that k = a + b = 1 . In this case 8 (A/B ) may have an infinite number of
(AE.BF.CD )/ (AF.BD.CÈ) is unaltered by projection.

values all consistent with the data . For example, let a = }, b = % ,

k == 1. To illustrate geometrically , let x points
Solution by H. C. PLUMMER. (see Fig. 1 ) be marked in the circle A outside

Let AD , BE meet in 0 ; CO and AB in F' . Let the circle B , y points in B outside A , 6 points

in the area common to A and B , and 6 points
(AE.BF.CD) / (AF.BD.CE) outside both A and B. Let the symbol A as a

B

But (AE.BF'.CD ) /(AF. BD.CE) = 1 . statement assert that a point P taken at ran

Therefore
( BF.AF ) / (AF.BF ') – {ABFF'}, dom out of the whole x + y + 12 points marked

* 6 ) y

and is unaltered by projection.
in the circle E will be one of the x + 6 in A ,

and let B assert that it will be one of the y + 6

in B. From our data
6

14655. (J. A. THIRD, M.A. , D.Sc . )–From the vertices of a triangle
ABC lines AX , BY,CZ are drawn to the opposite sides, such that the

(x + 6 )/ ( x + y + 12 ) ::

angles CAX, ABY,BCZ, taken the same way round, are together equal ( y + 6 ) / ( x + y + 12 ) = b = .

Fig. 1 .
to 180° ; andAX ', BY', CZ' are drawn from the vertices to the opposite These two equations are not independent, each

sides, parallel to CZ, AX, BY respectively. Show that the circumcentres being equivalent to 2x- 3y = 6 , so that an infinite number of values

of AXX ', BYY', CZZ' are collinear. of x and y will satisfy them ; and, whatever values of these we take, the

1

(1-6)
+

E

3

+

>
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+
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)

1

1

13 Y3

expression given for 8 (A/B ) will assume the form g . Yet all the values Now the expansion here is also the part free from y in that of

of 8 (A/B) corresponding to the arbitrary values assigned to x and y will

be real and different. For example, when x = 6 and y = 2 , we get 1 - 1 - >
az8/

8 (A /B ) = in. When x = 9 and y = 4 , • ( A /B ) = 0. When x = 12 and ( 1-21 ) ( 1 – B2)

6 , 8 ( A / B ) = -1o. And for all these different values of ( A / B ) wei.e., of ( 1 –a, )? - P ( 1 – y)=” {(1 – aj)( 1 – B.) – 298ıy-'} "?,
have the same data , a =, b = , k = 1 ; which shows that these data

alone are insufficient to determine 5 (A / B) .
i.e. , of (1 – 21)9-P (1 – y) -° { D + d ( 1 -y - 1 ) } " ?,

But when the number of points marked in E
d

the area common to A and B is not equal to
- y -'-

the number outside both A and B the formula

for 5 (A/B ) will not take the form % , and will
A B 9 (9 + 1) d

always determine the one and only possible
1.2

value of thedependence 8 ( A / B ). For example, But, r being any positive integer, the part free from y in the expansind:

suppose (as in Fig . 2) we have a = of (1 - y) - (y -'- 1)" is thatin the expansion of ( 1/4" ) ( 1 – 4 )" -2 which
It is evident from the figure that

is zero unless r < p , and if y < p is

• ( A / B ) = – } , and this result will also be ob .

tained from the formula without any reference

to the figure . Any values of a , b , k which will !

make 8 ( A / B) in the formula greater than I will Fig. 2 .

indicate inconsistency of data, as, for example ,
Hence the finite expression required is as stated .

3 , b = \ , k = . When a = ſ and b = 5 , k cannot exceed :

14971. ( Robert W. D) . Christie.) - Find factors of N* + 1 by an

14985. (Professor NeuBERG.) — Ramener l'un à l'autre les déter- easy general solution where N ° takes the form (M ? – 24 ),10. (See

minants Quest . 13707. ) Ex . 14506+ + 1 210169913 and 210378169 .

21 + 29-33-34 Yı + Y2-43-44 X , 2 , + "14. - 1344 - 4344 Solution by Lt. - Col . Allan CunnINGHAM, R.E.

*] + 23 - X2-44 Yı + Y3-42-44 X133 + " 193 - X214-4244 The present solver has given in a communication to the London Mathe

X, + X4-X2- X3 Y , + 44-42-43 *7*4 + 1144 - 2013 - Y2Y3 matical Society (as yet unpublished) a method of considerable generality

1 4 1 2,2 + y2
of factorizing the functions N fxf + y' ) , called Quartans , the fol

X9 12 12 + 1/22
lowing is a slight sketch of what is here wanted.

1 X3 43 13° +43
Let N = 2 + y = ( 2* + Cya) — yº.z* = P_Q ?.

X , Y4 x *? + y2 This requires 2Cxº + (C ? – 1 ) y ?

Solution by Dr. Muir , F.R.S. If this diophantine be solvable in integers ( x, y , z) , it will yield an infinite

Calling the first determinant Dz and the second D, and denoting train of factorisable quartans. Also, it was shown that every quartan ,

1,4, + Yr ! by Ors, we increase the fourth column of D. by 0 + 094 + 534
even if prime, would yield (several) values of C , each leading to a solvable

times the first coloumn , and diminish it by Ir times the second column ,
diophantine.

and by Zy times the third column, the result being Ex . - Take N. 17 24 + 14 = 92 – 89 as base -quartan. Here xo 2 .

Yo = 1 , giving 22 + C . 1 = + 9 , whence ( = 5 or -9 . Taking C = 5
1

2 yi - 012--013-014 + 0 23 + 024 * 134
gives the diophantine z:-101* – 2 142. Assuming y 1 , thediophantine

1
X2 42 - 012 +0:31 22 - 10x = 24 will yield a train of N = 21+ 14 .

- 013 + 024 The initial solution 8-10.22 24 , together with the unit - form

1 X4 Y4 - 014 + 023 192–10.62 = 1 , yields , by the usual rules , tuoinfinite trains of solutions

If this be multiplied columnwise by 8 in ihe form - 8 , 32 , 1208 , 45872 , &c . , &c .; 272 , 10328 , &c.;

1
2 , 10, 382 , 14306, &c . , &c .; 86 , 3266 , & c.;

each solution giving the factorization of a quartan .

1 1 - 1 Thus the fourth case gives the required N,

145064 + 14 = (145069 + 5.12,2--1?. 458722

we obtain
2104210612 -- 458722 210378169.210469913 .

-8D4 2 – X1+ x2 + x3 + x + - % + 12+ Y3 + 4/4 = - 4D3;
A table, prepared by the SOLVER (not yet published ) of the roots of the

0
X1 + 82-23-14 Yi + 92 - 43 - 44 21-012 + 034 ) congruence x + 1 = 0 (mod p ) , shows that N has no factors < 10,000 .

21-22 + x3 - 14 41-1/2 + Y3 -- 44 21-013 + 024) With this start , LAURANCE's process now shows both these large factors

0 X1 - 82- * 3 + X4 41-42 - 13 +y : 21-014 + 0 g )
of N to be prime.

and therefore 2D), = Dz .

14854. (Rev. T. WIGGINS , B.A .) - Take a point P within a triangle

ABC. Denote the lines PA, PB , PC by x , y , 2, and the angles PAC,

14968. (Major P. A. MacMahon, F.R.S.)— Prove that that portion PBA, PCB by a, b , y respectively ; show that ( 1 )

of the expansion of the algebraic fraction
by

sin (C - 9 + B ) sin (A-0 + g) sin (B - B + a) '
{ 1-919 ", + 1972)}" { 1 - ( be'i + bo'y } "

C- + B = 90°,

which is a function of $ & , and salg only has the expressions
then a ra = bºy2 + 02 : 2.

1 d

+

D ' (1-14 )”
D D

Solutions ( I. ) by T. FRAZEK ; ( II . ) by Constance I. Marks, B.A.

+ sin B

(I.) 1 .
с

PZ sin (A - a + g) ?

where D = 1–0,8141 – by89l9 + (4,69-13 ) 878914, and d = aloxide.+ abı$ y sin A

PZ
Solution by Professor E. B. ELLIOTT, F.R.S. sin (C- + B )

sin B sin ( C - + B)
Writing an , a2, B1, B2 for $19,47 8,0971, 89b222, 8obal's, respectively, and hence

y for 29/21, the problem is to extract from
Y sin A sin (A - a + )

{1- (aj + aay) } -P { 1– (32+ B1y - ' ) } - 9
sin ( C - g + B )

The
by

the part whose expansion in powers of aj , aj , B1 , B, is free from y .
sin (A - a + y)

part is clearly theinfinite expansion Similarly, by producing BP to B

meet the circle ,

anB ,

( 1-21) - ? ( 1 - B2)" ? { 1 + P9
(1 - ai) (1-3.2)

sin ( C - 9 + B )

P ( p + 1) 9 (9 + 1 ) a." B ,?
zsin ( B - B + a )

1.2 1.2 (1-2)*(1 - B2)1-3.2 by
Hence

but a finite expression for it is desired . sin (C - g + B) sin (A -a + 7) sin (B - B + a)

1

1

1 1

-1

1 1 1

0

<

0

1

(1.2 C

1

(י>1), +

(2) if

P - 1 {1+ (" ;")(1) + + ("; ")(?+ ?)?I

+ (" ;")(***) D3 +...}
+ +

11 -3

2

(13 LP

r y

T
o
c

A

-P

{ 1+
ar

+ + ...

} ar CZ
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a

Ic

P9

2

4

2

1.2

or

-

b2y + CO2
2 .

= 0 each formula reduces to

sina( B - B + a )+ sin ? (A -a+ r) [since C - g + B = 90°]
In particular, when o

a “ .x2
1 1 ( -1) " 1-1)" + 1

0 .sin? ( 180° – B - C - A + a) + sin? (A - a + y )
(2n ) ! 3 ! (21 — 2 ) ! 5 ! ( 21 — 4) ! ( 2n ) ! (211 + 1 ) !

= sinº (180° — 90°-y - d + a) + sinº (A - a + y )

sina [90° - (A -a + 7) ] + sin? (A - a + y ) 1 .
15029. ( Professor H. LANGHONNE ORCHARD, M.A. , B.Sc . ) -Show

that the value of
Hence aạr ? = b*yº +02: .

+ -

(II .) Let A'B'C' be
dx dx

A

a new triangle formed

by joining the feet of lies between 4 and 6 .

the perpendiculars
18'

from P on BC, CA , 15030. (Major P. A. MacMahon, F.R.S . ) -Prove that the sum of

AB. the fourth powers of the binomial coefficients of order n is

Draw PK perpen
(2n - p - 1 ) !

K
dicular to A'B '.

(9–2p - 1 ) ! (n - p - 29 )! (p !)? (9 ! ) ?

The quadrilaterals

PA'B'C , PC'A'B,
for all positive integral values of p and q for which the expression has a

PB'C'A are cyclic .
meaning.

Hence it follows 15031. (ALETROP . )—Résoudre en nombres entiers & -2 + y - ? = z - º .

that the angles A' ,
15032. ( R. KNOWLES . )-In De Morgan's Calculus, p . 257 , the follow

B' , C'are respectively
B Ĉ ing examples are given :

A
equal to C- g + B,

4.5.6.7-1.2.3.4

A-aty, B - B + a, 2.3.4 +3.4.5 +4.5.6 = 204 ;

and that z . PK PA '. PB' . Now

5.6.7-1.2.3
A'B' . PK = PA' . PB'sin C = - . PK sin C, 2.3 + 3.4 +4.5+ 5.6 = 68.

3.1whenco A'B' = zsin C.

Show that these results can be obtained by means of the coefficients in
Similarly, it may be shown that

the expansion of ( 1 – x ) -" .
C'A' = y sin B and B'C' xsin A.

15033. (R. Tucker , M.A .) - Three circles are given by

Therefore, since the sides of any triangle are proportional to the sines of

the opposite angles,
22 + y2 + C = 0 , x2 + y + Ax 0 , x2 + y2 + By = 0 .

sin (A - a + y ) : sin ( B - B + a) : sin ( C - 9 + B) = by : cz : ax ,
Find the area of the triangle formed by the polars of their radical centre

with respect to the three circles . ( Has the question been considered in
by

the general, or any particular form, geometrically or analytically ? ]
sin (C - 9 + B) sin (A- aty) sin (B – B + a )'

15034. (Professor Neuberg .) - Construire en grandeur et en direc
If C - g + B = 90°, tion les axes de l'hyperbole équilatère qui touche les côtés AB , AC d'un

bayº + * +2 = a * x * [sinº (A - a + y ) + sin " ( B - B + a ) ] triangle aux sommets B et C.

ha -xa { 2- [cos 2 (A - a + y ) + cos 2 (B - B + a) ] } 15035 . ( Professor SANJÁNA , M.A .) - Two tangents TP, TQ are

a * x2 [ 1 - cos (A + B – 3 + % ) cos (B - A + 24—3—9) ]
drawn to a conic from a point T, such that the centre of the in - circle of

aʻx
Prove that T lies on a confocal

[ since cos (A + B - 8+ )

the triangle TPQ lies on the conic.
= cos } = 0] .

conic K , and the chord of contact envelops another conic K' ; that the

internal bisector of the angle PTQ envelops the conic K , and that it is
8874. (Professor GENESE , M.A . ) – The locus of the centres of sections equally inclined to the axis with the chord of the contact. In the para

of the conicoid f (ry-) = 0 by planes containing the axis of : is the conic bola y2 = 4ax,

determined by df /dz = 0 , x (af/dx) + y (df/dy) = 0 ). K = y? + 4ax – 8a? = 0 , K' = y! + 4ax + 842 0 ;

Solution by C. A. LAISANT . in the ellipse xº/a ? + y^/62 1 ,

Let
ya a?- 12

( 1 ) ,
ya a? + 12

y 0,
aa 62 a? + b2 12 a" - 12

the equation of a particular plane containing OZ . Then f ( x, mx, z) =

is the equation ofthe projection , on OXZ , of the variable conic. for the hyperbola, change the sign of b2 .

The centre is given by ( 1 ) and
15036 . ( Professor Nanson .) — Prove that two conics have twelve

afldx + m (df/dy ) 0 , Of /dz = 0 (2 , 3 ) .
common normals, and that the orientation of the common normals is not

Hence , eliminating m , altered if either conic is replaced by a confocal . [By orientation is meant

df/o 0 , 2 (0f/dx) + y (df/dy) 0 .
sum of angles made with an arbitrary line . ]

Note.- Wehave here : ( i . ) the conjugate plane of the direction OZ ; 15037 . (C. E. YOUNGMAN, M.A .) --Given two triangles ABC, A'B'C ',

( ii . ) the conicoid locus of the middle points of the chords passing by 0 ; inscribed in the same conic S ,and each in perspective with the triangle
the intersections give the answer. A , B , C, formed by AA', BB', CC' ; take any point P on S and draw PA' ,

PB', PC' to cut BC, CA, AB respectively at D , E , F. Prove that AD ,

BE , CF meet at Q on the conic Scircumscribed to ABC and inscribed
QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION .

in A ,B ,C,; and that P , Q are in line with the fourth intersection of S

15026. (The late Professor SYLVESTER, F.R.S . )—It is well known and S '. In particular, the focus and the GERGONNE point of any parabola

that, if a prime number p is of the form 6i + 1, we may always write inscribed in ABC are in line with the STEINER point.

1p ina + 27na. Required to show that } (p + 1 m + 1 ) may be made
15038 . ( Professor N. BHATTACHARYYA .) --- If a , ' be the BROCARD

integer byassigning the right sign to14 and that, according as this points ofa triangle ABC,and O bethe centre of the Brocard ellipse ,
integer is even or odd , f (p- 1 ) will bea cubic residue or non-residue of p . prove that

15027. (ROBERT W. D. CHRISTIE .) - Find the primes having 2 as a ( A ? -D'A %) / c2 + (nB ? –NB2)/a + (nC? – 2'C )/12
root. Show that four primitive roots are 2 , p — 4, } (3p - 1 ), (P + 1 ) 2 ,

(D'AP- NAⓇ)/b2 + (O'B2- NB2)/ 2 + (n'CS - 2C%) /a?

where p is a prime of form 4m - 1. Hence bc2 + d2 { (m— 1 ) (9m — 5 )} p .
2 ( 1/62 + 1 / c ) (NAP- 042) + 2 ( 1/ c2 + 1 / a )̂ (NB? -OBM)

Generalize this result for primes having as a root . Show incidentally
+ 2 (1/4 + 1/19) (nc2-00 )

p = 212-1 cannot have 2 as a root .
= 1 -164/699 + e* a ? + a ? ) ),

15028. (Professor SANJÁNA , M.A. )—If K , 22" B ,, where B , is the where A is the area of the triangle.

nthnumber of BERNOULLI, and if con, sm represent cos mo, sin mo (o being 15039 . ( Professor MorLBY.) -- Let the two points at which the sides

any angle) , prove that of a triangle subtend equalangles (to modulus a) be called theequiangular
1 1 K1-2

points of that triangle. Let the isogonal conjugate of the point at infinity

( 2n ) ! 3 ! (2n – 2 ) ! 43 5 ! (21-4) !
on the EULER line of abc be d. Provethat the eight equiangular points

(-1)" C2n ( -1)" + 1 Can + 1
of the four triangles bed, cda, dab, abc lie on a circle .

+
0 ,

(2n ) ! 624 ( 2n + 1 ) ! 4,2 + 1
15040. ( R. CHARTRES .) - Find the mean value of the nth power of

the area a cyclic quadrilateral whose perimeter (28) is constant, and
89 1 K - 1 84 1 K , -2 86

deduce the results for ( 1 ) a kite , (2 ) a triangle .

2 ! ( 21 ) ! ci? 4 ! (21 — 2) ! " 6 ! (2n - 4 ) ! Cº
15041 . (D. BIDDLE . )-Two equal circles being in external contact, a

(-1) " $ 211 + 1 (-1)" +1 82n +2 0. straight line crosses both , entering the one at P , and issuing from the

( 2n +1)! 2 + 1 (2n + 2)! 2 *2 other at Q. Find the mean length of PQ.

x2
= MX K = KE 0 ;

= 0

a

K. K - 1 C5

+

...
+ +

1 K,
+

4

... +
+

*2 # 272
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a

d " +1

p " = + Sena"do}-
”

(n+1)7m+7{ –1+ 2+"}+1

15042. (H. BATEMAN .) - Eliminate A , B , C from the equations

sin 2A sin A i sin B sin C, sin 2B sin B = m sin C sin A ,

sin 20 sin C = n sin A sin B. A + B + C =

15043. ( Professor Cochez.) – Étudier les courbes

( 1 ) 24 — 23y + 4x2 - xy + 1 = 0 ,
( 2 ) a * y - ** + 4x* yº - x + y = 0 .

OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS) .

8093. (H. MacColl, B.A .) — The integral ſ dy ſ dx is subject to the
restrictions that y and x are each between the limits a and a being

positive , and also that y + ax -c is negative, c being positive . Determine

the limits of integration for each of the different cases which depend upon

the values of the constants .

8330. (T. C. Simmons, M.A . )-On a square table having no rim ,

n equal circular discs A, B, C , ... are thrown at random , and n random

lines a, b , c, ... all drawn, in this order, parallel to some one edge. Prove

that, if the length of the table = 1 , and the diameter of each disc = d,

then ( 1 ) the chance that every disc will fall on its own corresponding line

( 21) (441— d2)" ; but (2) the chance that all the dises will fall

on the one first - drawn line is

2 spsd
(1a + x ) " dr + n -

2017 T '

8416. (A. GORDON .)-Required a curve such that the expression

dº da-( a + b ) (ay| dz) + aby

shall be a maximum orminimum at every point, the curve passing through

two given points and the origin .

9300. (GEORGE HEPPEL, M.A . ) - If a whole number, when divided

by prime numbers m and n , gives remainders a and b respectively , what

will be the remainder when it is divided by mn ?

9839. (Professor KALIPADA Basu .) - A triangle of given species

circumscribes a given triangle ; prove that, when the area of the circum

triangle is a maximum, the perpendiculars at the vertices of the given

triangle to the sides of the variable are concurrent .

10501. (W. J. GREENSTREET, M.A . ) --A length equal to five - fourths

of the radius of curvature is measured off on the normal at any point to

the curve go = q3 cos 30 . Show the locus of points so obtained is the

curve ricos 30 = ( a ) .

10652. ( Professor SYLVESTER .) - Prove that the equation

73

+ x +

1.2.3 1.2.3... m

23
+ b -X + +

1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3

cannot have more than two real roots .

10824. (J. L. MACKENZIE, B.A. , B.Sc . )—The tangents at points A

and B on a circle, and their chord of contact , cut a given line in L , M , P

respectively. Any circle through L and M cuts the given circle in H and

K , and PH, PK cut the given circle in X and Y ; prove XY parallel
to LM.

GRAMMARS AND EXERCISES,

WEISSE'S COMPLETE PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE

GERMAN LANGUAGE. With Exercises on Conversations,

Letters, Poems, and Treatises , &c . Fourth Edition , almost en.

tirely Re-written . Crown 8vo, cloth , 6s .

“ We have no hesitation in pronouncing this the fullest and most satisfactory

German Grammar yet published in England ." - Journal of Education .

WEISSE'S NEW CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES IN GERMAN

COMPOSITION. With complete Rules and Directions, with full

references to his German Grammar. Second Edition . 12mo,

cloth . 3s . 6d . KEY, 58 .

WEISSE'S ELEMENTS OF GERMAN. With a Course of Exercises

instructing in simpler Composition . Cloth, 3s.

WEISSE'S A SHORT GUIDE TO GERMAN IDIOMS . Being a

Collection of the Idioms most in use, with Examination Papers.

Cloth , 2s .

APEL'S SHORT AND PRACTICAL GERMAN GRAMMAR FOR

BEGINNERS. With Copious Examples and Exercises . Third

Edition. 12mo, cloth , 2s . 6d.

CERF (A. J. W. ) SHORT HISTORICAL GRAMMAR OF THE

GERMAN LANGUAGE. Old , Middle , and Modern High German.

By ALBERT J. W. CERF , M.A., First Senior Moderator and Large

Gold Medallist in Modern Literature, Trinity College , Dublin .

Part I. Introduction and Phonology. Crown 8vo, cloth , 4s .

“ He has handled his materials skilfully and has produced a serviceable manual. ”
- Modern Languages.

AHN'S GERMAN METHOD BY ROSE. A New Edition of the

genuine Book, with a Supplement consisting of Models of Conjuga

tions, a Table of all Regular Dissonant andIrregular Verbs, Rules
on the Prepositions, &c. By A. V. Rose . Two Courses in One

Vol. Cloth, 3s. 6d. First Course . Cloth, 28.

This Edition has a valuable addition by Rose, which is copyright.

Key to the Exercises . 12mo, sewed, 8d.a(1+2+ 122
+ + ... +

IN

(1
+ ...

.m + ¢ = 0)

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

sent to the Mathematical Editor,

Miss Constance I. Marks , B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd. , West Kensington, W.

GERMAN LITERATURE AND READERS.

Edited for School Use.

PHILLIPPS (V. , B.A. ) A SHORT SKETCH OF GERMAN

LITERATURE. For Schools. By Vivian PHILLIPPS, B.A. ,

Assistant Master at Fettes College, Edinburgh. Second Edition,

Revised. Pott 8vo, cloth , ls.

ULRICH'S GERMAN PROSE. With Notes on Syntax and Trans

lation, followed by a Complete Vocabulary. By ANTON J. ULRICH,

of Bradfield College . Revised by John Gibson, M.A. Crown 8vo ,

cloth , 2s.6d .

" A cheap and useful little volume." - Journal of Education.
The selections for translation are admirable in every way .' - Educational Review .

MOLLER (A. ) A GERMAN READING BOOK. A Companion to

Schlutter's German Class Book . New Edition , corrected to the

official German spelling . With a complete Vocabulary. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 2s .

APEL (M. ) GERMAN PROSE STORIES FOR BEGINNERS.

(Including Lessing's Prose Fables. ) With an interlinear Trans

lation in the natural order of Construction. Second Edition ,

12mo, cloth , 28. 6d .

NOTICE . - Vol. LXXV, of the “Mathematical Reprint”

is now ready, and may be had of the Publisher,

FRANCIS HODGSON, 89 Farringdon Street, E.O. Price,

to Subscribers, 58.; to Non - Subscribers, 6s . 6d .

THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

Thursday, December 12 , 1901.-Major MacMahon, R.A. , F.R.S. , Vice

President, in the Chair. Ten members present.

On the motion of the Chairman, seconded by Prof. A. Lodge, the

Treasurer's report was adopted , and votes of thanks passed to the Trea
surer and Auditor.

The following were elected members :-G. Birtwistle, B.A. , Fellow of

Pembroke College, Cambridge ; A. Perronet Thompson, B.A. , Scholar of

Pembroke College, Cambridge; and the Rev. J. Cullen , S.J. Mr. R. J.

Dallas was admitted into the Society .

Prof. Love communicated a paper by Mr. J. H. Michell “ On the

Flexure of a Circular Plate." Prof. Lamb spoke on the subject of the

paper.

Lt.- Col. Allan Cunningham, R.E., gave a short sketch of Euler's

method of finding “ Amicable Numbers," and announced the discovery
of two real pairs, A , B ; where A = fa, B = fbb'. Thus in one pair

( A , B ), f = 34.7.112.19; in the other pair (A, B) , f = 35.72.13.19 .
In both pairs a = 8747, bb' = 53.161 .

GERMAN CONVERSATIONS AND IDIOMS.

WILLIAMS (T. S. ) MODERN GERMAN AND ENGLISH CON

VERSATIONS AND ELEMENTARY PHRASES. The German

Revised and Corrected by A. KOKEMÜLLEP.. Twenty -second en

larged and improved Edition. 12mo, cloth, 3s.

HEIN ( G. ) MANUAL OF GERMAN - ENGLISH CONVERSATIONS .

18mo, cloth, Is.

A complete Educational Catalogue, containing a list of books on the French

Language, Grammar, Exercises , Readers, Olass -Books, Conversations, Corre

spondence, &c. , post free upon application,

:

7

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,

14 HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN , LONDON ; AND 7 BROAD STREET,
OXFORD .

EDINBURGH AGENCY : 20 South FREDERICK STREET.
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BLACKIE & SON’S BOOKS FOR

COLLECE OF PRECEPTORS' EXAMINATIONS, 1902

( G

Julius Cæsar, Edited by A. D. INNES,M.A. Cloth ,Edited by A. D. INNES , M.A. Cloth , ls . Horatius. Edited , with Notes , &c . 3d .

[ The Warwick Shakespeare.
Caesar - Gallic War , Edited by Professor BROWN,

Julius Cæsar , Edited by W. Dent . Cloth , 8d .
M.A. Illustrated . Books I. , II . , III . , ls. 6d . each .

[Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.

[ Junior School Shakespeare.

Horace - Odes I. Edited by STEPHEN GWYNN, B.A.
Julius Cæsar, Edited , with Introduction, Notes, &c . , Illustrated . ls . 6d. [ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.

in “ The Picture Shakespeare.” Cloth, ls.
Specially adapted for College of Preceptors'Examinations. Xenophon's Anabasis - Book I. Edited by C. E.

BROWNRIGG, M.A.

Midsummer Night's Dream , Edited by EDMUND The Oxford Manuals of English History .

K. CHAMBERS, M.A. ls. 6d . [ The Warwick Shakespeare. With Maps, Genealogies, and Index . Price 1g. each .

The Academy says : - " It is wonderfully rich in illustrative matter, and no I. THE MAKING OF THE ENGLISH NATION (55 B.C. 1135 A.D. ).
aspect or interest of the play is neglected. In his treatment of chronological II. KING AND BARONAGE (A.D. 1135-1327) . By W. H.HUTTOX, B.D.
and historical questions Mr. Chambers is modestly convincing and delightfully III . ENGLAND AND THE HUNDRED YEARS' WAR ( A.D. 1327-1485 ) .
sane : two rare praises for Shakespearian scholars , In brief here is an edition IV . ENGLAND AND THE REFORMATION ( A.D. 1485-1603 ) .

to be unreserveilly recommended .” V. KING AND PARLIAMENT (A.D. 1603-1714 ) .

VI . THE MAKING OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE ( A , D . 1714-1832 ) .

Midsummer Night's Dream . Edited by W. F.
The Warwick Histories . ( For pupils in Lower

BAUGUST 8d. [ Junior School Shakespeare.
Forms.)

III . STORIES FROM ENGLISH HISTORY (55 1.c. to 1485 A.D.). 1s.

IV. STORIES FROM ENGLISH HISTORY ( 1485 to 1688 ). ls . 4d .

Lycidas. Edited by H. B. COTTERILL, M.A. [ In the press . V. STORIES FROM ENGLISH HISTORY ( 1688 to present time) . ls . 6d .

Euclid's Elements of Geometry. Edited by

The Lady of the Lake . Edited by W. KEITH
A. E. LAYNG, M.A. With Exercises, Appendix , and Examination

LEASK , M.A. 1s . Cantos I. , II . , III . , separately , 3d . each .
Papers. Books I. to VI . , and XI . , 3s . 6d . ; Book I. , 1s . ; II . , 6d . ;

III . , ls . ; IV . , 6d .; V. and VI . together, ls.; XI . , 1s . 6d. Books

Marmion , Edited , with Introduction , Notes, &c . ls . I.-II. , 18. 3d .; I.-III . , 28 ; I.-IV., 28. 6d . Key to Book I. , 2s . 6d .;

Cantos I. , II . , III . separately . I. , 4d .; II . , 3d.; III . , 3d . complete, 5s .

.

London : BLACKIE & SON, LIMITED, 50 Old Bailey, E.C.

Cambridge Local and College of Preceptors Examinations, 1902..

Wright's Synopsis of English History. B.C. 55-A.D. 1888 . Geographical Questions. By J. Wulfson. Specially adapted for

( For Preliminary Students.) 6d . Examinations in Commercial Geography. Crown 8vo, 60 .
KEY to same ,

net , Is .

Outlines of English History. B.C.55-A.D. 1901. Containing “ We cordially recommend it to the notice of all teachers. " -- Educational News.

Genealogical Tables, Short Biographical Sketches, and Index. Compiled and

arranged by GEORGE CARTER , M.A. Twelfth Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth , ls , 6d . Relfe Brothers' Aldersgate Atlas. Contains 72 4to Coloured

Maps, Political , Physical , and Classical Maps, Commercial Chart showing the

Samuel I. With Introduction, Notes, and Comments on the Autho- Steamer Routes, Navaland Coaling Stations, Environs of Chief Towns, Manu

rized and Revised Versions. By G. CARTER , M.A. Is. 6d.
facturing Districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire, Astronomical Charts, and

Diagram of the comparative sizes of Mountains, Rivers , & c . Full Index .

Second Edition Revised . 4to , cloth , 3s ,
St. Mark , With Introduction and Notes by G. CARTER, M.A.

“ A marvel of accuracy and completeness. ” — Journal of Education .ls. 6d .

“ The method adopted by Mr. Carter is at once clear and useful.. The text of the
" The book is wonderfully cheap . " - Educational Times.

Gospel is divided into paragraphs, with headings in bold type ; the notes ex.
planatory of passages requiring comment complete a most usefulmanual.” - School Relfe Brothers' School Geography and Atlas. Crown 4to .
Guardian.

32 Maps (mostly coloured ). By G. CARTER , M.A. Cloth , 2s. 6d . The main

features of this book are :

The Church Catechism. By A. RICHES, F.R.A.S. , 9d . 1. The Maps are on one side, and the Notes on the other.

“ Will be found of great service to any teacher ... concise and satisfactory.”

British Mail.
2. The Maps are so drawn that they can be easily and readily reproduced ,

3. The Maps are not overcrowded .

Macaulay's Horatius, Ivry , and the Armada . With Notes, &c.
4. All superfluous detail is omitted ; necessary facts alone retained .

By F. GORSE, M.A. Price 8d .

Relfe Brothers' New Preparatory Atlas (quite up to date) con
A First Arithmetic. By Dr. W. T. Knight, Author of “ Algebraic taining 24 very clear and beautifully coloured Maps. 6d.

Factors," &c. Contains a large number of carefully graduated Examples on

the different rules. The Exerciseson each Rule are followed by Questions
and Problems from Examination Papers.

Platt's Geographical Terms. With Notes on Tides, Currents,
Crown 8vo , cloth , Bd . Answers

Chief Productions of the Earth , & c . 4d .
separately , 6d.

Relfe Brothers' Easy Intermediate Tests in Arithmetic.
English Grammar. By A. A. Brockington, B.A. Second Edition,

Second Edition . Suitable for Third Class College of Preceptors, and the Oxford
with additional Exercises. Specially suitable for Candidates for Oxford and

and Cambridge Preliminary. Price , 4d . ; Answers, 6d .
Cambridge Locals, and the College of Preceptors Exams. Crown 8v ), price ls.

“ The notes here so ably compiled by Mr. Brockington will be found equally

A Modern French Grammar. By J. U. Ransom, B.A. Lond.
valuable for teacher and student. It is with pleasure that we notice the placing in

Crown 8vo, cloth , price is.
the background of such anomalies as the abstract noun and the subjunctive mood .

He makes a strong point of the function of the word ; in fact this is the main

“ It is well graduated , with useful Tables, Appendices, and Vocabularies. It can
underlying idea of the book . " -- Teachers ' Aid .

be relied upon as a sound basis for further study of the language. " — Educational

News. The Principles of Book-keeping. By the Rev. C. NAGEL and

A. HALL. Second Edition . Cloth , Is. 6d. Ruled Books for working the

Illustrated French Grammar. By Loly and Goujon. Second Examples in above. Two Parts, 2s .

Edition . Cloth, Is. 6d . “ Clear and simple ... valuable in actual office work . ” — Journal of Education .

RELFE
Educational Publishers,Booksellers, and School and College Stationers,

6 Charterhouse Buildings, Aldersgate , London , Ě.C.BROTHERS, LTD. , , ,
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CASEY'S EUCLID. Messrs. RALPH, HOLLAND, & CO.'S Publications.

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1902.

By JOHN CASEY, 110.tr.rsanfellower use boyal University of Ireland, CLOUGH'S STUART PERIOD.

Crown 8vo, 288 pp. , well bound in cloth , with Maps and hlustrations , 3s. 60.

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID,

BOOKS 1.-VI. , and PROPOSITIONS 1.-XXI. of BOOK XI .

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPHERE, CONE, &c. , with Copious

Annotations Numerous Exercises.

Vice-President , Royal Irish Academy, &c. , & .

Tenth Edition , price 4s. 6d ., post free ; or in Two Parts, each Half - a -Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ."

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin.
Second Edition . Small 8vo, price 6s.

A SEQUEL TO THE

FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ."

Sixth Edition , Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s. 6d ., cloth . Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged , 564 pp. , price 12s.

A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE , CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS .

Containing an account of its most recent Extensions, with numerous Examples.

New Edition , Crown 8vo.

A TREATISE ON

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions for Examination .

Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp ., price 3s,

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition . Price 3s.

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions, with numerous Examples.

Crown 8vo . Second Edition ,

Crown 8vo , price 5s.

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY

AND ITS APPLICATION TO GEODESY AND ASTRONOMY.

With numerous Examples.

6 .

" This is a good little history on the old plan , with biographies,

quotations, notes, and summaries. The tale is written without pre
judice, and should be found useful in many schools and for private

students .” The Educational Times.

“ Clough’s ‘ Periods ' have made a name and a place for themselves

in the educational world by their practicality and attractiveness.

The ' Stuart Period ,' with its really illustrative maps and diagrams, its

social and literary notes, is admirable , and students will find their work

minimised , and at the same time renderedan abiding pleasure, by using

this ably designed and written text-book.” The Teachers' Review.

" This book of nearly 300 pages covers the whole of the Stuart Period
from 1603 to 1714, and at the end of the history proper there are chapters

on commerce and industry, social history, literature, and the chief

authors of the period . The work is clearly written and the matter
carefully arranged. For the student the volume is furnished with

summaries, genealogical tables, and maps. The book is well printed,

and we cordially commend it to the favourable notice of our readers.”

The Teachers' Aid.

“ The arrangement of facts in this history of a most important

period in our history is a striking and highly commendable feature.

Those students who have profited by Mr. Clough's previous books on

English history will find this volume equally full and complete. There

are no trivial details of interest simply recorded , but its 280 odd pages

are replete with excellent material for their serious and careful atten

tion. The chapters on the social condition of the people and on the

literature of the period are admirable. ” The Schoolmistress.

“ Students who have to prepare for a competitive examination by

acquiring a thorough knowledge of the Stuart Period of English

history will find this book a most valuable aid . Not only are its

300 pages packed with the information which it is desirable they

should make their own, but the facts are presented in a form that

favours their ready assimilation .” The Schoolmaster.

HODGES, FIGGIS , & CO. , LIMITED , 104 GRAFTON STREET , DUBLIX .

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO.

1

January Number Now Ready.

THE SCHOOL WORLD.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and Progress . Price 6d .

HELPS TO THE STUDY OF

JULIUS CAESAR .

BY R. RUTHERFORD .

Crown 8vo, 120 pages, cloth, and fully interleaved for Students' MS. Notes.

ls. 60.

“ The introduction has been skilfully arranged , no important part

being omitted. It is a model of conciseness, readable from beginning to

end, and of the utmost value to a busy student. The book is printed

in clear type, on good paper, interleaved for MS. notes, and is un

doubtedly the best that has come under our notice. It is indeed a

help ,' and we heartily recommend it.” The Teachers' Review.

" A better book could not be placed in the hands of students who

are making ' Julius Cæsar'a subject of study . The notes are concise

and very practical.” The Schoolmaster.

“ The text is clearly printed, the paper is good, the notes full ,

accurate, and abundant, and, to still further enhance its value to the

student, the volume is interleaved throughout. We have nothing but

praise for so well-prepared an 'aid . " The Teachers' Aid .

CONTENTS.

COMMON EXAMINATION ERRORS, VI, : Latin Grammar.

By W. H. D. ROUSE , M.A.

NOTES ON ARITHMETICAL CALCULATIONS , I. By JOIN

ORCHARD, M.A.

A MODERN LANGUAGE MASTER'S LIBRARY OF FRENCH

AND GERMAN German. By OTTO SIEPMANN.

PRACTICAL BOTANY FOR CHILDREN. II. By ELIZABETH

HEALEY, A.R.C.Sc.

ACETYLENE AS A LABORATORY HEATING AGENT.

( Illustrated . ) By A. E. MUNBY , M.A.

THE TEACHING OF HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY IN

PRUSSIA . By A. HARGREAVES.

EXPERIMENTS IN MECHANICS . (Illustrated .) Experimentswith
the Five-rope Pulley Block . By Prof. W. W. F. PULLEN , M.I.M.E ,

PORTENTS AUGURAL.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION.

TWO AMERICAN MANUALS OF GENERAL HISTORY,

COLLEGE COURSES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

TEACHERS.

CAMBRIDGE CLASSICS.

THREE HISTORICAL SOURCE-BOOKS.
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COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOLARSHIPS.

THE SCHOOL PULPIT.-Leaving Home. By Rev. W.J. FOXELL,M.A .
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REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

( Illustrated .)

CORRESPONDENCE :

Characteristics of Pupils in Girls' and Mixed Schools . By Prof. KARL

PEARSON , F.R.S. - The Teaching ofMathematics. By D. MACGILLIVRAY, M.A.

- Heuristic Method of Teaching Chemistry. By LIONEL M. JONES, B.Sc., and

F. CRANMER BENTLEY. - Subjects for London Matriculation Examination.

By P , - Natural History (and other) Societies. By EDWARD GARNETT.

RALPH'S SCIENCE NOTE-BOOKS. By J. H. NANCARROW, late

Headmaster, Kingston Public School of Science, and Lecturer in

Physiography and Hygiene at the Richmond School of Science.

ElementaryPhysiography. Price ls .

Advanced Physiography. Price ls.

Elementary Hygiene. ( Section 1. ) Price ls .

Elementary Hygiene. ( Section 11. ) Price 18.
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in One Volume . Price ls . 6d.

Advanced Hygiene. Price 9d .
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RALPH, HOLLAND, & CO. ,

Educational Publishers, 69 Temple Chambers, London, E.C.LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO ., LIMITED.
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MESSRS. WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS' NEW EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

Catalogues forwarded post free on application .

BLACKWOODS' ILLUSTRATED CLASSICAL TEXTS . BLACKWOODS ' SCHOOL SHAKESPEARE .

Edited by R. BRIMLEY JOHNSON.

Each Play complete, with Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. In crown 8vo

volumes, stiff paper covers, Is. i cloth , Is. 6d ..

The Merchant of Venice . Ready . The Tempest. [ Ready .

Richard II . Realy . As You Like It. Ready.

Julius Cæsar . Ready. Henry V. [ Ready.

Macbeth.

Others in preparation .

.

In the press.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE .

General Editor-H. W. AUDEN, M.A., Assistant Master at Fettes

College .

Cæsar . - Gallic War. I.-III. By J. M. HARDWICH , M.A., Rugby.
ls, 6d .

Cæsar . - Gallic War. IV. , V. By ST. J. B. WYNNE-WILLSON , M.A.

Rugby. With or without Vocab . , 1s . 6ů. Vocab , separately, 3d .

Cæsar.-- Gallic War. VI. , VII. By C. A. A. DU PONTET, M.A. ,

Harrow . ls . 6d ,

Virgil. - Georgic I. By John SARGEAUNT, M.A., Westminster. ls . 6d .

Virgil.-- Georgic IV. By J. SARGEAUNT, M.A. 1s . 6d .

Virgil. - Eneid . V., VI. By St. J. B. WYNNE-Willson , M.A. ls . 6d .

Horace . - Odes. I. , II. By John SARGEAUNT, M.A. ls . 6d.

Cicero . - In Catilinam . I.-IV. By H. W. Audex, M.A. 18. 6d .

Ovid . — Metamorphoses (Selections) . By J. H. VINCE, M.A., Brad .

field . ls , 6d.

Demosthenes. - Olynthiacs. I.-IIL . By II . SHARPLEY , M.A., Here .
ford . ls. 60 .

Homer . - Odyssey. VI . By E. E. SIKES, M.A., St. John's College,
Cambridge. 1s. 6d .

Xenophon.-- Anabasis . I. , II . By A. JAGGER, B.A. , Hymers

College, Hull. ls . 6d .

IN TILE PRESS.

Livy. XXVIII. By G. MIDDLETON , M.A., and A. Souter, M.A.

Sallust. - Jugurtha. By J. F. Smedley , M.A., Westminster.

Arrian . - I ., II. By H. W. ACDEN , M.A.

History of English Literature . By J. LOGIE ROBERTSON, M.A.

3s .

Outlines of English Literature . By the same Author . 1s, 6d .

English Verse for Junior Classes. By the same Author. Part I ..

Chancer to Coleridge. Part II . , 19th Century Poets. 1s . 6d . net each.

English Prose for Junior and Senior Classes . By the same

Author. Part I. , Malory to Johnson . Part II . , 19th Century Writers. 2s, 6d .

each .

English Drama . By the same Author. 2s. 6d .

The George Eliot Reader . By ELIZABETH LEE. With Introduction
and Portrait . 25 .

Stormonth's Dictionary . College Edition , 7s . 6d . ; School Edition , ls .

100 Stories for Composition . In Alternative Versions. ls. 3d .

Elementary Grammar and Composition . ls .

Things of Everyday . A Popular Science Reader. Illustrated. 2s .

The School Anthology of English Verse . By J. H. LOBBAX,
M.A.

[ In the press.

LATIN AND GREEK .

BLACKWOODS' ENGLISH CLASSICS .

General Editor-J. H. LOBBAN , M.A., formerly Examiner in English

in the University of Aberdeen.

Macaulay .-- Life of Johnson. By D. NICHOL SMITH , M.A. 18. 6d .

Goldsmith . — Traveller, Deserted Village, and other Poems.

By J. H. LOBBAN, M.A. ls . 6d .

Scott. - Lady of the Lake. By W. E. W. COLLINS, M.A. 1s. 6d.

Scott . - Marmion , By ALEXANDER MACKIE, M.A. ls . 6d .

Milton . - Paradise Lost, Books I.-IV. By J. LOGIE ROBERTSON,

M.A. 2s . 6d .

Cowper .- The Task , and Minor Poems. By ELIZABETH LEE.

2s, 6d .

Johnson.- Lives of Milton and Addison. By Professor J. W.

DUFF, M.A. 2s. 6d .

Carlyle. - Essay on Burns. By John DoWNIE, M.A. 2s . 6d.

Pope.- Essay on Criticism , Rape of the Lock, and other Poems.
By G. SOCTAR, M.A. , Litt.D. 28. 6d .

Hazlitt.- Essays on Poetry. By D. NICHOL SMITH , M.A. 28. 6d.

Wordsworth , Coleridge, and Keats . By A. D. INNEs, M.A. 28.6d .

Lamb. - Select Essays. By Agnes Wilson. 28. 6d.

Other Volumes to follow .

Higher Latin Unseens . By H. W. AT DEX , M.A. 28. 6d .

Higher Latin Prose . By H. W. AUDEX , M.A. 28. 6d . *** Key , 5s, net.

Lower Latin Prose . By K. P. Wilson , M.A. 2s.6d . *. * Key, 5s, net .

Lower Latin Unseens . By W. LOBBAN , M.A. 2s .

First Latin Sentences and Prose. By K. P. WILSON ,M.A. 2s.6d .

Tales of Ancient Thessaly . By J. W. E. PEARCE , M.A. ls.

Higher Greek Unseens . By H. W. ArDEX , M.A. 28. 6d .

Higher Greek Prose . By H. W. AT DEN, M.A. 2s.6d . ** Key, 5s , net.

Greek Prose Phrase Book . By H. W' . AUDEX , M.A. Interleaved .

3s, 6d .

Greek Test Papers . By JAMES MOIR, Litt.D. , LL.D. 2s.6d.

Key , 5s , net.

Lower Greek Prose . By K. P. W'usox , M.A. 2s.6d . Key , 5s. net .

Greek Accidence . By T. C. WEATHERHEAD , M.A. Is. 60.

Adopted by the London School Board .

MODERN LANGUAGES .

Historical Reader of Early French . By Prof. H. A. STRONG ,

and L. D. BARNETT , M.A., Litt.D. 3s.

All French Verbs in Twelve Hours (except Defective Verbs ) .

By A. J. WYATT. 1s .

French Test Papers . For Civil Service and University Students. By
EMILE B. LE FRANCOIS. 2s.

The Tutorial Handbook of French Composition . By

ALFRED MERCIER , L , es L. 3s, 6d .

The Children's Guide to the French Language . By

ANNIE G. FERRIER. 1s .

ProgressiveGerman Composition . With Copious Notes and

Idioms, and FIRST INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN PHILOLOGY. By
Louis LU BOVICS. 3s , 6d . Also in Two Parts: Composition , 2s. 6d . ;

Philology , Is . 60 . key to Composition , 5s, net .

Lower Grade German . By the same Author. 28. 6d .

A Compendious German Reader. By G. B. BEAK , M.A. 2s.6d .

A History of German Literature . By J. G. ROBERTSON, Ph.D.

[ Immediately.
A Spanish Grammar. With a Copious General Vocabulary (Spanish .

English ). By WILLIAM A. KESSEN. 3s. 6d .

BLACKWOODS' LITERATURE READERS .

Edited by JOHN ADAMS, M.A., B.Sc. , F.C.P. , Rector, U.F. Church

Training College, Glasgow .

Bk, I. , ls.; Bk. II. , 1s. 4d . ; Bk. III. , Is. 6d . ; Bk. IV ., 18, 6d .

Adopted by the London School Board .

Blackwoods' Simplex Civil Service Copy Books. By John T.

PEARCE, B.A. , Leith Academy. In 8 Books. 2d. each .

The Universal Writing Books. No. 1. No. 2. 20. each.

The Teacher's Guide to Writing . By John T. PEARCE, B.A. 6d .

Arithmetic. By A. V. LOTHIAN , M.A. , B.Sc. With Answers, 3s. 6d .

Modern Geometry of the Point, Straight Line, and
Circle . An Elementary Treatise. By J. A. THIRD , M.A, 3s,

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, 45 George Street, Edinburgh ; and 37 Paternoster Row , London, E.C.
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High-Class Dual Desks.
No. 130 .

WITH ENCLOSED BOOKSHELF.

IMPORTANT NOTICE ,

TEXT-BOOKS FOR HIGHER SCHOOLS.

Edited by Rev. C. S. DAWE, late of St. Mark's College, Chelsea.

These books are specially prepared for the Oxford and Cambridge

Preliminary and Junior Local Examinations, and Candidates for Minor

Scholarships, &c. The Series consists of the following books :

ARITHMETIC .
1
Small amount of Theory, large amount of Practice . Worked-out ex

amples for each step. Prominence given to the Metric System .

Laboratory Exercises in a Special Section .

GEOGRAPHY .

Physical facts made the basis of Political. Commercial aspects kept

constantly in view. British Empire fully treated.

Many Coloured Maps and Diagrams.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR .

Examples made the basis of instruction . Analysis introduced early.

Aids to correct speaking a prominent feature. Plenty of scope

given for “ practice.”

ENGLISH HISTORY.

Contains landmarks of our national history. More than usual attention

given to last three centuries . The Growth and Greatness of the

Empire specially considered .

PUBLISHED AT ONE SHILLING EACH.

The Schoolmaster says : " We can speak well of all. Each book will be found just

the kind to place in the hands of pupils beginning a systematic course of study in

these subjects. The Arithmetic strikes us as being especially good ; in fact , the

| writer of this review has decided to introduce it into his own school. We feel com

pelled to add a word of commendation to the publishers, who have produced the
books in a most pleasant and serviceable form .'

Specimens and particulars sent free to Head Teachers .

In oak 288. 6d. each. Pitch Pine 24s . 6d. each ,

Price including Staining and Varnishing .

Length , 3 feet 6 inches . Heights, 32 inches and 30 inches .

Width of Top, 16 inches . Seat, 104 inches.

Floor space, 2 feet 8 inches.

The advantages claimed for this Desk are

( 1 ) Durability and finish .

(2 ) Standards strong but light .

( 3) Tilting seat .

( 4) Hollowed seat and curved back for comfort.

The Educational Supply Association ,

42 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON .

RUDDIMAN JOHNSTON & CO . , LTD. ,,

52 HATTON WALL, LONDON,

Publishers of

WALL MAPS, ATLASES, DIAGRAMS, AND PRINTS.

The Publications of RUDDIMAN JOHNSTON & Co. have secured a world -wide reputation

for accuracy, and are all up to date.

Political and Physical Wall Maps.

With Names or without Names. Size, 53 inches by 46 inches . Price 128. each.

A great feature in the Series of Maps published by RUDDIMAN JOHNSTON & Co. is the large number of Test Maps for Class Teachiny .

Human Anatomy and Physiology.
Four Sheets. Size, 53 inches by 46 inches. Price 12s. each .

Premier Sixpenny Atlas.

Containing 47 full pages of Coloured Maps. Size, 9 } by 7 } inches.

VIRTUALLY A SHILLING ATLAS PUBLISHED AT 6d.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS POST FREE ON APPLICATION TO

RUDDIMAN JOHNSTON & CO., LIMITED, 52 HATTON WALL, LONDON .

London : Printed by C. F. HODGSON & Son , 2 Newton Street, High Holborn , W.C.; and Published by Francis HODGSON , 89 Farringdon Street , E.C.
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AND

Journal of the College of Preceptors.
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| Price to Non -Members, 6d.

| By Post, 7d .

COLLEGE OF SPRECEPTORS.- COLLEGE

COLLEGE OF

T Et :

College for the bespection and Examination ofPublic LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC . CNRLERS'CU TUTORIAL COLLEGE.

OF PRECEPTORS . MEDICAL SCHOOLS.

Square , W.C. ) ( Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ) CHARING CROSS HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL.

The next Monthly Evening Meeting of the Members ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL.

will take place on Wednesday, the 19th of February, ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL AND

when H. Ć. BOWEN , Esq ., M.I., will read a Paper on
LECTURES FOR TEACHERS.

COLLEGE.

“ Histories of Literature, and their use in the earlier The First Course of Lectures ( Thirtieth Annual KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITALMEDICAL SCHOOL .

stages of literary study.'
Series), by JAMES SULLY, M.A. , LL.D., Grote Professor GUY'S HOSPITAL.

The Chair will be taken at 7.30 p.m., and a discussion of the Philosophy of Mind and Logic in University LONDON HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.

will follow the reading of the Paper. College, London , on “ Intellectual Education ,” will DENTAL HOSPITAL OF LONDON MEDICAL

Members have the privilege of introducing their commence on Thursday, February 20th , at 7 p.m.
SCHOOL

friends , ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL .

C. R. HODGSON , B.A., Secretary.
For Syllabus, see p . 84 .

A Doreck Scholarship , of the value of £ 20, will be ( For particulars of the above, see following pages.)

awarded at the Diploma Examination at Christmas

next , to the Candidate who, having attended two courses

PRECEPTORS. of the Training Class Lectures during the preceding TRAINING COLLEGES, &c .

EXAMINATIONS, 1902. twelve months, and having passed the full examination
for a College Diploma, stands first in the examination in UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF WALES, ABERYST

1. DIPLOMAS. - The next Examination of Teachers Theory and Practice of Education.
WYTH - TRAINING DEPARTMENT.

for the Diplomas of the College will commence on the The Fee for the Course is Half- a -Guinea . BEDFORD COLLEGE, LONDON .

8th of July , 1902.- At the Midsummer Exainination , The Lectures will be delivered on Thursday Evenings CAMBRIDGE TRAINING COLLEGE.

persons who have previously passed in Theory and Prac- at 7 o'clock , at the College, Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ST. GEORGE'S TRAINING COLLEGE.

tice of Education at the Diploma Examination may be Members of the College have Free Admission to this UNIVERSITY DAY TRAINING COLLEGE,

examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach . Course.
OXFORD.

C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary.
2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS. - The Mid

AYSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLEGE.

summer Examination for Certificates will commence on
FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE .

the 1st of July , 1902 . UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN . (For particulars of the above, see following pages. )
3. LOWER FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The

Midsummer Examination will commence on the 1st of THE UNIVERSITY OF ST.

July, 1902 . OTHER COLLEGES, &o.

to WOMEN .
4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA

TIONS . - These Examinations are held in March and

60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad . UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF NORTH WALES.

FO

September. The next Examination will commence on
Prospectus, apply to ti CRETARY, L.L.A.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, BRISTOL .

the 4th of March , 1902.
Scheme, The University , St. Andrews, N.B.

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON .

OWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.
5. INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF WESTFIELD COLLEGE, .

SCHOOLS. - are by the

and Private
.)

UNIVERSITY EXAM . POSTAL INSTITUTION .

PRIZES. GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET , LONDON , W.
BURLINGTON CLASSES .

Diploma Eramination .-- The following Prizes will be Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS. ( For particulars of the above , see following pages. )

offered for competition : -- Theory and Practice of Edu

cation , £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ) , £5 ; Mathe- Dr. F. J. KARN , Mus. Bac. Cantab ., Principal.

matics, £5 ; Natural Science , £5. The Doreck Scholar G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES , Esq . , Director of Examinations.
ship of £ 20 will be awarded on the results of the Christ. FREE

mas Examination . EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,

SINGING, THEORY, and all branches of Music will

Certificate Examination . - Prizes will be awarded as
be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula. April,when certificates willbe granted to all successfultions :--

FirstClass.-- Four Prizesfor General Proficiency : candidates. The last dayfor entry is March15.
AND

two each for Classics, Mathematics, Modern Lan
The HigherExaminations in Practical and Theoretical

guages, NaturalSciences,and English subjects ; one
Music for Diplomas of Associate ( A.L.C.M.), Licentiate
(L.L.C.M.) , the Teachers' Diploma ( L.C.M.), and

for Scripture History.
Fellowship (F.L.C.M.), take place in July (June for

DIRECTORY
Second Class.-Four Prizes for General Pro .

Scotland and Ireland ) and December.
ficiency .

Third Class. - Four Prizes for General Proficiency. SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of ( 1 ) The
CONTAINING

Two Medals will also be awarded to the best Candi
Teachers' Diploma ( L.C.M.), (2 ) The new Cumulative

Certificate,and(3) Four Exhibitions value £6. 6s. each, List of Text-Books for 1902 and 1903,dates in Shorthand .
may be had of the SECRETARY .

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be In the Educational Department students are received

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College, and thoroughly trained under the best professors at

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. moderate fees. Day and Evening Classes are held .

A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special
C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary . Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter,

August, and Christmas.

T. WEEKES HOLMES , Secretary.
AND

. The COLLEGE of Diploma Correspondence College. Full Solutions by Tutors of

PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination for Certi.

ficates recognized by the Board of Education , the
Incorporated Law Society,the General Medical Council. A HIGH -CLASS CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION.

the Royal College of Physicians of London , the Royal

College of Surgeons of England, the Royal College of
Specially arranged Courses for

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of

6th of March , 1902 .

The Examination will take place in London, and at

the following Local Centres : - Birmingham , Bristol ,
AND

Leeds , Liverpool.
The above, and Guides to the Higher Examinations

Examination Fee, 25s . POST FREE on application to

Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors,
THE SECRETARY

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. Full particulars on application to the Principal
( Univ . Corr . Coll. London Office),

C. R. HODGSON, B.A., Secretary. Dr. KNIPE, Dip. Corr. Coll . , Fishponds, Bristol . 32 Red Lion Square Holborn , W.C.

MATRICULATION GUIDE

1

Papers set at London University,

January, 1902,

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY

University Correspondence

College.
Great Britain,and other bodies, on the 4th, 5th, and MATRICULATION

A.C.P.
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ST.T. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL CHARING CROSS HOSPITAL Guy's

THE

THI

HOSPITAL MEDICAL

MEDICAL SCHOOL , MEDICAL SCHOOL.
SCHOOL.

ALBERT EMBANKMENT', LONDON , S.E.
The Livingstone Scholarship ( 100 guineas ), the

Huxley Scholarship (55 guineus), and six other Entrance

A SCHOOL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON. Scholarships, total value £ 550. are awarded analy .

ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS in Natural Science
Two Scholarships of the value of 60 guineas enchare

are awarded at the beginning of each Winter Session .
reserved for Students of Oxford , Cambridge, or London The SUMMER SESSION will begin on May 1st, 1902.

Universities,
Subjects : Chemistry, Physics, and either Botany,

Zoology, or Physiology.
Students who join in Summer have the sameprivileges

The HOSPITAL contains more than 500 beds. as regards Scholarships, &c. , us Students joining in
October of the same year.

The SCHOOL BUILDINGS comprise lecture

, adapted
FEES.- For the five years' curriculum of study re- ( Students who have recently passed the College of

for themodern teaching of Students in all the subjects quired bythe various Examining Bodiesand for Hospital Preceptors Examination are advised to enter forthwith
,

of the medical curriculum .
instalments.

to prepare for the Conjoint Examinations in July next . )
An Athletic Ground , a Gymnasium , and Club Rooms

are provided.
The composition fee for sons of registered medical

For the Prospectus, containing full particulars as to practitioners is 100 guineas , and the fee by instalments, The Hospital contains 644 Beds, of which 554 are in

fres, course of study advised , & c ., and for any informa
110 guineas in five payments.

constant occupation .

tion as to entering the Medical Profession , apply per .
The composition fee for Dental Students is 54 guineas ,

sonally or by letter to Mr. RENDLE,Medical Secretary or 60 guineas payable in two instalments of 30 guineas
each . ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS.- Five Scholarships

H. G. TURNEY, M.A., M.D. Oxon ., Dean . A proportionate reduction of the above Fees is made I will be competed for in September, 1902 – Two in Arts

to Students who have completed part of the curriculum of the value of £ 100 and £ 50 , and Three in Science of

LONDON HOSPITAL elsewhere.

MEDICAL COLLEGE.
CILARING ( 'Ross Hospital is within three minutes' | the value of £ 150, £60 , and £ 50. Students who enter in

The Hospital is the largest general hospital in the walkotthe DentalHospitalof London,and the hours of May, if otherwise eligible , are able to compete.
Lectures are

kingdom , and contains nearly 800 beds . General and Dental Students,

Appointments : - Sixty qualified resident appoint- The Hospital and School are situated within two
APPOINTMENTS . - Hospital appointments are made

ments are made annually. Dressers, clinicaland post minutes of both Charing Cross Stations,and the Athletic strictly in accordance with the merits of the candidates.

mortem clerks, and maternity assistants are appointed Ground at Eltham can be reached within half an hour and without extra payment.

every three months. Allappointments are free. Holders from Charing Cross.

of resident appointments are also provided free board. THE SCHOOL PROSPECTUS, containing

SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES, Entrance Scholarships, full information concerning DENTAL SCHOOL. - A recognized Dental School is
the classes,

value £ 120,£ 60, £60, £35.£30 . and £20,will be offered prizes, and all other arrangements connected attached to the Hospital,which affords to Students all
for competition at the end of September. Numerous with the Medical School, will be sent on the instruction required for a Licence in Dental Surgery :
Scholarships and Prizes are given annually .

application to the Dean, Chandos Street,
FEES. – 120 guineas in one payment, or 130 guineas by Strand ,WC.

instalments, A reduction of 15 guineas is allowed to
HERBERT F. WATERHOUSE , Dean . PRIZES AND SCHOLARSHIPS are awarded to

the sons ofmembers of the profession.
Students in their various years , amounting in the

The Students' Clubs Union . embracing all the

Scientific, Social, and Athletic Clubs , is available to
THE ROYAL DENTAL HOSPITAL aggregate to more than £ 650 .

all Students. The Clubs Union Ground is at Lower OF LONDON MEDICAL SCHOOL ,

Edinonton . LEICESTER SQUARE. RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE . - The Residential College

SPECIAL CLASSES. The new Hospital and School are now open .
Special Classes are held in the subjects required for

accommodates about 50 students in addition to the Resi.
Students are received for the full Dental portionof dent Staff of the Hospital. It contains a large Dining

the PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC M.B. (London ) the curriculum , including the three years ( or any

EXAMINATION . shorter period ) of teaching in Dental Mechanics. Hall , Reading Room , Library, and Gymnasium for the

Botany and Zoology. - By P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A. The Surgical portion of the curriculum can be received use of the Students' Club .
Oxon . , F.Z.S. at any General Hospital.

Chemistry and Physics.- By Hugh Candy, B.A. , LECTURES.

B.Sc. Lond .

Fee for the whole course , 10 guineas.
| Dental Anatomy and Physiology (Human and Com

For Prospectus, particulars of the Scholarships, and

parative) - CHARLES S. TOMES, F.R.S., M.A.Oxon., further information , apply to the Dean , Dr.J. FAWCETT,
These Classes are not contined to Students of the

F.R.C.S., L.D.S., on Tuesdays and Thursdays at Guy's Hospital, London Bridge , S.E.
Hospital.

Students who have recently passed the Matriculation
5.30 p.m. (Summer ). (Demonstrator - A . HOPEWELL

SMITH , L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., L.D.S.)
or other preliminary Examination can enter at once .

For further information apply, personally or by letter,
Dental Surgery and Pathology - W. B. PATERSON, T. MARY'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL

F.R.C.S., L.D.S., on Tuesdays and Fridays, at 5.30
to SCHOOL ,

Mile End , E. MUNRO SCOTT, Warden .

p.m. (Summer ) .

Mechanical Dentistry - E .LLOYD -WILLIAMS, L.R.C.P., PADDINGTON , W.

M.R.C.S., L.D.S. L.S.A., onWednesdaysat 5.30 p.m. The SUMMER SESSION will commence on Mar ist ,

ING'S COLLEGE, LONDON , and (Winter). ( Demonstrator - Mr. W. F. FLOTE .)
1902. Students entering at this time are eligible to

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL . Metallurgy and its Application to Dental Purposes- compete for the Entrance Scholarships in September.
Dr. FORSTER MORLEY, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S., on

SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES.
1902.

Thursdays at 5.30 p.m. (Winter ) . (Demonstrator The MEDICAL SCHOOL is in close proximity to
At Entrance £ 500 is awarded annually , of which PERCY RICHARDS, F.I.C. , F.C.S.)

Paddington Station (G.W.R.), Marylebone (G.C.R.),
£ 150 is for subjects of Divinity, Classics, and Mathe.
matics, £220 is for subjects of Science and Mathematics, demonstrations at stated hours.

During the Sessions the Surgeons of the day will give Edgware Road and Praed Street(Metropolitan and
District ) , and Lancaster Gate (C.L.R.) .£ 130 is for subjects of Science,

Two Scholarships are exclusively open to l'niversity is open.
The House Surgeons attend daily while the Hospital The HOSPITAL affords every facility for clinical

work in all branches of Medicine and Surgery, and in
candidates.

The Saunders and Walker Scholarships, of £ 20 per the various Special Departments,
In addition to the above Entrance Scholarships, a

annum euch , and Prizes are open for competition .
special feature of the curriculum is the large sum

Fee for two years ' Hospital Practice required by the
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .

expended annually in Scholarships and Prizes- £ 300 curriculum , including Lectures, £ 50 in one payment, or The Medical School , as one of the Schools of the

is thus awarded annually and which are open to those 50 guineas in two yearly instalments. The curriculum University of London , provides complete courses of

who do not obtain Scholarships at entrance.

Over and above the usual course of instruction , asat The fee for this is about £ 55 . Both Hospitals can be and Final M.B. Examinations of the University.
requires two years to be passed at a General Hospital. instruction for the Preliminary Scientific , Intermediate,

other Hospitals, for the Qualifying. Diploma of the uttended simultaneously.

Conjoint Board and British Universities, special classes The fee for three years' Tuition in Mechanical SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES.

have been established for the Matriculation Examina- Dentistry is 150 guineas.

tion of London University, for the Primary F.R.C.S.
Open Scholarships in Natural Science. One of £145 .

The Calendar and further particulars will be sent on

(Eng.), and for the Final F.R.C.S. (Eng.), and higher application to
two of £78. 158. , and one of £52. 10s. are coinpeted for

MORTON SMALE , Dean . annually in September,
Surgical Degrees of the various Universities. Tutorial

Classes in Medicine, Surgery, and Obstetrics supplement
University Scholarships. – Two of £63 (open to

the clinical teaching and lectures in these subjects.
T. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL students from Oxford and Cambridge) are awarded

At the College special Laboratories of Neuropathology, AND COLLEGE.
annually in September, the subjects of the Examination

Bacteriology, and Surgical Pathology are available for The SUMMER SESSION willbegin on May 1st , 1902. being Physiologyand Histology , and either Anatomyor

study and research.
FIVE ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS and EXHIB: Chemistry, at the option of the candidate .

The Special Departments of the Hospital afford a ITIONS are offered for competition on September 22nd
General Proficiency Scholarships. - Four of these ,

value £ 20 each , are awarded annually in accordance
unique opportunity of instruction in Diseases of the and following days, viz . : Two of the value of £75, one

with the aggrepute results of the Sessional Examinations

Eye, Ear, Throat, and Skin , in Diseases of Women and of the value of £ 150 . one of the value of £50 , and one

of Children, and in Dental Surgery .
£ 20 : and Students who enter in Mayare eligible. Other in the severalcourses.

The Dean may be interviewed daily during term -time Scholarships and Prizes, including the Lawrence, ship in Pathology and Bacteriology ( £ 25), Gold Medal
Special Scholarships and Prizes . - Kerslake Scholar

between 12 and 1 p.m. at the College. Brackenbury, Kirkes, and Matthews Duncan Scholar

The Prospectusand further information may be ships in Medicine, Midwifery,and Surgery,are awarded in ClinicalMedicine .(£ 20),Meadows Prize in Obstetrics.
obtainedbyletter from theSECRETARY,King's College, annually. Thetotalvalue of Scholarships andPrizes Special Prizes in Ophthalmology and Dermatology, in

Strand , W.C. awarded is over £ 800 per annum .
addition to upwards of 30 Sessional Prizes, are awarded

A RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE is provided so as to
annually.

SPECIAL TUITION . Special Tuition is provided

Hospital walls .
for the various Examinations of the Universities of

AND

FACULTY OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS out additionalfees.

All the APPOINTMENTS are open to students with Oxford, Cambridge , and London , and for the Fellowship

of the Royal College of Surgeons, without additional fees.

OF GLASGOW .
Special Laboratories and other arrangements have For Calendar of the Medical School and further par.

copies ofRegulations for the Triple Qualification of beenprovided to give the necessary additional instrue; ticulars, apply to the Dean, Dr. H. A.CALEY, orto
this Board (L.R.C.S.E., L.R.C.P.E.,andL.F.P. & S.G.), tion required by the new regulations,and the courses of Mr. B. E.MATTHEWS, School Secretary .
containing dates of Professional Examinations for year study have been so arranged that students may with

1901-1902, Curriculum , & c ., may be had on application advantage begin in the Sunmer Session .
to JAMES ROBERTSON, Solicitor, 54 George Square,

CON.
Special Classes are held for the Preliminary Scientific

Edinburgh , Inspector and Treasurer for Edinburgh ; or and all the other Examinations for the M.B. and M.D. VERSATION in Home of Family of Swiss Gentle

from ALEXANDER DUNCAN, B.A., LL.D., Faculty Hall, (London ) . people recommended by English ladies. Comfortable

242 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow , Inspector and Treasurer For particulars apply to Dr. CALVERT, Warden of the Rooms, good Cooking. Beautiful University town and

for Glasgow . In applying for copies, please state the College, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C. good climate. - CLOTHIE, La Clairière, Route de Front

date of commencement of medical study. Handbook forwarded on application . I enex, Geneva .

ST .

K ,

ST .

ROYAL COLLEGES OFSURGEONS Hordt tweets the advantage of living within the

FRENCH . AND GERMAN
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9

THE

BURLINGTON

CLASSES.

27 Chancery Lane, London .

Principal:Mr.J. CHARLESTON, B.A.

*

!

FOR

MATRICULATION ,

64 pages .

University Tutorial College. CARLYON COLLEGE

55 AND 56 CHANCERY LANE.

Principal: WILLIAM BRIGCS, M.A. , LL.D., F.R.A.S.

LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS .

Vice -Principal: JOHN BRICCS, M.A. , F.Z.S.
LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER. ARTS and

SCIENCE , B.A. , and B.Sc. Classes for 1902. Day and

Evening Classes ( small) . New term January 27. Vaca

tion Tuition and Classes,

Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

Preliminaries, Scholarship Examinations,

Oxford and Cambridge, R.U.I. , &c.

Papers Corrected for Schools.

Private tuition for all Examinations.

( Honours , Oxon.; and Lond . ).
Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.

TUTORS.
KERIX , B.A. Lond ., First of First Class Classical

Morning, Afternoon, and Evening The Staff includesGraduates of London , Oxford , Honours, Editor of “ Phædo,” “ Pro Plancio,” & c .

Cambridge, and Royal Universities, Science Medallists, SUCCESSES.

Classes and Specialists.
1892-1901. -- London Matric ., 80 ; Inter. Arts , Sc ., and

PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE 1891-1901, 63,6 in Hons.; manyotherSuccesses. Scholar
Prel. Sci., 93, 6 in Hons . , B.Sc. , 1896-1899, 11 ; B.A.,

MATRICULATION . FOR ships, R.U.I., Indian Civil , Oxford and Cambridge, &c .

THE MORNING CLASS is divided into Two Sections, B.A. LONDON, 1899 - 1901 , 28 succes sful.

Mathematical and Classical, so that students may M.A. , 3 ( 1898, 1899 , 1901 ) .

specialize on their weaker side. Fee for the whole

course in all subjects, extending to the date of B.A., B.Sc.

examination , £ 15. 13s .
( London Univ ., Royal Univ ., Dublin Univ . ), FREE.

A SPECIAL MATRICULATION CLASS FOR LADIES is held

daily from 10.30 a.m , to 1 p.m. Fee £ 11 . Ils . L.L.A ,
PROFESSOR DENNEY ANDAN AFTERNOON CLASS is also held . Fee £11 . Ils .

( Degree for Ladies, St. Andrews),
Separate Subjects may be taken up in the Afternoon

MR. LYDDON-ROBERTS,
Class, Fee £3 . 3s . per subject. A.C.P., L.C.P., F.C.P. ,

AN EVENING CLASS meets three evenings per week from Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,

6.30 to 9.30 p.m. Fee £5. 15s . 6d . OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE
have, through the courtesy of the College of

MORNING AND EVENING CLASSES are also held for the LOCALS. Preceptors, issued the following
January, 1903 , Examination .

On a thoroughly individual system , which

ensures the closest attention to the needs of each FREE GUIDES .
DURING THE LAST SESSION candidate. Full corrections of papers , with time-saving

notes, criticisms, summaries , model answers, and solu

99 tions. 1. A.C.P.

Single subjects may be taken- Latin , Greek , 2. L.C.P. 76
Students of University Tutorial College Passed French, German , Italian , . Mathematics, Mechanics,

Physics, Chemistry, Logic , Psychology, Political Eco
3. F.C.P.

London Matriculation .
75

nomy, &c.

And have also published the following Guides.

FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &C. ,
4. SCHOLARSHIP . 80

All communications should be addressed to Address - Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. ,

5. CERTIFICATE. 40

THE VICE -PRINCIPAL, University Tutorial College,
BURLINGTON CLASSES,

Red Lion Square , Holborn , W.C.
27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON . These Guides are supplied gratis to all who men .

tion this paper and state they intend sitting for

examination .

ASSOCIATED OF Those applying for L.C.P. or F.C.P. Guide must

Classes, or Private Lessons in all Subjects for all give date of passing A.C.P.or L.C.P. Those apply.

Examinations, & c ., at moderate fees. Correspondence ROYAL COLLEGE OF MUSIC FOR LOCAL ing for a Certificate Guide should state year of

courses arranged to suit needs of individual pupils. EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC . passing the King's Scholarship and number on the

Many recent successes. - F.J. BORLAND , L.C.P. ( Science

and Math. Prizeman ), Victoria College, 87 Buckinghain
Patron--His MAJESTY THE Kixg .

Palace Road , S.W., and Stalheim , Brunswick Road ,
LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIOSS . 1902 , NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,

Sutton, Surrey . Schools visited and Examinations con

ducted . Will be held in March and April, 1902 . For particulars 47 MELFORD ROAD, East DrLWICH, S.E. , and

see Syllabus A.
110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON , S.E.

SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, 1902,
PROFESSIONAL PRELIM . EXAMS.-Mr.A.W.

BAIX , B.A. (Lond.) , Inter. B.Sc. ( Lond .), F.C.S., Anglo. Will be held in March and April, June and July, and Just Published . Price 5s. net.

Saxon and Early English Text Society's Prizeman ( Univ . October and December, 1902. For particulars see

Coll . , Lond . ) , Silver Medallist and Exhibitioner in Syllabus B. A NEW PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH GRAMMAR
Cheinistry ( Univ. Coll., Lond .), Honours in Theoretical The Board offers for competition annually Six Exhibi.

and Practical Chemistry ( S.K.), & c., holds Classes for tions , tenable for two years , at the Royal Academy of AND COMMERCIAL HANDBOOK .
these and other Examinations, at 207 Gray's Inn Road, Music or the Royal College of Music.

London . Coaching in Science and Higher Mathematics, Copies of Syllabus A and B will be sent post free on Concise and complete with every detail of grammatical

&c . , for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition . 12 application to the Secretary . precision . In Six Parts. Comprising Grammar, Com

Tears' successes . Theory papers set in 1896 , 1897 , 1898 , 1899 , and 1900 inercial Terms, Correspondence, Dictionary of Phrases

can be obtained on application . Price 3d . per set,per and Abbreviations,Exercises, Idioms, and Questions.
JAMES MUIR , Secretary.

Meets a long felt want .

ESCE. - College of Preceptors' Examinations 32 Maddox Street, London , W. By Joux C. MASCARENHAS, F.C.S., & c. (Royal Porti

specialized .
guese Academy ) , Professor and Examiner in Portuguese,

Vacancy for Student for A.C.P. at half. 1 Telegraphic address : “ Associa, London .”
& c . Copies may be had of the Author by remitting 5s.

fees . Prospectus from E. ROBINSON , A.C.P., Brinklow
( post free ) to 21 Rutland Rond , Upton Park, London :

Lodge , Brinklow , Coventry .
IRKBECK INSTITUTION, or of the Publishers, HIRSCHFELD BROS., 13 Furnival

Street, E.C.

, & c.

Miss SPENCER HARRY, Principal of West
Norwood Gymnasiun, is open to additional engine Principal - G . ARMITAGE -SMITH , M.A. HARBUTT'S

ments, visiting in London or vicinity : -41 Bintield

Roud , Clapham , S.W.
PL A S T I CIN EDAY AND EVENING CLASSES.

CORRESPONDENCE

list .

and

seur,post free.

GYMNASTICS , HOCKEY,
BIBKR ECKIGS,UNSCERETUT, ...

,
POR

prociment and VOICEERK,AISTAMGERERS. Applytours

Zulu , and Native Languages are held at King's SCHOOL-MODELLING
New Term commenced 2nd January, 1902.

College , London, Strand , W.C. Apply to the SECRE
Can be obtained from all School Furnishers,

TARY .

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.- Complete Courses for Free Samples.

THE " NOTABILIA " SERIES. all the Examinations for the Arts and Science Degrees.

WY. HARBUTT, A.R.C.A., Bathampton , Bath.
SCIENCE CLASSES in every Branch , with Practical

Expressly designed to economize the time and labour of work . Well- equipped Laboratories for Chemistry,

TRAINING for SPEAKERS,Students preparing for Examinations.
and Metallurgy.

By WALTER BLANCHARD, L.C.P., F.R.G.S.,
LECTURES on Political Economy, Commercial Geo- of " 'The Speaking Voice ,” &c.EMIT BEHNKE , 18 Earl's Court Square, London , Author

Principal of the Intermediate School, Lancaster.
graphy, Commercial and Common Law, Bankruptcy,

( 1 ) " NOTABILIA OF ENGLISH HISTORY. ”
Equity and Conveyancing, Logic, Psychology , and " Pre -eminent success ." -- Times .

29th Thousand , with Addenda . Price ls.
Ethics. English , French , and German Literature . Mrs. Behnke is well known as a most excellent

( 2 ) " TOPOGRAPHICAL GEOGRAPHY."
CLASSES in Classics, Modern Languages ( including

teacher upon thoroughly philosophical principles."'

12th Thousand , with Index . Price ls . Lancet.

Russian ) , English and Commercial Subjects, and for
“ STAMMERING ," ls . , post free .( 3 ) COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY." Price 1s . Civil Service.

44) “ PATTERN LOGIC " ( Euclid , Book I. ) . Price6d . SCHOOL OF ART. - Drawing, Painting, Designing , and Scholastic Professions will shortly be resumeul.
The Classes for the Clergy and Members of the Legal

Modelling, Life Classes, Wood Carving, &c .
Special Classes, by request of medical men , for Respin

T. MORBY, 3 Ludgate Circus Buildings , E.C. Prospectus free. Calendar, 6d . ( by post, 8d . ) . tory Drill and Chest Expansion.
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COLLEGE Ꮯ COLLEGE,

NORTH WALES, BANGOR . BRISTOL.

(A Constituent College of the University of Wales .)
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ), DEPARTMENTS ,

Principal - H . R. REICHEL, M.A.
YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET , W. CHEMISTRY BIOLOGY MODERN LANGUAGES

The Session began on October 1st , 1901. The College The Half-Term begins on Thursday, February 20th .
MATILEMATICS HISTORY AND ORIENTAL LANGUAGES

PHYSICS

Courses are arranged with reference to the degrees The College provides instinction for students pre LITERATURE INTERNATIONAL LAW

ENGINEERING CLASSICS MEDICINEof the University of Wales and include most of the paring for the University of London Degrees in Arts,
GEOLOGY

Subjects for the B.A. and B.Sc. degrees of the London Science, and Preliminary Medicine : also instruction in
University. Students may pursue their first year of subjects of General Elincation. There is a Training Sessional Courses are organized for the Matricula

medicalstudy at the College. There are specialdepart. Department for Teachers, a Hygiene Department, and tion , Preliminary Scientific, Intermediate Arts, and
ments for Agriculture and Electrical Engineering, a an Art School. Intermediate Science Examinations of the University

Day Training Department for men and women , and Students can reside in the College. of London , and for the B.A. and B.Sc. Degree work ,

a Department for the Training of Teachers in Secondary Enunnce Scholarships , Composition fee for each of the above Courses

Schools. One Courtauld Scholarship in Arts, annual value £ 13 . 13s . PER SESSION.

Sessional Fee forordinary Arts Course, £11 . ls.; ditto £31 . 10. , tenable for three years : Registration tee 1 guinen.

for Intermediate Science or Medical Course, £ 15. 15s . One Pieiffer Scholarship in Science , annual value Complete Three Years' Courses are arranged for Civil,

The cost of living in lodgings in Bangor avenges froin £48 , tenable for three years ; Mining, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering , and
£ 20 to £ 30 for the Session . The new Hall of Residence Will be awariles on the results of the Examination to Courses for Students intending to become Architects

for Women Students in Upper Bangor -- fee £ 31 . 10s . for be held in June. and Surveyors .

the session- is now open, Particulars on application to the PRINCIPAL. Special Day and Evening Courses in all Departments

At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (held in are given by the Professors and Lecturers,

September ), more than twenty Scholarships and Ex

hibitions, ranging in value from £40 to £ 10 , will be

A Lady has been appointed as Tutor to the Women
EDFORD COLLEGECOLLEGE FOR Students.

open for competition. One half the total annount offered WOMEN For full information see Prospectus, which will be

is reserved for Welsh candidates. (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ), forwarded free on application .

For further information id copies of the various
YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET , W. JAMES RAFTER , Secretary.

Prospectuses, apply to

JOHN EDWARD LLOYD , M.A.,
DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

IN TEACHING . COLLEGE,
Secretary and Registrar. i

VICTORIA

Head of the DepartmentMiss HANXAJI
UNIVERSITY , MANCHESTER .

ROBERTSON, B.A. PROSPECTUSES for the Session 1901 1902 will be
COLLEGE OF

The Course includes full preparution for the Exami- forwarded on application :

WALES, ABERYSTWYTH . nations for the Teaching Diplomas granted by the 1. DEPARTMENT OF ARTS, SCIENCE , AND
Universities of London and Cambridge, held annually LAW , including DEPARTMENT FOR WOMEX.

(One of the constituentColleges of the University
in December.

of Wales .)
2. DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE .

1 Course of Saturday Morning Lectures for Teachers 3. EVENING AND POPULAR COURSES,

TRAINING DEPARTMENT FOR SECONDARY on School Hygiene began January 18th .

TEACHERS, MEN AND WOMEN . Special Prospectus can also be obtained of -

4. DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING .
Professor of the Theory, Practice, and History of O ME AND COLONIAL

5. DEPARTMENT OF LAW .
Education -- FOSTER WATSON , M.A. Lond .

SCHOOL SOCIETY. 6. DENTAL DEPARTMENT.

Assistant- Lecturers Miss C. P. TREMAIN , B.A. ( Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes 7. PHARMACEUTICAL DEPARTMENT.

Wales ; D. R. HARRIS , B.A. Cantab, and Lond . with the National Froebel Union .) 8. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH ; and

9. FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS, EXHIBI
Preparation for (a ) the Degrees in Arts and Science TRAINING COLLEGE FOR SECONDARY

TIONS , and PRIZES.

of the University of Wales, the curriculum for which TEACHERS.

includes the Theory and History of Education as an
Also SYLLABUSES FOR COMMERCIAL EDICA

HIGH BURY HILL HOUSE , LONDON, N. TION AND HIGHER CIVIL SERVICE INSTRIC .optional subject in the third year ; ( b ) Cambridge

Teachers' Certificate, Theory and Practice : ( c ) London Principal - The Rev. DAVID J. THOMAS, M.A.
TION.

University Teachers ' Diploma ; ( d ) College of Precep. Vice- Principal - Miss PENSTONE . Apply to Mr. CORNISH , 16 St. Ann's Square, Man
tors' Diplomas.

Students (Resident and Non -resident) trained for the chester, or at the College .
Composition Fee for the Session ( including Lectures

Examinations of the National Froebel Union , and for

and Practice) £ 10 .
SYDNEY ( HIFFERS, Registrar',

A Scholarship of £ 15 is awarded each year. the Teachers' Diploma of the College of Preceptors.

Men Students reside in registered lodgings in the town ,
Froebelian Training for Mistresses of Lower Forms.

or at the Hostel for Men Students. Some of the Men
A High School for Girls , Transition Class , and

Students are able , with economy, to limit the cost of Kindergarten are attached to the College for purposes (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) .
Board and Residence to £ 25 per annum .

of Demonstration and Practice.
FULL COURSES for MATRICULATED STU .

Women Students reside in the Hall of Residence for Matriculation Classes for intending Teachers.
DENTS in Arts, Science, Engineering, Medicine , and

Women Students. Terms from 27 to 42 guneas. Theology, at composition fees , or students may attend
For General Prospectus of Science and Art Depart. THE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING the separate classes.

ments, also for Special Prospectuses of the Normal and Preparations for all examinations of the London

Agricultural Departments , and all other particulars,
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

l'niversity,

apply to
T. MORTIMER GREEN ,

Principal -- Miss M. PUNNETT, B.A. ( Lond . ). For Prospectuses and all information apply to ing

Registrar. A residential College providing a year's professional SECRETARY, King's College, London, W.0.

training for Secondary Teachers.
LADIES' DEPARTMENT, Kensington .-- Apply to

The course includes preparation for the Cambridge the VICE -PRINCIPAL, 13 Kensington Square.

Teacher's Certificate ( Theory and Practice) , and for
RESIDENCE FOR WOMEN STUDENTS Of the Teachers ' Diploma of the London University . The

MARY'S COLLEGE ,
Students attend the Cambridge University Leciures on

THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH PADDINGTON .

WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE.
Teaching , in addition to those of the Resident and

Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL.

Principal - Miss KATE HURLBATT. practice in teaching science, languages. mathematics, Principal - Miss J. L. LATHAM , Girton College,Fees 30 guineus and 40 guineas per annum . College and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge.

tuition fees, £ 10 per annum . Scholarships of £ 35 , £ 25 , Students are admitted in January and in September.
Excellent Boarding House for Girls in Warringt: 13

and £20 , and Exhibitions of £ 10 , will be obtainable on Full particulars as to qualifications for aulinission, Crescent. Good Art Training and Science, Teachers '

Hockey , tennis, swimming ,result of Scholarship Examination to be held in Septem- scholarships, and bursariesmay be obtained on applica- Training Department.
riding. Boarders' Fees, £60 a year.

ber. A Medical School and Department for Secondary tion to the PRINCIPAL, Wollaston Road , Cambridge.
Apply --- PRINCIPAL.

and Elementary and Kindergarten Training are attached

to the College. Apply to the PRINCIPAL.
COLLEGE (FOR

,
WOMEN ) ,

THE ANSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLECE EDINBURGH .

HAMPSTEAD , London ,
Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER .

FOR WOMEN TEACHERS FOUR SCHOLARSHIPS, of the value of from £39

This College provides a complete Conrse of Proſes to £ 60 a year for two years, will be offered for com

(LING’S SWEDISH SYSTEM ) .
sional Training for Ladies who desire to become Teach : petition at an Examination to be held on June 24th and

ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families. | 25th , 1902 .

There are more openings for Students trained at this The Course , which lasts for one year , includes attend . Candidates must not be under 18 years of age , and

College than can be filled . ance at the University Lectures on Education , in must have passed the Matriculation Examination of
addition to Lectures delivered by the College Staff , and the University of London . The successful candidates

Apply for Prospectus to the PRINCIPAL, The Lensowes , the Students have ample opportunities of gainingex- will be required to come into residence in October next ,

Halesowen . perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students and to read for the B.A.or B.Sc. Degree of the Univer

are admitted in January and October. Several Heriot sity of London. Entrance forms and full particulars

Bursaries of £ 30 are offered in October. For prospectus may be obtained from the Secretary, Miss S. M. SMEE .

THE INCORPORATED
and further particulars upply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel

FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,
ville Street, Edinburgh . A COMPLETE FRENCH CLASS BOOK.

is . 6d .; Key , ls , 9d .
TALGARTI ROAD, WEST KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.

Chairman of the Committee- Mr. W. MATIER , M.P.

Treasurer - Mr. C. G. MONTEFIORE.
ING COLLEGE There will be AND FRANCE

Secretary - Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A. vacancies for STUDENTS (Men ) in October, 1902. Comprises Easy Lessons on Pronunciation, nearly 200

Candidates for admission should pay special attention

TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS.
French and English Exercises, Easy French Reading

to Latin and Greek , with a view to passing Respon- Lessons on France and the French People ; First French

Principal - Miss E. E. LAWRENCE. sions ( or an equivalent Examination ). Full informa- Grammar , Vocabularies ( French and English) , Ques

KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL.
tion concerning the new Course of Study arranged tionnaire, Simplified Syntax, Maps, &c.

under Circular 454 , and the exemptions granted in view
Headmistress - Miss A. YELLAND .

of University Examinations,may be obtained from the
LONDON :

Further particulars may be obtained on application Principal, MAURICE F. LATHY, M.A., 5 Kiny SIMPKIN , MARSHALL, HAMILTON, KENT, & CO. , LTD . ,

to the PRINCIPAL. Edward Street, Oxford . and all Booksellers.

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON

TH

A BERDARE HALL CARDIFF,
ST .

STOOGEORGESETBALLENGING WESTFIELD

THE UNIVERSITYODAL TRAIN. HALLSFIRST FRENCH COURSE,
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SCHOLASTIC AGENCY FOR LADIES, EDUCATIONAL AGENCY, JOINT ACENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

6 HOLLES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE,
(ESTABLISHED OVER 60 YEARS. ) (Under the management of a Committee appointed by

Proprietors :
LONDON , W.

the Teachers' Guild, College of Preceptors, Hend.

mistresses ' Association , Association of Assistant

Messrs. GRIFFITHS, SMITH, POWELL & SMITH. Mistresses, and Private Schools' Association . )

Conducted by Mr. S. A. TRUMAN , OFFICES-- 34 Bedford Street, Strand ; Address - 74 GOWER STREET, LONDON , W.C.

and 22 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden , London , W.C. Registrar--Miss AGNES G. COOPER.

HEAD MISTRESSES, PRINCIPALS OF SCHOOLS , Scholastic .
This Agency has been established for the purpose of

and others requiring well-recommended LADY Headmasters and Principals of Public and enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessary

TEACHERS (English and Foreign , Resident, Non . Private Schools, desirons of engaging qualitied and cost. All fees have therefore been calculated on the

well-recommended English or Foreign Resident, Von- lowest basis to cover the working expenses.

Resident, and Visiting) are invited to apply to Mr. S. A. Resident, or Visiting Assistant Masters, can have eligible Headınistresses of Public and Private Schools , and

TRUMAN , who has had a large experience of Educa- Candidates introduced to them (free of charge) by Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap

tional Agency work, and who will give ( free of charge) stating their requirements to Messrs. GRIFFITlis , pointments, are invited to apply to this Agency.
SMITI , POWELI. & SMITH .

prompt and careful attention to any negotiations List of Easter Vacancies forwarded on appli- and Private Families; Visiting Teachers for Music,
Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

entrusted to him . cution to graduates and other well-qualified Assistant- Art, and other special subjects; Foreign Teachers of
Masters seeking appointments for nert term . various nationalities ; Kindergarten and other Teachers

ASSISTANT-MISTRESSES who are seeking Appoint.
Schools Transferred and Valued . Partner- are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to

ships arranged .
ments should apply to Mr. S. A. TRUMAS, who will give effected . List of Boys' and of Girls ' Schools

No charge unless sale supply suitable candidates for any vacancy.

School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged.
their applications and inquiries his prompt and careful and School Partnerships for Sale, sentGratis Oflice hours -9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Hours for

attention . No charge of any kind is made unless an
to intending Purchasers TO WHOM NO interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1p.m., and 2 p.m.

COMMISSION IS CHARGED.

appointment is obtained through Mr. TRUMAN'S in
to 5 p.m .: Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only, when the

Assistant -Mistresses .
strumentality, when the terms are moderate .

Office is closed .

1 Headmistresses and Principals of
JOINT ACENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.

Prospectus, References, and full particulars on Public and Private Schools requiring

application. English or Foreign Assistant-Mistresses
23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.

| other Teachers can, on application to Messrs.
Telegraphic Address : “ TUTORESS, LONDON . "

GRIFFITHS, SMITH , POWELL & Suth , have
Registrar - Rev. F. TAYLOR, M.A. Cantab.

suitable Candidates placed in immediate Low Commissions. Liberal Discount.

REGISTRY FOR
Headmasters having vacancies on their staffs , andTEACHERS, 25. CRAVEN Street . C'HARING communication with them free of charge.

Cross.--Miss Louisa BROCGill supplies highly qualitied List of Easter Vacancies forwarded to Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to

communicate with the REGISTRAR ,

Governesses for schools and Families. Ollice hours 11 English and Foreign Assistant - Mistresses and OfliceHours - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturdays, 10 a.m. to
to 4 ; Saturdays 11 to 1 . other Teachers, on application. Liberal Salaries. 1 p.m. Interviews generally between these hours or by

special appointment.

TEACHERS. Sixteenth Edition , with Map. 12mo. THE MOST NUTRITIOUS.

( In connexion with the Froebel Society .)
VASAR'S COMMENTARIES ON

Parents and Principals of Schools who require Kin

dergarten Teachers should apply to the SECRETARY
THE WAR . By A. K. ISBISTER, M.A.,

of the Froebel Society , 4 Bloomsbury Square , London , LL.B., late Dean of the College of Preceptors.

W.C.
BOOKS I. - 1 . With Votes Critical and

Explanatory, a l'ocabuary of all the

words in the Text, and Easy Reading

Lessons for Beginner's price 3s . 6d .

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.
BOOKS I - VII. do . do . 4s, 6d .

Do. ( without the Reading Lessons) 4s . Od .

Recommends MEMBERS of the UNIVERSITY OF

OXFORD for Scholastic and other Appointments of Twenty -fifth Edition .
all kinds.

BOOK I.

Postal Address - The Secretary , Oxford
(with Vocabulary , Reading

UniversityAppointments Committee, Oxford .
Lessons, &e . ) 1s , 6d .

Telegrams -- Appointments, Oxford . LONDON : LONGMANS & Co., PATERNOSTER Row , E.C. BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

or

CENTRAL

REGISTRIES FOR KINDER

E P P S’s

OXFORD UNIVERSITY

APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE

COCOA

BY A. K. ISBISTER, M.A.,M.A. , LL.B.

New Edition . 12mo, price 9d . Sixth Edition . 12mo, price 38. 6d .

THE COLLEGE AND SCHOOL EXAMINER IN THE COLLEGE EUCLID: Comprising the First Six and

EUCLID , containing the Enunciations of all the Propositions in portions of the Eleventh and Twelfth Books read at the Universities.

the College and School Editions, Questions on the Definitions, Chiefly from the Text of Dr. Simson . With a new arrangement of

Arithmetical and Algebraical Demonstrations of the Propositions in the Figures and Demonstrations ; the Enunciations of the Propositions

Books II . and V. , and a large collection of Geometrical Problems separately for Self -Examination , apart from the Text ; Notes and

for Solution . Designed for Class and Self-Examination, and adapted Questions on each Book ; and a Series of Geometrical Problems for

to all Editions of Euclid. Solution , from the most recent University Examination Papers,

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO . , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

BACON'S SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS.

Catalogues and Specimen Sheets post free .

BACON'S EXCELSIOR WALL MAPS. Greatly improved for the New Century. Absolutely unrivalled . Size 52 by 64 ins .

Price 15s , each .

BACON'S EXCELSIOR WALL ATLASES. “ Marvels of Cheapness and Utility .” Principals may make their own selection of

Maps, &c . , from a List of 50, which will be made up into a Wall Atlas at a charge of 3s . 61. per Map. This includes mounting on Cloth , metal binding at bottom

of each, ornamental covers, and patent suspender for each set. Full particulars on application .

BACON'S UNRIVALLED DRAWING CHARTS. SOFT GREY LINES SERIES . By FRANK STEELEY and BERNARD H. TROTMAN.

Parts I.-II., III . , IV. , V. , VI. - VII. On Paper, 5s. 60.; Cloth , 10s , 6d . each : or on Cards, in strong case, to hang up , 10s . 6d . each . The Copies are all Figures of

Natural Objects, with Numerous Applications to Design . The whole Series may be had Coloured , price 2s. per Set extra .

BACON'S NEW DRAWING BOOKS AND CARDS. Soft Grey Lines Series , 5 Books, 3d . each ; Common Object Series,

4 Books, 2d . each ; Interesting Series, 4 Books, 2d . each : Nature Series , 2 Books, 3d, each ; Geometry Series , 4 Books, 3d . each : SecondGrade Freehand , 1 Book, 6d .;

Drawing Cards , corresponding to the above, price ls. 6d . per Set ; Guide to Practical. Plane, and Solid Geometry, ls. ; Principles of Perspective. By J. CARROLL .
2s , 6d .

EXERCISES IN SQUAREDPAPER WORK . By STEELEY and Trotman.Strongly bound . Price 23. SQUARED DRAWING

PAPER, One inch Squares for use with above, in packets of 50 sheets, price ls . DRAWING BOOKS for use with the above , 64 pages , price 6d. : 32 pages , price 3d.

G. W. BACON & CO. , LIMITED , 127 STRAND , LONDON .
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FREE GUIDE TO THE BOOKS FOR

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION LONDON UNIVERSITY AND OTHER EXAMS.
BY THE

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION POSTAL INSTITUTION .

Messrs. Clive & Co.

(late of 13a Booksellers Row) ,

NEw Edition (80 pages ) , containing advice as to books to read for

the June 1902 Examination, and the mode of Study , and statistical

tables (not obtainable elsewhere ). A copy of the Guide will be sent

gratis and post free to any candidate on application to the Manager of

the Institution , Mr. E. S. Weymouth , M.A., 27 Southampton Street ,

Strand, London , W.C.

392 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to 1901 , 69 with distinction .

EDUCATIONAL BOOKSELLERS,

HAVE NOT REMOVED TO

The Institution prepares through the post for various Unirersity 48 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, HOLBORN, W.C.

Examinations and for the A.C.P., L.C.P., and F.C.P.

THE
A large selection of School and College Text-Books always in stock .

Inspection invited .

ST. DUNSTAN SCHOLASTIC AGENCY,,

ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C. THE FITZROY PICTURES .

LOVE RULES HIS KINGDOM WITHOUT A SWORD."TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS- " RIVSAM , LONDON .”

TELEPHONE— “ NO . 83, HOLBORN.” A SECOND EDITION OF THIS PRINT IS NOW READY .

Designed by LOUIS DAVIS , in Colours.

Printed on Stout Paper. Upright, 37 in , by 19 in . 2s . 6d , each net .
T business and below .
NHIS Agency is established for the transaction of all educational

( a ) The School Transfer Department, for the Sale and Purchase of

School properties . Partnerships arranged.

( 6 ) The Tutorial Department, for the Engagement of qualified Tutors

and Governesses ( Head and Assistant ) .

( c ) The Pupils' Department, for the assistance of Parents in select

ing suitable Schools for their children and for the introduction

of Pupils to Schools on the Agency's List .

Applications are invited from Heads of Schools , Graduates, and others

in view of arrangements for next Term . Schools visited and reported

All communications to be addressed to

JOHN JACKSON, F.E.I.S. , Manaver.

ALSO THE NEW SET THE MONTHS."

By HEYWOOD SUMNER .

For Illustrated Prospectus apply to

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York Street,

Covent Garden .

on .

HARBUTT'S

Plasticine,
Crown 8vo, cloth. Price One Shilling.

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES .

FOR SCHOOL MODELLING.

CLEAN , HARMLESS, ECONOMICAL !

From all School Furnishers. Free Samples from

WM. HARBUTT, A.R.C.A. , BATHAMPTON, BATH.

FOR STUDENTS OF HISTORY.66

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR,

Assistant MASTERS IN MERCHANT Taylors' School .

The words and phrases in this book are well chosen .” - Educational

News, October 13, 1900.

Extremely valuable .” — Guardian , September 12 , 1900.

A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

in parallel columns arranged under such headings as ‘Relationships,'
' Class-Room Objects ,' Colours,' & c ." - School World , August , 1900 .

“ The book . .. supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

in the concluding chapters are well selected . ” — Educational Times,

August , 1900 .

old South Leaflets."

American History Leaflets. "

Special Circulars of these important series will be sent on application .

Fling Outline of Historical Method .

Coll ! Outlines of General History .

Fisher Brief History of the Nations.

Fling Studies in European History,

Larnell History for Ready Reference . 6 vols.

Mattheca Select Mediaval Documents,

Ragozin History of the World .

Lists of " Perry Pictures ," Blackboard Stencils, and Relief Practice Maps on

application . A new edition of Catalogue will be ready shortly .

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT-BOOK AGENCY ,

9 ARUNDEL ST. , STRAND, LONDON.

(Close to Temple Station . )

LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY, LUDGATE Hill, E.C.

EXAMINATION PAPER
AS USED BY THE

PARIS EXHIBITION , 1900. Highest Possible Award .

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet

bears their Watermark .

Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream, 2s . .

960 58. od.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Ledger, Cash Book , and Journal, 19. per 100 Sheets.

Music Paper, 1s. per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order .

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

PENS.
THE ONLY 6

GRAND PRIX '

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Nos . for Schools-351 , 352 , 382, 404, 729 , 303, 170, 166 , 5 , 6 ,

292, 293,291 (Mapping ), 659 (Drawing ) ; and ( for Vertical

Writing ) 1045 , 1046 .

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON , W.C.
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New , New .
GILL'S

“ CARTOGRAPHIC "

WALL MAPS
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Edited by GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S.

Size,

80 * 60 in .

NOT OVER-CROWDED , NOT UNDER-SIZED, BUT BOLD AND CLEAR.

MOUNTED ON STOUT LINEN , ROLLERS, AND VARNISHED .

Compiled from the latest statistics, artistically coloured, and thoroughly reliable .

Price 16s .

ENGLAND AND WALES.

SCOTLAND.

IRELAND INDIA.

EUROPE. AFRICA.

BRITISH ISLES. In preparation ..

ASIA.

N. AMERICA.

Class Text-Books for the Examinations , July and December , 1902.

ENGLISH AND ENGLISH GRAMMAR .

Shakespeare, Julius Cæsar. Edited by STANLEY Wood, M.A., author of s . d.
the Dinglewood Series, Most suitable for Junior Students 16

Shakespeare, Midsummer Night's Dream . By STANLEY WOOD, M.A. ( In

the press )
1 6

Macaulay, Lays of Ancient Rome. By the Rev. G. Preston, M.A .... 1 6

Scott, Marmion . Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A., and similar to

the above. Containing Introduction , Text, Appendix ,Notes, and Maps... 20
The O. and C. Grammar . Re-written and Enlarged by the Rev. CHARLES

BROOKE, M.A. 1 0

Preparation Papers in English Grammar. By the Rev. G. PRESTON, M.A.

Per packet
08

TheO. andC. Spelling Book
1 0

RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE,

Marshall's St. Mark . Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL , M.A. 1 6

Marshall's Acts of the Apostles ( complete )
2 6

Marshall's Acts of the Apostles. In Two Parts each 1 6

samuel, Book I. ( In the press) ..
16

Church Catechism. With Notes. By the same Author 1 6

The Preparation Papers on St. Mark and the Acts of the Apostles are

now ready. Per packet...
each 08

Bible Atlas, St. Mark
0 1

Bible Atlas on the Acts 03

0 8

GEOGRAPHY.

The Student's Geography . By GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S. , Member of the s. d .

Chamber of Commerce, &c. Čloth, containing 1,000 pages . Fourth Edition 4 6

Physical, Descriptive , Political, Industrial, Commercial, Social.

Also published in Sections as folloucs:
Revised to December, 1901.

Section I. Europe, including British Isles, and Physicaland Commercial
Introduction . 2s. 6d . - Section I.a. British Isles . ls , 6d . --Section II .

Asia, Africa , America , and Australasia . 2s . 60.- Section III . Asia .

1s . - Section IV . Africa . ls.-Section V. America . ls , 6d . - Section

VI. Australasia . 9d.

TheImperial Geography . 464 pages, crown Evo, cloth , with numerous Maps.

For Senior Classes. New Edition 2 6

The O. and C. Geography (Revised Edition ). By GEORGE GILL. With

numerous ColouredMaps
1 0

A New Junior Geography By GEORGE GILL. With Coloured Maps and
Illustrations ( Forms.

1 0

The Geography of the British Colonies. By GEORGE GILL. With Coloured
Maps of all the Colonies .. 2 6

The Victoria Atlas. By GEORGEGILL, F.R.G.S. Containing 101 Maps 1 0

MATHEMATICS AND ARITHMETIC .

Marshall's Student's Euclid , complete. By the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M. 1.... 26
Marshall's Examination Euclid . Books I.-IV. 1 0

The O. and O. Algebra
1 6

Cambridge Local Papersin Algebra. By c .Cudworth ,M.A.

The O. and C. “ Practical Arithmetic." ^176 pp ., crown 8vo (New Edition ) 1 0

The O. and O. “Tests in Arithmetic . " (With Answers, 1s. 6d .)
1 0

Commercial Arithmetic 06

The Metric System , Practical Guide to. Containing Appendix , & c. 0 2

The Metric Chart (60 by 40 ) . In Four Tints , mounted and varnished
10

The Long Tot Book. By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A.
03

ross Tot Book. By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A.

Cambridge Local Papers in Arithmetic. By C. CODWORTH , M.A. Per pkt. 08

Oxford Local Papers in Arithmetic . By C.CUDWORTH , M.A .... Per pkl. 08

BOOK -KEEPING .

Sarll's Practical Book -keeping. 128 pp. , cloth
1 0

An Elementary Text-Book, illustrating the arrangement of the Bought,
Sales , Cash , Bill Books, and Ledger ; consisting of Graduated Exercises,

followed by Examination Papers set by the College of Preceptors , accom

panied byfull-workedard outline keys.

Sarll's Double - EntryBook -keeping . 256pp ., cloth 2 0

Sarll's Exercises in Double- Entry Book -keeping. 128 pp ., cloth

The above with all introductory matter , full explanations, outline keys, &c .

Manuscript Books published to accompany theabove.
Por Practical : Cash Book 5d . Ledger 07

Ledger ( 100 Accounts) 7d.

Por Double Entry :-Journal 5d. Ledger 07

Short andIntroductory Exercises

Key to Double - Entry Book -keeping
30

Key to Practical Book -keeping 2 0

0

!
...

LATIN AND FRENCH . NATURAL SCIENCE .

The 0. and 0. Latin, Part I. s . d . Physical Measurements 2 6

(Accidence ) 1 0 or in Three Parts each 0 9

The 0. and O. Latin, Part II . Elementary Physics
2 6

( Exercises) 1 0
! Applied Mechanics

2 6

The O. and C. Latin , Part III . Mechanics of Solids 2 0

( Translations)
1 01

Mechanics of Fluids 2 0

Commercial French Correspond

enco Magnetism and Electricity
2 6

1 0

The O. and C. French , Part I.
Physiological Charts,Set of Three 210

1 0

Elementary Chemistry
2 6

The O, and C. French, Part II . 1 0 Chemical Laws and Problems 2 6

Phædrus, Books I. and II. 1 0 l Chemistry ofCommon Objects... 2 6

Eutropius, Books I. and II. 1 0
Chemistry Notes

1 0

| Cæsar, Book I. 1 0

Cicero , De Senectute
DRAWING .

1 0

Preparation Papers in French 08
Science and Art Geometry, Part

1 4

Preparation Papers in Latin 08 | Science and Art Geometry, Part
II . 1 4

MUSIC . The School of Art Geometry 1 0

Theory of Music, Part I...
NowGovernmentDrawingCopies.

1 0
Per packet 1 4

Theory of Music, Part II . 1 0 South Kensington Demonstration

Imperial Theory of Music 2 6 Sheets. The Set 15 0

1 0

1 .

1

7d .

:
:

THE OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE HISTORY.

BY ROSCOE MONGAN , B.A.

ONE SHILLING .

COLOURED MAPS. ILLUSTRATIONS OF FAMOUS BATTLES.

AN ENTIRELY NEW REPRINT. REVISED TO AUGUST 30 , 1901 .

Specimen Copies of the above Publications will be sent post free to Head Teachers in most cases. - Specimens of Class Text-Books only will be sent.

LONDON : GEORGE GILL & SONS, LIMITED , 13 WARWICK LANE , E.C.
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Mathematics and Physics. lbistory -- rontinueil.

By J. HAMBLIN SMITH, M.A. By the Rev. J. FRANCK BRIGHT, D.D.,

A Treatise on Arithmetic . With an Appendix on Master of University College , Oxford.

Approximation, in which a New Method of Decimalisation of Money is given A History of England .
with a view to Shortening and Simplifying much of the Work in Commercial

Arithmetic. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d . (Copies may be had without the Answers .) Period I.-- Mediæval Monarchy: The Departure of the Romans to
Richard III . From A.1) , 449 to 1485. Crown 8vo, 4s . 6d .

A KEY, 98 .
Period 11. Personal Monarchy : Henry VII, to James II . From 1485 to

1688. Crown 810 , 5s.

Exercises in Arithmetic. Arranged and Adapted Period III. ConstitutionalMonarchy : William and Mary to William IV .

to the Sections in Hamblin Smith's " Treatise on Arithmetic." Crown sro ,
From 1689 to 1837 . ( rown 8vo . 75. 60 .

ls . 6d . ; with Answers , 2s ,
Period 11. - The Growth of Democracy : Victoria . From 1837 to 1880 .

( rown 8vo , 6s.
A KEY, 6s, 6d .

A Shilling Arithmetic. For the use of Elementary
EPOCHS OF ENGLISH HISTORY .

Classes and Preparatory Schools. Crown 8vo , ls, : with Answers, 1s. 6d .
YORK POWELL'S EARLY ENG . GARDINER'S (Mrs.) STRUGGLE

Elementary Algebra. New Edition , with a large
LAND to the VORMIS (ON. against ABSOLUTE MONARCHY,

QUEST. 1s . 1603-1688 . 9d .

number of Additional Exercises. With or without Answers , crown 8vo, 3s . 60 . CREIGHTON'S (Mrs.) ENGLANDI

Answers separately , 6d .
CONTINENTAL POWER , 1066

ROWLEY'S SETTLEMENT of the

A KEY, 9s . 1216. 9d . CONSTITUTION , 1689-1784 . 9d .

The Old Edition can still be had . ROWLEY'S RISE of the PEOPLE and TAYCOCK'S ENGLAND during the
the GROWTH of PARLIAMENT,

Exercises on Algebra . Small 8vo. Geometrical
and

Conic
AMERICAN

Sections .
EUROPEAN

1214-1485 . 9d .

2s. 6d. (Copies may be had without Crown 8vo, 3s. 60 .
WARS, from 1765-1820. 9d .

CREIGHTON'S ( Bishop ) TUDORS
the Answers .) Elements of Geometry . Contain- and the REFORMATION , 1485- BROWNING'S MODERN ENGLAND

Elementary Trigonometry . Sm . ing Books I. to VI . , and Portions 1603. ed . from 1820-1897. 9d .

8vo , 48, 6d . of Books XI . and XII . , of Euclid ,

A KEY , 78. 60. with Exercises and Notes, arranged Epochs of English History. Complete in One

Elementary Statics . Crown 8vo ,
with the Abbreviations admitted Volume, with 27 Tables and Pedigrees and 23 Maps. Fcap. 8vo , 5s .
in the Cambridge University and3s.

Local Examinations, Crown 8vo,

Elementary Hydrostatics. Cr. 3s. 6d . EPOCHS OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
8vo , 3s. Books I. and II . may be had separ

A KÉY to Statics and Hydrostatics, ately. limp cloth , Is. 6d . 10 Vols., with Maps, 2s . 6d . each .
68 . AKET, 88 601 .

BEESLY'S GRACCHI, MARIC'S , and IHNE'S ROME to its CAPTURE by

SULLA . the GAULS.

CAPES'S EARLY ROMAX EMPIRE.

CAPES'S ROMAN EMPIRE of the
I MERIVALE'S ROMAN TRIUNVIR

By Professor GANOT.
SECOND CENTURY.

ATES .

COX'S GREEKS AND THE PER

Translated and Edited by E. ATKINSON, Ph.D., F.C.S.
SAXKEY'S SPARTAN AND THE

SIANS.

1COX'S ATHENIAN EMPIRE.
BAN SUPREMACIES.

Elementary Treatise on Physics, Experimental CURTEIS'S RISE of the MACE SMITH'S ( BOSWORTH ) ROME AND

and Applied . With 9 Coloured Plates and 1057 Woodcuts . Crown 8vo , 15s.
DONIAN EMPIRE . CARTHAGE.

Natural Philosophy for General Readers
EPOCHS OF MODERN HISTORY,

and Young Persons. Revised by A. W. REINOLD, M.A. , F.R.S. With

7 Plates, 632 Woodeuts, and an Appendix of Questions. Crown8vo , 7s, 6d . 19 Vols . , with Maps, 28. 6d . each .

AIRY'S ENGLISH RESTORATION JOHNSON'S NORMANS in EUROPE .

and LOUIS XIV. , 1648-1678. LONGMANS ' FREDERICK the

CHURCH'S BEGINNING of the GREAT and the SEVEN YEARS'

Thistory.
MIDDLE AGES. WAR.

COX'S CRUSADES . LUDLOW'S WAR OF AMERICAN

CREIGHTON'S AGE OF ELIZA. INDEPENDENCE , 1775-1783.

BETH . MCCARTHY'S EPOCH of REFORM ,

GAIRDNER'S HOUSES OF LAW . 1830-1850 .

By the Rev. D. MORRIS, B.A. CASTER AND YORK . MOBERLY'S THE EARLY TU DORS.

GARDINER'S THIRTY YEARS' MORRIS'S AGE OF ANNE.

A Class -Book History of England, designed for WAR . MORRIS'S THE EARLY HANO.

the Use of Students preparing for the University Local Examinations or GARDINER'S FIRST TWO VERIANS.

for the London Universiti Matriculation. With 4 Historical Maps, 20 Plans STUARTS. SEEBOHM'S PROTESTANT REVO.

of Battles, and 30 other Illustrations. Feap. 8vo , 3s, 6d . GARDINER'S ( Mrs. ) FRENCH LUTION

REVOLUTION , 1789-1795 . STUBBS THE EARLY PLANTA

HALE'S FALL OF THE STUARTS , GENETS .

and WESTERN EUROPE , from WARBURTON'S EDWARD

By CYRIL RANSOME, M.A.
THE

1678 to 1697 . THIRD .

A Short History of England. From the Earliest
Times to the Death of Queen Victoria . With Tables, Plans, Maps, Index , &c .

Crown 8vo , 3s. 6d .

Or, in Two Parts , 2s , each . Part I .: To the Death of Elizabeth , A.D. 1603.
Part II.: 1603 to 1901.

A Summary of Ransome's Short History of England. With

22 Maps and Plans and 34 Genealogical Tables Price Is. By JAMES SULLY, M.A.

Outlines of Psychology. Crown 8vo , 9s ..

By SAMUEL RAWSON GARDINER, D.C.L. , LL.D.
The Teacher's Handbook of Psychology .

A Student's History of England. From the Crown 8vo, 6s . 6d .

Earliest Times to 1885 . Vol. 1 .: B.C. 55- A.D . 1509. With 173 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo , 4s . Vol . II .: 1509 1689 . With 96 Hlustrations. Crown 8vo , 4s . Studies of Childhood. Svo , 10s. 6d .
Vol . III .: 1689-1885 . With 109 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 4s .

COMPLETB IN ONE VOLIME, with 378 Ilustrations, crown 8vo , 12s.
Children's Ways : being Selections from the Author's

Preparatory Questions on the above. By R. SOMERVELI , M.A. , " Studies of Childhood , " with some additional Matter. With 25 Figures in the
Assistant Master at Harrow School. Crown 8vo , ls . Text. Crown 8vo , 4s. 6d .

A School Atlas of English History . With 66
Maps and 22 Plans of Battles, &c . Fcap. 4to, 5s. By ENNIS RICHMOND,

Outline of English History , B.C. 55 to A.D. 1901.
Author of " Boyhood ," and " Through Boyhood to Manhood. "

With 96 Woodcuts and Maps. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d . The Mind of a Child. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d . net.

LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO. , LONDON, NEW YORK, AND BOMBAY.

1

.

!

Principles of Teaching, &c.
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Classics. Classics --continued .

By Dr. B. H. KENNEDY. By FRANCIS DAVID MORICE, M.A.

The Revised Latin Primer . Crown 8vo , 2s.6d . Stories in Attic Greek. With Notes and Vocabu

lary. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .
The Shorter Latin Primer . Crown 8vo , ls .

Exercises on the Shorter Latin Primer. By By F. RITCHIE, M.A.

M. G. and J. E. KENNEDY, and H. WILKINSON, M.A. Crown

First Steps in Greek. Crown 8vo , 2s .8vo, ls . 6d .

A KEY, for the use of Masters only. 28. 9d. net, post free. A Practical Greek Method for Beginners.

By F. RITCHIE , M.A. , and E. H. MOORE , M.A. Crown 8vo , 3s . 6d .

By ARTHUR SIDGWICK, M.A. A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 58. 2 d . net, post free.

A First Greek Writer. Crown 8vo , 3s . 6d . Easy Greek Grammar Papers. Fcap. 8vo, Is . 6d.

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 58. 2 }d . net, post free. First Steps in Latin. Crown 8vo , Is . 6d .

Introduction to Greek Prose Composition. A KEY, for the use of Masters only. 38. 8 d . net, post free.

With Exercises . Crown 8vo, 5s .

Second Steps in Latin. Crown 8vo . 2s .
A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 58. 3d. net, post free.

Fabulae Faciles. A First Latin Reader . Containing

Scenes from Greek Plays. Rugby Edition . Abridged Detached Sentences and Consecutive Stories . With Notes and

and Adapted for the use of Schools . Fcap. 8vo, ls . 6d . each .
Vocabulary. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Aristophanes. - The Clouds. The Frogs. The Knights. Plutus. Imitative ExercisesImitative Exercises in Easy Latin Prose .
Euripides . - Iphigenia in Tauris. The Cyclops. Ion. Electra . Based on “ Fabulae Faciles.” Crown 8vo, ls . 6d .

Alcestis. Bacchae. Hecuba. Medea.

Exercises in Latin Prose Composition. Crown
8vo, 28. 6d .

An Introduction to Greek Verse Composi
A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 38. 8 }d . net, post free.

tion. By ARTHUR SiDGWICK, M.A. , and F. D. MORICE, M.A.

With Exercises. Crown 8vo, 58 . Easy Continuous Latin Prose. Crown 8vo , 2s.6d .

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 58. 2 d . net, post free .
First Latin Verse Book. Crown 8vo, 2s .

By G. G. BRADLEY, D.D. , Dean of Westminster.
Easy Latin Passages for Translation . Sm. 8vo, 25 .

Aids to Writing Latin Prose. Containing144
Latin Grammar Papers. Fcap . 8vo , ls .

Exercises. With an Introduction comprising Preliminary Hints,

Directions, Explanatory Matter, &c. Edited and Arranged by

T. L. PAPILLON , M.A. Crown 8vo, 5s . English Language.
A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 55. 2 d . net, post free.

By ALEXANDER BAIN , LL.D.

By H. G. LIDDELL, D.D. , and ROBERT SCOTT, D.D.
A First or Introductory English Grammar .

Greek -English Lexicon . 4to, 36s . 18mo, 18. 4d .

Greek-English Lexicon. Abridged from the above. KEY, with additional Exercises. 18mo, 18. 9d.

Revised throughout. Square 12mo, 7s . 6d. A Higher English Grammar. Fcap . 8vo , 2s . 6d .

By H. R. HEATLEY, M.A.
A Companion to the Higher English Gram

mar. Being intended as a help to the thorough mastery of

Graecula . A First Book of Greek Translation. With English . Crown 8vo, 3g . 6d .

Rules,Short Sentences, Stories for Translation , and a Vocabulary. English Composition and Rhetoric . Original,

Fcap. 8vo , 1s . 6d .
Edition . Crown 8vo , 48.

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 58. 2 d . net, post free.

Longmans Illustrated First Latin Reading English Composition and Rhetoric. Enlarged

Book and Grammar. With 67 Illustrations by LANCELOT
Edition . (Two Parts.) Part I. : The Intellectual Elements of

Style . Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. Part II . : The Emotional Qualities
SPEED . Crown 8vo, ls . 40 .

of Style. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

By H. R. HEATLEY, M.A. , and H. N. KINGDOM, M.A.
On Teaching English, with Detailed Examples and

the Definition of Poetry. Crown 8vo, 2s . 6d .

Gradatim . An Easy Latin Translation Book for Beginners.

With Vocabulary. Fcap. 8vo, 1s. 6d .

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 58. 2 d . net , post free.
french.

Excerpta Facilia . A Second Latin Translation Book.

Containing a Collection of Stories from various Latin Authors.

By LÉON CONTANSEAU, M.A.
With Notes at end, and a Vocabulary. Crown 8vo, 2s . 6d.

A KEY, for the use of Masters only. 58. 3d. net, post free. A Practical Dictionary of the French and

English Languages. Post 8vo, 3s. 6d .

By T. K. ARNOLD, M.A.
A Pocket Dictionary of the French and

Arnold's Practical Introduction to Latin English Languages. Being a careful Abridgment of the

Prose Composition. By G. GRANVILLE BRADLEY, D.D. , Dean Author's “ Practical French and English Dictionary ," preserving

of Westminster. 58 . all the most useful features of the Original, condensed in a much

A KEY, for the use of Masters only. 58. 23d . net , post free. smaller Volume. Square 18mo, ls . 60 .

Arnold's Practical Introduction to Greek
By A. A. SOMERVILLE, M.A.

Prose Composition . By EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A. , LL.D.

Crown 8vo , 38. 6d .
A First French Writer. For the use of Lower and

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 38. 8d. net, post free. Middle Forms of Schools. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

:

LONGMANS, GREEN , & CO. , LONDON , NEW YORK, AND BOMBIT .
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MR . HEINEMANN'S LIST .

THE REGIONS OF THE WORLD.

A Series of Twelve Volumes descriptive of the Physical Environment of the Nations. Maps by J. G. BARTHOLOMEW . Edited by

H. J. MACKINDER , M.A. , Student of Christ Church, Reader in Geography in the University of Oxford, Principal of Reading College.

Price 78. 6d . each Volume.

I. BRITAIN AND THE BRITISH SEAS. By the Editor.

First Review .- “ The work is admirably done , and commendable as a contribution to our history , and suggestive as a peep into our
future. We hope that Mr. Mackinder's work will be freely adopted in sehools and colleges. ”

To be followed by

The Nearer East. By D. G. HOGARTH, M.A. Africa . By J. Scott KELTIE, LL.D., Sec . R.G.S.

Western Europe and the Mediterranean . By Elisée Reclus . India . By Colonel Sir Thomas HOLDICH, K.C.I.E. , C.B. , R.E.

Central Europe . By Joseph PARTSCH , Ph.D. The Farther East. By ARCHIBALD LITTLE .

Scandinavia and the Arctic Ocean. By Sir CLEMENTS R. Mark- North America . By ISRAEL C. RUSSELL, LL.D.

HAM, K.C.B., F.R.S., President Royal Geographical Society . South America . By John C. BRANNER, LL.D.

The Russian Empire. By Prince KROPOTKIN , | Australasia and Antarctica . By H. O. FORBES, LL.D.

THE GREAT PEOPLES SERIES.

Edited by F. YORK POWELL, M.A., Regius Professor of Modern History at the University of Oxford. Price 68 .

THE SPANISH PEOPLE : their Origin , Growth , and Influence. By Martin A. S. Hume, Editor of the “ Calendars

of Spanish State Papers .” ( Public Record Office. )

THE FRENCH PEOPLE. By Arthur HASSALL, M.A.

To be followed by

THE RUSSIAN PEOPLE. By J. FitzmaURICE -KELLY, Corresponding Member of the Spanish Academy .

Others will be announced later.

THE GREAT EDUCATORS.

A Series of Twelve Volumes by Eminent Writers , presenting in their entirety, “ A Biographical History of Education . " Each subject forms

a complete Volume. Crown 8vo, 58. The New Volume is now ready.

PESTALOZZI, AND THE MODERN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. By A. PINLOCHE, Professor in the University
of Lille .

LONDON : WILLIAM HEINEMANN, 21 BEDFORD STREET, W.C.

EDUCATIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND.

Largest Stock in London of

SECOND-HAND SCHOOL, CLASSICAL, ELEMENTARY, AND ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

MATHEMATICAL, THEOLOGICAL, AND FOREIGN BOOKS,

KEYS AND TRANSLATIONS.

J. POOLE & CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1854 ),

104 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.

(late of 39 Holywell Street, Strand) .

Write to us for a quotation.
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MESSRS. WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS' NEW EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

Catalogues forwarded post free on application .

BLACKWOODS' SCHOOL SHAKESPEARE .

Edited by R. BRIMLEY JOHNSON .

Each Play complete, with Introduction , Notes, and Glossary. In crown 8vo

volumes , stiff paper covers , ls. ; cloth , ls, 6d .

The Merchant of Venice . [ Ready. The Tempest. [Ready.

Richard II . ( Rearly. As You Like It. Ready.

Julius Cæsar . [ Ready. Henry V. ( Ready.

Macbeth, In the press .

*** Others in preparation .

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE .

BLACKWOODS ' ILLUSTRATED CLASSICAL TEXTS .

General Editor-H. W. AUDEN, M.A., Assistant Master at Fettes

College .

Cæsar.--Gallic War. I.-III. By J. M. HARDWICH, M.A. , Rugby.
ls. 6

Cæsar. - Gallic War. IV. , V. By St. J. B. WYNNE - WILLson , M.A.

Rugby. With or without Vocab., 1s . 61. Vocab . separately, 3d .

Cæsar. - Gallic War . VI. , VII. By C. A. A. DU PONTET, M.A. ,

Harrow . Is . 6d.

Virgil. - Georgics. I. By John SARGEAUNT, M.A., Westminster.

ls . 6d .

Virgil . - Georgics. IV. By J. SARGEAUNT, M.A. ls . 6d .

Virgil. - Bneid. V. , VI. By St. J. B. WYNNE -Willson, M.A. ls . 6d.

Horace . - Odes. I. , II. By John SARGEAUNT, M.A. Is . 60 .

Cicero . --In Catilinam . I.-IV. By H. W. AUDEN , M.A. 18. 6d .

Ovid . — Metamorphoses (Selections) . By J. H. VINCE, M.A. , Brad
field . ls, 6d .

Demosthenes.-- Olynthiacs. I.-III. By H. SHARPLEY, M.A., Here .
ford . Is. 6d .

Homer .-- Odyssey . VI . By E. E. SIKES , M.A., St. John's College,
Cambridge. 1s. 6.

Xenophon . -Anabasis . I. , II . By A. JAGGER, B.A. , Hymers

College, Hull. ls. 6d .

IN TIIE PRESS.

Livy. XXVIII. By G , MIDDLETON, M.A. , and A. Souter, M.A.

Sallust . - Jugurtha. By J. F. SMEDLEY, M.A., Westminster.

Arrian . - I ., II. By H. W. ACDEN, M.A.

History of English Literature . By J. LOGIE ROBERTSON , M.A.
3s.

Outlines of English Literature . By the same Author. ls. 6d .

English Verse for Junior Classes . By the same Author. Part I. ,

Chaucer to Coleridge. Part II . , 19th Century Poets. ls . 6d . net each .

English Prose for Junior and Senior Classes . By the same

Author. Part I., Malory to Johnson . Part II., 19th Century Writers. 28. 6d .
each ,

English Drama. By the same Author. 2s. 6d .

The George Eliot Reader By ELIZABETH LEE. With Introduction

and Portrait . 2s .

Stormonth's Dictionary . College Edition , 7s. 6d . ; School Edition, ls.

100 Stories for Composition . In Alternative Versions. ls. 3d .

Elementary Grammar and Composition . ls.

Things of Everyday . A Popular Science Reader. Illustrated . 2s.

The School Anthology of English Verse . From Chaucer to

the Present Day. By J. H , LOBBAN , M.A. [In the press.

LATIN AND GREEK .

BLACKWOODS' ENGLISH CLASSICS .

General Editor--J. H. LOBBAN, M.A., formerly Examiner in English

in the University of Aberdeen .

Macaulay. - Life of Johnson. By D. NICHOL Smith, M.A. Is . 6d .

Goldsmith . - Traveller, Deserted Village, and other Poems.

By J. H. LOBBAX, M.A. 1s . 6d .

Scott. - Lady of the Lake. By W. E. W. COLLINS, M.A. ls . 6d .

Scott. — Marmion , By ALEXANDER MAÇKIE , M.A. ls . 6d .

Milton . – Paradise Lost, Books I.-IV. By J. LOGIE ROBERTSON ,

M.A. 2s . 6d .

Cowper. — The Task , and Minor Poems. By ELIZABETH LEE.

2s . 6d .

Johnson.- Lives of Milton and Addison . By Professor J. W.

Dr PF, M.A. 28. 6d .

Carlyle. - Essay on Burns. By John DoWNIE, M.A. 2s . 6d .

Pope.-- Essay on Criticism , Rape of the Lock, and other Poems.
By G. SOUTAR, M.A. , Litt.D. 28. 6d .

Hazlitt . – Essays on Poetry. By D. NICHOL Smith, M.A. 2s . 6d .

Wordsworth , Coleridge, and Keats . By A. D. INNEs, M.A. 2s.6d .

Lamb.-- Select Essays. By AGNES Wilson . 2s . 6d .

Other Volumes to follow.

Higher Latin Unseens . By H. W. AUDEN , M.A. 2s . 6d .

Higher Latin Prose . By H. W. AUDEX , M.A. 2s.6d . Key , 5s, net .

Lower Latin Prose . By K. P. Wilson, M.A. 28. 6d . Key , 5s, net .

Lower Latin Unseens. By W. LOBBAN , M.A. 2s .

First Latin Sentences and Prose. By K. P. WILSON , M.A. 2s.6d .

Tales of Ancient Thessaly . By J. W. E. PEARCE, M.A. ls.

Higher Greek Unseens. By H. W. AUDEN, M.A. 2s . 6d .

Higher Greek Prose. By H. W. AUDEN , M.A. 2s.6d . *** Key ,5s. net .

Greek Prose Phrase Book . By H. W. AUDEN , M.A. Interleaved .

3s, 6d .

Greek Test Papers . By JAMES Moir , Litt.D., LL.D. 2s.6d.

Key , 5s, net .

Lower Greek Prose . By K. P. Wilson, M.A. 28. 6d . Key , 5s, net .

Greek Accidence . By T. C. WEATHERHEAD, M.A. ls. 6d .

Adopted by the London School Board.

MODERN LANGUAGES .

Historical Reader of Early French , By Prof. H. A. STRONG ,

and L. D. BARNETT , M.A., Litt.D. 3s .

AII French Verbs in Twelve Hours (except Defective Verbs ).

By A. J. WYATT. ls .

French Test Papers . For Civil Service and University Students . By

EMILE B. LE FRANÇOIS. 2s .

The Tutorial Handbook of French Composition . By

ALFRED MERCIER, L. ès L. 3s. 6d.

The Children's
Guide to the French Language . By

ANNIE G. FERRIER. ls.

Progressive German Composition . With Copions Notes and

Idioms , and FIRST INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN PHILOLOGY. By

LOUIS LUBOVIUS, Ph.D. 3s. 6d . Also in Two Parts : Composition , 2s.6d.

Philology , ls.6d . Key to Composition , 58. net.

Lower Grade German . By the same Author. 28. 6d .

A Compendious German Reader. By G. B. BEAK , M.A. 2s.6d .

A History of German Literature . By J. G. ROBERTSON , Ph.D.

[ Immediately.

A Spanish Grammar . With a Copious General Vocabulary (Spanish

English ). By WILLIAM A. KESSEN . 3s . 60 .

BLACKWOODS' LITERATURE READERS .

Edited by JOHN ADAMS , M.A., B.Sc. , F.C.P., Rector, U.F. Church

Training College, Glasgow .

Bk. I. , Is. ; Bk. II. , Is . 4d . ; Bk. III. , Is . 6d . ; Bk. IV. , 1s. 6d ..

Adopted by the London School Board .

Blackwoods' Simplex Civil Service Copy Books. By John T.

PEARCE, B.A. , Leith Academy. In 8 Books. 2d . each .

The Universal Writing Books. No. 1. No. 2. 2d. each .

The Teacher's Guide to Writing. By John T. PEARCE , B.A. 6d.

Arithmetic . By A. V. LOTHIAN , M.A., B.Sc. With Answers, 3s . 6d .

Modern Geometry of the Point, Straight Line, and
Circle . An Elementary Treatise . By J. A. TIRD , M.A. 3s.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, 45 George Street, Edinburgh ; and 37 Paternoster Row , London, E.C.
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Messrs. RALPH, HOLLAND, & CO.’S Publications.
WORKS BY JOHN CARROLL,

Art Master and Examiner in Drawing.

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1902.

CLOUGH'S STUART PERIOD .
FREEHAND DRAWING OF FOLIAGE,

FLOWERS, AND FRUIT.
Crown 8vo, 288 pp. , well bound in cloth , with Maps and Illustrations. 38.60.

Consisting of 21 Reproductions of Photographs from Nature, by

Wm. J. CARROLL. Arranged in graduated order, with Directions to the

Student, and Illustrated by 46 Analytical Diagrams of Construction,

by John CARROLL . Demy 4to ( 11 by 8 in . ) . In stiff wrapper, 1s. 6d.

The drawings are most beautifully delineated , and the whole work is worthy of

its distinguished author . " - Educational News.
6

FREEHAND DRAWING OF ORNAMENT,

Consisting of 24 Photographic Reproductions of examples of Relief

Ornament and 68 Analytical Diagrams of Construction , designed and

arranged in graduated order, with Directions to the Student as to the

method of proceeding. Demy 4to ( 11 by 8 in . ) . In stiff wrapper
18, 6d .

PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

" This is a good little history on the old plan, with biographies,

quotations, notes , and summaries . The tale is written without pre

judice, and should be found useful in many schools and for private

students ." The Educational Times.

“ Clough’s ‘ Periods ' have made a name and a place for themselves

in the educational world by their practicality and attractiveness.

The ' Stuart Period ,'with its really illustrative maps and diagrams, its

social and literary notes , is admirable, and students will find their work

minimised , and at the same time rendered an abiding pleasure, by using

this ably designed and written text-book." The Teachers' Review.

“ This book of nearly 300 pages covers the whole of the Stuart Period

from 1603 to 1714, and at the end of the history proper there are chapters

on commerce and industry, social history, literature, and the chief

authors of the period. The work is clearly written and the matter

carefully arranged . For the student the volume is furnished with

summaries, genealogical tables, and maps. The book is well printed,

and we cordially commend it to the favourable notice of our readers.”

The Teachers' Aid.

" The arrangement of facts in this history of a most important

period in our history is a striking and highly commendable feature.

Those students who have profited by Mr. Clough's previous books on

English history will find this volume equally full and complete. There

are no trivial details of interest simply recorded , but its 280 odd pages

are replete with excellent material for their serious and careful atten

tion. The chapters on the social condition of the people and on the

literature of the period are admirable . ” The Schoolmistress.

“ Students who have to prepare for a competitive examination by

acquiring a thorough knowledge of the Stuart Period of English

history will find this book a most valuable aid . Not only are its

300 pages packed with the information which it is desirable they

should make their own, but the facts are presented in a form that

favours their ready assimilation . ” The Schoolmaster.

FOR SCIENCE AND ART STUDENTS.

New and Enlarged Edition ( 46th ). Brought up to the latest require

ments of the Science and Art Department, including the application of

Geometry to setting out schemes of Ornament and spacing of surfaces

for Decoration. Strongly bound in cloth , ls. 6. KEY to ditto,

18. 6d .

Catalogue of School Books . Stationery , and General School Supplies

post frre on application .

BURNS & OATES, LTD.,

28 Orchard Street, London , w.

HELPS TO THE STUDY OF

February Number Now Ready.

THE SCHOOL WORLD .

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and Progress. Price 6d .JULIUS CAESAR .

BY R. RUTHERFORD.

Crown 800 , 120 pages, cloth, and fully interleaved for Students ' MS. Notes.

18. 6d.

By the

“ The introduction has been skilfully arranged, no important part

being omitted . It is a model of conciseness, readable from beginning to

end, and of the utmost value to a busy student. The book is printed

in clear type, on good paper, interleaved for MS . notes, and is on

doubtedly the best that has come under our notice . It is indeed a
help ,' and we heartily recommend it. ” The Teachers' Review .

“ A better book could not be placed in the hands of students who

are making ‘ Julius Cæsar'a subject of study. The notes are concise

and very practical.” The Schoolmaster.

“ The text is clearly printed, the paper is good , the notes full,

accurate, and abundant, and , to still further enhance its value to the

student, the volume is interleaved throughout. We have nothing but

praise for so well -prepared an 'aid .'” The Teachers' Aid .

CONTENTS.

INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF SCHOOLS,

Rev. T. W. SHARPE , C.B. , M.A.

THE STUDY OF “ A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM ” IN

SCHOOLS, By C. L. THOMSON .

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE FOR THE CAMBRIDGE LOCAL

EXAMINATIONS. By A. D. HALL, M.A.

HISTORY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE, 1492-1784. By C. S.

FEARENSIDE , M.A.

CLASSICS IN IRISH INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS. Hints to

Teachers of Middle and Senior Grade Classes.-Latin. By

W. H. D. ROTSE , M.A.

NOTES ON ARITHMETICAL CALCULATIONS. II.: By Jous
ORCHARD, M.A.

THE TEACHING OF MODERN LANGUAGES IN FRANCE.

By DE V. PAYEN -PAYNE.

THE GREAT PERSIAN WAR.

THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS.

A CONTRIBUTION TO A CONTROVERSY.

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS,

THE RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS

OF MODERN LANGUAGE TEACHING.

SCOPE AND METHOD OF MATHEMATICAL TEACHING

IN SCHOOLS.

THE TEACHING OF NATURAL HISTORY. By FRANK E.

BEDDARI), M.A., F.R.S.

EXAMINATION PAPERS IN THE THEORY OF TEACHING.

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS . Set Subjects for 1902

RESOLUTIONS OF RECENT CONFERENCES.

SCIENCE TEACHERS IN CONFERENCE.

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General ; Scottish ; Irish ; Welsh ;

Current History.

RECENT HISTORICAL TALES.

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS. (Illustrated .)

CORRESPONDENCE :

TheSchool Training of Medical Students . By J. N. HART SMITH . - The Effect

of Pressure on the Boiling PointofWater. ( Illustrated .) By H.E.HADLEY, B.Sc.
Geography in Cambridge Locals . By J. FAIRGRIEVE .

RALPH'S SCIENCE NOTE-BOOKS. By J. H. NANCARROW , late

Headmaster, Kingston Public School of Science, and Lecturer in

Physiography and Hygiene at the Richmond School of Science.

Elementary Physiography. Price 1s .

Advanced Physiography. Price ls .

Elementary Hygiene. (Section 1. ) Price ls .

Elementary Hygiene. ( Section II . ) Price ls .

Elementary Hygiene. (Sections I. and II . ) Bound together
in One Volume. Price ls . 6d.

Advanced Hygiene . Price 9d .

Economize time,minimize labour, and insure thorough revision.

Euch book contains Notes on all diflicult points. Treats all " likely questions, "

is fully interleaved for students ' MS , notes, is of convenient size for pocket and

strongly bound in cloth .

To be obtained through all Booksellers, or post free at published prices from

RALPH, HOLLAND, & CO . ,

Educational Publishers, 69 Temple Chambers , London, E.C. LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO ., LIMITED .
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APPROVED SCHOOL BOOKS BY DR. CORNWELL, F.R.G.S..
66

-

We are qualified by ample trial of the books in our own classes to speak to their great efficiency and value. We have never known

so much interest evinced or so much progress made as since we have employed these as our school-books. "--EDUCATIONAL TIMES.

A School Geography. 89th Edition ; 3s . 6d . , or , The Young Composer : Progressive Exercises in

with 30 Maps, 58.6d . English Composition. 48th Edition , 18. 6d . Key, 38.

“ Very superior to the common run of such books . It contains a
“ The plan of the work is very superior . We are persuaded

good deal ofuseful matter of a more practical kind than usual, which this little book will be found valuable to the intelligent instructor . "
the exercises are likely to impress on the mind more deeply than by -Westminster Review .

the parrot system .” - Atheneum .

A School Atlas. Consisting of Thirty Small Maps.
Spelling for Beginners. A Method of Teaching

A Companion Atlas to the Author's “ School Geography.”
Reading and Spelling at the same time. 4th Edition , 18 .

28. 6d . , or 48. coloured . Poetry for Beginners : A Selection of Short and

Geography for Beginners. 68th Edition ; 1s . , or,
Easy Poems for Reading and Recitation . 13th Edition , 1s .

with 48 pp . of Questions, 18. 4d . Questions, 6d .

“ A very useful series of Educational Works , of which Dr. Cornwell
A Science of Arithmetic . A Systematic Course

is either author or editor . It ( “ The Geography for Beginners ') is of NumericalReasoningand Computations; withverynumerous

an admirable introduction. There is a vast difficulty in writing a
Exercises . By James CORNWELL, Ph.D., and Sir Joshua G.

good elementary book, and Dr. Cornwell has shown himself possessed
Firch , LL.D. 26th Edition . 4s , 6d .

of that rare combination of faculties which is required for the task.”
“ The best work on arithmetic which has yet appeared . It is both

--John Bull. scientific and practical in the best and fullest sense . ” — London

Quarterly.

Allen and Cornwell's School Grammar.

65th Edition ; 28. red leather, or 1s . 9d . cloth . Key to Science of Arithmetic. With the Method

“ The excellence of the Grammar published by the late Dr. Allen of Solution to every Question . Key , 4s . 6d .

and Dr. Cornwell makes us almost despair of witnessing any decided

improvement in this department." - dihenæum .
School Arithmetic. 18th Edition . Is . 6d . KEY , 4s. 61.

Grammar for Beginners. An Introduction to
“ Eminently practical, well stored with examples of wider rangeand

more varied character than are usually given in such books, and, its

Allen and Cornwell's “ School Grammar." 88th Edition ; ls .
method of treatment being thoroughly inductive, it is pre- eminently

cloth, 9d . sewed.
the book for general use ." —Journalof Education .

** This simple introduction is as good a book as can be used .” .

Spectator. Arithmetic for Beginners. Combines simplicity

$ The Book is enlarged by a Section on Word - Building, with and fullness in teaching the First Four Rules and Elementary

Exercises for Young Children ,
Fractions. 9th Edition . ls .

London : Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co. , Limited.—Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd .

SHORT FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS (110), RELFE BROTHERS
Confidently recommend the following as the

BEST Books for LOCAL AND COMPETITIVE

EXAMINATIONS:

Each containing Six Idiomatic Sentences to render into French .

Price 2s. 60. , cloth .

Many of the grammatical questions are taken, by permission, from the Oxford and

Cambridge Local Examinations, from those of the College of Preceptors, the London

Matriculation , the Oxford and Cambridge Joint Board , and from the Cambridge

Higher Local Examinations.

" A very useful set of questions." -Modern Language Quarterly.

“ The English idioms for translation into French are well chosen . It is a useful

little book ." - Unirersity Correspondent.

“ The exercises in the use of idioms are especially good ." -- Bookman .

“ We noticed at the time of its appearance this very useful collection of test papers ,

and need only here add that the key is full andaccurate save for some obvious mis

prints and one or two slips that we have noticed .” - Journal of Education .
* We are great advocates of abundant exercises ; hence our immediate approval of

this book ."--School Guardian ,

“ We have much pleasure in recommending this nseful collection of papers in

grammar and idiomatic sentences. It will save the teacher many an hour of labour,

and would be valuable for a class entering for an examination to work through

steadily . " - Educational Rerievo.

A KEY, issued to Teachers and Private Students only, can be obtained from the

Publishers. 6s. net . ( A list of errata is issued with this .)

By H. R. LADELL, M.A., F.R.G.S.

SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY & ATLAS.

By GEORGE CARTER, M.A.

A complete Geography and Atlas in 91 pp. Crown 4to, 28. 6d.

OUTLINES OF ENGLISH HISTORY.

FROM B.C. 55-A.D. 1901.

With Genealogical Tables, Short Biographical Sketches,
and Full Index.

Compiled and Arranged by GEORGE CARTER, M.A.

Twelfth Edition . 227 pp . Crown 8vo, cloth, price 1s. 60.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SPELLING CARD.
Thirtieth Thousand . Price 6d . By the same Author .

Containing nearly 1,000 words ( in which actual mistakes have frequently been

made, as collected from Dictations, Essays, Examination Papers, &c. , during a

period of more than fifteen years ) , with Rules.

Also , in Book Form , " HOW TO SPELL AND SPEAK ENGLISH .” Third

Edition. Price Is.

This also embodies most of the errors in the sentences set for correction in the

Examination Papers of the London Matriculation, the Oxford and Cambridge

Locals , the College of Preceptors , &c.

French Essentials and French Conversation Sentences .

Second Edition . Price 2s, cloth ; ls . 6d , boards. By the same Author.

" This short grammar is compiled by a master who knows his business . The type

is good , the arrangement good , and there is nothing superfluous. "' -- Journal of

Education .

“ Students preparing for examination in French grammar and composition will

know the worth of this little book . The colloquial sentences at the end are a useful

addition . " — Bookman .

(An APPENDIX , embodying the final official changes in the Simplification
of French Grammar Rules, will be presented with each copy.]

LOCAL EXAMINATION MANUALS

With Introduction, Full Notes on Authorised and Revised

Version , Maps, &c.

By G. CARTER, M.A.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d. each .

SAMUEL I. ST. MATTHEW . ST. MARK .

ST. LUKE. ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

Specimen Copies will be sent to Principals on application .

RELFE BROTHERS LTD ., 6 CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, ALDERSGATE, E.C.
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Eutropius - Books I. and II. Edited by W. CeciL LAMING , M.A.
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[ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.

Horace -- The Odes . Book I. Edited by STEPHEN GWYNN, B.A.

1s. 6d .
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Cloth , ls, 6d .
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Latin Grammar Papers. Selected by A. C. LIDDELL , M.A. 1s .

Greek Grammar Papers, Selected and arranged by A. C. LIDDELL,
M.A. Cloth, ls. 6d .
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English.
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Midsummer Night's Dream . Edited by W. F. Baugust. 8d .
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Julius Cæsar, Edited by A. D. INNES, M.A. Cloth , ls .

[ The Warwick Shakespeare.

Julius Cæsar. Edited by W. Dent. 8d . [Junior School Shakespeare,

Julius Cæsar. Edited , with Introduction , Notes, &c . , in “ The Picture
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Horatius and Lake Regillus, Edited , with Notes, &c . 6d ,
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The Lady of the Lake. ( Complete.) Edited by W. KEITH LEASK ,
M.A. Cloth , 1s.

Higher English. An Outline of English Language and Literature .
By David CAMPBELL. ls. 60 .

Lower English. An Outline for Intermediate Classes. By David
CAMPBELL. ls .

Complete English Grammar. Cloth , ls .

Outlines of the World's History. By EDGAR SANDERSON, M.A.
Illustrated . Part II . -Greece and Rome. 2s .

A History of the British Empire. By EDGAR SANDERSON, M.A.
28. 6d .
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II. King and Baronage ( A.D. 1135-1327 ) .

III. England and the Hundred Years ' War ( A.D. 1327-1485 ) .

IV. England and the Reformation (A.D. 1485-1603) .

V. King and Parliament (A.D. 1603-1714 ).

VI. The Making of the British Empire ( A.D. 1714–1832 ) .

Blackie's Descriptive Geographical Manuals. By W. G. BAKER,
M.A.

II. The British Isles. 2s.

IV. Europe (excluding the British Isles ) . Illustrated . Cloth , 2s .

Blackie's Continental Geographies.

Europe. With Synopsis, Sketch Maps, and 16 Coloured Maps. ls.

America . With Synopsis, Sketch Maps, and 16 Coloured Maps. ls .

Australasia . With Synopsis, Sketch Maps, and 8 Coloured Maps. ls .

Man on the Earth . A Course in Geography. By LIONEL W.

LYDE, M.A. Fully Illustrated . 2s.
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A First French Course . By J. J. BEUZEMAKER, B.A. 1s. 6d.

KEY, 28. 6d , net, post free.

A Second French Course. By J. J. BEUZEMAKER, B.A. 28. 6d .
KEY , 3s. 6d , net, post free.

A First German Course . By A. R. LECHNER. ls . 60. KEY, 2s . 6d .

net , post free.

A Second German Course. By H. BAUMANN , M.A. 28. 6d .

French Unseens. Junior, 3d.; Middle, ls.; Senior, 18. 6d .

German Unseens. Junior, 4d . ; Senior (Prose only ) , cloth , 28 .

Layng's Arithmetic. By A. E. LAYNG , M.A. 4s . 6d . Also in Two

Parts, 28. 6d . each . With or without Answers.

ElementaryMensuration. Lines, Surfaces, and Solids. Numerous
Exercises. By J. MARTIN . 10d .

Layng'sExercises in Elementary Algebra. By A. E. LAYNG,

M.A. With or without Answers , 1s .

Algebra. Up to and Including Progressions and Scales of Notation.

By J , G. KERR , M.A. , LL.D. Cloth , 2s .

Euclid's Elements of Geometry. Edited by A. E. LAYNG, M.A.

With Exercises, Appendix, and Examination Papers. Books I. to VI., and
XI . 3s , 6d .

BOOK I., ls .: II . , 6d.: III . , Is .; IV ., 6d . ; V , and VI. together, ls .; XI . ,
ls . 6d . Books I.-II., ls. 3d.; I. III., 28.; I.-IV., 28. 6d. KEY to Book I.,

2s . 6d . To Complete, 5s.

Elementary Text- Book of Trigonometry. By R. H. PINKERTON,

B.A. (Oxon . ). 2s.

Theoretical Mechanics. By R. H. PINKERTON, B.A. 28.

Elementary Text -Book of Dynamics and Hydrostatics. By

R. H. PINKERTON , B.A. 3s . 6d .

Hydrostatics and Pneumatics. By R. H. Pinkerton, B.A. 45. 6d.

Light, Heat, and Sound. By CHARLES H. DRAPER, D.Sc. Lond. 28 .

Magnetism and Electricity . By W. JEROME HARRISON and

CHARLES A. WHITE . 2s .

Elementary Chemistry . Practical and Theoretical.

CHEETILAM , F.C.s. First Year's Course, Is . 6d . Second Year's Course, 2s.

Elementary Inorganic Chemistry. Theoretical and Practical.

By Prof. A. HUMBOLDT SEXTON , F.I.C., F.C.S. 2s . 61 .

Elementary Botany. By J. W. OLIVER. 2s .

The Student's Introductory Text - Book of Systematic Botany.
By J. W. OLIVER. 4s . 6d .

A Text- Book of Geology. By W. JEROME Harrison, F.G.S. 28. 6d.

An Elementary Text - Book of Physiology. By J. M'GREGOR

ROBERTSON , M.A. Cloth , 4s.

Drawing.

Vere Foster's Water -Colour Drawing Books.
In Fifteen

Numbers. Detailed List with Specimens of the Illustrations on application.

By T. A.

;

A First Latin Course . A Latin Book for Beginners,
A Latin Book for Beginners , The Latin Period . An Elementary Exercise Book .

based on Conversation thoughout. By E. H. SCOTT , B.A., and FRANK
By E. A.WELLS, M.A., of Highfield School, Southampton. ls.

JONE8 , B.A. ls. 6d .

This book contains well-gradedhintstowards the construction of Latin periods,

with copious exercises. It will prove an excellent introduction to Latin prose.

London : * BLACKIE & SON, LIMITED, 50 Old Bailey , E.C.
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session of a University degree or its equivalent, (b) a year's

The Educational Times. training in a special institution or in a recognized school,

and a diploma in the theory and practice of education , and

( c) a period of probation in teaching in some recognized

THERE has just been laid on the table of the school. It will be seen that these conditions are sufficiently

Registration of House of Commons an Order in Council pro- 'stringent,and it is certain that the second qualification is

viding for the establishment of a Register of possessed by very few indeed of the heads of our secondary

qualified Teachers in all classes of schools. The registration, 'schools, public or private. Hence the necessity of the pre

in the first instance, is to be carried out by an Authority liminary three years, during which the registrable quali

created for the purpose, to consist of twelve members, six fications would be more comprehensive, so as to admit a

of them nominated by the Board of Education and the other large number of teachers who have passed examinations

six by professional organizations. The term of office of this other than those entitling to a University degree.

purely provisional Authority will be for three years only, Forty years have now elapsed since the question of regis

during which time the conditions of registration will be of a tration of teachers was first taken actively in hand by the

more inclusive character than after this period of probation College of Preceptors, and it is more than twenty years

has elapsed. At the end of the three years of grace a per- since the first Registration Bill was introduced in the

manent Registration Authority is to be established by House of Commons by Dr. Playfair - a Bill which was

another Order in Council , to whom will be entrusted the '“ backed " by Mr. Arthur Balfour, the present Leader of

keeping of the Register. the House. This Bill, with modifications, was brought in

The Board of Education Act provided merely for the again and again, until , at last, in the summer of 1890 , it

formation of a Register of persons qualified to teach, in was referred (with another Bill for a similar purpose) to a

alphabetical order, without any provision for classification Select Committee, which reported to the House in the

or grading, and the minimum qualifications for admission to following year. Then came the Royal Commission on

the Register must necessarily be of such a character as to in- Secondary Education , whose Report, published in 1895 ,

clude all whom the State has already certified as qualified to recommended the registration of teachers as part of a com

teach in the public elementary schools. The Consultative plete scheme for the organization of secondary education in

Committee were confronted with this difficulty, that a purely England. Thus, the principle having already been accepted

permissive registration with so low a minimum qualification by the legislature , the way was paved for the statutory

could not be expected to command the respect of the powers conferred on the Consultative Committee by the

scholastic profession, or of the public at large , for whose Board of Education Act of 1899, the exercise of which has

information and protection the Register is primarily intended . resulted in the Order in Council establishing at last the

In the absence of any provision for a graded Register - e.g ., of Teachers' Register . The conditions of registration as set out

persons qualified to teach in elementary schools, secondary above can hardly be expected to commend themselves to all

schools, schools of art, technical schools, schools of commerce, the many classes of teachers who will be affected by them ;

or as teachers of special subjects—the Consultative Committee but we reserve any comments as to the details of the scheme

have hit
upon the idea ( which has now received the sanc- till the Order itself has passed the scrutiny of Parliament

tion of the Board of Education ) of arranging the names and is published as a legislative enactment.

of the teachers in three parallel columns. The first of these

columns will contain the entire list in alphabetical order, While the larger questions connected with

The Tenure of

the second column the names of those teachers only who Assistant
the organization of secondary education are

possess the qualification of a Board of Education certifi- Masterships. still undecided, it may not be out of place to

cate, and the third column the names of those teachers consider dispassionately some points of ad

who satisfy the other conditions laid down by the Con- ministration which have long exercised the minds of the

sultative Committee. These conditions include (a ) the pos- profession . None of those points, perhaps, 'is of greater
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importance than that of tenure, discussed by Mr. Cripps, master is in a position that, to a certain extent , approxi

K.C. , at the recent dinner of the Assistant Masters' Associa- mates to that condition . But most English secondary

tion , and none is beset with greater difficulties . We may , schools have to be conducted on principles approaching

therefore, be pardoned for returning to it even after the able more nearly to those which regulate ordinary business .

and exhaustive memorandum drawn up for the Council of This is obviously the case with private schools. However

the Incorporated Association of Head Masters in 1900. One high the ideals of the head master may be, he must conform

must face the fact that masters must from time to time be to this necessity. He must compete with other schools ,

compelled to retire ; possibly dismissals should be more fre- often under disadvantageous conditions ; he must collect and

quent than they are. Actual misconduct is , happily , very rare keep together a clientèle ; he must do his best to meet the

in the profession, and so , too , is open insubordination ; though demands, often not altogether reasonable, of the parents on

the persistent frondeur is not unknown, and is by no means whom he depends, and both he and his staff must make

easy to deal with . The hard cases are of two kinds. themselves acceptable to them . Nor are the majority of

Personal feeling, or marked difference of opinion from a endowed schools in a much better position. They also have

colleague on non -professional questions, does occasionally to face competition, and to comply with demands not always

lead a head master into serious injustice, and the influence in conformity with their better judgment. They are even ,

of the comparatively rare dismissals that fall under this in many cases , handicapped by the necessity of charging

head is far-reaching. On the other hand , there are numerous fees which do not cover the real cost of education , and by the

cases , and some of them very hard cases , where comparative influence of governing bodies not always enlightened and

inefficiency makes the retirement of a master desirable. A often crippled by inadequate means. These conditions have

head master is generally reluctant to act under such circum- ' of themselves a tendency to reduce assistant masters to the

stances ; and , if he does act, he needs support rather than position of mere employés of the head master. Moreover,

restraint. If a school falls in number and reduction of staff the smaller the school, the less chance is there of public

becomes urgent, or if teachers of new subjects are wanted, opinion being brought to bear on his relations with his

it is not necessarily the junior men who can be best spared.'colleagues. It is to the credit alike of head masters and of

Nor are cases of growing inefficiency uncommon . Many a man'assistant masters that those relations are generally satis

who makes a first start in the profession loses his first factory.

enthusiasm ; he never opens a book , and his lessons get duller Thus the problem is no easy one . The head master , being

and duller ; he fails a little in physical vigour, and his power in many cases really the manager of a business concern , has

both of interesting and of controlling boys diminishes, or he some reason to claim complete control over the staff with

fails to play his part in the general life of the school. Then whom he works ; the assistant masters, as members of a
the school suffers . In many occupations it is enough if learned profession , ought not, especially when they have

a man discharges his routine duties punctually. For a reached a certain standing, to be compelled to hold office at

schoolmaster's work more is required : freshness and interest the discretion of a single person. Solutions have been

are as essential as strict adherence to routine . These are proposed , both by the Bryce Commission and by the Com

the really hard cases : if the master is dismissed , his chances mittee of the Head Masters' Association. The Commission

of finding other employment are small ; if he stays on , a recommended that in the case of “ third-grade ” schools

number of boys waste months of precious time, or even get both appointment and dismissal should rest, as laid down in

a permanent distaste for study . The power of dismissal, most of the schemes of the Charity Commissioners for

and that on grounds not always easy to formulate, must schools of that class, with the governing body ; that in the

exist : the question is how that power can be exercised not “ first-grade ” and " second -grade " schools appointment

only with justice, but without the appearance of injustice. should rest absolutely with the head master, but that for

The latter point is by no means unimportant. The dismissal the approval of the governing body should be

efficiency of an individual school - in other words, the required, opportunity being given to the assistant master to

discharge of its duty to its pupils — is of course the first make a statement on his own behalf. The memorandum of

object of the authorities controlling it . What is less the Association would leave the power of dismissal in the

frequently thought of is the efficiency of all schools, hands of the head master, subject to a report to the

involving the general standard of national education . This governing body, and, in case of an appeal on the part of

depends to a great extent on the inducements held out the dismissed master, would call in the Board of Education

to young men of force of character and ability to enter the as the final tribunal — the governing body acting as a grand

profession. More and more is being required in the way jury to settle whether there were prima facie grounds for

of academic and professional preparation, and salaries do further investigation. No doubt any form of appeal increases

not, at present, show any tendency to increase ; indeed, the the difficulties of a head master's position , especially with

demand for better buildings and better appliances, and for an inferior governing body. A successful appeal might

a liberal proportion of teachers to pupils , tends, at least in leave him with no alternative but resignation, and the fear

the case of day schools, to diminish the amount available for of it might easily induce bim to acquiesce too readily in the

payment of masters. Thus reasonable security of tenure retention of a master of proved inefficiency, but locally

for the efficient teacher is a matter of national importance. popular . Perhaps in this case efficient inspection might

An additional complication is caused by the peculiarities help him . But , in spite of all difficulties, some form of

of English secondary education . In Germany the teacher is appeal is obviously better than the present feeling of inse

practically a civil servant, and the English primary -school curity, which tends to lower the standing of the profession.

:

66
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can

do not lead to efficiency will have a tendency to influence the

NOTES .
policy of each. The medieval notion of a University is not

entirely obsolete in England, but it is neither progressive

THERE still prevails a good deal of uncertainty as to the nor economical. St. Andrews and Aberdeen, to which the

scope of the Education Bill which is to be introduced into the advocates of the new Universities refer their opponents, have

House of Commons at an early date. In the King's Speech much in their history which onght to serve as a warning.

it is referred to as containing proposals for the co -ordina. To have established chairs in all the faculties and to tripli

tion and improvement of primary and secondary education ." cate the examining machinery will be of small avail if

The words would seem to imply a large and comprehensive eminent theologians and philosophers lecture to a sprinkling

measure, involving the placing of both primary and second- of students while the more practical , if more humble, depart

ary education under Local Authorities, in which the School
ments are starved .

Boards and Technical Education Committees of the County

Councils would be merged . It has been pointed out that Both the Head Masters ' and Assistant Masters' Associa

such devolution might be effected by merging the School |tions devoted a substantial part of their meetings to discussing

Boards in the Technical Education Committees of County recommendations as to the form of the Education Bill ; and

and Borough Councils, or by creating a new authority we do not doubt that the Government will desire to profit by

elected ad hoc , to which the work of the School Boards and them . The Head Masters', as well as the Science Masters',

of the Technical Education Committees would be assigned , Association provided, in addition, food for reflection by

or by extending the powers of the School Boards so as to Government Departments other than that devoted to educa

include the control of secondary education within their tion . The former championed the cause of Naval engineer

respective areas. It is evident that the discussion of a officers, and the latter found much to criticize in the present

measure involving a transfer of functions and powers from syllabus governing the examination in science of candidates

one existing public body to another, or the merging of one for the Army. The special grievance of engineer officers

authority in another, cannot fail to evoke the keenest opposi- in the Navy is that they do not rank with other executive

tion ; and it is difficult to see how , in a Session which will officers; and head master's maintain that until their status is

be occupied so largely with the war and the provision of the improved they will not feel justified in recommending their

sinews of war, to say nothing of reform of procedure and more promising boys to enter the service as engineers.

other important matters , time be found for the There is certainly a greater reason for giving naval engineers

thorough discussion of radical changes in our educational combative rank than there was for a similar change of status

machinery. granted to Army doctors. If doctors, why not Army school

masters and chaplains ? The reductio ad absurdum was

The example of Birmingham has roused into activity the reached the other day when an Army doctor (major) found

imitative faculty of the constituent colleges of Victoria himself in supreme command of five hundred troops on a

University. Both Manchester and Liverpool have already transport leaving Southampton, although there were several

decided to develop their colleges into separate Universities, regimental captains on board .

and it is apparent that the perfervid local patriotism of

Yorkshiremen will be satisfied with nothing less in the case

of the Yorkshire College at Leeds. With three Universities,
At the discussion on inspection at the meeting of the

in addition to Durham and the Newcastle College of Science, Teachers' Guild, Mr. Buckmaster brought out clearly the

the North of England will not lack provision for higher difference between the official and the professional view of

education. Some, indeed , suggest that the movement is the an inspector's qualifications. The official idea is to catch

him

outcome of local rivalry rather than the result of a well con
young , and imbue him betimes with all the traditions of

sidered ambition to perfect the educational machinery of the the office ; the professional view is that his training should

kingilom . In,a long letter to the Leeds Mercury, Prof. be in the class -room , that a long period of work as a school

Silvanus Thompson asks : “ Have Yorkshiremen lost their master is essential for any one who is to judge the work of

grit that they should fear the advent of independence and other schoolmasters. Just as for most legal appointments

self-government? ” Whether for weal or woe, the days of only barristers of ten years' standing are eligible, so , as was

the Victoria University are numbered . Yet Victoria Uni- pointed out in a recent article in this journal, educational

versity has not only justified its existence as a degree -grant- appointments should be limited to schoolmasters who have

ing body, conscious of its duty to maintain a high standard been ten years at work in their profession. The official

of attainment in its graduates; it has done more. By its theory scarcely conduces to what one speaker described as

Board of Studies, on which the three affiliated colleges are
the first requisite in an inspector ---modesty.

represented, it has succeeded in co -ordinating educational

effort in the interests of both economy and efficiency. It has The second Annual Conference of Public School Science

only existed some twenty years, and has been considered Masters ended with a resolution to form itself into a per

such a success that the framers of the charter of the Uni- manent body, Princpal Rücker being chosen President. The

versity of Wales sought their model in its constitution . In tendency towards sectional organization among teachers

its present form the constituent colleges are staffed and would seem to be on the increase, and this year the Asssocia

equipped with special reference to local needs. When each tion of Assistant Masters held its first general meeting

college becomes a University, extravagant ambitions which after incorporation . The Association of Assistant Mis
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tresses in Secondary Schools also held its annual meeting last, and entitled “ Lessons England may learn from the
last month . With the Association of University Women North ," has been reprinted as a leaflet . The writer dwells

Teachers, the Head Masters' and Head Mistresses ' organiza- at some length on the extreme freedom allowed to teachers

tions, and the Modern Language Association it cannot be in Denmark and Sweden , and on the readiness with which

said that the voice of the teaching profession lacks means of State aid is granted to efficient schools, whether under

utterance . Some consolidation will soon be desirable, or, public or private management. It is clear from what he

rather, a conference should be arranged, to be attended by tells us that the driving power-the wind for which the

delegates empowered to speak on behalf of their own Duke of Devonshire is whistling--exists in those Northern

organizations. By this means resolutions on which a countries, and that there is a widespread enthu siasm for

general agreement has been arrived at might be brought to general as well as for technical education . The establish

the notice of the Board of Education with irresistible force . ment of eleven hundred co -operative dairies in Denmark

since 1882 — the year in which the present educational

The intelligent interest of the public in education is to be policy was started — is a fact worth a good many arguments.

welcomed ; but, unless this is met by an increased power of

critical selection on the part of the officials of the Board of The Pilot of January 18 has a special supplement of

Education with regard to new ideas brought to their notice, sixteen pages entirely devoted to education . Whilst all the

some harm may result. The curriculum of a school , whether five articles are valuable, three may be singled out as

elementary or secondary, is not to be lightly tampered with , specially interesting — the opening one, by Principal Robert

and it is an interesting fact that in Germany the curriculum son, of King's College , on “ Secondary Education " ; another

of primary schools has only been very slightly altered during on “ Technical Education in Action , " which complains that

the last forty years. Such is the advantage of basing the " we are degrading our workers to the level of being workers

organization of education on a ground plan of well considered only, and not thinkers," and so “ are paying a big price for

theory. At the recentmeeting of the Agricultural Education technical education " ; and a third , from “ Our Oxford Cor

Committee of the Kent County Council, under the presidency respondent,” who sighs for the expansion of Oxford studies

of Sir W. Hart Dyke, the chairman claimed that they had so as to include the new learning - the humanities, with only

advanced a considerable distance towards remodelling, in an modern languages and literatures for their media — which

intelligent form , the present system of rural education . The must form the staple of the instruction in so many secondary

Committee has undeniably done good in prevailing upon the schools of the time to come. How thoroughly and how

Board of Education to encourage the masters of rural schools exceptionally Dr. Robertson has looked the actual situation full

to cultivate the intelligence of their pupils by a study of in the face will appear from his contention that

natural objects and processes . Nor can fault be found with which are giving efficient teaching ought to be the losers by

the Committee's suggestion - now adopted by the Board— legislative changes " ; that “ even proprietary schools should,

that the curriculum of training colleges should be modified under proper conditions, be freely recognized and aided " ;

so as enable theoretical and practical instruction in subjects and , again, that “ education does not consist in the acquisi

bearing upon rural life to be given . Now the Committee tion of knowledge, but in the acquisition of the power to

cries for more : it recommends that training college students assimilate it and to make use of knowledge. ”

who desire it may spend a third year at a recognized

agricultural institution . Elementary schools are not institu- The question of prescribed books in examinations was

tions for technical instruction , and we hope the Board, in raised at the meetings both of the Head Masters' Con

the interest of education, will recognize the fact . ference and of the Incorporated Association, and the general

opinion was that it should be possible to pass all public

Nor content with providing the means for improving the examinations on unseen papers only. Prof. Sonnenschein, in

education of a large part of the globe , Mr. Carnegie has at an interesting letter to the Times, points out some of the

last found time to attend to his own literary needs, and his dangers of dispensing with set books, and quotes the practice

method is characteristic of his grand manner of meeting a of the University of Birmingham at its Matriculation

difficulty. He has retained Lord Acton, the Professor of Examination, where , as in Oxford Responsions, set books are

Modern History at Cambridge, to select the books for the required, but the choice is left -- presumably within certain

limits - to the candidates.

library at his residence in Scotland, and the libarian of one
Whether the Birmingham plan

of our public libraries has been chosen to decide
of examining in the set books vira voce will prove satis

the
upon

best editions. With Lord Acton's known taste and great
factory may be doubted. There is no doubt that, in many

learning, the result will no doubt satisfy even Mr. Carnegie; had to prepare candidates for the London Matriculation knows
cases , set books are an unmitigated evil ; any one who has

but we are sorry he should miss the supreme joy of selecting

and buying his own books . The chief charm of a library is
that the books chosen are often not adapted for sixth -form

the personal note suggestive of the owner's tastes and reading, and that a very large number of candidates simply

withget them up
crib .

studies , and , sometimes , even of his life's history .

Probably in all examinations
We

intended to test the fitness of candidates to enter a pro
envy Lord Acton his task, and are awed in contemplating

fession a University it would be desirable to dispense

the joy of his coadjutor, who is permitted to choose editions

and bindings.
with them , and to rely entirely on the test of unseen

passages done with or without dictionary, according to

A PAPER contributed to Secondary Education in December the standard desired . If candidates cannot do an average
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piece of Latin with a dictionary at seventeen or eighteen, it
SUMMARY.

is pretty clear that the time they have spent on Latin has

been wasted , and the examining authority should provide
THE MONTH.

an alternative. The case of examinations like the Higher

and Lower Certificate and the Local Examinations, which the annual Court of Governors of the Birmingham University.
MR. CHAMBERLAIN, as Chancellor, presided on January 8 over

are intended to test and direct school work, is very different. The right hon. gentleman said the crux of their situation was
The thorough study of a good piece of literature and finance. Money was the beginning and the endof all they had to

nothing that is not thoroughly good should be prescribed he would provide a University second to none- an institution
do. Give him the money for which he had asked , and in return

is an important part of a liberal education. It means not calculated to do enormous benefit to the great district in which it

only accurate translation , but the acquisition of a good deal wassituated .He did not, however, plead for anything in the
nature of a large endowment. He held the opinion that in all

of miscellaneous information . It encourages the habit of such institutions each generation should be prepared to do its
careful reading, and forces both teacher and pupil alike to own work , and that, if an institution was made independent of

leave nothing unexplained.
current opinion , it was liable to get out of touch with , and it

might become, which would be very undesirable, independent of ,

public criticism . On the occasion of the last annual meeting he

was able to inform them that the fund raised for the purposes of the

There are now 156 students in residence at Newnham University amounted to $ 330,000 ; at the present time, including

College, Cambridge, and 10 out students are attached to the the generous gift of landwhich wasmadeto them by Lord Calthorpe,
three Halls-viz . , Sedgwick, Clough, and Old . The second it amounted to something over £ 420,000 . But a very considerable

award of a Fellowship , under the provisional scheme the first place, they had to pay off a very considerable deficit

portion of that sum was appropriated before it was received . In

initiated by the Associates, has been made to Miss which had arisen in the working of the old Mason College. In

W. M. L. Hutchinson, who is engaged on
the next place — and this accounted for a much larger sum — they

a work dealing had,according to promise, to revise the teaching arrangements
with myths, history and art of Egina. Permission has been and to reconsider the amounts of the salaries of the teaching

granted to her to reside in London during the two winter terms, staff. He called special attention to the appointment in the

in order to study at the British Museum .
Faculty of Arts for the first time of a separate lecturer in Greek

The first award
literature, language, and archæology. He regarded that ap .

was made to Miss Jane Harrison . These Fellowships are of pointment with the greatest satisfaction ; he thought it supplied
the value of £100 a year, and they are tenable for three a much -needed want, without which they would not have had any

years. The holders must be in the main engaged in work which he wasalmost ashamed to confess. Up to the presenttime
pretence to be a University. There was, however , onedeficiency

intended to advance knowledge. The Geoffrey Fellow of the the University of Birmingham had no professor of history. That
College is Miss G. L. Elles . Sixty-three students entered was a deficiency which he hoped would before long be filled .

for the various Tripos Examinations in Easter Term , 1901 , MR. CHAMBERLAIN then commented upon the noble example of

of whom eleven obtained First Class , twenty -six Second Class, the Birmingham City Council in voting the University a sum of
and twenty -two Third Class Honours . The Marion Kennedy Council,and soon,he believed , to befollowed by the Councils of

£5,500 per annum -- an example already followed by the County

Scholarship has been awarded to Miss H. B. C. Sollas , who Worcestershire, Warwickshire, and Shropshire. Altogether, he

gained a First Class in the Mediæval and Modern Languages anticipated they might safely count upon a sum of not less than
£7,000 per annum from this source . That at once set free a

Tripos in 1900. She is now residing at Heidelberg, and is capital sum of £ 200,000 , which, added to the balance that

engaged in research work connected with English and Ger- remained, placed at their disposal a total sum of £ 300,000 for the

man literature . The number of students, past and present , new buildings. He ventured to urge upon his colleagues great

now amounts to 1,330. On the purchase of the freehold of his mind the action of the builders and founders of those magni.
boldness in regard to the plans for those buildings. He had in

Newnham , completed at Michaelmas, 1900 , there now remains ficent cathedrals which had come downto us from the middle
a debt of £2,200, of which £ 1,000 has been borrowed from ages . Not one of them was built at once, but allwere built with

a view to the greatest possible extension. They had received

the Fellowship Fund, and the remainder from friends of the from their architects the rough plan of their future University,

College. of the University as it might be, perhaps, a generation hence,

perhaps to-morrow , if they could only find in this country some

A PRIZE of 10s . is offered by Professor Church for the best individuals ready to follow the munificent example set by

American millionaires in similar circumstances, and who might

translation into English of the following passage of Cæsar, be proud to associate their names with so great and important a

done by a boy or girl under seventeen years of age. It is work. He reckoned that the buildings of this new University

essential to break up the long Latin sentence. Candidates sterling. They had £ 300,000 in hand ,and accordingly, outoften
could not be erected and equipped for a less sum than a million

must send with their translation a certificate from their working blocks of which the complete University would ulti

head master or head mistress, or, if not attending a school , mately consist, they proposed to begin with the erection of three,

and these three blocks would give them the schools of mining,

from some person in a responsible position, that the transla- metallurgy, of civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering,

tion has been done without any help beyond a dictionary, together with the great hall of the University.

grammar, and ordinary notes, and that they are under seven

of The Annual Meeting of the Incorporated Association of Head
age .

Masters was held at the Guildhall on January 10 and 11. The

Cicero, qui omnes superiores dies praeceptis Caesaris cum summa coming Education Bill was the subject of the President's in

diligentia milites in castris continuisset, acne calonem quidem quem- augural address, a report of which is given in another column.
quam extra munitionem egredi passus esset, septimo die diffidens de Among other questions dealt with were the inspection of schools

numero dierum Caesarem fidem servaturum , quod longius progressum and the use of prescribed books in language examinations.

audiebat, neque ullade reditu eius fama afferebatur ; simul eorum per

motus vocibus, qui illius patientiam paene obsessionem appellabant, si

quidem ex castris egredi non liceret ; nullum eiusmodi casum exspectans,
An Educational Conference of Members of the Teachers' Guild

quo, novem oppositis legionibus maximoque equitatu, dispersis ac paene was held , on January 13 and 14, in the Lecture Hall of the College

deletis hostibus, in milibus passuum tribus offendi posset ; quinque co . of Preceptors, which was granted for the purpose by the Council.

hortes frumentatum in proximas segetes misit , quas inter et castra unus The Rev. Canon Lyttelton presided , and the subjects discussed

omnino collis intererat. were of a very varied and interesting character. Observational

a

teen year's
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and Field Work as the basis of the Teaching of Geography " was same subject, which was followed by discussion , and the proceed

the subject of the first paper, in which Miss J. B. Reynolds urged ings terminated with a vote of thanks to the chairman .

that children should be trained to observe the actual features

and forms of Nature before studying maps or other records of

them , and suggested that observational work might also be PRESIDING, on January 9 , at the Annual Meeting of the Private

carried on indoors by means of object-lessons. Mr. L. W. Lyde Schools' Association at the Westminster Palace Hotel, Mr. G. C.T.

(of Bolton) said he did not agree with themethod recommended , Bartley, M.P., in the course of his inaugural address, said they

and considered that a better plan was to engage the pupil's interest must anticipate that during the coming Session the chief feature

in the study by appealing to his powers of imagination. He of legislation would be secondary education. He deprecated the

thought that commercial geography opened out better avenues of spirit of utilitarianism in education which was abroad. The

approach, as more directly related to the environment of the object should be to give boys and girls such an education as they

children . -Mrs. Bryant introduced the question of “ Inspection would be able to use in a wise and proper manner in whatever

of Secondary Schools.” She remarked on the different purposes line of life they were afterwards placed . The question was

of inspection - administrative, educational, and in relation to the whether the State was going practically to take over secondary

school buildings and appliances, and on the existing agenciesschools, whether the time had comewhen these schools should be

for carrying out the work, and recommended some scheme provided out of the rates or taxes. The first thing to be

of co-operation between the central, local, and university demanded was that there should be an efficient system of second
authorities. She urged, however, that inspection should not be ary education. Private teachers claimed that in the past they

carried too far, as over-inspection would be worse than over-ex-Jhad done a great deal to secure the present system , and they

amination . The Rev. R. D. Swallow (Head Masters ' Association) claimed that in the future they should have a large share in
read a paper on the same subject, in which he advocated a regis- carrying on secondary education, and that no legislation should

tration of schools consequent on a general inspectionof them by a be so framed as to do away with private enterprise. It might be
central,and not by a local authority. The inspectors should be taken for granted that the establishment of some LocalEduca

men and women of wide sympathies, unprejudiced minds,and ripe tion Authority would be one of the main features of legislation.

experience. Heconsidered that the inspectors hitherto appointed If such a body provided effective machinery to make secondary
by the Board of Education did not satisfy these essentialconditions. education efficient where it was now deficient, private teachers,

Mr. Eve (Dean of the Collegeof Preceptors) was of opinion that as abody, would donothing but hail it with satisfaction ; but
inspectors should be men of high attainments, who had had at what seemed to him a possible danger was that such a body might
least ten years' practical experience as teachers. Mr. C. A. So work as to compete with efficient private schools. Those

BUCKMASTER (Board of Education Inspector) pointed out that, efficient schools should be protected ; and, in his view , the key

under the present conditions of the Civil Service, the plan of re. note of the situation was that schools started by the Local

quiring an inspector to serve as an assistant master for eight or | Authority should be required to be self- supporting. The intro-

ten years, and as head master for a further term , would result, duction of free secondary education meant the collapse of the

for financial reasons, in the ranks of the inspectorate being filled private school. If it were not required that the schools estal)..

with those who had not succeeded as head masters . The lished by the Education Authority should be self-supporting.

profession of an inspector was one which, like other pro- private schools should receive grants to put them on the same

fessions, had to be learned, and the average inspector must level. Hewas,however, very much opposed to grants, astendingundergo a certain course of training before he could be let loose to produce a stereotyped form of school. With regard to the
to act on his own authority , which meant that they must be registration of teachers, he could not think the Association would

caught young. As to the work of inspection ,in order to judge of have any objection to systematic registration ; and, as to inspec
the work of a school it was essential that it should be seen in its tion, the only question was, who was to pay for it . It seemed to

ordinary routine condition . — On the second day of the Con- him a reasonable and legitimate charge to put on the public.
ference Mr. C. E. Rice opened a discussion on Nature-Study The danger in any scheme was the loss of freedom , elasticity, and
for Children between the Ages of Seven and Twelve years.” He individuality: Hetrusted the Association would do their utmost
said that nature-study included much of what used to be called to maintain the efficiency of secondary schools as well as their

natural science, and embodied drawing as a medium of individual position .

pression. The study of experimental science involved the creation
of an artificial set of conditions not necessarily found in nature. At the annual general meeting of the Association of

Nature-study, on the other hand, implied the surface knowledge Assistant Masters in Secondary Schools, which was held on

to be gained by observation only and undernatural circumstances January 11 at St. Paul's School, Hammersmith, one of the chief

or conditions removed as little as possible from those found in subjects of discussion was the question of security of tenure ..

nature. In a paper on the same subject by Miss J. C. Vinter, It was urged by Mr. Page that in all secondary schools every

the teaching of botany and zoology to children between the ages assistant master was dependent upon the head master for pro
of seven and ten was recommended ; at ten , lessons in ele- motion, and liable to dismissal wi out reason assigned, any

mentary physics might be taken up, which would form an in- right of appeal to the governing body being illusory. The

troduction to a course of physical geography or of generalconditions of scholastic life were such that dismissal at a time

elementary science to be begún at the age of twelve. With of life when other professionalmen were in their prime left the
regard to methods, she was ofopinion that the instruction assistant master in a hopeless position . Though he freely

was best given in the form of object-lessons. -Dr. WORMELL acknowledged that the great majority of head masters were dis..

then opened a discussion on Essentialsin the Teaching inclined to strain their strictly legal powersand endeavoured to

of Geometry in School,” which was followed by a paper execute a public trust with judicial fairness. there had been cases.

on the same subject by Miss J. S. Gill .-- The final sub- some of which he mentioned, in smaller schools not under the

ject of discussion , " " The Teaching of English Literature in influence of public opinion involving the greatest hardship with ..
Schools ' was opened by Mr. P. A. BARNETT ( H.M. Inspector ), out possibility of redress. Claiming that the work of education

who observed that it was a notable factthat literature as such was public service, he argued that assistant masters shouldbe
had comparatively little recognition in the curriculum of English allowed an appeal to the constituted Education Authority
schools, while it was entirely excluded from the syllabuses of a Resolutions urging the Government to proceed with their

large class of important schools. The greater part of what was promised Education Bill, and expressing the opinion of the
called instruction aimed properly at developing the powers of meeting that the areas of thelocal Education Authorities
reason and at storing the mind with facts. The cultivation of should not be less than a county or county borough and that the
literary feeling was undertaken by other agencies besides the Education Committees should include persons who were or had
school. The school. however,was,in his opinion , better able to been engaged in teaching in secondary schools, and that the
do the early work well. It should be done almost solely with interests of education and financial economy alike demand that

plain texts, and the resthetic and rhetorical qualities of books provision should be made for safeguarding the position and
should be dwelt upon rather than details of a less general efficiency of existing secondary schools , ” were unanimously
character. The feeling for literature, like the feeling for good- | adopted.

ness, must be quickened and cultivated . or the English

teacher, English literature was the least specialized, the most ! The annual meeting of the Geographical Association, held at

common instrument of humanization. The first and chief busi- the College of Preceptors on January 14, was enlivened by an
ness of the English teacher was to make his pupil a good man interesting lecture by the Right Hon . James Bryce. M.P. , ou
and a good Englishman. Mr. H. C'. BUWEX read a paper on the “ The Importance of Geography in Education ."

Few mei.
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living can compare with Mr. Bryce as travellers ; he has, indeed, its most ardent supporters are gradually cooling down. The

seen the manners and cities of manymen " --and their mountains demand for scientific and utilitarian education, and the growth

too. Hewas the first to ascend Mount Ararat, where the remains of new Universities, which lay themselves out to meet that

of the Ark are supposed to be resting, but quite failed to couvince demand, is bound in time to have its effect even in stationary

his host, the Patriarch of Echmiadzin, of the reality of his Oxford. Certainly in scientific education Oxford has made great
achievement. “ Never," said the venerable prelate, " has Mount advances in the last two decades, with new buildings, larger

Ararat been ascended , and it never will be .' In the course of grants of money, new subjects, a more varied staff of teachers,

his address Mr. Bryce spoke of geography as the meeting point and a much increased body of students. If one studies the

between the physical sciences and those dealing with human lecture list as marshalled in array in the pages of the University

affairs, and pointed out its value if properly taught from a basis Gazette for the term , and compares it with the announcements of

of Heimatkunde, or the study of one's own neighbourhood, as a thesame nature in a Gazette of a dozen years back, the remark.
discipline alike in observation and in reasoning. He further able change is evident at the first glance . The increasing study

dwelt on the importance of the subject as a handmaid to history of geography and the now ever -growing demand for modern
in all its branches, and as an essential element in the training of languages are further evidences of the change. Add to these the

men of business. Perhaps practical schoolmasters who came fact that many, both inside and outside the University, are

expecting suggestions that might bear on their own teaching agitating for a more systematized preparation of candidates for

were somewhat disappointed ; but the Association could not but the India and other Civil Service examinations (which are not

be grateful for so clear an exposition of the value of the quiet University examinations), and the conclusion that Oxford is

work they are doing in the propagation of sound methods of steadily departing from its independent aloofness is very obvious.

geographical instruction in schools. There are, of course, those who deplore the change, and find signs

of decay and disintegration when they discover that Literæ

Humaniores, the boast of the Oxford system , is now regarded by

VR. L. L. PRICE, Fellow and Treasurer of Oriel , has addressed many, not as an end in itself, but as a means.

an open letter to the Vice -Chancellor of the University upon the All this digression has been suggested by the “ modern lan

present condition of economic study in Oxford, in which he urges guage rumour. But, whatever be the result - whether Greek be

the importance of according it a place more adequate both to its doomed or no - it is to be hoped that, if modern languages do

own intrinsic importance and to the position which it seems
come in , we shall demand a more satisfactory standard of pro

likely in the near future to occupy. One Group (or portion of a ficiency than is now demanded in Responsions in classics. A

Group) of the Final Pass School is devoted to politicaleconomy, prepared book is really a thing of nought - or, at any rate,of

and it occupies by no means the leastsatisfactory positionamong literal translation . Much Latin prose scrapes through under thememory - when nothing more is demanded than a mere baldly

the different Groups in kindling interest and assisting the
development of the mind. But in the Honour examinations the embracing title of via satis which contains mistakes for which

The grammar
place ofeconomies is inconsiderable. This unimportant position in our infancy manum ferulæ subducimus.

is, Mr. Price pleads, not commensurate either with the place standard is thatof an ordinary public school middle form , and

which economics is now taking in the world outside or with its there is no unseen translation.

own intrinsic interest and value. In the University of Cambridge
The two “ Boards " for school examination , the “ Certificate "

the subject occupies a very prominent position in the Moral and the " Locals ," have recognized by now the futility of mere

Sciences Tripos and also fills a larger place in the Historical prepared books. In both (now ) prepared books are not necessary;

Tripos than in the Oxford Modern History School; and he points
in both a certain standard ofaccuracy is demanded, both in Latin

The Oxford Locals have been slower
out that Cambridgeis continually producing young economists prose and Latin unseen .
of capacity and attainment. In the reorganized University of in adopting the last clause, but it may now be said to be

London explicit recognition, as a Faculty of the University , has
definitely established .

been given to the London School of Economics and Political
Among other items of University news, we may record the ap

Science, which has been working with success for some years pointment of Mr. Bryce as Romanes Lecturer for the year, an

and attracted students from this country and abroad . Nor can announcement which, at any rate , frees the University from any

any observer who watches the drift of English popular opinion charge of political animosity; the promulgation of a scheme

on educational matters doubt that the stir roused on “ commer for reorganizing the salaries as paid to University examiners,

cial education ” is likely to beget an increasing tendency on the especially in respect of Final History, Pass Moderations, and
part of merchants and other business men to send their sons to Smalls (the last named, with its £100 a year for four examina

placesof education where they think, rightlyor wrongly, that tions, lasting,at the outside about a week euch, was very well
they will receive a training more useful for the careers for which paid, as pay goes in Oxford ; now , a “ Master of the Schools ” is

they are destined . For these and other reasons which he to receive £80) ; the pamphlet, in the form of a · Letter to the

mentions, Mr. Price thinks he is putting forward no unreasonable Vice-Chancellor,” published by Mr. Price, pleading for a more

plea when he asks forearnest attention to the present state of serious and universal study of the subject of political economy ,

economic study in Oxford . another “ sign of the times " ; the success at the end of last term

in the Ireland and Craven examination , of Mr. Jackson , a close

exhibitioner, who had come up to Queen's from Appleby

Grammar School, and had never done verses i before coming

into residence; and, lastly, the remarkable success of Corpus inUNIVERSITIES.

securing both the Senior and Junior University Mathematical

( From our Correspondents . ) Scholarships - a success not undue probably to the brilliant
mathematical teaching ability of Mr. Jolliffe.

Term has started in a somewhat dull fashion, and at On the river are torpids in abundance, but none of surpassing
Oxford .

present we hear of no startling movements among the merit. By the time these lines appear the University Eight will

progressives likely to call the Non-placet Society into probably be in something like its final form : at present it is
action . There is a rumour, indeed, that the Hebdomadal Council, undergoing a series of permutations and combinations, especially

who have been taking the opinions of various schoolmasters, have in the bows.
discussed, are discussing, or propose to discuss the question of The football team was well represented in the Rugby match
making amodern language compulsory in Responsions. That the England against Wales , Strand - Jones dropping a goal for Wales
encouragement of modern languages " has come to stay " admits and Dobson securing one of the two English tries.
of no question. Balliol-alone, we believe, among colleges

compels those men who do not read for Honours in the First

Public Examination totake up the study of a modern language. This Lent term will probably see a fuller de

What, however, would be the result of introducing French or Cambridge. velopment of the controversy concerning the sug

German as a compulsory subject in Responsions is hard to say.
gested changes in the Poll Examinations. Itmay

If either is to be introduced as additional to Greek , then the be remembered that a memorial was presented to the Vice

burdens of the Pass man, pure and simple, will be enormously Chancellor last term asking for the appointment of a syndicate to

increased ; if theidea is by the thin end of the wedge to gradually consider the question of making certain changes in the Pass

eliminate Greek , then, again, we areface to face with an old heroic Examinations , more especially by allowing candidates to take

struggle. There are many who think now that Greek as a two Special Examinations instead of the General Examination

necessary pass subject is bound to go to the wall ; even some of and one Special, ” as at present. The present scheme, which

9
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were freely thrownout that underthe suggested scheme, a boy TEXT-BOOK

has been in force for the past twenty - five years, with alterations

and improvements from time to time, is briefly as follows :-- The

Little- go, divided into two parts - Classics and Mathematics - is

an elementary examination on ordinary school subjects. The next

test is the General, an advanced examination on similar lines, em

bracing the following topics :-Statics, Algebra , Hydrostaties

and Heat, a Latin subject.Greek subject. Acts of the Apostles in Text- Books for Oxford, Cambridge, and
Greek, a period of History, and an English Essay. The whole of

this examination can be passed in a man's fourth term .

that the candidate is induced to specialize, a choice being given

him from a list of subjects embracing all important branches of

learning. The fundamental idea of the whole course is that the

General," as its name implies,is a text of general education, MIDSUMMER
the Specials being on topics of a more or less technical and

professional character. It is generally admitted by those

whose work lies in that direction that the General Examination

Edited , with Introduction , Notes ,

NIGHT'S and Index ,

is quite as satisfactory a test as could be devised for the ends in by J. LEES, B.A.

view . DREAM. Price 1s., crown 8vo, cloth .

The memorial in favour of the new suggestion was largely

signed, chiefly by college tutors, but the debate in the Senate on

January 23 was decidedly disappointing. The case for the
memorialists was stated by Mr. Rouse Ball, the Senior Tutor of

Trinity, who was supported by Mr. Tilley, of King's, and Mr.
Parry, of Trinity. No cogent reasons were adduced by the 6 Midsummer

memorialists, but the general drift of the argument for their side By J. LEES, B.A.

was that the work of the General was useless, and consisted of Price 2s. 6d .

“ snippets " of work which did not interest the candidates. These Interleaved with Plain

contentions were strongly opposed by Mr. W. G. Bell , of Trinity Paper.

Dream ."
Emmanuel, and Mr. Whibley, of Pembroke, urged the educational

value of the present examination. It was , in the course of the Reviews of Mr. Lees ' Books .

discussion, pointed out in forcible terms that the proposed Literature.- " For a critical and detailed study of the play, scene by scene, this

changes were merely a new departure in the anti-Greek move- book is very useful, not only for examination purposes, but as a guide to teachers.”

ment ; that the wishes of the schoolmasters should only be
Westminster Review .-- " Mr. Lees' edition does credit to his industry."

regarded when the University could be persuaded that those
Practical Teacher.- " Judiciously and well edited ."

wishes could be granted without detriment to the interests of
Schoolmaster.— " Very helpful and suggestive."

education - in other words, that it was the function of the Uni
School Guardian , - " The notes are full and good .”

versity to lead , and not to follow , the schools. Suggestions
By CHARLOTTE L.

from the upper fourth passing his Little- go before residence
LAURIE ,

get passing
Assistant Mistress at

the Special in Musicand Agricultural Science,thelast mentioned ELEMENTARY Cheltenham Ladies'

being a very conglomeration of veritable “ snippets ” of know
College.

ledge strung together on the slender thread of a presumed con- BOTANY.
With Illustrations by W. L.

nexion with agriculture. The real debate will take place when
BOYS-SMITH ,

the Council formulate a definite proposal to appoint a syndicate late Scholar of Girton College, Cambridge, and

to consider the question ; then the fly -sheets will fall like leaves
Science Lecturer at Cheltenham Ladies' College.

in autumn. One speaker in the course of the debate incidentally
Price 2s. 6d ., crown 8vo, cloth .

expressed his distrust of syndicates and committees generally, Journal of Education.- " Capital little book-well informed , well illustrated .”

suggesting that, as a rule, the genius of the individual is often Yorkshire Post.-" Excellently done."

obscured by the crassness of the corporate brain ; still there is no
School World.- " Very good indeed ."

other course open to the University, if the question is to be dis
Practical Teacher , - “ Ilustrations exceedingly good .”

cussed at all , than to appoint a syndicate to report.

Two deathshave cast n gloom over C'umbridgethisterm . J. THE OLD By Rev. C. J. HAMER, Vicar,

Hyde Hills , a well known and respected medical practitioner, St. Paul's, Newcastle -on

was off by tetanus . Tyne. With a Preface

by the Lord Bishop of
charity were suspected rather than known during his lifetime. RIPON .

The other case was that of Mr. C. Green , of Sydney, a man of

considerable promise in the scientific world . He had for years

Price 1s. , crown 8vo , cloth.
HISTORY.

assisted the present Principal of the South Wales University
Rev. Principal Henry Palin Gurney , D.C.L. , F.G.S. , F.Ph.S.L.,

College in his experimental work. As a teacher he was rapidly Durham College ofScience.- "It isa very careful ' and useful work , and I

making his way to the front; and his loss will be felt by his shall be happy to recommend it to such of our students as may be likely to tind it

numerous friends who appreciated his simple, unostentatious, and
helpful in their own studies or in class teaching.”

upright character.
Literature .— “ Simply told , and seems well suited to its purpose ."

The appointment of Mr. T. H. Middleton, of Durham , to the
Short Extracts from Letters.- “ Verygood indeed .” “ I like the arrange

ment very much ." “ In every way admirable .'

Professorship of Agriculture was not altogether unexpected , pleased with it ; shall adopt it as early as possible.” “ Greatly admired ; will be

though the many friends of Mr. T. B. Wood entertained hopes
included in my next orders . “ I like its style very much .'

that the Professorship would go to one who had done such good

work for the department in Cambridge. NOTES
The University crew is getting somewhat more into shape.

By Rev. C. J. HAMER ,

The Secretary, H. B. Grylls, has now come into the boat, and con
Vicar, St. Paul's, New

ON castle -on - Tyne.

swing and rhythm of the rowing, but it is as yet too early to
Price 9d ., cloth .

prophesy as to what the crew willbe likein thelater stagesof its ST. MARK.
Type bold and clear..

training

The football team (Rugby) have defeated Kensington with

ridiculous ease, and the Association eleven are playing a particu

larly strong game, giving their supporters grounds to believe London : ALLMAN & SON, Ltd.,

they can account for the strong team that Oxford will bring

a gainst them . 67 New Oxford Street, W.C.

active and usefulpublic career and hisacts of generosity and TESTAMENT

“ It is an excellent book , " So
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THOROUGH PREPARATION FOR EXAMINATION ,

TEXT-BOOKS for HIGHER SCHOOLS.

TWO UP-TO-DATE SERIES OF

WALL MAPS .

Prepared expressly for School use , and exceptionally well mounted on

Cotton, with Rollers , and Varnished .

THE HOLBORN SERIES .

Edited by Rev. C. S. DAWE, late of St. Mark's College, Chelsea.

These books are specially prepared for the Oxford and Cambridge

Preliminary and Junior Local Examinations, and Candidates for Minor

Scholarships, &c. The Series consists of the following books :

ARITHMETIC .

Small amount of Theory, large amount of Practice . Worked-out ex.

amples for each step. Prominence given to the Metric System .

Laboratory Exercises in a Special Section .

GEOGRAPHY .

Physical facts made the basis of Political . Commercial aspects kept

constantly in view. British Empire fully treated .

Many Coloured Maps and Diagrams.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

Examples made the basis of instruction . Analysis introduced early.

Aids to correct speaking a prominent feature. Plenty of scope

given for “ practice .”

ENGLISH HISTORY.

Contains landmarks of our national history. More than usual attention

given to last three centuries . The Growth and Greatness of the

Empire specially considered .

PUBLISHED AT ONE SHILLING EACH .

Extra LARGE SIZE at extra LOW PRICE .

Size , 62 ins. by 51 ins. Published price, 13s. each .

Printed with colours which do not fade.

Clearness of detail a special point.

The Series comprises

WORLD (MERCATOR ) . IRELAND . AFRICA .

EUROPE. SCOTLAND . NORTH AMERICA.

ENGLAND . ASIA . SOUTH AMERICA .

Attention is called to the TEST MAPS in this Series , comprising

EUROPE. IRELAND . AFRICA.

ENGLAND . SCOTLAND. ASIA.

THE VIADUCT SERIES.

The Schoolmaster says : Wecan speak wellof all. Each book will be found just

the kind to place in the hands of pupils beginning a systematic course of study in

these subjects. The Arithmetic strikes us as being especially good ; in fact, the

writer of this review has decided to introduce it into his own school, Wefeel com

pelled to add a word of commendation to the publishers, who have produced the

books in a most pleasantand serviceable form . "

Specimens and particulars sent free to Head Teachers .

To meet the want, long felt , of a GOOD MAP at a LOW PRICE .

Size , 46 ins, by 39 ins. Published price , 78. 6d. each.

Printed in permanent colours, with good plain lettering and the

details bold and clear.

The Series consists of the following Maps

WORLD (IN HEMISPHERES) .

EUROPE. NORTH AMERICA. ENGLAND .

ASIA . SOUTH AMERICA, SCOTLAND .

AFRICA. UNITED STATES . IRELAND .

The Map of England has the Railways well marked .

The Educational Supply Association , Ltd.,

42 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.

A SELECTION FROM
ENTIRELY JEW EDITION.

CASSELL'S EDUCATIONAL WORKS.
THE HOWARD VINCENT MAP OF THE

BRITISH EMPIRE.

TIE ACCESSION EDITION .

For Schools , Public Libraries, & c .

ADOPTED BY THE LONDON SCHOOL BOARD.

21s. , on cloth , rollers, and varnished , accompanied by Handbook gratis.

Just Published . Price 5s .

Marine Painting in Water-Colour. By W. L. WYLLIE,

A.R.A. With 24 Coloured Plates ,

" For all who would gain efficiency in this division of water-colour drawing, no

better text -book than this one could well be imagined .”' - Daily Graphic.

“ The plates strikingly show theremarkable range and variety of marine painting.

Mr. Willie's method is fully described , and the book will appeal in this respect to

the student: but, as a most artistic production, it must also delight a very large

public .” - Licerpool Post.

NEW EDITIOX. THOROUGIILY REVISED TO PRESENT TIME.

LARGE SCHOOL WALL MAP OF

SOUTH AFRICA.

Size , 50 by 42 inches. Price , on cloth , rollers , and varnished ,

with Handbook , 12s.
Second Impression. Price 5s .

Landscape Painting in Water - Colour. By J. MAC

WHIRTER , R.A. With 23 Coloured Plates.

“ With the sketches to refer to, Mr. MacWhirter's precepts and hints, based upon

long and varied practice, will be completely intelligible to the veriest beginner, and
the student who follows his directions will find that many apparently formidable

difficulties can be easily surmounted . " -- Globe.

21S. NET TO SCHOOLS.

JOHNSTON'S NEW CENTURY GLOBE..

Third and Revised Edition .

A History of England . By H. O. ARNOLD - FORSTER, M.A.

From the Landing of Julius Cæsar to the Present Day. 58 pages, copiously

Illustrated , cloth , 5s .; or, superior binding with gilt edges, 6s, 6d .

" The picturesqueness of its manner , its fine national spirit, its insistence on those

parts of the story that have most use and interest for themodern world , its numerous

choice of appropriate and interesting illustrations - all these things make it a book

not for the cloistered student, but for everybody who wishes not merely to be in.

structed , but to be won to an interest in a study too often made repellent by the
dryasdusts. Few popular histories, if any, have been better done ."- The
Scotsman .

JUST ISSUED .

An up -to -date 12-inch Terrestrial Globe, showing est change in South Africa

and elsewhere. British Possessions coloured in red .

The cover is printed in W. & A. K. Johnston's best style. It shows Ocean
Currents, Isothermal Lines, and Date Line. The Globe has a strong metal semi

meridian marked in degrees ; the stand is of heavy metal, and gives design of the
Rose, Thistle , and Shamrock,

The best Globe for Schools.

A Packing Case is included in the charge of 21s .

Catalogue ofMaps,Atlason, Terrestrial and Celestial Globes,

Wall Illustrations, & c ., and List of Object Lesson Pictures, post free .

Cassell's Educational Catalogue will be sent post free on application . W. & A. K. JOHNSTON, Limited,

Edina Works, Easter Road, and 20 South Saint Andrew Street, Edinburgh ;

7 Paternoster Square, London, E.C.CASSELL & COMPANY, Ltd., Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.
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D. C. HEATH & CO.

.

SOUTH KENSINGTON EXAMS.

Organized Science Series.

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS ' EXAMS. 1902 161 O 1902

SUITABLE BOOKS IN THE ANNOUNCEMENTS OF

University Tutorial Series.

BOOK -KEEPING, THE PRECEPTORS' . By ThomasCHALICE JACKSON,

B.A., LL.B. Lond., Lecturer in Commerce and Commercial Law at the Hull
Technical School, ls. 60.

“ A practical and sensible introduction to the subject. " -- O.xford Magazine.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR, THE PRECEPTORS' . With numerous Exer.

cises. By W. H. Low , M.A. Lond . , and ARNOLD WALL , M.A. Lond.

In the press.

FRENCH COURSE, THE PRECEPTORS ' . By ERSEST WEEKLEY,
M.A. Camb, and Lond . With Exercises and Passages for Translation into Messrs. D. C. Heath & Co.'s Neu Catalogue will contain some
French . 28 , 6d.

" The execution is distinctly an advance on similar courses ." - Journal of Edu

twenty - five New Announcements. A copy of this Cata

cation . logue will be sent post free to any address when ready, also
FRENCH READER, THE PRECEPTORS' . With Notes and Vocabu

lary. By ERNEST WEEK LEY , M.A. Second Edition . ls. 60.
Prospectuses of the books named below .

“ A very useful first reader , with good vocabulary and sensible notes." -- School- l'isitors are cordially inrited to call and inspect any of the books
master.

which interest them . Copies are available for this purpose at any
LATIN COURSE, THE PRECEPTORS'. By B. J. Hayes , M.A. Camb.

and Lond . and Camb. 2s. 60. time. Every facility for eramination will be giren , also , to

This is certainly better than most grammars that we have seen .” - Secondary
Education .

Teachers who cannot call .

LATIN READER, THE PRECEPTORS'. By EDWARD J. G. FORSE ,
M.A. Lond . and Camb, 18. 6d.

“ It is one of the best books oftranslation that we have seen . " -- School Guardian ,
NEARLY READY.

MECHANICS, THE PRECEPTORS'. By FABIAN ROSENBERG , M.A.
Camb ., B.Sc. Lond . 28. 68.

The book possesses all the usual characteristics and good qualities of its

fellows.” - Schoolmaster . Heath's Practical French Grammar.

TRIGONOMETRY, THE PRECEPTORS'. Edited by WM. BRIGGS,

LL.D., M.A., F.C.S., F.R.A.S. 28. od . By W. H. FRASER, B.A., and J. SQUAIR, B.A., Professors of

“ The book meets excellently the wants of the student reading for the College of Modern Languages, Toronto University . With an Introduction
Preceptors' examination . ” - Guardian.

by William ROBERTSON , M.A., Examiner in Modern Languages

for the Uoiversity of Aberdeen . Crown 8vo. Part I. , 2s .

Part II . , 2s . 6d . And Complete in One Volume. 38. 6d.

From the Introduction .
SUITABLE BOOKS IN THE

“ I believe that a full and fair examination of this work will compel every com

petent judge to pronounce it the best of its kind that has yet appeared. Every

exercise is fresh and interesting to a degree that will delight the pupil and impress
ELEMENTARY STAGE. 2s. each volume. even those teachers who are acquainted with our newest and best text-books.

PRACTICAL PLANE AND SOLID GEOMETRY, FIRST STAGE, The treatment of the syntax will undoubtedly command the unqualified adiniration

By G. F. BURN, Assoc. M. Inst. M.E. [ In preparation .
of teachers, and render this the favourite manual of every student who has once

used it .”
MACHINE CONSTRUCTION AND DRAWING, FIRST STAGE.

By J. H. DALES, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E.
[ In preparation A Primer of Work and Play.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION , FIRST STAGE. By Brysson Cun .

NINGHAM , B.E., Assoc . M. Inst. C.E.
By Edith GOODYEAR ALGER . 78 5ą . With Coloured Illus

“ The book may confidently recommended . " --- School World .
trations. ls . 6d .

MATHEMATICS, FIRST STAGE. Containing all the Algebra and Enclid

required . Edited by Dr. Wy . BRIGGS, M.A., F.R.A.S. In preparation . It is confidently claimed that this primer is far in advance of anything of its kind

MECHANICS (SOLIDS ), PIRST STAGE. By F. ROSEN BERG , M.A. ,
from a pelagogical point of view , and the style of its production similarly distin.

B.Sc. Third Edition ,
guishes it from other existing primers for beginners. The lessons are based upon

“ Mr. Rosenberg has catered to the wants of South Kensington students with those phases of home, school, and industrial activity which appeal strongly to the

grent skill and clearness .” - Educational News.
little child, and the subject-inatter is presented in the diverse forms of action les

sons , silent reading tests , picture studies , language exercises, rhymes, word drills ,
MECHANICS OF FLUIDS, FIRST STAGE. By G , H. BRYAN , Sc.D. , story reviews, and related seat -work . The illustrations, coloured and otherwise ,

F.R.S. , and F. ROSENBERG , M.A., B.Sc. Second Edition .
are a specially attractive feature of this primer,

" . The book seems to be excellently adapted to its purpose , and to cover just the

right amount of ground . ” - Educational Times.

Lessons in the Use of English .
SOUND, HEAT, AND LIGHT, FIRST STAGE. By Joun Don , M.A. ,

B.Sc.

“ A thoroughly practical book for the Elementary Stage." -- Boarl Teacher .
By Mary F. HYDE. Three Years' Work . In Three Parts,

MAGNETISM ANDELECTRICITY,FIRST STAGE. By R. H. Price 9d . each ; or, Complete in One Volume, crown 8vo, 2s.

JUDE, M.A. Cantab ., D.Sc. Lond . Second Edition .

“ Mr. Jude has treated his subject in a more than interesting manner, and his Some Early Opinions of Teachers.

book will be found of great assistance to all students of the subject.” — Civil Service “ The use of English can be taught only by practice. The way to begin is to ask
Gazette.

the child to tell something ' --which this book does. The way to end is to tench the

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (THEORETICAL ), FIRST STAGE. child to understand that there is a reason for the form in which goodwriters have

By G. H. BAILEY, D.Sc. Lond ., Ph.D. Heidelberg. Edited by Dr. WM. told things --which this book does also . "

BRIGGS, M.A. , F.C.S. Ittakes up the study of grammar in a simple way and at an early age , instead of
A good , straightforward , and accurate manual, written in accordance with the wasting time on so-called Language .'

requirements of the elementary stage syllabus of the Science and Art Department." “ From a careful study, I am convinced that there is more and better material in

--- Schoolmaster . Miss Hyde's book than in any I have seen , and I believe a teacher will do more with

BOTANY, FIRST STAGE. By A. J. EWART, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.L.S.
a class using this book than with one using any other that I know of.”

“ Although intended to satisfy the requirements of the Scienceand Art Examina
“ The points which appeal to me especially are the logical arrangement of the

tions , the book will also be found suitable for all beginners . " - Secondary Education ,
parts , and the number and quality of the illustrative sentences and selections."

“ The picture studies are particularly good , and I like the arrangement of the
PHYSIOGRAPHY, FIRST STAGE. By A. M. DAVIES, A.R.C.S., B.Sc., material.'

F.G.S.

“ This work is thoroughly reliable and up to date , and possesses all the merits of a

good elementary text-book ." --Natural Science. Introduction to the Study of the Depend

HYGIENE, FIRST STAGE. By R. A. LYSTER, B.Sc.

“ We strongly advise teachers to select this book for their elementary classes.” ent, Defective, and Delinquent Classes ,
Finsbury and City Teachers' Journal.

Price ls . and of their Social Treatment.

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (PRACTICAL ), FIRST STAGE. Ву
F. BEDDOW, Ph.D., D.Sc. Second Edition , First English Edition , Second American Edition , Enlarged and

Rewritten . By CHARLES RICHMOND HENDERSON , D.D., ProfessorPrice 18. 60 .

of Sociology in the University of Chicago. Demy 8vo, 78. 6d .
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (PRACTICAL) . By GEORGE GEORGE, F.C.S.

This is an extremely important contribution to the study of some of the most grave

Full Catalogue of the University Tutorial Series, and Lists of Books suitable
problemsof society. The first edition has been out of print forsometime, and

her for the following Examinations, free on application :
copies can only be obtained at a considerable premium .' The edition now intro

duced is practically a new book, having been alinost entirely rewritten in the light:
* COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS and Oxford and Cambridge Locals,

of criticism and further experience in teaching and in charity organization work.
London University , SOUTH KENSINGTON (including books for the
ADVANCED STAGE), Teachers' Certificate, &c.

D. C. HEATH & Co.,London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.C. 15 YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN , LONDON .
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COLLECE OF PRECEPTORS'

EXAMINATIONS, 1902 .

ADVERTISEMENT SCALE.

Whole Page-Ordinary £4 10 0 Position £5 10 0

Half Page 2 10 0 3 0 0

Quarter Page
1 10 0

1 15 0

Per inch in broad column (half widthof paye) 0 7 0

Narrow Column ( one-third page)
2 0 0

General Scholastic Advertisements (Colleges , Schools , Classes , Tuition , &c. ) , 38. 6d .

for 6 lines, or 48. 6d . the inch.
Situations Vacant and Wanted 30 wordsor under, 28 .; each additional 10 words, 01 .

( For 1s. extra, Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, and will be forwarded

post free .)

FORECASTS AND COMMENTS .

February 1 , 1902.

The first of a course of twelve lectures on

Fixtures. “ Intellectual Education ,” by Prof. James Sully,

will be given at the College of Preceptors ou

Thursday, February 20 , at 7 p.m.

The next monthly meeting of members of the College of

Preceptors will take place on February 19, when Mr. H.

Courthope Bowen will read a paper on
“ Histories of

Literature and their use in the earlier stages of Literary

Study .”

*

*

9

FIRST CLASS (or SENIOR ) .

CAESAR . -GALLIC WAR, BOOKS I. , II., III. By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., in collaboration with F.G. PLAISTOWE , M.A. Lond.
and Camb ., and others. TEXT AND NOTES, ls. 60. each . VOCABULARY ,

1s . each .

CICERO.-- DE SENECTUTE. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and W. F. MASOM , M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTEs, ls. 60.

VOCABULARY, 1s.

EURIPIDES . - ALCESTIS . By J. H. HAYDON , M.A. Lond . and

Camb., Gold Medallist in Classics. TEXT AND NOTES, 38, 60,

EURIPIDES . - HECUBA . By T. T. JEFFERY, M.A. Camb. Text

AND NOTES, 3s. 60.

HORACE. ODES, BOOK I. By A. H. ALLCROFT , M.A. Oxon .,

and B. J. HAYES, M.A. Camb. TEXT AND NOTES , 1s. 6d. VOCABULARY , 1s .

OVID . — TRISTIA , BOOK I. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . ,

and F. P. SHIPHAM , M.A. Lond ., F.C.P. TEXT AND NOTES, 1s. 6d.

VOCABULARY , ls.

OVID . - TRISTIA, BOOK III. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond . and Camb. (Uniform with Book I. in price

and arrangement of parts .)

VERGIL . - AENEID , BOOK V. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and W. F. MASOY , MA, Lond . and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, ls. 6d.

VOCABULARY, 1s.

XENOPHON --ANABASIS, BOOK I. With Map. By A. H.

ALICROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. L. D. RICHARDSOx, B.A. Lond. TEXT AND

Notes, ls. 6d. VOCABULARY, 18.

XENOPHON . - ANABASIS , BOOK IV. By W. H. BALGARNIE,

M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTE8, 38. 60.

ENGLISH HISTORY, THE INTERMEDIATE TEXT

BOOK OF. By C. S. FEARENSIDE , M.A. Oxon ., and A. JOHNSON EVANS ,

M.A. Camb ., B.A. Lond . Vol. III. 1603--1714 . 4s. 60.

MILTON .--SONNETS. By W. F. Masom, M.A. Lond. and Camb.

Second Edition . ls. 60.

SHAKESPEARE . --- JULIUS CAESAR ; MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S DREAM . Edited , with Introduction and Notes , by Prof. W.J.

ROLFE, D.Litt. 28. each .

On Friday, February 14 , Dr. Shuttleworth will address

the members of the London Branch of the British Child

Study Association on What can be done for the Morally

Defective Child ? ” The Chair will be taken by Dr. Fletcher

Beach at 8 p.m., and a discussion will follow .

THE Technical Education Board of the

Education London County Council have lately founded

Gossip six scholarships for crippled boys between

the ages of fourteen and seventeen , to be

held for two or three years if the scholars make satis

factory progress . They will grant free maintenance

at a recognized institute or polytechnic, with £10 as a

maintenance grant for boys below sixteen and £20 above

sixteen, provided the parents 'income is not over £ 150 and

the medical officer pronounces the candidate fit to follow

a sedentary employment. The first general award will be

made next July ,and applications are to be sent in to the

Technical Education Board by June 30 . Meanwhile, two

scholarships of the kind have been conferred, by special

recommendation, on two boys now at the Tavistock Place

School, W.C.

Ir is authoritatively stated that his Royal Highness the

Prince of Wales will be present at his installation as

Chancellor of the Welsh University . The time and place

have not been fixed .

SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR) .

CAESAR. – GALLIC WAR, BOOKS I., II. By A. H. ALLCROFT,

M.A. Oxon ., and others. TEXT AND NOTES, 1s . 6d. each . VOCABULARY,

18. each .

VERGIL . - AENEID , BOOK V. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon.,

and W. P. Masou , M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 1s. 60.

VOCABULARY, 1s.

XENOPHON.-ANABASIS, BOOK I. With Map. By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. L. D. RICHARDSON, B.A. Lond. TEXT AND

NOTES, ls, 6d. VOCABULARY, 18.

XENOPHON.-ANABASIS, BOOK IV. By W. H. BALGARNIE,

M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 38, 60,

SHAKESPEARE . - JULIUS CAESAR ; MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S DREAM . Edited , with Intıoduction and Notes, by Prof. W.J.

ROLFE , D.Litt . 28. each .

The governing body of the University of Dublin has

appointed a committee to consider and report to it on the

subject of admitting women to University degrees, a course

which is regarded as indicating a less uncompromising

attitude on the question than that previously adopted by the
Board .

THIRD CLASS.

CAESAR . — GALLIC WAR , BOOK I., Ch. 1-29. By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond. and Camb ., with

INTRODUCTION , NOTES, TEST QUESTIONS, AND VOCABULARY, Is. 6d.

Mr. R. J. PARANJPYE , who was bracketed Senior Wrangler

at Cambridge in 1900, has now returned to his native country,

having accepted a professorship at the Fergusson College at
Poona .

.

Pull Catalogue of the University Tutorial Series, and Lists of Books suitable for
the following Eraminations , free on application :

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS and 0.xford and Cambridge Locals,

London University , South Kensington , dic .

A Hostel has just been opened for Church of England

students attending the Exeter Day Training College for

Teachers. It is situated at St. David's Hill . The Lady

Superintendent is Miss A. Weston.
*

London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.C.

During the past year 272 women matriculated at the

University of Edinburgh. Twenty -nine women graduated in

Arts , and 8 in Medicine and Surgery.
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The number of entrance scholarships tenable at Merchant MR. R. G. McKINLAY, B.A., of Bootle Intermediate

Taylors' School has been considerably increased, and in School, has been appointed Head Master of Stevenage
future ten will be offered for competition every year. This School.

year eighteen scholarships and five exhibitions will be offered

in all . There are numerous scholarships tenable by boys

already in the school, which make it easy for the parents of
Owing to the retirement of the Rev. J. H. Smith, B.A.,

boys ofability to carry on their education until the time comes the Head Mastership of Alleyn's School, Dulwich, is vacant.

when they are ready to hold the valuable close scholarships

from the school to Oxford and Cambridge.

Two scho Is belonging to the Girls' Public Day School
Company opened this term under new head mistresses .

MR. CARNEGIE's gift to the Scottish Universities has been Miss Leahy, late Head Mistress of the Oxford High School,

eclipsed by the muniticence of Mr. J. D. Rockefeller , who succeeds Niss Neligan at Croydon ; and Miss Haig-Brown

proposes to hand over £ 5,400,000 to the University of has been appointed to Oxford in succession to Miss Leahy.

Chicago, an institution which he has already endowed to the

extent of three millions sterling or more .

*

Mr. Myers,of Birmingham , has founded and endowed a COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS. --- HALF - YEARLY GENERAL

travelling studentship in the University of Birmingham in MEETING

memory of his son , Dr. Walter Myers, who died of yellow

fever when making an investigation of that disease for the the Corporation was held ät the College, Bloomsbury Square, on
The ordinary half-yearly General Meeting of the members of

Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine. Holders of this Saturday, January 25.

studentship, which will be awarded early in October in each The Secretary having read the notice convening the Meeting ,

year, must possessthe degrees in medicine and surgery of Dr. WORMELL was appointed Chairman.

the University of Birmingham . They must also possess the The Report of the Council was laid before the Meeting, and

degree of B.Sc., which must have been obtained either at was taken as read . a copy having previously been sent to every
the University of Birmingham or London, or at either of the member of the College. It was as follows :

Universities of Oxford or Cambridge, should such degree be REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

obtainable at either of those Universities. They must study The Council beg to lay the following Report of their proceedings

for a year at one of certain Universities in Germany, and for the past half-year before themembers of the College :
any papers that they may publish must appear under the 1. They have to report that the number of candidates entered for

name of the Walter Myers Studentship . The studentship, 7,800. At the Midsummer Examination the total number of entries
the Chrietmas Certificate and Lower Forms Examinations is about

which will be of the value of £ 150 , will not be awarded as
was 5,160 ; thus the total for the year 1901 is about 13,000 .

the result of an exaxamination, but by the vote of a committee 2. The Professional Preliminary Examination for intending medical

consisting of the Dean of the Medical Faculty, the Professor students and others was held in the first week in September, and
of Pathology, the Professor of Chemistry, and the External was attendedby 154 candidates. The Medical Council at their meet
Examiner in Pathology, the last-named to be theChairmanof ing in November last approved the Scheme submitted by the Council

for

the Commitee.
Preliminary Examination for intending Medical Students, and

placed it on their list of recognized examinations. The papers will be

the same as those set for the College Second Class (or Junior ) Ex

amination , with an additional “ unseen ” Latin paper and a paper in

W.H. Wilcox, M.D., D.P.H., of St. Mary's Euclid I.- III., and a higher minimum percentage for passing in in
Appointments

and Hospital, has been appointed Deputy -Lecturer dividual subjects, or groups of subjects, will be required.
3. For the Christmas Examination of Teachers for the College

Vacancies . in Hygiene at Bedford College for Women , Diplomas 450 candidates have entered . At the Midsummer Examin

owing to the resignation of Mr. W. C. C. ation the number examined was over 300, making the total number

Parkes on his appointment as Bacteriologist under the Trans- of Diploma candidates for the year more than 750. The examination

vaal Government. will be held in London and at the following local centres :-Birming

bam , Bristol , Leeds, Manchester, Scarborough , Cologne, Hong Kong,

Graaf Reinet ( S. Africa ) , and Buenos Ayres.

THE Rev. C. EDWARD COOPER, M.A., is giving up his work 4. The Twenty -ninth Annual Series of Lectures to Teachers on

as Head Master of St. John's College, Hurstpierpoint, at “ The Science and Art of Education,” which began in February last

Easter. Mr. Cooper was appointed in 1880 .
with a course of twelve lectures on “ Moral Education ” by Prof.

James Sully, M.A., LL.D., was completed by a course of twelve lectures

on “ The Practice of Education ” by Mr. P. A. Barnett, M.A. The Winter

The Rev. Dr. John BIRRELL, Professor of Hebrew at St. Meeting for Teachers, which was held in the first fortnight of January ,

Andrews University, died recently after a long illness. He
was equally successful with those which were held in 1898 and 1899.

It was deemed advisable not to hold a similar meeting last year, and

had occupied the Chair for thirty years. Dr. Birrell was a the Council have decided for the present to hold these gatherings

member of the Old Testament Revision Committee . every other year. The next Winter Meeting will take place in the

early part of January, 1903.

The Rev. J. R. WYNNE EDWARD, M.A., of Cheltenham at which the following papers have been read : -On October 16, by
5. Members' Meetings have been he during th past half-year,

College, has been appointed Head Master of Leeds Grammar the Rev. J. O. Bevan, M.A.,“ On Hygiene of the School and of the

School. Scholar ” ; and , on November 16, by Prof. H. L. Withers, M.A. , “ On

the Teaching of Geography in connexion with History.”

Mr. L. H. LEADLEY, B.A. , B.Sc. , of the Congregational and of the Teachers' Guild (Metropolitan Section), at which the sub
cember 13 there was a joint meeting of the members of the College

School, Caterham , has been appointed Head Master of ject of " The Present Position and Future Prospects of Training In
Wolverton Institute.

stitutions for Teachers in Secondary Schools was discussed. The

substance of the papers and discussions has been reported, as usual , in

the Educational Times.

The Head Mastership of St. Edmund's College, Canterbury, 6. Although there can be no doubt that it is the intention of the

is vacant, owing to the appointment of the Rev. A. W. Government to introduce an Education Bill in the coming Session of
Upcott, M.A., to the Head Mastership of Christ's Hospital. Parliament, very little information with regard to the character and

scope of the measure is to be derived from the public pronouncements

Mr. W. DARNLEY STUART, modern language master at Devonshire, in a recent address,took occasion to enlarge on the special
of Cabinet Ministers who have referred to the subject. The Duke of

King Edward's School, Birmingham , has been appointed difficulties attending attempts at legislation for the better organization

Vice- Principal of the Middle School at Liverpool College. of secondary education . At the same time he deplored the lack of

"
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interest in the questiou exhibited by the public at large, whichgave not qualified to be placed in Column B andwho were not included
but small encouragement to the Government in bringing forward any in Column A - teachers who would for a long time to come be

wide and comprehensive scheme of educational reform . With regard required for the lower forms of secondary schools. It was a

toregistration, it is currently reported that the ConsultativeCom- question which would have to be considered in the future, as to
mittee submitted their recommendations to the Board of Education how that class of teachers should be dealt with . A supplementary
someconsiderabletime back, but theCouncil regret that no official register might be devised when it was necessary to do so, though
announcement on the subject has yet appeared .

7. Out of the funds that have accrued from the regular operations of
it might not be necessary during the next three years. Another

the College the Council have provided for the outlay on scholarships important pointwas the Registration Authority, to whom the
for intending teachers, but they have notbeen able to make any keeping of the Register was to be entrusted . The Order in

addition to the Benevolent Fund or to the Teachers' Training Fund. Council revived the idea of the Registration Council; it pro

8. During the past half-year the Diploma of Fellow has been con- vided such a Council for three years, and left the rest open .

ferred on two candidates, that ofLicentiate on six, and that of There was no conclusive legislation by Order in Council on this

Associate on seventy - five, who had passed the required examinations. point ; but for a period of three years there was to be a Regis

Twenty -seven new members have been elected,and notice has been tration Authority consisting of twelve members : six to be

received of the withdrawal of six . The Council regret to have to appointed by the bodies mentioned in the Order-namely, one by

report the death of the following members ofthe College: - Mr. A. R. the College of Preceptors, one by the Teachers' Guild, one by the

Andrews,A.C.P., Sir Walter Besant, Mr.W. S. Binns, Miss E.Creed, Head Masters' Conference, one by theHeadMasters'Association,
A.C.P., Ir.J. Lockey, F.C.P.,Mr.E. Long, L.C.P., Mr.W.Machell, one by theHead Mistresses' Association, and one by the National

A.C.P., Mr. W. Mandell, Mr. F. W.Morriss, Mr. J. H. Smith , Mr. J. N. Union of Teachers. The other six members would be
appointed

Smith, L.C.P. , Mr. A. Stoppard , L.C.P. by the Lord - President of the Council. The Registration

In reference to paragraph 6 , Mr. PINCHES said thatwith regard This was the constitution for the next three years. Its future
Authority would report annually to the Board of Education.

tothe first part ofthat paragraph the Councilhad no further constitution was amatter which might well be discussed by
knowledge than when it was signed by the President on
December 21;butwith regard to the latter part importantaction teachers during the next three years, so that,when there
had been taken since that date, foran Order in Council had been wasanotherOrder in Council to reconstitute the Registration

laid on the table ofthe House of Commons, and many members, teachers as to what they thought best. The registration was to
Committee, there might be some clear consensus of opinion from

no doubt, had some idea as to what it contained . But theorder bepermissive, andthosewho did not want to be registered need
for publication had notyet been made,andthere was, therefore, not be ;but there wouldprobably be some pressurebrought to
some difficulty in saying anything definite about it . As

member of the Consultative Committee was present, perhaps induce theteachers in these schools to register.
bear on schools by the Local Authorities in the future so as to

she would kindly give some information if her position did not

prevent her from doing so. Rev. J. O. BEvan said it was not quite clear, from the statement

Mrs. BRYANT said that, as the Order was on the table of the which they had listened to, whether the Government would

House of Commons and in the hands of members ofParliament, undertake the registration of certificated teachers under column

there could be no harm in giving a brief account of the main A. He understood there was a difference with regard to the fee to

lines of the regulations for the formation of the register. The be paid ; for those registered in column B it would be one guinea,

most interesting point was the way in which the names of the whilefor registration in column A there would be no charge.

registered teachers would be arranged . TheBoard of Education Did the Government undertake the registration of those who

Act required that there should bea Register in alphabetical held their teachers' certificates, or was it optional for Govern
order, and that uld be made. addition to this general ment teachers to come on the Register ?

Register of all qualified teachers, there would be a Register of Mrs. BRYANT said the Government would not undertake the

those teachers in two parallel columns, A and B. Column A registration ; that would be done by the Registration Council.

would contain the names of all those who possessed a certificate There were a great number of teachers to whom the fee was a

of the Board of Education. In column B would be placed the consideration. It should also be considered that there was more

names of all those who possessed one or other of the qualifications work to be done as to registration in one column than there was

prescribed by the Consultative Committee. Of course it would in the other.

be possible for a name to appear in both columns, or to be trans
Dr. Scott asked what inducement there would be, with a

ferred from one column to the other. Thefirstqualification for Register in that form , for assistantmastersin secondary schools
a place in column B was a University degree, or something to register.If the Register of Teachers was divided into two

equivalent to it. In addition to this academic qualification
there would be required a year's training in someinstitution sections only —those who had degrees and those whohad not

recognized for the purpose, and a certificate of having passed an branch. There was nothing in this to give a stimulus towards
they were really only providing for the efficiency of one particular

examination in the theory and practice of teaching granted by a

University or other institution, such as the College ofPreceptors, He did not agree with those who desired that the Register
increased efficiency as to teaching in secondary schools .

similarly recognized ; and, thirdly,a period of probation in a should be entirely inthe hands of teachers. Such an arrange

school recognized for the purpose. She had not seen the report in
the Times, but she understood it was there said that “ aschool acts of the Consultative Committee were, in his opinion , rightly

ment would produce many administrative difficulties . All the

recognized for the purpose " meant a school inspected by the
Board of Education. It was obvious there werea large number of subject to the approval of the Board of Education . The value

public endowed schools which would be recognized withoutques- it depended on how many candidates came in, and how manyof an elementary teacher's certificate varied from year to year ;

tion by the BoardofEducation as being places in which thechari- vacancies had to be filled up. He was quite sure the Consulta

ties of their foundation were properly administered.
That was,

in brief summary, the first part of the regulations for admission tive Committee would not commit itself to such a standard ,and ,

to the Register, and referred, of course, to future teachers. unless there was only one body concerned, they would have at

During a period of three years it would be possible to to the Registration Council, the proposal made by the Con
once two bodies at loggerheads with one another. With regard

get on the Register on easier terms than those mentioned. sultative Committee merely followedthelines of the Registration

It was obvious that the qualification of training would not be Bill, which adopted forsixyears the arrangement of nominating

available for a largenumber of the existing generation of teachers. bodies, and afterwards election by the votes of the registered

In their case the conditions for registration were somewhat

altered . In the first place, the academic qualification was some Council were elected bythe registered teachers, some better
teachers . He hoped that, if in the future members of the

what below thatof a University degree ; secondly, the training mode of election would be invented than virtually graduate and

requirementdid not appear at all, and teachers who could show non -graduate voting,as seemed to be suggested by the proposed

that they had served for a certain period in a school which was
recognized as an efficient schoolwould be able to comeon the arrangement of the Register. The minor and major classifica

Register . Thatwasthe general nature of theregulations.Much tions of secondary schools wereignored by this arrangement,
of what had been outlined would befamiliar to those who had and he had no belief in the utility of the Register , because its

followed previous proposals for legislation . What was novel in the efficiency of secondary teachers,had not faced the facts of
framers , in not setting before themselves the aim of promoting

the work was the three columns , and she hoped this arrangement
the

would meet the wishes of all concerned . One important class of
present situation.

teachers would for the present be left out, namely, those who were Mr. RADFORD, in reference to the abstract of accounts, called
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in this way.

attention to discrepancies between the figures on the two sides The number of candidates entered for the Lower Forms Examination

with regard to certain items - in particular he would like to know (not including 60 examined at Colonial Centres) was 1,864–1,019

why the expenditure on the Educational Times and the Calendar boys and 815 girls. Of these, 1,513 passed, or 81 per cent.

invariably exceeded the receipts.
At the supplementary Examination for First and Second Class

Certificates , which was held on the 3rd to 5th of September, in London
Mr. PINCHES said the difference was accounted for by the fact and at the following Provincial Centres, viz . , Birmingham , Bristol,

that the Educational Times was sent free to every member of the Glasgow , Leeds , and Liverpool, 154 candidates presented themselves.

College ,and, therefore, it was not surprising that the expenditure The numberof candidates examined at these supplementary examina
exceeded the receipts. As to the Calendar,when they considered tions during the year was 327.

the price at which it was supplied to members it was easy to The Christmas Examination of Teachers for the College Diplomas

understand why it did not pay its way . If the price were doubled, took place on the 7th of January and four following days, in London and

it would рау .but while the College was in a satisfactory financial at the following Local Centres :- Abergavenny, Birmingham ,Bristol,
position he thought it was right to allow the members to benefit Devonport, Exeter, Falmouth, Hexham , Kingscliffe , Leeds, Manchester,

Nottingham , Scarborough , Worcester, Buenos Ayres , Cologne, Grahams.

town (Cape Colony), and Hong Kong. It was attended by 437 candidates,

Mr. EvE pointed out that every Society which had its own of whom 297were men and 140women. On theresults ofthis Examina
organ sent a copy to each member, and, as a rule, the cost was tion , 1 candidate obtained the Diploma of Fellow , 4 that of Licen
entirely defrayed from the funds of the Society. tiate , and 107 that of Associate .

The Report of the Council and the accompanying abstract of The number of schools examined during the year under the Visiting

accounts were then adopted. Examination Schemes ( A ) , ( B ) , and ( C ) was 14.

The Dean then presented his Report, which had been printed The College has also conducted certain Scholarship Examinations

and distributed to those present. It was as follows :
for other bodies.

THE DEAN'S REPORT. The Dean, in moving the adoption of the Report, remarked

that the comparatively small proportion of those who obtained
In addition to the general statement of the examination work of the diplomas showed that the examination was a pretty severe test.

College during the past half - year, which has been embodied in the The percentages of passes in the different classes of the Certifi
Report of the Council , I have now to submit to you , in detail, cate Examination differed very little from those of the preceding
the statistics and results of the various examinations.

examination .
The Christmas Examination of candidates for Certificates took

The Dean's Report was then adopted.
place on the 10th to the 13th of December at 230 Local Centres and

Schools . In the United Kingdom the Examination was held at the The Meeting then proceeded to the election of twelve members

following places :- Aldershot, Anerley, Ashbourne, Attleborough, of the Council, to supply the places of the twelve retiring by
Aylesbury, Balham , Bamford , Banbury, Barnstaple, Bath ,Beckenham, rotation, and three Auditors.
Bedford, Berwick -on - Tweed, Bexhill, Biggleswade, Birkdale, Birming

ham , Blackheath , Blackpool, Blandford , Bodmin , Bognor, Bolton , The Chairman having appointed Mr. King and Mr. CHANDLER
to act as Scrutators,

Bournemouth, Boxmoor, Brentwood, Bridport, Brighton , Bristol, Bud

leigh Salterton ,Burnham (Som .),Cardiff, Carlisle, Carnarvon, Castle of the members proposed for election read before the vote wasMr. GUTTERIDGE requested to have the number of attendances

town, Cheltenham , Chepstow, Chertsey, Chiswick, Clacton - on -Sea,
Clevedon , Cowes, Cowley, Crewe, Croydon, Derby, Devizes, Devon- taken , and, the list having been read by the Secretary, he

port, Doncaster, Dover, Drax , Durham , Ealing, Earl's Colne, East- moved that it should be printed in the Educational Times.

bourne, Evesham , Exeter, Faversham , Frome, Glasgow , Gosberton , The CHAIRMAN explained that only resolutions of which due

Grantham , Gravesend,Great Ayton , Greenwich, Halesowen, Halifax, notice had been given could be discussed by the Meeting ; but

Harleston, Harrogate, Hartlepool, Hastings, Hatfield, Hereford , Herne that the suggestion to have the information as to the attendances

Bay, Hornsea, Hull , Hulme, Ilfracombe, Ilkley, Jersey, Kingsland published would be considered by the Council at their next

R.S.O. , King's Lynn , Leamington , Leeds, Lewes, Lincoln , Liskeard, Meeting.

Littlehampton , Liverpool, Llandudno , London, Long Sutton , Longton On the Scrutators presenting their report , the Chairman

(Staffs.), Loughton, Luton,Lydney, Lytham , Maidenhead, Maidstone, announced that the following had been duly elected :

Malmesbury, Manchester, Margate, Marlborough, Matlock, Midhurst,

Mileham , Minehead, Morecambe, Newcastle -on -Tyne, Newmarket, MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL.

Newport (Mon.), Northampton, Norwich,Nottingham , Ongar, Penketh ,

Penzance, Pinner, Plymouth , Portsea , Portsmouth, Poulton -le -Fylde,
Rev. J. 0. Bevan , M.A. , F.C.P., 55 Gunterstone Road, W.

Putney, Ramsey (Hunts. ), Ramsgate, Reading, Richmond -on - Thames,
H. C. Bowen , M.A., 3 York Street, W.

Rochdale, Romford , Ryde, Saffron Walden , Saham , St. Anne's, St. Austell ,
K. Breul, M.A., Litt.D., Ph.D., 10 Cranmer Road , Cambridge .

St. Ives (Cornwall ), St. Leonards-on - Sea, St. Neots, Sale , Sandwich,
G. Brown, Carendish School, Redhill.

Scarborough, Selby, Shirley, Shoreham , Sittingbourne, Southampton,
Rev. Canon Daniel, M.A., F.C.P., The Vicarage, Horsham .

Southend, Sonth port, Spalding, Stanford - le -Hope, Sudbury (Suffolk ), Miss E. A. S. Dawes, D.Lit . , Weybridge Ladies' School.

Sunderland , Swindon, Tamworth, Taunton , Teignmouth, Thorne, Tor A. Millar Inglis, Maidenhead College.

quay , Totland Bay, Totnes, Trowbridge, Tunbridge Wells, Ventnor,
H. R. Ladell , M.A. , Ivy Cottage, North Walsham .

Waltham Cross, Walton ( Liverpool), Wanstead, Warminster, Water
J. Montgomery, B.A., L.C.P., The Grammar School, Uckfield .

ford , Wellington (Salop ), Wells (Som .) ,Weston -super-Mare, Wigton, Rev. J. H. Robson, M.A., LL.D., F.C.P., Fernery House, Guildford.

Winchester, Wisbech , Woking, Wolverhampton , Worcester, Worksop, Rev. D. L. Scott , M.A., LL.D., Mercers' School, Holborn , E.C.

Worthing, Yarmouth, and York . The Examination was also held at G. Armitage Smith , M.A., 3 Albert Terrace, N.W.

Colombo (Ceylon ), Nassau (Bahamas ), Georgetown ( British Guiana) ,

St. George's (Grenada ), Kingston (Jamaica) , St. Lucia (B.W.I.) ,
AUDITORS .

Buenos Ayres, Port of Spain ( Trinidad ), Lagos, Freetown (Sierra J. Bell , M.A. , LL.D., Ingleside, Farnborough .

Leone), Cape Coast, and Chefoo (N. China) . W. C. Brown , M.A., F.C.P., Tollington Schools, Muswell Hill , N.
The total number of candidates examined (not including 165 examined A. E. C. Dickinson , B.A. , LL.B., L.C.P. , Grove House, Highgate .

at Colonial Centres) was 5,403, of whom 3,122 were boys and 2,281

girls. A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the proceedings.
Taking the Christmas and Midsummer Examinations together, the

total nuinber of candidates examined for Certificates during the year

(not including those who attended the supplementary examinations in

March and September) was 9,332.
After the meeting a number of members and friends dined

The following table shows the proportion of the candidates at the together at the Trocadero Restaurant, under the presidency of

recent Examination who passed in the class for which they were the Rev. R. Lee, Head Master of Christ's Hospital. Among
entered : those present were Mr. Armitage Smith , Mr. "Atkinson, Mr.

Entered . Passed. Percentage. Bain , Mr. Baker, Mr. Baumann, Mr. Beckton , Rev. J. T. Bell,

First Class ( or Senior ) 512
274 54 Mr. Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. Charles, Rev. A, J. Church, Mr. and

Second Class ( or Junior) ... 1,693 947 56 Mrs. Dickinson , Mr. Eve, Dr. Foat, Mr. Hawe, Mr. and Mrs.

Third Class 3,198 2,134 76 Hodgson, Mr. Kennard, Mr. Langler, Mr. Longsdon, Mr.

Marvin , Mr. Musson, Dr. Moody, Mr. Pinches, Rev. Dr. Poole ,

The above table does not take account of those candidates who Mr. W. M. Poole, Dr. R. P. Scott, Dr. Turpin , Mr. Jas. Wilson ,

obtained Certificates of a lower class than that for which they were Miss Yeend. During the evening some excellent music was

entered, nor of those ( 139 in number ) who entered only for certain played by Dr. Turpin, alternating with the toasts which were

subjects required for professional preliminary purposes. given and responded to.
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These schools , twelve in number -- if for the moment we ex

CO - OPERATIVE SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
clude the one State school - all prepare for the higher leaving

Perhaps no capital in Europe can present to Englishmen examination ; and, through this common aim of all their work,

secondary schools which are more advanced in the work have been brought together in sympathy and co -operation much

of organization than Copenhagen ; and a new and striking more than has ever been the case amongst private schools in this

development upon which the higher portion of them entered at the country. That was the first service which the State rendered

beginning of the autumn term makes them still more valuable them : to set up a standard of attainment by reaching which

for study and comparison.
worthy schools could show they were doing work that could

These secondary schools may be divided into three kinds, the compare with that of the best State schools. The head masters

first two of which are under the control of the State, and the of most of these Latin schools - so they are called - through a

third licensed by the municipality. voluntary union which they had formed, presented a united front

Of the first kind thereare thirteen schools, twelve for to the public and made it impossible to play off one school against
boys and one for girls - schools which have acquired the another. At all these associated schools the fees were on the

right to conduct within their walls the final leaving same scale, the holidays of the same length , and the rules for

examination of the State, the only passport in these Northern promotion were the same. We shall see in a moment how much

countries, as well as in Germany, to the University. Twelve further thismethod of association has lately been carried .

of these schools have also modern sides, and are qualified The buildings of these twelve schools are all more or less new ,

to hold an intermediate leaving examination , suitable for busi-having been erected during the last twenty years; and the
ness and those entering what may be called the minor professions. burden has of course been a very serious one to the head

In these thirteen schools there were last year in the various masters:
Although the State has never seen its way to give to

classes 4,378 boys and girls. these City schools the modest money grants which it makes

Next twenty real or modern schools - for to corresponding schools in the thinly populated country

boys, thirteen for girls. These have the right to hold the districts , it has . Nevertheless , shown its good will to schools that

intermediate leaving examination . They do not, a rule , have such a good record . Besides giving slight occasional grants

receive pupils beyond sixteen years of age, and lack the two for science apparatus and the like, it has guaranteed the interest

higher classes of the first kind of school. In these twenty schools for loans whichwere necessary in order to completehandsome
there were in 1900 3,736 boys and girls. and expensive school buildings. The weakest point in the organi

Schools of the third kind are somewhat miscellaneous in zation of these schools remains to be mentioned, and it is to the

their nature . Many of them are more or less preparatory ;
dissatisfaction thereby caused that their latest development is

if these are called secondary schools, it is only because directly due. Whilst the head masters are receiving but a

they lie outside the provision made by the municipality modest return for their skill as teachers and for the employment
for primary instruction . But some of the higher girls of their capital (between £ 300 and £ 100 a year), the assistants
schools that fall into this third class as good as receive a sum lamentably inadequate for men who have received

any in the city ; if they wished. they could at a University training and are devoting their lives to the profesa

have the examination right, and so obtain State recognition. sion of teaching. The feeling at last became so strong that, in

And none of the schools are so worthless as some private 1899, a powerful association of assistant masters was formed,

schools in England may easily be, inasmuchas no school in which with the help of the head masters ascertained the precise

Copenhagen may be opened without the consent of the municip
facts of the case . It was found that the 264 men teachers, more.

ality ; and that consent is notgiven unless teacher and school than half of whom were University graduates, received not more
reach a certain minimum standard . There are fifty -three of than 1s . 3d. an hour for their school work, i.e., somewhat less

these miscellaneous schools, with 4,463 children in them . than £ 100 a year, if they were in full employment; whilst the 142

Manchester isa much larger city than Copenhagen, and women teachers, one-tenth of whom were University graduates,
possesses many good secondary schools, both public and private ; received, on an average, two-thirds of this amount. The feeling

but in the provision made for such instruction and the use made aroused is so strong that an appropriate remedy is only a question
of it , it falls far behind Copenhagen. Birmingham , with its two of time. It is felt that an increase all round of 50 per cent. is.

central high schoolsandits seven grammar schools for boys and imperatively necessary. But when it is asked from what quarter
girls in the suburbs,all worked in comexion one with another this increase shall come the question is not easy to answer. The

under the same governing body, is often regarded in England emoluments of the head masters are so moderate that it is calcu

as a model city in the provision made for secondary education . lated an increase of salary to assistants to the extent of 10 per

But, whether we regard the number and fitness ofthe schools, cent.would bring the schools to “the verge of insolvency,and an
the number of children in attendance,the capability of the teachers increase of 20 per cent. would ruin them .

engaged , or the accessibility of the schoolsto pupils of moderate Nor could any help be obtained from the State , although for

means, Copenhagen, though less than four- fifths the size of many years it has helped corresponding schools in the country.

Birmingham , is no whit behind it in the matter of secondary It was feared on the part of the State that, as long as there was

schools, and in some respects is far ahead . The figures for unlimited competition, and the possibility of new schools arising

Birmingham , as given in the somewhat incomplete Education in excess of the demand, any increase in the receipts of the

Department Return of 1897, are 3,850 boys and girls in schools schools might only be shared among a larger number of

other than public elementary,* as against 12,500 in Copenhagen. schools and leave the assistant master as poorly paid as before.

And yet these schools in Copenhagen owe very little to private After more than one application for State help had been refused,

benefactions or bequests, or to money help from State or com a representative commission was appointed in December, 1899, to

Oneof them--the building fronting the quadrangle oftake the whole facts into earnest consideration. Departements

which the Frue Kirke. the University,and the Bishop's Palace chef Asmussen was the Chairman ; and the other members were

form the other three sides - isa State school,a classical school four of the head masters, two of the assistant masters , and two.

of two hundred boys. All the other newer, larger secondary merchants chosen for their skill in finance. Their report was issued

schools in the city — those that have adapted themselves most in February, 1900 ; and, after being for many months considered

readily to the wants of the times are private schools, oneof a contidentialdocument,was published lastspring in pages 194–204
them in the hands of trustees, but the rest the property of of Departementschef A. F. Åsmussen's Meddelelser angaaende de
individuals . They are the product of private initiative and the lærde- Skoler for the school-year 1999–1900. The proposal setforth

State's fostering care. In what manner the State has helped is that eight of the boys' schools (the number has since

them without giving them direct money grants will appearmore been increased to nine) should form themselves into a “ self

clearly from the novel development upon which the higher owning institution " under the control of the State, i.e.,that the

secondary schools of Copenhagen entered a few weeks
school-sites, buildings, and furniture should be purchased fromago .

their owners and devoted in perpetuity to public objects;

The amount of secondary school attendance in Birmingham is by that the schools should hereafter be conducted as one school in

no means easy to ascertain. It has been discussed by Prof.John nine buildings with the present head masters continued in their

Massie at pages 52, 53 of Vol. vii. of the “ Report ofthe Royal Com- office at a salary, with a governing body possessed of full powers
mission on Secondary Education (1895).” Hecame to the conclusion and consisting of the nine head masters with three of the

that secondary schools in Birmingham are attended by about5,000 assistants chosen by their colleagues for a period of three years

children out of a population ( in round numbers) of 530,000 ,i.e. by less at a time. Directly this governing body is fully constituted , it
than 10 per 1000. He does not include in the 5,000 those sent away shall have for its first duty to elect a business director, and then
to boarding schools . to choose out of its own body three principals, who shall in con

a :

mune .

in this report

a
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junction with the business director and one non -scholastic out of the assistants themselves, representing their colleagues. The
sider ( chosen every three years to represent the general public) share which the assistants thus take in the government of the

form an executive. The executive must every year choose a Institution is more likely to be increased than diminished,

Finance Committee from the governing body, two of whom must and makes the Institution an experiment in co - operative school

be principals and the other two assistants. Though this Com . keeping. Moreover , whenever any one of the present head

mittee cannot form any final decision , it has the right reserved masters retires, it will no longer be necessary for his successor

to it of laying its decisions in writing before the Ministry. to have capital ; the career will be open to talent to a degree

There are various reasons why the four remaining schools of the that has not been possible before in Copenhagen. All these

same rank have not been merged in the new institution. One is arrangements - more than we can here detail - must give an

a State school; another is the property of a trust and not of a added zest to the teacher's work, and tend to a more economical

single individual; the third is a girls ' school only ; a fourth is working of the Institution .

conducted along with a girls' school, and for that and other The whole task of increasing the assistants' salaries depends

reasons prefers its independent position. But the schools that partly on the slight rise in fees,partly on the economies that may

remain outside preserve a friendly attitude - will not, for the most be effected through working the nine schools together, partly

part, seek to undersell the rest . also on the possibility of limiting the number of schools - of
Before the amalgamation could become an accomplished fact it keeping the supply from greatly exceeding the demand. In

was necessary to buy off the previous proprietors of the schools ; Denmark no new Latin school may be erected withoutGovern

the question arose how the purchase money was to be obtained. ment permission ; nor can any new boys' school greatly prosper,

The sites, buildings, and their contents were valued at 1,414,446 unless on attaining its full complement of classes it can acquire

kroner ( 18 kr. = £ 1). They were already mortgaged to the extent the right to hold the leaving examination which carries State

of 714,814 kroner, and a proposal was made in the Budget of last recognition with it . The Government has thus at two distinct

Session that the State should guarantee the interest for a loan stages the power to limit the number of schools. This power the

that would cover the difference. The question was debated last promoters of the new Institution, in their desire to secure them

January in the Folketing, and again in March. One member selves from ruinous competition, at first asked the Govern .

expressed his fear that the freedom and elasticity of the schools ment to transfer to themselves, at any rate for a term of

would be impaired by the proposed arrangement, and voted years. This was a serious request; and , as it might, if perse

against the guarantee. But nomember expected that the State vered in , have wrecked the whole undertaking, it was after

would ever be called upon to fulfil its guarantee, and so themotion a while explicitly dropped. And so strong, so unanimous,

was passed by fifty -six votes to nine, the total number of members has the feeling of the entire body of teachers since become in

of the Folketing being a hundred and fourteen. favour of the Institution that such a power is no longer needed .

With the beginning of the present Session each of the nine For private representations have during the last year or two

schools heads its prospectus “ The United Latin- and Realskoler ” ; been as effective as a Government veto. Last year and the

and the first four pages are taken up with an interesting account year before, two distinct efforts were made to add to the

of the steps which have led to the change in the constitution of number of Latin schools in Copenhagen, one by an assistant

the schools. In this is included an announcement of the neces- teacher and the other by the active and earnest Low Church

sity of some slight rise in fees - amounting to an increase of Party . But, in view of the fact that two new higher schools had

about 2s . a month for each pupil --in order that the salaries of recently by Government permission attained half their comple

the teachersmay becomemore commensurate with their work. It ment of classes and would soon be in full activity, the promoters

remains to be seen whether these measures will have the desired of these two further schools were dissuaded from their purpose

result. It may be that parents may use the schools somewhat and have fixed their schools in places remote from the capital.

less than before - may, for instance,during the preparatory years, Danes themselves are by no means agreed in their criticism of

make greater use of the higher-class Board schools, which are as this new and interesting departure in Copenhagen ; and it would

good in Copenhagen as in our own larger cities ;or may , during the not, therefore, become foreigners to prophesy as to the chances of

later years, attempt to do in two years, by means of a crammer, success or failure ; but enough has been said to give English

what the school can only do in three. The increase of fees is workers in education the information necessary to watch the

so small, and the evil to be remedied so great and so widely experiment for themselves. We need only add that Mr. Niels

acknowledged, that it is to be hoped this will not take place, and Hjort, the business director of the Institution, may be seen daily

that the assistants will soon receive a more worthy reward for at his office in Copenhagen ( Frederiksberggade No. 2) ; and that

their toil . As the head masters say, in their address to the for those who do not understand Danish , German is the best

parents, " the securer financial outlook will enable principals means of communication . J. S. THORNTOX .

and assistants to set about the tasks of the school with less dis.

traction , and thereby induce them to make more earnest and [For the accuracy of this brief description I am greatly

mature contributionsto the solution of the numerousproblems indebted to Departementschef Asmussen ,to FuldmægtigHage,
our times require the higher school to take up. Besides, the and to many other friends, who have patiently discussed with me

closer union between school and school, which we may expect , some of the more difficult points .]

will assuredly contribute in a marked way to the accomplishment

of our tasks asteachers. And, lastly , we add the most important

point of all . The teachers, as above mentioned, have obtained

a share in the conduct of the Institution and a substantial OUR NEED FOR COMMERCIAL LINGUISTS.

influence in the ordering of its financial affairs. "

It would seem , then, that the State -- in which we may surely The subject of our commercial position is occupying much

include the parents -- the head masters , and the assistants have each public attention , and our deficiency in practical knowledgeof

good reason to be pleased with the new arrangement. The State foreign languages is often dilated on . May I venture to offer a

cannot but be pleased, for, without the expenditure of a single few suggestions towards a possible solution of the difficulty ?

penny, it has secured in perpetuity nine good schools, arranged In the first place to banish, as far as possible, the literary

to its own liking, in whose government it has reserved to itself study of languages from the educational curriculum of our

the power of saying the last decisive word . But, for all the industrialclasses. Many years and much experience are required

ordinary, and most of the extraordinary, concerns of school to gain elegance of style : and cui bono for commercial purposes ?

management, the Institution is free to adapt itself to the changing The ordinary English child's mind is already somewhat over

needs of the time, as no purely State school can be. The head loaded — the Italian word caricatura expresses it well — with

masters are pleased, for henceforth they are free from ordinary scraps of solids ; and the additional weight of two foreign lan

risk. They have disposed of their schools as going concerns; guages from such different branches of the Aryan group as the
they are continued in their previous offices at a salary Italic and Teutonic may naturally, in some cases, result in

equal to their average profits ; and when they retire they failure.

may expect a pension. The assistants are pleased, for the In the second, to give more scope to riva voce teaching,

situation is of their own making. An improvement in their especially with French from the first. Speaking and repetition

financial position is sure to come — if not in one way, then in from dictation are wanted rather than much writing and copying.

another, though it can hardly be said to be yet in sight . Their The French are a lively people given to pleasant and frequent

position is much more secure than heretofore; no teacher on the rejoinders, like the twitter birds and chirp of insects, which

staff can be dismissed until the matter has been brought before add such a charm to country life. Due attention to this view of

the governing body, on which , it will be remembered, sit three | the subject might have far-reaching effects by causing some o

3
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the exuberance in our midst — if led by higher influences- |bringing out their bent of character individually. Coils of ex

to seek channels of intercourse with other lands and aim amples and idioms are undesirable , and derivatives, cognates, and

ilt rising harmoniously in the chorus of the “ Voices of the whatnot are best left for the enjoyment of philologists- with
Nations." The voice is of great assistance in teaching. This whom I sympathize - but not addedto the commercialtraveller's

should beborne in mind throughout,and the help it gives in burdens. He is often in a hurry ( eilfertig), and should always he

marking the difference between direct and indirect speech. I ready to set out( reisefertig), both mentally and physically - in
believe women would answer better for viva voec teaching than fact, a man of action with arms at hand .

men , and English people better than foreigners on account of In the third place, to let Nature be left more to do her own

their ability to teach from the English point of view — a fact workthan under the present system of hurry and forcing, so that

sometimes lost sight of. The characteristics wanted are bright, the observing and receptive faculties in young minds may be

ness, patience, and, if possible, versatility. Age should be no gaining strength for expanding later on. The advanced study of
bar, and the experience it brings would in many ways be an a language brings a variety of interesting subjects under notice.

advantage. Of course, in judging of the suitability of teachers, In sunnier climates than ours , for instance, appreciation of

clear utterance, good knowledge of the language required, and effects of Nature in form and colour is called for, and expressions

fairability in pronouncing it are taken for granted. have to be adapted accordingly—all a demand on the intellectual

There can be no better foundation for the study of English powers . Again, consideration must be given to physical facts of

and all languages than Latin , even though only moderately the country in question , as well as to the aspects in which some

acquired, and French may soon follow it ; but, as a general rule, things are viewed by our Continental neighbours, which, by-the

one la guage should be keptto until well grasped, and a different by , often help to explain an otherwise unmeaning word ; history

teacher provided for every language taught, and no language and literature have at times to be referred to, and, in all countries,
begun at too early an age. The Continental pronunciation of habits and customs bring with them a train of more or less im

Latin is in many respects a help for modern languages . portant consequences and facts each with special designation ,

Fluency leads on surprisingly to improvement in pronuncia- and it may be with other facts bearing on some of them , å know

tion ; however small the vocabulary, let it be kept to without ledge of which might be useful for the opening up of fresh sources

change until safely committed to memory. For beginners in of trade.

French , one tense of the auxiliary verbs taken simply and German should not be attempted at too early an age, nor until

interrogatively and a dozen or so easy words will amply suffice the elementary paths of general knowledge have been left be

for learning by degrees , with change of posture now and then, hind, especially encumbered, as the latter are, by our difficult

such as a little marching. Attempts at pronouncing the letter and antiquated system of arithmetic. I cannot now enter on

can then be pleasantly made at intervals, with the head detailed suggestions for its teaching beyond observing that,

slightly thrown back and the lips just apart. For practice, let taken gradually and , to a considerable extent, orally, and pur

two or three (not more) short,gentle sounds, something like the sued steadily for some three years before going into business, it

mew of a very young kitten , be made singly. As a next step, cannot fail of success for practical purposes. Recitations, & c.,

take the word du followed by an easy one like sel , avoiding de are, of course, desirable from the first, such as Schiller's few

( " thimble ") and wordslikely to confuse and difficult to pronounce. lines so grandly describing the lion's entrance into the arena,

The sound of qu'est ce que c'est ? should be understood, and which occur to me as likely to stir the pulses and stimulate the
that it means what,” and replies elicited by its help from the imagination of the young.

class ,while the teacher pronounces, any fresh word being taught As to comparing an English child with a German child of the

and shown on the blackboard. same age, it is not fair, unless account be taken of the difficult

The numerals up to twenty also form appropriate drill , and, nature of the English language, with derivations from almost

later on, very short sentences, in answer to short questions, so every quarter of the globe , and the need of initiation into the

that the sound of their own voices , properly controlled, becomes meaning of scientific terms before any science can be entered on .

natural to the children, as the rule of that particular course of German, on the contrary, is mainly a self-derived language, and

instruction. Thus, without worry, by the end of a month real it abounds, moreover, in recognized colloquialisms, so that the

progress will have been made, which should be tested and noted people, from their earliest years, are familiar with terms for

from dictation before proceeding further by easy stages , each forms of plant growth, parts of flowers , and so forth ; whereas

in turn to be treated in the same way. Verbs fix better on the we have no option but to use scientific nomenclature. German

memory learned in their entirety ; and learning by rote is easy compounds seem difficultto foreigners, but really often help to
for the young. Nothing beyond simple verbs should be elucidate scientific subjects - e..., Erdkunde; and, among current

attempted for a considerable time; negative and interrogative colloquialisms, “ the ambassador ” becomes the messenger . ”
verbs are apt to be confusing, and acquaintance with them is I must now conclude my suggestions offered in the interests

better made gradually, as with other new words , when they occur of our industrial classes, who have to begin the battle of life

inphrases and stories. early ; for others who can carry on their studies further seriously

From the first the teacher should frequently let short words of there are ample opportunities and excellent books .

command and encouragement be heard in French - e.g ., n'est ce

pas, &c.—and avoid speaking English, at least for a certain

time, continuously. As advance ismade, another person would THE COMING EDUCATION BILL.

be of service occasionally for giving necessary explanations and

taking part in dialogue in English with the teacher, so that the THE REV. JAMES Gow , Litt.D., Head Master of Westminster

lattermight only open her lips for French. Changing from one School, President of the Incorporated Association of Head

language to the other while teaching is very disturbing, and a Masters, took the chair on January 9 at theAnnualGeneral
greaterhindrance to success than imperfections in accent. Meeting of the Association, held at the Guildhall, and commenced

Pronunciation never can be perfect, and too much time and the proceedings by delivering an inaugural address. He said he

troublemay bespent in efforts to attain perfectiononly to end in had not been surprised that the Duke of Devonshire, at Liver

provoking a smile, as with the town of Marseille, to which we pool, confessed himself bewildered by the utterances of so-called

English have actually given a final & which never belonged to educational experts, and could not make out what they were
it ! Difficulties of pronunciation should be treated lightly, and driving at. He himself (the Chairman ) would, under those

ability to speak tolerably insisted on . No doubt a few graduated circumstances, have consulted the politicians, the schoolmasters,

prizes offered for fair speaking would soon have effect in the the educational theorists, and themen of business,each on their
desired direction-supply follows demand . special topic, and then he would have made up his mind what

French has special difficulties for English people in its pro- Bill to introduce. It was plain, from the Duke's letter to Sir
nunciation, modes of expression, and exactness , so unlike the John Hibbert, that the Bill would have only a reflex action on

careless English now in vogue. Attempts at speaking must be the existing endowed schools, but it would be idle to discuss the

encouraged from the first, and mistakes , whichwill naturally occur, reflex action when they had no information at all aboutwhat the
never ridiculed nor repeated, but the correctphrase given out, direct action was going to be. He did not believe that any
repeated by the class, and finally noted . With advanced classes Education Bill could have the desired effect -- which was to pro
two teachers - one a for gner - would the better give the spirit duce a well educated, industrious, and intelligent people. The

of dialogueand recitation generally, and thestudents more or less people of this country were notoriously not docile, butthat was

collectively should repeat theperformance, facing eachother, not of little importance. The Scotch were even more indocile, but
their note books. Some choice of passages for recitation or com- they loved learning and taught themselves. The English, on the

position might occasionally be given them , with the advantage of other hand, or a great part of them , and especially those who set

66
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Gover, Miss L.

the fashion , did not love learning at all, and would neither learn your reviewer says truly when he points out that my description of the

mor teach themselves. It was as impossible to make such a story is not quite correct; but I do not allow that hy my mistake - o

people intelligent and industrious by Act of Parliament as it was of narration --I have misread the moral, or , as your reviewer would

to make them sober by the same means. What was lacking was say, “ missed the subtlety of the little poem . ” If he has a different

a general pleasure in the exercise of mental energy, a desire to reading to mine of the lesson to be drawn from the little story , I should

learn, and an interest in processes of learning. Ti is had been be much interested to hear it - I am , faithfully yours,

produced in Germany by means which we were determined not
St. Edmund's Lodge, Hindhead , Surrey , Ennis RICHMOND).

to try - namely, by the extreme simplicity of the apparatus of
December 7, 1902 .

teaching. It was obvious that where there were only a few types
[ REVIEWER's Note .—No fault was found in the review with the

of school, everybody could understand them and take an interest moral drawn by Mrs. Richmond, which is beyond question, Words

“ How the Practice of Lying may

This simplicity was an aid to intellectual intercourse for when pestered for a reason , saidhe preferred his old home of a year

im them ,and choose deliberately what sort ofschool he preferred . worth's sub-title to his poem being :
be Taught.” The subtlety, bowever, was niissed . Wordsworth's child ,

Germans had nearly the same fund of learning as a basis of con

versation . But in England schools had nothing in common but driven the child to this extraordinary ingenuity; whereas, in Mrs.
ago because it had no weathercock . The persistence of the father has

their games, and the conversation of two Englishmen naturally Richmond's form of the story , the child gives a natural reason , which

gravitated to cricket and football,and the weather. He thought might be the true one.]

the demand for an Education Bill was mainly a demand for

commodities, and not really a demand for education. The people

whose children were the subjects of education were profoundly ADJOURNED MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE

indifferent to the whole movement, and, if they deliberately chose
COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

a school at all , they did so for social reasons, and did not inquire
into the education given there. Dr. Gow went on to complain of January 2.7 .

An Adjourned Meeting of the Council was held at the College on

Present : Mr. Eve ( in the Chair) , Jr. Barlet, Mr.

the amateur being frightened away and got rid of in music, art. Baumann, Rer. J. O. Beran , Mrs. Bryant, Mr. Charles, Miss Day , Mr.

literary and debating societies, and all intellectual hobbies, and Harris, Mr. Leetham, Mr. Pinches , Dr. R. P. Scott , Rev. T. W. Sharpe ,

eren in charitable work . Much of the best work in every branch Mr. Storr, and Dr. Wormell.

of education had been done by amateurs . It would seem that, as Diplomas were awarded to the successful candidates at the Christmas

in athletics the tendency was for a few men to be professional Examination of Teachers, as follows :
and all the rest lookers -on , so also in education everybody would Fellowship :

drop his books so soon as he found that he could not be a pro Morris, W. R.

fessor and make his living by them . That would be a great and Licentiateship :

irretrievable national disaster. It could not be too strongly Bailey, P. D. Simmons, F. Yates, H. R.

urged that the main purpose of education was to give a man Michell, S. H.

some pure and salutary occupation for his leisure, because it was
Associateship :

in his leisure that he fell into the mischief which sapped his Abbott , H. A. Fincher . Miss G. V. Morgan , O. J.

working energies . There was grave danger that the education
Ahern , Miss M. C. Fox , S, T. Vathan , C.

Andrews, W.J. Frost, T. J. Veaves , E. E.

which we were going to give our youth might be such as to turn Ashton , W. Gands. Miss E. S. Oliver , W.

them out superficially finished and competent for a time, but
Buguall. H. Garside, W. Osborn . W. J. B.

rotten at the core, unwilling to learn anything that did not pay,
Bailey, Miss E. A. Gliddon , Miss M. A. Partlo , Miss B.

Bates, Miss E. Glover , H. Pells , H. H.

and unable to learn that because they had not kept their intel- Beck , ( ' . H. Goldsmith , W. R. Pem , Miss E.

ligence lively and in working order. Therefore, because the
Bennett, W. Goodyear, A.S. Perry, E. J.

Bennett, Miss E. Raynes, Miss A.

character of the nation appeared to be such that most of us would Blunt, J. H. ( raham , I. E.

not learn , and the few that would were easily abashed in the
Bowker, 1 . Harnden , Miss E. Roberts, Miss A. J.

Hartridge, A. R.

presence of a professor, he hoped that the new Education Bill Harvey, Miss E. H. Rowland , E. C.

would not be a very drastic affair. The adjustment of adminis- Bruce, W. Henshull, A. E. Salter , Miss E. A.

trative difficulties ,the support of institutions that were languish
Burgess, Mrs. ( . P. Hibell, Miss M. J. Saunders, Miss E. P.

Horn , Miss E. E.

ing for lack of funds, and the starting of a few experiments Clark , R. S. Hughes, C. B. Smith , Miss F. R.

were, in his judgment, sufficient for the moment. The disease
Clementson , G. Snelson , J. W.

Collinson , Miss K , S. Jackson , G.

was not to be cured in a hurry. A little Bill every year, and a

Southwell, W. T.

Cort, . , J. Spring :1/1, H.

vigilant Education Department, would do more good than a big Craig , D. Jones, Miss M. Stendall, Miss E.

Bill that would go through the country like an earthquake . A
Cross, J. E. Judges, A. P. Stevenson , Miss E.

Crowther, Miss E. A. P. Jupe, C. W. C. Tindall, Miss F. E.

series of small Bills would alarm nobody, would maintain the Kearner. J.P. Tolson , Miss J. E.

public interest in education , and would keep the Department on
Davis, S. J. Keeler, Miss E. C. J. Trowell, A. A.

Dawes, F. W. Kerby, W. G. Underhill, W. W.

the quivive. Dickinson , H. A. Kilvert, S. E. W. Vardey, Miss N. B.

On the motion of the Rev. A. F. Rutty (Leatherhead ) it was Dixon , A. King, Miss E. S. Varney, A.

resolved : “ That the next Education Bill provide (1) for the
Dilks, 1. C. Logun , E. Vignirs, Miss E.

Doy, T. Lucas, Miss M. A. Walker, W.

efficient control of all secondary schools ; (2 ) that every school Ellis , R. McFarlane, A. Westcott, W.

under the supervision of a Local Authority should have a right of
Ellis , Miss C. F. Malden , Miss E. L. Whistler, W. W.

Elvy, A. Marler , J. Williams, A. P.

appeal from the Local Authority to the Board of Education in Everett, J. C. Marsh . R. Windler, A. J.

matters of curriculum and administration as well as of finance . " Finch , Miss F. B. Mitchell, Miss S. H.

In proposing this resolution, Mr. Rutty said that all inefficient The prize of £ 10 for Theory and Practice of Education was awarden

schools should be ruthlessly swept away . He trusted they would to Mr. B. C. Wallis , and the prize of £5 for Natural Sciences to Mr.

never yield to an agitation to model their schools on the German F. J. Wyeth.

plan . They did not want English boys to be like German boys;

what they wanted was to retain the English type of schoolboy and THE Cup STUDY ASSOCIATION. - Ou Friday, Jan. 10. Mr. Holman

school, but at the same time to beat the foreigners where they lectured to the members of this association , at the Sesame Club ,

were apparently gaining the superiority. He thought that that on " Abstract Reasoning in Children." The lecturer observed that

was perfectly simple our students must work as hard as the in children there could be traced well marked periods of mental

German students. So long aswe regarded ourwork as subsidiary development which broadly characterized certain ages. About

to our games, so long must we expect the German to prevail the age of seven concrete thinking began ; about the age of ten

in those fields in which the trained intellect must secure an abstract thinking might be said to commence. But it was

ascendency. necessary to substantiate these ideas by investigation . He had

compiled his results from answers written by over five hundred

CORRESPONDENCE. children to three test questions. There was a strange irreler

ancy in some of these answers, and amusing examples of some of
" THE MIND OF A CHILD .”

these blundering answers were given . The greatest percentage of

To the Editor of the Educational Times . good -thought answers were given by children of ten years .

SIR ,-In a kind notice of my book, " The Mind of a Child , ” your Strangely enough, the poor-thought answers increased after that

reviewer says that my description of Wordsworth's " Inecdote for age. Ten was the critical age when the child began to develop
Fathers ” is not quite correct, and that therefore I have missed the abstract thinking. In a year or two that might be drilled out of

subtlety of the little poem . I am ashamed to say that I have not had it. Ordinary school work afforded better opportunities for child
a Wordsworth in my hand for years. I have one now , and I see that study than special taste.

Read , c .

Browne. W. 1 .

Brows, Miss M.

Roberts, G. R.

Carss , J. Scott, W.

Hugo , Miss C.

Jefferson , S. C.

Davies, T. B.
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TEACHERS' DIPLOMA EXAMINATION - PASS LIST, JANUARY, 1902.

English - continued .

Stedman , P. H.

Stubbins, T.

Sweetman , J. P.

Taylor, Miss L. M. R.

Tindall, Miss F. E.

Warth , Miss H.

Watkins, W...

Watts, P. M.

Williams, E. W.

Young , J.

Theory & Pract.--contd .

Marles, J.

Marsh , R.

Marshall, Miss E. P.

McFarlane. .1 .

Mitchell, Miss S. H.

Morgun , 0 , ,

Nathan , C.

Nerves, E. E.

Orchard Sharp , Miss A. L.

Osborn , W. J. B.

Partlo , Miss B.

Pells, H. H.

Pem , Miss E.

Raynes, Miss A.

Read , c .

Roberts, Miss A. J.

Roberts, D. R.

Roberts, G. R.

Rowland . E. C.

Rowson , R. H.

Salter, Miss E. A.

Naunders, Miss E. B.

Scott, W.

Smith . Miss F. R.

Snelson , J. W.

Southwell, W. T.

Springall, H.

Stendall, Miss E.

Stevenson , Miss E.

Tolson , Miss J. E.

Trowell, A. A.

Underhill, W. W.

Vardey, Miss N. B.

Furney, A.

Viggars, Miss E.

Walker, W.

Westcott, W.

Whistler, W. W.

Williams, A. P.

Windler, A. J.

Creography ---continued .

Hatchari , E.S.

Hipkin , Miss M. P.

Hughes, .1 .

Iles, Miss E. E.

Judges, J. P.

Renton , 1 , J.

Lancaster, J. (hon .)

Letts, E. S.

Lobler, J. A.

Marshall, Miss E. P.

Mills, E. G.

Papworth, J.

Parker, Miss H.

Partington , Miss A. F.

Phillips, G.

Piffe . Phelps, W.

l’rice, W.J.

Ravenhill, G.

Roberts, D. R.

Rogors, Miss S. E.

Rowson , R. H.

Scott, W. (hon . )

Seckler, H. C. A.

Sedgwick , W.

Sheppard , W. A.

Skyrm , L.

Spence , W.S.

Sporne, A. C.

Taylor, Miss L. M. R.

Vilvandré, G.

Walter, Miss M. I.

Watts, P. M.

Williams, E. W.

Young, J.

Euclid .

FELLOWSHIP .

B : bh, F.J.

LICENTIATESILIP .

Alexander, W. B.

Barker, H. o .

Harris, E. W.

Hughes, A.

Jones, W.

Simmons, F.

Stubbins, T.

Tadman , E. T. S.

ASSOCIATESITIP .

Andrews, W.J. ( hon . )

Arnold , W.J.

Cobbold , P. J.

Copping , H. H.

Cossins, H , J. D.

Cort , A. J.

De'Ath , J. E.

Done, A. B.

Edwards, J.J.

Exell, F. G.

Firman, W. C.

Galpin , W. H.

Gilbart. J. W. H.

Goodyear, A. S.

Hardy, F.

Hutchard, E. S.

Lancaster, J.

Mayo, H. W. (hon . )

Mellor, H.

Price, W.J.

Saunders, A. F.

Seward , J. B.

Sheppard , W. A.

Sporne, A. C.

Watts, P. M.

English .
Trigonometry.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Alexander, W. B.

Hughes, A

Shuard , W. D.

Simmons, F.

Tudman , E. T. S.

English listory.

Adams, J. S.

Andrews, W.J. (hon .)

Arnold , W.J.

Barnfather, D.J.

Bowden , A.

Calaminus, O. P. A. (hon . )

Chapman , S.B.

Chinn , W. H.

Clarke. Miss S. M. E.

Collard , Miss F. M.

Collier , H.

Cossins, H. J. D.

Cowling, W.J.

Craig , D.

Crawford , Miss B.

Drake, H. J.

Dyson , F. L.

Edwards, J. J.

Essex, R. G.

Exell, F. G.

Field , Miss M.

Fursdon , Miss E.

Firinan , W. C.

( alpin , W. H.

Gandy, Miss E. S.

Garland , J. G.

Gilbart, J. W. H.

Goodyear, A. S.

Groves, F. L.

Hardy , F.

Harris, A. H.

Hatchard , E. S.

Hipkin , Miss M. P.

Hughes, A.

Iles , Miss E. E.

Judges, A. P

Kaumann, J. E. M.

Kendon, 1. J.

Kilvert, S. E. W.

Lancaster, J.

Leach , Miss M. P.

Leicester Hulk , F. W.

Letts , E. S.

MacDonald , F.J.

Malden , Miss E. L.

Marshall, Miss E. P.

Martin , Miss F. M.

Mellor, H.

Mills , E. G.

Oliver, W.

Phillips, G.

Piffe -Phelps, W.

Ravenshill, G.

Roberts, D. R.

Roe, Miss M. B. (hon .)

Rathbone, J.S.

Rowson, R. H.

Scott, W.

Sedgwick , W.

Selwyn, Miss G. E.

Seymour, Miss E. E. L.

Spence, W. S. (hon .)

Stedman , D. C.

Stedman, P. H.

Taylor, Miss L. M. R.

Thomas, W. A.

Travers, Miss A , E.

Vilvandré, G.

Walter, Miss M. I.

Warth, Miss H.

Watkins, W. L.

Watts, P. M. (hon .)

Williams, E. W.

Conics.

FELLOWSHIP .

Ayres, T.

Morris, W.R.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Hughes, A.

Jones, s .

Marsh , J.

Mathieson, L. W.

Shuard , W. D.

Simmons, F.

Tadman, E. T. S.

Arithmetic.

Andrews, W.J. (hon .)

Arnold . W.J.

Barnfather, D. J.

Carr, J. W.

Collinson , Miss S. I.

( owling , W.J.

Crowther , Miss E. 1. P.

Craig , D.

De'Ath , J. E.

Done, A. B.

Druke , H.J.

Edwards, J.J.

Essex, R. G.

Exell, F. G.

Firman , W.C.

Gandy, Miss E.

Gilbart, J. W. H.

Gliddon , Miss M , A.

Goodyear, A. S.

Grayshon , L. N.

Hatchard, E. S.

Hughes. 1 .

Nes, Miss E. E.

Johnson , L. F. E.

Judges, A. P.

Kaufmann , J. E. M.

Kendon , 1. J.

Lancaster, J.

Leach , Miss M. P.

Letts, E. S.

Lobley, J. A.

Logan , E.

Martin , Miss F. M.

Mellor, H.

Papworth , J.

Price, W.J.

Rogers, Miss S. E.

Rowson , R. H.

Scott, W.

Seckler, H. C. A.

Sedgwick , W.

Seward , J. B. (hon .)

Skyrm , L.

Spence, W. S.

Sporne, A. C.

Steele, Miss E. M.

Stubbins, T.

Tindall, Miss F. E.

Tudor, E.

Vilvandré, G.

Watkins, W. L.

Watts, P. M.

Whitechurch, E. C.

Young , J.

Andrews, W.J.

Arnold , W.J.

Barnes, Miss H. M.

Barnfather , D. J.

Bowden , A.

Calaminus, ( ) , P. A .. (hon .)

Carr , J. W.

Chupman , S. B.

Chinn , W. H.

Clark , Miss S. M. E.

Cobbold , P.J.

Copping, H. H.

Cossins. H. J. D.

Cowling, W.J.

Cranch, Miss M. L.

Drake, H.J.

Edwards, J. J.

Essex , R. G

Exell, F. G.

Field , Miss M.

Firman, W.C.

Galpin , W. H.

Gandy, Miss E. S.

Gilbart, J. W. H.

Goodyear, A. S.

Grayshon, L. N.

Groves, F. L.

Hands, Miss E. M.

Hardy, F.

Hatchard , E. S.

Hipkin , Miss M. P.

Hughes, A.

Nes, Miss E. E.

Johnson , G. F.

Jones, D. E.

Judges, A. P.

Kaufmann , J. E. M.

Kendon , A. J.

Laidler, C. (hon . )

Lancaster, J.

Letts, E. S.

Lilley, W.

Lobley, J. A.

Marris, Miss F. M.

Marshall, Miss E. P.

Mellor, H.

Papworth , J.

Parsons, Miss A. de L.

Partington , Miss A. F.

Phillips, G.

Pille-Phelps, W.

Price , W.J.

Ravenhill, G.

Roberts, D. R.

Robinson , Miss M. A.

Roe , Miss M. B.

Rogers, Miss S. E.

Rowson, R. H.

Scott, W. (hon .)

Seckler , H. C. Á.

Sedgwick, W.

Selwyn, Miss G. E.

Seward, J. B.

Sheppard , W. A.

Skym, LÍ.

Sporne, A.C.

Calcuns.

FELLOWSHIP .

Babb , F. J.

French .

FELLOWSHIP .

Wallis , B. C.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Calaminus, 0. P. A.

Michell, s . H.

Rathbone, J.S.

Witsker, J. E.

ASSOCIATESHIP .

Bowden , A. ( hon. )

Collard , Miss F , M.

Crawford , Miss B. (hon . )

Crump, Miss J. M.

Divane, Miss H.

Furston , Miss E. (hon .)

Gandy, Miss E. S.

Leach , Miss M. P.

Marris, Miss F. M.

Marshall , Miss E. P.

Peirce , Miss M. E ,

Van Roye, Miss L. (hon .)

Vilvandré, G. ( hon .)

Algebra.

Theory and Practice

of Education .

FELLOWSHIP .

Bunston , Miss 1 .

Wallis, B, C.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Alexander, W. B.

Ash , E , W.

Bailey , P. D.

Calaminus, O. P. A.

Camp, J.

Evans, J.

Heath , c .

Lock , Miss 1. J.

Mathieson, L. W.

Michell , s . H.

Motts, S. F.

Rathbone . J. S.

Roberts, R. R.

Shuard , W.D.

Simmons, F.

Wicks, Miss A,

Wyeth, F.J.

Yates, H. R.

ASSOCIATESHIP .

Abbott , H. A.

Adams, J.S.

Jhern , Miss M.C.

Andrews, W.J.

Ashton , W.

Bagnall, H.

Bailey, Miss E. A.

Bates, Miss E.

Bangh , Miss M. M.

Baller, Miss A. M.

Beck , C. H.

Bennett, Miss E.

Bennett, W.

Blunt, J. H.

Bolger, J. P.

Botheras, W.G.

Bowden , A.

Bowker, A.

Browne, W, A.

Brows, Miss M.

Bruce , W.

Burgess, Mrs. C. P.

Capewell, J.J.

Carss , J.

Chapman , Miss F.

Clark , R.S.

Clementson , G.

Collinson , Miss K. S.

Coomb, A. B.

Crane , F. W.

Cross , J. E.

Davies, T. B.

Davis, S. J.

Dawes, F. W.

Dickinson , H. A.

Dilks, A. C.

Dixon , A.

Dominey, G. W.

Doy, T.

Dyer, Miss A.

Dyson , f . L.

Ellis , Miss C. F.

Ellis , R.

Elvy, A.

Everett, J. C.

Finch , Miss F. B.

Fincher , Miss G. V.

Forde, J. P. D.

Fox , S. T.

Frost, T. J.

Gandy , Miss E, S.

Garside, W.

Glover, H.

Goldsmith , W.R.

Goodyear, A. S.

Gover, Miss L.

Graham , A. E.

Grayshon , L. N.

Harnden , Miss E.

Harris, A. H.

Hartridge, A. R.

Harvey , Miss E. H.

Hatchard, E. S.

Henshall, A. E.

Hibell, Miss M.J.

Holden , E.

Horn, Miss E. E.

Hughes, C. B.

Hugo , Miss C.

Jackson, G.

S. C.

Johnson , L. F. E.

Jones , Miss M.

Jupe, C. W.c.

Kearney , J. P.

Keeler, Miss E. C. J.

Kerby, W.G.

Kilvert, S. E. W.

King, Miss E. S.
Laidler , C.

Logan, E.

Malden , Miss E. L.

Jefferson ,

Geography.

Andrews, W. J.

Arnold , W.J.

Barnfather, D. J.

Blunt, J. H.

Bowden , A.

Calaminus, ( ), P. A.

Chinn, W. H.

Clark , Miss G. M.

Clarke, Miss S. M. E.

Collard , Miss F. M.

Copping, H. H.

Cowling, W.J.

Edwards, J.J.

Essex, R. G.

Exell, F. G.

Firman , W. C.

Fursdon , Miss E.

Galpin , W. H.

Gandy, Miss E. S.

Gilbart, J. W. A.

Goodyear, A. S.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Alexander, W. B.

Jones, W.

Marsh , J.

Simmons, F.

German.

FELLOWSHIP .

White, Miss F. A.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Lock , Miss A. J.

ASSOCIATESHIP .

Andrews, W. J.

Exell, F. G.

Goodyear, A. S.

Lancaster. J.

Mayo, H. W.

Seward , J. B.

ASSOCIATESHIP.

Hipkin , Miss M. P.

Seckler, H. C. A. (hon . )
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Spanish .

LICENTIATESITIP .

Bray, A. C.

Animal Phys.cont.

Motts , S. F.

Rathbone, J , S.

Simmons, E.

Wicks, Miss A.

Wilford , Miss E.

Wyeth , F. J. (hon .)

ASSOCIATESHIP .

Logan , E.

Chemistry - continued .

ASSOCIATESHIP .

Bennett , W.

Coulins , W. J.

( nuyshon , L. X.

Johnson , G. F.

Judges, A. P.

Lucas , Miss M. A.

Laidler, C.

Perry, E. J.

Scott , W.

Experimental Physics.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Hughes, A.

Marsh , J.

Simmons, F.

ASSOCIATESHIP .

Bruce, W.

Rider, J. B.

Mechanics.

ASSOCIATESHIP .

Cort, A. J. (hon .)

Forde, J. P. D.

Mayo, H. W. (hon .)

Pritchard , G. H.

Animal Phys . - cont.

Sedgwick , W.

Seymour, Miss E. E. L.

Stephenson, R. R

Sweetman , J. P.

Taylor, Miss L : M. R.

Thomas, Miss E.

Tindall, Miss F. E.

Walter, Miss M. I.

Warth , Miss H.

Young, J.

1

Latin .

FELLOWSHIP .

Henderson , B. L. K.

Wallis , B. C.

LICENTIATESHIP,

Calaminus, O. P. A.

Longstall , J. L.

Michell, S. H.

Tadman , E. T. S.

Witsker, J. E.

ASSOCIATESHIP .

Blunt, J. H.

Letts , E. S.

Astronomy.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Jones, W.

Michell, S. H. (hon )

Stubbins, T. (hon .)

Animal Physiology .

FELLOWSHIP .

Bedwell, J. C.

Bunston, Miss A.

Kemp, A.

White, Miss F. A.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Alexander, W. B.

Barker , H. ( .

Collins, W. H.

Cooke , R.

Evans, J.

Horsey. E. P.

Jones, W.

Knight, R. A.

Michell, S. H.

ASSOCIATESRIIP .

Adams, J.S.

Bailey , C. J.

Barnfather, D. J.

Botherus, W. G.

Brnce , W

Buttery. W

Capewell, J.J.

Essex, R. G.

Field , Miss M.

Freeborough , C.

Holden , E.

Judges, A. P.

Laidler, C.

Lobley, J. A.

Mac Donald , F. J.

Pritchard, G. H.

Rogers, Miss S. E.

Rowson , R. H.

Schultz , Miss M.

Scott, W.

Botany.

LICENTIATESIIIP .

Alexander. W. B.

Wilford , Miss E.

ASSOCIATESILIP.

Roberts, D. R.

Rogers , Miss S. E.

Taylor, Miss L. M. R.

Thomas, Miss E.

1

1

Greek ,

LICENTIATESRUIP .

Tadman, E. T. S.

Chemistry .

LICENTIATESILIP.

Barker, H , O.

Hughes, A.

Wyeth , F.J.

Geology .

ASSOCIATESHIP .

James, Miss E.

Tindall, Miss F. E.

REVIEWS. that there is neither art nor mystery in the matter beyond the art and

mystery of teaching history in general .

1

HISTORY TEACHING AGAIS . Thus under the special heading the discussion immediately
becomes general :

Essays on the Teaching of History. By Messrs.Maitland,
Our chief aims in the practical teaching of history are three - to

Gwatkin, Poole, Heitland, Cunningham , Tanner, Woodward ,
rouse interest , to give the guiding facts , and to teach the principles of

Marten , and Ashley. (Cambridge University Press.)
research and criticism which enable men not only to become their own

These essays must needs be welcome to teachers of history and teachers, but to return and see for themselves how far we rightly gave

intending teachers of history. It is well when those who are them the guiding facts.

preparing for the work of teaching can answer at the same time The degree of relative importance of these aims from child-
the two questions : What shall we teach ? and How shall we teach
it ? Herein lies the difference between the methods of study lecture andthe ideal lesson are discussed, and many, if not most,

hood upwards is discussed . The characteristics of the ideal

in a training college for teachers and those of an ordinary of the recommendations apply equally well to the teaching of

University college. In the former, no sooner is a portion of other subjects. For instance:"" The teacher can commit no more

knowledge examined and acquired than the question of how to crying sin than in thinking that inferior work is good enough for
teach it is dealt with . Because the two acquisitions are closely backward students." The same remark applies to an examina

interwoven in nearly all these essays the book is eminently one tion of the mutual helpfulness of lectures and teaching by papers .

for teachers. They were to have been edited jointly by Lord The conclusion of the essay reminds one of a question on the

Acton and Mr. W. A. J. Archbold , but the former has been unable
geography of Germany once submitted to candidates for matricu .

to take the part intended for him .
lation at London . A candidate wrote out the geography of

The introduction by the remaining editor is a history of the Europe, and added that, respecting the geography of Germany;

teaching of history in the English Universities. He shows that
he had nothing further to say. The essayist says: “ As regards

the attempt to teach history , if thereby be meant a serious endeavour the teaching of ecclesiastical as distinct from that of general

to make historical study one of the main studies of the Universities, history, I really have nothing to say.”
is very new . It has attained the manly estate of one -and-twenty years The next essay, on “ Teaching of Palæographyand Diplomatic,”
and a little more . But not much more .

by R. L. Poole, M.A., the Reader in Diplomatic in the University

It is true that the William Camden Professorship at Oxford was of Oxford, is a little more special. Diplomatic, it seems, is a

established in 1622 ; but the academicalinterest in the subject has substantive, and means " the science of documents." The science

fluctuated much in the three centuries . During the seventeenth which deals with the rules of writing is Palæography. These

century the professors were men who left their mark behind them ; sciences are described and limited by the essayist.

then, however, there was a fall . Strange to say the rekindling The third essay is on - The Teaching of Ancient History , " by

of interest came from an unexpected quarter. George I. had W. E. Heitland , M.A. It opens out again, and the student is

“ observed that no encouragement or provision had been made in told that “ history starts by looking backward, but it must go

either of the Universities for the study of modern history or forward that it may look backward. It concludes, however, with

modern languages.” Also he had “ seriously weighed the pre- a modest statement, reminding one of a remark of the late

judice that had accrued to the said Universities from this defect, Serjeant Ballantine when he had before him in the witness-box

persons of foreign nations being often employed in the education a high personage. He said : “ I decline the honour of cross

and tuition of youth both at home and in their travels.” It may examining a Prince of the Blood.” Our author says : “ I shall

well have struck His Majesty that, if it was a defect on his part decline the impertinence of offering general advice to teachers.

to speak no English, it was a defect on the part of his Ministers Let me conclude with the harmless commonplace that, as the

to speak no German . The masters and scholars of Cambridge teacher cannot do without books, so books cannot do without

accepted the royal view, and joined in thecomplaint that a foreign the man .”

tutors had so large a share in the education of our youth both at After “ Economic History,” by Rev. W. Cunningham , D.D.,

home and in their travels." They even dared to foresee a glad Lecturer at Trinity College, Cambridge, comes “ Constitutional

day when “ there should be a sufficient number of academical History," by J. R. " Tanner, M.A. of St. John's, Cambridge . It

persons well versed in the knowledge of foreign courts, and well begins, as usually, by removing its enclosures. “ To those who hold

instructed in their respective languages, when a familiarity with that history is one and indivisible to speak of constitutional

the living tongues should be superadded to that with the dead ones . history is an offence." This position is well argued , and, on the

A little — very little -- resulted from the movement, and the con- ground that, “ though the historian can sometimes afford to be a

clusion of the editor is that even now more co -operation, more philosopher, the teacher of history must be a man of business,

organization, more and better criticism , more advice for be- the treatment of constitutional history as a subject by itself

ginners are needed . The need, if not met, will increase. History is justified . The methods recommended for the teacher and also.

is lengthening, widening, and deepening. There is much to those recommended to the student are unobjectionable .

be doneby schools of history; there will be more to be done The essays on “ The Teaching of History in Schools,” by W. H.

Woodward, of Christ Church , Oxford, and C. H. K. Marten , M.A.

The first of the essays is on "The Teaching of Ecclesiastical of Balliol, clearly demonstrate the right of history to rank as a

History,” and it opens with the following statement : school subject. “ It not only increases knowledge and exercises

He that will be a teacher of ecclesiastical history must lay it to heart mental faculty, but it stimulates interest in larger views of life

9

each year .
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65

and action, and provides the continuance of that interest when some German scholars do, exercise his ingenuity for the amuse

the initiative of the teacher is withdrawn.” The first of these ment of the thing or on mere subjective grounds. Considering
two essays deals with “ aims,” the second with “ practice." the state of the manuscript evidence, he must be pronounced

Conscious of the danger of pitching the aims so high as to moderate and conservative. In the commentary the two most

make the teacher dissatisfied with himself and his methods, he conspicuous merits are the clear insight Prof. Tucker always

concludes that " some satisfaction may be obtained if one succeeds shows and his minute acquaintance with the usage of classical

in preparing a boy to read history for himself and to appreciate authors. However obscure the text may be in its present state,

its lessons in life.” This conclusion might also be applied to he always seizes and brings out the essential points, and within
other subjects." these, as it were , he draws out his figure of the whole meaning.

Of course, the result cannot always be certain . The picture he

gives of it, always vivid , is by no means always convincing.

The Coephori of Æschylus . With Critical Notes , Commentary. But where his interpretation is not justified by the text it is

Translation and a Recension of the Scholia . By T. G. probable that the meaning in the details is beyond recovery .

Tucker, Litt.D. ( Cambridge University Press.). The illustrations, freely drawn from prose and verse, are un

Groping our way once more through the " Libation -bearers,” usually valuable. Not only are they always apposite, but they

we are deeply impressed with the ingenuity, resourcefulness, and never fail. Every word , construction, particle is justified and

insight displayed by the latest interpreter of this excessively exemplified, and no detail, however minute, escapes the editor's

difficult play. Nor are these his only merits. Prof. Tucker coin notice.

bines besides ripe scholarship with fine taste . His translation is In the critical notes and the recension of the scholia we have im

less impressive, less Æschylean, if we may say so, than Dr. portant subsidia, and much information is brought together that

Verrall's, but it is none the less helpful for the understanding of is not elsewhere collected in a convenient compass. In these

the text, and it contains many meritorious passages. But the parts of his work, Prof. Tucker has, of course,worked on the

chief interest of the work centres inthe introduction and the critical apparatus of Wecklein and Vitelli.

commentary ; and it may at once be said that both are richly It is greatly to be hoped that Prof. Tucker will ultimately

stocked with new and valuable contributions to the understand complete an edition of the whole trilogy. If he does, it may
be

ingof the wonderful drama of Orestes the Avenger. confidently predicted that he will throw three sixes," and ,

Naturally a large part of theintroduction isoccupied with a besides,will have reason to be much better satisfied with his
comparison of the “ Coephori ” with the two “ Electras ” of third libation than Electra was with her second .
Sophocles and Euripides. And in that comparison no point has

taxed the commentators more than the famous “ Recognition

scene.
OUR WIDENING REALM .

For practical purposes we may leave Sophocles aside in

this matter ; for, though the dedication of the lock of his hair by The Growth of the Empire . By A. W. Jose. (Murray) .

Orestes is a feature of the scene in ali three plays,and may well | This is not entirely a new book. The first six chapters and

have been, as Prof.Tucker suggests, one ofthe fixed elements in part of the seventh have already gone through two editions in
the story, yet in Sophocles the recognition of Orestes by Electra Australia. The remainder of the work, bringing it down to the

is a mere incident, and is . says Dr. Verrall. “ of no importance end of the last century, is new . The introductory chapter contrasts
at all to the mere mechanism of the plot.” But the contrivance the British Empire with other empires, ancient and modern ,and

of Euripides is such that the union ofOrestes and Electra is a enumerates the qualities essential to successful colonization

first necessity of the action ; for Orestes, until he hasmet his physical strength, adventurousness, the trading spirit, the

sister, will not even venture near Argos . In a notorious passage settling spirit, the fighting spirit, adaptability to the native
of the play, the “ Recognition " scene, as treated by Æschylus, is element, and the power of mastering it insuch a way as to secure

sharply criticized. So fully has that criticism been refuted that cheerful obedience. Next we have a brief sketch of the early

the credit of Euripides can onlybe saved in the event of the stages of colonization and conquest, illustratedby a usefulmap
passage in question being spurious. And this is what Prof. of the early partition of America up to the middle of the seven-

Tucker believes to be the case. Of course, even if Euripides did teenth century .

not write this carping and inaccurate attack on a brother The difficulty in writing a book of this kind is to observe a

dramatist, it by no means follows that the recognition by means due sense of proportion, and in this the author seems to have

of thelock of hair and the footprints, whichÆschylusintended been successful. A good exampleis to be found in his treatment
to make convincing to his audience , is, in point of fact, likely to of North America. The long struggle between England and

have carried conviction. Is the evidence accepted by Electra France in the eighteenth century, the conflict of the doctrine of

inconclusive, and her reasoning absurd ! To older crities the “ hinterland ” and river-mouths,Ångland working inwards from

question appeared a matter of indifference, and even Conington the coast, and France resting her claimson the possession of the

and Paley affected to feel no interest in it . But both Dr. Verrall mouths of the St. Lawrence and the Mississippi, is briefly and

and Prof. Tucker have discussed it at length ,and they agree in clearly described. There is a goodinset map of the triangle of
accepting the scene as satisfactory. There is , however, this im- which the apex is at Oswego on Lake Ontario, and of which the

portant difference between them , that,whereas Dr. Verrall laid St. Lawrence and the sea form two sides, showing how the line

all the stress on the objective value of hair and feet as evidence of the Richelieu and the Upper Hudson formed the natural

and attempted to show that in this case at least the two points of scene of combat. From the War of Independence the interest

resemblance were certainly sufficient to support the conclusion centres in Canada, the history of which is carried on through the

that the marks were the marks of Orestes 'feet , and the hair was period of partial self-government, the war of 1812 to 1814, which

the hair of none other than Orestes, Prof. Tucker, while pointing the writer considers to have done much tocreate the sense of

out the importance attached even in Homer to resemblance of Canadian nationality, and the revolt of 1837, to the Act of 1841

feet and hair, laysmuch stress on the various circumstances that and the subsequent legislation based on Lord Durham's famous

greatly enhance the persuasiveness of Electra's reasoning and report, the result, it should be remembered ,of only five months"

may well have served to carry the audience with her. These tenure of office as Governor -General. A subsequent chapter

circumstances are-- (1) scenic aids ; ( 2) the probability that the carries on the story to our time, including the formation ofthe
lock of hair figured prominently in the traditional form of the Dominion and thetworebellions under LouisRiel. It concludes

story: Above all-- and this is certain the frame of mind in with the still unsettled boundary dispute with the United States ,

which Electra was at the time counts for much . which is illustrated by an excellent map.

But we must not dwell upon the details of the introduction- In the chapter on India the land settlement of Cornwallis ,

the instructive comparison of the three plays in the lightof which , carrying English ideas into the East, converted the

Aristotle's “ Poetics," the historyof the Orestes legend, andthe zamindars into landlords , is discussed in all its bearings.

valuable study of the Medicean manuscript. Dismissing these Great stressis laid on the work of the Marquis Wellesley, placing

matters, which occupy a hundred pages, and coming to the text, the allied native States in the same position towards England as

we must pause a moment to notice the numerous conjectures that which the members ofthe Confederacy of Delos occupied

of his own that the editor has introduced into the text . That towards Athens,and surrounding them with a ring fence of British

he is particularly skilful in thiskind of patchwork is already territory. Of the subsequentadministration of Lord Dalhousie

well known from his edition of the “ Supplices.” Whether we
the writer says :

agree with him or not, we can never withhold our admiration . Hastings had made us secure in India, Wellesley had made us para

His emendations are remarkably neat, and he never alters, mount;for Dalhousie itwas reserved to round off our territory,to
except where alteration is clearly necessary . He does not, as / make us protectors of the people as well as their rulers, and to settle
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you on the

not only the administrative, but the industrial , development of India, tion from the severer problems of his subject the author

along lines which it follows steadily atthe present moment. If British includes an address on " Characteristics of Childhood ,” which

India now reaches from Chitral to the Mekong, it is because Dalhousie is only a collection of facetiæ from school life , some of which

of set policy extended it from Peshawar to Pegu. If the peoples of are fresh .

India seem within measurable distance of becoming the Indian people,

it is because, with roads and canals and railways and telegraphs, he Commercial Correspondence. By E. H. Coumbe, B.A.

bound firmly together the cumbrous, ill-cohering mass, and by sharp (Ettingham Wilson .)
lessons in Oudh and Berar and Nagpur taught princes and subjects This book consists of definitions of commercial terms and

alike that under British protection only wise and benerolent systems of explanations of commercial documents, together with specimen
government can dare to hope for existence.

letters, “ couched,” says the preface, “ in the terse , almost

Perhaps a little more space might have been given to the abrupt, style of a modern business man .” The explanatory
history of India since the Vutiny, and, in particular, to the pros portions will be useful to candidates for business, but we cannot
and cons of the policy of " masterly inactivity."

The story of Australasia is , perhaps, the least interesting por- good training in general composition would be preferable.
commend the model correspondence, and are of opinion that a

tion of the book ; the contrast between the achievements of the

present and the small, and in some respects sordid , beginnings in its meaning. The following are not good models in this
Commercial correspondence should be clear and unmistakable

of the great Australian colony is hardly brought out with

sufficient clearness.
respect :

The reader hardly rises from its perusal
with an adequate conception of what Australia is. Weshould

We are informed that the following parcel which we handed over to

have liked , too , some notice of recent legislation in New Zealand,
---- has not yet arrived . We request you to make in

grappling, as it does, with problems that have, from time im-quiries,and to let us have your answer as soon as possible. (Page 136.)

memorial, exercised the minds of thoughtful statesmen . Africa
Arrived where ! No doubt the parcel has arrived somewhere .

is dealt with at considerable length ; and the chapter on that What is the query that has to be answered ? Again :

subject has been re -written after the study of original authorities With reference to our memo respecting the parcel -, we beg to

on the southern part of the Continent, and is not uninfluenced say that we are still without yourfinal reply, and therefore bring this

by the emotions of the present time. The book is brightly matter again before you . Expecting your answer

written, and is well illustrated by suggestive maps. Why “ final reply ” ? What was the query ? It should be re

peated. It is too frequently assumed that commercial cor

COMPARISONS FROM A BROAD .
respondence may, and, indeed, ought to, violate ordinary rules or

customs, particularly in an ungrammatical use of participles :
Schools at Home and Abroad . By R. E. Hughes, M.A.

This book is a collection of essays and addresses on subjects for despatch onMonday. (Page 137.)
Confirming our phone message to -day, the shirtings will be ready

connected with primary and secondary education , and is chietly

valuable for the wide knowledge shown of the present condition
Why not say : " We write to confirm , & c . " ? The answer is

of education in Germanyand the United States. The author is probably that the use of the participle marks the sentence as

an Inspector of Elementary Schools under the Board of Educa
commercial. Again :

tion, which accounts probably for the sympathetic and sanguine
The two pieces of cloth -- are bad in quality . Would you kindly

view takenof the present state of elementary educationin this let me know if you will take them back , or allow me to sell them at a

country . A somewhat unpleasing view of the American primary
discount of 50 per cent. ?

teacher is presented. He is wedded to the prescribed text-book,
Of course, in the alternative, the if should be whether. The

and is seldom properly trained for the practice of his profession, model letters for commercial travellers are full of solecisms and

and only a very small percentage of elementary teachers are discords. A seller is supposed to write to his firm as follows :

male . In fact , Mr. Hughes says, the American male teacher Trade in general is very quiet and nobody wants to buy more than

will soon be as extinct as the bison - a forecast entirely justified they require. Next week I shall go to Scotland.

by some of the statistics presented in his essay, “The Half-Way Buyer and seller it seems are examples of diamond cut

House.” The small contidence placed in the American teacherby diamond . ”

his educational superiors is shown by the fact that he is closely

supervised ; while in Germany the teacher is first carefully taught to write]. Mr. Stowe sent you a remittance and took off 2 per
I am sorry to have to report another grievance ( the traveller is

trained and then left largely alone. “ The Government inspector cent. As you only granted him 13 per cent. he wants the difference of

sees him once in about four or five years.” Of course he is not £ 8 . 88.allowed. If not, he refuses to see my samples. As I got ls . 3d.

entirely without criticism , because the local pastor - or priest in per lb. for ten bags R. 2. from him instead of the usual price of

a Catholic district - acts as both school correspondent and in- is . 2 } d . , I presume you will fall in with his wish .

Spector, but he has an assured position and a professional status
which leaves him no substantial grievance. Mr. Hughes is at A good general education , with special attention to English

his best when he confines himself tonoting facts and distinctions composition, is certainly a better preparation for business than

between foreign methods and our own. He has a power of clear the copying of acres of these models. Brevity may be a feature

observation ; but when he dives into problems of educational of business letters, but this is no excuse for want of clear and

theory, as in his paper on " The Fundamentalsof Training,” the explicit statement. The briefest correspondence may, however.
result is hardly more than attenuated generalities upon a sub- be unambiguous. A merchant wishing his agent to report pro

stratum of Rousseau's views. To maintain , as he does, that gress sent him a sheet of paper with only a note of interrogation

character is neither moulded by nor proportioned to proficieney on it. The agentreplied by a zero. The fact is , in commercial

in formal studies is not in accordance with the experience of matters as well as in matters of general correspondence, there

many teachers.
A thorough knowledge of any formal study

are times when brevity is not the soul of business.

gives a mental standard of exactness which has a deep influence

upon character. Wewish it were true that the development of The Stars : u Study of the Universe. By Simon Newcomb.

character were the primary aim of English public -school teachers, (John Murray.)

as he maintains it to be. Most critics of public-school education Astronomy, the first and most ancient of the sciences of

deplore the absence of any such aim in a definite form . The observation , has progressed by leaps and bounds made at long

mode in which a play of Shakespeare is studied is : ufficient intervals. Thales wrote on astronomy, and his prediction that a
proof of this .

solar eclipse would occur on May 28, 585 B.C. , gave prestige to

We heartily approve of Mr. Hughes's views as to the utter his teaching and secured for him the title of one of the Seven

futility of introducing commercial subjects in either the primary Sages of Greece. Yet he was not understood of the multitude,

or secondary school curriculum. And the establishment of When, while gazing at the stars, he fell into a ditch , an old

**modern sides ” does not solve the difficulty. In Germany the woman sneeringly said to him : How can you tell what is going

commercial school isa secondary school with the study of on in the sky when you can't see what is lying at
modern languages and science as the basis of its curriculum . And from that day almost to the present the multitude has looked

Such an arrangement as our “ modern sides," existing for the on the “ star gazers as dreamers of dreams , to be sought after

sole purpose of feeding the Civil Service Commissioners' net,is only when a forecast of the future is desired. But education is

.an unknown complication of the educational organism . As now all but universal, and popular expositions of the most

sensible curricula we commend tothe notice of our readersthose advanced knowledge are in demand. The microscopeplus photo

given in the chapter on “ Commercial Education ” fromexisting graphy has cometo the aid of thetelescope, and the increase of
schools in Germany and Austria. In order to provide a relaxa- I knowledge of the universe has becomedoubly accelerated. Hence

a
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error.

the subject is one specially suitable for treatment in Mr. Murray's implies : I am certain you are well.” It is surprising that so good a

Science Series ." Wehave Sir Robert S. Ball's fascinating works teacher as Mr. Phillipson should lend countenance to this old -fashioned
on “ The Story of the Heavens ” and Star Land ," but there is a This is altogether the most elementary edition of Virgil that

place for such a work as this ,which goes just a shade deeper into we have seen .

the subject and assumes the knowledge on the part of the reader Cicero, De Amicitia . Edited by H. J. L. J. Massé . ( Bell & Sons.)
of a little elementary geometry. For example , the exposition of Mr. Massé gives very sbort notes, but plenty of them . His intro

Lane's law of gaseous attraction, that “ when a spherical mass of duction is contined to what is absolutely necessary. Several illustra
incandescent gas contracts through loss of heat by radiation into tive quotations are given in the text ; some of those in Greek and Latin
space its temperature rises,” is accompanied by a simple and are so printed that it is possible to mistake them for part of the text.
convincing demonstration involving elementary mathematical There are exercises for retranslation, an index of propernames, and a
notions. The first chapter plunges at once into an accountof vocabulary. Junior students will find here all the help that they
recent research , and exposes the marvellous revelations ofthe require in preparing for the class lesson . Mr. Massé would do well to .
spectroscope. After this the various points in the constitution add some long marksomitted in the vocabulary, and to number the

sentences of the exercises .

of the heavens are separately discussed, and the discussions are
Latin Composition based upon Selections from Cæsar.

followed by such reasoning on the observations as can be made
By B. L D'Ooge, Ph.D. (Ginn & Co.)

by “ the man in the street," who is usually credited with an ele

mentary education and common sense . So interesting is the and based on selections from Cæsar.
This is an exercise -book on Latin syntax, systematically arranged

Each lesson consists of an easy

work in every part that we venture to think few who take it up oral exercise and a harder written one, the materials for which are
for serious reading will wish to cast it aside. to be found in a specified chapter of Cæsar. It differs from the

exercises appended to Macmillan's “ Blue Series " in being arranged so

as to bring out definite points of syntax , and does for elementary

GENERAL NOTICES. teaching what one of the best composition books ever written

Simpson's “ Cæsarian Prose ” --- does for higher composition. The

principle is an excellent one.

CLASSICS .
SCIENCE.

The Metamorphoses of Ovid , Book I. Edited by E. Ensor. ( Blackie . )
An Elementary Physics. By Charles Burton Thwing, Ph.D. Bono .

Any attempt to popularize the “ Metamorphoses ” deserves commenda ( American School and College Text -Book Agency. )

tion ; they are hardly enough read in schools. The editor tells us in This volume is intended to form the basis of a thorough course of

his preface that he has not consulted any previous edition . This is elementary physics · suitable for secondary schools. The book is

rather a mistake ; the old edition of Burmann and a German school divided into two parts , of which the former treats of the first

edition by Siebelis and Polle, among others, are well worth studying . principles of matter, motion, and force, of heat, electricity,magnetism .

He has, however, used the old metrical versions of Golding ( 1567 ) and sound , and light. The illustrations of the principles are drawn as far

Sandys ( 1632 ) , but does not appear to have seen the excellent verse as possible from sources of observation within the reach of all . There

translation by Mr. Henry King . The notes are likely to be tolerably useful is a most interesting section on work and energy, and the natural

to schoolboys, but they do not reach a high level of scholarship , nor sequel to this is a discussion of the importance of machines and a

do they suggestmanyfelicitous renderings. There are some suggestive description of several of them . Part I. includes also many sets of

references to English poetry . One or two obvious blunders may be exercises suitable for the class-room . Part II . is devoted entirely ter

quoted . For the passage describing the indignation of the gods at laboratory practice . Various instruments and their uses are described.

Lycaon's crime, and the author gives the details of a large number of practical exercises .

“ Confremuere omnes , studiisque ardentibus ausum
intended to be worked out by students themselves. In the selection of

Talia deposcunt,”
experiments for purposes of illustration the writer has borne in mind

the limited apparatus at the disposal of many schools. An important

we have the rendering , “ demand who has dared such deeds." This is feature of the book is the large number of diagrams, all of which are .

wrong every way . Deposcunt means “ demand for vengeance ” ; excellent.

ausum could not possibly be the equivalent of a dependent question ; MODERN LANGUAGES .

and in the previous line Jupiter has told them the name of the culprit. F. Goebel's Hermann der Cherusker. Edited by J. Esser. ( Macmillan . )

Again , to

“ Crudele, suos addicere amores, This is a volume of Dr. Siepmann's series , with the usual apparatus.

Non dare, suspectum est,”
of practical exercises which has proved so useful . The story deals

with the battle of the Teutoburger Wald and the destruction of the

we find the note : “ Crudele and suspectum are neuter,agreeing with the legions under Varus, which is historical, and with the early life of

object - clause .” The words suos addicere amores are the subject of the Arminius ( Hermann ) , which is built up out of such materials of

sentence, and ought hardly to be called a clause ; they are simply Kulturgeschichte furnish the basis of Freytag's “ Ingo und

the equivalent of a noun. The introduction is commendably brief,and Ingraban. ” Arminius has become one of the national heroes of

is written with spirit. The full -page illustrations are good ; those Germany, and has his monument on the Teutoburger Wald ; probably

printed in the text are often wanting in sharpness of outline . he owes it to “ Die Hermannschlacht” of Heinrich von Kleist ..

Virgil , Georgics I. Edited by John Sargeaunt. ( Blackwood . ) associated with the national uprising against Napoleon. The notes

Mr. Sargeaunt's intimate acquaintance with Italy and his wide know. are very fair, though one sometimes misses the careful explanations

ledge of botany render him peculiarly fitted to edit the “ Georgics. " required by phrases like “ an sich halten,” liess es dabei

And not only is he able to give plenty of local colour to his notes, but bewenden . ” On the other hand , notes on Rome, the Forum , the toga, .

in allmatters of interpretation he shows sound sense and independence and so on , might have been spared .

of judgment. With its pictures, well written notes , and clear text, this Glück auf ! a First Grammar Reader . By Margarette Müller and Carl

is a most attractive edition , affording evidence everywhere of fine Wenckelbach . (Ginn & Co. )
scholarship and close observation .

This is a well arranged German reader by the two lady professors of

Virgil, Æneid II. Edited by M. T. Tatham . ( Arnold .) Columbia College whose edition of “ Maria Stuart ” was noticed about

Mr. Tatham has had long experience in a sort of teaching that is a year ago in these columns. The introduction gives a good num .

always difficult and at times depressing. For pupils whose aspirations ber of specimensof Germanand English cognates, including examples

do not extend beyond the pass examinations he is a helpful guide. of Grimm's Law. After a few preliminary reading -lessons there is a

Perhaps some of the work he puts into his editions is rather too good section entitled “ Aus dem deutschen Dichterland ,” in which the

for the purpose for which they are mainly intended . It is evident that stories of a few familiar poems, such as " Lorelei ” and “ Das Schloss

he is himself farmore interested in Virgil than his readers are likely am Meer,” are simply told, and the poems themselves are added . The

to be ; and the best of his notes are likely to be the least regarded. rest of the book is made up of German legends, such as those of

The introduction is substantially thesame as has already appeared in Balder and Siegfried , a few episodes of German history, and some

his edition of the First Book ; and it is very full of information . The anecdotes. The apparatus includes notes, a vocabulary , and questions

vocabulary - which is surely justified here, if anywhere - would be for conversational practice. It seems to be one of the best German

better if the quantities were marked on some system ; at present they readers for beginners that we have met with.

are thinly scattered about, apparently at random .
From Messrs. Hachette we have a further supply of their well

l'irgil, Æneid V. Edited by J. T. Phillipson . ( Bell & Sons.) bound, well written, and well illustrated gift-books. Le Secret des

Mr. Phillipson gives all that is required in an elementary edition - a Tilleuls, by Mme. Chéron de la Bruyère, and Tante Picot, by

short introduction, simple comments,without parallel passages or dis . G. du Planty, are both in the Bibliothèque Rose Series. " The

cussion . The book is well planned for those who have not advanced " secret' is not a very big one , being but the concealment of the

beyond Cæsar. In the vocabulary we have noticed a few minor mis- accidental breakage of a valuable chronometer by a nervous boy, and

prints , and in the text (line 823) tě is an unfortunate error for et . The the consequent trouble to innocent people while he has gone on a

scheme of conditional sentences, of which much use is made in the visit to England. His host is an English banker with the proverbial

notes , is vitiated by the strange assumption that, si vales , lætus sum ' British family and British appetite, and he rejoices in the character

6 :
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istic name of Beaster ; but he has seven nice little daughters, who , and not merely to produce a certain number of more or less capable

when the French boy gets ill in their father's house, send to his machines.

sisters at Tilleuls a Christmas pudding as an expression of their Plane Geometrical Drawing. By R. C. Fawdry, M.A. (E.& F. N. Spon .)

sympathy. Tante Picot is an old lady who pays a visit to Paris.
This treatise is especially intended to meet the requirements of

accompanied by a little grand niece and nephew , an old country Army students preparing for examination, but there is no reason why
servant, a cat, a dog, and a parrot . She met with various adven others should not also use it . It assumes that the reader has already

tures, as might be expected, of which we are told in an amusing way. studied Euclid ; and , as regards the text , the book is on the whole ex

Le Rubis de la Pérouse , by G. de Beauregard, is a larger book than cellent , for it briefly indicates the basis of proof for every construction

the two last mentioned, and is well and profusely illustrated. In it we when this is possible, and does not simply give a rule to be learnt in a

have the adventures of two patriotic Frenchmen who are fired with purely mechanical way. Some of the problems are not worded with

a desire to find the tomb of the illustrious navigator La Pérouse, and sufficient care, but the defect is chiefly noticeable in the constructions

' bring his bones to rest in French soil . But the English Government given in a few of the earlier pages, and a very little revision would

hears of the project, and “ Lord Salisbury sends orders to an old and remove this. The summary of contents which heads each chapter will

noble sailor ," Sir Richard Cardigan , “ to start off at once and see what undoubtedly be of great service . In its diagrams, when considered in

it means." He has just settled down to a well earned rest with his connexion with the text , the book is imperfect. Where dimensions

daughter in London , and “ Miss Edwige ” determines that where her are given at all in a problem , it is essential that the student should

father goes she goes too. Told in outline the incidents would seem construct the figure on some selected and stated scale, to which he

improbable and even absurd ; so , in justice to M. Beauregard's very should throughoutstrictly adhere. The text-book which rigidly follows

interesting and well told story, we will not give a skeleton of the a similar course considerably enhances its educational value . It has

plot. Our author gives all credit to English bravery and patriotism , often been clearly shown in the answers of candidates to examination

but does not allow his countrymen to suffer by comparison. The questions that the majority have not in the least appreciated the

story ends in the betrothal of the fair Edwige to the patriotic Count. special properties , say , of a triangle, which they have been asked to

Roger de Fleurines, and the ruby ring of La Pérouse is placed on her construct from given dimensions. Mr. Fawdry's work includes a large

tinger. number of exercises and also a selection of recent Militia , Woolwich ,

MATHEMATICS.
and Sandhurst papers.

The Elements of Euclid , Book XI. By R. Lachlan , Sc.D.
MISCELLANEOUS.

( Edward Arnold .)
The Earth's Beginning. By Sir Robert Stawell Ball, LL.D., F.R.S.

Dr. Lachlan has now added Book XI , to his edition of Euclid's
( Cassell . )

Elements." The author has not departed widely from the recognized This book is a development of the Christmas lectures to juvenile

demonstrations of the propositions, but he has succeeded in rendering audiences given at the Royal Institution twelve months ago . It is ,

these far more concise ; and , where it has been possible , he has given therefore, a popular exposition of that splendid branch of astro

to students the advantages of a direct , instead of an indirect, method nomy which treats of the evolution of the earth, the planets, and the

of proof. The collection of definitions at the opening of the book is sun from the fire-mist.” The first chapter enunciates what is called

excellent. The propositions of the Eleventh Book , as usually studied, in one place “ the sublime theory , ” and in another " the immortal

are followed by a very useful appendix, including some of the well principle of the nebular theory." With the perfect art of a popular

known theorems which arise naturally out of the subject, and which lecturer, Sir R. S. Ball leads his hearers and readers both to under:

illustrate the methods of modern geometry. The author has, more stand and accept the theory by gradually unfolding the contributions

over, added a large number of exercises. to it of Kunt, La Place, and William Herschel. “ It is not a little

Summation of Series . By G. H. Bateson Wright, D.D. ( Relfe Brothers . ) remarkable,” he says in opening the subject, “ that the great philo.

In the preface to the present publication the author draws attention sopher from his profound meditation , the great mathematician from a

to the fact that students are apt to over -estimate the difficulty of the life devoted to calculations about the laws of Nature, the great

subject of series. He also suggests that there is a decided advantage observer from sounding the depths of the firmament, should each , in

to be derived from studying in a connected form the methods of dealing the pursuit of his own line of work, have been led to believe that the

with the various typical series, which are generally discussed in treat grand course of Nature is essentially expressed by the nebular theory.”

ises on higher algebra, but are usually more or less scattered as regards The method illustrated in this case is adopted throughout the lectures

position . The present volume is , therefore, devoted to the treatment that is to say, each principle is so introduced that we are con

of the several classes of series that are of frequent occurrence and are vinced of its high degree of probability, and our minds naturally seek

included in the study of algebra. Attempts have been made in some for the physical cause that accounts for it. The method is carried out

-cases to introduce methodsof greater simplicity than those generally to perfection in chapters xiv . , xv . , and xvi., on the Three Concords

adopted, and the author believes some of these to be original. In an ( 1 ) that of the planes of the planets' orbits ; ( 2) that of the direction

appendix to the volume the solution of indeterminate equations also of revolution of the planets and of the sun's rotation ; ( 3 ) that of

receives attention . Both worked illustrative examples and a large col- the rotations of the planets on their axes . In each case the notion

lection of unworked exercises find place in the book . The form in of chance is first carefully eliminated, and then the physical explana

which the volume has been brought out cannot be called a happily tion is sought for and discussed. In fact this interesting work, which

chosen one . In order to gain additional length of line and a large type may be described and read with pleasure , but which cannot be

without increasing the size of the pages, the text is not printed in the criticized, is , at the same time, a clear exposition of known facts , a

ordinary way ; the lines run, instead, in a direction perpendicular to model of method for lecturers and teachers, and a discipline in
that usually adopted. And the result is far from convenient for readers, reasoning on natural phenomena.

many of whom will certainly find that effort is necessary in order to A Short History of England for School Use. By Katharine Coman,

become accustomed to the change. Ph.B., and Elizabeth Kendall, M.A. (Macmillan .)

British Association Meeting at Glasgou ', 1901. Discussion on the Teach- This is a simple and direct story of England from prehistoric times

ing of Mathematics. Edited by Prof. John Perry. ( Macmillan .) to the present. The proportion given to the matters recorded differs, in

This little volume is within the reach of all , and should prove most some respects, from that of the ordinary English text-book, but the
interesting and valuable reading for the many who are engaged in work gains in interest by this feature. The life of the people in its
mathematical and educational work, and whohad, perhaps, neither the homely detail in each period is described and illustrated by interesting
privilege of attending the discussion nor the opportunity of closely pictures. Of these there are about two hundred in the book, and there
following, at the time, the proceedings of the British Association. are also thirty clear and coloured maps.

Prof. Perry's opening address and proposed syllabus, together with the The Student's Synopsis of English History. Based chiefly upon Prof.
various speeches, are reproduced in full. The book, moreover, in- Oman's “* History of England.” Compiled by C. 8. Eastwood .

cludes further comments by several of the speakers , the written views (Edward Arnold .)

of some authorities who did not take part in the actual discussion, and , This is a useful note-book of condensed and tabulated facts and

finally , Prof. Perry's “ Reply .” The primary motive for publishing the dates.

volume seems to have been the hope of its proving serviceable to the Roman Political Institutions. By F. F. Abbott . ( Ginn . )
Committee appointed by the British Association to inquire into the ques- We have become accustomed to expect clearness combined with

tion under consideration , viz ., that of possible improvements in the abundance of knowledge in the works of American scholars ; and we do

teaching of mathematics and of the best means of securing them . It not look in vain for these qualities in Prof. Abbott's account of Roman

is, however, to be anticipated that very many beyond the limits of institutions. His book is modest in compass , but it is a storehouse of
the Committee will avail themselves of the opportunity now afforded references to the original authorities and to modern writers. The nar

them of becoming acquainted with the views held on so important a rative is divided throughout into two sections-- the one historical, the
subjcet by some of the leading authorities of the day. Naturally many other descriptive - so that the book fulfils the functions of both a brief
will feel unable to accept, without reservation , the tenets of those even history and a manual of Roman political antiquities. In two appendices
with whom they find themselves most in accord ; but there will be en- a fewof the most important passages are given in full , but for the most

couragement for all who have systematically endeavoured to bring out part Prof. Abbott is content with marginal references and biblio
in their methods of teaching the life inherent in each subject , and who graphies. It is a misfortune that there is no room for the discussion
have sought to inspire their pupils with a desire for further knowledge, of difficulties. Such important and controversial matters as the origin
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of the clientela, the lex Villia annalis, and the bases of the Emperor's the individual beast or bird that child delights to hear about . The

power are passed over with only a cursory reference to the many un- illustrations are very clever, causing the pages to seem almost alive .

certainties by which the problems are complicated. The author thinks The plan of using a tiny illustration repeatedly as a heading to the

that the references given compensate for the lack of detail ; but we page is original, but not very pleasing, the repetition being somewhat

could wish that at least a summary of the doubtful points were always tedious. The books are handsomely got up in every way .

given . However, the bibliography of modern works is very full , and

Fathers in the Faith . By Mary Christabel Danson and F. Gwendolyn
will abundantly provide all that is needed by those who wish to carry

Crawford . (Methuen .)

their investigations further. On the growth of plebeian privilege, as
To many people the early Fathers-Ignatius , Tertullian , Origen, and

shown by the Valerio- Horatian Laws, the Publilian Law of Philo, and
the Hortensian Law , we miss a reference to Vr. Strachan- Davidson's soon -- are littlemore than names, with a vague legend attached here

article in the Historical Review ; and for the Early Principate in and there. It is a pity that so much zeal and heroism should be

general Prof.Bury'sbook certainly deserved to bementioned. But, neglected as a means of education ; and we welcome this littlebook as

within its limits , this is an admirable book ; and, despite the existence an aid to teachers who, either in Sunday schools or in anoccasional

ofMr. Taylor'swork on the same subject, it merits the attention of idea of how the work of the early Church was actually carried on after
history course in day schools, may be able to give their pupils 'some

English historical students .
the Bible story ceases . The life and work of each of the twelve

The English Language : its History and Structure. By W. H. Low, M.A. Churchmen selected are given in a simple and interesting way . The

( W. B. Clive . ) only improvement to suggest, from a teacher's point of view , is that

The sixth edition of this now well known text-book has received indication might be given as to where further information can be found

several improvements on its predecessors. It has been revised and as to the life of each Father, the views of the Gnostics, the Arian

reset throughout, and important laws - as, for instance , Verner's law heresy, and other matters, only touched incidentally.

that spirants which were originally hard became soft in the first part Sedbergh School Sermons By H. G. Hart, M.A. ( Rivingtons . )

of the Teutonic period- have acquired fuller treatment. Twenty - five short sermons preached from 1883 to 1990 are here

Eyes and No Eyes Series, ” IV.—Birds of the Air. By Arabella B. collected, with the topical allusions just as they were spoken . The

subjects and the treatment of them are well calculated to interest boys,
Buckley. ( Cassell . )

A charming little book on the habits and characteristics of birds, so
each one being intimately connected with their actual life and thought.

written that children will read it with great pleasureand become en- head masters, who can enrich them with expansion and illustra
They will be found most useful and suggestive to school chaplains and

thusiastic scholars in this direction . The illustrations are a con

siderable help, and add another attraction .
tion to meet their special requirements. Doctrinal points are not

pressed , and a sound discretion is exercised in the advocacy of religious

( 1 ) Photographic Cameras ; ( 2 ) Opticai Lanterns. Edited by observances. One of the features of the sermons is the manner in

Paul N. Hasluck . ( Cassell.)
which current events are utilized to point out their moral significance.

These are convenient and well illustrated handbooks, compiled by
the editor of Work from the columns of that weekly journal. " The in- Legends ofKing Arthur and His Court. By Frances Nimmo Greene.

formation given would seem ample for those desirous of constructing understand. The language employed is dignified and poetical, without
A few of the Arthurian legends are here told simply, for children to

their own apparatus or of being able to thoroughly understand and being stilted or antique. The author has closely followed Tennyson

manipulate those in general use.
in his version of the tales . The illustrations by Edmund H. Garrett

The World of Animal Life. Edited by Fred Smith . ( Blackie . ) are a little weak, but may prove helpful to young readers.

This is a systematic treatment of the animal world from apes to Quain's Dictionary of Medicine. Edited by H. Montague Murray,

sponges . We bave the main classification into vertebrates and in
M.D., F.R.C.P .; assisted by John Harold, M.B., and W. Cecil

vertebrates ; then the subdivisions of mammals, birds, & c .; and, again, Bosanquet, M.A. , M.D. (Longmang.)
the division into carnivores , ungulates, rodents, and so on . The general

This is a largely rewritten and revised edition of Quain's well
characteristics of each class are stated first ; then follows a description known Dictionary . In the list of contributors will be found nearly

of someleading individual animals under the class, their structureand every name of professional eminence in medicine and surgery. It is a

modes of life , written in a simple and chatty style . Some animals are work which every practitioner should have on his shelves , because he

treated at considerable length, others, again, somewhat too meagrely. may count upon finding the mostmodern and reliable treatment given

Fromthe point of view of completeness, it would have been better with reference to most diseases likely to be met with in his experience .

to have described a few at greater length and appended a list of the Written principally with reference to diagnosis and treatment, never

more important members of each class . But, for a prize or gift-book, theless, both pathology and ætiology receive substantial recognition .

intended to be read and enjoyed by children unassisted, it would be The ordinary doctor who seldom has access to the works of specialists

difficult to improve on this book as it is . It is certain to fascinate a may feel confident of finding what he wants within its two thousand

child of any age. The illustrations, over two hundred in number, are
pages.

good and lively , and form a special feature of the volume. We could

only wish a pleasanter one had been chosen for the cover. The Pope Anthology. Edited by Prof. Edward Arber, F.S.A. ( Frowde. )

It is not to be expected that this volume should be as interesting,
Brush - Drawing. By J. W. Nicol . ( Blackie . )

from the point of view of poetry , as some of its companions in the
This handbook is admirably suited to teachers who know nothing of

The age of Pope marked by a sentimentality and artificiality

brush -work and wish to enable themselves to teach it,and also to those generally distastefulto the modern reader ; but to the student of litera
teachers who are merely in need of copious exercises . The former will ture the collection is full of interest . It is just with such a selection

find that “ brush -work ” is no peculiar nostrum to be undertaken in
as this that a reader can get a good view of the poetic feeling of the

fear and trembling, but only the simplest method for children to repre, time, and can readily compare the period as a whole with preceding

sent an object before them . Fullest directions are given, and broad and succeeding ones. Readers of every type will be glad to read the

principles very clearly laid down. The second part of the book is original form of “ God Save the King ” and “ Rule, Britannia ” ; but ,
devoted to the main principles governing the construction of de in the case of some of the authors—more especially Pop9-a happier

signs , and is excellently written and illustrated. Perhaps the most selection might have been made. The book would have been more

pleasing feature of the book is a negative one. The writer insists usefulwithan introduction, however short, on the characteristics of

that it is in no sense intended to take the place ofdrawing from Nature, theperiod. We note two slips in the glossary : “ Bannocks
are oat

or, indeed , to encroach on the domain of the art teacher, but, rather, to cakes, notbread ; and “ springes ” are not shares .

help elementary teachers to the attainment of accuracy in their pupils,

and to give suggestions for original work. At the sametime, we cannot Old Indian Legends. Retold by Zitkala- Sa. (Ginn .)

help thinking that some advanced teachers will find the book very A collection of tales from the folk - lore of the North -American

useful as a change from ordinary work. The reaction from the old- Indian . We doubt whether children really care for tales of this

fashioned freehand South Kensington copies has been an incalculable description so much as they are generally supposed to ; and it is

good ; but Mr. Nicol wisely remarks that continual drawing from probable that the present volumewill appeal more to grown-up people

Nature - say, flowers-with all the irregularities of growth - is apt to who are acquainted with the Indians and their country . The illus

produce inexactness and , perhaps, slovenliness. As a corrective to trations by Angel de Cora are sympathetic, but not always clearly

this , the occasional exercise in symmetrical drawing, especially in defined .

young pupils , must not be under - rated. We heartily welcome a book Lectures and Essays by the late William Kingdon Clifford, F.R.S. Edited

which treats in an eminently sane manner a subject which was by Leslie Stephen and Sir Frederick Pollock . 2 vols. ( Macmillan . )
threatening to become a fad.

The growing custom of reprinting good books of twenty or thirty

( 1 ) Beasts of the field. (2 ) Fowls of the Air. By William J. Long. years ago-a custom which would not grow, at any rate so steadily, it

Illustrated by Charles Copeland. (Ginn.) the new and original books, novels excepted, sold a little better than

To the teachers of America these two volumes of natural history are they do-is embarrassing to the reviewer. He cannot notice them as

addressed. They certainly should be heartily welcomed, for Mr. Long if they were new , and he does not want to be always drawing invidious

has done what it is impossible for every teacher to do for himself - comparisons between the present and the past. Messrs. Macmillan are

closely observed the lives and habits of the wild creatures he so tell- scrupulous to tell us the antecedents of their reprints. The lectures

ingly describes. It is just this first - hand personal acquaintance with and short biography of Prof. Clifford were originally published in 1879,
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COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS .

Lectures for Teachers

ON THE

SCIENCE, ART, AND HISTORY OF EDUCATION.

INTELLECTUAL EDUCATION .

To be delivered by JAMES SULLY, M.A., LL.D.,

Grote Professor of the Philosophy of Mird and I gic at l'niversity College , London.

The First Course of Lectures ( Thirtieth Annual Series) will commence on

Thursday, February 20th , at 7 p.m.

The course , consisting of Twelve Lectures, will deal with the lawsof development

of the child's intelligence , with the ideal a uns of intellectual training, and with

the conditions which the teacher has to satisfy in order to further a complete and

many- sided type of intelligence. An effort will be nade to bring the principles to

bear on the practical problems of school instruction .

Directions will be given as to readirg , and care will be taken , by the setting of

papers and by conversation, to give students a real grasp of the subjects of the
Course.

and a second edition was called for in 1886. We welcome the inclusion

of a third in the well selected “ Ereisley Series ” of notal le works and
lives .

The Middle Temple Reader, edited by E. E. Speight, B A. (Horace

Marshall), bas no smack of law about it, as the title seems to suggest,

but is merely a “ Middle Reader " between the “ Junior ” and “ Temple

Readers.” It aims at giving children a fund of fresh matter of purely

literary origin. Of course it is good to have freshnees and variety, but

we haidly think “ children ” will be able to read intelligently such

poems as Browning's “ Patriot ” and Walt Whitman's Pioneers," not

to mention sereial Scottish ballads and an ode from the Irish . It

seems, indeed , a little too much to attempt. especially when English

literature abounds in easier pieces not yet hackneyed. The illustrations
do not add much to the value of the book .

North America . By F. D. and A. J. Herbertson . ( A. & C. Black . )

This series of descriptive geographies from original sources will be a

great help to all teachers who are endeavouring to make their geo

graphy lessons a real educative force. The ordinary form teacher,

who, as a rule, has not specialized in this subject, finds little time to

search books of travel for vivid descriptions of the countries to be

studied. In this little handbook he will find just what he needs, both

in preparing his lessons and for reading to the class . It consists of a

series of short extracts from various writers (of unequal merit, it must

be admitted ), with references to the original works, and is purely

supplemental to the ordinary geography. Theso -called “ introduction "

of dry topographical facts is, therefore , not necessary , and would be

better omitted . The illustrations are well chosen.

More Animal Stories Selected and edited by Robert Cochrane.

(Chambers . )

We have in this volume a mine of anecdotes about animals - dogs,

monkeye, birds, elephants, and turtles. Variety, indeed ! Dr. John

Brown's famous sketch , " Rab and His Friends,” opens the book , and

the stories that follow are mainly reprinted from Chambers's Journal.

They are brightly and tellingly written, and will be of great interest to

children of almost any age. The illustrations might be a great deal

better.

Mr. John Murray sends us a reprint of Darwin's Origin of Species, a

popular impression of the corrected copyright edition , which we

prefer to another copy of the same work reaching us from another

firm at double the price. Mr. Murray's publication is , however , in

paper covers, while the other is in cloth and boasts a few photographic

illustrations. In the “ Athenæum Press Series ” (Messrs. Ginn & Co.,

Boston , U.S.A. ) , we have Carlyle's Heroesand Hero Worship, and the Heroic

in History , edited by Archibald Macmeehan . The book is well printed

and neatly bound . From the same firm comes Secrets of the Woods,

which is Book III . of the “ Wood - Folk Series," and is specially note

worthy for its really charming little illustrations . The personal note

in the book is strong, and it seems to be written for children , though

there is no bint to that effect in the preface. As a child's book we

honestly recommend it , and , as with many of its kind, there may be

plenty of grown -up readers who will find it to their taste.

We can recommend King Edward's Cookery Book, by Florence A.

George, Mistress of Cookery in King Edward's High School for Girls ,

Birmingham ( Edward Arnold) , as one of the best and cheapest books of

its kind we have yet seen . Miss George, in her preface, says that her
aim has been " to write a clear, concise , and methodical manual which

will contain everything that the ordinary Englishwoman of the middle

class need know about cookery,” and in this she has certainly succeeded .

With such a book at hand no servant girl of average intelligence

should fail to become a fair cook , and to the young mistress of a house

hold it will be of inestimable use . It is not merely a collection of good

recipes for an infinite variety of dishes , written so clearly and simply

that a child could understand them , but all necessary information as to

the different kinds of cooking, the different heats, methods, &c . , is

given in the same clear , sensible way .

Another cheap and useful little book comes from Messrs. McDougall
& Co. , Lessons in Cookery for use in Elementary Schools and Technical

Classes, by Annie Graham , Teacher of Cookery under the Edinburgh

School Board. It is intended by its author as a handy text -book for

pupils attending cookery classes, and should serve that purpose ex

ceedingly well .

Messrs. Cassell & Co., on behalf of the Letts's Diaries Company,

send us a collection of their useful Bound , Rough and Scribbling

Diaries - a Medical Diary, nicely bound , a Clerical Diary, and one

or two smaller ones- all got up and finished , as usual, with a view to

utility and durability , combined with moderate price .

From Knowledge Office we have their knowledge Diary and Scientific

Handbook, containing a large amount of scientific information . There

is an index to the diary, as well as a full page apportioned to each day in

A very convenient and useful book for a scientific person .

From Messrs. George Newnes & Co. we have The First Men in the

Moon , one of the best imaginative tales which Mr. H. G. Wells has

written . Though it is too late to be included in our general notice of

“ Gift - Books and Prizes ," we are bound to say that this is an excellent

story for boys and girls on the familiar lines of scientific illusion .

SYLLABUS.

LECTURE 1.- Education as viewed by science. Different directions of education.

Intellectual education in relation to education as a whole. Historical evolution of

idea of intellectual education. Opposition of theoretical and practical tendency.

Training of faculty and useful information . Relation of formation of intelligence

to acquisition of knowledge.

LECTURE II. - Idea of mental development and of education, how connected.
Laws of intellectual development. Idea of infant mind as a clean slate and as a

gioup of congenital tendencies. Reception and assimilation of material from

without. Elaboration of intellectual products as work of the child's mind . Part

of human surroundings and of education in child's mental development.

LECTURE III.-- The function of the senses in intellectual development. Spon.

taneous exploration of its world by child . Importance of the finer use of sense
organs . New methods of testing the senses. Methodical exercise of attention and

the development of the observing faculty. Common defects in the teacher's

appeals to the senses .

LECTURE IV.- Early development of ideas, How clear in ages of things are

formed and retained . The laws of association and the orderly arrangement of

ideas, General and special characteristics of children's memories. Value and

proper use by teacher of verbal memory . Is the cultivation of the memory a

special aim in education ?

LECTURE V.- Early forms of productive imagination in the race and in the child .

How the materials of experience are transformed in imaginative processes. Vale

of the imagination. The disciplined activity of imagination in methodical con

struction of idealproducts. The teacher's control of the imagination . Common

errors in children's efforts to imagine things.

LECTURE VI.- The relation of imagination to general thinking. The organie
connexion of thought and language. First generalizations of the child . The

development of general ideas in fullness and precision, Methodical exercises in

generalization by the teacher . The relation of the observation to the classification

of things.

LECTU RE VII.- Thinking as apprehension of relations. Articulation of thought

in the sentence. Judgment as nieans of rendering vague knowledge clear. Tle
early forms of inference. The logical forms of the reasoning process . Educational

problems growing out of the early exercise of the reasoning powers.

LECTURE VIII.- Interactions between observation, imagination , and thought.

Intelligence as a trained capacity to understand . The process of assimilating

knowledge and the doctrine of apperception. Early forms of apperception .
Methodical apperception byway of clear general ideas and systems of ideas. The

action of the teacher on child's apperceptive tendencies.

LECTURE IX .- The fiction of an isolated intellectual activity. The development

of intelligence as including that of feeling and volition . The attitude of interest

and attention. Different estimates of children's curiosity. The development of

interests . The desire for knowledge and the higher control of the attention.

LECTURE X.- The concrete process of learning . The inquisitive attitude and its

development by the teacher. The management of the material of instruction so as
to promote the process of learning. The use by the teacher of the child's ideas and

the art ofquestioning. Teaching asa progressive and systematic control of the

learning process. Instruction by the teacher and self-instruction .

LECTURE XI.- Bearing of psychology and logic on methods of instruction,

Adaptation of subject matter and mode of treatment to stage of intellectual

development. Method as involving advance from known to unknown and from

vague to clear knowledge. Method as orderly presentation of connected parts of

knowledge. Logical distinctions of method and their value for the teacher.

Principles which help us in selecting and co -ordinating subjects of the curriculum .

LECTURE XII. - Intellectual idiosyncrasy. The reasons for studying the germs
of individual capacity and taste. ditempts to discover the contenis of children's

minds and their value. Problem of adapting the process of instruction to

individual capabilities and inclinations. The problem of satisfying at once the

conditions of many-sidedness and individual development. Questions relating to

the specialization of study.
the year.

The Fee for the Course of Twelve Lectures is Half- a -Guinea .

* The Lectures will be delivered on UMURSDAY EVENINGS, at 7 o'clock,

at the College, Bloomsbury Square, W.C.- Members of the College have free
admission to the Course.

C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS .

ARITHMETIC. With or without Answers to the Exercises. By R. A CONCISE FRENCH GRAMMAR. Including Phonology,
HARGREAVES, M.A. Crown 8vo , cloth , 4s. 6d .

Accidence, and Syntax, with Historical Notes. For use in Upper and Middle

EUCLID REVISED. Containing the Essentials of the Elements
Forms. By the same Author. Crown 8vo , cloth , 4s . 6d .

of Plane Geometry as given by Euclid in his first Six Books, Edited by R. C. J. A GUIDE TO ADVANCED GERMAN PROSE COM POSI.
Nixox, M.A.Third Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Sold separately as follows : - Book I , ls. Books I , II , Is . 6d . Books I - IV , 3s . TION . Containing Selections from Modern English Authors, from the Sand.

Books V, VI, 3s. 6d . hurst Papers, and from Magazines and Newspapers ; with copious Notes and

Idiomatic Renderings of some of the more difficult Phrases and Sentences ; the

GEOMETRICAL EXERCISES FROM NIXON'S “ EUCLID whole being preceded by an exhaustive Grammatical Introduction. By

REVISED ." With Solutions. By ALEXANDER LARMOR, M.A. Crown 8vo, EDUARD EURKE. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth , 3s.

cloth, 3s , 6d .

GOETHE.-HERMANN AND DOROTHEA, Edited, with
BOOK-KEEPING. New and Enlarged Edition . By Sir R. G. C.

Notes, by the late C. A. BUCHHEIM , Ph.D., and Emma S. BUCHLIM . With
HAMILTON and Johs BALL . Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth , 2s, an Introduction dealing with theliterary qualities of the poem byEDWARD

CHART OF THE RULES OF HARMONY. For Form use by
DOWDEN, LL.D., and a Biographical Sketch by E. S. BUCHHEIM . Extra fcap.

Students . By A. SOMERVELL. 4to , printed on thick Card , ls , net .
8vo, cloth , 3s.

MANUAL OF THE FOUR GOSPELS. By the Rev. T. H. T. MACCI PLAUTI RUDENS. Editio Minor, with an Appendix

STOKOE, D.D. Part I : The Gospel Narrative. PART II : The Gospel on Scansion . For the use of Schools . By EDWARD A. SONNENSCHEIN, D.Litt.
Teaching . Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d . ; or separately, Parts I and II, 2s , each . Extra fcap. 8vo , cloth , 4s, 6d .

OUTLINES OF TEXTUAL CRITICISM APPLIED TO TALES OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC. Parts I and II.

THE NEW TESTAMENT. By C. E. HAMMOND, M.A. Sixth Edition , Adapted from the Text ofLivy: With Notes, Maps, Vocabularies, and English

Revised . Crown 8vo, cloth , 4s. 6d . Exercises. By J. B. ALLEN , M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers , Is. 6d. each .

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. With Maps , Pans, SCENES FROM SOPHOCLES, ANTIGONE. Edited , with

and Bibliographies . By Owen M. EDWARDS, R. S. RAIT, H. W. C. Davis, Introduction and Notes , by C. E. LAURENCE, M.A.G. N. RICHARDSOX , A. J. CARLYLE , and W. G. Pogson -SMITH . Crown 8vo ,
Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth ,

ls, 6d .
cloth , 3s. 6d .

ADDISON.- SELECTIONS FROM PAPERS IN " THE SCENES FROM SOPHOCLES, AJAX. With Introduction and
SPECTATOR ." With Notes. By T. ARNOLD, M.A. Extra fcap . 8vo, Notes. By the same Editor. Extra fcap . 8vo , cloth, Is. 6d .

cloth , 4s. 6d. ; and on India paper, from 6s.

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS, GRACE ABOUNDING,

RELATION OF THE IMPRISONMENT OF MR. JOHN Oxford Classical Texts.
BUNYAN. Edited , with Biographical Introduction and Notes, by E. VES .
ABLES , M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo , cloth , 3s . 6d . ; in Parchment, 4s . 6d .

JUST PUBLIS RED.

A FRENCH PRIMER, consisting of Accidence and Syntax , or

use in Middle and Lower Forms. By ARTHUR H. WALL , M.A. Crown 8vo, M. TVLLI CICERONIS RHETORICA. Edited by A. S.

cloth , 2s . KINS. Tomus I. Crown 8vo, paper covers , 2s. 6d . ; cloth , 3s.
Guardian .-- " Mr. Wall has selected his syntax with a clear view of the most

important points that beginners should not fail to master, and we do not remember EVRIPIDIS FABVLAE. Edited by G. G. A. MURRAY. Tomvs I.

to have seen the rules more concisely or intelligently pụt ." Crown 8vo, paper covers , 3s. ; cloth , 3s. 6d .

Wil

New 24- page Educational Catalogue and List of Books suitable for Oxford Local Exams., post free on application .

LONDON : HENRY FROWDE, OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE , AMEN CORNER , E.C.

GINN & COMPANY ,

Educational Publishers,

9 ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON , W.c.9

T ,
10 meet the growing demand for their school and college books, Messrs. GINN & COMPANY
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All interested in teaching are cordially invited to call at No 9 St. Martin's Street, where special

facilities are given for the inspection of the books published by Messrs. GINN & COMPANY,

representative of the most advanced methods in American education.
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SOME SPECIAL FEATURES .

GINN & COMPANY desire to call special attention to their “ College Series ” of Greek and

Latin Authors ; Latin andGreek School Classics ; their “ International Modern Language Series” ;

and their books on Anglo-Saxon .

GINN & COMPANY publish a largeassortment of English Classics edited respectively for

children and for the students of Higher English.

Excellent stories of Plant and Animal Life, designed to encourage observation and Nature study

by the young, are among the publications of this house which have proved most popular.

C Gina &Company 9, S.Martin's Street wc.

GENERAL HISTORY .

As covering ground not traversed in any British publication , Myers' " General History" is meeting with especial favor in England.

Designed for the use of High Schools and Colleges in the United States of America, this duodecimo volumeof 759 pages by Philip Van Ness

Myers, is accepted and recommended by all the leading Colleges and Universities in America asthe best brief course in General History. The

book is liberally illustrated, and contains many useful maps. It is published at 6s. 6d. , bound in half-leather.

GINN & COMPANY, Educational Publishers, 9 St. Martin's Street, Leicester Square, London, W.C.
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NEAR THE BRITISH MUSEUM .

KINGSLEY HOTEL,
HART STREET, BLOOMSBURY SQUARE , LONDON .

OPPOSITE THE BRITISH MUSEUM .

THACKERAY HOTEL,
GREAT RUSSELL STREET , LONDON .

These large and well -appointed Temperance Hotels have

PASSENGER LIFTS, ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT, HEATED THROUGHOUT , BATHROOMS ON EVERY

FLOOR, SPACIOUS DINING, DRAWING, WRITING, READING, AND SMOKING ROOMS.

Fireproof Floors , Perfect Sanitation . Telephone . Night Porter , The Kingsley Hotel has a good Billiard Room .

Bedrooms from 2s , 6d. to 58. 6d. Full Tariff and Testimonials on application.

Inclusive charge for Bedroom, Attendance, Table d'Hote Breakfast and Dinner, from 8s. to 10s . 6d . per day.

KINGSLEY HOTEL, THACKERAY HOTEL ,

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESSES: “ BOOKCRAFT, LONDON." “ THACKERAY, LONDON.”

ALSO UNDER THE SAME MANAGEMENT.

ESMOND HOTEL,
1 MONTAGUE STREET, RUSSELL SQUARE, LONDON .

This Temperance Hotel adjoins the British Museum , and is exceptionally quiet and economical.

Bedrooms from 28. to 3s. 60. per night. Full Tariff and Testimonials on application .

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS :-Esmond Hotel , “ TRUSLOVE , LONDON .”

Second Edition . Now ready .
CASEY'S EUCLID.

A NEW

Geography of South Africa

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID,

BOOKS 1.-VI. , and PROPOSITIONS 1.-XXI . of BOOK XI .

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER , SPHERE, CONE, &c . , with Copious

Annotations and Numerous Exercises.

By JOHN CASEY, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland ,

Vice-President, Royal Irish Academy, &c. , & c.

Tenth Edition , price 48. 6d ., post free ; or in Two Parts, each Half -a - Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ."

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin.

Second Edition . Small 8vo, price 6s.

By the Rev. J. WHITESIDE.
A SEQUEL TO THE

FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID . "

Sixth Edition , Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s . 6d ., cloth. Now ready.

Crown 8vo, cloth . Price 2s .

Now Ready, Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged , 564 pp. , price 12s.

A TREATISE ON THE

“ We all know now a great deal more about the geography of South
ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE , CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS.

Africa than we did when the war broke out, but we still have a good Containing anaccount of itsmost recent Extensions, withnumerous Examples.

New Edition . Crown 8vo.

deal to learn on the subject. It is certainly doubtful whether any of

A TREATISE ON

the books now in use in English schools go into details sufficiently to
ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

properly inform the rising generation of the vast extent of country With numerous Examples and Questions for Examination .

Third Edition . Small 8vo , 148 pp . , price 3s.
which we now rule there . No doubt works to do this will come, but

meantime attention may be directed to the geography in use in the KEY TO THE EXERCISES

Government schools in South Africa -- ' A New Geography of South
IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition. Price 3s.
Africa ,' by the Rev. J. E. Whiteside. It treats not only of Cape

A TREATISE ON

Colony, but of the Orange River and Transvaal districts, as well as PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

of Bechuanaland, the Khalahari Desert, Zululand, Swaziland , and Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions , with numerous Examples.

Crown 8vo. Second Edition,

Rhodesia , and the other geographical divisions of the country . The !

Crown 8vo, price 5s.

little book might be introduced into some of our schools and colleges A TREATISE ON

with advantage .” - Westminster Gazette . SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY,
AND ITS APPLICATION TO GEODESY AND ASTRONOMY.

With numerous Examples.

HUGH REES, Ltd. , 124 Pall Mall, London, S.W.

HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO. , LIMITED , 104 GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN.

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO,
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di , du ,
-

* dxlog sin x V (sin x) ds, so

Co (see fir + tan r * (sin x) ( =

r

(0

and it .

0

0

n )+ ) DJSc"

If u = ..

n1 + 2

C

dr}IZNES2,-* ( 319) arupde

13)0:3)

с

MATHEMATICS.
This theorem , useful for factorization, may be extended thus :

If 10a - b = 0 mod ( 10n + m ), " (10a —b) = 0 mod (10n + m ) ;

also a ( 10n + in ) = () mod (10n + m ) ;

therefore ma + nb O mod ( 10n + m )

14055. ( G. H. Hardy.) — Express
any integer whatever.

14 * log sinn log sin ( II . ) Let a + nb = ( 101 – 1 ) m .

v (sin :') N (1 + sin :-)
Then 102 + b 10 (a + nb) - ( 10n - 1) b = (10n- 1) (10m - h )

dr = a multiple of 101 – 1 .

(on a positive integer),
( III . ) Let (a + nb)/ ( 101– 1) = 1 . We get 109-9 - nb. Sub

lög (sec x + tan )
stituting this value of a in the fraction ( 10a + b)/(101-1), it becomes

dx , and de
101 – b, which is evidently an integer, provided q and b are integers.

V (sin x) Visinh . )
This result holds good whatever the values integral or fractional) of a

as multiples of [r (7)] + 2 ; and prove that

( IV . ) Soit B la base du système de numération . De la double identité

sin x (log sin x)2 dx (log 2 – 1)2 + 1–1's .
Ba + b = B (a = nb)Fb (BMF1) .(les signes supérieures et inférieures étant

pris ensemble) , on conclut, puisque les deux nombres Br F1 sont premiers

[The last integral is given in Quest . 8423 (D. EDWARDES) ; another proof avec B , que la condition nécessaire et suffisante pour que Ba + b soit un

is asked for.]
multiple de BnF1 , c'est que a Enb le soit aussi, respectivement.

Solution by the PROPOSEK .

(a ) Let f (n, p) sin " x (log sin x:) di ( -1 < il , -1 < p ) .
7903. Rev. T. C. SIMMONS, M.A. ) --Prove that the mean value of

the nth power of the distance between two points taken at random within

Then it is easy to prove that (WOLSTENHOLME's Problems, 1918, 51 ) , if
2

any convex areil 2 is equal to C." *** dp dw , where C is

-1 < n < l, f (n , 0 ) f ( -1,0) = (27 / n) tan inn ( 1 ) , (x + 2) ( x + 3 ) 2?

the length of a chord whose coordinates are p , w , and 1 any quantity not
and , if 0 < 1 , f (n, 0 ) f (n - 1, 0 ) = 2 in

: ( 2 ) . less than – 1 , the integration extending throughout the area .

Differentiating these equations with respect to n ,
Solutions (I. ) by R. Chartres ; ( II . ) by J. W. Carse, B.A.

I n , 1 ) f( -1,0 )-f (n , 0 ) f ( -1 , 1 ) - (24 /» *) tan 14 + (71° n ) sec .nn ,

( I. ) The mean value of PQ ", if Q

f (1 , 1) f (n– 1,0 ) + f (1 ,0f(n - 1, 1 ) - (27/10 .
moves in the element PBC , is evi .

f ( 3, 1) f ( -1,0) - $ ( 1, 0) f ( -1, 1 ) = -87 + 472 27.12

dently
f ( , 1 ) f ( -1,0) + f (1 , 0) f ( -3 , 1 ) = -87 . C

273
Therefore 27 (1-4)

ITherefore the required mean

f (1 , 1 ) = f( -1, 1 ) = -)
f (-1,0)'

Р
AI do

10,0) 2 B

D
IP12 + 2

Now f( -3,0) = Vor(4) _ [r (+)]:
=

?

r ( 3 ) V ( 27 ) = (area)?

2

r ( ) 47V (27 ) dpdo.
f ( , 0 ) = Na

(n + 2) (n + 3) 2
[ r (+) ]r ( 6 )

This is a most valuable theorem .

Hence
(1 - 1 )(21 ) If n = 0 , we get tbe remarkable

[ r (4 ) ]
AB = C.

pfo log sin x dx

= -2-1 V [ r ( )]
(sin x ) given in WILLIAMSON’s Integral Calculus, p . 386 .

( b) Suppose
For the circle , if n = 1 , -1 , &c . , we get at once the well -known

cosec x = sec 18+ tan 8.
values 128r/457, 16/3771 , &c .

Then
( sin x ) = ° 1 + sin 40 de (sin x ) de

( II . ) Let one of the points A be fixed ; draw through itthechord PQ = C
v (sin x ) 2 cosa 10 cos : 0

atan inclination w to some fixed line ; put AP = 1, AQ = pd ; then ( cf.

da840 18+ tan : 0
-sec

WILLIAMSON, Integral Calculus, § 255 ) the number of cases for which the
de - .

( sec 10 + tan 10– ✓ (sin o ) direction of the line joining A and B lies between w and w + dw

As goes from 0 to $h, goes from a to 0 . Hence

de

ф • (cosec x) The sum of these integrals [ 1 /(n + 2)] (3:8 + + gune + ?) , n ( -1 ) . Now let

✓(sin e) ✓(sin x) A range over the space between PQ and a parallel chord distant dp from

This formula gives it , and the direction of AB from w to w + dw ; then the number of cases is

s1
2

log (sec }.2 + tan :) pi* log sin x
gold + 2 dr + + ? O " +3 dp dw .

dx dx 2. Var (7) Zn + (11 + 2 ) (1 + 3)✓(sin x) (sin x)

Integrating over the whole area, we have the total number of cases

And
(sec x + tan ir)

dx
2

✓ (sin x) (n + 2 ) (n + 3)

which is easily expressed in terms of [r (1 ) ] when in is an integer .
and the number of pairs of points is na . Hence the above expression for

[The rest in Volume.] the mean value .

14776. (J. Blaikie, M.A. ) — Show that any number 10a + b is a

multiple of 10n - 1, if a + nb be a multiple of 101–1. E.g. , 8139. (A. GORDON, M.A .) - Show geometrically, by the properties of

63 is a multiple of 9 , since 6 + 3 is a multiple of 9 ; circles , that the three middle points of the diagonals of a complete

quadrilateral lie in a straight line.
351 39 , 35 + 4

1157 89 , 115 + 63 89 . Solution by S. CONSTABLE .

[ Solutions so numerous that only a few typical ones can be published . Let XYX'Y' be our quadrilateral,ZZ' being third diagonal : YY', ZZ

--Editor.] meeting in A , &c . With centre A describe any circle with radius god

and , for convenience, less than AY' . With centre C describe circle of

Solutions ( I. ) by Robert W.D. CHRISTIE and Lt. - Col. Allax CUNNINGHAM , radius d " , where 1/2"" = AY /CY AY'/CY' ; and with centre B de

R.E. ; (II.) by the Proposer ; ( III . ) by QuÆRO ; ( IV . ) by ALETROP. scribe circle »" ' , where 1 /n " = AZ '/BZ' = AZ/ BZ. Hence

( I. ) We have, by hypothesis,
povo" / "' – AY/CY.BZ/AZ = BX/CX,r

for
a + ab 10 (a + nb) 0 mod 10n + 1 ;

1 .
6 ( 10n + 1 )

BX/CX.CY/AY.AZ/BZ

therefore 10u Fb 0 mod 10n11. Hence X , X' are centres of similitude of circles ( B ), (C ) ; and Y, Y' ;

Z, Z' are centres for (A ) , ( C ); (A ), (B) : respectively.

Similarly, if a - nb 0 mod 10n+ 1 , 10a + b = 0 mod 101 1,
But the circles on XX , YY , ZZ 'as diameters are the three circles

due regard being had to the signs. of similitude of ( A ), (B) , ( C) ; and we know from the properties of these

L v(sin x) log sin x dx
0

result || cdp do = 30%,

0

Cos 2 COS

O
y
Vli - )

- Sp":p dp de + ſp*.pdp do , where p = AB.

( sec } @ + tan 40) 2 ** (0

гс 1 rc

22.So2 $.**240" } apdx =intza0 + 2 0

= -2

f"(sin 2) -- dry
+3

|| c** 8dpdw ;0

-

39 ;>
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circles that they are coaxal , and that their centres Oj, Og , Oz are Solutions ( I. ) by the Proposer ; ( II . ) by Professor SANJÁNA , M.A.

consequently collinear . ( I. ) LPSX
0 ;

X
equation to the ellipse , is of form

1/1 = [ l - ecos (0-0)]/[a (1 – 6°)]...(i.) ;

PQ 4a cosec2 , 2a coseco,

2αε SH = 4a cos o cosec- ,

ue = 2a coseca o coso ;

therefore € = cos ;

latus rectum 2a ( 1-6" ) = 4a ; A

therefore equation is

2a '1 = 1- € Cos ( 0-0)

1 - cos o cos (0 - 0) ... ( ii . ) ,

0 = sin o cos (0-0) -- cos o sin (0-0)

sin (20-0) ,

envelope of ellipse is therefore

2a ; = 1 -cos 10 = sinº 10 ;

z 03 B Z ' A
that is y = 40 / (1 – (os 6 ) , a parabola ;

locus of H , r = 4a cos o cosec* o , i.e. , y: – 4ax (s the vertex) ,

@ = 0 , 11 20 / sinº , = , 12 2a ' ( 1 + cosa o ) ;

therefore 1/1; +1/19 = 1/2 ( sin ° + ( 1 + cosao )] = 1'a ,
Note.-- Without using these circles, we can prove that O , O2 , O3 are

collinear, thus giving another very short solution of this interesting
Boja ? = 1 - f1 = sinap ; therefore B = a sin q = 2a cosec 0 ;

problem . Equation to auxiliary circle is

Since ZZ', XX,, YY, are divided harmonically at B, A ; C, B ; and
2 ? + y2 – 4ax co:: 0 - 4ay coto 4a ” cosec ,

A , C respectively , we have

BO,/CO, = BX ,CX®, CO,A02 = CY:JAY, A03/B03 AZ2/BZ : ;
4a cota o (r + a ) + 4a ( o : oy + 4a ? - (x2 + yº) = 0 ;

therefore for envelope 16a-ya 16a (x + a ) (4a2— ( x2 + y^) ] ,

BO ,/CO ,.CO ./ A09. AO /B03 BX ? CX ?. CY AY?.AZ /BZ : = 1 ,
therefore y (x + 2n) = (x + 1) ( ta: - 2 ), y = (x + a) (2a – ) ;

for, X , Y , Z being collinear ,
x2 + y2 — ax = 2a- , (x - 1a) 2 + y2 = a , and x + 2a = 0, the

BX /CX.CY AY.AZ/BZ = 1 .
directrix . If coto 1 , the circular point of contact is

– 2 (219–1)/( 41? + 1 ) , ya = -6X/(419 + 1 ) .

[The rest in Volume.)

Vote on Quest. 14945. By the Editor .

A very interesting solution to Mr. Stanham's Problem bearing this 14925. (Salutatios .) - Through a particular vertex of an irregular

number has already been published . The Proposer also communicated but conve ) n -gon draw a straight line bisecting the figure.

for solution , in positive integers, the equation 23 + y3 = 1723. Both

73 + y = 1723 and 23 — 43 = 1723 have been solved in integers, as under, by
Solution by John PRESCOTT, B.A.

Mr. Bipple, but the solution of the former in positire integers is still Let us take a five -sided figure for
D

undiscovered .
simplicity, but the method is per

Solution by D. BIDDLE . fectly general.

Let ABCDE be the figure, and

Since 23– 4y = (2-4) (.2 + xy + y² ) , we can take r-y = 17 , and find let A be the angular point through
values of x and y such that a ? + xy + y2 is a cube. This is satisfied hy which the bisector has to be drawn .

2 = 18, y= 1 , giving = = 7. Similarly, since 20 + y2 = (x + y) (x2-xy + y2), From A draw the diagonals AC,
23+ y3 = 1723 is satisfied by x =- 18 , y = -1 , z = 7 . But here y is AD .

negative . Draw BC,parallel to AC to meet

DC produced in Cy .

Draw C , D parallel to AD to

7753. (LANIVIC.) - Find whether there exist even integer numbers meet ED produced in D.

which cannot be decomposed into a sum of two primes . Go the opposite direction round

the figure in the same manner and

Note by Lt. - Col . ALLAN CUNNINGHAM , R.E.
call the points we get D ,, Co. E

The proof of this problem (known as GOLDBACH's theorem) is one of the Bisect BC2, C , D , D , E in b , c , d

desiderata of modernmathematics. Tables giving allthe actual solutions respectively. Join A to whichever А

of p +9 = N (an eren number $ 3000) , and also the number of solutions of the points b, c, d falls on a side

of the sameupto N = 5000, have been published under the title “ Tafeln of the originalpolygon ; i.c. , suppose c falls between C and D ; join Ac.
für das Goldbach'sche Gesetz " in Abh. d . Kaiserl. Leop. Carol. Deutschen Then Ac bisects the polygon.

Akad . d . Naturforscher, Bd. LXXII . , Halle , 1897 ; so that the (numerical)
For, if we join AC , AD,, AAC , C AABC ; .. AAC,c = figure A BCc .

proof is established up to N = 5000 .
Also , in the same way , AADC figure AEDc. But AACC AAD ,C.

A simplemechanical method of solution of p+ q = N is described at p. 9 Therefore figure ABCc = AEDc.

of the introduction to above. A long strip of paper graduated into equal

divisions > N in number is taken , the division marks are uumbered where 14710. (Professor N. BHATTACHARYYA. ) –From the centre of curva.

convenient - say every tenth — and the division marks corresponding to tureat any point on the ellipse (x2/a>) + (y2/ 62) = 1 two other normals

primes are marked conspicuously . If the strip be doubled soas to bring any are drawn. Show that the envelope of the line joining their feet is the

even number N opposite to zero , the coincidence of any two prime curve ( 0/a)i + ( y/b)i = 1 .

division marks will give a solution of p + q = N.

When N exceedsa few thousand there are practical difficulties in the Solutions (I. ) by Professor JAN DE Vries ; ( II .) by F. H. Peachell, B.A .;
way of handling the long strip required , and keeping it at propertension . ( III . ) by Rev. J. ČULLEN.

( I. ) The feet of four concurrent normals are the intersections of the

ellipse and an orthogonal hyperbola which contains the centre of

14660. (R. Tucker, M.A . )—PQ is a focal chord of a parabola the ellipse , the asymptotes being parallel to the axes of the ellipse. It

(focus S),and isalso themajoraxisof an ellipse. Find the locus ofthe px + 2y + r'=0 representsthe line joining the feetofthetwonormals
other focus and theequation to the ellipse. If this ellipse cuts theaxis from the centre of curvature atthe point (21, %1), there isan identity of

in K , K', then 1/SK + 1 'SK' = 1 /a , where 4a is the latus rectum of the the form

parabola (and also of the ellipse) . Show also that the envelope of (x2/a® + y^/62–1)+1 (xy + Ax + By) = (xx/a?+919/62 – 1 ) ( px + qy + ? ).

the ellipse is a confocal parabola of latus rectum 8a , and that of the Hence
auxiliary circle is (beside the directrix ) the circle x2 + y : - ax = 2a .

px + qy + 1° = x /xy + y /yı + 1 .

If 1= coto (o angle madeby chord with axis),then the point of contact Putting x = a co80, y b sin 0, a point of the envelope of this line is

is ala = –2 (222-1 ) / (412 + 1 ), y/a = -67/(412+ 1). determined by bx sin 8 + ay cos 0 + ab sin 8 cos 0 = 0,

ba ld

G
S D2

B

=
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lines xy

4.

and bx cos — ay sin 8 + ab (cos” 0— sin 0) = 0, 1-6 + 15 – 28 ... Er (2r - 1), when 1 is an even number, = - £ r (2r + 1 ) ,

whence x = -a cose, y -b sin3 . and , when r is an odd number, = $ (r + 1 ) (2r 1 ) .

Therefore the envelope is the curve (x /a) * + (9/6) = 1 . 15052. (R. Tucker, M.A . ) -P, Q , L (mi, iila , mz) are co - normal

[ The rest in Volume. ] points on a parabola, as also are R, T , L ' (uno Ma , Mg), for which 0, Oʻ are

830. ( M. Collins, B.A.)-- From a point in aline of the third order chords. Prove that 00' andLL' pass through fixed points on the axis
the respective co -normal points. PQ , RT are also orthogonal focal

that has a double point , only two tangents can be drawn to the curve ; andintersect on a fixed perpendicular to the axis .

prove that the lines drawn from the double point to the points of contact,
The points 0, Olie

together with the two tangents at the double point , form a harmonic
on a parabola.

pencil. 15053. ( A. M. Nesbitt, M.A . )-If the conic S = (abcfgh ) (xy — 1 )2 = 0

Solution by Professor Nanson . passes through the vertices of a triangle whose sides touch yº = 4px, the

Aay cubic circumscribing the triangle of reference is
point whose coordinates are x = p- [k (a − b) ] /Nạp, y = –2kh /NP

lies on S, where h = ap? + 29p + e , N² = (a - 6 !2 + 42° . Discuss the case

ux + vy° + wz? kxyz, when a = b and h 0 .

where ut , v , w are the tangents at the vertices . Take now as vertices the
15054. (S. F. S. Hill.) – There are six confocals to caº + yº/b> 1 ,

node and the points of contact of the two tangents . Then w = 0 and the such that quadrilaterals circumscribed to this ellipse are inscribed in the

tangents at the node are of the form arº + by2 = kxy, whilst the condi- confocal, and the six values of a [24/(a ? + 1 ) + y*7(32 +1 ) = 1 ] are given

tion that the two tangents meet on the curve is k = 0, which is also the
by

condition that the tangents at the node form a harmonic pencil with the
(13– 0214) (1 + 26-2 + a? 2) (1? + 2a ^ 2 + a2b4) = 0 .

O joining the node to the points of contact of the two tangents . 15055. (Rev. T. ROACH , M.A . ) -- If two ellipses have equal major axes

and a common vertex, show that they meet in only one other point.

14906. (Professor Neubero . )—A ' , B ' , C'étant les pieds des hauteurs 15056. ( Professor NEUBERG.) — Trouver le lieu du sommet d'un angle

du triangle À BC, soient Ay , B , C , les symétriques dessommets A , B , C circonscrit à une parabole, les côtés de cet angle étant parallèles à deux
respectivement par rapport aux points A' , B' , C ' . Calculer le rapport diamètres conjugués quelconques d'une conique donnée .

des aires des triangles A , B , C , ABC. 15057. ( H. BATEMAN.) --Prove the following construction for the

Solution by Professor SANJÁNA , M.A. asymptotes of a conic , given four points,

If the perpendiculars meet in O , the area of the triangle OB ,C ,
the centre, and the centre locus: --Let ( be 0

BOB , OC, sin B,OC, = } (OB' + BB') (OC' + CC') sin } (BO + 20B') .
the centre of the conic, P any point on the

centre locus . Draw a line through (

( CÓ + 200 ) sinA 2R (cos B + 2 cos C cos A) (cos C + 2 cos B cos A ) sin A. parallel to the polar of P with respectto

The areas of OC ,A ,, OA , B , can be similarly expressed . Hence the area any conic through the four points, and let Ri

of A, B , C

R
Ć

it meet the centre locus in Q. Let CRR

2R { Ecos B cos C sin A + 3 (cosB + cos? C ) sin 2 A
be the diameter of the centre locus bisect .

+ 2 cos A cos B cos C & sin 2A } ing PQ . Then OR, OR ’ are the asymptotes Q

2R” (sin A sin B sin C + 2 sin A sin B sin C
of the conic .

+ 8 cos A cos B cos C sin A sin B sin C} 15058. ( Professor Nanson . )-If OP , OQ are small equal arcs of a

^ {3+ 8 cos A cos B cos C } . curve and its circle of curvature at 0 , show that the difference of the

Thus the required ratio is 3 + 8 cos A cos B cos C : 1 . chords of these arcs is hakk'OP4, where x is the curvature and k' = dk /ds.

[N.B. - In the third line of the question , as printed originally, the 15059. (Professor Cochez . )-On jonne

order of the points is C' , A' , B’ ; this does not lead to any elegant result. ] trois droites Ox, Oy , Oz . Trouver dans leur

plan un point M tel qu'abaissant les perpen B

QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION .
diculaires MA, MB, MC sur ces droites , on

15044. (Professor Hudson, M.A.) - A uniform beam is fixed at both
ait la relation

ends and loaded so as to be in the form of a catenary : prove that
M

when the tension at the lowest point is zero the rate of load varies as pMA + qMB + m MC = "",

3 cos 0- 2 cosa o , where p is the inclination of the tangent at any point
A

to the horizon . m , p , 7 étant des longueurs données.

15015. (E. V. HUNTINGTON , Ph.D . )-The centre of gravity of the 15060. (Professor MORLEY.) — Prove that the circum - circle and nine

equallyweighted vertices and ortho-centre of any triangle is the centre of point circle of a triangleareinverse as to the director circle of the maxi
the nine - point circle of that triangle. mum inscribed ellipse .

15046. ( Professor S. Sircom .) --Show that the stream function for a 15061. (J. Prescott. ) – From the fact that the inverse of a plane is

cylinder whose right section is the Cassinian oval a sphere through the centre of inversion , deduce that the inverse of a

(x2 + y2) 2 – 2c* * ? — y2 ) + c = 144 (1 > 1 ) , circle , with respect to a point not in its plane, is a circle .

moving in an infinite liquid under no forces , is 15062. (Professor SanJÁNA , M.A .) — On the circum -circle of a tri

He = –2U4c sinh & sin n + Uy along OX
angle ABC a fixed point P is taken , and QR is a chord of the circle

and 2Vac sinh g cos n– Vx along OY,
parallel 10 the Sims - n-line of P: prove thatPR is parallel to the Simson

where
line of Q , and PQ to that of R. The triangle formed by the three

x + 14 = ( ( 1 + 1 %e24+ 240 )". Simson - lines is homothetic to the triangle PQR : find the locus of the

15047. ( Rev. PrebendaryW.A.WHITWORTH , M.A. )--[The Proposer homothetic centre as QR moves parallel to itself.

desires to withdraw Quest. 14998, as the statement made is true only in

a restricted sense . - Editor .] Prove that the lowest value of N for which
15063. (Professor UMES CHANDRA Ghosh .) - (Suggested by Quest.

the equation x2 + 3y2 = N has 24 solutions in positive integers , zero
14012) . Prove the following identities, if a + B + y

excluded , is N 214396 . (a ) 16 { sinó ( 8 - y) sin (58 — 3a) + sinó (y - a) sin (58— 3B)

15048. ( ROBERT W. D. CHRISTIE .) — Show that there is an infinite + sinó (a – B) sin ( 58 – 37) } + sin (B — y) sin (8 + 9a)

catena of equations of the type x– 2y = 1 , and give a few of the first + sin (y - a) sin (8 + 9B) + sin (a− b) sin (8 + 99)

links . E.g. , l1 = 4yö + 1 , X4 = 16x ^ya + 1 , y = 2.xy , y 8.23y- 4xy. 40 sin (a - b) sin (B - 7) sin (9- a) sin 48 .

15049.. (Professor SANJÁNA, M.A.)-Threo whole positive numbers, |( ) 16 { sinó (8—4) cos (58— 3a) + sinó (y —a) cos (58–3B )
a , b , c , which are not all divisible by the same number,and every two of

which are together greater than the third, satisfy the relation + sinó (a – B) cos ( 5a – 30) } + sin (B — ) cos (8 + 9a)

5 (a” + b 2 + c )̂ =
+ sin ( -a) cos ( 8 + 9B) + sin (a - b) cos (8 + 97)

= 6 (bc + ca + ab) :

prove that the excess of every two over the third is of the form 2p2.
40 sin (a - b ) sin (B- ) sin (y - a) cos 48 .

15050. ( L. Isserlis. ) — , an , dz , ar, ... , An are positive integers, OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS).

such that there is no factor common to aj , ag, ... , ay, which is not also a
8091. ( A. Gordon, M.A . )-If ABCD is a quadrilateral, M , N the

Let {cla , az ... An } denote the number of positive integral mid -points of AC, BD : prove that (1) MN cuts AB (in P ), DC in R ) in
not zero) solutions of the equation segments inversely proportional ; ( 2) if MN cuts CB , AD in Q , S, then

01.61 + 0.X2 + + X = c. MP : MR = MQ : MS, and NP : NR NS : NQ.

Show that {c|a, ... an } = { { (c -pan) ajag ... An -1}, where the summation 8276. ( Professor CATALAN . ) -Démontrer la formule

extends to all positive integral values of p such that c - pan > 0. 1

The number ofpositive integral (not zero) solutions of
* = 1 - } + } -... F - 2n cos 2nx log. (2 cos }*) dx .

2n - 1

( i . ) 3x + 5y + 7: = 73, ( ii . ) 3.x + 5y + 72 + 30u 103

is (i . ) 20 , and (ii . ) 26 .
9037. ( Professor SCHEFFER, M.A .) - Show that the reciprocal polar

of the evolute of the parabola yº = 4a (x + a ) , the focus being the origin ,

15051. (R. Knowles.)—- Prove that the sum to r terms of the series withregard toa circle whose diameter is equal to the semi- latus -rectum ,

-

$ :

factor of c .

0
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TEXT-BOOKS, &c., BY J. H. COWHAM
( Lecturer on School Method, Westminster Training

College, s.w.).

is the curve r сot 0 = a sin e, which represents a circular cubic, of which

x = a is an asymptote, and the point at infinity a point of inflexion .

9188. (R. HOLMES, B.A . ) - Obtain the solution of the equation

dy dx? – 2 (cot 2x + cos 0) (dy /dx) + 2 cos 0 cotx.y 0

in the form y = Aercosa { sin x cos B + cos x cos (B + 0) } ,

where B = 4 + x sin 0 ; and A , e are any two arbitrary constants .

9779. Prove the following identities

0 , 1 , 1 ,

1 , 0 , .27 +29, ? +13, X ; + Xn + 1

1 , 0 , 29 +13) 22 + 2 + 1
( 1 )

1 , ? ' ; +39 .22 +93, 0 , 23 + x + 1

1

ܶܐn+ܐܘܕ

COWHAM'S NEW SCHOOL METHOD. (Complete .) Price 4s.6d.

“ I know of no manual so thorough and practical.” -- Sub- Inspector of Schools.

We certainly like the book ." - Journal of Education .

GRAPHIC LESSONS IN PHYSICAL AND ASTRONOMICAL
GEOGRAPHY. Price 4s . 6d. " A Teacher's modellesson book . " With

200 Outline Blackboard Sketches. Invaluable for teaching purposes.

Exceedingly well done. " - Journal of Education .

PRINCIPLES OF ORAL TEACHING ANDMENTAL TRAIN

ING , Being an Introduction to Psychology and Ethics for Teachers. Prict
3s . 60 .

“ The best for students.” — Journal of Education .

The late R. H. Quick wrote : - “ A young teacher who digested half your book

would have a good insight into the theory of his calling."

SCHOOLORGANIZATION , HYGIENE, AND DISCIPLINE .
(SCHOOL ETHICS. Price 3s. 6d .)

“ This manual will bemostvaluable, for it is founded on practical experience."

Daily Telegraph.

1 , 2 , + . ! ' + 1 , 19+ X'n +1 , 33 + x 1 + 1 ,

1 1

= - ( - 2) "...... !

0

+ 1 ... +
U

Xr + IS ?

0 , 27 +29,

0 ,

19+13,

x + 23,

19 +13,

0 ,

di + xy + 1

d'y + xy + 1

X3 + X n +1( )

(2 )

21 + 4 , +1, 12 + 291 +1 23 + .18-1,

= ( -2)". ... + ! {1x1+ x3 +... +7)({

NEW VOLUME RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

COWHAM'S SCHOOL JOURNEY.

A PRACTICAL EXPERIMENT IN NATURE STUDY .

Illustrated by 50 Maps, Plans, and Photographs. Price 2s. 60 .

+

21 Fabi) ----1)to

to n columns0 , 1 , 1 ,

1 , 0 , 1 ,

1 , 1 , 0 ,
(3) = ( -1)" - (1-1),

WESTMINSTER SCHOOL BOOK DEPOT, S.W. , AND SIMPKIN & CO. , LTD.9

... 9

CAREY'S “ GRADUS AD PARNASSUM ,"

WITH THE ENGLISH MEANINGS.

the last to be proved independently, and then shown to be consistent

with the first two .

9922. (E. LEMOINE . ) --Par un point M du plan du triangle ABC

mener les deux transversales réciproques qui passent par ce point. Dans

quelles régions du plan doit se trouver M , pour que la solution soit réelle ?

10097. (W.J. C. SHARP, M.A .) -- Prove that the feet of the perpen

diculars from any point, whose isogonal conjugate lies upon the plane at

infinity, upon the faces of the tetrahedron of reference lie in a plane.

10277. (E. Cesáro. )--Si a est la rème partie d'un quadrant, démontrer

que, pourvu que p < 21 ,

sinar a + sinr 2a + sin ?P 3a + + sin ?p na = } un 1.3.5 ... (2p - 1)

2.4.6 ... 27

Revised , Corrected, and Augmented by a Member of the University of Cambridge.

Post 8vo , cloth, price is.

THE STATIONERS' COMPANY, STATIONERS' HALL , LONDON.

An interesting Booklet, entitled

" THE SHORTHAND REVOLUTION,"

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Containing valuable information, and Shorthand

Alphabet, specimens, &c. , gratis.

It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

gent to theMathematical Editor,

Miss CONSTANCE I. Marks, B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd. , West Kensington,W. alba
>

“ Extract from the Chamber of Commerce Journal, July,

1901 : - " The Sloan- Duployan system of shorthand continues

to make marked headway in the public favour, and its suc:

cess, no doubt, is largely dueto the easiness, simplicity, and

brevity of its methods. The legibility of its characters and

its connective vowel system , so conductive to speed , cannot

fail to secure for this system an increased patronage in those schools preparing

candidates examinations in which all systems are equally permitted to be used.'NOTICE.- Vol. LXXV. of the “Mathematical Reprint”

is now ready, and may be had of the Publisher,

Francis HODGSON, 89 Farringdon Street, E.O. Price,

to Subscribers, 58.; to Non - Subscribers, 6s . 6d .

SLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND.

“ The system of the future . ” — Dr. G. F. Shaw , F.T.C.D.

It will cost you nothing to investigate.

Special Postal Classes for Teachers now forming.

SLOAN-DUPLOYAN SHORTHAND INSTITUTE , ARKLOW SQUARE, RAMSCATE.

DE FIVAS' FRENCH CLASS BOOKS.

THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

Thursday, January 9th , 1902.-Dr. Hobson , F.R.S. , President, in the

Chair. Present , fourteen members and a visitor.

The Rev. J. Cullen was admitted into the Society.

The President ( Major MacMahon in the Chair) communicated a

paper “ On Non -uniform Convergence, and the Integration of Series.”

Remarks upon the paper were made by Messrs. Larmor, Lore, s .

Roberts, Whittaker, and the Chairman .

Mr. S. Roberts read a paper “ On Networks ” (connected with the

Map-colouring Problem ).

The following papers were taken as read : - “ On the Integrals of the

Differential Equation

du du

= 0, where f (x ) = art + 4623 + 6ca” + 418 + e,

Vf( u ) Vi( )

considered geometrically ,” Prof. W. Snow Burnside ; and “ On the

Fundamental Theorem of Differential Equations,” Mr. W. H. Young.

In the notice about Amicable Numbers in the Educational Times of

1st January, 1902 , p . 40 , left column , and last paragraph, read :

- announced the discovery of two new pairs," i.e. , of Amicable Numbers .

De Fivas, New Grammar of French Grammars . By Dr.
V. DE FIVAS, M.A. Fifty - fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged , with the

Author's latest Notes, Corrections, and Additions. 450 pp .,2s,6d., strongly
bound .

** KEY, 3s. 6d .

De Fivas, Elementary French Grammar and Reader.

Fifth Edition, fcap. 8vo, ls. 5d . , cloth .

De Fivas, Guide to Modern French Conversation. Thirty

second Edition, 18ino, 2s. 6d ., half -bound .

De Fivas, Introduction à la Langue Française. Twenty
eighth Edition , 12mo, 2s . 6d .

De Fivas, Beautés des Ecrivains Français, Anciens et
Modernes. Fifteenth Edition , 12mo, 2s . 6d .

De Fivas, Le Trésor National. Eighth Edition , 12mo, Is . 6d.
*** KEY , 2s.

CROSBY LOCKWOOD & son, 7 StationERS' Hall Court, E.C.

+ =
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SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO'S

Educational Publications .

:

NOW READY. THIRD REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION . NEW STUDENT'S EDITION .

THE STUDENT'S CHEMISTRY : being Outlines of Inorganic NEW METHODS IN EDUCATION : Art , Real Manual Training,

Chemistry and Chemical Philosophy. Adapted for the Advanced Stage of the Nature Study. Explaining processes whereby hand, eye, and mind are educated
Board of Education's Examinations in Inorganic Chemistry, the Oxford and by means that conserve vitality and develop a union of thonght and action. By
Cambridge Local Examinations, the Examinations in Chemistry at the various J. LIBERTY TADD). With a wealth of Illustration. Imp. 8vo, cloth ,8s . 6d .

Universities, &c . By R. L. TAYLOR , F.I.C., F.C.S., Orginizing Science net .

Master for the Manchester School Board , Author of " Chemistry for Begin

ners ,
“ Recommended to all who are interested in the introduction into our schools of

“ Analysis Tables for Chemical Students,' &e . With over 600 Ques
real and protitable art training. " - Atheneum .

tions and Problems. Crown 8vo , 5s .
“ It contains all that elementary teachers will be able to make use of. " -- School

Guardian .

LOW'S CHEMICAL LECTURE CHARTS . A Series of Twenty- five

sheets, 40 in . by 30 in. , price £1 . 11s. 60. net ; backed with Linen, £2, 10s. net ;

backed with linen , varnished , and mounted on rollers , £3. 10s, net .

Prospectus giring full particulars post free or application.

ART. - ELEMENTARY HISTORY OF ART. By N. D'ANVERS.

Fouth Edition , revised and brought up to date . With 375 Engravings.

Crown 8vo , 10s , 6d .; or in two parts, in plainer binding :-1. Architecture and

Sculpture, 5s. : II . Painting : Ancient and Modern, 6s.

WORKS ON CHEMISTRY .

GEOGRAPHY .-PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By A. Guyot. ProBy R. L. TAYLOR, F.I.C., F.C.S.

fusely Illustrated . 4to , 10. 6 .

CHEMISTRY FOR BEGINNERS . Adapted for the Elementary

Stage of the Science and Art Department's Examinations in Organic Chemistry GEOGRAPHY,-ECLECTIC PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. Bs R.
Fifth Edition , enlarged . Illustrated . With 200 Questions and Problems,

HISMAS . With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Crown 8vo , 2s , 6d .

APPENDIX. ESERCISES IS PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY, MOSTLY QUANTITATIVE.

Crown 8vo, 24 pages , paper covers, 64 . GEOMETRY.-- A PRIMER OF ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

CHEMICAL PROBLEMS WITH SOLUTIONS : being the Key to
( Solid Geometry , & c . ) . By G. T. PLUNKETT . Crown 8vo , 2s, 6d .

the Problems in “ Chemistry for Beginners and “ The Student's Chemistry." |

By R. L. TAYLOR and S. PARRISH , A.R.C.S. ( Lond . ) , Teacher of Chemistry GRAMMAR.-AN ENGLISH GRAMMAR WITH ANALYSIS AND

in the Central Higher -Grade School, Leeds. ( rowni 8vo, cloth , 2s . 6d . PROSODY. For the use of Teachers and the Higher Classes in Schools. By

S. E. STRONGE, M.A., Q.U.I., Inspector of Schools : and A. R. EAGAR,

ANALYSIS TABLES FOR CHEMICAL STUDENTS. Adapted for M.A. , T.C.D., First Senior Moderator, and sometime Professor of English

the Advanced Stage of Practical Inorganic Chemistry and the Elementary and Language at Alexandra Collece , Dublin . Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s.

Advanced Stages of Practical Organic Chemistry. ('rown 8vo, limp cloth ,

ls , 30. APPENDIX , paper covers , 3d .
HEAT. - A SCHOOL COURSE IN HEAT. Revised and Enlarged .

By CHAPMAN JONES.
By W. LARDEX , M.A., Assistant Master in the R.N.E. College. Devonport,

late Science Scholar, Merton College , Oxford . Fifth Edition . Enlarged and

PRACTICAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY : a Course of Elementary re -written . Crown 8vo , cloth , 5s.

Experiments. Crown 8vo, cloth , 25. 6d . Text -book at Rugby , Clifton , Cheltenham , Bedford , Birmingham , U'ppingham ,

and other eminent Schools and Colleges .
By JOHN MILLS, F.R.A.S.

ALTERNATIVE ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY : being a Course of HISTORY.-SCHOOL CHRONOLOGY ; OR, THE GREAT DATES

Lessons adapted to the requirements of the New Syllabus of Chemistry recently OP HISTORY. By the Rev. W. J. COSYBEARE, M.A., sometime Fellow of

instituted by the Science and Art Department. With a Preface by Professor
Trinity College , Cambridge, New Edition , by the Rev. EDWARD CONYBEARE .

THORPE, F.R.S, Hlustrated with 65 Drawings. Crown 8vo, 104 pages, cloth ,
16mo, paper cover, ls.

ls. 6d .

CHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS : a Text-book for the Elementary HISTORY.-HARMONY OF HISTORY. By Ashley BICKERSTETH ,

Course, Science and Art Department. With over 300 Illustrations, Crown
B.A. 4to , 2s.6d .

8vo , cloth , 3s, 6d .

ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. Alternative Course, HISTORY.-OUTLINES OF ROMAN HISTORY. Four Periods on

Course, 1887-91 inclusive . Crown 8vo, boards, ls. Sheet. By ISHLEY BICKERSTETI , B.A. 4to, 2s . 6d .

ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN CHEMISTRY :

Theoretical and Practical .
MECHANICS.-- A TEXT-BOOK OF MECHANICS AND HYDRO

Ordinary ( 'ourse , 1887-91 inclusive. Crown 8vo,

Dourds , ls. STATICS . By HERBERT HANCOCK , M.A., F.R.A.S. , F.R.Met.Soc ., late

By T. H M.A.
Scholar and Triple Prizeman at St. John's College, Cambridge, Lecturer on

Geometry to the Architectural Association , London. With over 400 Diagrans.

NUMERICAL EXERCISES IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Crown Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s.

8vo , 2s. ; with the Answers , 2s. 60.; Answers separately , 6d .

PHILOSOPHY.- DUGALD STEWART'S OUTLINES OF MORAL

PHILOSOPHY. By JAMES M'Cosi . With a Memoir, Supplement, and

THE BIBLE FOR THE YOUNG. A Series for Schools and Questions. Post 810, 3s. 6d .

Families. By Rev. J. PATERSON SMITH , B.D., LL.D., Author of “ How we

got our Bible ," " How God inspired the Bible ," How to read the Bible ," PHYSICAL EDUCATION .-- HOW TO GET STRONG AND HOW

* The Old Documents and the New Bible," &e .

TO STAY SO. By WILLIAM BLAIKIE. With Illustrations. 16mo,

The Guardian says of first volume : - " Packed with thought. Very far above cloth , 5s.

the average standard of Sunday-school lessons." Similarly warm appreciation is

ftpressed by the Record, Literary World , Bookman, & c ., & c.

The aim of this series is expressed by the Latin motto in the Introduction PHYSICAL EDUCATION . - SOUND BODIES FOR OUR BOYS

Placere , docere, movere.' ist . To make the Bible characters live before the AND GIRLS. By WILLIAM BLAIKIE . With numerous Illustrations,

child . 3rd . To move his heart to detinite high purposes. But it is under the 2nd 16mo, cloth , 2s, 6d .

head (“ docere" ) thatthe chief characteristic ofthe seriesappears -- the effort, running

all through, to save the child from scepticism in after- life by guarding him against PHYSICAL EDUCATION.-A MANUAL OF SWEDISH DRILL

the crudeand narrow teaching of the Bible in his childhood .

The old plan was to wait till religious dilliculties had made people unbe
FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. By GEORGE L. MELIO , Gold

levers, and then give them books of Christian evidence to win them back by Medallist. New Edition. Crown 8vo, boards, 2s.6d .

+ xplaining that their childhood's teaching had not been quite correct, and must

now le modified by a broader and slightly different view . This series tries the PHYSICAL SCIENCE . SHORT STUDIES IN PHYSICAL

other method of not exposing them to unbelief.
SCIENCE. By VAUGHAN CORNISH , M.Sc. Illustrated . Crown 8vo ,

Now READY. cloth , 5s .

GENESIS, ST. MATTHEW.

ZOOLOGY.-TEXT-BOOK OF ZOOLOGY. By Dr. J. E. V. Boas,
IS THE PRESS.

Lecturer in Zoology in the Royal College of Agriculture, Copenhagen, Trans

JOSHUA, JUDGES, THE PRAYER BOOK. lated by W. J. KIRKALDY, Tutor in Natural Science to the Association for the

Education of Women , Oxford , and E. C. POLLARD , B.Sc. Lond ., Assistant

Single Volumes, ls. ; cloth , Is. 6d . net. Two Volumes together , 52 lessons, Lecturer in Biology, University Extension College, Reading . Illustrated

including 4 for Festivals , cloth , 2s . with 427 Figurt's . i vol, roy. 8vo, cloth extra , 21s, net .

es

London : SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & COMPANY, Ltd. , St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.
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THOMAS NELSON & SONS '

ROYAL SCHOOL SERIES.

The Old Testament Narrative for Schools.

Compiled in the Words of the Authorized Version . By MARCUS DODS, M.A. (Edin . ), B.A. ( Cantab. ) .

Cloth , Red Edges. Price 2s . 6d.

This edition of the historical portions of the Old Testament has been compiled to meet certain of the obvious difficulties of teaching from the
Scriptural books themselves. The compiler's object is two-fold :-( 1) To arrive at a single statement of the history, freed from legal and cere

monial details ; from repetition, so confusing to the youthful mind ; and from those genealogical and other lists which so frequently interruptthe

essential historical narrative. ( 2 ) To remove everything which makes the reading aloud of considerable parts of the Scriptural books undesirable .

The arrangement of the story in sections, with heading, will be acceptable alike to Teachers and Pupils and general readers.

Two entirely New Series of Literary Reading Books.

THE ROYAL PRINCE READERS. THE ROYAL PRINCESS READERS .

MANY COLOURED PICTURES BY WELL-KNOWN ARTISTS .

LESSONS CAREFULLY GRADUATED .

Beautifully Clear Type.

Paper and Binding of the highest quality .

MANY COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS .

NEW LESSONS. CAREFULLY GRADED.

The Lessons are carefully selected , graduated , and edited . The Illustrations are

the work of well-known Artists. Many Coloured Pictures , beautifully reproduced

by the Three Colour Process, adorn each book . The Type is beautifully clear . The

Paper and Binding are of the highest quality.

No pains have been spared to make Tue ROYAL PRINCESS READERS the most

attractive yet published .

Book I. Price 8d. Book II. Price 10d.

Book III. Price 1s . Book IV. Price ls . 3d.

Book V. Price 1s. 60.

READY.

Book I. Price 8d. Book II. Price 10d.

Books III . , IV. , and V, in active preparation .

ROYAL WALL ATLASES ,
Combined Teaching and Test Maps .

Printed in Colours on strong Manilla Paper, and Mounted on One Roller.

ROYAL WALL ATLAS. ROYAL WALL ATLAS. ROYAL WALL ATLAS.

INTRODUCTORY.
New Edition . Full Coloured . 12 Maps ,

No. IV. BIBLE LANDS ,

Full Coloured , No. II . EUROPE . Printed in Colours .

For Standards I. and II .
Printed on strong Manilla Paper, 34 inches

Vine Sheets, 28 inches by 392 inches. Price 12s.611.

Indispensable for the Bible Lesson and for use in

by 38 inches, Price 17s, 6d . Sunday Schools.

LIST OF SHEETS . LIST OF MAPS.

1. Cardinal Points .
7 Maps .

2 Picture and Plan.
1. Europe - Physical,
2. British Isles and North Sea .

Size , 411 inches by 31 inches . Price 15s.

3. Picture and Plan .-Scale .
3. Norway and Sweden and the Baltic . LIST OF MAPS .

4. Picture , Plan , and Map.-- Scale. 4. Russia . 1. Ancient World.

5. Picture and Map -- GeographicalTerms (SeaCoast).

6. Picture and Map
5. Germany. 2. Canaan , as divided among the Twelve Tribes.

Geographical Terms (Inland
6. Holland and Belgium ; Denmark .

3. Dominions of David and Solomon .

District) 7. France and Switzerland. 4. Palestine, illustrating the New Testament.

7. A River.-Picture, Map, and Views. 8. Austria and the Danube .

8. Physical Relief Map of England (or Scotland ).

5. Galilee, illustrating the Life of Christ . - Environs

9. Spain and Portugal (with Inset - Gibraltar ).
of Jerusalem .

9. Form and Size of the Earth . 10. Italy, 6. Scene of St. Paul's Missionary Journeys.

11. Turkey, Greece, &c. 7. Persian Empire and Roman Empire.

ROYAL WALL ATLAS. 12. Europo- Commercial. * This Atlas contains, on a large scale , all the Maps

New Edition . Full Coloured . 12 Maps .

required to illustrate Old and New Testament History.

ROYAL WALL ATLAS. Such aids to tenching the geography required for an

No. I. THE BRITISH ISLES .

understanding of the Bible lesson have not hitherto

New Edition . Full Coloured . 12 Maps ,
been available .

Printed on strong Manilla Paper, 31 inches hy

414 inches. Price 12s. 6d . No. III . THE BRITISH EMPIRE . ROYAL WALL ATLAS.
LIST OF MAPS.

Printed on strong Manilla Paper, 34 inches
1. British Isles - Physical. by 38 inches. Price 17s . 6d .

2. England - Physical.
No. V. AMERICA .

3. England - Political.
LIST OF MAPS.

4. England-Northern Section (with Inset -- Liver- 1. World , showing British Possessions .
Eight Maps on strong Manilla Paper (size , 34 inches

pool and Manchester District ) . 2. The British Isles .

by 38 inches ) , mounted on One Roller.

Price 12s . 6d .

5. England - South - Eastern Section ( with Inset -- 3. Africa, showing British Possessions .

London District ). 4. Central and South Africa . LIST OF MAPS.

6. England - South -Western Section. 5. India. 1. America -- Physical.

7. Scotland - Physical, 6. Further India, &c.
2. North America - Political.

8. ScotlandPolitical. 7 , Australasia. 3. British North America .

9. Scotland - Central Section (with Inset-Edinburgh 8. South - Eastern Australia. 4 United States - Eastern Division .

and Glasgow District ) .
9. New Zealand . 5. United States-Western Division .

10. Ireland - Physical,
10. British North America . 6. West Indies, & c .

11. Ireland - Political.
11. Canada - Eastern Provinces . 7. South America - Political.

12. British Isles- Railways and Industries . 12. West Indies , &c.
| 8. America - Industrial and Commercial.

Complete Catalogue of the Royal School Series post free on application .

THOMAS NELSON & SONS, 35 & 36 Paternoster Row, London , E.C. ; Parkside, Edinburgh ; and New York.

London : Printed by C. F. HODGSON & Sox , 2 Newton Street , High Holborn , W.C.; and Published by FRANCIS HODGSON , 89 Farringdon Street E.C.
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PATON'S Mr. Edward Arnold's Educational List.

I
C

LIST OF SCHOOLS

AND TUTORS.

An Aid to Parents in the Selection of Schools.

群

CONTAINS

-
-
-
R
S

Views and Abridged Prospectuses of

Boys' and Girls' Schools.

400 pages, red cloth, post free, 18. 4d.

66

FIFTH EDITION NOW PREPARING.

Specimen Copy free on application.

Parents and Guardians in quest of suitable schools may obtain

Prospectuses and advice (free of charge ) by sending detailed

statement of requirements.

ES Messrs. J. & J. PATON , 143 Cannon

Street , London, beg respectfully to inform Head Masters

that they insert SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION

NOTICES and other Advertisements promptly and

accurately in all LONDON and PROVINCIAL NEWS.

PAPERS and PERIODICALS throughout the United

Kingdom , also in all INDIAN , Colonial, and Foreign

Papers.

The charges are at lowest office rates. Estimates

and scheme of insertions forwarded free, on receipt

of particulars of proposed expenditure, over given

period.

Arnold's School Shakespeare ,

GENERAL EDITOR - J . CHURTON COLLINS, M.A.

SHAKESPEARE'S MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM. Edited by

R. BRIMLEY JOHNSON. xxvii , +108 pp . Cloth , ls , 3d .

Set for Cambridge Local and College of Preceptors' E.raminations, 1902 .

JULIUS CESAR. By E. M. BUTLER, B.A., Assistant Master at Harrow

School. Cloth , ls, 3d . [ Setfor College of Preceptors ' Examinations, 1902,

Arnold's Britisb Classics for schools.

GENERAL EDITOR - J . CHURTON COLLINS, M.A.

SCOTT'S THE LADY OF THE LAKE . Edited by J. MARSHALL, M.A. ,

Rector of the Royal High School, Edinburgh . xxvii. + 195 pp. Cloth, ls . 61 .

MACAULAY'S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME. Edited, with Introduction

and Notes , by R. L. Du PONTET, M.A., Assistant Master at Winchester College.

xxii . + 171 pp. Cloth , Is . 61 .

[Both the above are set for the Cambridge Local and

College of Preceptors' Eraminations, 1902.

MARMION . By G. TOWNSEND WARNER, M.A., Fellow of Jesus College, Cam .
bridge,and Assistant Master at Harrow School. Cloth, Is. 6d .

[ Set for the College of Preceptors' Eraminations, 1902.

LAUREATA. Containing Selections from the best Poets from Shakespeare to

Swinburne, Edited by R.Wilson, B.A. 224 pp ., cloth , ls . 6d.

A HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By C. W. OMAN, M.A., Deputy Chichele

Professor of Modern History in the University of Oxford . 760 pp ., crown 8vo, 5s.

Also , in Two Parts, each part complete with Index, 3s. Part I. : From the

Earliest Times to 1603. Part II .: From 1603 to 1885. Also in three divisions, each

with an Index . Division I. - To A.D. 1307, cloth , 2s . ; Division II.-- A.D . 1307 to

1688, cloth , 28. : Dvision III.-A.D. 1688 to 1885 , cloth , 25. 60 .

A SYNOPSIS OF ENGLISH HISTORY. Based chiefly on Oman's

History of England .” By C. H. EASTWOOD, Head Master of Redheugh

School, Gateshead . 160 pp . 2s .

ENGLAND IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. By C. W. OMAN,
M.A. With Maps and Appendices . 3s . 6d .

MEN AND MOVEMENTS IN EUROPEAN HISTORY . (Book IV .

of “ The Britannia History Renders ." ) 256 pp. Fully illustrated . Cloth , ls, 6d .

LESSONS IN OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY. By the Ven . A. S.

AGLEX, Archdeacon of St. Andrews, formerly Assistant Master at Marlborough

College. Cloth , 4s . 60 .

MORCEAUX CHOISIS. French Prose Extracts. Selected and Edited by

R. L. A. Du PonTET, M.A. , Assistant Master in Winchester College. Cloth,
ls . 6d ,

LES FRANCAIS EN MENAGE. By :JETTA S. WOLFF. With humorous

Illustrations, Crown 8vo , cloth , ls, 60 ,

LES FRANCAIS EN VOYAGE . By JETTA S. WOLFF. 1s. 6d .

FRENCH WITHOUT TEARS. By Mrs. HUGII BELL. With humorous

Illustrations . Book I. , cloth, 9d.; Book II . , cloth , ls . ; Book III . , cloth , ls. 3d .

GERMAN WITHOUT TEARS . By Mrs. Hugh BELL. A version in Ger

man of the Author's very popular French without Tears, With the original

Illustrations, Crown 8vo, cloth . Part I. , 9d . Part II . , ls . Part III . , ls. 3d .

THE FABLES OF ORBILIUS. By A. D. GODLEY, M.A., Fellow of

Magdalen College , Oxford . Illustrated . Cloth, 9d.

VIRGIL . - AENEID . Book I. The New Oxford Text, by Special Permission

of the University. Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by M. T. TATHAM ,

M.A. Cloth , ls, 6d .

VIRGIL -AENEID . Book II . Uniform with Book I. ls. 6d .

THE ELEMENTS OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. For use in

Schools and Colleges. By W. A. STENSTONE, F.R.S., Lecturerjin Chemistry

at Clifton College. With nearly 150 Illustrations. Cloth , 4s. 6d .

LABORATORY COMPANION. 125 pp . , cloth , ls, 6d .

A TEXT - BOOK OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. By Dr. R. A.

LEUFELDT, Professor of Physics at the East London Technical College. With

40 Illustrations. Cloth , 7s. 60 .

A TEXT -BOOK OF ZOOLOGY. By G. P. MUDGE, A.R.C.Sc. London ,

Lecturer on Biology at the London School of Medicine for Women . With 100

Illustrations. Crown 8vo , 78. 6d .

ALGEBRA FOR BEGINNERS . By J. K. WILKINS, B.A., and W.

HOLLINGSWORTH , B.A. In three Parts, carrying the pupil as far as Quadratic

Equations. Part 1. , 4d . ; Part II . , 40. ; Part III . , 6d . Answers to Parts I.-III.

in one volume, 60 .

THEELEMENTS OF EUCLID . By R. LACILAN , Sc.D. , formerly Fellow

of Trinity College, Cambridge.

The following Separate Editions are now issued :-Book I. , cloth , 1s.; Books I.

and II . , cloth , ls , 6d .; Books I. , II . , and III . , cloth , 2s . 60 .; Books III . and IT .

cloth , 2s. ; Books I.-IV. , cloth , 35 .; Books IV . -11., cloth , 2s, 6d . ; Books I.-VT.

and XI . , 4s . 60.; Book XI . , Is .

THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA. By R. LACHLAN , Sc.D. With or

without answers, 2s . 6d . Answers separately. ls .

AN ELEMENTARY
TREATISE

ON PRACTICAL
MATHE

MATICS By J. GRAHAM , B.A., Demonstrator of Mechanical Engineering

and Applied Mathematics in the Technical College , Finsbury : Cloth , 3s . 6d .

THE CALCULUS FOR ENGINEERS. By Professor J. PERRY, F.R.S.

About 400 pp ..cloth, 7s, 6d .

KING EDWARD'S COOKERY BOOK . By F. A. GEORGE, Teacher of

(cookery in King Edward's Schools , Birmingham . xxiv. + 316 pp ., cloth, 3s. 6d .

The Finest School Atlas in the World .

THE LONDON SCHOOL ATLAS . Edited by H. O. ARNOLD -FORSTER ,

M.P. A magnificent Atlas, including 48 pages of Coloured Maps, several of

them double -page, and Pictorial Diagrams. With an Introduction on the

Construction and Reading of Maps,by A. J. HERBERTSOy, Ph. D.

Among the notable features of this Alas are : (1) The Specimens of Ordnance

Surveys anul Alinimlty Charts ; ( 2 ) the Incid Astronomical Diagrams; ( 3) the

beautifully-coloured Physical Maps ; ( 4 ) the careful Selection of Names without

overcrowding ; ( 5 ) the constant Presentation of Uniform Scales for comparison ;

(6 ) an Historical Series of Maps illustrating the Building of the British Empire ;

( 7 ) an excellent Map of Palestine.

The size of the Atlas is about 12 by 9 inches, and it is issued in the following

editions : stout paper wrapper, with cloth strip at back , Is . 6d . ; paper boards, 2s.;

cloth , cut flush , 2s , 64 .; limp cloth, 3s . ; cloth gilt , bevelled edges, 3s. 6d .

A Complete Educational Catalogue will be forwarded post free on application .

LONDON : EDWARD ARNOLD, 37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND.

.

3

SCHOOL PROSPECTUSES

Printed in good style at very moderate cost. Samples of

paper sent with estimate free of charge.

Half - Tone Blocks , best work , a Speciality .

ENQUIRIES INVITED.

J. & J. PATON ,

143 CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S

TEXT-BOOKS SUITABLE FOR THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS AND OTHER EXAMINATIONS,

"

By H. s .

Graduated Series of Text -Books on English Grammar and English Composition .
By J. C. NESFIELD, M.A. FOR HIGHER ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

THE USES OF THE PARTS OP SPEECH. 60 . ENGLISH GRAMMAR , PAST AND PRESENT . 48. 6d.
A generaloutline , with a large number of exercises, for the use of students up | KEY , 2s.6d , net .

to the age of ten or thereabouts. Adapted to the London Matriculation Examinations, and any other standards

of similar ditliculty. With copious and carefully graded questions selected

OUTLINE OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR . ls. 60 . from the London Matriculation papers,

Adapted to the Preliminary and Junior Local Examinations held by Oxford HISTORICAL ENGLISH AND DERIVATION 3s. 60.

and Cambridge, the Examinations held by the College of Preceptors in the ORAL EXERCISES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION.

Third and Second Classes, and other examinations of a similar standard . ls . 60 .

KEY TO OUTLINE OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR .
[ In the press. JUNIOR COURSE OF ENGLISH COMPOSITION . 1s. 6d.

MANUAL OF ENGLISH GRAMMARAND COMPOSITION. Adapted to the teaching at Higher Elementary Schools, the Preliminary and

2s.6d . KEY, 2s, 6d , net. Junior Local Examinations held by Oxford and Cambridge, and the Government

Adapted to the Queen's Scholarship Examinations, the Senior Local Examin .
Examinations of Pupil Teachers . A large number of examples is appended to

ations of Oxford and Cambridge, the Examinations held by the College of
each chapter.

Preceptors in the First Class , and any other standards of similar difficulty.
SENIOR COURSE OF ENGLISH COMPOSITION.

[ In preparation .

ENGLISH . ARITHMETIC .

A Short History of English Literature. By Prof. G. SAINTSBURY. Elementary Practical Mathematics . By F.CASTLE , M.I.M.E. 38.6d .
88. 6.

Practical Mathematics for Beginners. By FRANK CASTLE.
A History of English Literature. By E. J. MATHEW , M.A. 4s . 6d . M.I.M.E. 2s . 6d .

Shakespeare. With Introduction and Notes. By K. DEIGHTON . An Elementary Course of Mathematics, comprising Arth .
JULIUS CÆSAR . 1s . 94 . A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM . ls . 9d . metic, Algebra, and Euclid. BOOK I. By H. S. HALL, M.A. , and

Milton . - Lycidas and Comus. In 1 vol. With Introduction and P. H. STEVENS, M.A. 2s. 6d .

Notes. By W.BELL, M.A. ls . 6d . Easy Arithmetical Exercises for Beginners. By J. G. Brade

Comus. With Introduction and Notes . By W. BELL , M.A. 15. 30. SHAW , M.A. 2s . With Answers, 2s . 60 .

L'Allegro, Il Penseroso , Lycidas, Arcades, Sonnets, &c. A School Arithmetic. By R. F. MACDONALD. 28. Od .

With Introduction and Notes. By W. BELL, M.A. ls . 9d . Arithmetic in Theory and Practice. By J. BROOKSMITH, LL.D.

Scott . - Marmion . With Introduction and Notes. By MICHAEL 4s , 6d . KEY , 10s , 6d .

MACMILLAN, B.A. 38.; sewed , 2s.6d .
Arithmetic for Beginners. By J. and E. J. BROOKSMITH . Is . 6d .

- The Lady of the Lake. With Introduction and Notes. By KEY , 6s . 6d .

G, H. STUART, M.A. 28. 6d . ; sewed , 2s . Arithmetic for Schools. By S. L. LONEY, M.A. With and without

Macaulay. - Lays of Ancient Rome. (Contains " Horatius ” and Answers. 4s. 6d . Examples, 3s. Answers, 6d .

“ Lake Regillus. " ) With Introduction and Notes. By W. T. WEBB, M.A. ls. 9d . Arithmetic for Schools. By Rev. BARNARD SMITH , M.A. 4s . 6d .

Horatius. With Introduction and Notes. By W. T. WEBB, M.A. KEY, 8s , 6d . ** The same, Revised by Prof. 11. II. 11. Iludson , 48. 6d .
Sewed , 6d . Arithmetic for Schools. By Rev. J. B. Lock , M.A. New Edition,

Poems of England. A Selection of English Patriotic Poetry. Revised and Enlarged . 48. 6d . Examples, 3s. Answers, 6d . KEY, 10s . 6d.

With Notes by H. B. GEORGE , M.A. , and A. SIDGWICK, M.A. 28. 60 . Arithmetic for Beginners . By the Rev. J. B. Lock , M.A. 2s. 6d.

Word-Building, Transcription, and Composition. By ROBERT KEY , 8s, 6d .

S. Wood, Vol. I. , ls. Vol . II., 2s. Arithmetical Exercises and Examination Papers.

The Parts of Speech and their Uses. By H. W. HOUSEHOLD, M.A. Hall, M.A., and S. R. KNIGHT, B.A. 2s . 60 .

1s. 6d .
ALGEBRA

English Grammar . By Rev.R.Morris. Revised by H.BRADLEY ,M.A . ls .

Exercises on Morris's Primer of English Grammar. By John
Algebra for Beginners . By H. S. HALL, M.A., and S. R. KNIGHT ,

B.A. 2s . With Answers , 2s , 6d .
WETHERELL, M.A. ls .

English Grammar Exercises. By R. Morris, LL.D. , and H. C.
Elementary Algebra for Schools. By H. S. HALL, M.A. , and

S. R. KNIGHT, B.A. Seventh Edition , 3s , 6d . With Answers, 4s . 6d . An
BOWEN , M.A. ls .

swers , ls . KEY , 8s. 6d .

Elementary Lessons in Historical English Grammar. Ву
Algebraical Exercises and Examination Papers. By the Same.

Rev. R. MORRIS , LL.D. Revised by H. BRADLEY , M.A. 2s . 6d .
2s , 6d .

A Method of English for Secondary Schools . By JAMES Gow ,
Higher Algebra. By the Same. 7s . 6d . KEY, 10s . 60 .

Litt.D., Head Master of Westminster School . 25. KEY , 5s , net.

Principles of English Composition through Analysis and
Algebraical Examples supplementary to Hall and Knight's Algebra

Synthesis. By P. GOYEN . 28. KEY, 4s , net.
for Beginners and Elementary Algebra (Chaps. I. - XXVII . ). By H. S. HALL,
M.A. With or without Answers. 2s .

A First Manual of Composition . By S. H. Lewis, Ph.D. 3s . 6d .

A Brief History of the English Langaage. By 0. F. EMERSON ,
Elementary Algebra . By C. Smith , M.A. 48. 6d . KEY, 10s. 60.

A Treatise on Algebra. By C. SMITH, M.A. 7s . 6d . KEY, 10s.6d.
48 , 6d , net.

Principles ofEnglish Grammar. By Prof. G. R. CARPENTER. 48.6d .
Algebra for Beginners. By I. TODHUNTER New Edition , thoroughly

Revised by S. L. LONEY, M.A. 3s. 6d . With answers, 4s . 6d . KEY, 8s. 6d.
Elements of Rhetoric and English Composition . First and Second

High School Courses . By Prof. G. R. CARPENTER. 4s.6d . ( Notes for Teachers,
Algebra for Beginners. By 1. TODHUNTER, F.R.S. 2s.6d. KEY ,6s.6d.

sewed, ls , net .) _ Or separately :-First Course , 3s .6d . ; Second Course, 3s . 6d .

Exercises in Rhetoric and English Composition ( Advanced
EUCLID AND GEOMETRY.

Course .) By Prof. G. R. CARPENTER . 48. 6d . A Text-Book of Euclid's Elements. By H. S. HALL, M.A. , and

A First Book in Writing English. By E. H. Lewis, Ph D. 3s . 6d.
F. H. STEVENS, M.A. Book I. , ls. Books I. and II . , 1s , 6d . Books I.-III . ,

2s, 6d . Books II . and III . , 2s. Books I.-IV., 3s . Books III . and IV . , 2s.

A First Manual of Composition. By E. H. LEWIS . 3s. 6d. Books III. - 11 ., 3s . Books IV.-VI., 2s . 6d. Books V, and VI., XI . , and

A Second Manual of Composition . By E. H. LEWIS . 4s . 60 . XII. , Props. 1 , 3 , 2s . 6d . Books I.-VI. , XI . , and XII., Props. 1 , 3, 4s. 6d .

Primer of English Composition. By Prof. Nichol. ls .
Book XI . , ls . KEY to Books I.-IV. , 6s. 6d . KEY to VI, and XI ., 3s . 6d .

Questions and Exercises on English Composition. By Prof.
KEY to I.-VI. and XII . , 8s . 6d .

NICHOL and W. S. M'CORMICK . ls. The First Book of Euclid's Elements arranged for Beginners.

Primer of English Literature. By SropFORD BROOKE, M.A.
By the Rev. J. B , LOCK , M.A. Is . 60 .

18 .

A First Step in Euclid , consisting of the First Twelve Propositions.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY . By J. G. BRADSILAW , B.A. 1s. 6d .

History of Europe in Outline, 1814-1848. By Oscar BROWNING .
Euclid's Elements of Geometry . By Charles Smith, M.A. , and

3s. 6d .
SOPHIE BRIANT, D.Sc. Book I. , ls . Books I. and II . , Is . 6d .

Books III ,

A First Sketch of English History. Part I .: 449-1307 .
and IV. , 28. Books I.-IV. , 3s. Books I.-IV. , VI., and XI . , 4s. 6d .

Books VI.

Part II .: and XI . , Is . 60 .

1307-1689. Part III .: 1689-1895 . By E. J. MATHEW , M.A. 2s. each. Complete Exercises in Euclid , Graduated and Systematized .
in One Vol., 3s. 6d .

History of England. By EDITH THOMPSON . 28. 6d .
WEEKS. 38. Or separately : - Book I. , ls.; Book II . , 9d . ; Books I.- III .,

ls. 9d . ; Books I.-VI., Is . 9d . Complete , 3s.

A History of England for Beginners . By A. B. BUCKLEY. 38 . The Elements of Euclid . By I. TODHUNTER, F.R.S. New Edition.

A Primer of English History . By A. B. BECKLEY. 18 . Revised by S. L. LONEY, M.A. 48, 6d . Book I. , 1s . ; Books I. and II . , Is. 6d .;

Short History of the English People. By J. R. GREEX, M.A. Books I.-IV., 3s.

8s , 6d . Also in FOUR PARTS, with Analysis. I .: 607-1265 . II .: 1265-1540 . The Elements of Euclid . By I. TODHUNTER, F.R.S.
III .: 1540-1689 . IV .: 1660-1873. 3s , each . Books I. and II . , ls , KEY, 6s. 6d .

A Short Geography of the British Islands. By J. R. GREEN, Practical Plane and solid Geometry. By J. HARRISON , M. Inst.M.E.,
LL.D., and A. S. GREEN. With Map. 38. 6d . and G. A. BAXANDALL. Elementary. 2s. 6d .

Geography of the British Isles . By Sir A. GEIKIE , F.R.S. 18 . Twenty - four Test Papers in Practical Plane and Solid

Class-Book of Geography. By C. B.CLARKE, F.R.S. 2s.6d.; sewed, 25 . Geometry. By G. GRACE, B.Sc. Printed on cartridge paper , 6d .

Class - Book of General Geography. By H. R. MILL , D.Sc. 38. 60 .
Primer of Geometry. Comprising the Subject -Matter of Euclid

Man and his Markets. By Lionel W. LYDE . Illustrated . 28 . I.-IV., treated by the Methods of Pure Geometry. By H. W. CROOME SMITH ,
B.A. 2s .

MACMILLAN & CO ., LIMITED, ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C.

By W.

:

33. 60 .

9
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S

TEXT-BOOKS SUITABLE FOR THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS AND OTHER EXAMINATIONS .

(Continued .)

BOOK-KEEPING . GREEK - continued .

First Lessons in Book -keeping. By J. Thornton. 2s . 6d . KEY, Euripides . - Alcestis. Edited by M. L. EARLE , Ph.D. 38. 60 .
10s. 6d .

The Acts of the Apostles. - Authorised Version . With Notes .

Exercise Books to First Lessons in Book -keeping. No. 1 , for By T. E. PAGE, M.A.,and Rev. A.S. WALPOLE , M.A. 2s , 6d.

Lessons I.-IX. , 9d . No. 2 , for Test Exercises, 9d . No. 3, for Test Exercises, The Greek Text. With Notes . By T. E. PAGE , M.A. 38. 6d.
1s . 6d . No. 4 , for Lessons XIII . and XIT . , Is . 60. Case to contain all the

Macmillan's Greek Course
above, 6d. Complete Set with Case, 5s. No. 5, Condensed Edition for Working

out a Selection on all the Lessons, 2s . No. 6 , Journal, 6d . Examination Papers
First Greek Grammar. By Rev. W. G. RUTHERFORD, LL.D. Accidence ,

in Book -keeping, 9d. KEY to Examination Papers, 2s .
2s . Syntax, 28. Complete, 3s. 6d.

Primer of Book -keeping. By the Same. 18. KEY, 28. 6d .
Easy Exercises in Accidence . By G. H. UNDERILILL, M.A. 2s.

A Second Exercise Book . By Rev. W. A. HEARD, M.A. 2s.6d.

Exercise Books toPrimer of Book -keeping. Part I. , Ledger. Easy Exercises in Syntax . By Rev. G. H. NALL , M.A. 2s, 6d .

Part II . , Journal. The Set, Is. Greek Reader : Stories and Legends. With Notes, Vocabulary,
Easy Exercises in Book-keeping. By J. Thornton . 1s . and Exercises. By F. H. Colson, M.A. 3s.

AManual of Book -keeping . By J. THORNTON. 78. 6d . Passages for Greek Translation for Lower Forms. By G. H.

Advanced Examination Papers in Book-keeping. By J. PEACOCK , M.A., and E. W. W. BELI , M.A. ls. 6d .

THORNTON. 1s. KEY, 2s. 6d . An Introduction to Greek Prose Composition. By H. PITMAN ,
Book -keeping for Business Men . By J. THORNTON and S. W. M.A. 2s.6d . KEY , 5s. net.

THORNTON , 3s. 60. A B C Automatic Balancing Charts for same. Price ls . the Set. FRENCH .

Thornton's ABCD Series of Book-keeping Exercise Books.
In 4 Parts, 3d . each , or 1s. the Set. French Course. By A. C. Poiré . First Year, 1s . Second Year, 1s . 6d .

A Text Book of Book-keeping. By FRANK IRESON, B.A. 8vo. 4s. 60 . Lessons in French, By H. COURTHOPE Bowen, M.A. 18.

Macmillan's Book-keeping Exercise Books . Set A , containing | The Study of French according to the Best and Newest

Journal,Ledger. Price 100. SetB,containing Cash Book, Journal,Ledger. Price ls. Systems. By A. F. EUGÈNE and H. E. DURIAUX , 3s , 6d . Exercise Books,

Modern Book -keeping and Accounts. By W. ADGIE. Part I. in Eight Books, 6d , each .

is , 6d , Part II . , 2s . Part III . , 2s , 6d . [KEY in preparation . Macmillan's Progressive French Course. By G. E. FASNACHT.

FIRST YEAR , 1s. Supplementary Exercises to First Year, Is. SECOND
YEAR , 2s. THIRD YEAR , 2s , 6d . KEYS, 4s . 6d , net each .

LATIN . Macmillan's Progressive ach Readers. By the Same.

Caesar,-Gallic War. Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary. By FIRST YEAR, 2s.6d , SECOND YEAR, 2s . 6d .

Rev. A. S. WALPOLE , M.A. Is. 6d . Macmillan's French Composition. By the Same . Part I. , 28. 6d.

Caesar .-- The Gallic War . Books II . and III . With Notes and KEY , 4s. 6d . net. Part II . , 5s. KEY , 5s , net .

Vocabulary. By Rev. W.G.RUTHERFORD , M.A. ls. 6d.
Selection of French Idioms for English Readers. Ву

Livy . Books II . and III . Edited by Rev. H. M. STEPHENSON , M.A.,
Madame Pu . PLAN. With a Preface by F. F. ROGET. 38. 6d .

Js , 6d . Abridged French Grammar. By G. E. Fasnacht. 2s. 64 .

Cicero. - De Senectute. With Notes and Vocabulary. By E. S. An Elementary French Grammar. By G. E. FASNACHT. 19. 60 .

SUICKBURGJI, M.A. ls . 6d . A Compendious Dictionary of the French Language. By Prof.

Virgil . - Aeneid. With Notes and Vocabulary. Book V. By Rev. ALFRED ELWALL and GUSTAVE MAssox . 3s. 6d .

A. CALVERT, M.A. 1s , 6d .

Horace -Odes . Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary . By T. E. GERMAN.

PAGE, M.A. ls. 6d . Edited by the Same. 2s.

Ovid . - Tristia , Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary. By E. S. A German Primer . By Otto SIEPMANN . 3s . 6d . KEY, 3s. Ed . net .

SHUCKBURGH , M.A. Is . 6d . Macmillan's Progressive German Course. By G. E. FASNACHT.

Tristia Book III . With Notes and Vocabulary. By E. S. FIRST YEAR , 1s . 6d . SECOND YEAR, 3s. 6d. KEYS, 4s. 6d. net each .

SALCKBURGH , M.A. is, 6d . Macmillan's Progressive German Readers . Bythe Same. FIRST
Phaedrus. - Fables. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. G. H. YEAR , 2s . 6d .

NALL, M.A. ls . 6d . Macmillan's German Composition . By the Same. Part I. 2s.6d .

Select Fables. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. S. KEY, 48 , 6d . net .

WALPOLE , M.A. 1s. 6d . A Compendious German and English Dictionary. By Prof.

Eutropius. Books I. and II . With Notes and Vocabulary. By W. WHITNEY and A. H. EDGREX . 5s. German -English , 3s. 6d .

WELCH , M.A. , and C. G. DUFFIELD, M.A. ls . 6d . Macmillan's German Idioms. A Selection of German Idioms.

Macmillan's Latin Course, By A. M. Cook, M.A. , and W. E. P. Prepared and Translated by MYRA TAKER , under the direction of F. F. ROGET.

PANTIN , M.A. First Part, 3s . 60 . Second Part, 4s. 6d . Third Part,
3s. 6d .

3s. 6d . KEY , 4s . 6d , net. SCIENCE

Shorter Latin Cou se. By the Same. Part I. , 18. 6d. KEY, 45. 6d .

net. Part II . , 28. KEY, 4s . 6d . net .
Introduction to Chemistry and Physics. By Prof. W. H.

Macmillan's Latin Reader, By H. J. HARDY, M.A. 28. 6d .
PERKIN , Jr. , Ph.D., F.R.S., and Bevan LEAN , D.Sc., B.A. ( Lond .) . New
Edition. In 2 Vols. 2s. each .

A First Latin Grammar. By M. C. MACMILLAN, M.A. Is . 6d .

Elementary Physics and Chemistry. By R. A. GREGORY and
Macmillan's Elementary Latin -English Dictionary. By Rev. A. T. SIMMONS. ls . 6d .

G. H. NALL , M.A. 35. 6d .
Exercises in Practical Physics. By R. A. GREGORY and A. T.

First Steps to Latin Prose Composition By Rev. G. Rust, M.A. SIMMONS. In Two Parts , 2s, each.

ls. 60. KEY , 3s. 6d , net. Elementary General Science. By A. T. Simmons and L. M. Jones ,
Short Exercises in Latin Pros9 Composition . By Rev. H. 3s . 6d .

BELCHIER,LL.D. Part I. , ls . 6d . KEY, 35.6d . net. Part II . , 25. KEY, 3s ,net. Elementary Practical Physics. By R. A. GREGORY. 28. 6d .

Latin Accidence and Exercise . Arranged for Beginners. By W. An Introduction to Practical Physics. By D. RintoUL, M.A.,

WELCII, M.A. , and C. G. DUFFIELD , M.A. 1s . 6d . 2s . 6d .

Exercises in Unseen Translation in Latin. By W. WELCH ,
Heat, Light, and Sound . By D. E. Jones . 2s . 6d .

M.A., and C. G. DUFFIELD , M.A. 1s , 6d .
Heat for Advanced Students. By E. EDSER , 4s . 6d .

Latin Prose Exercises based upon Caesar's Gallic War. By C.
BRYANS. 2s . 60. KEY, 4s . 6d . net.

Electricity and Magnetism for Beginners. By F. W. SANDERSON,
M.A. 28. 6d .

Latin Prose after the Best Authors. By F. B. SIMPSON , B.A. ,
Part I. , Caesarian Prose . 2s . 6d . KEY, 5s , net. Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H. E. HADLEY .

2s . 6d .

A First Latin Versa Book. By W. E. P. PANTIN, M.A. ls . 60 .

KEY, 4s , net.
Practical Exercises in Magnetism and Electricity. Being a

Sermo Latinus. A Short Guide to Latin Prose Composition . By
Laboratory Course for Schools of Science. By H. E. HADLEY, B.Sc.(Lond .). 2s.6d .

Prof. J. P. PosTGATE, Litt . D. 28. 60. KEY, 4s . 6d . net.
Chemistry for Organized Schools of Science. By S. PARRISH ,

2s , 6d .

Latin Phrase Book. By C. MEISSNER. Translated by H. W.
ALDEN, M.A. 4s, 6d . Inorganic Chemistry for Beginners. By Sir H. E. Roscoe and

J. LUXT. 28, 6d .

GREEK.
Inorganic Chemistry for Advanced Students . By Sir H. E.

ROSCOE and A. HARDEN . 4s. 6d .

Xenophon .-- Anabasis. Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary. By

Rev.A.S.WALPOLE, M.A. 1s.6d . With Exercises by E. A. WELLS, M.A. 1s.6d . Physiology for Beginners. By Sir M. Foster, K.C.B., and L. E.
SHORE. 2s . 6d .

Xenophon . - Anabasis . Book IV . With Notes and Vocabulary. By

Rev. E. D. STONE. Is. 6d . Botany for Beginners. By E. EVANS. Second Edition. 28. 60 .

Euripides .-- Hecuba. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. J. Experimental Science ( PHYSIOGRAPHY, Section 1. ) By Prof.

BoxD , M.A. , and Rev. A. S. WALPOLE, M.A. 1s . 60 .
R. A. GREGORY and A. T. SIMMONS, B.Sc. 28 , 6d .

Euripides . - Alcestis . With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. M. A. Physiography for Beginners. By A. T. SIMMONS, B.Sc. 28. 6d .
BAYFIELD, M.A. ls, 6d . Geology for Beginners. By W. W. Watts, M.A. 28. 6d.

MACMILLAN & CO ., LIMITED, ST . MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON , W.C.
,
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BOOKS SUITABLE FOR COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS' EXAMS., JULY AND DECEMBER, 1902.'

The Pitt Press Shakespeare for Schools . | The Elements of English Grammar. By A. S. WEST, M.A.,

A Midsummer Night's Dream. With Introduction, Notes , Gloss Trinity College, Cambridge. New and Enlarged Edition . Forty .

ary , and Index . By A. W. VERITY, M.A., sometime Scholar of
sixth to Fifty -fifth Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s . 6d.

Trinity College , Cambridge. Sixth Edition. With additions and An English Grammar for Beginners. By A. S. West, M.A.

corrections. ls . 6d . Fifty-fifth to Seventy - fifth Thousand. 1s .

GUARDIAN.- " For schoolboys of fourteen and upwards this edition is not to be
beaten ,and we can congratulate Mr. Verity and the University Press upon the

A Key to the Questions contained in West's Elements of

publication of what wil probably become the standard school edition of this play."
English Grammar, and English Grammar for Beginners.

Julius Cæsar. By the same Editor. Sixth Edition . With further
By A. S. WEST, M.A. 38. 6d . net.

SCHOOL WORLD.- " This key will supply a real want to the majority of
additions. ls . 6d . | teachers . It is well arranged, and the answers are carefully drawn up .

GUARDIAN.- " It is as good , and deserves as much praise, as its predecessors.

As we said of them , we may say of this book , that in both notes and introduction

Mr. Verity displays sound scholarship and learning , while he never forgets that he

is writing for boys." Cambridge Seriesfor Schools and Training

Colleges ,

Pitt Press Series ,
A ShortHistory of the Expansion of the British Empire.

PRICE.

AUTHOR. Work . EDITOR . By W. H. WoodWARD, Christ Church, Oxford . With 7 Maps.d .

Macaulay... Lays of Ancient Rome J. H. Flather ..... 1 6 Cloth, 4s . Cloth extra , gilt top, 58 .

SCHOOL WORLD.- * Is in thorough keeping with the other volumes of this series, An Outline History of the British Empire from 1500 to
an evidence of patientlabour, and no mean tribute to Macaulay himself.

The notes are brief and pointed ,and two usefulmaps are appended. The introduc
1870. By W. H. WOODWARD . With Maps and Tables. ls , 6d .

tion is brieſ, but exceedingly well done .'
net .

Milton
A. W. Verity

SCHOOL WORLD , “ This is an abridgment of the anthor's ' Short History of the
1 6

Expansion of the British Empire' which we welcomed two years ago. The arrange

Scott Lady of the Lake ..
J.H.B.Masterman 26 ment of chapters and the general order of the subject matter have not been variedi,

and therefore it is excellently adapted to put into the hands of pupils, while the
Marmion 2 6

teacher reserves for himself the ' Short History .' We take this opportunity to
GUARDIAN.-" Far and away the best school edition of the poem we have seen , heartily recommend both books to those who have not yet heard of the author.

and it will be difficult, probably impossible, to improve on it."
PRICE .

Caesar De Bello Gallico, Book I. A. G. Peskett 1 6 AUTHOR . WORK . EDITOR. s. d .

Books II . - III .
Milton Lycidas and Comus . A. W. Verity . 2 0

Cicero De Senectute
J. S. Reid 3 6 The following Editions hare Complete Vocabularies :

Livy Book II. R. S. Conway. 2 Caesar De Bello Gallico , Book I. E. S. Shuckburgh . 1

SCHOOL WORLD.- " This book is a really brilliant piece of editing, and is one of Phaedrus... Fables, Books I. and II. J. H. Flather ...... 1

the best of the many excellent volumes of the ' Pitt Press Series.
This

edition must be used in all classes where Livy is to be begun or continued .” Vergil Aeneid , Book V' . A. Sidgwick
1

Horace Odes, Book I. J. Gow 2 0
Xenophon .. Anabasis, Book I ..

G. M. Edwards ... 1 o

Vergil Aeneid, Book V. A. Sidgwick 1 6 Book IV . 1 6

Euripides .. Alcestis
W. S. Hadley 6 Cambridge Editions of Caesar , Vergil , and Icnophon .-- The attention of school.

Hecuba
masters is called to the fact that there are now two editions of some of the works of

theseauthors in the Pill Press Series and the Cambridge Series for Schools and

Xonophon .. Anabasis, Book I. A. Pretor 2 0 Training Colleges. The Editions in the Cambridge Series for Schools anil

Training Colleges have complete l'ocabularies. If , in ordering, the Edition

Book IV. 2
required is not specified, the Pitt Press Edition , without vocabulary , will be sent.

11

Sonnets .......

.....

2 0

-

6

6

......

.....

99

2

2 6..

O

PITT PRESS SHAKESPEARE FOR SCHOOLS .

NEW VOLUME. Subjects for Oxford and Cambridge Certificate Examinations, 1902.

Shakespeare. — Macbeth . Edited , with Introduction , Notes, and King Lear. Edited by A. W. VERITY, MA. Third Edition . ls . 6d .

Glossary, by A. W. VERITY, M.A., sometime Scholar of Trinity ACADEMY.— “ A model edition . "

College , Cambridge. 1s . 6d.
BOOKMAN.- “ Mr. Verity is an ideal editor for schools ."

GUARDIAN.- " Undoubtedly the best school edition extant of this particularplay,

and possibly the best that has ever been produced of any play of Shakespeare's.
King Henry the Fifth Edited by A. W. VERITY, M.A. Second

Wewill, moreover, go further ,and add that it is a mine of wealth for all students Edition . ls . 6d .

of Shakespeare, whatever may be their object in studying him ." GUARDIAN.-" The school edition of the play. "

BOOKS SUITABLE FOR VARIOUS EXAMINATIONS, 1902.

PITT PRESS SERIES .

PRICE. PRICE .

AUTHOR, WORK . EDITOR . 8. 1 . AUTHOR . WORK . EDITOR. s . d .

Malot Remi et ses Amis . M. de G. Verrall... 2 0 Lessing ... Minna von Barnhelm .... H.J. Wolstenholme 3 0

GUARDIAN.--" Mrs . Verrall's notes are models of what ‘ junior ' notes should
be . The vocabulary is apparently complete, and the whole book may be

Riehl . Die Ganerben and Die Ge

with confidence pronounced excellent of its kind ." rechtigkeit Gottes 3 0

Delavigne .. Les Enfants d'Edouard H. W. Eve 2 0 Schiller Wilhelm Tell Karl Breul 2 6

De Vigny ... La Canne de Jonc 1 6 Abridged Edition 1 6

Erckmann Wallensteiu II . ( Tod ) .. 3 6

A. R. Ropes
3

Sybel Prinz Eugen von Savoyen ... E. C. Quiggin 2 6

Molière...... Le Misanthrope E.G.W.Braunholtz 2 Horace Odes, Book I. J. Gow
2 0

Racine Les Plaideurs
2

1
Book II.

6

Abridged Edition
1 0

Goethe Iphigenie auf Tauris Karl Breul , 3 Satires , Book I.
2 0

GⓇARDIAN,
Hauff ..........

Decidedly the best edition for school purposes."

3 0

J. W. Cartmell
Homer Iliad, Books IX . and X. ... .. J. C. Lawson

2 6

Die Karavane A. Schlottmann ... 3 0 Xenophon .. Memorabilia , Book II . G. M. Edwards 2 6

Chatrian Waterloo

9

99

Das Wirthshaus im Spessart { 4, Schottmann & ?

COMPLETE EDUCATIONAL LISTS ON APPLICATION .

London : C. J. CLAY & SONS , Cambridge University Press Warehouse, Ave Maria Lane.
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CLASS LIST

OF CANDIDATES WHO HAVE PASSED THE CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION OF

THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.—CHRISTMAS, 1901 .

[ Throughout the following List , bracketing of names implies equality .]

PRIZES

General Proficiency . Classics .

FIRST CLASS [or SENIOR) . 1. Harper , P. T.
Private tuition .

1. Davies, G. McD. Mr. Hawe, High School for Boys, Croydon.

2. Mend , E. W. Mr. Chambers, Henley School , Henley -on - Thames,

( Isbister Prize .)
Modern Foreign Languages .*

2. Tudball, T. B. D. Mr. Morgan , Castle Hill School, Ealing.

( Pinches Prize. ) 1. Onslow , Lady Dorothy. Private tuition .

3. Browell, R. Rev. Dr. Scott , Mercers' School, E.C. 2. Bourgeois, P. Rev. Brother Attale , St. Joseph's College , Denmark

4. Anderson , iss Burton , 19 Grange Park , Ealing. Hill , S.E.

SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR] . Natural Sciences.

1 , Dukes, Miss I. C. Miss Conder, Milton Mount College, Gravesend. 1. Turner, W. Mr. Hooson , Bourne College, Quinton , Birmingham .

2. Webster, G. E. Rev. J. Spink, Read's School, Drax, Selby . 2. Jenkins, F. R. Mr. Heys, Elmfield College , York .
3. Benny, L. B. Mr. Collins, Central Foundation School, E.C.

4. Lacey , W.S. Dr. Graver, Park House School, Broadstairs. Taylor-Jones Prize for Scripture History.t

THIRD CLASS . Copeland , Miss C. A. Mrs. Vinall, Burgess Hill High School , Sussex.
1 .

1. Whipp , L. H. Mr. King, Haringey Park School , Crouch End.
(Steart , Miss E. H. Mrs. Barnes and Miss Mayoss, Alexandra College,

2. Jarvis, Miss W. M. Miss Pizzey, St. John the Divine's High School ,
Shirley , Southampton ,

Kennington.

3. Howard , Miss G. Mrs. Barnes and Miss Mayoss, Alexandra College, Pitman Medals for Shorthand .

Shirley, Southampton .
1. Petzsche, R. A. Rev. Dr. Scott, Mercers' School , E.C.

Chubb, Miss E. Miss Wilkes, Goodrich Road School, East Dulwich,
4. ( Silver Medal. )

( Prentice, M. A. Mr. Methven , Woolston College, Southampton. 2. Little, S. H.
Mr. Hawe, High School for Boys, Croydon .

English Subjects.
(Bronze Medal .)

1. Wall, Miss A. Mrs. Hiatt, Ladies' College, Wellingtorf, Salop . * W. S. Samuel, Maida Vale School , W. , was disqualified for the Second Prize for

2. Wolstenholme, Miss M. Miss Conder, Milton Mount College , Gravesend. Modern Foreign Languages in consequence of having obtained it at a previous

Mathematics.
Examination .

+ Miss A.Wall, Ladies ' College, Wellington , Salop, was disqualified for the Taylor.

1. Davies, G. McD. Mr. Hawe, High Schoolfor Boys, Croydon . Jones Prize for Scripture History in consequence of having obtained it at a previous

2. Welsh , W. Rev. Dr. Scott, Mercers' School, E.C. Examination .

List of the candidates who were FIRST and SECOND in each Subject of Examination ,

Scripture History. Trigonometry. Hebrew .

Harries, Miss G. M. Miss Conder, Milton Mount 1. Syvret, P. Mr. Spargo, Jersey Modern : 1. Myers , I. Mr. Berkowitz , Tivoli House

College , Gravesend.
1 .

School , St. Helier's.
School, Gravesend.

W: Miss A. Mrs. Hiatt, Ladies ' College , rDavies , G, McD. Mr. Hawe, High School for 2. Mallan , G. J. P. Mr. Berkowitz, Tivoli House

Wellington , Salop . Boys, Croydon .
School, Gravesend .

2.

Welsh , W. Rev. Dr. Scott, Mercers'School,
Sound, Light, and Heat,

English Language.
E.C.

1. Crocker , W. C. Mr. Parkinson, Queen's Park

1. Tudball, T. B. D. Mr. Morgun , Castle Hill School,
Mechanics.

College, W.

Ealing.
2. Davies , G, McD . Mr. Hawe, High School for

Wall, Miss A. Mrs. Hiatt, Ladies' College, 1. Phillipson, J. E. Mr. Slack, Commercial College , Boys , Croydon.

Wellington , Salop. York .
2 .

Woolf, Miss F. S. Miss Sprigge, Mecklenburg 2. McCallum , A. R. Rev. Dr. Scott , Mercers'School,
Electricity and Magnetism .

House, Putney.
E.C. 1. Webster, G. E. Rev. J. Spink , Read's School,

Drax , Selby.

Book - keeping .
2. Turner , W.

English History.

Mr. Hooson , Bourne College ,

Quinton , Birmingham .
rChubb , J. W. R. Mr. TheGregory - Taylor,

1. Wall , Miss A. Mrs. Hiatt , Ladies' College, Chemistry.Grammar School, Shoreham .

Wellington , Salop.
1 .

Doll , H. W. Mr.
Private tuition .Pitts, A. T.

Gregory- Taylor, The 1. Rutter, W. S. Mr. Gilkes, Dulwich College ,

Grammar School, Shoreham . S.E.

Walker, H. C. Mr. Jopling , Friends' School,

2. Wigton.

( Hellyer, W. W. Private tuition .

Wolstenholme, Miss Conder, Milton Mount
Mensuration , 2. Jenkins, F. R. Mr. Heys, Elmfield College ,

Miss M.
York .

College, Gravesend, Perry , E. J. Mr. Croad , Croad's School,

1 .
King's Lynn . Natural History .

Geography . Wigg, H, O. Mr. Kenner , The High School, 1. Chivers , A.
Mr. Hooson , Bourne College,

Brentwood .
1. Henderson , E. A. Mr. Brown , Friends' School , Quinton , Birmingham .

Penketh , 2. Till , Miss E. M. The Misses Kingston and Mrs.

(Hudson, F. J. Mr. Constable, Thorne Gram French . Maples, Ashburne House ,

mar School .
2 .

1. Bourgeois , P. Rev.Brother Attale ,St.Joseph's Chepstow .

Wolstenholme , Miss Conder, Milton Mount College , Denmark Hill , S. E.
Drawing.Miss M. College, Gravesend. 2. Samuel, W. S. Mr. Ryan,MaidaVale School,W.

[ Browell, R. Rev. Dr. Scott , Mercers'School,

Arithmetic .
German .

E.C.
1 .

Tozer, Miss V. M. Mr. Walker, Friends' School,

1. Tudball, T. B. D. Mr. Morgan ,Castle Hill School, 1. Bourgeois , P. Rev. BrotherAttale, St.Joseph's Saffron Walden .

Ealing.
College , Denmark Hill , S.E.

Davies, G. McD.
Miss Conder, Milton Mount Music.Mr. Hawe, High School for 2. Dukes, Miss I. C.

Boy's, Croydon.
College, Gravesend . 1. Webb, Miss G. C. Mrs. Hiatt, Ladies' College,

Neill , W. 1. H. Messrs. Davey,Oxenford House ,
Wellington , Salop .

Italian .

St. Lawrence, Jersey,
2. Gerrard , R. F. Private tution .

2 .

Syvret , P. Mr. Spargo, Jersey Modern 1. Wing , R. A. Private tuition .

School, St. Helier's. 2. Onslow ,LadyDorothy Private tution .
Political Economy.

Welsh , W. Rev. Dr. Scott , Mercers 'School,
Wall, Miss A. Mrs. Hiatt, Ladies' College ,

E.C.

Spanish
Wellington , Salop .

Withers, Miss H.M. Private tuition.

1. Dyke, Miss B. L. Private tuition .

Algebra. Lammin , Miss E. S. Miss Spragge, Mecklenburg Shorthand.

1. Little , S. H. Mr. Hawe, High School for
2. House, Putney. 1. Gerrard, R. F. Private tuition .

Boys, Croydon .
Ramirez, J. de F. Private tuition . 2. Petzsche , R. A. Rev. Dr. Scott , Mercers'School,

2. Tudball, T, B. D. Mr. Morgun , Castle Hill School,
E.C.

Ealing .
Latin .

Domestic Economy.

1. Charles, Miss D. S. Private tuition .

Euclid .

Mainprize, Miss A.L. Miss Lees , Devonshire House ,
2. Harper, P. T. Private tuition .

Bridlington ,

1. Phillipps, J. R. Mr. Vine , Mount Radford
Greek .

Murfitt , Miss G. Miss Hutt, Brooklyn High

School, Exeter. School , Leytonstone.

2. Browell , R.
Rev. Dr.Scott, Mercers'School, 1. Harper , P. T. Private tuition . Nicholls, Miss M. Miss Atkins, West Ham High

E.C. 2. Charles, Miss D. S. Private tuition , School,

1 .
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CLASS LIST BOYS.

N.B. — The small italic letters dienote that the Candidate to whose name they are attached was distinguished in the following subjects respectively :

e. | phys.= Arithmetic.

al. = Algebra .

h. = Botany .

ok. = Bookkeeping.

ch . = Chemistry.

d. = Drawing

do. = Domestic Economy.

English .

el . = Electricity.

eu . = Eucli

1 . = French .

g. Geography.

geo . = Geology.

ge. = German.

gr . = Greek .

= History.

he. = Hebrew .

= Italian .

1 . = Latin .

m . = Mechanics.

ms. = Mensuration .

mu . = Music .

nh . = Natural History.

7 . = Political Economy.

ph. - Physiology.

Elementary Physics.

S. Scripture.

sd . = Sound, Light, Heat.

sh . = Shorthand .

Spanish

ir. = Trigonometry.

Zoology ,

sp . =

The small figures 1 and 2 prefixed to names in the Second and Third Class Lists denote that the Candidates were enteredfor the First and Second Classes respectively .

In the addresses , Acad . = Academy, C. or Coll. = College, Coll. S. = Collegiate School, Comm . = Cominercial, End. Endowed , Found . = Foundation , H. =

Inst. = Institute, Int. = International, Inter. = Intermediate, Prep. Preparatory, S. = School , Tech . = Technical, Univ. = University.

House,

9

Kirton Rectory, Ipswich | Rabe, 5.M. n.al.ch. Earls Colne Gram.s.

FIRST CLASS (or SENIOR ). Thornley ,F.E . a . Taylor ,C.H . Private tuition Shackleton,H.S. Whitworth S. , Derby

Honours Division .
Cliftonville Coll . , Margate Benest,S.f. St. James's Coll. S. , Jersey Unwin , R. H. ch . Earls Colne Gram . S.

Kenner, T.W. The High S. , Brentwood (Mummery,W.R. Private tuition Watson ,F.E . bk . Loughton School

Davies,G.McD. ( .eu.f.l .
McCall, W.G. Univ . S. , Hastings Manstield ,H.A. (Groves,C.P. Kendrick Boys' S., Reading

High S.for Boys , Croydon (Mole,C.J.a , Skerry's Coll ., Plymouth inchester H. , Redland, Bristol ( Light,F.H . bk . Coll., Clevedon

Tudball,T.B.D. s.c.h.n.al.l. Romeril, A.J. Jersey Modern S. Dawkin, B. Sutton ,G.S. Undercliffe Coll . , Ventnor

Castle Hill S. , Ealing Pickett , A.H. Private tuition Clark's Civil Serv. Coll ., Chancery Lane Barker,S.G.ch. Elmfield Coll ., York

Browell ,R.a.al.eu.d. Mercers'School,E.C.
Kirk , W. s. Private tuition Renshaw , A. ch . Private tuition Curtis,F.W.A. The Coll, S., Poole

May, S.G.W.S. Raleigh Coll . , Brixton
Muirhead.J.A. Jersey Modern S. Sapsford , F.J. Mercers' School, E.C. Piggott, W.T. al. Mercers' School, E.C.

Bourgeois , P. ms.f.ge.
Peacock , J.W.B. Meikle , W.E. 8 Albion Rd. East, X. Shields Skelton , N. al.f. Jersey Modern S.

St. Joseph's Coll,Denmark Hill , S.E.
Lancaster Coll . , Morecambe Cleminson, H.M. s. Kingswood S. , Bath Slater, W. Q. Eliz. Grain , S. , Ashburne

Gibson , J.A. Mercers' School, E.C. (Smith ,E.D. Newcastle Modern S. ( Pickup, A.McL . Private tuition Thomson, E.H. Oakeslust.,Walton , L pool

Welsh , W. a.al. Mercers' School , E.C. Lawson, B. Thorne Gram . S. Smith,P.P.High Pavements.,Nottingham ( Child , A.J. f .
Gunnersbury S.

Neill, W.A.H. a.ms. Oxenford H., Jersey ( French , A.G.V. Private tuition Marrian , H.J.
| Ormerod ,S.P. Rochdale High S.

Stevens,H. s.al. High S. , Penzance
Marsh,C.J.M.s. Hightield S. , Muswell Hill Rd ., N. Reeve, E.R. ch .

Holt ,W.h . Edward VI. Gram . S. , Southampton
Elmfield Coll. , York

Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool ! Danter,G.A. Comm . Coll., York Castle Hill S. , EalingStrode, T.W.R. S.

Samuel, W.S. f. Maida Vale S. , W.
( Perry , E.J. ms. Croad's S. , King's Lynn Hicks, F.B. Malvern Coll., Gt . Malvern Unwin , R. f.ch. Earis Colne Gram . S.

Wheater, S. s.a. Scarborough Gram . S. Grimshaw, H.H.8. Kingswood S. , Bath Moxley ,C.F. Hull Gram . S.

Clark , J.A. h.l. Private tuition Hodgson , S.M. The High S. , Brentwood Williams,D.E. Diplock , T.G . High S. for Boys, Croydon

Coldwell,E.S. sh . Mercers ' School, E.C. Pitts ,A.T. h.
Durrant,G.H , h..al.

Maindee Coll. , Newport, Mon.Private tuition
High S., Romford

Glaister ,E.W. Albert H., Carlisle Smith , J.B . 8. Clifton ville Coll., Margate
( Tiplady,W.L. ch . Read's S. , Drax , Selby

Casserley , W.8. 8. Williamson ,P. Friends' s . , Wigton ( Boyd , D.K. d . Mercers ' School, E.C.

St. John's Coll . , Green Lanes, N. Knighton, W.T.G. Canıbridge H. Margate Brannam ,J.w.f.

McDonald , C . d. Fenton , J . 45 Miller Arcade , Preston North Devon S. , Barnstaple

Dauntsey Agricultural S. , W. Lavington (Gerrard,R.F. mu.sh.
SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR ].

Private tuition
Carter ,J.F.H. 1 . Mercers ' School, E.C.

Walker, H.C. h . Friends' S. , Wixton Oliver, W.G. Cantley, Tunbridge Wells Honours Division , Hart,R.L.L. l . Private tuition

Ahier, P. sh.sh. Jersey Modern S.Corfield ,W.F. ( Walsh , T. P. S. Boniface'sColl.s ., Plymouth

Ashdown, E.A.G.sh. Blue Coal S. , Reading
Private tuition

S. Wales Tutorial Classes, Cardiff
Branfordi ,R.1.01.1.d.

| Short, A.F. Kendrick Boys' S., Reading Cross,A.O. Private tuition
Webster, G.E.g.el.ch. Read'ss.,Drax,Selby Bairsto ,G.E. ch .

Turner, W. el.geo.
Stevenson , J. e.a.al.f.

Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool

Edwards, L. 1. Private tuition
Hiudley Gram . S.

Lachlan , L. f.

Bourne Coll . , Quinton, B'ham
Benny, L. B.alf.ch. Central Found. S.,E.C.

Stanley H. , Margate

Jones, A.C.G.f. Cliftonville Coll ., Margate

Little, S.H.al.sh.High S.for Boys,Croydon
Lacey, W.S. 9.f..

Sanders, A. ch.d.

LeBrun ,C.C.R . St. James's Coll.s., Jersey
Park H., Broadstairs

Tech . Day S., Walsall

Hudson ,F.J. g.sh.

Wright, H.A. ch.d. Tech . Day s. , Walsall
Thorne Gram . S. Treves ,H.T. Private tuition

Smith , A. A.F. al. ).

( Phillipson ,J.E. h . Comm . Coll . , York Godfree , L.A . Brighton College
Up. Hornsey Rise High S. , N. (Green ,C.S. ch . The Modern S. , Maidenhead

Phillipps, J.R , a.al.eu. ( Hoare ,J.F .
Milstein , H.a.al.ch. CentralFound.s ., E.C. Earls Colne Gram . S.

Berkhamsted School
Hart,s .

Mt. Radford S., Exeter Barlow ,H.T. West Cliff S. , Ramsgate
Cooper ,J.V. al.f. Hindley Gram . S. knowles,B.d. Oakes lust. , Walton, L'pool

Syvret,P. s.a.tr.f. Jersey Modern S. Chartres, P.E. High S. for Boys, Croydon
Jordan ,J.w . a.al.ms. (Parker, H. ch . Q. Eliz . Gram . S. , Ashburne

( Gerrard , H.S. Elmfield Coll . , York Myers, F.R. a .
Oakes Inst ., Walton , L'pool

Private tuition Denham , J . al .

| Mead ,E.W. a.U ( Thompson, R. W. Halesowen Gram . S.
Sherferblatt, H. a.al. Rastrick Gram , S. , Brighouse

Central Found . S. , E.C.

Henley S. , Henley -on - Thames Grey-Smith ,M. Worthing Gram . S.
Gorringe ,H.M. ( u .

Sydenham ,J.w . Sunith, H.A.
Cooper, S.F.al. Univ . S. , Herne Bay

Clyde H., Hereford Burgess Hill High S , Sussex

Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading Ashdown,R.H , s.a.
Atwill, H. F. al. Middle S. , Torrington

Dyston, G.D. c ..

Evans, F.N. sh . Mercers ' School, E.C.
Blake T. A. tuition

Friendis' S. , Saffron Walden

Jenkins, F.R.ch. Elintield Coll., York , (Reveirs,G.L. Lancaster Coll.,W.Norwood Watkinson , F. ch .

rCarty, E.G. s.h. Newtown S. , Waterford Brimacombe ,A. d.
Mackrill, o ,W. al.s. Private tuition

Private tuition Q. Eliz. Gram . S. , Ashburne

Petzsche, R.A.h.sh. Mercers ' School, E.C. Kirkman, F.B. h . Manchester Gram . S.
Thompson, H.G. ( .f.bk.

Andrews, L. f. Jersey Modern S.

Hunter, H. a.ol. Clapham Coll . S.
Gram . S. , Shoreham

( Taylor, E.L. Private tuition

Pickering, M. h.ch. Penistone Gram . S.

Francis, T.C. al .

McPherson, D.C.
Parr, E.T. ch. Elmfield Coll ., York

McCallum , A.R. a . Mercers' School, E.C.
Battersea Polytechnic Science S.Doyle,E.A. Mercers ' School, E.C.

Winchester H. , Redland, Bristol Russell, T.B.

Shepperd , H.A.

Newtown S. , Waterford

Richmond Hill School Hanchet, W.F. d . Stationers ' S. , Hornsey
Fryer,W.B. Mercers' School, E.C.

( Scobie, L.G.

Williams,J.A . h.sh.
Hurst ,J.D . S.

Tutt, E.L.H. ge.

Mercers' School , E.C.

Univ. S., Hastings
Hindley Gram . S.

Maindee Coll . , Newport, Mon. Manning, A.F. Kendrick Boys’S.,Reading
Kidder, E.W.C. al.f. Gram , S., Shoreham Box,L.A. High S. for Boys , Croydon

Fleetwood ,A.C. h . r Chettle, N. Kendrick Boys' s. , Reading
Ratcliff, F. s.Uk.i. Derwent H. , Bamford ( Summerhays, W.E. al. Kingswood S.,Bath

Bourne Coll . , Quinton , B'ham . Hellyer, W.W. ch . Private tuition Cooke, W. al. Crowther,G.A. ch . Private tuition

(Groves,W.W. Dulwich College Thomas, F.W.G.
Farnworth Gram . S. , nr. Bolton Cuthbert, J.W. ch.d. Earls Colne Gram . S.

The Douglas S. , Cheltenham Murray ,R.W . al.l. Mercers ' School, E.C. Dunne, W. f.d. High S. , Torquay

Wethey, E.H. h . (Pallot , H. bk.sh. St. James' Coll . S. , Jersey
Hobson, F.H.ch . Read's S. , Drax, Selby

Winchester H., Redland, Bristol

FIRST CLASS [or SENIOR ].
Waters, W. a .

Swift, F.B. a .
Bracondale S. , Norwich

Hill, c .
Grosvenor Mount S. , Scarborough

Pass Division , Jersey Modeen S. Goulding, E.A. ge.d.

Jones, F.E.
Watkins,H.LI. Stationers 'S. , Hornsey

Chateau de la Croisière, Ghistelles, Belgium

Liverpool Coll.Middle S. , ShawSt., L'pool Sievers, P. H. ge.
Norman , H.J.L. sh .

Elliott, A.S.
Mercers' School, E.C.

Kingswood S. , Bath

High S. for Boys, Croydon
Sealey,G.G.h.St. Dunstan's Coll., Catford Haigh , H. E. al.f.

Cliff,W.P. bks.

Hindley Gram . S.

Shewell , A.B. Friends' S. , Bootham , York
High S. , Torquay

Blomfield ,A.J. Friends's., Saffron Walden
Hall, E.C. bk .

Baker, A.F.
Cooper, T.G. hal.

Clyde H., Hereford
Univ. S., Herne Bayi

Nicolle ,J.M.S.
Redenhall Comm . S. , Harleston

Mercers' School, E.C.
Coulson, H.

Pirouet , A.S. L.

Randolph , S.L.

Oxenford H., Jersey
Scarborough Gram . S.

Argyle H. , Sunderland Deacon , s.
Richards, S. T. ch . Read's S. , Drax, Selby

High . S. for Boys, Croydon

Dawe,E. h.ge. Wallingbrook , Chulmleigh
Phillips, B.J. Tutorial S. , Penarth

Haimsohn,M.I. al.ch.
Dowling,W.H.h . Heath Brow, Boxmoor

Henderson ,E.A. s.h.g. Friends'S ., Penketh
Jennings,J.H . Friends' S. , Saffron Wallen Fysli , S. g.il.

Central Found, S. , E.C.

Grove , J.P . Halesowen Gram . S.
Carey, W.G. Vermont Coll., Clapton

Pearman ,J.G.V.C.e.d . Gram.S., Shoreham
Ś . Holland Central Classes, Spalding

Norcombe,T.P. h.l. Mt. Radford S.,Exeter ( Glindon, R.Gardner,W.A. The Coll . , Weston -s.- Mare
Southgate , E.G , bk.d.

Millow , W.C. al. Jersey Moderu S.
Private tuition

Nixon , H , h ,
High S., Roinford

Clarke , W.T.

Lucton S. , Herefordshire (Srigley, T.W. al.bh. Cavendish's ., Matlock

Private tuition
Thatcher, R.S.

l'ckfield Gram . S.
Dawe, J.W .

Winchester H. , Redland , Bristol Blamey,E.R. al.ch.
Harper, P.T. hl.

Heath Brow , Boxmoor

Private tuition

Clarke ,s.
Duncum , A.

Pettifer, T.P.

Barton S. , Wisbech
Prior,W.H.Q.

Gram . S. , Newton Abbot

Kingswood S. , BathStanley H., Margate

Metcalfe , S.D.
Hunt, R.J. e.ch.

( Gibbons, L.R.W. s .

Earls Colne Gram . S.
Winterton ,W.A.E.ch. EarlsColneGram.S.

Jersey Modern S.
Argyle H., Sunderland

Oliver, R.J.
( Smith , E.W. a .

( Daniels, R. W. h.l.

Private tuition
Arnold H. , Blackpool Parker, F.J. a . Jersey Modern S.

Clark's Civil Serv. Coll., Chancery Lane

Hobbs, J.H.sh . Claphain Coll. S. Bundle,R. A. The Coll . , Churwell, Leeds ( Shergold, P.F. Elmtield Coll ., York Felz , B. a.ch. Central Found. S. , E.C.

Evans, J.J.W . Private tuition ( Jackman , H.C. sh . High S. , Torquay Williams, W.J. g.
Laker,J.T.A. a . Whitworth S. , Derby

( Leader, F.C. d .Kendrick Boys' S.,Reading Dent,G.B.St.L. Private tuition St. Olave's & St. Saviour's Gram . S. , S.E. Pelly , E. f.

( Lowther, R.W.H.ms. Hightields.,Chertsey

Southport Modern s .
Barker, J.M.W. s. Kingswood S. , Bath Clarkson , R.T. f.d.

Scanlan , C.E. The Coll. S. , Poole

Appleby, F.L. High S., Romford
Goldsmith , B. Private tuition Winchester H. , Redland , Bristol

Smith , E. Barten S. , Wisbech

Brown ,J.J. h . Friends' S. , Wigton Levitt , R.H. Elliott ,J.P. Will
Weaver, H.G. d .

Carmoly, E.P. Univ . Tutorial Coll., W.C. St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough Gram . S., Ramsey, Hunts. Lewisham H. , Weston -s.-Mare
Clapham , H.D. Tollington Park Coll . Highton, R. Southport Modern S. Lamb,C.W . sh. Albert H., Carlisle

Wilkinson, L.C. (Gray,G.M.WinchesterH.,Redland , Bristol Whittle ,J.R.

Royal Latin S. , Buckingham Robson, W.E. Farnworth Gram . S. , nr. Bolton

Le Quesne,C.P. Jersey Modern S. St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough Main prize,W.a.d. SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR .

Edwards, H. f. Jersey Modern S. Johnston,G.L.h . Private tuition St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough Pass Division .

Ross,W.D). Holt H., Cheshunt Messer, F.J. Private tuition Simmons, H.S.S.

Scott, D.L.,

Bates,S.H.St.John'sColl . , Green Lanes,N.

St. John's Coll., Brixton Pell,C.H . Gram . 8. , Shoreham Burgess Hill High S. , Sussex

Gill, T.W .
Cux, E.A.L. sh.

Kelly Coll., Tavistock

Mugliston,R. Cerntti,M. g . Claphamn Coll. S. Bennett-Evans, J.E. ch .

Marlborough Coll . , Tue Brook, L'poo) Alwyne Inst ., Gower St., W.C. | Godtrey ,C.G . d. Mercers' S. , E.C. Oakes Inst. , Walton, L'pool

9
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Carpenter, G.

Graves ,A.H. 1 Palamos Rd ., Leyton Hosegood ,P. High S. for Boys, Croydon

Gonld ,C.W . al.
Joel, E.C.Reading Coll . S.

Gravesend Modern S.

St. John's Coll., Green Lanes , N.

Normanton, T.P.

Kelly, D.P.J. Ascham Coll . , Clacton

Reeve,H.T. d.

Leith ,M. Waltham Coll . , Waltham Cross

Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

Private tuition 1Martin,H.E.L.
Stiff, W.F.

' Rutter,W.S. ch .

Seanor,R.G.R. OakesInst.,Walton,L'pool

E. Finchley Gram . S.

Dulwich College
Winchester H. , Redland , Bristol ( Tolerton,R.H.

'Babbage,A.

Newtown S., Waterford Seller , R.

Comm . Coll ., York

Devonport High S. Patten , A.W.
Comm . Coll., York

Shardlow , J.A .
Private tuition

Crocker, W.C.sd . Queen's Park Coll ., W.

Derwent H. , Bamford

Crane ,J.R .

Porter,J.H.
Whitworth S. , Derby

Shaw , W.A.
Private tuition

i Davidson, A.McC.

Hasland H. , Penarth

Gibbs, A.J. ?.

Vigor, F. B. ch . Central Found . S. , E.C.

Friends' S. , Saffron Walden ( Wildblood,C.B.

Hocker , R. al.

Squier ,J.B . The High S. , Brentwood

Sandifer,W.S.

Kingswood S. , Bath

Wilcox , P.
Waltham Coll . , Waltham Cross

High 8. for Boys, Croydon

Balham School, S.W.

Coulthurst,T. Brighton Gram . S.

( Appleby, R.R. a . High S. , Romford Keevil, E. ch . Kingsholme, Weston -s.- Mare Baker, L.

Colebrook H. , Bognor

Chorley , F . Oakes Inst ., Walton , L'pool

Cousins, G.W.M. ch . Earls Colne Gram.S. Knowles, H P. Hightield S. , Muswell Hill Humphrey,R.W. Loughton School

Chivers ,A.h.geo.

Gaunt,0, 0).
Gram . S. , Shoreham Morgan, W.

Mercers ' School , E.C. Hutchinson,w.H.

Bourne Coll., Quinton , B'ham

Keepleyside, R.T. Comm . Coll. , York ( Stacey,M.R. High S. for Boys, Croydon St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough

Wigg,H.O.ms. The High S. , Brentwoord

Mitchiner, P.H . High S.for Boys,Croydon
Gravesend Modern S.

1Oswald ,J.J.

Biggs ,A.W.

Mercers' School, E.C.

" Rostron, R.

Hopkins,D.s. Friends's., Saffron Wallen

Private tuition Birtwhistle,C.U .

Private tuition Perry, E.W. Highfield S. , Chertsey

19nell, S.
Devonport High S.

Dumn , Ll. (..

Private tuition Crowther, H.W. Mercers' School, E.C. (Stainsby,A.T. Cavendish S. , Matlock

Chapnian,D.A. High S. for Boys,Croydon

Lane ,E.M. a . Lucton S. , Herefordshire Gibbs , F.B.

Barton S. , Wisbech Brunton, L.A. 58 Leyland Rd ., Lee, S.E.

' Brown, H.T. Oakes Inst ., Walton, L'pool
LeBlanca , s.

Jersey Modern s . Hamer, C.J. Lucton S. , Herefordshir
e Elgar ,J.G . Trafalgar /i., Lee-on- the-Solent

?Forster,E.H.
Thorne Gram . S.

Renon , R.

Oxenford H. , Jersey Jacobs,C.V. The Coll. S. , Bournemouth Glasson ,A.K.

Rooke,A.B.
Private tuition Bevan, D.G.

Russell , P.H .
Private tuition

Edward VI . Midd . S. , Norwich

Ewusi, Kwesi Oakes Inst.,Walton ,L'pool

St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough

Sheath.H.W . Sussex Coll . , Eastbourne Hammond ,H.O.P.

Turnbull, A. Argyle H. , Sunderland Evans, H.S.
Kingswood S. , Bath

Weaver,G.T. S.
Long Ashton S.

Lucton S. , Herefordsh
ire

Chubb ,J.W.R. bk . Gram . S. , Shoreham Hormann ,G.D. f.St.James'sCo
ll.S.,Jersey

Wills, A. F. Hart H. , Burnlam , Som . Hayes,J.

Leeds Boys ' Modern S.

Patterson , J. Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool iWatson ,J.A . bli. Loughton School Atlee ,C.N .

Castle Hill S. , Ealing Jones , o .

Univ. S. , Herne Bay

Harding, C.A.

Private tuition

Cope , s. f.

Manor H. , Clapham
Laird ,W.B.

piChapman ,G.C.

Southampto
n Boys' Coll. & High S.

Milburn ,F.V.

Private tuition McIntyre, W.S. OakesInst.,Walton,L'pool

Winchester H. , Redland, Bristol

Lavis , S. d . Holloway College, N.

Private tuition

Sircom , E.R.

Gonian ,A.A.W.

Rowlands,S. Tutorial S. , Penarth

"Miller, T.M.I.
Private tuition

Mercers' School, E.C.

Heard , G.D.

Shortell, S.D. Kendrick Boys ' S. , Reading

Swan , S.B . Up. Hornsey Rise High S., N.

High S. , Romford

Barr, R.J. The High S. , Brentwood Page , F.C.
Manor H. , Clapham

Private tuition

( Tait, A.E.

(Wilson,H.P.C. Sudbury Gram . S. , Suffolk

Hawks,F.S.
Private tuition Parker,J.F.

Private tuition Cowl, H.B. d . Manor H. , Clapham Girling,E.L. Barton S. , Wisbech

rCrane,H.H.sh . Mercers' School, E.C.
Print, A.J. 9 .

Clapham Coll. s . Lewis ,C.F.

Clyde H. , Hereford Hine ,C.E.H. E. Finchley Gram . S.

( 1Payne,M.V.

Reeks, P.W. d.
Grosvenor Coll . , Luton

The Coll, S., Poole Symonds, H.E. al . West Cliff S., Ramsgate

Halesowen Gram . S.

Rose ,M.

Wilkins, P.G.

rGlass,8.H. , Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading Wood ,B.F .

Devizes Gram . s. (Willott,G.F.
Mercers' S. , E.C.

Private tuition

1Smith , s .

Brighton Gram . S. Dean ,B.H.

Private tuition

I Waugh ,S.R .

Long , A.G. Kendrick Boys' s. , Reading

High S. for Boys , Croydon

Edwards, W.L.

Barrett ,J.w .

Elmfield Coll., York (1Weeks,F.H . Kendrick Boys' S.,Reading

Buley ,G.H. Sir Wm . Borlase S. , Marlow St. Boniface's Coll. S. , Plymouth

Moore, H. Ald . Norinan's S. , Norwich ( Duckett,O.B.

1Samman , L.E.
Banbury School

CambridgeH.,Margate

Bisson ,J.R. S. Trinity Parochial s. , Jersey
Rea, w .

Stanley H. , Margate Hall, B.

tuition

Goodchild ,G. The High S., Brentwood Cutmore, A.H. Central Found . S. , E.C.

Schroter,J.A . OakesInst., Walton ,L'pool Jaggard, A.W.P.

' Scott ,D.G. St. John's, Worthing Doel, A.J. bk .

Wood, H.W. Northgate S. , Winchester
Commercial S. , Downham Market

( Wheatley, J.H.L . d . Private tuition
Middle Class S. , High Wycombe Baynes,A.H.

Private tnition

Matthews, W.E. Hasland H., Penarth

Hodgkinso
n

, S. Hounslow Comm . Coll .

Jewell,H.D. St. John's Coll., Brixton 1 Brad beer, R.G.

Vallois, F.J. I. Harleston H. , Jersey

( Slack , R.A. Comm , Coll., York

Riddle , L. Broomwood Coll. , Wandsworth
Winchester H. , Redland, Bristol Barfield , E.G.

Private tuition

PiBrake , J.F.E . Royal Latins.,Buckingham
Stiles,A.W.

Duncan, E.St.C. Hounslow Comm . Coll . Collier, R.

Clapham Coll. S.

Coles,J .

Hillmartin Coll., Camden Road, N.W.

Gram . S. , Shoreham

Galloway ,J.K. OakesInst.,Walton,L'pool. Francis,F. a . Laugharne s . , Southsea

Evans, J.
Private tuition

Batt,W.G. Polytechnic Inter. S. , W. Isaac , J.R.R . Wallingbrook, Chulinleigh Fulkes, J.G . d . Balham School, S.W.

Harvey, P.E. Undercliffe Coll . , Ventnor Blencowe,W.J.

Slater , A.

Cowes Grain . S. Hall ,s.G . Arlington Park Coll . , Chiswick

| Hicks,H.H.al. Coll . S. , Lapford

Royal Naval S. , Lee -on -the -Solent VandenBergh ,J.S. al. E. Finchley Gram.S. Hewitson ,S.D . Kingswood S. , Bath

Martin ,J.V. f . Gram , S. , Shoreham

Creake,St.A. Northgate S. , Winchester Becker,H.

Jersey Modern s. ) i Scarffe ,G.F.
Clapham Coll . S.

Williams,W.D.
Private tuition

Dickinson ,J.X . Friends'S., SaffronWalden Cortazzi, M. High S. for Boys, Croydon

Williams, W.L. s.l. Manor H., Clapham

Central Found . S. , E.C.
Freese, D.J.

Colley,W.H.al.

Doudney,L.J. Magdalen Coll. S.,Waintleet Cattle, H. W. al.

St. Martin's Gram . S., Scarborough

Green ,H.G.ch. High S. for Boys, Oxford Hearn, G. W. Central Found , S. , E.C.

St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough

Guiton , J.E .

Cowburn, W.
Hindley Gram . S.

Jersey Modern S. | | Whitelam ,W.H.

Eton H., Hull Curry,G . W.

Mills, C.A.f.
Earls Colne Gram . S.

Farrants,E.H.

TheGram . S., Chorley i Wynter,H.W.S. Sussex Coll., Eastbourne St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough

Peile ,W.ch .

Forsyth ,G . A. St.Aubyn's,WoodfordGr
een

Friends' S. , Wigton Cranidge,T.R.

Pickles , R.G.

Green ,J.w . 8. Friends's., Saffron Walden

Eton H. , Hull | Harrison ,S.W.

Hindley Gram . S. Cummings, L.P.

Robinson, O.G . h .

Clark's Civil Serv . Coll . , Chancery Lane

Argyle H., Sunderland

Private tuition

Maier, T.
Grosvenor Coll., Luton

Hawkey, R.A.

Farmer,E.M.a .

Warburton, W.R.

Mallan ,G.J.P. Tivoli H., Gravesen
d

Clyde H., Hereford

Woolston Coll . , Southampton

Ward,A.K.

Crossley & Porter S., Halifax

Kingswood S. , Bath

Stone,G.s.ch. Q. Eliz, Gram . S. , Ashburne

Frost ,S.A.G .

The Blue S. , Wells ,Som .
Hayman , H.S.

The Coll ., Rock Ferry

Woodall, J.E . a.al. Halesowen Gram . S.

Payn, L. High S. for Boys, Croydon

Mansfield, L.W.R.

Davis, R. K. Gram . S. , Blackpool Benest. P.G.
Jersey Modern S.

Symons,C.H.

Bourne Coll ., Quinton , B’ham .

| Hanham , F.G. al. Central Found. S. , E.C.

Maidenhead College

VanCleef, H.

1Brocklesby ,H. M.

Moore, C.S.

Central Found . S. , E.C.

Sellers, H.B.d.Borough Coll.S.,Rotherham

Hattield H., St. Leonards
Hillmartin Coll ., Cainden Rd., N.W.

Newman,G.H.a. Monk Bridge S. , York

Selous ,B.

Private tuition Bryant,E.G. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading

Glaze , F.C.
Halesowen Gram . S.

Signs ,H.A . Raleigh Coll., Brixton

Sherlaw , A. Lucton S. , Herefordshire Evans, T.V.
Gram. S. , Shoreham

Martin , C. Ald . Norman's S. , Norwich

Sinallpeice,H.G.Northgate S.,Winchester

Taylor, G.V. The High S., Brentwood Flinton , W.

Middle S. , Torrington| Morse , E.H.T. d .

| Stanley J.C. Sydenham H. , Leamington

Wilberforce -Bell,H.

St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough

Hathield H., St. Leonards

Phare, D.G.

Oakham Gram . S. Toukin , S.
Swift, T.R.

St. Kenelm's Coll ., Cowley, Oxford Le Gresley,E.T. S. Harleston H. , Jersey

Oakes Inst ., Walton, L'pool

Main , F.W. The Coll.,Highbury New Park

( Colson ,W.H. al .

Bateman , R. Farn worthGram.S.,nr.Bolton

Loughton School ( Cahen ,C.B, St.John'sColl .,Green Lanes, X.

Lucton S., Herefordshire
Hall , E.G.

Murch ,W.N. Up.Hornsey Rise High S. , N .

Bradley,F.D. Northgate S. , Winchester

Carr ,G.F. Craven Park Coll . , Harlesden

St. Austell School

Nathan , L. f. Rusholme High S. , M'chester

Kent,G. a.d.

Harvey, I. E.

High S. , Romford Clark ,G ,H.L. c .

Holden, A.B.d. Gram . S.,St.Anne's-on -Sea

| Nightingale,A. High S. forBoys,Croydon

Williams, M.J.

Holliday, F .

Central Found . S. , E.C.

The Coll .,Cleobury Mortimer

Gram . S. , Goole

Comm . S. , Clare St. , Penzance | Rubenstein ,B.

Fieldhouse, S. bk.

Paterson ,J.A .

iWeyer,D. Edward VI . Midd . S. , Norwich

The Coll . , Clevedon

Albert H. , Carlisle Hatt , c .

Broomfield , J.A.

Private tuition

Sinallman, F.N.

Private tuition

Private tuition

Allen , S.G.
Bourne Coll ., Quinton , B'ham

Procter,H. Scarborough Gram. S.

Whitworth S. , Derby
( Smith, H.M.

Edwards,

Foss, F.

Wadham S. , Liskeard

Bell, T.O.ch.

[ Alabone, V.S. d .

Earls Colne Gram . S.

Ś . Holland Central Classes, Spalding

Heath Brow , Boxmoor Etherington,N. ch .

Charlton, C.C.

Gregory,A.E.Kendrick Boys's ., Reading

Argyle H. , Sunderland

Goodchild ,G.R.A. TheHigh S.,Brentwood

Q. Eliz . Gram . S. , Ashburne

Cowie , J.
Gram . S., Barnstaple Fright, G.E.

Mott, S.J.
Coll. S. , Bp. Auckland

Hunter,M.f. Southdown Coll . , Eastbourne

Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading

Gardner, E.J.0 , al.d.

Osborne, H.

Marsh ,J.D .

| Mansfield, A.N.

Kendrick Boys' S., Reading

Boys' Coll, S., Aldershot

Talbot H., Old Trafford Central Found . S. , E.C.

Stephens,W.L.
Emwell S. , Warminste

r

Pedley,A.R. ge.

Mercers' School, E.C.

Wadham S., Liskeard

i Veal, F.J.

Huntley,A.E. The Coll., Weston- s.-Mare | Shovelton , L.

Tutorial S. , Penarth

Nuttall ,J .

Private tuition ( Trill,M.H.

Selhurst Park Coll., S.E. Parry , M.C.
Lucton S. , Herefordshire ( Summers, R. ch.d.

Peterson, J.A.d.ch. Friends's ., Gt. Ayton

Barnsley Central S.

Milton Abbas S. , Blandford

Bath, L.A.

Stace, H.L.f.

i Whitehea
d , H .

( Birchall, H.

Davies, Li.C. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

Hindley Gram . S.

St.Olave's and St.Saviour'
s
Gram.S., S.E .

Waltham Coll., Waltham Cross

Halesowen Gram , S.
Flooks,T.

Brettle ,G.X.

Wadham S. , Liskeard

( Tudball, W.A. Castle Hill S. , Ealing | Buckney, E.J.D.sh.Mercers'School,E.C.

Gardner,E.N.al.

Daniel,G.B. Stationers' S. , Hornsey Dillon , C.L. bk . St. Winifred's S., Torquay

Private tuition

Foote, E.G.

Oakes Inst., Walton, L'pool

i Heslop,G.C. Argyle H. , Sunderland
Gray, H. h.

Fenwick Coll ., E. Dulwich

Hicks, W.S.

Gay, A.W.

Jothai ,G.F. d.

Brighton Gram . s .

Gram. S. , Romford

Sandwich School
Maddrell, H.Castletown Gram.s., 1.of Man

King ,L.J.

Macken, F.P.

Jones,L.T. d .

Northgate S. , Winchester

The Academy, Crewe

Mcad ,G.H.1 .

Private tuition Keeling,G.B.

Näf,O.B. Waltham Coll., Waltham Cross

Halbrake S. , Wandsworth Com .

High S. , Camborne

" Paley ,C.E.H . St. Peter's Coll . , Brockley Liddle, D.G , d .

Gram . S. , Sale
Loughton School | Matheson ,A.

Elmfield Coll ., York riBell ,J.E .Boyes,G.T.

i Price, W.H. Coll.S., S.Maryst.,Bridgwater Purser,W.s. The Douglas S. , Cheltenhanı

Dudman,s . Cliftonville Coll ., Margate

Rose, R ,

Smart, F.
Private tuition

Halesowen Gram , S.

Caldy Grange Gram . S. , West Kirby

Gibbons, R. Coll, S. , Lapford
Brown,J .E.s.ch. Friepds' S. , Wigton

Thatcher A.G. f.

Wanstall, R.B. Cliftonville Coll ., Margate

Hall, J.A . al.ch.
Butler,A.H. Portland Coll . , Chiswick

Winchester H. , Redland , Bristol

Watson,G.A. Elmfield Coll . , York

Lancaster Coll., Morecamb
e

Fearnside,G.A.

Watkinson ,H.R.

Comm . Coll . , York

Dell, R.
The Blue S. , Wells , Som .

| Horne,A.S. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading Gardner, H.B. Read's S. , Drax , Selby

Farnworth Gram . S. , nr . Bolton Doward, H. Commercial Coll., Southport

McLean , J . Lucton S. , Herefordshire Oxford H. , Herne Bay
Wells ,R.G.

L ? Wyard ,S.

Hasland H., Penarth Dreilge,A.W.

Mercers' S. , E.C.
Williams,A.H.

Alresford H. , Margate
( Bishop, S.M.

St. John's Coll . , Green Lanes, N.

Carter,R.C.H.

Private tuition
Mercers' S. , E.C. Alderson, D.S.

Private tuition

Hewer ,J.R .

Goodman , E.
Grosvenor S. , Bati :

Cotton , N.S.

Binmore, H.A. The High S. , Brentwood

Kingswood S., Bath

Harrison , S.H. Argyle H., Sunderlanı

Ireland,W.G. St. Winifred's S. , Torquay

i Doll, H.W. bk.

Donaldson, A.G.
Gram . S. , Shoreham

Friends' S., Penketh

Le Boutillier, B.J. f.

Maude, A.P.L.

| Dow , J.F.M .
Friends' S. , Penketh

Mackay, J.D.M . The Gram . S., Chorley

Oakwood H. , St. Mary's , Jersey

Bispham Lodge , Norbreck , Lancs .

Reed . E. ch .

Goenner .W.S. ge. Central Found. S. , E.C.

Earls Colne Gram . S.

Northcott,W.A.E.Hoe Gram .S. , Plymouth Piggins , F.

Matthews,W. Elmfield Coll., York

Smith , R.M. Combe Lodge S. , Malvern Remington , E. High S. for Boys, Croydon

' S. Holland Central Classes, Spalding

Stock ,C.S. f. Vermont Coll., Clapton (Underhay ,A.S.OakesInst., Walton, L'pool Scaminell.c.j.

( Tofield ,R. A. Licensed Victunllers' S., S.E

Wheals,E.C.E Saham Coll., Watton

Winchester H. , Redland, Bristol

Almond , T.A. nk .

Barton, c . Commercial Coll ., Southpor

Williams,V.P. Hart H., Burnham , Som . Longsight Gram . S. , Manchester

Williams, C.P. Mercers' School , E.C. Charles, R. High S. for Boys, Croydon

Bate ,C.E . Univ.Coll.S.,Gower St. ,W.C . Cowil, I.F. St. Boniface's Coll.s., Plymouth Crumpli , S.A.V. Laugharne 8. , Southsea Colson , F.C. al.
Loughton Schoo

į Boisseau, H.E.

Dickinson, F. Arnold H., Blackpool GingerW. Longsight Gram . S. , M'chester Holden ,G.
Elmteid Coll., Yor

The Coll . , Highbury New Park Eccles , 11. sh . Prospect II ., Dover Hayes ,C.P .

Milbourn, J.H.d.Scarborough Hr.Grade

Boothroyd, L. Lucton S., Herefordshire Erich, s.o.
Maida Vale S. , W.

Halbrake S. , Wandsworth Comm . ! | Payne,W.S. Licensed Victuallers ' S. , S.E
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BOYS, 2ND Class , Pass - Continued . | Campbell,G.W. | Makin ,G.e.cl. ( White, N.C. g.u. Walden H. , Herne Bay
| Petch ,R.W Scarborough Hr. Grade 8 . Maindee Coll. , Newport, Mon. Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's -on -Sea

( Tanner, A ,E.

Adams, L. Christ's Coll., Blackheath

Portway High S. , Bath Jermyn , B.V. Purry,W.B..... Archer,H.d . Christ Church S., Southport

Braund ,C.A . Gram . S. , Romford King Edward VI. S., Wymondhami Southdown Coll., Eastbourne Wilsford H., Devizes| Billingham , H.J.
Dougherty, V.W. Richmond Hill S. Perry , H.J. Cowes Gram . S. Shipley ,W.F. (1.4u .

Colebrook,A.E.N. a.al. Jersey Modern S.

Gaze, W.M. Edward VI. Midd , S. , Norwich
Purchas, F.S. Benwell Delaval Board S.

| Crabtree , H.S. e.

Prescott, L. Central Found. S. , E.C.
Winchester H., Redland, Bristol Mathwin ,G.L. g.o. Bickerton H., Birkdale Higli s. for Boys, Blackpool

| Willows, B.L.
Sweet,W.A. Highfield S. , Chertsey

Suttall , W. x.l.
Harris, S.F . 0 . Thoruton Heath School

Winchester H. , Redland , Bristol ( Tyzack , 0 . Stanley H., Margate Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's-on -Sea Humplıreys, E.G. a.al.

( Carpenter, A. f.
Sandell, T.C. Selliurst Park Coll., S.E. Smith ,W.F.R.4.f. Lewisham Park S. , S.E.

St. Johu's Coll ., Green Lanes, N.
Wilde ,S.J. Scarisbrick Coll ., Birkdale Up. Hornsey Rise High S. , , Jenkins,C. e.ul. Hasland H., Penarth

Clarkson ,J. Loughton School Cheal, A.E. Skerry'sColl.,Chancery Lane
Steen , J. e.d.ru. Comm . Coll . , Southport Lait ,H.S. Haringey Park S.,Crouch End

Cotton, H.R. Private tuition Gabe, I.S. Castlebar Court, Ealing Bird ,w.J.e.g.a.al. Brent Hill, Hanwell Paterson ,G.W.f. Lewes Grain . S.

Grey ,J.H . Comm . Coll ., York Grover, M.R. | Dickson ,A.W.6.9.CollettH., Bournemouth
Perry.R.G.P. 8.e. Gram . S. , Shorehamn

Harrington,G.W. Gravesend Modern S. Winchester H. , Redland , Bristol Hairsine, W. , ch . Read's S. , Drax, Selby | Purry ,H.B.A.

Harvey , M . Clapham Coll . S. Jones,W.H. Chaloner's S. , Braunton Morgan , D.F.f.
Southdown Coll . , Eastbourne

Lock , B.G. Grosvenor 8. , Bath Marrian, K.C. Hightield S. , Muswell Hill i l'p . Hornsey Rise High S. , X.
Rogers, F. a.al. Lucton S. , Herefordshire

MacEwen , J.H . ch .
Taylor ,J.L. Argyle H., Sunderland ( Tawell,T. Friends' S. , Saffron Walden Abbott,K.W. g . Collett H., Bourneinouth

Edward VI . Midd. S. , Norwich ( Wilson ,H.L. Cleave's End. S. , Yalding
Barnes, F.M. Croad's S. , King's Lynn

Agnes , J.P . e.hu. Jersey Modern S.

Savage,H.T. St. Aubyn's, Woodford Green
( Grant ,D . High S. for Boys , Croydon Bayard , J.C.e.

Welton , H.S.
Portway High S. , Bath

Aston , R.N. New Coli., Worthing

Pitt, F. Halesowen Gram . S. Bennett,R.e Reading Coll . S.
Dowling, L. al.

King Edward VI. S. , Wymondham Swart, H. Wellington Rd . S., Taunton | Boorman ,A.R. e.g.a.al. Pierremont Coll., Broadstairs

Bomford , C.A. Private tuition Van der Linde, s.s. Brent Hill, Hanwell
Furrell, C.L. Unis . S. , Herne Bay

Brown,W.K. The Academy, Crewe The Coll., Highbury New Park Coombe,S. " .d . Gram . 8. , Hayle
Gibson,W.R. 8.9 . Earls Colne Gram . S.

Castle , A.C. E. Finchley Gram . S.
Barfield ,J.C.H . De Bourcier, H. A. h.a.al. JerseyModern S.Private tuition

Hall ,H.N . e. Dagmar H., Hattield

| Hills , P.C. a . St. Joon's, Worthing

Elmitield Coll.. York

Bissett , J.s. New Coll ., Worthing
Harvey.S. a.l.

Frazer, W.M. a.al.d.

Lush ,S.R . Emwell S. , Warminster
Downes, F.S. Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool

Higson, P. al.

Prospect H., Dover !

Southport Modern S.

| May, J.H . Boys' Coll. S. , Aldershot
Esdon , D.s. Hocken ,M.e.

Blue Coat S. , OldhamHill, H.S.
Gravesend Modern S.

High S. for Boys, Croydou
Ptel,H.D. Stones, W.V. Lintern ,C.K . a.bk. Coll. S. , Lapford

Lawrence ,S.M . Heath Brow , Boxnoor

Bispham Lodge, Norbreck, Lancs . Thornley , H.V . a.al.
Nightingale , J. u.d.

Bispham Lodge, Norbreck , Lancs.
Smeal,J.M . Friends' S. , Wigton Cliftonville Coll . , Margate

Preston Class . & Comm . S.

Brewis, F.G. Maidenhead College

Alford , C.P.W.Springfield Coll . , Acton Hill
Pallot,E.P. a.al.f.

Tompson ,W ...
Jersey Modern S.

Manor H. , ClaphamDoubleday, F.N .
Aston , F.E. York Manor S. , York

Halesowen Gram . S.Payne , F.C. d .
Redland Grove Coll. , Bristol

Maltby, C.T. Lewisham Park S., S.E.

Bird ,G.H.d. Gravesend Modern S.
Phillipson ,G.E. al.eu.d.

Whitehead , S.G . aa .
| Muir, S.G.

Brown , W. High S. for Boys, Croydon
King's Coll., Wimbledon

St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough
Elmfield Coll. , York

Elliott.T.L . Highfield S. , Muswell Hill
Paul,G.G. Edward VI. Midd . S. , Norwich Ross,C.D.B.I.

Shafto ,P.H.
New Coll., Worthing

St. Winifred's S. , Torquay ( Stiles, s.c.king, R. Ok .

High S. for Boys, Croydon ( Arbeuz,W. f.ge. Alton H., Vanbrugh Pk . , S.E.

Harringay S. , Hornsey ! Charlton ,0.g.a. Ben well Delaval Board s .

Knowles, F.H. The Coll ., Weston - s .-Mare

i Seward ,G.F. ( . St. Leonardis Coll. S.

| Gladden , K.R.

Martyn ,O.
Brewster, F.

Bracondale S. , Norwich

Manor H., Clapham Central Found . S. , E.C.
Earls Colne Gram . S.Siggers , H. ( l .

Nash , E. Friends' S. , Penketh

Phillips, H.G. Private tuition
Perryman,W.C. Stanley H., Margate

Waterhouse, T.H.H.

Norris , H. e . Christ Church S. , South port
Postlethwaite, H.

Roberts, E.S. Cros.zley & Porter S.,Halifax
Private tuition Newtown S. , Waterford

Parmenter, H.F. Earls Colne Grani. S.

Smiles, H.T. Gravesend Modern S. ( Rhodes,C.R . Scarborough Gram . S.
iant, B.H. 1.11.01.

( Ainsworth , W.T. (..

( Stephenson, J.A . E. Finchley Gram . S. r Doyle ,G.S. Sunbury H.,Willesden Green Kingsholmre, Weston -s -Mare
Milton Abbas S. , Blandford

( Burleigh ,C.H. Wadham S. , Liskeard ) | Firth ,F.B. Elmfield Coil ., York Scott , F . a . Aslaville Coll . , Harrogate
Burnett , E.X. a.ch.

Fiske , H.B. Burgess Hill High S. , Sussex
Fletcher, R.C. High S. for Boys, Croydon Stone, R. al . Lewes Gram , S.

Ashville Coll. , Harrogate

Goss,W.W.M. Wallingbrook, Chulmleigh
Harris,M.H.E.

Faull,W.C. St. Ives Gram . s.

St. Catherines, Littlehampton
Mabbott,L.C.Coum.S.,Clarest.,Penzalice ( Atkinson,W.P. a.al. Hyland , D , Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's -on - Sea

Helliwell ,S . Crossley &Porter S., Halifax

Riches,B.R.Edward Ví .Mida.s.,Norwich I St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough Kidd, W. e. Pierremont Coll ., Broadstairs

Merewether, R. Clyde H., Hereford Tilley, J.A . Devonshire H. , Southampton Brindley,J.W.A . Kingdon, L. a.al.

Rigby , L. ( Boggis ,A.H.G.
Q. Elizabeth Gram . S. , Ashburne Pierreinont Coll. , Broadstairs

Burton, A.F , h.a , Hatfield H.,St.Leonaris Olden , H.G. a .

Bispham Lodge , Norbreck , Lancs. i People's Coll. Hr. S., Nottingham

Northgate S. , Winchester

Scarles , W.T. Edward VI . Midd.S., Norwich Borrow , C . Arlington Park Coll . , Chiswick

Chart , R.01.f. High S. for Boys, Croydon Pearson ,C.St. Philip'sGram.S.,Edgbaston

Horn ,A.C.R. Loughton School Wyatt,W.F. bk .
Harvey, H.C. 0.al. Brent Hill, Hanwell Powys A.R.N. e. Gunnersbury School

Jones, L.A.S. Mercers' School, E.C. Felix Col!. for Boys, Lavender Hill
Kyezor,A. Ramsgate School Purser ,H.O . a. Lucton S. , Herefordshire

Litt , H .H. e.al.eu. Rudd , J . Chaloner's S. , Braunton

Barnard ,S.G . Seven Kings Gram . S. Price , L.J. Private tuition High S. for Boys, Blackpool Sak , Chat Choo a.al.d. Oundle School

King, W.H. St. Leonaril's Coll. S. Spear, F.J. Lyne,G.H . g . Devizes Gram . S. Schaeffer,E.D.

Mitchell,V.C. Private tuition Southampton Boys' Coli. & High S. Taylor, E.S. u . Albert H. , Carlisle St. John's Coll ., Green Lanes, N.

Newman ,J. Hatfield H. , St. Leonards Watson ,E.R. Lewes Grani , S. Still,A.G.0.f. Cranbrook Coll., Ilford

Roberts,W.E. | Webber,V.R.J. u . Wood ,C.B . Northgate S. , Winchester

Skerry's Civil Serv. Coll., Cardiff 'Coll. S. , St. Mary St. , Bridgwater r Ames,F.T.

Walker, H.

Sandwich School

Newcastle Modern S.

Williains,J.P. THIRD CLASS .Ascham Coll . , Clacton
Abraliam , E.8 . g. Devizes Gram . S. Baker, F.C. Friends' S. , Saffron Waldels

Almond ,W.E. eu . Bristow ,L.C . e.h.eu.

Bailey, R. Kingswood S. , Bath Honours Division . Farnworth Grain . S. , near Bolton 1 Westbury H. , Southsea

Duncum , G. Stanley H., Margate Riggs, P.T. c.h.g.a.d. Loughton School Bamford , W.C. eu . South port Modern S. Flinn , R. High S. , Romford

King, A. ch. Edward VI. Midd . S., Norwich Roberson, R. e.cl. Private tuition Bond, E.A. J. | Harold , W. ( . Ashville Coll ., Harrogate
Tomlinson , C.W. Modern S. , Woking St. John's Coll ., Green Lanes , X. Lees , P. o . Comm . S. , Clare St. , Penzance

Toop,F.J.
Childs,S. e.a.alf .

Belgrave H., Littlehampton
Blue Coat S. , Oldham Booth ,G. Edgbaston Academy Mitchell, F. al. Friends' S.,Gt. Ayton

Wood , R.
Whipp, L.H. e.a.al.f.l.Castlebar Court, Ealing Hairsine ,H.L. g . Read's S. , Drax , Selby Passmore,A.W.a . Manor H., Claphan,

Badcock, P . d . Vermont Coll . , Clapton
Haringey Park S. , Crouch End

Oyston ,M. o.f. Friends' S., Saffron Walden

Hills , T.G. Licensed Victuallers ' S. , S. E. Pickering,E.R. St. Leonards Coll. S.

Betts,F.G.I. Croad's S. , King's Lynn Prentice,M.A. e.du.al.
Holden ,S.G.F.g.al. Worthing Gram S. Wetherall ,M.L. 9.f.

Johnson, E.H. Private tuition Woolston Coll . , Southampton
Hughes ,C.W.P. c.lt. Lewes Gram . S. Cliftonville Coll . , Margate

Knowles, J.W.LancasterColl ., Morecambe
King, H.L.

Funnell, H.M. g.a.al.eu.li. Lewes Gram . S.
Collett H. , Bournemouth

Brand ,C.W.

McRobert , J . Private tuition Archer,C.a. Christ Church S. , Southport
| May, L.G . a . Raleigh Coll., Brixton

St. John's Coll. , Green Lanes , S.

Nicholson , T.P. Easingwold Gram . S.
Lloyd ,Ll. eu.al.eu. Kingswood S. , Bath

Redhead ,J.F.a. Elmtield Coll ., York Featherston ,W.S. al .

Swan , D.B. Sandwich School
Tate ,G.H . a.al.f. Blue Coat S. , Oldham

Rogers,F.A.G. Bracondale S. , Norwich

( Wilson,D.

Scarborough Gram . S.

Newcastle Modern S.
Walkden , A. g.a.ch.

Smith ,F.R. a . Brunswick H., Maidstone Forrest, M.P. a.d.

( Cutting, H.V.WoolstonColl.,Southampton
Ashville Coll . , Harrogate

Bennett, F. New Coll . , Harrogate Benwell Delaval Boari S.

| Grani, J.c . Univ . S. , Herne Bay ( Hirschberg,F.R. 9.S.ge. Brunskill, B.A.S. « .f.d . Gray , L.C. a . Brunswick H. , Maidstone

Leach , L.H. De Aston S. , Market Rasen ! Bickerton H. , Birkdale
Westbury H., Southsea Halsey,W.C. Worthing Gram . S.

Stone ,P.A. The High S. , Brentwood | Holland , T. e.a.a'.eu .
Clark , H. e.g.d. Chaloner's S. , Braunton Jolliffe, D.W. Wilsford H. , Devizes

Thorne,A.E.L. Manor H., Clapham Bourne Coll., Quinton , B'ham | Conlan ,B.D.
Lewes Grain , S. McGrath ,V.L . e.d. Boys'Coll.8., Aldershot

Frost, S.L. Licensed Victuallers ' S., 8.E. Snow , F . c.al.eu.d.

Filleul,W.F. e.al. Jersey Modern S. Middleton , E. al. Newcastle Modern S.

Irvin , E. Elifield Coll., York
Grist, E.G. a .

Pierremont Coll., Broadstairs
WilsfordH., Devizes | Shoosmith ,A.G.e.

i Johnson ,E.E.EdwardVI.Midd.S., Norwich Wallis , J.T . ( . Ashville Coll . , Harrogate
Hasler, A.B. 0 . Jersey Modern S. Lucton S. , Herefordshire

1 Tolley , R. Winchester H. , Redland, Bristol

Quayle,A. Castletown Gram . S.,I. of Man Sutton,L.B. a . Q. Eliz.Gram.S.,Ashburne

Hollick, T.A e.h.g. Wilsford H. , Devizes

( Webb, R.L. Grosvenor Coll., Luton
Rubinstein , B. Ramsgate School Thistlethwaite , B . d .

Kemball,C.H . e.a.al.eu. Sudbury Gram.S. Surgey, J. Waltham Coll . , Waltham Cross Ellesmere S. , Harrogate

Gribble, H.C. Gram . S., Bp. Stortford Somers , F. e . Butcher,0 . e. Ashville Coll., Harrogate

Heward , F.J. High S. for Boys, Croydon Coll, S. , St. Mary St. , Bridgwater

Berry, R.E.

Gorey Comm . S., Jersey

Southport Modern S.

Dorey,G.B.S.

Lomas -Smith , R.T.

| Bray, H.S. e . Swindon High S.

(Staley, R.C.W.e.g.u. Colebrook H.,Bognor Dupuids,G.E.f. St. Leonards Coll. S.

Southdown Coll., Eastbourne
Burr, H. al . Grafton H., Manchester

Falle , A.W.E. u.d.
( Collister, A. Castletown Gram.S., I.ofMan

Montrose H., PlymouthVosper , E.

Jersey Modern S. Coie,A.H. q . Edward VI.Midu.s.,Norwich

Dowell, R.S.St.John'sColl.,Green Lanes,N.
Hains, F.W. €.0.f. Croad's S., King's Lynn Crowley ,L.des., a.s.

( Blythe,M.J. Cambridge H., Coventry

New Coll . , Bexhill

Harrison , H. g.a.al.
| Hudson ,R.P. m.n.g.a. Thorne Gram . S. Daniels , F.K.

| Bunt,F. Comm . S. , Clare St. , Penzance i
Choir S. , Holy Trinity, Hull

Julefl', S , a . Friends' S. , Saffron Walden
Tankerton Coll., Tankerton -on -Sea

i Coller,H. Rusholme High S. , M'chester. | Kirby, W. Gram . S., Ramsey, Hunts
Parmenter,A.W.8. Earls Colne Gram . S. Du Jardin , F.G. al .

| Edmunds,R.E. Gillingham Gram S. Lynas, A.0 , n.a.al. Thorne Gram . S. | Walters, W.E. (1.07.d. Falkner, J.w . al. Highs.forBöys,Croyd

Fisher, H. W '. Gram . S., Blackpool Alderton,G.H.g.al.d.Comm. S., Uxbridge
Kingsholme, Weston -s.- Mare

Forster, S.R
Thorne Gram . S.

( Selous, H.S.L.

34

1 .

9

**

..Jersey Modern S.

ܕ

Private tuition
| Few ,A.W.g.

Wardle ,J.F. a . Q. Eliz. Grain . S. , Ashburne
Wilsford H., Devizes

Jessop , El.B. Holloway College, S.

( Adams, P.J. St.Aubyn's ,Woodford Green Isaac,W.G.a.bk.d. Grain. S., Barnstaple ( Bickforul,F. ?
Kerslaw , R. Kilgrimuls .,St.Anne's-on-Sea

Burgum ,W.H. Rollino, A.B.f.
E. Devon County S. , Sampford Peverill | Liddlc,W.H. d . Loughton School

Bourne Coll., Quinton , B'ham
Southdown Coll ., Eastbourne Clover, H. ul.

| Messervy, K. Nortlıgate s . , Winchester

Cornish ,J.W .
Mollet,c.w .

Booth , S. e.a.d.

E. Devon County S. , Sampford Peverill
Edgbaston Academy

Clarence Prep. S. , St. Helier's

Palmer , H.G.Duglale, 1. a.d.
Lewes Gram . S

Bradshaw , F. A. bk.

Edgar, N.

High S. , Romford

Private tuition
Kilgrimo! S. , St. Anne's -on -Sea

Brown,G.B. e.g.a.f.

Powell,E.J.S.d.

| Hearsey, A.F. Worthing Gram . S.

| Larke, D.B. Edward VI . Midd . S. , Vorwich

Cathcart Coll . , Cathcart Hill, N.

Ilaringey Park S. , Crouch Enil

Holloway, S. A. al . Mercers ' School, E.C.

Lee, H. a.al.eu. Newcastle Modern S. Taylor, N.

King,S. a.eu.d. Wirral Coll. , Hoylake
Ashville Coll. , Harrogato

Jones, H. Wellington S., Heaton Moor | Northorp , F. e.eu.d.
Palmer, F.C. Ebor S. , Bexhill Tobitt, W.C. d.

Loudy, R.H. Gram . S. , Wortley de Leeds
Percival. E. Earls Colne Gran . S.

U St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough

Burgess Hill High S. , Sussex

Wheeler,H.H.
Gram . S. , Hayle Troman, E. Friends' S. , Gt. Ayton

Becson, F.G. Broony Hill Acad .,Hereford Eager, 0 , a.al. Rolandseck S. , Ealing Wheeler, L.R. Warriner ,A.N.

| Burden ,G.
Ashley H., Worksupl | Finchi,c.v.f. Heath Brow, Boxmoori 5 St. Catherine's Rd ., Littlehampton ? (Wilson ,H.H. Bracondale S., Norwich

Jersey Modern S.

Loughton School
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:

THIRD CLASS.

Blake, H.S. Hounslow Comm . Coll . Bolton , J.H . o.a.

Lonnen , E.J.L. Saham Coll ., Watton

2Lyall,H.L.V. Comm . Coll . , York
The Modern S. ,

Maidenhead Maclonald ,A.J. h.g.d.

Pass Division ,

2 Palmer,L. Ald. Norman's S. , Norwich Boulter,A.S.C.e.a.d.

Milton Coll ., Bexley Heath

Brean H. , Weston -s.-Mare Minshull,F.C.e. Bickerton H. , Birkdale

Herne H. , Margate

Mahy, W.T. al .

r ?Combes, B.H.

Cowes Gram . S.

Bryant,G.M. Burgess Hill High S.,Sussex Newton , F.W . Colebrook H. , Bognor

2Bennett,T.J. Newtown S. , Waterford
*Harvey ,J.C .

Burbidge, L , a . Maidenhead College | Procter, V.C. a. Heath Brow , Boxmoor

Marshall,S.C. al. Bracknell College

Addey & Stanhope S. , New Cross , S.E.
Chapman , A. h . Modern S., Woking Shaw , W.G.

Friends' S. , Penketh

2Yunn, J . Burgess Hill High S. , Sussex

2Palmer,w.w.
Dee,G.L.

Devizes Gram . S. Stebbing,A. 9.
Loughton School

2Carr,W.M.
Friends ' s. , Penketh

Edward VI . Midd . S. , Norwich 2 Escoline, J . Gram . S., Blackpool

Alresford H., Margate
( 2Shortt,K.W.

2Wilson , T.G. al.ch.

Syms,G.R. Craven Park Coll., Harlesden

Foxcroft , B.

Elmfield Coll ., York 2Tong , F. Ellesmere S. , Harrogate

Oakes Inst . , Walton , L'pool Beck ,C. Cavendish S. , Matlock 2Greenfield ,C.W .

Tugwell, F.f. Belvedere, Hayward'sHeath

2Collis ,P.C.S.

Brighton College i 2Brown,H.E.A.
Cowes Gram . S.

Halbrake S. , Wandsworth Comm . Waite, A.E. e.« Christ's Coll. , Blackheath

'Brown,G.R. Northgate S., Winchester 2Dobinson, E. al. Friends' S. ,

Gt. Ayton Hampson, F.B. Q.Eliz .Gram.S.,Ashburne | Willia :us, L. a.al.

Macken , S.J.

2Hutchison, T.H.

2Harriman,L.J. Gram . S., Shoreham
E. Devon County S. , Samford Peverill

Halbrake S. , Wandsworth Comm .

Rusholme High S. , M'chester 2 Harwood ,J .
Gram , S. , Shoreham

2Moore, W.W.T.

2Rose,V.J. Gram . S. , Ramsey, Hunts Lear, V.
Eton H., Hull

Ashby, R. e . Christ Church S. , Southport

2Mells ,A.W.Oakes Inst., Walton, L'pool i 2Shackle,E. WalthamColl.,WalthamCross

Blunsom , C . Pierremont Coll. ,Broadstairs

Modern S., Woking

2Pain ,C.W.a.ch. Warwick H. , Southsea

Bonner , H. d .

Ormrod , J . d .

2Thompson ,S.L.

Bickerton H. , Birkdale

Gram . S. , Ramsey, Hunts

2Snowdon, L.H. d .

Edward VI . Midd. S. , Norwich Reed ,J.A . Cliftonville Coll., Margate
Bullen , B.C. e .

St. Austell School

The Coll . S., Bournemouth

Sewell, E. a .

Burton , T.A.e .
Hingham Gram . S.

[ Herré, A.R. f. St. James's Coll . S. , Jersey

2Robson, J.S . Scarborough Gram , S.

Shannon ,W.G . g. Torquay Public Coll.

Edward VI . Midd . S. , Norwich

2Bremner,L.J. Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool

1 2Humphries,H.H. Portway High S. , Bath Stanton ,G.M.

Cannon ,J.F . a .
Belgrave Villa, Lee , S.E.

Friends' S. , Gt . Ayton

( Bull,C.D.8. Friends' S. , Saffron Walden

2Jennings,A.
Storrow ,J.T. Friends' S. , Gt . Ayton

Q. Eliz . Gram . S. , Ashburne

1 Heyburn , R.A. d.

Foster, H.O.

Loughton School Tren bath , F.T. a. Newcastle Modern S.
2 Evans,I.

Private tuition

Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool

2Henderson, M. s. Friends' S. , Wigton Walton, T.H. Southport Modern S. Faulkner, C.R. Wintersloe , Moseley

"Hey bour ,D.F. Maidenhead College

Charlesworth ,E.S. Kingswood S., Bath

"Wheeler, B.

Gray, F. d.
Derwent H., Bamford

Benwell Delaval Boari s.

2Hughes,W.M.

(Lay, A.E.

2 Hansard , E.

Williams, T.J. al .

Swindon High S.

Ashley H. , Worksop

Gram . S., Hayle

Hillsborough S. , Tunb. Wells

Helges, H.G. d . The Coll., Clevedon

Le Leup,C.E. Cliftonville Coll . , Margate 2Jones , A.G.

Cowes Gram. S. r -Bateman ,H.W.J.f. Westfield H.,Reading

?Hitchings,H.L. Trowbridge High S.

2Xunn , A.F.

Maida Vale S., W. 2 Lathbury,R.L. Highfield S. , Chertsey Burrows,L.H.a . Coll . S., lapford

Innes,R.S. Grafton H. , Manchester

2 Richards,A.H. Central Found . S. , E.C 2Pennicuik ,J.D .

Johnson ,H. St. Dunstan's S. , Margate

Bussey,C.R . Edward VI . Midd.s.,Norwich

*Relton, A.G. d.

Oakes Inst ., Walton, L'pool Cardin ,M.H.d . Cavendish S. , Matlock

Lusher,A.L. Wood Green Comm . S. , N.

St. Catherine's, Littlehampton ("Still,F.M. Oakes Inst . , Walton, L'pool Cullum , c . St. Winifred's S. , Torquay

Lyon, J. e.al. Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool

Hankin ,G. Oakes Inst. , Walton , L'pool
2Diamondstein,L.

Madden , J.G. ( 1 .

Tivoli H., Gravesend

Raleigh Cull . , Brixton

2Gibson ,E.G.Burgess Hill High S., Sussex

2Howard, F.
Barton S. , Wisbech

"Mann, D.

Ewings,H.S.

St. Winifred's S., Torquay

The Coll., Clevodon

Midhurst Gram . S.
Popplewell, R. E.Č.

( Slingsby,W. Gram . S. , Shoreham

Fish , N.H. d.

Mannooch ,G.H . Charlecote, Worthing

Read's S. , Drax, Selby

2Turner, W.P. E. Finchley Gram . S.

Bussell,E.J.D.

Flack ,W.H.

Masterman,G.V.

Lancaster Coll., W. Norwood ( 2Edge, J.A .

Barton S. , Wisbech
St. John's Coll. , Green Lanes, Y.

Gosport Secondary & Coll. S.

2Cookson G.E. OakesInst.,Walton,L'pool Irwin-Packington , P.E. Loughton School Francis , B. A. Edward VI.Midd.s., Norwich

McAllen ,J.E . Boys' Coll. S., Aldershot

2Hall, W.G. $, Friends ' S. , Saffron Walden 2Reckitt, C.R . Magdalen Coll. S.,Waintleet 2 Harris , s .
Tivoli H. , Gravesend

2McConnell,A.
Loughton School

Jones, R.N. Ald. Norman's S. , Norwich

2Watkinson , S. Derwent H. , Bamford Hill, T.R.
Gunnersbury School

McKenzie ,T.a.d. Brunswick I.,Maidstone

2Sirn , Sanra
Oundle School ( 2Fenwick H.M.

Melikoff ,G.

2Hobday,E.S.
Heston H. , Hounslow

Aberdeen H. , Ramsgate Broomwood Coll . , Wandsworth

12Biddiscombe, E.W. Bracknell College

Hodge ,J. Comm . S. , Clare St., Penzance

Gardiner, R.M. 58 Leyland Road , Lee,S.E.

2Muller ,C.A.

Godwin , L.C.

Moody, E.K.e.g.
2Leach ,H.O. Crossley & Porter S.,Halifax

Highbury Park S., N.

Winchester H. , Redland , Bristol

Sunbury H. , Willesden Green

20wens,C.

Mather,J.H.
Birkenhead Inst.

Bickerton H. , Birkdale North ,W.E.

McCallum , J.C. a.d.

2Hawkins,F.T, Kendrick Boys S.,Reading

Comm . Coll., York

Thorne Gram . S.

2Warry-Sibley,G.V.1 Palamos Rd.,Leyton

2Sted hamn , S.B.

Oughton , T.H. d . Coll , S. , Bp. Auckland

Knowsley, Torquay raBenson ,R.S.

McNair,A.
Gram . S. , Ongar

Boys' Coll. S. , Aldershot

( Thorne,A.S. ok .

Ponter,H.W.F. a .

Musgrave, T.R. a .

Granı, S. , Barnstaple

Elmfield Coll ., York

King , C.R . Edward VI. Midd. S. , Norwich

Kingsholme, Weston -s.-Mare

Neuschwander, E.V. St. Leonards Coll. S.

Deacon , F.J. s.

2Lovegrove,E.T.
Highfield S. , Chertsey

Maidenhead College Maidenhead CollegeParkes, H.H.

?Rockett, R.J. Corner H. , Godstone

Huitt, H.R.

Private tuition

| 2White,E.J. d .
Petty ,A.H. a

Eton H. , Hull

West Cliff S. , Ramsgate
2Saunders ,N.V.

Addey & Stanhope S. , New Cross, S.E. Arlom ,W.,
Scarborough Gram , S. Piercy, A.

Elmfield Coll ., York

28 weet, F.W.C. Ivel Bury S. , Biggleswade

2Le Sueur ,l.f .

Jersey Modern S. Bateman,H.B.H. e.g. Cowes Gram. S. Riggs, W.C.
Loughton School

2Underhay,S.G .

| Snow , C .

Barton S. , Wisbech 2Biggs ,F.H . Kendrick Boys' S., Reading Sowerby, H.L . Elmfield Coll . , York

Oakes Inst . , Walton , L'pool

( Hollins, A.W.

Bristow ,F.T. 2.f. Heath Brow, Boxmoor 2Webb , E. Kendrick Boys' S., Reading

2Wells , M.L. Belgrave H., Littlehampton

St. Martin's Gram . S. , Scarborough

2Carlton , T.H. E. Finchley Gram . S. 2Williams, F.J.R. Portland Coll.,Chiswick

Whatley, W.T. The Coll . , Clevedon

Morris , C.V. Oakes Inst ., Walton , L'pool

2Clinton, A.G. Modern S. , Woking Williamson, W.R. Bracondale S. , Norwich Baines, C. e.g.a. Derwent H. , Bamford

(2Webb,G .E, d. The Blue S., Wells , Som .

Dean ,G.T. St.John's Coll., Green Lanes , N. 2 Willis,E.J.

Willow H., Walsall Bassett, I. a . Reall's S. , Drax, Selby

2Hamilton, C.C.A. Maida Vale S. , W.
Hill, J .

Comm . Coll . , York

2Brown , C . Commercial Coll. ,Southport

Hughes, I.G. Oakes Inst.,Walton, L'pool

Isaac, S.J. a. Chaloner's S. , Braunton 2Anderson,G.L. King's Coll . , Wimbledon 2Cheesman , A.E.P.

2Watson, H.
Gunnersbury School

Kilner,H.B. a.f.

Beck , W.N. al, Burgess Hill High $ .,Sussex
Lancaster Coll., W. Norwood

Bell ,J.E .
Comm . Coll., York

Pierremont Coll . , Broadstairs 2Bragg,D. 22 Addington Square, Margate 2Eberli, F.H . Highbury Park S. , N.

2Fisher, H.
Balham School, S.W.

Knight, A.J. h .

| Coates,W.H. Scarborough Gram . S. Gerrard, W.H. Oakes Inst. ,Walton ,L'pool

Pratt,H.F. The High S. , Brentwood

St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston 2 Darnton ,H.W. Hounslow Comm , Coll. Goss ,C.R.
Gunnersbury School

Lonnan , P.B. g.al. Sandwich School | Denison ,F.R.a. Ashville Coll . , Harrogate
Ramsgate School

Holtz, L.A. ge .

Montrose H. , Plymouth12Briggs,G.A.
Lucas, c .

Raleigh Coll., Brixton Faulkner ,W.

Hammond, P.W.

Houghton, G.0 . d . Bickerton H. , Birkdale

Moore , R. a .
Albert H., Carlisle

Walthain Coll . , Waltham Cross Ibbotson , R. e. Bickerton H. , Birkdale

Lewisham H., Weston -s.- Mare Norris P.E.
Sudbury Gram . S.

Finch ,W.H. Heath Brow , Boxmoor
Alresford H., Margate

20sborne, J.G .

Ingram , H.M.

Worthing Gram . S.

Polytechnic Inter. S., W. | Frampton ,A.J.
20 vey ,H.K

Worthing Gram . S.

2 Rattenbury, S.F.bk.

Jesper, E, I ,
Alhert H. , Carlisle

Parker, H.A. Licensed Victuallers'S. ,S.E.

Balham S. , S.W.

i Hall,G.
Gram . S., Blackpool

Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading

Oakes Inst .,Walton,L'pool
2Jones,J.A.

-Ray , L.V.

West Leigh , BotleyPoate, W.J. a.al

2 Hawkes, H.H. The Coll.s., Bournemoutlı
Cranbrook Coll., Ilford

2Schweitzer,G.E.

Lauderdale ,E.O.
Powell, H.C. Q. Eliz . Gram , S., Ashburne Hickman ,G.E. a . Highfield S. , Chertsey Lawrence , A. St. Mary's Hall, Cardiff

Quick ,j.w . e.a.
,Oakes Inst. , Walton , L'pool

?Hodge, H.P. 38 Tavistock Place, Plymouth 2Levene,L.L. Tivoli H.,Gravesend

Coll. S. , St. Mary St., Bridgwater

2Tozer, W.P. Friends' s. , Saffron Walden

Hopkins,A.E.

Perkins, R.F. The Coll., Clevedon

2Dart, P.O.

Jersey Modern S. Rout,H.P. r . Bracondale S. , Vorwich
Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's-on -Sea

Powell.G.E . Lucton S. , Herefordshire

2Gorbain , R.S. d. Holloway Coll ., N. Setterfield, R.A.P.c.d. Saham Coll.,Watton Jabes ,F. it .
Great Ealing S.

Rees,W.D. Lucton S., Herefords
hire

( 2Le Maistre , F.J. f. Oxenford H. , Jersey Tillyard , F.E. al. Bracondale S. , Vorwich kiddle ,G.s.

Park H. , Broadstairs 2Sturrock , F . Salway Coll.,Leytonstone

Hanes ,W.S. Wallingbrook, Chulmleigh
Wood,H.E. a .

? Legg, T.E. St. Aubyn's, Woodford Green
Waldby, H. g . 22 Addington Sq ., Margate

2 Pratt, c.c .

Kilgrimol S. , St.Anne's-on-Sea | Levy, H.

The High S. , Brentwood

Tivoli H. , Gravesend Wells , R.
High S. , Romford

2Roberts , J.F. d .

( Anderton ,G.E. a .

Luke,A. St. John's Lodge, Margate Woolley, H.C.W. 9 .

Longsight Gram . S. , M'chester

Southdown Coll. , Eastbourne

Passinore,W.a.LancasterColl.,Morecambe
Cliftonville Coll., Margate

Newcastle Modern S.

Powell, C.H. Licensed Victuallers' S. ,S.E.

Armour, A.M. e.a.

Bobby,W.C. Cliftonville Coll., Margate

Croad's S. , King's Lynn

Scarborough,A.J.
Lewes Gram . S.

| Beagley ,C.H . ( .

r 2Bassett ,J.J . J.

2Brunton, A.H. 58 Leyland Rd ., Lee, S.E.

St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston Bond ,J. a . Preston Class . & Comm . S.

Broad ,H.g . Belvedere, Hayward's Heath

2Capstick ,E. Ascham Coll . , Clacton
Browett, J.F. Newtown S. , Waterford Shepherd,D.H.

Cheesinan ,N.R. ( . Castle Hill S. , Ealing

2Haswell,c.w . Elmfield Coll . , York
2Fuller , 8.S . Trowbridge High S.

Licensed Victuallers' S. , S.E. | Deadman , J.H . TheModerns.,Maidenhead

Evans,A.L. Manor H. Clapham 2Gooch , J.W .

Somersgale ,C. d . Allenby Coll., Derby Deveson , P.J. Cranbrook Coll., Ilford

2Kerswell ,J.C.

Hillmartin Coll . , Camden Road , N.W. | Spiller,P.F. 9. Mary Street H. , Taunton Hague, R.A.2.f. HighS.forBoys, Blackpool

Craven Park Coll . , Harlesden Gowen , R. E.

High S. , Melksham 2Stanford ,E.S.

2Harris ,R.E.G. Univ. S. , Herne Bay

2Watts ,J.E .

Whitworth S. , Derby

Cranbrook Coll . , Iford

Edward VI . Midd . S. , Norwich

Jeffery, W.E. e.

Hoon, F.V.T. d .

2Gray, G.F.
Eton H. , Southend

Cathcart Coll. , Cathcart Hill , N.

Syvret,J.P.a.al.f. Jersey Modern S. Le Lievre, H. F. al. Jersey Modern S.

Cotton , L.C. Kingswood S. , Bath Kille , H.W. g. Alcombe S. , Dunster

Warren ,W.F. Brunswick H., Maidstone 2Ling,H.E. King's Coll., Wimbledon

Gram . S., Ramsey.Hu
nts

| 2Goodwin , B.L.
? Lake,A.

2Williams, R.G.

Oakes Inst., Walton, L'pool

Southport Modern S. Norris , F.G. a.d. Wallington Gram . S.

2 Roberts,F.A.

2Green , A.P. Charlecote, Worthing

Q. Eliz. Gram . S. , Ashburne

Mallinson,S.S. Ashville Coll.,Harrogute (Wright, E.

Kingswood S. , Bath

Sawteil, H. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading

Earls Colne Gram . S.

r -Chilton , P.J.

Mann , T.H.
Loughton School

Aldred , T.H.
Gram . S. , Sale

Neligan ,H.L. High S. for Boys, Croydon

Schamasch , A. f.

| Hall, D.

Private tuition

Allen , R. W.

2Nuthall,H.V.

Stanley H. , Margate
Wykeham H., W.Hampstead

( ?Salmon,G.H. al . Central Found . S.,E.C.

Ashby,E.G.Licensed Victnallers' S. , S.E.

Redenhall Comm . S. , Harleston

Smeed , E. St. Kilda's Coll., Waterlooville

1

r2Bruce , A.R.

Phillips,H.K. ( . Thornton Heath S.

Banks,P.K. d . Gosberton Halls.,Spalding Tear, H.L. Cliftonville Coll., Margate

Longsight Gram . 8. , M'chester Plaistowe,J.H . a .

| Brailshaw ,J. Springtield Coll., Acton Hill Weaviny, T.J.J. Cavendish S. , Matlock

2Gorringe ,W.S. Manor H. , Clapham
The Modern S. , Maidenhead

Brown , A. B. d . Derwent H. , Bamford 2Williams, D.O.

2Harding,W.W. Mercers' School, E.C. 2 Prat,s.
Holloway College , N.

Clarke,W.R. St. John's Lodge, Margate
The County S. , Aberystwyth

"Izard , W.w.
Private tuition 2Rivett,R.

Saham Coll ., Watton

Cranfield , H. a. Southport Modern S.

Willow H. , Walsall
2Jayne, R.E.

St. Winifred's S. , Torquay

Sanders, L. d.

Davey, S. d.

Gram . S. , Barnstaple

Ardley, F.J. Friends ' S. , Sathron Walden

2Price , V.A.T. The High S. , Brentwood 2Smith ,G.

St. Winifred's S. , Torquay

Forsyth, R.A.St. Aubyn's, WoodfordGreen

Gram . S. , Altrincham

Austin, E.

2Warren ,T.J.R.
2Strike , W.H. g.a.al. E. Finchley Granu.S.

Frost, c .

Austin ,J.B . Raleigh Coll . , Brixton

Craven Park Coll . , Harlesden " Thomas, A. H.R.

E. Devon County S. , Sampford Peverill Brailey, E.
Gram . S. , Barnstaple

Godin , R.E . g .

St. Kenelm's Coll ., Cowley, Oxford

Loughton School Chapman , J.E. Newtown S. , Waterford

p2Bryant,A.A. ch . Tuck ,E.L.N. h.f.

Graham , R.D.C.

Taunton School

Edward VI . Midd . S. , Norwich

Dalton ,M.E.A. a .

2 Whittaker, II .

St. Catherine's, Littlehampton
Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading

2Rhodes, P. d .

Lewes Gram . S.
Haydon, F.L.

Halesowen Gram . S.

Danks,P.E.

Farnworth Gram . S. , nr. Bolton

22Addington Square, Margate
Horton,J.S.F.

Thorne Gram . S.
Duckels,G.a.d.

Young,M.H.a . Benwell Delaval Board S.

2Swinden ,W.M. Heath Brow, Boxinoor

Up. Hornsey Rise High S. , N. Eades, P. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading

2 Thomas,E.L. The Coll,, Cleverion Ashman,E.T. g.a. Keyford Coll., Frome Jameson,A.C. 4 . Gravesend Modern s . li Eagling,T.
Hingham Gram . S.
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BOYS, 3RD Class, Pass--Continued . | Wardle ,T.H. Q. Eliz. Gram . S. , Ashburne Brockbank , w . Friends'S. , Wigton || Gardner,S.H. Wallingbrook , Chulileigh

| Elliott,W.F.Up. Hornsey Rise High S., X .|| Whittie, F. Roland seck S. , Ealing Bryant, J.W. g.u.al. Gibbs, J.H.G .

Fenton, J. Gram. S. , Blackpool (Wilkins,A.E. Gram . S. , Ongar Burgess Hill High S. , Sussex Etonhurst Prep. S. , Weston - s . -Mare

Fleet, L.F. Gram , S. , Shoreham 2Charles, W.G. Clyde H., Hereford Gongh , H. Trowbridge High S.

Holt , F . Oakes Inst . , Walton , L'pool ( Abingdon,W.B. Loughton School 2Chippindale, C. Ellesmere S. , Harrogate Hall, R.J. Taunton School

Kirby, A.J. Bickerton H., Birkdale Beazley, A.R. Derwent H., Bamford | 2Collenette ,C.L. 1 ?Hay ,W. Private tuition

Langston , H.P. e. Brent Hill, Hanwell 1 2Berry, J . Bourne Coll . , Quinton , B'lam St. Aubyn's, Woodford Green Hildred , E.E. Gram . S. , Rainsey , Hunts.

Lucking ,C.H . a . Brewerton, A. al. Counsell, J.A. (t . Gram . S. , Sale Hill, A.M. Eton H., Hull

Springfield Coll . , Acton Hill i Scarisbrick Coll., Birkdale Davis, H. FelixColl.forBoys,LavenderHill Hulle ,M. Ramsgate School

Mannock , T. Lancaster Coll., Morecambe Bullar, A.J. Clyde H., Hereford 2Elsley,H.0 . Highfield S. , rtsey Kemsley, M.H. Loughton School

Merrin , F.W. Newtown S. , Waterford Cheshire , J.R . The Coll., Rock Ferry ?Forster, J .. Tutorial S. , Penarth King ,J.D.P. Cavendish S. , Matlock
Morris,S.D. Westbury H., Southsea | Collet, A.L. Wykeham H. , Worthing Fraser,G.M. s.l. Alresford H., Margate Kingston, W.A.
2 Parkyn , G.J. Kingswood S. , Bath Donnellan ,J.T. Gryer, A.K. Christ's Coll., Blackheath Longsight Gram . S. , M'chester

Pearson, R. E. Pembroke Coll., Harrogate St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston Harris, E.G.d. Kendrick Boys' S.,Reading Marshall, A. Holloway College , N.

Pigott, H.R.
Private tuition Edells, S.L. Tivoli H., Gravesend Hatch , J. Maidenhead College Massie ,W.E. St. Dunstan's S. , Margate

Reynolds, W.H.R. 2Edwards, H. Loughton School Haworth ,T.T. High S. for Boys, Blackpool Musley, T.W. Thorne Gram . S.

Bourne Coll . , Quinton , B'ham Egerton , J.B . High S. for Boys, Croydon 2Higginbotham ,C.P . Gram.s., AltrinchamiOgle ,A. High S. , Melksham

Saville , A. The Coll., Churwell, Leeds Grant, A.S. Univ . S. , Herne Bay Hindle , W.E. d . Southport Modern S. Pegg, J. The Cedars S. , Ealing

Stoeri, F. Central Found . S. , E.C. 1 ?Hamer, T. Clyde H. , Hereford | Holzapfel,G.al. High S.for Boys,Croydon Rawlins, H.G. Wilsford H., Devizes

-Tom ,C.H. Long Ashton School | 2Harris ,A.L.R. Balham School, S.W. Hughes, E. F. Hillsborough S., I'unb.Wells Reed ,V. Coll. S., St.Mary St. , Bridgwater

Trowbridge, R.J. Reading Coll . S. | Harris, F.W. The Modern S. , Maidenhead i Jones,S.B.9 .
Cowes Gram . S. Richardson, A. Comm . Coll . , York

Wilson, W F. Elintield Coll., York Jelf,B.F.M . Lucton S. , Herefordshire Killick . W.H. Ebor S., Bexhill Roberts , S.W. The Coll. , Clevedon

Jenkins, F.G. Hasland H., Penarth Niven , W. Holloway College, X. Selkirk ,W.D. Choir S. , Holy Trinity ,Hull

| Lucas, R. a .
( Appleby ,C.S.

Pigott , R.M. Manor H., Clapham Summers, F.L. Eton H., Southend

Suinmerleaze Coll. S. , E. Harptree
Bispham Lodge, Norbreck , Lancs . Rowse, W.H. Chaloner's S. , Braunton 2Todd , L.E. Edward VI . Midd . S., Xorwich

Ball.C.K. Private tuition
Main, W.Ne. TheColl., Highbury New Park Smith ,H. Woolston Coll . , Southampton Tomlinson, J.M.
2Morris,S.W. Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool | Turner ,S.S.

Bishop, P. Kendrick Boys' S., Reading
Walden H. , Herne Bay Bisphain Lodge, Norbreck , Lancs.

Bugg, H.H. Milton Abbas S. , Blandford
| Payne, F.A. Edward VI. Midd. S. , Norwich Tarcoe,J.M.e.f. 2Van Toll,H.F.G. Worthing Gram , S.

2 Plackett, H.W.
2 Burnett,W.M. Sahain Coll., Watton

Comm . Coll ., York Wykeham H., W. Hampstead Warrington ,R.E.d. Croad'sS ., King'sLynn

Burrows, R.A. a . Taunton School
Shirlaw ,G.R. Lucton S. , Herefordshire Watts, A.J. d . Lydney Coll. s. , Glos. Watt ,J.H . d . Christ's Coll., Blackheath

Sius,A.J.
2 Burton ,P.E. Gram , S. , Blackpool

Friends' S. , Saffron Walden Wells,E.R.€. Kendrick Boys ' S., Reading Wattson ,P.B. Hightield S. , Muswell Hill

2Smallcombe , E.G. Emwell S. , Warminster
Albert H., CarlisleClark , s.

Wilkinson , E.B. Stanley H., Margate Whelan, H1.0 . Hounslow Comm . Coll.

1 Sollitt, W.

Clarke,U.H. d . Boys ' Coll. S. , Aldershot
York Manor, S. York Wright, J.H . d . Southport Modern S. | Whyte, A.C. WalthamColl., WalthamCross

Streatham Gram . S.| Creasy, L.E.
Stephens, F. Wadham S. , Liskeard 2Willows,F.C.

Devereux ,C.H . Gravesend Modern S.
2Swinyard,s. Stanley H., Margate Bassett , c . Brunswick H., Maidstone i Winchester H., Redland , Bristol

| Dewhurst,C.A.
Symonds, S. g.d. The High S., Brentwood Birt, A.V. Heath Brow , Boxmoor | Wright, R. W. Sudbury Grai . S.
2Taylor, T.E. Central Found . S., E.C. Blackburn , E.

Edward VI. Midd. S. , Norwich
New Coll., Harrogate ( Zeroni,W.d. Balham School , S.W.

Walker,B.8 .
Durrant,S.F .

Courteen,G.T.C.

Broomwood Coll . , Wandsworth
Edward VI . Midd. S. , Norwich

The College, Weston -8.- Mare ( Austin ,W.H. New Coll . , Worthing

Wallwork , A.
New Coll., Worthing2Finn , F.

Pomfret Coll.,Pontefract 2Dye,P.R. Sir W. Borlase S. , Marlow i Biddles, A.W. Reading Coll . S.

| Fisher, R.H. e. Gram . S., Blackpool
2Evaus ,S.B . | Buure, II. Pierremont Coll . , Broadstairs

Beale,C.G. Cranbrook Coll., Ilford
Private tuition

| Fort, G.

Felix Coll. for Boys, Lavender Hill | Bygrave,P.J. Brunswick H., Maidstone

Bouch , I. Friends' S. , Wigton
Gibbs, R. A. Edward VI . Midd . S.,Norwich

Frankland, w . Cowes Gram . S. 2Castle , A.F. d . Duncan H., Gt. Yarmouth

| Heath ,R.w.d.
| Brown, F. r . Scarborough Grani . S. Glover, H. New Coll . , Harrogate Cater, H. St. Winifred's S. , Torquay

Brown,N.E. Castle Hill S. , Ealing Halsall, R. ( l .

Southampton Boys' Coll. & High S.
Bickerton H., Birkdale Clarke,G.S. Coll. S. , Lapford

2Hookey,A. St. Leonards Coll. S.

*Carey , S.E . The Gables , Sarisbury Holinfeldt,0.Choir S.,Holy Trinity, Hull i Clough,F.W. d . East Bridgford College

Chapman, E. Crowle Board S.
Hunt, J.J.

2 Homer, T.G. Maidenhead College 2Curry , A.W.J. Piivate tuition

Westbourne High S.,Westbourne Pk . , W.

2Cole , F.J. Edward VI.Midd.S.,Norwich Lamprey,W.J. Chaloner's S. , Braunton i England,W. Gosberton Hall S. , Spalding

2Maddison ,S.P . Comm . Coll ., Acton
Dabell, B. d . Undercliffe Coll., Ventnor | Lee ,J.C.H . ud. Midhurst Gram . S. 1 26orringe,R. Manor II ., Clapham

2 Menzies,C.M. f. Selhurst Park Coll ., S.E .
Davies,T. a . Bourne Coll., Quinton ,B'lam Lingford,G.K. e. The Coli ., Rock Ferry Harrison , F.F. d . Willow H., Walsall

Millar, N.R.
De La Haye, S.J. f.

Taplow Gram . S.
Jersey Modern S. Lush , B.S. St.John'sColl.,Green Lanes, N. "Hawken ,H.J.H. Montrose H., Plyniouth

Passmore , W.T.
1 Dresser,E.E. Martin , A.S.

Manor H., Clapham
Comm . Coll., York Stanley H., Margate Jones, B.S. The Coll., Clevedon

Pate , H. W. d . Snaresbrook College
| Elginton, W.E. e. Devizes Grall . S. Maundrell , F. g . Wilsford H., Devizes Knight,C.E . The Gables, Sarisbury

Paull, J. R. d .
Farrell, R.C.T. Ebor S., Bexhill i Meredith , R. 8 . Newtown S. , Waterford

Mary Street H. , Taunton
Lord , s . ul. Pierremont Coll ., Broadstairs

Mullock , J.G." FitzHenry, W. St. John's Lodge, Margate
Poole, W.F.

Collett H. , Bournemouth Mew ,R. Heath Brow , Boxmoor

Gardner, J.F.Bourne Coll., Quinton, B'ham

E. Devon County S. , Sampford Peverill
Newman ,G. Arlington H., Newport, Mon. Oliver, W.J. Sandwich School

Prince, A.W.G.
| Hill, A.S. Alma H., Paignton Nicholson ,A.T.R. a.d. Page,A.S. al. High S.for Boys, Croydon

Orchard Gardens S. , Teignmouth
Hobiley, W.H. a . Old Elvet S. , Durham | Parkes, J.H.G. Maiden liead College

Rusholme High S. , M'chester 1 ?Patterson ,G.C.
Quaintance, B.J.

Rodda, B.C. Jersey Modern S.

Hopkins,G.H.S. The Cedars S., Ealing !
Bradley High S. , Newton Abbot

Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax Sadler, A. Milton Abbas S. , Blandford

Reilly , R. A. J.
Hopkins,H.G . Penny,G . Loughton School " Tee,W.W. Longhton School

Grosvenor S. , Dennington Pk . , N.W.
Licensed Victuallers' S. , S.E. 2Ray, R.R. St. Austell School Thompson,C.E. d . York Manor S. , York

Roissier , C.J.
Kent,J.H . Edward VI.Midd.S.,Norwich Tarbolton ,C.G.

Jersey Modern S.
Watts ,E.G.Bickerton H., Birkdale Elmfield Coll . , York

Kidner, T.C. Taunton School
Rose, A.d . Gram , S. , Ramsey, Huts

Whitehouse, P.V. d. Bickerton H ,Birkdale Wheeler, C.A.

Simsohn , P.
kissack ,M.H.

Ramsgate School
5 St. Catherine's Rd., Littlehampton

| Sinfield , w . Friends' S. , Saffron Walden
Castletown Gram . S., I. of Man Anderton ,A. Scarisbrick Coll . , Birkdale 2 Wood, H. Highbury Park S., X.

2Slater,A. Christ Church S. , Southport Miller , G . Barton S. , Wisbech " Beamish . A.
Stanley H., Margate

Sinith , E. a . Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading
Parker, A.J. Licensed Victualiers' S. , S.E. Behrman , M. e. Rannsgate School Bray ,J . Gram . S. , St. Anne's-on -Sea

Snowball , H.W.
Parker, H.J. The Coll., Clevedon Birtwistle , F. Brown, A.C. e . Cowes Gram . S.

Argyle H., Sunderland
Parkes, II . A. Halesowen Gram . S.

| " Taylor, W.H. Gram . S. , Sale
Kiigrimol S. , St. Anne's -on - Sea Cannell, H.J.Edward VI.Midd.s.,Norwich

Edgbaston Academyi Tinnion, W. d .
Pickford , A.B. o.d. Emwell S. , Warminster St. Leonardis Coll. S.Blow , F.W. 2Carter, A.W. Boys' Coll . S. , Aldershot

2Townend.C.F.W . Scarborough Gram . S.
Pring, E.P.S. Brightman , F.S. Northgate S. , Winchester Cole,A.W. Cowes Gram . S.

Turner, S.A. St. Winifred's S. , Torquay
Edward VI . Midd . S. , Norwich 2Brown ,J.R . Taunton H., Brighton Cole,E.H. Edward VI .Midd.S.,Norwich

( Wilshere,R.S. d . Wykeham H., Worthing
Richards,C . !!. $. Milton Abbass., Blandford Burgoyne,G. Comm , S. , Uxbridge Davis,C.M. e . Lucton S. , Herefordshire

Shaw ,C.A . Balham School, S.W. Chapman ,E. Friends' S. , Penketh Draper, E. d . Edward VI. Midd.s., Norwich

Shields,C. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax 2Corsbie , C.R. Fawcett,G.H. 1 . Elmield Coll., York

Ades, E. S. Great Ealing School 2Sutcliff, H. Edward VI . Midd. S. , Norwich i Gilbert,A.E. Wk.St.Winifred's S., Torquay
Allcock ,H.A . Richmond Hill School Coll. S. , Range Ri., Whalley Rangel | Elms,C.J.R. u . Sandwich School Harper, L.N. Sandwich School

Ainaral, G . Brunswick H., Maidstone Swallow , S.H. Ashville Coll., Harrogate i ?Francis ,C. Laugharne S. , Southsea Harrison , A.F.

Armstrong,G.F.
Tarrant, W.X.H. Anerley College, S.E. | Hall,W. Comm . S. , Clare St. , Penzance Bourne Coll., Quinton , B’ham

Up. Hornsey Rise High S. , X. Theobald ,E. Brunswick H., Maidstone Hauxwell,H.T. d. Hill, M.McK . Trowbridge High S.

Barford , H., The Modern S. , Maidenhead (Wright,T.W.W. Derwent H. , Bamford Burgess Hill, High S. , Sussex Holmden , A.D.

2Bennett, D. Private tuition Henshaw ,G.WalthamColl.,WalthanCross Southdown Coll., Eastbourne

Charlton , R. Craven Park Coll . , Harlesden Ackerman.C.H.B . Scarborough Gram . S. Holm , H.C. c . Loughton School Hughes, J.l.e. Southport Modern S.

| Coates,H.G. Elmfield Coll ., York | Brabazon ,W.C. Newtown S., Waterford Jesse , L.R. Highfield S. , Chertsey Jolincox , V.F. Gram , S. , Shoreham

| Crossling,E.G. Ashville Coll., Harrogate Calasca ,H.( .d . kemsley, A.J. d . Brunswick H. Maidstone 2Johnson , B.S. Loughton School

Crump,G. High S. for Boys, Croydon Bentinck S. , Newcastle -on - Tyne Maney,C.E. Southdown Coll . , Eastbourne kerige ,S.W. Clapham Coll . S.
Date,C. e . Trowbridge High S. Glazebrook, H.P , d . Richmond Hili s . i McHarrie ,W.a . Mallett, E.J. Licensed Victuallers' S. ,S.E.

Deakin ,S.W. New Coll., Harrogate Henderson,s .22 Addington Sq ., Margate Castletown Gram . S. , I. of Man Maxted , W.S. Brunswick H., Maidstone

"Dicketts ,M. Hick-, T. Friends' S. , Saffron Walden 2Mountstephen ,A.J. 2Merritield , A : J .
Walthamn Coll ., Waltham Cross | Hookey, A.R. St. Leonards Coll. S. Wallingbrook , Chulileigh Comm . S. , Clare St. , Penzance

Dowson , R.A. Hounslow Comm . Coll. 1 Johnson , W1.G. Balham School, S.W. Murton , A.X. Ellesmere S. , Harrogate Middleton , W. Friends' S. , Gt . Ayton

Fisher,H.X. Cliftonville Coll., Margate i 2Lansiell,F.W. Private tuition O'Counor, F.M. Torquay Public Coll. Nightingale ,F.B.

Foss, S.E. Gram . S. , Evesham Lyl , R.O. Ben well Delaval Board S. Roebuck ,W. CastletownGram.S.,1.ofMani Halbrake S. , Wandsworth Common

Gilbert, B. a . Glenwood Coll., Newmarket | Marslı , D , d . Malta Villa S. , Southsea Scott,H. Lancaster Coll . , W. Sorwood I Sockels,R.W. New Coll., Worthing

Hall, P.F . Modern S. , Woking i 2McAllister,A.C. High S.forBoys,Croydon Shaw,H.M. Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool 20sborne, P.W. Ashley H., Worksop

Hart,W.S. Burgess Hill High S., Sussex i Moss, H.S. Tottenham Coll. S. Singleton ,G.F.g. | Parker,G.H.

i "Howlett,A. West ClitlS ., Ramsgate 1 O'Connor,H.C.f. Torquay Public Coll. Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's.on -Sea Winchester H., Redland , Bristol

| Jelley,J.w. d . Kendrick Boys' S., Reading Ormerod, H. Rochdale High S. Strouts, A.J. F. Walden H., Herne Bay Pick , H.S. d . Barton S. , Wisbech

| Jenkins,R.C. Keyforil Coll ., Frome Parrish , J.A.J. Gram , S. , Romford Threlkeld , T.P.a. Grafton H., Manchester Sandham , W.M.

Lauder,G. Benwell Delaval Board S. Roddick, F.T. Loughton School Townsend , J.G . i . Gram . S. , Romford Lancaster Coll. , Morecambe

Logan , J.W.St.John'sColl.,Green Lanes , X. Smith , F.L. Yarinonth College Wilkins, S.h. Burgess Hill High S.,Sussex Scarborough ,T.W.

2Long, H.E. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading | Snelling,s.G. 2Williams, H.L. Southport Modern S. Cliftonville Coll., Margate

Mason, A.B. 9. Gosbertun Hall S., Spalding Elward VI . Midd . S. , Norwich Wilson ,W.H. Friends' S. , Gt. Ayton i Shaw ,H. Crossley & Porter S., Halifax

| Orbell,A. Ascham Coll., Clacton i Stephens, F.S.J. Keyford Coll ., Frome | Stephenson ,W.T.R.

" Pascall, A.H. Gram . S., Sale i Taylor,A.J.G. The Coll., Weston -s.-Mare Andrews,W. Wadham S., Liskearili St. John's Coll. , Green Lanes, N.

| Phillipson, F. Comin . Coll., York Wales, R. Saham Coll . , Watton | Antrum ,W.T. Taplow Gram . S. Sykes , H.F.e. New Coll ., Harrogate

| Povey,J. Cathcart Coll . , Cathcart Hill , X. Watkinson . W '. cu . Kingswood S., Bath 1 ?Bennell,R. W. Maidenhead College Taylor,L.W.d . Kendrick Boys's.,Reading

| 2Shaw ,G.B. Hasland H., Penarth Williams,RJ. St. Ives Gram . S. Brown , J. d . Ashley H., Worksop Tees, J , A. a . Christ's Coll., Blackheath

* Sheppard, E.H. York Manor S. , York ( 2Wyard , L. Hasland H. , Penarth Burtonshaw , H . a . Thorne Gram . S. Troup, B. Friends' S. , Gt. Ayton

Snelgrove,F.W . Park S. , Wood Green
Creedy, A.F. g. Rolandseck S. , Ealing Turner.J.W . Ben well Delaval Board S.

2Thornton, J.H. Barnes ,C.F. Portway High S. , Bath 2Fenton , W. Gram . S. , Blackpool 2Vaughan, H.H.

Bourne Coll ., Quinton , B'ham Bevan , P. High S. for Boys, Croydon Fibbins,C.W.d . Worthing Gram . S. Felix Coll . for Boys, Lavender Bil

| Walker,G.e. The College, Weston -s .-Mare 1 Boddy, E.M.X. Westtield H., Reading] ? Flatman ,W.H.J. Hightield s ., Chertsey | Walker, S. Gram . S. , Blackpool

ta
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BOYS, 3RD CLASS, Pass - Continued . ( ?Wright,S.G . Southport Modern S. | Hughes,E.

Gram . S. , Sale | Ginger, E.J.B. Gram , S. , Shoreham

( Wesson , W.E. Halesowen Gram . S.

Hunt,s.H .

Reading Coll , s . Grose, N.A. Lansdowne, Wadebridge

CAllfree ,G.S. d . Alexander H. , Broadstairs Lush , A E. Emwell S. , Warminste
r

Hart, A.P.

The Coll . S. , Poole

Armstrong,E. Coll. S., Bp. Auckland 2Allison , H.H. Higher Grade S. , Selby Modiano, C. d . Great Ealing School Hazlewood ,W.O.R.Langford H.,Brighton

Barrett, H. Read's S. , Drax, Selby Atkinson , J. The Coll ., Rock Ferry 2Osborne, E.J. The Coll . , Walton-on -Naze Hibbs, C. Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool

Blake, H.R.e. Trowbridge High S. 2 Ballard , M.A. Balham School, S.W. | Pearce , L.C. a . High S. for Boys, Croydon Matthews, F.W.
Private tuition

Booth , W.C. Ashville Coll. , Harrogate Barratt.R.
E . Balham School, S.W. Prince ,C.E.B. Whit worth S. , Derby 2Matthews, R.C. Cambridge H., Coventry

| Bywater,A ,E.

Wigan Gram . s. | Bennett, W.J. Emwell S. , Warminste
r Reading,C.

Willow H. , Walsall McClure, K.H. Hawley H. , Margate

Cockburn ,A.L. Stanley H., Margate | Bollam , E.S.

The Coll . S. , Poole Reeks, G. Handel Coll ., Southampto
n 2McNair, T.S.

Gram . S. , Ongar

Collier,P.e. Mary Street H. , Taunton i Chancellor, T. Halesowen Gram . S. Richards,C.C. Christ's Coll ., Blackheath Murison, J.T.G.

Davis, A.H. Wilton Grove S. , Taunton Cranko ,s.V .

Great Ealing School Scott,C.F.
Yewcastle Modern S.

Up. Hornsey Rise High S. , N.

Elliott,G.B.Edward VI.Midd. S.,Norwich Crisp, J.w . Read's S. , Drax, Selby Seddion , P.

Derwent H. , Bamford Naylor ,W. Crossley & Porter S., Halifax

Flyter, D.I.D. Egerton Park Coll., Bexhill Dawson ,E.Longsight Gram . S., M'chester Smith , N.C. Lucton S. , Herefordshire Pocock ,T.G. Stanley H., Margate

Green ,F.E.s. Croad's S., King's Lynn i ? Delavier,M.J. Craven Coll . , Beckenham Taylor, A.T. The Douglas S. , Cheltenham Purser ,J.H . The Coll ., Churwell, Leeds

Hawgood ,M.D. Lucton S. , Herefordshire 2Dumayne,O.H. King's Coll., Wimbledon Tibbitts , L.

Snaresbrook College *Reed ,w.
Friends' S. , Gt. Aytou

Hmphries,W.R.B.Portway High S. , Bath | Eames, H. H. Keyford Coll . , Frome 2Trewin, H.C.Lancaster Coll., W.Norwood 2Rernon ,G.A. Oxenford H. , Jersey

Jobling, T.H.g . Newcastle Modern S. 2Glover,J.A. Oakes Inst., Walton, L'pool. (Weeks, F. Kendrick Boys’S. , Reading Robinson ,C.P. Christ's Coll ., Blackheath

Jones, R.J.

The Coll . , Clevedon Goss, W.A. St. Winifred's S. , Torquay

Scott , V.A. Grafton H., Manchester

Le Quesne, F.P. Jersey Modern S. 2Groves, W.E.

Ball,H.J. Portway High S. , Bath Sinart, H.C. a . Halesowen Gran.. S.

Macintosh , D . Grove H. , Highgate

Tower H. , Anerley Rd . , S.E. 2 Bayly,A.L. Handel Coll., Southampton Thomson, A.P. a. Harringay Coll. S. , N.

Marsh ,N.A. d .

Gram , S. , Ongar Harwood , J.H . IIfracombe College Billingham , R. d . Streatham Gram . S. Walford,A.O.

Marvin ,E.St. Kilda's Coll ., Waterlooville Hatcher, A.R. Wilton Grove S. , Taunton Booth ,S.G . Farnworth Gram.S., nr. Bolton

Cathcart Coll . , Cathcart Hill , N.

Morton ,G.H.
Thorne Gram . S. Illingworth ,

Bottoinley,J.

Walton, W.O.M. E. Finchley Gram . S.

O'Beirne, M.H. d . Wykeham H. , Worthing

Lancaster Coll ., Morecambe

Longsight Gram . S. , Manchester Watkin , E.H.
Gram , S. , Ongar

Page ,H.G.W.g. Oxford H. , Herne Bay Jennings,E.T.

?Chantler ,E.P.

Private tuition Williams, H. Pierremont Coll., Broadstairs

Palmer, W.J. Brunswick H., Maidstone

Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's-on -Sea 2Cunningham ,H.

2Wilton ,G.A.
Private tuitiou

2Petrides,V.L. Alresford H. , Margate Kilner , F.W. Pierremont Coll. , Broadstairs

Edward VI . Midd . S. , Norwich Wood , J.H . New Coll . , Harrogate

Rollinson , F.S. g. Read's S. , Drax, Selby Knee,P.W.

High S. , Melkshain Davey ,C.C. Northgate S. , Winchester

Rowlands, C.H.

| Larkins, F.T. Northgate S. , Winchester Dawe, J.H .

Wadham S., Liskeard Almond , F . Longsight Gram. S.,M'chester

Oakes Iust . , Walton , L'pool Monk ,B.E.L . Heath Brow , Boxinoor Desborough, R. Q.Eliz.Gram.S., Ashburne 2Anderton ,J.w .

2Sahad

Private tuition Mortlock ,C.B .

Tottenham Coll . S. Ede, W.A.B. d. Maidenhead College

Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

Siminons , s . E. Finchley Gram . S. Payne , K. Arlington H. , Newport, Mon. Greatorex, H. Ashley H., Worksop Beecroft , V.R. Tudor H. , Denmark Hill

| Smith , F.W. Bourne Coll.,Quinton ,B'ham Shirley, F . Brunswick H. , Maidstone Hay, A.C. a.d. Oakes Inst.,Walton, L'pool Bettridge,T.o.

Smith ,G. Handel Coll . , Southampto
n

Talbot , s . Brunswick H. , Maidstone Jones, E.M. , The Cedars S., Ealing

Craven Park Coll . , Harlesden

Stancombe,P., Skerry's Coll., Plymouth Thomas , C . Christ's Coll., Blackheath Keene, L. The Modern S. , Maidenhead Carr ,G.A.
Gram . S. , Blackpool

Taylor ,G. Christ's Coll., Blackheath Tomlinson, R.G.

Locker , J.E.H . E. Finchley Gram . S. Champeney , C. Hart H. , Burnham , Som .

Taylor,H. The Gables, Sarisbury

Craven Park Coll., Harlesden Masters ,L.B. Highbury Park S. , X. Clark ,W.LI. Northgate S. , Winchester

Toye, D.B. Blackheath Comm . Coll. Townsend , A.C. Clycie H., Hereford Paine, W.T. Arnold H., Northampto
n Cole, A.J. Lucton S. , Herefordshire

Tuck ,H.W .

Tottenham Coll. S. Trautinann ,R.F.P. Highbury Park S. , N. Peet , F.

AshleyH. , Worksop Ellis ,J.G. Northgate S., Winchester

( Willis, F.K. Stanley H. , Margate Wall ,S.B .

Clyde H. , Hereford Penney , R. St. Kilda's Coll., Waterlooville Fish ,G.W.
Herne Bay College

Waller, R.E.L.

Midhurst Gram . S. Rawlinson ,R.H.TheColl., Churwell, Leeds Fothergill, H.

Almond, E. Longsight Gram.S.,M'chester White, D.

New Coll.,Harrogate Richards, A. Edgbaston Academy Bispham Lodge, Norbreck , Lancs.

Barten ,J .
High S. , Romford

Saunders , H.W.

Gamble, A.S. Stanley H. , Margate

Beaty,G.H.M. Sandwich School ( Agate ,E.C. Hard wicke H. , Seaford ! Felix Coll. for Boys, Lavender Hill Giddens, J.s.

Barton S., Wisbech

Dawson , J.A . g. Brighton H., Oldham

Billeau ,C.F.H. The Coll ., Rock Ferry Schwarz, W.T. High S. for Boys, Blackpool | Hayhoe, A.C. Glenwood Coll., Newmarke
t

Ellison , A. Christ's Coll., Blackhea
th Brabazon ,E. Newtown S. , Waterford

Sheldon,C.D. The Blue S. , Wells, Somi. Hunt,S.R .

Reading Coll. s.

Fieldhous
e
, E.F. The Coll ., Clevedon Brindley, S.G. Holiwood, Bexhill Slack , H.

Cavendish S. , Matlock Jones, J.B. Keyford Coll . , Frome

Grant , R.

Gravesend Modern S. Clements,G.W. Cambridge H. , Norwich Thomas,G.S. d .

Gram . S. , Hayle Lawson,W.E.Oakes Inst., Walton, L'pool

Greener ,A.S. Oakes Inst ., Walton , L'pool Davison , T.
Newcastle Modern S.

Williarus , G , H .

Coll . S. , Lapford Lyon,C.B. St. Aubyn's, Woodford Greeri

Guild ,G. al.d, Oakes Inst.,Walton,L'pool Downie ,J.
Holloway College, N.

2Mills,H.E. High S. , Waltham Cross

Hague, T.H. Read's S. , Drax, Selby Duckworth ,A. Torquay Public Coll ( Barlow ,J.R .

Osment ,J.H . Raleigh Coll., Brixton

Herbert,H.P.

St. Ives Gram . S. i Evans, L.X.V. Highbury Park S. , X.

St. Philip's Gram . S., Edgbaston Pemuey, C . St. Kilda's Coll. , Waterlooville

Hogan,H. 38 Tavistock Place , Plymouth Frank , F.

Tutorial s . , Penarth Brown , G.S. Derwent H. , Bamford Powell,J.W.

?Hook , L.C.

Haslain , J.E . d. Rochdale High S.

Cant, F.W. a . Harringay Coll, S. , N.

Winchester H., Redland, Bristol

The School, Wellington Rd . , Taunton Howlett, T.

Reading Coll. S. Carrott,N.K. Maidenhea
d

College Richardson , R. Emwell S. , Warminste
r

Horden , C.A .

Sandwich School

Hunter, H.S. Newcastle Modern S.

Chantler, J. Grafton H. , Manchester Tomlinson,H.H.Grafton H., Manchester

Jew , R.E.T. Kendrick Boys' S., Reading

Boys' Coll. s . , Aldershot ( Young, L.S.

Huxley,A.J. BourneColl.,Quinton,B'ham . | Crookes, A. R.

Hightield s . , Chertsey

Kent ,J.A. St.Philip's Gram.S.,Edgbaston Mallan ,V.L.V. Tivoli H., Gravesend Dowling, H.G. Heath Brow , Boxmoor

Leeds, F.R. Belgrave Villa, Lee, S.E. Middlemiss,H.g.Benwell Delaval Board S. Eaton,H.S. d . Willow H. , Walsall Adams, P.H.
Sudbury Gram . S.

Morgan ,G .
Stanley H., Margate

Christ's Coll. ,Blackheath | Emary,H.H .

2Payne, F.E.

Hyde H., Eastbourne 2Barnard ,H. Edward VI.Midd. S. , Norwich

Mugleston, C.B.g. Loughton School Ponder, R.P.
Streatham Gram , S.

Gates,s .

St. Leonards Coll, S. Barnes, A.N. The Cedars S. , Ealing

2Xew by,M.H . Anerley Coll ., S.E. | Quincey, H.

Barton S. , Wisbech Giblett, E.

Balham School, S.W. Birkenfeld ,W.F.J.

Pain , B. d . Hightield S. , Chertsey

Shead , H.P. Bracondale S. , Norwich Grigsby ,A.H.
Reading Coll. s .

Licensed Victuallcrs ' S. , S.E.

Pass , J.C . Oakes Inst., Walton, L'pool Taylor, G. d .

2Hamilton , J. Highfield S., Chertsey 2 Brown, s .

Willow H. , Walsall

Physick,A.S. WykehamH ., W.Hampstea
d

Hardy, L.
Bispham Lodge, Norbreck , Lancs.

Taunton School Eccleshall, G.B.

Pinner,E.A.
Timpson,G.F. e.

Esit. John's Coli.,Green Lanes , N.

Hauser , F.V.

Stanley H. , Margate

Emwell S. , Warminster

Farnworth Gram . S. , or. Bolton

Tod, F.H.g .

Streatham Gram .s. | Hayes, F.T. a.

Fawcett,W.N.

2Pullan , C. Ellesmer
e

S. , Harrogat
e Trusler , J.C . Friends' S., Gt . Ayton !

St. Boniface's Coll . S. , Plymouth

The Western Coll . , Harrogate

Ramsbottom ,S.N.g. Rochdale High S. 2Varily,J.L . High S. for Boys, Croydon Headon ,J.A . 0 . Coll. S., Lapford 1 ?Fortescue,H.J.

Rice , H.C. Edward VI. Midd . S. , Norwich Walker,C.W. Barton S., Wisbech | Hornby,W. 22 Addington Sq.,Margate

Craven Park Coll . , Harlesden

Simpson ,J.
2Walton,A.C.

Private tuition ! Kemp, T.W.

Taunton School Gilbert ,H.H. Seymour Villa, Totnes

Cathcart Coll. , Cathcart Hill , N. Way, L. B. St. Kilda's Coll., Waterlooville 1 Kenyon, E.A. Gram . S., Blackpooll Greenhough ,G.F.

Gram . S. , Sale

Stroud, H.F.
Reading Coli. s .

Williamson, F. Brunswick H. , Maidstone Lewis , W.E. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading 1 Hayes, J.R. Croad's S., King's Lynn

Sudlow , A High S. for Boys, Croydon

Madgin , W. Old Elvet S. , Durham Houlder, W.A.L. The Cedars S. , Ealing

Thomas, D. bk. St. Winifred'
s S. , Torquay

McCormick, c . Argyle H., Sunderland

Castle Hill S. , Ealing

Jarratt ,F.C.V.

Oakes Inst, Walton , L'pool

* Thioinson ,J.w . Whitworth S. , Derby

Askew , w .

2Metcalfe,F. Crossley Porter S. , Halifax

Yarmouth College
Lane, S.F .

| Turner, A.E.

Charing Cross S., St. Helier's

Baal,G.L.

Yarmouth College

Needham ,E.G. Arnold H., Northampton

( Vining, R.V.

Lillis, L. St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston

Mercers' School, E.C.
2 Barrington , H.S.

Rolandseck S. , Ealing
Thorne Gram . S.

| Behrendt, R. g .

Nicholson, B.J. g.

Press , K.E.
Ebor S. , Bexhill

Bracondale S. , Norwich

Norman , A. d. Brunswick H. , Maidstone

Pierremont Coll., Broadstairs

Read , v .

Armytage, H.W.H.

| Broadbent, J . Bickerton H., Birkdale

Pearson , C.L.N. Maidenhea
d

College 2Roskrow ,A.C.
Private tuition

Hatfield H., St. Leonards

Clifford , S.P. Malta Villa S. , Southsea

Ride, E.W.Northainpton H., Cheltenham | Schroter,O.E.c.al.

Bowerman,H.W. Coll . S. , Lapford
Cross, R.

Stranraer S. , Fareham
Rogers ,C.A. Clifton H., Wolverham

pton
Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool

Carter,W.J... Clifton H.,Wolverhampton

Davies,J.S. d . Christ's Coll . , Blackheath
Sinith , A.W. Lydney Coll . S. , Glos.

Yarmouth College

Smith , A.S.

Newcastle Modern S.

Caws , S.A . g.

| Edger, W. d .

Cowes Gram . S.

Smith , .S . Bracondale S. , Norwich Southern , J.M . St. John's Lodge, Maryatı

2Clark , R.S. Oakes Inst. , Walton , L'pool

Worthing Gram , S.

Frampton, C.S. o .

Snaresbrook College

Snell, X.E.S.

South well , B.

Hill.F.A.

Crescent S., Sheffield

Scarboroug
h
Gram . S.

Crease, F.
Taunton School

Edwards,P.G.TheCollege,Weston-s.-Mare

* Lavender, F.H. Willow H.,

Walsalll ! Stewart, A.V. Belgrave H. , Littlehampton Tregoning,R. Comin.S.,Clarest., Penzance
| Wallis, R.V. Q. Eliz, Gram . S. , Ashburne

Eminett,C.H . Oxford H., Junction Rd . , N .
Page , H. a .

Coll . S., Lapford Sydney Travies,H.C.
Lucton S. , Herefordshire ( Wilson, R.F. Trowbridge High S.

Franklin , W.H.

Palmer,E.L.Edward VI . Midd.s.,Norwich

Stanley H., Margate

Tebbit, A.C.S. Anerley College , S.E.

Harvey , B . Grain . S. , St.Anne's-on -Sea

Rands,J.P.L. Wallingto
n
Gram , S.

Vandepeer, T.V.Hoe Gram. S. , Plymouth ( Ashwell, H.W.

| Hayward ,C.B. The High S. , Minehead

Wilsford H. , Devizes

Rawlins, W.S.

Warren , H.J. Brunswick H. , Maidstone

Waltham Coll ., Waltham Cross

| Heiron,G.M.g.

Redwood ,C.C.

Stanley H., Margate

Wells , V.E. d.Belgrave H., Littlehampton

Gram . S. , Blackpool

Bradley , H.

1 Suininerl
eaze

Coll . S. , E. Harptree

2Hill , M.W. Emwell S. , Warmins
ter

Whitfield ,C.E. Caversham H. , Ca versham

Cliftonville Coll., Margate

Brown, A.L.

Balham School, S.W.

Roddis, F. A. .

Horton, P.C. Up.Hornsey Rise High S. , N.

Wrigley, P.

Brown, H.E.

Elmfield Coll ., York

Strond ,w.H. Cliftonville Coll . , Margate

The Coll . , Walton - on -Naze

Jackson, H. a.d. Elmfield Coll., York

Wyard, R.
Hasland H., Penarth

Thatcher ,C.

Farnworth Gram . S. ,nr. Bolton

Clare, H.

Johnson ,A.H. Stanley H. , Margate

Yerbury, E . Christ's Coll . , Blackheath

Ilfracombe College

Copp , C.

Winchest
er

H., Redland , Bristol

2Lightb
own

,W.H.

Snaresbrook College

Dale , A.

Walker,J.C .

8 Albion Rd . East , N. Shields

Highfiel
d

S. , Chertse
y

Brunswick H., Maidstone

Alexander,G. E. al.

( 2Young , F.

| Dearing, W.

Milton Abbas S. , Blandfo
rd

Newbe
ry ,R.V. Caversh

am H., Caversh
am

High S. for Boys, Croydon Dening,W.W. Wilton Grove S. , Taunton

Rhodes,G.B. Commercial Coll.,Southport

i Anderson ,G. Brighton H. , Oldham Douglas, A. Friends' S. , Gt. Ayton

Richards, K.C. d . Thorne Grani. S. Amy,J.C . St. John's Coll . , Jersey Baker, L.J. d.

Midhurst Gram . S. Green, H.R.

Private tuition

Rosenberg ,G. Great Ealing School | Brown,F.G.

Bevitt,G.

Thorne Gram . S. Harrison ,E. St. Bede's Coll., Hornsen

Sanders ,W.B.d. ScarisbrickColl., Birkdale Summerleaze Coll. S., E. Harptree Brewis, H.

Maidenhead College Hesse, E.T. High S. for Boys, Croydon

Smithson , E.J. Hounslow Comm . Coll . Brown, T.E. Oakes Inst., Walton, L'pool Cains ,C .

The Coll, S. , Poole Jamieson, R.8.

Soanes,E.A.

Private tuition Cowling, J.

Streathain Gram . S. Christie, A.J. Croad's S. , King's Lynn

Lancaster Coll ., W. Norwood

Spiller,W.J. Mary Street H., Taunton 1 2 Davison ,H.W. Argyle H. , Sunderland Cort,A.H.

Private tuition King,S.M.

Elmfield Coll., York

Stenson,H.R. WorthingGram , S. Edwards, J. Lucton S. , Herefordsh
ire Dale, D.H.

Snaresbrook College 2Little ,L.S.

High S. , Camburn

Thomson ,W.R.K. Newcastl
e Modern S. Ewen , A.L.

Gunnersbur
y School Dubben,G.a . Brunswic

k
H., Maidston

e Marks, E.N.
Great Ealing School

Turner, E.G.

2Gillett,G.R .

Private tuition Evans , R.L.

Thornton Heath S. Pagh , D.G.
Reading Coll . S.

Winchester H. , Redland, Bristol Godwin ,J.L.

Worthing Gram . S. Farrell,A.L.

Ebor S. , Bexbill Reischer,0. Craven Coll ., Beckenhan

Ward ,E.H. . Christ's Coll . , Blackheath 2Goodwin ,A.E. Willow H. , Walsall Fraser, L.

Balham School, S.W. Rook , H.C.

Taunton Schoo

Watts, A.B. a . Long Ashton School Hamilton,W.W.F.

Gallop,L. The Coll., Highbury New Park Saunders, P.G.
The Cedars S. ,

Ealing

Westwell.c.s. Gram . S. , Blackpool Felix Coll . for Boys, Lavender Hill Gaskell , I.J.

Private tuition Seddon , F.R.

Woolley,W.E. Ashville Coll . , Harrogatel | Hayward ,R.L. Undercliffc Coll . , Ventnor Gill,A. Egerton Park Coll . , Bexhilll

Farnworth Gram . S. , nr . Bolto
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BOYS , 3RD CLASS, Pass . - Continued. Karabad jakian ,V. Johnson , E. St. Bede's Coll., Hornsea Butler,C.D. Portland Coll. , Chiswick

Sloan , L.B. Private tuition Etonhurst Prep. S. , Weston - s. -Mare Kirk , J.A.C . Kingswood S. , Bath Byford ,W.F. Sudbury Gram . S.
Smith , W.G. Yarmouth College Loben , B. St. Bede's Coll . , Hornsea Longmore , P . Willow H., Walsall Cooke,S.T. The Cedars S., Ealing

Snell, F.B. Hoe Gram . S. , Plymouth Martindale , A. Millidge,J.C.D. 2Glassington ,S.F.

Snow , W.H. d. Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's -on - Sea Winchester II ., Redland, Bristol | Victoria Coll ., Buckingham Pal. Rd. , S.W.
Gosberton Hall S. , Spalding 2Osborne, S.P . Maidenhead College Rogers , N. St. Mary's Hall, Cardiff Grantham , W.M.

Summers,O.H. Laugharne S.,Southsea Priest, F.R.d . Gram . S. , Ongar Scott, W.N. Lucton S. , Herefordshire
St. Joseph's Coll . S. , Totland Bay

Thoin pson,G.H.D. Newcastle Modern S. Punt, R. Oakes Inst ., Walton , L'pool 2Shackell, H.K. Emwell S. , Warminster Green ,G.W. Read's S., Drax, Selby

Vaughan ,1 . St. Mary's Hall, Cardiff Roper,F.W. Hounslow Comum . Coll . Shtein , L. Ramnsgate School 2Huggins, c.0 . Manor H. , Havant

Weston ,W.J
. St. Leonards Coll. S. Sauvage, H.J. St. James's Coll. S. , Jersey White , A.H.

Naylor, F. Gran . S. , Blackpool
Williams, E. E. Snell, P.E. Cliftonville Coll . , Margate Winchester H., Redland, Bristol Oakes,P.A. Balham School, S.w.

Bourne Coll . , Quinton , B'ham Taylor, C.H. The College, Weston - s . - Mare Wilson ,L. Great Ealing School Pool,O.E . Gram , S. , Hayle

Taylor , D.J. St. Catherine's, L'hampton (Wright,F.C. Hounslow Comm . Coll. 2 Rawle , T. Wallingbrook, Chulmleigh

( Barnes,J. d . Gram . S. , St.Anne's -on -Sea Taylor,E.H. 25 Masdala St. , Liverpool Russell.P.H.C . Cambridge H. , Margate

| Batho, A.C. Stanley H. , Margate Walker,H.E. Brunswick H., Maidstone Baker, H.S. Sanders ,W.H.
New Coll. , Bexhill Stanley H., Margate

Beckley , E.E.C. | Walton ,J.K . New Coll ., Harrogate
Bassett , L. Q. Eliz . Gram . S. , Ashburne

Smith , H.M. St. John's Coll ., Brixton
Bourne Coll . , Quinton, B'ham Watkins,J.B . Trowbridge High S.

Bone, J . Highfield S. , Chertsey
Tattersall, J, Gram . 8. , St. Anne's -on - Sea

Blay,J.W.H . d. Wigs , A.H. The High S. , Brentwood
Brown , L. Christ's Coll., Bjackheath Vaughan ,W.B. Lucton S. , HerefordshireWoolston Coll . , Southampton 2Willis, D.H. Loughton School
2Cook , E. Bourne Coll., Quinton, B’hain Viney , J.E . Hightield S. , Muswell Hill

Browne , D.P. Streatham Gram , S. (Wills,S.E. E. Finchley Gram . S. Elliott,W.G. Brunswick H., Maidstone

Challingsworth ,E.d . Edgbaston Academy Jackson , H.W.T. Gram . S. , Shorehain

2Cole, L.B. Clifton H. , Wolverhampton
Avery.G.H . Laugharne S. , Southsea

Archer, P. Lazarus , M. The Coll.,Highbury New Park

Read's S. , Drax, SelbyCooke, c .

Wellington S. , Heaton Moor Farmer, R. St. Mary's Hall , Cardiff

Belton , H.W. Craven ParkColl. ,Harlesden Melndoe,M.J. Taunton School

Edwards,D. St. Mary's Hall, Cardiff
Hartley , H.D.

Ford , c . Caversham H., Caversham
2Blakey,s.H . E. Finchley Gram . S. 2Normington , H. Farnworth Gram . S. , nr. Bolton

Brodie, W.H.H.C. Maidenhead College

Freeman , J.P.
St. Ives Gram , S.

Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax Hill, B.J. Laugharne S. , Southsea

Brown , J.
Paull,C.C .

Maidenhead College
Brunswick H., Maidstone

Hards, F.C.
2Hindley,H. Wellington S. , Heaton Moor

Chapman,G.T. Newtown S. , Waterford The School, Wellington Rd. , Taunton
Private tuitionHewett, C.H .

| Jones, H. Lydney Coll. S. , Glos .

Cohen , s.
Potts , E.C.

Holt, P.
Tivoli H. , Gravesend

Heath Brow , Boxmoor

Rochdale High S. Kaye,C.W.D . Old Elvet S. , Durham

Coombs, J.C.
Maidenhead College

Hounslow Comm . Coll.

Hopper, S.W.

Keyford Coll., Fromei Quaife,D.W. Moseley,H.G. Willow H., Walsall

Dawson ,C.K .

Le Seeleur, L.St.J. f.

Sudbury Gram . S. Smith , J. Read's S. , Drax, Selby Snell, H.K. Hoe Gram . S. , Plymouth

Douthwaite,F.A. WoodGreenComm.s ., x. ( Sykes,J.H. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax
Gorey Comm . S. , Jersey

Southgate , T.H. Alresford H., Margate

Lowe,C.J. St. Boniface'sColl.s ., Plymouth
Emanuel,A. Tivoli H., Gravesend 2Williams,F.P. Warwick H., Southsea

Fenn , A. Christ's Coll., BlackheathrAtchiey,R.W.
Montgomery,J.S. Luctons. Herefordshire

Willis , P.P. Ifracombe College

Gay , C .
Phillips, R.

Long Ashton School
Bracondale S. , Norwich Grosvenor S. , Dennington Pk . , N.W. Wilson ,C.W. Harringay Coll , S. , N.

Press, J.A. E. Finchley Gram . S.
Germain , J.P . CharingCrossS. ,St. Helier's Banister , c . Scarisbrick Coll ., Birkdale

Glover, J.T . Oakes Inst., Walton , L'poolliCrowe,F.C.
| 2 Royston ,C. Craven Coll., Beckenham

Worthing Gram . S. Allams,A.J.
2Godfrey, B.

Torquay Public Coll .

Ifracoinbe CollegeSale,R.F.

Stanley H., Margate
Davis, L.J. e. The High S. , Brentwood | Burnham , C. St. James's Coll . S. , Jersey

Grant, K.G.

Scammell, G.
The Downs S. , Clifton Faucett, H.J. 2Collett, X.T. Private tuition

Winchester H., Redland, Bristol
Greenhalgh , N.Wellington S.,Heaton Moor Sir Roger Manwood's Gram.S., Sandwich Daniell, H.G. Balham School , S.W.

Hallyarth, L. Thorne Gram . S.

Stephenson,H.W.
Fiddeman , A.G. Streatham Gram . S. Green , L. Craven Coll., Beckenham

The Western Coll . , Harrogate

Hassan, V. Great Ealing School Holliday , H . Holmes , H.H. Old Elvet S. , Durham

Taylor, H.G.
Jones, J.L .

Stanley H., Margate
Lymin Gram . S. Kilgrimol S.,St.Anne's -on -Sea Hooson,H.B. a .

Turner, E. St. Winifred's S. , Torquay
Knight, w.S. Herne Bay College Jones,F.J. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading

Bourne Coll . , Quinton, B'ham

Van der Linde,E.
Lear, A.W. Eton H., Hull Lathbury, C.L. Highfield S. , Chertsey Mayoss, C.N.

West Cliff S. , RamsgatePerceval ,J.L.
The Coll., Highbury New Park

Muir-Smith , L. Hyde H., Eastbourne Lewisham H., Weston -s.- Mare

Ward , R.B. New Coll., Harrogate
Simmons, J. Mt. Radford S. , Exeter Mutter,J. 22 Addington Sq., Margate Mills , M.B. E. Finchley Grallı . S.

2 Woolldridge, L.C.
Spero, E.M. Tivoli H., Gravesend Newman, W. f. Christ's Coll., Blackheath Pettinan , T.F. Cliftonville Coll . , Margate

St. Boniface's Coll. S. , Plymouth
Whitworth ,J. Gram . S. , Blackpool Norris, H.A. a. Raleigh Coll ., Brixton Stevenson , R.H.

Robert,G.E.f. CharingCrossS.,St .Helier's St. Joseph's Coll. S. , Totland Bay

"Bampton, R.W. The Coll., Rock Ferry / ?Addison ,C.S. Private tuition
Stanfield , J.R.M. Sandwich School Tassell, J. Craven Coll ., Beckenham

Beeching,A.E. Yarmouth College Anderson , W. H. 2Webb ,C.C . Swindon High S. Temple , R . West Clitt s . , Ramsgate

Bouitbee , T.E.M.Mary Street H., Taunton The School, Wellington Rd ., Taunton
Willis ,C.v. I fracombe College Wigg, c.H . Yarıouth College

Braga, L. F. Anerley College, S.E. Baker,M.J.C. Brunswick H., Maidstone ( Wilson, L. Kilgrimol S.,St.Anne's-on -Sea

Connal, M.J. Seven Kings Gram . S. Bower, A.V. ( Atkinson , J.C . Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading

Hardman , C.W. E. Finchley Gram . Si St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston Dabell, A. Undercliffe Coll . , Ventnor | Cook, F.W. Taunton School

Harman ,A.G. Chandos S. , St. Leonards Broughton ,B.BourneColl., Quinton, B'ham Dickson , G.C. Halesowen Gram . S. I Coult, L.E. Gram , S., Ongar

Harmsworth,G.A. Raleigh Coll., Brixton Cackett , C.W . Brunswick H., Maidstone Fairbank , H. BourneColl.,Quinton ,B'ham Ivens,C.W . Private tuition

Hodgson , w . Stamford Hill Coll. S. , N. Charter,E.J.M. Eton H., Hull Holmes, H.S. New Coll., Harrogate Janes, W.S. Park H. , Broadstairs

Knell,J.H . Hounslow Comm . Coll . Chayney, T.Waltham Coll.,Walthain Cross Pouncy, B.D. Handel Coll. , Southampton Morgan ,C.L.D , Lucton S. , Herefordshire

Knowles, W.S. i Culverwell,J.R.S. Richards, X.J.M. Philips ,C.H. Ebor S. , Bexhill

Etonhurst Prep. S. , Weston - s . -Mare Winchester H. , Redland, Bristol Etonhurst Prep. S. , Weston -s.-Mare Sandiforil ,J.V . Oakes Inst., Walton , L pool

McQueen , D. The Coll., Rock Ferry Evill,W.A. Roberts ,J.A. BourneColl.,Quinton ,B'ham Saunders, M.B. Highfield S. , Muswell Hill

Morrison , P.D. Gram . S. , Ongar Grosvenor S. , Dennington Pk .,N.W. Shaw ,A.E. High S. for Boys, Blackpool Smith , H. Holloway College, N.
Nutting, E.W. Balham School, S.W. Grice , W.S. The Cedars S. , Ealing Smith , D.B. Linden H. , St. John's , S. E. * Thompson, T.A.

O'Ryan, J.M. Private tuition Hamilton ,S.R. Highfield S. , Chertsey ( Tregillus,A.L. Taunton School Licensed Victuallers ’ S. , S.E.
Phillips,A.I. Ramsgate School Hardman,W. Oakes Inst. , Walton, L'pool

Polkinghorne, C. St. Austell School Harvey, W.C. Cowes Gram . S.

Ramsay , G . High S. , Romford Hay , s. Oakes Inst ., Walton , L'pool
Alexander , J.E. Brunswick H., Maidstone Dunn , W.J. Haringey Park S. ,Crouch End

Segar, W.E. d . Torquay Public Coll. Hudson ,J.H . Ellesmere S. , Harrogate
Banham , B. Ald. Norman's S. , Norwich Ellis ,J. a. Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's -on -Sea

Shaw , J.G. Friends' S. , Penketli 2Mason ,P.G. Hounslow Comm . Coll .
Barnard , A.H. Great Ealing School Greenberg ,G.R.S

Spalding, A.P. St. James's Coll.S., Jersey Milne, L.
The Coll., ClevedonCox, V.J.

Tutorial S. , Penarth Grosvenor S. , Dennington Pk. , N.W.

Stedman , P.R.M. Midhurst Gram . S. Milner, F. Gram S. , Blackpool
D'Aeth ,W. St. Mary's Hail, Cardiff Haydon , J.w .

Trower , T.J. Highfield S. , Chertsey
Faull, R.

The Coll. , Clevedon
St. Ives Gram . S.

Milsom ,H.L. St. Catherine's, Littlehampton

Turner,A.H. Kendrick Boys' S., Reading Palk ,A.
Gardner,J.T.

E. Finchley Gram . S.
Anerley College, S.E. Holland, R.P. Gram . S. , Sale

Tyrer, R.L. Brunswick H., Maidstone Ranger, R.R. Maidenhead College
2Gardner,W.L. 45 Miller Arcade, Preston Lanning, H.C. The Coll, S. , Poole

Vivian ,M. Gunnersbury School Reeks, V.W. The Coll. S. , Poole
Gray ,H.D . Read's S. , Drax , Selby Patchett, R. Crossley & Porter S.,Halifax

Whittle, D. Rolandseck S. , Ealing Robinson, M.B.Gosberton Halls ., Spalling
Hick ,C.B . Prior ,F.B. Taplow Gram . S.

Wolsey ,R.W. Ebor S. , Bexhill Scott , J.B . Grafton H., Manchester
14 Grosvenor Crescent. Scarborough 2Simister , W. Private tuition

Lawson , A.
Scott ,R.J. Cowes Gram . S. Oakes Inst ., Walton , L'pool Stone, A.E. St. John's Lodge , Margate

( Ackland, T.V. Harringay Coll. S. , N. Walford,L.St.John's Coll.,Green Lanes, X.
Millns, L.R. Barton S. , Wisbech ? Thompson, P.J. Private tuition

Bishop, V. High S. , Melksham

Moir , J . Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading | Thunder, L.W.V. Hardwicke H., Seaford

Brown, W.
The Academy, Crewe Brown,W.B. Kingswood S. , Bath Postlethwaite.J.R . Waterman, E. E. Wykeham H. , Worthing

Chorley, H. Oakes Inst., Walton , L'pool Burne, V. Gram . S. , Sale
Oakes Inst ., Walton , L'pool Williams, W.L. Lucton S. , Herefordshire

Clacy, P.J. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading * Farinar, F.E. Private tuition
Railton , N. Stanley H., Margate

Crickett, T.F. Fish , W.N. St.Aubyn's, Woodford Green
Ross , G , D. Jersey Modern S.

Carter, H.

Coll . S., Range Rd ., Whalley Range

Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading
Townsley ,J.C .

Goodman , H.C.T.

Eton H., Hull
Coen , R.

de Marney,R.LancasterColl . , W.Norwood
Williams, E.

Kendrick Boys' S., Reading

The Academy, Crew
St. Mary's Hall, Cardiff

Penwill, R. Hoe Gram . S., Plymouth

Glaister ,J.G . Albert H. , Carlisle Hatfield , s . Ashley H., Worksop
Rankin , D. St. Mary's Hall , Cardiff

Hill , J . Halesowen Grain . S. Hill,F.W.H. Kendrick Boys' S., Reading / Betney,W.F. Gram . S., Blackpool Spencer,R.M. Grafton H. , Manchester

Howells , F.J. Lucton S. , Herefordshire Isherwood, A. Southport Modern S. | Bettles,A.L. Cranbrook Coll. , liford ( Stewart ,A. St. Mary's Hall , Cardiff
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CLASS LIST - GIRLS.

(For list of abbreviations, see page 98.)

it

1

2

FIRST CLASS (or SENIOR ). Armitage,A.E.M. Private tuition Bentley, E. W. Home Park S., Stoke || Fountain , M . f. Bowes Park S. for Girls , N.

Barrett, E.M. d. Friends's., Satfron Walden Bevis, K. bk .

Honours Division ,

St. Bernard's S. , Portsea Lear, E.M. Norfolk H., Gosport

Clarke,S.M. Girls ' Coll . S. , Aldershot Fielding,M.f. ge. Lynch , N.St.Joseph'sConv., W.Hartlepool

Anderson, E.F. s.af.d. Freegard, M. f. Loreto Conv., Hulme, M'chester Mellor, A.S. 21 Derby Rd., Withington

19 Grange Park , Ealing Ellerker Coll. , Richmond Hill Girton , A. Brompton Science S. , S.W. Nicholls,M.f.do. West Ham High S.

Wall, A.s.e,h . ( Oswald , L. sh. Maytield Coll. ,Marlborough Duncan,E.G. a . Poch ,E.M.f. St. James's Coll . S. , Jersey

Ladies' Coll ., Wellington , Salop Cobden ,X.F. Acock's Green Ladies Coll . , B'ham Sproston ,L.f.

Onslow, D.E.A. s.hj.ge.it. Private tuition St. Andrew's Up. S. , St. Helier's Gruchy , C. f. St. James's Coll. S. , Jersey Vernon H., Pembridge Villas , W.

Dobbs, B.E. s. Heague, A. High S. for Girls , Halesowen Shovelton, W. Private tuition
Brown,C.M. The Mount S. , Banbury

Ladies' Coll ., Wellington, Salop
Roden H. , Ongar Hill, R. A.Barltrop , A.M.io. Dagmar H., Hattield

Harries,G.M , 8.a. Comrie, K.M.N. do . Private tuition ( Riley , H.V. s.
Hamar, E.M. h .

Girls ' Coll. S. , Alilershot
Ladies' Coll . , Wellington , Salop

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend Wibberley, A.M. Langley H. , Ashbourne Couper, H.R. s.
Hamblen , M.M.

Cartledge,M.F. s. Marks,S.F. St. Olave's S. , Taunton Brompton Science S. , S.W.

Ellerker Coll . , Richmond Hill Gamble ,W. d . Clarendon H. , Southport
Leigh Bank Coll ., Leamington

Deakin , A. f. Private tuition (" Lindsay, J. Ripley Coll., Bury St. Eds .
Wolstenholme,M. s.n.g.d.

Lammin , E.S. Mecklenburg H., Putney ( Conquer, M.M.

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend (Neave,W.M. Friends' S. , Saffron Walden Aldey & Stanhope S., New Cross Gittings H.N. High S. , New Brompton

Goodison ,H.M.s . Davies,G.S. Daniel, M.E. Private tuition Hemingway, E. Friends's ., Saffron Walden

Milton Mount Coll ., Gravesend Millburn H. , Honor Oak Pk . , S.E. Hay, E. s.h. Y Garn, Bromley, Kent Polkinghorn, M.M. Coborn S. , BowRd ., E.

Keen , C. s. Milton Monut Coll., Gravesend Booty, 1.c. Clarence H. , Filey Henderson, K.M. s.f.
Thompson , M. Crossbeck H., Ilkley

Milne, M.T. Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E. ( Lardner, W. s.
Hemdean H., Caversham

Vincent,E.M.S. Cliffe Lawn, Ryde

Bretherton,G.E.s.h.g. Loreto Conv., Hulme, M'chester Hobbs , E. f. ( Wilkinson ,M. Scarborough Hr. Grade S.

Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend ( Sumner ,M.E. Kilmar Coll . , Liskeard Vernon H. , Pembridge Villas , W. Branston ,C.M .

Batty ,M.L . Milton MountColl.,Gravesend Hutchinson, H. Holder, L. Grosvenor Coll., Bath High S. , Buxton Rd ., Chingford

(Woolf, F.S. s.e. Mecklenburg H. , Putney Valley Bridge H., Scarborough Halsall, D. s. 1Dyke, B.L. 8.sp. Private tuition

Webb ,G.C . s.mu. Foale , L.E. Dixtield S , Exeter St. Andrew's Hall , Southport Elliott, E. f. Elm Lodge, Petersham

Ladies ' Coll . , Wellington, Salop Buisseret, M.J.H. f.
Guyatt, M.E. Portsea Coll . S.

Cutting , E.S. s .
St. Joseph's Coll . S. , Totland Bay Hornby, D.

Grey Coat Hospital, Westminster Davies , M.A. SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR ]. The Hollies, Soho Park , Handsworth

Main prize, A. L. 8.do. Summerfield Hall, Maesycwminer Bartlett, M. f.Pass Division .
Moresby, A. A. f.ge.Devonshire H. , Bridlington

Burnard H., Worthing

Blackmur,F.B.

Hatfield H. , St. Leonards

Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E.
Stanley -Jones,M.G. mu. Budden , H.

Gillett,N.E. &.
Froebel H., Worthing

Private tuition
Arlington H., Newport, Mon.

Matthews, L.H. 8. Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E. Sinden , L.M. Northcote H. , Crouch Hill
Cooper,K.D.

FIRST CLASS [or SENIOR ).

Milton Mount Coll. , Gravesend
Snodgrass, M. St. Hilda's, Exeter Chappell, E.A. Lonsdale H. , Norwich

Marsh, E.H. Red Maids S. , Bristol

Pass Division .
Tomlinson , E. 8. Woking High S. for Girls Carnley, M. A. 8.

Maycock , B.E .
Stewart, M.E. s. Guelph Coll., Clifton Valley Bridge H. , Scarborough

White , F.E.D.bk . Home Park S. , Stoke Massey- Crosse, R.G. Private tuition King, M.A.
Summerland S. , Richmond Hill

Vale View H. , Devizes
McCall, H.A. s. Private tuition

Allison, E.B. 8.f.
Private tuition Rowland, A.G. Avon H., Sonthsea Cridland , F.M. Emwell S. , Warminster

Young ,G.M. s.ph. Lonsdale H., Norwich
Morley, M.E.

Wade,G.M.Girls'HighS.,Sudbury,Suffolk Ford, L.M. Vale View H., Devizes

Dyer , A.E. Kilmar Coll., Liskeard

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend
Barcroft, E.D. mu . Halliday, R.M.M. Private tuition

Cruse, G.
iStark , II .

St. Bernard's S. , Southsea Oxford Lodge, Wolverhampton Ellerker Coll. , Richmond Hill

r Copeland ,C.A. 8. Woodhams, E. d .

1 Wallace, E.M.

Herten , P. f.ge. Grosvenor Coll . , Bath

Burgess Hill High S. , Sussex
Milton Mount Coll ., Gravesend

High S. for Girls , Wells, Son . Jenner, D.G , s. Torrhill Coll., Hastings

Johnson , A.h. Ashburne H., Chepstow Henry,W.
Woods, E. Breck Coll . , Poulton -le -Fylde

Woking High S. for Girls Stewart, 1). St. Andrew's Hall , Southport

Daniels,L.M. s. Ten Mile Villa, Chigwell Jewers,E.L. Castleliar High S. , Ealing Tonks, D. E. mu .
Bolt ,M.E.S. Hillside, Clifton

Callander ,G.G. Coborn S. , Bow Road , E. ( Wallace ,H.J. 5 Osnaburgh Terrace, N.W. Ladies' Coll ., Wellington, Salop
Craston, X.

Cotching, M. Slesser, D. Nyanza , Gunnersbury ( Washington , J. f. Girls' High S., Barnsley Mansfield H., Clifton Gdns., W.

St. Joseph's Conv. , W. Hartlepool Wilson, M.M. EllerkerColl.,Richmond Hill ( Hawley ,A.S.
Hughes,M.A.K. Sandwich S.

| Powicke,A. E. S. ( Abbott, A.J. St. Hilda's, Exeter Westwood, London Rd . , Maldon Wood, L.M. Devonport High S. for Girls.

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend Bundle, F.E. The College,Churwell,Leeds Roberts,M.A. mu . Totnes Girls' S. Davis,E.F. George Green S. , Poplar

Calthrop, M. E. s.f.do. Guelph Coll.,Clifton ( Tate, D.E. High S. for Girls, Wells, Som . Holley, D. bk f. St. Bernard's S. , Southsea Downes,M.B. d .

Parke, A.M.U. Avon H., Southsea Webb, I.M. Howard Coll., Bedford Murtitt , G , s.clo. Zelah H., Breakspear's Rd ., S.E.

( Hatton, A.E.8. ( Clough , M.A. s. Private tuition Brooklyn High S. , Leytonstone Garton , L. a . Scarborough Hr . Grade S.

Grey Coat Hospital, Westminster ( Hallifax,E. Hillside, Clifton Packer,A.M. Parkin , o . mu.

Relton , D. d. Private tuition
Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend Leigh Bank Coll., Leamington

Matthews, E. s. Stephenson, E. ( ?Wells,B.M . Brookvale, Teignmouth

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend
St. Joseplı's Conv., W. Hartlepool

Smith , E.M.8. Emwell S. , Warıninster Tough ,C.s. Fylde Coll ., Morecambe
Atkins, A.B. Kensington H. , Chiswick

Mace , A.M.s. Guelph Coll., Clifton SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR ]. Cutler, E. Ladies' Coll., Wellington, Salop Dowton , E.M.

Rutland , F. Westbourne H., Cowes Mason ,L.B.
Honours Division .

Stafford St , S. , Brewood Carden High S. , Peckham Rye

( Blomfield , M.E. Friends's.,SaffronWalden Woods,N.Ellerker Coll., Richmond Hill
Fairclough , M.

( Wrigley, C.M . d . Private tuition Dukes , I.C. 8.6.f.ge.
Bolton ,A. f.

Loreto Conv. , Hulme, M'chester

Cove, o . M. s.h. Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend Commercial Travellers ' S. , Pinner
Ford , A.E. mu.

1
Burlington S. , W.

Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend Lowe, F. 8.mu.
Gore, K. f. The Laurels, Herne Bay

Gardiner, M.P.

( Long, B. Valley Bridge H., Scarborough Ladies' Coll., Wellington, Salop ! Hopcroit, B.F.E. Alexandra Coll .,Shirley
Girls' High S. , Sudbury , Suffolk

Barugh , v . Kensington H., Chiswick Earle , J.M . f. Private tuition Mooney, K. Addey & Stauhopes.,NewCross
Miskin , W. Wm . Gibbs' S. , Faversham

Brewer, M.S. Private tuition
Fry , B.D . hf. Piper, H.E.M. Brompton Science S. , S.W.

Friends' S. , Gt. AytonPickering ,E.

Jeffery ,G.M . do. Home Park S. , Stoke Milton Mount Coll ., Gravesend Bruhile, A. f.ge. Grosvenor Coll ., Bath
Piggott,M.M.M. Hillside, Clifton

West,M.I. s. Coborn S. , Bow Road , E. Jennings, F. 3.8.n. Brookes, F.E. Westerby, H . h .

Linscott, E. Old Palace S. , Croydon 5 Orchard Gardens, Teignmouth Wright's Lane S. , Old Hill, Staffs.
Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend

Smith ,G. d . Dukinfield High S. Till , E.M. h ... Ashburne H., Chepstow Massey,E. ( r.al.
Wright, K. s. Fylde Coll., Morecambe

Withers, H.M. Private tuition Matthews, T. s. S. Holland Central Classes, SpaldingſBertram , J . d . Ashley H., Worksop

Whittingham ,A.do . Old Palaces.,Croydoni Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend Gardiner, M.A. Bond , E. Gosport Secondary & Coll. s.

Champion ,D.s.d. Woking High S.for Girls O'Neill, B.G.M.8.mu. Girls ' High S. , Sudbury, Suffolk Edeson, M.F. Scarborongh Hr. Gralle S.

(Steart, e. V. 8. Alexandra Coll. , Shirley St.John the Divine's High S. , Kennington Harding, M.E. f. College H. , Hungerford Fitch ,M.s . Ellerker Coll., Richmond Hill

( Brambam , I.M. a.al. Coborn S. , Bow Rd.,E. Melrose , C . St. Andrew's Hall , Southport Harman , E.M. | Hullett ,C.M . Alderhurst, Sale

• Gedye, U.B.
Crossbeck H. , Ilkley Lyon,E.M.sh.g. Crossbeck H. , Ilkley Stainsbridge Coll ., Malmesbury Stewart,D.L. Guelph Coll. , Clifton

( Levy , E.M. Clarence H., Filey Powicke,G.M. Hawerkamp, A.E.

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend

Horwood , C.E.a .

Lexden H. , Aytoun Rd ., s.w. I Berry,M.D. Cleveland Coll., S. Hackney

Leigh Bank Coll., Leamington Jeoffroy,E. s.g.d.do.

Durston , M.

Boyce, M.f. Burnard H. , Worthing Holman, A.G.f.d.
Oakover Girls's . , Burnham , Som .

Oakover Girls' S. , Burnham , Som .

| Leavey , L.K. s.do. Gulliver, J.H . Down End , Clifton

Wordsworth Coll . , Shirland Road, W.

Millburn H., Honor Oak Pk. , S.E.

Loveless, P.L. Friends's.,Saffron Walden Holmes, A.T.

Smith ,E.B. s. Oakley High S. , Southsea Boss, B.

Fylde Coll ., Morecambe

Lillywhite, E. Schofield ,C.A.M .
Clark's Coll. High S. , Fitzroy Sq .,

Ferndale S. , Poole

Jones ,M.V. 8 f. Ashburne H., Chepstow
Sunmerland S. , Richmond Hill

Granville,J.M .

Clark, F.M. 8.9.f.

Guelph Coll . , Clifton
Lonsdale H. , Norwich

( Clarke,M.
Dalton , L.M.

Hankinson, M. h.a. Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend
Wordsworth Coll., Shirland Rd . , W.

Edgar, E.M. 8.
Scarborough Hr. Grade S.

Ellerker Coll., Richmond Hill
Harkness,C.E.S. ModenaH. , Peckham Rye

Collins,K.M. Brompton Science S. , S.W.

Osbaldeston,G.
Crossbeck H. , IlkleyHolt, E.

Marett, L.A. 8.f.
Heller, F.M.

Ashton H. , Jersey
Brompton Science S. , S.W.

Lawrence, M.C.M .
Finucane,M.H. Langley H., Ashbourne

St. Andrew's Hall , Southport Cook ,G.,
Blackburn , I. s.g.(1.f.ph. Wordsworth Coll ., Shirland Rd ., W.

Northcote H. , Crouch Hill

Staddon , W.M.
Commercial Travellers' S. , Pinner Curtis, H.G.Ladies'Coll.,Wellington,Salop

Little ,J.E . Scarborough Hr. Grade S.

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend
Good ,E.M.s. Prospect H., St. Neots Knight,C.I. f. HighS.forGirls, Wells,Som .

(Ivens,C.C. mu.

"Risdon, E.E.D.

(Jennings, M. al.
Leigh Bank Coll ., Learnington

Friends' S., Penketh Porter, E.O. Coll. S. , Stanford -le -Hope
High S. for Girls, Wells , Som .

Wilson, E.C.Gosport Secondary & Coll. S. 10'Connor, F. Lynton H. , Portsmout Robertson , M.

Taylor, I.M.C. h . 20 York Villas, Brighton

Waveney H. , Harleston

Havers, V.E , s. Lonsdale H., Norwich Reed ,E.D. d.
Private tuition Seymour, F.M. Milton H., Atherstone

Taylor,N. s. Woking High S. for Girls
Bray ,M.s. Valley Bridge H. , Scarborough Trowsdale, R.X.CambridgeH.,W.Norwood ! Shaw , L. V. ch.

( Gamble ,A.J. 8. Moseley High S. for Girls Kidson ,E.D. s. Walter, M. Froebel H. , Worthing
Wright's Lane S. , Old Hill , Staffs.

Gillo ,E.I. Ladies' Coll., Wellington , Salop Affleck, K. f. Bulmer, E.

Conv. 8. , The Avenue, Southampton Rose, A. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport Commercial Travellers' S. , Pinner Commercial Travellers' S. , Pinner
Pettinger , E. 8. Saunderson , M.D.8. Wilber H., Biggleswade Davey, L. ch . Scarborough Hr. Grade S. Davies,A.M. Private tuition

Ennaar Lodge Coll . S. , New Leeds Hine, H.M. Oakley High S., Southsea Dyer,E.K., Claremont S. , Forest Gate Emily ,C.E . St. James's Coll . 8. , Jergey

W.
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GIRLS, 2ND Class , Pass - Continued . Board,E.R. The Firs S. , Weston - 8.-Mare Bailey , M. E. St. Monica's , Southampton Bessell, E.S. 2.f.d. Balham School, S.W.

| Ferine,H.H. ge .

Dutton.E.S .

Private tuition Burch ,M.M. Longford Girls' S., Bristol Jarvis, W.M.Fern Bank, Wandsworth Commi. Groom , M. Stapleton Hall S., StroudGreen Hodge,D.s. Glenburnie S. , Plymouth St. John the Divine's High S.,Kenningt
on

Huglies, L. S.

Holt , c. Somerville H. , Northampton Keys,G.E.P.

Roan S., Greenwic
h Hamar, K.E.M. s.e.h.g.a.

Commercia
l
Travellers' S. , Pinner i Perg, F. do.

Private tuition Lord ,D.E.R. Dorchest
er

H. , Clacton

Ladies' Coll . , Wellingto
n

, Salop

Mawer, F.M.

Roan S. , Greenwich Tebbitt, M.

Maxted , V.S.

Howard ,G , s.h.a. Alexandra Coll . , Shirley

Rider, E.C.f. Oakley High S. , Southsea

Ely House Coll., Wolverhampto
n

Zelah H. , Breakspear
's Rd ., S.E. Bate , D.M. 8.9.f.d.

Neale, W.M.

Bell, D.

( Harrison ,M.C.

Royal Masonic Inst . , S.W.

Hillside, Clifton

Brompton Science S. , S.W.

Ladies' Coll . , Wellingt
on, Salop Bucknell, E.L.

Chubb ,E.n.g.a.f.

Pomeroy, F.A.

St. Margaret's S. , Cardiff

Roan S. , Greenwic
h

Greenwood, C.d . Scarboroug
h
Hr.Grailes.

Johnson, W.A. 8.

Goodrich Rd , S. , E. Dulwich

Ridler,C.S. Milton Mount Coll.,Gravesend

Thoren , o .

Robinson ,G.8.6.9.a.

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend Illingworth , M . Fylde Coll. , Morecambe

Stephens,G. Milton MountColl., Gravesend

St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

St. Joseph's Conv., W. Hartlepool

1Jackson , H.G.
Young,M.

Ellerker Coll ., Richmond Hill

( Fawcett,A.E. ().a . Cross beck H. , Ilkley

( Shaw , E.E.

Mill Hill Park High S. , Acton

Walden, E.S. Brompton Science 8. , S.W.

Goodman , D.V. e.a.

Carleton Queen's Coll., Tufnell Park

Windle, M. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

Welch , E.M. Lexden H.,Aytoun Rd .,S.W . Collier,M.L.

Teddingto
n
Coll.

Gosport Secondar
y
& Coll . S.

| Fisher, M.

Abergeldie, Clifton Lewis , E.M. e.g. Verecrof
t

s ., Devizes

Ellerker, M. 8. Arundel H., Scarborough (Glanfield ,O.E. St. Margaret's S., Cardiff

i Millson ,N. e.f.d.

Hewetson , E.F.

West Ham High S.

Pratt , A.S. Havelock H., Southsea

Osborne H. , Redditch

Harbon,A.M. do.

Rivers, F.S. d .

Lansdowne Coll ., Notting Hill | Paterson ,M.g.u.d.

Lucas,D.M.

Reading High S.

Ferndale S. , Poole
Levett, M.E. Guildown Coll., Tunb, Wells

St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

Porter,H.M. Devonshire H., Bridlington

Von Osten ,C.F.
Private tuition

| Pike, E.

(Walton,E.M. Thornbeck H. , Darlington

Scarborough Hr. Grade S. Smith , H. 8.g. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

Wheatley,E.M.

Purser,G. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport Brown,M.A. g.f.ge. TheMounts .,Banbury

Acock's Green Ladies' Coll . , B’ham . Ball, L.B. s. Mecklenburg H., Putney Ruff ,E.J. Ellerker Coll., Richmond Hill

Green ,M. s.l. St. George's H. , Doncaster

PAbbott, V.

Evans,G.F. Lexden H., Aytoun Rd.,S.W.

Modern Coll ., Stoke Bishop

Wicks,E.A.E.High S.for Girls, Wells , Soin .

Kent, E.M. al. Edgehill, Bodmin

¡ ' Francis , V.M. h .

Gibbs, K.W.S.Glengy
leColl.s.,Cheltenham

Avonbank Coll., Bath

Williams, A.L. Glenarı Coll . , Ilford

Gritliths, V.

Gamage, G . M. Licensed Victuallers'S ., S.E.

Richmond , V.G , s.e.d.

Stoke Public Higher S. Williams,I.L.N.

Lonsdale H., Norwich

Kennedy,C.H . Eton Hall, Beckenhamn

Lamb,G. Cairnbrook Coll . , S. Woodford

Spring Bank , Moss Side , Manchest
er

Howard Coll ., Bedford

Moore, E.M.

Donington , A.M. e.g.

Pilkington ,A.B. a.

Craig, E.M. Bowes Park S. for Girls , N.

Ellerker Coll . , Richmond Hill

Slater ,G.E. Claremont S. , Forest Gate

Spalding Girls ' Coll . S.

1Scott , F.D .

Hyde,G.A.

Loretto H. , Hornsey Lane

Tyler ,G.M.

Lyndale Coll ., Worthing
Lycett,M.g.a.d. Lytham & Fairhave

nColl.

Law , E.I. High S., Buxton Rd ., Chingford

Shepherd, H. d .

Oakover Girls' S. , Burnham , Som .

Reall ,E.M.e.a.f.

L

West Ham : High S.

Emwell S. , Warminster

Morom , H.F.

St. Joseph's Conv ., W. Hartlepool

Waddington ,G.M.e .

(Chapman,E. St.Andrew's Hall, Southport
Old Palace S. , Croydon

Sisley , M .

Private tuition

Raban , N.F.

Ashley High S. , Long Sutton

Cole, E.G , d . Wakefield H. , Norwich

Ring, E.

Rochdale High S. Billett ,W.M. h..

Wood,D.do.

Malvern H. , Birkdale

Mardlin ,K.M.SomervilleH.,Northampto
n

Harrow & Wealdstone Modern S

Rubb,H.L. Thoresby Coll . , King's Lynn Boswell, K.C. e.h.q.f.

Roe,L.M.
Private tuition

Willdey ,F.D .

High S., Buxton Rd . , Chipgford

( Townsend , J. Fylde Coll ., Morecambe

Gilpin ,F.S. Cleveland Coll., S. Hackney High S. , Poplar Avenue, Edgbaston
Sharman, A.L.6.g. Spalding Girls' Coll. S.

Hanson ,A.L.Leigh BankColl .,Leamington ( Youlden.D.E .

York H., Stony Stratford i Harvey,M.L.
Bettle,B. s.

Summerbrook, Reading Wheatley,G. s.h.g.a.f.

Brewer, M.A. Arlington H.,Newport, Mon.

Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.

( Banyard,E. Somerville H., Northampto
n

Ellerker Coll ., Richmond Hill

Broome,A.C.
Jacks,C.L.

| Court ,E. Wm . Gibbs' S., Faversham Widdicombe, F. s.c.f.

Sunfield H. , Wellington , Salop

Dickins, A , M . Western H., Nottingham

Endsleigh Coll . , Endsleigh Gans, N.W.

Girls' High S. , Dartmouth

Macey,E.E. Red Maids S. , Bristol Kendall,F.M.8. Wakefield H., Norwich

Forii ,F.J . Summerbro
ok

, Reading Carter,A.M. a.al.

Saines, E.J.

Horndene, Epping Lee,E. Commercia
l
Travellers ' S. , Pinner Johnson, A.

Horndene, Epping Hr. Grade S.,Regent St. , Plymouth

Simmons, D. f.

Leighton , A.

Locker, M.
2 Reginald Terrace, Leeds

Brompton Science S. , S.W. Clayton, II . 1.1.d.

Ladies' S. , The Close, Brighton Lillywhite,M.Goodrich Rd.S. , E. Dulwich Malpass, F.M.

St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

Baroni,E.

Penman , I.L. 8. Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E.

Beaufort H., Stratford - on -Avon Crown , E. A. e.

Private tuition

Clark's Coll. High S. , Fitzroy Sq ., W. Taylor, E.

Dresden H., Evesham | Sayle,M.

Roan S. , Greenwich Jagger, F.Me.h.f.

Highfield Coll ., Blackpool
Cameron , R.

i Worswick , c .

Sewell, V. 5 Orchard Gardens, Teignmouth

Harborne Ladies' Coll . , B'ham

Debarr, A. J. Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E. Saxonholme High S. , Whalley Range

Shore , J.M . Somerville H., Northampton Rees , D. 8.6.g.a.

Dixon , C . Thornbeck H., Darlington

Kendrick H., Brighton

Campbell,K.M.

Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend

Ashley H. , Worksop

Edwards,E.M.

Roan S., Greenwichl Bailey,M.
Tait , c .

Escott,G.I.

George Green S. , Poplar

Mayville, Okehampton

Gibson , E.

Wolstenholme, H. M. s.g.ge.d.

Prospect H. , St. Neots
Graves, S.J.

Woodcock,E.J. Tinwall,Heswall,Cheshire

Clifton H., Leyton

Gower, D. W. f. Longford Girls ' S. , Bristol

Milton Mount Coll. , Gravesend

Hallett,M.

Cox ,C.W .

Western H., Nottingham

Horobin ,E.M.

Modena H. , Peckham Rye Bevis,H.E. s.l.g. OakleyHighS., Southsea

Grieves ,R.

Ward , M.

Roan S. , Greenwich

Devonport High S. for Girls

Goddard ,A. 11.f.d.

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend

West Ham High S.

Hill ,E.M. Chichester H., Mortimer Weaver ,H.M.

Brentfor
d Coll. S.

Weller,A.E. Girls ' Coll. S., Aldersho
t Chafer,G. St. George's H. , Doncaster

Hinge , F . Wm . Gibbs' S. , Favershain Young, M. 1.

Allsup, M. f. Cambridge H., Preston
Draycott,G.M .

Perry, V. f. Modern Coll., Stoke Bishop

Loreto Cony., Hulnie, M'chester

Harris,O.K.

Bestreben High S. , Brondesbury

Longford Girls' S. , Bristol

Porter, A.M. Tinwall, Heswall, Cheshire

Hutchins,G.M. St. Margaret's S., Cardiff

Hallett ,G.A. Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E.

Berthoud , X. 9.0.f.

The Chase, Halstead

Rogers, A. A.

Jones, F.
Howard Coll . , Beriford

How ,E. Bestreben High S., Brondesbu
ry

Scriven ,G.M . Brompton Science S. , S.W.

Loreto Conv., Hulme, M'chester

kemp,o . Commercial Travellers S.,Pinner

| Jennings,E. Westoe High 3. , S. Shields I Shepherd ,A.E.

Coates,K.X.S.

Phillips,M.f. 2 Reginald Terrace, Leeds

kin ,A.f. Ladies S. , The Close, Brighton

Ladies ' Coll ., Wellington , Salop

Central Found . S. , Spital Sq., E.

| Pigott,E.L.M.

Stephens,M.E.MileEnd H.,Newport ,Mon.

Private tuition ( Thoumaian ,F.L. Howard Coll., Bedford

Private tuition

Evershed , A.F.C. s.d.

| Titley,M.H .Milton MountColl.,Gravesend

Shore,W.L. Somerville H.,Northampton Masters, F.H. 5. 35 Dulwich Rd.,HerneHill

Ramsell,F.1. f.

Smith, L.E.

Brooklyn H., Wellington, Salop

Curtis , B.

Waveney H. , Harleston

Old Palace S., Croydon Stephenson,L.

| Patterson , D. Wandswort
h

Tech . Inst .

Exton ,E.M. Addiscomb
e H. , Margate

Adams,D.F.f.

Stoke Public Higher S.

Harris, E.G , do.

St. Joseph's Conv., W.Hartlepool Spraggs, E. a.

Webb , M .

Evering High S. , Evering Rd ., N.

Wates, L.K. 8.

Addiscombe H. , Margate

Roan S. , Greenwich

Stainsbridge Coll., Malmesbury

Bunting,C.J. f .

Williains, B.

Corbett, E.M.L. High S. , Oakengates

Wright,L.

Friends' 8. , Saffron Walden

Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E.

Ellerslie Ladies' S. , Bromsgrove Gartrell ,E. f.

Newth ,G.E . e.g.

( Farley , F.B. The Limes, Buckhurst Hill Wynne ,E.

Ville Guyon, St. John's , Jersey

Ivy H. Coll. S. , Crouch Hill

Lansdell,C.D.

Spring Bank, Moss Side, Manchester Greensla
de

, A. St. Hilda's, Exeter

( Porter, L. a.bk. Home Park S. , Stoke

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesen
d Abry, F.

The Poplars , Wolverh
ampton

Murray,G.S.M. 13 Chapel Place , Ramsgate

Simmons, M. f.

( Evans, D , s.a.

Oram , D.S.

Bayley,E.M.

Devonport High S. for Girls
Ladies' Coll., Wellington , Salop

Ladies S. , The Close, Brighton

Saunders , L.M. Colston's Girls' S. , Bristol

Miiton Mount Coll . , Gravesend

Toghill,E.L. Licensed Victuallers'S. , S.E.

Rudge , E.C. Clarence Coll., Wood Green

Wells,G.L.

Coubrough ,E.W.$ .

Private tuition
Sackett ,D.G.g.d.RoyalMasoni

clnst
. S.W.

Wasley ,M.E. Dresden H. , Eveshan

Creighto
n
, E.R.

Langport, Up. Richmon
d
Rd ., S.W.

Triggs, E. a.al.f. Crossbeck H., Ilkley

Clark's High S. , Efl'ra Rd., S.W.

Blinston, E.

Glan Dyti S. , Wisbech

Lulworth Lodge, Birkdale ! Crabtreek.M . d.

Matthews, M. St.Andrew's Conv.S.,Jersey

| Godfrey ,M.G .

Dutch , L.E.

Benison , L. ( .f. Camden S. for Girls, V.W.

Harringay Park S. , N.

Friends's., Saffron Walden Kitson, L.G., d .

Heywood ,M.

Elliott, E.M.

Boyd , A.M. e.f.
The Rectory , Failsworth

Private tuition

Saxonhol
me

High S. , Whalley Range

Glengyle Coll. S. , Cheltenham Krauss , E.C. Harringay Park S. X. Bradley, 1.2.0 .St.Andrew's Hal!,Southport

Norchi M.L.

Lissack , F .

Johnston , S. A.E.

Brooks, A.E.W.8. RoyalMasoni
clpst

. , S. W.

Ballina H., Brixton Hill

Endsleigh Coll.,En«lsleigh Gdns., x.w . Low ,F.M.8.

Guildown Coll., Tunbridge Wells

Cortazzi, I.K.C. e..
Inglenook , Newport, Mun .

Robiuson , R. f.

Mittell,W.C. Brompton Science S., S.W.

Minerva Coll . , Dover

North Park Coll . , Croydon

Neale, D. Harrow & Wealdstone Molern S.

Pope, D.E.H. Bowes Park S. for Girls , N.

Wiseman ,D.G.,

Popsford ,M.A. MileEndH . Newport,Mon. Hopper, M. W.L. St. David's S., Carnarvon

Torrhill Coll. , Hastings

Stainsbridge Coll. , Malmesbury ( Provis, A.M.

Hutchinson, B. e.a.

Procter,N. Milton Mount Coll.,GravesendRobinson , F.H. Upper Mount, Southsea Beck ,M.E . Elmhurst, Burgess Hill

Johnson,B.A. 11 Stopford Place , Stoke

St. George's H. , Doncaster

Torilen , W.

Staddon ,H.M.bk .

Cambridge H. , Preston ( Andrews,G.h .

Campbell,G.M.S. s.

Alexandra Coll . , Shirley

St. Winifred's S. , Torquay

Hanover H., Ryile

Wright, L.

Modena H. , Peckham Rye

Denness, E. B.1.hk. AlexandraC
oll.,Shirley

Roan S. , Greenwich

Wiskar,A.J. “ Glenarm Coll . , Ilford

Murray.1
.J

.

Cornish ,N. Leigh Bank Coll.,Learning
ton

Downes, M. 8.d. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.

Watts, E. B. Western H., Nottingham

Wandswo
rth Tech . Iust .

Dyer,G.A.

"Balfour,E.M.

Osborne,D. s.g.

Wood.E.M.
Private tuition

Einery ,M.E.
South London High S. , E. Dulwich

St. Andrew's Hall , Southport

Colston's Girls ' S. , Bristol
Roan S. , Greenwich

Cox, A.

Cook , L.

| Hawke, D.D.

York H., Chorley, Lancs.

Girls ' High S., Dartmout
h

( Bee, B. a . St. Andrew's Hall , Southport

Green ,E.M.32 Blenheim Gdns.,Willesden

Hurst , R.E.

i Jordan ,G.A.

Croft H. , Wallingford

Hillside, Clifton
Johnson , M.L. Woodford S. , Southsea

Hearushaw , E.M , e.y.ol.

Turner,G.M.K. Crossbeck H. , Ilkley

( Rice , M .

Bank H. , Blandford
Martell,G. Southampton Girls' Coll.

Spaldin
g

Girls ' Coll. S.

Cheal,E.C. Addisco
unbe

H. , Margat
e

Barnet
t

, L.

Thrapsto
ne

High S. Balfour,E.M.

Hilson , C.G. Park Rd. S. , Bingley

Hillside, Clifton

( Keyte,L.F.s . Westholin
e
, Maidenhea

d
1 Brook.G

.S . Cheetha
m Coll.s., M'chest

er
La Brooy, A.T. Roan S. , Green wich

Kelly, M.A. a .

Bowering, E.J Red Maids S. , Bristol i Green ,W.A. Stoneville , Blandford Nash ,M.E.

St.Joseph'
s S. ,Conv.of Loreto,Hulme

Clarke, M. Ashley High S. , Long Sutton ('Nunn ,A.C. Oxford H. , Woodbridg
e

Mid.Clas
s S.,Oxford Rd.,HighWycomb

e

Morris, K.F. Cornwallis HighS., Hastings

Clayden , I.M.

Tozer , V.M.d . Friends' S.,Saffron Walden

Brown , E. St.Andrew's Hall,Southport ( Spencer, A.M. E.Finchley High S. for Girls

Girls' High S. , Sudbury, Suffolk
Ellis , M. Modern Coll.,Stoke Bishop

Abbott, E.A.K. I.

Legge,D.M.H.s.

Haggas, A.G. Western H. , Nottingham

Brean Down H., Burnham , Som.

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend Revell, L.T.

Baker,M.A. a.f. NorfolkColl., Southsea

Neil , E.

Kingsley H. , Clacton

St. Andrew's Hall , Southport Young,E.M.

THIRD CLASS ,

McWhinnie ,J.M . sh .

Pope, K.

Stoke Public Higher S. Clark's Coll . High S. , Fitzroy Sq .,W.

Alexandra Coll., Shirley

Sears,M. de la B. f .

Honours Division ,

Addin ,C.C. d.

Mutton, E.J. s.e.g.c.al. Edgehill, Bodmin

65 Oakhurst Grove , E. Dulwich

Saxonholm
e

High S. , Whalley Range Howl , F.M. s.e.k.a.f.ge.
d.

Warring, M.S. I.

Home Park S. , Stoke

(Speddi
ug

, D. s. Stoke Public Higher S. Allix , s .

Transvaal H., Jersey

Ladies' Coll., Wellington , Salop Armstrong, A. d .

Spargo, Z.M.

Clarke, A.M.

Gram . S. , Romford Watton,M.1, s.c.h.a.d.

Braine,E.ch.9.f. Bayswater High S. W.

Parc Bracket Girls' Coll, S. , Camborne Dickenson,M. Fernside, Grantham

Ladies' Coll ., Wellington , Salop Chafe , I.M.e.n.l.

i Stone, M.G. MiltonMountColl.,Gravesend Law , B.A. Forest Gate High S. , E. Parkinson , E. h.q.al.

Cunningham , M.A.

i Thomas, E. Milton Mount Coll. ,Gravesend Bendall,E.M.f. Fairlawn S.,Newmarket

The Laurels, Herne Bay Duck , D. A.

Touzel, F.J. f. Transvaal H., Jersey Kidd, I.R.

Clifton H. , Leyton MacDonald , M. 3.1.g.a.s.

Gibson,C.M.6 ,Westbury Rd.,Brentwood

( Warne,G.D. N. Hackney High S. Waite, D.F. Milton Mount Coll.,Gravesen
d

Inter , S. , Hindes Rd . , Harrow ! Kilner,F.M.9.1. Camden S.forGirls, N.W

1

Alderh
urst

, Sale

West Ham High S.

Priva
te

tuitio
n

Oakle
y
High S., Southsea
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GIRLS, 3RD ) Class, Hons.--Continuerl. Shepherd , F.J. e.d. Duke Street S., Bath Harding , J.M . f. Royal Masonic Inst.,S.W. Hendersou, A.H. Friends' S. , Wigtcha

| Lee, P.M.«h.j. Smith ,V.G.d . Oakley High S. , Southsea Heap, M.d. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport i Hill,M.W.J. 8.g. Y Garn , Bromley, Kent

Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend Sutcliffe, A. a . Lytham & Fairhaven Coll. Ketley , W.M. h. Girton H. , Yeovil | Ingham ,M. Crossbeck H., Ilkley

Linton, D. ſ. Fairlight H. , Croydon Worthington, W.E. e.a. I Little ,J.G . f. Livingstone , F . a . Fernside, Grantham

Rossiter, A. e.a. High S. , Teigninouth Portland Street S.,Leamington Spa Cheltenham H., Newport , Mon. Longden ,E. É.SomervilleH.,Northampton
Wise ,8. E. f. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W. ( Carruthers, M.E. Cambridge H., Preston

Parker, M. B. Camden S. for Girls, N.W. | Morgan , I.M.g .

(Woodward ,M.E. RoyalMasoniclnst., s.W. Edey , B , h.g. Prospect H., St. Neots Ramshaw , N. Royal Masonic Inst. , S.W.Ji Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend

Bone, L. H. g.ol.j. Crossbeck H. , Ilkley Fletcher,L. St. Andrew's Hall,Southport Raymond, K G.del. 2Neary, F.M.

Cornford, H.M.h . Belle Vue, Herne Bay French , W.B. e.a.
Devonport High S , for Girls Warminster , Longley Rd ., Too

Filmer, E.A. f.d. Oakley High S. , Southsea
Roebuck , M. 3.9.d. Rayner, D.G. Camden S. for Girls , N.W.

Lynsted Coll . S. , Greenstreet Jones ,E.R.
Lytham & Fairhaven Coll. Taylor,S.C. Private tuition

Pinker, 1.M. a. GoodrichRd.S ., E.Dulwich Clark's Coll . High S. , Fitzroy Sq ., W.

?Saunders , I. Minerva Coll., Dover Winter, A. e. St. Olave's S. , Taunton

Smith,J.M.M.Mayfield Coll.,Marlborough (Worsell, F.J.
( Baxter, M. 9.f. Joynson, E.C.

Balham School, S.W.

Royal Masonic Inst. , S.W..

| Brown, D. M. s.
Ladies ' Coll., Wellington, Salop Tavlor,H.s.a. Purcell H. , Scarborough Beagarie , D. Prospect H., St. Neots .

Ladies ' Coll ., Wellington , Salop
Powell,G , a .

Turner, V.L.d. Collingwood Coll., Lee,S.E.
Abbey H. , Selby 2Brown,V.G.

Private tuition

Wheeler, A.E.
Procter, M.J .

Eames,F.M. Friends ' S. , Saffron Walden

Quarry H. , Guildford
Buisseret K.J. f.

Harrison , A.E. s.h.a.f.
18 Pavilion Square, Scarborough ( Balding ,W.A.s.e. St. Joseph's Coll . S. , Totland Bay

Royal Masonic Inst., S.W. Clothier, B. d .
Girton H. , Yeovil

Kendrick Girls ' S. , Reading Carter, E.C. d . Highs.for Girls,Wells,Som ..

Hollett,E.H. bl. Girls' Coll. S. , Aldershot Davies , F.B. 8.2.9.
Braithwaite ,D.e. Castle , M. Bilham S. , S.W.

McWilton , J.D. u.d. West Ham High S.
Kendrick Girls' S. , Reading

High S. , Buxton Rd . , Chingford ? Clarke , H.M. Castlebar High S. , Ealing

1 Malkin ,O.M.h.d. Private tuition Davies, I. E. . Xewnham H., Hereford
2Buck ,E A.M. Girls ' Coll. s. , Aldershot Deeks, C . d . Ellerker Coll ., Richmond Hill

Mayor, S.W.9. f. | Galloway,M.A . s.g. TheMounts.,Banbury
Burton , M. Lonsdale H., Norwich Gibaut,E.F. St. James's Coll . , Jersey

Warwick H .. Poulton -le - Fylde Holland , E.A. g . Cave, E. g . St. Andrew's Hall, Southport 2Hare, s . Cambridge H. , York

Rhodes,V. e. Arundel H. , Scarborotigh Hr. Grade S. , Regent St.,Plymouth
Cawley, A . E. d . Valletort Rd, S. , Stoke Harris,D. Montpellier Coli ., B. Salterton

Ricardo, M.A. e. Private tuition Lees, M. e..
Lytham & Fairhaven Coll. * Cawsey,G. Stoke Public Higher S. Hewson,E. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

Riley, M.L.B. 8.d. Malsbury ,C.M . Croft H., Wallingford
Cottingham ,M. g . Ashley H., Worksop Howard, I.C. d. Heidelberg Coll ., Ealing

Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend Marsland ,E.f. Goodrich Rd.S.,E.Dulwich
Eason,M.d. The Coll. , Totnes Johns, E. . Crossley & Porter S., Halifax

Stevenson , E. e.a.f. Mellor, J. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.
Elsey,E.M. Mecklenburg H., Putney Minchen , R.S. Summerbrook , Reading

Westbourne S., Westbourne Pk . , W. | Nichols, D. Wilber H., Biggleswade
Gooding,D.M.Ivy H. Coll. S., Crouch Hill Phillips,F.J.M.

Stiilolph ,D.M. af . Rushworth ,R.H.R. Fulford Field I.,York
Gordon , W.E.S. Camden S. for Girls, N.W. Raleigh Memorial S. , Stoke Newington

Olive H. High S. , Brockley Wilson, A.E. Park Rd . S. , Bingley
Harvey,G.M . ? Relton , P . Private tuition

Tate , 0.1. M. e.
Clark's Coll. High S. , Fitzroy Sq ., W. Richardson, E.K.I. ge. Private tuition

High S, for Girls , Wells, Som .
Higgins, L. Broad Green S. , Wellingboro * Roberts ,M.W. St. Augustine's S. , Kilburn

Hill , L.G.d.

Bellamy,C.M.h.g. Fernside, Grantham
Ellenborough H. , Clifton 2Smith , L.M.M. Modena H., Peckham Rye

THIRD CLASS .
Holderness, M.A.

Bishop,W.M.f.

Glengarry, Birkdale Stanyon , F.A. 23 North Parade,Grantham

| Jay, E. A. Collingwood Coll . , Lee,S.E. Stilwell , M. S.

Milton Mount Coll. , Gravesend Pass Division .
Jones , E.I. d .

Bliss, H.C. d .
Asliburne H. , Chepstow Home Glen , Strawberry Hill , S.W.

" Franklin , E. EllerkerColl . , Richmond Hill Mathias, N. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport
Inter. S. , Hindes Rd ., Harrow

Swadling,G.M.d. Harringay Park S. , N.

Child ,W. s.h.d. Ashburne H., Chepstow
2Cunningham ,A.M. Private tuition 2 McLoughlin ,E. Maycroft Homes ., Bexhill Thompson , L.A. g .

1 ? Piggott, E.F. d. Roan S. , Greenwich

Clark , A. S. Northcote H. , Crouch Hill ( ?Evans , H.M.
Clarence Coll ., Wood Green

Ladies' Coll., Wellington , Salop
Stratton , E. d . Dresden H., Evesham

| Creber, B.E.L. d. Talletort Rd . S. , Stoke

Tidswell, V.J. 11 Taswell Rd ., Southsea

Leat, M.A.M. a . Y Garn , Bromley, Kent
2Gill , M. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

Thompson , I. Mowbray S.,Sunderland Whiting,M.W. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W.

Pickup, B.
Wareing,J. d .

Dukintield High S.
?Mitchell,G.E. Colston's Girls'S ., Bristol Appleford , F.M. q..

Reilfern ,M.

St. Andrew's Hall, Southport
2Baillie ,C.K.

Private tuition
Waveney H., Harleston

( ?Wharmby,M.E.

Home Lodge S. , Bexley Heath

2Harwar, C.E.M .
Private tuition

| Thorne, D.G.a. Oakley High S. , Southsea Attride ,o.s. d . Kendrick Girls'S . Reading

( Willway , I.M. h.g. Clarendon S. , Bath
Carden High S. , Peckham Rye Chicigey ,E.I. 8. Girls ' High S.,Wanstead Benson , D. e . St. Joseph's Conv., Huline

( Bluck.J. 9 .
2Webb, D.M. Colston's Girls ' S. , Bristol Clayton, W. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W . Bevan , D.S.P. . Brook Green Coll ., W.

Quarry H .. Guildford
Mason, E.J.

Brewin , P.9 . Milton JountColl.,Gravesend
2Cruik , E.G.M.S. j. Carter ,H.V. d . Longford Girls' S., Bristol

Daines,B.M., . Hemdean H., Caversham
Addey & Stanhope S. , New Cross High S. for Girls , Wells , Som . Crossley, E. St. Andrew's Hall,Southport

2Macgregor,G.M.
Private tuition Cross , A.

| Davey, 1. d . Clifton H., Park Rdl ., Aintree

Royal Masonic Inst., s.w. | Crossley, L. St. Andrew's Hall, Soutlıport
2Read ,H.M . Westbourne H. , Cowes Donovan , E.

Gudbehere,I.. $.e.cz
Darley,G.L.A.

2Cooper,S.C. Loreto Conv., Hulme, M'chester
Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend

Lytham & Fairhaven Coll.

Vash ,M.F. e.
Stainsbridge Coll . , Malmesbury Gay,G.A. Milton Mount Coll.,Gravesend

Wakefield H., Norwich

" Devereux,M.A. Airedale H., Gravesend

20nions, E.M.C. 2Goodwin , L.E.

Quinn ,M.S. Friends' S. , Saffron Walden
Waveney H., Harleston | Edkins,M.E. 11.01.

Sunfield H. , Wellington , Salop | Haigh ,M.F. Private tuition
Rylance, I. ii . St. Andrew's Hall,Southport

Beaufort H., Stratford -on -Avon

2Penny ,D.M.

Wright, D.Me.d. OliveH . High S.,Brockley
Hallett,M.R. d . Portway Coll.,Reading i ?Ellis , L. The Academy, Crewe

Wordsworth Coll., Shirland Rd ., W. Hobson, M.C. Evans,A.M. Southernhay S. , Exeter

Buisseret,M.J.f. 2Welham ,E.F. Girls' Gram . S. , Farnham Ladies' Coll . , Wellington , Salop 2Ford , M.A. Westbourne H., Cowes

St. Joseph's Coll . S. , Totland Bay [ 2Lovell, L.H. Red Maids S. , Bristol 1.2Levy,M.A . f. Minerva Coll., Dover Gill,M.E.F. 6 Westbury Rd ., Brentwood

Cable , E.C . e.u.fi Girton H., Yeovil i l'incent, E.B. Clifle Lawne, Rycie Lund, A. s.g. Lytham & Fairhaven Coll. Grilliths, D.G. d . Camden S.forGirls,N.W.

I Cooper, I .. $.f. Clarence Coll.,Wood Green 2Caton , H.o. Private tuition | Rickus,L.S. West Ham High S. Hall ,E.M. e . York H., Stony Stratford

| Green ,W.T. 3.f. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W. Fowles, E. Woking High S. for Girls Sayle, E. y... Roan S. , Greenwich
"Hurrison,R.H. Clarendon Coll., Clifton

Hack ,C.A. S. Y. Garn , Bromley, Kent 2Kiln ,W. Woking High S. for Girls 2Seddon ,E.A. f. Hartfell , Birkdale Heath ,0.M . f.
Private tuition

Hawking, E. f. Goodrich Rd . S., E.Dulwich 2Massey,E. Friends' S., Penketh i Sibthorpe ,E.s.f. Hill , V. Fairlight H., Croydon

Jones,E.L. Westbourne H., Cowes ("Minty, C .A. Clifton H., Leyton Salisbury H., Littlehampton Kirkham , A.P.

Kelsey,M. Lynsted Coll. S. , Greenstreet 2Collin ,E.S. d. Fairlawn S. , Newmarket Smith, E. e . West Hain High S. Warwick H. , Poulton -le -Fylde

Kemball, M. e. 2Marshall,D.C. | Tucker, E.H.h.d. Lavers,E.M.h . Hanover H., Ryde

LoretoConv., Hulme, Manchester Clark's Coll . High S. , Fitzroy Sq ., W. Rock Hill Coll . , Chulmleigh Lawton,M.F. Kensington H., Chiswick

Pinchard ,S.T.B.f. Harringay Park S., N. 2Barker,E. Hartfell, Birkdale ?Tyler,A.C. Colston's Girls' S. , Bristol Lockwood , A. a . Girls ' High S. , Rothwell

| Rayner,E.M. Girls ' Modern S. , Harleston "Bond ,W.E. Clarendon Coll ., Clifton Walker,G. a . St. George's H. , Doncaster Longhurst,C.G.d. Girls'Coll.s ., Aldershot

Terry, P.M.8. Lonsdale House S. Norwich 72French , H.M. Northcote H. , Crouch Hill Walpole, M.M. e. 2 Lucas,G. Manor H., Havant

Walker, F.M.P. Westbourne H., Cowes "Gall ,M.A . Ripley Coll., Bury St. Eds. 2Marshall,L.M. Dresden H., Evesham

Wenham ,F.H.e.
Private tuition Clark's Coll. High S. , Fitzroy Sq ., W. "White, E.G. Addiscombe H., Margate Parsons,S.L.M. e. Duke Street S. , Bath

Williains, M.B.S. e.di. 2Green ,G.R. Rose Bank S. , Brentwood ( Wilton, E. Girls ' High S. , Dartmouth 2Radcliffe ,M. Wm . Gibbs ' S. , Faversham

St. Margaret's S. , Cardiff 2Keene,G.A. Westholme, Maidenhead
2Attrill , W C.

Hanover H .. , Ryde Speakman, M. g. Lytham & FairhavenColl.

Wilson, L.E.P.N.9.f. 2Lowth ,R.E.A. Weirfield S. , Taunton Spencer,G.F. e. Langley H., Ashbourne
Hope Lodge S. , Bexley Heath

Besseiche,M. f.d.
2von Herrenberg, L.M.s. Hillside, Clifton

Convent High S., Weymonth
2Stent,M. Froebel H., Worthing

Gardiner,W.
Acworth , E.E.A.e. The Laurels,HerneBayi Hoppee,1.A.

Wm . Gibbs ' S. , Faversham
Billinge , M.E. e.f.

Private tuition
2Towers, F.E.

York H., Farnham
Arundel H., Scarborough

Berthoud , M. g.f.

Cooke, D. E. d . Waldron House, Havant "Twigg , D. Harborne Ladies' Coll . , B'ham

( ?Rivett,E.M. Salisbury A., Plymouth

Loreto Conv., Hulme, Manchester
2Cooke,E.M. Spring Bank, Hyde Turner,M.M..

2Fish , A. Colston's Girls ' S., Bristol

| Butler ,E.M.d . Davis, E.M.g. Y Garn, Bromley, kent
Avondale , Croxteth Rd., L'pool

Ladies' Coll ., Wellington , Salop
'Cooper,E. Davys,M.G.P. Camden S, for Girls , N.W. York , C.M . South Bristol Girls' High S.

Callaway,E.W. Northcote H. , Crouch Hill
Ely House Coll., Wolverhampton Draper, D. E. g .

2Fry,L.E. Emwell S. , Warminster
í ?Atherton ,A.E. Belinont, Aintree , L'pool

Cook , 1. w . a . Hyde H. , Tollington Park Girls' High S. , Sudbury , Suffolk
" Hallifax, B.B. Hillside, Clifton

Austin ,G.A.

Hayward , K. e.
Ellis , B. s.1 . Lonsdale H., Norwich Acock's Green Ladies' Coll ., B'ham

5 Orchard Gardens, Teignmouth Davidson,V.E.
2Reinohl, L.A. Brompton Science S. , S.W . Gooderhamn , E. Glengall, Romford

Wakefield H., Norwich

Brain ,E.M. Colehill s. , Tam worth

Johnstone, M.J. h . Haslem ,G. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax
Le Cocq,E. Mecklenburg H., Putney

Caunt, G. Ashley H., Worksop

Ellerker Coll . , Richmond Hill
2Hawkins, E.G. Red Maids S., Bristol

> Powell,G.G.

2Chipp,A.M. Westbourne A. , Cowes

Lander, I.M. a.

Moseley High S. for Girls
Isted ,E.E. Alexandra Coll., Shirley Clark , E.L.B , d. Private tuition

2Thomas,M.M.

Ladies' Coll ., Wellington , Salop
Johnson, M.G. Horndene, Epping

Mountside High S. , Hastings
Clarke, M. Glenarın S. , Moseley

Latimer, E. e. The Laurels, Herne Bay Smith ,O.M.
Keen , E.G. Girls ' Coll. S. , Aldershot

Roan S. , Greenwich
Cockcroft, 1.A.8. RoyalMasonicInst.,S.W.

Milner, S.H.8. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.
Kitchin , M. s. Clanvillel ., BrookeRd.,X. Eyre , 0 . g . Ashley H., Worksop

Thomas,E.L.M.
Newman , R. f.

Northcote H. , Crouch Hill
Linaker,F. s.n.g. Lythain & FairhavenColl. Foster. L. f. Milton MountColl.,Gravesend

St. Joseph's Coll. S. , Totland Bay
i Lockyer,E.H.I.

2Burnell, E.
Glenarm Coll ., Ilford Goodwin ,E.V.

Private tuition

HarlestonWaveney H. ,

| Pitchford , F.A. s. Mills,C.J.e.f. SomerviileH .,Northampton Haberlin , E. g .

2Ellis,A.M. d .

Sunfield H. , Wellington , Salop Central Found, S. , Spital Sq ., E.
Norrington ,Muriel Loreto Conv ., Hulme, M'chester

Roberts, I.K. a.f.
Montpellier Coll., B. Salterton Harding,E.E.u . Camdeu S. for Girls ,N.W.

Ladies' Coll., Wellington, Salop 2Butler, A.M.
2Tapp,M.E . Ashley High S. , Long Sutton Pickford , B. h . St. George's H. , Doncaster 2Harrison,F.I. Guelph Coll., Clifton

Smith ,M. d. Hemdean H. , Caversham
Stokes , L.M.V.s. Holey,E.F.

Stainsbridge Coll . , Malinesbury
Crossbeck H., Ilkley

Wilson , I. M. e.a. West Ham High S. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax
2Clarke,E.

Hutton,G.M.
Stoke Public Higher S.

2Harlow.E.M .
Sykes,L.8.d. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

Bush ,M.A.a . Goodrich Rd . S., E.Dulwich
Addiscombe H., Margate

Branksome Coll. , Now Milton , Hants

Wilkinson,M.H.M. Private tuition King, A.L. a.š. Goodrich Rd.s., E.Dulwichi
Cainbage, A. A. e.a. Fernside, Grantham ( Billett, D.M. 5 Osnaburgh Terrace, N.w.

| Woolf, L.H.CanonburyHighs.for Girls ,N. Long, M.E.
| 2 D'Arcy, W.

Friends's ., Saffron Walden

( radduck,E.K.
St. Joseph's Conv., Hulme

Wright, I.M. Brook Green Coll ., W.
The Crescent S., Selby2Wither,M.E.Licensed Victuallers' S. , S.E.

20ldendorf, M.S. Alresford H.,Chiselhurst

2Yates, H. Addiscombe H. , Margate

Crosbie ,A.H.

Pearson ,G.M.d. Camden S. for Girls,X.W.

Private tuition Biglands, H. Friends ' S. , Wigton
Young, C.L . Bellevue , Herne Bay 2Pennell,L.L.R.A. d . Roan S.,Greenwich

Dingley, M.D.
2Johnson,E.M. Scarborough Hr. Grade S. Brading,G.M.f.
2 Johnston ,E.H.

The Hollies, Soho Park, Handsworth

Pinney, I.A.Ellerker Coll., Richmond Hi

Kirkburn, Bush Hill Pk . , Enfield

Hardcastle,R.F.M. (.f.
Guildown Coll. S. , Tunbridge Wells

Ross,M.B. Avondale ,Croxteth Rd ., L'pool

Calladine,M.I. York H., Stony Stratford Rozenbaum , E.A. f. Gloucester H., Kew

Royal Masonic Inst., s.w. ( "Upham ,C.E . Rockvale H. , Brixham
Colemau, O.B. Colehill S., Tamworth 1 2Salmon ,M.L. Airedale H. , Gravesenia

Holland ,M.B. 9. Flack , K. ge . Servite S., Lordship Rd ., N. Field , D. The Acadeiny , Crewe Todd,A. St.Andrew's Hall, Southport

Hr. Grade S. ,Regent St. , Plymouth Godfrey, D.M. Harringay Park S. , N. Frost ,F.E. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W. Tweddell,A. St.Andrew's Hall , Southport

| Reddall, D.C. G. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W .! | Habgoon1,D.V.
Private tuition Gates,G.J. The Laurels, Herne Bay! Wetherill,A. g. Royal Masonic Inst. S.W.

1.

1
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多
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GIRLS, 3RD CLASS, Pass - Continued . Trudfian ,W.M.a . The Coll., Totnes 2Richmond,F. Kendrick H., Brighton Williams, D.M. Warwick H. , Roade

Wilby, C , d .

Private tuition Tutt ,G.1 . e . Camden S. for Girls, N.W. Sewell,V. Avondale, Croxteth Rd ., L pool Woodiwiss , A.S.

Witchell,G. s.h.g. Grosvenor Coll., Bath Venton, I.M.T. Haldon View S. , Exeter Simpson , E. Arundel H., Scarborough

St. Joseph's Conv . , W. Hartlepool

Young, E.1. e .

Wells , M.A.Milton Mount Coll.,Gravesend Sykes, E.M. Field H. , Heaton ( hapel

Westoe High S. , South Shields White,M.A. Moseley High S. for Girls | Tharp.E.I. Stapleton Hall S.,StroudGreen

Bouttell ,E.V.License
d
l'ictualle

rs
' S. , S.E.

Woolcock, H.

Dean ,E.

Tour:kinson,E.M. e.

Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

Rochdale High S.
Ashworth, M.I. d .

S. Holland Central Classes, Spalding

Dowdey,E.G.

Lansdowne H. , Llandudno

Harringay Park S. , X.

| Baines E.
Warminster, Longley Rd., Tooting

Fieldsend -Redman,MJ. e. a .

Towerzey ,K.A.
2Adams,O. Milton Mount Coll ., Gravesend

Hillside , Clifton
Norfolk Coll . , Southsea

Lower Road S. ,
Bussy, D.K.u .

Bate,F.E. d . Devonpor
t
High S.for Girls

Wells, M.E. f.
Harrow

Harding,F.M. Royal Masonie Inst , S.W.

Northern H., Childs Hill, V.W.

Bowes, M. d .

" Burch , D.W.

Sittingbou
rne

College

Wenham , I.
Bestreben High S. , Brondesbury

Burgess, T.M.a .

| Hopkins, B.H. Margate Ladies' Coll .

Woking High S. for Girls

Waveney H., Harlestou

Woosnam , G .

Johnaon ,M.A.

Heidelberg Coll . , Ealing

Carr ,E. d . St. Augustine's Coll., Longton

| Crate , E.M. Newton H. , Tunb. Wells

Hillside Ladies ' S. , Risea , Mou.

| Dockrill, N.G. f.

Cottrell, D.I.

2Wright, B.I. Brompton Science S. , S.W.

Private tuition

Yonde, M.

Knott,F.R.Stainsbri
dge Coll. ,Malmesbur

y

Crabtree, L. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

Friends' S. , Saffron Walden

Friends' S. , Penketh
Lawrence, E. Girtonville Coll . , Aintree

Dutton , H. g. St. Andrew's Hall,Southport

Cruse, D. St. Bernardi's S. , Southsea

Barling ,C.M . Alexandra Coll . , Shirley Levy, B.V.
Minerva Coll., Dover

Evans, M.J.

Duxtield, M. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport Barnes , A. a . Field H., Heaton Chapel i Lounton , A.a.Sandgate ,Berwick -on -Tweed

Summertield Hall, Maesycwmmer
Farrant , W.M. il .

Bartlett, D., Burnard H., Worthing Mace,F. Win . Gibbs ' S. , Favershain

| Frampton ,C.F.

Ladies' S. , Holcombe Rogus, Devon

Coole , M.G. Colston's Girls' S. , Bristol Marsh , H.G.C. Guelph Coll., Clifton

Foster, D. Ladlies'Coll ., Wellington, Salop

Parc Bracket Girls' Coll.s.,Camborne

Crickinay, A.G. Thornton S. , Grays Metzner,O.V.

Frost ,A.I.

Godfrey, W. Woking High $. for Girls
? Cullen , E.V. Girls ' Coll. S. , Aldershot

Summerland S. , Richmond Hill

Westbourne S. , Westbourne Pk . ,W .

Holmes, L.

Friends' s . , Gt. Ayton Dennington ,G.B. d .

Moles, H.

Glan Dyti, Wisbech

2Gariliner ,E.

2Jones,W. Woking High S. for Girls

Girls' Iligh S. , Sudbury, Suffolk Vairne,M.Loreto Cony., Hulme,Mchester

Girls' High S. , Sudbury , Suffolk Jopson ,C.F.d .

Dressler, B.I. LicensedVictuallers'S. , S.E . Newsom , E.L.F. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W.

Hamilton, U. Southampt
on Girls' Coll.

Carden High S. , Peckham Rye Elliott,A.f.d. Elm Lodge, Petersham Nicholls ,E.I. g. The Mount S. , Banbury

i Hawke, E. A.

The Coll., Totnes

Kennard ,G.H. The Limes, Chiswick

Fraser,M.F.e.f. Rolvenden, Barnes Green Read , B.E.

Duke Street S. , Bath

Hawtin, L.J. g.d. Howard Coll . , Bedford

2 Long ,M. Mayfield Coll ., Marlborough

Gleeson, V., St. Bernard's S. , Southsea Robertson, I.M.

Howgego, M.Ě. Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E.

Malam ,B.E. 12 Reginald Terr. , Leeds Graham , E.R.

Ellesmere Coll . , S. Norwood

Jenkins,M. 8. Wm . Gibbs' S. , Faversham
Newman ,C.M.

Clark's High S. , Effra Rd ., S.W. 2Rogers,M. The Poplars , Wolverhampt
on

| Leps, E.M.d .

St. Joseph's Coll . S. , Totland Bay | Gray, E.R. Girls' High S. , Wanstead Sare.G.I.
Portway Coll. , Reailing

Beaurivage S. , Weston - s.-Mare

Norrington , Marjorie

Hamley, E. d. Glengali , Romforii Steane, M.E. Coll. S. for Girls, Ballam

| Mackman ,M.A.

Montpellier Coll., B. Salterton Hawes,O.M.

Lonsdale H. , Vorwich

Camden S. for Girls, N.W. Warren, A. 8.

Palmer ,M.E.

S. Holland Central Classes , Spalding

Hemdean H., Caversham Lyttelton-Chubh, D.

Whitehead , M.E. d .

2Neumann, T.

Patricchio ,M.X. Kensington H., Chiswick
1 Manor Terrace, Tynemouth

Beaufort H., Stratford -on-Avon

Leigh Bank Coll ., Leamington
Proctor, E.

Hartfell , Birkdale 2Marten ,M.E.

Norris,R.E. g .

2Rose, M.

Adam ,E.V.

Girls' High S. , Sudbury, Suffolk

31 Brigstock Rel., Thornton Heath

Swanwick Coll . , Parkgate , Hants

2Mitchellhill, J .

11 Queen's Avenue, Muswell Hill

Osbalacsto
n , L.

Smith ,A. (l . Bentinck S. , Newcastl
e - 0. - T .

South Parade S. , Whitley Bay

Atkinson , E.O. Pembroke Coll ., Harrogate

St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

2Stones, A. St. George's H. , Doncaster
Nowell,B.M. Vallifield Coll., W.Norwood

2Ayres,C. Hemdean H., Caversha
m

Owen, M.

2Sutclife, D.G.

George Green S. , Poplar

Bond, N.

Oaklands, Ilkley Pickles, V.M. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W.

Edgehill, Bodmin

Bowerman ,M.B.

Thomerson , V.A.il .

Skey , M. a . Stainsbridge
Coll., Malmesbury

Poole,E.M. The Firs S. , Weston -s.-Mare

| Smith, D.C. Camden S. for Girls, N.W.

Cleveland Coll ., S. Hackney Poulton , V.E. d . Balham School, S.W.

Stainsbridge Coll . , Malmesbury

Smith , D.R. e. Field H. , Heaton Chapel

Tindall,E.K. f.ge. Fairlawn S.,Newmarket
Simpson, B. d . Cromwell R. S. , Bristol

Brown,A.C. d .

2Smith ,H.B.

Tooley ,G.W. s.

High S. , Plaistow

Fernside, Grantham 2Snow , L.

Brean Down H., Burnham , Son .

St. Hilda's, Exeter

Stanley, 1. M. f.

2Webh, D.M. Rose Bank S. , Brentwood Swinburne, N.

Carswell,W.E. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.

Brean Down H., Burnham , Som .

White ,E.R.d . BrickwoolLodge, Tonbridge St. Josephi's Conv ., W. Hartlepool

Clark , n .f. Hope Lodge S. , Bexley Heath

Stephenson,P.M.M. Private tuition ! 2Whitton ,G.J.D .Milford H., Newport, Mon.
Tulley ,E.E. e . Peterstield H. , Midhurst

2Cleverley,A.M. Emwell S. , Warminster

Stevens,L.M.

2Wood ,M.I.K.

Daniel,G.D.B.f .

(West,W.N. Gosport Secondary & Coll. s .

Summerfield Hall, Maesycwmmer

Carleton Queen's Coll ., Tufnell Pk .

Home Glen, Strawberry Hill , S.W.

Tuttle ,L.M. d .

Ainsworth ,W.M.V.

2Evans,1.E. Milton MountColl. ,Gravesend

Acfield ,E.F.

Clarendon S. , Bath

Alexandra Coll ., Shirley Hamon ,E.M.S.

Evering High S. , Evering Rd ., V.

Aked, B.A. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

Pembroke H., Jersey

Bouchier,H. Lytham and Fairhaven Coll .

Venn, E.

Maindee Girls ' Coll. s.

Haworth ,G.K.

Southernl
ay

S., Exeter

Allen , J .

Boyce,E.F.

Harrow H., Cardiff

Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E.

Wa - libourn, E. Colville I., Swindon

Baker,G.V.

Boylan, H. e.a.

Lacey , R.C. e .
Lulworth H., Caerleon

Kensingto
n
H., Chiswick

Watt,M.

2Lovell,P.A .

Ball , F.

Private tuition

Girls ' High S. , Ossett

Friends S. , Saffron Waiden

Loreto Conv., Hulme, M'chester

Whitley,E.A. Crossley& Porters ., Halifax

Norman , F. W.M.

Brymer Jones,J. $. 11 .

Carter ,M. Leigh Bank Coll ., Leamington

Private tuition

Guelph Coll ., Clifton

Yates , I.M. Camden S. for Girls , N.W. Champion.W .

Churchill, M.

Woking High S. for Girls

Notley, M.A. Cornwallis High S. , Hastings

Burnard H., Worthing
Osborn ,E. Cairnbrook Coll ., S.Woodford

Craddock, L.M. Hemdean H. , Caversham

Chenery ,M.V..

r2Avis, L.E. Rosemont, Bishopston , Bristol

Stanley H., Eye Dean , W.

Ostle , R.

Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

Friends' S. , Wigton

Davies,M.Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend

Baiss, E.M. e. St. Margaret's S., Carliff

Rebourg, F.L. f.

Evans,E.a . Brooklyn H. , Wellington , Salop

Vauxhall S.,St.Helier's

| Dingle, M.E.A. .

2Bloxham ,A.M.S. Private tuition

Roberts, E.M.

?Evors,E.G. Burton H., Weston -s.- Mare

Brown , H.d .

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend

Arundel H. , Scarborough 2Duffett,L.P.
Hanover H. , Ryde

Gardner, D.M. Moseley High S. for Girls

St. Stephen's Coll., Hounslow

Crouch,M.C. Girls ' Coll. S., Aldershot

Shillito , E.

Greenaway,K.H . High S., South Vorwood

Girls' High S. , Rothwell

Elliston , M.A.A, 1.

Gore, E. a . St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

2Hatch , L.

Girls ' High S. , Sudbury, Suffolk

Summerbr
ook

, Rearling Shrewsbur
y
.W.M.

Rock Hill Coll ., Chululei
gh

| Hanes, C.

2Farmer,K.M. Ystrad H., Newport, Mon.

Holland , D.
Fernside,Grantham !

Hampton H.,Redland , Bristol

Hull,G. Clanville H., Brooke Rd ., N.

Taylor, E.C.
Houghton ,V. Stoneycrof

t
Coll., Liverpool

Olive H. High S. , Brockley

Fitch , I.M.

Taylor, A. d . The DerbyInst
.forGirls

,Derby

Crescen
t Coll . , York

Foster, C.

2Jones,E.M.

Thatcher ,G.F.M. Coborn S. , Bow Rd.,E.

Lime Tree H., York

Jaines, D.E.

Gan Dyti S., Wisbech

Wilton H. , Reading 2Fox, V.M .

Wells, M.E.

Killick , M.A.

Collingwood Coll . , Lee, S.E.

St. George's H. , Doncaster

| Jenkin , s.

Swanwick Coll ., Parkgate , Hants

Groves, F.M.

Backlund ,F. Hambledon H. , Brentford

Parc Bracket Girls' Coll. S. , Camborne
Westbourne S. , Westbourne Pk ., W.

MacPherso
n,W.H.

| Blunden, E.C. d .

Lavelle ,R.A. Clarence Coll ., Wood Green
2Hiley ,W.F. Colston's Girls ' S. , Bristol

Colston's Girls ' S. , Bristol

Ellerker Coll . , Richmond Hill

Malpas, L. d . Iona High S. , Ilford
2Kendall,E.T. Wakefield H., Norwich

2Mitchell . Waring, B.

Cheeseman , L. Grosvenor Coll .,Bath

Marshall,E. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax
Laws , H.A. s . Lonsdale H., Norwich

Brantwood , Trinity Rd., Bootle Clapham , E. L. f.

Mandsley,G. Lytham & Fairhaven Coll.

Montserrat, W.M. d .

Martin,E. Sunfield H., Wellington , Salop

Private tuition

Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

2 Parker,H.M. St. Winifred's, Southampt
on

Passmore, New Malden
Payne,B.G.

Montague, A.M.

Cole , S.M . a . 19 Grange Park , Ealing

Pate ,G.L. Royal Masonic Iust., S.W.

Dartmouth H. , Redland, Bristol Daws, H.S. e .

| Mullin , A.C. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

Private tuition

| Roe,G.E. d . Howard Coll., Bedford Newman , H.W.

Pickup, M.M. St. George's H., Doncaster

Spalding Girls ' Coll. S.

Senut, Y.E. Convent High S. , Weymouth

Donaldson , E.A, a

Private tuition

Reer ,V.A. s .

Parker,J.E . d .

Camden S. for Girls, X.W.

Shields,E. Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax
Ladies ' Coll ., Wellington , Salop

| Riminer, A. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport Gordon ,O.K. Heyop H., Axminster

i Turner, E.L. f. Friends' S.,Saffron Walden
Raw , E.E. Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend

Rogers,L.V.e.CastleDene
s., Newport, 1.W. Green , E.E. 44 Val Plaisant , Jersey

Waters,O.

Heathfield H. , Cardiff

Clarendon S. , Bath

Roberts, A.E.C.e .

Smith ,j.R .

Private tuition Hill, M. St.Andrew's Hall, Soutliport

1 2Windle ,A. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport
Robson ,E. d . Arundel H., Scarborough

Smyth ,E.T. a. Weirfield S. , Taunton Jackson , G.

Private tuition

Woollat
t
, E. Howard Coll., Bedford

Sharp, F.B. Prospect H., St. Neots
Sutherla

nd,N.St.C. e.f.

Keyte,M.E. Westhol
me

, Maidenlie
ad

Speed , P.

Armitag
e
, L. A.8.9.

Priory H., Clapham Cominon

St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

Kirby,E.M.Rosemont,Bishopston ,Bristol

| Stiles,B.A.

Tompson ,P.M.d .

Alpha H., Harringay

Royal Masonic Inst. , S.W.

Hillside, Clifton
2May.K.H.Queen

'sS., Cliftonville,Margate

Thorne,G.M.

Baxter, R.K. d .

Whittington ,A.B.

Colville H. , Swindon

Midelton , M.A . Weirfield S., Tauntoil

2 Wallgate,E.

Evering High S. , Evering Rd ., N.

51 Ditchling Rise, Brighton i Osborn , E.F.

14 Yorkersgate, Malton

Rolvende
n

,Barnes Green

Winter,M.d . Claremon
t

S. , Cricklew
cod

| Potter, H.B.

Williams,G.M.

| Broadbri
dge

,M.A.

Glanmo
r
, Gorleston

Carden High S. , Peckham Rye

St. Winifred
's

, Southam
pton

Allen , D.

Harrow H., Cardiff
| Ransted, E.

YGarn , Bromley, Kent

i 2Budd , I.

Burnard H., Worthing
2Wood,C.L.

Atkins , J. e .

Private tuition

2 Rawlings,A. Stoke Public Higher S.

| Collins,E.R. N. Home Park S. , Stoke

Summerfield Hall, Maesycwmmer Bailey, E.
Linden H., Hendon

Rayner, D.M. Inter. S. , Hindes Rd.,Harrow

Cully ,G.M.d . Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W. Allix ,J .

Transvaa
l
H. , Jersey Baker, J.L .

Rook ,K.M . Western H., Nottingham

2 Derriman, E.N. Vale View H. , Devizes Austin , F.

High S. , Teignmouth Highs ., Poplar Avenue, Edgbaston

Rosenthal, H. Minerva Coll. , Dover

| Edmonds,A.M.

Burman, L.G.

Birch , 0 . f.

Private tuition

Sewell, K.M. Colville H. , Swindon

Ellerker Coll . , Richmond Hill

Wortland Crescent S. , M'chester Brayton ,M.d . Hartfell , Birkdale Sewell,M. Priory H. , Clapham Common

Evans,L. 8.e.h.

2Cooke,A.M.

Spring Bank, Hyde | Brentnall,A.S. e.

2Sharp, B. f.

Privat
e tuition

Hope Lodge S. , Bexley Heath Corneli
us

,E.

Spring Bank , Moss Side, M'chester Sykes,C.A. d. Broadfield, Rochdale

Howard, E.

West Ham High S.

5 Orchard Gardens,Teignmou
th

Brownin
g
, D.

Warwick H. , Roade

| Taylor, L.E. Coll . S. , Stanford-le-Hope

Inglis, L.A.M. d . Wilton H., Reading Darringt
on, I. Clarence Coll., Wood Green Carnley , S.K . Valley Bridge H., Scarboro'

Turnham ,G.M.

King-Brooks , M.E. d . Westwoo
d, Maldon

Home Park S. , Stoke

Dolton ,Ge.

Coles, E.W.

Licensed Victuallers' S. , S.E.

St. Winifred's , Southampton

| Lane, E.R. d . High S. , Teignmouth Dudley, W.M.

Crudge, A. Girls ' High S. , Dartmouth
Walker , D.I.

2Lazareck , B.J.V . Girls' Coll. S. , Aldershot

Walker, I.

Friends' S. , Wigton

Kynerton, Sefton Park , L'pool i Dow ,E.

Woking High S. for Girls

Machin , W.W.
Privat

e
tuition

Forest Gate High S.

George , E.G.

Evans, M.

Walker, V.E. e .

Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax

Malver
n

H. , Birkdale

Norket
t
,M.A. a . Westho

lme
, Maiden

head
Gerrish , E.J., Camdeu S. for Girls, N.W. Everard , W. d. Addisc

ombe
High S.

Wanstall,G.E .

Patrick ,G , H . Licensed Victuallers'S. , S.E. Grithin , E. d . Gram . S. for Girls, Worcester George, V.G.I. High S. , South Norwood

St. Edmund'
s

S. , Hunstantou

Peters ,C.M . Goodric
h
Rd . S. , E. Dulwich 2 Hassan , L. Maustiel

d
H.,CliftonG

dns
., W. Gill , E.M. f. Clarenc

e
Coll ., Wood Green

Ward , M.F. d .

Raven , M. Bentinck S. , Newcastl
e -on - T . Knowles,E.M.

Hill, D.C. Coolhurst S. , Crouch End / Beamish,M.

Rolfe, H. Westholme, Maidenhea
d

)

Ladies' Coll . , Wellington, Salop Hyde, F.M. St. Winifred's, Southampton Old Mostyn H., Parkgate, Cheshire

Root,G.E. g . Y Garn , Bromley, Kent Macaulay,C. a.d. Lulworth H., Caerleon Ireland , E.

St. Hilda's, Exeter Beeching, N.G .

Sillitoe ,G.I. e.

Nichols,G.B.A. Lulworth Lodge.Birkdale | Kipps,M.M. St. Winifred's, Southampton

High S. , Buxton Rd ., Chingford
Girls' High S. , Sudbury, Suffolk Oates , D. Milton Mount Coll ., Gravesen

d
i 2Maxwell,M.E. Liddon Memorial S. , V.w. Bruce , C.M. Coolhurs

t
S. , Crouch End

Sprawson , D.M. s .

Penton ,K.f. Ladies'S .,TheClose,Brighton 1 2Negus,H.M. Southamp
ton

Girls ' Coll. Carter ,M.

Longfor
d

Girls' s., Bristol

Mayfie
ld Coll . , Marlbo

rough
2Powel

l
, E.E. Lulwor

th
H. , Caerle

on
Sewar

t
, R. Royal Masori

c
Inst ., S.W. Cuppai

dge, D.A.G.

2Thom
as ,M.A. Colsto

n's Girls ' S. , Bristol Pudne
y
, B.M.

Sykes , B.

Abbey H. , Selby | Daniels ,V.F.

Thompson ,K.J. f.

Private tuition

Girls' High S. , Sudbury, Suffolk ! | Waruer, M. Woodville S. , Birchington

Stainsbrid
ge

Coll., Malmesbury

Privat
e

tuition

High S. , Plaist
ow

The Coll., Totnes
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GIRLS, 3RD Class , Pass - Continued . Pope, M. Kendrick Girls ' S. , Reading Cardall, H.A. High S. , Wylde Green Dodgson ,L. Devonshire H. , Bridlington

2Davis,E.M. Kendrick H. , Brighton Sawyer,A. d . Laurel Cottage, Fleet, Hants Carpenter, M. f. Bowes Pk . S. for Girls , N. Gardner, M.E.TheCollege, Weston - s . -Mare

Evans,M.E.MontpellierColl.,B.Salterton 2Shepperd ,A.I. Ashton H., Jersey Clarkson , c . Field H., Heaton Chapel Goodland , D.V. Weirfield S. , Taunton

| ?Fieldwick , E.W.M. Simpson, M.C. Field H. , Heaton Chapel Coope, I.M. Southampton Girls' Coll. Goody ,H.E . Licensed Victnallers' 8. , S.E .

Mecklenburg H., Putney Smith, M.E. The Derby Inst.forGirls, Derby Dalrymple, H.M. Bank H., Blandford Hassall,E.M , Kirkstone , West Bromwich

French ,A.J. Girls' High S. , Wanstead Southwood -Jones, B. Private tuition Ford, A. Gloucester H., Kew Holl, B. d . Wakefield H., Norwich

Hawke,G.E. Girls ' High S. , Dartinouth Spashett, E.M. Waketield H., Norwich Gibbs, E.M. e. Private tuition Jennins, E.M. Abbey H., Selby

Henniker-Gotley ,T.M. Private tuition Taylor ,M.D. Quarry H. , Guildford | Griffiths, Q . St. Andrew's Hall, Southport || Martin , L.L. 44 Val Plaisant , Jersey

Hetherington , s.o . Balham School, S.W. " Tomlinson, M. Hughes, F.M. Athelstan H. , Margate Mayston , H.M .

Hill,G. St. Winifred's S. , Torquay i Breck Coll . , Poulton -le -Fylde 2Johnson, E. E.St. Winifred's,Southainpton Devon port High S. for Girls

Kilby, M.N. Colville H., Swindon i Toothill, D. Milton Mount Coll.,Gravesend King, M.M. f. Priory H.,ClaphamCominon Näf, L.E. f. Brook Green Coll . , W.

Knight,L.M. Margate Ladies' Coll . Vickerman,D.W. Knight,A.C. Mill Hill Coll ., Eden Bridge Parke,G.E. Waveney H. , Harleston

Knight,M.R. Cromwell Rd . S. , Bristol Crossley & Porter S. , Halifax Lunc ,H.F. Suminerbrook , Reading | Parry , C.I . Malvern H., Birkdale

Loveless ,W.M.Friends' S.,Saffron Walden Webb ,M.E . Teddington College Marland, M. Glanavon S., Conway Plowden, P.S. Private tuition

Lugg, F.M. e. (Woodger,J.M . The Limes, Chiswick McCullayh , K. Robertson, E.

Endsleigh Coll. , Endsleigh Gdns., N.W. Somerville H. , Northampton
( Bartlett ,w.

2 Visbet,M.A.
Burnard H. , Worthing

Milton Mount Coll ., Gravesend

Roan S. , Greenwich
| Bell, E.

Messenger, E.L.Mowbray S. , Sunderland
Smith ,A.F.

Rosser, A.M. HillsideLadies'S.,Risca , Mon.

Southoe H., Richmond

Bills , M.
Sadler,M.

St. Bernard's S. , Southsea
St. Stephen's Coll. , Hounslow | Thompson ,J.B . Friends'8.,Satſron Walden

Milton H. , Atherstone Moore, F.
Crossley ,N. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport

Hanover H., Ryde Thomson ,M.C. Private tuition

Thompson ,G.15 Mall Rd ., Hammersmith
| Cunningham , P.M . Clarendon S. , Bath

Nutley,E.M. Vale View H., Devizes Tovey, D.

Tokeley, D.R.

Ellenborough H., Clifton

Fairlamb, T. d . Airedale H. , Gravesend Pedlar, E.M. Edgehill, Bodinin Wilcox,H.D. Private tuition

Stapleton Hall S. , Stroud Green 2Platt, E.M.V.

Vavasour, K.M.
Glenny, E.B. Mecklenburg H. , Putney

Lonsdale H., Derby Bennion, O.d .

Haldon View S. , Exeter Robinson , D.C.

Walker, W.

Lancefield S., Southend

| Grindley,1.G. St. Winifred's, S'hampton
Drydenbank, Margate Rushworth,M. d . Red Lion St.S.,Burnley

St. Augustine's Coll . , Longton

| Harriott,E. E. Finchley High S. for Girls
Wills, D.K.

Bouttell, H. Licensed Victuallers' S. , S.E.
Wheatland ,D.G.Camden S.for Girls,N.W.

| Lisle , L.M.E. Granville Coll., W. Vorwood
Brookvale , Shaldon , Teignmouth

Burnham , A.L.d.HainbledonH ., Brentford

Massy,L.B. Abels,G.B. South Hornsey High 8. Callingham , J. Private tuition

( Barton , F.S.Valley BridgeH.,Scarborough Branksome Coll. , New Milton, Hants Bailey , A.A. St. Monica's S.,Southampton Chate, A.M. Margate Ladies ' Coll .

Blood ,A.M.
Moore, M.A. Wilber H., Biggleswade Barette,F.A.S. Six Roads S. , Jersey Danks,B.M. Oxford H., Leatherhead

Church Inst ., Grahain St. , Ilkeston Nothard , M.A. a . Abbey H. , Selby Bazley,M.L. The Halve S., Trowbridge Eastwood , E.R. Girtonville Coll., Aintree

| Chandler,G.M. Colville H. , Swindon Pentelow , A. Prospect H. , St. Neots Bishop,l'. King's Lynn High S. Fletcher, K.W. Lower Road S. , Harrow

Deane,R.A. Collingwood Coll., Lee , S.E. Rainsford , B.C. a. Clapton, W. Gram.S.for Girls ,Worcester Gostelow , L.M . Spalding Girls' Coll . S.

|2de Gruchy, M.B. 44 Val Plaisant,'Jersey
Camden S. for Girls, S.W. Flood, A.M. Stone H. , Sandwich Halsted , F. Strasburg Villa S. , Ryde

Fane, F. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport | Reed, A. Malvern H. , Birkdale Hendry ,M.J. Anfield Coll ., Liverpool Heap, A.C. Red Lion St. S. , Burnley

Foll , K.E. g. Bedford College, Clapham Reeder, D. Collingwood Coll., Lee , S.E. Howarth ,J. a . Brentford Coll . s . Jewell, D.G. St. John's Coll . , Brixton

Gardiner,E.M. Ellenborougli H. , Clifton Sharp,M. Holloway College, N. Lewis ,G.M. Milford H.,New port,Mon. Jolliffe ,E.L.F.

Glass , E.C. Bayswater High S., w . Storr,K.J. o. Devonshire H .; Bridlington Mahy ,M.J. Westbourne H.,Cowes
Brean Down H. , Burnham , Som .

"Goodwin ,A.L. Mt. Pleasant S. , Derby Tee , D.M. Private tuition Marsh, E.E. RoyalMasonic Inst ., S.W . Kerwood , J . St. Bernard's S. , Southsea

Green, E.S. Bodlondeb , Colwyn Bay 2Tucker,G.G.Tindwall, Heswall, Cheshire Pope, А.Н. Bowes Park S. for Girls , N. Levy, D . Gloucester H. , Kew

Ham ,O.M. Private tuition Tuckwell, D.M. d. Cavendish S. , Matlock Salmon , E.M.S. Stoneville , Blandford Mate,W.M. Llanreath , Boscombe

Harkness ,D.M.Modena H., Peckham Rye Usherwood, E. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W. Sparks, E.E. Addiscombe High S. Mears,M.M. Hanover H., Ryde

Harland ,M. 12 Reginald Terrace , Leeds Williams, E. A. Sugden , A.M. Howard Coll. , Bedford Mortimer, 0 . Woking High S. for Girls

Harris, M.W. Balham S. , S.W.
Suminerfield Hall , Maesycwmmer Trafford ,B.F. Chestnut H., Lincoln Mottershall, E.C. Western H.,Nottingham

Kellard ,D.S. d. 11 Taswell Rd ., Southsea Allen , M.A. Milton H. , Atherstone
Trowbridge, E.M. Ogilvie , W. Friends' S. , Gt . Ayton

Leach ,W.K. Barrett, E. Brighton H. , Oldham
The Hawthorns, Ealing Common Price, K.M. Portland Coll., Chiswick

Clark's High S. , Effra Rd., S.W. Belton , R.A. Prospect H., St. Neots Appleton ,E. Anglo -French Coll.,Hornsey
Ritchie , M. St. Monica's 8.,Southampton

Manwaring, M. Lyndale Coll ., Worthing Blackmore, I. f. Armstrong, R. E. Southampton Girls' Coll.
Shute, B. YstradH., Newport, Mon.

Morris , D.G. Athelstan H. , Margate Clark's Coll. High S. , Fitzroy Sq., W. 2Bendall, D. Lonsdale H. , Derby
Smith , L.M. RoyalMasonic Inst., S.W.

Pennack , A.A. Margate Ladies' Coll. Blanchard ,G.E. Clarendon S. , Bath Benjamin, F.M. Camden S. for Girls, x.w. ! Spencer,E.M. Portland Coll., Chiswick

Perkins, E. Broad Green S., Wellingboro Bradley, D.K. Portway Coll., Reading Bishop, E. Brunswick H., Gravesend
Webb ,M.G. Addiscombe H. , Margate

Rimmer ,E.St. Andrew's Hall, Southport Cakebread, B. ClanvilleH ., Brooke R « l., X. Bourdon, F. e. f . (Worthy,V. d. Pembroke Coll. , Harrogate

Roberts ,D.E. Stoneycroft Coll .,Liverpool Clarke,C.V.M. Private tuition St. Andrew's Conv. S. , Jersey Adin ,C.M.

Sanders, H. M. HighS forGirls,Barnstaple | Collins,E.S.A.MayfieldColl.,Marlborough Bradley ,M.M . Portway Coll., Reading Saxonholme High S. , Whalley Range

Slimmon ,J.H . Camden S. for Girls , N.W. Eyre, D. Duke St , S. , Bath Buxton , J . Private tuition Baggs, D.C. Duke Street S. , Bath

Tate , E.M. High S. for Girls , Wells , Som . | Fawell, D. Henry St. S. , Bolton David , R.M. f.d. Private tuition Budd,W.A. a. Montague H., Margate

"Taylor,W.A.A. The Chase, Halstead | Fletcher,M.M. Wilber H., Biggleswade Dawe,M.E Haldon View S. , Exeter Doe,A. A. Clifton H. , Leyton

Watson , H.S. St. Winifred's,Southampton Gowen ,A. Grosvenor S. , Wokingham 2 Deacon , B.I. Down End , Clifton Dryden , D.D .

Williams,S.M. Lulworth H. , Caerleon Green ,N.L. Rose Bank S. , Brentwood Harris,M.G. 51 Ditchling Rise , Brighton
Bestreben High S. , Brondesbury

Baker, A.The Derby Inst. for Girls , Derby
2Horrocks , L. 2Leer, B.E. Vallifield Coll . , W. Norwood Frost, F.M. Ellerker Coll., Richmond Hill

Baker,I.C.

Moore , c .

St. Olave's S. , Taunton
Comm . S., Seyinour Rd . , Astley Bridge Hanover H., Ryde Hayhurst,E.L. e. St. Wilfrid's, Hastings

| Butterworth,F.M.a .
Howard ,W.L. Heidelberg Coll . , Ealing Perkins, s . South port Wesleyan S. 2Jacobs, R.H. St. Augustine's $. , Kilburn

Southport Wesleyan S.
Hyde, E.C. d. Lyndale Coll . , Worthing Prosser, A. Duke Street S. , Bath Jenkins, E.M. Colston's Girls' S. , Bristol

Carter,E. Leigh Bank Coll., Leamington Jacques E.e. St. Andrew's Hall, Southport Rahtkens, D.C. Lawrenson , A.L.

Carter, H. St. Olave's S. , Taunton
Lewis,M. Leigh Bank Coll . , Learnington Salisbury H. , Littlehampton Clifton H. , Park Rd. , Aintree

Chadwick ,P.M . Heidelberg Coll ., Ealing
le Seelleur ,H.L . Riggall, E.M. Leigh BankColl. ,Leamington | Lear,M.F. Ferndale S. , Poole

Cornelius, B.
Plaisance Terrace S. , Jersey

Glanavon S. , Conway
Wm . Gibbs ' S. , Faversham

Rogers,G.h. Meeson , R. Guelph Coll . , Clifton

Croneen , G. Wm . Gibbs's ., Faversham
Lightfoot,M.K.Camden S. for Girls, N.W. Shepherd ,A. Mill Hill Park High S.,Acton Murley,M. Kendrick Girls ' S. , Reading

Eastment,R.E. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.
Morris , S.J. Private tuition Skardon ,F.I. Headland Coll., Plymouth Newton,E.M. Chislon H. , Ramsey , Hunts

George, D. Stoneville, Blandford
Price , D. Milton Mount Coll ., Gravesend Smith ,V.F. e . St.Winifred's, Southampton 20sborn , V. Cairnbrook Coll . , S. Woodford

Habgood ,M.D. e. Private tuition
Rich ,B.M. Loretto H. , Hornsey Lane Wardle, H. Rowe , R.H . Brook Green Coll ., W.

Harrison , W.B. Guelph Coll. , Clifton Richards,G.M. Lulworth H. , Caerleon West View , Alstonefield, Ashbourne | Theobald ,A.D. Balham School , S.W.

Hedley, E. a . Bentincks ., Newcastle - on - T .
Stewart,M.The Derby Inst.for Girls, Derby ( ?Whibley, E. Sittingbourne Coll . | Tidy, F. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W.

Horobin ,G.L.
| Timney, E.C. Lulworth Lodge, Birkilale

Baddeley ,O.L.
Walker, D.A. Western H. , Nottingham

Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend Westgate,K. Wakefield i . , Norwich Walter,C.B.
Kynerton, Sefton Pk . , L'pool

The Hollies, Yatton

Hunt,E.M.
Crossbeck H., IlkleyLeybourne H., Aylesbury Wharram ,R.M.g. Butcher, E.M. Coborn S. , Bow Rd., E. rabbott, A.C. Waverley Coll . , Sydenham

2Wilde , E.
Kershaw , M.M. e.

E. Finchley Gram . S. Christopher, H.E.I. Alvertous., Penzance Airsden , D.K. Cecile H. , Crouch Hill

Brooklyn H. , Wellington, Salop
Wool,M.M.a. Pembroke Coll . , Harrogate Coulthard , E. Rochdale High S. Bailey , E.B. St. Bernard's S. , Southsea

Marshall, E.E. Stanmore Coll . , Balhani Allen ,E.A. Down End, Clifton Davy ,M.M . Coll. S. , Lapford Brown, M. 12 Reginald Terrace, Leeds

2Overton , E. Hartfell, Birkdale Bantield , B.M. Dennett ,E.O.B. d . Hughenden, Bexhill Hammond ,G.St.Winifred's ,Southampton

Pitts , E.McK . Girls ' High S. , Dartmouth Parc Bracket Girls ' Coll . S. , Camborne Dennisy, V.A. Private tuition Hobbs, L. Sittingbourne College

Rawle,H. Browning,K. Warwick H. , Roade Doe, D. Clifton H. , Leyton Hunter, E.A. Burlington S, W.

Loreto Conv ., Huime, Manchester Carus -Wilson.B.C . i 2Freeman,M.E . Milton H., Atherstone 2Monkhouse,L.Granville H.,Southampton

Sheppard ,M.E. Warwick H. , Roade HomeGlen , Strawberry Hill , S.W. Galbraith , E. Price,F.M.B.

Spooner, M .
Cummings,G.M. Southernhay S. , Exeter Branksome Coll ., New Milton , Hants Old Mostyn H. , Parkgate, Cheshire

Cleveland H. , Queensaown Rd., N.E. Graham , J.R .
Gartrell,0 . Ville Guyon,St.John's,Jersey : ?Rickards,E.M. Malvern H. , Reading

Tilling , C.J . Balham School, S.W. High S. , Buxton Rd ., Chingford 2George,J.F. Pengwern Coll.,Cheltenham
Thelen , A.A. Bedford Coll., Clapham

Turner,D.L.Rock Hill Coll . , Chulmleigh 2Hicks,L. Malvern H. , Reading
Giddings,E.D. Vale View House, Devizes Triggs, N. Collingwood Coll., Lee, S.E.

Webb, R. The Academy, Crewe Hockley,A.F.51 Ditchling Rise, Brighton Hunt, H . St. Andrew's Hall, Southport (Vicary,D.C.J. St. George's H.,Wimbledon

Williams, D. a . Penpol Girls ' S. , Hayle Houlding,L. d . Hartfell, Birkdale Knight, R.G. Private tuition Arkell,G.M. Blenheim Villa, Cheltenham

Martin , D.Howard , A.D.H.
Private tuition

( Barker ,G.K. Airedale H. , Gravesend
Cocking,G.P. Howard Coll ., Bedford

Murrell , s .Cheltenham H., Newport, Mon.
| Bear, M.A. Girls' High S.,Sudbury,Suffolk

Dorchester H. , Clacton Elliott,A.M.S. Private tuition

Johnson , F.A . King's Lynn High S. Nesbitt , E.B. e. Camden S. for Girls,N.W.

Blackman ,E.L.
Elworthy, A.V. Rock HillColl.,Chulmleigh

Cornwallis High S. , Hastings
Lawrence,A.M. Girtonville Coll ., Aintree Vorris,J.E.D. Coborn S. , Bow Rd., E. || Emly , B . High S. , Buxton Rd ., Chingford

Main , D. Perrett,G.

South Hornsey High S.Blizzard,W.K.
Gunnerside S. , Plymouth Kenilworth S. , Bath Frith, L. Loreto Conv., Huline, M'chester

| Masters, K.F. Laton H. , Hastings Roe, M.B. King's Lynn High S. || Hurcum ,M.L.
? Butler, W.B.

Forest Gate High S.

Nicolle, L.L. Six Roails S., Jersey

Clark's Coll. High S. , Fitzroy Sq ., W.
Saddler, E.L. Cornwallis flighs .,Hastings Lee,M.E. Gloucester H., Kew

Orinerod , E.
Rochdale High S. Sarah , E. Salisbury H. , Littlehampton

Cawson , E. A.
Le Voi, M.M. School for Girls , Gravesend

St.John the Divine's High S.,Kennington
Schotield , H.S. d . Rochdale High S. ( Stevens, R.S.f.PrioryH.,ClaphamCommon Lund . R. St. Catherine's S. , Hatcham

Stone, H.M.

Dodgson, M. d . Hartfell , Birkdale
Andrews, F.M. Oakley High S. , Southsea Penfold , D.B. Burlington S.,W.

Branksome Coll ., New Milton , Hants
Gray , R.

Dalziel.c . Perreira, A.E. Clarendon Coll., Tufnell Pk .

Cleveland H. , Queensdown Rd ., N.E.
Thorpe, D.M. Wellington Coll . , Hastings Clark's Coll. High S. , Fitzroy Sq ., W. Pooley, A.D. f.

Tivell ,L.F.
Henderson ,M.E.S. Douth waite,J.L . RoyalMasonic Inst.,S.W. Granville Coll ., W. Norwood

S. Holland Central Classes, Spalding
Anglo -French Ladies' Coll ., Bristol

Fisher, F.E. Private tuition Thrutchley,M.K. Field H., Heaton Chapel
Private tuition

2Hillier, F.E.
Topp ,V.C.

Alresford S. , Chiselhur
st Frost,E.W. Maindee Girls' Coll. S. Vickers, E. h Newton H.,Tunbridge Wells

Vincent, E. Lansdowne H., Llandudno

Keating, M.M. Crescent H.,Gravesend
Herbison,E. Heathtield H., Cardiff ( Williams, K. St. Andrew's Hall,South port

Lessels, S.
2White , E.L. St. Augustine's S., Kilburn

Newton H. , Tunb . Wells
Long,E.L. Kendrick Girls' S., Reading Ansley, D. B.

Marks,M.D. Northcote H., Crouch Hill
Williamıs ,L.E. Camden S. for Girls, N.W. Mitchell, R. Minerva College, Dover Raleigh Memorial S. , Stoke Newington

Pakeman , X. Colville H. , Swindon
| Woodward ,M.d . 2 Rendell, E. L. St.Winifred's ,Southampton

Brewer, B.M.
Newton Heath S. , Middlewich

Private tuition

Pask ,J . Ashley H., Worksop Watts , L.G. Brickwood Lodge, Tonbridge Bullard , E. Wakefield H. , Norwich

Pattison ,D.L. Kensington H., Chiswick Anderson,M.E. White ,C.E . Thornton S. , Grays Donald , J. Broad Green S. , Wellingboro '

| Peake,A.E. Carleton Queen's Coll ., Tufnell Pk . Wookey,A.E.P. Colston's Girls S., Bristol
Elston, E.L.Cairnbrook Coll . ,S. Woodford

s. Holland Central Classes, Spalding Blythe , R . Wm . Gibbs' s. , Faversham Addy , B . Fairlight H. , Croydon Gilham , M.E.

| Pickthall, E.M.I. Harlesden College Bowness, M . Henry St. School, Bolton Danks, E. Oxford H., Leatherhead Clarendon Coll . , Tufnell Park

9
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GIRLS, 3RD Class, Pass - Continued . 2Barton,L. Parker,L.B. Jackman, E. Holloway Coll . , X.

| Golel, E.M. Glenrose S. , Jersey High S. , Randalstown , Co. Antrim S. Holland Central Classes , Spalding Whitaker, N. Brunswick H., Gravesend

Hawkyard ,G. Norma S. , Waterloo, L'pool Buckland , H.M.Kendrick Girls'S . , Reading Patching, S.M. 51 Ditchling Rise,Brightou Wright, W.C.

| Hyem ,B.L. St. Winifred's, Southampton Coulson , E. 21 Avenham Lane, Preston Ormerod ,A. Rochdale High S. Anglo -French Ladies ' Coll., Bristol
Jones,J.M. St. Winifred's, Southampton Ellis , E. Broadfield , Rochdale Read , D. Rose Bank S. , Brentwood ( Yates ,D.C. Fairlight H., Croydon

Nash , B.E. Gray, M. St. Joseph's Conv.,W.Hartlepool Wenham , K. Woking High S. for Girls

Westbourne S. , Westbourne Park , W. Holeyman, H.E. White, A.M. Bowes Park S. for Girls , X.
Balshaw , C.V. Girtonville Coll . , Aintree

2New , N . Wakeford H., Brighton Carleton Queen's Coll. , Tufnell Park Wiseman ,E.M. Modena H., Pecklam Rye Brown,E.M. Burton H. , Weston-s.-Mare

Richardson, K.M. House, N. Alexandra Coll ., Shirley ( Young,M.K. Mill Hill Park High S.,Acton
Farish , S A. Coborn 8. , Bow Rd ., E.

Cornwallis High S. , Hastings Jones,C.E. Anfield Coll ., Liverpool Holman, M.M.

| Smith , E.S.
King's Lynn High S. Jones, E.N. Burton H., Weston- s.- Mare Barrett, M.E. Clarendon H. , Southport Queen's S. , Clifton ville. Margate

Thomson ,V.M. Westbourne H., Cowes Jordan, E.I. Prep.S.,South St.,Greenwich
Blinston ,E. Lulworth Lodge, Birkdale Horne, F.D. Gunnerside S. , Plymouth

Waldron , E. Duke Street S., Bath Lang, M. Wilton H., Reading Browning, H. Warwick H., Roade
Parker , E.L. King's Lynn High S.

White, E.
Malden , c . Addiscombe High S. Bunkall, M.D. King's Lynn High S. Upstill, A. K. Sea View S. , Cowes

Clark's Coll. High S.,Fitzroy Sq ., W. Neate, E. Oxford H. , Leatherhead
Coleinan , A.F. Walker, M. Stone H., Sandwich

Woods, E.C. Hyde H., Tollington Park Weeks , 1 .
Stapleton Hall S. , Stroud Green Weatherdon , F.A.

Dawson, E.G.

De Launay, D .
Evering High St. , Evering Rd . , N.

St. Stephen's Coll. , Hounslow

Strasburg Villa S.,Ryde

| Fairclough , E.
Woodruff, K.M.

The Poplars, Southport

Hillside Ladies' S. , Risca , Mon.
Stone H., Sandwich Ricks, A.P. Private tuition

Gariner, L.F. d .

Foden ,M.M. ( Bailey , M. St. Bernard's S. , Southsea Bestreben High S. , Brondesbury
Tapp, A.A. Olive H. High S. , Brockley

Beech H. , Holmes Chapel, Crewe Balfour, C. a .
Wilson , E. H. Higher Grade S. , Selby

Harrison, D. Newton H., Tunbridge Wells

Horsford , M. St. Hilda's , Exeter 8. London High S. , E. Dulwich King, M.
Wolf, R.

Ballina H., Brixton Hill
School for Girls, Gravesend

Passmore, van.R.D. Bourne,G.I. Ladies' S., Sedgley Mullan ,M. St. Joseph's Conv. , Hulme Ayles,M.C. Licensed Victrallers ' S. , S.E.
Stanmore Coll ., Balham Cossham , D.W. Maindee Girls' Coll . S.

Clemes , L.T. Private tuition

Rawlings, R.E. Girls' High S. , Swindon 2de la Haye, M.D. St. James's Coll., Jersey Breeze,E.M. High S., Oakengates Gemmill, M.W. Windsor H. , Ongar

Reynolds, A.M. Duke Street S. , Bath Graves,G.M. Camden S. for Girls , N.W. Fortt,G.A. Private tuition
Private tuitionGyllencreutz, I.E.

| Richardson ,F.L. a . 2Hanwell, M.C. 51 Ditchling Rise, Brighton Gilbart, M.P. Higher Grade S. , Selby
King,E.L. Chichester H., Mortimer

S. Holland Central Classes , Spalding Legge, I. W. Milton Mt. Coll . , Gravesend Harvey , J.L . Ivy H. , Hanwell

| Salisbury, L.M. Burton H., Weston -s.- Mare
Mason,W. Stamford Hill& Clapton High S.

Punnett, E.M. Coborn S. , Bow Rd ., E. May, R.S. Queen's S.,Clifton ville,Margate

| Spain , I. Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend Stinchcomb, I.M. Down End, Clifton Sutherland ,M. Girtonville Coll ., Aintree Hall,E.M. Oakley High S. , Southsea

Winter,E.M. Claremont S. , Cricklewood Thompson ,H. Girtonville Coll., Aintree Waite ,E.E. Smith , 0.T. Hanover H. , Ryde

Wolstencroft, E.A. Bodlondeb,Colwyn Bay High S. , Poplar Avenue, Edgbaston
Addinell,E.C. Cranley H. , Muswell Hill

2Stockdale , F.M. 21A venham Lane, Preston

Yates,M.d . Hartfell, Birkdale Willes, E. M.
Barker, D. a. Hartfell, Birkdale

Airedale H. , Gravesend
Brown,A.E.F. Addiscombe H. , Margate

Balshaw , S.A .
Hagger , J . Athelstan H.,Margate ( Gabor,C.H . 51 Ditchling Rise, Brighton | Hawkins,M.G.

Comm . S. , Seymour Rd., Astley Bridge Hooper,W.H.St. Catherine's S. , Hatcham | Horner, E.M. Cairnbrook Coll. , S. Woodford

Barnes, M. Ystrad H. , Newport, Mon. Hoult, D. Haldon View S. , Exeter Carleton Queen's Coll. , Tufnell Pk . Smith ,E.M. King's Lynn High S.|

NAMES OF CANDIDATES IN THE ABOVE LISTS WHO HAVE PASSED THE ORAL

EXAMINATIONS IN FRENCH AND GERMAN.

f = French . 9 = German .

BOYS.

Alier,P.1.
Jersey Modern S. Evans , F.X. 9 . Mercers' School, E.C. Long ,A.G.f. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading, Pallot,H.f. St. James's Coll. S. , Jersey

Benest,S.f. St. James ' Coll. S. , Jersey Gibbons, L.R.W. f . Jersey Modern S. Manning,A.F.S. Kendrick Boys' S., Reading Petzsche,R.A. f.g. Mercers ' School,E.C.

Bisson, J.R.f. Trinity Parochial S. , Jersey Gibson,.). A. f.9 . Mercers' School, E.C. Marrian ,H.J.S. Pirouet , A.X.J. Oxenford H. , Jersey

Bourgeois , P. f.g. Goulding, E.A.S. Highfield S. , Muswell Hill Rd . , N. Remington,E.f. High S. for Boys , Croydon

St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill, S.E. Chateau de la Croisière ,Ghistelles ,Belgium McCallum ,A.R. f. Mercers' School, E.C. Renouf,R.S. Oxenford H., Jersey

Browell ,R.f.g. Mercers' School, E.C. Hervé, A.R.S. St. James's Coll . S. , Jersey Melikoff,G.S. Romeril, A.J. f. Jersey Modern S.

Buley ,G.H.f. Sir Wm . Borlase S. , Marlow Hill , c . j. Jersey Modern s. Brooinwood Coll., Wandsworth Comm . Samuel,W.S. 8.9 . Maida Vale School, W.

Chettle N. S. kendrick Boys' S. , Reading Leader,F.C.f. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading Muirhead , J.A.f. Jersey Modern S. Short,A.F.I. Kendrick Boys' S. , Reading

Clapham ,H.D. f. Tollington Park Coll. Le Brun ,C.C.R.f. St. James's Coll.s.,Jersey Neill, W.A.H. J. Oxenford H. , Jersey Syrret, P. $. Jersey Modern S.

Coldwell,E.S. f.g. Mercers' School, E.C. Le Maistre, F.J. f. Oxenford H., Jersey Nicolle , J.M . J. Mercers' School, E.C. Tutt ,E.L.H.g. Univ . Š. , Hastings

Davies,G.McD. f.g. Highs.for Boys,Croydon Le Quesne,C.P.H. Jersey Modern S. Norman, H.J.L. f. High S. for Boys,Croydon Welsh, W.1.9. Mercers' School , E.C.

Edwards,H.S. Jersey Modern S. ' Little,s.H . f. High S. for Boys, Croydonloswald,J.J.S. Mercers' School, E.C. Wilkinson, L.C. f.g.

Royal Latin S. , Buckingham

GIRLS.

Anderson ,E ,F. 1.9 . 19 Grange Park , Ealing Edgar,E.M.f. Ellerker Coll ., Richmond Hill Harries,G.M.I. Staddon ,W.M.f.

Batty, M.L. S. Milton MountColl.,Gravesend Freegard, M. f. Ellerker Coll.,RichmondHill Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend Milton Mount Coll.,
Gravesend

Bretherton ,G.E.f. Gibaut. E.F.f. St. James's Coll. S. , Jersey Keen ,C.f. Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend Wallace, E.M.f.

Milton Mouut Coll. , Gravesend Goodison, H. M. f. Levy, E. M. f.g. Clarence H. , Filey Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend

Cartledge,M.F. Í Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend Matthews, E. S. Wilson,M.M. f. EllerkerColl.,Richmond Hill

Ellerker Coll . , Richmond Hill Grichy, C. f. St. James's Coll. S. , Jersey Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend Wolstenholme,M. f.

Cobden. N.F. f.
Emily ,C.E.S. St. James's Coll. S. , Jersey Onslow , D.E.A. ſ ... Private tuition Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend

St. Andrew's Up. S. , St. Helier's Halliday, R. M.M. f.
Poch , E.M. f. St. James's Coll . S. , Jersey Wrigley , C.M . f .

Private tuition

Cove, O.M . f. Milton Mount Coll., Gravesend Ellerker Coll., Richmond Hill Powicke,A.E.f.

Dukes, 1.c.9. Milton MountColl.,Gravesendl Milton Mount Coll . , Gravesend
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LOWER FORMS EXAMINATION.— PASS LIST , CHRISTMAS , 1901 .

BOYS.

Ablett , W.J. Barton S. , Wisbech | Brown, H.L. Foulden S. , Stoke Newington Cummins, W.J. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Gibson , A.T. Wallington Gram , S.

Abrahams,s. Springhaven , Eastbourne Brown, V.A. Wallington Gram . S. Cundall,W.H. Muncaster H., Eastbourne Gibson , H.H. Southport Modern S.

Adams,C.H. St. Aubyn's, WoodfordGreen Browning, E.C. Northgate S. , Winchester Curtis,C.F. Milton Abbas S. , Blandford Gillingham , L.E. Aschain Coll., Clacton

Ainsworth ,A.G. New Coll., Margate Brunt, l. Comin . Coll. , Southport Curtis,F.S. High S. for Boys, Blackpool Gillingham , W.F. Ascham Coll., Clacton

Aitchison ,P.H. Elm Park S.,Shotley Bridge Bryce ,A.G. Southport Modern s . Curtis,W.C. Park S. , Wood Green Glaisher, E.E. Prep. S.,South St.,Greenwich

Akerinan , W. Wilsford H. , Devizes Buesnel,G.C. St. James's Coll . S. , Jersey Curtis, W.H. Milton Abbas S. , Blandford Godfrey, M.H. Northgate S. , Winchester
Alford, V.H. Devonport High S. Bulleid ,W.A. Torquay Public Coll. Cuttield , B. Hattield H. , St. Leonards Gollancz, R.S.

Maida Vale S. , W.
Allen ,E.R. St. Aubyn's, Woodford Green Bullock , T.W . Emwell s. , Warininster Cutler, F. Brunswick H., Maidstone Good , F.J. Handel Coll . , Southampton

Allin ,S.F. St.Kenelm'sColl., Cowley ,Oxford Bultz,H.J.R. Alma H., Paignton Cutler F.C. Devonport High S. Goolbody, J . Brunswick H. , Maidstone

Anderson ,J.E . Gram . S. Forest Gate Bunce, L.L . Milton Abbas S. , Blandford Cutler ,H. Ashley H., Worksop Goodchild , w . The High S. , Romford

Anderson , R.T. Gram . S. Forest Gate Burchell, R. Earls Colne Gram . S. Dadds,S.J. Portland Coll., Chiswick Goodwin E.F. The Gram . S. , Shoreham

Auning, E.J. St. Winifred's S., Torquay Burnham , F.W. Jersey Modern S. Davey ,C.G . Wilton Grove S. , Taunton Gordon ,W.H.C. Ifracombe College

An omb, Brunswick H. , Maidstone Burnlıam ,G.W. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Davey , R. Northgate S. , Winchester Gorst, J.W . Southport Modern S.

Aplin , H. The Halve S. , Trowbridge Burston, T.H. The College, Weston -s.-Mare Davies,Albert So. Leonards Coll. S. Goulu , s.W . Highbury Park S. , ..
Arnold , T. Arnold H. , Northampton Burton , A. A. Ivel Bury S. , Bizgleswade Davies, Arthur St. Leonards Coll. S. Gower, H L. Gram , S. , Forest Gate

Ashdown, A. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Burton , S.A. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Davies, X. Arlington H., Newport, Mon. Grandidye , J.w . Gram . S. , Blackpool

Ashinan , w . Keyford Coll., Frome Burton, T.H. Comm . Coll., York Davies,W.R. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Grandin ,R.J. Jersey Modern S.

Ashworth , F.G. Southport Modern S. Bush ,G. Hoe Grain . S. , Plymouth Davis,E.G. Dagmar H., Hatfield Gray , C . St. Austell School

Ashworth , J. The Links 8. , St. Anne's-on -Sea Bushell, F.J. Barton S. , Wisbech Davis, I. H. Sandwich School Gray , S. The Gram . S. , Shorehan

Atkinson ,R. Southport Modern S. Bussey, B. Yarmouth College Davis ,L. Springhaven , Eastbourne Greaves,J. Cavendish S. , Matlock
Attack , A. The High S. , Romford Buswell,W.H. St. Winifred's S. , Torquay Davis, T.H.C. Sandwich School Green, V.D. Clapham Gram . S. , S.W.

Avery , W.J. Gram , S. , Barnstaple Butterton , S.G . Herne Bay College Deacon, J.W '. Keyford Coll ., Frome Green, W.C. Clapham Gram . S. , S.W.

Aylwin , A.W. Butterworth , T.S. Deakin , W.G. New Coll., Harrogate Greenhill,E.S. Colebrook H. , Bognor

Swanwick Coll., Parkgate , Hants. Mile End H. , Newport, Mon. Deane, J.B.St.Kenelm'sColl.,Cowley,Oxford GreenwoodR. The Gram . S. , Romford

Bacon, E.F. New Coll ., Harrogate Caesar, J. De la Bere , R.St.J. The Oaks, Deal Greville, F. Pierremont Coll . , Broadstairs

Baker,H.M. Devonport High S. Westbourne High S., Westbourne Pk . , W. Dengate,G. St. Leonards Coll . S. Griffin ,D.W. Barton S. , Wisbech

Baker, V.E. Brunswick H. , Maidstone Calvert, A.V. Christ Church S. , Soutliport Deane, L.G.L.H. Sandwich School Griffiths, T.C. Keyford Coll., Froire

Baldock , P . Comin . Coll., Southport Calvert, C. Comm . Coll., Southport Dipple J.A. Loughton School Hagger, E. Gram . S. , Forest Gate

Ball, W.E. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Calvert, E.R. Northtields S. , Woodchester Ditmas,H.D. Mary Street H. , Taunton Haines,G. Westfield H., Rearling

Ballard,A.L. Keyford Coll ., Frome Capes, S.C. Anerley Coll ., S.E. Dixon,J. Comm . Coll . , York Hall, R.A. The Gram , S. , Sale

Ballinger, W. Gram . S. , Blackpool Carlton , P. Read's S., Drax, Selby Dobree ,N. Clarence Prep. S. , St. Helier's Hall, V.
Private tuition

Bampton, K. The Gram . S. , Sale Carman ,E.L. St. John's Coll., Brixton Donovan,J.S. Gram. S. , Forest Gate Halliwell,H , The High S. , Romford

Bannister, T. Gram. S. , St. Anne's-on- Sea Carter, E.J. Portland St. S., Leamington Spa Doran , A.J. Stanley H., Margate Halsey , W. Stanley H., Margate

Barclay, V. Holloway College, N. Castle, A. Ashley H., Worksop Dowling,0.G . Keyford Coll ., Frome Haminond, H.W. Herne Bay College
Barling, A.S. Brunswick H. , Maidstone Catt, H.A. The Gram . s. , Shoreham Drabble,J.C.W . Glenwood Coll.,Newmarket Hammond , J.

Earls Colne Gram . S.

Barlow , J.W. High S. for Boys, Blackpool Caw , C . Grain . S. , St. Anne's-on -Sea Drake,P.F.T. Mt. Radford S. , Exeter Hancox, V. Gram , S. , Forest Gate

Barlow , T.H. Farnworth Gram . S.,nr.Bolton Chalmers ,A.C.M. Private tuition Drayson , A.G. Gravesend Modern S.Hankin ,A.J. Gosberton Hall, Spalding

Barnard ,L. Springhaven , Eastbourne Champness, B. Ascham Coll., Clacton Dubbin ,A.W. Devonport High S. Hannaford ,C.A. Devonport High S.

Barnard , N. Springhaven , Eastbourne Chandler, V.P. Sandwich School Dunham , A. E. Dagmar H. , Hatfield Hanson ,H. Christ Church S., Southport

Barnes, L.G. Croad's S. , King's Lynn Channon ,S.P. Taunton School Durlacher, H.W. Maida Vale S., W. Harbottle ,C.W . Glenwood Coll.,Newmarket

Barrow , J . Grafton H. , Manchester Chapının ,A. High S. for Boys, Blackpool Dutton, T.D. Cliftonville Coll ., Margate Harding, R. H. Gram , S. , Forest Gate

Barstow , H . Ashley H. , Worksop Chapman,D.J.S. Dyke, H . Heston H., Hounslow Harding,s.J. Lydney Coll. S. , Glos.
Barton , B.B. Elm Bank S., Nottingham St. Kenelm's Coll. , Cowley, Oxford Dymond,F.J. Hoe Gram . S., Plyinouth Har.ion , T. Castletown Gram . S., I. of Man

Barwood , H.P. Walden H. , Herne Bay Charlton , G. Ebor S., Bexhill Eaton ,H. Allenby Coll., Derby Hardwick, A.T. Gram . S. , Blackpool
Bawden , P. Devonport High S. Cheshire ,R.W. The Coll., Rock Ferry Ecclestonc,A.A. Devonport High S. Hargreaves, J.E. Gram . S., Blackpool

Baynton, F.L. Ascham Coll. , Clacton Chipperfield, E. Grafton H. , Manchester Eddy, J. St. Austell College Harran , C . Pierremont Coll . , Broarlstairs
Beak, W.J. Emwell S. , Warminster Clague, J . Castletown Gram . S., I. of Man Elve,J.H . Lancaster Coll., Morecambe Harris , A.B. Devonport High S.
Beal, A. Loughton School Clappen, R.J. Ebor S. , Bexhill Edwards, C.S. Devonport High S. Harris ,G. Emwell S. , Warminster

Beare , J.H . Comm . S. , Clare St., Penzance Clare,A. Farnworth Gram . S. , nr. Bolton Edwards, H.J. The Gram . S., Romford Harris,J.H. Walden H., Herue Bay
Beaty, F.A. Sandwich School Clark , R T. New Coll ., Harrogate Ellwards, P.S. Soutliport Modern S. Harris, P. Hightield S. , Chertsey

Beaumont,G. W. Southport Modern S. Clarke,G.P. Devonport High S. El wards, V. Comm . Coll . , Acton Harris , T. Pierremont Coll., Broadstairs

Becker , J.O.G . Ascham Coll . , Clacton Clarke, H.S. Waldron H. , Havant Edwards, V.J. Devonport High S. Harrison, B.H.

Beere, H.E. Hurst Leigh , Southampton Clarke, J . New House S. , Highleadon Eke , W.R. Old Elvet S. , Durham Castletown Gram . S. , I. of Man

Bell, F.E. Earls Colne Gram . S. Clarke ,J.E . The High S. , Áttleborough Elliott, R.G. The Gram . S. , Sale Hart, A.R. Colebrook H. , Bognor
Bell, F.J. Grafton H. , Manchester Clatworthy, R.F. Devon port High S. Ellis ,F.R. Gram . S. , Blackpool Hart,F.L. St. John's Coll. , Brixton

Bell, H.S. Farls Colne Gram. S. Clements, P.H. Redland Grove Coll . , Bristol Ellis , H. Read's S., Drix, Selby Harwood ,J.W. The Gram . S. , Shoreham

Belyea ,C.E. Formby & Freshfield High S. Clevely ,C.E.S. Gram . S., Clacton Emnison ,G.B.Christ Church S. , Southport Hasler, F.H. Gram . S. , Forest Gate
Bendall, s . Winchester H. , Relland, Bristol Coath ,C.H ., Wadham S. , Liskeard Emms,B.L . St. Leonards Coll. s . Hatfield , J.C.M. Anerley College, S. E.

Benest , s . Jersey Modern S. Coath, L.C. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Enion, J.H. Grafton H., Manchester Hatfield ,W.R. Anerley College,S. E.

Bettinson ,C. Barton S., Wisbech Cochrane, C . Evans,J.C. St. John's Coll., Brixton Hatton ,O. Lydney Coll. S., Glos.

Betty , M.J. Devonport High S. Tankerton Coll . , Tankerton -on -Sea Everitt,R.P.Highfield Coll., Winchmore Hill Hawkes,C. Brunswick H., Maidstone

Bicknell,E. Colebrook H. , Bognor Coddington, P. Barton S. , Wisbech Eynon ,J.H . Kingsholme,Weston -s.-Mare Hawkins, R.H. Brunswick H., Maidstone

Bigys , H.F.B. Wilsford H., Devizes Cohen, B. Springhaven, Eastbourne Fasnacht, A.B.P. New Coll., Harrogate Hawks, F.V. Brunswick H., Maidstone

Birtwistle, W. Kilgrimols.,St.Anne's-on -Sea Cohen , Nathan Tivoli H. , Gravesend Fawcett, P.B. Park S. , Wood Green Hayes, B. Walden H., Herne Bay

Bishop , S . Castletown Gram . S., I. of Man Cohen, Nathaniel Tivoli H. , Gravesend Fearnside , J.S. Comm . Coll ., York Haynes,A.E. Whitworth S. , Derby

Black , T.M. Ascham Coll . , Clacton Cole , A.L. Southport Modern S. Fearnsides,F. Hayward, H.G. Gram . S., Barnstaple

Blakeway,F.H . Collier ,W.B. Gram . S. , Blackpool Bispham Lodge , Norbreck , Lancs . Hearn , W.G. St. Winifreil's S. , Torquay

Southampton Boys' Coll. & High S. Colyer, C.G. Northgate S. , Winchester Fedderman , N. Comm . Coll . , Southport Heath ,G.W. Heath Brow , Boxmoor

Blampied , J. St. James' Coll. S. , Jersey Conway, E. Gram . S., Forest Gate Fell,K.G. Arlington Park Coll., Chiswick Heath , T.A. Highfield S. , Chertsey
Blam pied ,T. St. James' Coll. S., Jersey Cooke,B.W.N. Milton Abbas S. , Blandford Fielding, W. Gram . S. , Blackpool Hebditch ,H.B. Taunton School

Blaxall.K.E. The High S. , Brentwood Cooke,G.H . Hillsborough S. , Teignmouth Filleul, J. Jersey Modern S. Hetfer, A.E. Glenwood Coll . , Newmarket

Blin ,G.E.F. Maida Vale S. , W. Coomar,J. Croads S. , King's Lynn Fischer ,A.C. Torquay Public Coll. Hemsley,M.S.

Blumberg,P. Tivoli H., Gravesend Coope,s . Farnworth Gram . S., ur. Bolton Fisher, S.F. Prospect H., St. Neots Tankerton Coll., Tankerton -on -Sea

Bubby , A.S. Cliftonville Coll., Margate Cooper, L.R. Pierremont Coll ., Broadstairs Fitch, A. Grai . S. , Forest Gate Herrmann, R. H.St. Aubyn's,WoodfordGreen

Bodily ,O.H. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Cope, B. The Rectory, Hailsworth Flannery, F. Grai . S. , Forest Gate Hesse, L. Gran , S. , Forest Gate
Bond , W.G.T. King's Coll ., Wimbledon Copland ,W.N.Christ Church S., Southport Flower, H. E. Heath Brow , Boxmoor Heyes,E. Christ Church S. , Southport

Bonnett ,C.H.D . Heston H., Hounslow Cornish ,S.P. Clarence Prep. S., St. Ielier's Fogwill, E.H. Wilsford H. , Devizes lliginbotham ,H. Birkdale Gram , S.

Bools , W.E. Hightield S. , Chertsey Cosby, N.R.C. Cliftonville Coll., Margate Foordi, F.J. Keyford Coll . , Frome Hill , A. Gram . S. , Barnstaple

Booth , J . Parn worth Gram , S. , nr. Bolton Coster , s . Lyle H., Marlow Foster, R.C. The High S. , Attleborough Hill, S.G. Cliftonville Coll., Margate

Bornheim ,J.J. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Cottle ,J.L . Taunton School Fowles, F. The Gram . S. , Romford Hills, M.A. St. John's, Worthing

Borrill, c . The Gram . S. , Romford Couch , B.W. Devonport High S. Fowles, R.J. Clapham Gram . S. , S.W. Hilton , T.M. Albert H., Carlisle

Bouit, H. Ashley H., Worksop Courteen, H.N. The College, Weston -s.- Mare Fox, H. Castletown Grain . S. , I. of Man Hinulley ...H.B . Birkdale Gram . S.

Bourke, W.R. Holloway College , N. Courthope,E. Westoe High S. , S. Shields Foxton ,H. Abbey H. , Selby Hipkin ,H. Gosberton Hall , Spalling

Bourne, V.J. PortlandSt.S., Learnington Spa Courtney,J.W . Christ Church S.,Southport Franklin, P.G. Handel Coll . , Southampton Hipwell, W.H. Barton S. , Wisbech

Bowen , S.W . Gravesend Modern S. Coyte, s . 5 Orchard Gardens, Teignmouth Freedman , S . Maida Vale S., W. Hiscock , P.W. Trowbridge High S.

Boyce ,J.H. St. Aubyn's , Woodford Green Crabtree, T. The Links S. , St. Aunes-on -Sea Freeman , H.J. Comm . Coll., York Hives,E. Ashley H., Work op

Boyle ,H. Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's on - Sea Crampton , J. Comm . Coll . , Southport Freeth ,A.C. Charlecote, Worthing Hobson ,H.B. Read's S. , Drax, Selby

Bray ,c. Jersey Modern S. Crang, K.F. Devonport High S. Frost, F. The College, Weston -s.- Mare Hodson ,W.B. Christ Church S. , Southport

Bree , c . Jersey Modern S. Cranko ,J.J. Great Ealing School Fryer, B.J. Wallington Gram . S. Holden, R.F.

Breeze , C.L. Heston H. , Hounslow Craven , P . Comm. Coll., Southport Galloway,H.S. High S. for Buys, Blackpool St. Kenelm's Coll., Cowley, Oxford

Brewer , A. Private tuition Crea , J.R . Gram . S. , Forest Gate Gardiner ,E.E.F. Barton S. , Wisbech Hollow , J .
Gram . S. , Forest Gate

Brill, S. W. Wallington Gram . S. Crittall, H.P. Gram . S. , Clacton Garner, F. Brunswick H., Maidstone Holmes, H.W. Grafton H., Manchester

Brinn , A.L. Gram . S., Forest Gate Croager, B.H.HighfieldColl., Winclinore Hill Gardner, J.W. Lancaster Coll., Morecambe Bolt , E. Christchurch S. , Southport

Broady, H. Osborne High S., W. Hartlepool Cronk, J.W.G. Cliftonville Coll., Margate Gay,H.H. The High S. , Romford Holway, P.D. Kinysholme, Weston -s.- Ware
Brodrick , A.A.T. Sussex Coll., Eastbourne Crossley, J.H. Southport Modern S. Gay ,P.G . High S., Dartmouth Hopson, J.A. Taunton School

Brouzhton,A. New Coll., Harrogate Crow , J . Banbury School Gee,W. Holloway Coll., Hopwood,G.B. High S. for Boys , Blackpool

Brown , A. Wallington Gram . S. Cryer,L.F. Aschan Coll., Clacton Geiler, R. A. The Gram . S. , Sale Horrell, B. Pierremont Coll., Broadstairs

Brown , C . Brunswick H., Maidstone Culf, B. Earls Colne Grain . S. Gemmell, W.L. Ilfracombe College Hoskin , P.J. Watham S. , Liskeard

Brown ,G, Lancaster Coll ., Morecambel Culverwell,W.A. The High S. , Minehead Ghinn , T. St. John's Coll . , Brixton Hoskin , R. Gram . S. , Forest Gate
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BOYS, LOWER FORMs - Continued . March ,G.F. Hillsborough S. , Teignmouth Prigg,W.H , Hoe Gram , S. , Plymouth Sycamore ,W.A. Earls Colne Gram . S.

Hoskyn, H.P. Torquay Public Coll . Marchant, W. Gram . S., ForestGate Purvis,C. Anerley College , S.E. Symonds,R.K. Gram . S. , Barnstaple

Howard , B. Sudbury Gram . S. , Suffolk Marchbanks,R.W. Croad's S. , King's Lynn Qualtrough, P.J. Taggart, W.Q. CastletownGram S., 1. of Man

Howe,H.S. Prep. S. , South St. , Greenwich Marcuson, H. Springhaven, Eastbourne Castletown Gram , S. , I. of Man Tanner,W.H. Milton H., Muswell Hill , X.

Hughes, B.E.H. Sandwich School Marquis ,G.C. Heath Brow , Boxmoor Quant,J.C . Kingsholme, Weston-S.- Mare Taylor, A.T. Brean H. , Weston -s .-Mare

Hughes, E.A.E. Grani , S. , Clacton Marsh , A.R. Park 8. , Wood Greeu Ramsden ,E. New Coll . , Harrogate Taylor,C.C . Portland Coll. , Chiswick

Humphrey, A.V. Glenwood Coll.,Newmarket Marsh, E.H. Boys' Coll, 8. , Aldershot Ramus, E.I. Tivoli H. , Gravesend Taylor ,C.J.F. Devizes Gram . S.

Hunt, W.A. Earls Colne Gram . S. Marsh , H. Grain . S. , St. Anne's -on-Sea Ramus, H.R. Tivoli H., Gravesend Taylor, E.S.F. Devizes Gram . S.

Hunter, V. Arlington Park Coll. , Chiswick Marshall, n . Ashley H., Worksop Raper,H. Gram . S., Clacton Taylor, H.R.N. Wallington Gram . S.

Huson ,C.A. Heston H., Hounslow Martin , A., Barton S., Wisbech Ratclitfe, T. Ashley H., Worksop Taylor, H.S. Read's S. , Drax, Selby

Hutchins, A.T. Martin ,C.W. Southport Modern S. Rayson,H.T. St. Catherine's, Littlehampton Taylor, J.C. The High S. , Brentwood

St. Kenelm's Coll., Cowley, Oxford Martin , H.A. Devon port High S. Record ,H.H. Brunswick H. , Maidstone Taylor,N.S. New Coll., Margate

Isdale , J . Gram , S. , Forest Gate Martin . H.B. Alma H. , Paignton Redford,G.O. Northgate S. , Winchester Taylor, T.E.

Jack , s.s.

Devonport High S.

Grafton H. , Manchester Martin , L. Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool Reynolds,F.D. The High S., Brentwood Taylor,W.G. Christ Church S., Southport

Jackson , H.N. Monk Bridge S. , York Martin , P . Farnworth Gram . S. , nr . Bolton Reynolds,W.E. Ascham Coll., Clacton Telfer ,L.P. Taunton School

Jackson, R.W. 50 Western Hill , Durham Martin , R.H. Clapham Gram . S. , S.W. Richards, F. Edgbaston Academy Theobald, H. Highfield S. , Chertsey

Jacobs, H.S. Tivoli H., Gravesend Mason , E. Christ Church S. , Southport Richards,S.F. Private tuition Thomas, D.V. Keyford Coll ., Frome

Jacobs, S.L. Tivoli H. , Gravesend Mason ,G. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Richards,W.H. Portland Coll ., Chiswick Thomas, E.A.

James, A. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Mathews,W.H.Kingsholme,Weston-s .-Mare Ridge,E.A.
James , J.

Devonport High S. Bispham Lodge, Norbreck , Lancs.

Wadhain S. , Liskeard Matthews,E. Devonport High S. Ries,W.J. Portland St. S., Learnington Spa Thomer, W. St. Leonards Coll. S.

James, P.A. St. Leonards Coll. S. Mawdsley ,F.A . The Gram . S., Sale Riley, A.J. Boys' Coll. S. , Aldershot Thompson,A.H. Gosberton Hall, Spalding
Jaines, R.C. Wadham S. , Liskeard Mayfield ,M.A. Barton S. , Wisbech Rimington,C.H. Gosberton Hall, Spalding Thompson, H. Gram . S. , Forest Gate

James, T.A. Hillsborough S. , Teignmouth McEwen , J.D. Mt. Radford S., Exeter Rimmer, W.S. Christ Church S., Southport Thompson,W.v. New Coll., Harrogate

James, T.M. Hillsborough S., Teignmouth Mears, T.de Q. Milton Abbas S., Blandford Rivett, J . Gram . S. , Forest Gate Thorn, F.W. Devon port High S.

Jaye,R.N . Boys' Coll. S. , Aldershot Medcalf, F.W. Gosberton Hall, Spalding Roberts, H. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Thorne,P.H . The College, Weston-s.-Mare

Jenkins, F.H. Southport Modern S. Meeson, E.L. New Coll., Margate Roberts ,R. Highfield S., Chertsey Thornett, F.W. Banbury School

Jennings, J. Brunswick H., Maidstone Melhuish , P.F. Devonport High S. Robinson,H.T. Arnold H., Northampton Thornley,J.D. Cliftonville Coll., Margate

Johnson,F. Sudbury Gram . S. , Suffolk Mendoza ,M. Springhaven , Eastbourne Rogers , A.R. Portland St.S.,LeamingtonSpa Thorpe,T.J.

Johnson ,F.B. Menhinick , J.S. Loughton School Rogers , V. Wadham S. , Liskeard Bispham Lodge , Norbreck , Lancs.

Portland St. S. , Leamington Spa Metcalfe,G. King's Coll., Wimbledon Ronald ,R.S. Formby & Freshfield High S. Thurmott, F.W. Barton S. , Wisbeclı

Johnson, F.M. Croad's S. , King's Lynn Michell,G.P. St. Austeil School Rowed ,L.J. Sandwich School Tinnion ,T. Edgbaston Academy

Johnson,J. Southport Modern S. Mill , L.B. The College, Rock Ferry Rowlinson ,M. Glenwood Coll . , Newmarket Tiplady, J.w . Read's S. , Drax , Selbv

Johnson,M.K. Devonport High S. Miller , H.F. Bradley High S., Newton Abbot Rozelaar, S.L. Maida Vale S. , W. Tolmon , F.G. Waldron H., Havant

Johnson.P.W . ActonH .,Vanbrugh Park , S.E. Minton.J . Milton H., Muswell Hill, X. Rumbold ,K.J. Yarmouth College Toon ,W. Glenwood Coll., Newmarket

Johnson,R F. St. Aubyn's , Woodford Green Mitchell,X. Rushworth Horrocks, T. Toye S.P. Holloway Coll ., N.

Johnson , W.H. Croad's S. , King's Lynn
St. Kenelm's Coll., Cowley, Oxford Christ Church S., Southport Traylen , H. Jersey Modern S.

Jolliffe, F.L. Hoe Gram . S. , Plymouth Moffet,W.M. Albert H., Carlisle Ryves, A.

Jones, A.

Ashley H., Worksop Treherne, H.R.

Gram . S. , Forest Gate Money,K.R. South Lowestoft College Sainsbury , J. Trowbridge High S. Southampton Boys' Coll. & High S.
Jones,C.F. The College , Weston -8.-Mare Monk ,H.B. Northgate S., Winchester Salmon, F.G.M. Milton Abbas S., Blandford Treneal,C.L . The College, Weston -s.-Mare
Jones, F.H.P. Arnold H., Northampton Moon ,C.J . Wadham S. , Liskeard Sanders , A.T. St. Austell College Trimnell,G.H.W.

Devizes Gram . S.

Jones, L.E. Richmond Hill s . Moore, B. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Sankey,R.A. Gran . S. , Blackpool Turner, E.J. Dagmar H. , Hatfield

Jones,R.L. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Morgan , A.S. Loughton School Saunders,E.J. Ivel Bury S. , Biggleswade Turner, J.P. South Lowestoft College

Jones,S.K. Craven Park Coll. , Harlesden Morgan, E. Taunton School Saunders, W.M. Cliftonville Coll., Margate Turton, L.C. Read's S., Drax , Selby

Jones,T.H. Ashburton H. , Willesden Morris, H. Kilgrinol S. , St. Anne's -on - Sea Saunderson,S.A. Ebor S. , Bexhill Tyler, N.F. Castle Dene, Newport, I.W.

Joseph,C.V. Ascham Coll., Clacton Morris, W.C. Farnworth Gram.s.,nr. Bolton Sauvage, E.H.St. James's Coll. S., Jersey Ullmann , C.J. Great Ealing School

Keer , J. The College, Weston -s.-Mare Mousley,G.Portland St.S. , Leamington Spa Savage,C.H . Ascham Coll . , Clacton Umfreville, R.C. Heath Brow , Boxmooi

Kemp,L.W. Gosberton Hall, Spalding Mudd , H. E. Gravesend Morlern s . Savill,H.S. St. Aubyn's, Woodford Greeu Unwin , F. Earls Colne Gram . S.

Kemp, R.W. WinchesterH.,Redland ,Bristol Muirhead , A. Jersey Modern S. Scammell, A.R. Taunton School Carney ,J.O. Hounslow Coinm , Coll.

Kendall , J. St. Leonards Coll. S. Mullcady, T.H. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Scammell, L.E. Taunton School Vergeite , T. Barton S , Wisbech

kenney . T. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Mumford , B.L. Ivel Bury S., Biggleswade Scantlebury , W.0 . Wadham S. , Liskeard Vigers, C.H. Southdown Coll., Eastbourne
Kenworthy, c.o . Birkdale Gram . S. Mumford.k.w . Ascham Coll., Clacton Scarlett J. W. Mary Street H. , Taunton Vincent, F.D. Hounslow Coum . Coll.

Kenworthy,J.L . Birkdale Gram . S. Murphy,H. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Schofield, R.C.
Vincent, S.L. Loughton School

kernick , F.J. St. Austell College Nahum , L.J. Great Ealing School Acton H. , Vanbrugh Park , S.E. Wade,G. Sudbury Gram. S. , Suffolk

Kilmister,H. Lancaster Coll., W. Norwood Nation, R.L. The College, Weston -s.-Mare Schweitzer,F.W . Heath Brow , Boxmoor Wade, H.R. Sudbury Gram . S., Suffolk

Kilpin, F.J. * Hatfield H. , St. Leonards Needham ,H.H.Milton H., Muswell Hill, N. Scott ,W.M. Elm Park S., Shotley Bridge Wakeford ,A.G.Handel Coll., Southampton

King, C.E. Dagmar H. , Hatfield Neville,G.H.G. Richmond Hill School Seal, J.D . Richmond Hill School Wallond , F. Brunswick H., Maidstone

King, H. Craven Coll., Beckenham Newton , H. Christ Church S., Southport Seller,C.L. Comm . Coll., York Walton,C.H. South port Modern S.

King, W.C.C. Boys' Coll. S. , Aldershot Nias, T.S. Stanley H., Margate Shackell, R. W. Emwell S., Warminster Wanostrocht, E.

Kingdom , c . St. Leonards Coll. s Nicholson ,D.H.CastletownGram.S.,1.ofMan Shae,H. Gram . Š . , Blackpool Pierremont Coll ., Broadstairs

Kingston, L.A. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Noad , T.M. Heston H., Hounslow Shatel, E.M. Maida Vale S. , W. Ward ,C.A . Hightield S. , Chertsey

Kirkland, F.G. Croad's S., King's Lynn North , H. The Gram . S., Shorehain Sherrington ,G. Comm. Coil., Southport Ward ,K.A. Milton Abbas S. , Blandford

Kirton, N.A. Devonport High S. Nortlı, R.L.
Taunton School Sherrington,H. Comm . Coll . , Southport Warren,S.B . Wilton Grove S. , Taunton

Knight,P . Colebrook H. , Bognor Nutley, R.W. Northgate S. , Winchester Shields , C.W . Monk Bridge S. , York Watkins, W.E. Walden H. , Herne Bay

Knott ,S.R. Gram. S., Forest Gate Nuttall,E.D. Rochdale HighS. Shingler, C.A. Pierremont Coll ., Broadstairs Watson, T.
Gram . S., Forest Gate

Knowles,R.H. Lancaster Coll., Morecambe Nuttall,W. Farnworth Gram . S. , nr. Bolton Short,W.P. Taunton School Watts, E.P.L. Keyford Coll., Frome

Kosminski,M. Springhaven , Eastbourne Oborne, F. Devonshire H., Southampton Sibthorpe,W.E. Hatfield H. , St. Leonards Watts , F. Long Ashton School

Lansdown, F. Caversham H. , Caversham Oddy, R.A. Rochdale High S. Silcock ,G.R . Lancaster Coll . , Morecambe Watts, L.B. Colebrook H. , Bognor

Larkin , R. Muncaster H. , Eastbourne Okey, W. The Gram . S. , Romford Silvester,W.A. Ashley H., Worksop Way, F.W. King's Coll., Wimbledon

Lathbury, G . Highfield S., Chertsey Oliver, J.H. Acton H. , Vanbrngh Park, S.E. Simons,W.R. Dagmar H. , Hatfield Webb , H.R. CambridgeH., Margate

Lavers, F.R. St. Winifred's S., Torquay Oliver, R. Sandwich School Skinner,D.D.Arlington H. , Newport, Mon. Webster,P.L.C. Maida Vale S., W.

Lawton , R.V. Portland Coll . , Chiswick Orr Ewing, H.J. Private tuition Slater,C. Taunton School Weisberg,B.S.
Maida Vale S. , W.

Lazenby , C . Barton S. , Wisbech Ososki, L. Springhaven, Eastbourne Sleath,B. Portland St. S. , Leamington Spa Welch, F. Craven Coll., Beckenham

Leak , A. H. Yarmouth College Ososki, s . Springhaven , Eastbourne Slee,W.A.J. Ilfracombe College Welch , L.A. Gram . S. , Forest Gate

Leak, E. Read's S. , Drax, Selby Oswald , C.A.H. The Briary , Northwood Slocock ,S.L. Heston H., Hounslow Wells ,C.L.
Private tuition

Lee , G . Read's S., Drax , Selby Page,J., St. Leonards Coll. S. Smith ,E.
Comm . Coll . , York Wells , R.I. Ashburton H. , Willesden

Lee,G.H. Pierremont Coll., Broadstairs Paget , R.F. The Briary, Northwood Smith , F.J. Ashley H., Worksop Welsby, F.H . Farnworth Gram . S. , nr . Bolton

Lee, L. Holloway College , N. Palmer , J.F . Croad's 8., King's Lynn Smith , H.C. Yarmouth College Wenmoth, R.W. Wadham S. , Liskeard

Lee, R.A. Mary Street H., Taunton Parker,C.G. Albert H., Carlisle Smith , J.
Gram . S. , Forest Gate Wetherall ,C.G . South Lowestoft College

Legg, D.A. St. Aubyn's , Woodford Green Parker, K.C. Seven Kings Gram . S. Smith ,J.H. Yarınouth College Whipp, R. Harringey Park S. , Crouch End

Le Marquand, F.B. Parkinson ,F. Farnworth Gram.S.,nr. Bolton Smith ,J.R. Taunton School Whitcher, A.S. Grani . S. , Clacton

Clarence Prep. S., St. Helier's Parrish, A.E. The Gram . S., Romford Smith , S . Gram . S. , Forest Gate Whitcombe, F.G. Devonport High S.

Le Masurier, J . St. James's Coll. S. , Jersey Parsons, A.W.C. Wilsford H. , Devizes Smith , T. Christ Church S. , Southport White ,C.T. St. John's, Worthing

Lencvaitre , F.E . Mount S. , Harrogate Parsons, E.S.C. Wilsford H. , Devizes Smyter, A. Sandwich School White, F. Craven Coll . , Beckenhain

Le Quesne, P . Jersey Modern S. Parsons ,S.D. Smyter,C.G. Sandwich School White , F.J.
Gravesend Modern S.

Le Sauvage,C.
Jersey Modern 8 . St. Lawrence's Inter. S. , Long Buckhy Snow ,C.J. Cliftonville Coll., Margate White , W. Castletown Gram . S. , I. of Man

Levy.V.I. Mansfield H., Maida Vale Paterson, R.G. Walden H., Herne Bay Snow ,F.L. Cliftonville Coll. , Margate Whiteside,D. Birkdale Gram . S.

Lewis,E.M. Hillsborough S. , Teignmouth Patten.R.S. Gram . S., St. Anne's -on -Sea Solman ,J.W . Brunswick H. , Maidstone Whittield ,G. Clifton H. , Aintree, L'pool

Lightbown, H.G. Birkdale Gram . S. Parry , L. Ashley H. , Worksop Sook
The Oaks, Deal Whitfield , J.G. Walden H., Herne Bay

Limbery,C.R. Hillsborough S., Teignmouth Parry , W.S.B. Spencer,W.H. Read's S. , Drax, Selby Whitsed ,G.
Barton S.,

Wisbech

Linley ,F.H . Elm Bauk S., Nottingham St. Kenelm's Coll., Cowley, Oxford Spry, S .
Craven Coll., Beckenham Whittington,G.R. Heston H., Hounslow

Little, L.A. New Coll., Margate Payne , E.S. Emwell S. , Warininster Spurge,S.C. Longhton School Wiggins, W.H. Devonport High s .

Lloyd , R.G. Portland Coll., Chiswick Peart , P. Brunswick H. , Maidstone Spurr,W.H. High S. for Boys, Blackpool Wilberforce -Bell,R.H.

Lockyer, B. Brunswick H., Maidstone Pemberthy,A.H. Brean H., Weston-8.-Mare Squier,S.C. The High S. , Brentwood St. Kenelm's Coll., Cowley, Oxford

Long,G.D. Orchard Gardens S., Teignmouth Pennell,E.H. Southdown Coll. , Eastbourue Stainsby, H.C. Cavendish s .,Matlock Wilde,R.C. Bispham Lodge,Norbreck,Lancs.

Long, R.F. Northgate S. , Winchester Penney , W.G. Stammers, J.W. Earls Colne Grain . S. Willard ,A.J.
St. Leonards Coll. S.

Love, R.J.McN . Devonport High S. Swanwick Coll., Parkgate, Hants . Standley ,L.E. Brean H., Weston -s.-Mare Williains,A.B.L.

Lovelock , R.G . Stanley H., Margate Pennington , T.W. Hounslow Comm . Coll. Stanger,N.B. Devonshire H. , Orpington Pierremont Coll ., Broadstairs

Low ,W.R. Holloway College, N. Perez, M.T.
Lythan College Stansbury, D.H.N. TheGram .S. , Shorehamn Williams, F. Comm . S., Clare St., Penzance

Lowe, A.S. Kilgrimol S. , St. Anne's on-Sea Perraton , F.A. Devonport High S. Starkey, L. Edgbaston Academy Williams,G.A. Holloway Coll . , N.

Lower, W. Craven Coll ., Beckenham Petrie , N.J.C. Southport Modern S. Steedi,G.S. Lancaster Coll., W. Vorwood Williams, W. St. Anstell College

Lucas,E.S. Handel Coll ., Southampton Pfeiffer, R.G. Redland Grove Coll ., Bristol Steigmann ,H.F. Coinm . Coll . , York Willianison , D.C. High S.for Boys,Blackpool

Lucking, S.A.J. Ascham Coll., Clacton Phipps, S. Ashley H. , Worksop Stephens,C.W.
Jersey Modern S. Wills , E.C. Portland Coll . , Chiswick

Luff, F. Keyford Coll ., Frome Pickering.T.E.G . Stewart ,H.T.H. St. John's, Worthing Wills , H.L. Brookvale, Shaldon , Teignmouth

Luther, E.A. The Gram . S. , Romford Kingsholme, Weston -s.-Mare Stillmann , A. Tivoli H. , Gravesend Wilson , B.
Barton S. , Wisbech

Lynn ,J.
Gram . S. , Forest Gate Pinches,O.B. Heath Brow , Boxmoor Stinchcombe, E. Muncaster H. , Eastbourne Wilson, R.J. Devonshire H., Orpington

Mabbott,E.T. Comm . S. , Clare St., Penzance Pinel,C.P . St. John's Coll.'s., Jersey Stirling ,J.A . Acton H.,Vanbrugh Park,S.E . Wilson,R.S.

Aschain Coll . , Clacton

Mabbott,H.V. Comm . S.,Clare St. , Penzance Pinto, H.C.
Maida Vale S. , W. Stockbridge ,J.J. St. John's Coll., Brixton Wilton , H ,

Macvean , D. Arlington Park Coll., Chiswick Pirrie ,W.C. Gravesend Modern S. Stokes,N.E. Sandwich School Windebank ,R.F.

Magee, A.W.D. Birkdale Gram . S. Plummer, A.H. Gosberton Hall, Spalding Stones,F. Read's S. , Drax, Selby
Kingsholme, Weston- s. - Mare

Malcolmson ,W. Muncaster H., Eastbourne Poole , F.W . Vauxhall S. , St. Helier's Stuart ,C.R . Ascham Coll., Clacton Wintour, R. E. Kingsholine, Weston-s.- Mare

Mallett,C.F . Croad's S. , King's Lynn Porter,V.H. Barton S. , Wisbech Sudweeks,E.R. Wilsford H., Devizes Wishart ,C.W.E .

Manley, V.S. Emwell S. , Warminster Potter, W.H.
Loughton School Sullivan ,G.T.K. Devonport High S. Wood ,J.A . Hillsborough S., Teignmouth

Mann,E.V. Ascham Coll., Clacton Power, A.E. Heath Brow , Boxmoor Sullivan , T.F . Devonport High S. Wood ,S.W.

Mann , w .
High S. , Dartmouth Powis Jones,H.A. Comm . Coll . , Acton Swindells, T.O. The College, Rock Ferry' Woodınan , T. Heath Brow , Boxmoor

High S. , Dartinouth

Gram , S. , Clacton

Sandwich School
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Woodforde, T.H.A. Earls Colne Gram.s. Worthy,S.J.

Woodward,A.G. Brunswick M. , Maidstone Wright,A.

Worboys, F.G. Daguar I. , Hatfield Wright,A.A.

Gram . S. , Blackpool Wright, E.

Southport Modern S. Wright,E.W.

Gram. s . , Blackpool Wright, J.A.

Long Ashton School Wright,W.C.G.

Craven Coll . , Beckenhamn Wyatt, F.

Sudbury Gram . S. , Suffolk Young ,G.

Heath Brow , Boxmoor Zapp, A. A.

Taunton School

Ald . Norman's S. , Norwich

Northfields S. , Woodchester

Gram . S. , Forest GateTELE

TE:

GIRLS.

11 :

E.

Ackermann , A.L.G. Carus-Wilson ,S.L. Farrant,N.E. Grosvenor S. , Wokingham Hews, D.L. Westholme, Maidenhead

Lynsted Coll.S. , Greenstreet Home Glen , Strawberry Hill , S.W. Farrar,M. Crossbeck H., Ilkley Heys, R. Warwick H., Poulton -le -Fylde

Adams,F.WestView , Alstonefield , Ashbourne Casliman , G. Sittingbourne College Feather,E. Ashville, Shipley Hickinan ,I.M. Girls ' High S. , Swindon

Adams,G.M. Moseley High S. for Girls Casson , E.M. Summerland S. , Richmond Hill Fenton ,A.M. Hemdean II . , Caversham Hickox, E.C. South Hornsey High S.

Adamson , E.T. Rochdale High S. Casson, G.C. Summerland S. , Richmond Hill Fillingham , L. Stamford H., Bourne Hill, D.M. St. Catherine's S., Hatcham

Adkin , S.E . ( aulier, E. 11 Taswell Rd ., Southsea Finney, D. Private tuition Hillson ,M.J. PortlandSt.S.,LeamingtonSpa

Winsley, St. Mildred's Rd ., Lee, S.E. Cave,M. New House S. , Highleadon Firth ,M.L. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.Hitchman, V.A. Kendrick Girls ' S.,Reading
Afrait,V.R.A.A. Gloncester H., kew Cave, M.E. Fisher, E. Ashville, Shipley Hitchon, M.J. Rochdale High S.

Ahier,C.L.
Ashton H., Jersey St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton Fisher,G. Grosvenor S. , Wokingham Hoddinott,A.F. MayfieldColl., Marlborough

Aked ,E.V. Parkside, Harrogate Challand , E.M. Cavendish S. , Matlock Fisk , L.C. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W. Hodges,G.M.O. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W.

Aked , K.M. Parkside, Harrogate Challaud, H. High S. , Gusberton Fletcher, H. A.St. Andrew'sUp.S.,St.Helier's Hodges ,o . Frimley Rd.S., Yorktown ,Surrey
Aldham ,E. Prep. S. , South St., Greenwich Chambers ,H.R. Southoe H., Richmond Fletcher, H.A. Walition H., Havant Hodgson, J. Warwick H. , Poulton -le -Fylde

Allam , X. Wm . Gibbs' Girls ' s . , Faversham Chapman ,E.A.M. Howard Coll., Bedford Flint, E. M. Valley Bridge H., Scarborough Hogs, A.M. Kendrick Girls ' S. , Reading

Allen , M.W. Chapuran , J. Sittingbourne College Flint,L.M. Spalding Girls' Coll. S. Holland , E.P. Salisbury H., Littlehampton
South Shore Coll. for Girls , Blackpool Charles,C. Brompton Science S. , S.W. Flowitt,X. St. George's H., Doncaster Hollis ,M.J.

Allsup, K . Warwick H., Poulton -le -Fille Charlton ,A.M. Egerton Ter. S. , Timperley Foster ,F.C. The Derby Inst . for Girls Avondale, Station Rd., Erdington
Almond, M. Hartfell, Birkdale Cheesewright, G E. Fox,A.M. Milton H., Atherstone Holme,0 . South Hornsey High 8.
Anderson, A. A. Margate Ladies' Coll. Woodside, St. Helen's Pk . , Hastings Frearson, A.M. Colville H., Swindon Holmes,G. Brompton Science s. , 8.W.
Andrews,M. Fernside, Grantham Chown, W. Heidean H., Caversham Free , C.M . Mayfield Coll., Marlborough Homeyer, E.M. Warwick H., Ronde

Appleford, M.A.HopeLodgeS.,Bexley Heath Chubb,M.B. Kynerton, Sefton Pk., L'pool Fuller,C.M. Royal Masonic Inst., S. W. Hopps, N. St. Joseph's Conv . , W. Hartlepool

Appleton , S. E. Crossbeck H. , Ilkley Churchill, I.P. Mecklenburg H., Putney Hill Game,A.M.Girls ' High S. , Sudbury, Suffolk Housden ,M. Tinwald, Heswall, Cheshire

Ardern ,S.M . Clark ,G.P. Girls ' ſligh S. , Sudbury, Suffolk Garland, D. House, D.I. West View , Highbridge

Girls's ., Promenade,SouthShore, Blackpool Clark , V.M. Vanxhall S. , St. Helier's St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton House,G.M. St. Kilda's Coll. S., Bristol

Armstrong, E. Kendrick Girls ' S. , Reading Clarke, E.M. Ashburne H., Chepstow Garvey,H.St. Joseph's Conv ., W. Hartlepool Howarth , E. Rochdale High S.

Armstrong, F.M. Margate Ladies' Coll. Cleverly,M.A. Emwell S. , Warminster George, F. Spalding Girls ' Coll. S. Howe, W. Primrose Hill S. , Northampton

Aubrey, E. Private tuition Clitl ,E. Langley H., Ashbourne Gibbins, I. B. Ivy House Coll. S.,Crouch Hill Hughes, B. Verecroft S. , Devizes

Aubrey, L.B. Private tuition Cockrill,W.S. Wilber H., Biggleswade Gibbon ,E.Suminertield Hall, Maesycwmmer Hunt,G . Elsmere S. , King's Rd., Reading

Aylett. B.C. Ellesmere Coll., S. Norwood Collisehonn, A.J. Southoe H., Richmond Gibbs,E. Ystrad II . , Newport, Mon. Hunt,H.B. High S. , Teignmouth

Ayres, B. Hemdean H., Caversham Colson, E.D.C. Girls ' High S. , Wanstead Giltillan ,E. Edgworth H., Finsbury Park Hunter, M. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.

Bacon, W. Woking High S. for Girls Cone,L.B. 11 Queen's Avenue, Muswell Hill Gillam , I.M. Mountside High S. , Hastings Hurley, A. Heathtield H. , Cardiff

Bahnson ,M. Stoneville, Blandford Congdon ,W.A. Godden , J.M. Heidelberg Coll., Ealing Hutchings, D.C. Howard Coll ., Bedforl

Bailey , W.M. Berkeley S. , Bishopston , Bristol Godden, L. Sunlea S. for Girls, Liscard Iny,G.A. 11 Queen's Avenue, Muswell Hill

St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton Conner, I. Girls ' High S. , Sutton-on -Trent Gooch , A.E. Spalding Girls' Coll. S. Imjatullah,G. Holloway College, N.

Baker, K. Coll. S. , Stanford -le -Hope Cook, C.M . Cavendish S. , Matlock Gooderham ,L.M. Waveney H., Harleston Jackson , L.M.

Bambridge B. Glan Dyfi S. , Wisbech Coombe , H.M. Oldfield Park S., Bath Gooding,M.R.E. Mill Hill Coll.,Eden Bridge Ennoor Lodge Coll. S., New Leeds

Baragwanath , A. Moseley High S. for Girls Cooper, D. Boxyrove H., Petworth Goring, M. High S. for Girls, Staines Jaggard , W. Aysgarth , Wolverhampton

Barlow ,E.E. Kendrick Giris ' S. , Reading Cooper, J.N. Gostelow , M.E. Spalding Girls' Coll. S. James, A.M.

Barnes, D.K. The Gram . S., Romford St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton Gotch, M.A. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W St. Lawrence's Inter. S. , Long Buck by

Barnes, E. Ystrad H. , Newport, Mon. Coote, D.s. Thorpe liigh S. , Norwich Gould , D. Thorpe High S. , Norwich James, E. M. Private tuition

Barnes, J.C. St. Winifred's, Southampton Copeland, F.M. The Derby Inst. for Girls Gould ,G.G . Milford H., Newport, Mon. James,S.M. Hartfell , Birkdale
Bassett, o.M. Waverley Coll. , Sydenham Corble, W.M. Royal Jasonic Inst. , S.W.Graves,G.V.

Llanover H. , Ryde Jane, A.L. Eugehill, Bodmin

Bazley, D.R. The Halve S. , Trowbridge Corilukes, D.A. Abbey H., Selby Graves, I. M.
Jarrett , A.M. Wilber H., Biggleswade

Bell,E.D. Modena H., Peckham Rye Corlitt, C . Down End , Clifton St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton Jeff,A.E. Milton H., Sunderland

Bell, M.W. Spalling Girls' Coll. S. Costelow , M . Valley Bridge H., Scarborough Gray, E.F. Girls ' High S. , Wanstead Jeffreys ,M.L. Milforul H., Newport, Mon.

Berisley, D. Holloway College, N. Cotterall, E. Berkeley S.,Bishopston,Bristol Gray, H. St. Joseph's Conv., W. Hartlepool Jenkins, 1. M. High S. , Wylde Green

Bertram , R. Ashley H., Worksop Coupe , o . Aslley H., Worksop Green, E. Milton II ., Sunderland Jenkinson,G. Ashley H., Worksop

Bessemer, V. 67 Alleyn Pk . , W.Dulwich Cowley, B.A. Licensed Viet iallers ' S. , S.E. Green , E.B. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.Johns,E.W. St. Monica's, Southampton

Birch , E.M. Warwick H., Roade Cox , E.
Green , M.C. Henry St , S. , Bolton Johnson, E. M. Castle Hall s . , Northampton

Birrell , E.F. Northwold Coll.,Stoke Newington Comm. Greenhalgh, A. Albert H., Harrogate Johnsou, M. St. Winifred's, Southampton

Ravenscourt H. , Ravenscourt Park , W. Crabb , E. Strasburg Villa S., Ryde Gregson,E.M. 50 Western Hill, Durham Jones, D. Private tution

Black , E.M. Heidelberg Coll ., Ealing Crabtree, M. St. George's H., Doncaster Griffin , P . Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W. Joney, K. Private tuition

Black , F. St. George's H.,Doncaster Cressy , D.V. Portland Coll ., Chiswick Griffith ,L.V. The Coll., Totnes Jones, F. A.Summerfield Hall, Maesycwmmer
Blakeley , C.A. Sunlea S.for Girls , Liscard Crocker,C. St. Winifred's, Southampton Griffiths, D. Jordan , A. Loreto Conv., Hulme, Manchester
Blazey , P.s. The High S. , Attleborough Croston , M. Holmfield , Southport St. Lawrence's Inter. S. , Long Buckby Jordan , K.A. Wilber H., Biggleswade

Bolt, D.C. St. Kilda's Coll . 8. , Bristol Crouch , D.M. Girls ' High S., Wanstead Grimshaw , D. Crossbeck II . , Ilkley Jordan, K.C.S. Kendrick Girls' S., Reading

Borrowdale ,R.G. Cuming, W.L. Helvetia II . , Jersey Grimshaw , D.K. kaplan ,T. School for Girls , Gravesend

Ravenscourt H., Ravenscourt Park ,W. Cunninghain, I. Private tuition Enmoor Lodge Coll. S. , New Leeds keny,E.M. St. Winifred's , Southampton

Boston , M.N. Sandgate, Berwick -on - Tweed Cutler, M.C. Guillemot,E.A.M. Keay ,W.E. St. Winifred's , Southampton

Bourne, H. Wm.Gibbs 'Giris' S. , Faversham Ravenscourt H., Ravenscourt Park , W. St. Andrew's Conv. S. , Jersey Kerry, P.C.C.52 Cromwell Avenue, Highgate

Bourne, N. St. Aubyn's , Winchester Danby, G . Sunlea S. for Girls, Liscard Gulland , D.B.K.MecklenburgH.,Putneyllill King, H.W.

Bourri,S.A.H. Private tuition Dane,D.B. Brentwoorl, Southport Guthrie ,E. Ellerker Coll., Richmond Hill Enmoor Lodge Coll . S. , New Leeds
Bower,C.G. Egerton Terrace S., Timperley Davies,G.M. Kendrick Girls' S. , Reading Haig , E. Highfield S. , Harrogate King ,L.T.

Bowness, D. Henry St. S. , Bolton Davis, E.A. St. Olave's S. , Taunton Hall, A.D. Y Garn , Bromley, Kent Ravenscourt H. , Ravenscourt Park , W.

Boyd, A.E. Davison, M.G. Hope Lodge S. , Bexley Heath Hall, M.A.D. Y Garn , Bromley, Kent Kingdom ,M.G. St. Kilda's Coll. S. , Bristol

Ridgmont S. , Totterdown, Bristol Davy, D. 1. Delgany S. , Crown Hill, Devon Hall, W.D. Mecklenburg H.. Putney Hill Kirby, E.M. Wavency H., Harleston

Brasington , A. Foulden S.,Stoke Newington de Belle Ball , B. Brentwood, Sonthport Halstead, D. Kirwin , M. E. Tentercroft S. , Lincoln

Bray ,M.H . Dent, E. St. David's S. , Carnarvon Girls's .,Promenade,SouthShore,Blackpool Knight, D.M. Mill Hill Coll . , Eden Bridge

Ladies' S., Holcombe Rogus, Devon De Rees , M. Ystrad H., Newport, Mon. Hannond, E. , St. Winifreds, Southampton Knight, F.E.
Private tuition

Brewer, E.F. Haslemere S., Claphain Park Dibben , D.K.11Queen's Avenue,MuswellHill Hancox, V.E. Emwell S. , Warminster Knight, M.A. Ashville, Shipley

Bridgland, E. Olive House High S. , Brockley Dicken ,G.M. Bodlondeb , Colwyn Bay Hardley, M.E. Prospect H., St. Neots Kohlhase,G. Alpha H. , Harringay
Broadbridge ,G.E. South Hornsey High S. Dickinson , D. Ayxgarth , Wolverhampton Harris ,N.R. 51 Ditchling Rise, Brighton Lambourne, D.

Brook , I.F . Heidelberg Coll., Ealing Denning, M.M. Modena H. , Peckliam Rye Harrison , A.E. Quarry H., Guildford 11 Queen's Avenue, Muswell Hill

Brookes, L.S. Ivy House Coll.S.,Crouch Hill Dixon,M.Westboro'High S.,Newcastle -on - T . Harrison , A. M. Powerscroft, S. Woodford Lane, A.M. High S. , Teignmouth

Brown ,A.M. Royal Masonic Inst . , S.W. Dodd , A.E. Landrock H. , Stroud Green Harrison ,C. Loreto Cony., Hulme,M'chester Lane,E. Private tuition

Brown ,G.E. Fonden S. , Stoke Newington Donaldson , B. Harrison , D. Cranley H., Muswell Hill Lane, N. Private tuition

Brown, I.M. 8 Birch Rd ., Bebington Frimley Rd. S. , Yorktown, Surrey Harrison, E.L.M. Gwyrfai H.,East Cowes Langford.C.M .

Brown, Norma S. , Waterloo, Liverpool Donaldson, N. Sandgate, Berwick-on - Tweed Harrison , I.M. Mayfield Coll . , Marlborough Ravenscourt H. , Ravenscourt Park , W.

Brown, R.O. Margate Ladies' Coll. Doubleday, M.E. Fernside, Grantham Harrop , M. Royal Masonic Inst.,S.W. Langler, E. Gram . S. for Girls , Worcester

Brown, W.E. West View , Highbridge Dowley, W.M. Waldron H., Havant Hartnoil ,G. Crouch End High S. , N. Langley ,L. Spalding Girls ' Coll . S.

Browuridge,G. Doyle, N. St. Mary's Conv. S., York Harvey,A.O. Thorpe High S. , Norwich Larsen , T.D.'

Saxonholme High S. , Whalley Range Duncumb, F. Collingwood Coll., Lee , S.E. Harvey, B. Linwood S. , Altrincham St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton

Bryant, A.A. Oldtield Park S. , Bath Burkin, J.St.Joseph's Conv ., W.Hartlepool Harvey, E.E. Westbourne H., Cowes Latimer,E. Egerton Terrace S. , Timperley

Bryant, I. St. Bernard's S. , Southsea Durrant, M. Shornden S. , St. Leonards Haseltme, M. St. Bernard's S. , Southsea Leach , M.E. Portland St. S. , Leamington Spa

Brymer - Jones, M. Private tuition Edmondson, E. Kynerton, Sefton Pk., L'pool Hawke, D. The College, Totnes Learler, N. Colville H., Swindon

Buer,F.E. Hemdean H., Caversham Elwaris, N.S. Rosemont,Bishopston,Bristo! Hawkins,M. Rochdale High S. Leapingwell,E.M.
Private tuition

Bull, L E The Limes , Buckhurst Hill Elliott, E. Holmticid, Southport Haworth, 1.B. Le Brun ,J.LeN . 44 Val Plaisant, Jersey

Bullock , E.A. Hemdean II . , Cavershain Ellis , B. Nia Villa , Church Street , Egremont Le Couteur,A.E.

Burden , F.B. Mill Hill Coll., Eden Bridge Ravenscourt H., Ravenscourt Park , W. Hay, M. Ravenscourt H., Ravenscourt Pk ., W. Girls' Coll . , Broad Green , L'pool

Burdon, M.E. Private tuition Ellis ,J.O. Cranley H., Muswell Hill Hay,M.B. Queen's S.,Cliftonville , Margate Lee ,A.M. St. Margaret's S. , Cardiff

Burman , C.D . Warwick H., Roade England ,A.G.CattedownRoad S., Plymouth Hayes,W. Girls' High S.,Sutton -on -Trent Lee, B.E. Cattedown Rd . S. , Plymouth

Butcher,D.L. Crouch End High S. , N. Evans,J. A.Summerfield Hall, Maesycwinmer Hayman,G.G. Gielgall, Romford Lee, E. Sittingbourne College

Butcher, F. Quarry fl .,Guildforu Eversliet ,A.D.M.North Park Coll.,Croydon Hayward , F.E. Marlborough H., Swindon Lee, H.
Brentford Coll. S.

Byers , J.G . St. John's Coll., Brixton Ewens,E.K.Blackdown S.,Wellington ,Som . Ilcap, M. Rochdalt High S. Lee , M. Fernside, Grantham
Calley , V.

Crouch End High S., X. Ewens,H. Blackdown S., Wellington , Soin . Heitland ,B.C. Northcote 11. ,Crouch Hill Lee, M. Sandgate, Berwick -on - Tweed

Calway , A.M. Weirfield S. , Taunton Fair , s . Westoe High S. , South Shields Hendy,N. Kendrick Girls ' S. , Reading Le Miere,F.M.L.

Campbell M.L. Powerscroft, S. Woodford Fairlamb,L. Airedale II . , Gravesend Henochsberg, H. St. Andrew's Up. S. , St. Helier's
Carr, I. 6 Albany Terrace, St. Ives Falconer,D.M. St. Winifred's , Southampton Mansfield H. , Clifton Gardens, W. Lessels, A. Newton H., Tunbridge Wells

Carroll, M. Loreto Conv.,Hulme,Manchester Farmer, E.D. Moseley High S. for Girls Hewer, D.L. Beaurivage S. , Weston-s.-Mare Letts, s. Ivy House Coll . S. , Crouch Hill

1
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GIRLS, LOWER FORMS -- Continued . Parker , E. W. Shadbolt,F.A. St. John's Coll ., Brixton Tulke,M. West View , Highbridge

Le Voi, B. School for Girls , Gravesend St. John's, South View , Eastbourne Shaw ,M. Oxford Lodge, Wolverhampton Turner, D.G. College H. , Herne Bay

Lewis , E. L. Brickwood Lodge, Tonbridge Parr, L.S. Haldon View S. , Exeter Shank ,H.D . Private tuition Turner,G.M.

Liddiard, E.M. Heidelberg Coll., Ealing Parry, J. Ashley H. , Worksop Sharpe, B.S. Prospect H., St. Neots Comin. S. , Seymour Rd . , Astley Bridge

Lindsay-Renton, O.V. Parsons,M.M. Sharpley, E.M. Tusting, J.M . The High S. , Attleborough

Home Glen , Strawberry Hill , S.W. St. Lawrence's Inter. S. , Long Buckby Comm. S. , Seymour Rd., Astley Bridge Tusting, M. TheHigh S., Attleborough

Line, E.N. Northcote H., Crouch Hill Parsons, R. High S., Wylde Green Shaw , E. Lytham & Fairhaven Coll. Tynan ,A.H.E. Vauxhall S. , St. Helier's
Loder, E.M. New House S.,Highleadon Pate,M. Girls' High S. , Wanstead Shaw ,M. Lytham & Fairhaven Coll. Vale, F.

Longden , M.E . Crossbeck H. , Ilkley Paul, D.E. Southend College Shaw ,M.G. Helvetia H. , Jersey Northwold Coll .,Stoke Newington Comm .

Long, D. Frimley Rd.S., Yorktown, Surrey Pearse, M.F. Shearsmith , E. Valentine, E.

Longley,o . Crossbeck H., Ilkley St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton 3 Stainbeck Lane, Chapel Allerton, Leeds Ridgmont S. , Totterdown , Bristol

Love , M.E. Westbourne H., Cowes Pebody,W.K. Howard Coll . , Bedford Shenton , W.A. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W. Vardon,F.H. Helvetia H. , Jersey

Lucas,o . Waldron H. , Havant Peet, M.A. Shields, A.D. Venn , M.C.

Ludkin ,E.A. The High S. , Attleborough Alexandra Coll., Shirley , Southampton Alexandra Coll., Shirley, S'hampton Clark's Cell. High S. , Fitzroy Sq ., W.

Liigard ,E.M. Penton , G , St. Bernard's S. , Southsea Sibthorpe, M.J. Salisbury H., Littlehampton Villars, I. M.

Ravenscourt H. , Ravenscourt Park , w . Perchard,L.M. Ashton H., Jerse Sidons,c.m. Castle Halls.,Northampton Northwold Coll . , Stoke Newington Comm .

Lugg, H. Richmond High S. , Liscard Perkins, E. Spalling Girls ' Coll. S. Sims,E.W.M. Shornden S., St. Leonards Waddington , D.A. Hartfell, Birkdal,
Lund, R. Lytham & Fairhaven Coll. Pettengill, 1. A. St. Catherine's S. , Hatcham Sims,N.M. Shornden S. , St. Leonaris Wade, V.C. Weirfield S., Taunton

Lyon ,E.I. Crossbeck II . , Ilkley Peters ,M.R. St. James's Coll. S., Jersey Simpson , A.M. Crescent Coll ., York Walker, D.H. Cambridge H. , York

Mackay ,G.M. Peters ,S.AlexandraColl.,Shirley,S'hampton Simpson ,E. Walker, E. Hope Lodge S. , Bexley Heath

Brooklyn High S. , Leytonstone Petersen,E.P.A., Moseley High S. for Girls 31 Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath Walker, E.M. Southport Wesleyan S.

Mackenzie, M. Crossbeck H., Ilkley Pettit , E.P. Simpson ,F.A. Highfield S., Harrogate Walker, L. M. 11Queen's Avenue,MuswellHill

Macklin , R. Private tuition Branksome Coll ., New Milton , Hants Singleton ,L.M. Granville C. ll., Midhurst Wallace,J.L.H . 5 Osnaburgh Terrace, N.W.
Macrac, R.G. Portswood Coll.,Southampton Phillips, M. Aysharth, Wolverhamripton Skelsey, M . Walter, P.S. Gloucester H. , Kev

Madyett ,E.E.L. Portland Coll., Chiswick Piccaver, D. Primrose Hill S. , Northampton 3 Stainbeck Lane, Chapel Allerton , Leeds Walton, F.E.

Major, F. Ashton H., Southsea Pickford,A. St. George's H., Doncaster Slater,C.M. Mecklenburg H., Putney Hill Woodside, St. Helen's Pk . , Hastings

Major, K.x. Private tuition Pickford , M. St. George's H., Doncaster Sloane, E. Crossbeck H. , ilkley Warburton , J. Hughenden , Bexhill

Major,M.P. Private tuition Pidsley,C.H . Haldon View S. , Exeter Smith , C . Brompton Science S.,S.W. Ward , L.M. Leam H., Holland Rd ., W.

Makin , A. Portland St.S.,Learnington Spa Piercy ,E.M. 11Queen's Avenue,MuswellHill Smith,C.W. Ward, W.L. Thorpe High S. , Norwich

Maplesden, K. Wooking High S. for Girls Pitman , E.V. Grosvenor S. , Wokingham St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton Wrrdley, R.H. Crossbeck H., Ilkiey

Marinont, P. Northfields S. , Woodchester Pocock, E.M. Girls ' Higli S. , Swindon Smith, D. Stamford Hill & Clapton High S. Wasley, 1.1. Dresden H., Eveshain

Marriott, E.M. Binswood S.,Leamington Ponsford ,M.R.Mile End H.,Newport,Mon Smith, D.I. Brunswick H., Gravesend Watkins , D.L. Allerton H. , Watford

Marshall, E.V. Pool, M.M. Maytield Coll., Marlborough Smith ,E. Woking High S. for Girls Watkins,M.B. Allerton H. , Watford

Clark's Coll. High S. , Fitzroy Sq ., W. Poole , E. Holmfield , Southport Smith , F. Wm . Gibbs' Girls' S , Faversham Watts, D. M. Private tuition

Marshall, M. Sandgate, Berwick -on -Tweed Pope,E.I. Mecklenburg H., Putney Hill Smith ,G. Lytham & Fairhaven Coll. Watts, W.M.E. Longford Girls ' S. , Bristol

Martin ,E.M. Poppleton ,G. Tentercrott S. , Lincoln Smith , J. Lytham & Fairhavon Coll. Watson, G.E.A. Westoe Highs.SouthShields

Home Glen , Strawherry Hill, S.W. Porter, A.S. Emwell S. , Warır:inster Smith ,M. Down End , Clifton Webb, B.E. Hope Lodge S. , Bexley Heath

Martin ,M. Breck Coll.,Poulton- le -Fylle Potter,A.M. Royal Masonic Inst ., S.W.Soilleux, M.S. Southend College Webb, E.E. Westholme, Maidenhead!

Martin, M.E. Warwick H. , Poulton-le -Fyle Porey, K.S. Hemdean H., Caversham Spencer, K. Collingwood Coll., Lee, S. E. Webb , M. Castle Hill S. , Maidenhead

Mate,C.H. Llanreath , Boscombe Powell ,M. Aysgarth , Wolverhampton Spencer, M. The Mount S., Banbury Wells ,E. Home Glen, Strawberry Hill ,s.W .

Maudsley, M . Lytham & Fairhaven Coll. Pratt,O.H. Waveney H. , Ilarleston Spiller ,F.E. Weirfield S. , Taunton Wells, L. 31 Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath

Mawson ,M. Preece,C.L. Spooner,G. Licensed Victuallers ' S. , S.E. Wenham ,H. Woking High S. for Girls

Comm , S. , Seymour Rd ., Astley Bridge St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton Spry,E.G. The Coll., Totne West, K. St. Margaret's S. , Cardiff

May, N. Carden High S. , Peckham Rye Price, M.A. Landrock II . , Stroul Green Starke,W.F. Fulham Park Collexe West , o . E. LynstedColl.s.,nr.Sittingbourne
McCulloch ,G. Priest wool, C.B . 4+ l'al Plaisant, Jersey Steel,C.M. Fernside, Grantham Wheeler, T.E. Westbourne H.,Cowes

Loreto Conv. , Hulme, Manchester Proctor, D.M. St. Edmund's S. , Hunatanton Stephenson ,M. White,G.E. Quarry H., Guildford

McKechnie ,C.M . Proctor, H. Hartfell, Birkılale St. Joseph's Conv. , W. Hartlepool White,G.M.
Brooklyn High S. , Leyta'nstone Prophett, M.B. Ladies' S. , Sedgley Stevenson,G.A. Avondale, Station Rd . , Erdington

McKechnie.J.A . Protheroe,G.M. Portswood Coll ., Southampton White,L.A.

Brooklyn High S. , Leytonstone Saxonholme High S. , Whalley Range Stocks, M. St. Wilfrid's , Hastings Ladies' S. , Holcombe Rogus, Devon

Meldrum , I D. Linwood S. , Altrincham Pryse ,G.I. Royal Masonic Iust ., S.W. Stokes, D. Wilber H., Bigzlesvade Whitlock ,N.W.

Menday, A.E. St. Monica's, Sonthampton Pullen ,W.E. 19 Ella Ril., Crouch Hill Stokes, E. Ashley II . , Workson Alexandra Coll ., Shirley, S'hampton
Metcalf, D. Milton H. , Sunderland Purnell,E.B. Hanover H., Ryde Stollery , 1. F. High 8. forGirls, Staines Whitworth , D.L. Girls ' High S., Wanstead
Metson , W. Randall, F.E. Salisbury H., Littlebam pton Stones, J. St. George's H., Doncaster Wilkins,W.J. The High S., Attleborough

St. Nicholas', Longley Rd ., Tooting Rawes, W. Woking High S. for Girls Stott, A.M. Whoof H. , Formby Wilkinson, M.B.U. Private tuition

Middle ,G.F . Guelph Col., Clifton Reey,G.A. Anglo-French Coll. , Seven Kings Stott, I. Kendrick Girls' S. , Reading Williams,E.F. The Manse , Little Baddow

Mills ,G.M. Marlborouylı H., Swindon Rees, M. Gelliwastad S. , Pontypridd Stout,E.I. George Green S. , Poplai Williains,E.I. Private tuition

Mills ,LM . Airedale H.,Gravesend Rlin , M. St.Nicholas',LongleyRd .,Tooting Strathman,G. 50 Western Hill, Durham Williams, F.G.

Mitchell,G.I. Hemdean H., Carersham Richards, P. M. Strealler,H.M. Binswood S., Leamington Ridgmont S. , Totterdown , Bristol

Moor, K.M. Beaurivage S. , Weston -8.-Mare 2 ,Westwick Gans., W. Kensington Pk. Street, E.E. Llanreath, Buscombe Williams, F.S. Brooklyn H.,Wellington , Salop

Moore,C.I. Salisbury Coll., Wavertree , L pool Rind ,G.G Lee Coll., Eastbourne Stringer, B.C. The Limes, Buckhurst Hill Williamson, L. Lytham & Fairhaven Coll.

Morgan , X. Holloway College, N. Robinson, A.J. St. David's 8. , Carnarvon Stringer,W.M. Williams,M.H.Cattedown Rd . S. , Plymouth
Morgan ,P.L . Roe,HK. George Green S. , Poplar Zelah H. , Breakspear's Rd ., S.E. Williams,o.M . Landrock H., Stroud Green

Suinmerfield Hall, Maesyewmmer Roe. II . M. Waveney H., Harleston Sutcliffe ,D.M. Brentwood , Southport Williams, P. SouthoeH., Richmond

Morris ,E.I. Anglo-FrenchColl. ,Seven Kings Roc, M.M. Waveney H. , Harleston Sutherland , V. L.G. Willis , P.G. Barnes High S.

Morrison ,A.F. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W. Roebuck ,E.J. St. Kilda's Coll. S. , Bristol Warwick H. , Poulton -le-Fylde Willows,G.M . Abergeldie , Clifton

Mortimer,G.A. Kendrick Girls ' S. , Reading Rogers,F.F.B. Cecile H., Crouch Hill Sweet,E.R. Wilson ,G.F. Margate Ladies' Coll.
Morton , P. Duke Street S. , Bath Rogers, M. Mayfield Coll ., Marlborough Ridgmont S., Totterdown, Bristol Wilson,J. 8 Birch Rd., Bebington
Mount-Batten ,C.C. Rogers, W.E. Aldiscombe Il . , Margate Swift , L.A. Stamford H. , Bourne Wilson , L. St. George's H., Doncaster

Ellerker Coll., Richmond Hill Rolphi, E. D. Northcote H., Crouch Hill Swinburne,H. Wiltshire , M.

Monrant,H.L. 44 Val Plaisant, Jersey Rotteram ,R.D. Ellesmere Coll . , S.Norwood St. Joseph's Conv., W. Hartlepool Alexandra Coll., Shirley, S'hampton

Murray F.St.Joseph's Conv.,W.Hartlepool Rothschild , V.J. Swiney,G.F.M. Private tuition Winsland ,F.E. Lee Coll ., Eastbourne

Vairne, R. Loreto Conv.,Hulme,Manchester Edgeworth H., Finsbury Park Taylor,B. St. George's H., Doncaster Winters , H.M.W.

Naylor, E.M. Park Rd , S. , Bingley Rowell,H. The Derby Iust. for Girls Taylor, D. The Rectory, Failsworth 8. London High S. , E. Dulwich

Newman, L.I. Girls ' High S. , Wanstead Rugman, A. Ashburne H., Chepstow Taylor, E. St. Edmund's S. , Hunstanton Wise, A. Brickwood Lodge, Tonbridge

Newman ,S.K. Longford Girls ' S. , Bristol Russell,G.E. Hemdean H. , Caveisham Taylor,F. St. Edmund's S., Hunstanton Wolf ,J.V. S. London High S., E. Dulwich

Newborn , C. St. George's H., Doncaster Russell,G.E.S.H. Taylor , F.M. Wood , C.M. Albert H. , Harrogate
Norman ,G.V. Guelph Coll. , Clifton Kendrick Girls S. , Rearling Avondale, Station Rd ., Erdington Wood,G.M.

Votman , R. The Laurels, Herne Bay Sale, D.M. Grosvenor S. , Wokingham Taylor, K. Woodside, St.Helen's Pk .,Hastings Girls' S. , Promenade, S. Shore, Blackpool

O'Dwyer.E. Brentwood, Southport Salt,G.B. l! Queen's Avenue, Muswell Hill Teague,E.M. Cranley H., Muswell Hill Woodhead , E Aysgarth , Wolverhampton

Offi ,M.E. Olive House High S., Brockley Sargent D.C. Verecroft S. , Devizes Teverson , H.F. Private tuition Woodrow , S . Duke St. S. , Bath
Oldridge ,G.M. Transvaal H., Jersey Saunders, A.E. Colville H., Swindon Thomas ,G.S. Mile End H., Newport, Mon. Woods,M. SalisburyColl.,Wavertree,L'pool
Oldride, L.R. Transvarl H., Jersey Saunders , 11.11 . Weirfield S ,, Taunton Thompson , B. St. Bernard's S., Southsea Woods, N. Breck Coll., Poulton- le-Fylde

Oliver,M. Girls' High S. , Sudbury, Suffolk Savage, L C. Bleak H., Brentwood Thompson, M. Sanılgate, Berwick -on -Tweed Woolf, N.C. Gloucester II. , Kew

Orr Ewinz,E.W. Private tuition Sawyer, E.L. Laurel Cottage, Fleet, Hants . Thorn , D.H. Abergeldie, Clifton Woolnough, D.K. Cranley H. , Muswell Hill

Oulton ,F.E. Kynerton , Sefton Pk ., L'pool Schofield ,G.V. Broadfield , Rochdale Thurlow , M. Southoe H., Richmond Wootton , D.E. George Green S. , Poplar

Owen ,G. Woking High S. for Girls Schultz, E.A. D. Tims, V.P. High S. for Girls, Staines Wootton, M.V. St. Edmund's S. , Hunstantoni

Owen, M.E. St. David's S., Carnarvon 11 Queen's Avenue, Muswell Hill Toghill ,A.E. Licensed Victuallers ' S. , S. E. Workman, A.R.

Packer,V.L.Anglo -French Coll.,SevenKings Scoones,D.E.L. Leam II. , Holland Rd., W. Tole,F.L. Alexandra Coll . , Shirley, S'hampton
Padden ,G. Duke Street S. , Bath Scott , 1). Holloway College, N. St. Michael's Avenue S. , Northampton Worswick , T .

Page , J.H . 51 Ditchling Rise , Brighton Scott,F.M. Crescent Coll., York Tremlett,V.L. Royal Masonic Inst., S.W. Saxonholme High S. , Whalley Range
Pakeman , W. Cranley H. , Muswell Hill Self, I.C. BranksomeColl.,New Milton ,Hanta Trudtian, H.M. The Coll., Totnes Wraith, A.H.

Parker, D.W.
Sendell, V.M. Powerscroft, S. Woodford Trull, E. St. Kilda's Coll. S. , Bristol Westboro' High S. , Newcastle-o.- T.

St. John's, South View, Eastbourne Sewell, D. Girls' High S. , Sudbury, Suffolk Tucker,H.F.
Private tuition Wreford , H.J. Burton H., Weston -s . -Mare

York , M.E. Castle Hall s. , Northampton

.

11

The Class List of Candidates from the Colonial and Foreign Centres will be published in the March number of the Educational Times .
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CEO. M. HAMMER & CO . , LTD.,

Church Furniture,Manufacturers of School, College, and Church Furniture,

370 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
Every descriptionEvery description

of
of

Desks,

Fittings,

Seats,

FOR

Cupboards,

Technical

Tables,

Institutes,
Easels,

BE
Blackboards, Polytechnics,

Folding
Art Schools,

Partitions, Libraries,

& c., &c. &c. , & c.

WORKING BENCH FOR CHEMICAL LABORATORY.

.

WHITTAKER'S LIST.

CATALOGUE OF SCHOOL OR CHURCH FURNITURE FORWARDED ON APPLICATION .

Estimates given for completely Furnishing Schools.

GEO. M. HAMMER & CO., Ltd. , 370 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

DENT'S SCHOOL MOLIÈRE .

(For CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, D2c . , 1902. )

The " New " Method of Teaching Modern Languages. Molière's

First French Book according to LE MISANTHROPE.

the " New " Method .

Edited , with Preface and very full Notes, by Prof. FREDERIC SPENCER .
By D. MACKAY, M.A., of Ayr Academy, and F. J. Curtis, Ph.D. Cloth , ls . 3d , net .

Crown 8vo , cloth, 2s.6d, net . In the same Series :

Subject Picture ( coloured ) , 60 in . by 40 in . , for use with the above. LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME. ls . 3d . net.

Mounted on rollers, 6s, net .

LES PRÉCIEUSES RIDICULES. ls . net.

School World.- " Noted above all for a scholarly flavour which is too rarely found

ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY. For
in books intended for schools. The text is printed in the manner familiar to those

Students in Science and Technical Classes. By A. J. COOPER, B.Sc. Cr. 8vo , 2s.
who have seen the Temple Shakespeare .' The notes are commendably brief, but

contain manyhappy renderings of Molière's often rather difficult expressions. To

those who have been troubled by editions with overloaded commentaries this pretty
VOLUMETRIC CHEMICAL ANALYSIS for London little volume will appeal irresistibly .”

University and Science and Art Department Examinations. By J. B. COPPOCK , Educational Review .-- " A beautifully printed text and attractive format, and

Lecturer in Chemistry, Bath Technical School. Crown 8vo, 2s. Prof. Spencer, in the notes, gives just such help as young students need for a proper

appreciation of these masterpieces."

A SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY. By Charles Bird, B.A. , F.G.S. ,

Head Master of the Mathematical School , Rochester. With Sketch Maps and

Diagrams. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s . 6d .

“ Mr. Bird possesses the first requisite for success - a plain and straightforward Edited by WALTER RIPPMANN, M.A.

style ." -- Journal of Education . Based on the principles advocated by the pioneers of the Reform Movement in
Germany (VIETOR, FRANCKE, WALTER, & c .), by the Association Phonétique

ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS. Arithmetic , Euclid, Internationale, and by a large number of prominent teachers in Switzerland ,

Algebra . By J. L. S. HATTON, M.A., Director of Studies, andG. BOOL, B.A.,
Scandinavia , and America .

Lecturer in Elementary Mathematics, East London Technical College. Crown Full particularsof the Series postfree.
8vo , 2s, 6d . With Answers, 3s.

LEADING VOLUMES.

Sixth Edition . Twenty - sixth Thousand.

LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By G. G. PRUEN, DENT'S FIRST FRENCH BOOK . Based on the Hölzel Pictures of

M.A., Cheltenham College. Comprising Lower, Middle, and Upper School the Seasons. By S. ALGE and W. RIPPMANN. Cloth , ls. 6d . net .

Papers, 2s, 6d . DENT'S SECOND FRENCH BOOK. By S. ALGE and W. RIPPMANN .

Illustrated by C. E. BROCK. Second Edition . Cloth, ls. 6d , net.

Fifteenth Year of Issue. DENT'S FIRST GERMAN BOOK. Based on the Hölzel Pictures of the

THE SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1902. A Handbook of Seasons. By S. ALGE, S. HAMBURGER , and W. RIPPMANN. Third Edition .

Cloth , 2s, net .
Open Scholarships, Examinations, and Exhibitions. Prize is. net ; postage , 3d .

Just published . Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged .
“ The book is full of information , such as is often and much needed by teachers HINTS ON TEACHING FRENCH . With a RunningCommentary to

and guardians, and the arrangement of matter is convenient." - Athenæum . Dent's First and Second French Books. By W. RIPPMANN, M.A. ls. 6d . net.

Educational Catalogue post free.
HINTS ON TEACHING GERMAN. With a Running Commentary to

Dent's First German Book and GermanReader, Cloth , ls, 6d , net .

WHITTAKER & Co., White Hart Street, Paternoster Square, London, E.C. J. M. DENT & CO. , 29 and 30 BEDFORD STREET, LONDON , W.C.

Dent's Modern Language Series .

.
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PROFESSOR MEIKLEJOHN'S SERIES .

Ready at the end of February . Price 1s.

for schools, Colleges, and private

Students.

A Short Geography, with the Commercial Highways of

the World . Nineteenth Edition . Crown 8vo, 196 pp.. is. Od .

" Terse , practical, informative, and statistic. This shilling Geography is exactly

what a School Geography needs to be." - The Teachers ' Aid .

“ Clearness and conciseness exemplified . " - The Private Schoolmaster.

JULIUS CÆSAR .
Australasia : its Geography, Resources, Commerce, and

Chronicle of Discovery. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown
8vo , 86 pp. 6d.

EDITED BY

Asia : its Geography, Resources, Commerce, & c. By M. J. C.
MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown 8vo, 92 pp . ( Ready shortly . ) 6d.

Professor J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A.

Africa : its Geography, Resources, and Chronicle of Dis
covery up to 1897. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Oxon. Third

Edition .' Crown 8vo , 76 pp. 4d.

This book has been specially published for students preparing for the

College of Preceptors (1902) and other Examinations. It contains a full

Introduction ; Sketch of the Plot ; Analysis of leading Characters ;

copious Notes on the Text ;Notes on old or unusual Grammar, and

on Scansion ; Short Lives of the chief Characters ;Historical Inac

curacies ; Anachronisms; and typical Examination Papers. “ Julius

Cæsar ” forms the first of a series which will be edited by, and produced

under the direct supervision of , Professor MEIKLEJOHN, assisted by

M.J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Oxon.

The British Colonies and Dependencies : their Re
sources and Commerce . With Chapters on the Interchange of

Productions and Climatic Conditions. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN,

B.A. Third Edition . Crown 8vo , 96 pp . 6d .

Just Published . 470 pp . tviii. Price 2s. 6d . A Short History of England and Great Britain , B.c. 55
to A.D. 1890. Fourteenth Edition , Crown 8vo Is. Od .

“ In the ' Short History ' there is plenty of anecdote, ballad , and stray gems of

literature : and we find, though not with its usual emphasis, the Professor's expert

ness in the use and disposition of type."-- Education.A SCHOOL

HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
Outlines of the History of England and Great Britain

to A.D. 1890. Fifth Edition . Crown 8vo, 84 pp. 6d ..

BY A Short Grammar of the English Tongue, with Three

Hundred and Thirty Exercises. Twelfth Edition 1s . Od ..

J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A. ,

Professor of the Theory, History, and Practice of Education

in the University of St. Andrews;

A Short History of the English Language. Crown 8vo ,
1s . Od .76 pp. .

AND

An Outline of the History of English Literature.

Crown 8vo, 110 pp. 1s . 6d.

M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. ,

Sometime Adam de Brome Exhibitioner, Oriel College,

Oxford.

A New Spelling Book. With Side Lights from History

Eighth Edition . Crown 8vo, 152 pp.
1s . Od.

“ Weagree with the main principle here followed --that spelling should be learnt

| through the eye rather than through the ear . ” — The School Guardian ,

One Hundred Short Essays in Outline.

MEIKLEJOHN. Fourth Edition. 110 pp.

" This is undoubtedly one of the most useful books for pupil-teachers, Scholarship

and Certificate students, erer produced .” - The Practical Teacher.

By Prof.

1s . Od.

1s. Od.

“ The book before us is a worthy addition to Professor Meiklejohn's

well -known series of educational works. The volume, which will

doubtless be largely used by the younger pupil-teachers, is intended as

a stepping-stone to higher historical knowledge ; and aims rather at a

vivid picturing of leading events than at presenting a mass of dry

detail . Maps , plans, summaries, and chronological tab'es are all clear

and practical; and the vocabulary of historical terms will be welcome . ”
-The Schoolmaster.

“ A thoroughly good history. The writers have treated their sub

ject skilfully ; the arrangement of matter is admirable, and the brief,

pithy summaries at the end of each reign are indeed unique." -- The

Board Teacher.

“ The book is clearly written and is not too full of details . The

facts are lucidly expressed, and themapsand vocabulary of historical

terms are exceedingly well done. We unhesitatingly recommend the

book as admirably adapted for schools .” — The Educational News.

Professor Meiklejohn's series have earned a just repute, which is

in no way diminished by the latest recruit . For young folks it is

just the thing , and we can with confidence bring it to the notice of

our readers. " -The Teachers' Aid .

The Book of the French Verb. By J. DE COSANCE.

107 PP. + viii .

This little book contains perfectly clear and open Tables of the Irregular French

Verbs, each displayed across two pages. The chief Idioms connected with the verbs

are also given .

A First French Book. By J. DE Cisance. With a

Preface by Professor MEIKLEJOHN. Crown 8vo, 120 pp .

" It is an uncommonly good French grammar, full of valuable material, and will

| make a thoroughly practical text- book .” — The Educational News.

1s. Od .

is. Od.

Full particulars and Specimen pages may be hadfrom the
Publisher.

LONDON : A. M. HOLDEN , 11

A Short Arithmetic . By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A., and A. H.

Baker , B.A. Crown 8vo, i96 pp.
With Answers, 1s . Bd.

“ For boys and girls competing for the various County Council Scholarships
nothing better could be desired ." -The Teachers' Aid .

“ It is one of thebest Short Arithmetics erer produced . A great feature is the

large number of examples culled from the various public examinations." .

The Teachers' Monthly .

PATERNOSTER SQUARE , EC .

London : Printed by C. F. Hopogon & Sox , 2 Newton Street, Hir ' ll llom . T .: 98 Published by FRANCIS HODGSON . 89 Farringdon Street , E.C.
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THEASSOLC ACADEMY OP MUSIC AND en

COLLEGE OF MUSIC .

( Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ) ( Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ) (Incorporated .)

The next Monthly Evening Meeting of the Members GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, LONDON , W.

will take place on Wednesday, the 19th of March,
LECTURES FOR TEACHERS.

when J. J. FINDLAY, Esq ., M.A., Ph.D., will read a Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.

Paper on “ Impending Reforms in the Teaching of The First Course of Lectures ( Thirtieth Annual
Dr. F. J. KARN , Mus, Bac. Cantab ., Principal.

Elementary Mathematics." Series ), by JAMES SULLY , M.A. , LL.D. , Grote Professor

The Chairwill be taken at 7.30 p.m. , and a discussion of the Philosophy of Mind and Logic in University G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES , Esq ., Director of Examinations.

will follow the reading of the Paper. College, London , on “ Intellectual Education , " com

Members havethe privilege of introducing their menced on Thursday, February 20th,at 7 p.m.
EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,

friends. SINGING , THEORY, and all branches of Music will

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary.
For Syllabus, see p . 153. be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

A Doreck Scholarship, of the value of £ 20, will be April, when certificates will be granted to all successful
awarded at the Diploma Examination at Christmas candidates. The last day for entry is March 15 .

next, to the Candidate who , having attended two courses The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical

PRECEPTORS.
of the Training Class Lectures during the preceding Music for Diplomas of Associate (A.L.C.M.), Licentiate

EXAMINATIONS, 1902. twelve months, and having passed the full examination ( L.L.C.M.), the Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.) , and

for a College Diploma, stands first in the examination in Fellowship (F.L.C.M.), take place in July (June for

1. DIPLOMAS.-The next Examination of Teachers Theory and Practice of Education . Scotland and Ireland ) and December.

for the Diplomas of the College will commence on the The Fee for the Course is Half-a-Guinea.

8th of July, 1902. - At the Midsummer Examination, The Lectures will be delivered on Thursday Evenings Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), (2 ) The new Cumulative
SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of (1) The

personswho have previously passedin Theory and Prac . at 7 o'clock, at the College, Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

tice of Education at the Diploma Examination may be Membersof the College have Free Admission to this Certificate, and(3 ) Four Exhibitions value £ 6. 68.each,
may be had of the SECRETARY .

examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach. Course .
C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary . In the Educational Department students are received

2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS. - The Mid . and thoroughly trained under the best professors at
summer Examination for Certificates will commence on moderate fees. Day and Evening Classes are held.
the 1st of July, 1902. UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN .

A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special
3. LOWER FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The THE UNIVERSITY OF ST. Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter,

Midsummer Examination will commence on the 1st of

July, 1902.
ANDREWSgrants Diploma and Title of L.L.A. August, and Christmas.

to WOMEN . T. WEEKES HOLMES , Secretary .

4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA .
60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad .

TIONS . - These Examinations are held in March and
For Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARY, L.L.A.

September. The next Examination will commence on Scheme, The University, St.Andrews, N.B. TORRESPONDENCE TUITION,
the 4th of March , 1902 .

Classes, or Private Lessons in all Subjects for all
5. INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF

ASSOCIATED BOARD OF Examinations, & c., at moderate fees. Correspondence
SCHOOLS. – Visiting Examiners are appointed by the courses arranged to suit needs of individual pupils,

College for the Inspection and Examination of Public

and Private Schools .
ROYAL COLLEGE OF MUSIC FOR LOCAL

and Math. Prizeman ), Victoria College, 87 Buckingham

EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC.

PRIZES. Palace Road, S.W., and Stalheim , Brunswick Road,

Patron -- HIS MAJESTY THE KING. Sutton, Surrey. Schools visited and Examinations con .
Diploma Examination. The following Prizes will be ducted .

offered for competition :-Theory and Practice of Edu- President - H.R.H . THE PRINCE F WALES, K.G.

cation , £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ), £5 ; Mathe
LOCAL CENTRE

matics, £5 ; Natural Science, £5. The Doreck Scholar

ship of £ 20 will results of Held annually

mas Examination . see Syllabus A.

SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, 1902 ,
Certificate Examination .-- Prizes will be awarded as

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula. Will be held in March and April, June and July ,

and October and December. For particulars see At the January Examination, 1902,

First Class . - Four Prizes for General Proficiency ; Syllabus B.

two each for Classics, Mathematics, Modern Lan . The Board offers for competition annnally Six Exhibi.

guages , Natural Sciences,and English subjects ; one tions, tenable for two years,atthe Royal Academy of

for Scripture History .
Music or the Royal College of Music.

Second Class . - Four Prizes for General Pro- Copies of Syllabus A and B will be sent post free on

ficiency : application to the Secretary . STUDENTS OF

Third Class. - Four Prizes for General Proficiency. Theory papers set 1896 , inclusive,

. .

dates in Shorthand. year, post free . JAMES MUIR, Secretary .

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be
14 Hanover Square , London , W. College

Telegraphic address : “ Associa , London ."

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College , PASSED.
Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary .
Zulu, and Native Languages are held at King's For those who have Failed

College, London , Strand, W.C. Apply to the SECRE
TARY . A Short Course for June, 1902, is provided.

Fee for all Subjects, £ 3. 136. Bd.

. COLLEGE of
Diploma Correspondence College .

PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination for Certi

ficates recognized by the Board of Education, the TEACHERS' DIPLOMA .
Incorporated Law Society, the GeneralMedical Council, A HIGH-CLASS CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION.

the Royal College of Physicians of London, the Royal A COURSE IS PROVIDED IN THE
College of Surgeons of England, the Royal College of Specially arranged Courses for

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF EDUCATION

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain,and other bodies, on the 4th, 5th, and MATRICULATION
FOR THE

6th of March , 1902.

A.C.P. DIPLOMA.
The Examination will take place in London, and at

AND

the following Local Centres :-Birmingham , Bristol , Fee, 2 guineas. Self preparation, 1 guinea .
Leeds, Liverpool.

Examination Fee, 258.
Free GUIDE AND DIRECTORY to MATRICULA .

Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on
TION , Free Guides to the Higher Examinations, POST

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors ,

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. Full particulars on application to the Principal
FREE , from

THE SECRETARY ( Univ. Corr. Coll. London Office ),

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary . Dr. KNIPE, Dip. Corr. Coll . , Fishponds, Bristol . 32 Red Lion Square , Holborn , W.C.

berwarded the release the charts , but in March and April. For particularsLONDON MATRICULATION.

tions :

154

Two Medals will also be awarded tothe best Candi: be obtained on application Price3d. pár"set,per University Correspondence

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY

A.C.P.
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UNIVERSITY OF BEDF

BEDF

BIRKBECK 68,ONSTATUT.L.C.

THE

COLLEGE EDFORD COLLEGE FOR JOINT ACENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

NORTH WALES, BANGOR . WOMEN

(Under the management of a Committee appointed by
(A Constituent College of the University of Wales .) (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) ,

the Teachers' Guild , College of Preceptors, Head

Principal - H . R. REICHEL, M.A. YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET , W. mistresses' Association , Association of Assistaut

Mistresses, and Private Schools ' Association . )
The Session began on October 1st , 1901. The College The College provides instruction for students pre

Address - 74 GOWER STREET , LONDON, W.C.Courses are arranged with reference to the degrees paring for the University of London Degrees in Arts ,

of the University of Wales and include most of the Science, and Preliminary Medicine : also instruction in Registrar - Miss AGNES G. COOPER.

Subjects for the B.A. and B.Sc. degrees of the London subjects of General Education . There is a Training

University. Students may pursue their first year of Department for Teuchers , a Hygiene Department, and This Agency has been established for the purpose of

enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessary

medical study at the College. There are special depart- an Irt School.

ments for Agriculture and Electrical Engineering, a Students can reside in the College.
cost. All fees have therefore been calculated on the

Day Training Department for men and women , and Entrance Scholarships.
lowest basis to cover the working expenses,

a Departinent for the Training of Teachers in Secondary One Courtauld Scholarship in Arts, annual value
Headınistresses of Pnblic and Private Schools, and

Schools .
£31 . 10s., tenable for three years ; Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap

Sessional Fee for ordinary Arts Course, £ 11 . 1s.; ditto i One Pfeiffer Scholarship in Science, annual value pointinents, are invited to apply to this Agency.

for Intermediate Science or Medical Course, £ 15 . 154. ' £ 48 , tenable for three years; Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

The cost of living in lodgings in Bangor averages from Will beawarded on the results of the Examination to and Private Families; Visiting Teachers for Music,
£20 to £ 30 for the Session . The new Hall of Residence be held in June . Art , and other special subjects ; Foreign Teachers of
for Women Students in Upper Bangor - fee £31 . 10s , for Particulars on application to the PRINCIPAL. various nationalities ; Kindergarten and other Teachers
the session - is now open . are on the Register , and every endeavour is made to

At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (held in supply suitable candidates for any vacancy .

September ), more than twenty Scholarships and Ex- EDFORD COLLEGE FOR School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged.

hibitions, ranging in value from £40 to £ 10 , will be WOMEN
Office hours -9.30 am . to 5.30 p.m.

Hours for

open for competition. One half the total amount offered (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ),
interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 2 p.m.

is reserved for Welsh candidates, to 5 p.m., Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only , when the

For further information and.copies of the various
YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET , W. Office is closed .

Prospectuses, apply to DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
IN TEACHING .

JOHN EDWARD LLOYD , M.A., JOINT AGENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.

Secretary and Registrar. Head of the Department - Miss HANNAH 23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

ROBERTSON, B.A.
SQUARE , LONDON, W.C.

INSTITUTION , The Course includes full preparation for the Exami- Registrar - Rev. F. TAYLOR , M.A. Cantab.

nations for the Touching Diplomas granted by the

Universities of London and Cambridge, held annually Low Commissions. Liberal Discount.

Principal - G . ARMITAGE-SMITH , M.A.
in December'. Headmasters having vacancies on their stafts, and

Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.
CHE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING communicate with the REGISTRAR.

Office Hours - 10 a.m. to 5 p.in., Saturdays, 10 a.m.to
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS. 1p.m. Interviews generally between these hours or by

Principal--Miss M. PUNNETT, B.A. ( Lond . ). special appointment,

New Term commenced 2nd January , 1902.
A residential College providing a year's professional

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON . -Complete Courses for training for Secondary Teachers.
The course includes preparation for the Cambridge FREE.

all the Examinations for the Arts and Science Degrees.
Teacher's Certificate (Theory and Practice ), and for

SCIENCE CLASSES in every Branch , with Practical the Teachers ' Diploma of the London University. The

Work , Well- equipped Laboratories for Chemistry, Students attend the Cambridge University Lectures on PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

Experimental Physics, Biology ( Zoology and Botany), Teaching, in addition to those of the Resident and

and Metallurgy. Visiting Lecturers . Ample opportunity is given for MR. LYDDON-ROBERTS,

LECTURES on Political Economy, Commercial Geo- practice in tenching science, languages, mathematics, Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,
graphy, Commercial and Common Law , Bankruptcy, and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge,

Equity and Conveyancing, Logic, Psychology, and Students are admitted in January and in September. have, through the courtesy of the College of
Ethics. English , French , and German Literature. Full particulars as to qualifications for admission, Preceptors , issued the following
CLASSES in Classics,Modern Languages (including scholarships,and bursaries may be obtained on applica

tion to the PRINCIPAL , Wollaston Road, Cambridge.
Russian ) , English and Commercial Subjects, and for

FREE GUIDES .Civil Service.

O

1. A.C.P.

Modelling, Life Classes, Wood Carving, & c . SCHOOL

Prospectus free. Calendar, 6d . (by post , 8d .). ( Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes 2. L.C.P. 76

with the National Froebel Union .)
3. F.C.P. 75

YUY'S HOSPITAL . PRELIM- TRAINING COLLEGE FOR SECONDARY
TEACHERS . And have also published the following Guides.

INARY SCIENTIFIC (M.B. Lond .) CLASSES

are held throughout the year.
804. SCHOLARSHIP .Special instruction is HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE, LONDON, N.

given for the July Examination . Fee 16 guineas,
Principal - The Rev. DAVID J. THOMAS, M.A. 5. CERTIFICATE. 40

Vice-Principal-Miss PENSTONE.

HOSPITAL.- ENTRANCE
These Guides are supplied gratis to all who men

Students (Resident and Non -resident) trained for the tion this paper and state they intend sitting for
SCHOLARSHIPS in September, 1902 . Five Examinations of the National Froebel Union , and for examination.

Open Scholarships, three ( £ 150, £ 60, and £50 ) in the Teachers ' Diplomaof the College of Preceptors.
Those applying for L.C.P. or F.C.P. Guide mustScience, and two ( £ 100 and £ 50 ) in Arts . Froebelian Training for Mistresses of Lower Forms. give date of passing A.C.P. or L.C.P. Those apply .

Particulars and copies of examination papers on A High School for Girls , Transition Class, and ing for a Certiticate Guide should state year of

application to the DEAN, Guy's Hospital, London Kindergarten are attached to the College for purposes passing the King's Scholarship and number on the

Bridge, S.E. of Demonstration and Practice .
list.

Matriculation Classes for intending Teachers .

OYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE. NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .)
THE INCORPORATED

47 MELFORD Road , East DuLWICH , S.E. , and

The Easter Term begins on April 21st, 1902 . FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,
110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON, S.E.

The College prepares Students for theLondon Degrees
in Science and Arts and for the Oxford Honour Exam- TALGARTH ROAD , WEST KENSINGTON , LONDON , W.

inations. Ten Entrance Scholarships from £ 40 to £75 a Chairman of the Committee - Mr. W. MATIER, M.P.

year, tenable for three years , will be offered for com Treasurer -- Mr.C . G. MONTEFIORE. THE ANSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLECE
petition in July , 1902 .

Secretary - Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A.

For further particulars apply to the SECRETARY ,
TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS. FOR WOMEN TEACHERS

Royal Holloway College , Egham , Surrey.

Principal - Miss E. E. LAWRENCE.
(LING'S SWEDISH SYSTEM ).

COLLEGE (FOR
KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL .

There are more openings for Students trained at this
WOMEN ) ,

Headmistress - Miss A. YELLAND .

College than can be filled .

HAMPSTEAD, LONDOX .
Further particulars may be obtained on application

Apply for Prospectus to the PRINCIPAL , The Leasowes,to the PRINCIPAL.

FOUR SCHOLARSHIPS , of the value of from £30 Halesowen .

to £ 60 a year for two years , will be offered for com

petition at an Examination to be held on June 24th and
T. GEORGE'S TRAINING

PUPIL TEACHERS.
25th, 1902 . COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS,

Candidates must not be under 18 years of age , and EDINBURGH .

must have passed the Matriculation Examination of
Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER ,

York's Royal Military School, Chelsea , and the

the University of London. The successful candidates Royal Hibernian Military School, Dublin .-- A Competi
will be required to come into residence in October next, This College provides a complete Course of Profestive Examination for Pupil Teachers at these Institutions

and to read for the B.A. or B.Sc. Degree of the Univer- sional Training for Ladies who desire to become Teach will take place in London and Dublin on Tuesday , the
sity of London . Entrance forms and full particulars ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families. 13th May next, and following days. It is expected there

may be obtained from the Secretary, Miss S. M. SMEE . The Course , which lasts for one year, includes attend will be about fourteen vacancies. Candidates must be

ance at the University Lectures on Education , in between sixteen and twenty years ofage on the 30th April

TRENCH AND GERMAN CON- the Students have ample opportunities of gainingex- tion in writing (in unstamped letter) to “ The Director
addition to Lectures delivered by the College Staff, and next . Further particulars may be obtained on applica

VERSATION in Homeof Family of Swiss Gentle- perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students of Army Schools , War Oflice, London, S.W.," by whom

people recommended by English ladies. Comfortable are admitted in January and October. Several Heriot applications will be received not later than 15th April
Rooms, good Cooking . Beautiful University town and Bursaries of £ 30 are offered in October. For prospectus next. Pupil Teachers at these establishments have the

kood climate . - CLOTHE, La Clairière , Route de front and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel privilege of competing for the appointment of Army
enex , Geneva , ville Street, Edinburgh . Schoolmaster.

SCHOOL CART: Vaporine Painting,Designing, H OM ESCAONI PSOCHOTE ONIAL 64 pages .

GUY'S

ROYAL

WESTFIELD

ST
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London University THE
CARLYON COLLEGE.

65 AND 66 CHANCERY LANE.

Cxaminations. BURLINGTON LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS.

LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER. ARTS and

SCIENCE, B.A. , and B.Sc. Classes ( small ) Day and

CLASSES.University Tutorial College.
Evening. Vacation Tuition and Classes.

Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

Preliminaries, Scholarship Examinations ,

Principal: WILLIAM BRICCS, LL.D., M.A. , F.C.S. 27 Chancery Lane, London . Oxford and Cambridge, R.U.I., &o.

Vice -Principal : JOHN BRICCS, M.A. , F.Z.S. Papers Corrected for Schools.

Principal:Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. Private tuition for all Examinations.

(Honours, Oxon.; and Lond . ) .
Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.

KERIS , B.A. Lond.. First of First Class Classical

TUTORS.
Honours, Editor of " Phædo,"" " Pro Plancio ," & c .

The Staff includes Graduates of London , Oxford , SUCCESSES .

Cambridge, and Royal Universities, Science Medallists, 1892–1901.- London Matric., 84 ;Inter. Arts, Sc., and

and Specialists . Prel. Sci., 93 , 6 in Hons.; B.Sc., 1896-1899, 11 ; B.A.,

1891-1901, 63 ,8 in Hons.; many other Successes. Scholar

PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE ships, R.V.I., Indian Civil, Oxford and Cambridge,& c.

B.A. LONDON, 1899 - 1901, 28 successful.

M.A. , 3 ( 1898, 1899, 1901 ) .

UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL COLLEGE MATRICULATION ,
figures LONDON MATRICULATION andB.A., B.Sc. PROFESSIONAL PRELIM. EXAMS.- Mr.A.W.

31 ( London Univ. , Royal Univ. , Dublin Univ . ) ,
BAIN , B.A. ( Lond. ) , Inter. B.Sc. (Lond . ), F.C.S. , Anglo

Saxon and Early English Text Society's Prizeman ( Univ .

times onthe Official Pass List of the January Matricu .
L.L.A.

Coll., Lond. ) , Silver Medallist and Exhibitioner in

lation Examination of London University, and the Chemistry (Univ. Coll., Lond.) , Honours in Theoretical

annual total of successes of University Tutorial College (Degree for Ladies, St. Andrews ) , and Practical Chemistry (S.K.) ,& c ., holds Classes for

Students at London University has been 300 for the these and other Examinations, at 207 Gray's Inn Road ,

last five years . A.C.P., L.C.P., F.C.P., London . Coaching in Science and Higher Mathematics,

& c ., for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition . 12

Classes are just commencing as follows: OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE years' successes.

(A ) FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL. LOCALS.
A COMPLETE FRENCH CLASS BOOK.

Beginners' Class in Greek (Day and Evening ). On a thoroughly individual system , which
Introductory Classes in Arts and Science ( Day ).

1s. 6d . ; Key, ls. 9d .
ensures the closest attention to the needs of each

Prelim . Sci. Classes for July ( Day and Evening) . candidate . Full corrections of papers, with time-saving FIRST ,
Courses of Practical Work .

notes, criticisms, summaries, model answers, and solu .

( B) FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL.
tions.

Comprises Easy Lessons on Pronunciation , nearly 200

Single subjects may be taken- Latin, Greek, French and English Exercises, Easy French Reading

Matriculation Classes for June (Day and Evening ). French , German, Italian, Mathematics , Mechanics, Lessons on France and the French People ; First French
Special Matriculation Class for Ladies ( Day ). Physics, Chemistry, Logic, Psychology, Political Eco Grammar, Vocabularies ( French and English ) , Ques

nomy, & c . tionnaire, Simplified Syntax, Maps, &c.

The VICE- PRINCIPAL attends daily from 2 to 5.30 p.m. FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &c. , LONDOX :

to discuss Courses of Study. Address - Mr. J. CHARLESTON , B.A., SIMPKIN , MARSHALL, HAMILTON, KENT, & Co. , LTD. ,

and all Booksellers.
UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL COLLEGE, BURLINGTON CLASSES,

32 Red Lion Square, Holborn, W.O. 27 CANCERY LANE , LONDON . THE MOST NUTRITIOUS.

Just Published . Price 58. net. or JUNIOR

FORM MISTRESS requires Re -engagement

A NEW PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH GRAMMAR after Easter. Trained, Higher Certificate N.F.U.

Experienced . Good disciplinarian . Neighbourhood

AND COMMERCIAL HANDBOOK . of London preferred . - A . "WEST, Ennerdale Lodge,
l'ckfield .

Concise and complete with every detail of grammatical

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

mercial Terms, Correspondence, Dictionary of Phrases MEDIATE SCHOOL, RISCA , MON .

and Abbreviations, Exercises, Idioms, and Questions. Wanted , by first week in May , a HEAD ASSISTANT

Meets a long felt want. MISTRESS. Graduate or possessing an equivalent

By JOHN C. MASCARENHAS, F.C.S., &c. (Royal Portu- qualification. Able to teach good Conversational and

guese Academy), Professorand Examiner in Portuguese, Literary French, also the usual school subjects. The

&c. Copies may be had of the Author by remitting 58. candidate is requested to state fully her experience,

(post free to 21 Rutland Road , Upton Park , London; qualifications, & c. Minimum salary offered £ 120. Very
or of the Publishers, HIRSCHFELD BROS. , 13 Furnival desirable post. Apply to

Street, E.C. T. H. WILLIAMS, M.A. , Headmaster. BREAKFAST - SUPPER .

HALLD'SFRANCE AND THE FRENCH .

KINDERGARTEN

EPPS's

COCOA

.' - .

FREE GUIDE TO THE

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900. Highest Possible Award .

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION, JOSEPH
JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

PENS.

BY

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION Postal INSTITUTION.

New EDITION (80 pages ), containing advice as to books to read for

the June 1902 Examination, and the mode of Study, and statistical

tables (not obtainable elsewhere ). A copy of the Guide will be sent

gratis and post free toany candidate on application to the Manager of

the Institution , Mr. E. S. Weymouth , M.A., 27 Southampton Street,

Strand, London, W.C.

401 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to 1901, 69 with distinction .

The Institution prepares through the post for various University

Examinations and for the A.C.P., L.C.P., and F.C.P.

THE ONLY ' GRAND PRIX ’

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Nos . for Schools - 351, 352 , 382, 404 , 720, 303, 170, 166. 5, 6,

292, 293, 291 (Mapping ), 659 (Drawing ) ; and (for Vertical
Writing ) 1045 , 104

EXAMINATION PAPER

A8 USED BY THE

FRENCH VERBS MADE EASY.

01

By C. PAYNE. PRICE SIXPENCE.

A strong linen card , only measuring 10 inches by 64inches, andwhen folded
61 inches by 34 inches, yet containing all the Irregular Verbs, as well as the Four

RegularConjugations and everything that has to be known about the Verbs, and so

arranged that it can be committed to memoryin a few lessons without the slightest
difficulty. Thousands of copies have already been sold , and it hasbeenintroduced

into someof the leading public schools and other educational establishments. To
beobtained through all booksellers, or post free at published price from

C. PAYNE, 42 George Street, Croydon.
The usual discount allowed to Schools .

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet

bears their Watermark .

Packed in Beams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream , 28. 60.

960 58, od.

Bookkeeping Papor, ruled for Ledger, Cash Book, and Journal, 18. per 100 Sheets.

Music Paper, 18. per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order .

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON , W.C.
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PROFESSOR MEIKLEJOHN'S SERIES .

Nearly Ready , Price 1s.

for schools, Colleges, and Private

Students.

A Short Geography, with the Commercial Highways of

the World. Nineteenth Edition. Crown 8vo, 196 pp. . 1s. Od .

Terse, practical, informative, and statistic . This shilling Geography is exactly

what a School Geography needs to be . ”—The Teachers' Aid.

“ Clearness and conciseness exemplified ." — The Private Schoolmaster.

" .

JULIUS CÆSAR.
Australasia : its Geography, Resources , Commerce, and

Chronicle of Discovery. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN , B.A. Crown

8vo, 86 pp. 6d .

EDITED BY

Asia : its Geography, Resources, Commerce, &c . By M.J. C.
6d .

M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Oxon.
MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown 8vo, 92 pp. (Ready shortly .)

This book has been specially published for students preparing for the Africa : its Geography, Resources, and Chronicle of Dis.

College of Preceptors (1902) and other Examinations. It contains a full covery up to 1897. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Oxon . Third

Introduction ; Sketch of the Plot; Analysis of leading Characters ; I Edition . Crown 8vo , 76 pp . 4d .

copious Notes on the Text ; Notes on old or unusual Grammar, and

on Scansion ; Short Lives of the chief Characters ; Historical Inac

curacies ; Anachronisms; and typical Examination Papers. “ Julius The British Colonies and Dependencies: their Re
Cæsar" forms the first of a series which will be edited by, and produced sources and Commerce . With Chapters on the Interchange of

nnder the direct supervision of, Professor MEIKLEJOHN, assisted by Productions and Climatic Conditions. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN,

M.J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Oxon . · B.A. Third Edition Crown 8vo, 96 pp. 8d .

.

Just Published . 470 pp . + viii. Price 2s. 6d .
.

A Short History of England and Great Britain , B.C. 55

to A.D. 1890. Fourteenth Edition . Crown 8vo 1s. Od .

“ In the ' Short History ' there is plenty of anecdote, ballad, and stray gems of

literature : and we find, though not with its usual emphasis, the Professor's expert .

ness in the use and disposition of type .” - Education .
A SCHOOL

HISTORY OF ENGLAND..
Outlines of the History of England and Great Britain

to A.D. 1890. Fifth Edition . Crown 8vo, 84 pp . 6d .

BY A Short Grammar of the English Tongue, with Three

Hundred and Thirty Exercises. Twelfth Edition 1s. Od .

J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A. ,

Professor of the Theory, History, and Practice of Education

in the University of St. Andrews ;

A Short History of the English Language. Crown 8vo,

1s . Od .76 pp. : .

66

.

AND

An Outline of the History of English Literature.

Crown 8vo, 110 pp.

M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN , B.A. ,
18. 6d.

Sometime Adam de Brome Exhibitioner, Oriel College, A New Spelling Book. With Side Lights from History.

Oxford . Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, 152 pp .
1s. Od.

“ We agree with the main principle here followed - that spelling should be learnt

through the eye rather than through the ear . ”—The School Guardian,

The book before us is a worthy addition to Professor Meiklejohn's

well-known series of educational works. The volume, which will ! One Hundred Short Essays in Outline. By Prof.

doubtless be largely used by the younger pupil - teachers , is intended as MEIKLEJOHN. Fourth Edition. 110 pp . 1s . Od

a stepping - stone to higher historical knowledge ; and aims rather at a “ This is undoubtedly one of the most useful books for pupil-teachers, Scholarship

vivid picturing of leading events than at presenting a mass of dry and Certificate students, ever produced . ” — The Practical Teacher.

detail. Maps, plans, summaries, and chronological tables are all clear

andpractical; and the vocabulary of historical terms will be welcome.”
The Book of the French Verb.

-The Schoolmaster.
By J. DE CUSANCE.

107 pp . + vii. 1s . Od .

" A thoroughly good history. The writers have treated their sub
This little book contains perfectly clear and open Tables of the Irregular French

ject skilfully ; the arrangement of matter is admirable, and the brief, Verbs, each displayed across two pages. The chief Idioms connected with the Verbs

pithy summaries at the end of each reign are indeed unique .” -The are also given .

Board Teacher.

" The book is clearly written and is not too full of details. The
A First French Book. By J. CUSANCE . With a

facts are lucidly expressed , and themaps and vocabulary of historical
Preface by Professor MEIKLEJOHN . Crown 8vo, 120 pp. 1s . Od .

terms are exceedingly well done. We unhesitating
ly recommend the " It is an uncommonly good French grammar, full of valuable material, and will

make a thoroughly practical text-book .” — The Educational News.
book as admirably adapted for schools . ” — The Educational News.

" Professor Meiklejohu's series have earned ajust repute, which is

in no way diminished by the latest recruit. For young folks it is A Short Arithmetic. By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A. , and A. H.

just the thing, and we can with confidence bring it to the notice of BAKER, B.A. Crown 8vo, 196 pp. 1s . Od.

our readers.” — The Teachers' Aid. With Answers, 1s. Bd .

" For boys and girls competing for the various County Council Scholarships

nothing better could be desired ." - The Teachers' Aid.

Full particulars and Specimen pages may be hadfrom the " It is one of the best Short Arithmetics ever produced . A great feature is the

Publisher.
large number of examples culled from the various public examinations.".

The Teachers' Monthly.

DE

LONDON : A. M. HOLDEN, 11 PATERNOSTER SQUARE, E.C.
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New . New .
GILL'S

" CARTOGRAPHIC ”

W ALL MAPS
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Edited by GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S.

Size,

80 x 60 in.

NOT OVER-CROWDED , NOT UNDER-SIZED , BUT BOLD AND CLEAR.

MOUNTED ON STOUT LINEN, ROLLERS, AND VARNISHED.

Compiled from the latest statistics, artistically coloured, and thoroughly reliable .

Price 16s .

ENGLAND AND WALES.

SCOTLAND.

IRELAND INDIA.

EUROPE. AFRICA.

BRITISH ISLES. In preparation.

ASIA.

N. AMERICA .

Class Text- Books for the Examinations , July and December , 1902.

3 :
:
:
:

GEOGRAPHY. ENGLISH AND ENGLISH GRAMMAR ,

The Student's Geography . By GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S., Member of the s. d . Shakespeare, Julius Cæsar. Edited by STANLEY WOOD , M.A. , author of s. d .

Chamber of Commerce, & c.Čloth, containing 1,000 pages. Fourth Edition 4 6 theDinglewood Series. Most suitable for Junior Students ... 16

Physical, Descriptive , Political, Industrial, Commercial, Social. Shakespeare, Midsummer Night's Dream . By STANLEY Wood, M.A. (In

Also published in Sections as follows: the press ) 1 6

Revised to December, 1901. Macaulay, Lays of Ancient Rome. By the Rev. G.PRESTOX , M.A .... 1 6

Section I. Europe, including British Isles, and Physicaland Commercial Scott, Marmion , Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A., and similar to

Introduction. 28. 6d . - Section I.a. British Isles . ls , 6d . - Section II. the above. Containing Introduction, Text, Appendix, Notes, and Maps ... 20
Asia , Africa , America , and Australasia . 2s . 60 .-- Section III ., Asia. TheO. and C. Grammar. Re -written and Enlarged by the Rev. CHARLES

1s.-Section IV . Africa. 1s . - Section V. America . ls . 6d . - Section BROOKE , M.A. 1 0

VI. Australasia . 9d . Preparation Papers in English Grammar. By the Rev. G. PRESTON, M.A.

The Imperial Geography . 464 pages, crown Evo , cloth , with numerous Maps. Per packet 08

For Senior Classes, New Edition
2 6 The O. and C. Spelling Book 1 0

The O. and C. Geography (Revised Edition ). By GEORGE GILL.“ With

numerous ColouredMaps
1 0 1 RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE ,

A New Junior Geography . By GEORGE Gill . With Coloured Maps and Marshall's St. Mark . Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL , M.A. 1 6

Illustrations. (Expressly written for Lower Forms.)
1 0

Marshall's Acts of the Apostles (complete ) ... 2 6

The Geographyof the British Colonies. By GEORGE GILL. With Coloured Marshall's Acts of the Apostles. In Two Parts each i 6
Maps of all the Colonies... 2 6

Samuel, Book I. ( In the press) 1 6

The Victoria Atlas. By GEORGEGILL , F.R.G.S. Containing 101 Maps 1 0
Church Catechism . With Notes. By the same Author 1 6

MATHEMATICS AND ARITHMETIC .
The Preparation Papers on St. Mark and the Acts of the Apostles are

now ready. Perpacket ...

Marshall's Student's Euclid, complete. By the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A.... 26

each 0 8

Bible Atlas , St. Mark
0 1

Marshall's Examination Euclid . Books I.-IV. 1 0
Bible Atlas on the Acts 0 3

The O. and C. Algebra 16

Oambridge Local Papersin Algebra. By c. CUDWORTH , M.A. 08
LATIN AND FRENCH .

The O. and C. “ Practical Arithmetic." 176 pp.,crown 8vo(New Edition ) i
NATURAL SCIENCE .

The O. and C. “ Tests in Arithmetic . ” (With Answers, 1s. 6d .)
1 0 The O. and O. Latin , Part I. s. d. Physical Measurements 2 6

Commercial Arithmetic
06 ( Accidence ) 1 0 or in Three Parts each 09

The Metric System , PracticalGuide to . Containing Appendix, &c . 02 The o. and C. Latin, Part II . Elementary Physics
2 6

The Metric Chart (60 by 40 ). In Four Tints, mounted and varnished 10 6 ( Exercises)
1 0

Applied Mechanics ... 2 6

The Long Tot Book. By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A. 0 3
The O. and C. Latin , Part III . Mechanics of Solids 2 0

The Oross Tot Book . By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A. 03
( Translations) 1 0

Cambridge Local Papers in Arithmetic. By C. CUDWORTH , M.A. Per pkt. 08
Mechanics of Fluids 2 0

Commercial French Correspond
Oxford Local Papers in Arithmetic . By C. CUDWORTH , M.A.... Per pkt. 08 Magnetism and Electricity 2 6

ence 1 0

PhysiologicalCharts,Set of Three 21 0

BOOK -KEEPING . | The O. and C. French , Part I. 1 0
Elementary Chemistry

2 6

Sarll's Practical Book -keeping. 128 pp. , cloth 1 0 The O, and o . French, Part II . 1 0 ChemicalLawsand Problems 2 6

An Elementary Text-Book , illustratingthe arrangement ofthe Bought,
Phædrus, Books I. and II. 1 0 Chemistry of Common Objects... 26

Sales, Cash , Bill Books , and Ledger ; consisting of Graduated Exercises ,
Eutropius, Books I. and II . 1 0

Chemistry Notes

followed by Examination Papers set by the College of Preceptors, accom

1 0

panied by full-worked and outline keys.
Cæsar, Book I. 1_0

Sart's Double -Entry Book -keeping . 256 cloth
pp. ,

2 0
DRAWING .

Cicero, De Senectute 1 0

Sarli's Exercises in Double - Entry Book -keeping . 128 pp . , cloth 10
Preparation Papers in French ... 08

Science and Art Geometry , Part

Theabove withallintroductory matter , full explanations, outlinekeys, &c . I. 1 4

Manuscript Books published to accompany the above.
Preparation Papers in Latin 08 Science and Art Geometry, Part

For Practical:-Cash Book 5d . Ledger 0 7 II . 1 4

Ledger ( 100 Accounts ) 7d .
MUSIC . The School of Art Geometry 1 0

For Double Entry :-Journal 5d . Ledger 07 NewGovernmentDrawingCopies .
Shortand Introductory Exercises 7d. i Theory of Music, Part I. ... 1 0

. Per packet 1 4

Key to Double- Entry Book -keeping
3 0 Theory of Music, Part II . 1 0

South Kensington Demonstration

Key to Practical Book -keeping ...
2 0 Imperial Theory of Music 2 6 Sheets . The Set 15 0

0

... ...

1

1

...

THE OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE HISTORY .

BY ROSCOE MONGAN, B.A.

ONE SHILLING .

COLOURED MAPS. ILLUSTRATIONS OF FAMOUS BATTLES.

AN ENTIRELY NEW REPRINT. REVISED TO AUGUST 30, 1901 .

Specimon Copies of the above Publications will be sent post free to Head Teachers in most cases. Specimens of Class Text-Books only will be so : .t.

LONDON : GEORGE GILL & SONS, LIMITED , 13 WARWICK LANE , E.C.
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COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS' EXAMINATIONS, 1902.

SUITABLE BOOKS IN THE

University Tutorial and Preceptors* Series.

LATIN AND GREEK GRAMMARS , &c . HYGIENE

LATIN COURSE, THE PRECEPTORS' . By B. J. Hayes , M.A. HYGIENE, FIRST STAGE. By R. A. LYSTER, B.Sc. , Principal of

Camb. and Lond .
the Municipal Technical School , Smethwick ; Exhibitioner and

2s . Od .

Medallist in Hygiene and Public Health . 2 s.
LATIN READER, THE PRECEPTORS' . By E. J. G. FORSE , M.A.

Camb. and Lond. Is. 6d .

MATHEMATICS AND MECHANICS .
GREEK READER, THE TUTORIAL . By A. WAUGH YOUNG , M.A.

ALGEBRA, TAE TUTORIAL. Part

Lond. With Notes and Complete Vocabularies. Second Edition,
ELEMENTARY COURSE. By

2s. 6d .
RUPERT DEAKIN , M.A. Lond. and Oxon . 38. 6d .

THE TUTORIAL HISTORY OF ROME, to A.D. 14. By A. H.
ALGEBRA, THE TUTORIAL. Part II . ADVANCED COURSE. By

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . , and W. F. Masom, M.A. Camb. and Lond .
WM. Briggs, LL.D. , M.A. , F.R.A.S., and G. H. BRYAN , Sc.D. , M.A ,

38. 6 .
F.R.S. 6s. 6d .

ARITHMETIC, THE TUTORIAL.

THE TUTORIAL HISTORY OF GREECE. By W. J. WOODHOUSE ,
By W. P. WORKMAN , M.A.,

M.A., Lecturer in Greek in the University of Sydney. (In the press .
B.Sc. , Headmaster of Kingswood School, Bath. 3s . Bd .

COORDINATE GEOMETRY. Part I. The Right Line and Circle .

ENGLISH . By Briggs and BRYAX . Third Edition . 3s . 6d .

HISTORY OF ENGLAND, THE MATRICULATION (to 1702 ) . By
COORDINATE GEOMETRY. Part II . The Conic . By J. H.

C. S. FEARENSIDE , M.A. Oxon. Second Edition . 38. 6d.
GRACE , M.A., and F. RosENBERG , M.A. , B.Sc. Second Edition .

4s. 6d.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE, THE : Its History and Structure. By W.

H. Low, M.A. Lond. Sixth Edition . 38.6d .
EUCLID . Books I.-II. By RuPeRT DEAKIN , M.A. Lond . and Oxon .

1s. Books I.-IV. , 2s.6d.
ENGLISH GRAMMAR, THE PRECEPTORS'. By W. H. Low , M.A.

HYDROSTATICS, AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK OF. With
Lond., and ARNOLD WALL, M.A. Lond . [In the press .

Examples and Auswers. By Wm . Briggs, LL.D., M.A. , F.C.S. ,

ENGLISH LITERATURE, THE TUTORIAL HISTORY OF. By F.R.A.S. , and G. H. BRYAN , Sc.D. , M.A., F.R.S. Second Edition .

A. J. WYATT, M.A. Lond. and Camb. Second Edition . 2s. 6d . 2s.

ENGLISH HISTORY, THE INTERMEDIATE TEXT-BOOK OF, MECHANICS, THE PRECEPTORS' . By F. ROSENBERG , M.A.

1603–1714 . By C. S. FEARENSIDE, M.A. Oxon ., and A. JOHNSON Camb., B.Sc. 2s. Bd .

Evans, M.A. Camb., B.A. Lond . 4s . Bd .
MENSURATION OF THE SIMPLER FIGURES. By Wm. Briggs,

MILTON . - SONNETS. By W. F. Masom, M.A. Lond. and Camb. ls.6d.
LL.D. , M.A., F.R.A.S. , and T. W. EDMONDSON , Ph.D. , B.A. 2s. Bd.

SHAKESPEARE. - JULIUS CAESAR, MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
TRIGONOMETRY, THE PRECEPTORS'. By Wm. Briggs, LL.D. ,

DREAM. With Introduction and Notes, by Prof. W. J. ROLFE ,

D.Litt. 2s, each .
M.A., F.R.A.S., and G. H. BRYAN, Sc.D., F.R.S. 28. 6d.

FRENCH .
SCIENCE .

FRENCH COURSE, THE PRECEPTORS' . By E. WEEKLEY , M.A. I

BOTANY, FIRST STAGE. By A. J. Ewart , D.Sc. , Ph.D. , F.L.S. 2s .
Camb. and Lond . With Passages for Translation into French .

28. od. BOTANY, TEXT-BOOK OF . By J. M. Lowson, M.A., B.Sc. 6s. Bd.

FRENCH READER, THE PRECEPTORS' . With Notes and CHEMISTRY, THE TUTORIAL. By G. H. BAILEY, D.Sc. Lond . ,

Vocabulary. By ERNEST WEEKLEY, M A.Camb. and Lond. 1s . 6d . Ph.D. Heideiberg. Edited by Wm. Briggs, LL.D., M.A., F.C.S.

FRENCH COURSE, BARLET'S PRECEPTORS' JUNIOR. By
Part . I. Non - METALS. Part II . METALS. 38. 6d . each .

STÉPHANE BARLET, B. és Sc., Univ. Gall. 18. od .
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITA

FRENCH COURSE, THE MATRICULATION. By E. WEEKLEY,
TIVE. By WM. Briggs , LL.D. , M.A., F.C.S. , and R. W. STEWART,

D.Sc. 3s. Bd .

M.A. Lond . and Camb. 3s. 6d. KEY , 2s.6d . net .

This work includes accidence, elementary syntax, exercises, and
HEAT AND LIGHT, ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK OF. By R. W.

passages for translation into French . The simplitications authorized
STEWART, D.Sc. Lond. Third Edition. 3s. 6d .

by the Decree of Feb. 26 , 1901, are incorporated. HEAT, ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK OF. By R. W. STEWART ,

FRENCH PROSE READER. Containing over 100 Extracts for
D.Sc. Lond . 2s.

Trauslation into English . Edited by S. BARLET, B. ès Sc., LIGHT, ELEMENTARY TEXT - BOOK OF. By R. W. STEWART,

Examiner in French to the College of Preceptors, and W. F. D.Sc. Lond . 2s.

Masom, M.A. Lond . With Notes and VOCABULARY. Third Edition . MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY, FIRST STAGE. By R. H.

2s , éd.
JUDE, M.A., D.Sc. Lond . Second Edition . 2s.

FRENCH READER, ADVANCED : Containing Passages in prose and
PHYSICS, THE TUTORIAL. By R. WALLACE STEWART , D.Sc. Lond . ,

verse representative of all the modern authors. Edited by S.

BARLET, B. és Sc . , Examiner in French to the College of Preceptors ,
and E. CATCHPOOL, B.Sc. Lond . In Four Volumes :-Sound , Heat,

and W. F. Masom, M.A. Lond . Second Edition . 38. ed.
Light , Magnetism and Electricity . 3s. Bå . each vol.

SCIENCE, GENERAL ELEMENTARY. Edited by WM. Briggs,

BOOK-KEEPING .
LL.D. , M.A., F.C.S. , F.R.A.S. Third Edition . 3s . 6d .

SOUND, LIGHT, AND HEAT, FIRST STAGE. By John Don,
BOOK -KEEPING, THE PRECEPTORS'. By T. C. JACKSON, B.A. , M.A. 2s .

LL.B. ls . od . EXERCISE Buokruled Ledger, Cash , or Journal . ZOOLOGY, TEXT-BOOK OF. By H. G. WELLS, B.Sc. Lond., F.Z.S.

3d. each . Enlarged and Revised by A. M. DAVIES, B.Sc. Lond . 6s. 6d .

Complete Catalogues, and Lists of Ecos Classified for each of the following Examinations may be had free on application :

LONDON UNIVERSITY ( including the Special Subjects for Matriculation , Inter . Arts and B.A., 1902 and 1903 ), Royal University of Ireland, and

Intermediate Education Board , Cambridge und Oxford Local, and COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS' ( including the Set Subjects for July und
December, 1902 ), Scotch Leaving Certificate, Teachers ' Certificate ( Englanu and Scotland ), South Kensington, and other Examinations.

LONDON : W. B. CLIVE, UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL PRESS WAREHOUSE, 157 DRURY LANE, W.C.
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CASEY'S EUCLID . Messrs. RALPH, HOLLAND, & CO.'S Publications.

By JOHN CASEY, LL.D.F.P.Sa Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland, CLOUGH'S STUART PERIOD.

Crown 8vo, 288 pp. , well bound in cloth , with Maps and Illustrations.

Price 38.60.

CLOUGH'S

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID,

BOOKS I.–VI., and PROPOSITIONS 1.-XXI . of BOOK XI .

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPHERE, Core, &c . , with Copious

Annotationsand Numerous Exercises .

Vice -President, Royal Irish Academy, &c . , &c .

Tenth Edition , price4s. 6d ., post free ; or in Two Parts , each Half- a -Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID .”

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin .

Second Edition, Small 8vo, price 6s .

A SEQUEL TO THE

FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID . "

Sixth Edition, Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s. 6d . , cloth . Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged , 564 pp. , price 12s.

A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE, CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS.

Containing an account of its most recent Extensions, with numerous Examples.

New Edition . Crown 8vo.

A TREATISE ON

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.
With numerous Examples and Questions for Examination ,

Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp ., price 3s .

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition . Price 3s .

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.
Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions, with numerous Exanıples.

Crown 8vo. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, price 5s .

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY

ANDITSAPPLICATION TO GEODESY ANDASTRONÓMY.

With numerous Examples.

EXPANSION OF THE

BRITISH EMPIRE.

1558-1858 .

It contains chapters dealing with Colonies in general, the Stages

of the Growth of the British Empire, the Early English Navigators,

and treats in detail the development of every important part of the

British Empire . Appendices, with Biographies of Famous Men,

Epochs in the History of the Empire, and a Glossary of Terms are

also given , with Tables, Summaries, Maps, and Illustrations.

Price Is. 6d.HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO. , LIMITED , 104 GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN.

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO.

EDUCATIONAL REVIEW . HELPS TO THE STUDY OF

Edited by NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER.
JULIUS CAESAR .

BY R. RUTHERFORD.

Crown 8vo, 120 pages, cloth , and fully interleaved for Students' MS. Notes.

Price 1s. 6d.

“ We find the ` Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable at every

turn ." — MICHAEL E. SADLER, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports ,

Board of Education, London , England . September 13, 1901 .

“ I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

from reading the ' Educational Review . The educational world can

never repay you for the work you have put into that richly stored

magazine. I have just gone through the entire twenty-one volumes in

order to get some things that I especially desired, and I am simply

amazed at what I find in those volumes." —WILBUR P. GORDY, High

School, Hartford, Conn . September, 1901 .

“ To men like myself it is a sort of working library . Its volumes

stand always at my elbow .” — Prof. Paul H. HANUS, Harvard University.

“ The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

education. " - New York Times.

“ An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

be proud. There is nothing better in educational journalism in any

country. And it has an editor who has convictions, and the courage of

them .” - School and Home Education , Bloomington, Ill .

“ The ' Review ' has from the first issue taken its place at the head

of American periodicals devoted to education . It is , indeed , the first

educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of

educationalists abroad.” — Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti, Mich .

RALPH'S SCIENCE NOTE-BOOKS. By J. H. NANCARROW , late

Head Master, Kingston Public School of Science, and Lecturer in

Physiography and Hygiene at the Richmond School of Science.

Elementary Physiography. Price 1s.

Advanced Physiography. Price 1s .

Elementary Hygiene. ( Section I. ) Price 18 .

Elementary Hygiene. (Section II . ) Price ls .

Elementary Hygiene. ( Sections I. and II . ) Bound together

in One Volume. Price 1s . 6d .

Advanced Hygiene. Price 9d .

Economize time, minimize labour, and insure thorough revision ,

Each book contains Notes on all difficult points. Treats all “ likely questions,"

is fully interleaved for students ' MS, notes, is of convenient size for pocket and

strongly bound in cloth .

14s . Bd . a Year, 1s. 10d. a Copy. Ten Numbers, none being issued

for July and August. Current numbers kept in stock.

SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

To be obtained through all Booksellers, or post free at published prices from
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT -BOOK

AGENCY,

9 Arundel Street, Strand, London .

RALPH, HOLLAND, & CO. ,

Educational Publishers, 69 Temple Chambers, London, E.C.
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MESSRS. LONGMANS & CO'SCO'S LIST.

Dathematics and Physics . Thistory - continued.

1

Cr .

By J. HAMBLIN SMITH, M.A. By the Rev. J. FRANCK BRIGHT, D.D.,

A Treatise on Arithmetic . With an Appendix on
Master of University College , Oxford.

Approximation,inwhicha New Method of Decimalisation of money is given A History of England.
much of in Commercial

Arithmetic. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d . (Copies may be had without the Answers.)
Period 1. - Medieval Monarchy : The Departure of the Romans to

Richard III . From A.D. 449 to 1485 . Crown 8vo , 4s . 60 ,

A KEY , 9s . Period II. - Personal Monarchy: Henry VII. to James II . From 1483 to

1688. Crown 8vo , 5s.

Exercises in Arithmetic. Arranged and Adapted Period III .-Constitutional Monarchy : William andMary to William IV .

to the Sections in Hamblin Smith's "Treatise on Arithmetic ." Crown 8vo ,
From 1689 to 1837. Crown 8vo . 7s . 60 .

1s . 60 .; with Answers , 2s.
Period 11. -The Growth of Democracy : Victoria . From 1837 to 1880 .

Crown 8vo , 6s.
A KEY , 6s . 6d .

A Shilling Arithmetic. For the use of Elementary
EPOCHS OF ENGLISH HISTORY .

Classes and Preparatory Schools. Crown 8vo , ls. ; with Answers, 1s . 6d .
YORK POWELL'S EARLY ENG- GARDINER'S (Mrs.) STRUGGLE

Elementary Algebra. New Edition, with a large
LAND to the NORMAN CON- against ABSOLUTE MONARCHY,

QUEST. ls . 1603-1688. 9d .

number of Additional Exercises. With or without Answers, crown 8vo , 3s . 60 . CREIGHTON'S ( Mrs. ) EXGLAND A

Answers separately , 6d . CONTINENTAL POWER , 1066
ROWLEY'S SETTLEMENT of the

A KEY , 9s . 1216. 9d . CONSTITUTION, 1689-1784. 9d .
*. * The Old Edition can still be had .

ROWLEY'S RISE of the PEOPLE and
TANCOCK'S ENGLAND during the

the GROWTH of PARLIAMENT, and
Exercises on Algebra . Small 8vo , Geometrical Conic Sections.

AMERICAN EUROPEAN
1214-1485 . 9d .

28. 6d . (Copies may be had without Crown 8vo , 3s. 6d . WARS , from 1765-1820. 9d.
CREIGHTON'S (Bishop ) TUDORS

the Answers .) | Elements ofGeometry . Contain- and the REFORMATION , 1485- BROWNING'S MODERN ENGLAND

Elementary Trigonometry . Sm . ing Books I. to VI . , and Portions
1603. 9d . from 1820-1897 . 9d .

8vo , 4s , 6d . of Books XI . and XII . , of Euclid ,

A KEY, 78 , 6d . with Exercises and Notes , arranged Epochs of English History. Complete in One

Elementary Statics. Crown 8vo ,
with the Abbreviations admitted Volume, with 27 Tables and Pedigrees and 23 Maps. Fcap . 8vo , 5s .
in the Cambridge University and

3s .
Local Examinations. Crown 8vo,

Elementary Hydrostatics. 3s . 6d . EPOCHS OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
8vo , 3s . Books I. and II . may be had separ

A KEY to Statics and Hydrostatics , ately, limp cloth , Is. 6d . 10 Vols ., with Maps, 2s . 6d . each .
68 . A KÉT, 88. 60 . BEESLY'S GRACCHI, MARIL'S , and IHNE'S ROME to its CAPTURE by

SULLA . the GAULS.

CAPES'S EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE.

CAPES'S ROMAN EMPIRE of the | MERITALE'S ROMAN TRIUMVIR

By Professor GANOT.
SECOND CENTURY.

ATES.

COX'S GREEKS AND THE PER
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In Column A are to be included all teachers recognized by

The Educational Times. the Board of Education as certificated teachers, and in

Column B teachers in other than public elementary schools

who possess the qualifications referred to in Section 2 of the

The Order in Council “ for providing the Schedule to the Order.

Registration manner in which a Register of Teachers It will be seen that there is a wide difference between the
of Teachers.

shall be formed and kept," which was laid minimum qualifications for Column A and those for Column

on the table of the House on January 21 , has now become B ; for the lowest Government certificate cannot be supposed

law . The text of the Order is printed on another page, to be within measurable distance of a university degree , and a

together with a tabular analysis of the principal regulations, certificate in theory and practice of teaching, which is to be

and a careful perasal of them will reveal certain features compulsory for Column B, is not required for Column A. In

which distinguish this plan of registration from all others spite of these differences of qualification, teachers in either

that have previously been put forward , as well as from those column will all equally be entitled to describe themselves as

enactments which regulate the registration of members of “ registered teachers," and the public can hardly be ex

other learned professions - in particular, that of medicine. pected to distinguish between them . It follows that a teacher

In previous measures for the registration of teachers registered in Column A on one of the lowest Government

promoted by the College of Preceptors, as well as in that certificates, who should afterwards be employed in a

promoted by the Teachers ' Guild, the precedent of secondary school, might figure on the prospectus as a

the Medical and Dentists Acts was followed , and full con- registered teacher,” while a less fortunate colleague, quite

sideration was given to the claims of existing teachers in as well qualified by examination and experience, but unable

secondary schools by allowing them to register as such . to satisfy the much higher conditions for Column B, would be

The Order in Council makes no provision for the regis- stigmatized as unregistered , and therefore not qualified to

tration of teachers on this ground , however long they may teach . It is to be expected that the demand for "registered

have been employed ; and it goes further in declining to teachers ” will greatly stimulate the influx into secondary

recognize, even at the outset, a number of certificates which schools of teachers registered in Column A. Such a process

have acquired current value , some of them as indicating of educational osmosis has long been in operation, and, if

sufficient attainments for ordinary school purposes, and others , the regulations of the Order in Council were designed to

as all that can be reasonably required from teachers in lower impede the natural flow of teachers from the primary to the

forms or in kindergartens. On the other hand, it admits to secondary school, they will probably defeat their object.

the Register all classes of certificated teachers in public ele- It is , we think, to be regretted that all teachers who

mentary schools, from the highest to the lowest. Thus it possess the minimum qualification are not to be admitted on

altogether fails to meet an urgent public need, inasmuch equal terms to the “ Register of Teachers, ” and that a classi

as it makes scarcely any attempt to discriminate among fication has been made which seems to have relation to the

the large body of secondary masters and mistresses who are social status of the pupil , rather than to the attainments or pro .

neither graduates nor certificated elementary teachers. fessional position of the teacher . But a more serious objection

Other distinguishing features are that the Order in to these regulations is that the public may be led to suppose

Council does not make registration compulsory, and that that any qualification which is not accepted for registration

it distinguishes between two classes of teachers, the is of lower value than the lowest recognized qualification

distinction being determined, not alone by actual qualifica- for example, than an infant- school mistress's certificate -- and

tion, but, essentially, by the kind of school in which the thus a grave injustice may be done to thousands of teachers,
teacher has practised . Thus, the Register, in addition to especially women teachers, who have worked hard to

the complete alphabetical list of registered teachers which attain a standard of knowledge which, though confessedly

alone was provided for by the Board of Education Act , is to below that required for a university degree, is at least re

contain two subsidiary lists , called Column A and Column B. Ispectable, and who have,moreover, in many cases been attested

9

a
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as to their knowledge of the principles and practice of teach- ONE other point about which there was some doubt

ing . Such a refusal to recognize solid attainments of a limited has been cleared up by Sir John Gorst's explanations. He

range , even when accompanied by capacity to impart that was asked whether the term “ elementary school" used in

knowledge , cannot fail to discourage the entry into the the Schedule was to be interpreted as relating exclusively to

teaching profession of those who have special aptitude for a public elementary school as defined in the Education Act

the lower and less remunerative walks , and who are content of 1870. In reply he stated that “ an elementary school is

to serve in them , and thus the supply of secondary teachers, defined by law to be a school, or department of a school , at

which already falls short of the demand, will be still further which the ordinary payments in respect of the instruction
restricted.

from each scholar exceed ninepence a week.” From this it

The defects in the Regulations are of such a character as is clear that preparatory schools, if efficient, may be recog

seriously to impair their usefulness, but the Order in Council nized for the purposes of the registration regulations.

will, at least , make it possible for authoritative registration

to be begun , and we may expect that modifications will be

made in the regulations wherever they may be found inex- TEACHERS who are qualified to register in Column B will

pedient in practice, as provision for such modification is learn with some surprise that the fee charged to them is

made in Section 10 of the Schedule to the Order. The value assessed so as not only to cover the cost of their own regis

of the collective opinion of professional bodies is recognized tration , but also that of registering sixty -four thousand

by the inclusion of representatives of associations of teachers public elementary teachers in Column A. A statement made

in the provisional Registration Council, and in the require by Sir John Gorst in the House of Commons, in reply to a

ment that the Council “ shall from time to time, and at least question from Colonel Lockwood, leaves no doubt on this

once a year, present a report of their proceedings to the point. This arrangement seems unfortunate; it is inequit

Board, together with their obserrations on the working of the able , and it may deter secondary teachers from applying for

regulations. " It is to be hoped that the Registration Council a registration which, for the present at any rate , secures for

will have due regard to the legitimate claims of existing them no privilege, nor any higher status than attaches to the

teachers in secondary schools, which have so far received but lowest Government Certificate .

scant consideration.

6

In no way6

We cannot but feel that the University of London has
NOTES .

taken a step of doubtful expediency in finally determining

to accept the proposals of the Technical Education Board of

Light has been thrown on some obscure points in the the County Council in connexion with the proposed day

Order in Council relating to the Registration of Teachers by training college for teachers. By agreeing to allow the

answers given in the House of Commons by the Vice -President professor who will hold the Chair of Pedagogy in the

of the Committee of Council on Education in reply to ques . University to act as Principal of the Training College,

tions put by Colonel Lockwood and Mr. Bartley on Febru- the Senate has, it is true, exonerated the corporate funds of

ary 24 and 28. A “ recognized ” school, said Sir John Gorst, the University from the burden of the professor's salary

is “ one that, in the opinion of the Board of Education, is at the expense of the ratepayers. As, however, the scheme

efficient, ” and “ schools conducted for private profit would, is based upon the assumption that the students will be , for

if efficient, be recognized .” He did not explain under what the most part, King's scholars, whose general education is

conditions a school would be recognized as efficient, but he not completed, the training course must inevitably be limited

added that, * if the Registration Council declined to re- to the needs of the elementary - school master.

cognize a school for the purposes of Sections 3 and 4 of the therefore does it provide even the germ of an institution

Order in Council , the authorities of the school might appeal suited for the ordinary graduate who may be ambitious

to the Board of Education, and the efficiency of the school of pursuing a post-graduate course in pedagogies. It offers

might be established by inspection under the Board of Edu- no hope that the London University chair will be a beacon

cation Act, 1899. ” ' to give guidance to humbler institutions experimenting in

the young science of education .

From further answers of the Vice- President it appears

that the principal of an efficient private school may , under

Section 4 of the Schedule to the Order in Council, be re- We congratulate the University of Wales on the accept

gistered in Column B during the first three years without ance of its Chancellorship by the Prince of Wales, in

fulfilling the conditions required from other applicants for succession to his father. It was feared that a discordant

registration. It was also stated that it is to be left to the note would have been introduced into the preliminary

Registration Council to determine what kind of " experience arrangements owing to the competition between the five

in teaching " may be accepted during the first three years as towns of Swansea, Cardiff, Aberystwyth, Bangor, and Car

part of the registration qualification . Thus it would appear narvon for the honour of the installation ceremony. At

that, during the probationary period at any rate, the a meeting of the University Court, held at Shrewsbury, the

Register is to be open to private tutors as well as to matter was, however, amicably settled in favour of Bangor,

teachers in schools . on the quaint ground of its proximity to Anglesey , the
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cradle of the Tudors. One is tempted to draw a parallel Owens College , at which a hundred and fifty graduates were

between these innocent rivalries and the gruesome competi- present, a resolution condemnatory of the scheme was carried

tion between English towns in the reign of Edward I. for by a large majority. The present state in the controversy is

portions of the body of the last survivor of the princely line illustrative of some of the disadvantages following from the

of Wales . Fortunately , the Celtic sense of humour, which absence of deliberation . The governing fact in the situation

is not always brought to bear upon the solution of home is the determination of Liverpool to have its own University.

problems , wisely led the Court to suppress all local jealousies, It has been assumed that this demonstrates both the advisa

and the Prince will be sure of a loyal and enthusiastic bility and feasibility of having Universities also at Man

welcome. We should not be surprised if the University chester and Leeds. As an impoverished and inefficient

adopted, as an additional motto , “ Kings shall be thy nursing University is a national calamity, the question is of grave

fathers.” There is already a precedentin the case of Queen's importance, and it is , perhaps, well that the strong action

College , Oxford— “ Reginæ erant nutrices . " taken by the graduates in Convocation at Manchester will

ensure a full discussion of the matter in all its bearings .

The Senate of the University of London are to be congratu

lated on their resolution to select German as one of the four The democratic element in French political life is not allowed

subjects to which the annual grant of £ 10,000 made by the to affect the principles which regulate the educational policy

London Technical Education Board is to be devoted. To of the State, and the recent debate in the French Chamber

advanced students in every department a knowledge of on the reform of secondary education has shown that

German is indispensable, and it is strange that it has not yet the majority of Frenchmen have no desire to loosen the

approached more nearly to French as a standard subject fetters of the existing system . The whole organization of

of instruction . It is to be hoped that the endowment will be French education turns upon the pivot of the baccalauréat

devoted rather to the scholarly study of the existing language or the leaving examination of the French secondary school.

and literature than to antiquarian research . The temporary Without the diploma given to those who pass this examina

estrangement of the two great Teutonic and Protestant tion no boy can hope to enter into the service of the State

nations of Europe makes it all the more incumbent on edu- or into professional life. As the examination is a severe one,

cational authorities to promote mutual understanding- and none can hope to pass it who has not been through the

“ Amantium iræ amoris integratio est. ” regular mill of the lycées, it is evident that a boy who has

followed a commercial or technical curriculum until he is

fifteen or sixteen years of age is for ever debarred from a

The generous offer made by the Drapers' Company and by professional career. It is indeed maintained that the career

a private individual to University College, London, amount- of the average French boy is mapped out by his parents and

ing in all to £ 60,000, and subject to the condition that the State before he is ten years old . M. Leygues, the

arrangements shall be made for its incorporation in the Minister of Public Instruction, justified this during the

University of London , marks a step forward in the direction debate by saying that “ the lycées and the faculties must

of a real teaching University for London. There are, no not be thrown open to all ; for to do so would be to create a

doubt, difficulties in the way. University College School
mass of educated men fit for nothing . " There is some

could hardly be taken over, and might well be transferred evidence that this result has already been produced , and

to a good suburban site , as has again and again been it might perhaps be well if French educationists were

urged both by the present Head Master and by his pre- to consider whether it is not the direct result of the present

decessor. It might also be necessary to place the rigid uniformity of their educational system .

Hospital and the Medical School under a separate trust.

But, if the project is realized , as we trust it may be , the

incorporation will be at once a well deserved tribute to the
The Report on Rural Education in France, issued last

mother of University Colleges and a guarantee of a high week by the Board of Education , is a valuable addition

standard of teaching and research in the reconstituted to the series of reports brought out by the Special Com

University . It may be remembered that University College missioners of the Board upon the state of education on the

was opened in 1828 as the University of London ; its present Continent. It discloses the existence of an hostility between

designation dates from 1836. It is impossible to exaggerate the State schools and voluntary Church schools even more

the services it rendered to the nation during the dark days intense than that which exists in England . There is

when Oxford and Cambridge were crippled by the ridiculous the same duplication of effort, and , it is needless to say ,

system of religious tests , and were sectarian, instead of the children are the greatest sufferers. The hostility to the

national, institutions.
State schools is in some districts so pronounced that the

teachers have the discomforts of a boycott, and in some

ALTHOUGH the movement for severing the connexion instances they have even been stoned . Owing to the uniforni

between the constituent colleges of Victoria University has , scheme of salaries, the better teachers are not attracted to the

on the whole, been heartily welcomed by the governing towns, as is the case in England. The rural schools are said

bodies of the colleges as well as by the University Court, the to be ahead of ours in the teaching of science and agricul

graduates themselves are showing a strong opposition to ture, and the children are shown the practical application of

a disruptive policy . At a meeting of Convocation, held at these sciences. The report is more favourable to la morale
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-morality taught on a non -religious basis - than the usual memories of the place when he wrote his essay thirty -five

English estimate of it . A high opinion is expressed of the years after. The present boys, no doubt, look forward to the

French school inspector, who is “ the real pivot between enjoyment, after the Easter holidays, of many delights at

the schools and the Central Authority." Horsham which were unattainable in the confined limits of

their London premises. We can only hope that all their

good traditions will follow them , in spite of the fact that

Prof. SONNENSCHEIN again writes to the Times in defence of they are entering upon new pastures, shepherded by a new
the Birmingham plan of examining rira voce in prescribed Head Master, who is not a “ Blue." The boys' preparatory,

books, leaving the choice to examinees and their teachers . I school at Hertford is also being removed, and the buildings

It appears that the system was in use at Oxford some thus left vacant will be used to increase the accommodation

thirty years ago , and has since been abandoned in for girls. The Hertford schools still preserve their mellow

favour of a written examination . He calls attention to mediæval atmosphere and monastic features, and no one

the material difficulties of setting papers in great should visit Hertford without going to see their quaint

variety of books, involving a large staff of examiners and a quadrangles of dames ' houses, from whose hospitable doors

good deal of printing, unless , as is the case both at Oxford many generations of budding ( recians have found their way

and at Birmingham , plain texts used instead of to fame.

printed papers. No doubt rira roce is a useful supplement to

a written examination, and a good antidote to the common
SUMMARY.

practice of almost committing the crib to memory. But it is

well worth considering whether, for the real purpose of
THE MONTH .a University matriculation , which is intended simply to

ascertain whether a candidate is qualified to enter The distribution ofprizes at the Birkbeck Institution took place

academic studies, unseen papers are not in themselves suf- with his usual graceand good taste, and the prizes were distributed
on January 29. The chair was taken by Dr. Collins, who spoke

ficient . Vira zoce examinations are of great value in many by Lord Balfour of Burleigh , who, without depreciating the

subjects, especially where, on the one hand, there is danger evening work of the Institution , dwelt with satisfaction on

the extension of the day classes. Short speeches were alsomade

of mere reproduction, and where, on the other, a candidate's by Archdeacon Sinclair.Dr. Garnett, Dr. Kimmins,Mr. Whyte.

real knowledge is not in a presentable form and requires the Chairman of the Council, and Mr. H.W.Eve. The report of

maieutic treatment to bring it out. Whether translation the Principal, Mr. Armitage Smith, was extremely satisfactory.
It appeared that during the year more than three thousand

from a foreign language falls under either of these heads students, of whom abouttwo thousand were men and one

may be doubted. thousand women , had availed themselves of the advantages

offered , and that the number of class entries was 10,500,

1,500 of which were for day classes, the latter showing

Ix his evidence before the Lords' Committee on betting, an increase of two hundred on the previous year. Some

Dr. Wood, of Harrow , said that the small amount of betting Examinations of the University of London, while numerous sucfifty -four students had passed the Intermediate or Degree

which existed in the school was due chiefly to home influence. cesses in other examinations were recorded. The average pay.

The fact is a humiliating one , but we have little doubt that ment per student was 30s. ; per class,abouta lawyer's fee, 6s. &d .
the experience of many a head master would confirm the Dr. Kimmins gave an interesting sketch of the improvements

effected in the last few years, thanks to the energy of the Prin

Head Master of Harrow's statement. The Statute passed a cipal and the judicious and liberal aid of the London County

few years ago making it an offence to send betting circulars Council, who have done much to add to the equipment. Cer:

to schoolboys explains why these missives now come from coal-cellar had been converted into a metallurgical laboratory.
tainly the most has been made of a very limited space; even the

touts resident on the Continent. A recent prosecution has, Lord Balfour, as Chief Secretary for Scotland, was gratified to

however, shown that the real directing agent may reside on hear that the Institution, the mother of the polytechnics,owed .

in a certain sense, its origin to his native country, Dr. Birkbeck's
this side of the English Channel. Schoolmasters would , first essay in this direction having been a series of lectures to

nevertheless, do well not to be confident that their boys Glasgow workmen . In his concluding speech, the Chief Secretary

enjoy an immunity from temptation because they take pre- at his office. Beforetwenty minutes had elapsed he had an offer
gave an interesting reminiscence . Oneday he received a visitor

cautions against the cards of betting touts . Many highly of £ 2,000,000 for educational purposes . Needless to say that the

reputable papers have their advertisements in odd corners . visitor was Mr. Carnegie.

But the efforts of schoolmasters are of little use unless

At the distribution of prizes in the Technical Department of

parents do their duty. In Dr. Wood's experience, he had University College, Sheffield, it appeared that the same satis

met with cases where parents had sent money to their boys factory increase in the numberof day students was in progress

because they had been successful in backing a winning horse, particular, is developing very rapidly,and tilling a gapwhich
as at the Birkbeck Institution . Themetallurgical department, in

and we have even known a case where a parent endowed his had long been felt. Prof. Ripper, in the course of his speech.

boy with a Racing Calendar on his leaving home for school. mentioned that at the great technical school of Charlottenburg,
at Berlin , alone there were 2,700 students over eighteen years of

age, two -thirds of the whole number of technical students in the

United Kingdom .

The sands of the life of Christ's Hospital as a London

school are running out, to the keen regret of “ old Blues," of Preceptors in instituting vira vocr examinations in modern
The Society of Arts has followed the example of the College

whose affection for their stately home in Newgate Street is languages. At present the oral examination is intended to be

historic . In spite of the gross abuses which existed in the supplementary to that now in existence, but hopes have been ex

school when Charles Lamb and Coleridge indulged in “ wit examination for their higher certificates. For the present, oralpressed that it may eventually become a necessary part of the

combats " in the cloisters, Elia had none but soft and golden examinations in Frenclı,German,and Spanish will be held at all

a
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centres presenting a sufficient number of candidates, at an course every pains will be taken to discourage the uprooting
extra fee of 2s . 6d. of rare plants, which has become such a nuisance in Switzer

land . The Honorary Secretary of the Association is Mr.

On February 12, Prof. S. J. Chapman read an interesting C. S. Roundell, 7 Sussex Square, Brighton , whose sound judg.
paper before the Manchester Statistical Society on Education for ment and long experience as an efficient governor of many

Business and Public Life.” He proposed the formation of a places of education , from Harrow down to village schools, is a

faculty in the University on somewhat the same lines as the guarantee that the scheme willbeworked on sensible lines . In
London School of Economics. The point on which he chiefly this connexion it is worth while to call attention to interesting

insisted was the distinction between business instruments and papers on Nature Study reported in recent numbers of the London

technique on the one hand and business science " on the other. Technical Education Gazette.

The last-named, which he considered essential for the highest

posts , included the academic study of many branches of social The Mathematical Gazette publishes an important memorandum

science, namely, besides economics properly so called, (1) economic on the teaching of elementary mathematics addressed to the

geography, which describes the belts for different products and Committee of the British Association by a number of public
the needs of different climes, and the action of physical conditions school masters. As to geometry, their recommendations are :

on temperament, trade, industry, and political institutions: (1) That the subject should be made arithmetical and practical

( 2) mercantile and industrial law which presents in a systematic by the constant use of instruments for drawing and measuring ;

form thecommercial obligations enforced by legal penalties ; ( 2) that a substantial course of such experimental work should
and (3) political science, which deals with the nature of the State, precede any attack upon Euclid's text ; (3) that a considerable

the scope of its activities, public administration and public number of Euclid's propositions should be omitted ; and, in

finance, and which may be taken to include constitutional and particular, (4) that the second book ought to be treated slightly,

international law . In this connexion, it may be mentioned that and postponed till III . 35 is reached ; (5) that Euclid's treatment

the University of London has under consideration a proposal for of proportion is unsuitable for elementary work. In algebra

granting degrees in commercial science. A Faculty of Commerce they would do as much as possible to discourage mechanical work,

is already in existence at Birmingham University . and, with that view , they would defer the more abstract and

formal topics, and, broadly speaking, arithmeticize the whole

Tue University of Glasgow has sustained a serious loss by the subject. Among other suggestions, it is proposed to diminish

death of Prof. Adamson at the early age of fifty. Educated at the amount of time given to complicated factors and algebraic

Edinburgh and Heidelberg, he was appointed at the age of fractions, and leave to a later stage such operations as the solu

twenty -four, after acting as assistant-professor for a short tion of literal equations and the elaborate working out of G.C.M.

time at Edinburgh, to succeed Prof. Stanley Jevons in the Chair and H.C.F. They would introduce the plotting of simple graphs

of Philosophy and Political Economy at Owens College, Man- and treat indices only so far as is necessary for the intelligent

chester. In 1893 he accepted a chair at Aberdeen ,and in 1895 use of logarithms. They point out that these simplifications of

became Professor of Logic and Rhetoric in the University of geometry and algebra wouldenable boys to get much earlier to

Glasgow. Few , if any, English scholars possessed a simple trigonometry, so as to be able to solve right-angled

thorough acquaintance with German philosophy. His articles triangles and to work easy problems in " heights and distances,"! “

in the Encyclopædia Britannica," on Logic,and on Kant,Fichte, and that without first going through elaborate practice in

and other philosophers, together with a volume on Fichte in
identities.”

Blackwoods' " PhilosophicalSeries,” areworks of permanent value,
UNIVERSITIES.

and his “ Philosophy of Kant,” one of his earliest books, have
been translated into German . Prof. Adamson seems to have ( From our Correspondents.)

been no less distinguished as a teacher and organizer than as a Tule month of February has been, in Oxford , unevent

philosophical writer.
Oxford . ful. Congregation and Convocation have been alike

uninspiriting, and rumours of startling proposals still

The University Extension Journal calls attention to the literary remain rumours . One suggested change, which was alluded to

output of its lecturers during the past year. The Principal of in the Oxford letter of last month, has been rejected : the “ Mas

Reading College, it says, has given to the world a work on the ters of the Schools " are not to be docked of part of their salary,
Geography of the British Isles. History is strongly represented but are to continue to receive £ 100 a year ; the post therefore

in Mr. Alison Phillips's Modern Europe (since 1815),” Mr. remains one of the few well paid in Oxford .

Belloc's “ Robespierre ” and “ Paris,” Mr. Gooch's “ Annals of The annual statement of the Common University Fund has

Politics and Culture,” Prof. Grant's " The French Monarchy; now been published, and it is satisfactory to find that there is a

1483-1789 ," Mr. Horsburgh's “ Savonarola ,” and in “ Mediaval good balance. Critics are to be found who say that the manage

London , " written by Mr. Welch conjointly with Mr. Benham . ment of the fund is too stereotyped and lacking in imagination ;

Mr. P. J. Hartog has also edited a jubilee volume on the there are, of course, certain fixed Readerships and Lectureships

Owens College (1851-1900). Mr. Banister Fletcher's “ History (and , indeed , during the last year three more were added , i.e., in

of Architecture ” is a noteworthy contribution to the study of Egyptology , Pathology, and Phonetics ), but it is suggested that

architecture by the comparative method. In literature we note good men who are not Professors or Readers mightwell been
the second edition of Mr.Churton Collins's “ Ephemera Critica ” ; couraged to strike out a line of their own ,or, at any rate,make

Mr. Hamilton Thompson's “ History of English Literature” is public the result of their private industry in specialbranches ,if
practically a new work. Messrs. Wicksteed and Gardner have certain temporary lectureships,terminable at the end of,c.9 ., two

laid Dante students under a new debt by their “ Dante and years, were established. By this means, it is contended that

Giovanni dei Virgilio.” Mr. A.J. Wyatt's “ Old English Reader ” college tutors would have a stimulus to do more original work
completes our list here. Social science is represented by - The than is required by the fixed orbit of lecturing for Moderations,

Heart ofthe Empire, ” to which some of our lecturers contribute ; Literæ Humaniores,or History. A further justification for such

and we can worthily close our survey with Dr. Hutchison's a proposal is to be found in the new regulations for Literæ
“ Food and the Principles of Dietetics. ” Humaniores; in these it is pointed out that “ in the assignment

of Honours, great weight will be attached to excellence in a

An excellent idea comes to us from the Colonies. Sir John special subject.”. Now this is certainly a distinct change or, at

Cockburn, Agent-General for South Australia and formerly any rate, an efficient recognition of a principle which has perhaps

Minister of Education , has written to the newspapers about a been slowly gaining ground. Not so very many years ago, to

“ Nature Study Exhibition ,” an experiment already tried in take a special subject in Literæ Humaniores (as distinct from

Australia. An association has been formed to promote such an History or Law , where a special subject is and has been necessary

exhibition in London in the course of July. Contributions to secure a high class ) was the exception rather than the rule,

are invited from schools of all grades, and prizes and certificates and it was held as a matter of faith that brilliancy in a special

are to be offered for collections of dried plants, injurious in- subject could not raise a man from a Second to a First Class,

sects , &c . , apparatus for class lessons, drawings of natural though it might, in the case of the man who was " on the line,”

objects , home-made maps with a school as centre showing just give the additional assistance required. Of course, the

features of interest within a radius of two or three miles of the change will add a great deal to the labours of the examination,

school, note-books, natural history calendars,plans of gardens, and will in many cases require the calling in of outside

photographs, models in clay or plasticine of natural objects, sors ” —a practice which in itself leads to complications -and
plants grown in boxes and pots, and rustic carpentry. Of lequally, of course, we shall be laying ourselves open to the charge

a
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of spoiling, by specialization , the examination which is supposed Prof. Lewis argues that not only has the Association trespassed on

to be the pride and boast of the Oxford system . his domain , but by its system of working practically for nothing

The appearance of small-pox in Oxford hascreated a mild scare, has competed with his Agency on rather advantageous terms.
and the opponents of vaccination have been hurrying off to the However, the public think well of both bodies, and smile at the
nearest doctor. Much more serious for Oxford parents has been idea of competition which cannot hurt them . One remark made

the prevalence of chicken -pox and measles, and in almost all the in the course of the debate in the Senate is worth reproducing:

schools -- with the exception of Magdalen College School - the Mr. W. N. Shaw , the Secretary of the Meteorological Office, said

teachers have had to discourse to very empty benches. The Girls ' that, if he had to advise a pious benefactor as to the best way of

High School has been the worst sufferer, and Miss Haig Brown, spending £ 100 a year with the object of maintaining or raising

the successor this term to Miss Leahy, has had rather an unpro- the standard of academic ability , he would not advise its assign

pitious first term . Indeed there are many who think that much ment to paying one or two promising boys to come to the Uni

illness would have been saved in Oxford families had the High versity, but would fearlessly recommend instead the development

School closed its doors a fortnight ago . of means for enabling annually twenty really competent graduates

The Oxford University Dramatic Society's performance of the togo away.

“ Two Gentlemen of Verona ” may be described as a creditable In view of the impending discussions as to the substitution of

production ofwhat nothing can ever succeed in making an inter- two Specials ” for one “ General” and one “ Special” as at

esting play ; in some respects the performance was a considerable present, it is interesting to note the proportion of failures in the

advance on the production of the same play by the society about various examinations during the past year :

nine years ago. Certainly in the matter of “ supers," in the shape Specials in Theology, 228 candidates, 53 failures ; Political

of brigands and so on , we find much less untrained incompetence. Economy, 11 , 0 ; Law , 188, 38 ; History, 100, 52; Chemistry ; 96 ,

Among the successes may be reckoned Lord Tiverton and his 17 ; Mechanics, 18, 10 ; Music, 14, 7 ; Modern Languages, 25 , 1 ;
dog. Mathematics, 37, 12 ; Classics , 42, 10. The examinations in

The hard frost sadly interfered with the Torpids, and, indeed , Botany, Physics, Logic ,Geology, and Zoology attracted in all six

on one day there was so much floating ice that the races were candidates,who were all successful.
abandoned . The 'Varsity crew , having broken up one boat The General Examination results are as follows: - Part I. ,

through a collision with an iceberg, chose the discreet alternative candidates 389 , failures 116 ; Part II . , 103, 131. It looks rather

and went off to Bourne End. They are a fair, if not a brilliant, as if it was the searching character of the General Examination

eight,and are perhaps rendered interesting by the fact that two which is responsible for the latest agitation. Really the whole

Americans - brothers -- have found places. Possibly this may question lies in a nutshell. Certain colleges admit men of no

be Oxford's counter -move to Prince Henry's visit to America. literary training, and object to an examination in superior school

work . There are many who object to the University being made

The Lent term has proved singularly un- to supplement the work of the upper fourth form master, but

Cambridge. eventful. The threatened invasion of small-pox the obvious remedy is to close the doors of the colleges and the

has not happened, and there has been no need University to those who are not sufficiently advanced to profit

for the University to disband itself , as at one time was thought by the higher teaching which can here be obtained to perfection.

highly probable,nomeasures of precaution having been taken for Till the remedy is found it will continue to be a trnism that to
the isolation of any possible cases. A week's frost , with con- be able to teach Greek grammar is the most profitable gift in

sequent skating, somewhat disorganized work and play alike; Cambridge.
but things have now settled down to their normal condition. Dr. Griffiths, the new Principal of the South Wales University

There is an increasing tendency among Cambridge men to College, was entertained by his college on February 13 to cele

pursue investigation of a geographical and ethnological cha- brate his various successes and especially the honour of the
racter. Mr. Skeat's expedition to the Malay Peninsula is the Doctorate in Science which was conferred upon him that day by

latest example of this development. Mr. Skeat has returned the University. Many of Dr. Griffiths's old friends and colleagues

from his second expedition with a large collection of objects were present to do honour to the occasion, and Dr. Isambard

possessing great value and interest to archæologists. This Owen , the Deputy Vice -Chancellor of the University of Wales ,

collection he generously offered to the Museum ; but the was also present. This gentleman excited great interest by his

authorities have very properly granted him a sum which, while description of the spread of educational enthusiasm in Wales .

utterly inadequate as regards the cost of obtaining the objects, Much of what he said was very informing to those who live the
shows that the gratitude of the University does not confine dull,mechanicallife of Cambridge working men , uncheered by any

itself to empty thanks. spark of enthusiasm , natural or accidental.

The proposal to appoint a syndicate to consider the reorganiza- Personal items of the month :-Craven Scholarship, Roger
tion of the Poll examinations was duly embodied in a Grace Charnock Richards, Trinity ; Waddington Scholarship, S. A.

which has received the sanction of the Senate; the opponents of Sydney-Turner, Trinity ; Porson Scholarship, J. T. Sheppard,
the proposed changes reserve their opposition until the Syndicate King's'; Chancellor's Medals (Classics ) , William Rennie, Trinity,
has been appointed and has reported. Those who know theway and J. E. C. Jukes, Pembroke.
of syndicates are fully aware that threatened institutions live

long, and when the threats proceed from committees and

syndicates they are not always treated with the respect with MERCHANT TAYLORS' SCHOOL IN THE FIFTIES.

which the fulminations of individuals might be regarded. The

Indian Civil Service Board has sanctioned the application of some In October, 1857, I entered on my duties as Fourth Under
of its reserve funds for the assistance of a group of individuals Master in Merchant Taylors' School. In its buildings, its

professing to prepare for the examination for the Civil Service. arrangement,and its management,the school had some curious
Cambridge has in almost all departments recognized the prin- survivals to show. The building was in the late Jacobean style,
ciple that the coach is a necessity by failing to provide the best on the left hand as one went down Suffolk Lane to UpperThames
men for the teaching work of the place ; private coaching being Street. The name • Suffolk ” suggests the history of the site .

infinitely more profitable, the better men naturally get attracted Here had stood the town dwelling of the De la Poles, Dukes of

to a profession which affords an honest and not unsatisfactory Suffolk. The Company bought part of these premises, with the
livelihood ; but any attempt to buttress up individuals by quasi- garden attached to them , about the middle of the seventeenth

official recognition is borind to fail. At Oxford the educational century, when , at the promptingof Sir Thomas White, the founder
experts are found on the staff of the colleges ; at Cambridge they of St. John's College, Oxford , they had resolved to establish a
remain outside the magic circle, and those who have wives and school. The buildings which were then erected or adapted

families are unable to sacrifice a lucrative profession for the perished in the Great Fire, and were restored some six years
local distinction of college office and its perfunctory observances. afterwards.
The evil is plain, but the remedy is as far off as ever, because the For more than two centuries the only place where teaching
present suits everybody except the parents and the paymasters. was carried on was the Great School-room ; its dimensions

A very pretty little discussion has arisen between two rival were about 85 feet by 30 feet. It was lighted very imperfectly by

bodies in Cambridge,the Appointments Association and the windows on either side, large enough indeed, but obscured by

Scholastic Agency, the former of which is worked by the energetic the heavy leading of the small diamond panes and by long

Secretary, Mr. W.A. J. Archbold, and the latter by the equally standing accumulations of dirt. A single fireplace warmed a

zealous Prof. Lewis. The University is asked to give a somewhat small part of it . The four class -rooms were all more or less

more formal recognition to the work of the first-named body,and recent additions to the school accommodation . Two had been in
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use for some years ; they had served in earlier times as an apart. I am sure, was mischievous. The Head Master left us almos

ment for oneof the under masters. The other two had belonged absolutely alone. Nor had he any power to utilize our services

to the Head Master's house, which had been utilized for school as he might think best for the school. I was the only one of the

purposes a year or two before my coming. To this change the four who had taken a degree in Classical Honours ; but I never

under masters owed the convenience of a common room ; up to was put to anything more advanced than teaching the rudiments .

that time they had had no other accommodation but a cupboard I had a liking, almost amounting to a passion , for Latin verse,

apiece, in which keep cap and gown , the necessary books, and then held in greater honour than is now accorded it ; but I

the still more necessary cane. never got beyond teaching “ Bland . ”

Other curiosities of arrangement were at the time of my The proportion of teachers to taught was, of course, on the

coming in 1857 within quite recent memory . There were no old inefficient scale. The numbers of the school ranged between

desks in the school-room . The monitors (the eight seniors ) had a two hundred and sixty and two hundred and seventy: The

table; the prompters (the eight next to the seniors) had a bench Head Master and his assistant provided for about fifty of these ;
( furnished, I believe, with a desk ). Every one else had to write, the rest were divided between the four under masters. The

when there was occasion for writing, on his knees. And there place which I filled was a recent institution, dating back , I

were no lights. Every boy had to supply his own candle, which think, to 1840. The first Head Master's Assistant entered upon

was required to be of wax. Going a little further back, there his duties at the same time as myself. This appointment was

had been no fire. An old gentleman, who came to pay a sub- the result of a long struggle between Dr. Hessey and the Court.

scription to the Tercentenary Fund in 1862 , told Dr. Hessey that The first point gained was that he should have a helper. Before

he had been the occasion of the first putting in of a fireplace. He he had to teach forty boys ! The next that he should choose

had been a delicate boy, and his father, having friends on the this helper himself. This was a bitter pill for the Court to

Court, had obtained this concession to modern weakness. And, swallow . They showed , I remember, their jealousy and dislike

indeed, the boys of the older timemust have been — at least,those by neglecting to include the Assistant in their invitation to the
who survived - of heroic strength . Dr. Hessey told me, I re- great festival of the “ Election Day ” dinner. At this our

member, that he had entered the school at the age of seren — nine chief, a long-suffering man , who ultimately got his way by an

was the limit in my time-- and that he came from Hampstead , inexhaustible patience, struck. He declared that he would not

walked, I believe he said , though it sounds almost incredible- attend himself, and we backed him up with a similar threat. On

every day in time for morning school, then commencing at 7 . this the Court gave way, moved somewhat by thefact that they

Things were not quite so hard in my time, but they were not had just ended another feud. Election Day ” got its name

luxurious. I taught my two forms, commonly numbering about from the custom that on June 11 the President and two Senior

sixty , together —the maximum that I remember was sixty-eight- Fellows of St. John's came to elect, with the assistance and con

in one of the class-rooms below the Great School , which measured currence of the Court, Merchant Taylor scholars to such

about 30 feet by 20 feet, and may have been 12 feet high. Fellowships as might be vacant.* Their labours finished ,

Closely packed together, sitting on benches about 6 inches they were entertained to dinner. Of course they were

broad — there was no room for anything larger - allowed no time the guests of the evening, and as such claimed the right
for play — there was no playground, only a paved yard some to sit at the Master's right hand. On one occasion this

70 feet by 20 feet — they had not a happy time themselves, and place was given to the Archbishop of Canterbury. The offended
certainly did not allow their master to have one . The noise Dons refused to come till they had been guaranteed against the

made by even the involuntary restlessness of sixty boys, sitting slight. The quarrel was now made up , and it would have been

on uncomfortable benches, and cooped up without a recess for too absurd to begin another. The result was that we all went to
between three and four hours, was almost overpowering. And the dinner.

every now and then some huge wagon thundered down the Another curious custom that must have come down from a

narrow roughly paved lane, and nothing at all could be heard . remote past was the way in which the school fees were collected.

Another distracting noise came from the door. The Company These were called quarterages ; each boy paid his to the master

would not allow a porter, and the head boy of my upper form had of his form . We kept a proportion — 15s., if I remember right

to discharge his functions. There was neither bell nor knocker. out of the quarterly fee of £2 . 10s., and paid over the rest to the

An applicant for admission used his foot—a classical method head master, who, in his turn, paid it over to the Company.

which suited the strictly conservative traditions of the school. Another survival, I fancy, was an entrance fee of 5s . from every

I remember a lady nearly related to myself coming to make boy who was admitted to the school, paid to the master of the

some inquiry. She wasstanding perplexed when a drayman, form in which he was placed, and “ moving money,” 5s . paid by
better acquainted with the custom of the place, solved her every boy who was promoted from one form to another.
doubts, and was good enough to administer a kick which was There was not a little of the survival about the teaching. There

heard to the furthest end of the building. The young porter had , indeed, been a great advance within quite recent memory.

rushed to the door and opened his eyes wide in wonder that so Hebrew , Greek, Latin, Divinity had been the curriculum . If any

delicate a foot had made so great an impression. But the noise one wanted to know how to write and to cipher, he had to learn it

of the class-room was nothing to what I had to endure when, as out of school. Then mathematics and arithmetic were introduced ;

happened four times in the week , the room was wanted for one of the former at first to little purpose. A veteran under master was

the French masters, and I had to migrate up-stairs. Three or in charge of this teaching. “ Ungrateful rascals !” he is said to
four masters were teaching there at the same time ; twice a week, have exclaimed when his classes failed in the examination ,

if my memory serves me, there was as many as five. We shouted when I have given them the whole half-year to work by them

against each other ; but the victory belonged, I think, to a good selves !”. All this was changed in my time. The mathematical

friend of mine now enjoying the well earned repose of a rich but school, for which the forms were re-arranged in the afternoon,

not populous City living, but still doing good service to his old were under most efficient guidance. The morning was wholly

school as one of its governors. ( Since I wrote these words he given to the old studies , except, indeed , for a couple of hours on

has passed away.) Thursdays , when the two lowest forms learnt geography,with the

Another survival of the past was to be found in the system help of blank maps and a very dry little manual of towns and
of appointing the under masters. The Company kept the

patronage most jealously in their own hands. The members of *Merchant Taylor boys then went up to St. John's College as

the Court of Assistants had to be canvassed in the old fashion . “Fellows" -probationers at first, and, after two years, I think, full

The one person to whom most of them would refuse to listen was Fellows. This system was changed by the legislation which followed
the Head Master . When I was appointed, the choice waslimited the first University Commission, much to the disgust of the Com

by the advertisement to “ Oxford graduates who had taken a pany and of the conservative party in the college. The school was

First or Second Class in the Classical School.” I understood treated a little harshly, having its thirty-seven fellowships changed to
at the time that this was done to exclude a candidate - a Cam- twenty -one scholarships. I remember Dean Mansel, a Merchant

bridgeman — whom the Head Master was supposed to favour. The Taylorand a Johnian , quoting, atthetercentenary dinner, certain

consequence of this state of things was an independence which , centum regnabitur annos," " Itshall be ruled for three centuries ” ;
lines of Virgil , which he accompanied with a free translation : " Ter

"gente sub Iliaca , " “ under theMerchant Taylors' Company " ; " donec

* So stern was the conservatism of the place that when a new regina sacerdos," " until the Queen's Government” ; Marte gravis , "

arrival, not an old Merchant Taylor, prepared to introduce, at his “ pressed by a hostile opposition " ; geminam partu dabit Ilia

own expense, a washing -stand, his older colleagues declared that they prolem ," " shall give birth to a double Commission.” The “ double

would eject it. No under master ever had washed his hands at Commission " was that of the Public Schools and that of the Univer

school, and none ever should . sities .

;
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rivers,and read an English history published by the S.P.C.K., the Board of Education , and with such other regulations as may from time

work, if I remember rightly, of Bishop Davys, of Peterborough, totime be framed and approved in like manner.
which would hardly come up to modern standards. All the forms 11. Subject to the approval of the Board of Education , the Council

above the third had two hours per weekof French . When I may provide an office and appoint a Registrar, and appoint or employ

began teaching, the Latin grammar in King
such other officers and persons as may be required for the execution of

Edward VI.'s," a variant, so to speak , of the “ Eton Grammar. their duties , and may assign to any person so appointed or employed

A vast amount of time was spent on learning the As in such remuneration as may be approved by the Board .

præsenti” and the “ Propria quæ maribus,” phrases which will cidental thereto, as fixed by or under thesaid regulations, shall be
12. All fees payable in respect of registration and matters in.

convey no meaning to the younger generation. The first was a set carried toa Registration Fund, and the expenses of the Council shall

of barbarous hexameters, sometwo hundred and fifty in number, be paid out of such fund.

by which the scholar was supposed to learn the perfects and 13. There may be paid to members of the Council out of the Regis.

supines of verbs ; the other, of about a hundred and forty like tration Fund such fees for attendance at meetings and such allowance

verses, was a memoria technica for the genders of Latin nouns. for travelling expenses as may be approved by the Board of Education .

Keate, of Eton , is said to have called it “ a noble poem ” ; but it 14. The accounts of the Council shall be audited and published by or

always seemed to me a most cumbrous piece of educational under the direction of the Board of Education.
machinery. I never knew but one boy who could say both these 15. The Council shall make a report of their proceedings once a year

sets of hexameters without a mistake ,and he was exceptionally to the Board of Education .
stupid. The “ Public School Primer " superseded this antiquated

THE SCHEDULE .
volume in 1862. Probably it is itself antiquated now . But this

is not the occasion for criticizing school books, and I must hold
REGULATIONS FOR THE FORMATION OF A REGISTER OF TEACHERS.

my hand. A. J. C. 1. As soon as may be after the establishment of a Registration

Authority there shall be established a Register of Teachers ( hereinafter
called “ the Register ” ) in which the name of every registered teacber

DRAFT OF AN ORDER IN COUNCIL FOR PROVIDING THE shall be set forth in alphabetical order.

MANNER IN WHICH A REGISTER
In addition to this alphabetical list , there shall be two columns dis

OF TEACHERS tinguished as ColumnA and Column B.

SHALL BE FORMED AND KEPT. Column A shall contain the names of all persons for the time being

Whereas by virtue of Section 4 of the Board of Education Act, 1899, Regulations for Elementary Day Schools.
recognized by the Board as certificated teachers under the Code of

it is lawful by Order in Council to establish a Consultative Committee
Column B shall contain the names of all persons who fulfil the con

for the purpose of framing, with the approval of the Board of ditions of registration hereinafter set forth .

Education, regulations for a Register of Teachers, which is to be There shall also be recorded in the Register, in respect of each

formed and kept in manner to be provided by Order in Council.

And whereas a Consultative Committee has been established by registration , and a brief statement of his qualifications and teaching
teacher, when registered therein, his postal address, the date of his

Order in Council ; and the Committee so established have, with the experience, in the following fornı :

approval of the Board of Education, framed the regulations for a
Register of Teachers set forth in the Schedule to this Order.

Date of

Now, therefore, His Majesty, by and with the advice of His Privy Alphabet. Col. Col.

Council, and by virtue of the authority committed to Him by the Board ical List .

Address . Registra- Qualifica- Experi

A. B.
tion .

tions.

of Education Act, 1899, and of all other powers enabling Him in that

behalf, is pleased to order and it is hereby ordered as follows :

1. For the purpose of forming and keeping such Register of Teachers,

there shall be established a Registration Authority, called the Teachers'

Registration Council , and in this Order referred to as “ the Council,” Additional qual cations and experience may be added from time to

which shall consist provisionally of twelve members, of whom six time, when verified by the Registration Authority.

shall be appointed by the President of the Board of Education , and 2. A person shall be entitled to be placed on Column B of the Register

of the remaining six one member shall be appointed by each of the of Teachers if he satisfies the Registration Authority that he fulfils the

following bodies :
conditions set forth in Regulation 3 ; or if he applies at any time within

The Conference of Head Masters .
three years from the establishment of the Registration Authority to be

The Incorporated Association of Head Masters. placed on the Column B of the Register, and satisfies the Registration
The Association of Head Mistresses .

Authority that he fulfils the conditions set forth in Regulation 4.
The College of Preceptors.

3. A person shall be entitled to be placed on Column B of the Register
The Teachers' Guild of Great Britain and Ireland.

if he fulfils the following conditions :
The National Union of Teachers.

( 1 ) He must have obtained a degree conferred by some Uni

2. The members so appointed shall hold office for three years from versity of the United Kingdom , or have obtained one of the

the date of this Order. diplomas or certificates mentioned in Appendix A to these regula

3. On a casual vacancy occurring in the Council during the said tions, or have attained some other approved standard of general

period of three years, the authority by whom the member whose seat education .

is vacated was appointed shall appoint another member in his place. ( 2) He must either

4. The first appointments of members of the Council shall be made ( i . ) Have resided and undergone a course of training for at

not later than the first day of April , one thousand nine hundred and least one year at one of the Universities or training colleges

two, and each appointing authority shall as soon as may be after mentioned in Appendix D to these regulations, or some other

making the appointment communicate to the Board of Education the recognized institution for the training of secondary teachers,

name and address of the person appointed by them . and have passed the examination for one of the diplomas or

5. The first meeting of the Council shall be convened by the Board certificates in the theory and practice of teaching mentioned

of Education, and that Board may take such steps as they think neces in Appendix C of these regulations ; or

sary for the purpose. ( ii . ) have passed an approved examination in the theory of

6. After the expiration of three years from the date of this Order, teaching, have spent at least one year as a student teacher

the constitution of the Council shall be such as may hereafter be pro under supervision at a recognized school (not being an ele.

vided by Order in Council. mentary school), and have produced evidence of ability to

7. If any member of the Council is adjudged bankrupt or makes teach .

a composition or arrangement with his creditors, or is absent from ( 3) He must have spent at least one year of probation as a

meetings of the Council for more than twelve months consecutively, teacher at a recognized school (not being an elementary school ) ,

except in case of illness, or for some reason approved by the Council , and must satisfy the Registration Authority that he has shown

his office shall become vacant. fitness for the teaching profession .

8. The Council may appoint Committees and delegate , with or 4. A person shall be entitled to be placed on Column B of the

without conditions or restrictions , any of their powers and duties Register if at any time within three years from the establishment of

to any committee so appointed , and may regulate the procedure the Registration Authority he makes application to be so placed, and

and conduct of business of the Council and of any Committee so fulfils the following conditions :

appointed . ( 1 ) He must have obtained a degree conferred by some Uni .

9. No act or proceeding of the Council or of a Committee of the versity of the United Kingdom , or must show, to the satisfac

Council shall be questioned on account of any vacancy in their body. tion of the Registration Authority, that he bas obtained one of

10. The Council shall establish and keep a Register of Teachers in the diplomas or certificates, or has passed one of the examinations

accordance with the regulations contained in the Schedule to this mentioned in Appendices A and B to these regulations , or has at

Order, as framed by the Consultative Committee and approved by the tained some other approved standard of general education ; and
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women .
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(2) He must either amination , or other standard of education , for the purpose of

(i . ) have been engaged during the three years next pre- Column B, or in recognizing an institution for the purpose of train .

ceding his application as a teacher at a recognized school or ing, or in approving subjects for a Supplemental Register, the Board

schools (not being an elementary school or schools ) ; or shall act after taking the advice of the Consultative Committee.

(ii . ) have passed the examination for one of the diplomas 13. The Registration Authority shall from time to time, and at least

or certificates in the theory and practice of teaching men- once every year, present a report of their proceedings to the Board,

tioned in Appendix C to these regulations, and produce evi- together with their observations on the working of these regulations.

dence satisfactory to the Registration Authority of experience 14. The Register and every Supplemental Register shall be pub

in teaching ( other than the teaching in an elementary school lished annually, and shall be open at any reasonable time to public

or teaching of a purely elementary character ) extending over inspection on the payment of the proper fee ; and any person shall,
a period of not less than three years. on payment of the proper fee, be entitled to take copies of and

Provided that a head master or head mistress of a recognized school , make extracts from the Register and any Sapplemental Register,

not being an elementary school , shall be entitled on application to be and to have delivered to him extracts from any such Register certi.

placed on Column B of the Register without fulfilling the above con- fied by the Registrar to be true .

ditions, if the applicant has held the office for at least one year previous The fees for the purpose of this regulation shall be such as may

to the date of his application. be fixed by the Registration Authority, with the approval of the Board.
5.- ( 1 ) The Registration Authority may place on Column B of the 15. In these regulations “ the Board " means the Board of

Register the name of any person who does not fulfil all the conditions Education . Approved " or recognized means approved or

of registration , but who, in their opinion, would have fulfilled all the recognized for the time being by the Board for the purpose of the
necessary conditions but for the fact regulation in which the expression is used . “ The Registration

( a ) that part of the period of his study or training was spent in Authority ' means the body to be established for forming and

an approved course of study or training at a foreign University, keeping the Register.

college, or school, or 16. These regulations may be from time to time modified and

(b) that part of the period of his study, training, or probation altered by regulations framed by the Consultative Committee, with the

was spent in original research certified to have been conducted approval of the Board.

under proper supervision and to the satisfaction of the Registra APPENDIX A.

tion Authority.
A tripos certificate granted by the University of Cambridge to

( 2) The Registration Authority may , if they think fit, at any time

within three years from the establishment of the Registration A diploma or certificate showing to the satisfaction of the Registra

Authority, place on Column B of the Register the name of any tion Authority that the applicant, if a woman, has fulfilled all the

person who does not fulfil all the conditions of registration, but conditions which , if the University of Oxford granted degrees to

who has, in their opinion , proved himself to be an exceptionally women , would entitle her to a degree in that University:

qualified teacher.
A diplomaor certificate showing tothe satisfaction of the Registra

(3 ) The Registration Authority shall report to the Board every three tion Authority that the applicant, if a woman, has fulfilled all the

months the name of every person registered under this regulation conditions which , if the University of Dublin granted degrees to

and the grounds of his registration .
women, would entitle her to a degree in that University.

SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTERS. The Associateship of the RoyalCollege of Science, London .

6. There shall be annexed to the Register Supplemental Registers of The Associateship of the Central Technical College, London .

teachers of music, drawing, physical training, manual instruction,
The Fellowship of the College of Preceptors.

cookery, needlework, and such other special subjects as may be from
A Special Honours Certificate of the Higher Local Examinations

time to time approved . ( Oxford and Cambridge) , granted under the following conditions :

A person shall be entitled to be placed on a Supplemental Register (i.) That the holder has passed in four groups or sections and obtained

if he produces evidence satisfactory to the Registration Anthority
à First or Second Class in at least two of them ; and ( ii . ) that the

( i.) that he has acquired special knowledge of the subject after certificate includes at least a pass in two languages, and at least a pass

a thorough course of training,
either in mathematics or in logic .

( ii . ) that he is competent to teach the subject, and APPENDIX B.

(ii.) that he has taught the subject for a period of not less than London University - Intermediate Arts, Intermediate Science.

Oxford University - Pass Moderations, Law Preliminary, Science

A person may be placed on one or more than one Supplemental Preliminary.

Register whether he is or is not placed on the Register .
Cambridge University-the General Examination .

The form of a Supplemental Register shall be the same as that of In the case of women :-(i.) “Moderations” or “ Finals , " in the

the Register, except that Columns A and B shall be omitted .
University of Oxford. ( ii . ) Tripos examinations of the University of

7. A person whose name is placed on one or more of the Supple- Cambridge, or “ the standard of the ordinary degree."

mentalRegisters , but not on either column of the Register, shall not

be entitled to describe himself as a registered teacher without also tificate).
Oxford and Cambridge Higher Local Examinations ( Honours Cer

indicating the Supplemental Register or Registers on which his name Birmingham University - Intermediate Arts, Intermediate Science
is placed.

Victoria University - Intermediate Arts, Intermediate Science.
Any person proved to the satisfaction of the Registration Authority University of Wales—Intermediate Arts, Intermediate Science.

to bave wilfully so described himself shall be liable to have his name
Dublin University-Final Examination of Senior Freshman year .

removed from any Supplemental Register on which it is placed , and
shall not be entitled for a period of two years to have his name placed in Arts.

Royal University of Ireland- the Second University Examination

on any Register of Teachers.
College of Preceptors - Licentiateship.

GENERAL

8. In the case of any person applying to be placed on Column B of
APPENDIX C.

the Register, or anySupplemental Register, the Registration Authority Diplomas or Certificates in the Theory and Practice of Teaching,

may, if they think fit, and after giving the applicant an opportunity of granted by the following institutions:--- Universities of Oxford, Cam.

being heard, refuse to register him on the ground that his moral bridge, London , Victoria, Durham , Birmingham , Edinburgh, Aberdeen,

character renders him unfit to be employed as a teacher . Glasgow ( Diploma with Distinction ), Dublin, Royal University of Ire.

9. The_Registration Authority may at any time remove from land, College of Preceptors ( Fellowship and Licentiateship, together

Column B of the Register, or from any Supplemental Register, the with the Certificate of Ability to Teach ) .

name of any person proved to their satisfaction , and after such person
APPENDIX D.

has had an opportunity of being heard, to have been guilty of felony
or misdemeanour, or of conduct unbefitting a teacher. Institutions, & c ., for the Training of Secondary Teachers.

10. Every person applying and qualified to be placed on Column B Course of training for secondary teachers at Oxford for the Oxford

of the Register, or on a Supplemental Register, shall , before he is so University Diploma ( this training would be accepted, provided that

placed , pay to the Registration Authority the sum of twenty-one students stayed for a year); University of Cambridge (Day Training

shillings. A further fee of two shillings and sixpence shall be paid by College ) , Secondary Department; Durham University ; Birmingham

a teacher registered on Column B before any additional qualification University; Owens College, Manchester ; University College, Liver

or experience is recorded on the Register or any Supplemental pool ; Yorkshire College , Leeds (provided the training were of one

Register. year's duration ) ; University College of North Wales, Bangor ; Uni

il. No fee shall be payable for placing a personon Column A of the versity College of South Wales, Cardiff ; University College of Wales ,

Register ; but if any person so placed applies to have registered any Aberystwith ; Cambridge Training College ; Maria Grey College,

qualifications and experience other than those required by the Board London ; Cheltenham Ladies' College ; Bedford College for Women,

from certificated teachers, he shall , before any such qualification or University of London ; Mary Datchelor College, London ; St. George's

experience is recorded, pay the sum of two shillings and sixpence. Training College, Edinburgh; Catholic Training College, Cavendish

12. In approving or recognizing a degree , diploma, certificate, ex. l Square,London ; St. Mary's Hall, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool,

two years.
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TABULAR ANALYSIS OF CLAUSES IN THE ORDER IN COUNCIL FOR REGISTRATION OF TEACHERS RELATING TO

QUALIFICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION IN COLUMN B,

UP TO 1ST OF APRIL , 1905 .

I. II .

Goneral Education .

Experience in

a Recognized

School.

01"

Experience in Teaching

and a Certificate in Theory and

Practice of Teaching.

or

an

One of the following : Three years—i.e . , the Three years' experience in Teaching

Degree Examination of any Univer- three years next pre- ( other than the teaching in an ele.

sity in the United Kingdom. ceding the application mentary school or teaching of a purely

(London .
Inter. Arts for registration - as elementary character ) ;

Victoria . Teacher at a recognized
and

Birmingham .
Inter. Science school or schools ( not

Wales. being elementary One of the following Certificates in

Pags Mods. school or schools ). Theory and Practice of Teaching : -

Law Prelim . Oxford.
Oxford University.

Science Prelim.
Cambridge

General Examination - Cambridge. London

Final Examination of Senior Fresh Victoria

man Year - Dublin .
Durham

Second Univ. Examination in Arts
Birmingham , (Higher Diploma ).

-R.U.I.
Edinburgh ( Sec . School Dipl.).

Higher local in Honours.
Aberdeen „ ( Dipl . with Distinc.).

A.R.C.Sc.
Glasgow

A.C.T.C.
University of Dublin .

F.C.P.
Royal University of Ireland .

L.C.P.
College of Preceptors ( Fellowship

Some other approved standard of and Licentiateship , together with

general education . Certificate of Ability to Teach ).

99

1

Notes . - 1. head master or head mistress of a recognized school , not being an ( a ) That part of the period of his study or training was spent in an approved

elementary school, shall be entitled , on application , to be placed on ColumnB of course of study or training at a foreign University, college, or school ; or

the Register without fulfilling the above conditions, if the applicant has held the ( 6 ) That part of the period of his study, training, or probation was spent in

office for at least one year previous to the date of application. original research certified to have been conducted under proper supervision

and to the satisfaction of the Registration Authority.
2. The Registration Authority may place on Column B. of the Register the name 3. The Registration Authority may, if they think fit, place on Column B of the

ofany person who does not fulfillallthe conditionsofregistration, but who,in their Register the nameof any person who doesnot fultil all the conditionsof registration,
opinion , would have fulfilled all the necessary conditions but for the fact but who has , in their opinion, proved himself to be an exceptionally qualified teacher.

AFTER 1ST OF APRIL, 1905 .

I.

General Education .

II .

Training.

III .

Probationary

Experience.

}

as
One of the following :

Degree Examination of

any University of the

United Kingdom .

Higher Local Special

Honours.

A.R.C.S.

A.C.T.C.

F.C.P.

Some other approved stand.

ard of general education , 99

9 )

Either One
year

( 1 ) A year's residence and training at a recog Teacher at a recog

nized institution for the Training of nized school ( not

Secondary Teachers ( i.e. , the institutions being an elementary

named in the Schedule, Appendix D , or any school ) ;

other institution approved by the Board ) ;

and
and

(2 ) One of the following Certificates in Theory

and Practice of Teaching :
Evidence of fit

Oxford University ness for the teaching

Cambridge profession .

London

Victoria

Durham

Birmingham , (Higher Diploma ) ;

Edinburgh (SecondarySchoolDipl.);

Aberdeen ( Dipl. with Distinction );

Glasgow

University of Dublin ;

Royal University of Ireland ;

College of Preceptors (Fellowship and

Licentiateship , together with the Cer

tificate of Ability to Teach ).
Or

( 1 ) A year's training as Student -Teacher under

supervision at a recognized school ( not

being an elementary school) ;

( 2) Evidence of fitness to teach ; and

(3) An approved examination in the Theory of

Teaching

99 ;

:

Note . - The Registration Authority may place on Column B of the Register the course of study or training at a foreign }University ,college, or school ; or ( 6) That

name of any person who doesnotfulfil all the conditions of registration , but part of theperiod ofhis study, training, or probation wasspent in original

who, in their opinion, would have fulfilled all the necessary conditionsbut for the research certilied to have been conducted under proper supervision and tothe

fact- (a) That part of the period of his study or training was spent in an approved satisfaction of the Registration Authority,

1
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FROM MR. MURRAY'S EDUCATIONAL LIST..

SIR WM . SMITH'S

SMALLER MANUALS.

SMALLER HISTORY OF ENGLAND . From the Earliest Times to

the Year 1887. Revised and Enlarged . By RICHARD LODGE, M.A. With

Coloured Maps and Sixty -eight Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 3s, 6d .

SMALLER HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE . Giving a

Sketch of the Lives of our Chief Writers . By JAMES ROWLEY. Small crown
8vo, 3s, 6d .

SHORT SPECIMENS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Selected

from the ChiefAuthors and arrangedChronologically. By JAMES ROWLEY.

With Notes, Small crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

SMALLER HISTORY OF ROM . From the Earliest Times to the

Establishment of the Empire . Thoroughly Revised byA. H. J. GREENIDGE,

M.A., Fellow of Hertford College , Oxford. With a Supplementary Chapter

ontheEmpireto 117 A.D. byG.MIDDLETON, M.A.,underthe direction of

Prof. W.M.RAMSAY, M.A., Þ.C.L. With Coloured Map, Plans, and Illustra .

tions . Crown 8vo, 3s, 6d .

SMALLER HISTORY OF GREECE. From the Earliest Times to the

Roman Conquest. By SirWM.SMITH .With Coloured Maps, Plans, and
Illustrations . Thoroughly Revised by G. E. MARINDIN , " M.A. Crown

8vo, 3s. 6d .

SMALLER ANCIENT HISTORY OF THE EAST. From the

EarliestTimes to the Conquestof Alexanderthe Great. By PHILIP SMITH,

B.A. With Seventy Woodcuts. Small crown 8vo , 3s . 6d .

SMALLER MANUAL OF ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY. By Canon

BEVAN, M.A. With Woodcuts. Small crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

SMALLER CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY. With Translations from the

Ancient Poets and Questions on the Work . By H. R. LOCKWOOD . With

Ninety Woodcuts . Small crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

SMALLER SCRIPTURE HISTORY OF THE OLD AND THE

NEW TESTAMENT. In Three Divisions :-I. Old Testament History.

II. Connection of Old and New Testaments . III. New Testament History to

A.D. 70. Edited by Sir WM . SMITH, With Coloured Maps and Forty Illustra

tions. Small crown 8vo , 38. 6d .

LITTLE ARTHUR'S HISTORIES.

MR. MURRAY'S

UNIVERSITY MANUALS.

ENGLISH LITERATURE ,

SHAKESPERE AND HISPREDECESSORS IN THE ENGLISH

DRAMA. By F. S. Boas, Professor of English Literature , Queen's College,

Belfast. Crown 8vo, 6s .

THE JACOBEAN POETS, By EDMUND GOSSE . Crown 8vo , 3s. 6d .

OUTLINES OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. By WILLIAM REXTON.

With Illustrative Diagrams , Crown 8vo , 3s, 6d .

THE ENGLISH NOVEL, from its Origin to Sir W. Scott.

By WALTER RALEIGH, Professor of English Literature , University College,
Liverpool. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

FRENCH LITERATURE .

FRENCH LITERATURE . By H. G. KEENE, Wadham College, Oxford ;

Fellow of the University of Calcutta . Crown 8vo, 3s.

LATIN LITERATURE ,

LATIN LITERATURE. By J. W. MACKAIL , Balliol College, Oxford .

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

HISTORY ,

HISTORY OF RELIGION . A Sketch of Primitive Beliefs and Practices,

and of the Origin and Character of the Great Systems, By ALLEN MENZIES,

D.D., Professor of Biblical Criticism in the University of St. Andrews. Crown
8vo, 5s.

ENGLISH COLONIZATION AND EMPIRE . By A. CALDECOTT, M.A.

(Camb.and Lond .) ,sometime Fellow and Dean of St. John's College, Cambridge :

University Extension Lecturer under the Cambridge Syndicate ; Professor of

Logic and Philosophy at King's College, London . With Maps and Plans.

Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d . With a New Chapter, brirging the Work entirely up to

date, by F. A. KIRKPATRICK , M.A. , University Extension Lecturer.

THE RISE OF THE BRITISH DOMINION IN INDIA, from the

Early Days of the East India Company to the Conquest of the Panjab. By Sir

ALFRED LYALI ,K.C.B. With Coloured Maps. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d .

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. By C. E. MALLET, Balliol College, Oxford .

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

GREECE IN THE AGE OF PERICLES. By A. J. GRANT, King's Col.

lege, Cambridge, and Staff Lecturer in History to the University of Cambridge.

With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

ECONOMICS.

THE USE AND ABUSE OF MONEY. By W. CUNNINGHAM , D.D.,

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge : Professor of Economic Science, King's
College, London . Crown 8vo, 3s .

ASTRONOMY.

A HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY. By ARTHUR BERRY , M.A., Fellow of

King's College, Cambridge. With over 100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 6s.

BOTANY ,

CHAPTERS IN MODERN BOTANY . By PATRICK GEDDES , Professor

of Botany, University College, Dundee . With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY ,

THE REALM OF NATURE . A Manual of Physiography. By Dr. HUGH

ROBERT MILL, Librarian to the Royal GeographicalSociety. With 19 Coloured

Maps and 68 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 5s ,

AN INTRODUCTION TO MODERN GEOLOGY. By R. D. ROBERTS,

sometime Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge; Fellow of University College,
London ; Secretary to the Cambridge and London University Extension Syndi

cate . With Coloured Maps and Illustrations . Crown 8vo, 5s.

NATURAL HISTORY AND PHYSIOLOGY,

THE STUDY OF ANIMAL LIFE. By J. ARTHUR THOMSON , Regius

Professor of Natural Science in the University of Aberdeen ; Joint Author of

the “ Evolution of Sex," Author of “ Outlines of Zoology." With many Illus

trations . Crown 8vo, 5s.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE SENSES. By JOHN MCKENDRICK ,

Professor of Physiology in the University of Glasgow , and Dr. SXODGRASS,
Physiological Laboratory, Glasgow . With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 4s . 6d .

LOGIC , PHILOSOPHY , AND PSYCHOLOGY ,

LOGIO, INDUCTIVE AND DEDUCTIVE . By WILLIAM MIXTO, late

Professor of Logic and Literature , University of Aberdeen . With Diagrams.

Crown 8vo , 4s. 6d .

THE ELEMENTS OF ETHICS. By John R.MUIRIIEAD, Balliol College,

Oxford ; Lecturer on Moral Science, Royal Holloway College ; Examiner in

Philosophy to the University ofGlasgow .Crown8vo , Zs.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE BEAUTIFUL. By Professor KNIGHT,

Universityof St. Andrews. Parts I. and II. Crown 8vo,3s. 6d . each .

ELEMENTS OF PHILOSOPHY. By G. CROOM ROBERTSON , late Grote

Professor, University College,London , Edited from Notes of Lectures delivered
at the College, 1870–1892, by (Mrs.) C. A, FOLEY Ruys DAVIDS, M.A. Crown

8vo , 3s . 6d .

ELEMENTS OF PSYCHOLOGY. By G. Croom ROBERTSOX , late Grote

Professor, University College,London . Edited from Notes on Lectures delivered

at the College, 1870-1892, by C. A. FOLEY RHYS DAVIDS, M.A., Fellow of

University College, London. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By Lady CALLCOTT. New and Revised

Edition . Continued down to 1878. With 36 Woodcuts. 16mo, 1s. 6d .

HISTORY OF FRANCE . From the Earliest Times to the Fall of the

Second Empire. With Map and Illustrations. 16mo, 2s. 6d .

HISTORY OF GREECE. By A. S. WALPOLE, M.A, With Maps, Plans,

and Illustrations. Fcap . 8vo, 25. 6d .

MRS. MARKHAM'S HISTORIES.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND. From the First Invasion by the Romans to

1878 . With Conversations at the end of each Chapter. 100 Woodcuts. 38. 6d .

HISTORY OF FRANCE . From the Conquest of Gaul by Julius Cæsar to

1878. Conversations at the end of each Chapter. 70 Woodcuts. 38. 6d.
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SCHOOL DICTIONARIES.
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Dictionary of Proper Names, Tables of Roman Moneys, &c. Thoroughly
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A SMALLER ENGLISH -LATIN DICTIONARY . BySir WM. SMITI
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A CONCISE DIOTIONARY OF GREEK AND ROMAN AN
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the Results of Modern Research , Edited by F. WARRE CORNISH , M.A. , Vice

Provost of Eton College. With over 1,100 Illustrations taken from the best

examples of Ancient Art, Medium 8vo , 21s.

A SMALLER DICTIONARY OF ANTIQUITIES. Abridged from

Sir WM. SMITH's larger Dictionary. With 200 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 7s.6d ,

A CLASSICAL DICTIONARY OF MYTHOLOGY, BIOGRAPHY,
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800 Woodcuts. 8vo, 18s.
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LEATHEM , M.Å., D.Sc. Crown 8vo , 7s . 6d .
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Class -Book of Geology. By Sir ARCHIBALD GEIKIE, F.R.S.,
D.C.L. Illustrated with Woodcuts. Globe 8vo, 5s.
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Globe 8vo , 2s. 6d .
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crown 8vo, 8s . 6d , net .
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Introduction to Chemistry and Physics. By Prof. W. H.
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Hygiene for Students. By EDWARD F. WILLOUGHBY, M.D. Lond .
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Key to Appendices of same. Globe 8vo, 2s. 6d , net.
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Tarr and McMurry's Geographies. With numerous Maps
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FIRST CLASS (or SENIOR ).

CAESAR . – GALLIC WAR, BOOKS I. , II . , III . By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. , in collaboration with F.G.PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond.
and Camb., and others. TEXT AND NOTES , Is . 6d , each . VOCABULARY,

ls, each .

CICERO . - DE SENECTUTE. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and W. F. MASOM, M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, ls , 60.
VOCABULARY, 1s.

EURIPIDES . - ALCESTIS. By J. H. HAYDON , M.A. Lond . and

Camb ., Gold Medallist in Classics. TEXT AND NOTES, 38. 60,

EURIPIDES.--HECUBA. By T. T. JEFFERY, M.A. Camb. Text

AND NOTES, 38. 6d.

HORACE. — ODES, BOOK I. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and B. J. HAYES, M.A. Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, ls. 6d. VOCABULARY, 1s.

OVID . - TRISTIA , BOOK I. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and F. P. SHIPHAM , M.A. Lond . , F.C.P. TEXT AND NOTES, 1s. 68.
VOCABULARY, ls,

OVID.--TRISTIA, BOOK III. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond . and Camb. (Uniform with Book I. in price
and arrangement of parts . )

VERGIL.-AENEID, BOOK V. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and W.F. MASOY , M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, Is . 60.

VOCABULARY , 18.

XENOPHON - ANABASIS , BOOK I. With Map. By A. II .

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. L. D. RICHARDSON, B.A. Lond . TEXT AND
NOTES, 1 s . 68. VOCABULARY , 1s .

XENOPHON . - ANABASIS, BOOK IV . By W. H. BALGARNIE ,

M.A. Lond . and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 38. 60.

ENGLISH HISTORY, THE INTERMEDIATE TEXT.

BOOK OF. By c. S. FEARENSIDE, M.A. Oxon ., and A. Joussox Evans,
M.A. Camb ., B.A. Lond. Vol. III . 1603-1714 . 48. 6d.

MILTON . - SONNETS . By W. F. Masom , M.A. Lond. and Camb.

Second Edition . ls . 60.

SHAKESPEARE. JULIUS CAESAR ; MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S DREAM . Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by Prof. W.J.
ROLFE, D.Litt. 2s. each ,

HISTORIES OF LITERATURE AND THEIR USE IN THE

EARLIER STAGES OF LITERARY STUDY.

On Wednesday evening, February 19, the Rev. J. O. BEVAN ,

M.A., took the Chair at the monthly evening meeting of members

of the College of Preceptors, when Mr. H. COURTHOPE BOWEN,

M.A. , read the following paper :

Some years ago, when explaining my views on the study of

literature, I said : “ By the study of literature as literature I

mean the study of a poem or prose work for the sake of its sub

stance, its form , and its style ; for the sake of the thought and

imagination and feeling it contains, and the methods used to ex

press these ; for the sake of its lofty, large, or acute perception

of things; its power of exposition ; the beauty, force, andmean

ing of its metaphors, its similes, and its epithets ; the strength

and music of its language.” * I held , and hold still , that our aim

should be to appreciate thought as thought, a work of art as a

work of art ; and thereby not only to enlarge, enrich, and refine

our minds and hearts, but also to win for ourselves a knowledge

and ability of expressing ourselves, when we have something to

say, both correctly and well. The study of grammar and philo

logy and antiquarianism will help us but little to accomplish
this object. But there are other things which will help us. To

day I wish to inquire whether among those other things helpful

in the earliest stages to students of literature, adult or young, we

may reckon histories of literature ; and, if so, what is the nature

of thehelp they can give and what should be the general character

of their contents .

Sir Henry Wotton, in his “ Aphorisms," tells us that “ the way

to knowledge by epitomes is too strait ( narrow ] ” ; and, he adds,

" they show a short course to those who are contented to know a

little, and a sure way to such whose care is not to know too much .”

Bacon, however, in his “ Essay of Studies " says : Some books

also may be read by deputy, and extracts made of them by others ;

but that," he hastens to explain, “ would be only in the less im

portant arguments, and the meaner sort of books. " This no

doubt might provide an excuse for those histories of literature

whose chief object seems to be to display a gratuitous learnedness
in the small writers , and the meaner sort of books," which the

world has very unwillingly let die. But here we shall have

nothing to say about the meaner sort of books " ; and so such

histories will be nothing to our purpose. In his “ De Augmentis
Scientiarum " Bacon warns us to avoid all digests and epitomes of

learning, for they are a species of imposture, giving men the
means to make a show of learning who have it not. I am afraid

that, only too frequently, it is this very purpose — so like that of

" Mangnall's Questions" -- toenable thoseto makea show of learning
who have it not, which causes histories of literature to be read , at

any rate in schools to enable the young to chatter about books

of which they have never read a line. “ Oh, it is so dreadful! ”

I have heard it said , “ that those who are supposed to be educated
should not know when Milton lived and what he wrote ! ” Every

ignorance , I have replied, is regrettable at some time or other

though there are seasons when , we are assure
it may be bliss .

To me it is less “ dreadful” that any one should not be acquainted

with the date of Milton's period and the names of his works than

that he or she should not have read with attention any one of

those works . Moreover, I must confess that I am not quite clear

as to what you mean by “ when Milton lived and what he wrote . ”

Do you mean by when the date ? Or the condition of things

politically, socially, intellectually, morally in England ; or , more
widely, in Europe ? What do you mean by what he wrote ? The

names of his works, or their contents and the relation of these

contents to his times - what in them belonged to Milton himself,

what to his predecessors, what to his times, and what remains on

to this day of value to us ? I am not prepared to admit at once

that the mere date and the list of titles are of any use at all . A

fact is of no value by itself. Its value lies in its relations to other

See “ English Literature Teaching in Schools . ” ( Rivingtons, ls. 6d. )
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CAESAR. – GALLIC WAR, BOOKS I., II. By A. H. ALLCRUFT,

M.A, Oxon ., and others . TEXT AND NOTES, ls . 6d. cach . VOCABULARY,

18. each,

VERGIL . – AENEID , BOOK V. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon .,

and W. P. Mason , M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, Is . 6d.

VOCABULARY , ls.

XENOPHON .-- ANABASIS , BOOK I. With Map . By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon., and F. L. D. RICHARDSON , B.A. Lond . TEXT AND

NOTES, Is. 6d . VOCABULARY, 18.

XENOPHON.-ANABASIS, BOOK IV. By W. H. BALGARNIE ,

M.A. Lond, and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 38. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE. - JULIUS CAESAR ; MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S DREAM. Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by Prof. W.J.

ROLFE, D.Litt . 28 , each .

THIRD CLASS.

CAESAR. GALLIC WAR, BOOK I., Ch. 1-29. By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond , and Camb ., with

INTRODUCTION, NOTES, TEST QUESTIONS , AND VOCABULARY, 1s . 6d.

Full Catalogue of the University Tutorial Series, and Lists of Books suitable for

the following Examinations, free on application :

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS and 0.xford and Cambridge Locals,

London University, South Kensington , &c.

London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.C.
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facts . That Milton lived in a certain period does not help us to its literature. Indeed there is much to be said in favour of the

know the character of that period, unless we know Milton ; nor view that this history is the best introduction to the literature

does it help us to know Milton unless we know the character of when, besides dealing with politics and the constitution, it is the

the period, the spirit of the times. The parade of facts and dates history of the social, intellectual , and moral growth of the nation .

is mere vanity, or worse, unless we understand their mutualbear. And, lastly, the experience of everyday life enables us to grasp

ings, and their bearings on other facts and dates . History is not in a general way - even from the mere names and terms employed

a mere catalogue of names and dates and events, but an organized the facts andactions out of which the story of a nation is com.

body of these,wrought into a connected and intelligible narrative. posed. But we cannot grasp the nature of a book from its name.

Granted, has been the answer . But, if we do well to study the We must, to some extent, have read it, become acquainted with it

history of a country or of a people, why should we not study the for ourselves —which marks another decided difference between

organized and intelligible narrative ofthe facts and events of its the two kinds of history. To gain a knowledge of a book as a

literature ? Why not indeed ? I have replied : Why not indeed P part of literature , it is not enough to know its name, its subject,

-provided that by so doing we learn to appreciate thought as and the general gist of its contents; while this as a rule is

thought, a work of art as a work of art, that we enlarge, enrich, enough for beginners in the case of constitutional and political

and refine our minds and hearts, and that we gain a fuller power documents.

to understand and love the writings and the writers dealt with ; In a lecture delivered to his own college class of University

for this must be the true aim of our study. If we stop short of students and printed in his “ New Studies in Literature ” (1895),

this understanding and love , we shall lose the best reward of our Prof. Dowden expresses a desire for an outline map or brief
work and have disquieted ourselves to very little purpose. “ general sketch of European literature - resembling in char

But there are many differences between the history of a nation acter Freeman's “ General Sketch of European History ” —which,
and the history of its literature, some of which I must brietly he thinks, might, in a month or two, be made to enter the head

touch upon before I proceed further. A history of literature is of every student at the start --by brute force if necessary. This

inevitably to a large extent a comparison between, and an appre- chart, he believes, would keep things in their right relations, and
ciation of, the works of authors ; it consists largely of opinions parts of it might later be filled in with more topographical

and criticisms in addition to its narrative of facts and events. details, as required. I do not know whether the Professor ever

These opinions and criticisms can have no realmeaning, no true puts his tongue into his cheek at lectures ; but I fancy that his

intellectual value, till some personal knowledge has been acquired tongue must have, perhaps unconsciously , assumed something
of the works dealt with - or of the chief of them . In the case of like that position when he made this astonishing statement. It

literature, our aim , I hold, is to get to know and to appreciate the is better, I think, to hang a chart on the wall for frequent con

original documents on which the history is based. This is not sultation than to attempt to hammer it into the head of any

the aim of political or national history. There the aim is to get student. It will be safer on the wall, and the student's head

to know and to appreciate the nation and its political life , to get won't suffer. It is the same old mistake made in the teaching of
to understand how things came to be what they are . With the a language - the attempt to hammer in the grammar before any

young student of literature there should be no question of various acquaintance has been made with the language itself. And the

readings and disputed dates , no question of authenticity or reli- result would be the same - a not very intelligent knowledge of
ability. These things are beyond their scope ; they should study the grammar, and a very slightacquaintance with the language,
the documents actually before them . Of course, just as some -or, in this case, an unintelligent acquaintance with names

passages cannot be properly understood apart from their context, and dates and formulas, and no knowledge of literature ,
so some writings cannot be properly understood apart from the while the hammered heads would have acquired a habit of turn
environment in which they were produced. But to use the en- ing away from learning. But the Professor reassures us by

vironment as an aid in the interpretation of a particular literary stating that there is no such sketch in existence suitable to his
work or a particular writer is by no means the sameas the study purpose. When he comes to English literature, he again men

of a history of literature. Mr. Leslie Stephen has given an tions a general sketch or history , but would not have a beginner

excellent example of the use of the intellectual and social environ- touch it till he or she has thoroughly learnt the difference

ment in the interpretation of Pope in a lecture on " The Study of between knowing about a book or an author and knowing that

English Literature," printed in the Cornhill Magazine for May, author or book , till he or she can appreciate the vast difference
1887-to which I shall return later on . Let me say here, how- between first-hand and second -hand knowledge. Now this is pre

ever, to avoid misunderstanding, that I am well aware that in cisely what a beginner cannot do ; for such an appreciation can

this world we cannot learn everything at first hand ; that we only be learnt from experience, which the beginner has not yet

must accept much as information imparted by others. And I had . So, practically, the general sketch goes out of court - and

admit that this is by no means always hurtful, provided that the remains outside. For in the admirable description which follows

learner realizes the immense difference between real first-hand of how literature should be studied it does not reappear. This

knowledge and merely second-hand information . And this is not description — which deserves the careful attention of every stu.
possible for a young student. I have said that for immature dent of literature - is followed by the consideration of is

students there should be no questions of authenticity and reli- called the “ biographical method of study,” or the study of a

ability , these things being in general beyond their scope. But in man's works in relation to the man's life and personality , which

the construction of the history of a nation questions of authen- naturally leads us to the study of the man and his works in rela
ticity and reliability of documents, of the degrees of credence to tion to his environment, his times. In both cases — but more

be given them , are of prime importance. Until these are settled particularly in the second case Prof. Dowden's views are

we cannot even begin . Now these things are beyond the young ; somewhat like those expressed by Mr. Leslie Stephen in the

and the young therefore cannot in any true sense study the lecture already mentioned, and I shall discuss what they have to
history of a nation from original documents - a delusion very say together. Lastly, Prof. Dowden - again like Mr. Stephen

prevalent in the United States. The quantity of fairly reliable urges us to study English literature and English history

material is often enormous. There must therefere be a selection ; together for their great mutual enlightenment. And I think I

and this implies a selector ; and the selector speaks his views am not far wrong in stating that the kind of history they both

through the mouths of his original authorities instead of with his have in mind is not altogether unlike Green's “ Short History ."

own lips . That is all - very fresh and interesting — but it is only I may now turn to consider the biographical method of study.
the selector, and not the reader, who in any true sense studies ing literature and the study of the author in relation to his
history from original documents. The young must take the environment. As far as the biographical method means-and

story as the historian gives it , whether he speaks in his own this is what it mainly means with Prof. Dowden-as far as it

person or not, with his warnings on doubtful points and his means the endeavour to get at the author's mind and personality

picturesque quotations from originals. Their interest and profit through his works, I will say at once that, in my opinion,this
must lie in the narrative itself, with its examples of action, of is not a matter for beginners, but belongs to critics of wide

conduct, of character, of the progress of law and order, and the reading and much experience. It takes a Dowden to give us

rest. They do not study nationalhistory for the lightit throws the mind and art of Shakespeare.”. No doubt the difficulties
on the original documents on which it is based. With the history differ widely in different cases. It is easier to find Milton in

of literature I hold the reverse is the case - the young student

can only profitably study it for the help it gives in the under * As to how history and literature can be combined , Mr. Leslie

standing of the original writings of the authors — that is, of literu- Stephen's “ History of English Thoughtin the Eighteenth Century "

ture itself - on which everything is ultimately based. Of course , will show you. see especially Vol. II., page 330, quoted by Prof.

the history of a nation is of great value in the interpretation of Dowden.

a
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“ Paradise Lost ” and “ Samson Agonistes " and " Comus,” or But I will let Mr. Leslie Stephen speak on this matter in his

Wordsworth in the Excursion ," or Tennyson in the “ Idylls,” clear -sighted , clear-mannered way :

than Shakespeare in “ Hamlet," “ King Lear," Much Ado," and Literature [he says in the lecture already mentioned ) may be con

his plays generally ,-and, as Mr. Sidney Lee has shown us, in his sidered in two ways . A book is the utterance of an individual mind .

sonnets. But, in any case, the attempt is full of rocks and It is the sic cogitavit of a Francis Bacon , a William Shakespeare, or

pitfalls, and is liable to lead us all — even the most inexperienced an Alexander Popa. But it does not dependsimply uponthe individual
-into forming grave misconceptions. This, as it seems to me, mind . Every individual is a constituent part of a society . He trans

to quote only one instance, has been the result of the attempt to mutes as well as creates. He utters his own thoughts, but he is also

construct the true Bacon from his “ Essays.” Moreover, as soon the organ through which the spirit of the age utters its thoughts.

as we arrive at this provisional personality we are driven , in He looks upon the world, but he is also, in part at least, a product

order to understand it, to consider the circumstances and spirit of its development. His philosophy, the enthusiasms which stir him ,

of the time in which it grew , the doings of the time, its social the doubts which torment him , the answers which he supplies to

existence, its joysand fears and hopes, its outlook on theuniverse them , the form in which he states the eternal problems and tries to

and onman - it's " criticism of life,” as Matthew Arnold would social element 'in which he lives. . . . Literature in this aspect is
utter a solution, are all in great measure determined for him by the

say. Now this life and spirit of a time we cannot properly learn simply one function ofthesocial organism , ... and any serious treatment

except from the study of its literature. So back we come once of it must recognize that fact . The greatest men, it is true, say what

more to the study of the actual books produced. At first it is of interest for all times ; but even the very greatest, the Homers

would seem as if we had got into a vicious circle. We cannot and Dantes and Shakespeares,say it in the dialect andunder all the

understand fully the spirit of the time without first knowing the conditions of their own time. You should , I say, understand the

literature produced in it, and we cannot really understand the spirit of the age, and by that I do not mean that you should study

literature without first knowing the spirit of the time. But a what is called the philosophy of history. There is, indeed, no more

little reflection will show us that this is merely the old question fascinating study-but in the first place, the doctrines which it an

between inductive and deductive methods , which is best solved by nounces are still the guesses of clever men rather than the established

using them alternately. We rise from our study of particular conclusions of scientific observers ; and, in the next place, true or

books to a general idea of the time,and then descend by applying false, they are abstract theories, not concrete pictures . What you

this general idea to the interpretation of other particularbooks. require is not a clever analysis, but a vivid representation, of the

And this rising and descending will have to be done more than period. You should see it, not be full of formula about it.

For my own part, I would leave the finding of the author Again , he says when dealing more particularly with Pope :

in his works -- the biographicalmethod - till the learner has gone Some peculiarities of Pope's poetry are set out in every manual of

up and down several times. You will see readily atwhat points English literature. There is his famous theory of correctness

of my progress I would call in the aid of a history of literature . there are the limitations wbich he accepted and introduced into English

I am aware that the idea I have just indicated will cause verse, and the so- called conventionality which produced the so- called

dismay to those in the obscurer recesses of whose minds there reaction of Wordsworth and his school; and it is , of course, necessary

lurks the thought that a learner need read, or will read , a book, to know whatwere the peculiarities thus indicated , and what was the

or set of books, only once . My answer is twofold : first, it is not history of their growth and decay. But, if it is necessary to know this,

every book produced which need be read, or is worth reading, it is necessary also to pass beyond this knowledge. Why did he adopt

more than once ; second, that I am at present considering the these canons of taste, and why did they so impress his contemporaries?

cases of genuine students, and not of those who wouldapply to No answer can besuggestedfrom the bare facts; you must feel the
. I do

literature the methods they apply to railway novels and the relation between the facts and the whole spirit of the time.

morningpaper. The reader of one reading can never enter into far from it. Ionly mean that youmust have some such acquaintance
not mean , however, that any profound philosophical study is needed-

the kingdom of literature. I am sorry for him, for he will miss with the generaldrift of thonght as Pope himself possessed - which,

one of the greatest and purest joys of life . But he cannot take tosay thetruth ,was superficial enough- before you can fairly appreciate

this kingdom of heaven by force.
him , or cease to be repelled by some otherwise unintelligible peculiar

I have been led by the general chain of my argument to indi- ities. But still more necessary is a study which in truth is closely

cate one of my main pleas before I had intended to do so . But I connected with this . The study of philosophy is most intimately

must not on that account omit certain considerations which connected with the study of society . The philosophical movement

should properly have preceded it. I have stated one of my was congenial to, if it was not due to the peculiar conditions of society.

reasons for notusing the biographical method at an early stage,

and I believe Prof. Dowden agrees with me on that point. this question ,Mr. Stephen says :
After dealing in a most interesting way with the details of

There is another reason. The aim of this method is to gain a

conception of the personality and genius of the author; and an
Feel this ; see these men as they were , and so you will understand

admirable aim it is. But my present aim , both firstand last, is why Pope uttered himself in his characteristic fashion, and see the

real power which was hidden under an unfamiliar mask. And how
to understand and appreciate the literature, not the author ; or

to feel this ?

rather, the author only so far as this will help me to understand
By reading some of the most delightful books in the

the literature. I think we should begin with this aim and never
language.

lose sight of it, keeping the finding of an author in his works as He then proceeds to mention some of these “ most delightful
quite a secondary, or at least a very late, aim. But there is books, and to briefly indicate their characteristic features :

another sideto what may still be called the biographical method Addison and Swift, Pope's Correspondence,Lady Mary's Letters,

—the use of what general historytells us of the author's time
Robinson Crusoe,” « Gulliver's Travels , ” &c . But, strange

and the external circumstances of his life - his biography, in to say, we do not in the whole list find a single history of

fact - to help us to understand his point of view, his limitations, literature .

his purpose, and the objects of greatest interest to him . But I must not leave you, however, with the idea that Mr. Leslie

here a caution is necessary. It is not always that the author's Stephen is so bookish that he considers this literary preparation

biography will help us to understand a particular work of his . as alone sufficient :

It is mere trifling and a waste of time to require a young student It is not sufficient { he says) , because after all what a man wants

to learn the lifeof Shakespeare as introductory to a study of for the appreciation of books is not so much to have this or that kind

" Julius Cæsar,” or indeed of almost any play ; for this will give of knowledge as to be a clever fellow and to have a sensitive nature.

him either no help at all , or not the help he needs. The play is ... A good education for literary purposes is by no means exclusively
the thing — its subject, its characterization, its dramatic art. an education in literature . To appreciate Shakespeare you want

The introductory work should call his attention to these, interest something much more important than crammingwith facts . To enjoy

him in them , and help him to observe them intelligently. The
“ Romeo and Juliet " the best qualification is to be one-and-twenty

study of the author's personal equation may come after - long (which is compatible with being also thirty or forty ). To enjoy

after. On the other hand, some knowledge of the circumstances
“ Hamlet ” it is, perhaps, better to be , let us say, fifty -four [ his own

of Milton's life will undoubtedly help the beginnerwho is about age at thetime of writing]. The education which comes through life ,

to make acquaintance with the strength and beauty of“ Samson important of all education.But, I hasten to observe, this does not
through the possession of certain passions and feelings , is the most

Agonistes," as will also some knowledge of the general nature of tell against education in general , but only against a narrow education

Greek drama. Some knowledge of Pope's life and of the circum- which fails to stimulate all our powers. . . . If I were asked whether

stances of his time is essential to the understanding of the a young man would best fit himself for a literary career or for the

" Essay on Man ,” or “ The Rape of the Lock . ” It is evident, study of literature by reading books about authors or by reading

therefore, that, in the use of this method, careful discrimination mathematics (supposing him to have time for only one pursuit) , Ishould

will always be necessary. unhesitatingly advise mathematics (a subject which he considers to

F
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have least in common with literary study). Not, of course, that he information . But this is not really necessary — you are notexpected
will learn anything directly useful. He will never require to apply to be original. And, besides , we noticers of books like to show
the binomial theorem to the criticism of “ Paradise Lost."

our cleverness in hunting out your sources. In these books there

exclusive reading of mere criticism on literary history has a strong is very little connectedness of narrative, organic or otherwise,

tendency to make a man a prig, to suppress all spontaneous and and nothing or next to nothing about the conditions of society and

independent judgment, and to leave his general faculties undeveloped . the spirit of the times. But there is plenty of formula . They are

One last quotation to conclude with :
not interesting to read and not very helpful. I am told, however,

In any case remember that reading worthy of the name is not the that they are useful in preparing for examinations, but which

acquisition of a set of dates and facts , or a knowledge of correct examinations I am not told . As an examiner I should doubt it

critical labels,but an occupation which to be pursued to any purpose somewhat. Faults of teaching are not always entirely due to the
must be pursned with zeal - must become, if it should not begin by examiner .

being, a real and keen enjoyment, and which should end by becoming
I am not speaking, and do not intend to speak, about books for

not a mere luxury, but a necessity of life.
advanced students. Such books as Prof. Ten Brink's, for

I fear 1 may be thought to have dealt too much in quotation instance, are outside my purview . Moreover, I am well aware

from Mr. Stephen's admirable lecture. If this be so , my excuse the books that I desire are not for every writer's venture. Of

is that it is so good , and, as far as I can ascertain , so little the many books which I have read , and sometimes used, a fair

known ; moreover, it expresses my own ideas far better than number are good in many ways, but none exactly suited to my

I could express them for myself ;and I have wished to remind purpose. I have to gather my honey from many flowers. But

you that I have verymuch on my side our two greatest living some are more nearly suitable than others. I will mention a few ,

authorities on English literature . though they are all well known to you. Naturally, I first think

From what I have said and quoted, it will , I think , be evident of that charming and well informed little book Mr. Stopford

that I do not think that the first stage of literary study should Brooke's “ Primer.” The spirit in which it is written and the

consist in the study of a history of literature. The literary his character and accuracy of its information are excellent ; but it

tory of a period should not be introduced, in my opinion, until we attempts too much for its size - it is too full of details and too

havemade a personal acquaintance with some of the best, though condensed for young students. Moreover, its condensation leads

not the most difficult, literature of that period , and are making to another drawback - it is too full of labels and formulas, very

our first attempt to rise from particulars to generals. Even true and excellent in themselves, but very dangerous for beginners.

then it should be used sparingly at first . Our first attempts at And it is on too small a scale for older students. Were some of

generalization should be brief and not too detailed or too the minor details and a few of the formulas cut out, and the rest

intricate. From the nature of the case they cannot be complete of the book expanded to twice its size and provided with at least

or completely accurate. Let us be content if they are as complete some quotations, it would be a better book ; at any rate, it would

and as accurate as the extent and character of our knowledge be much more nearly what I want. Perhaps some day we shall

allow. Let us avoid hurry, and rest satisfied if we make them get such a book from Mr. Stopford Brooke.
a little more complete and a little more accurate at each return When we come to somewhat older students the difficulty of

to them , and not be too eager to adopt the generalizations and providing for their needs is still greater. A writer equally at

critical formulas of others. home in all the twelve centuries of our literature is more needed

As to what should be the nature of the contents of a history of and is hard to find . The solution commonly attempted is to

literature such as we shall need , I have already indicated my divide the history into periods of various lengths, with a different

opinion, though only indirectly . I will now be more explicit. historian for each period-never a completely satisfactory plan.

In what I say, however, I would beg you to bear in mind that Under this head I may mention a series---called hand -books, but

I do not refer to hand-books, or dictionaries or cyclopædias, really histories — with Prof. Hales as general editor, a name

or chronological outlines of literature. Many of these are excel- always a guarantee for accurate and scholarly work even if at

lent and very useful as books of reference - in particular I may times the antiquary is allowed to overshadow the man of letters.

mention Mr. Ryland's small and compact “ Chronological Outlines We have “ The Age of Milton , ” “ The Age of Johnson, ” & c ., the
of English Literature and Chambers's “ Cyclopædia of English plan being to make the great author the centre of his period

Literature,” both of which I frequently turn to ; and there are and to group the lesser folk in their respective ranks around him .

others. But a book of reference is not by any means the same as I can vouch for one at least of the volumes being excellent— “ The

a class -book for young students. It is of the latter only - books Age of Johnson " ; or, if you desire to divide up still further, you

for students young in their study of literature — that I shall speak . cannot do better than to go to that admirable series “ English

I can , of course, speak of only a few by name in the time at my Men of Letters,” and you can either take one volume at a time or

disposal. In the first place, I demand that a history of literature group two or three for one period. Of course this does not

should be a history, not a mere concourse or catalogue of facts, entirely suit myplan ; not because you are obliged to take period

dates , and events, but an organized body of these wrought into by period — for that is my idea -- but because you may be led to

a connected and intelligible narrative. In the second place, I take writers more or less singly , and to treat each more or less

require that it should show us the very form and body of the exhaustively and isolatedly before going to the next. This is not

time, its spirit , the conditions of its society, and enable us to my idea. ' I'he complete treatment of single authors belongs to

appreciate thought as thought, works of art as works of art, and a later stage as I conceive it a stage when our successive

that therebyitshould enlarge, enrich , and refineour minds , and lead generalizations have at length given us one sufficiently full

us to an understanding and a love of literature; and this cannot and accurate to allow us to attempt the interpretation of one

be done in a very small book. We do not want , I think, any great writer by the spirit and the light of his age.
gratuitous learnedness about small writers and the The books which are only partly helpful in work of the kind

sort of books ” - those are things to be left to books of reference which I have indicated are too numerous for me to attempt a

and dictionaries ; buried decently there, with propermound and list of them . Perhaps, however, I ought to mention Henry

headstone, and for epitaph -- 10, not “ Rubbish shot here ” —that Morley's “ First Sketch of English Literature,” a wonderful

would be unkind - nor yet “ Here lies one whose namewas writ in compendium of information as to facts, dates, titles , contents,

water,” which is a challenge ; but just the word “ Peace.” More- & c., but singularly uninspiring and lacking a steady standard of

over, since our rising from particulars to generals is not to be literary values and an insight into the life of the times ; and yet

done once for all at any one stage, but more than once and at a so full and so accurate that an older student can hardly dispense

succession of stages , we shall want not one history - even with with its aid as a book of reference. There are also the volumes

large and small type - but a succession of histories ; a succession on “ Social England ” edited by Mr.H. D. Traill, and I must not

based not merely on size and price, but on mode of treatment. forget that very interesting and well written book by Mons. J. J.

It has been my sad fate for some years past to have to read many Jusserand, “ The Literary History of England.” But the mono

histories of literature, of various sizes, for notice or review . The graphs on particular literary epochs and particular writers, the

prominent characteristic of most of them is that they are not volumes of memoirs, correspondence, & c., these are as the sands

histories. The plan seems to be to write a short biography of of the sea in number; and you must hunt them up for yourselves
each author with dates,adding the namesof his works with dates, in Sargant's “ Guide-Book' to Books " or W. S. Sonnenschein's

and also brief appreciations; arrange chronologically ; divide - Dictionary of the Best Books.” But to name and discuss them

into chapters , with or without decorative titles ; and print. You now would distract attention from the points which I desire to

may add an index and an appendix or two, and, if , like Madame have a very careful consideration : the possible use of a history

Eglentyne, you have a “ conscience and tendre hert , ” you may of literature in the earlier stages of literary study ; when it should

give references to the sources from which you have taken your be used ; and what should be the general character of its contents.

a
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I have spoken of young students, not of pupils at school. But, if upon it , and but little fear of penal consequences if one forbears
you allow my plea to be valid in the case of the former, you will, -the whole scheme must end in a fiasco.

I think, agree with me in holding it to be still stronger in the It is sincerely to be hoped that secondary teachers will not

case of the latter. But, however this may be, I think we shall all commit themselves to any preliminary steps, nor even give public

be united in the opinion that points such as I have brought for- expression to any desire to put their names on such a list, until
ward must be carefully considered and judged before ever wecan their various associations have met and agreed upon a common
place English literature in such a position of authority both at policy that shall tend to bring about essential changes in the Order

school and college as we most of us in our hearts desire it to at the earliest possible opportunity.

оссиру .
This result may seem difficult in face of the terms of the Order in

Council, but the circumstances seem to demand strong language

Mr. Barnett was in entire sympathy with all that the lecturer had and stronger measures. Secondary teachers hold the key of the

said, andhopedthat his efforts would result in the reformof English position;and, ifthey will only realize it, it will bepossible by com
studies in our schools and colleges . Hitherto English in the schools bined action, to exact a pledge of revision even from the Board
had been too exclusively a gymnastic on the lines set by the old of Education . I am , Sir , obediently yours, OBSERVER.

classical studies, and teachers, believing that their work should be
London , February 20, 1902.

mainly interpretative, had devoted themselves to dissecting the

literary work before them instead of endeavouring to make their
MR. LEWIS SERGEANT.

pupils appreciate thought as thought. The purpose literature had to

serve , and to which the school could contribute, was to make the
We record , with deep regret, the death of Mr. Lewis Sergeant.

pupils like, understand, and feel with the author put before them ; for over six years the Editor of this journal and a valued
for the cultivation of literary taste was not the same thing as the member of the Council.

cultivation ofknowledge of things. He knew from observation that last summer ; but, although he had been compelled by his
His health began to break down

it was possible to get even roung children to appreciate literary ex. doctor to give up most of his literary work some months
pression and to sympathize with the thoughts expressed. The contrast which the lecturer had emphasized between history as history ago, his active control of this journal continued up to his

and literature as literature was particularly instructive .
In the death, which occurred on February 2 at a sanatorium at Bourne

earlier stages of child life history must be treated as pictures of facts, mouth , at the age of sixty. Mr. Sergeant was a graduate of
and it was only late in the school career that history became a study Cambridge (St. Catharine's College), and his connexion with

of literature. literature and journalism began soon after he left college, over
Mr. ORCHARD agreed with the lecturer that the study of the history thirty -five years ago . Few men in the ranks of London's

of literature should occupy an intermediate place between the study literary army could claim a wider or more varied acquaintance

of special works of literature and biographical study of authors . For with the higher branches of journalism , and he belonged to that

the study of the history of literature involved an appreciation of the now diminishing band whose culture is allied with sound learn

relations between literary works, which would be impossible unless ing and scholarship. As the Athenæum , to which he had been
those works were known, and to some extent understood, beforehand. a contributor for some thirty years, said of him , he was one of

The study of biographies was rightly placed at a later stage . In order the few men in London journalism who knew his Horace. For

to study with profit thelife and literature of any author it was neces- the last six years he was a leader writer and reviewer on the

sary to takeaccount of his time, and to have sympathy and the power staff oftheDaily Chronicle, and, in addition to the work done
of analyzing character, and of weighing and estimating different ele, by him for the Athenæum and as editor of the Educational

ments and degrees of character. For this purpose a philosophical Times, he wrote several books on political and historical sub

training was required.
The CHAIRMAN said that English literature was one of the most in- jects. The principalare the following : - “ New Greece " ( 1878 ) ,

spiring subjects that could be taught or learnt , but in many ways it
England's Policy ” ( 1881 ) , “ William Pitt " ( 1882 ) , “ The

was one of the most disheartening. There was such an immense Government Handbook ” (1890 ), “ John Wyclif ” ( 1893 ), “ Greece
amount of detail that the teaching of any history was very exhausting in the Nineteenth Century ” ( 1897) , and The Franks ” for the

both to teacher and scholar. The choice of samples of literature must Story of the Nations " Series.

rest with the teacher, and it was, therefore, important that he should His fine courtesy and ready sympathy with the interests of
be properly instructed as to the method of selection. English liter- others won the affection of all who came in contact with him ,

ature was often rendered extremely repulsive to young pupils by the and he possessed in a remarkable degree a receptivity for new
way in which it was presented. In many schools the teaching of the ideas, while at the same time maintaining his political and other
literature was almost entirely neglected in order that the various refer- principles, sometimes in the face of personal loss. Since 1878
ences might be dealt with . In this way continuity of thought was he acted as Honorary Secretary of the Greek Committee in
sacrificed to word exercises, complicated with reference to history and London, and he was created by King George a Knight of the Greek
geography. No course would be more likely to make the child hate Orderof the Redeemer for his services to the Greek cause. It
literature. It was to be hoped that the lecture would bring home to is characteristic of the modesty of the man that the present
the minds of teachers that the play was the thing, and that it was quite writer, who knew him intimately during the last seven years ,
possible to teach that in the first place in such a way as to bring before
the minds of the pupils the beauty of the poem as a whole .

never discovered this fact till after his death .

Mr. Bowen , in replying to the remarks of the various speakers, said

there would in the future be a tendency to leave the study of English MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF

literature cut of the school curriculum . The study of French and PRECEPTORS.

German would become more and more a study of the languages for

practical purposes instead of a study of art and beauty of expression .
A MEETING of the Council was held at the College , Bloomsbury

He would, therefore, urge the importance of teaching English literature Square,on February 8 . Present : Dr. Wormell, Vice - President, in the

in schools for the sake of the culture it afforded . Chair ; Mr. Baumann , Rev. J. 0. Bevan , Mr. Bowen , Mr. Brown, Mr.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer concluded the proceedings . Butler, Mr. Charles, Mr. Chettle , Mr. Eve, Mr. Milne, Mr. Pinches, Dr.

R. P. Scott, Rev. Dr. Scott, Rev. T. W. Sharpe , and Mr. Storr.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed .

CORRESPONDENCE. The Secretary reported that the resolutions adopted at a joint meet

ing of representatives of the College of Preceptors , the Teachers ' Guild,

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions expressed by our and the Private Schools' Association on January 8 had been forwarded

correspondents . - ED. E.T. ] to the Duke of Devonshire.

He announced , with great regret, the death of Mr. Lewis Sergeant ,

THE ORDER IN COUNCIL RELATING TO a member of the Council and Editor of the Educational Times.

REGISTRATION. The Order in Council relating to the Registration of Teachers, which

To the Editor of the Educational Times . had been laid on the table of the House of Commons, was referred to a

severe disappointment to many, especially to those who have had Licentiate toS. Jones and F. J.Wyeth , and that of Associate to J. P.

Sir, Thelong-expected Regulations for Registration must be a Special Committee for consideration .
The diploma of Fellow was granted to Miss F. A. White, that of

the subject most at heart.
Certain of the provisions are distinctly unfair. The book of Bolger and A. B. Coomb,whohad passed the required examinations.

It was resolved that pplication should be made to the Board of

the Register will be involved and unwieldy. Unless teachers in Education for the recognition of the College as an Inspecting Body

secondary schools come forward in considerable numbers, it is under Section 3 ( 1 ) of the Board of Education Act, 1899.

difficult to see whence funds will be derived for the payment of The Report of the Finance Committee was adopted.

salaries and publishing expenses. If this class of teachers boycott The Report of the Education Committee was adopted .

the Register—and there is but little inducement to place oneself The Rev. T. W. Sharpe, M.A., C.B. , was elected President of the
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Council , and Dr. Wormell , Sir Philip Magpus, and the Rev. J. Stewart Moliere's Les Précieuses Ridicules ; D'Ocge's Latin Composition , and Sophoclrs .
Antigone: Dyer's Plato's Apology and Crito : Emerton's Introduction to the

were re- elected Vice- Presidents. Mr. H. W. Eve was re - elected Dean ,
Middle Ages ; Fruit's Milton's Lveidus; Frye's Complete Gtography ; Gayley's

and Mr. E. E. Pinches Treasurer, of the College. Classic Myths in English Literature : Goold's Tales from Haull ; Greenough's

The following persons were elected members of the College : Horace's Satires and Epistles, Livy, Books I. and II., and Virgil's Bucolics and

Æneid I -VI.; Greenough and Peck's Livy, Books XXI. and XXII.; Humphreyss

Mr. W. E. Harrison , A.C.P. , Handsworth Technical School , Staffs . Aristophanes' Clouds: Huntington's Milton's L'Allegro, &c. : Lamont's Burke's

Miss C. ( ) . Härtel, 22 Arundel Square, Barnsbury, N.
| Speech on Conciliation with America ; Lockwood and Emerson's Composition and

Mr. H.C. Osborne, A.C.P. , The County School, Richmond, Surrey .
Rhetoric : Long's Peasts of the Field and Fowls of the Air : MacMechan's Carlyle's

Heroes and Hero Worship : Moliere's L'Avare and Le Misanthrope: Montgrimery's
Mr. O. Riley, A.C.P., The Poplars, Elland . Idading Facts of English History : Macaulay's Essay on Lord Clive : Macaularis

Mr. S. G. Shrive, A.C.P. , Wesley College , Sheffield .
Second Essay on Lord Chatham , and Scott's Old Mortality; C. D. Morris's Th ".

Mr. J. B. Wilkinton, Grammar School, Brighton .
I cydides , Book I.: E. P. Morris's Captives and Trinumus of Plautus : Müller und

Wenckebach's Glück Auf, and Schiller's Maria Stuart: Myers's General History ,

The following books had been presented to the Library since the History of Greece, Rome : its Rise and Fall, and The Easter Nations and Greece;

last meeting of the Council :
Vicolson's Aristophanes' Plutus : Perrin's Homer's Odyssey I.-IV. and 1. -VIII ;

| Porter's The Stars in Song and Legend : Rollins's Erekmann -Chatrian's Madame

By E. ARNOLD).- Arnold's Britannia History Readers (5 vols.): Erstwocd's Stu- Thérèse : C. F. Smith's Thucydides, Book III ., and Thueydides, Beok VII .: C.1..

dent's Synopsis of English History : Tatham's Virgil's Æneid , Book II.; Wilkins Smith's Horace's Odes and Epodes: Tarbell's Demosthenes' Philippies: Tetlow's

and Hollingsworth's Algebra for Beginners , Parts I., II ., and III . , and Answers. Virgil's Æneid, Book VIII. : Wecklein's Æschylus' Preinetheus; Winkler's Goethe's

By G. BELL & SONS.- Marchant's First Greek Reader: Masse's Cicero de Egment; Wright's Juvenal; Yonge's Scott's Quentin Durward ; Zitkala -sa's Old
Amicitia ; Phillipson's Virgil's Æneid , Book V .; Roberts's Ovid's Tristia , Book 1. ; Indian Legends.

Walker's Elementary Inorganic Chemistry. By D , C. HEATH & Co .-- Thomas's Goethe's Faust, Parts I. and II.

By A. & C. BLACK - Brandin'sGrands Prosateursdu dix -septiimesiècle ; Finne- By HEFFER & SONS.--- Lindsey's Problems and Exereises in English History,

more's Boys and Girls of Other Days (Second Series ) : Florian's Dumas' Aventures ' BooksBand G.and Certiticate Vote Book of European History , 1814–1848.
de Chicot : Hartog's Histoire de Bavard : Herbertson's Descriptive Geography from By W. HEINEMANX.- Mackinder's Britain and the British Seas,

Original Sources North America ) ; Milne's Passages for Paraphrasing ; Smith's Bi MACMILLAN & Co.- Esser's Goebel's Hermannder Cherusker, and Word and

Scott's Waverley. Phrase Book for the Same ; Hadley's Practical Exercises in Magnetism and

By the CLARENDON PRESS.- Laurence's Scenes from Sophocles' Antigone. Electricity.

By K. & J. COOPER.- Scott's Scott's Marmion ( 2 vols . ). ByMETILEX & Co.- Rubie's Gospel according to St. Mark ; Williamson's Junior
By Ginx & Co.- Abbott's Ronan Political Institutions : Allen's Tacitus' Annals English Grammar .

I.-II. , and Tacitus' Germania and Agricola : Allen and Greenough's Cicero de By J. MURRAY, -Judd's Student's Lrell.

Senectute ; Allen and Moore's Euripides Medea ; Atkinson's First Studies of Plant By RIVINGTONS.-- Willis's Algebra , Part I. , and Answers.

Life : Carpenter's English of the XIIth Century : Clapp's Homer's Liad XIX:- Calendars of the l'niversity of Manitoba, 1901, and of the Pharmaceutical Society

XXIV .; Collar's Virgil's Eneid VII .; Cutler's Virgil's Æneid LX .; Davis's of Great Britain , 1902

1
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COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS,

( 1 =

sp =

CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION .

CHRISTMAS, 1901.

The following is the list of the successful can

didates at the Colonial and Foreign Centres-

British Guiana, Buenos Ayres , Cape Coast,

Chefoo, Colombo, Freetown ( Sierra Leone ),

Grenada , Jamaica, Lagos, Nassau (Bahamas ),

St. Lucia , and Port of Spain ( Trinidad ).

N.B .-- The small italic letters denote that the can .

didate to whose name they are attached was distin .

guished in the following subjects respectively :

Arithmetic , g = Geography,

al = Algebra , h = History,

bk = Bookkeeping, 1 = Latin ,

d = Drawing, 8 = Scripture.

e = English , sd = Sound, Light, and

eu = Euclid , Heat,

f = French , Spanish .

The small figures 1 and ² prefixed to names in the

Second and Third Class Lists denote that the candidates

were entered for the First and Second Classes respect .

ively .

Bracketing of names implies equality of merit.

Boys.

FIRST CLASS [OR SENIOR :-Pass Division.

Rendall, G. H. 8 . Chuna Inland Mission S. , Chefoo .

Pratt , M.J. C.M.S. Gram . S. , Sierra Leone.

Power, W. E. sd . Private tuition .

Kandyah , A.S.

Beckley, E. O. C.M.S. Grüm . S. , Sierra Leone.

Cowes , W. A. sp . BarkerMeml.s.,Lomas deZamora .

SECOND CLASS OR JUNIOR - HONOURS DIVISION.

King.G.E.n.g.al.l. China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo.

(with Second Junior Prize for General Proficiency ).

Grey -Owen, H. al . China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo.

Brown, E. A. f . Middles.,Georgetown ,Br.Guiana.

Otway , A. H.F.l. St. George's Gram . S. , Grenada.

D'Zilva , D.O. City Coll., Colombo.

Hayes, J. D. al. China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo.

SECOND CLASS (OR JUNIOR ).- PASS DIVISION.
Irving, S. A. C.M.S. Gram . S. , Lagos.

Nedd, J. f. Middles .,Georgetown,Br.Guiana .

Mills , S. J. China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo .

Olumuyiwa, C. B. Private tuition .

Bruno , V. E. a .

Smith , J.C. C.N.S. Gam . S., Sierra Leone.

" Banham , R. V.N. BarkerMeml.s.,Lomas de Zamora ,

Nylander, E.G. C.M.S. Gram . S. , Sierra Leone,

Clegg , J. T. C.M.S. Gram . S. , Lagos.

(lutchard , W. Queen's Coll ., Nassau, Bahamas.
St. Bernard , F. M. St. George's Gram . S. , Grenada ,

Jayawardene ,H G.d.City Coll ., Colombo.

Johnson , A. Queen's Coll ., Nassau , Bahamas.

Wason , T. A. Middles .,Georgetown,Br.Guiana.

Sands, R. Central S. , Nassan , Bahamas,

Rodrigo, J. B. City Coll., Colombo.

THIRD CLASS. - HONOURS DIVISION .

Wilson ,Fitz.g.al. Private tuition .

Aponso,H.D.al.eu. City Coll ., Colombo.

Cann , F , h.al. Wesleyan Coll. S. , Cape Coast.

Devault , E. E. eu . China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo.

Grey-Owen , X. y.

Pollard, F. E.ha. Middles.Georgetown,Br.Guiana.
Johnson , A. 0. e.al. C.M.S. Gram . S. , Lagos.

Wickrama-Singhe,H.R . Private tuition .

Parry, A , O. al. China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo.

Blue, P. C. Middles.,Georgetown, Br.Guiana .

Henry, J. R. f .

THURD CLASS . - HONOURS DIVISION --continued . THIRD CLASS.--PASS DIVISION.

Acquaah, G. R. Wesleyan Coll, S. , Cape Coast, 2 [ ' rich , F.f. S. Joseph's ( 'ony ., Port of Spain .

Craig . 0.A. Weslevan Boys' High S., Lagos. 2Copp, R. A. China Inland Mission S. , Chefc ).

Johnson, J.C.deG.e.a. Wesleyan Coll. S., Cape Coust. 2 De Cannes, E. f . S. Joseph's Conv. , Port of Spain .

Wilson , C. E. g.a. Middles.,Georgetown ,Br.Guiana. Pruen , M. L. China Inland Mission S. , Chefc ).

THIRD CLASS. - PASS DIVISION.
Gantenume, S. f . S. Joseph's Conv ., Port of Spain.

2Kay . T. L. bk . China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo. Talbot, C. D. f. China Inland Mission S. , Chef ,

2Tonkin , M. MeV .
Wade, V. A. ép. BarkerVeml.s.,Lomas de Zamon .

Manners, T. N.
Hodge, B. d . S. Joseph's Cony ., Port of Spain ,

2Tonkin ,
Wade, E.G.E.sp . BarkerMemlS..Lomas deZainon .

2 Benson , H.C.f.
BarkerMen.s.,LomasdeZamora Adanson , A. M. 8. China Inland Mission S. , Chelo ).

? Samuel, J. B. C.M.S. Gram , S. , Lagos.
Labastide, A. S. Joseph's Cony ., Port of Spain .

Jones, R. Private tuition .
Romero , E.

2 Wey. I. T. C.M.S. Gram . S. , Lagos.
Bernard , E.

? Lokko, C.C. Wesleyan High S., Freetown,! ( Hive, L. d .

Sierra Leone
Rostant, c .

Durham , J. A. al . Middles.,Georgetown ,Br.Guiana.
Collins, A.

Shogbesan , A. O. al. C.M.S. Grum . S. , Lagos.
2 Roberts . C. L. Private tuition .

Washbrook , H.G. China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo .
Wilson , R.

Baptist, S. A. al . C.M.S. Grum , S. , Lagos. Kirkham , E. Mh.

Benjamin , St. J. S. Wesleyan Boys' High S. , Lagos.
Agostini, A. s . Joseph's" Conv .. Port of Spain.

Clarke, J. H. China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo .
Reid , M. VeL . China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo.

Burnett, B. C. G.
Purves, C. E. BarkerMeml.s.,Lomas deZamora.

Greenidge, R. I. a . Private tuition. Aird , M. B. S. George's R.C.Girls S. Grenada.

2Rodger, H. H .. BarkerMeml.S.,Lomas deZamora .
Seheult, s. S. Joseph's Conv ., Port of Spain .

Nurse , S. D. Middles.,Georgetown . Br.Guiana.

? 2 Brown, J. R. Lomas Acad ., Lomas de Zamor .
LOWER FORMS EXAMINATION.

Forsyth , J. M. China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo .

Parry, R.
Boys.

Hunte, V. De L. Middles.,Georgetown,Br.Güiana. Algernon , R. E. Middles. Georgetown,Br.Guiana .

Creed , K. X. W. a. St. George's Gram . S. , Grenada . Barrow , J. N.

Kesson , J. A. Wesleyan Coll. S. , Cape Coast. Brown , F. Loma's Acad ., Lomas de Zamor .

Taylor, H. B. China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo . Bruce-James, L. W. Middles. Georgetown,Br.Guiana.

Day, A. M. Lomas Acad ., Lomas de Zamora . Fraser , A. A.

Mutuvelu , M. City Coll., Colombo . Fraser , LI. F.

Thomas, N. A. Wesleyan Boys' High S., Lagos, Grannum , F. A.

Clarke, C. E. Middles .,Georgetown,Br.Guiana. Grannum , L. ( .

Gittens, S. Holder, J. A.

Franklin , E. A. Wesleyan Boys' High S. , Lagos. Koch , F. A. City Coll., Colombo .

Lord , C. H.
Middles.,Georgetown.Br.Guiana. Lander, A. R. BarkerMeml.s.,Loinas de Zamora.

Acquaah, E. M. Wesleyan Coll. S. , Cape Coast. Mayers, F. B. Middles.,Georgetown .Br.Guiana.

Lord , H. G. Midilles.,Georgetown, Br.Guiana .
Perera , D. H. D. City Coll., Colombo .

Mitchell, D. R. Private tuition . Ramsay, F. L , Middles .,Georgetown, Br.Guiana.

Rodger, F. M. BarkerMem.s.,Lomasde Zamora . Rodney, J. R. A.

Miskin , M. C. Private tuition . Ross, W. H.

Perera, C. S. S. City Coll ., Colombo . Smith , E. G. Grenada High S

Lahanmi, J.S. C.M.S. Gram . S. , Lagos.
Thompson ,J.X.R.D.Middles.,Georgetown, Br.Guaina.

Sweeting, A. Queen's Coll ., Nassau , Bahamas, Velicogna, C. Lomas Acad ., Lomas de Zamora.

GIRLS. GIRLS.

FIRST CLASS ( OR SENIOR ).- Pass Division . Alemany, M. S. Joseph's Conv ., Port of Spain.

Wuppermann ,M.M. S. Joseph's Conv., Port of Spain. Alonzo , R.

Clavier, J.
Castries, S. Lucia,

Prada, V.
Copp, E. E. China Inland Mission S., Chefoo.

SECOND CLASS ( OR JUNIOR ).- Honoris Division. Cumming, M. S. Joseph's Conv., Port of Spain.

Riley, F. s.al.f. China Inland Mission S. , Chefoo .
De Labastide,K.

Du Boulay, F.
Castries, s. Lucia.

Riley, J.f.

Adamson ,J.A.V . a . ' .

Eckford , E. M. China’Inland Mission S.,Cheloo.

Bostick , A. P. h.f.
Ferguson ,M.S.H.

Weir, E. H.C.
Hernandez, I. s . "Joseph's Cony, Port of Spain.

Herrera , L.
SECOND CLASS (OR JUNIOR).--Pass DivisioN. Holmes , S.J. China”InlandMission 'S. , Cheloo.

Gibbes, F. C. f . Private tuition . Kay, C. D.

Hart well, J. G. China Inland Mission S. , Cheſoo. Lagonterie, E. s.Joseph Conv.,Castries s Lucis.

Parry, A. L. S. Laporte , L.
Robertson ,M.S.L.f. Private tuition. McLeod, M.

Besson, M.e.g.a.f.d. S.Joseph'sConv.,Castries. S.Lucia Prada, M.

Persick ,M.s.h.g.al.".Fernleys.,Georgetown,Br.Guiana Rochemont,A.

Devaux, A. h.g.a.f. S.Joseph'sConv.,Castries,S.Lucia . Romero, N.

Forsyth , E. C. China Inland Mission S., Chefoo . Salmon , E.

Belmar, M. J.h.g. S.Joseph'sConv.,Castries,S.Lucia . Salmon , V.

Clarke, M. D. s.g.d. China Inland Mission S., Chefno. Taitt, A.

Munro, C. $ .9.f. Fernlers.,Georgetown, Br.Guiana Talbot, E. China" Inland' Mission S., Chefoo.

r Burnett,G.M.e.g.d. China Inland Mission S., Chefoo . Thompson , R. L.

( Clarke, L. J.8.d. Urich, N.
s. Joseph's Conv.,"Port of Spain.

Garcia , M.f.sp. S. Joseph's Conv.,"Port of Spain. Verneuil, E.

( Solomon , c.se.al. Fernleys.,Georgetown,Br.Guiana Weeks, W '.

Layne, C. A. Uk . Private tuition , Whyte, M. B. Grenada High s.

h.f.

99
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Port of Spain.

Castries, S.Lucia.

Port of Spain.

Castrie
s
,S.Lucia.
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part what he does not know . Mr. Storr, as an examiner for the

RE VIE WS. University of London, has had the advantage of comparing the

teaching of trained and untrained graduates, and has no hesi

National Education - Essays towards a Constructive Policy . By
tation in pronouncing in favour of the former.

Prof. H. E. Armstrong, H. W. Eve, Sir Joshua Fitch, Prof. His large experience in the inspection of elementary schools and
Sir Joshua Fitch writes on the inspection of secondary schools.

W.A. S. Hewins, J. C. Medd, T. A. Organ, A. D. Provand, training colleges gives his opinions a special value. He holds that

Rev. B. Reynolds, F. Storr, and the Editor, Laurie Magnus. the inspection of secondary schools is needed for the better in
(John Murray.)

This volume of essays appears at an opportune moment. It several schools, their staff of teachers, their material equipment.
formation of parents and the public respecting the status of the

would have been an advantage to have an authoritative survey and their academic and other successes. It is also needed , he

of our existing educational machinery before any endeavour was thinks,in orderthat it may be seen whether the schemes framed

made to discuss the bestways of improving it ; but, in the absence under the Endowed Schools Acts or the programmes put forth by

of such a survey,we must be thankful for the information and the several governing bodies of the schools are actually carried

practical suggestions supplied by the highly competent private into effect.

writers who havecontributed to Mr. Laurie Magnus's symposium . inspection orexamination! Sir Joshua Fitch pronounces in
In answer to the question , Is is wise to rely more on

The essayists make no systematic attempt to set before us favour of individual examination as indispensable. The task of

either the deficiencies in oureducational system or the defectsin Government inspectors on visiting a secondary or intermediate

our educationalmethods.though,incidentally, they throw consider school would be in thefirst place to collect its statistics, to report

able light upon both. They assume as a matter of notoriety that
on the school premises and equipment, and then to say : Are

our machinery is inadequate in amount and defective in point of

efficiency, and leave us to judge of the value of their suggestions public authority ? If so, let ushave the report, and that will
your scholars examined by a University or other recognized

in the light of common experience.
suffice. If not, tell us what your plans and aims are, and what

Mr. Laurie Magnus's introductory essay, entitled “ Aims and
Methods," is a kind of extended preface, in which hehas success . those plans have been carried outand with what result.”

you propose to have done ; we will then endeavour to see how

fully drawn together the threads of the essays supplied by his

contributors. Theonly subject on which he writes independently science, and what he calls “ practical studies." He considersthat
Prof. Armstrong holds a brief for the teaching of physical

is the study of English literature in our schools and Universities, the school programmeofthe future will not be to inculcate

for the treatmentof which, oddly enough, he found a strong knowledge, but to develop “ knowingness," . This, we presume, is

reluctance on the part of those best qualified to speak :
only a new way of saying that the cultivation of faculty will be

The head master of a leading public school ſhe tells us] was averse held of greater importance than the communication of facts.

from publishing his experience in the matter because , so far as it went, The essays of Mr. A. D. Provand, Mr. T. Organ, and Prof.

it told against the prospect of successful results from such teaching. Hewins upon our industrial needs and commercial education are

He found that boys do not take to English literature , and that, unless based upon awide acquaintance with the facts of our commercial

they are able to make do ” something, they respond more

readily to acall to learn foreign accidence and idioms than to appreci- in showing thatwe have lost invaluable opportunities for keeping
and manufacturing interests . The writers have little difficulty

ate the resources of their own language.
our industries abreast of the latest discoveries of science, and for

This is a lamentable confession to make. If English literature fitting our clerks and business men for the special work that

fails to attract the young , it is because youthful tastes and capa- they have to do. One of the great difficulties to be overcome in

cities are disregarded by the teacher. We can well understand meeting existing needs arises from the scarcity of teacherswho

how boys and girls are soon bored with the philological and are competent to give practical instruction in the technicalities
archæological notes with which our English classics are so fre- of commerce and of practical science. The ordinary teacher

quently overlaid when treated in class, but we have never found does not know much about business, and the business man does

our native literature fail to interest a class, if the subject was not know much about teaching. These difficulties, however,

suitably chosen and the teacher restricted himself to what was must be overcome, even if we have to spend money freely in the

absolutely necessary in the way of elucidation, and availed training of specialist teachers or in inducing business men to

himself, wherever it was possible, of the co -operation of his spare some portion of their time for teaching :

pupils. Mr. Magnus thoughtfully suggests that literature-teach
Mr. J. C. Nedd offers some valuable suggestions on agricultural

ing should rest on a psychological foundation . He says : education in connexion with the elementary school, the training

The Herbartian principle must be discreetly applied and the study of teachers, higher primary schools, evening continuation schools,

of the art should be adjusted to thedevelopment of the student's practical agricultural schools, secondary schools with an agricul
mind . Beginning with " ballad literature and the heroic tales of tural side, collegiate centres , winter schools , dairying and

Hebrew and Greek mythology, of French ,German ,and English legend, veterinary colleges. He is in favour of the formation of a

the course would gradually lead through all the moulds of literature central aŭthority, preferably the Board of Agriculture, to super:

to that preparation for philosophy which is enjoined in the Prussian vise and report upon every grade of agricultural education , but
Code.

urges no good reason for leaving agricultural education under a

Prebendary Reynolds's contribution on “ Church Schools and separate authority. We have had quite enough of independent

Religious Education ” will do good by keeping before the mind authorities, and , at a time when there is a general desire for

of the public that the old “ religious difficulties " which attended establishing a single authority for dealing with all departments

the discussion of elementary education will inevitably re -present of education , the country is not likely to recognize the claims of

themselves as soon as the State seriously addresses itself to deal agricultural education to separate treatment.

with secondary schools and secondary training colleges. There One of the most attractive essays is that on “ The Teaching

is a growing feeling in the country that the parent should have a of Modern Languages,” by Mr. Eve, who writes with a scholar's

voice in determining the religious education of his child , and knowledge of languages, classical as well as modern, and

should suffer no educational disadvantage at the hands of the balances their claims with singular fairness. A sixth -form boy,

State on account of his preference. Mr. Eve reminds us, has gained from his classical studies many

Mr. Francis Storr gives an interesting account of the history substantial advantages. He has worked through a delicately

of the registration movement and takes up the cudgels for the graduated series of problems, each just within the reach of his

training of secondary teachers, concerning the value of which powers, thus exercising an increased mental activity, while con

some of our head masters are still sceptical. Mr. Storr holds : stantly adding to his store of knowledge. There is no breach of

( 1 ) That training for secondary teachers must be post - graduate ; continuity in his studies . Accuracy of observation has been

( 2) that theory and practice must be studied concurrently and in com- cultivated as far as words are concerned. The discipline of
bination ; and ( 3) that a practising school, or , at least , a school where applying remembered facts to new problems has been steadily
classes can be continuously taken by the students, is an integral part of enforced. The study of words has involved, to a large extent,

a training college. A training college without its school attached is a the study of ideas. The practice of translation has formed the
chimæra bombinuns in vacuo. habit of grasping the exact idea which a group of words con

He points out the unfairness of comparing the certificated veys. Delicacy in the use of words has been assiduously

Board -school teacher with the untrained public-schoolmaster, to cultivated. Something of the rationale of language has been

the disadvantage of the former. The proper comparison would learnt that could not have been equally well learned from the

be between the trained and untrained elementary teacher. No mother-tongue, and will not be without its value in studying

training can take the place of culture, or enable a teacher to im- other languages. Lastly, the sixth -form boy has been com
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pelled to read with minute attention some masterpieces of litera- great. In themain , the races of Britain were either Teutonic or

ture, and he has incidentally been introduced to a good many aboriginal and pre-Celtic. This is much what M. d'Arbois de

serious problems - ethical, historical , and philosophical - in a Jubainville says of the Celts in Gaul. The chapter on “ Historical

form not too closely associated with modern controversies. Mr. / Geography is necessarily brief, and gives only in outline the

Eve admits, however, that these results are accessible only growth of the division into counties, so charmingly worked out

to the few . To the large majority of the pupils of secondary in the late J. R. Green's " Making of England ” and “ Conquest

schools Greek remains a sealed book, and Latin is intelligible of England.” One interesting point may be noticed ; the counties

only through the help of a crib . Mr. Eve would substitute, in constituting Mercia are named after their county towns, and not.

the case of boys and girls leaving school at sixteen or seventeen , as Essex or Suffolk, on independent grounds. Mr. Mackinder

German and French for Greek and Latin, and one of the most supplies an explanation. Coming down to modern times,wehave

interesting parts of his essay is devoted to showing how the a description of the several divisions of the British Islands. For

modern languages may be made to supply the disciplinary and this purpose England is divided into metropolitan England and

humanizing influences associated with successful classical train- industrial England, the line of demarcation being drawn from the

ing. He makes a convincing defence of the utility of trans- mouth of the Severn to the Wash, and these are again sub

lation as part of a training in modern languages. divided for purposes of description . The term “ metropolitan "
The editor contributes a bibliographical note on “ Educational may seem somewhat proleptic: the distinguishing features of the

Treatises,” which will be found useful for purposes of reference ; section are ( 1 ) that nearly all the main roads and railways con
and an appendix is supplied presenting the various Church of verge on London ; ( 2 ) the coast-line looks over the narrow seas;
England schemes that have been put forward for dealing with ( 3) there are no considerable sources of mechanical motive

elementary education. power. Anyway, the distinction between the two sections is a

very real one. The causes which have located towns form, of

course, an important element in this part of the book ; the

Britain and the British Seas. By H. J. Mackinder, M.A. various influences that have made London are traced in con

( Heinemann .) siderable detail.

Few men have done more than Mr. Mackinder to popularize It only remains to add that the book is admirably illustrated

the teaching of geography and to raise it from the dull accumu- with about a hundred and thirty inset maps and plans, each con

lation of facts into a systematic training of the reasoning powers. fined to the elucidation of a single point. Most of them are due

The work before us,the first of a series on “ The Regions of the to Mr. A. W. Andrews and Mr. B. B. Dickinson, to whom teachers

World,” will, therefore, be welcome to the rapidly increasing are much indebted for the useful lantern slides circulated by the

number of intelligent teachers of the subject. The first chapter Geographical Association. It forms an excellent compendium of

discusses the position of Britain. The contrast is pointed out the results of modern research , and fully justifies Mr. Mac

between Virgil's “ penitus toto divisos orbe Britannos,” the kinder's high position among Stubengeographen, to which he has

Britain on the very edge of the old map in Hereford Cathedral recently added the qualifications of an explorer. Each chapter

with Jerusalem in the middle, and Britain the centre of the in supplemented by a useful list of authorities .
land hemisphere. Attention is called , too , to the remarkable

fact that the nearest point of England to the Continent is just

opposite to the end of the dividing line between Teutonic and Source Book of the History of Education for the Greek and Roman

Latin Europe. In the following chapters water takes precedence Periods. By P. Monroe. Macmillan.)

of land, and the British seas, the submarine platform , and the It is always an advantage, when time permits, to study original

tides are discussed. The structure of the land is then described authorities rather than what other people have said about them.

in detail,and that in language intelligible to any one possessing In the case of Greek and Roman education, those authorities are

only an elementary knowledge of geology. Special attention is not very numerous, and Dr. Monroe has performed useful work
called to the “ Rift Valley ” of Scotland, between the Grampians in doing for them what Mr. Bosanquet has already done for the

and the Southern Uplands, a phenomenon reproduced in many educational chapters of the “ Republic.” Non -classical students

parts of the world, notably in the Great Rift Valley of Africa. will be gratefulfor a useful selection of extracts from books other

These chapters lead up to an interesting sketch of the probable wise inaccessible to them , and even those to whom some of the

history of our islands as worked out by modern geologists. passages are familiar in the original will be glad to have them in
Their view is that there once existed a Northern “ Atlantis," a con- combination. The extracts from Plato are from the late Master

tinental area connectingGreenland and Norway, and dividing the of Balliol's translation ; other passages mostly from recognized
Atlantic from the Arctic Ocean. Traces of this continent are versions. Each group is preceded by a short introduction,

found in the submarine ridge joining Iceland to the North of summarizing the pièces justificatives which follow. In the first

Scotland . On its southern frontier stood the chain of hills now chapter we have the famous speech of Pericles contrasted with

represented by the Outer Hebrides and part of the Northern an extract from Plutarch's “ Life of Lycurgus ” and with a passage

Highlands. Southward and eastward spread in the course from the “ Protagoras ” to indicate the scope of the change that

of the Carboniferous epoch, and again of the Cretaceous had taken place in educational ideals . In another chapter the

epoch, a vast extension of the Atlantic Ocean covering a contrast between the rhetorical teaching of the Sophists and the

great part of Europe, including much of the British Isles . more conservative views of education is brought out by ex
Only at a late period of the Tertiary epoch did “ Atlantis' tracts from “ The Clouds " and from the orations of Isocrates.

entirely disappear, leaving the British Isles in connexion with Longer passages follow from the “ Cyropædia " of Xenophon.

Europe ; next came the separation of Ireland, and, last of the Republic " and the " Laws” of Plato - the one ideal, the
all, the cutting of the Straits of Dover. It has often been pointed other morepractical and conservative — and the “ Politics ” of

out thatthe absence of snakes in Ireland is due, not to St. Patrick, Aristotle. Later Greek education ,asrepresented by the Univer

but to the comparatively short period duringwhich that island sity of Athens, so well described by Mr. Capes, is illustrated by
remained in connexion with the European continent. decrees of the Athenian Senate and Assembly, dating from

The river system is also treated in detail, with an interesting about 100 B.C. , and by an extract of the fourth century A.D.,

appendix on the formation of rivers, and the way in which it is dealing with the college life of St. Basil and St. Gregory of

possible, from time to time,for one river to capture the tribut- Nazianzen. It will be remembered that it was fromthe Univer:
aries of another. It almost seems as if modern science had sity of Athens that Horace was carried off to join the standard

revived the myth of Alpheus pursuing Arethusa. The larger of Brutus and Cassius, and that Atticus was one of its most
generalization of this part of the book is that of a greater Rhine distinguished alumni.

in a more extended continent still connected with “ Atlantis ," As to early Roman education, our sources of information are

flowing pastthe Dogger Bank, and receiving as tributariesthe not numerous. The Laws oftheTwelve Tables, which formed an

Elbe, on the right bank, and the Thames, Trent, and other important part of it , give us some hints, and it is easily gathered
British streams, on the left. A discussion of British climate from the classical writers that it consisted mainly in an appren

follows, with a lucid explanation of weather charts and their ticeship to the duties of a citizen . According to the legend,
interpretation . Virginia rent to school in B.C. 449, but it is not till the third

Thus far we have been concerned with Nature. The second century B.c. that we have any details. In that century Livius
half of the book treats of Nature as modified by man . On the Andronicus translated the “ Odyssey,” which became a standard

racial question Mr. Mackinder's general conclusion is that, text-book. With Greek influence grammar and rhetoric came to

“ while Britain has been subjected to overpowering Celtic influ- play a more and more important part. Dr. Monroe gives us

ence, the amount of Celtic blood in Britain is probably not very extracts from the lives of eminent grammarians and rhetor

a
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It may

icians by Suetonius, and a short passage from the “ Bacchides was fully as remarkable in civil life as it was in military. Nor

of Plautus, showing that the conflict between the old and the was his determination to establish a good and equitable govern

new had already begun. For the period between 100 B.C. and ment confined to England. His wise and liberal domestic policy

200 A.D. the sources of information are comparatively abundant. -if it may so be called — in France throws a new light on his

Horace, Juvenal, and Martial supply incidental hints ; Marcus aggressive wars.

Aurelius, in his Thoughts," details the influences which had An interesting partof the book deals with the legends of Prince

contributed to form his character ; Cicero, in the “ De Henry's early life. The facts of history show that all the time

Oratore,” sets up the orator (or, rather, the statesman) as the Prince Hal was said to have been amusing himself by beating the

ideal product of education ; Musonius anticipates modern ideas watch and robbing travellers hewas fully occupied in fighting

in assimilating the education of women to that of men ; Tacitus the Welsh, and that lie had hardly reached manhood before he

gives a pessimistic description of the results of the newer was called to preside over the affairs of the nation .

education as compared with those of the good old discipline, comfort some to be told that, though “ the evidence of facts is

while Pliny takes a kindlier and more sympathetic view. A overwhelming, on the other hand the weight of tradition is too

more systematic conspectus is presented by Quintilian, himself a great to be lightly put aside." There is no evidence of his ever

famous teacher. Two short extracts may show how little the having been addicted to vicious courses. But Mr. Kingsford

world has changed. Juvenal, after describing all that is required pleasantly suggests that, “ high-spirited and full of vigour, his

of a tutor, adds : “ And, when the year comes round again , receive enjoyment of life was complete ."

for your pay as much gold as the people demand for the victor- With regard to the sudden change of life on assuming the

ious charioteer ." Modern schoolmasters might draw a similar crown, to which many traditions point, the author very pertinently

comparison between their own stipends and the pay of successful points out that it maymean nothing more than that his some

jockeys. Hear, again , Tacitus on the gilded youth of his day : time friendship for the unpopular Lollard leader Oldcastle came

To say truth , it seems as if a fondness for horses, actors, and gladi- to an end :

ators-the peculiar and distinguishing folly of this our city - were im
The historians who charge Henry with wildness as Prince find his

pressed upon them even in the womb; and when once a passion of this peculiar merit as King in the maintaining of Holy Church and destroy

contemptible sort has seized and engaged the mind what opening is ing of heretics. It is probable that his religious attitude after

there left for the noble arts ? Who talk of anything else in their his accession to the throne was a blow to Lollard hopes ; perhaps it was

homes ? If we enter the schools, what other subjects of conversation somewhat of a surprise to his political opponents. Did his “ change

do we hear among the boys ? suddenly into a new man mean no more than this ?

“ Heroes of the Nations .” — Henry V. By Charles Lethbridge

Kingsford, M.A. (G. P. Putnam's Sons.) ( 1 ) “ Cambridge Natural Science Manuals.” — Zoology : un Ele

" The most Christian champion of the Church , the beam of mentary Text-Book . ByA. E. Shipley, M.A., and E. W.

prudence and example of righteousness, the invincible King, the MacBride, M.A. , D.Sc. (Cambridge University Press .) ( 2) A

Hower and glory of all knighthood , Henry the Fifth ," was not Text-Book of Zoology. ByG.P. Mudge, A.R.C.Sc. (Arnold .)

only a monarch so fortunate, so capable, so popular, that, under ( 1 ) Unlike most of the other manuals in this well known
him , according to Bishop Stubbs, even Parliament forgot to series , the present one cannot be said to strike out a new line.

grumble,” but the typical mediaval hero whose extraordinary The purpose it serves is already served by several other recent

achievements were equalled by his sincerity and grandeur of works, from which it differs only in those details of arrangement,
character. selection of illustrative material , and the like which depend on

It is true that to most Englishmen the military genius of the personalities of the authors. The purpose of the book is to

Henry has eclipsed his other qualities. We are apt to think of give a progressive account of the aduli anatomy, habits of life .

him only as the victor at Agincourt, the Regent of France . The and classification of all the main classes of the animal kingdom

ballad of Drayton , the play of Shakespeare, are the sources of the progressive in the sense that it is not planned as a book of
popular conception of the warrior king. But Shakespeare's reference, but as one in which the reader of later chapters is

* little touch of Harry in the night ” really reveals far other assumed to have read the earlier ones. The disadvantage of such

qualities in his hero than mere military skill and prudence . It a work is that it must begin with an introduction dealing with a

shows him as great in counsel as in war,able not only to conquer, number of important abstractions before the concrete facts on

but to rule ; far -seeing, laborious, just, self-restrained, a man of which they are based havebeen laid before the student in their

ideals, and with a strong sense of duty. The elaborate historical normal context. When will some zoologist have the courage to

studies on which Mr. Kingsford's interesting monograph is break with traditions , and write a text-book in two parts-an

founded bear out this view ; and, if he may seem , as is the way of elementary one dealing with the concrete study of a few selected

biographers, unduly to exalt the virtues of his hero, it is beyond species, with such generalizations as may safely be drawn from

question that he has more justification than is frequently the them ; and an advanced part, dealing systematically with the

case. There is , however, one point in which we can hardly agree whole animal kingdum , but in definite sequence to the first part ?

with him --that Henry's nature was merciful. To us Henry's The treatment of those parts of the book that we have sampled

severity appears inflexible. It was an act of mercy to take the fire is clear and wellarranged ; the diagrams are good and plentiful.
from the half-roasted martyr Badby when there appeared to be One innovation in arrangement is a distinctly good feature - the

signs of his recanting : it may have been a religious duty to have relegation to the end of the work of the miscellaneous small

the fire relighted when there was no recantation ; but it was not the groups of “ worms,” which in most books stand as a Slough of

religion of mercy. It may have been a military necessity to Despond on the path leading to the more important great phyla.

massacre the prisoners at Agincourt; but what are we to say to the Embryology, histology, and palæontology are very rarely touched

horrible story of the twelve thousand old men , women , and upon --only where essential to the understanding of some feature

children , expelled from the besieged city of Rouen, whom Henry of adult anatomy, We think the classification of Cephalopoda

kept between his lines and the city walls , to die slowly of starva- and Vertebrata would have been improved by the inclusion of

tion ? That he gave them a dinner on Christmas Day is a some- extinct forms.

what ineffectual proof of his mercy. Since a reviewer is allowed the privileges
the unmuzzled ox

A noteworthy element in this book is the treatment of Henry treading out the corn , we wish to take objection to two statements

as a constitutional sovereign . “ In its outward form , the Revolu- in the book, both of which are matters of opinion and do not affect

tion of 1399 resembled closely that of 1688. Both owed their the value of the work. The first (page 12) is that the Protozoa

success to the existence of a genuine national feeling ; both were are “ slightly modified survivors of the first animals which

actually the work of an oligarchical party .” The reign of appeared on the globe.” Perhaps we have misunderstood the

Henry V. was, perhaps, the period of the most constitutional phrase, but it strikes us as overlooking the immense possibilities

government before 1688. That it was premature was not his of degeneration at which the combination of very simple structural

fault. He knew how to meet his Parliament half way ; under characters with the possession of a perfectly well detined nucleus

him the estates obtained the first constitutional boon, the statutes seems to hint. The second ( page 475 ) is the objection to Huxley's

were to be made without altering the words of the petitions on union of birds with reptilesas one class - Sauropsida, in contrast

which they were based. But Henry knew how to control his with Mammalia. We think the authors overlook the fact that

Parliaments ; witness the enormous grants they were always the Mammalia branched off at the very bottom of the reptilian

ready to make him . The importance and success of his foreign trunk when it was scarcely, if at all, above the amphibian level ,

policy is also well brought out. Henry was his own Foreign while birds had a long ancestry admitted as reptilian before they

Minister ; in fact, his capacity for work, his mastery of details, I became birds. If birds are to go in a separate class from lizards
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and crocodiles,at least the reptilian ancestors and first cousins ject . The austere preachers of positive processes as the only

of birds should go into the former class, and not the latter ; but valid types of education have done, and are doing, much harm ;

1 ! 0 classifier has proposed to do that yet. Or else, to be con- and readers of such tractates as this should remember that there

sistent, the lowest grades now included among Mammalia should is a large field of education to be worked by example, injunction,

be relegated to the reptiles. iteration, if only to supply the æsthetic and emotional matter to

(2 ) This is an elementary text-book based on the " type- which the action of reason is logically and actually posterior.

system ,” but in which the original idea of that method of

teaching is very greatly altered,whether for better or worse may

perhaps be disputed. That original idea found its first expres- Better Food for Boys. By Eustace H. Miles, M.A.

sion in the now almost forgotten “ Huxley and Martin ,” which (Bell & Sons.)

«consisted of a series of simple monographs of selected species, as It ought to be more generally known and acknowledged that

a foundation on which , by comparison and generalization, the too much flesh meat is eaten at our tables, that a diet for school

building -up of the knowledge of biology might proceed . In the or home is often improperly chosen, that the cooking and

work before us we first find an introductory chapter which deals, preparing of food frequently leavemuch to be desired, and that

not with any one species, but with such broad subjects as the the English - as a nation - have to be credited with excessive

physical changes which may have led to the evolution of the waste in respect of food . We ought, therefore, gratefully to

horse from Eohippus, and much more, among which such words acknowledge the efforts of any writer who treats of such im
as thigmotaxis, homoplasy, and bioplasts catch our eye in portant subjects as these. The book before us is hardly the

clarendon type. When we proceed to the description of the verte- work of an expert in dietetics. Indeed, the author acknowledges

brate " types," we find , instead of a connected account of each his obligations to the works of Dr. Robert Hutchinson and

animal, a description of the skeletons of dogfish , frog, and rabbit others. His style, too, is somewhat confused, and the language

compared with one another ; then in turn follow the vascular slipshod : e.g. , on page 14 we have “ the power of these two allies

systems of the same three, their nervous systems, & c. There are of health are not unlimited .” In fact, thebook seems to have

possible advantages in this method of treatment,but it appears to been composed in a hurry, and, perhaps, dictated to an amanuensis.

us to tend too much to make the student think he is only study. In spite of all this, the testimony of theauthor is valuable as that

ing morphological abstractions instead of animals that live a life of an athlete as well as a brain worker. He insists strongly

in the world. The same method is followed with the Inverte- upon the necessity for studying the laws of dietetics for the
brata chosen . Finally the book ends with some chapters on individual, and earnestly puts forward the desirability of sub

embryology, and the problems of heredity, variation, &c . stituting for flesh fleshless foods, such as milk, fruit and grain ,

Apart from our objection to the general plan, we have little and their respective products, vegetables and salads.

fault to find with the book. The diagrams are effective,and the But there is a more serious side to the work. In the preface

descriptions clear. The author is to be congratulated on not the object is stated to be that of drawing the attention of parents

tying himself down to any syllabus that we are acquainted with ; and schoolmasters to the following question :-Are we wise or

for, though the Intermediate Science Examination of London right in subjecting our boys to a heating and stimulating diet,

University seems to be in his view, he includes several animals at the most impressionable time of life,when not merely physical,

unknown to that syllabus . He also allows himself plenty of space but also intellectual and moral, habits are being formed It is

for the discussion of broad questions like heredity. A few verbal alleged that to preach to the mind of the boy that the body must

inelegancies must be noticed , such as intersusception " for be kept in temperance, soberness, and chastity while that body is

*** intussusception ," and the irritating use of area as the plural being regularly goaded to rebel against such restraint can hardly

of the thoroughly naturalized word“ area .” And we wish that have any other result than that with which some of us are

the author had taken geological advice before propounding to familiar . That an evil of this kind exists is but too certain ; and,

elementary students his theory of the causes of the evolution of if a beneficial change could be wrought by paying greater atten

the horse, which is that the reduction of toes just kept pace with tion to dietary, that, of itself , should furnish a cogent reason why

the change of the surface of North America from swampy this matter should receive close attention.

ground to dry prairie. What, we wonder, does he think would Few of us, perhaps, would be prepared to follow the author in

have happened to the horse tribe if the swamps had been drained his complete practice, but most persons who have investigated

in much less time than the length of one or two geological the ground-work of the moral and physical well -being of children

periods ? And what is his evidence that they were not ? girls as well as boys would be disposed to allow that flesh

food should be used more sparingly than custom warrants,

and that greater reliance should be placed upon foods of less
The Point of Contact in Teaching. By Patterson du Bois. actively stimulating properties.

(American School and College Text -Book Agency.)

This little book contains much good sense - to the address ,

mainly, of Sunday -school teachers, but of interest also urbi et College Chemistry. By Ira Remsen . (Macmillan .)
orbi. For the latter, small as the book is , it might have been The preface states that this book has been written with the

still smaller without any great loss of effectiveness ; and it object of filling a place intermediate between the author's
-cannot be commended for cheapness. It has, however, had a An Introduction to the Study of Chemistry and his

considerable sale, we are told , in America , amongst all sorts of “ Inorganic Chemistry.” It is further said that the time has not
teachers, “ secular ” and other, and, no doubt, they have profited yet come for the abandonment of the study of the elements and

by it . For the point of contact is Mr. Du Bois's presentment compounds in what some are pleased to call the old -fashioned
of what the Herbartians call interest ; and, under this name, way. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that the method of

the author illustratesvery agreeably, if with some prolixity, the treatment presents no new features, and is of a highly con
principle of connectedness, the profitableness of proceeding from ventional type. The earlier chapters are devoted to theoretical
the known to the unknown, the need of fitting new ideas to the considerations and a somewhat detailed study of the non -metallic

old stock in the pupil's mind, and so forth. It may be com- elements, and the later chapters deal more briefly with the metals

mended to the notice of two different sets of dealers in and the first principles of organic chemistry. Šach cbapter has

education - first of all to those who mistake minuteness and a set of experiments appended. The apparatus suggested for
particularity for precision and connectedness, the victims of a performing them is, in some cases, quite impracticable,as may
most unsound psychology, who do not realize that the young be seen from the drawing on page 80, which illustrates the

require wholes-large units - so that the wood may not be collection, under impossible conditions, of a considerable quantity
obscured by the trees, who would impose on children the of water from burning hydrogen. The instructions given for
wearisome, and often exceedingly abstract, procedure of the making many of the experiments clearly indicate that the author
** scientific ” investigator , with his balances, his measurements has no conception of the manner in which they should be carried

and minute pursuit of detail , and his previous logical knowledge ; out. On page 74,for example, it is stated that hydrogen, mixed

and, next, to those who present to children the last results at with about half its volume of oxygen , may be exploded noise

which they themselves have arrived as the first for children to lessly in a eudiometer, and with little or no danger. Apart from
apprehend - rules before processes, concepts before per- the question of personal safety, the author ignores the great

cepts , ” and the rest. possibility , when the gases are exploded in the proportions

Mr. Du Bois does not seem to recognize the importance of the indicated, of the rupture of an instrument which may have taken

obsession of emotional ideas in education ; but this is a common many hours to calibrate. Again, if the directions for the

fault with the “ scientific ” writers on that veryunpositivesub- preparation of perchloric acid, given on page 152,were followed ,
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a serious mishap might occur, for no mention of the necessity of Prof. Jebb, and to Dr. Leaf. But, at the same time, there is a

separating any unchanged chlorate before distillation with certain independence about the notes that redeems the volume from

sulphuric acid is made. The experiment for thepreparation of being, superfluous. Mr. Lawson makes several suggestions that are

phosphoric acid, in which the student is told to boil in a reflux certainly worth consideration, and some of the remarks that a re

apparatus 10 to 15 gramsof ordinary phosphorus with commercial viewer looks for in school editions of Homer are conspicuous by their

nitric acid, if carried out in accordancewiththeinstructions,could absence . Thus Mr. Lawson passes over the favourite interpretationof

not fail to lead to a violent and dangerous explosion .
the epithet glauk @ TIS, “ with flashing eyes, " and declares for “ owl.

Many expressions in the book are wanting in accuracy, for Greece,” to which various epithets are applied by those who think
faced . ” He also refers often to Prof. Ridgeway's " Early Age of

example, combining weight and atomic weight are confused. In they know . Some of the notes merely repeat what is very accessible

the earlier part of the book the terms are regarded as synonymous, elsewhere, particularly those on the development of grammatical

whilst later on the equivalent significance of the former is constructions . We agree with Mr. Lawson that édva nowhere, even

brought out. Taken asa whole, the book compares unfavourably in the“Odyssey, ” means anything but “ price of the bride," and,in

with the author's earlier publications, and is not likely to add to “ Odyssey," I., line 277, we would render end maidós “ in quest of a

his reputation as chemist or writer. daughter."

The Odyssey of Homer, Book I. Edited by Rev. E. C. E Owen .

( Blackie . )

“ Normal Tutorial Series .” — A Text -Book of Political Economy. A bright, serviceable, and scholarly edition, which will be welcome

By E. C. Robinson, M.A. , LL.B. Lond .
to sixth-form boys. The well executed illustrations enhance the value

This small book of some two hundred pages successfully of the book. We think that here and there a difficulty is not com

achieves in its own department what appears to be the aimof mented on with sufficient fulness. For example, the meaning of the

the series ; it is not an elementary introduction to economics,but aorist participle in line 24, as compared with the present , is not easy

contains a large amount of valuableinformation on its special in lines50 and 51 seems to call for remark.
to see ; and the reason of the change from dative to nominative case

Mr. Owen does not

topic compressed into the narrowest limits. It is concise, clear, devote any spaceto philological points, and he takes no account of
and methodical, and leaves untouched very few of the subjects the effect of pronunciation on the Homeric prosody. Nevertheless,

which are more exhaustively handled in ordinary treatises on his edition is well laid out and should prove stimulating.

economics ; but the result is that many points are treated with

exceeding brevity. The writer is well informed, and gives frequent Scenes from Sophocles : Antigone. By C. E. Laurence. ( Clarendon

quotations from authors whose names are regarded as authoritative.
Press . )

As a condensed summary of economic doctrine and the chief
We have not had any opportunity of putting Mr. Lawrence's in

arguments involved in economic issues it is a good piece of work, teresting experiment to a practical test , and can only repeat what we

well arranged and well carried out.
said recently of his “ Ajax " -that he seems to us to have done all that

The defects of the book arise from its conditions ; it keeps the can be done to simplify Sophocles and to bringhim within the range
of middle forms.

examination standpoint always in view, and thus suggests rather what the editor says in justification of his venture, we should prefer
But we must confess to misgivings, and , despite

a concise compendiumor abstract than a treatise ora text -book. to stick to Euripides.

It will not displace the larger manuals : as a matter of fact,

economics is too vast and comprehensive a subject to be condensed The Æneid of Virgil, Book I. Edited by H. B. Cotterill . ( Blackie . )

into very small compass. Full and detailed discussions and This volume of Blackie's “ Illustrated Classics" contains a great

illustrations are essential if the foundations of economic truths quantity of information collected by an editorwho is evidently an en

are to be thoroughly grasped ; there is no short cut to general thusiast ; and , though we have an irrepressible misgiving that for

knowledge in this complex branch of social science, and only schoolboys--we do not include schoolgirls ---Mr. Cotterill overdoes it,

patient studywill makean economist, but the busy man who has yet wevery gladly acknowledge not only his ability, but also that he

not time for fuller investigation will find this a useful book of possesses in a marked degree the admirable curiosity that impels a

reference ; also to the school teacher who has made himself truescholar to insist on getting to the bottom of things. As one among

many good results of this quality we may mention a most useful ap
familiar with economic doctrine it will supply a valuable hand, pendix on the risings and settings of stars, from which much is to be

book for his class lessons ; and the examination student will find learned that will help classical students — and even editors of the

it a useful refresher, but he will be well advised not to substitute classics . We cannot understand what a vocabulary is doing in such a

what is practically a valuable guide or abstract for a thorough book. Surely Mr. Cotterill , who was formerly a master at Haileybury,

and detailed study ofthe full arguments and history of the subject. knows that his commentary and appendices are far above the range of
those who use vocabularies .

Cæsar, De Bello Gallico , Book I. Edited by E. S. Shuckburgh.

GENERAL NOTICES.
(Cambridge University Press.)

Mr. Shuckburgh has provided a good elementary edition . He keeps

to the beaten track of grammatical comment, translation , and a sort of

stage directions ; but the introduction , with its woodcuts, shows an

CLASSICS . approximation to a newer order of things. There is a vocabulary, and

the text is printed in a bold type. On the whole, a very practicalΚλίμαξ πρώτη. A First Greek Reader . By E. C. Marchant.
edition .

( Bell & Sons. )

The first part of this little book consists of some twenty pages of Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book VIII. Edited by W. C. Summers.

simple stories and conversations , mostly in sentences of a single line, (Cambridge University Press.)

including, for example, a dialogue between Hermes and Charon, the Mr. Summers's edition deserves high praise , and we can say without

story of Arion , and some simple adaptations from Xenophon. The hesitation that a better guide could not be desired . The editor com

second part is a version in Attic Greek of some of the adventures of bines good scholarship with the sound common sense of a practical

Ulysses, adapted from the “ Odyssey," a proceeding for which the teacher ; and , while he knows all about the subject, nevertheless , like

writer quotes the authority of Lucian . They take the hero as far as Longfellow's maiden fair, he “ knows how much it is best to show ."
Ithaca . Perhaps his adventures there are reserved for a Second His notes are embellished by contributions from Dr. J. S. Reid and
Reader. It is a happy idea to introduce boys thus early to Greek Dr. A. S. Wilkins. The introduction is an excellent piece of work, and ,

legend. The reading of Xenophon, like the reading of Cæsar, does though quite short, it contains many suggestive remarks. Specially
nothing to stimulate the imagination. Perhaps it would be worth good sections are those on the Metamorphoses ” as a poem, and on

while to try a similar plan with the “ Metamorphoses ” of Ovid , once the diction of Latin poetry. It seems to us that Mr. Summers would
a favourite subject for school reading . There is a vocabulary with a do well to employ his leisure , if he has any, in continuing his studies

few notes, but intentionally very few. Is it wise, by the way, looking to in the Latin poets. Whatever he writes on the subject seems to show

the future, to say " uév is generally to be omitted in translation ” ? the man capable of a magnum opus.
Mr. Marchant would be horrified if the converse proposition were

suggested in hints on writing Greek iambics. The illustrations are Phædrus, Books I. and II. Edited by J. H. Flather. (Cambridge

well selected from the antique, with the addition of a few of Flax
University Press.)

man's studies, and the book is a most valuable addition to
Because it is on a small scale, and is carefully prepared to meet the

resources for the elementary teaching of Greek.
needs of beginners, this edition of “ Phædrus " deserves mention. Mr.

Flather confines himself to simple comment, and does not give parallel

Homer, Iliad IX . and X. Edited by J. C. Lawson. (Cambridge passages. No reference is made to the characteristic features of

University Press.) Phædrus's Latinity ; but the brief introduction contains paragraphs on

The introduction and notes are well stocked with the usual matter, Phædrus, Asop , and metre. The book should fulfil its humble purpose

including constant references to Mr. Monro's “ Homeric Grammar," to successfully.

"

our
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Guide to the Examinations in Physiology , and Answers to Questions, An Elementary Treatise on the Calculus . By George A. Gibson,

Elementary Stage ( 1894-1902 ). ( Blackie . ) M.A., F.R.S.E. ( Macmillan .)

This is a new issue of one of the well known “ Guides to the Science Mr. Gibson's work forms an important addition to the text -books

Examinations of the Education Department " issued by Blackie & Son. which have been written on the subject . The author throughout has

The summary of regulations and hints to candidates are clear and use kept before him the needs of students of applied science, who require

ful ; but brief model answers of this kind are liable to great abuse, for the calculus chiefly for the sake of the valuable assistance afforded to

they are often committed to memory, with the worst possible results. them by a knowledge of its leading principles . He criticizes, however,

It may also be added that some of these particular answers are far the fallacy of supposing that an entirely superficial acquaintance with

from being good models. For example, on page 24, Question 4, the the subject is sufficient for the purpose. Due regard for these points

only use assigned to the thin walls of capillaries is to provide for the has been paramount in determining the scope of the work and the

easy passage of the nutrient material to the tissues ” ; and , on page 49, mode of treatment. The book deals both with the differential and the

Question 5, the action of the diaphragm is described in an imperfect integral calculus, and also gives a slight sketch of the standard methods

and misleading way . of solving ordinary differential equations . A feature of the work is the

An Introduction to Chemistry and Physics . By W. H. Perkin , Jun ., introduction of useful and interesting chapters ou various subjects , in

Ph.D., F.R.S. , and Bevan Lean, D.Sc. , B.A.
Second Edition order that these may be used later to show how the processes of the

Two vols . ( Macmillan . )
calculus can be applied to them . Another characteristic is the rever

These little books will be welcomed by the science teacher who sion to the custom of earlier writers, who drew their illustrations

recognizes that the learning of how knowledge is gained is more im- largely from natural philosophy as well as from branches of pure

portant to his pupils than the acquiring of actual facts . The lines mathematics. Stress is constantly laid on the value of graphical

followed are almost identical with those recommended in the syllabus representation, and the use made of it in the course of the work' fully

of a course of instruction in elementary science , including physicsand bears out the theory of its importance. Owing to the wide range that
chemistry, issued by the Incorporated Association of Head Masters. the text seeks to cover, many theorems that the author was anxious

The books are written with great care, and the illustrations are good ; not to omit entirely , but for which he was unable to find space in the

so that any intelligent teacher will have no difficulty in carrying out body of the work, have been included as exercises .

the experiments and obtaining satisfactory results .
Algebraical Examples, with Answers. By H. S. Hall , M.A.

(Macmillan .)

Practical Chemistry. By R. Abegg and W. Herz . Translated by
This is a small volume, published with a two-fold object. It is in

H. T. Calvert. (Macmillan .)
tended , in the first place, to furnish additional exercises for students

An attempt to apply the ionization theory to qualitative analysis . using llall and Knight's “ Algebra for Beginners," or the “ Elementary

The book is practical in little else but name.
Algebra ” by the same authors , though it must be noted that the pre.

Graduated Exercises in Elementary Practical Physics. By sent work corresponds only to a discussion of the subject as far as and

C. J. Leaper. ( Biggs & Co. ) including quadratic equations. In the second place, the volume has

This book describes a series of experiments in practical physics, been compiled in order to meet an existing demand for a collection of

intermediate in difficulty between those of which an account is given in graduated algebraical exercises not connected with text . Course of

the primers used in some boys’and girls' schools and those described in time has proved that , for questions of certain types, a further repre .

the manuals employed in colleges of University rank. The theory of sentation than that given in the above-named text-books would be

most of the experiments is given in detail , which makes the book desirable . To such portions of his subject the author has taken this

particularly suitable to those students who have had very little mathe- opportunity of devoting some special attention . To aid the task of

matical training.
revision, several sets of test papers have been introduced at intervals.

The name of the author should be , in itself, the best of recommenda

Practical Exercises in Magnetism and Electricity . Being a Laboratory tions for any work on algebra due to his pen .

Course for Schools of Science . By H. E. Hadley, B.Sc.
Algebra . Part I. By H. W. Willis, JA. ( Rivingtons.)

(Macmillan .)

The first ninety pages of this useful little book are devoted to for a lesson of about an hour. The chief difficulty in the use of such
This is a book of examples collected into graduated exercises suited

magnetism , the remaining one hundred and twenty to electricity. exercises lies in the difference in the rate of working of members of a

Though all are good, the former are the better. The latter contain a class. Some will finish the exercise while others are not half through

few theoretical explanations of which but few applications are given. it. What is to be done then ? Are the laggards to be left behind, or

The principle of Wheatstone's Bridge, for instance, may be applied in are we to delay the foremost to bring up the rear ? Experience sug

a very large variety of measurements and in many forms of experi- gests a compromise. In the last ten minutes of the time allotted to a

ment thatare both useful and interesting, and not too complicated for paper the whole class may be brought to discuss the last part of the work

a school laboratory . Many such uses of the principle have been devised of its best members, and by the process the lame dogs may be helped

by Prof. G. Carey Foster. over the stile .
With judicions supplements of this kind the collection

Snaith and Field's Elementary Botany. ( Thomas Laurie .)
will be useful.

In the preface the authors of this little book take as their ideal “ a
MODERN LANGUAGES .

dry text-book , " to be learnt by heart; and those who think with them German Lyrics and Ballads. Selected by J. T. Hatfield . (Isbister. )

will , no doubt, find the present volume eminently satisfactory. Unfor. The late Prof. Ruggles, of Dartmouth College, in the United
tunately, however, the pupils who commit the book to memory will States , had collected materialsfor an anthology , and his work has
store up in their minds a number of mistakes, imperfect definitions, been completed by Prof. Hatfield . It contains a good many old

and antiquated ideas, of which examples may be mentioned . On favourites, and some extracts from the most recent poets - as Fer
page 7 vegetable physiology is regarded as distinct from botany, the dinand Meyer, Fontane, and Liliencron . The introduction is thoughtful
latter being incorrectly defined. Cells ( on page 10 ) are inadequately and interesting, but is , perhaps, pitched a little too high for the
described, and the nucleus is not even mentioned. It is hardly correct young students for whom it is intended . It is a very difficult task

to say that leaves ( page 34 ) convert the food into “secretions, by to present literary history and criticism in an elementary form.
which the plant is nourished , & c.” Even the beginner onght to know The notes give careful indications of the sources and associations of
better than that the cells of the cambium layer “ are produced from a the different poems. They are hardly suggestive enough in the way

viscid substance, called cambium , having almost the same composition either of scholarly interpretation or poetical rendering.

as gum ” ( page 36 ). The embryo sac is badly maltreated on page 56. “ Blackie's Little French Classics . ”— ( 1 ) Rabelais , Gargantua andThe ancient and misleading terms " exogens ” and “ endogens
Pantagruel. Edited by E. C. Goldberg, M.A. (2 ) Mérimée, Mateo

retained on pages 60 and 61. In conclusion , it may be stated that the Falcone. Edited by J. E. Michell, M.A. ( Blackie .)

cuts are far from good , and some of them are printed from ancient This admirable little series of cheap classics is growing rapidly , and
worn blocks.

the general editor is to be congratulated on his excellent choice of

Brorene's Elements of Botany. Fifth Edition , rewritten and authors and editors . ( 1 ) It was a happy thought to include some

greatly enlarged. ( John Heywood.) selections from Rabelais ; it is , we believe, the first time that any

This text-book has been carefully written, and is reasonably good so part of the writings of the great French humourist bas been made

far as flowering plants are concerned. The account of chlorophyll accessible to the pupils of our schools. The notes and glossary are

requires amendment, and so does the summary of facts regarding helpful; some explanation of the peculiar spelling might have been
respiration . Only a very meagre sketch is given of such things as added with advantage. A skilful teacher will be able to make the

dispersal of seeds and fruits , cross-pollination, and other biological most varied use of this little volume. ( 2) The other book contains the

topics which constitute the most interesting part of the subject . And, complete story of “ Mateo Falcone," one of thecleverest that Mérimée

after reading in the preface that the author means to keep in view the ever wrote, and someextracts from “ La Vénus d'Ille , " which he con

leading results of investigations on the relation of phanerogams to sidered his masterpiece. The notes are quite satisfactory.

cryptogams, it is disappointing to find that the latter receive scant A. von Kotzebue, Der gerade Weg der beste. Edited by J. H. D. Matthews,

justice, while there is no attempt to explain the flower by reference to M.A. ( Blackie.)

the reproductive arrangements of lower types. This is a bright little play, which will be read with interest . Its

are
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literary value is not great, but there is pienty of action , and the moral great influence on English law ; but this did not come through the

is unexceptionable. More care should have been taken over the Roman occupation, but through the great jurists of a much later

spelling ; nichts is no longer written with a capital, Witwe has only period. But she is fully entitled to say that " the ideal of honour

ove t , and bisschen is preferred to bischen . The notes are very brief , which the ' Round Table ' typified ” is “ as much a part of English

but will probably be found sufficient. There are some “ short ex · history as all the accurately dated events which have occurred since

ercises” for retranslation, and also subjects for short pieces of the Norman Conquest.” From this point of view she tells the old

composition. tales of Arthur and his knights - acknowledging, of course, that they

French Conversational Sentences. By G. E. Avery. ( Blackie . )
“ are not quite history, and there is no dull exactness of dates about

This useful little book contains a large numberof words and phrases , them .” In her hands the old legends lose nothing of their beauty or

with the English renderings in parallel columns. They are taken from force or power of inspiration. With Alfred we come to more definite

everyday conversation, and are classified under such headings as history. But , thonghwe are told a few dates, we can trnly say this is

numbers, the time, the weather, parts of the body, examples of inter- the only " dull exactness in the story. It is told in a manner that

rogation, & c. Those who teach according to the translation method cannot fail to interest both the children for whom it is primarily

will find the book very useful for purposes of revision ; while teachers intended and children of a larger growth . The moral teaching which

on reform lines will be able to utilize the lists for class-work, though forms the basis of the work , though not obtruded , is beyond praise. A

they may not like to put the book into the hands of their pupils. book of heroes , it is well adapted to light one to foster the heroic fire.

“Black's French Series." - General Editor, Mr. F. B. Kirkman . “ The Picture Shakespeare .” — Henry V. ( Blackie. )

( 1 ) Histoire de Bayard. Abrégée et modernisée par WG The title “ The Picture Shakespeare ” is hardly justified by the

Hartog. ( 2 ) Dumas, Les Aventures de Chirot. Annulies
par

merit of the pictures. The portrait of Henry V. is well known, but the

A. R. Florian , M.A. ( Black. ) pictures of him in this book are in no degree like the known portrait .

We can warmly recommend this series to our readers ; and the The notes are said to have been revised by some well known teachers.

publishers are to be congratulated on having secured in Mr. Kirkman On the first page we find : “ This wooden 0 refers to the Globe The

a most able general editor. He is responsible for the excellent head- atres, which were built of wood and were circular within .” How many

notes and footnotes which elucidate the text , as well as for the selec- Globe Theatres do the editors suppose there were ?

tion of suitable pictures , which in the volume before us are particularly A First History of England. Part II. , 1066-1272. By C. L. Thomson .

good . The idea of issuing the books with or without the English notes (Marshall & Son . )

and French - English vocabulary is a welcome concession to teachers The writer's opinion is that children from nine to twelve years of

who are anxious to exclude themother tongue from French lessons as age should be taught history orally in the form of stories, and that then

far as possible. a book should be given them for revision. The plan may be good , but

( 1 ) The story of “ Bayard ” makes capital reading, and will appeal we cannot help suspecting that the author's oral method was simpler
specially to boys. In the second edition , which we believe will soon than her written method. Her stories are good , but are somewhat too

be called for , it will be necessary to correct a certain number of mis- crowded with detail. In other respects thebook has the faults of most

prints , and to overhaul the vocabulary. books of its type; the geographical basis of history is not brought out .

( 2 ) The “ Aventures de Chicot ” is taken from Dumas's novel The wars of William I. with Hereward and with the Danes did not ,

"Quarante- Cinq, " and is full of thrilling incidents. An appendix con- like the wars of the angels, take place in Chaos, but in the Fen country.

tains a contemporary account of the taking of Cahors, which is But, though the term Fenland is repeatedly used , and though we are

welcome ; and a list of the principal parts of the irregular verbs , told that it was not then drained, there is nothing in the text, or even

which seems out of place in a book which, though presenting nogreat on the accompanying map , to showthe child that it was situated in

difficulties, is yet too hard for elementary classes. The vocabulary is this country .That " Aldred ofYork was now dead, and was succeeded

better than in the book just noticed , but we bave observed several by Thomas of Bayeux," is a fact for which no child of twelve ought to

omissions here also . be asked to grieve . Children , unlike Macbeth , love to sup full with

Deutsche Sagen. By Franciska Geibler. ( Longmans.) horrors ; but the story of the head of Waltheof continuing to recite

Another German reading book from across the Atlantic,with a wordy the Lord's Prayer after execution seems too gruesome even for young

introduction, in which we are told, for instance , that “ memory finds children . The best part of the book is its pictures.

its best chance in moments of imaginative activity ," and that the ( 1 ) Problems and Erercises in English History . Book G, 1688–1832

teacher , “ in seeking for simplicity of structure suitable to the linguistic (2) Certificate Note - Book of European History, 1814-1848. By

weakness of his pupils, is driven back to the use of trivial books of an J. S. Lindsey. ( Cambridge : Heffer & Sons. )

inane simplicity ofsentiment and diction quite unsuited to the better An elaborate apparatus for helping examiners in history to preparefor

tastes of adolescent Americans." This kind of verbiage is getting any attack or surprise on the part of the examiner. Theauthor has

distressingly common in American text books. The idea of telling à apparently been at the pains to tabulate the Persons, Places, and

number ofGerman legends in a short and interesting form was a happy Terms” asked in recent examinations, and gives a selection of

one, and has been executed with some skill . At times the condensa- questions with specimen answers. In the hands of a good teacher or

tion has been carried too far ; the tale of “ Roland ” occupies seven careful student the book might prove a valuable auxiliary. A most
lines ! The style is not always good ; there is an excessive use of valuable feature is an exhaustive list of books, pamphlets, scattered

derselbe, a sure sign of der papierne stil . Sometimes the wording is articles , poems, and even novels , bearing on each period .

distinctly funny, aswhen we read that Venus lives in the Venusburg : Aids to the Study of English History . Issued by the Principal of Clark's
" mit vielen schönen, leichtsinnigen Frauen," and that “ Tannhäuser Civil Service. ( Civil Service Book Depot.)
führte in ibrer Mitte ein fröhliches doch unmoralisches Leben ." The

This book is designed for the purpose of enabling students to

text is not free from misprints ; most strange it is to find three times easily grasp and treat of the difficulties of examination papers." The

the form grösseste for the superlative of gross. Is this taught in title should have rather been “ Aids to the Passing of History Examin

American schools ? There are no notes, a good deal being left to the tions.” In its own line it is clever , and the writer well understands

teacher. The vocabulary is fairly complete, but we miss the principal how to economize work and assist the memory. It will enable many a

parts of verbs and the plural of substantives.
candidate to pass, and some perhaps who ought to fail.

H. von Sybel, Prinz Eugen von Savoien. Edited by E. C. Quiggin, A Little History of the Midlands. ( Nelson. )

M.A., Ph.D. ( Cambridge University Press .) The history and geography of seven counties, with illustrations and
There is no doubt that this must be regarded as the standard poetical extracts, are here treated in some 150 pages. Not much, in

edition of Sybel's famous account of Prinz Eugen . Mr. Quiggin has any direction , can be expected , but the little book may prove useful as

done his work with very great care. A capitalhistoricalintroduction, a change from the ordinary geography, and give at least a fresh point

a map illustrating the campaign against the Turks, and copious notes of view .

give every help for following the hero's eventful career ; and difficulties
A Brief Sketch of French History, 1789-1815. By Léony Guilgault.

of language are fully and clearly explained. The book is very well
( Blackie .)

and correctly printed, and forms a welcome addition to the “ Pitt

The period dealt with in this small text- book is the whole revolution
Press Series. "

ary period. The book is well written , and will be found a reliable

HISTORY
guide, intermediate as regards size between the voluminous histories

First Makers of England. By Lady Magnus. (John Murray .) of Thiers, Louis Blanc , and others and the historical outlines so much

A new volume in “ The Home and School Library Series.” The term used in cramming .

" maker" is used in a wide sense ; it is the making of our “ welfare,”

of our “ national character,” rather than of our institutions and
MISCELLANEOUS.

material well-being, that Lady Magnus has in view . Her three types “ Rambles after Flowers.” — ( 1 ) Across the Common. ( 2 ) Through
are Julius Cæsar, King Arthur, and Alfred the Great. Her account of the Copse. ( 3 ) Around a Cornfield . (4) A Stroll on a Marsh .

the early life of Cæsar and the influences that tended to form his cha- ( 5 ) Down the Lane and Back. By M. C. Cooke, M.A., LL.D.

racter is interesting; but it is a little difficult to believe that his main (Nelson & Sons. )

object in attacking Britain was to introduce “ the arts of peace," or to These five little books are intended to lead children to take note of

see how he gave our brave barbarian ancestors " their very first the wild flowers they meet with in their rambles. The form used is

glimpse into the Beyond .” Roman law has, as she rightly says, had that of a duologue between teacher and papil , the language on both sides

66

66

more

)
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;

being simple and natural , without condescension on the one hand or pert. pupils are not meant to commit the contents to memory, but only to

ness or priggishness on the other. The popular names of the flowers only use the facts as a basis for intelligent comparison and reasoning. As

are given in the text , their botanical names being relegated to foot. such it will be found very useful, and to many minds intensely inter

notes . The print is large and clear, the illustrations sufficient for the esting.

comprehension of all necessary details ; a coloured frontispiece serves Tales of the Spanish Main . By Mowbray Morris. (Macmillan .)

as an epitome of the contents of each separate booklet, and there is an A more fascinating title for a boys' book could hardly be found . As

index at the end of each. The binding is pliable, and the size suited the author says , those three little words, “ The Spanish Main,” are

to tbe pocket. We can thoroughly recommend the series as one of the among the most eloquent in our language, and dull indeed must be the

best introductions to the study of Nature that we have met with . imagination in which they can kindle no spark of enthusiasm . Boys

The Gospel according to St Mark. Edited by A. E. Rubie, M.A. will enjov here yet another chance of worshipping Columbus, Drake,

(Methuen )
Sir Richard Grenville , and many another hero Maps, dates, and a

We cannot recommend this book too highly for the use of junior thorough historical treatment are given , so thatthe book will inform
students . There is an excellent introduction , containing all that can and enlarge the reader's miod as well as delight his patriotic feelings .

be known concerning the origin and purpose of the Gospel, and divers We say patriotic, for to the English mind all noble sailors are their

interesting particulars connected with the land of Palestine and its countrymen. It is very attractively bound and printed, and will serve

people at that time. The text is according to the Authorized Version, admirably as a gift-book.

while the notes at the bottom of each page contain the revised varia
A Second Ilustrated Composition Book ( Nelson ) consists of a

tions , together with such explanations of the text as are needful, and simple grammar, with exercises and copious pictures intended to be

there are valuable appendices. The editor has gathered his material described by the pupils as composition work . The directions are clear

from the best sources, notably from Edersheim’s “Life and Times of and the grammar rules simply given , but too much is crammed into

Jesus."

The Old Testament Narrative for Schools. By Marcus Dodds, M.A.
The Stars in History and Legend . By C. G. Porter. ( Ginn & Co. )

( Nelson . )
This is a collection of legends and poetical quotations connected

It is somewhat difficult to understand what purpose thisbook isde have , among others,the legend of Buddha , who, disguised as a hare,

with the heavenly bodies. Under “ The Moon," for example, we

signed to fulfil; but, as it contains a prefatory recommendation by a
headmaster of so wide anexperience as Bishop Welldon,we arebound cast himselfinto the fire to be roasted for his guest Indra who pre

a beggar, the story of “ Jack and Gill," an

to supposethatits usefulness is thus guaranteed. It is simply the sented himself as
historical portions of the Old Testament arranged chronologically in Indian legend from“ Hiawatha,” and quotations from Ben Jonson,

the iſsissima verba of the sacred writers,according to the authorized Morris, Milton ( “ Satan's Shield ” ), and Browning (“ One Word

More ” ). “ Perseus and Andromeda
Version, and without note or comment. The narrative isbroken up Browning and Charles Kingsley. The legend is told and attention is

suggest quotations from Mrs.

into paragraphs, with appropriate headinge . The feature likely to
commend itfor the use of young students is that the history is called to the beautiful double star Almach and to the great nebula.

" Bowdlerized ” ; all genealogies and undesirable passages , as well as
The book is illustrated with excellent reproductions of Albert Dürer's

drawings.
repetitions , being omitted .

Shakespeare's Julius Cæsar. Edited by Stanley Wood , M.A., and
“ Stops " ; or How to Punctuate. By Paul Allardyce. ( Fisher Unwin . )

Arthur Syms-Wood, B.A. (Gill.)
There is such diversity in the matter of punctuation, and so little of

Every possible requirement for schools and examination purposes
apparent law, that Mr. Allardyce may be credited with the perform seems to be met in this edition . There are marginal notes for the

ance of good service in the construction of this little book . It costs younger, and footnotes for the elder pupils, and notes at the end for

only a shilling , like Prof. Nichol's equally useful little vade mecum , and senior students, with a wealth of historical , dramatic , and critical in .

it is well worth the money . The author has drawn up a set of rules troductions , glossaries, &c. The text itself is much marred by

though too many , we think - which should help diffident writers, and excessive use of italics referring to the notes , so that it would be

some also who are confident on insufficient grounds, to guard against impossible for a pupil to read it intelligently. The whole strikes

misconstruction. He is rather too lenient with the colon , leaving it too
one as being overloaded , and nothing is left for research or imagina

free to intrude on the domain of its half-brother . On the other hand, tion .

he gives no countenance to the artificial and misleading trick (which position of a map of the Mediterranean and a picture of Anne
There is something humorously incongruous in the juxta

we seem to have learnt from the French ) of leaving out the comma Hathaway's cottage.

after the second of a trio of concatenated wordsbefore the and.But, A Counting.House Guide. By W. G. Cordingley. (Effingham Wilson.)
making all allowances for some unnecessary detail , the book is cheap,

complete, and useful .
This is a fairly complete guide to most of the commercial principles

and practice followed in London business houses. A useful feature is
How to enter the Civil Service, by Ernest A. Carr (Grant Richards ) , the large number of copies of actual commercial documents which are

can be recommended as a reliable and up-to-date guide to State em- given to illustrate the ordinary routine business operations ; and the ex.

ployment for boys and girls , men and women. The standpoint of the planations are sufficiently clear and simple to suite the requirements of

author, as a Service man, is within ; and from that vantage ground he boys who have just left school. The chapters on shipping documents

deals, in a clear, matter -of-fact, sometimes colloquial style , with con- and bills of exchange are particularly welldone,though a future edition

ditions of entry , examination subjects, appointments and prospects for should more fully explain the actual mode of protesting foreign bills of

posts at home, in the colonies , and abroad . Hints to students, specimen exchange. Some of the arithmetical portions ght be omitted , while

examination papers, and an index complete a handy half-crown volume the book would be more complete if the more important provisions of

which should be very acceptable to intending candidates . the Sale of Goods and Factors Acts were given .

A Junior English Grammar, by William Williamson , B.A. (Methuen ), Twentieth Century Dictionary of the English Language. Edited by the

is a new book for younger pupils. It is obviously the work ofa prac Rev. Thomas Davidson . ( W. & R. Chambers.)
tical teacher, and based on the sound historical principle that Modern We can recommend this work to those who require a trustworthy

English must find its grammatical explanation in Old English. A pro- English dictionary at a moderate price . We have tested it for many
minent place is rightly allotted to sentence analysis. Useful practical words which have recently crept into the language , including South

hints are given on essay writing,paraphrasing, and punctuation ; African importations, and have only found it wanting in the case of
Oxford and Cainbridge Junior Local Examination papers and other sets “ sjambok.”

of questions are appended, and a useful index completes the work. A Elementary Practical Hygiene. By William S. Furneaux. (Longmans.)

convenient. if not original, illustration of the various periods of our This is a practical guide to elementary physics and chemistry, de

speech is afforded by quotation of the Lord's Prayer (1 ) in Old English signed as a basis for the study of domestic science covered by Section I.

(minus the accents), (2 ) in the Middle English of 1250 ,and ( 3) in the of the Elementary Hygiene Syllabus of the Board of Education. The

practically Modern English of Tyndale's Version (1526 ) . Altogether diagrams are clear, and detailed explanations of the more important

this neat little work seems excellently suited to the requirements of experiments are given . The book is well adapted for use in class.
those for whom it is intended .

The Child at Home. By Mrs. Clement Parsons. ( Nisbet. )

Perspective. By Robert Pratt. ( Longmans . ) Two essayson childhood which may be recommended as sensible and

This new elementary treatise on perspective also includes the dis helpful ; one dealing with The Only Child ,” and the other with “ The

cussion of the projection of shadows and reflections. Its scope and Beauty of Simplicity .”

character will be best understood from the statement that it is written The Windsor Shakespeare. Edited , with Notes, by Henry N. Hudson,

primarily, though , of course, not exclusively , for art students following LL.D. (Edinburgh : T. C. & E. C. Jack . )
the course prescribed for candidates for the Art Class Teacher's

Messrs. Jackareto be congratulated on their spirit in reproducing
Certificate under the new regulations of the syllabus of 1901.

the “ Harvard ” edition of Shakespeare, with Dr. Hudson's well ap

A Commercial Geography of Foreign Nations . By F. C. Boon , B.A. proved notes, in this sixhtly and well priuted form . The volumes

(Methuen . ) already publisbed are “ Julius Cæsar ," Romeo and Juliet," “ The

A handy book of reference for rough statistics of trade and for Merchant of Venice, ” Midsummer Night's Dream ,” Macbeth , "

general facts bearing on the commercial wealth of all countries except " Coriolanus," “ As You Like It," and “ Hamlet.” Each volume is

the British Empire. It is intended as a companion volume to Mr. opened by a portrait, or a sketch of some house or cottage associated

Lyde’s book in the same series , treating of the latter only. Evidently I with the life of Shakespeare .
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Niste on Quest.14954 , evaluating the integral ſo " -r

COS X

may have no meaning. In fact , the integral | *

meaning unless m <2 ; and ſo

so

sin * cOS X

= = n,

=

x"-T

-

1 [° (a + h ) - ° («) ] = $.

- 1

Lth = 0

ment is a constant when it is either certain or impossible ; a variable when

MATHEMATICS. it is neither certain nor impossible . ]

Solution by the Proposer .

sin ( } r + ax) Let o denote (ax = ay ) ( a'c = aʼz ) , and let y denote a (x = y) + á' (x = z) .dx. By 8. B.

Employing my usual notation , we get by mere inspection

Q" : { ♡ = (x = y) } { 4 = (x = y) } : (0 = 4) ,It appears to have escaped notice entirely that the integral in question
sin : Q. : { Q = 10 z} } { * = (x = z ) } : ( 0 4) .

- dx (a > 0) has no

Hence, aon : (0 = z). That is , when a is a certainty ( e ) or an impossi

dx has none unless m < 1 ; while bility (n ), p is equivalent to y .

But this equivalence does not necessarily hold when a is a variable (0) .

dx and dx require m > 0, in order that they may have a variable or its denialcan be impossible)It fails, for example, in the case auryer; for then (remembering that no

meaning:
(0€ 0€ ) ( 0'e = o'n) 6 (8 = m)

Summing up, it appears that when r is even the integral
y = 0 ( € = e) + 0' ( € m)

peo sin ( 17 + ax )
8 + n = 0.

dx
An impossibility is a statement whose chance of being true is absolute zero.

The chance of a variable may be infinitesimal, but it is never zero ; it is

requires the condition 2 > (1 — 1 )> 0 , and , when r is odd, the condition is always > 0 and < 1 . A certainty is a statement whose chance is absolute

1 > ( 11 - r ) > 0 . Both of the cases are thus reduced to familiar results . unity. [The rest in Volume . )
The first solution published affords an excellent illustration of the

danger of differentiating under the integral sign without first examining 14979. ( Rev. T. Roach , M.A .) - Circles are described on SP, S'P in

whether such an operation is permissible. Consider, for instance, the an ellipse as diameters and meet the auxiliary circle in R , Rʻ ; show that
RR ' is the tangent at P.

integral • (a) = sin (ax) f (x) dx ,

Solution by M. R. Peiris and Lionel E. Reay, B.A.

fix) being supposed such that o (a) has a meaning. Then Since circle SPR is described on SP as diameter , this circle touches the

sin (a + h ) x- sin (ax) auxiliary circle at R ; therefore SRP is a right angle and RP touches
- f (x ) dx

h

sin thx R '
cos (ax + 9hx) f ( ) dx,

th

and o' (a ) will be the limit of this expression (if such limit exists) as h R

tends to the limiting value zero. But , since the upper limit of the in .

tegral is infinite, we cannot say that, for all values of x within the range

sinha
of integration cos (ax + 4hx) = x cos (ax ).

th

It may be possible, of course, if f ( x) has a suitable form , to avoid the

difficulty ; for instance, let f (x) = e -t, and then we can write, if h is

[ ° a - ( e- dx cos (ax + {hx)

th

e - xdx cos (ax + jhx) .
th

In the first of these we may put

Lth - o { (sin 1hx) /zh } cos (ax + }hx) = x cos (ax) ,

while the second is , in absolute value, less than

2

e- * dx = [ 2/(VA )*] e- 1/ ",=- Vh ?
the ellipse . Similarly, R'P touches the ellipse , therefore RPR' is the

tangent at P.

which tends to zero with vh .

It has been assumed that h is positive ; but a similar method can be 9848. ( Professor HANUMANTA Rav . )-Solve the equation

applied when h is negative, and the same result is obtained. Thus we 23 - 3mx: + 3.c- m = 0 .

have
x cos (ax) e - rdx , Solutions ( I. ) by Professor S. Sircom ; (II.) by Rev. T. WIGGINS, B.A.,

F. W. Reeves, B.A.; and others.

where ( I. ) If m < l , x = tanh (21r jo + a) , r = 0 , 1 , 2 , where m =- tanh3a.

p (a ) = sin (ax)e-oda, If m > 1 , x = coth ( 210 11 + a) , 1 = 0, 1 , 2 , where m = coth 3a.

80 that the ordinary rule is justified ; but it has required a special proof. ( II . ) For x substitute (a + mn ) , and the equation becomes
It is, unfortunately, impossible to refer to an English text -book in which

such questions are adequately discussed ; they are fully treated in good a3 + 3a ( 1 – inº) + 2m ( 1 - m *) = 0 .

foreign books on the calculus, and in Mr. G. H. Hardy's recent papers . For a substitute (y + z) , and the new equation becomes

y3 + x2 + 3y = (y + 2) + 3 ( 1 --m2)(y + 2) + 2 ( 1 - m2) 0.

15023. (R. CHARTRES.) - If C, denote the combinations of n things This is satisfied if y8 + 23 = –2 (1–m2),

s together, and D, those of (21 — 1 ) things r together, sumn the series
and yz = - ( 1 – mnº) or 7373 = - ( 1 – 14)3.

CC CCCC_CC
Hence y and z are the roots of t2 + 2m ( 1 –ma) t- ( 1 – 12)3 = 0 ; there

D. Dz D D
fore (by solving) y3 = ( – 1) (m + 1 ) , z3 = (m - 1)(n - 1) ; whence

Solution by the Proposer. x = a + 1 = y + z + ın = (mº - 1) ( V (m + 1 ) + }(m - 1 ) ] + m ,

Taking LEGENDRE's n -th coefficient P , ( n even) which is the real root .

min - 1)
r " - + . = 0 , 14761. (A. F. van der Heyden , B.A .) - Let I, 11 , 12, 1, denote the

2 (21—1) in- and ex -centres of a triangle . Given the circum - centres of the tri .

2n angles II,13 , 11311 , and of the original triangle, construct the triangle.

n +1 D),
Solutions (I. ) by H. W. CURJEL, M.A. ; ( II . ) by Professor SANJÁNA , M.A.

( I.) I is the orthocentre of 1,1,13, and the circum -circle ( centre 0) of

14665. ( H. MacColl, B.A . )—Each letter denoting a statement, triangle ABC is the nine-point -circle of triangle 1,1,13. Hence the

and d' being the denial of a , show that (ax = ay ) (a'x a'z) and circum -circles of II , 13, II, 1,, I1,13, 1,1,1, are all equal. Therefore the

a (1 = y)+ a (x = z) are equivalent when a is a constant(x , y , z ' being middle point F of the linejoining the centres L, M of circles II,I3, II, 1,

unrestricted ), but not necessarily when a is a variable . [ Def. : A state . ! i.e . , middle point of I13) lies on circle ABC. Therefore the circle ABC can

sin 3h

positive , hi [ (a + ) –oka) ] = SA

+

S."
sin tha+

Vh
h

(* (a)= D.

-

-

+ + ....

+

n

or
CC_C.C3 + ....

D3

Q
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-

O

are

a3e cosa
and

(
9

C) : whence, & c.:

and

12

1 >

-

105P + 1 .....

be described , and line II, drawn; where it cuts the circle ABC again is which subtend a right angle at P, Q respectively . Prove that R, R’ , C

point C. and 1,12 passes through C and is at right angles to 113. Also are collinear.

İ,OM, LOL are straight lines ; hence 19, I , are determined,and hence
also I , 1z as intersections of circles with centres L , M and radii LI , MI ;. Solutions (I. ) by JAMES BLAIKIE, M.A.; (II. ) by R. Tucker, M.A.;

And the intersections of II , 1,13 with 1,13 , 1.1 are the points A and B.
(III . ) Lionel E. Reay , B.A. , and others .

(II.) Bisecting II , II ., II;
( I. ) Let a circle described on PQ as Q'

at right angles by the lines 1 ,
diameter meet the conic in P ', Q' ; then

0,LO3 , O ,MO , O ,NO,, we get
the normals at P and Q will meet the R!

01 , 02, 03 as the circum -centres
diameter P'Q' in R , R' , the points

R

of 11,13, 11314, II, I., respect
02 through which pass all the chordswhich

ively . Now B subtend a right angle at P, Q respect Q

20,1312 = } (n- 1,0,13)
ively . Thus R , C , R ' are collinear.

= * { - (2. - 21.113) ( II . ) R , R' are the Frégier points for P, Q, and their coordinates ( see

= 1,113-37
ONEY , Conics , ch . xii . , Ex . xxxv . , 29 , or other text-books)

-abe sin a -a %e cos a a'be sin a

BIC - 1 = 1A ,
M La +19 a' + 62 ad + b

LII,1, = B :

hence LN130, - } ( B + A ) . ( III . ) R is the Frégier point of P and is on the normal at P.

So also 20,1311 { B
Similarly , R' is on the normal atQ. By the symmetry of the figure

PR = QR' ; therefore, at once , R , C, and Ř ' are collinear .
and LII,1 - JA ;

[Other solutions, too numerous to publish, have been received.
hence N1,02 = 1 (B + A) . EDITOR . ]

Therefore N is the mid - point of 0,02. So L and M are the mid -points

of 0,03, 0,0 ,. Thus the circleABC is the nine-point- circle of 0,0,03. 14725. (Robert W. D. CHRISTIB .)--Prove the following theorems

as it goes throughL , M , N. Hence, of the triangle 0,0,03,two angular on circulators. P= any prime haviog an evenperiod ; H , = thenumber

pointso, and 0 ,are giren, and the nine- point-centre 0 is also given ; formed by the figures of the first half ;H , = the number formed by the

thistriangle therefore can be easily constructed. With centres 01 , 02,0); figures of the second half. Then
and radii each equal 20N , strike arcs meeting two and two in I1, Ig, 13 ;

the pedal triangle of 1,1,13 is the original triangle. P- 1 = (H2+ 1)/ (H +1 ) , H, (P - 1) = (P- 2) 10$P + H ...(1, 2) ,

( H2 + 1 ) / (H , +1 ) = (101" -H,V (10*P - H ,), 106"-H, - 0 mod P... (3 , 4 ) ,– // – = P

15006. (Professor IGNACIO Beyers, Lt. - Col . du Génie. )-Soit SABC H , + H , + 2 = 0 mod P .. (5 ) ,

un angle trièdre trirectangle ; SD une droite intérieure que l'on projette (H + H , + 2 )/ (H. - H ) = P/ ( P - 2 ) .. (6 ) ,

sur les faces SAB, SAC, SBC, suivant SC' , SB', SA' ; démontrer que

A'SB' + A'SC + B'SC' = 180°, et déduire de ce théorème la propriété
P (H , + 1 ) = 105 +1 . (7 ) ,

correspondante du triangle sphérique (démonstration géométrique). and various others by combination .

Solution by ALETROP .
Example of (1) P = 7 , } = 142857 ;

therefore 7-1 = (857 + 1 ) / ( 142 + 1 ) = 6 .
Considérons le parallélipipède dont l'un des angles trièdres est SABC

et SD une des diagonales. Menons A'B', B'C ', C'A '. Par avoir un Solution by ALETHOP ; H. W. Curjel, M.A.; and A. M. Nesbitt, M.A.

côté commun et les deux autres côtés égales comme diagonales de rectangles
Soit p

LA'SB' = SB'C' ;égales, on a
le nombre pair de chiffres de la période de 1/P. On aASA'B' = SB'C' , d'où

ASA'V ' = SB'C', d'où LA'SC' – SC'B' ; 1 / P = ( 101PH , + H ,7 (10 "-1) .(a ).

par suite A'SB' + A'SC " + B'SC' – SB'C' + SC'B ' + B'SC' = 180º . D'ailleurs, on sait bien que , étant pair,

De là on déduit aisément : Le périmètre du triangle pédal d'un poin H, + H, 999 ... (jusqu'à {p chiffres) . (b ) .

pris dans l'intérieur d'un triangle sphérique trirectangle (de référence
De (a) et ( b) on tire H , = 1 / P (105P + 1 ) -1 ... (c ),

et égal à une demi-circonférence de cercle maxime .

H, = 10$! - 1 /P ( 10$” + 1 ) ........... .( d ).

14970. ( Lt. - Col. Allan CUNNINGHAM , R.E.) - Show how to find a Maintenant, il est facile de vérifier les égalités proposées. Tout d'abord

set of three or more numbers qr such that (220 — 1 ) , ( x " – 1 ) , (x'— 1 ) , &c . , H, +1 = 1 /P (10$! + 1 ) , H2 + 1 ( P - 1 ) / P (10 % + 1 ) ...... (e, ),

are divisible hy 91 , 92 , 93 , &c. , respectively for several assigned values of d’où , par division, ( 1 ) . Multipliant (d) par P- 1 et en egard de (c ), il

= a , b , c, &c . ) at once. Give examples when x has each of the values vient ( 2) . En divisant les valeurs de H. + 1 et 11 , + 1 tirés de ( ) , on a (3).

2, 3, 4 , 5 , 6, 8 , 9 , 10 , 12 , 15 , 16, 18, 20 , 24, 25, 27, 30 for the same set De cette dernière et de (1),
of exponents 90, 91 , 92, &c . , with the respective divisors 91 , 92, 93 , &c .

102P - H , = (10 – H )(P - 1) = 0 mod (P- 1 ) .........(4 ).

Solution by the PROPOSER. De ( 1 ) , après avoir ajouté 1 aux deux membres ,

Let 91 , 92, 93, &c. be a succession of primes such that
H, +1 , + 2 = (H, +1 ) P = 0 mod P . (5) .

91 290 + 1, 92 = 291 + 1 , 93 29 +1, &c .
(1); L'addition de (e) et ( 1) donne H, + H + 2 .. (5) .

whence % = * (91-1 ) , 91 = $ (92-1 ) , &c . ( 1a) .
Cette- ci divisée par la différence entre ( ) et (e), fournit ( 6 ) . Enfin ,

Then the question requires (7 ) est (e) mise sous forme entière.

220 = 1 (mod qı) , = 1 (mod qa) &c . ( 2 ) ;

80 that x should be a 2 -ic residue of 91 , 92, 93 , &c . ( 2A ) .
14967. (R. Tucker, M.A . )-The tangent at P (apº, aps) to the curve

This is satisfied if qr 4mr.x- 1 for each r = 1 , 2 , 3 , & c . ( 3 ) . ay ? = xris ( A ) meets the curve again at Q ; prove that (1) the normals at

Now , taking 3 = 4m .t - 1 ......... (4 ) P , Q meet, in R , on the curve 6561yt + 2430axy2 + 32ałyº = ax (75x + 8a ) ;

gives, by ( 1 ) , a 4 ( 2m ) .x –1 , 02 = 4 ( 4m ).x - 1, &c ............. (41) , (2) the evolute to (A ) is 9y2 (729y2 + 1728ax + 32a) + 512ax 6x + a)? = 0.

which are all of the requ ed form ( 3)
(Gregory's Exercises, p . 195 , gives a surd result .) If 9p = 2 , then PR

If several of these ( 9 ') in succes
is also a tangent. Find the locus of the intersection of orthogonal

sion be prime, they wouldsatisfy ( 2 ) , and therefore solve the problem for tangents, and also of the circum -centreofPOQ (O the cusp ), andshow
any particular base x.

Next, giving a several values x =
that the mid-point of PQ lies on another semicubical parabola.

a , b , &c . , and takingC,

X = L.C.M. ( 5 ) , Solution by the Proposer and LIONEL E. Reay, B.A.

and , taking 91 4mX - 1, giving by ( 1 ) , 1. Tangent at P is 2y - 3px + ap } = 0 .. (i.).

92 4 (2m ) X - 1 , 13 = 4 (4m ) X- 1 , &c. (54) , This meets the curve in p ' = - }p. The normals at P, Q are

these q's are all of the required form (3 ) for each of a , b, c, & c .; and , if 3py + 2x = a ( 3pt + 2pa)

several of them in succession were prime, they would also satisfy (2 ) for - 24py + 3 2x a (3p* + 8p ) } (ii . ) ,

each base a , b, c, &c .; and would also satisfy (2 ) for any base
After some reduction we have to eliminate p between

x = aº.69.c', &c .

This completes the general solution . 729y2pº- ( 1620xy + 144ay) p + 900.x * + 96ax = 0)

[The rest in Volume. ]
and 2apa + 9yp- 10x = 0 ;

14959. (R. KNOWLES, B.A . )-P, Q are the ends of a diameter of a whence 8ly° ( 16a + 225x )(729y2 + 360ax + 32a2) = x (3645yº + 900ax + 96a2) .

conic , centre C ; R, R' are the points through which pass all the chords When cleared we get the result .

-

101_1

1

10$P + 1

of a , b , c, & c .

( 2
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a m
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{ ( cos © )*** -1 },where>

ክስ + 10 m + 1

or

(1-2,

1 -
-

2. To obtain the evolute we eliminate p between (ii . ) and 3y = 12ap3 + 4ap. 15071. (R. F. Davis, M.A . )-Solve the equation x - y4 = x + y .

Reducing , we get the equations
15072. ( R. TUCKER , M.A . )-PSQ , RST are orthogonal focal chords

27yp : + 4 (6x + a ) p - 3y = 0, 4apa - 9py - 8x = 0 . of a parabola. 0 , O' are the respective co -normal points (i.e. , PO, QO

Ultimately we have are normals, and also RO', TO '). Show that the join of O , Oʻpasses

144yº ( 18x-0)2 = (243y2 + 961x + 1699 ) ( 274° + 192.xº + 32ax) . through a fixed point, that 0, O ' lie on the same parabola, and find the

This reduces to the result in question .
locus of the intersection of 00' and the join of the third co - normal points

of (P, Q) and ( R , T) .

3. If (ii . ) is a tangent, we have 3pp'3 + 2p 2 3pt + 2p ". This gives
15073. (A. M. Neskitt, M.A. See Quest. 14917 , July , 1901 . )–1f

for contact ( 3p2 + 2) (9pº— 2 ) = 0 ; hence 9p ? = 2 .
we call the conic which touches the nine sides of the triangles A1 , A2, A3

4. For locus of intersection of orthogonal tangents, we have ( i . ) and the “ nine-tangent conic " of the three original conics , prove that, if four
2y – 34x = -01 , where 9px + 4 = 0 ; i.l. , muliiplying, conics P , Q, R, S be such tbat all pass through one point, while not

492 - 6xy (p + 1 ) - 4x2 - paa, also 3x = a (p? + 1 + pa ) ; more than two pass through any other point, then the four “ nine- tan

gent conics " ofQRS, RSP, SPQ , and PQR have a common tangent. The
whence ( 27 * - 41 ) 3 *ya fa (ya - / + ) .

following particular case of the reciprocal of Quest. 14917 ought to admit
This reduces to ( 729 , - ( 272 -- 4a) x *y2 = ta [ 729 ( – xº) + 16a?] . of a solution by purely geometrical methods. Two parabolas P, P ' have

5. If equation to circle OPQ is x2 + y2 20x + 2By , we get a common focus S , and a circle C touches their common tangent . If the

common tangents to P and C, and to P' and C form triangles A and A ' ,
ap + 6Bp - 10a 0 , 9B-p: — (30a + 2a) Bp + 2aa + 25a 0 ;

prove that the point S and the six vertices of A and a' all lie on a circle .
whence locus is aa (25a + 2a ) 2 = 482 (4022 + 1500 + 10884) .

15074. ( Professor NEUBERG .) - Construire le centre et les asymptotes

6. The locus is readily got to be 1257 98.x3.

de l'hyperbole équilatère qui passe par deux points donnés A, B et qui

touche une droite donnée d en un point donné C.

11264. ( Professor Zerr.) -- Show that the intrinsic equation to the 15075. (H. L. TRACHTENBERG.) — The straight line joining the centres

evolute of the curve port = a cos mo is
of the two rectangular hyperbolas that touch four fixed straight lines is

bisected at right angles by the directrix of the parabola which touches
S = -

-1 } , where o has its usual meaning.. these straight lines.

15076. ( Professor N. BHATTACHARYYA )-A conic is circumscribed
Solution by the PROPOSER .

about a triangle whose diameters parallel to the sides of the triangle are

We easily get that drdo = 9 tan (0-0) . From the equation to the proportional to the corresponding sides. Show that the locus of the in

curve dr do = -a (cosmo)(1–m ," sin mo = —tan me ; therefore verse of a point on this conic is the line joining the three points , where

tan (0-0) = -tan me, 0-0 = me, 0 = 1/(m + 1 ) .. . ( 1 ) . the tangents (at the vertices to the circum - circle meet the opposite sides .

S = p- C is the equation to the evolute ds /do
If the vertices A , B , C are joined to any point in this line meeting the

= a (cor me).. , but sides BC,CA, AB in A ', B ', C' respectively, then B'C', C'A ', A'B'meet
' de 1 (m + 1 )do ; therefore ds /do = a /(m + 1) (cosm / (m + 1 ) o ](1

therefore s = Pi BC , CA , AB respectively in three collinear points whose envelope is the
al( in + 1 ) (cos m /(m + 1 ) o] ( 1 .| - mji — C, when S = 0 , 0 ,

BROCARD ellipse of the triangle .

and C = a /(m + 1 ) ; therefore S' = a/(m + 1 ) { [cos m /(m + 1) P ]\l–m );" – 1 } .
15077. ( Professor Cochez.)

QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION . On donne une circonférence 0 et B

15064. (H. MacColl, B.A .)— Let o denote the alternative state un point A, par lequel on mène
ment xyza' + xyb' + xy'z' + y'z'a ' . Express the implicatione: 0 (which

asserts that o is certain, i.l., follows necessarily from our data) in the une sécante variable coupant la A

form (M ::: N )( P : y : Q )( R : * : S ) (Tin ) ; in which M denotes the

weakest statement from which (in conjunctionwith our data ) we can courbe en B et C.
Lieu de

deduce and N denotes the strongest conclusion we can draw from z .

Similarly P, Q , R , S are to be interpreted. It is understood that M and l'orthocentre du triangle BOC .

may contain y and x , but not :: that P and Q may contain x, but

neither y nor -, and thatR , S , T contain peither x nor ynor z , though be fastened to two pointsdistant2x apart in the same horizontal line,
15078. (Professor Hudson, M.A . )—If a uniform chain of length 28

they may contain a or b. The implication T : n asserts that T is impossible, and be acted onby vertical forces such that the force acting on a length

i.e. , inconsistent with our data or definitions. The symbol A ' is the ds is mgds + ugdx, prove that the horizontal tension is approximately

denial of A, so that, whateverbethestatementA, we have always (m +m)9{ 23/6 (8-2)} ,and thatthe sagat the middle point is {3« (8 –x) } " ,
€ : A + A' and AA' : 7 . Logicians will notice the connexion between this

Question and the “ inverse problem ” of Prof. Jevons ; and mathe- assuming that (8 — x )/x is small .

maticians will notice the analogy between it and the problem to find the

successive limits of integrationin multiple integrals. 15079. (Rev. T. Roach, M.A . ) - Prove geometrically

sin- ) + sin ? i's + sin -1 f = #.
15065. ( Rev. Prebendary W. A. WHITWORTH, M.A . ) - Show that ,

if x > y + = + 1,
15080. (Professor Nanson . )-Lines drawn through the vertices of a

RÝR; RļRſ . RR
1+

triangle A divide the angles into the segments a, a ' ; B , B '; y, y , and
(x – Y - :- 1 ) ! (x — 1 ) !

ad inf.
form a triangle A' . If R, R' are the radii of the circum - circles of A, A' ,

R1 R. R; (x - 4-1 ) ! (3 - : - 1) !

sin a sin B sin y - sin a ' sin B ' sin v

( Ry here denotes, as in Choice and Chance, the number of combinations of prove that R sin (B + ') sin (y + a') sin (a + B ' )

» things r at a time when repetitions are allowed . )
and deduce the theorems of Ceva and MENELAUS.

15066. (R. KNOWLES . )-Prove that the sum of the series

1+ 4 ( + ) + 102 ( ) + ... + ((n + 1 )( + 2)(1 + 3) ] } :(! )" + ... ad inf. = 1008 .2 { ] [ x
15081. (D. Biddle.) — Given the in -circle and the circum -circle , with

the distance between their centres (RP - 2Rr;', construct the triangle .
15067. ( Lt. -Col. Allan CunniNGHAM, R.E .) -- If o (N ) denotes the

sum of the divisors of N (including 1 , but excluding N) , find when 15082. ( Professor Sanjána, M.A.) — The Simson - line of a point P

( N) = 2 ” admits of solutions of form N 2.p (p being an odd prime). makes an angleo with the base BC of thetriangle of reference ; prove
Ex. - Solve o( N ) = 224 that the distances of P from the line , and from BC, CA , AB, are re

15068. (Robert W. D. Christie.)– Solve generallythe following spectively 2R cos e cos (8– B ) cos (8+ C), 2R cosé sin ( – B) sin (8+ C) ,
Christmas puzzle :--- Find four integers a , b , c , d, such that 2R sin o sin (0– B ) cos (0 + C) , 2R sin 8 cos (0- B) sin (0 + C) ,

( 1 ) ad bc 1 mod p, (2) aº + b = c + d " = 0 mod p, R being the radius of the circum-circle .

( 3 ) ac + 1 = bd ? + 1 ( 4 ) bc2 + d2 15083. (John Prescott, B.A . )-Given two lines AB and CD in the

prire of form 4m – 1 , and give all the solutions . same plane, butnot parallel, find a point P such that the triangles formed

15069. (ALETROP.) - X et ki étant des entiers donnés, de combien de by joining P totheextremities of AB and CD shall be similar, thetwo

manières différentes a -t- on en nombres entiers N = a? + kb , lorsque cela given lines subtending equal angles at P.

soit possible ? ( Voyez Gauss, Disq . Arith ., Lipsiæ , 1801 , p . 219.)
OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS) .

15070. ( C. F. SANDBERG , M.A .) — If, for all values of 1 from 0 to 1 ,
8938. (D. EDWARDES. ) —Prove that

10 (1-1)
, = 1 + 1a , -1X + ar -- 28 + + ra , ar - 1 + QoX", sinh ( 2y + 1)

1.2 ( cosech { (2r + 1)B - a } - cosech { (2x + 1)B + a } ] .
then, for the same values of 7 ,

sinh (2x + 1 ) 8

7°(7–1)
a, = 0 ; – 1907-13 + ar . + ... + ( -1 ) ' aox" . 9688. (A. E. Thomas.)—Solve the equations

1.2
a2x3 – 3aczy? + 2bcy} = P, 3i2rky- bacxyº + y3 (462– ac) = 9 .

+ +
+ ...

R' a

>

0 mod p , 0 mod p,

where p

220
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The special attention of Schoolmasters

9781. If ax + by + cz + dw = 0 , and a'x + b'y + o'z + d'10 = 0, whure a ,

b , c , d , a' , b ' , c' , d' are functions of a parameter 8, be the equations to a

line, this line will generate a ruled surface of order m + n , where m and

n are the orders of the two given equations as functions of 0. Especially

examine the casewhen m = n = 1 , and show that a second set of lines exists

in this case .

9850. (Professor NEUBERG . ) - On considère tous les triangles de même

somine des carrés des côtés . Quelle est la probabilité que l'angle de

BROCARD de l'un de ces triangles, pris au hasard , soit compris entre a et B ?

9933. ( Professor Sen .) - Find the curve which always intersects an

ellipse at right angles ( 1 ) when it moves with its major axis along a right

line , ( 2 ) when its centre moves on another ellipse with their major axes

parallel

10049. (J. LEMAIRE.) - Soit un quadrilatère ABCD et une droite

parallèle à la diagonale BD . Cette droite rencontre AB , BC , CD , DA

respectivement en E , F, G, H ; AF et AG coupent CD et BC en I et K.

Enfin EK et HI se rencontrent en 0. Démontrer que la droite CO passe
par le milieu de EH .

10157. (R. W. D. Christie .) - If p be a prime number > 2 , prove

{ ( 2p ! / 2 p ! * p ! ) - 1 } = p ( M ),

where M is the sum of } (p - 1 ) integral square nnmbers.

is directed to the new Scheme for the pro

motion of Nature Study by means of the

Competition for Collections of Wild Flowers

now being inaugurated under the direction

of Mr. F. E. HULME, F.L.S., F.S.A.х

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS .

It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

Hent to the Mathematical Editor,

Miss Constance I. Marks, B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd. , West Kensington , W.

Full particulars will be published in

Part II. of the New Enlarged Edition of

FAMILIAR WILD FLOWERS,
1

published March 12th , or will be sent, post

free, on application to Messrs. CASSELL &

COMPANY, Limited , La Belle Sauvage,
1

THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY .

Thursday, February 13th , 1902.-Dr. Hobson , F.R.S. , President, in

the Chair. Thirteen members present .

Prof. Lamb read a paper on “ Boussinesq's Problem . ” Messrs. Love,

Hargreaves, Cunningham , Macdonald, and the President, took part in

a discussion on the paper.

Mr. Alfred Young read a second paper on " Quantitative Substitu

tional Analysis.” Prof. Elliott asked one or two questions.

Prof. Love explained a new proof of a well known theorem concerning

zonal harmonics .

The following papers were communicated by the President :

( i . ) “ On the Density of Linear Sets of Points,'' ( ii . ) “ On Closed Sets

of Points defined as the Limit of a Sequence of Sets of Points ” : Mr.

W. H. Young .

“ On Plane Cubics " : Prof. A. C. Dixon .

" On the Wave Surface of a Dynamical Medium , Æolotropic in all

respects ” : Prof. Bromwich .

« Elementary Proof of a Theorem for Functions of several Variables " :

Dr. H. F. Baker.

London , E.C.

A Selection from CASSELL'S EDUCATIONAL WORKS:

4

Uniform with MacWhirter's “ Landscape Painting in Water-Colour." .

MARINE PAINTING IN WATER-COLOUR.

By W. L. WYLLIE , A.R.A.

With 24 Coloured Plates. 66 pp ., crown 4to , 5s.

JUST OUT.

.

LIFE OF

THE BARONESS VON BÜLOW
MACWHIRTER,Landscape Painting in Water -Colours. By J.

R.A. With 23 Coloured Plates. Price 5s.

.

By her Niece, BARONESS VON BÜLOW .

With Preface by W. T. HARRIS, U.S. Commissioner of Education .

2 Vols . , 8vo, cloth , 159. 60. net .

A History of England. By H. O. Arnold - FORSTFR , M.A. Fourth

Edition , Revised. Fully Illustrated . Price 5s . ; cloth gilt , 6s. 6d.

This World of Ours. By H. O. ARNOLD- FORSTER, M.A. Being

Introductory Lessonsto the Common-sense Study of Geography. Fourth and
Cheap Edition . Fully Illustrated . Price 2s.6d .

Agents for Great Britain :

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT-BOOK AGENCY,

9 Arundel Street, Strand, London.

THE BEST

THE FITZROY PICTURES . AND

66

CASSELL'S FRENCH DICTIONABY,

( French - English and English -French .) 615th

Thousand . Revised and Corrected from the

Seventh and Latest Edition of the Dictionary

of the French Academv. 1,150 pages, cloth ,

38. 6d.; half -morocco, 5s.

CASSELL'S GERMAN DICTIONARY .

(German -English and English -German.) 277th

Thousand . 1,120 pages, demy 8vo. Cheap

Edition, cloth , 38. 60.; half-morocco, 5s,

CASSELL'S
LATIN DICTIONARY

. (Latin

English and English -Latin .) 132nd Thousand.

Thuroughly Revised and Corrected and in part

Re -written by J. R. V. MARCHANT, M.A. , Oxford,

and J. F. CHARLES, B.A. Cheap Edition,

38. 61 .; half -morocco, 5s.

CHEAPEST

LOVE RULES HIS KINGDOM WITHOUT A SWORD."

A SECOND EDITION OF THIS PRINT IS NOW READY.

Designed by LOUIS DAVIS , in Colours .

Printed on Stout Paper. Upright, 37 in . by 19 in . 2s . Bd . each net .

ALSO THE NEW SET “ THE MONTHS."

By HEYWOOD SUMNER .

For Illustrated Prospectus apply to

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York Street,

Covent Garden .

DICTIONARIES .

Cassell's Educational Catalogue will be sent post free on application .

CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, LCDGATE HILL, LONDON.
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THOROUGH PREPARATION FOR EXAMINATION.

SCHOOL FURNITURE BUYERS

TEXT-BOOKS for HIGHER SCHOOLS. SHOULD SEND AT ONCE FOR

The most complete and Elegantly Illustrated

Catalogue of School Furniture
.

YET ISSUED.

PUBLISHED BY THE

Educational supply Association.

Edited by Rev. C. S. DAWE, late of St. Mark's College, Chelsea.

These books are specially prepared for the Oxford and Cambridge

Preliminary and Junior Local Examinations, and Candidates for Minor

Scholarships, &c . The Series consists of the following books :

ARITHMETIC .

Small amount of Theory, large amount of Practice. Worked-out

examples for each step . Prominence given to the Metric System .

Laboratory Exercises in a Special Section .

GEOGRAPHY.

Physical facts made the basis of Political . Commercial aspects kept

constantly in view . British Empire fully treated .

Many Coloured Maps and Diagrams.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

Examples made the basis of instruction . Analysis introduced early.

Aids to correct speaking a prominent feature. Plenty of scope

given for " practice .”

ENGLISH HISTORY.

Contains landmarks of our national history. More than usual attention

given to last three centuries .

The Growth and Greatness of the Empire specially considered .

PUBLISHED AT ONE SHILLING EACH.

Catalogue.of

School Furnitu
re

Manufactured by

The Educational SupplyAssociation

42, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON .

LIMITCO

Every Article mentioned in this Catalogue isMadeEntirely in England

The Schoolmaster says : “ Wecan speak well of all . Each book will be found just

the kind to place in the hands of pupils beginning a systematic course of study in

these subjects. The Arithmetic strikes us as being especially good ; in fact, the

writer of this review has decided to introduce it into his own school. We feel com

pelled to add a word of commendation to the publishers, who have produced the
books in a most pleasant and serviceable form .'

Specimens and particulars sent free to Head Teachers.

Th's Catalogue, produced at great expense, contains full particulars

and illustrations of School Desks, Laboratory Fittings, Library Fittings,

Art School Fittings, and every Requisite for Educational Furnishing .

Post free on application .

The Educational Supply Association , Ltd.,

42 HOLBORN VIADUCT , LONDON , E.C.

SPECIAL MATHEMATICAL NUMBER.
Crowd 8vo, cloth . Price One Shilling.

March Number Now Ready.

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES.
THE SCHOOL WORLD.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and Progress. Price 6d .

CONTENTS.
6

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR ,

Assistant MASTERS IN MERCHANT TAYLORS' SCHOOL .

“ The words and phrases in this book are well chosen . ” — Educatii nal

News, October 13, 1900.

Extremely valua ole. ” — Guardian , September 12, 1900.

" A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

in parallel columns arra'ged under such headings as Relationships,'

Class -Room Objects,' ' Colours ,' & c . ” - School World , August, 1900 .

“ The book . . . supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

in the concluding chapters are well selected .” — Educational Times ,

August , 1900 .

LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY, LUDGATE Hill, E.C.

FOR STUDENTS OF HISTORY.

SCHOOLMATHEMATICS FROM THE UNIVERSITY POINT

OF VIEW:

I.: Oxford. By H. T.GERRANS, M.A.

II.: Cambridge . By ARTHUR BERRY,M.A.

III.: Glasgow . By H. S. CARSLAW , M.A. , D.Sc.

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY IN SCHOOLS. By Prof. G. B.

MATHEWS, M.A., F.R.S.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION DISCUSSION ON THE TEACH.

ING OF MATHEMATICS. By Prof. G. H. BRYAN, Sc.D. , F.R.S.

THE ETHICS OF PRIZE-GIVING. By F. E. KITCHENER, M.A.

NATIONAL EDUCATION. I.: By JUDEX . II.: By C. W. K.

THE STUDY OF PHILOSOPHY,

THE CHOEPHORI OF AESCHYLUS,

TWO SCHOOL HISTORIES.

THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS. By

Prof. G.M.MINCHIN,M.A., F.R.S.

THE TEACHING OF EUCLID'S ELEMENTS. By W.C. FLETCHER,
M.A.

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General ; Scottish ; Irish ; Welsh ;

Current History .

SCOTCH LEAVING CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS, 1902.

Revision Test Papers. HigherGrade.

SCOTCH LEAVING CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS, 1902 .
Revision Test Papers. Lower Grade .

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

CORRESPONDENCE :

ArtificialityinSchoolMathematics. By CECIL HAWKINS, M.A.- Euclid in

Schools. By A. CLEMENT JONES, M.A., Ph.D., and FRANK M. KINGDON.
Historical Novels for Period B.c. 55 -A.D. 1066. By HAROLD G. HALL.-Subjects

for London Matriculation Examination . By Chas. E. BROWNE, B.Sc.

66

“ Old South Leaflets."

American History Leaflets."

Special Circulars of these important series will be sent on application .

Fling Outline of Historical Method.

Colby Outlines of General History .

Fisher Brief History of the Nations.

Fling Studies in European History.

Larned
History for Ready Reference. 6 vols,

Mattheus Select Mediæval Documents.

Ragozin History of the World .

Lists of “Perry Pictures , ” Blackboard Stencils, and Relief Practice Maps on

application. A new edition of Catalogue will be ready shortly.

...

...

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT-BOOK AGENCY ,

LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED.

9 ARUNDEL ST . , STRAND, LONDON.

(Close to Temple Station . ).
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PATON'S

LIST OF SCHOOLS

AND TUTORS.

An Aid to Parents in the Selection of Schools.

CONTAINS

Views and Abridged Prospectuses of the best Boys' and Girls' Schools.

FIFTH EDITION NOW PREPARING.

600 PAGES. RED CLOTH . Post FREE, ls. 4d.

SPECIMEN COPY sent free on receipt of Copy of Prospectus .

PARENTS and GUARDIANS in quest of SUITABLE SCHOOLS may obtain

Prospectuses and Advice ( free of charge) by sending DETAILED STATEMENT

of Requirements.

MESS
[ESSRS. J. & J. PATON, 143 Cannon Street, London, beg

respectfully to inform Principals that they insert SCHOLARSHIP

EXAMINATION NOTICES and other Advertisements promptly

and accurately in all LONDON and PROVINCIAL NEWSPAPERS

and PERIODICALS throughout the United Kingdom , also in all

INDIAN, Colonial, and Foreign Papers.

The charges are at lowest office rates . Estimates and Scheme of

Insertions forwarded free, on receipt of particulars of proposed expenditure,

over given period.

1

SCHOOL PROSPECTUSES

PRINTED

In Good Style at very Moderate Cost. Specimens sent with Estimate free of charge.

Half - Tone Blocks, best work , a Speciality .
-

INQUIRIES INVITED .

J. & J. PATON , 143 Cannon Street, London , E.c. 1

London : Printed by C. F. HODGSON & Sox , 2 Newton Street , High Holborn , W.C .; and Published by FRANCIS HODG80x, 89 Farringdon Street , E.C.
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Journal of the College of Preceptors.

APRIL 1 , 1902 .Vol . LV.] New Series, No. 492 . { Bricco Man
Price to Non -Members, 6d.

COLLEGE OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF ST.

LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC .

THE OF TILE

COLLEGE OF

HOME AND

PRECEPTORS.- UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN.

(Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ) . )

The next Monthly Evening Meeting of the Members GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, LONDON, W.

will take place on Wednesday, the 23rd of April, to WOMEN.

when J. L. Patox, Esq ., M.s. will read a Paper on
60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad . Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.

" The Feelings as a Factor in School Education .' For Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARY, L.L.A.
Dr. P.J. KARN , Mus. Bac. Cantab., Principal.

The Chair will be taken at 7.30 p.m., and a discussion Scheme. The University, St. Andrews, V.B.

will follow the reading of the Paper.
G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES , Esq ., Director of Examinations.

Members have the privilege of introducing their HE ASSOCIATED BOARD

friends,
EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary .
SINGING , THEORY, and all branches of Music will

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND THE ROYAL be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

COLLEGE OF MUSIC July (June for Scotland and Ireland ) , when certificates

FOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC. will be granted to all successful candidates.

PRECEPTORS. The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical

Patron -- HIS MAJESTY THE KING.

EXAMINATIONS, 1902.
Music for Diplomas of Associate ( A.L.C.M. ) , Licentiate

President - H.R.H . THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G. ( L.L.C.M.), the Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M. ) , and

1. DIPLOMAS.-The next Examination of Teachers
LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONs held annually in Scotland and Ireland) and December.

Fellowship ( F.L.C.M. ) , take place in July (June for

for the Diplomas of the College will commence on the
March and April. ( See Syllabus A.)

8th of July, 1902. - At the Midsummer Examination , SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of (1 ) The
personswho have previously passed in Theory and Prac- SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, held three times a year Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), (2) The new Cumulative

tice of Education at the Diplomna Examination may be viz ., March and April, Juneand July, and October and Certificate , and (3 ) Four Exhibitions value £6. 6s , each ,
examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach . November. (See Syllabus B. ) Entries for the June may be had of the SECRETARY,

2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS . - The Mid: July Examination will be received on or before May In the Educational Department students are received

14th , 1902.
summer Examination for Certificates will commence on and thoroughly trained under the best professors at

the 1st of July , 1902.
Specimen Theory Papers set in the Local Centre and moderate fees. Day and Evening Classes are held .

School Examinations of 1896 to 1901, inclusive, can be
3. LOWER EXAMINATIONS.FORMS The A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special

Midsummer Examination will commence on the 1st of
obtained on application to the Central Office . Price 3d . Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter ,

per set, per year, post free.

July, 1902.
August, and Christmas.

4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA .
Copies of Syllabuses A and B, and all information , T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary .

TIONS.-These Examinations are held in March and
will be sent on application to

JAMES MUIR , Secretary .
September. The next Examination will commence on

14 Hanover Square, London , W.
THE INCORPORATED

the 2nd of September, 1902. Telegraphicaddress: “ Associa , London .” FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,5. INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF

SCHOOLS.--Visiting Examiners are appointed by the
COLONIAL

TALGARTI ROAD, WEST KENSINGTON, London, W.

College for the Inspection and Examination of Public

and Private Schools.
SCHOOL SOCIETY. Chairman of the Committee-Mr. W.MATHER, M.P.

PRIZES ,
(Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes

Treasurer - Mr. C. G. MONTEFIORE.

with the National Froebel Union .)
Secretary - Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A.

Diploma Examination .-- The following Prizes will be
TRAINING COLLEGE FOR SECONDARY

TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS.

offered for competition :--- Theory and Practice of Edu
TEACHERS. Principal - Miss E. E. LAWRENCE .

cation , £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ) , £5 ; Mathe

matics, £5 : Natural Science, £5. The Doreck Scholar HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE , LONDON, N.
KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL.

ship of £20 will be awarded on the results of the Christ Headmistress-Miss A. YELLAND.
mas Examination . Principal — The Rev. DAVID J. THOMAS, M.A.

Vice-Principal - Miss PENSTONE.
Further particulars may be obtained on application

Certificate Examination .---Prizes will be awarded as
to the PRINCIPAL.

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula- Examinations ofthe National Froebel Union,and forStudents (Resident and Non -resident) trained for the

tions :

First Class.- Four Prizes for General Proficiency : the Teachers' Diplomaof the College of Preceptors. GEORGE'S TRAINING

two each for Classics , Mathematics, Modern Lan . FroebelianTraining for Mistresses of Lower Forms. COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS ,

guages, NaturalSciences,and English subjects ; one
A High School for Girls, Transition Class, and EDINBURGH .

for Scripture History.
Kindergarten are attached to the College for purposes

Principal-Miss M. R. WALKER.Second Class.- Four Prizes for General Pro. of Demonstration and Practice.

ficiency.
Matriculation Classes for intending Teachers. ThisCollege provides a complete Course of Profes

Third Class.-- Four Prizes for General Proficiency . sional Training for Ladies who desire to become Teach

Two Medals will also be awarded to the best Candi .

dates in Shorthand . PROFESSIONAL PRELIM . EXAMS.- Mr.A.W.
The Course, which lasts for one year , includes attend

BAIN , B.A. (Lond.), Inter. B.Sc. (Lond .), F.C.S. , Anglo- addition to Lectures delivered by the College Staff, and
ance at the University Lectures on Education , in

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College, Coll. , Lond.), Silver Medallist and Exhibitionerin perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students
Saxon and Early English Text Society's Prizeman (Univ. the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex

Bloomsbury Square , W.C.
Chemistry (Univ. Coll ., Lond . ) , Honours in Theoretical

and Practical Chemistry ( S.K.), & c ., holds Classes for and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel.
are admitted in January and October. For prospectus

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary .
these and other Examinations, at 207 Gray's Inn Road ,

London. Coaching in Science and Higher Mathematics,
ville Street, Edinburgh.

&c . , for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition . 12

ROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY years ' successes.
LondonMatriculation ,

EXAMINATIONS. The COLLEGE of

PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination for Certi Diploma Correspondence College . DURING THE LAST SEVEN YEARS

ficates recognized by the Board of Education , the

Incorporated Law Society,the General Medical Council, A HIGH -CLASS CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION.
2043

the Royal College of Physicians of London , the Royal

College of Surgeons of England , the Royal College of Specially arranged Courses for
University Correspondence College

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of STUDENTS HAVE PASSED .

4th of September, 1902 .
TEACHERS' DIPLOMA. - A Course is provided in

The Examination will take place in London , and at

the following Local Centres :-Birmingham , Bristol ,
AND

the Theory and Practice of Educition for the A.C.P.

Leeds, Liverpool.
DIPLOMA. Fee , 2 Guinens. Self-Preparation , 1 Guinea .

Examination Fee, 25s.
Prospectus, Free GUIDE AND DIRECTORY to

Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on
MATRICULATION , Free Guides to the Higher Exami

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors,

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. Full particulars on application to the Principal
nations, POST FREE , froin

THE SECRETARY (Univ. Corr. Coll. London Office) ,

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary . Dr. KNIPE, Dip. Corr. Coll . , Fishponds, Bristol. 32 Rel Lion Square , Holborn , W.C.

ST.

and

PROFE

Great Britain,and other bodies,on the 2nd, 3rd, and MATRICULATION

8

A.C.P.
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BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR JOINT AGENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.
THE MIDDLESEX

BEDFORD COLLEGE

THE

ST .

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

HOSPITAL ( Under the management of a Committee appointed by

MEDICAL SCHOOL,
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) , the Teachers' Guild , College of Preceptors, Head.

CLOSE TO OXFORD CIRCUS, W. YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET , W. mistresses' Association , Association of Assistant

The SUMMER SESSION , 1902 , will commence on The Easter Term begins Thursday , April 24th.
Mistresses, and Private Schools' Association .)

Thursday, May 1st .
The College provides instruction for students pre

Address — 74 GOWER STREET , LONDON , W.C.

Full opportunities for study are offered to students paring for the University of London Degrees in Arts,
preparing for any

Registrar - Miss AGNES G. COOPER.
xaminations in Medicine and Sur. Science, and Preliminary Medicine : also instruction in

gery in the United Kingdom . subjects of General Education. There is a Training This Agency has been established for the purpose of

Classes will be held in the following subjects -Mid. Department for Teachers,a Hygiene Department,and enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessarywifery, Pathology, Pathological Histology, Forensic an Art School cost , All fees have therefore been calculated on the

Medicine and Public Health, Anatomy. Practical Phy Students can reside in the College.
lowest basis to cover the working expenses.

siology and Histology , Chemistry and Practical Chem .
Entrance Scholarships . Headmistresses of Public and Private Schools, and

istry, Therapeutics, Mental Diseases with Clinical One Courtauld Scholarship in Arts, annual value Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap
Demonstrations, Practical Pharmacy.

£31 . 10s ., tenable for three years ; pointments, are invited to apply to this Agency .

Students entering in May are eligible to compete

for the Entrance Scholarships ( value £ 100 and £ 60 ) £ 48, tenable for three years ;

One Pfeiffer Scholarship in Science, annual value Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

and Private Families; Visiting Teachers for Music,

awarded at the commencement of the ensuing Winter Will be awarded on the results of the Examination to Art, and other special subjects : Foreign Teachers of

Session . The Broderip Scholarships, Governors' Prize, be held in June. various nationalities ; Kindergarten and other Teachers

Hetley Prize, Lyell Medal, Leopold Hudson Prize, and
Particulars on application to the PRINCIPAL . are on the Register , and every endeavour is made to

Freeman Scholarship are awarded annually, the Mur. supply suitable candidates for any vacancy .
ray Scholarship (in connexion with the University of FOR School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged.

Aberdeen ) every third year. Office hours -9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Hours for

Eighteen resident appointments are open for com
petition annually , without fee .

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON) ,
interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1p.m., and 2 p.m.

to 5 p.m .: Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m, only , when the
The composition fee admitting to the whole curricu . YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET , W. Office is closed .

lumfor the diplomas of L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., and L.S.A. DEPARTMENT FOR THE PROFESSIONAL TRAIN .
is 135 guineas ; or by three yearly instalments of 60 , 50 , ING OF TEACHERS. JOINT ACENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.
and 35 guineas. A Scholarship of the value of £ 25 is offered by the
For University of London Students requiring Pre- Council in conjunction with the Reid Trustees , to a 23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

liminary Science instruction, 145 guineas, or by in. Teacher entering the Training Department, who has SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.
stalments, 155 guineus. For members of Universities a Science Degree or its equivalent, has experience in
recognized by the General Medical Council and other teaching, and will specially devote herself to the teach Registrar - Rev. F. TAYLOR, M.A. Cantab.

Students who have completed their Anatomical and ing ofScience. Low Commissions. Liberal Discount,

Physiological studies, the Fee for admission as General
Applications to be sent in by April 14th at latest .

Students is 70 guineus, or by instalments 75 guineus. Term begins April 24th .
Headmasters having vacancies on their staffs , and

Students from the Universities of Oxford and Cam- Full information can be obtained from the Head of communicate with the REGISTRAR.
Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to

bridgeentering in May are eligible to compete for the the Training Department, Miss H.ROBERTSON .
Office Hours - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturdays, 10 a.m. toUniversity Scholarship of £ 60 awarded at the com

mencement of the Winter Session Fee for Dental 1 p.m. Interviews generally between these hours or by
TH E C A M B RID G E TRAINING

Students, 54 guineas.
special appointment.

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.
The ResidentialCollege contains accommodation

forthirty Students. Principal - Miss M. PUNNETT, B.A. ( Lond. ) .

For prospectus and further particulars, apply to A residential College providing a year's professional FREE.

J. MURRAY, M.B. , F.R.C.S., Dean . training for Secondary Teachers.

The course includes preparation for the Cambridge
T. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL Teacher's Certificate ( Theory and Practice ), and for PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

the Teachers' Diploma of the London University . The
MEDICAL SCHOOL, MR. LYDDON -ROBERTS ,

Students attend the Cambridge University Lectures on

ALBERT EMBANKMENT , S.E. Teaching , in addition to those of the Resident and

The SUMMER SESSION will commence on May 1 . Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for
Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,

St. Thomas's Hospital being one of the Medical practice in teaching science, languages, mathematics, have, through the courtesy of the College of

Schools of the University of London, provision is made and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge. Preceptors, issued the following

for the coursesof study prescribed for the Preliminary Puli particulars as to qualifications for admission,Students are admitted in January and in September.

Scientific, Intermediate , and Final Examinations in

Medicine. scholarships, and bursaries may be obtained on applica FREE GUIDES .
Students entering in the summer are eligible to com- tion to the PRINCIPAL, Wollasion Road , Cambridge.

pete for the Science Scholarships of £ 150 and £ 60 , 1. A.C.P.
COLLEGE

awarded in October. (FOR
All Appointments are open to Students without extra WOMEN ) , 2. L.C.P. 76

payment. HAMPSTEAD , Londox.
3. F.C.P. 75

Tutorial Classes are held prior to the Second and Final FOUR SCHOLARSHIPS, of the value of from £ 30

Examinations ofthe Conjoint Board in January , April , to £60 a year for two years, will be offered for com . And have also published the following Guides.

and July.
4. SCHOLARSHIP .

A Register of approved lodgings and of private families petition at an Examination to beheld on June 24th and
25th , 1902

receiving Boarders is kept in Secretary's Office. Candidates must not be under 18 years of age , and 5. CERTIFICATE. 40

Excellent Day Club accommodation is provided in the musthavepassedthe Matriculation Examination of
School Building, and an Athletic Ground at Chiswick . the University of London . The successful candidates These Guides are supplied gratis to all who men

Prospectusesand all particulars may be obtained from will be required to come into residence in October next, tion this paper and state they intend sitting for
the Medical Secretary, Mr. G. RENDLE . and to read for the B.A. or B.Sc. Degree of the Univer- examination .

H. G. TURNEY, M.A. , M.D. Oxon ., Dean.
sity of London . Entrance forms and full particulars Those applying for L.C.P. or F.C.P. Guide must

may be obtained from the Secretary, Miss S. M. SMEE. give date of passing A.C.P. or L.C.P. Those apply.

ing for a Certificate Guide should state year of

IRKBECK INSTITUTION , passing the King's Scholarship and number on the

The SUMMER SESSION COMMENCES on May 1. BREAM'S BUILDINGS , CHANCERY LANE , E.C.

Students entering then are eligible to compete for

the Entrance Scholarships in September and October.
CONJOINT BOARD EXAMINATION. NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,

Twenty -seven Scholarships and Prizes are offered

annually.
47 MELFORD Road, East DULWICH, S.E. , and

Special arrangements are madeto meetthe require for Students preparing for theJuly Examination :
The following Special Courses of Study are arranged

110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON , S.E.
ments of Students entering in the Summer Session .

As one of the constituent schools of the University of
Chemistry J. E. MACKENZIE , Ph ., D.Sc.

London , complete courses of instruction are provided
Physics ALB. GRIFFITHS, D.Sc.

for the medical and surgical degrees of the University .
Biology H. W.UNTHANK, B.A. , B.Sc.

OYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE
A reduction of 15 guineas is allowed to the sons of Practical Pharmacy F.A. U PSHER SMITH ,

Pharmaceutical Chemist.
FOR WOMEN .

members of the profession .
Enlargement of the College . - The new laboratories The Courses comprise Lectures and very full Labora . (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .)

and class rooms for bacteriology, public health ,opera- tory Work.
ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS. · Ten Entrance

tive surgery , chemistry, biology, &c . , are now open. Fees for Chemistry or Biology, 448.
Scholarships from to £40, an several Bursaries of

For prospectusand full particulars apply to MUNRO Fees for Physics or Pharmacy, 228.
£ 30 , tenable for three years at the College, will be

SCOTT , Warden , Mile End , E. Fee for all Four Subjects, £6.
awarded on the results of an Examination to be held

from July 1st to 5th , 1902. Names inust be entered

Full information on application to the PRINCIPAL.
YUY'S HOSPITAL . PRELIM .

before June 3rd . The College prepares Students for

London Degrees and also for Oxford Honour Examina

INARY SCIENTIFIC (M.B. Lond .) CLASSES Inclusive fee , £ 90 a year. The Easter term

are held throughout the year. Special instruction is GRAMMAR SCHOOL FOUNDATION , begins on April 21st .

given for the July Examination. Fee 16 guineas . SOUTHWARK . Forforms of entry and further particulars apply to

The Governors invite applications for the post of the SECRETARY, Royal Holloway College, Egham ,

VUY'S HOSPITAL.-ENTRANCE HEAD MISTRESS for the new St. Saviour's and St. Surrey.

SCHOLARSHIPS in September, 1902. Five Olave's Grammar School for Girls,in course of erection

Open Scholarships, three ( £150, £ 60, 'and £50) in in the New Kent Road , S.E.( to accommodate 300 THE ANSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLEGE
Science , and two ( £ 100 and £ 50 ) in Arts. pupils ) . Salary, fixed stipend, £ 100, allowance in lieu of

Particulars and copies of examination papers on residence , £50, and a capitation payment of £2 for each
FOR WOMEN TEACHERS

application to the Dean, Guy's Hospital, London pupil to the number of 100 , and £l for each pupil above

Bridge , S.E.
the number of 100 .

Applications, with not more than three testimonials
( LING'S SWEDISH SYSTEM ) .

and three references, to be sent in on or before May 20th , There are more openings for Students trained at this

Zoology , Geology, Mineralogy, and Mathematics, application and further particulars apply (by letter

for all Science Examinations. Low terms. Apply to- only ) to the CLERK TO THE GOVERNORS, St. Olave's
Apply for Prospectus to the PRINCIPAL, The Leasowes ,

Dr. FRITSCH , 145 King Henry's Road , Hampstead, N.W. and St. Saviour's Grammar School, Tooley Street, S.E. Halesowen .

64 pages.

WESTFIELD

80 pages .

LONDON HOSPITAL MEDICAL

B list.

ROYAL

ST. , tioning A

.

College than can be filled.
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UNIVERSITY

!

OXFOR

UNIVERSITY

AND PRIVATE TUITION IN ANY SUBJECT, LECTURES commencerAPRIL 2015:

elether duties as the Board of Trinity Full particulars may be hand from THEVICE-PRINCIPAL, CORRESPORN DENC E TUITION,

COLLEGE OF University Tutorial College. CARLYON COLLEGE.

NORTH WALES, BANGOR.
55 AND 66 CHANCERY LANE.

(A Constituent College of the University of Wales . )

Principal - H . R. REICHEL, J.A. Principal : WILLIAM BRICCS, LL.D., M.A. , F.C.S. LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS .

The Session began on October 1st , 1901. The College Vice-Principal : JOHN BRICCS, M.A. , F.Z.S. LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER. ARTS and

Courses are arranged with reference to the degrees
SCIENCE, B.A., and B.Sc. Classes (small ) Day and

of the University of Wales and include most of the Evening. Vacation Tuition and Classes.

Subjects for the B.A. and B.Sc. degrees of the London Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

Cniversity. Students may pursue their first year of Preliminaries , Accountants ', Scholarship
medicalstudy at the College.There are specialdepart. Examinations, Oxford and Cambridge,

ments for Agriculture and Electrical Engineering, a R.U.I., &c.

Day Training Department for men and women, and Papers Corrected forSchools .

a Department for the Training of Teachers in Secondary Private tuition for all Examinations.
Schools .

Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.
Sessional Fee for ordinary Arts Course, £11 . 1s .; ditto :

KERIN, B.A. Lond . , First of First Class Classical
for Intermediate Science or Medical Course , £ 15. 15s . !

Honours , Editor of “ Phædo,” “ Pro Plancio ," &c.
The cost of living in lodgings in Bangor averages from

£ 20 to £ 30 for the Session . The new Hall of Residence
SUCCESSES .

Tor Women Students in Upper Bangor -- fee £ 31 . 10s . for
THE OFFICIAL PASS-LISTS OF 1892–1901. – London Matric., 84 ; Inter. Arts, Sc., and

the session - is now open . Prel. Sci . , 105 , 6 in Hons. , B.Sc., 1896-1899, 11 ; B.A. ,

At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (held in London university 1891-1901, 63, 11 in Hons .: many other Successes. Scholar

September ), more than twenty Scholarships and Ex . ships, R.U.I., Indian Civil , Oxford and Cambridge, &c.

hibitions , ranging in value from £40 to £10 , will be credit UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL COLLEGE B.A. LONDON , 1899 - 1901, 28 successful.

open for competition. One half the total amount offered M.A. , 3 ( 1898 , 1899, 1901 ) .

is reserved for Welsh candidates.
WITH MANY TIMES MORE SUCCESSES AT

For further information and copies of the various XFORD LOCAL EXAMINA
Prospectuses, apply to MATRICULATION

JOHN EDWARD LLOYD, M.1.,
TIONS.

Secretary and Registrar.
AND OTHER EXAMINATIONS

LONDON COMMITTEE ( BOYS) .

Forms of Entry for the Examinations in July next at

OF DUBLIN than any Institution which prepares orally for the London ( Boys) Centre can be obtained from the

TRINITY COLLEGE.
these Examinations. Secretary, E. LAYMAN, Esq ., 1 Garden Court, Temple,

E.C.

On the last published list, Matriculation , January.

The Board of Trinity College are prepared to receive 1902. University Tutorial College figures 31times.
applications from candidates for two Readerships in HANDELS HOCHSCHULE ,
Indian Languages :

( 1 ) A READERSHIP IN BURMESE AND HIX . PRACTICAL CLASSES IN COMMERCIAL UNIVERSITY,
DUSTANI.

( 2 ) A READERSHIP IX TAMIL AND TE- PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, and BIOLOGY, COLOGNE, GERMANY.

LUGU.

The Salary of each will be £ 150 per annum , in addition

to Fees from Students . The duties will be to lecture in Foreign Students.

on three days in the week during each of the eighteen For further particulars ( Prospectus, & c .) apply to the

weeks of the University Arts Course, beginning in the
EASTER VACATION.

Director, Professor Dr. SCHUMACHER , Cologne.

first week of November, 1902, and also during six weeks !

in the months of

College may direct.

Candidates must send copies of their testimonials ,
UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL COLLEGE,

Classes , or Private Lessons in Subjects for all

Examinations, & c ., at moderate fees. Correspondence

before May 15th , to the REGISTRAR, Trinity College, 32 Red Lion Square, Holborn, W.C.
courses arranged to suit needs of individual pupils.

Dublin . Many recent successes. - F.J. BORLAND, L.C.P. ( Science

and Math. Prizeman) , Victoria College, 87 Buckingham

OF WALES . Palace Road, S.W., and Stalheim , Brunswick Road,

Sutton, Surrey, Schools visited and Examinations con

ducted .

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Owing to the dateof the Coronation, the Matriculation
PUPIL TEACHERS.

Examination of the University of Wales will be held on

Monday, June 30th , 1902, and following days, instead of PUPIL TEACHERS for the Duke of

Monday, June 23rd , and following days, its originally York's Royal Military School, Chelsea, and the

tised . Applications for Entry Forms must be made not Royal Hibernian Military School, Dublin . - A Competi
later than Monday, May26th , to IVOR JAMES, Registrar tive Examination for Pupil Teachers at these Institutions
ni the University , Brecon .

will take place in London and Dublin on Tuesday, the
March 19th , 1902 .

13th May next, and following days. It is expected there

will be about fourteen vacancies. Candidates must be

SCHOOL BOARD FOR LONDON . between sixteen years

tion in writing ( Director
qualified to teach the subjects set out in Schedule ( Honours, Oxon.; and Lond. ). of Army Schools, War Office, London , S.W.,” by whom

V. of the New Code of the Board of Education are
applications will be received not later than 15th April

required at the Board's Pupil- Teachers' Schools as set TUTORS. next. Pupil Teachers at these establishments have the
out below ,

School . Sex of Assistant.
The Staff includes Graduates of London , Oxford , privilege of competing for the appointment of Army

FINSBURY , Offord Road , Barnsbury

Schoolmaster.
Woman.

Cambridge,and Royal Universities , Science Medallists,

MILE END, Essex Street, Mile End Old
and Specialists.

Town, E. Man . A COMPLETE FRENCH CLASS BOOK.

Salary: Men, £ 150 per annum , rising by annual in- PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE Is. 6d.; Key, 1s . 9d .

crements of £ 5 to £ 200 per annum ; Women , £ 130 per FOR ALL'S FIRST FRENCH COURSE ,
annum , rising by annual increments of £5 to £165

AND FRANCE AND THE FRENCH.
per annum .

Applications to be made on Form 40 P.-T. , on which, Comprises Easy Lessons on Pronunciation , nearly 200

with other information, copies only of three testimonials French and English Exercises, Easy French Reading

must be given . A copy of this form can be obtained B.A., B.Sc. Lessons on France and the French People ; First French

from the Clerk of the Board. If a written application ( London Univ ., Royal Univ. , Dublin Univ. ) ,
Grammar, Vocabularies (French and English) , Ques

is made for one , it must be accompanied by a stamped tionnaire, Simplified Syntax, Maps, &c.

and addressed envelope or wrapper. L.L.A. LONDON :

Applications must be received by the CLERK OF THE

BOARD, School Board Offices, Victoria Embankment, (Degree for Ladies, St. Andrews) ,
SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON , KENT, & CO. , LTD . ,

and all Booksellers.

London, W.C., byor before the first post on Monday
morning, April 7 , 1902. A.C.P., L.C.P., F.C.P.,

Applicants who applied for the recently-advertised

vacancies for Assistants in the Board's Pupil Teachers' OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE
THE MOST NUTRITIOUS.

Schools can have the Form 40 P.-T. they then submitted
LOCALS.

placed before the Committee on informing the Clerk

of the Board on or before April 7. On a thoroughly individual system , which

All communications on the subject of this notice ensures the closest attention to the needs of each
shouldbe marked outside " P.-T. Schools." candidate. Full corrections of papers, with time-saving

Candidates from the country invited to attend the notes, criticisms, summaries, model answers, and solu .

Committee willbe allowed third-class return railway tions.

fare to London , and , if necessary , hotel expenses not

exceeding 10s. a day for two days. If application for French , German , Italian, Mathematics, Mechanics,
Single subjeots may be taken- Latin, Greek , GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

such payments is made, it must be accompanied by Physics, Chemistry , Logic, Psychology, Political Eco

receipted vouchers; but if a candidate after being

nominated refuses to take up the appointment, these
nomy, &c.

#xpenses will not be allowed. Applicantswho do not
FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &c. ,

receive, on or before April 19 , a summons to attend
before the Committee on April 21 will understand that Address - Mr. J. CHARLESTON , B.A.,

they have not been included in the list of candidates

to be seen by the Committee, and will not be further
BURLINGTON CORRESPONDENCE COLLECE,

communicated with, 27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON . BREAKFAST - SUPPER .

UNIVERSITY

BURLINGTON

CORRESPONDENCE
PUPIL

COLLEGE.

27 Chancery Lane, London .

THE Services of ASSISTANTS Principal:Mr.J. CHARLESTON, B.A. ext. Further particulars may be obtained on applica

HALL
MATRICULATION ,

E PPS's

COCOA
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FREE GUIDE TO THE

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION, Mr. Edward Arnold's Educational List.
,

BY THE

TuToRS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION POSTAL INSTITUTION .

FORTHCOMING BOOKS.
NEw Edition ( 80 pages ) , containing advice as to books to read for

the June 1902 Examination, and the mode of Study, and statistical

tables (not obtainable elsewhere ). A copy of the Guide will be sent

gratis and post free to any candidate on application to the Manager of

the Institution, Mr. E. S. Weymouth, M.A., 27 Southampton Street,

Strand , London, W.C.

401 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to 1901, 69 with distinction .

The Institution prepares through the post for various Unisersity

Examinations and for the A.C.P. , L.C.P., and F.C.P.

AN ARITHMETIC FOR SCHOOLS.

By J. P. KIRKMAN, M.A. Cambridge, and A. E. FIELD, M.A. Oxford , Assistant

Masters at bedford Grammar School. 500 pages. Crown 8vo . With or with

out Answers. 3s. 6d .

UNIVE
(NIVERSITY OF WALES. — The EIGHTH JATRICU .

LATION EXAMINATION will commence on Monday, June 23rd, 1902 .

Particulars from the REGISTRAR. Registrar's Office , Brecon , from whom forms of

entry can be obtained . Applications for entry forms must be made not later than

Monday, May 26th , 1902 .

A TEXT-BOOK OF PHYSICS : with Sections on the Application

of Physics to Physiology and Medicine. By Dr. R. A. LEHFELDT, Professor at

the East London Technical College . With 112 illustrations, vili , + 304 pp.

Crown 8vo , cloth .

PHYSIOLOGY FOR BEGINNERS. By LEONARD Hill , M.B.,
Author of " 1 Manual of Physiology." Crown Sko , cloth , Is.

AN ELEMENTARY GEOGRAPHY FOR SCHOOLS. By

R. Wilson, B.A. Crown 8vo , cloth , ls.

FRANÇAIS POUR LES TOUT PETITS. By JETTA S. WOLFF,

Author' of " Les Français en Voyage,” & With illustrations. Crown 8vo,

cloth , ls .

VIRGIL . -AENEID, BOOK III. The new Oxford Text, by special

permission of the University. Edited , with Introduction , Notes, and a Map, by

Ví . T. TATUAM, M.A. Cloth , Is . 6d .

THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. A Reaning Book

for Schools , with a Preface by Sir JOHN COCKBURN . With illustrations

and a coloured Map. Cloth , ls .

ENGLISH ANALYSIS AND GRAMMAR . By R. Wilson,

B.1 . , Author of " Language Lessons," Cloth , ls,

DATCHELOR TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS.

Principal - Miss Rigg . Jlistress of Method - Miss CARPENTER.

Other Teachers and Lecturers.

Provides a Practical Course of Professional Training for Teachers in Secondary

Schools . with abundant opportunity for Class Teaching in the Datchelor ( 400 pupils)
and other Schools .

Students prepared for the Cambridge Teachers ' Certificate and London Teaching

Diploma.

Free Studentship awarded annually to a Cniversity Graduate in September or

January, when the College Courses begins.

Also a Kindergarten Division preparing for the Examinations of the National

Proebel Union , Iso a Preparatory Division preparing for Inter. Irts or Cambridge

Higher Local Examination .

Fees : £ 15 to £20 a year for Non - residents.

A comfortable Hall of Residence . Terms moderate.

Crown 8vo , cloth . Price One Shilling.

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES.

66

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR ,

ASSISTANT MASTERS IN MERCHANT TAYLORS' SCHOOL.

“ The words and phrases in this book are well chosen . ” — Educaticnal

News, October 13, 1900.

* Extremely valuable .” — Guardian , September 12 , 1900 .

“ A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

in parallel columns arravged under such headings as' Relationships,'

Class-Room Objects, ' ' Colours, ' & c ." - School World, August , 1900.

“ The book ... supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

in the concluding chapters are well selected .” -- Educational Times,

August, 1900.

LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY, LUDGATE HILL , E.C.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY .

A HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

By C. W.Oax, M.A., Fellow of All Souls ' College, Oxford. Fully furnished with

Maps, Plans of the Principal Battlefields, and Genealogical Tables . 760 pp .

Revised Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s .

SPECIAL EDITIONS (each volume containing a separate Index ) .

In Two Parts, 3s , each : Part I. , from the Earliest Times to 1603 ; Part II.,
from 1603 to 1885 .

In Three Divisions : Division I. , to 1307 , 28. ; Division II . , 1307 to 1688 , 28 .

Division III . , 1688 to 1885 , 2s. 60 .

In ordering please state the period required , to aroid confusion .

Guardian.- " This is the nearest approach to the ideal School History of England

which has yet been written . It is of reasonable length . I just proportion between

the several periods is carefully observed . Every page bears the stamp of the

practised historian and the practised teacher. Unmistakable marks of the historical

insight and the historical judgment which api ertain only to the aristocracy of

historians are everywhere visible : but the special characteristic which to our mind

raises Mr Oman's work distinctly above previous efforts in the same direction is the

gift which Matthew Arnold used to call ' lucidity .' Every sentence rings out clear

and sound as a bell, without any of that affectation of childishness which was once

so coinmon , without any of the heavy dulness usually so painfully prevalent. "

THE STUDENT'S SYNOPSIS OF ENGLISH HISTORY,

Based chiefly upon Oman's “ History," By C. H. Eastwood, Head Master of

Redheagh School, Gateshead . Crown 8vo , cloth , 2s .

While this book forms an excellent companion to Oman's “ History," it contains

nothing to prevent its use with other manuals. It consists of Lists of Sovereigns,

Genealogical Tables, a Detailed Chronological Analysis of the whole of English

History, Sotes on Scotland , Ireland , Wales , Education and the Press, Lists of Laws,

Treaties, Great Writers and Battles, Short Biographies and Definitions.

ENGLAND IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. By C. W.

OMAN , M.A. , Author of " A History of England," &c. With Maps and Appen :

dices . One vol., crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

AN ILLUSTRATED SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY. BY ANDREW J..

HERBERTSON, M.A., F.R.G.S., Assistant Render in Geography at Oxford
University, and ALEXIS E. FRYE . With sixteen pages of Coloured Maps,

about fifty Outline and Photographic Relief Maps, and nearly seven hundred

magnificent illustrations. Large 4to (about 12 by 10 inches ) , 5s.

School Board Chronicle.- " Nothing finer in the shape of a modern school-book of

geography has ever been published .”

A MANUAL OF PHYSIOGRAPHY. By ANDREW HERBERTSON,

Ph.D., F.R.G.S., Assistant Reader in Geography at the University of Oxford .
Fully Illustrated. Cloth , 4s . 6d .

PRICE EIGIITEENPEVCE .

THE LONDON SCHOOL ATLAS. Edited by H. 0. ARNOLD

FORSTER , M.P. Containing 48 Coloured Maps. In stout paper wrapper with

cloth strip at back , Is . 60 .

Paper Boardis, 2s. Limp Cloth, 3s.
Cloth , cut flush , 2s , 6d . Cloth gilt , 3s. 6d .

EXAMINATION PAPER

AS USED BY THE

...

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet

bears their Watermark .

Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream , 28. 60 .

960 58. od.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Ledger, Cash Book , and Journal, 1s. per 100 Sheets.

Music Paper, 1s. per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order.

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON , W.C.

_

SIGHT-SINGING DEMONSTRATIONS.
Staff and Sol - fa . Ear Training . Musical Dictation . Mental Hearing

of Sounds.

Conducted by Mr, CURWEN . With Illustrations by Children .

PURCELL ROOM, 24 BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W.

Saturday Afternoons, April 12 and 26, at 3 o'clock. ADMISSION FREE. Princi

puls and Teachers in town for Spring Vacation specially invited .

A Complete Educational Catalogue will beforwarded post free on application ..

LONDON : EDWARD ARNOLD, 37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND ..
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New , New ,
GILL'S

CARTOGRAPHIC "

WALL MAPS
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Edited by GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S.

Size,

80 x 60 in.

NOT OVER-CROWDED , NOT DER - SIZED , BUT BOLD AND CLEAR.

MOUNTED ON STOUT LINEN, ROLLERS, AND VARNISHED.

Compiled from the latest statistics , artistically coloured, and thoroughly reliable .

Price 168.

ENGLAND AND WALES.

SCOTLAND

IRELAND INDIA.

EUROPE. AFRICA.

BRITISH ISLES. In preparation .

ASIA.

N. AMERICA .

Class Text-Books for the Examinations, July and December , 1902 .

0

:
:

:

:
:
:

:
:
:

1

1

0

GEOGRAPHY . ENGLISH AND ENGLISH GRAMMAR .

The Student's Geography. By GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S. , Member of the s . d . Shakespeare , Julius Cæsar. Edited by STANLEY Wood , M.A. , author of 8. d .

Chamber of Commerce , & c . Cloth , containing 1,000 pages. Fourth Edition 4 6 the Dinglewood Series. Most suitable for Junior Students 1 6

Physical, Descriptive , Political, Industrial, Comercial, Social. Shakespeare,Midsummer Night's Dream . By STANLEY WOOD, M.Ä. ( In

Also published in Sections as follows:
the press ) 1 6

Revised to December, 1901. Macaulay, Lays of Ancient Rome. By the Rev. G. PRESTON,M.A... 1 6

Section I. Europe, including British Isles , and Physical and Commercial Scott, Marmion. Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A., and similar to

Introduction. 2s. 6d. -Section l.a. British Isles. ls . 6d . --Section II. the above. Containing Introduction , Text, Appendix, Notes, and Maps... 20

Asia, Africa , America , and Australasia . 28. 6d . - Section III. Asia. The O. and C. Grammar. Re-written and Enlarged by the Rev. CHARLES

1s . - Section IV . Africa. ls.-Section V. America . ls . 6d . - Section BROOKE, M.A. 1 0

VI. Australasia . 9d . Preparation Papers in English Grammar. By the Rev. G. PRESTON, M.A.
The Imperial Geography . 464pages, crown Evo, cloth , with numerous Maps. Per packet

08

For Senior Classes. New Edition 2 6 Theo. and C. Spelling Book 1

The O. and C. Geography (Revised Edition ). By GEORGE GILL . With

numerous ColouredMaps
1 0 RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE .

A New Junior Geography By GEORGE GILL. With Coloured Maps and
Marshall's St. Mark. Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A.

1 6

Illustrations. ( Expressly written for Lower Forms.)
1 0

The Geography of the British Colonies. By GEORGE GILL. With Coloured
Marshall's Acts of the Apostles ( complete ) ...

2 6

Marshall's Acts of the Apostles. In Two Parts .. each i 6

Maps of all the Colonies .. 2 6

The Victoria Atlas. ByGEORGE GILL,F.R.G.S. Containing 101 Maps
Samuel, Book I. ( In thepress) 1 6

1 0
Church Catechism. With Votes. By the same Author 1 6

MATHEMATICS AND ARITHMETIC .
The Preparation Papers on St. Mark and the Acts of the Apostles are

now ready. Per packet...
each 0 8

Marshall's Student's Euclid , complete. By the Rev. F. MARSHALL , M.A .... 2 6

Marshall's Examination Euclid .

0 1

Books 1.-IV. | ,0
Bible Atlas on the Acts

The O. and C. Algebra

03

Cambridge Local Papersin Algebra. By C. CudwORTH ,M.A. LATIN AND FRENCH .

The 0. and C. “ Practical Arithmetic." 176 pp ., crown 8vo (New Edition ) 1

NATURAL SCIENCE .

The O. and O. “ Tests in Arithmetic." (With Answers, 1s. 6d .) 1 01 The O. and 0. Latin, Part I. 8. d . Physical Measurements 2 6

Commercial Arithmetic
06 ( Accidence) 1 0 or in Three Parts each 0 9

The Metric system , Practical Guide to. Containing Appendix , &c . 02 The O. and C. Latin , Part II . Elementary Physics
2 6

The Metric Chart (60 by 40 ) . In Four Tints , mounted and varnished 10 6 ( Exercises)
1 0

Applied Mechanics ... 2 6

The Long Tot Book. By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A. 03 The O. and C. Latin, Part III . Mechanics of Solids 2 0

The Cross Tot Book . By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A.
03

( Translations) 1 0

Cambridge Local Papers in Arithmetic. By C.CUDWORTH , M.A. Per pkt. 08
Mechanics of Fluids 2 0

Oxford Local Papers in Arithmetic. By c . CuDWORTI , M.A ....
Commercial French Correspond

Per pkt. 08 Magnetism and Electricity 2 61 0once

Physiological Charts, Setof Three 21 0

BOOK -KEEPING . The O. and C. French , Part I. 1 0 Elementary Chemistry
2 6

Sarll's Practical Book -keeping. 128 pp . , cloth
1 0 The 0, and C. French, Part II . 1 0 Chemical Laws and Problems 2 6

An Elementary Text-Book , illustrating the arrangement of the Bought, Phædrus, Books I. and II. 1 0 Chemistry of Common Objects ... 26
Sales , Cash , Bill Books, and Ledger ; consisting of Graduated Exercises, 1 0

Eutropius, Books I. and II.
Chemistry Notes

followed by Examination Papers set by the College of Preceptors, accom

1 0

panied byfull-worked and outline keys .
Cæsar, Book I. 1 0

Sarl's Double- Entry Book -keeping. 256 pp .,cloth
2 0

DRAWING .

Cicero, De Senectute 1 0

Sarll's Exercises in Double- Entry Book -keeping. 128 pp ., cloth 1 0 Science and Art Geometry, Part
Preparation Papers in French 08

The above with allintroductory matter, full explanations, outline keys , &c.
I. 1 4

Manuscript Books published to accompany theabove.
Preparation Papers in Latin 08 Science and Art Geometry , Part

For Practical :-Cash Book
5d . Ledger 07

II . 1 4

Ledger ( 100 Accounts) 7d . MUSIC . The School of Art Geometry 1 0

For Double Entry :- Journal
5d . Ledger 07 New GovernmentDrawingCopies.

1 0

Short and Introductory Exercises
Theory of Music, Part I ....

7d. Per packet 1 4

Koy to Double- Entry Book -keeping
3 0 Theory of Music, Part II . 1 0 SouthKensington Demonstration

Key to Practical Book -keeping 2 0 Imperial Theory of Music 2 6 Sheets. The Set

6

8

0

...

..

...

... 15 0

THE OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE HISTORY.& .

BY ROSCOE MONGAN, B.A.

ONE SHILLING ,

COLOURED MAPS. ILLUSTRATIONS OF FAMOUS BATTLES.

AN ENTIRELY NEW REPRINT. REVISED TO AUGUST 30, 1901 .

Specimen Copies of the above Publications will be sent post free to Head Teachers in most cases. - Specimens of Class Text-Books only will be sent.

LONDON : GEORGE GILL & SONS, LIMITED , 13 WARWICK LANE, E.C.
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MESSRS. LONGMANS & CO'S LIST.

By CYRIL RANSOME, M.A.

ELEVENTH EDITION.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE DEATH OF QUEEN VICTORIA .

With Tables, Plans, Maps, Index, & c .

Or, in Two Parts . 2s . each . Part I .: To the Death of Elizabeth , A.D. 1603. PART II .: A.D. 1603 to 1901.Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

A SUMMARY OF RANSOME'S SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

With 22 Maps and Plans and 34 Genealogical Tables. Crown Bro, Is .

By SAMUEL RAWSON GARDINER , M.A., LL.D.

AA STUDENT'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO I 88 5 .

IN ONE VOLUME, with 378 Illustrations . Crown 8vo, 12s .

Or, in TAREE PARTS : - VOL . I. : B.C. 55 to A.D. 1509 . With 173 Illustrations. Crown 8ro , 4s . VOL . II .: 1509 to 1689. With 96 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 4s . VOL . III .: 1689 to 1885 . With 109 Illustrations. Crown 8ro, 4s.

PREPARATORY QUESTIONS ON THE ABOVE. By R. SOMERVELL., M.A., Assistant Master at Harrow Sehool. Crown 8vo, ls .

:

AA SCHOOL ATLAS OF ENGLISH HISTORY.

With 66 Maps and 22 Plans of Battles, &c . Fcap. 4to , 5s.

OUTLINE OF ENGLISH HISTORY, B.C. 55 TO A.D. 1901 .

With 96 Woodcuts and Maps. Fcap. 8vo, 23. 6d .

By the Rev. D. MORRIS , B.A.

One Hundred and First Thousand. Fcap . Bro, 3s . 6d .

A CLASS -BOOK HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
Designed for the use of Students preparing for the University Local Eraminations, the London l'niversity Matriculation , Sc.

With 4 Historical Maps, 20 Plans of Battles, and 30 other Illustrations.

EPOCHS OF ENGLISH HISTORY.
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measure will give." The other exception illustrates a legis

The Educational Times. iative process that this Government bas made tolerably

familiar. “ We propose,” says Mr. Balfour, “ to leave it to

the Councils of the various districts to adopt the elementary

portion of this Act if they please. ” This permissive element

The long-expected , and not a little dreaded , shows weakness , and promises to make confusion worse
The Education

Bill. Education Bill was at last introduced into the confounded. Sir Richard Jebb at once pronounced it the

House of Commons on March 24 by Mr. blot on the Bill . But , then, pleaded Mr. Balfour,
we have

Balfour, Sir John Gorst being absent through regrettable to carry with us the Local Authorities on whom the working

illness . Mr. Balfour's statement, though in points vague, of the Bill falls ” ; and there is the precedent of 1876 as to

indicated clearly enough a series of far-reaching changes. compulsory attendance by - laws with non -School Board areas .

As we go to press, the Bill itself is not available , but the These exceptions indicate how far the scheme still falls short

text is not at all likely to be any less drastic than Mr. of comprehensive
ness

and finality.

Balfour's exposition. Definite and final criticism must await " The County Councils and Borough Councils," Mr.

an examination of the actual provisions. Balfour tells us , “ will have a 2d . rate to work upon ” in

Both primary and secondary education are dealt with in secondary education . Mr. Balfour himself, however, admits

the measure, and this “ with a view to their better co- his own conviction that it will “ in many places " be in

ordination . ” Both, with technical education thrown in, are sufficient. Well, if it be , the County Council can apply for

placed under a single authority -- the rating authority of the a provisional order to get the limit raised.
On the one

district ; that is to say, the County Council or the Borough hand, it will be asked why should the local people be

Council. The arrangement, however, is not so simple as it hampered in any way in making such provision for local

looks , for the Council is to work through a Committee or education as their intelligence and generosity may impel

Committees formed under a scheme to be approved by them to make. On the other hand there will be strong

Whitehall , and a Committee is to be constituted in a com- objections to an increased rate . Conflicts are more than

posite fashion , the Council appointing at least a majority, probable ; and the expensiveness of provisional orders is

while “ another portion will be by nomination of other bodies certain .

of persons experienced in education and acquainted with the The new Local Authority, in taking over elementary edu

needs of the various kinds of schools in the area for which the cation, will , of course, take over the voluntary schools as

Council acts . " Wales is given the option of retaining her well as the Board schools . The Government frankly claims

existing Secondary Authority, in she should not the support of the rates for the voluntary schools . There

wish to adopt the new Committees . What sort of scheme would be no grudging of the money provided the conditions

for a Committee will gain approval at Whitehall we have of grant were generally acceptable. But already the

yet to learn .
war-cries are resounding because the voluntary school,

There are two notable exceptions to theuniversality of the wholly supported by public funds , will still remain de

Bill , besides the option for Wales. The London School Board nominational. It would, indeed , be incalculable

is respited till next Session . London was treated excep- gain to the country and to education-and notably in the

tionally in 1870 ; and this precedent is now followed . For agricultural districts , half of which have never contributed

London “ exists under a different set of sanitary and police a penny from the rates to the elementary education of the

laws, ” says Mr. Balfour ; “ its legislation affecting con- children - if the religious conflict could be definitively ended ,

stituent boroughs is ent from the legislation affecting and the course of education left free . But how can any such

other boroughs in the kingdom ” ; the Bill “ is quite big devoutly wished consummation be reasonably anticipated

enough for the present Session " ; and the case of London under this Bill ? Why, we have it on the authority of Sir

will gain “ all the advantage which discussion of the present John Gorst himself not only that the people in the villages

an
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on

we

“ prefer the Church school with its Catechism and its clerical for the purposes of registration of their head masters and

tyranny to a School Board " ; but that " they would rather mistresses, as well as of the teachers employed in them .

their children were taught anything than that they should It is implied that recognition involves efficiency ; and

have to pay a School Board rate.” Conscience or no con- efficiency is a relative term , whose meaning will depend

science , will they be any more willing to pay a common a variety of considerations. It is stated that, in

Voluntary and School Board rate ? Again , where the any case where recognition is refused , appeal may be made

Bill is not adopted , the School Boards will remain ap- to the Board of Education , who will decide the question by

parently as they were, yet not so in fact ; neither in inspection of the school. It is , however, to be noted that, in,

day nor in night schools will they have power to offer the inspections that the Board has hitherto undertaken , it

instruction to any pupils beyond the age of fifteen , nor has refrained from pronouncing a definite opinion on the

is there open to them any hope of development. Such efficiency of the schools . In the case of the Supplemental

matters will be warmly debated on both sides , to the peril Registers, the determination of the sufficiency of qualifying
of the Bill .

examinations is to be left to the registration authority - a

The Councils , as public elected bodies, would no doubt com- task of no small difficulty having regard to the constitution

mand popular confidence and labour to maintain it ; but of the Council; while, with regard to the general qualifica

surely they have business enough on their hands to justify tions for admission to the Register which have been laid

the gravest doubt whether they can possibly give to the down by the Consultative Committee, it is evident that some

great and growing subject of education the time and care it revision is urgently called for if grave injustice is not

imperatively demands. It may further be doubted whether to be done to numbers of deserving teachers. It will un

the ranging of education as one only of the many matters doubtedly be the duty of the Registration Council to call

to be cared for by the Councils is likely to secure the best attention to serious anomalies in these regulations, and to

local talent and energy for service in educational work . As make representations to the Board of Education for their

matters develop, such apprehensions may prove to be vain . amendment at the earliest possible date .

But will the Bill go through ? The elementary school

portion, as have scen , bristles with contentious

points . Secondary education appears to be treated sub
We congratulate Owens College on the brilliant success

stantially as it was in the Bill of last year, and the pro
of its Jubilee celebrations , and felicitate it on the splendid

visions, unfortunately, will have to share the multiplied record of struggle and achievement that has won for it the

risks besetting the provisions for elementary education .admiration of the educational world . We do not doubt that

Yet, after all , the Government is bound to make a great such a lusty youth will advance to a vigorous manhood , and

effort to retrieve the failures of the past.
we wish the institution a career of continuous success . The

endowments of the college, though ten times the original

sum , have been outstripped by the needs generated by the

NOTES .
college work and by the advance of educational ideas. The

good understanding between the college and the munici

pality and neighbourhood will be opportunely fostered by

The appointment of Mr. Pinches as the representative the judicious counsels of the Prince of Wales. The question

of the College of Preceptors on the Teachers' Registra- of development into a University is for home settlement .

tion Council will , we believe, give general satisfaction to the The fundamental point of all is the question of men - advisers-

members of the College . His long and varied experience in of policy and teachers of capacity and breadth ; and therein

the examination and inspection of secondary schools in all Owens has been, and is , fortunate . The celebrations may

parts of the country peculiarly fits him to discharge the also be expected to work a general educational advantage ;

duties of the office, while his well known sympathy with as the Manchester Guardian justly remarked, “ anything that

the work of private-school teachers affords a guarantee that makes a more striking figure of a great educational insti

their just claims to consideration will not be overlooked . tution is valuable, for the bane of education in England

The criteria of efficiency of secondary schools will have to be University, secondary, and elementary - is sheer public

considered by the Registration Council, and it will not be inattention ."

out of place to call attention to the paper on this subject

read by Mr. Pinches at the Conference on the Report of We are glad to note that the humbler ranks of the pro

the Royal Commission on Secondary Education six years fession have not been overlooked in the conferment of

ago , and printed in the Educational Times for February, honorary degrees this month. The recognition of good work

1896 . in the less obtrusive spheres is particularly encouraging to

teachers in institutions below University rank . Victoria

It would appear from the answers of Sir John Gorst to showed a creditable example in conferring the honorary M.A.

questions in Parliament, which will be found in another on Miss Adamson and the honorary M.Sc. on Messrs. Jones,

column, that the functions of the Teachers' Registration Reynolds, and Scotson . Miss Adamson's degree prompts a

Council are of a somewhat more comprehensive character than repetition of the inquiry : Why do Oxford and Cambridge

seemed at first sight to be provided for in the Order in lag behind ? Why cannot they give degrees to women on

Council. For on the Council will devolve the task of deter- the same terms as to men ? A certificate, though testifying

mining the conditions on which schools may be recognized the same facts, is still , in this imperfect world , a very

6

a
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different thing from a degree in practical potency. Edin- the barrier between primary school and University be

burgh honours itself by conferring its honorary LL.D. on broken down by setting free , or by adequately organizing

Miss Beale . She is , if we mistake not, the first lady to and assisting, secondary education .

receive this degree on the score of educational merit .

THERE is another clause, however, that will probably

The benefactions of rich Americans to institutions of prove a still more effective educational force than the fee

public usefulness should spur the rivalry of rich Englishmen. clause of the Trust deed . It has awakened the Scottish

The New York correspondent of the Daily Erpress has been Universities to a comprehensive investigation of their " more

adding up the items of last year's generosity, and arrives at urgent needs, ” such as they would scarcely have tackled

the comfortable total of £ 52,000,000. Even so he treats as without some definite prospect of fulfilment. Edinburgh asks

negligible such trifles as gifts of less than £1,000 each, the for a capital sum of £45,000, and a permanent annual grant

ordinary denominational contributions for educational, bene- of £9,000 . Aberdeen wants some £21,000 a year, and a suba

volent, and religious purposes, State and municipal appro- stantial capital sum ( we will not labour to add up the items ) .

priations to public and sectarian institutions, and Congress St. Andrews appears to be content with £ 15,000,and £2,800

grants for various measures of relief . Mrs. Leland Stanford a year ; but her modesty is compensated by the bold demand

consummated her long -planned endowment of Leland Stan- of Dundee for £66,100 (spread over seven years) , and £2,650

ford Junior University, San Francisco, by a contribution of annually. Glasgow—are there not rich men enough in the

£ 6,000,000 — thrice the Scottish gift of Mr. Carnegie, and Second City of the Empire to make full provision for the

that, too , as a mere supplement to previous millions. Mr. University ? If there is danger of pauperizing a student

Carnegie himself gave away last year some £6,500,000 to
under the one clause, what of the danger of pauperizing a

American places of learning and study, some £ 2,500,000 city under the other clause ? The lump grants will mostly

being devoted to libraries; and at the end of the year he had run into stone and lime, renovation or expansion being every

conditional offers of over a million more pending. Mr. J.D. where necessary. For the rest, there is a hungry demand

Rockefeller gave the best of another million to his great for more Chairs, more laboratory equipment, more complete

University of Chicago, and yet another million has just been libraries, and so forth . All this is in the right direction ,

announced . Surely we have, if not one, yet, say, a score of and if you bode a silk gown you may perchance get a sleeve

of it .

philanthropists that might find the million required by

University College , London — to begin with --and never miss

it . Why should the national, and even the merely com
The growing responsibilities of the nation and the in

mercial, value of educational institutions be more vividly creasing competition of other countries are regarded by Mr.

realized in America than in England ? We fall behind at Hanbury, the Minister of Agriculture, not without uneasi

our peril. Fortunately, however, our well - to -do fellow
We should be glad to believe that more Ministers are

citizens seem to be gradually getting impressed with the im- similarly uneasy, and especially those that are peculiarly

portance of education . Elsewhere we record two noble gifts charged with the interests of national education . “ We cannot

of the month . afford to leave a single child uneducated ," said Mr. Hanbury

to a Preston audience (March 20) . “ We want all the

talent we can summon to our aid . We must

WHETHER Mr. Carnegie might have adopted a better
the

pave way

scheme for his Scottish Universities Trust is a question
for talent and for merit. The day of patronage is past."

that might be long discussed before reaching a conclusive Why, here are headlines for copy-books . No doubt, then ,

settlement. So far, on the first report of the trustees, the Mr. Hanbury himself has been, and is , pressing on his

fee clause of the actual scheme seems to be working satis
fellow -Ministers practical measures of reform and ameliora

tion .
factorily and with good promise. Under this clause

We have heard all these excellent opinions before

£22,941 has been assigned to 2,441 students-between £9 now,andwhat we are concerned for is an educational organiza

and £10 apiece , and there is clear evidence that even this
tion that shall secure the objects so devoutly to be wished . Mr.

moderate individual assistance has in very many cases Hanbury has but to cast his eye , however casually, over his

relieved a real strain . The number of matriculated
own jurisdiction in order to discern a superabundance of argu

students , however, does not yet appear to have been affected.
ments for action — and prompt and thorough -going action

Where there is an increase, it is but slight, and
on the part of the Government. He is reported to have

may
be

accounted for by ordinary causes of fluctuation . Why is
decried mere book knowledge,” and to have said “ that our

children must become ... an inventive race, which could

this ? One of the requirements of the Trust is “ that the
use its own brains to some purpose." Well, book knowledge

applicant must be qualified by preliminary examination,

under the ordinances of the Scottish Universities Com
has its own virtue, and, as to the children's using their own

mission and the regulations of the Joint Board of Examiners, brains , is this not a continual object of teachers so far as the

to attend the classes for which payment of fees has been existing system permits them to pursue it ?

claimed "--a very proper requirement. But, then , it im

plies a course of study that many parents of promising boys DR. ALBERT HEINIG , of Freiberg, considers “ Commercial

may not have been able to afford . This difficulty has long Education in Germany and England ” in the February

been foreseen, and there is a growing belief that Mr. number of the Chicago School Review , and arrives at con

Carnegie's benefaction will not come into full operation till ſclusions that have a strong present interest for us , however

ness .
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obvious they appear. He agrees with our own Foreign Office agitation in process : a map of the colony is very much

Report (434, November, 1897 ) that “ the wonderful increase wanted in the schools ” —for Standards V. and VI. of the

of commercial schools is a result, and not one of the causes, of Code, in which the geography of British Guiana is pre

the trade successes of Germany. ” But he asks : “ How has scribed . Again, our plucky and earnest contemporary, the

it been possible for Germany to increase the number of her Guide, the monthly magazine of the British Guiana Teachers '

commercial schools to far greater extent than England has Association , has been for the past eighteen months urging

done since the time when the schemes of the London the Government to meet a pressing social want by “ initiat

Chamber ofCommerce were published ? ” His answer is this : ing the elder and advanced girls of all the primary schools

In Germany a sound elementary and secondary education had laid in the city [Georgetown] in the elements of practical

a firm foundation to build upon . Every town went to work, according domestic economy.”
But it cannot get the necessary

to its own local needs , and the Government watched , centralized, and

aided all these endeavours in order to prevent overlapping and 200 or 300 dols. a year, though “ a grant of 5001dols . has
unnecessary expenditure.

been regularly given by the Government towards horse

Dr. Heinig tells us that “ England is paying her penalty for racing .” Further, there are parents that “ sometimes come

having neglected education for a century." It would be to the school, not to inquire, but to fight the under -teachers

easy enough to demur to such a sweeping statement, but it on the evidence of their lying children alone.", Once

would be more prudent to give heed to the essential truth it
more : “ The colony has as many as twelve industrial

embodies. There can be no doubt that “ England can only schools
on paper and in posse. But there are fewer boys

hope to have lasting results for the sums spent on mercantile in the whole number than there are in the reformatory ."

schools if she considers and organizes commercial education The People's Memorial Committee recently sent home

as resting on the firm basis of a systematically organized representations on some such difficulties, but the reply

secondary education.” And this necessarily implies the firm ( February 10 ) intimates that, “ in Mr. Chamberlain's

basis of a systematically organized elementary education .
opinion, it is not an opportune time to increase the liabilities

of the Colonial Government .”' One cannot but hope that

Last Session the First Lord of the Admiralty, repeating the this is a very exceptional example of the discharge of

unanimous opinion of admirals and captains fresh from the - Imperial ” responsibility in administration . British

sea , affirmed that the existing system of naval education was Guiana cannot afford a map of the colony ! What can

as good as possible, and that, therefore, no alteration was be expected of the rising generation but that they will.

contemplated . This Session, however, he invited criticism in their turn, “ fight the under -teachers, " like their fathers

on the subject. Already criticism had been at work , and before them ?

Mr. Julian Corbett had written a scathing denunciation of

the present “ Education in the Navy," which appeared in the
SUMMARY OF THE MONTH .

Monthly Review for March . Mr. Corbett notes, what is so
The first Report of the Carnegie Trust for the Universities of

generally forgotten, that the virtues of the old system went Scotland shows that for the winter session 1901-2 the sum of

out with masts and sails. He rakes the “ Britannia ” course £22,941 . 16s.6d.was paid by the Trust uptill December 31,1901,

fore and aft : “ it is neither instruction nor education that a This comes to a little over £9 a head . The number of students
on behalf of 2,441 students, representing the fees of 7,610 classes.

boy gets in the ‘ Britannia ,' but rather a mere deadening of and the class fees were as follows:-St. Andrews, 268 students,
the appetite for what concerns his profession , and a voracious class fees,£ 2,452. 16s.; Glasgow, 828 students, class fees,

£7,672 . 13s . 6d . ; Aberdeen, 473 students, class fees, £3,806 . 1s . 6d . ;
interest in various things that do not. ” The second stage- Edinburgh, 872 students, class fees, £ 9,010. 5s . 6d. In two cases

from sixteen to nineteen - on board ship , is also discredited : the fees paid have since been refunded ; in one,by a father on
" to say it is a failure is almost to compliment it. ” And learning that his son was a beneficiary ; in the other, on gaining

a Fellowship, by a student, who expressed the pleasure it " gave
the final stage - at “ what is dignified by the name of the him to take advantage of the excellent provision of the Trust

Naval College at Greenwich ," and at Portsmouth (where which gives applicants the opportunity of repayment.” This

the young officer “ is rushed through short courses
of prompt act of repayment has been acknowledgedby Mr. Carnegie

in very joyous and elevated terms, for has not the honest young

gunnery, torpedo, and pilotage,” in six months) —is treated man shown “ the spiritof manly independence so dear to the
with like severity, not to say contempt. Whatever the Scots " ? “ The Committee, in accordance with the expressed

difficulties, one thing is certain ,” Mr. Corbett concludes : circumstances of applicants ; but from information voluntarily
desire of Mr. Carnegie, did not make question respecting the

“ the present system will not do." Lord Selborne had better offered by applicants themselves they have ample assurance that

consult the junior officers, “ who are in direct touch with the in a large number of cases the payment of class fees has proved
a boon of the greatest value to deserving students ; and many

youngsters, who have to get the work done by them , and who acknowledgments of the letter sent to the parents and guardians

are responsible if it is done ignorantly — these are the men of applicants express gratitude for the timely assistance rendered

that know .” Lord Charles Beresford's long -standing com- the Universities have been drawing up schemes exhibitingtheirby the Trust.” So much for one section of the Trust. Meantime

plaint that naval officers have practically no opportunity of more urgent needs.” These will now fall to be considered by

learning their business in its wider and higher aspects com . the trustees.

pletes a sufficiently comprehensive indictment. We cannot The classics are still to the fore beyond the Tweed. There has

afford to cherish any illusions, educational or other, about just been formed “ The Classical Association of Scotland," with

Prof. Ramsay, of Glasgow , for President, and Prof. Butcher, of
our first line of defence.

Edinburgh, for Vice -President. Mr. Coutts, of Watson's College,

Edinburgh, is Secretary. The Association makes a start with

It is a far cry to Demerara. Still , Demerara is British , over a hundred members, including some of the foremost classics

and the brethren there deserve at least sympathy in dif- and classical teachers in the country. The objects of the Associa
tion are to bring together for practical conference all persons

ficulties greater than beset us even here. There is an interested in classical study and educ. tion ; to promote com

a
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munication and comparison of views between Universities and not venturing to hope that all antagonism between the men of

schools; to discuss subjects and methods of teaching and exam- knowledge and the men of faith will be brought to an end at

ination, and any other questions of interest for classical scholars. once,” said Dr. Moorhouse, “ I do believe that as the years go

There will be two meetings annually, one in spring and one in by religious men will perceive that all real advances in scientific

autumn, held in the four University towns in rotation. knowledge are friendly, and not hostile, to religion . ” His frank

and sensible concluding words were :

The conferment of the honorary degree of LL.D. on Prince To you , then, who are teachers in Owens College I would say : Set

Henry of Prussia by Harvard University (March 6) gained yourselves to teach the truth in every department of human thought.

special distinction from a passage in President Eliot's speech Teach it clearly, fully, fearlessly, knowing that there is noenemy of
that deserves record : truth but darkness, and that you are then most surely doing His will who

is “ the Light of theWorld ” when you are seeking to dispel that darkness.

As University men we feel the immense weight of the obligation

under which America rests to the technical schoolsand Universities of On the next Sunday evening (March 16 ) the Rev. Dr. Maclaren

theGerman Fatherland. Our whole people have the most profound preached at a commemorative service in the Union Chapel,in
sympathy for the unification of Germany, and we gladly welcome this Oxford Street, from Proverbs iv . 7 : Wisdom is the principal

worthy representative of German greatness. We see in him , however, thing, therefore get wisdom ; and, with all thy getting, get under
something more than the representative of a superb nationality and an standing." Whatever may be the attitudeof their representa

Imperial ruler . Universities have long memories. Forty years ago tives,” he said, “ there is unity in the aim of these two mighty
the American Union was in deadly peril, and thousands of its young powers - learning and religion .” And “ it is impossible to over

men were bleeding and dying for it. It is credibly reported that at a estimate the benefit of having planted in the midst of a great

very critical moment the Queen of England said to her Prime Minister : centre of commercial life an institution the very existence of

“My lord, you must understand that I will sign no paper which means which is a perpetual witness that there are higher things in the
war with the United States . ” The grandson of that illustrious woman world and truer wealth than all the success and riches that can

is sitting with us here. be won in mills and warehouses.” So also the Rev. Dr. Salomon ,

Peace hath her victories no less renowned than war . The degree preaching at the Great Synagogue, Cheetham Hill , on Saturday

was conferred at a special session . Only on two previous (March 15 ) , declared that “ religion and science could now well

occasions has Harvard held a special session to confer degrees, work hand -in -hand .” Judaism had always considered knowledge

and then the recipients were both Presidents of the United States. as the foundation of faith .

Owens COLLEGE celebrated its jubilee on March 12. It has University, that, in the event of disruption, students will beIt has been officially announced, on behalf of Victoria

practically doubled its forces in the past twenty years . It enabled to complete their courses and to present themselves for

has upwards of a hundred professors, lecturers, and demon
the corresponding degree examinations. With regard to the

strators . The roll for the present session counts 1,035, not
including 174 evening students,or the students from the Bankers proposal for separate Universities, Lord Spencer, as Chancellor,

Institute for law lectures. In the Departments of Arts , Science,
has called upon each of the three constituent colleges of the

and Law there are 744 students, of whom 178 are women ; and
University to nominate four members to the Committee

in the Medical Departments there are 335, of whom 6 are women .
appointed to consider the terms and conditions for the establish

ment of the three Universities.
The Day Training College numbers 13 + 72 men and 62 women .

A week before the celebrations the Jubilee fund was brought up The relations of friendship and mutual respect between Liver

to £ 100,000 by a special gift of £ 2,400 from Mr. J. H. Gartside, pool and Manchester educationists were pleasantly illustrated at a

whose muniticent foundation of commercial seholarships we dinner of the members of the Liverpool University CollegeAssocia

mention elsewhere. About £ 20,000 of the sum had been con- tion (March 15) . Owens College was largely represented among

tributed by Owens men, old and new . Mrs. Rylands, too, added the guests. Principai Dale,who occupied the Chair, proposed the

a fresh benefaction -- the fine organ now building in the Whit. toast of “ Owens College.” Having expressed regret for the

worth Hall , which has just been added to the institution. It may absence of Dr. Hopkinson (through a family bereavement), he

be justly claimed for Owens that it is “ the largest, wealthiest, referred to the congratulations that had just come from all

and best equipped college of its type outside London .” Pity that quarters to Owens College, and said, in the name of all his col .

John Owens could not look up and see the rich fruits of his wise leagues, that the college first associated with Owens College in

and generous forethought. the work of a University also joined in those congratulations,

and wished for the institution growing fame, growing power, and
THE PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF WALES were received at the increasing prosperity. He congratulated Owens College on the

College with the greatest enthusiasm . The Duke of Devonshire, advancement of the past and on the promise of the future ; but

President of the College, having opened the proceedings in the the most important service rendered by Owens College to the
Whitworth Hall, Dr. Hopkinson, K.C., LL.D., the incipal, intellectual life of England was the nationalizing of the idea of

presented to the Royal visitors an address of welcome. The the city University. In the political life of our country we had
Prince replied at some length , paying a handsome tribute to long recognized the importance of maintaining a vigorous life

the benefactors of the College, and strongly bespeaking for the outside the capital of the Empire, and what was important in

College “ a generouslocal and municipal support to enable it to politics was no less important in science and letters. Hewas
keep abreastoftheever-growingdemands of modern life, whether convincedthey would not advance their educational system ,or
it be in the arts, in sciences, or other departments of a liberal solve the problems that confronted them at this moment, by any
education ."

Sir R. C. Jebb and Principal Rücker spoke as policy of centralization ; but they would make good what was
representatives of Literature and of Science, with great accept- lacking and meet their difficulties only by developing and by en

ance. Exhausted nature next demanded luncheon , which was couraging local patriotism , local enthusiasm , and local effort .

dispensed under the presidency of Lord Mayor Hoy . On this What they had seen in France during the last few years might

occasion the Prince scored brilliantly by expressing his pleasure serve them by way of warning and by way of encouragement.

that Manchester-the youngest of British ports, and the sixth in In that country they had discovered the danger of draining the

rank - had " found her sea -legs.” Finally, the Prince unveiled provinces of intellectual vitality, and of making the capital con

a statue of the late Queen in the west porch of the Manchester trol, not lead . Now , attempts were being made to raise faculties

Cathedral—— “ T'Owd Church ” - “ executed and presented,” said to the rank of a University with a very large measure of local

the Prince, “ by my dear aunt,” Princess Louise, Duchess of independence . That was the direction in which educational

Argyll. Next day (March 13) , a long procession of representa- development in this country would certainly move. That was

tives of Universities, colleges , and learned societies presented the goal which they must keep in sight. It must be remembered
congratulations to Owens College, and many of them received that for thirty years, at any rate, Manchester and Owens College

honorary degrees at the hands of Earl Spencer, Chancellor of had led the way in this great movement. When the time came

Victoria University. We give a short list elsewhere. for their parting, he trusted it would be done with mutual affec

tion and with mutual regard. In the meantime, they should
It was fitting, as Dr. Maclaren remarked, that “ the ceremonies continue to act, as they had acted during the last twelve

of the week should be enclosed in a circlet of religious observ- months, in the spirit of an announcement he had seen on certain

ances.” On the preceding Sundayevening (March 9) a specialcom- premises , which read : “ Business will be carriedon as usual
memorative service was held in the Cathedral, and the Bishop of during alterations.” When they had parted, he was convinced

Manchester preached from Romans i . 20 a broad-minded sermon that the Universities of Lancashire, at any rate, would be able to
on the alleged conflict between science and religion. While I act together in the fullest sympathy and fullest intelligence in

66
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all questions that affected the intellectual interest of this part of claim with success for local colleges in England the right of
the country. Prof. Wilkins, responding, said that it would be granting degrees. He mentioned an improvement in the

poor testimony to the spirit of harmony that had always existed methods of conducting examinations as an instance of the sort

between Liverpool and Manchester, if they did not regret, to a of work the new city Universities would have to do, and he

degree, the anticipation of the severance of those bonds which explained how in Birmingham in regard to matriculation the

connected them . He did not say that the severance was not new principle had been adopted, the essence of which was that

desirable in the interests of both institutions, but he hoped that, they should not expect all candidates to show precisely the same

whatever provisions might be made, they would be able to co- qualification. It was not necessary for the University that they

operate in some parts of University work. In some subjects should. They therefore laid down the principle that there must

they could still work, side by side, with the same harmony and be some degree of differentiation in the requirements imposed

self -respect as in the past. Dr. Gamgee, acknowledging the upon a candidate according to the faculty in which he was going

toast of " Our Guests, " said that he wasastounded at the amount to study. He thought the greatestwork before city Universities

of scientific work which had been done by past and present pro- was the reinstatement of the idea of the University as a professional

fessors of University College, and he felt that that institution school. Whereas the old Universities reckoned with only three or

merited what was asked for, and he hoped they would obtain it . fourprofessions — the learned professions were medicine,theology ,

He considered the multiplication of Universities was an unmixed and law - our new Universities would have to reckon with a rery

good . In Germany one could not fail to recognize that its intel- | large number — the professions of the chemist, the metallurgist.

lectual position, its advancement in science and in industry the miner, the brewer, and the man of commerce . In conclusion.

depended upon its Universities. British people , however, were he referred not only to Birmingham , but to the whole country, in

inclined to be optimistic, and did not sufficiently recognize the mentioning as one very great ditficulty that of getting the country

true value of knowledge. Certain of their industries had left to wake up to the necessity for this higher kind of education.

them , because no scientific men had devoted themselves to the But was there, he asked , a real danger threatening us ! He did

study of those industries. Germany's Universities were centres not think there was , but we could not pass by the opinion repre

of learning and research . He believed the greatest function of sented in many quarters as to the lowering of degrees . There
such institutions was research . were , he held , two forces which must be brought to bear upon

A VALUABLE endowment for promoting the higher and more
the tendency to lowering degrees. “ First,” urged the Professor,

effective study of commerce and industry has been established students and of fees, so that they may not be exposed to the
make your new Universities as independent as possible of

in connexion with the Owens College. Mr. J , H. Gartside, of temptation of offering the attraction of an easy degree, merely

Hollingsworth, Cheshire, and Overstone Park , Northampton, for the purpose of drawing to the Universities by the paying of
has generously given the sum of £ 10,000, which has been a certain number of fees ;and, secondly, cultivate a jealous sense

applied in the purchase of an annuity of £ 1,163 for ten years, of honour and self-respect among the professors by giving them

payable to the college, to be used for the provision of scholar: a status and a position which they can be proud of, and which
ships, which are to be known as the Gartside Scholarships of will lead to their regardingany degradation as a personal slur

Commerce and Industries.” The scholarships are intended to ,
induce youngmen that have already received a good education Universities had a very fair prospect opening up before them.

upon yourselves." With these things in view he thought city

to devote a year at least in Owens College to the special study of

subjects bearing on commerce and industry, and then to go

abroad for the studyof some particular subject, either in Germany Birmingham University (March 17) on “ The Training of SecondCANON LYTTELTON, the Head Master of Haileybury, lectured at

or in the United States or some other approved country. The

electors to the scholarships - with whom such approvalwill rest , ary Teachers.” He dealt with the scope of the training for

will in the first instance be the founder of the scholarships, econdary teachers in reference to the new provisions for

together with two electors appointed by the Owens Collegeand registration . He discussed first what the training of teachers

one by the Manchester Chamber of Commerce. The emoluments is expected to do. Theoretical training, he said , included some

of the scholar while in England will be about £ 80 a year ; but thing besides psychology,the history of education, for instance.
when he goes abroad a larger sum will be given, which in the It was his opinion that the benefits of a prolonged study of psy

case of scholars travelling in the United States will probably be chology might be easily exaggerated ,but a certain attitude of

about £ 250 per annum . The scholars are to furnish reports of mind was likely to be induced by a fair acquaintance with the

their investigations in the foreign countries they visit.' These science, while direct benefit might be looked for from the study

scholarships are intended by Mr. Gartside to be an incentive and of the history of education more by way of enriching the teacher

assistance to those who contemplate a careful study of commercial with a noble enthusiasm than of showing him how to get over

and industrial methods.
difficulties . As to the practical side, he favoured a system of

apprenticeships whereby young men might for a period enter

The British Medical Journal states that the sum of £ 25,000 has boarding schools and, side by side with their theoretical studies,

been given by Mr. William Johnston , shipowner, of Liverpool, obtain some amount not only of practical work , but of experience

for furthering the University movement in that city. The money of the life of such a school. Such a system was open to any

will be devoted, in accordance with the donor'swishes, to promote arrangement that a great institution like the Birmingham

research in pathology and physiology. The £ 25,000 is divided University might make. There should be a master of method

as follows : - £ 10,000 is allocated to found a Chair of Chemical working in the University who would have time to give to the

Biology; £6,000, at 5 per cent. interest, to endow permanently apprentices working in the schools .
three Research Fellowships of £100 a year each ; and the

remaining £ 9,000 is to be spent in building a laboratory to The scheme for providing bursaries at Birmingham University
accommodate the Tropical School, the Professor of Chemical for the children of artisans is making progress. The exact

Biology, and experimental medicine, comparative pathology, and financial result of the exhibition organized last year by the trade

serum research departments. Of the three research fellowships, unionists of the city is not yet known, and some promised con

one is to be held by a medical graduate of a colonial University, tributions have yet to comein,but the total sum realized will be

a second by a graduate of medicine in the United States , and a between £3,250 and £ 3,500, and the committee charged with the
third by a research student in gynecology. responsibility of arranging the bursaries has ascertained that the

income will be sufficient to provide two of the value of £45 per

Prof. SONNENSCHEIN discoursed to the “ Symposium " of Non- annum . Some prominent members of the committee would like

conformist ministers and laity at Birmingham (March 17) on to see an effort made to increase not only the amount of the

“ City Universities : their Functions in the Twentieth Century.” bursaries, but also their number, and with this object they have

He magnified the impulse communicated by his own University suggested the desirability of holding another exhibition after the

of Birmingham , ascribing to it the agitation now in process for lapse of a reasonable time - say three years. In the meantime

independent Universities in Liverpool and Manchester . What the conditions of holding bursaries have been drawn up and sub

was it that Liverpool was fighting for, especially , and perhaps in mitted to the authorities of the University,and a curious difficulty

a less degree Manchester,at the present time : It was just has arisen . The promoters of the fund keenly desire to tie

what Birmingham had fought for in the nineties — particularly its benefits to the children of the working classes so securely that

between 1898 and 1900 - the establishment of a city University there shall be no danger of misapplication in the future. They

in the place of a federal University. Having described the con- are actuated by the feeling that in the case of the grammar

stitution of the city Universities , he urged that a debt is owing schools they have been robbed of their birthright. They argue

to the Victoria University as being the first organization to that the schools were created for their benefit, and that in the

seco
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years that have elapsed since the days of Edward VI. their

privileges have been usurped by the middle classes, who can well
UNIVERSITIES.

afford to pay for the education of their children . So they are (From our Correspondents .)

determined to secure that nothing of the kind shall happen to the

bursary fund. In the agreement they therefore proposed that in
Since term ended Oxford has been very empty, as

Oxford .

the future, in the event of the scholarships being for any reason
the long Easter vacation has proved too great a tempta

out of date, the fund should revert to the representatives of the
tion to college tutors , who are by now dispersed all over

working classes, who should have power to apply it otherwise. Europe, one or two being adventurous enough to makefor

The authorities of the University decline to entertain such a con
Egypt . Perhaps also the fact that there has been a good deal of

dition, because it would introduce an element of uncertainty sickness at Oxford accelerated their departure ; intluenza ran

which would be inconvenient and altogether foreign to the con-riot in one or two colleges, especially New College, while

ditions that underlie other bequests, & c. Further, they point Magdalen are not having their usual Easter services owing to
out that the Government has power to deal with funds that have mumps having decimated, or rather bisected, the choir .

ceased to serve their original purpose. Probably it will be found
The term ended with various meetings political and otherwise :

possible to devise a clause that will satisfy the legitimate desires among the latter the Toynbee Hall meeting at Balliol deserves

of the promoters .
special mention for its success, while the orators were in excellent

form . Mr. Asquith , Canon Barnett, and Mr. Masterman - well

The South Wales University College authorities are consider- known in the Cambridge Union--were the chief speakers . Then

ing the proposal to give University rank to the Technical College we had the meeting of the United Empire League, with Lord

at Swansea. Principal Trevor Owen, of the Swansea Technical Aveburyas its mouthpiece.

College, who has been interviewed on the question (March 14 ), Several prominent men have lately resignedtheir posts, two in

says it is the intention of the governors to develop the College to order to secure more time for independent work , one to seek fresh

its fullest possibilities , with a view to its taking its part in the fields. The first two are Prof. Tylor, who is now , after nineteen

University work of the Principality and being admitted to the years , ceasing to be Keeper of the Museum, while continuing to

privileges and the degrees granted by the University of Wales. be Professor of Anthropology, his special branch of scientific
Affiliation with the Cardiff University College was the only study ; and Mr. Arthur Sidgwick, who is ceasing from his labours

avenue to that end. The cause of education would be greatly as a tutor at Corpus Christi. The third is the Rev. C. R. Carter,

strengthened by such an affiliation, and it would bring education- who is becoming head of a large private school. As an under

ists in Swansea into more direct touch with the University of graduate Mr. Carter was one of those who are rightly held up to

Wales. Thecharter onlyadmitted of three resident Universities, us as proofs that it is possible tocombine music”and “gym
but it was possible to establish as many branch University nastic ” ; for, besides taking Honours both in Classics and in Ma

Colleges as might be thought necessary, and in both towns there thematics,he played Rugby footballfor the University and rowed

was ample room for branch University Colleges. Swansea would in the Eight. Both at Wellington College and also at Magdalen,

be placed on the same footing as Cardiff, and students could where he succeeded the present Bishop of Stepney as Dean of

reside at Swansea for nine months, instead of at Cardiff, for the Divinity, ” Mr. Carter has made a great mark and many friends,

purpose of qualifying for a degree. and his place will be hard to fill.

Another historian has met with a reward , as Mr. Armstrong,

IN Wales the educational problem is much complicated by the of Queen's, has been appointed to the newly established, or rather

existence of a separate organization under the Intermediate we should say resuscitated,“ Lectureship in Foreign History."

Education (Wales) Act,controlling the whole system of secondary Mr. Armstrong is a hard -working member of what isoften called

education. The local and county governing bodies under this the “ History Ring ” in Oxford by those who envy its unity and
Act have done and are doing excellent work, and the proposal organization, and has also done much to encourage women in

to put education under control of County andBorough Councils participating in the advantage of a Universityeducation.
is strenuously opposed. Mr. W. J. Heppell , the chairman of the Talking of the “ History Ring ” reminds us that in the new

Aberdare School Board, lecturing in that town on March 17, History of England ,” which is, we presume, to take its place as

submitted a scheme that is creating much interest. His scheme the standard work on the subject, several prominent members of

provides for the abolition of all existing Welsh educational the inner circle will be represented — Mr. A. L. Smith, Mr.

authorities ( excepting the University ), and for the election , by Oman, and Mr. Fisher. The Warden of Merton has also been

popular vote, of an Educational Authority in each ofthe fifty-two prevailed upon to take up the pen and deal with the earlier decades
Poor Law unions of Wales , with power to delegate any of its of the nineteenth century.

powers, except that of raising money, to committees of local The Union has done well in electing as its new President Mr.

managers. Voluntary school managers may place their schools Macfadyen, of Wadham , who has had the distinction of serving

under the Local Authority on terms to be mutually agreed upon, in South Africa and the misfortune of having been very badly

receive assistance from rates in the same way as Board wounded. He belongs, we are informed , to the Liberal Imperialist

schools, and retain the right to give denominational teaching to band .

such pupils as desire it before the time for secular teaching, In matters sporting we have, as all the world knows, once

Each Local Authority shall appoint one delegate to a Central more won the Sports against Cambridge, and been badly beaten
Council, and pay to that Council an agreed percentage of its -more badly than even our most gloomy prophets expected - in

income, the Council to provide peripatetic teachers in cookery,the Boat Race.

laundry work, woodwork , dairy work, engineering, mining, & c.

In this way wealthy districts would assist poorer districts, and

general efficiency be promoted. The Central Council would pro
vide and maintain training colleges . The scheme further provides

The continued ill -health of the Regius Pro

Cambridge.
for the payment of Government grants to the Central Council, and

fessor of History , Lord Acton, has rendered

the creation of a Government Education Department for Wales
necessary the appointmentof a deputy, and Mr.

on the same lines as the Department at present existingfor S.M : Leathes has been nominated by the General Board of

Scotland.
Studies for the vacant post . A curious point in the University

regulations is herein emphasized — namely ,that the appointment

Tue Commercial High School in Cologne, though only at the of deputies to professors is nevermade by the same body that

endof its second term , has developed rapidly. Inthe first term elects to the higher post ; yet the lower appointments are in
it had 120 regular students and 629 visitors. In the second variably made with judgment and discretion.

term the number of matriculated students rose from 68 to 119 ; The Syndicate to consider the advisability ofchanges in the poll

there were 17 visitors from the Commercial Teachers ' Seminary , examinations has now been appointed. Some little difficulty has

and 45 Hospitanten – altogether 882 persons attended the been met with in procuring representative members, and there

lectures. Besides professors of the Bonn University and mem- is practically no doubtthat the report that is to be produced
bers of the Judicature and legal deputies in Cologne, Prof. in the remote future will be in the nature of a compromise, and

Dr. Hassert, of Tübingen University , Prof. Dr. Schröer, will receive an emphatic and well deserved non -placet.
of Freiburg University, and Prof. Dr. Eckert, of Berlin Another question, however, is rapidly coming into prominence

University, have been among the lecturers. The legacy of and will , before long, emerge into the region of practical politics .

300,000 marks bequeathed by the late Frau Geheimrathvon It has been repeatedly urged in these notes that the admission

Mevissen will enable the High School to extend its operations of men with practically no educational attainments whatever is

still further during the coming summer. good neither for themselves nor for the University. On this point
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ent .

the practice of certain colleges conflicts with the opinion of the THE ORDER IN COUNCIL RELATING TO REGISTRATION.

public. The practical outcome of it all promises to be that, by

a very simple alteration of the regulations, the Little -Go will QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT.

becomea University entrance examination. This result can be FEBRUARY 24, 1902.
attained almost by a stroke of the pen . At present no one can

be entered for the examination unless he is an accepted can Council on Education whether, with regard to the Order in Council for
Colonel LockwooD asked the Vice - President of the Committee of

didate for somecollege. Now, if this regulation be abrogated, regulating the Registration of Teachers, it is theintention of the Board

and the Little-Go is open to all who have paid a fee to the of Education to prescribethe conditions on which aschool can become

University, an unnecessary examination will be abolished a recognized school for the purposes specified in Sections 3 and 4 of

namely, that for entrance at the various colleges - while it will the Schedule to the Order ; whether these conditions will bemade to

be quite certain that allwould -beentrants for a collegehave cover the case of schools conducted for private profit ;whether it is
reached the minimum standard of efficiency as prescribed in the the intention of the Board of Education to publish a list of recognized

Little-Go . The University can procure the same result in schools; and whether the term “ elementary school” used in the

another way - by refusing to allow a man's terms till he has Schedule is to be interpreted as relating exclusively to a public ele

passed the whole of the Little -Go. By utilizing the machinery mentary school as defined in the Education Act , 1870 ; and, if not,

of the Local Examination Syndicate it would be perfectly what is the signification of the term ?

possible to bring the Cambridge examination system - at any
Sir J. GORST : No ; it is intended that such schools shall be

rate, so far as the elementary examinations are concerned - home recognized as are , in the opinion of the Board of Education , effici.

to the very doors of the candidates themselves. Schools conducted for private profit would , if efficient, be

Only those conversant with University life and methods can
recognized . The publication of a list of recognized schools is a

know of the complexity of the rules and regulations which beset
matter that shall be considered . An elementary school is defined

candidates and examiners alike at Cambridge. The only remedy
by law to be “ a school, or department of a school, at which

for the existing state of chaos is to turn over all the arrange
elementary education is the principal part of the education there

ments for examinations to some authority, such as the Local
given , and does not include any school, or department of a school,

at which the ordinary payments, in respect of the instruction ,
Examination Syndicate, with an efficient permanent staff. In from each scholar, exceed ninepence a week .”

this way would be secured continuity of standard and control Mr. BARTLEY : May I ask whether any statement will be issued on

over examiners, and the difficulties that often occur in this the subject of what schools are to be recognized as soon as this con

respect would be obviated. ditional order becomes established ?

Negotiations are on foot for the purchase by the University of Sir J. GORST : I think not . The Board of Education have very

six more acres of land from Downing College; the Board of little experience at present in regard to secondary schools . It

Agriculture have fixed the price at a sum that would bring in would be mere guess-work to prescribe the conditions beforehand ,

a rent charge of £ 120 an acre. It is hoped that the University or, till some experience has been gained , to attempt to gire a list .

will not let the opportunity slip , as there are no other sites Colonel LockwooD asked the Vice - President of the Committee of

available for the erection of the various University buildings Council on Education whether experience as a private tutor will be

that are absolutely necessary if the present rate of growth in held by the Board of Education as coming within the meaning of

certain departments is preserved. The terms of the purchase the expression “ experience in teaching,” as used in the Schedule

are so arranged as to make it very easy for the University, and [ 4 ( 2 ) (ii . ) ] to the Order ; also whether it is intended that, while the

hitherto no decided opposition has been manifested . teachers in Column A are wholly exempt from payment of registration

The proposal that the University should recognize the work fees, the whole of the expenses of registration shallbe borne by such

of the Appointments Association by a small pecuniary contribu- teachers only as are placed in Column B, or on the Supplemental
tion was non -placeted by Prof. Lewis, who contended that Registers. If not, will a Treasury grant be made to the Registration

the Scholastic Agency was suffering from unfair competition ; Council on behalf of the teachers registered in Column A ? Should
the large majority in favour of the grace shows,however, that the incomederived from registration fees fall short of the expenses

people in Cambridge believe that there is room for both institu- of registration, who is to be responsible for meeting the deficit ?

tions, and that both do good work . Those who have been brought
Sir J. Gorst : The experience in teaching must be such as is

into business relations with the Scholastic Agency never fail to
satisfactory to the Registration Authority . The question in

Paragraph 2 is answered by Sections 10 and 11 of the Schedule.
be impressed by the courtesy and attention shown them by the The answer to the third paragraph is in the negative . The

secretary, Mr. Stewart, and his able assistant, Mr. Trinder, the registration fees in the first year will be more than sufficient .

latter being chiefly responsible for the excellent position in which The fees will be so regulated afterwards as to cover the cost.

the Agency now finds itself .

The term has passed without the dreaded outbreak of small .
FEBRUARY 27 , 1902 .

pox among University men . The cases in the gaol were due
Mr. MOONEY asked the Vice - President of the Committee of

to the gross mismanagement of the authorities in London, Council on Education whether he is aware that , although the Board of

who utilizethe Cambridgegaol for all and sundry prisoners Education, when administering the Science and Art Vote forIreland,

from all parts of the country. The original smallpox case
granted the same privileges to Associates of the Royal College of

in Cambridge was that of a prisoner who contracted the in- London, in the Draft Order in Council for providing the manner in
Science, Dublin, as to Associates of the Royal College of Science,

fection in Maidstone and was sent on here to serve his time. which a Register of Teachers shall be formed and kept, the Board of

To add insult to injury, the authorities send criminals to Cam- Education has omitted from Appendix A , page 10, the Associateship

bridge and order their discharge at the door of the gaol; the of the Royal College of Science, Dublin , while including the Associate

Cambridge authorities very wisely have them taken to London ship of the Royal College of Science, London ;and whether such an
and let them loose there.

omission is a mere inadvertence, and, if so, will he take steps to have

The result of the Boat Race was in no way a surprise to such it at once corrected ?

as had observed the doings of both boats -- probably no two Sir J. Gorst : The regulations contained in the Order in Council

better crews have ever rowed in the race. The greatest credit is were drawn up by the Consultative Committee. I will call their

due to the coaches, Mr. J. E. Payne and Mr. Dudley Ward, who
attention to the omission .

with infinite pains have endeavoured to do the best with the Dr. MACNAMARA asked the Vice - President of the Committee of

existing material rather than to make constant changes in the Council on Education whether a certiticated teacher, having been

personnel of the crew , a policy that in some years has been far trained in a training college for elementary -school teachers, and having

too prevalent.
worked exclusively in elementary schools, can , on payment, have any

The result of the Sports was disappointing to partisans of University qualifications hemay possess entered in Column B of the

Cambridge, but there is a consolation in the reflection that Teachers Register ; and, if not , will the Vice-President consider the

Cockshott's defeat by a yard and a half in the mile was the desirableness of issuing an amending Order in Council providing that

deciding event, and that no better race has ever been run by Uni- such entry maybe made ?

versity representatives. Sir J. GORST : No qualifications are inserted in Column B, but

Personal items of the month :-Isaac Newton Student, T. H. names only. A certificated teacher can have his name inserted

Havelock, St. John's ; Balfour Student, J. S. Budgett , Trinity ;
in Column B if he fulfils the same conditions and pays the same

Allen Scholar, F. N. Hales , Trinity ; Bell Scholars, C. Ransford,
fee as other persons whose names are inserted therein .

Emmanuel, and C. F. Russell, Pembroke ; Chancellor's Medal,
FEBRUARY 28 , 1902.

English Verse, G. L. Strachey, Trinity ; Porson Prize, J. S. Mr. BARILEY asked the Vice President of the Committee of Council

Sheppard, King's ; Powis Medal, H. D. Wakely ; Smith's Prizes , on Education ( 1 ) with reference to the term “ efficient ,” as used by
T. H. Havelock, St. John's, and J. E. Wright, Trinity. him in relation to the term “ recognized school," as used in Sections 3
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:

and 4 of the Schedule to the Order in Council for regulating the

Registration of Teachers, whether he can say in what way the Board MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF

of Education intends to determine whether a school is efficient ;

( 2 ) whether he can state what steps must be taken by the authorities
PRECEPTORS .

of a school in order that the school may be recognized as efficient .

Sir J. Gorst said that, if the Registration Council declined to
A MEETING of the Council was held at the College , Bloomsbury

recognize a school for the purposes of Sections 3 and 4 of the Square, on March 15. Present : The Rev. T. W. Sharpe, President , in

Order in Council , the authorities of the school might appeal to
the Chair ; Mr. Barlet , Rev. J. 0. Bevan , Rev. A. W. Boulden , Mr.

the Board of Education , and the efficiency of theschool might Brown , Mr. Charles,Mr. Chettle, Miss Day, Mr. Eve, Miss Jebb,Rev.

be established by inspection under the Board of Education Act, R. Lee, Sir Philip Magnus, Mr. Millar Inglis, Mr. Pinches, Dr. R. P.

1899 .
Scott, and Dr. Wormell .

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed .

Mr. BARTLEY asked the Vice-President of the Committee of Council The Secretary reported the result of the steps that had been taken to

on Education whether, in view of the fact that the number of persons elicit information from the Government on certain ambiguous ex

whoare entitled, as being recognized by the Board of Education as pressions in the Order of Council relating to the Registration of
certificated teachers under the Code of Regulations for Elementary Day Teachers.

Schools , to be placed on the Register of Teachers without payment of any The Diploma of Licentiate was granted to Miss E. J. Lock , who had

registration fee exceeds sixty -four thousand, and that registration for passed the required examination.

other teachers is not compulsory, he will state who is to be responsible The following resolution was unanimously adopted : - " That the

for meeting a deficit in the event of the income derived from registration Council desire to convey to the Very Rev. the Dean of Wells their

fees falling short of the expenses of registration . hearty thanks for the valuable services rendered by him to the College

Sir J. Gorst : It is not considered possible that the registration as their President for more than a quarter of a century, and to express

fees will fall short of the expenses of registration during the first their hope that as a life -member of the Council he will continue un

three years, as the number of cases of teachers seeking registration diminished that interest in the affairs of the College which they have
will be abnormally great in that period ; but during that period so heartily appreciated in the past.”

the Board of Education will be responsible. After that period the The Report of the Examination Committee was adopted. Mr. J. W.

fees will be fixed at such an amount as to secure that the receipts Longsdon, M.A., was appointed one of the Examiners in French ,and
will not fall below the expenditure. Mr. F. Ranıirez one of the Examiners in Spanish ; and Mr. F. B. B.

Mr. BARTLEY : Will the right hon . gentleman say whether, if there Kirkman, B.A., wasadded to the list of Assistant Examiners.
is a deficiency, the Board of Education will pay ? The Report of the Literary Committee was adopted , and Prof. A. F.

Sir J. Gorst: I cannot contemplate the possibility of there Murison , M.A. , LL.D. , was appointed Editor of the Educational Times.
being a deficiency. The Report of the Special Committee on the Order in Council relating

Mr. BARTLEY asked the Vice - President of the Committee of Council to the Registration of Teachers was ado ed . The Report comprised

on Education whether the term “ head master or head mistress, " as
a memorial to the Board of Education giving reasons why the Associate

used in Section 4 of the Schedule to the Order in Council for regulating ship ofthe College should be included in the examinations qualifying

the Registration of Teachers, is to be understood asapplicable to the for admission to the Register specified in Appendix B to the Schedule
to the Order .

principal of a school conducted for private profit .

Sir J. Gorst : The answer to this question is in the affirmative .
Mr. E. E. Pinches was appointed the representative of the College on

the Teachers' Registration Council.

Mr. BARTLEY asked the Vice-President of the Committee of Council Mr. W. W. Kelland , M.A., Principal of Oakfield School , Crouch End ,

on Education, in respect of the term “ satisfactory," as used by him in was elected a member of the Council, in place of the late Mr. Lewis
reference to the term “ experience in teaching , ” as used in the Sergeant.

Schedule 4 (2 ) ( ii . ) to the Order in Council for regulating the Registra- The following books had been presented to the Library since the

tion of Teachers , whether he will state what experience will be con- last meeting of the Council :

sidered satisfactory tothe Registration Authority.
Sir J. Gorst : No, Sir. This will be a question for the Registra- By the AUTHOR . - Leonard's Practical Science .

tion Authorities.
By the GENERALMEDICAL COUNCIL. - Vol. xxxvIII. of the Minutes of the

General Medical Council.

By the SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION . - Annual Report of the Sunithsonian

Institution , 1900 .

SIR RICHARD TEMPLE. By BLACKIE & Son. - Clarke's Hugo's Waterloo ; Hartog's Gautier's Le Pavillon

sur l'Ean ; Le Francois' Bruevs-Palaprat's L'Avocat Patelin .

WE regret to have to recordthe death, on March 15, in his Pharis Fabies, Books I.and 11.; Lawson's Homer's liud, Books IX . and.ViByC. J. CLAY & Sons.-Edwards's Xenophon's Anabasis, Book I. ; Flather's

seventy-seventh year, of Sir Richard Temple, G.C.S.I., C.I.E. , Quiggin's von Svbel's Prinz Eugen von Savoyen : Shuckburgh's Cæsar's Gallic

who had been identitied with educational movements, both in War, Book I. : Summers's Ovid's Metamorphoses , Book VIII.

and out of Parliament, for many years past, and especially with Directory : No. XXVI.:Stewart's Text-Book of Magnetism and Electricity ; WorkBy W. B. CLIVE.- University Correspondent, Vol. XI . , 1901 ; Matriculation

the registration of teachers, having brought in the Bill promoted man's TutorialArithmetic,
by the College of Preceptors for this purpose in the year

1890 . By GIXX & Co.- Tompkins's Philosophy of School Management, and Philosophy

of Teaching

He was educated at Rugby and Hailey bury,and began his public By 1. M. HOLDEN. - De Cusance's First French Book ; J. M.D. Meiklejohn's

career in 1846 by entering the Indian Civil Service, in which he short History of England : J. M. D. and M. J. C. Meiklejohn's School History of

continued for thirty-four years, rising rapidly from one important
England ; M.J. C. Meiklejohn's Asia .

By MACMILLAN & Co.-- Bayfield's Sophocles' Antigone : D'Alissas'Les Histoires

post to another till he wasappointed Governor of Bombay in 1875. de Tante; Geikie's Geology ; Perkin and Lean's Introduction to Chemistry and
His services in connexion with the famines in 1874 and 1877 Physics, Vols. I, and II. ; Scott's Kenilworth : Scott's Quentin Durward ;

were invaluable, and his capacity for hard and continuous Vaghan's Dumas'Napoléon,and Word and Phrase Book to the same.
By RELFE Bros.- Advance Dictation Sentences and Spelling ; Carter's Rules

work was extraordinary, even when measured by the standard of Latin Syntus, and History of England , Part II. ; Harris's One Hour Exercises

of Indian administrators. Sir Richard returned to England Practice for Beginners in French , Part III.
in English Grammar; Knight's Second Arithmetic ; Matthews's Sound and Sentence

iu 1880, and entered Parliament as member for the Evesham By RIVINGTONS. - Stewart's Book of Exodus .

Division of Worcestershire in 1885, about which time he was
By WHITTAKER & Co.- School Calendar for 1902.

By G. BELL & Soss.- English History during the Hanoverian Period.
also elected a member of the London School Board , and filled By A. & C. BLACK.-- Davies'Scott's Kenilworth ; Schmeil's Text Book of Zoology,

the post of Chairman of the Finance Committee, for which Parts 1., II., and III. Scott's Structural Botany, Parts I. and 11.; Taylor's

his Indian experience specially qualified him .
Synthetical Atlas of England and Wales.

Ilis work in
By METIEN & Co. - Test Cards in Mathematics ,Stages I. , II . , and III.; Bally's

Parliament and on the School Board was what might be ex- French Commercial Reader, French Commercial Correspondence, German Com
pected from such a man with such a record, and, though he mercial Reader,and German Cominercial Correspondence: Baron's French Prose

Composition ; Boon's Commercial Geography of Foreign Nations ; Botting's Easy

could not be called a successful speaker, his opinions carried Greek Exercises ; Cook and Marchant's Passages for Unseen Translation : Davis's
weight, and no member was more constant in his attendance at Tacitus' Agricola ,and Tacitus' Germania ; Delbos ''The Metric System ; Dunnand

debate and division. In the interval between his return from Captivi of Plautus; French's Pructical Chemistry , Part I. ; Gibbins's Industrial
Mundella's General Elementary Science; Edwards's Commercial Law : Freese's

India and his entry into Parliament he wrote several books, the History of England, British Commerce and Colonies,Economics of Commerce,

material for which was derived mainly from his personal ex- Gray's German Sight Translation Papers ; P. L.Gray's Magnetism and Electricity ;Commercial Examination Papers, and The Companion German Grammar : E.M.

periences, and his talent for water-colour drawing (many speci- Green's Notes on Greek and Latin Sintax : Jackson's Primer of Business : Jacobs
mens of which are to be found in his “ Palestine Illustrated ” ) Junior French Examination Papers; Jones's Guide to Professions and Business ;

Langbridge's Ballads of the Brave ; Liddell's Easy Selections from Herodotus;

provided recreation for his few leisure hours. Those who had Lyde's CommercialGeography of the British Empire : Malden's Rights and Duties

the privilege of being brought into contact with Sir Richard of the English Citizen : Millen's Principles of Book-keeping: Mellows's Short
Temple inmatters of public business were able to appreciate his Beistory of everlish Literature Rodwellis New Testament Greek : Steel's World of

Science; Siedman's Steps to French , First , French

influence in promoting any movement that he took up, his per- for Repetition, Easy French Exercises on Elementary Syntax, Easy French Pas
sistent energy, his vigilance, bis clearness of view, and instant sages for linseen Translation , Initia Latina, First Latin Lessons, Easy Latin

Exercises, Exempla Latina , First Latin Reader, Latin Vocabularies for Repetition,

perception of material points. Votunda Quædam , The Latin Compound Sentence, Easy Latin Passages for Unseen
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Translation , Vocabulary of Latin Idioms and Phrases, Easy Selections from Cæsar,

Easy Selections from Livy, Steps to Greek , Shorter Greek Primer , Greek Vocabu

laries for Repetition , Easy Greek Passages for Unseen Translation, and Greek

Testament Selections : Stone's Wanderings of Ulysses ; Stroud's Elementary Prac

tical Physics ; Swift's Demosthenes against Conon and Callicles ; Taylor's Com

mercial Arithmetic : Wardlaw's Examination Papers on the Constitutional and

General History of England : Webber's Carpentry and Joinery ; Wells's Practical

Mechanics : whitfield's Précis Writing and Office Correspondence ; Williamson's
Class Book ofDictation Passages : Winbolt's Exercises in Latin Accidence ; Wright's
German Vocabularies for Repetition .

Principals wishing their Schools included in

THE FIFTH EDITION
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.

OF

PATON'S

LIST OF SCHOOLS

AND TUTORS

(An Aid to Parents in the Selection of Schools)

PROFESSOR CHURCH'S PRIZE .

The Prize offered by Prof. Church in our February

number has been won by Miss Alice Ruddle, Shebbear

College, North Devon, for the following translation of a
passage from Cæsar :

Cicero , on all previous days, had kept his soldiers in camp with the

utmost diligence, according to Caesar's orders, and had not permitted

even a camp -follower ' to pass outside the fortification . On the seventh

day, however, he feared that Cæsar would hardly keep his promise as

to the number of days , bearing that the latter had gone on further,

and no report of his return had reached him . Moreover, he was in .

fluenced by the cries of those who said that his patience ? amounted

almost to a blockade if he would not even allow them to go outside

the fortification . Expecting no casualty of the kind which actually

occurred , by which ? any disaster could bappen within a range of three

miles fromthe camp, as nine legions and a large body of cavalry were

in the field against an enemy who were scattered and well - nigh an

nihilated , he sent five cohorts to forage in the nearest cornfields,

between which and the camp a single hill intervened .

Prof. Church appends the following notes :

i Calo , a “ soldier's servant," rather than a camp-follower.”

? “ Patience ” scarcely English- “ defensive attitude.”

3 " By which ." This is awkward. Expecting no such chance, as

that, with nine legions, a disaster should happen within a distance of
three miles from the camp.” A fair translation - English, if not of
the best kind.

Mentioned with commendation : Miss Daisy Selkirk

Charles, privately educated .]

should apply at once to the Publishers,

J. & J. PATON,

143 Cannon Street, London , E.C.

)
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A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and Progress. Price 6d.
ANOTHER PRIZE .

A Prize of 10s . is offered for the best prose paraphrase of

the following verses :

THE SPLENDID SPUR.

Not on the necks of prince or hound ,

Nor on a woman's finger twined,

May gold from the deriding ground

Keep sacred that we sacred bind ;

Only the heel

Of splendid steel

Shall stand secure on sliding fate

When golden navies weep their freight .

The scarlet hat , the laurell'd stave

Are measures , not the springs, of worth ;

In a wife's cap, as in a grave ,

Man's airy notions mix with earth.

Seek other spur

Bravely to stir

The dust in this loud world , and tread

Alp -high among the whispering dead.

TRUST IN THYSELF - then spur amain :

So shall Charybdis wear a grace,

Grim Ætna laugh , the Lybian plain

Take roses to her shrivelled face .

This orb—this round

Of sight and sound

Count it the lists that God hath built

For haughty hearts to ride a- tilt .
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

( Illustrated . )

CORRESPONDENCE :

General Knowledge in Scholarship Examinations . By M. DAVENPORT Hul,
B.A., and H. T. GERRANS, M.A.-The Teaching of Geometry. By " EXPERI

ENTIA DOCET.” - Biographies in English History. By P. B. JORLIE. - Subjects

for London Matriculation Examination . By C. S. FEARENSIDE, M.A.

Candidates must send with their paraphrase a certificate

from their head master or head mistress, or, if not attending

a school, from some person in a responsible position , that

the paraphrase has been done without any help from any one

else , and that they are seventeen years of age. LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED.
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Messrs . Bell's List. COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS' EXAMS.

Educational Catalogue Post Free on application. SUITABLE BOOKS IN THE

Vols. . 4to

THE PLAYS OF ARISTOPHANES. University Tutorial and Preceptors’Series.

The Greek Text Revised , and a Metrical Translation on opposite pages , together

with Introduction and Commentary. By BENJAMIN BICKLEY ROGERS, M.A.

Vol. V., containing THE FROGS and THE ECCLESIAZUSAE , is

now ready. ThePlays may also be had separately , viz ., Frogs , 10s. 6d . ; Eccle

siazusae, 7s , 6d. ( Other volumes preparing.)

“ At last we are likely to get an edition worthy of the supreme comedian . For

here we have a carefully collated text, scholarly notes of explanation, introductions

on the history of the plays , their subjects and metres; and, above all, we have an
admirable English translation , reproducing for English readers the true spirit of the
Athenian in all its moods - the moods of the satirist, the dreamer, the statesman,

the jester , the patriot, the candlestick -maker, the monthly nurse, the scavenger,
the fried -fish wife, and the decadent poet. Mr. Rogers may be said to be doing for

Aristophanes what Jowett did for Plato. No scholar could have a higher aim or

finer reward ." - Daily Chronicle .

6 Vols , crown 8vo, with Maps, 6s , net each .

A HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE,

From the Fall of Constantinople. By THOMAS HENRY DYER , LL.D.

Third Edition , Revised and Continued to the End of the Nineteenth Century.

By ARTHUR HASSALL, M.A., Student of Christ Church , Oxford .

Vol. VIII. , with Full Index , completing the work now ready.

Algebra , The Tutorial. Part I. : Elementary Course . By RUPERT DEAKIN,

M.A. Lond . and Oxon. 38. 60.

Algebra, The Tutorial. Part II.: Advanced Course. By WM. BRIGGS,

LL.D., M.A. , F.R.A.S. , and G. H. BRYAN , Sc.D., M.A. , F.R.S. 6s. 6d.

Arithmetic, The Tutorial. ByW. P.JWORKMAN, M.A. , B.Sc., Head Master

of Kingswood School, Bath. 3s. 60.

Book-Keeping, The Preceptors'. By T. C. Jackson, B.A. , LL.B. 18. 6d.

Botany , First Stage. By A. J. EWART, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.L.S. 2s.

Botany , Text - Book of. By J. M. Lowson, M.A., B.Sc. 6s. 6d.

Chemistry , The Tutorial. By G. H.BAILEY, D.Sc. Lond., Ph.D. Heidel.

berg. Edited by WM. BRIGGS,LL.D., M.A., F.C.S.

Part I. NON -METALS. Part II , METALS. 38. éd. each .

ChemicalAnalysis, Qualitative and quantitative. By WM. BRIGGS,

LL.D. , M.A., F.C.S., and R. W. STEWART, D.Sc. 3s. 6d.

Coordinate Geometry . Part I.: The Right Line and Circle . By BRIGGS and

BRYAN. Third Edition . 38. 6d.

HISTORYOF THECITY OFROME IN Coordinatesoberometryi pare seen The Comic Bydd.H.GRACE, M.A., and
THE MIDDLE AGES.

By FERDINAND GREGOROVIUS. Translated by Mrs. HAMILTON . Crown 8vo ,

£3. 3s. net the Set . Or, separately, Vols . I. , II. , and III . , 6s , net each ; Vols. IV . ,

V. , VI. , VII . , and VIII . , each in Two Parts, 4s. 6d . net each Part .

Medium 16mo, treble columns, xii +941 pages, 3s. 6d .

A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE

FRENCH AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES.

By F. E. A. GASC.

" It furnishes all that the schoolboy wants, and deserves the same popularity that

the large work has attained . It is athoroughly sound and scholarly dictionary.”

Journal of Education ,

" Should be widely appreciated.” - Atheneum .

“ Undeniably one of the most trustworthy of all French -English dictionaries."

Bookman.

“ The excellence of Gasc's French Dictionary is well known, and we welcomean

abridgment of it published at 3s. 6d . by Messrs. George Bell & Sons. It is intended
especially for the middle forms of public schools, but its completeness and accuracy

will no doubt obtain for it a still wider usefulness ." -- Daily News.

2 Vols. crown 8vo , 4s. 6d . each .

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF ANIMALS.

By G. C. BOURNE, M.A. , D.Sc., F.L.S.; Fellow and Tutor of New College, Oxford ;

Lecturer in Comparative Anatomy. Vol. I. Animal Organization : The Protozoa

and Coelenterata . Vol. II . The Colomate Metazoa .

F. ROSENBERG , M.A., B.Sc. Second Edition . 48.

English Language, The. By W. H. Low , M.A. Sixth Edition . 38. 6d.

English Literature, TheTutorial History of. By A. J. WYATT, M.A.
Lond and Camb. Second Edition . 2s. 6d.

Euclid. Books I.-II. By RUPERT DEAKIN, M.A. Lond . and Oxon . 1s. Books
I.-IV. , 28. 6d.

French Course, The Preceptors '. By E. WEEKLEY, M.A. Camb. and Lond.

With Passages for Translation into French. 28, 6d.

French Course, The Matriculation . By E. WEEKLEY, M.A. 38. 6d.

This work includes accidence, elementary syntax,exercises, and passages for

translation into French. The simplifications authorised by the Decree of

Feb. 26 , 1901, are incorporated .

French Reader , The Preceptors '. With Notes and Vocabulary. By

E.WEEKLEY, M.A. Camb, and Lond . 1s. 6d.

French Prose Reader , Edited by S. BARLET, B. és Sc ., Examiner in French

to the College of Preceptors, and W.F. MASOM , M. A. Lond. and Camb. With

Notes and Vocabulary. Third Edition . 28. 6d.

French Reader , Advanced : Containing Passages in Prose and Verse . Edited

by BARLET and Masom . Second Edition . 3s . 6d.

Greek Reader, The Tutorial. By A. WAUGH YOUNG , M.A., Lond . With

Notes and Complete Vocabularies. Second Edition. 28. 6d.

Heat, Blementary Text - Book of. By R. W. STEWART, D.Sc. Lond . 28.

History of England , The Matriculation (to 1702) . By C. 8. FEAREN
SIDE, M.A. Oxon . Second Edition . 38. 6 .

Hydrostatics, An Elementary Text-book of. By WM. BRIGGS, LL.D.,

M.A., F.C.S., F.R.A.S. , and G. H. BRYAN, Sc.D., M.A., F.R.S. 28.

Hygiene, First Stage. By R. A. LYSTER, B.Sc. 28.

Light, Elementary Text - Book of. By R. W. STEWART, D.Sc. Lond. 28.

Latin Course, The Preceptors'. By B. J. HAYES, M.A. Camb. 38. 6d.

Latin Reader , The Preceptors'. By E. J. G. FORSE, M.A. Camb. ls. Bd.

Magnetism and Electricity, First Stage . By R. H. JUDE, M.A. , D.Sc.
Lond . Second Edition . 28 .

Mechanics , The Preceptors'. By F. ROSENBERG , M.A. B.Sc. 28. 6d.

Mensuration of the Simpler Figures. By WM. BRIGGS, LL.D. , M.A. ,

F.R.A.S. , and T. W. EDMONDSON, Ph.D., B.A. 28. 6 .

Milton - Sonnets . By W. F. Masom , M.A. Lond. and Camb . 18. ed.

Physics, The Tutorial. By R. WALLACE STEWART, D.Sc. Lond., and E.

CATCHPOOL , B.Sc. Lond. In Four Volumes ;-Sound, Heat, Light, Magnetism

and Electricity. 38, 6d. each vol .

Science, General Elementary . Edited by WM. BRIGGS, LL.D., M.A. , F.C.S. ,

F.R.A.S. Third Edition . 38. 6d.

Sound, Light, and Heat, First Stage. By John Don, M.A. 28.

Trigonometry , The Preceptors'. By Wm. BRIGGS, LL.D. , M.A. , F.R.A.S.

and G.H.BRYAN , SC.D., F.R.S. 28. 6d .

Zoology , Text-Book of. By H. G. WELLS, B.Sc. Lond ., F.Z.S. Enlarged and

Revised by A. M. DAVIES, B.Sc. Lond. 68. 6d .

Twentieth Century Edition

WEBSTER'S

INTERNATIONAL

DICTIONARY

ag

REVISED THROUGHOUT, WITH

25,000 ADDITIONAL WORDS

AND PHRASES

WEBSTER is the best practical Working

Dictionary of the English Language. It is

recognized the standard authority

throughout the English-speaking world. It

is an indispensable reference -book ØØ Ø Ø Ø Ø

2348 PAGES . 5000 ILLUSTRATIONS

PRICE IN SHEEPSKIN, £2 net

WEBSTER'S Full Prospectus, with Specimen Pages, Opinions

INTERNATIONAL) of Eminent Men , & c ., sent on application to

DICTIONARY GEORGE BELL & SONS

YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON

Complete Catalogues, and Lists of Books Classified for each of the following

Examinations, may be had free on application :

LONDON UNIVERSITY (includingthe Special Subjects for Matriculation ,
Inter . Arts, and B.A. , 1902 and 1903) ,Royal University of Ireland 'and Inter

mediate Education Board , Cambridge and Oxford Local and COLLEGE OF

PRECEPTORS (including the Set Subjects for July and December, 1902 ), Scotch

Leaving Certificate, South Kensington , and other Examinations.

London : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York Street, Covent Garden .

London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.c,
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FROM MR. MURRAY'S LIST OF SCHOOL BOOKS.

MURRAY'S STUDENT'S MANUALS - continued.

EUROPE.

STUDENT'S HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE. From the Capture

of Constantinople by the Turks, 1453, to the Treaty of Berlin , 1878. By RICHARD

LODGE, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford . Fourth Edition ,

Thoroughly Revised . Crown 8vo, 7s , 6d .

STUDENT'S HISTORY OF EUROPE DURING THE MIDDLE

AGES. By HENRY HALLAM , LL.D. Crown 8vo,7s . 6d .

EUROPE IN THE MIDDLE AGES. By OLIVER J. TIATCHER , Ph.D.

and FERDINAND SCHIWILL, Ph.D. Large crown 8vo, 9s.

A GENERAL HISTORY OF EUROPE , 350-1900. By OLIVER J.

TILATCHER and FERDINAND SCHWILL, Authors of “ Europe in the Middle Ages.

Revised and adapted to the requirements of English Colleges and Schools, by

ARTHUR HASSALL, M.A., Christ Church , Oxford . With Bibliographies at the

end of each Section. With Maps and Genealogical Tables. Crown 8vo , 9s.

[Just out.

“ A model of condensation, omitting no essential facts. . . . The volume is greatly

enhanced by a wealth ofmaps and chronological and genealogical tables. Among

general histories this will take a leading place ." - Dundee Advertiser.

GEOLOGY,

STUDENT'S ELEMENTS OF GEOLOGY. By Sir CHARLES LYELL,
Thoroughly Revised by Prof. J. W.JUDD. Crown 8vo. With 600 Woodcuts. 98.

LAW AND PHILOSOPHY .

STUDENT'S EDITION OF AUSTIN'S JURISPRUDENCE Compiled

from the larger Work , By ROBERT CAMPBELL. Crown 8vo, 12s .

AN ANALYSIS OF AUSTIN'S JURISPRUDENCE. By GORDON

CAMPBELL. Crown 8vo , 6s.

MURRAY'S STUDENT'S MANUALS.

ENGLISH HISTORY AND LITERATURE .

THE STUDENTS HUME. A History of England , from the Earliest Times

to the Revolution in 1688. By DAVID HUME. Incorporating the Researches

of recent Historians. Revised , corrected , and continued to the Treaty of Berlin

in 1878 , hy J. S. BREWER, M.A. With Votes, Illustrations, and 7 Coloured

Maps and Woodcuts . Crown 8vo, 7s , 6d .

STUDENT'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. From

the Accession of Henry VII , to the Death of George II , By HENRY HALLAM ,

LL.D. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d .

STUDENT'S MANUAL OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By

GEORGE P. MARSH . Crown 8vo , 7s, 6d .

STUDENT'S MANUAL OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. A History

of English Literature of the chief English Writers, founded upon the Manual

of THOMAS B. SHAW . A new Edition, Thoroughly Revised. By A. HAMILTON

THOMPSON, B.A., of St.John's College, Cambridge, and University Extension

Lecturer in English Literature. With Notes, &c . Crown 8vo, 7s, 6d .

STUDENT'S SPECIMENS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE , Selected

from the Best Writers, and arranged Chronologically. By T. B. SHAW , M.A.

Crown 8vo , 5s.

SCRIPTURE AND CHURCH HISTORY,

STUDENT'S OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY. From the Creation of the

World to the Return of the Jewsfrom Captivity. With an Introduction to the

Books of the Old Testament. By PuliP SMITH , B.A. With 40 Maps and

Woodcuts, Crown 8vo , 7s , 6d .

STUDENT'SNEW TESTAMENT HISTORY . With an Introduction ,

containing the connection of the Old and New Testaments. By PHILIP SHITI ,

B.A. With 30 Maps and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 7s . 6d .

STUDENT'S MANUAL OF ECOLESIASTICAL HISTORY . A

History of the Christian Church to the Reformation . By PuLIP SMITH, B.A.
2 vols .; crown 8vo, 7s . 6d . each .

PART I.-A.D. 30 1003 , With Woodcuts,

PART II.-A.D. 1003-1614. With Woodcuts.

STUDENTS MANUAL OF ENGLISH CHURCH HISTORY. By
G.G.PERRY, M.A. , Canon of Lincoln , 3 vols . ; 7s . 6d . each .

First Period- From the Planting of the Church in Britain to the Accession
of Henry VIII. A.D. 596-1509.

Second Period - From the Accession of Henry VIII. to the Silencing of Con

vocation in the Eighteenth Century. A.D. 1509-1717.

Third Period - From the Accession of the House of Hanover to the Present

Time, A.D. 1717-1884 .

ANCIENT HISTORY.

STUDENTS ANCIENT HISTORY OF THE EAST. From the

Earliest Times to the Conquests of Alexander the Great, including Egypt,

Assyria , Babylonia , Media , Persia , Asia Minor, and Phænicia By Philip

SMITH , B.A. With 70 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo , 7s, 6d .

STUDENTS HISTORY OF GREECE . From the Earliest Times to the
Roman Conquest. With Chapters on the History of Literature and Art. By

Sir WM. SMITH , D.C.L. Thoroughly Revised and in part Rewritten by G.E.

MARINDIN , M.A. With many new Maps and Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 7s , 6d .

STUDENT'S HISTORY OF ROME. From the Earliest Times to the

Establishment of the Empire. With Chapters onthe History of Literature and

Art . By Dean LIDDELL . Newand Revised Edition , incorporating the results

of Modern Research , by P. V. M. BENECKE, M.A. , Fellow ofMagdalen College,

Oxford . With Coloured and other Maps and numerous Illustrations nearly all

prepared specially for this edition . Crown 8vo , 7s.6d .

STUDENT'S HISTORY OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE. From the

Establishment of the Empire to the Accession of Commodus, A.D. 180 . With

Coloured Maps and numerous Illustrations. By J. B. BURY, Fellow and Tutor

of Trinity College, Dublin. Crown 8vo , 7s , 6d .

STUDENT'S GIBBON. A History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Em

pire . Abridged from the Original Work by Sir WM. SMITH , D.C.L. , LL.D. A

New and Revised Edition in TwoParts. Crown 8vo, 5s , each.

Part I. - From the Accession of Commodus to the Death of Justinian. By

A. H.J. GREENIDGE, M.A., Lecturer and late Fellow of Hertford College , Lec

turer in Ancient History at Brasenose College, Oxford.

Part II. - From A.D. 565 to the Capture of Constantinople by the Turks. By

J. G. C. ANDERSON, M.A., late Fellow of Lincoln College, Student and Tutor of
Christ Church , Oxford. With Maps and Illustrations.

TWO NEW VOLUMES IN MR. MURRAY'S

HOME AND SCHOOL LIBRARY.

Edited by LAURIE MAGNUS , M.A. , Magdalen College, Oxford .

A SHORT HISTORY OF COINS AND CURRENCY. By Lord AVE

BURY, F.R.S. , &c. With many Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo, 2s.

[ Ready immediately.

THE FACE OF NATURE . Popular Readings in Elementary Science. By

the Rev. C. T. OVENDEN , D.D. , Canon of St. Patrick's, Rector of Enniskillen ,

With numerous Diagrams. Fcap. 8vo, 2s . [ Ready immediatey.

A List of the Volumes in this Series will be sent postfree on application.

:

WORKS BY PROF. T. D. HALL.

PRIMARY ENGLISH GRAMMAR FOR ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS. With 134Exercises and carefully graduated Parsing Lessons.
16mo, ls.

SCHOOL MANUAL OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR. With Historical

Introduction and copious Exercises. With Appendices. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

MANUAL OF ENGLISH COMPOSITION. With copious Illustrations

and Practical Exercises. Suited equally for Schools and for Private Students of

English . Sixth Edition . Crown 8vo , Bs . 6d.

TRANSLATION AT SIGHT ; or, Aids to Facility in the Trans
lation of Latin . Passages of graduated difliculty, carefully selected from

Latin Authors, with Explanations, Notes, &c . Crown 8vo, 2s .

A CHILD'S FIRST LATIN BOOK . Comprising Nouns, Pronouns, and

Adjectives, with the Verbs. With ample and varied Practice of the easiest kind.

Both old and new orders of Cases given. Enlarged Edition, including the

Passive Verb . 16mo, 2s .

GREEK TESTAMENT READER. For use in Schools . Comprising con

secutive Extracts from the Synoptic Gospels and Passages from the Epistles of

St. Paul. Crown 8vo , 2s.6d.

ETON COLLEGE BOOKS.

HERODOTUS. The Text of Canon Rawlinson's Translation . With the Notes

abridged for the use of Students. By A. J. GRANT , M.A., of King's College ,

Cambridge : Professor History, Yorkshire College, Leeds ; Author of " Greece

in the Age of Pericles.” With Map and Plans. 2 vols . Crown 8vo , 12s.

“ The delightful pages of the old Greek whose flavour has been so admirably pre

sented by Canon Rawlinson will thus be made accessible to a far wider circle than

heretofore. There is no better introduction to Greek history and literature than

Herodotus, and the English render gets him here under the best possible con

ditions."' - Literary World .

THE STORY OF THE PERSIAN WARS AS TOLD BY HERO.

DOTUS. In English . Selected, arranged, and edited so as to form a History
Reading Book for Schools, By the Rev. C. C. TANCOCK , Head Master of Ton

bridge School. With Illustrations , Map, and Plans. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d .

FRANCE,

STUDENT'S HISTORY OF FRANCE. From the Earliest Times to the

Fallof the Second Empire. By W. H.JERVIS, M.A. A new Edition , thoroughly

Revised , andin great part Re-written , hy ARTHUR HASSALI , M.A., Censor of

Christ Church, Oxford. With a Chapter on Ancient Gaul, hy F. HAVERFIELD,

M.A. , Student of Christ Church , Oxford. Coloured Maps and many new Wood

cuts , Crown 8vo, 7s, 6d .

THE ETON LATIN GRAMMAR . For Use in the Higher Forms. By

FRANCIS HAY RAWLINS, M.A. , Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and

Assistant Master at Eton College, and Rev. W. R. INGE, M.A., Fellow of

Hertford College, Oxford . Revised Edition . Crown 8vo, 6s .

ETON LATIN SYNTAX AND EXERCISE BOOK. Consisting of

Pages 97-127 and 152-306 from the Eton Elementary Latin Exercises. Compiled,

with sanction of the Head Master, by A. C. AINGER, M.A., Trinity College,

Cambridge, and H. G. WINTLE, M.A. , Christ Church , Oxford , Assistant Masters

at Eton College. Crown 8vo ,5s .

THE PREPARATORY ETON GRAMMAR . Containing the Accidence

and the Syntax Rules with the sanction of the Head Master. By A. C. AINGER ,

M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge, and K. G. WINTLE, M.A., Christ Church ,

Oxford, Assistant Masters at Eton College, Crown 8vo , 2s.

OVID LESSONS. Being Easy Passages selected from the Elegiac Poems of

Ovid, with Explanatory Notes hy A. C. AINGER, M.A., and H. F. W.TATHAM ,

M.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge, Assistant Masters at Eton College. Crown
8vo , 2s . 6d .

THE ETON HORACE: The Odes, Epodes, and Carmen Sæculare. With

Notes . By F. W.CORNISH ,M.A. In Two Parts . With Maps. Crown 8vo, 6s.

ETON EXERCISES IN ALGEBRA. By E. P. Rouse and A. COCKSHOTT,

Assistant Masters at Eton College . Crown 8vo . 3s .

ETON EXERCISES IN ARITHMETIC. By Rev. T. DALTON, M.A.,

Assistant Master at Eton College Crown 8vo , 3s.

AN ENGLISH -LATIN GRADUS, OR VERSE-DICTIONARY, FOR

SCHOOLS. By A. C. AINGER, Trinity College , Cambridge , Assistant Master

at Eton College, and the late H. G. WINTLE, M.A., Christ Church , Oxford .

ThisGradusison a new plan, intended to simplify the Composition of Latin Verses
by Classical Meanings, selected Epithets and Synonyms, &c . Crown 8vo , 9s .

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, W.
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EXAMINATIONS, 1902 .

ADVERTISEMENT SCALE .

Whole Page - Ordinary £4 10
Position £ 5 10 0

Half Page 2 10 0 3 0 0

Quarter Page 1 10 0 1 15 0

Perinchin broad column (hall widthof page) 0 7 0

Narrow Column (one -third page) 2 0 0

General Scholastic Advertisements (Colleges , Schools , Classes , Tuition , &c. ), 88. 6d .
for 6 lines , or 48 , 6d . the inch.

Situations Vacant and Wanted --30 words or under, 28.; each additional 10 words, 6d .

(For 1s. extra, Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office , and will be forwarded

post free .)

.

CURRENT EVENTS.

The next evening meeting of the members of

Fixtures. the College of Preceptors will take place on

April 23, when Mr. J. L. Paton , M.A., Head

Master of University College School, will read a paper on

“ The Feelings as a Factor in School Education . "

Dr. SULLY's course of lectures on “ Intellectual Education ”

will be resumed on April 24.

The Board of Education announces that the Day Science

and Art Examinations fixed to be held during the week end

ing June 28 will be held during the week ending July 5

instead.

FIRST CLASS (or(or SENIOR ) .

CAESAR . - GALLIC WAR, BOOKS I., II ., III. By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., in collaboration with F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond .

and Camb., and others. TEXT AND NOTES, ls. 6d. each . VOCABULARY ,

18. each,

CICERO ,-DE SENECTUTE. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . ,

and W. P. MASOM , M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES , 18. 6d.

VOCABULARY , 1s.

EURIPIDES . - ALCESTIS. By J. H. HAYDON , M.A. Lond. and

Camb. , Gold Medallist in Classics. TEXT AND NOTES, 38, 6d.

EURIPIDES . - HECUBA . By T. T. JEFFERY, M.A. Camb . TEXT

AND NOTES, 3s. 68 .

HORACE . - ODES, BOOK I. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . ,

and B. J. HAYES, M.A. Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 1 s . 68. VOCABULARY, Is.

OVID.-TRISTIA, BOOK I. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . ,

and F. P. SHIPHAM , M.A. Lond ., F.C.P. TEXT AND NOTES, ls. 6d.

VOCABULARY , ls.

OVID . - TRISTIA , BOOK III. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . ,

and F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond. and Camb. (Uniform with Book I. in price

and arrangement of parts .)

VERGIL . - AENEID , BOOK V. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . ,

and W. F. MASOM , M.A. Lond . and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES , ls . 6d.

VOCABULARY, 1s.

XENOPHON.-ANABASIS, BOOK I. With Map. By А. Н.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. L. D. RICHARDSON , B.A. Lond . TEXT AND

Notes , 1 s. 6d. VOCABULARY, 18.

XENOPHON. - ANABASIS , BOOK IV . By W. H. BALGARNIE,

M.A. Lond . and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 38. 6d .

ENGLISH HISTORY, THE INTERMEDIATE TEXT

BOOK OF . By C. S. FEARENBIDE, M.A. Oxon ., and A. JOHNSON EVANS ,

M.A. Camb. , B.A, Lond . Vol. III . 1603-1714. 48. 60.

MILTON . - SONNETS . By W. F. Masom, M.A. Lond. and Camb.

Second Edition . ls. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE. - JULIUS CAESAR ; MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S DREAM . Edited , with Introduction and Notes , by Prof. W.J.
ROLFE , D.Litt. 28. each .

It is proposed to hold a Conference at Warwick Castle on

May 1 to discuss matters relating to agriculture and rural

industries, and enable “ those who need teachers or trained

workers to meet those who are fully trained and capable of

teaching others.” Lady Warwick, Warwick Castle, or the

Warden, Lady Warwick Hostel, Reading, will furnish par

ticulars.

-

THE Gresham Lectures will be read to the public

gratuitously on the following days, at 6 p.m., in the

Theatre of Gresham College, Basinghall Street : - Physic

(Dr. H. Symes Thompson ), April 8, 9 , 10, 11 ; Law

( Mr. G. H. Blakesley ), April 15, 16, 17 , and 18 ; Divinity

(Rev. H. E. J. Bevan ), April 29 and 30, May 1 and 2 ;

Astronomy (Rev. E. Ledger ), May 5, 6, 7 , and 9; Geometry

(Mr. W. H. Wagstaff ), May 13, 14, 15 , and 16; Rhetoric

(Mr. J. E. Nixon) , May 20, 21 , 22 , and 23. The Music

lectures, by Sir Frederick Bridge, will be delivered on

April 22, 23, 24, and 25 — the first at Gresham College and

the other three at the City of London School .
SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR ).

CAESAR. – GALLIC WAR , BOOKS I., II. By A. H. ALLCROFT,

M.A. Oxon. , and others . TEXT AND NOTES , 1s . 6d. each . VOCABULARY,

1s. each .

VERGIL . - AENEID , BOOK V. By A. H. ALLCROFT , M.A. Oxon. ,

and W. P. Masom, M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 1s . 60.

VOCABULARY, 1s.

XENOPHON . - ANABASIS , BOOK I. With Map . By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. L. D. RICHARDSON, B.A. Lond. TEXT AND

Notes, ls, 6d. VOCABULARY, 18.

XENOPHON . - ANABASIS , BOOK IV. By W. H. BALGARNIE ,

M.A. Lond. and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 38. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE. - JULIUS CAESAR ; MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S DREAM . Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by Prof. W.J.
ROLFE, D.Litt . 28. each .
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The following are the lecture arrangements at the Royal

Institution after Easter : -- Dr. Allan Macfadyen , three-
lectures on “ Recent Methods and Results in Biological

Inquiry ” ; Prof. F. York Powell , three on “ English Kings
and Kingship ” ;Prof. Karl Pearson , three on “ The Laws

of Heredity , with special reference to Man ” (the Tyndall

Lectures) ; Prof. Dewar, three on " The Oxygen Group of

Elements ” ; Dr. A. Smith Woodward, three on “ Recent

Geological Discoveries ” ; Mr. M. H. Spielman, three on

Contemporary British Sculpture " ; Mr. W. H. Cummings,
three on

“ British National Song " (with musical illustra

tions ) ; Prof. Walter Raleigh , three on “ Poets and Poetry” ;

and Prof. Brander Matthews, three on “ The Development

of the English Drama ” : ( 1 ) “ The Art of the Dramatist,'

(2 ) • The Drama of the Middle Ages,” (3 ) “ The Drama

under Elizabeth ." The Friday evening meetings will com

mence on April 11, when Prof. Dewar will deliver a dis

course on “ Problems of the Atmosphere ." Succeeding

Friday evening discourses will be delivered by Sir John

H. A. Macdonald , Dr. J. Mackenzie Davidson, Sir Robert

Ball , Sir Benjamin Baker, Prof. A. E. Tutton , and other

gentlemen.

THIRD CLASS.

CAESAR. GALLIC WAR, BOOK I., Ch, 1-29. By A. H.

ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond. and Camb ., with

INTRODUCTION , NOTES, TEST QUESTIONS, AND VOCABULARY, 1s, 6d.

Full Catalogue of the University Tutorial Series, and Lists of Books suitable for

the fullowing Eraminations, free on application :

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS and Oxford and Cambridge Localx ,

London University , South Kensington , d'e.

London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.C.

A UNIVERSITY Extension Summer Meeting will be held at

Cambridge from August 1 to August 26. The general sub.
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ject of the lectures will be “ Some Aspects of Life and H. H. Asquith, K.C. , M.P.; Miss Dorothea Beale, Principal

Thought in Europe and America in the Nineteenth Century ." of Cheltenham Ladies' College ; Prof. John Cleland , M.D.,

The Vice -Chancellor Dr. A. W. Ward ) will, if his health Glasgow ; Prof. Samuel Dill, Queen's College , Belfast ; Mr.

permits, deliver the inaugural address, which will form a Austin Dobson ; Prof. James Alfred Ewing, Cambridge;

general introduction to the History Section. The lectures Principal Rücker, London University ; Mr. J. G. Schurman,
will

group themselves under the following heads :- President of Cornell University ; and Sir John Batty

( 1 ) history ; ( 2 ) art, literature, and music ; ( 3 ) physical and Tuke, M.P., Edinburgh.

natural science ; ( 4) economies ; ( 5 ) education . There will

also be lectures on theological subjects. The Senatus of the University of Aberdeen have included

two deserving Southrons in their honorary degree list. They

The special feature of the Cambridge meeting will be the are to confer D.D. on the Rev. Henry Bennett, M.A. , of

Historical Section . Foreign professors of history will lecture Hackney College ; and LL.D. on Prof. Joseph Wright, M.A. ,

on certain aspects of the political history of their own Ph.D., of Oxford University .

countries in the nineteenth century, and will present bio

graphical studies of some of the great foreign statesmen of Glasgow , exhausted by the great effort of last year,

the period . Other lectures in history and economies will promises an undistinguished list, mainly local . Prof. Paul

offer help towards the solution of present-day problems. Brouardel, of the University of Paris, and Prof. Wallace M.

Among the lecturers will be the Master of Trinity, Sir Lindsay, M.A., of St. Andrews , are the most notable of

Mountstuart Grant Duff, the Hon. Canon Lyttelton, the the LL.D.'s.

Dean of Ely, Profs. Westlake and Vinogradoff, Messrs. A.

Gilbert, R.A. , Alfred East , A.R.A. , G. W. E. Russell, W. N. The University of Wales proposes to confer honorary

Shaw , F.R.S. , Arthur Sidgwick, Sidney Lee, and Bolton degrees on the occasion of the installation of the Prince of

King. Prof. Sir Richard Jebb has undertaken to preside Wales as Chancellor . The Prince will be adorned with yet

at an Educational Conference . Full information may be another LL.D., and the Princess will be created a Doctor of

obtained from Mr. R. D. Roberts, M.A. , Syndicate Buildings, Music. There is not a Chancellor of a University in the

Cambridge. United Kingdom that need go without LL.D. if he but choose

to attend and add brilliancy to the assemblage. D.Sc. is

Honorary degrees have been falling in showers destined to Lord Kelvin, Lord Lister,and Mr. Alfred Russel

Honorary up and down the country. The Victoria Univer- Wallace, LL.D .; and D.Litt. to Mr. George Meredith,

Degrees. sity , under the exaltation of feeling induced by Principal Rhys, Sir R. C. Jebb , M.P., LL.D., Dr. Edward

the Owens College Jubilee , has been especially Caird , and Dr. J. A. H. Murray, the lexicographer.

generous . The following are the new additions to the

Doctorate division of its roll of fame :

In accordance with the Order in Council
LL.D.:—Sir William R. Anson , Bart. , M.P. , Warden of All Souls' , Vacancies

for the Registration of Teachers, the followOxford ; Sir John T. Hibbert, K.C.B., Chairman of the Lancashire and

Council ; the Right Hon . James Hoy, Lord Mayor of Manchester ; Mr. Appointments.
ing representatives of the teachers' associa

Justice Kennedy (formerly Lecturer in Law at Owens College ) ; the tions have been appointed members of the

Rev. Dr. E. C. Maclure, Dean of Manchester ; Mr. Alfred Neild, of Teachers' Registration Council :- Mr.A. T. Pollard , by the

Manchester; Principal T. F. Roberts, Vice -Chancellor of the Uni : Head Masters' Conference; Dr. R. P. Scott, by the Incorpor

versity of Wales ; Sir Albert K. Rollit, M.P.; Lord Strathcona and ated Association of Head Masters ; Mrs. Woodhouse, by the

Mount Royal; Mr.R. T. Wright, Secretary of the Pitt Press , Cam- Head Mistresses ' Association ; Mr. E. E. Pinches, by the

bridge .

Litt.D.:-Prof.A. Angellier, Lille University ; Prof. A. C. Bradley, College of Preceptors; Mr. Francis Storr, by the Teachers'

LL.D.,Oxford University ; Prof. II. Breymann , Munich University : Guild ; Mr. G. Sharples, by the National Union of

Prof. A. Espinas, University of Paris ; Prof. W. P. Ker, LL.D., Uni- Teachers.

versity College , London ; the Rev. Dr. McLaren , of Manchester ; the

Right Rev. Dr. Moorhouse, Bishop of Manchester ; Dr. W. W. Merry,

Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford , and Public Orator of the University ; MR. LESLIE STEPHEN, M.A., D.Litt ., Honorary Fellow of

Prof. A.S. Napier, Ph.D., Oxford University ; Mrs. John Rylands ; Mr. Trinity Hall, has been appointed Ford Lecturer in English
J. L. Wylie, author of “ The Reign of Henry IV.” History at Cambridge for the ensuing academical year.

D.Sc. :-Sir Thomas Barlow, Bart. , Physician to the King ; Sir John

S. Burdon -Sanderson , Bart . , Regius Professor of Medicine, Oxford ; Sir

William S. Church, Bart. , President of the Royal College of Physicians ;
Mr. R. A. S. REDMAYNE, F.G.S. , Member of the Institute

Mr.H.G. Howse,PresidentoftheRoyal College of Surgeons; Prof. of Mining Engineers, has been appointed to the new Pro
A. R. Simpson, Edinburgh University ; Prof.H. Becquerel, University fessorship of Mining in the University of Birmingham .
of Paris ; Prof. R. Chodat, of Geneva ; Principal G. Carey Foster, Prof. Redmayne studied in the Durham College of Science at

LL.D., of University College, London ; Dr. J. W. L. Glaisher, Newcastle-on - Tyne, gained mining experience at Sir Lindsay
President of the Royal Astronomical Society ; Principal E. H.

Griffiths, of University College, Cardiff ; Principal w . 'M. Hicks, Wood's Hetton Collieries, Durham, and went out toSouti

of University College,Sheffield ;Dr.E.W. Hobson, President ofthe Africa for two years to reporton colliery matters for the
London Mathematical Society; Prof. G. B. lIowes, President of the Natal Government and on gold mines in Natal and the

Zoological Society ; Prof. W. Jack , LL.D., Glasgow University ; Prin- Transvaal. Since 1893 he has been resident manager of

cipal 0. J. Lodge, Birmingham University ; Prof. Nernst, Göttingen the Seaton Delaval Collieries (Northumberland ). He is

University ; Prof. J. H. Poynting, Birmingham University ; Prof.
W. A. Tilden, Royal College of Science, London ; Prof.' Voigt, joint author (with Mr. Bulman ) of a standard treatise on

Göttingen University ; Prof. H. MarshallWard,Cambridge University Colliery Working and Management.". ”
Mus.D.:-Mr. Adolph Brodsky and Dr. HansRichter.

Mr. Thomas TURNER, B.Sc. ( Birm .), F.I.C., A.R.S.M., has

The honorary M.A. was conferred on Miss Annie Adamson, been appointed to the new Professorship of Metallurgy in

Manchester High School for Girls; and M.Sc. on Mr. Francis the University of Birmingham . Prof. Turner was a De

Jones, Manchester Grammar School ; Mr. J. H. Reynolds, monstrator of Chemistry and Lecturer in Metallurgy , under

Principal of the Municipal School of Technology, Manchester ;, Dr. Tilden, at Mason College, from 1883 to 1894, and since

and Mr. James Scotson, Central Higher Grade School, 1894 has been Director of Technical Instruction to the

Manchester. Staffordshire County Council. He is the author of “ The

Metallurgy of Iron , ” the discoverer of the influence of

The Senatus of the University of Edinburgh have silicon and other elements on the qualities of iron and

resolved to confer the honorary degree of LL.D. on Mr. Isteel , the inventor of a process for extracting the acids out

;

* *

;

* *

ܪ
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of waste galvanizing pickle, and the writer of a very large

number of original papers, as well as an experienced organ

izer and teacher.

General.

The National Union of Teachers is holding its

Thirty -third Annual Conference this Easter at

Bristol. Mr. Allen Croft is the new President.

***

*

79

*
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Miss Edith AITken , late scholar of Girton College, Cam
The Managing Committee of the National Physical

bridge, has been appointed Head Mistress of the High School
for Girls shortly to be opened in Pretoria. She took a First Laboratory at Teddington, just opened (March 17 ) , state

Class in both parts of the Natural Science Tripos, and has that it will be very difficult for them to maintain and

for some years directed the science teaching of the North administer it for the amount annually allowed by the

London Collegiate School for Girls.
Treasury." The initial cost has been about £ 19,000; the

annual grant is £4,000. Congress allowed £ 60,000 for the

establishment of the United States National Laboratory, and

MR. ISRAEL ABRAHAMS, M.A., has been appointed Reader £ 9,000 annual grant. The Physikalisch -Technische Reichs

in Talmudic and Rabbinic Literature at Cambridge . He anstalt cost £201,625 , and the annual expenditure is over

succeeds Dr. S. Schechter, who has accepted the post of £ 16,000.

Director of the Jewish Religious Seminary in New York .

Mr. Abrahams has long been Senior Tutor of the Hebrew

Seminary in London , and is joint- editor of the Jewish
THE Midland Education League considers that no pro

Quarterly Review , and author of " Jewish Life in the Middle posals for “ the co -ordination and improvement of education

Ages ," and other works. will be satisfactory unless three things be provided :

( 1 ) local control by an Education Authority composed of

Mr. W. M. THOMPSON, of the Grammar School, Hampton- sion of both primary and secondary education under one and
directly elected representatives of the people ; ( 2 ) the inclu

on - Thames, has been appointed Head Master of King the same Local Authority ; and (3 ) adequate powers of the

Edward VI. School, Saffron Walden .
Local Authority over all such schools within its area as are

supported by public money .

Rev. E. J. B. Houghton, M.A., Head Master of King

Edward's School, Stratford -on -Avon , has been appointed

Head Master of St. Edmund's School, Canterbury.
SOME benighted “ correspondent " of the Medical Press

bewails the University of Dublin . Why ? “ Weary of

being the constant and faithful mother of learning in Ire
Rev. J. E. KENT, B.A. , assistant master at Lincoln land , she desires to conquer fresh fields , and to become

Grammar School , has been appointed Head Master of the the step -mother of blue-stockings.” It would take a keen

Boys' School , Bolton Church Institute. eye to detect her “ weariness " ; and why “ step ” -mother ?

Weresist the obvious pun ; but why should an alma mater

Rev. W. A. RENWICK , B.A. , second master at Grantham not have girls as well as boys ?

School, has been appointed Head Master of S. Michael's
College, Tenbury..

The Bangor City Council, by an overwhelming majority ,

hasresolved to acquire a site for the North Wales University

MR. YOXAll's novel, entitled “ The Girl from College. The gift will cost the town some £ 15,000 . But
Literary

Items. St.Agneta's," has just been published by Messrs . the money will be profitably laid out ; it will keep the college

Ralph, Holland , & Co. It is a story of life in a at Bangor.

training college , in a London Board school, and a village

school. It is a “ novel with a purpose ,' inasmuch as it
The reports of the gentlemen deputed to inspect the

illustrates the need for protecting teachers against arbitrary University Colleges last year on behalf of the Government

dismissal .
have been received by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

who is to refer them to a Committee , as was done in 1897,

We are glad to learn that arrangements have been madle and, it so happens, to the same Committee . The members ,

to accelerate the production of the remaining portion of the however, will not meet till May ; but this, says Sir Michael
great Oxford English Dictionary .” The whole work will Hicks-Beach, will cause no delay in the actual distribution

consist of ten volumes ( the last to contain certain addenda ). of the grants.”

The sixth volume is now in course of publication, the instal

ment of L, M , N being due to -day ( April 1 ) . Title -pages
SOME friends of the late Mr. Walter Wren, M.A., have

have been prepared for those that wish to have the Dic. offered to Christ's College, Cambridge, of which Mr.

tionary bound in half volumes, and in future the work may Wren was a scholar, a handsome sum of money to associate

be obtained in this form .

his name with his old college and with the examination for

the India and Home Civil Services . The offer has been

As important new History of England ," primarily accepted by the Master and Fellows . The interest will be

political, which aims at giving the results of the latest given annually to such member of the college as, having

research in readable form , is to be published by Messis. resided in it at least two years , shall be placed highest in

Longmans. The Rev. William Hunt and Mr. R. Poole will the list of successful candidates in the examination aforesaid .

be responsible for securing unity of treatment between the

following sections and authors : Vol. I. , to 1066, by Mr.

Hodgkin ; Vol. II . , to 1216 , by Prof. G. B. Adams ; Vol. III ., There seems to be a special talent for languages (says

to 1377, by Prof. Tout; Vol. IV., to 1485, by Prof. Oman ; the Tatler) in the family of the Earl of Onslow ---- Lord

Vol . V. , to 1547 , by Mr. H. A. L. Fisher ; Vol. VI . , to 1603, Festina Lente," as the wags call him in recognition of the

by Mr. A. L. Smith ; Vol. VII., to 1660, by Prof. F. C. punning motto of the house. A couple of years ago his

Montague ; Vol. VIII., to 1702 , by Prof. Richard Lodge ; eldest daughter, Lady Gwendolen , was first in foreign

Vol. IX ., to 1760, by Mr. I. S. Leadam ; Vol. X., to 1801, languages out of seven thousand who competed at the

by the Rev. William Blunt ; Vol. XI . , to 1837, by the examination of the College of Preceptors ; and now her

Warden of Merton ; and Vol. XII ., to 1901, by Mr. G. W. younger sister, Lady Dorothy, has won a similar distinction
Prothero.

out of five thousand candidates at the recent examination .

#

66

* *
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THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS :
whereas in the case of science the teachers (for good or evil) are

mainly specialists , devoting their attention almost exclusively to

IMPENDING REFORMS
these two branches, the teachers of mathematics (in its really

elementary stages ) are by no means exclusively concerned with

On Wednesday evening, March 19, Mr. H. W. Eve took the
mathematics.

Chair at the monthly evening meeting of members of the College

of Preceptors, when Dr. J. J. FINDLAY, M.A., read the following this reform arenot novel ; they are already accepted by multitudes

To sum up : the principles, as well as many of the details , of

paper : of well-wishers. But the carrying out of these principles will

1. My purpose is an eminently practical one. I intend to give involve labour far beyond what is contemplated by many who

an account of the ground which Ihave myself traversed in study are now agitating for reform .

ing the views of Prof. Perry and his friends, * telling you exactly

where I have got to, and suggesting lines on which I and other 2. How then is this reform to be undertaken ? In the ana

school teachers may continue our investigations. logous case of science ,the British Association produced a syllabus,

First of all, a note as to the origin of the present agitation . and there its labours ended . Now we can conceive of this plan
It commenced with articles by Prof. Perry in Nature about two being imitated in the case of arithmetic and algebra, although I

years ago, and it is my impression that the editors of that journal have my doubts when I notice how very remote most of the
(closely associated with an enterprising magazine called the members of the Committee are from actual contact with young
School World, issued from the same publishing house )recognized pupils. But will they venture to do the same in respect of
that the time was ripe for stirring up both the scientific world geometry ? And it is geometry that suffers most from the

and the teaching world on this subject. attacks of reformers.

The time was found to be ripe, let me say, for an agitation- But, if they succeed in producing a syllabus, and in recom

not to promulgate new truths , but to insist upon old ones. Let mending this to the notice of examining bodies , what will be the

this be the first matter on which we may agree. The Committee result ? The examining bodies will reply, most justly, that they

of the British Association will make a great mistake if it spends are bound to examine candidates on what the candidates have

much time on the substance of these proposals as if there were studied, not on what the British Association thinks they should

something novel about them . They have long been familiar, have studied. And no annount of lecturing and talking will

in their main outlines, to the many teachers, “ thoughtful enable the thousands of teachers on the staffs of schools to

teachers," who think for themselves. Prof. Perry himself tells combine in the adoption of new methods; until they do, the

us that he has been prophesying in vain since 1880 , and the examining bodies will not alter their plans.

columns of the Educational Times and the Journal of Education Let us emphasize the importance of this " combination '

contain repeated sketches of reform , worked out in great detail, leading factor of the situation. Prof. Perry is accustomed

on the very lines now put forward. Possibly there is some to draft his own syllabus and to act independently of colleagues .

novelty in the proposals to employ the calculus at an early age ; He is very fortunate, and it is delightful to find him introducing

but this is not important at present, for it is clear that such into his published scheme (vide “ Board of Education Directory,

employment can only be allowed to pupils who have been rightly page 33) a paragraph declaring that each teacher should plan his
trained in more elementary mathematics. own course, and be his own examiner. ( The Board of Education

At the present moment, then, we stand just here : An agita- may permit such language to be printed in its “ Directory ," but

tion, most ably led by Prof. Perry, has succeeded in the pre- many years will pass before it will enforce that doctrine upon those

liminary work of rousing public attention and in procuring the who control the teaching of mathematics.) But in most schools,

appointment of an influential Committee. In fact, the teaching where a number of teachers are associated in the teaching of

of reformed mathematics now stands exactly where the teaching mathematics, these must all agree upon a common plan of action ;

of reformed science stood after the British Association meet- and for this purpose they must all study the situation in order to

ing of 1889. realize the principles atissue. If one solitary teacher on a staff

But there the parallel ends ; for chemistry and physics was tries to “ reform " his teaching in antagonism to his colleagues,

then a new subject in our schools . There was no organized the result will be confusion and disaster.

experience in the teaching profession to criticize the proposals of Hence, surely, it follows that the immediate problem is to

professors of science ; but there was a strong public opinion devise means whereby the great mass of teachers may be made

urging the importance of these studies, and this was backed up acquainted with these principles and may witness successful

by generous tinancial grants from South Kensington and from achievement in teaching conducted on reformed methods. It is
County Authorities as a result of the Technical Instruction Act true that the agitation has done a little in this direction, but

passed just at that time. The result was that a signal success surely it has done but little . We are, indeed , assured by Prof.

was gained, and, in spite of extremist views, an undoubted Perry that his pupils have profited by his methods, and we are
benefit has been conferred on pupils in secondary schools. inclined to believe him . Butwe teachers, as a body of professional

Having achieved one victory, it may appear easy for the British men, cannot take these matters on trust ; we must witness the
Association to march forward to a second. The teachers of elaborate working out of these principles in classes similar to

science demand that mathematics shall be reformed , because they those which we teach day by day. And we must study the whole

find that they cannot proceed further in the improvement of subject more thoroughly. I do not think Prof. Perry and his

science (i.e. , of physics) unless mathematics is treated on sounder friends quite realize how fragmentary and disjointed their own

lines ; and they look to the British Association for help . But suggestions are, and what a great gulf separates their work with

the situation here will be found to be very different from that of adults and artisans from that conducted by teachers of boys and

science in the nineties ; it will correspond much more to the girls in school classes .

situation presented by modern language teaching ,which has been Experience here may help us to a remedy. Reforms both in

subject to a slow-terribly slow - process of reform for many modern languages and in science teaching have been greatly

years -- a reform which meets with all kinds of difficulties at every aided by teachers' holiday courses, in which experiences can be

step. I do not wish to dwell in a pessimistic spirit upon dif- interchanged and reports presented on work done by practical

ficulties: I take it we are in sympathy with reform , or weshould teachers. Further, a great opportunity is presented by the

not come here to discuss reform . So far as these difficulties development of training colleges; the Order of the Privy Council

spring from the inertia , from the reactionary spirit, found in all establishing a Register will bring the great body of future teachers

Universities and schools, we shall have to meet them with patience under the influence of educational principles ; and those who care

and courage. But one special difficulty needs to be borne in mind, for reform in mathematics ought to see to it that this subject is

for it was nothing like so prominent in the case of chemistry and brought hometo the intelligence of every student teacher.
physics — it lies in the fact that mathematics begins with the One more hint as to the lines on which reform can be ap

beginnings of school life - reform must start with the infant proached. The British Association Committee are to deal with
school and the kindergarten, or it will never have a sound basis. elementary mathematics ; but this term covers immense

Prof. Perry's suggestions start with decimals ; but what of all field of study, commencing at the age of four. Now, is this Com.

the years spent on mathematics before decimals are begun ? mittee going to deal chiefly with older pupils in secondary schools

And closely associated with this difficulty is the fact that, and discuss the calculus and logarithms, or is it going to begin

at the beginning . The latter is the more scientific, as well as

* Reference is made throughout to British Association Meeting at the more practical, plan. For, in the later stages, you are at

G'asgow : Discussion on Mathematics, edited by John Perry (Macmilan, once met by the difficulty of external examinations ; whereas in

1901). the years between four and fourteen that stumbling-block may

an
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be left out of account. Here is the real field for experiment and faculties, but is directly intended to the use of mathematics

reform. Work from the bottom upwards, and difficulties, both a part of the pupil'smentalmachinery ” (“ Directory,” page 33,and

from examinations and otherwise, will disappear as you proceed. introduction to “ Castle's Practical Mathematics," Macmillan ,

(I speak here from personal experience in dealing both with the 1901. Mr. Castle is a pupil of Prof. Perry ).

mathematics and the modern languages of a large school. ) (c ) Correlation .This whole movement is the outcome of the

As far as examinations are concerned, I have one suggestion , desire to rank mathematics in its place as the handmaid of
founded also on happy experience. It is useless, it is unjust, for science. Not, be it observed, as a tool for engineers, but in close

this or any other Committee to try and induce examining bodies correlation with the needs of the science syllabus right through

to draft new styles of syllabus or examination-paper before the the school. And , in another aspect, it emphasizes the necessity

schools are ripe for change; but they can,and should, encourage of bringing the various parts of elementary mathematics into
" freedom and variety ." There are only two examining bodies in correlation with each other.

Great Britain , to the best of my knowledge, which permit this (d ) Self-activity. — By “ using " squared paper , by measuring,

freedom * -theOxford and Cambridge Joint Board and the by plotting curves, & c .
Central Welsh Board. These permit a school to send up its own (e) Intuition. -Many mathemathical truths can be apprehended

syllabus and to have a paper of questions set thereon, instead of and rationally employed long before they can be reduced to formal

being obliged to take the general papers set to other schools. This expression in a system of philosophic thought.
plan is a little more costly, but the cost can be met in a varietyof These are the characteristic general ideas underlyingthe re

ways, and, in my opinion , it offers the one road by which, in the form , and the novelty of them , so far as they are novel, is in

higher forms of schools, these doctrines can get fair play. One their rediscovery by the mathematicians and physicists for the

school, to my knowledge, has, under this system , abolished Euclid special needs of mathematics. But, surely, this exhibits a terrible

entirely, and presents its pupils year by year for Juniorand waste of energy ! These principles have long been taught and
Senior Certificates on a syllabus of plane geometry devised by applied by teachers. The first is simply our old friend
the staff. Anschauung (sense-observation ), and is due to Pestalozzi. The

One final hint before I conclude this part of my subject. The second, as to aim of mathematics teaching, brings up the

examiner is one of the masters to whom we pay respect, but the attack on the faculty psychology which Herbart commenced in

inspector is another; and the inspector can do much to help this Germany and which James Ward, at Cambridge, has so ably

reform . He has no right to dictate to schools, or to force his seconded .

views upon professional men ; but he may ask questions.
And it The third and fourth are the stock - in -trade at this moment of

would be a most timely act for inspectors during the next few every lecturer on education, and have been preached, as well

years to interrogate the schools as to what the views of teachers as practised, in every country where teaching is a matter of

are as to these reforms, and to what extent it has been found scientific meditation . And the only difficulty before us is to

practicable to modify the syllabus of the school. An inquiry of determine ways and means by which these saving principles can

this kind undertaken by the Central Welsh Board has had a be applied to school mathematics.

most beneficial effect upon modern language teaching, simply And here I venture to reproach the mathematicians a little.

by showing the schools that the authorities are in sympathy with What have you done , especially those of you who influence

progress, and are willing to recognize honest effort towards the Universities, on behalf of these principles and of those
reform . who have striven to teach them ? You have done nothing

3. And now , ladies and gentlemen , you will be wondering
at all ! Nay, your activity has been mischievous. By your

whether I am coming at all to the actual subject under discus- contempt for thetheoryof education and its exposition in train
sion , or, indeed , whether I know anything about it. I must ing colleges,by your indifference, if not hostility, to thatmove
confess that I am not a mathematician by profession ,and that I ment, you have led successive generations of schoolmasters,
have forgotten much that I learned since I was a mathematical coming out of your Universities into our schools, to despise these

scholar at the University, but Itrustthat I have retained enough principles and to sneer at the veryname of theory when applied
to be able to speak with some confidence as to the conditions to the art of teaching. Many of those who are now crying out

under which mathematics canbeapprehendedby pupils at for reform are, or have been, tutors at Cambridge. The Chair
school. And as I have been teaching mathematics off and man of this British Association Committee is himself a dis

But what have you

on for nearly twenty years, and have studied the theory
tinguished Cambridge mathematician.

of the business with some industry, I feelno shame in gentlemendone, as regards the training of teachers, to help , for

handling this topic in the presence of those whose mathe- example, the movement conducted by my friend Dr. Fletcher.

matical knowledge reaches far beyond that to which I during recent years,to instil these very principles into the minds

or any ordinary teacher pretend. Furthermore, I
of Cambridge men about to become schoolmasters ?

at the present moment teaching little boys, on experi- matics at our schools are ill trained,you are turning round upon
And now , when the discovery is made that students of mathe

mental lines, to try and see how far these reforms can be put into

practice , and beforeI conclude I propose to describe that work so
our schools and upon the schoolmasters, and declaring that they

far as it has gone. But, first, Idesire tomake someobservations have done their work badly, and that they must reform ! The suffer
ofa more general nature. I wish to point out how all that is ings ofthe Israelites when they lacked straw wherewith to make
valuable in these proposals for reform depends upon certain theirbrickswere light,indeed , compared with those of the teacher

general principles of teaching. This, I submit,is a scientific way his University,is maligned in later years bythe very menwho
who , after mislearningmathematics,and learning little besides,at

of approaching the matter . We are not concerned withsome denied him thelight. Teachersare,however,a long-suffering tribe,
new patent process, to be labelled the Perry Method . Heaven

forbid ! I am sure that Prof. Perry himself would be the like Issachar, “ the strong ass crouching between two burdens."

last to desire that. We have surely had enoughin ourcallingof If it were not so, I think wemight find here the materialsfor a
specific methods labelled with the names of their inventors. very pretty quarrel, were we so inclined. But there is no need

There is the Herbartian Method, the GouinMethod,and evenin to quarrel, since the victory is already wonfor the study of edu

sciencesometeachers( in spite , I trust, of ProfessorArmstrong)
, domore forthe promotion of these fundamental principles than

cation. The Order in Privy Council establishing a Register will

advertise themselves as exponents of “ the Armstrong Method ,
which other teachers, in their ignorance, confound with a novel could be achieved by theprivate efforts of mathematicians in a

device in corporal punishment ? No,theonly firm foundation century. And I should not haveventured to speakin this

for these reforms are general principles relating to the way in
irreverent way of professors and tutors, if I were not sure that

which mathematics reach the pupil's mind. A few moments willthey themselves are prepared to welcome the new day which is

suffice to indicate them.
dawning, not only for those who teach mathematics, but for all

(it ) Mathematical knowledge, like all other knowledge, has its whoseek to place the art of teaching on a scientific basis of

foundation in the senses ; abstract thought must be based on

concrete experience, and in the immature mind must constantly

revert to concrete experience as an aid to abstraction .
4. Finally, so far as time will permit, I wish to offer an illus

(b) The aim of mathematics teaching is not regarded by these tration as tohow I thinkit possible for teachersin practice,like

reformers as satisfied by “ discipline,” or training of so -called myself
, tomakea beginning of reform in our own schools.The

start must obviously be made with the youngest Form ; for these

They permit it because they can afford to do so. I have no reason can be expected to grow up with the desired mathematical habits,

to believe that other exumining bodies are less inclined to aid the cause and, even if they leave us soon, they will have learned something

can

am

theory.

of value.of freedom .
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I will simply describe what I have commenced this term with when this syllabus comes to be rewritten. ( 1) It will be possible

a class , as I think it is not only most helpful, but most in accord to alter materially the subject - matter of arithmetic . Many

with the scientific spirit, to record one's own experiments, examples relating to money may be banished from this first

precisely as the chemist or the medical man is accustomed to do year's Course, and be taken up, if required, in later years . (2) In

when he presents a record of experiments to a company of his place thereof an abundance of exercises in ratio, proportion, and

professional brethren . I am taking a class, since Christmas, in percentage can be introduced, employing exclusively the metric

what is known as the First Year's Course under Clause LXXIII . system (which has been already learned, in connexion with

of the “ Directory ” ; hence their average age is twelve years or decimals, in a lower form) and treating of the measurements of
so. Such pupils might easily do similar work at an earlier age, area , as well as of simple experimental work in physics proper.

and will do so when these reforms are an acc
ccomplished fact, but (3) Algebra will commence in close connection with mensu

at present, since the ground has not been covered , it must now be ration, and, although it must develop on its own lines, it will

begun at the beginning. constantly find points of contact with geometry. (4 ) Thus

In the syllabus, it is described as Elementary Physical Measure- the whole of the mathematics for this year can be handled as one

ments in the Science Section , and First Notions of Geometry in “ subject " instead of three, and the class will lay the foundation

the Mathematics Section. These two are interlaced into one of that intimate relation between number and form which is one

course of study , associated also with Arithmetic and Drawing. of the keynotes of this “ reform movement. ( 5 ) Conventional

The pupils do not know whether they are doing " Science or designing and the use of instruments in elementary geometrica !
Mathematics.

drawing can be taken up at the same time in the art lessons for

The following are the principal topics, taken from my Notes of this year.
the Lessons : Beyond that “ First Year ” I can only imagine what may be pos

Section I. The Line. - Straight,curved, leading to apperception sible. Theoretical geometry will make headway ; algebra may be

of regular curved lines, circle, ellipse, &c. advanced so far as to openan easy approach to logarithms,and

Experiment. — Ratio of circumference to diameter, done as abundant use of arithmetic may be found in an elementary

physical measurement with proper apparatus - result, a formula .syllabus of physics proper. Thereafter, the “ Third Year " would

Here algebra also may commence in symbolic expression . Exercises make possible the mastery of much of what Prof. Perry has

in ratio and in substitution on this formula . described in his syllabus of practical mathematics (elementary

Section II. Angles. - Curvilinear angles are observed , but stage ) , including the beginnings of trigonometry ; but I should

left on one side. The definitition is dwelt upon ; an angle is a be most unwilling to admit that the differential calculus could
difference between two directions . Parallel lines . Unit of be introduced until I had myself witnessed such work with a

measurement — the straight angle. school class .

Practical Experiment. - Ratio of angle to arc, and making a 5. I must apologize for the personal character of this address,
protractor. but, if you accept my point of view , you will pardon that. I

The Right Angle. - Use of compasses in various constructions expressly desire to force those who deal with this subject to

of 90°, 60 °, 45° , 30 °, &c . (Commencement of a course of geo- treat it in what I have ventured to call the scientific spirit,

metrical drawing, leading to geometrical designing, with use of giving out the record of their own work, with all possible detail ,

compasses, T -square, set squares.) and drawing a sharp line between that and the mere expression

Arithmetic.- Àrising out of factors of 180, and further work of criticism and advice . It was my hope to have had another
in ratio .

two months of work at this subject before presenting it to you ;

Section III. Areas.- (1) Kinds of areas, classified according to but our Secretary desired me to come in March , so I have put

their boundaries as regular and irregular, rectilinear and curvi- together my materials as well as I was able. One further con

linear figures. Triangles, quadilaterals, polygons . Here is an clusion with reference to the time-table , and I have done. This

appropriate place for the commencement of a course of conven- work has convinced me of the difficulty of keeping separate the

tional designing. (2 ) Comparison of shapes of areas, similar mathematics and the sciencework of little boys. The Board of
figures, photographs, plans, & c . Education requires you to draft a time-table showing a series

Practical Experiment. - To discover whether equiangular of precise lesson periods allotted to mathematics and science as

triangles are similar, leading to arithmetical work in proportion distinct subjects. If Prof. Perry's syllabus, which is printed

and equality of ratios. by royal command in one part of the Directory, be carried out,

Properties of the Triangle. - Ascertained by measurement. the requirements as to time-table in another part must be
Application of law of similar triangles to simpleexercises in modified. The science (so -called) and the mathematics in the

surveying out of doors (ride, e.9. , Paul Bert's “ Experimental work I have described become so closely linked that it is im
Geometry " ), leading again to arithmetical exercises . possible to run them apart. The same teacher must handle both,

Section IV . Measurement of Area.-- Selection of a unit ; the and he must take his syllabus straight on, regardless as

square ; measurement of rectilinear areas ( 1 ) by use of squared whether the business of the moment is labelled Science or

paper, (2 ) by multiplication , ( 3 ) by weighing cardboard models ; Mathematics in the time-table. I do not think this will prove

measurement of curvilinear areas, leading, for example, to ar a serious difficulty, for His Majesty's inspectors are, I gather,

and further use of algebraic symbols. in thorough sympathy with the spirit of this reform ; but I dwell

From this point squared paper will become a familiar tool . upon it because it shows how absolutely necessary it is to main

The method by which this materialis being handled may be tain elasticity in all our relations with administrative author.

described as the developing method , i.e., the pupils have been ities. We welcome their control so long as their vigilance is

allowed an abundance of concrete examples on the blackboard, directed towards checking laxity or disloyalty; but there is a

and with paper and cardboard . From these they have made danger , especially now that the Board of Education is beginning

comparisons, and arrived at concepts. The teacher then sup- to wield so potent an influence over secondary schools, lest they

plies the technical terms, and the results are expressed in should stifle the very movements which they desire to promote.

appropriate language, and written carefully in a note-book. In the present instance I believe that regulations relating to

Now this is as far as I have reached during these few weeks , and time-tables, copied from the old methods of Whitehall , indicate

I hesitate to prophesy what I intend to do hereafter, because I a possible source of danger, which should be foreseen by those

desire to emphasize the importance of working out in school prac- who have a voice in such matters.
tice the details of a syllabus before venturing to dogmatizeas to

Thus, to summarize what I have put before you, this reform
what teachers can accomplish. Syllabuses drafted by committees movement embraces (i.) the study and application of a number

and examining boards are not worth the paper they are printed of fundamentalpedagogic principles which must become part

upon, unless they are the direct outcome of detailed work . This, of the mental equipment of the great body of teachers in schools

surely, is the only sound course of procedure ; and scientific men, before they can be applied to the desired reform in mathematics;

accustomed to patient research in the laboratory, ought surely (ii.) the only safe mode of testing these principles is to conduct

to approvethe same practical mode of solving problems in detailed and prolonged experiments with classesof pupils ; (iii.

teaching. But it is remarkable to observe how eminent men of the final hope ofsuccess is bound up with the attitude and
science, accustomed in their own branch of study to accept the action of those who control our work from the outside — the

restraints of the inductive principle, feel at liberty to dogmatize Universities, the various examining boards, and the officers

with the utmost freedom ,and to lay down the law for others of the Central Authority.

with the utmost assurance, when they come to discuss the pro

cesses of school teaching, The Rev. J. 0. Bevan remarked that the lecturer's experiences

I may conclude by indicating what I shall aim to do next year I were very interesting, and that it was only by such experiments that

to

.
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teachers could prevent their methods from becoming stereotyped. on to the conception of a tangent as the limiting position of a secant ,

The old notion that every single branch of knowledge must be treated and also to the fact- quite obvious when arrived at in this way - that

as if it were independent of every other had long been given up, and the angle between the tangent and a chord drawn from the point of con

there was no reason why reform in the teaching of mathematics tact was equal to the angle in the opposite segment. The pupils thus

should not be effected by a fuller recognition of the correlation of the took an active part in the development of the various points, theoretical

several branches. Thus, algebra and arithmetic could be taught and practical work were dovetailed into one another, the method was

together, as arithmetic might be regarded as a particular case of scientific, the knowledge -- unlike mere book-acquired knowledge --was

algebra. The advantages of teaching algebra with Euclid and with real, and the pupils throughout were keenly interested, as they in

trigonometry were obvious. In dealing , for example, with the second variably are, with the living method of treating the subject .

book of Euclid alternative algebraical proofs might be used , and the Mr. King considered that the scheme sketched out by Dr. Findlay

fourth book mightbe adequately illustrated by trigonometry . Teachers was eminently suitable for boys leaving school at the age of fourteen .

would also find it helpful to enlarge the number of axioms and de- He , however, thought that a very skilful teacher would be needed to

finitions and to treat some of the propositions as riders. As further carry out the principles of co-ordination as sketched by the lecturer .

reforms he would advise the earlier use of logarithms, and even the He hoped Dr. Findlay would publish his results after a year's working,

use of the calculus in senior forms. The object aimed at by the as his own experience on somewhat similar lines had not been satis

British Association Committee did not seem to be the same as that factory, the final results lacking accuracy and exhibiting a lack of

with which teachers in schools were concerned ; for , while the latter power of consecutive reasoning in the pupils. He suggested that a

had regard chiefly to the development of the faculties of the mind, modification of the unitary method would enable pupils to approach

Prof. Perry's scheme appeared to be designed for the purpose of the difficulties underlying ratio and proportion . He expressed the

smoothing the path of those who had to deal with engineering opinion that the method advocated would be extremely misleading if

problems. persevered in after the elementary course had been passed.

Dr. FLETCHER said that the lecturer had rightly pointed out that The Chairman said that the object of teaching mathematics was two

the principles underlying the reformis under discussion were not new, fold - to give a training in logical reasoning and to familiarize pupils

and had long been recognized by educators . Valuable service to the with certain ideas which had a practical bearing on engineering pro

cause of reform was rendered by experiments like those described by blems and on every form of science. Under the existing system of

Dr. Findlay, and he hoped that educational journals in England teaching it was quite possible that undue attention was given to the

would assist in developing new methods by publishing the experiences first of these objects . At any rate a large number of pupils left school

of practical teachers, as the German papers did. Much of the dif- without the power to apply their knowledge to practical work, such as

ficulty experienced by young children in the study of mathematics engineering, and without having carried their mathematical studies

arose from the abstract nature of the subject-matter, and this would sufficiently far to understand the scientific bearing of them . Economy

largely disappear if the subject were taught at the beginning in con- of time was secured by methods like those described by the lecturer .

nexion with physical science. Pupils would find their work more in teaching geometry it was useful to adhere generally to Euclid's

interesting and profitable if they were encouraged to find out things order of reasoning, but hypothetical constructions might well be

for themselves, instead of being obliged to take for granted whatever allowed in the early stages, the simple properties of circles might
the teacher told them . It wasnot desirable to lay too much stress on be taken before the second book, and there were many propositions

the utilitarian side of education ; but, on the other band, they could which might with advantage be treated as riders , or left out altogether.

not afford to neglect this phase of the question ; for , as Prof. Dewey , In algebra there was a danger of spending too much time on elaborate

of America, had reminded them , a large portion of our life was directly factorization and combination of fractions, and losing sight of general

concerned with utility , which must, therefore, receive due attention principles. It was important to get to simple trigonometry as early

in schools . For this reason be thought it would not be advisable to as possible .

leave money examples to the last year of school life, as , even under Dr. Findlay having replied to the various speakers , a vote of thanks

present conditions, children when they left school were often quite to the lecturer concluded the proceedings .

unable to deal satisfactorily with monetary calculations.

Mr. KETTLE said the question of the origin of new methods was of

small importance , and that any influence which assisted improvement

in teaching should be welcomed . Examining boards placed obstacles in COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

the way of reform by their conservatism and their want of sym

pathy with new movements, and the teacher that desired to use better

methods had to sacrifice his reputation for preparing candidates for PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION - PASS LIST .

examinations . This was especially the case in regard to geometry,

which examiners required to be taught in accordance with Euclid's MARCH, 1902.

methods. He could not agree with the lecturer that it was advisable

to exclude money sums in the earlier stages of arithmetic. The pro-for Certificates recognizedby the Board of Education, the General
The Supplementary Examination by the College of Preceptors

cesses of arithmetic were more easily comprehended by children when Medical Council, the Royal College of Physicians of London , the

taught by means of concrete examples, and money sums had the
further advantage of possessingadirect bearing on the work of the Royal College of Surgeons of England,the Incorporated Law

pupils after they left school.
Society, the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharma

Mr. HAMILTON remarked that hitherto the interests of everybody ceutical Society ofGreat Britain, and other bodies, was held on the

hadbeen adequately considered except thoseof the pupil. If teachers 4th, 5th , and 6th of March , in London, and at seven other local

generally only knew the immense advantage of a course worked out centres , viz . , Birmingham, Bristol, Edinburgh, Glasgow , Inver

from the pupil's standpoint, one based on experiment and having rela- ness, Leeds, and Liverpool. The following candidates obtained

tion to what his development demanded , the work of reform would Certificates :

proceed much more rapidly, many of the difficulties in the subject First Class (OR SENIOR ) .

would disappear, the work would become pleasurable, and the results

in every way more satisfactory. In illustration of the method he had
Pass Division.

followed for some years he sketched a lesson given to boys of thirteen Curle, R. Gow, J. F. Horner, H. W.

years. Each boy drew a large circle with chalk on his desk, and at Thompson , Miss A. M. Withers, Miss H. M.

the ends of a diameter two straws nine or ten inches long were fixed

with drawing-pins , about which the straws were turned till they crossed SECOND CLASS (OR JUNIOR ) .

at a point on the circumference . Their point of intersection was to

be moved along the circumference of the circle, and each boy was to
Honours Division .

find out what he could about the angle formed , and was left as far as Beaton, Miss M. A. Partridge , T. G.

possible to his own resources. The boys clearly guessed that it was Challenger, W. R. B. Wright, S. J.

constant and a right angle, for set squares and folded pieces of paper

were fitted into the angle and moved along between the two straws.
Pass Division .

It was now suggested to them that the apparatns was somewhat Barker, M. Hawks, F. S. Miller, H. C.

clumsy and not capable of fine work. In reply, circles were drawn on Brown, A. J. Jackson , A. C. Minett, E. P.

paper with compasses having fine - pointed pencils, and careful Caton , Miss H. O. Lawrence, E. I. North , D.

measurements made of angles drawn at various points on the cir- Clarke , C. Ledger, P. G. O'Reilly, B.C. N.

cumference. The boys still maintained that the angle was always a Clibborn , A. S. Lewin , I. B. Price , C. E.

right angle, and with younger boys this would have been accepted as Coleman , G. C. H. Little, W. E. S. Reynolds, A.J. S.

quite satisfactory. These, however, were capable of more ; so the Coppack, C. A. Lloyd, H.O. Singleton, H. R.

reason for the fact was demanded , and , after a little time and much Eccles, H. N. Lloyd , R. H. Stansfield, G.

discussion among themselves , the geometrical proof wasforthcoming. Edkins, R. F. Lucas , G. B. Startin , J.

One boy next suggested that one of the straws should be fixed at Foulds, C. E. Mackenzie, H. Webber, B. E.

another point of the circumference , and this experiment in turn led Harrison , Miss N. G. Marks, F. Winterbottom , B.
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not well worth permanent record. The most elaborate and im
REVIEWS.

portant of all , it seems to us, is Prof. Tout's monograph on

Wales and the March during the Barons' Wars, 1258-67 ” -a

Ax OWENS COLLEGE " FESTSCHRIFT."
subject that, for one reason or another, “ has not yet been
studied with any particularity.” The paper “ aims at showing,

Historical Essays. By Members of the Owens College, Man- by a narrative of nearly ten years of struggle, how both the

chester. Published in Commemoration of its Jubilee ( 1851- relations of the Welsh and English peoples and the alliances and

1901). Edited by T. F. Tout, 1. , and James Tait, M.A. hostilities of the Marcher nobles with each other and their Welsh
( Longmans.) neighbours reacted on English politics, and how in the end they

The celebration of the Jubilee of Owens College has been largely strengthened the martial and feudal element in the

among the most notable educational events of the month , and English State, and permitted the establishment of that strong

the present volume of essays will form one of the most in- Welsh power which subsequently cost Edward I. so many efforts

influential and permanent memorials of the occasion . Both the to dominate.” Prof. Tout concludes :

birth and the majority of the college were celebrated by the

publication of similar collections, which, howerer, had nosuch
It is not too much to say that the whole constitutional and political

intrinsic unity as this, and were mainly chance (though choice) affected by the part which Wales and the March playedinthe
development of the English nation was profoundly and permanently

fragments clubbed together by the professorial staff
. The pre : momentous years when the “ greatest of the Plantagenets

sent collection exhibits original work in the one department of ing his lessons of statecraft.
was learn

history, more than three -fourths of it having been done by past

students not upon the teaching staff,and the rest by “ teachers The sympathetic and charming paper on “ Elizabeth, Princess

not educated at thecollege, but who have devoted periods varying Palatine," by Dr. A. W. Ward, formerly Principal of Owens, dis

from twelve years to thirty to its service.” The editors acknow- plays a fine matureness of historical capacity and of literary

ledge that it is more or less of an accident " that the historical execution . Mr. Fiddes, College Tutor and Secretary to the

students of the college should have undertaken the special com- Council and the Senate, investigates with care and judgment

memoration of its jubilee in this form , and that “there are many “ The Beginnings of Cæsar Worship,” finding that the peculiar

other larger departments which might, even with fuller appro-nature of the Roman Republican constitution " deferred its

priateness, have taken a similar part in the celebration .” That appearance to " a comparatively late date in Roman history,” and

is frankly and justly said ; but, none the less , this collection of that “ there was nothing sudden or surprising in the worship of

twenty essays forms a marked testimony to the vitality of the Emperors." An interesting episode of local history is “ The

historical department. It is instructive to observe the opinion Siege of Manchester in 1642," by Mr. Ernest Broxap, B.A. ; and
of the editors that ** so long asthecollege was compelled to with this we may couple the able article on “ The Borough of

prepare its students for the degrees of the University of London, Preston and its Gild Merchant,” by Mr. H. W. Clemesha, M.A.

in which history was at that time very imperfectly recognized, There are two papers on Napoleon . Mr. Spencer Wilkinson,

the progress of historical teaching at Owens was greatly im- B.A.,reviews “ The First Phase ” of Napoleon's career, “ which

peded ,” and to note that they look forward with expanding culminated in the capture of Toulon and ended with his transfer,

hope to the time when “ the growth of the colleges of the in March , 1794, to the headquarters staff of the army of Italy ”

Victoria University will ere long result in a further develop- a very illuminating inquiry. “ Intense concentration on the

ment which will put an end to the limitations of freedom .” The problem of the hour, unrelaxed until the situation has been

child has shown that he can walk alone, and naturally claims mastered and a definite solution worked out and determined
release from the leading-strings. upon , is the secret of Bonaparte's military success . It is also the

The twenty essays are new to print, and have been specially key to the process by which he prepared for that success.” And

written for the book . The editors explain generally : Mr. J. H. Rose re-examines “ The Detention of Napoleon at
St. Helena by the light of materials in the British Record

The essays are all based upon a study of first-hand authorities, and Office that, strangely enough, do not seem to have been drawn

in several cases unpublished materials have been utilized .

claim to throw new light upon old problems; others restate succinctly , defence of Sir Hudson Lowe, and incidentally has a word of
upon so fully as other European archives. He makes a strong

and with reference to the latest results of research , matters which

must be studied in a wide variety of not always very
criticism for Lord Rosebery :

accessible.
Sir Hudson Lowe was paid £ 12,000 a year to see that Napoleon did

In a word, each one of the essays advances the knowledge of its not escape ; he took his duties seriously,who would not after Elba

subject; and, though the collection is very miscellaneous, yet the and Waterloo ?-and was therefore unable to view the situation with

spirit of insistent inquiry perrades the whole , and the results the lambent humourand serene detachment that constitutes one of the
sum up to a very considerable total. many cbarms of Lord Rosebery's narrative. The standpoints of the

Four out of the twenty essays come from the pens of lady Governor of St. Helena in 1816 and of a literary man in 1900 are, in

graduates, who fully hold their own in diligence of investigation truth , somewhat remote; and I submit that his lordship’s criticism of

and in vigour of thought, as well as in power of expression.
our policy in St. Helena fails , firstly, because of this vital defect ;

Mrs. T. F. Tout, M.A., examines " The Legendof St. Ursulaand secondly, because he has not studied the British archives where many

the Eleven Thousand Virgins " with patient exhaustiveness. She of the reasons for our actions may be seen ; and, thirdly, because of his

distinguishes thevarious stages in the growth of the legend,exaggerated deference to French sources of information .

traces the development of a sceptical attitude, and describes the The other papers mainly testify to a most creditable historical
reaction leading to the counter-reformation glorification of interest and activity on the part of younger men .

Ursula, the foundation of the l'rsulines, the Jesuit spreading of The two final papers deal with education. Mrs. Alfred

her fame and translation of relics, and the growth in numbers, Haworth, M.A. , expounds her ideas as to · Historical Training

influence, and distinction of the Ursuline gilds. Especial in Secondary Schools.” The chief existing faults, she says,

interest attaches to the attraction of Ursula for artists, and to “ are ( 1 ) the exclusive stress laid on English history, ( 2 ) the lack

the prolonged educational work of the Ursuline nuns . Miss of time given to the subject, (3) the want of good text-books, and

Speakman , B.A., explains the origin and true quality of (4) the nature of the questions set at our public examinations."

** the Rule of St. Augustine," and traces its peculiar history. This reminds us of the defects of the Irishman's gun, which
Miss M. M. Newett, B.A., sets forth an elaborate and most wanted new stock, new lock , and new barrel. Mrs. Haworth

curious account of “ The Sumptuary Laws of Venice in the suggests a scheme of historical study in secondary schools from
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries," drawn directly from ages 4 , 5 , and 6 ” up to " ages 17 and 18 , " which we leave to the

the records of the “ Provveditori sopra le Pompe " preserved in criticism of the pedagogists, not without a sense of relief that
the State archives of the city. She " traces the development effluxion of time has placed us beyond the columns of her tabular

from the earliest known statute, that of 1299, to the downfall of analysis. Still, the article has its shrewd points.

the Republic," at the same time availing herself of the principal Thomas Bateson, M.A., gives his experience on “ The Teaching of

literature on the subject. The “ Provveditori , ” as might have History under the English System of Elementary Education,"

been anticipated, were not conspicuously successful : " for they mainly in regard to the results on pupil-teachers , " the part best

waged war on the Mode, and the Mode is immortal ” — " come se io illustrative of the system .” Mr. Bateson's expectations seem to

non fossi immortale !" as Leopardimakes “ Moda ” exclaim . Mrs. be less sanguine than Mrs. Haworth's. And as to present con .

Haworth's paper we shall consider presently. ditions, pupil-teacher instruction, “ so far as history is concerned,

For the rest we must limit ourselves to cursory notice of the very often starts from nothing : for in many primary schools

more outstanding papers, though there is not one of them that is history has been displaced by other subjects, and in particular

Some may

sources

Finally, Mr.

:
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by an odd mixture known as elementary science .” Both papers and a naturalist . Since 1878 much bas been added to our know

are suggestive, and may evoke further special criticism of their ledge, and it has become necessary to divide the book into two .

important subjects. The second volume, on Central America and the West Indies , is

published first. It is practically a new work, and is thoroughly

HUXLEY : A POPULAR MENOIR . up to date. It includes details of history and archæology as well

Thomas Henry Huxley. By Edward Clodd. ( Blackwood.)
as the ordinary topics of a geological manual. Ethnology is a

By his admirable summary of the work of the late Prof. specially strongpoint withtheauthor, and, though he necessarily

Huxley, Mr. Clodd,in this latest volumeof the “ Modern English to fix therelationof the Aztecs to their morehighly developed
leaves many problems unsolved, modern research has enabled him

Writers "series ,has conferreda great benefit upon the reading predecessors, from whom their civilization wasborrowed. Fresh

public, and his estimate of Huxley's place among the greatmen light, too, has been thrown on the geographical history ofthe

of a great century will be endorsed by all save the hopelessly
· American Mediterranean," with its traces of an unbroken, or

prejudiced.

Beginning with a chronology, the book deals with its subject and, on the other hand,of anarchipelago occupying the area of
almost unbroken, isthmian bridge from Florida to Venezuela ;

under five aspects - as a man ,a discover, an interpreter, acon- what is now Central America . To pass to modern times, we

troversialist, and a constructor — followed by a note on the doctrine have much interesting information both as to the natural re
of the unknowable .

In the first section a general sketch is given of the busy life sources and the political condition of the several countries dealt
of Huxley, the materials being of necessitymainly drawn from with ; and it is interesting to compare this volume with the

the large biography recently published. The story of his upward
earlier work , and to note the progressmade in the last quarter of

progress by strenuous effort from the position of an assistant the West Indian Islands the authornaturally speaks with re
a century, especially in Mexico. With regard to the future of

naval surgeon to the topmost pinnacle of fame is well and
aptly told . Scarcely enough justice,however, is done to Huxley serve,but is, on the whole, hopeful. In Jamaica,astowhich he

as an educationist . His advocacy of the scientific method and quotes Sir David Barbour's report of 1899, as well as the testi

his championship of natural history as a subject of liberaleduca- bright side to the picture. On the pressing question ofthe
mony of recent observers, he shows that there is distinctly a

tion - a subject, too, that has opened out new horizons in almost Isthmian Canal,Mr. Keane calls attention to observations indi

all other departments of learning - have profoundly influenced

our educational systems, from elementary schoolto University.
cating a steady fall in the level of Lake Nicaragua, which might

The second section says enough about Huxley's original work well chosen and almost entirely new .
be fatal to that solution of the problem . The illustrations are

What we miss are small

to convince the general reader that this master mind has greatly inset maps, such as appearin Mr. Mackinder's recent work.

furthered our knowledgeof many important branches of the They would make it much easier to follow the letterpress. A
animal kingdom , from jelly- fish up to man . Few men of science

have possessed in the samedegree the power of minute and good example of this defect is the elaborate account of the

laborious observation, combined with a
difficulties experienced in draining the City of Mexico, which israre gift for broad

generalization. Huxley's work in his own subject would alone
not very readily understood without some such aid.

give him a very prominent place among great men, although,

except to specialists, he is least known in his capacity of
discoverer. But why does Mr. Clodd call the cælom a true THE INVESTIGATION OF GASES .

stomach ” !
Study of Gases. By Morris W. Travers, D.Sc. (Macmillan .)

In the third section we see Huxley in his well known rôle as an

interpreter of Darwinism , the far -reaching influence of which at mental methods used in investigations of the constitution and
The object of this book is to give an account of the experi

the present time owes very much to his convincing eloquence as
properties of gases ,

a speaker, his unequalled lucidity and vigour as

and the author is to be congratulated on

a writer of having attained his object as well as can reasonably be expected
English prose, and his stimulating earnestness as a teacher. for so wide a subjectin a volume of three hundred and twenty

Nor must we forget Huxley's luminous presentment of the pages. A large amount of useful information only to be
views of Descartes and Hume.

Section four deals with Huxley as a controversialist, and, collected together, and placed before the reader in a clear and
previously found scattered through several books and papers is

though this is a characteristic side of his work , it is, in our intelligible manner. This alone would make the volume valuable

opinion, of far less significance than his more important efforts to the student of physics or chemistry .

in other directions, and perhaps scarcely justifies the large space

assigned to it in a small book . Every oneknows that for many methods and results of others; it is a record of the author's own
The book is , however, much more than a compilation of the

years this many-sided man waged bitter war with the extreme experience in carrying out difficult and interesting researches
and ultra -dogmatic clerical party, and was far in advance of most

of his contemporaries in such matters . The chief authorities on determination of their chief constants.
upon the properties of gases and gaseous mixtures and upon the

As such , it includes

the higher criticism now hold him in the main substantially descriptions of apparatus and methods used , and of precautionsto
right. " Truly, 'wisdom is justified of herchildren '; well-nigh be taken in the manipulation of gases, most useful to anywho

all for which Huxley contended is conceded, and the rest will may have to deal with this branchof experimental work.

follow in due time.”
To some extent the most important part of the book is where

In section five is presented a sketch of Huxley as con; the author deals with the helium group of gases and with the

structor of a practical system of ethics. As Mr. Clodd well study of the gasesofthe atmosphere by fractionation of liquefied

remarks, “ in theology he separated the accidental elements gaseous mixtures. It is here that he is more particularly

from the essential, leaving as residuum a religion that, co

ordinated with the needs and aspirations of human nature,would description of the liquefaction of gases and of their manipulation
on the ground of his own personal experience, and the whole

find its highest motive and its permanency in an ethic based on in the liquid state shouldbe of especial value to such as may
sympathy. The final note states, in his own words, Huxley's wish to work on similar lines . Several tables of constants of

position as an agnostic .

We consider that Mr. Clodd has been very successful in his considerable and criticalcare has been exercised in the tabulation.

gases are given throughout the book , and there is evidence that

attempt to give, in a short space, a telling account of a many; The author has added to the value of his work by frequently

sided genius,whose influence upon the world has been great, and pointing out whereknowledge on the subject is incomplete,and

who "remains alike an example and an inspiration to all men for by suggesting the directions for further experiments. The wide

all time. "
scopeof the book should render it of much use both to the student

and to the advanced worker in this interesting and important
GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVEL.

branch of chemistry and physics. Of course , with so wide a

Central and South America . Vol . II . By A. H. Keane. scope, details cannot be complete in all parts of the subject, but

( Stanford .) in such cases the essentials are given. Perhaps in another

The volume of Stanford's “ Compendium of Geography and edition the author may see his way to some modification of the

Travel ” dealing with Central and South America appeared in chapters on gas analysis and spectrum analysis, which are not

1878. It was a translation of von Hellwald's Die Erde und quite up to the standard of the rest of the book. The volume

ihre Völker,” executed by Mr. Keane, and supplemented by him contains a decidedly thoughtful and able treatment of the subject

with an ethnological appendix. The editor was the late Mr. in an eminently readable and interesting form . It is fully and

H. W. Bates, who added to it from his experience as a traveller carefully illustrated .

a
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MODERN LANGUAGES.

GENERAL NOTICES.

“ Blackie's Little French Classics.”—(1 ) Madame de Sévigné, Select

Letters. Edited by Mabel F. Vernon Harcourt . ( 2 ) Théophile
CLASSICS .

Gautier, Le Pavillon sur l'Eau and Le Nid de Rossignols. Edited

Xenophon , Anabasis I. Edited by G. M. Edwards. ( Cambridge by W. G. Hartog. ( 3 ) Victor Hugo, Waterloo. Edited by G. H.

University Press. ) Clarke, M.A. ( Blackie . )

This edition has a vocabulary, a list of un -Attic words, a very satis- These small brochures continue worthily an admirable series , furnish

factory commentary, in which are included copious excerpts from other ing easy classical reading in great variety. ( 1 ) Most of the letters

writers, and an introduction, chiefly historical. What Mr. Edwards here selected from Madame de Sévigné’s correspondence are addressed
means when he says that his text is conservative we do not under to her daughter, Madame de Grignan. They " show us what a loving ,

stand . The only prudent course to adopt now in editing the earlier eager-hearted woman she was , and how many -sided - sometimes grave,
books of the Anabasig " is surely to follow the first hand of usually gay, always clever, witty, and kindly withal. ” (2 ) The two

“ Paris. C.” This Mr. Edwards does not do. But he does not appear pieces from Gautier are excellent examples of his delicate fancy and
to have made himself acquainted with the problem of the text. For his masterly style . But was it Gautier that punctuated the last two

instance, in chapter vii., Mr. Edwards prints mpu @ vóuevos where sentences of the first paragraph of “ Le Pavillon sur l'Eau " ? ( 3 )
“ Paris. C.” has apótepov Avóuevos . And here it happens that the read- Hugo's vivid account of the battle of Waterloo is taken from “ Les

ing of “ Paris . C ” is almost demonstrably correct. For apodów does Misérables,” where it forms a not very relevant episode. The intro

sacrifice beforehand,” as Mr. Edwards supposes, but “ per- ductions and notes are adequate, and this taste of the extracts ought

form ceremonies preliminary to sacrifice," being a synonym of to lead to a desire for wider acquaintance with the writings of the

Trporatápxoual — and this sense does not suit the passage. The form distinguished author.

ſtwoаv in chapter iv. requires a comment, as it has given rise to con
French Poetry for Children. Selected by François Louis.

troversy.
(Marlborough .)

Vergil's Æneid , Books I.-VI. , Selections VII.- XII. Edited by C. Knapp. This book has reached its seventh edition, which shows that it has

( American Text- Book Agency .) been found serviceable. It contains nearly two hundred poems, many

Dr. Knapp's introduction extends to a hundred pages ; but the of the nursery type, while others are offensively goody-goody. On
matter is so well chosen and so clearly arranged that the length may the whole, however, there is a very fair proportion of poems which the
be excused . The notes, which are printed at the foot of the page in teacher will be glad to bave . It is strange that a book which has

accordance with American custom , are short and simple . The editor passed through six editions should be disfigured by misprints : for
avoids all discussion , and in matters of controversy merely gives the instance, on for sont ( page 86 ), Melle . for Mlle. ( page 87 ) , ferra for fera

interpretation he prefers . Thus, he prints : ( page 89 ), dejà for déjà ( page 90 ) , rite for vite and on for ont page 95 ) ,

“ Gnosius hæc Rhadamanthus habet durissima regna lautre for l'autre ( page 118) , chantre for chanter and plait for plaît

castigatque, auditque dolos subigitque fateri ” ( page 119) , des for de (page 121 ) .

-we omit the quantities, which are not required in English text. German Vocabularies for Repetition . By Sophie Wright. (Methuen .)

books—and he comments thus : “ Castigatque belongs with what
The words are divided into sections, each containing about a dozen,

precedes. Regna -castigat strikingly describes the function of Rhada- with the English rendering, and are taken from the most varied

manthus : he is jailer and executioner, not judge.” But, of spheres of interest . Needlework and compliments, scenery and

course, the question that at once arises in the mind of any one zoophytes are represented, as well as a host of other subjects. The

at all familiar with the text is : “ Can castigatque belong with what book is compiled with some skill , but more care should have been taken

precedes ? Is it conceivable that the second • que joins audit to in reading the proofs, for there are a number of slips and inconsist

habet castigatque, so that there are only two and not three limbs encies. In some cases it may well be doubted whether the most

here ? ” This question cannot be answered in the affirmative common words have been chosen : thus Lebwohl is surely more common

unless other passages are forthcoming in which • que ... que is used than Ade, and , if there was room for unzeitgemäss under the beading

in the way Dr. Knapp supposes. That with consecutive words they “ Die Jahreszeiten,” der Lenz should have appeared also . If the plural

should be so used seems most unlikely. English teachers , we think, of Zahn is given ,why not that of Hals, and, still more obviously, why

like their pupils to know when there is clearly more than one way of not that of Herz ? The words in -ieren are no longer written with -ir ..

taking a sentence . We do not think that the commentary shows much Möbliren is given in No. 83, möblirt in No. 85. Capital modified letters

insight, or is equal in merit to the excellent introduction. There is a
are no longer written Ae, &c . , but Ä , &c . These are only a few instances

vocabulary , and some good reproductions of statuary. of the lack of care displayed in what might have been a helpful little

The Latin Period. By E. A. Wells. ( Blackie .) book .

The first part of this little book consists of sentences to illustrate the MISCELLANEOUS.

chief form of dependent sentences and the use of the infinitive and

gerund. The rest of it is occupied with the usual ways of replacing
Hindustani Self- taught. By C. A. Thimm , F.R.G.S.

one of the English co - ordinate sentences by a subordinate sentence or
( Marlborough & Co. )

a participial clause . There is a short chapter on the connexion of The method adopted by Mr. Thimm in the present work is the

sentences by particles, but the use of the relative for this purpose is method he has already applied in preceding volumes of “ Marlborough's

There are vocabularies on numerous groups ofonly incidentally touched upon . The book may be used to supple . Self-taught Library.'
ment a fuller treatment of the subject, but is hardly sufficient in itself . common subjects and a considerable variety of idiomatic expressions

and phrases, disposed in three parallel columns (English, Hindustani,

MATHEMATICS.
pronunciation ), with tables of money and weights and measures. The

Cours de Mathématiques. By Carlo Bourlet, Docteur ès Sciences.
selection is judiciously practical. But it would be rather sanguine to

( Paris : C. Naud . )
expect “ to acquire an exceedingly good knowledge of Hindustani for

Prof. Bourlet's work comprises the more original portions of the colloquial purposes by means of the method and system contained

course of instruction given by him at the Ecole des Beaux Arts,and herein." A companion grammar, however, is in preparation, and that

contains certain additional information, included for the sake of com- may complete the necessary linguistic outfit of travellers, students ,

pleteness .The subjects dealt with arethe really elementary parts of officials, soldiers, traders, & c.,” who want to speak Hindustani intelli

the differential and integral calculus , and of analytical geometry of gently and intelligibly .

two and three dimensions. The course is specially adapted to meetthe Scott's Marmion. Edited by R. Scott. (Bombay : K. & G. Cooper. )

requirements of students of architecture and engineering. The various This edition , by a professor of Wilson College, is intended for the

fundamental principles involved are discussed and explained with use of Indian students. The notes are extremely full, explaining

great clearness, and, although the book is written in French , both the almost every poetical expression . They would hardly suit English

words and the phraseology are so simple that any student possessing schoolboys, but might be suggestive to young teachers who have yet to

a fair knowledge of the language may readily follow the propositions learn that the language of poetry needs a good deal of interpretation.

from beginning to end with little or no aid from a dictionary, and with It seems rather a pity to introduce technical terms like metonymy,

very great advantage to himself. For those requiring to obtain a hypallage, synecdoche, and some of the derivations, as dis-cum -operire

knowledge of the subjects either wider or deeper than that necessary for “ discovery ,” or rebellare for “ revel,” might well be spared. The

for the practical application of them , the treatise would necessarily be introductory matter consists of a life of Sir Walter Scott, a sketch of

insufficient; yet students of this class, also , would derive great benefit the story and the characters, and an estimate of his meritsand defects

from it . In the sections devoted to the differential calculus the prac- as a poet. The estimate is thoughtful, hut a little too learned, we

tice of discussing together differentials and differential coefficients is should think, for students who need all the explanations given in the

one whose utility is questionable. The treatment of the elements of notes.

plane analytical geometry is exce ent , and the portion of the book that The Aspirate. By Geoffry Hill . ( Fisher Unwin. )

deals with curve-tracing and its applications is equally good . Numer- We have here a readable little book, combining interesting details as

ous examples are worked out in the course of the volume in order to i to the fate of the aspirate in different parts of the country and dif

illustrate the theory. The diagrams, while not constituting a special ferent periods of our language, with some good stories . Catullus's

feature of the publication , are nevertheless very good and clear . satire on Arrius is well known ; less familiar is a passage of St.

1

1
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66

Augustine quoted by Mr. Hill , where he complains that the conven Physics.

tional laws of pronunciation are more reverenced than the laws of Hobbs, W. R. P.: Arithmetic of Electrical Measurements. (Murby's
God, that qui 'ominem dixerit is more looked down upon than qui Science Series . ) Ninth Edition . Murby.
hominem oderii. To come to more modern instances, a father was [Revised to date by Dr. Richard Wormell, M.A.]

asked by his son the meaning of canard. “ What you can ’ardly Stewart , R. W.: Text -Book of Magnetism and Electricity (The
believe,” was the answer. Good , too, is the story of the poacher

Tutorial Physics, Vol . IV. ) Fifth Edition. 38. 6d. University

turned preacher, who read : “ This is the heir, come let us kill him . ” A Tutorial Press.

good example ofthe tendency to insert an h is found in the two hands
[Aims at “ suitability for class use and novelty of treatment.” ]

in the arms of " Antwerp ” (an ť werf, on the wharf ” ). Legend (80

Motley tell us ) associates the name with “ hand-throwing ," the town
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE .

having been originally the dwelling of a giant who cut off the hands of Cartwright, T .: The Master of Ballantrae (Stevenson ). Cassell .

those who refused to pay toll, and threw them into the water. [ Introduction, biographical and literary ; notes and glossary.

We have received from Messrs. A. & C. Black and from Messrs . Rather close type. ]

Macmillan volumes of a new edition of the more popular of Scott's Cunnington , Susan : Emerson's Essay on Beauty . ls. 6d . net.

novels, intended for school libraries . There is little to choose between
Speight (Simpkin , Marshall, & Co. ) .

these two editions as to handiness of size and clearness of print, and [Edited as “ a class study in English composition . ” Intended

they are equally provided with editorial introductions and notes. We
for upper forms in schools or for private students . ]

have alsoreceived a set of five volumes, well printed and copiously Dictation and Spelling, Advanced. 64 pp. 8d . Relfe .

illustrated , of Fenimore Cooper's works, the popularity of which with
[ Exercises ( 68) arranged according to vowels and vowel

the younger generation has not been surpassed by the stories of the
sounds. Special prominence in type to words of similar sound

great Sir Walter himself, and “ The Last of the Mohicans " will con

likely to be misspelt. Spelling lists precede exercises.)
tinue to claim a place in the school library in preference to books of

adventure of greater literary merit.
English Tales in Verse. ( Warwick Library of English Literature . )

3s . 6d . Blackie.

Fresh series of School Readers are continually being issued. Messrs .

Nelson & Sons have just published two books of the Royal Prince
[ Introduction by C. H. Herford. Nicely got up .]

Readers , with the prettiest and most artistic coloured illustrations. Harris, R., M.A .: One-Hour Exercises in English Grammar. 6d .

Book IV. of Chambers's . wentieth Century Readers is as attractive as
Relfe .

its predecessors, and the coloured illustrations are specially to be com [52 sets of papers ; progressive ; “ specially designed for home

mended. work ” and “ to develop the pupils ' intelligence " ; aimed at " the

A new idea is worked out in Blackie's Illustrated Continental Readers, Junior Oxford and Cambridge Local and College of Preceptors'

in which each continent is separately dealt with in a systematic way , the Examinations. " ' ]

characteristic features of each country being described in popular Knight, Dr. W. T.: A Second Arithmetic. 8d . Relfe .
language and illustrated by coloured pictures and photographs, with a [ One difficulty tackled at a time. Reasons for each rule .

complete miniature atlas at the end. Copious examples from examination papers. ]

Macmillan, M .: Shakespeare's Julius Cæsar. 3s . 6d . Methuen .

[Introduction (pp. 93 ) ; notes, critical and literary ; appendix

on special points.]

FIRST GLANCES .
Smith, E. E .: Waverley. ( Sir Walter Scott Continuous Readers.)

ls . Black .
Classics.

[ Historical introduction ; notes ; illustrations . Open type .]
Alford, M. : Latin Passages for Translation . 38. Macmillan .

[" For the use of higher forms in schools and of students work . Thomson, Clara L.: Tales from the Faerie Queen . 28. 6d.net.

Speight.
ing for Pass Degrees.” Aims at " giving an abundance of the best
Latin prose .” “ Arranged approximately in an order of increasing [ Illustrated by Helen Stratton.]

difficulty . ” ] HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

Balgarnie, W. H. , M.A.: Tacitus, Histories, Book III . ( University Dyer, T. H., LL.D. : History of Modern Europe. Vols . V. , VI . (com
Tutorial Series . ) Clive.

pleting the work ) . 6s . each . Bell .

[ Historical introduction ; notes ; index of proper names. ] [ Revised and continued to the end of the nineteenth century by

Mills, T. R., M.A.: Euthyphro and Medexenus ( Plato ). 48.6d. Clive .
Arthur Hassall , M.A. ]

[University Tutorial Series. Introduction ( 16 pp .) ; well Firth , C. H. , M.A., LL.D. : Cromwell's Army . 7s . 6d . Methuen .

printed text ; notes. ] [“ A history of the English Soldier during the Civil Wars, the

Ormiston , F. M.: The Old Senate and the New Monarchy. ( Black's Commonwealth, and the Protectorate." The Ford Lectures

Historical Latin Readers.) 28. Black. ( Oxford University ) , 1900-1.]

[ Third and last volume of a series “ forming a continuous Gregorovius, Ferdinand : History of the City of Rome in the Middle

history of Rome,” to A.D. 14 . Extracts mainly from Cæsar, Ages . Vol . VIII ., Parts I. and II . 4s . 6d . net each . Bell .

Velleius Paterculus, Florus, Cicero, and Suetonius ; text occasion- ( Translated from the fourth German edition by Annie Hamilton .

ally simplified . ] Completing the work.]

Rogers , B. B. , M.A .: The Comedies of Aristophanes, edited, translated , Herbertson, F. D. , B.A. , and A. J. , Ph.D .: Central and South America,

and explained. - IX .The Frogg . X. The Ecclesiazusæ . 158. Bell . with the West Indies. ( Descriptive Geographies from Original

In six volumes. The present volume, the first published , makes Sources . ) 28 . Black ,

Vol . V. Greek and English (verse) on opposite pages, notes [ “ A text-book or reader, or both ” ; or else for supplementary

underneath ; appendices. ] reading. ]

Meiklejohn , M. J. C. , B.A. , F.R.G.S. : Asia. 63. Holden .
MODERN LANGUAGES.

[ " Its Geography, Commerce, and Resources, with tables of
Lanciarini, Giuseppe : Gentile Brancaleoni de Montefeltro . 3 lire . salient distances.” ]

Società Editrice “La Poligrafica ” (Milano ). Morfill, W. R. , M.A .: A History of Russia . 7s. 6d . Methuen .

[ Historical romance of the fifteenth century . An English (From the birth of Peter the Great to the death of Alexander II . ;
translation is in preparation .]

a succinct account” for “ the general reader ” ; “ mostly drawn

Jascarenhas, The late Prof. C .: English and Portuguese Grammar and from Russian sources.” 12 maps and plans . ]

Commercial Handbook . Hirschfeld.
Taylor,W.R.: Synthetical Maps. 2d. each, net. Black .

[· Revised and brought up to date, and specially adapted to the [Lothians and Tweed Basin ; South -Western District ; and

commercial requirements of the day, with exercises and questions," Leinster.]

by Prof. Mascarenhas, City of London College .]
The World and its People : Europe. 1s . 60. Nelson .

Siepmann's Elementary French Series : Napoléon ( Dumas ). Edited [“ A new series of Geographical Readers ” ; “ in accordance with

and adapted by W.W.Vaughan. 28. Macmillan.
the geographical courses outlined in the latest specimen schemes

[ Biographies of Dumas and Napoleon ; list of irregular verbs in of the Board of Education .” ]

text ; vocabulary. Appendices ( by the General Editors, Otto Siep

mann and Eugène Pellissier) ; words and phrases, sentences on
DRAWING

syntax and idiomsfor viva voce practice, and passages for trans- Crosskey, Lewes R. , and James Thaw : Advanced Perspective. 4g. 6d .
lation into French. ] Blackie.

Word and Phrase -Book for “ Napoléon ” ( by the General [ For “ perspective examination of the Education Department. " ]
Editors ). Separate, 6d .

Schofield , Arthur, A.R.C.A. Lond . : The Normal Guide to Normal
Key to Appendices of “ Napoléon " (by the General Editors) . Drawing. 28. 60. net. Normal Correspondence College Press.

28. 6d. net.

[ Normal Tutorial Series . ]

)

:

:
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ARITHMETIC . With or without Answers to the Exercises. By R.

HARGREAVES, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth , pages viii +424 , 4s. 6d .

Educational Times.- “ This publication is an importantaddition to the number

of existing text-books on arithmetic . Technical terms are defined and

business transactions explained with a clearness and conciseness which make the
book especially successful in its latter aspect. The collection of notes on the

' tables ' is very good ; and a method of dealing with compound multiplication,
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THIS book is an endeavour to picture the lifeand work of
the Public School Master, but especially of the Head

Master, on that side of it on which it might be described as

a cure of souls."

The argument is addressed to lay masters as well as to

clerical. The schools which the writer has in view , and from

which all his illustrations are drawn, are the public schools ;

but the book makes appeal to the interest of the workers in

schools of other types, and (as the dedication “ To Brothers of

the Craft and Sisters ” indicates) to the interest of women

workers as well as men.

The first half of the book, entitled “ The Shepherd ," is occu

pied with the character, aims, and methods of the “ Pastor" of

the school in the three capacities of Teacher, Ruler, and Guide.

In this part falls the treatment of such subjects as the depend

ence of education on a principle which is central in Christian

ity ; the special ideals of Public School life, and their historical

connexion with Chivalry ; and the use of Athletics. The

“ The Flock ," discusses the relations which this

pastorate involves between the “ Pastor“ and his fellow -workers,

the parents of boys, and the flock itself. Such questions are

treated as the true bond between colleagues, the mutual duties

of parent and “pro-parent" ; the moral care of boys, the

question of Confession at schools, the use and the limitations

of personal influence ; religious instruction and worship.

As to the method of the book , the author, in an introductory

chapter, disclaims the intention of writing a formal treatise on

Education. The whole matter is presented as if it were the

record of a veteran master's experiences, and with the free

manner which such a standpoint allows.

There is an analytical Table of Contents. A dedicatory

verse " To Edward Thring " may recall the early association of

the writer with that great master, and indicate some of the

lines on which his thought travels.

second part,
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be called the twelve -point circle of the twin system, as it passes through

L, M, N, L', M' , N , the middle points (common in pairs) of the twelveMATHEMATICS. >

Ozo
=

2 P

B '

X = M'

3

3

(1906340) + ( 1085% )"
+

Solution of 23+ y3 = 1723 in positive integers. By Lt. - Col . ALLAN

CUNNINGHAM , R.E.

In his Mémoire sur la Résolution en nombres entiers de l'Equation

aX" + Y" = ( Z " ( Art . 10 ) , M. Deskoves gives general formulæ (tro sets )

for the solution of the more general equation X3 + Y3 = cZ3 in integers

(not necessarily + ) when one solution ( say x , y , - ) is known . These are

i . X = x ( 2 ° + 273 , Y = -y ( 2x8 + y ), Z = z (23 – y3 )* ; 02

ii . X = x ' — 49 + 32373 (2.23 + y ), Y = –21 + y + 3x3y3 (2y3 + : ), M

Z = 3xyz (-26 + x3,73 + 46) .

Formulæ i . are said to be due to Prester and Euler , and formulæ ii . to

En . Lucas .

B

These operations may evidently be repeated and combined, thus lead

ing to an infinity of solutions (usually increasing in magnitude very

rapidly . If x , z be both + and x > y (numerically ), the sign of Y will

usually be opposite to that of y ; and will change at each solution.

Ex.- 18 , y = -1 , x = a is a known solution .

The first set of formulæ give ANC'

X = 18 (183— 2 ) = 101910, Y = (2.183 - 1 ) = 11663 , la

Z = 7 (1833 + 1 ) 40831 ,

which is the lowest solution in + integers obtainable in this way (this

solution had already been obtained by Mr. R. F. Davis by a similar pro

cess ). The resultsfrom formulæ ii . run very high .

[ * The value of Z is misprinted Z = z ( 2.7+43) in the original . ] 0

joins, and through A , B , C, A', B ’ , C', the six pedalpoints. Given this
Further Vote on the above equation . centre P (which is the circumcentre of the original triangle ABC in the

Mr. R. W. D. CHristie writes : -- The late Prof. Sylvester states systems), and any two points of one system , or one point in each , other
question , and of its analogue A'B'C' , i.e. , of the pedaltriangles of the two

( see Quest . 2431 ) that the simplest representation of 17 as two cubes is than two corresponding ones , the whole figure can be constructed much
3 11663

- 17 .
as in the solutions given, ormore readilyby the property that the radius

of the eight equal circumcircles is double that of the twelve - point circle .

Consequently ( 1049403) 3 + ( 116633) 3 = 17 (408313) 3
The actual question is , in fact, equivalent to " Given base and nine -point
centre, construct triangle .”

for all values of z . This twelve-point circle touches , of course, the thirty -two in- and ex

circles of the triangles composing the two orthocentric systems; and

12904. ( Professor Morley .) — The tanyents at the points where any A , A' ; L, L' , & c ., are diametrically opposite points .

tangent of a hypocycloid of class t (the so -called four- cusped hypocycloid)

meets the curve again meet on the cusp circle .
15014. ( Professor Nanson .) - A conic touches BC, CA , AB in D , E ,

Solution by W.J. GreenstREET, M.A.
F. If DO, EO, FO cut the conics again in P, Q , R, prove AP, BQ , CR
concurrent,

Let to, tj , ... , to be the values of † at the point of contact and the four Solution by A. M. Nesbitt, M.A.

points of intersection . The curve has for equation 2 * + y = al. The If the conic he Vx + Vy + N : = 0 and the coordinates of O be a, b , c,

tangent is (y + 2) (1 + 1,2) -at, = 0 ..... ..... ( 1 ) . it is easy to show* that the equation to AP is (:-))" y = (s — c)2-,

where 28 = a + b + c. Hence the truth of the theorem is obvious .
Any oneof the four points is [a /( 1 + 0,2) , at 3/( 1 + 1,2) ]. Substituting and

arranging, ( t ; -to) (4 + 21,340 + 21,40 + % ) = 0 ,
(* For equation to DO is x (! - c) = a (4-2) and, if we take y + k : = 0

forequation to AP, the condition that these should meet on the conic is

the first bracket corresponding to the point of contact. But, if (x , y) be 1 1 -1 l - c
a point on the cusp circle xº + y -a 0 , then the equation ( 1 ) is

- 1

++ + 2t3y / x + 2ty/x + yº/x2 1 k -0,

or, writing y = xto, this becomes t + + 2tot3 + 2lot + to? = 0 , showing that 0

the points of contact of tangents from (x, y) are on one of the two tan i 1 人

gents y xto. Therefore , &c .

which at once gives k = -1 , or

15015. (Rev. T. Roach , M.A .) - If PQ , perpendicular to SP in the at
K

ellipse, meets CD in Q and S'P meets CD in E , show that the normal at -btel

P will touch the circle about PEQ in P.

Solution by R. Tucker , M.A .; 14659. (D. BIDDLE .) — N being any odd number that is prime to 3

G.G.MORRICE,M.A., M.D .; and 7 , prove that N = 1 (mod 168 ) .

H. L. TRACHTENBERG ; and
Solution by Rev. T. WIGGINS, B.A .; ALETROP ; and Lt. - Col . ALLAN

many others .

CUNNINGHAM , R.E.

LSPQ = right angle G T
By Fermat's theorem ( C. Smith , $ 380, or Mathews, p . 15 ),

= GPT,
S'

N - I - 1 = M1 ( 7 ) , when N is prime to 1 , and N3-1-1- M ( 3), when

and LS'PG = SPG – TPQ
N is prime to 3 . Also when N is odd N - 1 M (8 ) ; therefore

- PQE ;
N - 1 = M ( 7 ) and (N2-1 ) (N++ Nº + 1 ) = M (24 ) ;

E Q

therefore N6_1 = M ( 168 ) or 16 = 1 (mod 168 ) .
therefore, &c.

Note to Quest. 14761. By R. Biggs .
14920. ( ALETROP. ) - Généralisation du théorème de FERMAT . Dé

The following suggests itself as a full statement of the properties montrer, suns se serrir d'aucune interprétation géométrique, que l'expression
involved : 3 ( ) = x." - 2.n'a + Ex''ab - { x " ' abe + ... ,

The circumcentres 0 , 01, 02, 03 of the four triangles of any ortho- où a , b, c, sont les facteurs premiers de n , est divisible par n , quels que

centric system I, I,.12, 1, form a second orthocentric system congruent soient n et x . [M. Kanton, dans sa mémoire :-“ Wie viele cyclische

and parallel to thefirst, and so placed thatI, I.,1., J, are thecircum- Gruppen gibt esineiner quadratischen Transformation der Ebene
centres of its four triangles. The two systemsare in perspective at P, (Annali di Matematica pura ed applicata, Tom x . , p . 64), trouva le

the centre of a circle which is the nine -point circle of both . This may théorème de l'énoncé pour le cas x = 2 ; et M. PICQUET le démontra en

+ =

=

- 0

-1 1

0 ;
- 1

b- ( 1 0

0 0 0

9

2

(a +b+c):]

,
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général par d'autres considérations géométriques ( Comptes Rendus, 1883 , 14764. ( Professor NevBERG . )-Construire un triangle ABC, étant

Vol. xcvi., p . 1137 ) . ] donnés les côtés indéfinis AB, AC et le centre K des symédianes .

Solution by J. P. HJORSN . Solutions (I.) by Professor JAN DE Vries, H. W. CURJEL, M.A., and

Dans une note complémentaire : “ Sur la généralisation du théorème R. F. Davis, M.A .; (II.) by J. BLAIKIE, M.A.; (III.) by Professor

de Fermat de à M. SERRET," Comptes Rendus, 1883 , Vol . xcvi. p. 1424 , SanJÁNA, M.A. ; (IV. ) by the Proposer .

M. PICQUET lui-mêmeécrit : “ Effectivement M. Serret a énoncé le même

théorème et en a donné ladémonstration dans son Algèbre supérieure,” et angle XAY, from a point N on AZ draw parallels to AX and AY meetin
( I. ) AZ being the isogonal conjugate of AK with respect to the given

cette démonstration est une algébrique. Voir aussi une démonstration AY ani AX in C and B ' . If K' is the symmedian point of AB'C',

de M. Ed . Lucas dans le même volume, p. 1300 .
parallels to B'K ' and C'K' passing through K will cut AX, AY in the

angular points B , C of the triangle .

10824. (J. L. MACKENZIE, B.A. , B.Sc . )—The tangents at points A ( II . ) On p . 73 of The Companion to the А

and B on a circle , and their chord of contact, cut a given line in L, M , P Weekly Problem Paper, Mr. Davis has shown

respectively. Any circle through L andM cuts the given circle in H and that the symmedian point is the centre of
B '

K ,and PH, PK cut the given circle in X and Y ; prove XY parallel gravity of weights a :, 12, c ^ placed at the

to LM. angular points. If, then, AK be produced to
K

L , so that KL/AK= a’ (b2 + ĉ ), İ is a point C

Solution by J. C. St. CLAIR .
in BC. Through K draw C'B' so as to be

bisected at K. The line B'C' is antiparallel

The sides and diagonals of the to BC , and the sides a ' , b ' , d' of AB'C ' are pro B!

inscribed quadrilateral HKXY
portional to a, b , c ; therefore

form on the line LMP an in volu a32 / (12 + (%) = a ' ? /( b '? + c '? ),
tion of which the double points

and L is known . Through L draw BC antiparallel to B'C', and the tri
are P and the point Q in which angle is constructed .

the line meets the polar of P with

respect to the circle . In this in ( III . ) Let B, 9 be the known 'perpendiculars from K on AC, AB ;

volution t' e points in which LM
then tan w = B, ? c tan w = g. But

meets the circle are conjugates, be sin A
tan w =

as also are L, M , wbich lie on the a + 12 + 2 ? 12 + ? - becos A
tangents at the extremities of the

chord AB passing through P.
substituting, we have the two equations

Hence the centreof the involu . 2B (b2 + cº – be cos A ) = b c sin A , 297 ( bº + 0* — bc cos A ) be sin A ,
K

tion is the intersection of the whence b and c are to be found , B , Y , A being given . We obtain easily

line LM with HK, the common
2 ( B2 + 72 – By cos A)

b
chord of the two circles ; and the

2 ( B® + - By cos A ).

B sin A
opposite side XY meets LM in

psin A

the conjugate of O , namely, at Measuring these lengths on AB, AC, and joining the points obtained, the

infinity . Therefore XY is parallel
triangle is constructed .

to LM.
(IV. ) Soient P , Q , R les projections de K sur BC, CA, AB ; Kétant

le centre de gravité du triangle PQR, on joint K au milieu S de QR et

on prend sur la droite SK une longueur KP = 2SK , &c .

12174. ( Rev. T. C. SIMMONS, M.A .) — Three or more circular wafers

of different sizes are fastened at random on the surface of a cylinder.

Findtheprobability that theywill all lie(1)onthe same generating line, between the planes Ax + By + Cz= 0, A'x + B'y + C'z = 0, referred to
6021. ( E. W. Symons, B.A . ) -Prove that ( 1 ) the cosine of the angle

(2) on a generating line drawnat random; also (3 ) prove that (2 ) may oblique axes inclined at angles a, b , y, is
be reduced to a particular case of ( 1 ) .

AA'. sinoa + ... -:-( BC' + B'C ) (* os a - cos B cos g) -
Solution by Rer . Prebendary WHITWORTH , M.A.

[A sin a + – 2BC (cos a- cos B cos g) –... ]
Let & be the circumference of the cylinder, a , b , y ,$ the diameters of

* [ A sinºa + ... - 2B'C' (cos a - cos B cos y)]
the n wafers . If we replace the curved section of the cylinder by a poly
gon of sm equal sides , so that the diameters of the wafers, in termsof one and ( 2) the length of theperpendiculars from the point (xyz) on the

of the equal sides , are am , Bm , yo , we find the chance of all the wafers plane Ax + By + C :+ D = 0 is

covering the same side of the polygonal cylinder to be 1 - cosa a - cosa B - cos + 2 cos a cos B cos y

{aby ... - (a - 1/. ) (B - 1 / m ) (6-1/m) ... } + 86-1 (Ax + By +Cz + D) ( A ’ sinºat .. 2BC (cos a-cos B cos y)

Hence, ultimately , when m is infinite the required probability ( 1 ) is
Solution by Professor Nanson .

( 1 /a + 1 /B + 1 /9 + ... ) aßy ... 39-1

The probability ( 2) may be written down at sight, viz ., aby ... +5”.
Taking two sets of four lines and denoting by (p9) the cosine of the

(3) It is obvious that( 2) maybe obtained from ( 1 )by introducing one anglebetween thep -thline of the first set and the g-th line ofthe second,

more wafer of diameter zero . wefind by compounding the arrays formed with the two sets of direction

cosines that l (29)| = 0. Taking the first three lines in each set to

coincide with the oblique axes, we get

15042. (H. BATEMAN .) - Eliminate A , B, C from the equations
1 cos B

sin 2 A sin A = 1 sin B sin C, sin 2B sin B
... ( 1 ) ,

= m sin C sin A ,
1

sin 2C sin C = n sin A sin B. A + B + C = 1

cos B 1

Solution by Professor SanJÁNA , M.A. i Rev. T. ROACH , M.A.; and others . La M v' cos

We readily get lmn 8 cos A cos B cos C ; also where a, B , y are the angles between the axes , 1 , M , v ; X ' , u ', u ' are the

(1+ m + n ) sin A sin B sin C cosines of the angles made with the oblique axes by any two lines , and o

sin 2A sin ’ A = 12 sin 2A ( 1 - сos 2A) i sin 2A - 3 sin 4A
is the angle between the two lines . Solving for cos e, we get

} (4 sin A sin B sin C) + $ (4 sin 2A sin 2B sin 2C) , - cos =
λμν

. ( 2 ) ,
It'u'v'

whence 1 + m +1 2 + Imn.

is the result obtained by
t'u'v '

14575. (J. A. Third, M.A., D.Sc. )—If A'B'C' be the first BROCARD replacing cos o by zero in the first member of ( 1 ) .

triangle of ABC, and D, E , F be the points where B'C ', C'A ', A'B' meet Making the two lines coincide, we get , from (2 ) ,

BC,CA , AB respectively, show (1) that DAP, EB ', FC are tangents to

the BROCARD circle of ABC, and (2 ) that DA, EB, FC are tangents to λμν

the circumconic of ABC which passes through the BROCARD points .
which is the relation connecting the oblique direction cosines 1 , M , v of a

Solution by C. E. YOUNGMAN , M.A.
line with a, b , g .

The BROCARD points 2 , 2% are concyclic with A'B'C' , and AC',BA ', have x , , v proportionaltoA , B, C, and x' , m ' , v' proportional to A ', B ', C'.
Taking thetwo lines in (2 ) to be perpendicular to the given planes, we

CB' meet at n , and AB', BC',CA''at ; therefore, bythePascal Hence from ( 2), (3), we get

hexagon A'A'B'C'S ', A'A' and B'C' meet on BC ; i.e. , the tangent at A'

goes through D. Similarly, by the hexagon AAN'Bon on the conic
-cos @

ABCON' , AA and BC meet on B'C' . ' '

a

2 )

cos y λ = 0

Cos y cos a M

COS a

λμ ν

where d is the minor of cos e in ( 1 ) , and C po

(3 ),-8= (A

>

(ABC) { (ABC) (ABC') }" }
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and on expansion of the determinants this gives the first formula in the 15091. ( Professor Hudson, M.A.) Prove that the evolute of

question. 7 = a (2 + cos 6) has three cusps lying on a straight line perpendicular to

Again , by projection , the distance of the point ( ayz) from the plane the initial line.

Ar + my + v - p = 0) is 1x + u !! + vz -p. Hence, from (3 ), it follows that
15092. (R. TUCKER , M.A .) - ABC and A'B'C' are a triangle and its

the distance of the point xyz from the plane Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 is
medial triangle. 2 , '; 21 , , are the BROCARD points ; and K , K' the

symmedian points . Prove that 201 , n'na, the join of the BROCARD
(Ax + By + C : + D) : ?

АВС ellipse centres, and KK' pass through the common centroid . Also
2222, nn, intersect in apa 63B = cö . ( Cf. Milne, Companion, p. 174 ,

and on expansion this gives the second formula in the question .

15093. (C. E. YOUNGMAN , M.A .) -- On the circumcircle ofABC points

15040. (R. CHARTRES.) --- Find the mean value of the n - th power of D , E , F are taken such that AD , BE, CF meet at P ; and D', E ', F ' arethe

the area of a cyclic quadrilateral whose perimeter ( 28 ) is constant, and images of D, E, F for BC, CA,AB, respectively . AD', BE' , CF' meet
deduce the results for ( 1 ) a kite , ( 2 ) a triangle.

at P ' . Find the locus of P and the envelope of PP' .

Solution by the Proposer .
15094. ( Professor Umes CHANDRA Ghosk .) — If tangents be drawn to

( Area )" = {(s — a)(s – b)(8—c)(s — d )}"", where a + b + c + d = 28 ; therefore Kiepent's hyperbola of a triangle at its vertices and orthocentre, prove)

that the three diagonals of the quadrilateral formed by these tangents

mean value = ( 25) ?" DIS ** " ybue_1" ceb" desdy dzdw = SSS dx dydz dw intersect in pairs at the feet of the perpendiculars of the triangle drawn

from its vertices to the opposite sides .

= 3 ! ( 28 )*** { G ( + 1 ) } + + G { t () + 1)}.
15095. (Professor NeuberG . ) -ABC étant un triangle donné, trouver

If d = 0 , we get the case for it triangle
unpoint M tel que si A' ,B ', C ' sont les points de rencontre de BC, CA ,

2 ! 82 " { G ($1 + 1)}3 = G {3 (+1 + 1 ) } . AB avec les droites AM , BM , CM , M soit le centre de gravité des points

If a = b and c =
A' , B' , C ' pour les masses données a , b , y .

d , we get the case for a kite

52n { G ( n + 1 ) } " + G { 2 (n + 1)}.
15096. (ROBERT W. D. CHRISTIE .) – Find two distinct sets of tri

angles equalin area and infinite in number, the respective products of

But this can also be obtained in a very elementary way . whose circumscribed and inscribed radii are as the longest and shortest

We require the mean value of (xy ) " when
sides of one set .

x + y = 8 . 15097. (H. BATEMAN .) - PP ', QQ: are two pairs of isogonal conjugate

Now 32" = (x + y )2" ,
points. PQ , P'Q' meet in R ; PQ' , P'Q meet in R' . Prove that R and

R’are isogonal conjugate points .

containing (21 + 1 ) terms , each of the same

mean value, a theorem first given by Prebendary
15098. (D. Biddle .) – One of the walls of a room is covered by a

WHITWORTH ; therefore mean value
mirror, and in a horizontal line parallel to it are the eye of an observer

and the centre of a sphere 2 feet in diameter. The distance of the line

$211
( 29 ) ! from the mirror is 12 feet , and the distance of the centre of the sphere

2n + 1 (10) from the observer's eye is 12 feet. Find the portions of the sphere's sur

face that are visible directly and by reflection respectively, and give the

QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION .
total amount which the observer commands.

15084. (A. M. Nesbitt , M.A.) – If u , denote the chance that of 15099. (R. KNOWLES . )-From a point T ( h , k ) tangents are drawn to

letters, intended for ^ different recipients and placed at random into the parabola ya 4ax ; from a point P (x ', y ') a third tangent is drawn

1 envelopes correctly addressed , not one shall reach its proper destination meeting these in M and N. Prove that the equation to the circle TMN

(disregarding errors of delivery , &c . ) , it is fairly obvious a priori that ky/' + 2a (a + h ) 2ak + y'lach) hy' + 2ah

sca + yº—Un + 11, -1/1! + 16, -2/2 !+ ... + 10/» ! = 1 .
is Y + 0 .

2a

Solve this difference equation directly ; i.e. , prove that also = the first

11 + 1terms of the expansion of e - l without reference to the problem from 15100. (Professor SANJÁNA , M.A. )—On the principal axis produced

which it originally sprang. of a cocic,a point B is taken whose distance from the corresponding

15085, (H. MacColl, B.A.)-Each letter denoting a proposition, focus S is b ; a secant BMN is drawn making with BS an angle o ; and
(ax = ay) (a'x = a'z ) , and let y = a (x = y ) + a' (x =- ). Show B and y are the angles made by the radii vectores SM and SĂ with the

that o implies y when the propositions (i = y) and (x = z) are constants, axis. It is required ( 1 ) to calculate tan B and tan fy in terms of b , o,
but not necessarily when they are variables. [ Defs.-A constant is either and the semi -latus rectuin l ; (2 ) to show that tan 18.tan jy is con
certain or impossible ; a rariable is neither certain nor impossible. See stant for all values of 0 ; and (3) to prove that the minimum value of

solution of Quest. 14665 in the Educational Times for March .]
tan ? B + tana fy is 2 (6-1 + be)/(6 + 1 - be). [Extension of Quest. 13:296 ;

15086. (Lt.-Col. ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, R.E .)-- Factorize completely
with slightchanges the proposition will hold when B is on the axis itself . ]

( into prime factors) N = (60,0006 + 1 ) . 15101 . ( Professor T 4

15087. Professor E. B. EscutT.) - In Nature for May 6 , 1897 , we Cochez . )-On donne une

have the following “ Sieve for Primes ” given : - " In order that a circonférence C ,

number n de prime, it is necessary and sufficient that the $ ( n + 1 )th term M

of the following recurrent series give a remainder 1 when divided by n : -- x2 + y2 = R”, Ć

1 , 4 , 11 , 29 , 76 , 1:39, 521 , et la droite a (x = a ) .
where the scale of relation is 1m = 314,0-1 – 1,0 - 20 Show, by a numerical

example, that this condition is not snfficient .
On construit la circon

férence C tangente à C
15088. ( Rev. T. WIGGINS, B.A . )– ( 1 ) Of numbers between 1 and 20 ,

с

how many sets of 3, 4 , or á can be found such that the square of one
et a A. La tangente

number in each set equals the sum of the squares of the remaining commune T rencontre le
numbers in the same set ? Also, if the numbers from 1 to 100 are taken , diamètre C'A en M. Lieu

how many sets of 3 numbers satisfy the above conditions ? set should
de M.

be a multiple of any other. ( 2) Find in tuo ways an , ang ag, such that

4,' = + a2 = 0,2 + az = 46° + a - = 0;" + a,?, where each of the a's lies

between 1 and100, but the suffixes havo no reference to order of magni- through A tomeet CD in X and BC produced inY so that XY may be
15102. (J. PRESCOTT, B.A.) --Given a square ABCD ; draw a line

tude .

equal to a given length .
15089. (The late Professor R. B. CLAYTON .) - Normals lying in a

given plane are drawn to a series of confocal quadrics. Show that they 15103. (J. S. Lawson, M.A . ) -Show that the sum of the harmonic

envelop a parabola. 1

series

15090. ( Professor Nansox . )—Through a curve of order a are drawn

+ .. , to n terms >

a + b a + 26 2a + (1-1)

three surfaces of orders l, m , n . Prove that the number of points common

to the three surfaces, exclusive of those which lie on the curve , is 15104. (R. Knowles . )-Prove that the sum to r terms of the series

al+ m1 + ) – B , where B is a number depending on the curve only ; and 1-10 + 35 – 84+ + fr (47 : — 1).

hence show that, when the curve is the complete intersection of two
surfaces of orders n , M , then B = Nu (1 + u ) .

is - ** (41-9 + 6r – 1 ) ... (» - even ) and 3 ( 413 + 672–1-3) ( odd ).
Prove also that , if the

three surfaces pass respectively p, , times through the curve, the 15105. (SARODA Prosad Bauerjee .) – From a point 0, taken at

number of intersections isa (lqi +mrp +npa) – PqrB ; and find themodif- random in a triangle ABC, the lines BO and CO are drawn to meet the

cation which this fornula undergoes when thesurfaces touch all along opposite sidesinEand F. Find themean area of the circle circumscribeck
the common curve. about AEF .

2

2a

let 0 =

1 1 2x

+ +

it
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OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED ( IN OUR COLUMNS).

NATURE STUDY .4475. (Dr. Harr.)– Find, if possible , a rational value of n that will
make at least one root of the equation

** - 4nx + 6 ( 1 - 211 ) x2 + 16132 = 8nt - 1

rational . Just Published.

8474. ( Professor GILLILAND, M.A .) - A closed conical vessel whose EYES AND NO EYES.
height is twice the diameter of the base is just filled with liquid and

suspended from a point in the rim of its base . Prove that, if the weight

of the vessel be neglected, the vertical component of the pressure on its
By ARABELLA B. BUCKLEY,

curved surface will be is of the weight of the liquid.
Author of “Life and Her Children ,” “ The Fairyland of Science , ” &c.

8492. (Satis CHANDRA RÀY , B.A . )—Two uniform rigid rods, lengths With 48 FULL- PAGE COLOURED PLATES and other

2a and 2b, are connected by a smooth hinge and rest on the convex side Illustrations expressly executed for the work by

of a vertical parabolic arc whose latus rectum is 21 . If , in the position Mr. A FAIRFAX MUCKLEY .

of equilibrium , 8 , o be the angles which the focal chords to the points of

contact make with the rods, show that
Handsomely bound in cloth gilt , gilt edges, 3s. 6d .

alb.sin / sin -ba.sin o'sin 6 = 1 ( 1 /a + 1 / b) (x/y? – y /x ”),

where x and y are given by x + y sin (0+o ) , x tan q = y tan e . A HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By H. O. ARNOLD -FORSTER, M.A.

Fourth and Revised Edition . From the Landing of Julius Cæsar to the Present

9163. ( Professor Ath BiJAH BHYT, M.A .) - Show that the reciprocal Day. Extra crown 8vo, 852 puges , copiously Illustrated, 5s.; or, handsomely
polar of the evolute of the parabola of the nth degree y = Ar " is the curve bound, gilt edges, 6s . 6d .

{ k?ux/inx2 + 4 *)}" -1 = y /1nx, where k- is the constant of inversion .
MARINE PAINTING IN WATER - COLOUR.

9453. ( Professor Neubero . ) —Un jeu de trente -deux cartes est étalé

By W. L.

WYLLIE, A.R.A. With 24 Coloured Plates. 60 pages, crown 4to , 5s.

en cercle . Quelle est la probabilité que deux cartes de même valeur (deux

sept, deux huit, &c . ) ne se suivent pas immédiatement ?
LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN WATER-COLOURS. By J.

9814. Show that, for all integer values of 1 , MACWHRTER, R.A. With 23 Coloured Plates. 5s. Three large editions have

1 1 1.3 1 1 1.3.5 1 already been called for.

27 + 1 1 2 2n + 3 1.2 22 21 + 5 1.2.3 23 2n + 7

CASSELL'S FRENCH DICTIONARY,
1 2-1

(French - English and
( 2n - 1 ) ( 2n - 3)

....}
English -French . ) 615th Thousand , Revised and Corrected . 1,150 pages ,

2 " 2 (n - 1) 2 (n - 1) . 2 (1 — 2 ) cloth , 3s . 6d.; half-morocco , 5s .

1 ( 2n !) CASSELL'S GERMAN DICTIONARY. (German - English and

221 +1 " (n !)
log (1 + V2) .

English -German .) 277th Thousand. 1,120 pages , demy 8vo . Cheap Edi.

tion , cloth , 3s. 6d. ; half-morocco , 5s .

10198. ( John GRIFFITHS , M.A. ) – The coordinates x, y , z being
CASSELL'S LATIN DICTIONARY. ( Latin -English and Eng.

proportional to the perpendicular distances from the sides of a triangle lish -Latin . ) 132nd Thousand . Cheap Edition , 3s. 6d . ; half -morocco, 5s .

ABC, prove that ( 1) the locus of a point (x , y , z ) such that its pedal

circle (i.e., the circle which passes through the feet of the perpendiculars Cassell's Educational Catalogue will be sent post free on application .

drawn fromthe point in question upon the sides of the triangle ) touches

the nine -point circle is the cubic

x (y2 – za) cos A + y (z2 — x2) cos B + z (x2 - y2) cos C = 0 ;
CASSELL & COMPANY, LTD . , LLDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.

and (2) trace this curve .

10236. (Artemas Martin, LL.D. ) —What is the greatest number of

equal spheres , each 1 inch in diameter, that can be packed in a hollow
sphere whose internal diameter is 3 inches ?

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Edited by NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER.

ERRATUM .-Mr. MacColl, B.A. , writes : - " In the Educational Times

for March, 1902 , p . 155, second column, line 8 , (° = z) should be (p = 4) .

Also, in the preceding line, an should be u"."
“ We find the ‘ Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable at every

turn .” — MICHAEL E. SADLER, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports ,
A solution to Quest. 15054, bearing neither name and address nor

Board of Education, London, England. September 13, 1901.
nom de plume, has been received . The Editor reminds contributors that

it is essential that every question , solution , and note should be signed
“ I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

with the name or known pseudonym of the author, and that first con
from reading the ' Educational Review . The educational world can

tributions should be accompanied by both the name and the address of
never repay you for the work you have put into that richly stored

the contributor.
magazine. I have just gone through the entire twenty -one volumes in

order to get some things that I especially desired, and I am simply
It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

amazed at what I find in those volumes. "—WILBUR P. GORDY, High
sent to the Mathematical Editor,

School, Hartford, Conn . September, 1901 .

Miss Constance I. Marks , B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd. , West Kensington , W. “ To men like myself it is a sort of working library. Its volumes

stand always at my elbow .” — Prof. PAUL H. Hanus, Harvard University.

Vol. I. (New Series) of the “ Mathematical Reprint" “ The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

is now ready, and may be had of thePublisher, education . ” – New York Times.

Francis HODGSON, 89 Farringdon Street, E.O. Price, “ An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

to Subscribers, 58.; to Non - Subscribers, 68 , 6d .
be proud. There is nothing better in educational journalism in any

country. And it has an editor who has convictions, and the courage of

them.”-School and Home Education, Bloomington , Ill.
THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

“ The ' Review ' has from the first issue taken its place at the head
Thursday, March 13th . — Major MacMahon , R.A., V.P. , and subse of American periodicals devoted to education. It is, indeed , the first

quently Lieut. - Col . Canningham , R.E. , in the Chair. Thirteen mem . educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of
bers present.

educationalists abroad .” — Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti, Mich.
Mr. G. H. Hardy was admitted into the Society.

The Rev. J. Cullen read a paper “ On the Solutions of a System of

Linear Congruences.” Messrs. Mathews and Cunningham spoke on 14s . Bd. a Year, 1s. 100. a Copy. Ten Numbers, none being issued
the subject of the paper.

Mr. Hardy gave an abstract of his paper “ On the Theory of Cauchy's
for July and August. Current numbers kept in stock .

Principal Values (iii.)."

Mr. R. Hargreaves communicated a paper “ On the Algebraical
SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

Connexion between Zonal Harmonics of Orders differing by an In.

teger.”

" On Quadrature Formulæ ,” by Mr. J. Buchanan, was taken as read .
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT- BOOK

Dr. Macaulay gave an expression for the resultant of n homo. AGENCY,
geneous equations in n variables as a determinant divided by a minor
of that determinant. 20 High Holborn, W.C.

EDUCATIONAL REVIEW .
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS .
CASEY'S EUCLID.

The American SchoolandCollegeText-Book Agency
HAVE REMOVED TO

GRAY'S INN BUILDINGS,

20 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

(CLOSE TO CHANCERY LANE STATioN) .

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

CAREY'S “ GRADUS AD PARNASSUM ,"

WITH THE ENGLISH MEANINGS.

Revised, Corrected, and Augmented by a Member of the University of Cambridge.

Post 8vo, cloth, price 78.

THE STATIONERS' COMPANY, STATIONERS' HALL, LONDON.

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900. Highest possible Award .

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

THE ONLY "GRAND PRIX ”.PENS.

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID,

BOOKS I.–VI., and PROPOSITIONS I.-XXI. of BOOK XI .

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPHERE, CONE, &c. , with Copious

Annotations and Numerous Exercises.

By JOHN CASEY, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland

Vice-President, Royal Irish Academy, & c., & c .

Tenth Edition , price 48. 6d ., post free ;orinTwo Parts , each Half - a -Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ."

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin.
Second Edition . Small 8vo, price 6s.

A SEQUEL TO THE
FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID .”

Sixth Edition, Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s . 6d ., cloth . Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged, 564 pp., price 128.

A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE, CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS.

Containing an account of its most recent Extensions, with numerous Examples.
New Edition . Crown 8vo .

A TREATISE ON

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions for Examination.

Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp ., price 3s.

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition . Price 3s.

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

Containing an account of HyperbolicFunctions, with numerous Examples.
Crown 8vo . Second Edition ,

Crown 8vo, price 5s.

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY

ANDITSAPPLICATION TO GEODESY ANDASTRONOMY.
With numerous Examples.

'

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Kos. for Schools - 351, 352 , 382 ,404, 729, 303, 170, 166 , 5, 6 ,

292, 293, 291 (Mapping ), 659(Drawing ) ;and ( for Vertical
Writing ) 1045 , 1046.

THE FITZROY PICTURES .

"LOYE RULES HIS KINGDOM WITHOUT A SWORD ."

HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO. , LIMITED, 104 GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN .

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO.

A SECOND EDITION OF THIS PRINT 13 NOW READY.

Designed by LOUIS DAVIS , in Colours .

Printed on Stout Paper. Upright , 37 in . by 19 in . 28. éd . euch net.

ALSO THE NEW SET “ THE MONTHS. "

By HEYWOOD SUMNER ,

For Illustrated Prospectus apply to

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York Street,

Covent Garden .

EDUCATIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND .

9Now Ready. Demy 8vo, cloth, price2s. 6d ., free by post .

To Members of the College the price is 1s . , or 1s. 6d. free by post.
LARGEST STOCK IN LONDON

THE OF

CALENDAR SECOND -HAND

OF

The College of Preceptors,

School, Classical, Elementary,

and Advanced Scientific Books.

FOR THE YEAR 1902 :

CONTAINING

MATHEMATICAL, THEOLOGICAL

AND

FOREIGN BOOKS,

KEYS AND TRANSLATIONS,

All information respecting the objects and operations of the College,

Lists of Officers, Examiners, and Members, the Regulations of

the various E.caminations, &c. , with an Appendix containing

the following Examination Papers >

1. Papers set at Examination of Teachers for Diplomas, Midsummer, 1901 .
2 . Do. do. do . Christmas, 1901 .

3. Papers set at Examination of Pupils for Certificates, Midsummer, 1901 .
Do. do . do. Christmas, 1901.

5. Papers set at Professional Preliminary Examination, March, 1901 .
6 . Do. do . do. September, 1901 .

7. Papers set at Lower Forms Examination Midsummer, 1901 .

8. Do. do. Christinas, 1901.

Nos. 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 may be had separately, price, free by post, 7d. each

set. Nos. 7 and 8, price, free by post , 4d . each set.

4 .

... ...

...

J. POOLE & CO.

( Established 1854) ,

104 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.

(late of 39 Holywell Street, Strand).

WRITE TO US FOR A QUOTATION .LOxdox : FRANCIS HODGSON, 89 FARRINGDON STREET, E.C.7
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

LATIN AND GREEK .
MACMILLAN'S MANUALS FOR TEACHERS. - New Volume.

PRINCIPLES OF CLASS TEACHING. By J. J. FINDLAY,

M.A., Head Master of the Cardiff Intermediate School for Boys .

Globe Svo.
[ Ready shortly .

LATIN PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION . For the Use of

Higher Forms in Schools , and of Students working for Pass

Degrees. Selected by M. ALFORD, Lecturer in Classics at Girton

and Westfield Colleges. Globe 8vo, 3s .PERSONAL PROBLEM SERIES.

THE COLLEGE STUDENT AND HIS PROBLEMS. By

JAMES HELME CAXFIELD . Globe 8vo, 43. 6d . net.

Pilot.- " Mr. Canfield's advice is sound , and given with a healthy tone of

conviction .

CLASSICAL SERIES. -New Volume.

THE ANTIGONE OF SOPHOKLES. With Introduction, Notes,

and Appendices. By M. A. BAYFIELD, M.A. Fcap. 8vo, 28. 6d.

Educational Veus.- “ Annotated in as thoroughly exhaustive and intelligent a
manner as the most fastidious teacher could desire. . . more useful edition

could not be placed in the hands of the young student.

MENTAL GROWTH AND CONTROL. By NATHAN OPPEN .

HEIM , M.D. Globe 8ro, 4s . 6d . net .

MACMILLAN'S GREEK COURSE.-- New Volume.

GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION. By S. O. ANDREW, M. 1. ,

Head Master of the Hulme Grammar School , Oldham . Globe 8vo.

[ Ready shortly.

ENGLISH

WORDS AND THEIR WAYS IN ENGLISH SPEECH.

By Professor James B. GREENOUGH and Professor GEORGE L.

KITTREDGE. Crown 8vo, 58. net.

Pilot: - " The popular price at which it is issued ought to ensure for it the success

which its meritsdeserve."
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE.

1KEY TO OUTLINE OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR. By J. C.

NESFIELD , M.A. Globe 8vo, 2s . 6d . net .

A TEXT - BOOK OF APPLIED ENGLISH GRAMMAR:

By Professor E. H. LEWIS, Ph.D. Globe 8vo , 2s .

ALGEBRAICAL EXAMPLES. Supplementary to Hall and

Knight's Algebra for Beginners and Elementary Algebra.
( Chaps. I.- XXVII.). By H. S. HALL , M.A. With or without

Answer :. Globe 8vo, 2s .

Educational News.- “ Very carefully graduated in accordance with the books

mentioned above. ... Although compiled for use with these books, it will be of use

as supplement to any work .'

FRENCH AND GERMAN .

MACMILLAN'S PRIMARY SERIES. New Volume.

LES HISTOIRES DE TANTE. By R. D’ALISSAS ( M. and K.

Roger ) . With Notes and Vocabulary bythe Authors, under the

direction of F. F. ROGET. Globe 8vo , ls . 6d.

Educational Veus.-- " In excellent feature of the book is the notes, which are

very helpful and thoroughly up -to -date. The stories are interesting and provide a

good general vocabulary. "

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON THE CALCULUS.

With Illustrations from Geometry, Mechanics, and Physics. By

Professor GEORGE A. GIBSON , M.A., F.R.S.E. Crown 8vo, 7s.6d.

Guardian , - " In all ways a most scholarly and noteworthy treatise . "

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY FOR THE USE OF

COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS. By the late I. TODHUNTER,

M.A., F.R.S. Revised by J. G. LEATHEM, M.A., D.Sc. Crown 8vo,

78. 6d .

Royal College of Science Magazine.-" The reviser has produced a book of which

he night well be proud. It should rank as high in the present as Todhunter's has

in the past ,and no higher tribute could be paill.... A model text -book. ... Should
be in the hands of every student of spherical trigonometry.”

SIEPMANN'S ELEMENTARY FRENCH SERIES. -New Volume.

NAPOLÉON. Par ALEXANDRE DSMAS. Adapted and Edited by

W. W. VAUGHAN, M.A. , Assistant Master at Clifton College. With

Map. Globe 8vo, 2s .

Word and Phrase Book for “ Napoléon . " Globe 8vo, sewed , 6d .

Key to Appendices of " Napoléon ." Globe 8vo , 2s . 6d . net .

OUTLINES OF METAPHYSICS. By John S. MACKENZIE,

M.A. Glasg ., Litt.D. Camb., Professor of Logic and Philosophy in

tbe University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire.

Crown 8vo , 4s . 6d .

SIEPMANN'S ELEMENTARY GERMAN SERIES. -New Volume.

HERMANN DER CHERUSKER UND DIE SCHLACHT

IM TEUTOBURGER WALDE . Von FERDINAND GOEBEL .

Edited by J. Esser, Master of Modern Languages, Madras College,

St. Andrews. Globe 8vo, 2s .

Word and Phrase Book to same. Globe 8vo, sewed , 6d .

Key to Appendices of same. Globe 8vo, 2s . 6d . net .

PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN MAGNETISM AND ELEC.

TRICITY . Being a Laboratory Course for Schools of Science.

By H. E. HADLEY, B.Sc. Lond . Globe 8vo, 2s . 6d .

Educational News.- " It is impossible to speak too highly of this book . "

AN ELEMENTARY BOOK ON ELECTRICITY AND

MAGNETISM, and their Applications. By Professors D. C.

and J. P. JACKSON . Illustrated. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

A COLLEGE TEXT-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY . By IRA REMSEN.

Extra crown 8vo, 8s . 6d . net .

Royal College of Science Magazine.- " This text-book is written in an extremely

good, intelligent style , and is quite up to date .... Can be recommended as a
thoroughly sound text - book of chemistry.”

GEOGRAPHY .

TARR AND MCMURRY'S GEOGRAPHIES. With numerous

Maps and many Illustrations.

First Book-Home Geography and the Earth as a Whole .

3s . 6d .

Schoolmaster.-" A most excellent production. ... So short review could be

adequate to express all we feel with regard to this book . It is a gem for the school

library.”

SECOND Book - North America, with an especially full treat

mentof the United States and its Dependencies. 4s . 6d .

THIRD Book - Europe and other Continents, with Review of

North America . 4s . 6d .

INTRODUCTION TO CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS. By

Professor W. H. PERKIN, Jr. , Ph.D. , F.R.S., and BEVAN LEAN ,

D.Sc. , B.A. Lond. In Two Vols. Globe 8vo, 2s . each .

Educational News.- “ We have little doubt but this edition will be eagerly

welcomed by all who wish a trustworthy manual on the more elementary sections

of chemistry and physics."

THE ELEMENTS OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. By

Professor H. C. JONES . 880 , 178. net .

MACMILLAN & CO . , LIMITED, ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C..

London : Printed by C. F. HODGSON & Sox, 2 Newton Street , High Holborn, W.C.; and Published by FRANCIS HODGSON , 89 Farringdon Street, E.C.:
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COLLEGE OFAPRECEPTORSOAN COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS. LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC .

COLLEGE OF

THE

OXFORD THE

.)

A Meeting will be held at the College, Blooinsbury
THE CALENDAR FOR 1902 Great MARLBOROUGH STREET, LONDON , W.

Square , on Wednesday, 21st May, at 7.30 p.m., when

• Paper on “ Some Notes on American Universities

will be read by Prof. KNIGJIT, of St. Andrews Uni

is now ready, and may be obtained from Mr. F. Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.

versity . Hodgsox , 89 Farringdon Street, E.C. Price , free Dr. F.J. KARN , Mus. Bac. Cantab. , Principal.

A Discussion will follow the reading of the Paper.
by post, G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES, Esq. , Director of Examinations.

To Members of the College 1s . 6d .

EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,
To Non -Members 2s . 6d .

PRECEPTORS.
SINGING , THEORY, and all branches of Music will

The Calendar contains, in addition to the Lists of be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

EXAMINATIONS, 1902 .
Members, and of Schools sending in candidates to the

July ( June for Scotland and Ireland ), when certificates

1. DIPLOMAS.-The next Examination of Teachers
will be granted to all successful candidates.

Certificate Examinations, the Regulations respecting

for the Diplomas of the College will commence on the
The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical

8th of July, 1902. - At the Midsummer Examination , the Examinations to be held in 1902, &c. , and the Music for Diplomas of Associate (A.L.C.M.), Licentiate

persons who have previously passed in Theory and Prac (L.L.C.M.), the Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), and

tice of Education at the Diploma Examination may be
EXAMINATION PAPERS Fellowship ( F.L.C.M.), take place in July (June for

examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach .
Scotland and Ireland) and December.

set at the Certificate , Lower Forins , Professional Pre

2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS. The Mid liminary, and Diploma Examinations held in 1901.
SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of ( 1 ) The

summer Examination for Certificates will commence on
Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), (2 ) The new Cumulative

the 1st of July , 1902 .
Certificate, and ( 3 ) Four Exhibitions value £6. 6s. euch ,

may be had of the SECRETARY.
3. LOWER FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN.

In the Educational Departinent students are received

Midsuinmer Examination will commence on the 1st of

July , 1902.

HE UNIVERSITY OF ST. and thoroughly trained under the best professors at

moderate fees . Day and Evening Classes are held .

4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA :
ANDREWS grants Diploma and Title of L.L.A.

to WOMEN . A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special
TIONS. --These Examinations are held in March and

September. The next Examination will commence on
60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad. Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter,

the 2nd of September, 1902.

For Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARI, L.L.A. | August, and Christinas.

Scheme, The University, St. Andrews, N.B. T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary .

5. INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF

SCHOOLS. - Visiting Examiners are appointed by the

College for the Inspection and Examination of Public LOCAL EXAMINA
and Private Schools.

HE ASSOCIATED BOARD

TIONS.
PRIZES .

OF TILE

LONDON CENTRE (BOYS ) .

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND THE ROYAL

Diploma Ernmination. The following Prizes willbe Forms of Entry for thisCentre must be sent in before
COLLEGE OF MUSIC

offered for competition : - Theory and Practice of Edu- noon on May 9th, to E. LAYMAN, Esq ., 1 Garden

cation , £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ), £5 : Mathe. Court, Temple, E.C.
FOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC .

matics, £5 ; Natural Science , £5. The Doreck Scholar

ship of £20 will be awarded on the results of the Christ.
Patron - HIS MAJESTY THE KING .

mas Examination , ORRESPONDENCE TUITION, President - H.R.H . THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G

Certificate E.camination . - Prizes will be awarded as Classes, or Private Lessons in all Subjects for all

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula . Examinations, & c ., at moderate fees. Correspondence March andApril. (SeeSyllabus A. ) .
LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONS held annually in

tions :
courses arranged to suit needs of individual pupils.

First Class.- Four Prizes for General Proficiency ; Manyrecent successes. - F. J. BORLAND, L.C.P.( Science SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, held three times a year -

two each for Classics, Mathematics, Modern Lan: and Math. Prizeman ), Victoria College, 87 Buckingham viz., March and April, June and July, and October and
guages, Natural Sciences, and English subjects ; one Palace Road, S.W., and Stalheim , Brunswick Road, November. ( See Syllabus B. ) Entries for the June

for Scripture History. Sutton, Surrey. Schools visited and Examinations con July Examination will be received on or before May
ducted .

Second Class . - Four Prizes for General Pro
14th , 1902 .

ficiency . Specimen Theory Papers set in the Local Centre and

Third Class. - Four Prizes for General Proficiency . School Examinations of 1896 to 1901, inclusive, can be

Two Medals will also be awarded to the best Candi

dates in Shorthand .
PROFESSIONAL PRELIM . EXAMS . - Mr.A.W . per set, per year, post free .

BAIN, B.A.(Lond.) , Inter. B.Sc. ( Lond .), F.C.S., Anglo

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be
Saxon and Early English Text Society's Prizeman (Univ.

Copies of Syllabuses A and B , and all information ,

will be sent on application to

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College , Coll., Lond .), Silver Medallist and Exhibitioner in

Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

JAMES MUIR, Secretary .Chemistry (Univ. Coll ., Lond . ) , Honours in Theoretical

and Practical Chemistry ( S.K. ) , & c ., holds Classes for

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary .
these and other Examinations, at 207 Gray's Inn Road,

: 14 Hanover Square , London , W.

Telegraphic address : " Associa, London . "
London . Coaching in Science and Higher Mathematics,

&c . , for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition . 12

years' successes .

TEACHERS ' DIPLOMA.

. The COLLEGE of

PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination for Certi. Diploma Correspondence College . SPECIALLY DRAWN UP COURSES

ficates recognized by the Board of Education , the

Incorporated Law Society, the General Medical Council, A HIGH-CLASS CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION.

the Royal College of Physicians of London , the Royal L.C.P. DIPLOMA

College of Surgeons of England , the Royal College of Specially arranged Courses for
ARE PROVIDED BYTaeterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of

4th of September, 1902 .

The Examination will take place in London, and at

the following Local Centres:-Birmingham , Bristol ,
AND

Leeds, Liverpool.
Full Preparation (180 Lessons) £ 8 . 188. 6d .

Examination Fee, 25s.

Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors, Full Particulars POST FREE on application ,

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. Full particulars on application to the Principal

THE SECRETARY,

C. R. HODGSON, B.A., Secretary . Dr. KNIPE, Dip. Corr. Coll . , Fishponds, Bristol . Burlington House, Cambridge,

CORE

the Central Orlice. Price Jd.

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY

FOR THE

Great Britain, and other bodies,on the 2nd, 3rd, and MATRICULATION UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE .

FEE :

A.C.P.
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UNIVER OF BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR JOINT AGENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR

UNIVERSITY

THE

WESTFIELD

(NIVERSITY COLLEGE

NORTH WALES, BANGOR. ( Under the management of a Committee appointed by

(A Constituent College of the University of Wales. )
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ),

the Teachers Guild , College of Preceptors, Head.

Principal - H . R. REICHEL , M.A.
YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET , W. mistresses ' Association , Association of Assistant

The Session begun on October 1st , 1901. The College
The Half Term begins Monday, May 26th. Mistresses , and Private Schools ' Association .)

Coursesare arranged with reference to the degrees
The College provides instruction for students pre- Address — 74 GOWER STREET, LONDON , W.C.

ofthe University of Wales and include most ofthe paring forthe Universityof London Degrees in Arts,
Registrar- Miss AGNES G. COOPER .

Subjects for the B.A. and B.Sc. degrees of the London Science, and Preliminary Medicine: also instruction in
There is a TrainingUniversity. Students may pursue their first year of subjects of General Education . This Agency has been established for the purpose of

medical study at the College.There are special depart- Department for Teachers,a Hygiene Department, and enabling Teachersto find work without unnecessary
ments for Agriculture and Electrical Engineering , a

an Art School. cost . All fees have therefore been calculated on the

Day Training Department for men and women , and
Students can reside in the College. lowest basis to cover the working expenses.

a Department for the Training of Teachers in Secondary
Entrance Scholarships. Headmistresses of Public and Private Schools, and

Schools. One Courtauld Scholarship in Arts, annual value Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap

Sessional Fee for ordinary Arts Course, £11 . 1s.; ditto £31 . 10s ., tenable for three years ; pointments, are invited to apply to this Agency.

for Intermediate Science or Medical Course, £15. 15s.
One Pfeiffer Scholarship in Science, annual value Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

The costof living in lodgings in Bangor averages from £ 48, tenable for three years ; and Private Families; Visiting Teachers for Music,

£ 20 to £ 30 for the Session . The new Hall of Residence Will be awarded on the results of the Examination to Art, and other special subjects : Foreign Teachers of

for Women Students inUpper Bangor - fee £ 31. 10s.for be held in June. various nationalities; Kindergarten and other Teachers

the session - is now open . Particulars on application to the PRINCIPAI . are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to

At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (held in supply suitable candidates for any vacancy.

September), more than twenty Scholarships and Ex
School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged.

hibitions , ranging in value from £40 to £10 , will be
Office hours -9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Hours for

open for competition. One half the total amount offered interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 2 p.m.
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ),

is reserved for Welsh candidates, to 5 p.m.: Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only, when the

For further information and copies of the various
YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET, W. Office is closed .

Prospectuses, apply to DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

JOHN EDWARD LLOYD , M.A.,
IN TEACHING .

Secretary and Registrar. Head of the Department- Miss HANNAH
JOINT ACENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.

ROBERTSON, B.A.
23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

OF DUBLIN The Course includes full preparation for the Examina SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.

tions for the Teaching Diplomas granted by the Uni
TRINITY COLLEGE.

versities of London and Cambridge, held annually in
Registrar - Rev . F. TAYLOR, M.A. Cantab.

December, Low Commissions. Liberal Discount.

The Board of Trinity College are prepared to receive

applications from candidates for two Readerships in THE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to
Headmasters having vacancies on their staffs, and

Indian Languages ;
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS. communicate with the REGISTRAR .

( 1 ) A READERSHIP IN BURMESE AND HIN .
DUSTANI. Principal - Miss M. PUNNETT, B.A. ( Lond . ).

Office Hours -- 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturdays, 10 a.m.to

1 p.m. Interviews generally between these hours or by
(2) A READERSHIP IN TAMIL AND TE- A residential College providing a year's professional special appointment.

LUGU . training for Secondary Teachers.

The Salary of each will be £ 150 per annum , in addition The course includes preparation for the Cambridge

to Feesfrom Students. Theduties will be to lecture Teacher's Certificate ( Theory and Practice ), and for COLLEGE ( FOR
on three days in the week duringeach of theeighteen the Teachers' Diploma of the London University. The

weeks ofthe University Arts Course,beginningin the Students attend the Cambridge University Lectureson
WOMEN ) ,

first week of November, 1902, and also during six weeks Teaching , in addition to those of the Resident and HAMPSTEAD, LONDON .

in the months of August-September, beginningin Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for
1903,andsuchother duties as the Board of Trinity practice in teaching science ,languages,mathematics, to£60 a year for two years, will beoffered for com

FOUR SCHOLARSHIPS, of the value of from £ 30

College may direct . and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge.
Candidates must send copies of their testimonials , Students are admitted in Januaryand in September. petition at an Examination to beheld onJune 24thand

before May 15th,tothe REGISTRAR, Trinity College, Fullparticularsas to qualificationsfor admission,
Dublin .

Candidates must not be under 18 years of age, and
scholarships,and bursaries may be obtained onapplica

tion to the PRINCIPAL, Wollaston Road , Cambridge.
must have passed the Matriculation Examination of

the University of London. The successful candidates

OF
will be required to come into residence in October next,

SCHOOL SOCIETY sity of London . Entrance forms and full particulars

IMPORTANT NOTICE. (Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes may be obtained from the Secretary, Miss S. M. SMEE .

Owing to the date of the Coronation , the Matriculation with the National Froebel Union . )

Examination of the University of Wales will be held on Training College(non -Government Branch ) for

Monday, June 30th , 1902, andfollowingdays, insteadof KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS and LOWER FORM
Monday, June 23rd, and following days , as originally MISTRESS ES IN HIGH SCHOOLS, FREE.

fixed. Applications for Entry Forms must be made not HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE, N.

later than Monday,May 26th, to IVOR JAMES, Registrar Principal - Rev. D. J.Thomas, M.A.
of the University, Brecon .

Vice- Principal - Miss M. M.PENSTONE.
PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

March 19th , 1902.
Head of Kindergarten - Miss G. Jouxson .

MR. LYDDON -ROBERTS,
Students trained for the Examinations of the National

COLLEGE,
Froebel Union . Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,

Special arrangements made for Students
SOUTHAMPTON .

who wish to qualifyas Mistresses in the have, through the courtesy of the College of

Principal - S . W. RICHARDSON , D.Sc. ( Lond . ). Lower Porms of High Schools . Preceptors, issued the following

SUMMER COURSE OF NATURE STUDY FOR
There is a House of Residence under the sanction of

TEACHERS.
the Committee.

A Summer Course of Nature Study will be held at of London University , with Transition Classes and a
A High School for Girls under the Inspection FREE GUIDES .

Sandown, in the Isle of Wight, from August 2nd to Kindergarten , is attached to the College for purposes 1. A.C.P. 64 pages.
August 16th, 1902. The arrangements will be made by of Demonstration and Practice .

Dr. Richardson, Principal of the Hartley College, and 2. L.C.P. 76

T. G. Rooper , Esq ., H.M.I. The Higher Grade School
Apply - THE SECRETARY, Highbury Hill House, N.

at Sandown has been kindly lent by the Sandown
3. F.C.P. 75

THE INCORPORATED
School Board for the purpose of lectures and demonstra
tions. The main feature of the Course will be work on

And have also published the following Guides.

FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,
the Downsand the Sea-shore . The Course will be con : TALGARTH ROAD, WEST KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.

4. SCHOLARSHIP ,

ducted by J. T. Jenkins, D.Sc., Ph.D., Lecturer in
6. CERTIFICATE. 40

Biology and Geology at the College. Chairman of the Committee- Mr. W. MATHER, M.P.

Forfurther particulars applyto D. KIDDLE, Treasurer - Mr.C. G. MONTEFIORE.
These Guides are supplied gratis to all whomen

Registrar. Secretary - Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A.
tion this paper and state they intend sitting for

TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS. examination

T. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL Principal - Miss E. E. LAWRENCE . Those applying for L.C.P. or F.C.P. Guide must

MEDICAL SCHOOL,
give date of passing A.C.P. or L.C.P. Those apply:

KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL. ing for a Certificate Guide should state year of

HYDE PARK CORNER, S.W. Headmistress - Miss A. YELLAND. passing the King's Scholarship and number on the

The SUMMER SESSION of 1902 will commence on Further particulars may be obtained on application list.

Thursday, May 1st. to the PRINCIPAL.

Particulars of Classes, Fees, Entrance Scholarships NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,
and Exhibitions, and Prizes, & c ., may be obtained on OYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE

application to the Dean of the School at the Hospital,
47 MELFORD ROAD, East DULWICH , S.E. , and

FOR WOMEN.

110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON, S.E.
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .)

THE ANSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLEGE ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS. Ten Entrance

Scholarships from £75 to £ 40 , and several Bursariesof

FOR WOMEN TEACHERS £ 30 , tenable for three years at the College, will be

awarded on the results of an Examination to be held POR IMMEDIATE SALE .-GIRLS'

( LING'S SWEDISH SYSTEM ) .
from July 1st to 5th , 1902 . Names inust be entered DAY SCHOOL (Kent). Established sixteen

before June 3rd . The College prepares Students for years. Goodopening. - Wanted to purchase, BOYS'

There are more openings for Students trained at this London Degrees and also for Oxford HonourExamina- PREPARATORYSCHOOL, preferablyNorth or Mid

College than can be filled . tions. Inclusive fee, £ 90 a year . lands . - Several ASSISTANT MASTERS required at

Apply for Prospectus to the PRINCIPAL, The Leasowes, the SECRETARY, Royal Holloway College, Egham , Agency , St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London,
Forforms of entry and further particulars apply to once. Applyto theMANAGER ,St.DunstanScholastic

Halesowen . Surrey. E.C.

UNIVERSITY WALES. HOM ESCAONI P.SOCCPOKLONIAL the

HARTLEY

80 pages.

ST .

ROYAL

FOR
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University Tutorial College. BURLINGTON CARLYON COLLEGE.

CORRESPONDENCE

COLLEGE.

27 Chancery Lane, London .

Principal: Mr.J. CHARLESTON, B.A. Staminations:

AT

OXFORD AND. CAMBRIDGE TOURS AND HONFLEUR.

Principal: WILLIAM BRICCS, LL.D., M.A. , F.C.S. LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS .

Vice- Principal : JOHN BRICCS, M.A. , F.Z.S. LONDON MATRICULATION, INTER. ARTS and

SCIENCE , B.A., and B.Sc. Classes (small) Day and

Evening . Vacation Tuition and Classes. Matric , and

Inter. Arts Revision Classes.

Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

Preliminaries, Accountants ', Scholarship

Oxford and Cambridge,

R.U.I., &c.

( Honours, Oxon.; and Lond . ) . Papers Corrected for Schools.

Private tuition for all Examinations,

TUTORS. Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.

The Staff includes Graduates of London , Oxford , KERIN, B.A. Lond., First of First Class Classical

Cambridge, and Royal Universities, Science Medallists, Honours, Editor of " Phædo,” “Pro Plancio ," &c.

THE OFFICIAL PASS -LISTS OF and Specialists. SUCCESSF8 .

London University
PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE Prel. Sci., 105 , 6 in Hons.;B.Sc., 1896-1899, 11 ; B.A.,

1892–1901. – London Matric ., 84 ; Inter. Arts, Sc., and

FOR 1891-1901,63,11 in Hons.; many other Successes, Scholar

credit UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL COLLEGE ships, R.U.I., Indian Civil , Oxford and Cambridge, &c.

MATRICULATION , B.A. LONDON, 1899 1901, 28 successful.
WITH MANY TIMES MORE SUCCESSES AT

M.A.,3 (1898 , 1899, 1901) .

MATRICULATION
B.A., B.Sc.

(London Univ. , Royal Univ. , Dublin L'niv . ),
MODERN LANGUAGE HOLIDAY

AND OTHER EXAMINATIONS L.L.A.
COURSES, 1902.

than any Institution which prepares orally for ( Degree for Ladies, St. Andrews),
Organized by the Teachers ' Guild .

those Examinations.

A.C.P., L.C.P., F.C.P.,
FRENCH COURSES

On the last published list. Matriculation , January,

1902, University Tutorial College ligures 31 times .

LOCALS.

PRACTICAL CLASSES IN On a thoroughly individual system , which
Commencing at Tours on July 31st,

ensures the closest attention to the needs of each and at Honfleur on August1st.

PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, and BIOLOGY,
candidate. Full corrections of papers , with time-saving

notes, criticisms , summaries, model answers, and solu

AND PRIVATE TUITION IN ANY SUBJECT,
SPANISH COURSE

tions.

MAY BE TAKES UP DURING THE Single subjects may be taken - Latin , Greek,

French , German, Italian, Mathematics , Mechanics,

LASTER VACATION. Physics, Chemistry, Logic, Psychology , Political Eco
SANTANDER.

nomy, &c.
Commencing on August 5th.

Full particulars may be had from THE VICE -PRINCIPAL,
FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &c. , Preliminary Programme gratis.

Address - Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A., Handbook , giving full particulars of the Courses,

UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL COLLEGE, BURLINCTON CORRESPONDENCE COLLECE,
price 6 d ., post free, from the Office of the Guild ,

74 Gower Street , London , W.C.

32 Red Lion Square, Holborn, W.C. 27 CHANCERY LINE, 10.DON.

New Edition . 8vo, price 9d .

ARTFORD GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
TILEEPING

, by SINGLE and DOUBLE ENTRY :ELEMENTS OF BOOK

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS, -The HEAD MASTERSHIP (Graduate ) of this

EDINBURGH . School will be vacant after the Summer Term . Particu. with Practical Explanations and Exercises on the most

Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER. lars may be obtained by applying (by letter) to the useful Forms for Business. By A. K. ISBISTER , M.A.,

This College provides a complete Course of Profes School, Dartford . Applications to be in by May 15th , LONDON : Longmans & Co., PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.
CHAIRMAN or CLERK to the Governors of the Grammar LL.B., late Dean of the College of Preceptors.

sional Trainingfor Ladies who desire to become Teach- 1902.

ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families.

The Course , which lasts for one year, includes attend .

ance at the University Lectures on Education, in

THE MOST NUTRITIOUS.
VOR SALE, PRIVATE SCHOOL

additionto Lectures delivered by the College Staff, and ( Young Ladies') in South Hampstead. 55 Pupils,

the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex. also 15 Pianoforte. Established 12 years. Middle class.
perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students Price, including everything, £ 65. – 2 . 1. M. , Educational,

are admitted in January and October. Forprospectus 42A Holborn Viaduct.

and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel

ville Street, Edinburgh. Tenth Edition . 12mo, price 3s . 6d .

SCHOOL SPEAKER AND READER , based on GRATEFUL - COMFORTING .
(Norland Training) seeks Re -engagement in Grammatical Analysis , comprising a choice Selection of

School or Institution (girls preferred ). Excellent

testimonials . Age 27. £ 35-£40. -E. M. M., 167 New pression , Emphasis, and Pauses, and illustrated by Dia
pieces for Reading and Recitation , annotated for Ex .

Park Rond , Brixton Hill , S.W.
grams and Figures exhibiting to the eye the appropriate

gestures and positions, to which is added a selection of

VERTIFICATED KINDERGARTEN Greek, Latin, French, and German Extracts, suitable
TEACHER desires Re -engagement in School for “ Speech Days ” at Public Schools. By A. K.Isbis

next September ( specially adapted for boys ). - KG ., TER , M.A., LL.B.,late Dean of the College ofPreceptors.

135 lipper Clapton Road. LONDON : LONGMANS & Co. , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C. BREAKFAST - SUPPER .

AT

ST:T.
GEORGE'S TRAINING DARI

FOR

EPPS's

EXPERIENCED LADY
NURSE THE ILLUSTRATEDPUBLICTI

СОСОА
CERT

Crown 8vo, Paper Covers, pp . 262. Price 28. Net . Crown 8vo, cloth. Price One Shilling.

SIMPLE ESSAYS
FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES.

WITH THEIR OUTLINES.

By M. MACMILLAN, B.A. (Oxon . ) , By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR,

Principal and Professor of English Literature, Elphinstone College, ASSISTANT MASTERS IN MERCHANT TAYLORS' SCHOOL.

Bombay .

Fifth Edition .
“ The words and phrases in this book are well chosen .” — Educational

LONDON : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON, KENT, & Co., Ltd. News, October 13, 1900 .

“ Extremely valuable.” —Guardian , September 12, 1900 .

JUST OUT. A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

THE LIFE OF THE BARONESS VON BÜLOW, in parallel columns arranged under such headings as " Relationships,.
Class -Room Objects, ” Colours,' & c .” — School World, August, 1900.

By her Niece, the Baroness Von BÜLOW.WENDHAUSEN.
“ The book supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

With Preface by W. T. Harris, U.S. Commissioner for Education . in the concluding chapters are well selected .” — Educational Times,

2 Vols. , 8vo, 158. 6d , net, post paid .
August, 1900.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLECE TEXT -BOOK ACENCY,

GRAY'S INN CHAMBERS, 20 HIGH HOLBORX, LONDON , W.C. LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY , LUDGATE Hill, E.C.

(
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FREE GUIDE TO THE

EXAMINATION PAPER

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION ,
A8 USED BY THE

BY THE

1 ) . .

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION Postal INSTITUTIOX.

NEW EDITION (80 pages), containing advice as to books to read for
the December 1902 and June 1903 Examinations, and the mode of

Study, and statistical tables (not obtainable elsewhere ). A copy of the

Guide will be sent gratis and post free to any candidate on application

to the Manager of the Institution , Mr. E. S. Weymouth , M.A., 27

Southampton Street; Strand , London, W.C.

401 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to 1901 , 69 with distinction.

The Institution prepares through the post for various Unisersity

Examinations and for the A.C.P., L.C.P., and F.C.P.

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet

bears their Watermark,

Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream, 2s. 6d.

960 5s. od.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Ledger, Cash Book , and Journal, 18. per 100 Sheets.

Music Paper, ls. per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order .

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON , W.C.

THE FITZROY PICTURES.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

THE ONLY GRAND PRIX'.PENS.

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900. Highest Possible Award " LOVE RULES HIS KINGDOM WITHOUT A SWORD .”'

A SECOND EDITION OF THIS PRINT IS NOW READY .

Designed by LOUIS DAVIS , in Colours .

6 Printed on Stout Paper. Upright, 37 in , by 19 in . 2s. Bd . each net .

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens. ALSO THE NEW SET · THE MONTHS . "

Nos . for Schools-351 , 352 , 382, 404, 720, 303, 170, 166 , 5, 6, By HEYWOOD SUMNER ,

292 , 298, 291 (Mapping ), 659 (Drawing ) ; and ( for Vertical

Writing ) 1045 , 1046.
For Illustrated Prospectus apply to

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York Street,

CAREY'S “ GRADUS AD PARNASSUM ,"
Covent Garden .

WITH THE ENGLISH MEANINGS.
New Edition . 18mo, price 9d .

Revised , Corrected , and Augmented by a Member of the University of Cambridge. THE ELEMENTS OF BOOK-KEEPING, by Single

and DOUBLE ENTRY ; with Practical Explanations and Exercises
Post 8vo, cloth , price 7s. on the most useful Forms for Business .

THE STATIONERS' COMPANY, STATIONERS' HALL, Logpon. LONDOx : LONGMANS & CO ., PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

J. M. DENT & CO.'S EDUCATIONAL LIST.

ANNOUNCEMENTS,

MESSRS . J. M. DENT & CO . have in preparation the following Important Educational Works :

DENT'S FIRST LATIN BOOK (On the Model of Dent's " Modern Language Series. " ). By J. W. E. PEARCE and H. W. ATKINSON , with Coloured Illustrations

by Miss E. DURIAM .

THE TEMPLE SHAKESPEARE FOR SCHOOLS, under the general editorship of OLIPHANTSMEATON , M.A., will be inangurated with the following :
THE TEMPEST. Edited by the GENERAL Editor , Illustrated by WALTER CRANE. A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM . Edited by the Rev. W. H.

FLECKER , M.A., D.C.L. Ilustrated by R. ASSING BELL . HENRY V. Illustrated by PATTEN Wilson.

THE TEMPLE SERIES OF ENGLISH TEXTS, PREPARED FOR SCHOOLS. First Volumes : SCOTT'S LAY OF THE LAST MINSTREL .

Edited by J. W. YOUNG , M.A. MARMION . Edited by the Rev. R. P. DAVIDSON , M.A. LADY OF THE LAKE . Edited by FLORA Masson.

THETEMPLE SERIES OF CLASSICAL TEXTS, PREPARED FOR SCHOOLS. CESAR'S DE BELLO GALLICO , Book I. Edited by Prof.

A.S. WILKINS, LL.D.

MODERN LANGUAGE SERIES. New Volume : -DENT'S ANDERSEN IN GERMAN. Illustrated by the Brothers ROBINSOX .

Further Particulars of these works post free on application .

.

DENT'S MODERN LANGUAGE SERIES . Edited by WALTER RIPPMANN, M.A.

Based on the principles advocated by the pioneers of the Reformn Movement in Germany ( VIETOR, FRANKE , WALTER, &c . ) , by the 1ssociation Phonétique Internationale,

and by a large number of prominent teachers in Switzerland , Scandinavia, and America . A 16 -page list on application .

( 1 ) French , ( 2 ) German .

Seventh Edition . ( Twenty-sirth Thousand . ) Fourth English Edition .

* DENT'S FIRST FRENCH BOOK . Based on the Hölzel Pictures of the * DENT'S FIRST GERMAN BOOK. Based on the Hölzel Pictures of the

Seasons. By S. ALGE and W. RIPPMANY . Cloth , ls , 6d . net . Seasons. By S. ALGE, S. HAMBURGER, and W. RIPPMANN. Cloth , 2s , net.

Second Edition . * DENT'S GERMAN READER. By S. ALGE and W. RIPPMANN. Cloth ,
DENT'S SECOND FRENCH BOOK. By S. ALGE and W. RIPPMANY. 2s . 6d . net.

Hlustrated by C. E. BROCK . Cloth , 1s . 6d , net . Second Edition ,

• UNE JOYEUSE NICHÉE ( A Merry Houseful). By Mme. E. DE + GERMAN DAILY LIFE. By Dr. Krox. Cloth , 2s . 6d . net.

PRESSENSÉ. Edited by S. ALGE. Illustrated by C. E. BROCK . Cloth, ls . 6d.net.
( 3 ) Phonetics .

+ FRENCH DAILY LIFE. Common Words and Common Things. Adapted

by W. RIPPMANN from Dr. KRON'S " Le Petit Parisien." Cloth , 2s . 6d . net.
ELEMENTS OF PHONETICS : English, French , and German

Translated and Adapted by W. RIPPMANN from Prof. VIETOR'S " klene
* THREE SHORT PLAYSBY SOUVESTRE. Edited by MARGUERITE Phonetik . " With numerous Diagrams. Cloth , 2s.6d , net.

NISET. Cloth , ls. 6d . net.

( 4 ) For Teachers .

+ OUTLINES OF FRENCH HISTORICAL GRAMMAR. By A. T.

BAKER , M.A., Ph.D. ( Heidelberg ) . Cloth , 3s , 6d , net . Just Published . Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged .

Just Published .
HINTS ON TEACHING FRENCH . With a Running Commentary to

+ DENT'S SCHOOL GRAMMAR OF MODERN FRENCH. By G. H.
Dent's First and Second French Books. By W. RIPPMANN , 1s . 60 , net.

CLARKE , M.A., and C. J. MURRAY, B.A. 3s . 6d . net. HINTS ON TEACHING GERMAN. With a Running Commentary to

“ A very brilliant book . " -- Saturday Review .
Dent's First German Book and German Reader. Cloth , Is . 60 , net .

ASINETTE . By Mrs. J. G. Frazer.
A French Story for English Children. With 200 Marginal Ilustrations by H. M. BROCK . School Edition . Cloth , ls . 6d. net.

“ Mrs. Frazer is well known as an unusually bright and clever writer of stories for children , and SHE IS HERE AT HER BEST . She is ably aided by Mr. Brock. "

Educational Times.

Teachers of the Subjects may have Specimen ('opies of books marked *free : + half-price. Crtalogues and Lists on application .

J. M. DENT & CO . , 28 & 30 BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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New , New .
GILL'S

" CARTOGRAPHIC ”

WALL MAPS
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Edited by GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S.

Size,

80 x 60 in.

NOT OVER-CROWDED , NOT UNDER-SIZED , BUT BOLD AND CLEAR.

MOUNTED ON STOUT LINEN, ROLLERS, AND VARNISHED .

Compiled from the latest statistics , artistically coloured, and thoroughly reliable .

Price 16s.

ENGLAND AND WALES.

SCOTLAND.

IRELAND. INDIA.

EUROPE. AFRICA.

BRITISH ISLES. In preparation .

ASIA.

N. AMERICA.

Class Text- Books for the Examinations, July and December , 1902 .

0

GEOGRAPHY .

The Student's Geography . By GEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S., Member ofthe s . d .

Chamber of Commerce, &c. Čloth, containing 1,000 pages. Fourth Edition 4 6

Physical, Descriptive, Political, Industrial, Commercial, Social.

Also published in Sections as follows:

Revised to December, 1901 .

Section I. Europe , including British Isles , and Physical and Commercial

Introduction . 2s . 6d .-Section 1.2. British Isles . ls . 60. - Section II .

Asia , Africa ,America, and Australasia .2s. 60.-- Section III . Asia.
1s. - Section IV . Africa. ls . -Section V. America . ls . 6d . - Section

VI. Australasia . 9d .

The Imperial Geography . 464 pages ,crown &vo , cloth , with numerous Maps.

For Senior Classes. New Edition 2 6

The O. and C. Geography (Revised Edition ). By GEORGE GILL. With

numerous Coloured Maps
1 0

A New Junior Geography By GEORGE GÜLL . With Coloured Maps and
Illustrations. (Expressly written for Lower Forms.)

1 0

The Geography of the British Colonies. By GEORGEGILL. With Coloured

Maps of all the Colonies...
2 6

The Victoria Atlas. ByGEORGE GILL, F.R.G.S. Containing 101 Maps 1 0

MATHEMATICS AND ARITHMETIC .

Marshall's Student's Euclid , complete. By the Rev. F. MARSITALL , M.A ... 2 6

Marshall's Examination Euclid . Books I.-IV. 1

The O. and C. Algebra
1 6

Cambridge Local Papers in Algebra . By c . Cudwortit, M.A. 08

The O. and C. “ Practical Arithmetic." 176 pp ., crown 8vo (New Edition ) 1

The O. and O. “ Tests in Arithmetic ." (With Answers, ls . 6d .)

Commercial Arithmetic
06

Tho Metric System , Practical Guide to. Containing Appendix, & c. 0 2

The Metric Chart (60 by 40 ) . In Four Tints , mounted and varnished 10

The Long Tot Book. By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A. 03

The Oross Tot Book. By the Rev. CHARLES BROOKE, M.A.
3

Oambridge Local Papers in Arithmetic . By C. CUDWORTH , M.A. Per pkt. 08

Oxford Local Papers in Arithmetic. By c . CCDWORTH , M.A .... Per pkt. 08

BOOK -KEEPING .

Sarll's Practical Book -keeping. 128 pp ., cloth 1 0

An Elementary Text-Book , illustrating the arrangement of the Bought,
Sales , Cash , Bill Books,and Ledger ; consisting of Graduated Exercises,

followed by Examination Papers set by the College of Preceptors, accom

panied by full-worked and outline keys .
Sarl's Double -EntryBook -keeping . 256pp ., cloth 2 0

Sarll's Exercises in Double-Entry Book-keeping. 128 pp ., cloth 1 0

The above with all introductory matter, full explanations, outlinekeys , &c .
Manuscript Books published to accompany theabove.

For Practical :-Cash Book
50 . Ledger ...

07

Ledger ( 100 Accounts) 7d .

For Double Entry :-Journal 5d . Ledger 07

7d .Short and Introductory Exercises
Boy to Double - Entry Book - keeping 3 0

Key to Practical Book-keeping
2 0

ENGLISH AND ENGLISH GRAMMAR .

Shakespeare, Julius Cæsar. Edited by STANLEY WOOD, M.A., author of s. d .

the Dinglewood Series. Most suitable for Junior Students 1 6

Shakespeare, Midsummer Night's Dream . By STANLEY Wood, M.A. (In

the press) 1 6

Macaulay, Lays of Ancient Rome. By the Rer, G. PRESTOX, M.A.
1 6

Scott, Marmion. Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A., and similar to

the above. Containing Introduction, Text, Appendix, Notes , and Maps... 20

The O. and C. Grammar. Re-written and Enlarged by the Rev. CHARLES

BROOKE, M.A. 1 0

Preparation Papers in English Grammar. By the Rev. G. PRESTON, M.A.

Per packet 08

The 0. and C. Spelling Book
1 0

RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE.

Marshall's St. Mark . Edited by the Rev. F. MARSHALL, M.A. 1 6

Marshall's Acts of the Apostles (complete) 2 6

Marshall's Acts of the Apostles. In Two Parts ... each 1 6

Samuel, Book I. ( In the press) 1 6

Church Catechism . With Notes. ". By the same author 16

The Preparation Papers on St. Mark and the Acts of the Apostles are

now ready. Per packet... each 0 8

Bible Atlas , St. Mark 0 1

Bible Atlas on the Acts 0 3

LATIN AND FRENCH . NATURAL SCIENCE.

The O. and 0. Latin, Part I. 8. d. Physical Measurements 2 6

(Accidence)
1 0 or in Three Parts each 0 9

The 0. and 0. Latin , Part II . Elementary Physics 2 6

( Exercises ) 1 0
Applied Mechanics ... 2 6

The 0. and C. Latin, Part III . Mechanics of Solids 2 0

( Translations )
1 0

Mechanics of Fluids 2 0

Commercial French Correspond
Magnetism and Electricity1 0

2 6

ence

Physiological Charts, Set of Three 21 0

The O. and C. French, Part I. 1 0
Elementary Chemistry

2 6

The O. and C. French , Part II . 1 0 Chemical Laws and Problems 2 6

Phædrus, Books I. and II. 10 i Chemistry of Common Objects ... 2 6

Eutropius, Books I. and II. 1 0
1 0Chemistry Notes

Cæsar, Book I. 1 0
DRAWING .

Cicero , De Senectute 1 0

Preparation Papers in French 08
Science and Art Geometry, Part

I. 1 4

Preparation Papers in Latin 08
Science and Art Geometry, Part

II . 1 4

MUSIC . The School of Art Geometry 1 0

NewGovernmentDrawingCopies .
Theory of Music, Part I .... 1 0

Per packet 1 4

Theory of Music, Part II . 1 0 SouthKensington Demonstration

Imperial Theory of Music 2 6 Sheets. The Set 15 0

0

01

6

...

0

...

1

...

THE OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE HISTORY.
BY ROSCOE MONGAN, B.A.

ONE SHILLING .

COLOURED MAPS. ILLUSTRATIONS OF FAMOUS BATTLES.

AN ENTIRELY NEW REPRINT. REVISED TO AUGUST 30, 1901 .

Specimen Copies of the above Publications will be sent post free to Head Teachers in most cases . Specimens of Class Text- Books only will be sent.

LONDON : GEORGE GILL & SONS , LIMITED , 13 WARWICK LANE , E.C.
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By CYRIL RANSOME, M.A.

ELEVENTH EDITION.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE DEATH OF QUEEN VICTORIA .

With Tables, Plans, Maps, Index , &c .

Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d . Or, in Two Parts. 2s . each . Part I .: To the Death of Elizabeth, A.D. 1603. PART II .: A.D. 1603 to 1901.

A SUMMARY OF RANSOME'S SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

With 22 Maps and Plans and 34 Genealogical Tables. Crown 8vo, ls .

By SAMUEL RAWSON GARDINER , M.A., LL.D.

A STUDENT'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO 1885.

IN ONE VOLUME, with 378 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 12s .

Or, in THREE PARTS :-VOL. I. : B.C. 55 to A.D. 1509 . With 173 Illustrations . Crown 8vo, 4s. Vol. II .: 1509 to 1689. With 96 Illustrations.
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School World ,
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ordmary student of Horuce. There can, to our thinking, be no question about the

HERODOTUS. Edited by E. S. SHUCKBURGH , M.A. Book V. , 3s .
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Edition , Revised , 4s.
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VERGIL.-COMPLETE WORKS. Edited by A. SIDGWICK ,
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object, and in this edition his careful preparation and cautious judgment do not Volume, 2s.
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too much to say that there may be within the same area

The Educational Times.
School Board, a Technical Education Committee, a “ Local

! Authority under Clause VII . , ' several sets of voluntary school

The congestion of Parliamentary busi- managers, a School of Art Council, and privately constituted

The

Education Bill. ness has prepared us for the announcement committees of science and art classes, an endowed grammar

of an Autumn Session . The Education school, under separate management,competing with a higher

Bill, we take it , will be left over till that more convenient grade Board school, and sometimes a technical day school

It would be rather sanguine, however, to expect competing with both .” Such a unification ” seems pre

that the intervening space for deliberation will wholly posterous enough. But, with discreet handling, there should

exorcise the pugnacious temper either of supporters or of be no insuperable difficulty in achieving at least a very near

opponents of the measure. It seems only too probable that approach to real unification. There would still be lacking

the Bill will be disputed pertinaciously, with a bitterness the promised co -ordination of primary and secondary educa

obscuring the real educational issues . tion in any
effective sense ; but for that we shall have to

Though the opposition so widely and hotly displayed is wait for more extensive and particular inquiry.

largely based on educational grounds, it can hardly be If the system is to be national in any real sense , there

doubted that the main impulse is religious or ecclesiastical. will be demanded a larger measure of public control . The

Nonconformists “ indignantly protest ” —and will certainly working of School Boards, whatever their failings, has un

continue to protest more or less indignantly - against “ pay- questionably engaged the public interest in education and

ing rates and taxes to schools whose teaching is repugnant helped to raise the standard in no inconsiderable degree,

to their conscience ,'' against the perpetuation of “ the unjust while it has greatly improved the position of the teachers

subjection of a State -paid teaching profession to sectarian and the school equipment. If the powers given to managers
tests," and against the prospect of “ the multiplication of by the Bill be not brought under the control of the Local

sectarian schools.” Indeed, some of their most honoured Authority, there will be a break in the principal of unifica

leaders have approved the suggestion of a refusal to pay tion that must seriously interfere , especially in country

rates .
It is futile to reply that there are, under the existing districts, with the efficiency of education and perpetuate

system , which they champion, very many citizens that “ pay discrimination against capable teachers on specifically re

rates and taxes to schools whose teaching is repugnant to ligious grounds. With every desire for absolute freedom in

their conscience,” and that quietly recognize the principle of religious teaching, we cannot but hold that the arrange

submission to the general will expressed in constitutional ments for it must not prejudice the secular teaching. There

form . The promoters of the Bill , on their side , must be ought not to be any reasonable difficulty in acconommodating

allowed credit for equal conscientiousness. Is it beyond the the two subjects .

resources of statesmanship to find a means of rational com- Another point that will call for attention under the same

promise ? There is no trouble in Scotland. There is no head is the strong concentration of control in certain

difficulty in Canada. Why should there be an educational official hands. The Councils are to find the money, but their

embroilment of this character in England ? powers are very stringently limited - as has been pointed out

Apart from intractableness on the religious difficulty, the clearly by the Northern Counties Education League, and as

Bill might beworked into passable shape . There are indica- any one can verify by going through the clauses of the Bill .

tions that the Government will not struggle hard to main- The Local Government Board is an excellent institution, but

tain the feeble option. The “ single LocalAuthority charged it seems a retrograde movement to cast such wide powers

with the snperintendence and provision of both elementary into its lap ; and, if the Councils are to throw their energies,

and secondary education ,” which Mr. Chamberlain already even by deputy, into the work , they must have larger scope.

perceives in the Bill , may by conciliatory accommodation be No man or body of men can do satisfactory work if bound

eventually found in the Act . As the Bill stands, it is not hand and foot. Notably, it has been justly pointed out , the
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Local Government Board is set up as a court of appeal in that the buckled shoes will yield to commonplace service

cases where the Local Authority wants an increase of the able boots, and that the invisible blue worsted cap will be

rate for secondary education . What are the qualifications replaced by headgear of special design. But what of the

of the Local Government Board for this purpose ? The corduroy breeches ? And what of the yellow stockings

Local Authority ---which, we think, is not likely to be those lovely ducks' legs ? There is really no ground for

aggressive - ought, where it has any large purpose in view , alarm ; a more modern toggery will scarcely administer any

to
go

with a statement of its wants and its objects to the violent shock to the archæological sensibilities of Horsham .

Board of Education, which is competent to decide the

matter, and then, and not till then , to pass on to the Local

Government Board . On this point we should be inclined to The new broom at Merchant Taylors' is labouring to

lay particular stress. justify the old proverb . The clean sweep of assistant

We should like to discern signs that a spirit of reasonable masters in that institution may, however, be stayed by wiser

accommodation will prevail in the settlement of substantial thoughts induced by the strong opinion of the profession

clifferences. We trust we shall hear no more those wild and and of the public. We have no sympathy whatever with

whirling words of threatened resistance to demands of rates incompetence ; but when a head master of six and twenty,

and taxes . If the Government would but lay hold of the who came to Merchant Taylors' a year ago with no experi

Bill in a broad national spirit, disregarding fanatical ex- ence of a great public school, dismisses, or causes to be

tremists on both sides, and not fearing their fate too much , dismissed , teachers that were in active service when he was

they might yet shape the Bill on such lines as would settle in his cradle, we look for very sufficient reasons . The

the question for our time and brighten their somewhat resignation of the head of an important department, whose

tarnished educational record .
public record of more than a quarter of a century flings any

suggestion of incompetence back in the teeth of the assertor,

has been followed by the dismissal of three more assistant
NOTES .

masters , who have given the best energies of their life to the

The eighth and ninth volumes of “ Special Reports on three are over 50, and the other is 45); and they are all
school -- for 26 , 23, and 12 year's respectively. Two of the

Educational Subjects," just issued by the Board of Educa married men . Not one of them , we understand, had any

tion , bring together an immense quantity of most varied

information, which ought to be turned to practical account the blue fell upon him ; and one of them was dismissed
complaint addressed to him before the disastrous bolt from

here. In Vol . 8 , we learn that Latin is taking a low
simply " in consequence of changes in the school work.” We

place in secondary schools, and practical matters a higher
recognize fully the trust committed to head masters and

place in elementary schools, in Norway and Sweden . There
governor's ,

but we insist
on the duty of equitable con

is also much interesting information about education in
sideration for assistant master's as well as for pupils and

Switzerland, Holland , Hungary, Portugal, Servia , Japan ,
parents.

the Transvaal, &c . , as well as discussions of the methods of

teaching arithmetic and Latin at home, and of the order

The pittance granted to two of these three assistant
and method of language teaching in our secondary schools.

masters --the third gets absolutely not a stiver of solatium
The 13 reports in Vol . 9 examine various aspects of

is scarcely worth mention, and we must hope that the Court
education in Germany. They deal

of Governors will promptly awaken to the dread prospect
with recent changes in secondary education for boys in Prussia ;they have so suddenly and inconsiderately opened out before
with primary education in Prussia and Saxony ; with school gardens in
Germany ; with the German higher schools for girls, and with certain these old servants of theirs. There is matter for very

contrasts between secondary education for girls in Germany and in serious consideration in the argument of a writer in the
England ; with the continuation schools in Berlin ; with the growth

of Technical High Schools ; with recent developments of higher com Westminster Gazette (April 10) :

mercial educacion ; with the methods of measuring mental fatigue
If these two masters (of 23 and 12 years' standing ] proved in.

which have been adopted by some German students of education ; and
withthe education of feeble -minded children and the care of neglected competent , howisit that the Company has taken from 12 to

children in Germany.

20 years to discover the fact ? Both men must have been as in.

competent 10 years ago as now. If so , one is forced to the con

Vol. 10 will be devoted to the United States . clusion that the Company is to blame for permitting the lads at its

school to remain so long in incompetent hands. To neglect it now

adds injustice ; for it makes its masters suffer for its own remissness.

The spirit of reform appears to have breathed -- across the We cannot but believe that the Company will yetreconsider

Sussex Downs ? -upon the Governors of Christ's Hospital. the situation and make reasonable provision for every one

It is not only that the exodus from Newgate Street has of the dismissed teachers . But, further, the case has an

actually taken place -- and been completed on Primrose Day. interest that reaches far beyond the individual masters con

More than that : they are credibly reported to be deeply cerned , and far beyond the profession . For, as Mr. F. B.

exercised over the perplexing problem of the boys ' tradi- Kirkman has pointed out in the same article in our contem

tional habiliments. It has been borne in upon them that porary , " insecurity of tenure, added to low salaries and the

some modifications of the ancient Blue-coat outfit are, if not difficulty of making provision for old age , is known to be

absolutely necessary , yet peradventure desirable . Indeed , injuriously affecting the quality and quantity of the supply

it is stated, though not without judicious reservation, that both of secondary and elementary teachers, and hence the

the picturesque amplitude of the gown will be curtailed, l efficiency of the instruction given in our schools. ”

3
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SO

The past month has been tolerably fruitful of educational shall be a severe test of the students' talents to begin with, and of
their industry and performamance as time goes on . There is a con .

vendowments. Liverpool appears to promise no less promp- stant weeding out of those that seem unfit. In this country a good

titude of liberality than Birmingham . University College, half of our students might well not be in the University . This is a
London, starts fair on its quest of the million ; and it will strong statement; but, honestly,there are a great many outside lads

better able to take their places .
do well to take Mr. Astor's sensible hint to make first and There can be no doubt that the statement is correct. Yet

creditable provision for the unendowed chairs it already has. the error lies on the safe side. An examiner that performs

Mr. Rhodes's spacious gifts naturally converge on Oxford, the weeding -out process had need of a very special gift of

while Edinburgh, which has done so much for colonial insight and discretion, and probably it is only the student's

students, has just missed a share on a rather insufficient teacher, confirmed by an independent external examiner,

plea. It seems quite hopeless to expect that Oxford can that could be entrusted with soso momentous a decision

ever develop a medical school thatcan for a moment pretend after reasonable experience of the student's work . One

to rival Edinburgh. The foundation of these munificent recalls Tait's fury at the examiners that awarded Clough a

scholarships, creating many spiritual ties between Second Class in the Final Schools. “ They had not only a

England and other English -speaking countries ,and between first -rate scholar, but a man of original genius, before them ,

England and the central Power of Europe, constitutes the and were too stupid to discover it." Stupidity of this sort

noblest expression of Mr. Rhodes's “ Imperialism ." It has not died out. At the same time there ought to be some

stands in violent contrast with the amazingly crude and firm hand to remove a student from the wrong place, and

benighted destination of the residue of his estate . We some discerning intelligence to put him in the right place.

congratulate Oriel, without any misgivings as to the

administrative capacity of her children."- Mr. Shadwell

is not the man to swell his totals with the figures of the Mr. JESSE Collings does well to be jealous for the in

current year of terests of the poor in the charitable endowments of the
grace .

country . At a recent meeting of the Governors of the Blue

The multiplicity of text-books and the changes in the Coat School in Birmingham he is reported to have charged

ssame school, as well as the lack of uniformity in different the Charity Commissioners with defrauding the poor, in

schools, are common causes of parental vexation, whatever pursuance of their “ policy of laying hold of everything they

may be said on the side of the teachers . The trouble is not could in the form of charitable endowments and applying
confined within the four seas , however ; and M. Leygues, the them to middle and higher class education.” We do not

Minister of Public Instruction in France and Grand Master essay to verify his calculation that the Commissioners have

of the University, has girt up bis loins to apply a remedy thus diverted a total sum of millions of pounds." Of

within his jurisdiction , at any rate to some extent, by way course, “ neither the country nor Parliament knows of these

of a beginning. He has informed all the State lycées and things, because it is only such schemes as are opposed that

collèges by circular that he proposes to appoint a commission ever come before Parliament, and these are not 4 per cent. of

of specialists to prepare Greek and Latin grammars for the schemes the Charity Commissioners frame.” There is a

universal and exclusive use in every one of these institu- good deal to be said for the policy of the Commissioners,

tions. M. Poincaré, ex -Minister, has at once taken the field undoubtedly ; but it is a policy that can very readily be

in opposition : he pronounces the project useless , and even overstrained, especially where the Commissioners are not in

dangerous, as trammelling scientific research . M. Bréal, the personal touch with the conditions of the poor . The greater,
.

distinguished Professor at the Collège de France and therefore, is the responsibility of the local trustees for

Member of the Institute, joins forces with M. Poincaré. So unsleeping vigilance.

there is a general mellay over the business, as hot as if it

were a question of spelling reform . The Temps interposes IF Dr. Percy Gardner's advocacy of the teaching of

with the suggestion that, while the official volumes should classical archæology in schools would lay a further burden

be provided for the schools, the use of them should be on teachers and pupils , yet there would be a compensating

decreed optional , in reliance on their merit to win them relief in the enlightenment and variety it would introduce.

preference or exclusive adoption . Was it M. Nisard or As a result of a recent conference between some University

another that took out his watch and said : “ Now , at this teachers of the subject and a committee of head masters,

moment every public school in France is at such and such a Dr. Gardner has formulated his ideas the kind of

lesson " ? Uniformity may readily become a fetish . archeological teaching suitable for schools, and embodied

them in an interesting and instructive pamphlet just issued

Prof. D'ARCY THOMPSON, in a recent lecture at Aberdeen, from the Clarendon Press . The object in view is simply to

drew pointed attention to an aspect of University economy “ help and supplement " school education in the classics

that must eventually attract more consideration than it has “ to help the imagination and to impress the memory of the

yet received in this country . He was describing what he learner,” and to supplement the merely literary study " by

had seen in American institutions of the higher learning, engaging the learner's attention and arousing his curiosity

and he stated that one of the chief advantages of free educa- through bringing before him evidence as to the art, the

tion in the United States is that it gives the teacher or the customs, and the daily life of the nations among
which

authorities control over the selection of their students. He civilization arose. " Dr. Gardner condemns certain illus

said :
trated editions of the classics as " incorrect or inadequate,

In America it is an essential condition of free education that there and tending to mislead as much as to help ” ; but he admits

on
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man - or

that far more reliance may be placed on some of the atlases

and handbooks of antiquities.
SUMMARY OF THE MONTH.

To correct this essential

defect he sets out in an appendix a considerable list of useful

archæological apparatus, for which he gives large credit to
The Education Bill , though pretty widely accepted in general

terms by teachers, has evoked a storm of Nonconformist denuncia

Mr. J. L. Myres, of Christ Church. tion . The grounds of objection are religious and political as well

as educational. The main points are these : --

1. The unification of the educational machinery is not attained . The

essential plan of a sole authority is permissive merely.

Dr. Gardner does well to indicate the activity of the 2. Option is given to County, Borough , and District Councils, but not

Germans in archæological teaching — aran activity largely
to School Boards.

impelled by a dread of the superior attractions of physical bodies are neither directly elected by, nor directly responsible to , the
3. The Local Authority is not elected ad hoc. The controlling

and biological science. The argument will apply here as ratepayers.

forcibly as in Germany. Dr. Gardner thinks " that the
4. The powers of the Councils are so severely restricted that there is

little real municipal control.

archæological illustration of the classies, to be at all effective, 5. The provision for higher education is very insufficient, and tbere

must be done by a special teacher, and at special times " ;
is no real co -ordination of primary and secondary education .

6. The extinction of School Boards, which have admittedly done

and , as to subjects , he suggests that “ the best plan would be good work, and the transference of their duties to Councils already

to secure for every school, either as resident master or as
overweighted with responsibility, will not tend to the advance in

primary education that is urgently called for by the necessities of the

visiting lecturer, some woman ? “ who has times.

studied archæology, who knows something of Greek and
7. There are no adequate guarantees of efficiency .

8. The areas are too large for effective management.

Roman lands and of the great museums of Europe, and then 9. The religious difficulty is intensified. The whole cost of sectarian

leave him a free hand to teach any branch of the subject schools is paid bythe people, while the people have no real control of

that interests him , and is likely to interest the boys . ” Except elections and work.
the schools. Religious strife is likely to be introduced into municipal

in large towns — and even in most large towns - is not this, 10. Sectarian schools will be multiplied .

in the meantime at least, a counsel of perfection ? Still , it
11. No attempt is made to rectify the anomalies of the training

colleges for teachers “ with their sectarian tests , accompanied with the

is better to make the right start when the start is made at injustice of well-nigh exclusive public maintenance."

all . The best method will be “ brief lectures, illustrated
12. Women are electorally excluded from educational work.

13. Teachers, though State -paid , are subjected to sectarian tests .

with the lantern ” ; and the direct illustration of Greek and 14. The sphere of officialism , already too wide , is enlarged.

Roman literature will be less valuable than a systematic

study of some branch of ancient art — temples, columns, his old college, OrielCollege,Oxford, and directed his trustees
By his will, Mr. Rhodes bequeathed the sum of £ 100,000 to

tombs, vases , coins, & c . The movement can be but tenta- to establish 60 Colonial scholarships of £ 300 a year for 3 years ,

tive and gradual." But it now lies with the head masters to and 2 American scholarships ( inferentially of the same value) for

see what can be done in this direction .
each of the present States and Territories of the United States,

all tenable at Oxford. “ I consider,” he wrote, “ that the edu

cation of young Colonists at one of the Universities of the United

Kingdom is of great advantage to them for giving breadth to

PRESIDENT James, of Northwestern University, has been instilling into their minds the advantage to the Colonies, as well
their views , for their instruction in life and manners, and for

telling his Board of Trustees that “ recent events point to a as to the United Kingdom, of the retention of the unity of the

serious crisis ” in the history of the system of co -education. Empire." And : “ I also desire to encourage and foster an appre

Hitherto the strongest institutions of the West - Oberlin , from the union of the English -speaking people throughoutthe
ciation of the advantages which I implicitly believe will result

Michigan , Chicago, Wisconsin , and Northwestern - have world ,and to encourage in the students from the United States

admitted women on the same footing as men ; whereas in of North America, who will benefit from the American scholar

the East -- Vassar, Bryn Mawr, Smith, Wellesley , Barnard, sprung, but without, I hope, withdrawing them or their sym-
ships, . . . an attachment to the country from which they have

Radcliffe—the separate or “ co-ordinate ” system prevails. pathies from the land of their adoption or birth .”

Chicago contemplates the substitution of “ co-ordination ” My desire being that the students who shall be elected to the

for “ co -education " in the first two years. The objections election of a student to a scholarship , regard shall be had to ( 1 ) his .
scholarships shall not be merely bookworms, I direct that, in the

to co-education appear to be mainly two : the curriculum is literary and scholastic attainments ; (2) his fondness for, and success

planned primarily for men preparing for men's work, and in, manly outdoor sports, such as cricket, football, and thelike;
( 3 ) his qualities of manhood , truth, courage, devotion to duty ,

** difficult problems of administration and discipline ” tend sympathy for theprotection of the weak, kindliness, unselfishness,

to emerge. There does not seem to be any substantial force of character, and of instincts to lead and to take an interest in
and fellowship ; and (4 ) his exhibition during school days of moral

trouble from such problems in this country, but it may be his schoolmates; for those latter attributes will be likely in after life

that the American lady student of the Wild West is less to guide him to esteem the performance of public duties as his highest

aim .

amenable to discipline and to Mrs. Grundy. By the way , is Further,by codicil, he established 15 scholarships atOxford of £250

it the fact that President James's predecessssor was dismissed each , tenable for three years , for students of German birth , to

on the ground that he was unable to raise for the Univer- be nominated by the German Emperor, for “ a good under

sity chest only some two or three million dollars ? The America will secure the peace of theworld, and educational
standing between England, Germany, and the United States of

precedent is not without interest to our Principals. relations form the strongest tie . ”

In connexion with Mr. Rhodes's scholarships, the Westminster

Gazette (April 7) appropriately recalls the following passage

Prof. Nicholas Murray Butler, editor of the Educational Mr. Bryce's valedictory lecture on resigning the chair of Civil
Review , leaves the Chair of Philosophy and Education to Law in 1893 ( “ Studies in History and Jurisprudence,” II.,523) :

become President of Columbia College, in succession to
Perhaps those who dwell in Oxford have scarcely yet realized the

magnificent position this University holds, as not only the oldest and

Mr. Seth Low. We congratulate both College and President. I the most externally beautiful and sumptuous place of education in the

in
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English -speaking world , but as a spot whose name and fame exert a the ardent desire of Mr. Rathbone himself will be fulfilled that the

wonderful power over the imagination of the English peoples beyond causes to which he devoted his life might continue to command the

the sea , many of whose youth would gladly flock hither were they en- enthusiasm of devoted workers. Finally, the Court desires to convey
couraged to do so by arrangements suited to their needs. For those to the members of his family an expression of its deep and respectful

among the studious youth of the United States and Canada who sympathy in their bereavement.

desiretofollow out their special studies , I can safely say, from what I Principal Reichel said that their late President seemed to him
have seen of Canada andthe United Statesthat,did Oxford and to be the pivot ofthe movement which led to the establishment
Cambridge provide what the Universities of Germany provide, and

of the College.
were it as easy to enter here and choose the subject one seeks to

study as it is in the Universities of Germany , it is to Oxford and

Cambridge, rather than to Germany, that most of them would resort ; LORD REAY, President of University College, London , has

nor could the value be over-estimated of such a tie as their member. formally issued (April 11) the appeal for a million. He says very

shiphere wouldcreate between the ancient mother and the scattered justly :
children , soon to be stronger than their mother, but still looking to

her as the hallowed well-spring of their life .
By the new statutes of the University of London a teaching Uni

versity bas been created . It is impossible, however, for the University

to exercise its proper functions with regard to teaching and research

The National Union of Teachers held their 33rd Annual Con- until it has capital funds and adequate buildings at its disposal. The

ferenceat Bristol (March 31-April 3 ), under the presidency of part of theImperial, Institute allocated tothe University does not

Mr. Allen Croft, of Nottingham , who delivered a vigorous University College, London , has, from its foundation seventy -five years
more than suffice for the purposes of examination and secretariat.

address, largely on the Education Bill . A number of circum- ago, been a seat of University education and research . Its yearly out

stances," he said," impel me to believe that something in the put of originalwork is not exceeded by that of any University in the

nature of a conspiracy againstthe better education of the people land. Its buildings, freehold land, and endowmentsrepresent a capital

is on foot in certain influential quarters to-day. ” After a day's value of at least £ 800,000,and its present accommodation couldbe

discussion, a compromise was effected, and the following re- trebled by the extension of the buildings in its own grounds . It is

solution was agreed to : evident, therefore , that the policy of incorporating the college in the

That this Conference expresses approval of those principles of the University is an important step in building up the Greater London

Education Bill, 1902 , under which may be created Local Authorities University on existing institutions. The great need of our country at

for controlling and maintaining all forms of education within wide the present time is an increase in the supply of men with trained

areas, and hereby records its satisfaction with the Government's desire brains, men who will act as leaders in the world of thought and of

to place our educational system on a sound basis ; but is of opinion affairs and in the struggle for mastery over the forces of Nature. The

that the measure cannot become educationally effective unlessthe recent industrial development of Germany, the growing ascendency of

permissive clauses of the Bill relating to elementary education be America, are largely due to the recognition of this fact, and to the

struck out , and it be made compulsory on the Local Authorities to take provision by the State or by private individuals of the necessary

over the control of elementary as well as higher education, and that, means--of Universities well equipped with laboratories and well sup

in view of the unjust and unequal incidence of local rates , it is essen
plied with endowments.

tial that additional grantsshould bemade to Local Authorities from Donations and subscriptions should be sent to the treasurer, Sir
the Imperial Exchequer. Richard Farrant, at the College.

The Times says ( April 12 ) : " The condition of University

Ar an Extraordinary Meeting of the Senate of the University College is grievous, not creditable to London . ... The

of London (April 16) the following resolution was adopted with appeal is the bitter cry of learning in distress.... It will be a

reference to the death of the Earl of Kimberley, Chancellor of pity if they (the College ]donot meet with ageneros response.

the University : It will be a public misfortune if they ask altogether in vain . "

The Senate desire to express their deep sense of the loss which the

University has suffered by the death of its Chancellor, the Earl of

Kimberley, K.G. , D.C.L. Lord Kimberley was for forty-three years a PROF. MARSHALL laid before the Senate of Cambridge Univer

member of the Senate, and throughout that long period not only sity (April 11 ) a vigorous plea for the establishment of a Tripos in

showed a strong personal interest in the progress of the University, but Economics and Political Science, these subjects having no due

from his great experience in public affairs, bis wisdom in council, and scope as a part of the Moral Science Tripos . The grounds of his
his characteristic moderation and caudour contributed materially to its project he expressed as follows:

welfare. On the lamented death of Lord Herschell theappointment

by the Crown of Lord Kimberley as his successor in the Chancellorship
If similar economic changes continue for long, and go much further,

waswelcomed by allwho had the interests of the University at heart. military use,will be less than that of Germany. England is not,and
our surplus of revenue over expenditore, available for naval and

Until preventedby illness , his constant piesence at the Senate meet- probablyneveragain will be,completely mistress in her own house.
ings and his scholarly and statesmanlikeviews upon all matters con. She is not free to weigh the true benefits of a higher culture or a more

cerned with the advancement of true learning were of the utmost leisurely lifeagainst the material gains of increased economic vigour,
service during the critical period of the reorganization of the Univer. without reference to the rate at whichthe sinews of war are growing

sity . The Senate beg most respectfully to express their deep elsewhere. Thereis need for a larger number of sympathetic students,

sympathy with the family of the late Chancellor, and to assure them who have studied working-class problems in a scientific spirit ; and

of theircordial appreciation of the services which he renderedto the who, in later years,when their knowledge of life is deeper and their

cause of higher education in the kingdom and throughout the Empire

by his long connexion with the University of London .
sense of proportion more disciplined, will be qualified to go to the

root of the urgent social issues of their day, and to lay bare the

ultimate as well as the immediate results of plausible proposals for

The Court of Governors of the University College of North social reform .

Wales passed the following resolution (April 16) on the lamented

death of Mr. William Rathbone : -
In the course of his plea, Prof. Marshall strongly urged that a

The Conrt desires to place on record its profound sense of the knowledge of economics is now of vital importance not only to

irreparable lo88 sustained by the whole community, and especially by the legislative, executive, and diplomatic corps , occupied with
those engaged in the conduct of the Welsh educational movement, by economic issues half their time, but also to business men. He

the death, in a ripe and honoured old age, of Mr. William Rathbone, also suggested an outline scheme. Meantime, a memorial re
one of the chief founders of this College and for many years its questing the Council of the Senate to nominate a syndicate to
President. The Court recognizes in him a unique example of un- inquire into and report upon the best means of enlarging the

selfish , energetic, and lifelongdevotion to the moral and social eleva- opportunitiesfor the study in Cambridge of economicsand
tion of his fellow -countrymen. It recalls not only the unfailing associated branches of political science has been numerously

generosity with which, during a long life , he supported every move.
ment for the public good, but also the statesmanlike largeness of signed by members of the Senate.

view, the breadth ofpersonal sympathy, the insight amounting to

intuition which enabled him to discern the possibilities of acountry

and people with whom he first came into contact after middle life, The Lord Mayor of Liverpool has issued an appeal for funds
and, above all, the invincible faith in his fellow -men - qualities which to establish a Liverpool University upon the University College

together made him one of the most potent forces for social ameliora-of the city . About £ 330,000 willbe required,ofwhich there has

tion during the last half-century. The Court feels that the memory already been promised £ 145,000 by some 60 leading citizens.

of his life and work will remain an imperishable inspiration for The College endowment of chairs and lectureships amounts to

philanthropic and educational effort in this country, and that thus £186,300 ; sites acquired and buildings erected and in course of
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erection , £251,550 ; fellowships, scholarships, and prizes, £ 32,800 The subject is of general importance as well as of scientific

(exclusive of value of fellowships and scholarships established by interest, and we have no doubt that these investigations will

annual gifts or granted by City and County Councils, the Royal attract the willing co -operation of teachers. Any facts or refer.

Institution, the Ladies Educational Association, the Tate ences relating to the subjects under consideration sent in to the

Trustees, and other bodies outside University College) ; endow - Chairman (Prof. C. L. Sherrington) or to the Secretary (Mr.

ments for maintenance, £ 20,275 ; and day training college hostel E. White Wallis, 72 Margaret Street , W.) will be very helpful.
and endowment, £ 10,000 . The total of £ 500,925 does not include

the value of books in the library and apparatus in laboratories,

nor does it take account of sums, amounting to many thousands
LAST autumn Prof. J. W. Jenks, of Cornell, was sent out to

of pounds, given to the College year by year for immediate ex- India by the Government of the United States, to report on the

penditure, nor of the annual income of the affiliated schools of system of Anglo- Indian government and administration, with a

architecture and applied art,public health , and tropical medicine. view to finding out how the Philippines should be managed.

The additional lectureships to be endowed include electrotechnics, Now the University of Chicago has a determined to procure

geology, and chemistry, besides others in connexion with com- special information in regard to the condition and future

merce, engineering, and medicine. prospects of the Philippines,” and has commissioned Mr. Alleyne

Ireland, the author of “ Tropical Civilization " and other studies

At a meeting of the governors of the Yorkshire College, East and to make a report on their systems of government, and
of Colonial questions, to visit the European colonies in the Far

Leeds (April9 ), the following resolution, moved from the Chair, their financial, social, and commercial condition . Mr. Ireland's

and seconded by the Right Hon. A. H. D. Acland, was unani- inquiry is expected to occupy two or three years. They have

mously carried :
large views in Chicago.

In view of the recent expressions of public opinion contained in the

resolutions passed at meetings of the West Riding County Council, the

Leeds City Council, the Technical Instruction Committee of the Brad The Recreative Evening Schools' Association have memorial

ford City Council, the Convocation of Victoria University, and other ized the Board of Education, in connexion with the Education
Bill,

important bodies against the proposed dissolution of the Victoria Uni .
so to revise and strengthen the law as largely to encourage

versity, the Board of Governors of the Yorkshire College authorize the and promote evening continuation schools of a kind suited to

Council to take such steps as may appear to them desirable to obtain the needs of various localities.” They urge the menace of

the appointmentby the Crown of a Royal Commission or other suit- “ hooliganism ” and of “ the keen and aggressive industrial com
able body to inquire into the whole subject, including , if possible , petition " of other countries, and make specific recommendations.
( 1 ) the working of the Victoria University as at present constituted ;

( 2 ) the reasons for its proposed dissolution ; ( 3 ) the comparative edu- The Froebel Society (whose annual meeting at the College of

cational advantages of the present University and of the three separate Preceptors we failed, through accident, to record last month)
degree-giving bodies which itis suggested should replace it ; (+) the is thriving vigorously. Its membership has risen from 661 to
probable effect of a dissolution of the Victoria University upon the 706 ;and its balance sheet has improved . Lord Beauchamp is
professional and academic standing of graduates and undergraduates the new President. in

of that University .
In his address, be maintained that

education a continual advance is necessary,” that“ the individual

Tue Central Welsh Board Executive Committee have resolved, rateof remuneration of teachers is far too small."in education has been too much neglected ," and that “ the general

in connexion with the next half-yearly meeting of the Board at

Blaenau Festiniog in May, to convene a conference of science

teachers in intermediate schools, to be attended also by his

Majesty's inspectors aud the professors and lecturers at Univer
CURRENT EVENTS .

sity Colleges. The Committee, in reply to a letter from the

Cardiff Cymmrodorion Society emphasizing the importance of

encouraging Welsh pupils to attain proficiency in the Welsh
On May 21 there will be held at the College

Fixtures.

language, side by side with a knowledge of English, said the
of Preceptors a joint meeting of members of the

Board was prepared to doall they could to encourage the study
College and of the Assistant Masters' Associa

of Welsh , including Welsh history and Welsh literature, but tion, when Prof. Knight, of St. Andrews University, will
that they wished carefully to guard against the teaching of read a paper entitled “ Some Notes on American Univer
Welsh instead of English. sities . '

PRINCIPAL FURBAIRX, Principal Reichel, and Prof. Gwatkin

attended (April 10) at St. David's College, Lampeter, as a depu
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON, will give a conversazione on

tation from the Theological Board of the University of Wales, June 19,when each of the departments of science and re

and discussed with the College Board the proposedarrangements search will set out exhibits illustrating the progress of its
for conferring the B.D. degree of the l'niversity of Wales after work .

residence at Lampeter. “ It is to be hoped,” says the Western

Mail, “ that the scheme to bring Lampeter College within the

scope of the l'niversity of Wales will be carried out successfully,
A COURSE of inter -collegiate lectures (University College

for it would be the means of removing a great deal of friction and Bedford College) on Althochdeutsche und Altsächs

from Welsh higher educational circles." ische Litteratur, " will be delivered in German by Prof. R.

Priebsch , Ph.D., at University College, on Fridays, at 5,

The SpecialCommittee of the British Association appointed at beginning on May 2.

the last meeting to consider the conditions of health essential to the

carrying on of the work of instruction in schools is addressing Miss C. Spurgeon's special course of 8 weekly lectures
itself, in the first instance, to the collection of information upon at Bedford College for Women on “ The Rise and Develop

the following matters :
ment of the English Novel " commences May 1 (if not

A collection and tabulation of recorded original observations on the April 29) .
periods of day appropriate for different studies , the length of lessons,

and the periods of study suitable for children of different ages.

A collection and tabulation of anthropometrical and physiological Miss CECILIA WAERN commences a similar course on

observation forms in use in various schools with a view to preparing a
Some Principles of Art Criticism , with special reference

typical form for general use .

A collection and tabulation of anthropometrical and physiological to the Wallace Collection ," on May 9 .

observations recorded in different schools for a series of years on the

same children . The School of Art Wood Carving, South Kensington, has

A collection and tabulationof recorded investigations into thecauses been re -opened in rooms at the Royal School of Art Needle

of defective eyesight in school-children and a detinition of the condi- work in Exhibition Road. Some free studentships are

tions necessary for preserving the sight.

An inquiry into the practical knowledge of hygiene possessed by vacant. The evening class meets on three evenings &

school teachers . week and on Saturday afternoons.

.
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In consequence of the illness of Lady Warwick, the Con SEVEN Cambridge colleges will hold a

ference on the Co - ordination of Rural Industries, at Warwick Scholarships. combined examination for 67 entrance

Castle , is postponed till further notice . scholarships and various exhibitions, com

mencing December 2. Pembroke : 1 scholarship of £80, 4

The London Geological Field Class has commenced its of £ 60, 4 of £40. Gonville and Caius : 2 scholarships of

seventeenth year of Saturday afternoon excursions, and will £80 , 2 of £ 60, 6 of £ 40. King's : 3 scholarships of £ 80, 2

continue them till July 12. They are under the conduct of of £ 60 ; 3 exhibitions of £ 40 ; 5 Eton scholarships, or, if

Prof. H. G. Seeley, F.R.S. , and are arranged to illustrate the these be not filled up, Eton exhibitions of £ 40 to £ 70 may

geology and higher physical geography of the Thames Basin . be awarded. Jesus :2 scholarships of £80, 2 of £60, 3 of

Particulars from the Hon. Gen. Secretary, Mr. R. Herbert £ 40 ; four of these being restricted to sons of clergymen of
Bentley, 43 Gloucester Road, Brownswood Park, N. the Church of England (special application to the Senior

Tutor ). Christ's : 1 scholarship of £ 80, 3 of £60, 2 of £ 40 .

Os May 9 the last monthly meeting of the London St. John's: 3 scholarships of £80 , 5 of £60, 3 of £ 40; open

Branch of the Association during this session will be held at exhibitions of £30 ; certain close exhibitions of various

the Sesame Club, Dover Street, Piccadilly, at 8 p.m. values , thrown open for this time and subject to no age

limit. Emmanuel : 1 scholarship of £ 80 , 3 of £ 60, 4 of

The Long Vacation Course of the School of Geography, £ 10 ; 2 subsizarships, no age limit (specialapplication to
Oxford , will be given in the Old Ashmolean Building, Broad the Master). Candidates to be not more than 19 on Oct. 1 .

Street, from , July 29 to August 19. Forms of admission and particulars from the Rev. J.

Kennedy (Pembroke), Rev. E. S. Roberts (Caius ), Dr. M. R.

The fifth Annual Conference of the British Child Study James (King's), Mr. Gray (Jesus ), the Master ( Christ's ),

Association will be held at Liverpool on May 8-9 . Dr. D. MacAlister, Rev. Č . E. Graves, Mr. Tanner, and Mr.

Sikes ( St. John's), and the Master (Emmanuel ). Forms to

MODERN languages holiday courses have been arranged by be lodged by November 25 .

the Teachers' Guild at Tours, Honfleur, and Santander.

Particulars from the Secretary, Teachers' Guild , 74 Gower

Street, W.C.
Ar King's College, London, some scholarships and exhibi

tions will be open in September. Two exhibitions of £15

There are rival attractions at Greifswald , Jena, Kiel , each and 2 of £ 10 are offered to the candidates passing

Marburg, Lausanne, Neuchâtel, Villerville-sur-Mer (near highest in the Matriculation Examination on entering the
Trouville ), and Grenoble . Particulars from the Specialengineering division :examination begins September 22.Two

Inquiries Branch of the Board of Education .
science exhibitions, £ 30 and £ 20, for 2 years, are open to

candidates under 19 ( on October 1 ) : examination begins

September 23. Two medical entrance scholarships, £70 and

The Executive Committee of the Central Welsh Board 60 gs.: examination (anatomy and physiology) commences

will hold a Conference of Science Teachers at Festiniog on September 23. Two medical exhibitions ( Sambrooke ), £ 60 and
May 15 . A collection of apparatus for science teaching in £ 40 : examination commences September 16. Two scholar

schools will be on view . Admission tickets from Mr. ships (Warneford), £ 25 each, for 3 years: open to matriculated

Hammond Robinson, Central Welsh Board , Cardiff. students of the Faculty of Medicine, being also perpetual

pupils of the Hospital, at beginning of their first winter

session : examination commences September 23 . Names of

One of the first responses to Lord Reay's candidates to be sent to the Secretary of the College on special
Endowmerts.

appeal fora million on behalf of University form a week previous to examination.

College, London , has come from Mr. William

Waldorf Astor. Mr. Astor gives £ 20,000 for the endowment

of existingunendowedprofessorships at the College — a gift College,Cambridge, to candidates selected for admission to-
Two exhibitions, £ 50 and £ 30, are offered by Trinity

not only munificent, but also wisely discriminating.
the Civil Service of India at the Open Competitive Exami

The Lord Mayor of Liverpool issued an appeal for funds September 1 .
nation in August. Apply to the Senior Tutor before

!
to equip University College as a University (March 27).

At the same time he announced subscriptions to the amount

of £ 140,000, including two of £25,000 each ( from Sir John A new scholarship of £ :35 per annum , tenable for 3

Brunner, M.P., and Mr. William Johnston, shipowner), four years, and carrying with it a free studentship, has just been
of £ 10,000, and several of £5,000. founded in connexion with the engineering department of

University College, Liverpool. It is restricted to the sons

Mr. Robert IRVINE, F.C.S., of Granton , by his will directs of Liverpool working men . Examination, May 12-17 .

his trustees to hold the residue of his estate ( after bequests

to relatives) as a separate trust until it amounts to £ 25,000

--or, in theirdiscretion, £30,000 --to found a Professorship London ) 10 entrance scholarships from £ 75 to £ 40, and
At the Royal Holloway College for Women (University of

of Bacteriology in Edinburgh University, and to equip a
several bursaries of

class-room and a laboratory for original research .
£ 3 ), tenable for 3 years at the

College, will be awarded on the results of an examination to

MR. JAMES S. Dixon, of Fairleigh, Both well, has offered

be held July 1-5. Candidates must enter their names

before June 3 . Particulars from the Secretary, Royal

£ 10,000 towards founding a Chair of Mining in the Uni- Holloway College, Englefield Green, Surrey.

versity of Glasgow .

***

* *

*

a

MR. GEORGE RAE , Chairman of the Directors of the North Ar Bedford College for Women (University of London )

and South Wales Bank, has given £ 1,500 to the North Wales an arts scholarship, £ 31. 10s . a year for 3 years, and a science

University College for the foundation of a Lectureship in scholarship, £48 a year for 3 years, will be awarded on an
Political Economy, with special reference to banking and entrance examination June 19. Forms of entry to be

finance .
returned by June 7. Apply to the Principal.
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AT Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, four scholarships (£ 60,1 Grade Board School ; Mr. H. J. Dean, assistant master ,

£ 50, £ 30 , £ 30 ), tenable for 3 years, are offered for compe-|Great Bookham National School ; Mr. F. W. Cape, assistant

tition in March, 1903. master, King William's College, Isle of Man ; Mr. D. A.

Macnanghten, assistant master. Tonbridge School : Mr.

At St. Hugh's Hall, Oxford , one scholarship of £ 25 a E. F. D. Bloom , science master, Cambridge County School ;

year will be open to competition in March , 1903. Exhibi. Mr. F. W.Thompson, assistant master, Manchester Grammar

tions of small value may also be awarded at the same time.
School ; Vr. E. Hackforth, assistant master, Westminster

School.

The Technical Education Board of the London County

Council gives notice that the last day for receiving appli

cations for intermediate county scholarships and Swanley Literary
MESSRS. A. & C. Black amounce that the first

horticultural scholarships is Saturday, May 3 ; and that the Items. of the new supplementary volumes of the

date of the commencement of the final part of the examina
* Encyclopædia Britannica will presently be

Thetion for these scholarships has been postponed from Monday, published by them in conjunction with the Times.

June 30 , to Monday , July 7 . The last day for receiving volumes will not only complete and bring up to date the

application forms for senior county scholarships is Monday, ninth edition, but, in combination with the already existing

May 12.
volumes, will constitute a tenth edition . The chief editors

are Sir D. MacKenzie Wallace, President Hadley, of Yale

University, and Mr. Hugh .Chisholm . There will be in all

The Senate of the University of London 11 new volumes, including more than 10,000 articles by
Appointments. has appointed Dr. R. 1). Roberts, M.A. more than 1,000 contributors, 150 full -page plates, 125

( Camb.), D.Sc. (Lond .), Registrar of the coloured maps, and 2,300 other illustrations. The volumes

Board to promote the Extension of University Teaching, will be published at monthly intervals, approximately.

The Rev. DaviD MILLER KAY, B.D., B.Sc., of the Church MESSRs. SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & Co. propose to publish , at

of Scotland Mission, Constantinople, has been appointed the end of the present year and annually, a Schoolmasters'

Professorof Hebrew and Oriental Languages in theUniver- Year-Book, containing - biographical notices, from a pro

sity of St.Andrews, in succession to the late Prof. Birrell, fessional standpoint, of the masters and others engaged in
D.D. or connected with the work of secondary educa :ion ," as

well as “ a large amount of information likely to be of in

The Rev.Henry MELVILL Gwarkix, M.A., D.D. , Professor terest and service to these masters, particulars of societies ,

of Ecclesiastical Hi-tory at Cambridge University , has been magazines, institutions, examinations, & c , connected with

appointed Gifford Lecturer in the University of Edinburgh secondary education ,a review of the educational year, a

for 1903-5 .
record of events," and so forth .

米

**

Mr. H. B. BAKER, B.A. , science master at Dulwich College,

has been appointed Head Master of Alleyn's School, Dulwich, Prof. SCHECHTER received a bearty send -off to

on the retirement (after twenty -seven years' service) of the
General. his new post in the United States. There was a

Rev , J. H. Smith , B.A.
farewell dinner at the Trocadéro, with a presenta

tion and an address , in which English joined with Jewish

Mr. Alfred Trice Martin, M.A. (Oxon .), F.S.A. , has friends and admirers. The address expressed gratefulALFRED ,

been elected to the Head Mastership of Bath College in appreciation of Dr. Schechter's eminent services to the cause
succession to the Rev. W. Yorke Faussett, M.A. of Judaism , his solid and brilliant contributions to Jewish

learning, and the high standard of Hebrew and Rabbinic

The Rev. CORNWELL ROBErtson, M.A., senior mathe- scholarship he had uniformly maintained at University
matical master of St. Peter's School, York, has been College, London , and at Cambridge.
appointed Head Master of King Edward's School, Stratford

on -Avon, in succession to the Rev. E. J. W. Houghton, who The Royal Society of Sciences of Denmark has conferred

has gone to St. Edmund's School, Canterbury. its membership upon Prof. T. W. Rhys Davids, Sir John

Scott Burdon - Sanderson, and Dr. Henry Sweet .

Mr. A. CARDEW , Mr. A. C. Eddis, Mr. A. F. Leach , and Mr.

R. E. Mitcheson , formerly Assistant Charity Commissioners PROFS. JAMES DEWAR, William James, and Wilhelm Wandt

under the Endowed Schools Acts , have been appointed have been elected honorary members of the New York

administrative Examiners for Endowed Schools under the Academy of Sciences.

Board of Education .

We are glad to note that a Civil List pension of £ 75 a

The following gentlemen have been appointed Junior year has been bestowed on Mrs. J. Viriamu Jones , widow of

Inspectors under the Board of Education :-- Mr. G. S. Principal Jones, of the University College of South Wales

Hodson , assistant master, Woodlands School, Manchester; and Monmouthshire, and Vice -Chancellor of the University

Mr. E. M. Battiscombe, classical lecturer, St. David's of Wales, in recognition of her late husband's services to

College, Lampeter ; Mr. W. M. T. Lawrence, demonstrator, higher education in Wales .

Owens College, Manchester ; Mr. H. H. Piggot, assistant

master, Bradford College; Mr. H. H. Quilter, assistant
The London College of Music will commemorate the

master,King Alfred School, Hampstead ; Mr. A.Abbott, Coronation by an award of Coronation Bronze Medals

assistant master, Intermediate School for Boys, Cardiff ;
on its June and July examinations. Particulars from the

Mr. H. Price, assistant master, Bedford Grammar School ;
Secretary.

Mr. E T. Campagnac, classical lecturer, University College,

Cardiff ; Mr. A. F. Page, science master, Mill Hill School ;
Mr. J. Maudsley, science master, Bradford Grammar It is hoped that the new Training College, which the

School; Mr. E. E. Roberts, assistant master, St. Paul's London County Council is establishing in connexion with
School; Mr. A. L. Thornton, science master, Bolton Higher- the University of London , will be opened in October .

*

***
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CORONATION CORONATION

OF HIS MAJESTY KING EDWARD THE VIITh .

A UNIQUE OFFER TOTO OUR SCHOOLS.

With the view of associating themselves with Head Masters and Principals of Schools in providing the pupils with instructive and lasting Souvenirs of the coming

Coronation, THE EDUCATIONAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION have decided to make the following unique offer :

Subject to the sole condition that the book is either given to the children or sold to them without profit, the Association will supply , until June 30th , their

new book (now publishing at ls, od .)-

KING EDWARD'S REALM .
Crown 8vo, 224 pages, superior Illustrations, bevelled boards, sides gilt lettered, at the nominal price of

6d , each net.

And a SUPERIOR EDITION of the same, published at 25. 6d ., at

1s , each net.

This Superior Edition is on superfine paper , sides and backs gilt lettered , and with gilt edges, and will make a most elegant Gift or Prize Book . It is now being very

largely ordered for this purpose.

It is felt that nomore interesting. Instructive, and lasting Souenir of the Coronation could possibly be found than this simply told story of the growth and

greatness of the vast Empire over which King Edward is called upon to reign .

In addition to the above, the following Souvenirs have been provided at prices ranging from 2d . to 6d . The exceptionally low prices at which they are offered place

them quite outside all ordinary commercial transactions, and have been made possible only by the production of enormous quantities.

PHOTOGRAPH OF HISHIS MAJESTY THE KING.
CABINET SIZE r On thick white cardboard mount, with facsimile of King's Signature 8d each Ver.

( 62 in. x 41 in .) On thick tinted mounts, with gilt edges andstrut at back, with King's Signature stamped in gold 4 d . each NET .

EXTRA LARGE SIZE On thick white cardboard mount, with facsimile of King's Signature 4d. each NET .

( 92 in . x 61 in . ) On thick tinted mounts , with gilt edges and strut at back, with King's Signature stamped in gold 6d . each NET.

CORONATION CARD. (Size 94 in . x 71 in.) A special and very elegant design.
Beautifully illuuninated in gold and 12 colours , on thick , superfine card ... ( 15s . per 100 ) 2d . each Ver.

Illustrated Circulars, giving full particulars, together with Specimens of any of the Souvenirs, may be had on application .

The Educational Supply Association , Ltd.,
42 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON , E.C.

SHORT FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS (110) , RELFE BROTHERS, LIMITED,
Each containing Six Idiomatic Sentences to render into French .

Suitable for Oral work .

Price 24. 6d . , cloth .

Many of the grammatical questions are taken ,by permission ,from the Oxford and
Cambridge Local Examinations, from those of the College of Preceptors, the London

Matriculation , the Oxford and Cambridge Joint Bourd , and from the Cambridge

Higher Local Examinations.

A very useful set of questions. " - Modern Language Quarterly.

“ The English idioms for translation into French are well chosen . It is a useful

little book."- University Correspondent.

“ The exercisesin the use of idioms are especially good ." - Bookman.

“ We noticed at the time of its appearance this very useful collection of test papers,

and need only here add that the key is full and accurate save for someobvious mis

prints and one or two slips that wehave noticed ." --Journal of Education.
“ We are great advocates of abundant exercises ; hence our immediate approval of

this book ."-School Guardian ,

“ We have much pleasure in recommending this useful collection of papers in

grammar and idiomatic sentences. It will save theteacher many an hour of labour,

and would be valuable for a class entering for an examination to work through
steadily ." - Educational Review ,

A KEY, issued to Teachers and Private Students only, can be obtained from the

Publishers. 6s. net. ( A list of errata is issued with this .)

By H. R. LADELL , M.A. , F.R.G.S.

WHOLESALE SCHOOL STATIONERS, PUBLISHERS, AND

BOOKSELLERS,

Have a large stock of Exercise Books and Ceneral School Stationery

always on hand.

Exercise Books, déc ., can be made to suit customers' requirements without extra
cost.

School Text -Books by all the Leading Publishers kept in Stock .

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE PROMPT DESPATCH OF

ORDERS.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SPELLING CARD.
6

By
Fortieth Thousand. Price 611. By the same Author .

Containing nearly 1,000 words ( in which actual mistakes havefrequently been

made, as collected from Dictations, Essays, Examination Papers, &c . , during a
period of more than fifteen years ) , with Rules.

Also, in Book Form , HOW TO SPELL AND SPEAK ENGLISH ." Third

Edition . Price 1s.

This also embodies most of the errors in the sentences set for correction in the

Examination Papers of the London Matriculation , the Oxford and Cambridge

Locals , the College of Preceptors, & c .

French Essentials and French Conversation Sentences .

Second Edition . Price 2s , cloth ; is . 60. boards. By the same Author.

This short grammar is compiled by a master who knows his business. The type

is good, the arrangement good, and there is nothing superfluous ." - Journal of

Education .

"Students preparing for examination in French grammar and composition will

know the worth of this little book . The colloquial sentences at the end are a useful

addition .” - Bookman .

[An APPENDIX , embodying the final official changes in the Simplification

of French GrammarRules, will be presented with each copy . ]

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

QUESTIONS ON “ A MIDSUMMER - NIGHT'S DREAM .

GEORGE CARTER. Crown 8vo, cloth , ls .

SOUND AND SENTENCE PRACTICE FOR BEGINNERS IN

FRENCH. A New Series of French Exercises, in Three Parts ,

by Mistresses in the Wimbledon High School. Parts I. , II . , and

III . now ready, price 6d . each .

RELFE BROTHERS' ADVANCED DICTATION SENTENCES AND

SPELLING. Arranged according to vowels and vowel sounds.

Words of similar sound likely to be misspelt are given prominence

in type to appeal to the eye. Each Dictation Exercise is precedei!

by a Spelling List of difficult words and their meanings . Crown

8vo, 8d .

MACAULAY'S HORATIUS, LAKE REGILLUS, AND ARMADA .

( In One Volume. ) By F. Gorse, M.A. With Full Notes , Maps,

and short Life of Macaulay. Crown 8vo, bold , clear type, 8d .

RELFE BROTHERS, LTD., Educational Publishers, Booksellers, andSchool and College Stationers ,
6 Charterhouse Buildings, Aldersgate , London , E.C.
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A SELECTION FROM
MACMILLAN & CO.'S

NEW EDUCATIONAL BOOKS,
CASSELL'S EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

GREEK AND LATIN .

Marine Painting in Water -Colour . By

W.L. WYLLIE , A.R.A. With 24 Coloured Plates. 58.

“ The plates strikingly show the remarkable range and

variety of marine painting. Mr. Wyllie's method is

fully described , and the book will appeal in this respect

to the student." - Liverpool Post.

IMPORTANT

ART

LIBRARY EDITION NOW READY.

A HISTORY OF GREECE TO THE DEATH OF ALEX .

ANDER THE GREAT. By Professor J. B. Bury, M.A. ,

Hon . Litt.D. , Hon . LL.D. With Maps and Plans. In 2 vols . , 8vo,

259. net .

SCHOOL Edition . 3rd Impression. Crown 8vo, 8s . 6d .

MANUALS .

Landscape Painting in Water -Colours.
By J. MacWHIRTER , R.A. With 23 Coloured

Plates. Second Impression . Price 5s.

“ With the sketches to refer to, Mr. MacWhirter's

precepts and hints, based upon longand varied practice ,

will be completely intelligible to the veriestbeginner,
and the student who follows his directions will find that

many apparently forinidable difficulties can be easily
surmounted . " - Globe.MACMILLAN'S GREEK COURSE . - New Volume.

GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION. By S. 0. ANDREW, M.A. ,

Head Master of the Hulme Grammar School, Oldham . Globe 8vo,

38. 6d .

KEY, for Teachers only. 58. net. [ Ready shortly .

Fourth Edition , Revised .

A History of England. By H. O. ARNOLD-FORSTER, M.A.

From the Landing of Julius Cæsar to the Present Day. 852 pages , copiously

Illustrated , cloth , 5s. ; or, superior binding with gilt edges, 6s , 6d .

LATIN PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION . For the Use of

Higher Forms in Schools, and of Students working for Pass

Degrees. Selected by M. ALFORD, Lecturer in Classics at Girton

and Westfield Colleger. Globe 880, 38 .

Educational News.- " A better work of its kind we have not seen . Thepassages

have been selected with scholarly skill , and their arrangement is excellent. '

CASSELL'S

Cassell's French Dictionary. (French

English and English - French .) 615th Thousand,

1,150 pages. Cloth, 3s. 6d . ; half-morocco, 5s.

Cassell's German Dictionary. (German

English and English -German .) 277th Thousand .

1,120 pages . Demy 8vo . Cheap Edition , cloth ,

3s. 6d . ; half-morocco, 5s.

Cassell's Latin Dictionary. ( Latin -English

and English-Latin . ) 132nd Thousand . Cheap

Edition , 3s . 6d .; half- morocco , 5s .

UNRIVALLED

FRENCH AND GERMAN .
DICTIONARIES .

Cassell's Educational Catalogue will be sent post free on application.

CASSELL & CO. , LTD ., LA BELLE SAUVAGE, LONDON, E.C.

SIEPMANN'S ELEMENTARY FRENCH SERIES. - New Volume.

NAPOLÉON . By ALEXANDRE Dumas. Adapted and Edited by

W. W. VAUGHAN, M.A. With Map. Globe 8vo, 2s.

Word and Phrase Book . Sewed, 6d. Key to Appendices.

28. 6d. net .

Educational News.- " The treatment throughout is thorough and complete, and

this volume distinctly maintains the high character of the series.'

THE SCHOOL WORLD.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and Progress. Price 6d.

May Number Now Ready.SIEPMANN'S ELEMENTARY GERMAN SERIES . - New Volumes.

WILHELM DER SIEGREICHE. By KARL ZAStrow . Edited

by E. P. Ash , M.A., Master of Modern Side , Haileybury College .

Globe 8vo, 2s .

FRIEDRICH DER GROSSE. By FERDINAND SCHRADER. Adapted

and edited by R. H. ALLPRESS, M.A. Globe 8vo , 28 .

Word and Phrase Books. With German Translations. Sewed,

6d. each. Keys to the Appendices. 2s . 6d . net each .

MATHEMATICS.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON THE CALCULUS.

With Illustrations from Geometry, Mechanics, and Physics. By

Professor GEORGE A. Gibson , M.A., F.R.S.E. Crown 8vo, 78. 6d .

Nature.- “ Among several notable characteristics possessed by this work , the

mostprominent appears to be the severity of its logic . In one important respect it

differs also from the usnal English mathematical treatise - it seems to speak to the

student, warning him against too provable error and giving him advice. This is a

feature which should be encouruged . . . . A work which seems to leave no difficulty

unnoticed .”

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY FOR THE USE OF

COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS. By the late I. TODHUNTER,

M.A. , F.R.S. Revised by J. G. LEATHEM, M.A., D.Sc. Crown 8vo,

7s, 6d .

Educational News.- “ We must congratulate Dr. Leathem on the way in which

he has re-clothed an old friend, and we hope the book may have as longa career of

usefulness as its predecessor had .”

SOLUTIONS OF THE PROBLEMS AND THEOREMS

IN SMITH AND BRYANT'S GEOMETRY. By CHARLES

Smith , M.A. Crown 8vo, 8s . 6d.

CONTENTS.

THE EDUCATION BILL , 1902.

KENILWORTH . By J. A. NickLIN, B.A.

THE GROWTH OF EDUCATIONAL IDEALS DURING THE

XIXTH CENTURY. ( Illustrated .) The Education of Girls and

Women, II. By SARA A. BURSTALL, B.A.

SOME SUGGESTIONSFOR TEACHINGMENSURATION AND

SURVEYING . ( Illustrated . ) I. : Mensuration . By 8. DE BRATH ,
M. Inst . C.E.

BALANCES FOR THE LABORATORY AND LECTURE ROOM .

By H. E. HADLEY , B.Sc. ( Lond .), A.R.C.Sc.

HISTORY OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY.

THE ESSENTIALS OF BRITISH HISTORY. As extracted from

the Papers on General British History set 1888-1901 for the

Scotch Leaving Certificate Examination. By J. S. LINDSEY.

HINTS FROM RECENT EXAMINERS' REPORTS. 1,: Cam .

bridge Local Examinations, 1901. II.: Irish Intermediate

Examinations, 1901.

CAUSE AND EFFECT IN THE GEOGRAPHY OF BRITAIN .

( Illustrated .)

THE COMEDIES OF ARISTOPHANES .

VOICE PRODUCTION.

CHRISTIAN ANTIQUITIES.

NATURE NOTES FOR MAY . By the Rev. Canon STEWARD , M.A.

THE SCHOOL PULPIT. The Vocation of a Teacher. By the Ven .

Archdeacon Wilson .

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General; Scottish ; Welsh ; Current

History .

LONDON MATRICULATION, JUNE , 1902. Revision Test

Papers.

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

CORRESPONDENCE :

The Teaching of Geometry. By A. W. SIDDONS, M.A., and H. W. CROOME
SMITH , B.A.-Mathematical Teaching in Secondary Schools : an Appeal to

Examining Boards. By G. HEWLETT, M.A. - A Parent's Views on Home

Lessons. By CHARLES GILES. --The Franco- English Guild at Paris. By Prof.

H. L. WITHERS, M.A.-The Nature Study Exhibition . By Joux C. MEDD, M.A.

MACMILLAN & CO . , LTD. , ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C.
LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO . , LIMITED ;

NEW YORK : THE MACMILLAN COMPANY.
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SOUTH KENSINGTON
......

0

EXAMINATIONS.

ADVERTISEMENT SCALE.

Whole Page - Ordinary £ 4 100 Position £6 10 0

Half Page 2 10 0 3 0

Quarter Page 1 10 0 1 15 0

Per inch in broad column (half widthof page). 0 7 0

Narrow Column (one-third page ) 2 0 0

General Scholastic Advertisements ( Colleges, Schools, Classes, Tuition , &c . ), 38. 6d .

for 6 lines, or 48 , 6d . the inch.

Situations Vacant and Wanted - 80 words or under, 2s.; each additional 10 words, 6d .

(For 18. extra , Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, and will be forwarded

post free . )
SUITABLE BOOKS IN

The Organized Science Series.

FOR THE ELEMENTARY STAGE.-28. each Volume.

66

I , PRACTICAL PLANE AND SOLID GEOMETRY, FIRST

STAGE, By G. F. BURN , A.M. Inst. M.E. ( Medallist in Plane and

Solid Geometry ). [ In preparation .

III . BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, FIRST STAGE. By BRYSSON

CUNNINGHAM , B.E. , Assoc . M. Inst. C.E.

V. MATHEMATICS, FIRST STAGE . Containing all the Algebra and
Euclid required . Edited by Dr. Wy. BRIGGS, M.A., F.R.A.S.

[ In the press.

VIA. MECHANICS (SOLIDS), PIRST STAGE. By F. ROSENBERG ,

M.A., B.Sc. Fourth Edition , KEY , Is , net .

VIB. MECHANICS OF FLUIDS, FIRST STAGE, By G. H. BRYAX ,

Sc.D., F.R.S., and F. ROSENBERG , M.A. , B.Sc. Second Edition .

VII. APPLIED MECHANICS, FIRST STAGE . [ In preparation .

VIII. SOUND, HEAT, AND LIGHT, PIRST STAGE. By John Dox,

M.A., B.Sc.

IX. MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY, FIRST STAGE. By
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THE FEELINGS AS A FACTOR IN SCHOOL TRAINING

Ox Wednesday evening, April 23 , Mr. H. COURTHOPE BOWEN

presided at the monthly evening meeting of members of the

College of Preceptors, when Mr. J. L. Patox, M.A., read the

following paper :

The word sensibility is a word which has of late lost caste.

It is used by the novelist to describe the young lady who is mor

bidly impressionable and romantic ; it is used by a Cabinet

Minister to describe the tender -heartedness of the peace-lover,

the Quaker, and the pro-Boer. It carries with it nowadays a

connotation of over-sensitiveness and sentimentalism . It is used

with a tone of disparagement.

The adjective sensible, on the other hand, though it has not lost

caste, is used in a sense quite foreign to its original meaning, to

denote rather intellect than feeling, a person whose judgment is

cool, impartial, and dispassionate.

It was not in this way that Edmund Burke used these words .

To him the word “ sensibility denoted one of those attributes

which distinguish the higher types of men . One of the qualities

which has passed with the ageof chivalry is thatsensibility of

principle which felt a stain like a wound ”; and one of the

qualities of the true law -giver is that he must be “ full of

sensibility . "

I would like, for the purposes of this paper at any rate, to

reinstate the word in the high place among human qualities

which was accorded to it by Edmund Burke. To my mind, every

well bred and well trainedman and woman ought to be , in his

phrase, full of sensibility " ; they must have that delicate

feeling of personal honour, that quick response of sympathy,that

fine tact in dealing with others which the word sensibility,"

and, so far as I know, no other word in the language, implies .

The great difference to me between man and man , the difference

according to which men are ranked as higher or lower, is just

this, that one feels more than another, feels more promptly, more

deeply, and more truly , and acts according to such right feelings.

“ The heart that is soonest awake to the flowers " and "first to be

touched by the thorns ” —the heart that, being so awake and so

touched, is ready to work at the extractionof thorns and the

cultivation of flowers -- that is , after all , the highest type of
educated man .

It is for that reason that I venture to take the subject of the

feelings as the subject of this evening's lecture.

“ The true lawgiver should be full of sensibility . ” So should

every teacher. He is alive to the slightest indication, because,

just as a slight indication in the body may be to the physician

à symptom of grave disorder, so in our much more delicately

adjusted moral nature the slightest outward sign--a tone of the
voice, a glance of the eye, a curl of the lip, a titter in thetone

-may be symptomatic of inward disorder.

May I take a homely illustration ? The captain had retired

about an hour ago, and but for the man at the wheel

and the look-out there was no one on deck. Suddenly the

captain's door opened , and the captain stepped out in his pyjamas

and bedroom slippers. “ Holloah, Captain, I thought you were

in yourbunk and sound asleep .". So I was right enough, but

I thought I heard a noise. I think it's somewhere in the engine

There was indeed plenty of noise : there was the

noise of the waves , and the swish of the water , and the regular
thud of the engines. “ Lots of noise, Captain , for that

matter.” But it wasn't any of these noises that got him out of

bed. It was a rope at the far end of the ship which had not

been properly made fast, and it was flapping irregularly against

the side of the vessel . “ Bless you, sir,” said the captain, “ when

youhave a ship on your mind , you've got to be thinking all the

while when you're asleep ; you've got to have an eye in the back

of your head and listen with your toes.”

The true schoolmaster must be full of sensibility. If he can't

listen with his toes, let him seek some other profession. Over the

door of Plato's Academy was the inscription Mndeis dyewuetontòs
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cioita. If Plato had run a normal school for the training of society, and the policeman , the family butcher, the family milk

teachers, the inscription would have been Mndeis avaio Entos cioitw . man, the family washerwoman, and the grocer's boy all combine

There is no entrance here for the insensate man , the pachyderm to bring such occurrences to the notice of the society and protect

who cannot feel. child life from such inhumanity.

Not only must the true teacher have feeling himself - he must The results of the new theory of education are , as I have said .

understand , sympathize with, and utilize the feeling of, his most easily seen in primary education. The results in secondary
pupils. How fatal is the mistake of ignoring the feelings in edu- education have been slower in maturing; they are not nearly so
cation, and how tragic are theconsequences of so doing, is shown universal, they are less easily discerned, but I believe they are
in fiction by “ The Ordeal of Richard Fererel” and in real life by every bit as real. Within myown time there has been a wonder
the autobiography of John Stuart Mill. George Meredith's ful change in the relations between masters and boys. I don't

novel is highly prized by all interested in education . The re- think the credit can be ascribed to any one personality or any
.

sultant impression of that book, to my mind, is that no amount one school - it has been in the air, it has been everywhere silently

of cleverness in the teacher and no amount of excellence operative, but it seems to me so real and so important that the

in system or curriculum is of any avail one leaves out of word “ change " is too weak, and perhaps the proper word for me

account the natural propensities , feelings, and desires of the to use would be " revolution .” In what does this silent revolu.

child whom we educate. Training is like a game of dominoes — it tion consist, and how has it come ? It consists in the closeness

is no good baving the best of pieces in one's hand, however high and freedom of the personal intercourse between master and

they may be ; unless one can fit them in with the pieces played pupil. Thirty or forty years ago the masters lived apart from the

by one's adversary , one loses the game. I commend " The Ordeal boys. The master was what a master still is in Continental

of Richard Feverel” to any one who does not know it as a most schools - an officer - and the boys were the rank and file. The

helpful piece of educational thinking. As to John S. Mill, every idea of a master corresponding with a boy was unheard of. If a

one knows the story of his early training - how splendidly it command was given , he no more dreamed of saying "please?
answered as a training in intellectual gymnastic and the than the officer on parade thinks of saying. “ Right turn,

accumulation of knowledge, how utterly it ignored both his gentlemen, if you please ,” or “ Kindly turn to the front . ” The

hands and his feelings , and how prolonged and turbid and pain - relationship is very different now . I remember when I went to

ful was the reaction of outraged Nature. Rugby as a master being surprised at the quite informal way in

But I will not dwell on this. The old system is no more. which boys and masters foregathered out of school hours, how

All I wish to point out is that practically the whole of the after evening preparation one would drop in to a study to give

advance which has been made in educational science has been backa composition, or even without any such pretext, just fora

made precisely by taking into account the natural feelings of bit of a chat, and not infrequently also a bit of a cake, without

children, studying them , and adapting to them both ourselves here being the slightest suspicion on the part of the boys that

and our teaching The old philosophy of education kept its eye you were an intruder, or the slightest feeling on the part of the

on knowledge - such and such knowledge was to be inculcated, master that he was unwelcome or de trop — and all this without

such and such instruments of knowledge were to be mastered. there being any laxness of discipline or any other advantage

The matter of the teaching, the system of the teaching was the taken by the boys. As it has been wittily phrased , “ The

same for all . It was simple - delightfully simple -- but it was masters are still boys, and the boys are still mastered .” Now

wrong. One kind of feelings this school did take into its this is the old Greek idea of education being a guvovoia or com

cognizance -- the bodily feelings . .“ Blessed are the pure in panionship (Miterziehung, as the Germans call it )—it is the

heart,” said Dr. Keate. Be pure in heart, boys. If you aren't quiet, unnoticed, and unobtrusive influence of one who is with the

pure in heart, I'll fog you ." Such was the old school . boys in games and in hobbies as well as work, who shares in all

And there was no advance in educational science until an- their life and to whom deference is paid, not because of any

other school arose , who said : “ We are beginning at the wrong official position he holds, but because of what he is in himself.

end . We have been planning out education for children in the Wbat this change has accomplished it is not for me to .

same way as the French Government makes clothes for its estimate. I will just notice on the negative side that it has

soldiers. First they make the suit ; then they fit the man to the abolished in our English public schools, first of all , bullying,and..

suit. We have got hold of the wrong end of the stick. Beforewe secondly, those coarse vices of self -indulgence and drinking
make the suit of clothes,we must take themeasure of the child that which figure so largely in Dr. Arnold's sermons.

is to wear them . The first thing to study is the growing organ- How has it come about ? It has come about mainly through

ism that we have to develop - we must find out its latent powers, games. • Sympathy;" as Mr. Herbert Spencer says, " is best

the laws of its growth , and its instinctive tendencies ; observe the cultivated by participation in the pleasures of people.” The

lines along which these tendencies develop,and take them as our pleasures of boys - English boys at any rate - are chiefly cricket..

rule in the planning out of methods." This is what Pestalozzi football, rowing, and outdoor games . It has become the custom

(following Fichte) called “ Der Prozessgang der Natur in der of masters to share in these, and, so sharing, they have learned a
Entwickelung des Menschengeschlechts." This was the secret sympathy which they would never have learned in the mere

of what has been called his gift of divination, his luminous class-room routine; and this sympathy has given them insight and '

guesswork.” The discovery was the outcome of his experience. influence, and has enabled them to put their finger on the central

His experience was not, of course, unique; but the reason why sensorium of the genus boy, without his knowing it, in a way

Pestalozzi saw the lesson of his experience, while others who had which was never possible before. And herein I should like in

the same experience did not see, wasdue precisely to the intense justice to say how much is due to junior masters ,especially in :

sympathy ofbis nature ;he was “ full of sensibility," and there. our boarding schools. Boys take their ideals and their tonemuch
fore he had eyes to see . more readily from a younger man . I have been often surprised

Now I think, if Pestalozzi could see to -day the results in at i he influence on senior boys of one who is perhaps only three

European and American education of the new truth which he years or so their elder . With a grey beard or a bald head they

discovered, he would have no reason to be discouraged. Those are apt to say unconsciously to themselves : “ Yes , that's all

results are most apparent perhaps in primary education . Con- very well for him ; but then he's old and I'm young, and that's

sider the difference between the modern kindergarten and the what makes the difference.” They cannot say this of a man who

old elementary school. Contrast the freedom , sociableness, and is just fresh from his schools. Honour to whom honour is due.

spontaneous joyousness of the present infant class with what I think it is only right to make somepublie acknowledgment of

Edward Thring tells us of his own preparatory school, where all the way the junior masters on the staffs of our different schools.

talking at meals was forbidden; and young Edward Thring himself too often wretchedly underpaid,have thrown themselves, without

was flogged for “ a very little laugh at dinner.” “ All my life stint of leisure or of interest, into the life of the school to which
long ," he says, “ the evil of that place bas been on me. It is they have been attached ,

even now one of my strongest impressions, with its misery, the There are some, I know , who think that such men lower

misery of a clipped hedge, with every clip through flesh and the profession by such conduct. What becomes of your

blood and fresh young feelings; its snatches of joy, its painful dignity ? ” they say. “ Does not such familiarity inevitably

but honest work - grim , but grimly in earnest - and its prison breed contempt ? [“ Commend me toa proverb for a thumping

morality of discipline. The most lasting lesson of my life was falsehood," as somebody has said . ) When you call a boy by his

the failure of suspicion and severity to get inside the boy world, Christian name, or-still more shocking - accost him as old
however much it troubled our outsides.' man ,' don't you find that he loses all respect for you ? ” To which

Let that stand for evidence which might be multiplied indefin- I answer : " Not at all. One must stoop if one would raise. As

itely . Such things as this are dealt with nowadays by a special long as it is natural, there is no danger in it . The one intolerable.

6 .
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some.

thing in dealing with the young is affectation, and the worst the same ground again and again , but he must always have fresh

affectation is the affectation of superiority. Go read your Shake. illustrations and fresh aspects, and work backwards and forwards

speare and see if Caliban did not learn more in one hour from over the same subject. Small changes benefit the organism ,"

two drunken rascally butlers than he learned in twelve years says Darwin . This is specially true of theyoung. Dullness and

from the dignified and unbending Prospero . And why : Simply monotony are the devil to them . If a thing has always been done

because they came down to his level ; they found what the sage one way, that is precisely a reason why it should be done the
Prospero with all his sagacity never found, the right point of reverse way now and again. Beware of what Oliver Wendell

departure." Holmes calls “ the ginger -bread rabbit expression on the faces

That education will be the best which finds the point of of your class . It is a sure sign that you have lost touch with

deporture. In intellectual work it will secure , in the first place, interest. Rather do anything than suffer it to continue ; stand
interest, and through interest will prompt the mind to self- on your head, if you like, or else do as a colleague of mine used

activity in acquiring ideas and knowledge. In all other matters, to do, seat yourself in the class -take a humble place at the
physical, social, æsthetic, and spiritual, it will watch for the un- bottom - tell off one of the boys to take the lesson, and let

folding of the several feelings, appetites, desires, and as cach them see how many places you can get by fair answering of
feeling, or appetite, or tendency unfolds it will provide the right questions. The first and the great commandment for a teacher
opportunity and the right way for its exercise and its expression. is : " Thou shalt be alive.”. Let your teaching fairly tingle with

so that each instinctive tendency of the organism may, as it life. Make your class feel they are wder a man, not under a
develops, contribute its part to the building up of the whole machine.

through that which every joint supplieth ,” and so conduce to In enumerating some of the more marked instincts or natural

the full - grown perfect manhood or womanhood. In fact, this feelings, it is impossible to speak in universals . The sequence

seems to me to be precisely the difference between the Hooligan , according to which they develop is exceedingly diverse, and their
we will say, on the one hand, and the best type of the English expression is , if possible, more diverse still. Darwin wrote a

public-school boy on the other . Initially there was no difference: treatise on the expression of the emotions. This gives us what we

but in the one case, as each instinct awoke, it found a right sphere may call the normal and physiological mode of expression. But

and a favourable atmosphere for its exercise ; in the other case consider how different in different persons will be the expression

each natural instinct and feeling was warped and soured by wrong of the same emotion. A party was climbing in the Rocky

environment into a monstrous, an unnatural, and an unsightly per- Mountains. It was a heterogeneous sort of party ; there were
version of Nature. ministers, business men ; and professional men Suddenly they

Let us then take stock of some of these feelings as they breasted a ridge and the Pacific Ocean burst upon their view . It
-arise inthe case of boys, for I would prefer to speak of what I was a greatmoment. Hallelujah !" said the Methodist minister ;

know. But I shall be told at the outset that boys have no Glory to God .” “ Well, I'll be condemned !” said the stock

feelings; it's absurd to say that they have. We have all of us broker. It was the same feeling -- the same spirit ; there was
felt this at times when wehave had a splitting headache and our difference of expression , of ritual — that is all .

classes have chosen just that day on which to be specially tire- With these premisses and provisoes we may pass in review

Robert Louis Stevenson describes somewhere the callous briefly some of the instinctive feelings as they arise, and see

way in which a child came up to him as he lay ill, and, airily dis. what guidance we may get from the consideration.

regarding the patient's complex and acute sufferings, requested The first instinct is for activity and motion . Every nurse

his attention for some more pressing business of its own. It is knows how much more easily a child's attention is attracted by

true that children are delightfully incapable of entering into the a moving object than by still life. The same instinct persists all

feelings of their elders. It is a wrong deduction to say that through childhood. If it is an object lesson , keep, if possible,

therefore they have no feelings at all . active objects before the class . Better than a diagram to show

He jests at scars who never felt a wound .
the breathing of the lungs is a double bladder with a tube to it

by which you can inflate and deflate ; better than a stuffed bird

And a boy who never had a headache in his life does is a live cat ; better than a dried botanical specimen or a whole

not sympathize with your headache, simply because he doesn't herbarium is a growing haricot-bean. Don't let your class -room
understand what it means. If you had sore gums from be a mausoleum . Even in physics let the expanding power of

teething, or what a little fellow of my acquaintance once called " a heat be demonstrated by a toy steam engine. Whatever the sub

pain under your pinafore , ” through eating too much plum -pud- ject, give them plenty to do themselves. If it is science, let it be

ding, then he would understand and you would have, for a time heuristic; if it is language, let ihere be quick, sharp question

at any rate, his sympathy. The cruelty of boys (which is so well and answer in the language taught.

known that I need not illustrate it) is due largely to this It boys of the sprightliest temper who are commonly fullest

anesthesia. A boy, who habitually pelted toads,one day saw a of mischief. Their mischievousness is really their attempt to

toad, in its expiring agony, fold its forefeet together like hands. enliven their surroundings. They are bursting and itching

This touched him , it got home, it made him feel the pain he had with life at ery pore themselves, and they cannot abide the

inflicted , and afterwards he notonly did not pelt toads himself sight of everythingtorpid about them. They can raise more

with stones , but stopped other fellows from so doing. The boy life by vexing folk than by doing serviceable acts . Ergo they do

had feelings, as all boys have, but they were dormant, inhibited vexatious things; ergo they throw stones, because that flutters old
by lack of perception. stagers badly. Ifthey cannot see the vexation and flutter they cause,

Nor must we be surprised if we find their feelings absolutely still, they can enjoy it in the mind's eye. They will breaka window

irrational. I knew of a midshipmite who never could get to on the sly, or steal a workman's tool, or fasten up his door, just

sleep ashore until the gardener came and played the garden -hose to enjoy the thought of how he will fret and fume. Last week ,

upon his window . And Prof. James tells the story of a child in Edinburgh, I could see them at work in the streets. They

who, in the midst of a raging fire, in presence of devouring were picking up the High Street, and after 6 the workmen went

Hames, showed neither astonishment nor fear, but the noise of away , leaving some poor old fellow with a fire in a brazier in

the firemen's trumpet and the wheels of the engine made him charge. What high old times those were for the street arabs,
start and cry. We must simply not expect them to be rational- when they trundled off his wheelbarrow, upset the heaps of

we must take them as they are,however unreasonable -- and work stone, sneaked his lanterns, or threw squibs into his sentry -box

upon that basis. That must be our point of departure -- at any just to see him start ! This is an instinet. We have to reckon

rate , we shall never get any other. with it. It is as strong in the Edinburgh student as in the

We must not be annoyed to find these feelings changeable, not Edinburgh street boy. Repress it or coerce it we cannotin any
tosay capricious. • The young,” says Aristotle in his Rhetoric , considerable measure. Turn it out with a pitchfork : it will still

desire passionately, but quickly cease from their desire.” The recur. But divert it we can into more useful channels ; and

young mind is not stable or tenacious,nor can it hold much at a gymnastics, wood carving, carpentry, and such manual classes

time, and a new interest quickly expels an old one. But , even so . are someof the ways in which schoolmasters have endeavoured

by long suffering and judicious selection, certain moods may be to exploit it.

encouraged, become habitual, and , gathering strength, gradually But more important than all the manual exercises in the

come to constitute temperament. whole pedagogic cyclopædia is that the teacher should himself

From this very changeableness of feeling the true teacher will be sprightly . Who tends fat cattle should himself be fat . Who

learn to avoid,aboveall,monotony. Theremustbe perpetual novelty teaches boys himself should be a boy. And one of the wisest

and change ; we must never get into a rut. Here, as much as any. things Dr. Arnold ever said was when,speaking of the corkscrew
where, the skill of the true craftsman is seen . He has to go over staircase which led to his sixth-form room at Rugby, he re
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marked : “ When I can't run up that staircase I shall not up from the cricket pitch. It wasn't the digging up the boy

attempt to teach boys any more minded ; it was the publicity of the proceeding, and I have known

Another instinctivefeeling which comes to the front very early boys get up at unearthly hours of the morning to fulfil the stern
is acquisitireness. Whatever the increasing altruism of the day mandate. Key used to punish a boy in this way. He would have

may have done for us elder folk , your boy is no altruist. He has him up before the whole school, and make him first take off

a veritable John Bull appetite for annexation. He likes to have his coat and then wear it inside out. Thring used to make the

things for his very own, and as many of them as possible. He is boys who were late for morning assembly come up before the

a born collector. He collects anything, from soap coupons and whole school and sign their names solemnly in the register

cigarette pictures to postage-stamps, play-bills, birds ' eggs, beneath his very eyes - a much worse ordeal for a boy than to be
butterflies, or door -knobs. The Kaflirs in South Africa , Mr. beaten with many stripes.

Nevinson tells us , collect boots. They have no special use for But this method of punishment must be used with great

them ; they just hang them round their necks as ornaments, and caution. It is quite easy by means of it , without meaning it and

the man who goes about with the greatest number of boots round without knowing it , to injure a boy's self-respect ; and self -respect.

his neck is a proud man . Boys are like this : they collect for the like a human tooth, has a sensitive enamel coating - the slightest

sake of collecting : but the sagacious educator can pretty readily scratch on the surface opens the door to a process of corruption

exploit this instinct to serviceable ends. Whatever he learns and decay which it is no easy matter to arrest.

about the special objects he collects, the collector will, at any This raises the whole question of punishment in schools, a
rate, learn some amount of patience and perseverance ; he will question on which I do not propose to enter. I will only say

get some idea of classification with all that this involves of nice that there is no duty which needs so much sensibility on the part

discrimination, neatness , and order. All this over and above of a master, so much appreciation of a bor's own feeling. So

what he will learn about the actual articles he collects. And this many boys are good fellows and gentlemen in feeling and fools

will be considerable. A boy, who is still at school, began as a on impulse. Our danger as masters is twofold --on the one hand

coin collector at a very early age. His father had an aversion over -severity. It is a great mistake to treat a boy as though he

to threepenny -bits ; the boy rather liked them . That was how it were a bad lot altogether. Few boys- very few - are that . To treat
started . It chanced that one day in Bond Street, with his nurse , a boy as such is the best way to make him into a bad lot . On the

he happened to pick up an old English coin ; the chance directed other hand, over-strictness is far better than slackness.

his attention to this particular branch of coin -collecting, and by no friend to coercion ; but coercion is better than idleness, and

the age of sixteen he was an authority of the first rank on punishment is better than evil or vicious habit. When a boy

Ancient British hammered coins and a Fellow of the Numismatic does wrong, the better part of that boy kuows that he deserves

Society . punishment. If you let him down too lightly , the better part of

Another instinctive feeling which develops at an early age him is disappointed in you , the worse part of him rejoices in its

with boys is the combative and emulative tendency. This finds impunity. Let love here reinforce with all its power the better

its legitimate scope in football and field sports , which not only side, even though it takes the form of extreme severity. More

give scope to the instinct, but regulate and discipline it , and than anything else this tests the right balance and discrimination

exercise with it other higher qualities of self -control, concentra- of a master's " sensibility ," and greater perhaps than any other

tion , courage, and unselfishness. reward in our profession is the love and respect in after life of a
May I be allowed to cite here what seems to me a typical boy whom you have expelled from school. Prior, in one of his

instance of the way in which games at a good school enlist and ballads, prescribes the way in which a man should treat his

educe all that is best in a boy's feeling, and produce that indetin- wife .

able something which we call “ good form ” ? At the cricket match Be to her faults a little blind,

between Rugby and Marlborough, three years ago, when Marl Be to her virtues very kind .

borough had tinished their second innings. only one hour remained, This may, or may not be the proper way in which to

and Rugby had a hundred runs to make. Marlborough could easily a wife. That does not concern me now . I am certain that as

have spun out the time. instead of which they were out in the regards schoolboys the first part of the maxim is quite wrong.
tield in a minute, and every time the field had to change, either Never be blind to his faults . But the second clause is admirable.

at change of over or when a left-handed batsman faced the bowler, Be very kind to his virtues. Welose our power over a boy when
the Marlborough boys one and all ran to their places. Rugby we degenerate into mere fault - finders. I am afraid our marking

made the runs, but Marlborough, though shemissed the victory, system rather encourages this, and when boys read their terminal
gained the undying respect of her rivals, and won the lionour of reports I think they must often feel that our eve has been keener

having upheld the best traditions of English games. to detect failure than merit, that they have had

The school games , and all the organizing work that they involve, All their faults observed ,

serve also as a field for another instinctive feeling which is found, Set in a note -book , learned and conned by rote

at any rate, in all vigorous specimens of boyhood. Ther want to To cast into their teeth .

manage things for themselves . With quite young children how Boys have an instinctive love of praise. Don't stint praise where
frequent it is to hear them say : · Now let me do it,” “ Let me praise is deserved. Some boys, and many of the better sort, are

try it by myself ” ! It is so all the way up. And school games:easily discouraged - they come to something stiff , they make a

it cadei corps, athletic sports, and all the other branches of failure, and they are only too apt to say : " It's no use trying ."
school activity. a debating society, a musical society, a Take any chance such a boy gives you of praising him . Fortun

chess club , a camera club, a scientific society, a school maga- ately he is as easily encouraged as discouraged .

zine, all afford splendid scope for this instinctive desire to
What thou wilt

manage . In fact it is here that you find that training in citizen
Thou sooner shalt enforce it with thy smile

ship and affairs which you do tind in English schools and will
Than hew to it with thy sword .

scarcely find in any others. Let it have scope ; there may be

hitches, there may be mismanagement ; but in this, as in every higher composition I found it had immenseeffect on some boys
This is , I think, specially true of higher work . In teaching

thing else, boys learn by making mistakes . As Mr. Chesterton
Say's : What is worth doingat all, is worth doing badly ." The to tell them what were the best points in their compositions as

feeling for leadershipis the counterpart of the feeling for comrade- well as the worst,and whenever a boy flashed out into something

ship. The one implies the other, and it is the boast of our
really good to adopt it as my own fair copy, or, at any rate,

English schools that in their sports and in their system of prefect commend it asa good variant,when dictating the fair copy to
the set .

government they have recognized both these natural instincts
Don't put the blind eye to the telescopewhen there is

and utilized them for the purposes of the corporate life .
any sign of excellence. Greet it as the heroes of faith greeted

It is in the comradeship of games and school societies that the the promises “ from afar.” Give it its due meed openly before

sociable instinct finds its satisfaction and its growth . That is the class or before the school

another of the most strongly marked feelings in boys. It is not One good deed dying tongueless

always positive in character ; about the difficult years of 13 to
Slaughters a thousand waiting upon that .

16 the sociable instinct is chiefly shown by a shyness which There was one other point which I intended to treat. It was

seems to shrink from society, but which really is a sign thequestion of humour and the value ofa pervasive humour in
of how strong the social sense is growing . Master's may work putting a master en rapport with a boy; alsothe limitations of its
on this for purposes of punishment. For instance , one of use. But, being a Scotchman, perhapsit wouldbe less painful

my Rugby colleagues, instead of setting lines in the summer for you if I left this untouched .
term , used to require a boy to bring him so many dockweeds dug I do wish , in conclusion , to say one word on the discipline of

treat
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the feelings . In this more than any other question wisel to be familiar with their pupils without sacrificing their own dignity ,

discrimination, right balance, due regulation are required. In- ; and it was necessary that the teacher should have a good knowledge of

discriminate indulgence is fatal. the character he was dealing with in order that he might know to :

I have laid stress on the importance of finding for each interest what extent it was advisable to sympathize with the pupil's difficulties.

as it awakes in the growing boy an appropriate scope,appropriate
Mr. Paton having replied , a vote of thanks to the lecturer concluded

objects, and the danger of either stunting the whole manhood, if the proceedings .

no such scope is afforded, or of pervertingmanhood if the interest
finds a vicious or unnatural channel of expression. It is also

CORRESPONDENCE.

necessary, first of all, to keep the due balance between feeling

and actions, and , secondly, to have all feelings, instincts, and due [We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions erpressed by our

subordination to that great arbiter , the will, which stands behind correspondents. - Ed. E.T. ]

all our ideas and impulses and acts. First, the balance between

feeling and action . Nothing is further frommyintentions than to
REGISTRATION AND THE SUPPLY OF TEACHERS.

produce an “ emotional" creature, the sort of effusivenamby-pamb,
To the Editor of the Educational Times.

common in London, who goes to concerts and sermons, sits in Sir - It is quite beyond dispute that the present supply of

comfortable ease and enjoys the titillation of the senses, emotional graduate men teachers is altogether insufficient in number and

and spiritual, but allows the whole of the emotional impulse to in quality to meet the demand. The principal scholastic agents

melt into thin air without ever allowing it to translate itself into have been emphasizing this fact for some years, and , to show how

honest effort. It is for this reason that I profoundly distrust a acute the ditficulty is becoming, I instance a recent case in which

musical education or an artistic education of any kind. I believe a head master had six applications for a vacant post which a year
that it does not tend to produce stable and ririle character. or two ago would have attracted perhaps sixty candidates. The

Nor do I want to produce a creature incapable of doing any reason is not far to seek . In the past teachers have been poorly

thing that is disagreeable. In saying that we should take all paid for arduous work , and, now that the entire conditions of

advantage of a boy's likes , I do not mean that he should be taught service hare come under discussion and have for a time been un

to do nothing except what he likes . On the contrary, I believe certain in respect of increased severity, young graduates seek

that to endure hardness is an essential part of every training, other careers.

and every child should have to do every day, as part of its The proper training of teachers is very desirable, but it is neces

training, something which it heartily detests. And for this sary to distinguish between what is ideal and what is practical.

there must be compulsion, there must be fear ; only I would not Many of the most ardent and worthy advocates of registration
hare fear the main element.

who are pressing for severe conditions of registration , and who

Nor do I hold that one like is as good as another. The mind would drive all future teachers into the training college, are, un

that admires a display of fireworks , a grandiose procession, or a fortunately, either connected with large schools well and easily

street of showy shop -windows, is of a far lower calibre than one supplied with assistants, or have, by reason of their position, no

which admires the budding of a flower, the sunset, the plunge practical knowledge of the difficulties besetting the heads of the

of a diving bird , or the graceful bound of a deerhound. smaller secondary schools; and, if these theorists are not to prevail,

It seems to me that feelings become wrong through being put they must be brought face to face with the practical difficulties

in their wrong place. when they are not related to a higher of the situation .

principle and subordinated to the supreme law . The mother The Order in Council for regulating the registration of

who loves her son so much that she cannot bear to let him endure teachers shows that after three years the conditions to be ful

punishment or suffer hardship is no mother, but a curse, to her filled by a teacher desiring to be placed in Column B (the list of
child. The mother who for ambition's sake prompts her son secondary teachers) of the Register, are roughly these : ( 1 ) l'ni

to deceit and aids him in it is also criminally foolish . But the versity degree ; (2 ) training college year : and (3 ) trial year ,with

error in both is not that they love their boy too much , but that the alternative to the second condition that, instead of passing a

they love him too little ; that they do not love the best in him year at a training college, it may be passed , under certain condi

and desire the best for him . Such love in a mother is selfish- tions, as a student-teacher at a recognized school.

ness, even though she say with Rebekah : “ Uponme, upon me be With the exception of this alternative to the second one, these
the curse.

It is a species of idolatry, because it puts the conditions resemble exactly those which prevail in Prussia ; but

lower in the place of the highest, and the highest is that which it should be explained that previous to the year 1890 the Prussian

is writ large on the base of Wellington's statue in the training -college year (Seminarjahr) was not obligatory, but was

Guildhall, and writ large in the story of our island race -- it is added chiefly because so many candidates were seeking appoint
the law of duty .. ments in the higher schools, and it was desirable to lessen the

“ The test of being educated,” says Herbert Spencer, “ is, Can number by increasing the difficulty of qualification ,the immediate

you do what you ought ; when you ought; whether you want to effect being to reduce the number of applicants for higher posts
do it or not from 500 to 180 .

In Prussia then the conditions of qualification of secondary

Mr. King thought that the disappearance of
teachers were regulated to some extent by the supply, and itbullying ' from

English public schools was not due so much to any progress in moral would be absurd for us to adopt similar conditions without

similar consideration .
derelopment as to the increased supervision now exercised hy the

The methods of education at present in vogue tended to The Prussian qualified secondary teacher is practically sure of

soften the character and unfit boys to face the difficulties that they employment; he has a liberal allowance during temporary ill

would have to contend with in after life . health, and finally he receives a pension . In England one is afraid

The Chairman thought that practical teachers were agreed as to the of being “ too old at forty ” ; nowhere is there security of tenure,
value of the feelings in education, but caution must be observed in as the recent dismissals at the Merchant Taylors' School very

appealing to the sensibility of children, or their studies would be de- painfully show ; there is no pension in old age. The reasoning

trimentaliy affected . Thus, excessive regard to the beauties of a which would demand, in addition to the University course, a

flower used to illustrate a lesson in botany might result in the cultiva- further year of unpaid preparation may be ideal, but it certainly
tion of the artistic sense, but would hardly conduce to the acquirement is not practical.

of the exact knowledge of the parts of the flower and their functions In England any secondary men's training institutions that we

which was the more immediate object of the lesson. History lessons, have appear to be tentative and experimental in organization ,

again, were more interesting if the children's sentiments were aroused, and it is altogether too much to expect that the University

but an undue indulgence in such sentiment prevented them from graduate will readily rush in and provide means for rendering

acquiring a real grasp of the historical facts which formed the subject them efficient. Theymust be the growth of time. At present they
of the lessons. The lecturer had rightly pointed out that theidea would generally fail to attract men who, in the majority of cases,

that children were naturally cruel was erroneous, and that conduct havewithdifficulty found fundsfortheir University course, and

which was often ascribed to cruelty was really due to inability to com

prehend pain of which they had had no experience. On theotherhand, who, wanting value for money, as most Englishñen do, will

children,although lacking in sympathetic feeling,were keenly sensitive hesitate before incurring further expense for, pecuniarily

to the sympathy of other people, and in someinstances showed a quite speaking, so small an ultimate result.

inordinate craving for such sympathy. He was able from his own It appears to me that the safety - valve of the present situation

experience to endorse what the lecturer had said as to the improve is that condition which in the Order in Council is allowed as an

ment that had been effected in schools throngh the change of attitude alternative to the training college year - namely; the year as
between masters and pupils . Some teachers,however ,found it difficult student -teacher in a recognized school.

:
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Those strongly in favour of pressing forward at this present for Latin. For someyears after he left the University he was

crisis the claims of the training college would like to see the engaged in teaching and in literary work, one of his earliest pro
word " unpaid " inserted before ** student-teacher ” ; but, failing ductions being a translation of Kant's “ Kritik der reinen

this , their efforts will no doubt be given to adding to the dif. Vernunft," a remarkable performance for so young a

ficulty of the conditions on which schools may receive student. For two years he was employed as an Assistant Commissioner
teachers. under the Endowed Schools Commission , and in the year 1876 ,

Any raising of the conditions will bear heavily on many when the Chair of Education was founded in St. Andrews

graduates wishing to become qualified teachers , but it would University , he was appointed to the post, which he filled to the

especially affect that class of assistants, often very helpful in the day of his death. His position as Professor of Education, his

smaller secondary schools,who take their degree at a University personal experience of the requirements of schools, and his
not demanding residence. special literary faculty explain the remarkable success of the
The whole alternative clause runs thus : He must have passed series of educational works in various departments which he

an approved examination in the theory of teaching, have spent at published in rapid succession , and which are still in very

leastone year as a student-teacher, under supervision , at a recog. large demand.

nized school (not being an elementary school), and have produced It is interesting to note that his scholastic experience was

evidence of ability to teach." gained largely in private schools ; for some years he was Prin .

If the candidate must produce evidence of his ability to teach, cipalof Bowdon College , near Manchester, and afterwards of a

it can be produced ( 1) by the practical examination of the candidate preparatory school in Bayswater. It was, however, as a public

himself, and (2) by the examination of the pupils under his care. lecturer that Prof. Meiklejohn's gifts were most conspicuous and
The first method would suit a graduate, who, in addition to those who many years ago, atthe College of Preceptors and else.

gaining his certificate in the theory of education, might practise where, had the privilege of listening to his lectures on English

as a student-teacher and obtain a certiticate of ability to teach literature, and remember his impressive personality, his eloquent

from an institution not requiring residence, such as the College exposition, and his ringing voice, may possibly regret that his
of Preceptors. exceptional rhetorical gifts were not more in evidence.

He

I suppose that many non -graduate teachers will still find has left a large family of sons and daughters, but we are not
employment even in recognized schools, and, as these often take aware that any of them bas elected to adopt the father's and
their degree, without residence , at London or at the Royal grandfather's profession , and hand on the torch to future genera

University of Ireland, after some years of teaching experience, I tions of teachers.

see no reason why their work in a recognized school should not

be taken as evidence of their ability to teach .

I venture to urge, then, that the alternative clause should be REVIE W S.

freely interpreted, and that a candidate who can show a certifi

categranted by an institution such as the College of Preceptors,

in the theory and also in the practice of education, should be
WILAT NEXT ?

allowed as much latitude as possible in the choice of the place The Discovery of the Future. By H. G. Wells, B.Sc.

where he should gain his knowledge and experience , I am , &c . , ( Fisher Unwin .)

A. MILLAR INGLIS. If Mr. Wells raised - anticipations ” by the subject of his

The College, Maidenhead, Berks, April 21 . discourse at the Royal Institution ( January 24). it would be

interesting to learn how far he succeeded in sat sfying them . In

ADMISSION AND REMOVAL OF PUPILS :
the imaginative sphere we can all build our castles in the air ,

UNIFORMITY OF CONDITIONS.
very much to our satisfaction ; and in fiction the artist can

forecast and fulfil within wide limits of speculation. But when

To the Editor of the Educational Times. one comes to the scientific handling of the business the results

Sir ,-With your permission , I should like to invite principals appear to be somewhat elusive.

of private schools to send me copies of forms of admission of Granted two general types of mind , the one looking backward

pupils, and also any newspaper or other reports of law cases in and the other straining forward -- call them “ legal” and

which judgment had been given relative to disputes between “ creative," or oppose them under any other names - why, asks

parents and head teachersrespecting the removal of pupils. Mr. Wells, does the first prevail ? *** Though foresight creeps

Representatives of the Head Masters' Association,of the Pre- into our politics, and a reference to consequence into our morality;"
paratory Schools ' Association , of the Private Schools ' Associa- he says,“ it is still the past that dominates our lives. But why ?

tion, and probably of the Association of Head Mistresses , are to Why are we so bound to it ! It is into the future we go ;

meet shortly to try to come to some general agreement as to the to-morrow is the eventful thing for us.". But “ foresight" —in
conditions of admission and removal of pupils, and it would be the sense of the broad creative idea " -is no new thing in

very helpful to me, as representing the Private Schools' Associ- politics, ours or other people's : though beneath the legal

ation, ifthe request I have set forth in the beginning of this issues the broad creative ideahas been very apparentin the public
letter were to meet with hearty response. It seems hardly mind during this war," was the idea any less apparent, say, in

necessary to point out how generally advantageous it would be the ScottishWar of Independence, or in the Punic Wars, or in
if, in the points referred to, uniformity of conditions were to the annexation of the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite ? Again,

prevail throughout the profession . - I am , &c. , is not morality the very child of reference to consequences ? As

A. MILLAR INGLIS. for the hold of the past upon us , Mr. Wells himself cannot but

The College, Maidenhead, Berks, April 22. acknowledge the force of our experiences, such as they are, in our

interpretation of them . Our “ impression of the superior reality
and trustworthiness of things in the past is no doubt “ one of

PROFESSOR MEIKLEJOHN.
the results of the peculiar condition of our lives " ; and, if it is

“ not an absolute truth," we shall hold it none the worse for that

WE regret to have to announce the death, on April 5, in his so long as we remain in the peculiar conditions of our lives "

72nd year, of J. M.D. Meiklejohn, M.A. , Professor of Education and find no better guide of oursteps. “ The man of science,"
in the University of St. Andrews, who had been for more than a Mr. Wells assures us, comes to believe at last that the events

quarter of a century a member of the College of Preceptors and of the year A.D. 4000 are as fixed, settled , and unchangeable as

of its Examining Board. In the early years of themovement for the events of the year 1600 ” ; yet he adds a rather important

the training of secondary teachers in connexion with the College, distinction : " only about the latter he has some material for
Prof. Meiklejohn played a conspicuous part : he took up the belief, and about the former - practically none." But he does

work of lecturing on the Practice of Education to a large not assess the value of a belief that is confessed to have practi

audience of teacherswhen the Rev. R. H. Quick was obliged by cally nobasis. Such a belief may be perfectly right,but it can

ill-health to resign the professorship to which he had just been scarcely be claimed as a triumph of " scientific ” investigation or
appointed . of “ intellectual methods."

Prof. Meiklejohn's career was more than ordinarily inter- However, Mr. Wells proceeds to inquire “ how far this al .

esting and varied. His fatherwas an Edinburgh schoolmaster,soluteignorance of the future is a fixed and necessary condition
and it was at his school that young Meiklejohn received his of humanlife, andhowfar some application of intellectual

educationand preparation for the University of his nativetown, methodsmay not attenuate, even if it does not absolutely set

where he highly distinguished himself, obtaining the gold medal aside, the veil between us and things to come.” And he suggests
9 )
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that along certain lines, and with certain qualifications and being is living its life in vain .” The “ scientific " process and

limitations, a working knowledge of things in the future is a the intellectual methods " are calmly abandoned . And the

possible and practical thing.” To be sure, since the sixteenth inane result of the whole inquiry comes at last to this : that " it
ceutury we have come into a new and more critical way of is possible to believe that all the past is but the beginning of a

looking at things " ; Owen could buildup an extinct animal from beginning, and that all that is and has been is butthe twilight of
it bit of bove, and we can all, like Mr. Wells, believe in the the dawn that all that the human mind has ever accom

Megatherinm , which we have never seen , as confidently as we plished is but the dream before the awakening."
believe in the hippopotamus that has engulfed our buns. Adams Seldom , if ever, has an audience at the Royal Institution - or

and Lererrier calculated the spot and the moment for the dis elsewhere - solemnly gaped at such vacant bubbles. How many

covery of Neptune. But when it is a question of “ the future,” of them cameaway the wiser about " the discovery of the future."

outside the range of physical induction , our anticipations must or took home with them any fresh inkling of “ a working know

be modest. “ Suppose, however, says Mr. Wells. ** the laws of i ledge of things in the future , " scientitic or otherwise

social and political development,for example, were given as many

brains, were given as much attention , criticism , and discussion , Ex CATHEDRA.

as we have given to the laws of chemical combination during the ( 1 ) Thoughts on Education. By Mandell Creighton, D.D., some

last fifty years — what might we not expect . " Well, that depends time Bishop of London . Edited by Louise Creighton .

on our knowledge and temperament. Mr. Wells expects a vast (Longmans.)

deal more than we should expect. There have been very diligent, ( 2 ) Pastor Agnorum : a Schoolmaster's Afterthoughts. By John

astute, and numerous theorists and practitioners in both these Huntley Skrine, Warden of Glenalmond. (Longmans . )

spheres during the last fifty years, and their conclusions do not We havecoupled these two volumes, published almost simul

encourage prophecy. We should recommend him to study, for taneously, because they both profess to give the mature experience

example, the sixth chapter of the first volume of Mr. Bryce's of an educator. Dr. Creighton will be remembered, first and

** Studies in History and Jurisprudence," on the predictions of foremost, as an historian, and next as a bishop of extraordinary

Hamilton and Tocqueville as to the future of the constitution of activity and versatility, whose life was not spared long enough to

the United States. The Republic fared far otherwise than as showhis full powers asan administratorand a Church reformer.
Hamilton and his friends either hoped or feared ,” and very But Mrs. Creighton tells us that education was a subject of

differently also from the prognostications of Tocqueville. And practical interest to him during the greater part of his life," that
so in many other cases . Who shall predict whether the Educa- " he was a born educator,” and that he often said himself : “ I

tion Bill will pass ! Where are the prophets of the South African am nothing if I am not educational.” Mr. Skrine is one of the

War ! Yet in both cases the essential facts seem peculiarly tifty ( or hundred, in the last edition) Victorian laureates, and an

accessible for a basis of forecast. Of course, a careful study of Oxford Newdigate, but he will be better known to our readers

the pertinent facts, with due precautions against error - a just as the author of two charming monographs, “ Uppingham by the

application of scientificmethod to social and political facts -must Sea ” and “ A Memoir of Edward Thring.”. First a pupil, and

do something to clear and steady one's vision. But Mr. Wells then a master, at Uppingham , he has followed closely in his great

seems to hope for a good deal more from " a systematic explora- master's footsteps.

tion of the future." He sees the point of difficulty clearly. The first volume, with all respect to the eminence of the author,

“ Directly man becomes a factor the nature of the problem need not detain us long. The addresses, with twoexceptions , are
changes. Is man , then , “ indeed, individually and collectively, merely reprints of newspaper reports. Excellent as impromptus

incalculable " ? Individually, he is ; collectively, perhaps, not (half a sheet of note paper, so Mrs. Creighton tells us, repre

altogether. * The knowledge of the future we may hope to gain sented the maximum of preparation) and for their immediate

will be general , and not individual.” Here, to begin with, is a purpose, they throw little light on the problems that most exer

far - reaching limitation of our prospects . cise us to-day. Though the style is easy and fluent, there is

How far, then, is it possible at the present time to speculate hardly a sentence or a turn of thought that clings to the memory

the particular outline the future will assume when it is investi- and, except as another proof of Dr. Creighton's ready wit and

gated in this way . ” _ " scientifically ” investigated, we presume, geniality, the book will not add to his fame. In theory, in

with a view to discovery of general ” knowledge of the future. systems, in professional training, Dr. Creighton has a profound

Demolishing the Comtist notion of “ any millennial settlement of disbelief. Teaching itself he holds to be “ an incommunicable

cultured persons,” Mr. Wells comes upon the fact “ that man is art.” After the " three R's " he would have “ no definite sub
not final, ” and this , he says, is the great,unmanageable, dis- jects taught at all, but, instead, things in general.". " The body

turbing fact that rises upon us in the scientific discovery of the which has to do this kind of work for the community (the work
future.” Modestly, however, he acknowledges his inability to of real education ), there can be no doubt about it, is the Church .”

solve the question , " What is to come after man ? ” and accord. The random utterances we have quoted suffice to show that we

ingly he turns to “ the nearer future, while man is still man . who call ourselves educationalists - an "offensive " name, wemay

What, then , does he see through his telescope ? A “ mere irre- admit - take a different view of the problem from that of the -

sponsible suggestion ” of two years ago turned into a pretty Bishop. While freely acknowledging with him that the relation
general belief, even into a commonplace with Cabinet Ministers, between the individual teacher and his pupil is of more import

" that our dense populations are in the opening phase of a process ance than any system , and that the main part of teaching is to

of diffusion and aëration .” There does not seem to be much inspire a love of knowledge, we hold, no less firmly , thateduca..

credit to prophecy in this example. Also “ it seems pretty evident tion is an art, based on science, reducible to rules, and communi..
that the mass of white and yellow population in the world will be cable in the same degree as the art of medicine or of war. It is

forced some way up the scale of education and personal efficiency hard to understand how so able a man can have failed to grasp

in the next two or three decades." This is so “ general ” as to what seems to us so obvious . The simple explanation, we take .

be practically useless . But further : it , is that Dr. Creighton was never a schoolmaster. The best of

It is not difficult to collect reasons for supposir g, and such reasons lecturers and private tutors may make the worst of form-masters .

have been collected , that in the near future -- in a couple of hundred Mr. Skrine, like Dr. Creighton, is somewhat sceptical as to

years, as one rash optimist has written, or in a thousand or so- pedagogics, and is careful to tell us that he is not composing a
humanity will be definitely and consciously organizing itself as a great treatise on education, but he knows at first hand what he writes

world State : a great world State that will purge from itself much that about, and with all our belief in theory we gladly sit at the feet

is mean, much that is bestial , and much that makes for individual of an abnormis sapiens, one who has consciously or unconsciously
duliness and dreariness, greyness, and wretchedness in the world of imbibed the first principles of Froebel and Pestalozzi. Mr.

to -day. Skrine is a poet, and his doctrine is wrapped up in poetical all

We find no balancing of opposing probabilities, but again the egories, images , and metaphors. In saying this, we do not intend

vagueness renders the conclusion wholly barren. Moreover, there to imply either that his meaning is obscure or that he confounds
scientific ” demonstration of this “ great world state ” ; it the separate arts of prose and verse composition. His prose is

is but “ the sanguine necessity of our minds that makes us vivid and pictorial, but plain and unaffected . There is much we .

believe " in its eventual emergence. Thus, inevitably, Mr. Wells disagree with , but we cannot too highly commend his delineation .

feels himself driven , step by step, to drop " scientific ” discovery of the very perfect gentle " schoolmaster.

and " intellectual" methods, and to acknowledge that his specii- Let us see how Mr. Skrine stands the test of turning his

lations are “ built finally upon certain negative beliefs that are imaginative and graceful poetry into bald, matter-of-fact prose.

incapable of scientific establishment," and particularly upon the He may, indeed, object, on principle, to the test , and call in aid

belief that neither humanity nor , in truth , any individualhuman Ithe authorities who tell us that a paraphrase of poetry is an..
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impossibility, and that such an exercise as we set in our last ' A recent incident that was brought to our notice may serve as

number is an absurdity- " you seize the flower, its bloom is a pendant to Mr. Skrine's “ Idylls of the King." A beardless

shed.” Still , we stick to our guns, and, while awarding extra head master enters a class -room and finds a Latin lesson pro
marks for excellence of style ( to borrow the language of the ceeding when Greek was down in the time-table . He thus

schools), insist that the essays must be classed mainly according addresses the form master, a man twice his age : “ Mr. Jones,

to the value of the ideas they contain , the truth of the theories you are paid by the Governors to carry out my instructions, and,

they expound. We will choose for analysis the chapter entitled if you neglect them , you must expect to be reprimanded. Boys,
The Parent, a Neglected Factor in Education ,” guided solely put away your and get out your Xenophons."

by the consideration that the subject is less trite than most of
those treated in the volume. Here, then , is a brief résumé of the

HEALTI IS THE SCHOOL.

argument, which is couched in the form of a dialogue : --

Professors of pedagogy neglect the crux of the whole matter-the
Hygiene for Students. By Edward F. Willoughby, M.D. Lond.

relation of parent and master. The ordinary master ignores one -half
(Macmillan .)

of his duty - the education of the parent. It is true that parents Although the subject of health is one that appeals to all , there

differ so widely in character and morals that it is impossible to treat are special departments of hygiene which are devoted to special

them as a class; but they may, and should be, dealt with individually. conditions of life: thus, there is the hygiene of the home, of the

The head master should make a point of seeing the parent - at least city, of the workshop, of the school , and so on. As, with the

once --so as to establish a personal relation, and he should write to increasing complications of civilized life , these departments
him fully at any turning point in his son's career . More than this become more highly developed, so the laws regarding their health

cannot be expected of him ; he has not the time. A nerus must be become more elaborate, and the special knowledge more exact.

established ; for the rest he must trust to chance and circumstance. In this new edition of a well known text-book, Dr. Willoughly

Public schools may appear to an outsider a violation of nature in that has endeavoured to embrace all these departments in one manual.

they divorce a boy from his home; but they are justified by their For the examination candidate this is doubtless a wise arrange

results . A boy can grow to more in them than if he stays at home.
ment, but for practical purposes it is obvious that a number of

Now this argument tacitly assumes that the English public smaller manuals, each on its special department, would be more
school is , or may be made, an ideal institution , and that its useful. For a general work of reference, however, it is excellent.

imperfections are due solely to the frailties and shortcomings of The chapter on “ School Hygiene is somewhat disappointing,
those that work it . The chapter begins with a sly hit at the leaving several points untouched ; not, apparently, from lack of

College of Preceptors, and to talk of founding a Chair of Ped space, since country holiday funds are discussed, as well as the
agogy seems to Mr. Skrine to show a lack of humour. Wecannot comparative mental abilities of men and women, The treatment

ihelp thinking that, if Mr. Skrine had sat under Dr. Findlay, or of infectious diseases, the lighting of schoolrooms, and the

reven attended a Winter Meeting at the College of Preceptors, he question of desks are all thoroughly dealt with. We would
would have remembered that in “ the land where philosophers particularly draw attention to a table showing the right measure
'be ” this ideal public school is virtually unknown, and that some ments of desks for scholars of varying heights. Such a table

of the best thinkers among ourselves (not all of them Preceptors) would be of great service to teachers who are provided with

look to the day school as the ideal school of the future, capable adjustable desks, butdo not know how to adjust them , or forget
of combining all the advantages of home and cloister. to do so ; for a desk that is fixed wrongly is far more unhygienic

There is another assumption that runs not only through this than the ordinary chair and table. In the question of lighting,

chapter, but through all the book , and that is theautocracy of the a North aspect is advocated . This is doubtless best when an

head master. Mr. Skrine is not content that the head master should even light is wanted for drawing ; but sunshine is too important

be primus inter pares (he says so totidem rerbis) ; he would have a factor in the lives of children to be excluded from their ordinary
him prophet, priest, and king. One of the objections urged in schoolroom .

this essay against frequent correspondence with parents is that

it would compel the head master to “ toss over every detail which

is indifferent to morals to a chief of the staff.” Morals are the

GENERAL NOTICES.
inalienable prerogative of the head, “ a province with which no sub

ordinate can beentrusted .” This radically false conception of the

relations between a head master and his assistants ( for such we
CLASSICS .

hold it to be) vitiates much ofMr. Skrine's theory: The nexus, “ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.”— The Phormio of Terence. Edited
if it is to be what Mr. Skrine desires -- a co -trusteeship and not a by W. Cecil Lamiug, M.A.

mere business contract - must be between the parent and the Mr. Laming's introduction ( 27 pages) sketches the ancient comic

' boy's house master or tutor, not his head master. It is possible drama, tells of Plautus and (at greater length) of Terence, describes
to stand in loco parentis to twenty or thirty boys ; it is impos- the Ronian theatre, outlines the plot of the " .Phormio," and explains

sible to do so to two or three hundred. Only long use and wont the Terentian metres . The text lays no claim to being critical ; it

can have reconciled us to that monstrous pluralist, the head follows in the main Hauler's revision of Dziatzko's edition . A few

master of a great public school, at once general manager and troublesome passages,however, are briefly considered in an appendix.

supervisor, chaplain, sixth -form master, and house master of There is no attempt to give stage directions, which form an interesting

probablythe biggest boarding -house in the school, with a larger The explanatory notes are full, accurate,and pointed. We cannotbut
and helpful feature of Mr. Sloman's careful edition (Clarendon Press ) .

income than a bishop and the prospect of a bishopric as a retiring thinkthat Mr. Laming unnecessarily perpetuates the difficulty about

pension. initiabunt (Act I. , Sc . i . , 1. 15 ) . Though " the ceremony (of consecration

Let us be just. It is clear, from the whole tenour of the on weaning] was a purely Roman one, and Terence is not likely to have

volume, that Mr. Skrine would repudiate this actual portraiture found a reference to it in his Greek original,” surely that can be no valid

as his ideal . His head master, like Carlyle's King, rules by no reason against a reference to it by Terence ; and the alternative ex

divine right, but solely by virtue of his canning:
planations seem to us to involve greater difficulties. There are

Let us suppose our Round Table has been set up in the school of 22 illustrations,mostly reproductions from the Vatican MS. These

Altogether a careful ,our dreams , and an order gathered round it. Every master has a seat add greatly to the usefulness of the book .

at it and counts for one . Even the King (for the roundest table must
scholarly, and serviceable volume.

admit this one distinction ) counts for one as knight, and when he “ Bell's Illustrated Classics . ” — P . Ovidi Nasonis Tristium Liber Primus.

counts for more, as the Grand Master of an order must, it is not for Edited by A. E. Roberts, M.A.

two or three he counts, but for all ; he claims more than another only In a brief introduction Mr. Roberts gives the chief events in Ovid's

because he claims it in the name of the whole. career, a descriptive list of his writings, an analysis of the first book of

He breaks up
Wehave no doubt that Glenalmond under its present Warden the “ Tristia," and a concise explanation of themetre.

is such a Round Table. The mistake Mr. Skrine makes is in thepoem into sections, placing at the head of each a summary of the

contents.

thinking that the majority of head masters are like himself ; that appendices will be found a useful description of a Roman book
The notes are ample, instructive, and suggestive .

King Arthurs are, or may be, the rule among monarchs. Ich (figured from a Pompeian wall-painting on another page) , a map of

dien must be the badge of all our tribe, head masters and Ovid's journey to Tomi, and a classified list of such grammatical and

assistants alike ; but, the more he is eager to do true service, rhetorical usages in the text as seem worthy of special note. The

the less will a man of independent temper be willing to take a vocabulary obviates the need of a dictionary,but the book may be had

post from which he can be ejected at the will and pleasure of an without it . There are nearly thirty well chosen illustrations. Mr.
.autocrat. Roberts's Latin is better than his English .

In
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MATHEMATICS. A good hint is : Describe a place as if you were the only person

Spherical Trigonometry. By the late I. Todhunter, M.A., F.R.S.
who knew about it.” A good deal of space is devoted to the important

Revised by J. G. Leathem , M.A., D.Sc. ( Macmillan .)
point of securing unity and coherence in the paragraph . The “ topic

In its present revised form the well known work on spherical sentence ” -- that is, the sentence conveying the central idea - is

trigonometry by the late Dr. Isaac Todhunter has been very much specially dwelt on . One point in the arrangement of the book is strik

enlarged and improved . Dr. Leathem has undertaken the task of ing as an illustration of the growing influence of the point of view of

reviser in a spirit that must call forth the thanks and admiration of all the “ reformed ” method of teaching modern languages. Exercises on

students that cherish a feeling of affection for and a sincere apprecia- the correction of ill -expressed sentences , and on the proper use of

tion of the thorough, vatient, and untiring investigation tbat marks all words involving some ditficulty, follow those which involve the expres

Dr. Todhunter's work . Nothing has been altered for the sake of sion of thought in a story or paragraph. The authors have, in fact

alteration . The many changes and extensive additions which now (perhaps unconsciously ), reversed the order of the traditional method

bring the book into tonch wirh the present state of the science enhance of teaching the classical languages .

the value of the work in proportion as they increase its size. Special MODERN LANGUAGES.

features of the new volume are the introduction of fresh and very valu

able chapters on “ Spherical Geometry " and the careful development of
The French and English Word -Book . By H. Edgren and P. B. Burnet.

(Heinemann .)
the principle of duality in connexion with circles on the sphere. The

reviser has treated the theory of systems of coaxal circles in a manner
The characteristic feature of this dictionary is the method of in

that gives prominence to the analogy between such systems on the dicating the pronunciation . Transliteration, both phonetic and con

sphere and on the plane. Separate chapters at the close of the book ventional, is (as far us possible) avoided, and the sounds of letters are

are devoted to the generalized sphericaltriangles and to the applica: under the letters, on the same principle as the cedilla, and by printingindicated, for the most part, by symbols - like dashes, dots, & c .--- placed

tion of determinants to spherical geometry . The numerical examples mute letters in italics, and occasionally by using special letters, as E

of the solution of triangles are placed in the chapters they naturallybelong to , and not, as in early editions,at the end of the book. This for the e in le, menace, &c . The date ofthe introduction ofa word is in

rearrangement is a distinct improvement.
dicated by small figures , as Huguerol.5, meaning that it dates from the

fifteenth century. In the French - English part the Hatzfeld-Darm

Complete Mental Arithmetic for the Senior Division. By James Lamb, stetter - Thomas lexicon has been closely followed , and is generally

F.E.I.S., F.S.A. ( Scot. ). McDougall's Educational Co.) responsible for the etymology. As far as meanings are concerned , this

This is a very good little book on mental arithmetic. It gives in authority has not always been used judiciously. Thus, for nid we have

clear and concise form the principal rules for the rapid and accurate “ nest, cradle.” The history of “ cradle ” is an interesting example of

performance of arithmetical processes, and for the solution of ordinary the methods of lexicographers. Littré quotes a passage of Boileau in

arithmetical problems. It contains also a large number of useful which nid means “ a source ofmoral evil . ” Darmstetter, at the end of

exercises and test papers, to which a time limit is attached . The his article , has “ Fig.Curative ) berceau ," and quotes the same passage.

answers are not included in the volume itself , but a “ Teachers' Book
The authors of the book before us have simply taken berceau from

has been issued . The large type and serviceable binding selected for Darmstetter and translated it “ crudle " without more ado. There are

so inexpensive a publication deserve a special word of praise . several cases in which a cursory inspection shows want of care in the

compilation ; thus dépêcher ( transitive ) is rendered make haste,"
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE .

and " telegram ” is not given among the meanings of dépêche ; frère de
Shakespeare : Julius Cæsar. Edited by M. J. C. Meiklejohn, B.A. lait is rendered “ milk -brother," instead of “ foster-brother ” ; pousser

( Holden .) une botte , “ give one thrust ” -an odd expression ; il a poussé sa chance,

“ The first of a series edited under the general editorial supervision “ he has made his chance count" -also odd ; qui diantre vous pousse

of Prof. Meiklejohn ” -who,alas ! is now no more. The apparatus of vous faire imprimer? " what in [ sic ] the deuce brings you to go into

explanation and commentary is very complete. The introductory print ? ” - certainly not idiomatic English . It is equally easy to find

matter ( 19 pages) sets forth the probable date of the play (we should evidences of haste in the English -French part. Thus, among the

put it at least a year earlier ), the source of the materials, the duration French words for “ indulge ” (transitive ) we find permettre, accorder,

of the action , the dates of the historical events referred to, the details se livrer, se laisser aller ; for the intransitive use of the same word , se

of the plot and a summary as well, and an account of the chief charac . livrer à , se laisser aller d . On the same page, induire (obsolete in this

ters both as represented in the play and as known to history . The sense) is coupled with entraîner as a rendering for “ induce ” ; while

notes on the text are generally serviceable ,though some of them might the student who had to translate an induced current ” would find no

have been spared. Besides , there are good notes on scansion and on help .

old or unusual grammar, and useful lists of the anachronisms and of À Complete French Verb Drill . By J. Lazare and H. Marshall.

the chief historical inaccuracies in the play. Add to all this a series ( Hachette .)

of nine examination papers and an index to the notes on the text . This is simply a table of the French verbs, with exercises of a

O.E.," no doubt , “ the infinitive ended in an ; later, in en .” But is it commmonplace type. No serious effort is made to teach French idiom

the fact that then the Danish fashion of using to was introduced ” ? or syntax , otherwise than incidentally. It might be used to supple

The Danes had no “ to ” to use or to lend us ; and our “ to ” has surely ment more general exercise -books.

been otherwise satisfactorily accounted for. Then it seems much too SCRIPTURE .

sweeping to say that " in the time of Shakespeare the to was employed

or was omitted at pleasure.” Again, in Act I , Sc . i . , 1. 262,
“ The Century Bible .” ( Jack .)

( 1 ) Hebrew's. Edited by A. S. Peake, M.A.
A curse shall light upon the limbs of men

Prof. Peake has successfully combined scholarly and popular treat

-- Mr. Meiklejohn (with others) thinks “ limbs is probably a corruptment of a subject bristling with difficulties . In an introduction of
reading " ; for domestic fury ' and ' civil strife ' [ next line ] would some length he discusses fully and fairly the authorship, teaching,

not affect the limbs of men . " No ? Then read on . Besides, “ limbs '
destination , and history of the Epistle. Though retaining in his title

is not tobe prosaically restricted to armsand legs : cf. Vergil,“ Aneid,” | " the Epistle of Paul the Apostle,” he concludes that Harnack's
III , 137 , where Conington translates membra “ the human frame,” and identification of the author with Priscilla , though not proved , “ seems

no critic proposes an emendation. In spite ofall the “ proposed read . to be the most probable that has yet been proposed.” The Authorized

ings,” the text is plainly sound . Once more : Augustus died , not “ in Version of “ Hebrews ” is reprinted , and then comes the main portion

the seventy -seventh year of his ago ” (page xvii . ) , but 35 days short of of the book, the Revised Version with annotations." The running
76 : “ septuagesimo et sexto ætatis anno diebus v . et xxx. minus,” | commentary is full, judicious, and instructive . Prof. Peake shirks no

according to Suetonius. Such slips, however, detract but little from difficulty , and he is scrupulously careful to deal with all views of real

the comprehensive usefulness of the book . importance. The references to the literature of the subject will be

Composition and Rhetoric for Higher Schools . By Sara E. H. Lockwood welcome to all inquiring readers. This is a kind of work that ought

and Mary A. Emerson . ( Ginn . ) not to be confined to theological students or Suuday - school teachers,

The school system of the United States lends itself more completely but to be studied widely for private edification . The get -up is very

than ours does to the systematic teaching of English composition . The dainty and attractive.

book before us begins with a brief review of the chief rules of grammar ( 2 ) Corinthians. Edited by J. Massie, M.A., D.D.

and punctuation , followed by some exercises in paraphrase and retell- Prof. Massie packs a great deal of matter into his 78 pages of

ing the thoughts of others. A good example of how not to do it is introduction. He briefly establishes the authorship of the Epistles,

quoted from a pupil's version of a well known passage in “ The Lady of narrates the founding and the conditions of the Church at Corinth,
the Lake " : But, before he took his swift racecourse , he shook off the ! and examines, with minute care, the problems that emerge. In ex

dewdrops from his fleshy sides, and , like a proud and tall leader with a plaining the occasion of “ the First Epistle ( so called ),” he deals with
coat-of-arms, tossed to the sky his little front with its many beams." Apollos and his teaching, with the “ parties," with the general state

The more difficult problem of telling one's own thoughts is sensibly of the Church, and with the particular questions of ecclesiastical
attacked . Among other contrivances may be mentioned the use of position and discipline, morals, the regulation of Christian worship ,
pictures (such as Stratford -on -Avon ,Cromwell refusing the Crown , the and the doctrine of the Resurrection. The Second Epistle presents
Laocoon Group) as subjects for paragraphs . Pupils are firstto write much greater perplexities for disentanglement. Was there an inter
rough notes on the points to be observed , and then to work them up . Imediate letter ? Was there an intermediate visit ? Then we have
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covenant or as

:

the Judaizers and their relations to Paul. Finally, the burning [ Aims " chiefly at indicating the place and nature of the

question : Is the Epistle a unity ? As in the other volumes of the various metaphysical problems, rather than at thrashing them

series, the Authorized Version is reprinted , and, thereafter, the out in detail." Genetic treatment. Handling grows firmer in

Rerised Version with notes and an index. There is a clear map latter half.7

showing the journeys of St. Paul in Asia Minor and Greece. Not à Pierce, A. H., Ph.D. : Studies in Auuitory and Visual Space Perception .

page but bears the marks of thoroughly competent workmanship. 6s. 6d . Longmans .

The rolume should be in the hands of every thoughtful reader of the [ Experimental psychology. Treats the localization of sound ,
Bible . and offers explanation of certain optical illusions . ]

( 3 ) Thessalonians and Galatians. Edited by Walter F. Adeney, M.A. MODERN LANGUAGES .

Prof. Adeney makes an able contribution to the series of which he Cours Elémentaire Black.—France de Monterel ( Jules de Glouret ) .
is general editor. The introduction deals very carefully and fully with Abrégé et annoté par F. B. Kirkman, B.A. ls . 60 .

the genuineness , date and place of origin , occasion and objects, and [ " * Roman de la guerre de cent ans ( 1418-29 ). ” Footnotes in

characteristics and teaching of the three Epistles, including also a useful French . At end--and separate if desired English notes

section on the origin of the Galatian churches. Prof. Adeney utilizes ( 4 pages ) and vocabulary. Effective illustrations ; frontispiece

the main arguments of Prof. Ramsay in favour of the South Galatians
Henry V. of England . Beautifully printed .]

as the recipients of the Epistle to the Galatians. We are not satisfied Blackie's Little French Classics.- ( 1 ) L'Avocat Patelin ( Bruevs.

that he is sure of his ground in discussing the argument based on the
Palaprat ) . Edited by E. B. Le François. ( 2 ) Oraisons Funèbres

legal points. We hardly think it matters for the purposes of the text
( Bossuet ). Edited by the Rev. H. J. Chaytor, JL.A. 4d . each .

whether diaonan be taken as " will " ; in either case

[ Very good additions to the series.]
the son , by the adoption of fuith , takes the benefit. The point of
irrevocability is too complicated for discnssion here. But,as to adop. Siepmann's German Series (Elementery ): - Friedrich der Grosse und

tion, Prof. Adeney says : " The Greek custom of adoption carried with
der siebenjährige Krieg (Ferdinand Schrader ). Adapted and

it certain religious rights and obligations. This had been so with the
edited by R. H. Allpress, M.A. 2s . Macmillan .

Roman custom in ancient times ; but it had ceased to be the case
[ Introduction ; notes ; list of strong verbs ; vocabulary. Also

before the commencement of the Christian era . Now in our Epistle key to “ Word and Phrase Book ” ( by the general editor of the

the Apostle assumes that it is still a current custom . To be made a series ) , which appears separately (6d .).]

son of Abraham by adoption is to come into the privileges of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

patriarch's covenant. This then implies a Greek civilization , rather Black's School Shakespeare.- Henry IV. , Part I. Edited by H. W

than a Roman. Then , according to the old custom , to be an heir im- Ord , M.A. 18. net.

plied sonship , because the son had a right to inherit his father's

property . Thus to make a will in favour of anybody implied the Blackwoods' English Classics. -Samson Agonistes (Milton ). By E H.
[Introduction, notes, one examination paper. Well got up.

adoption of that person . This custom had ceased at Rome by St. Paul's

time, but in our Epistle he argues that the possession of Abraham's
Blakeney, M.A.

faith carries with it the sonship, as the inheritance implies the adop
[ Sympathetic treatment. Excellent introduction and usefu

tion." We cannot help thinking that this passage contains both bad Carter, George, M.A .: Questions on Shakespeare's A Midsummernotes . ]

law and bad logic . To say that the son's right to inherit involves an
Night's Dream . ls . Relfe .

implication of sonship in heirship seems an obvious logical fallacy.

Again, the alleged custom whereby the institution of an heir was an
[Papers on each scene, and 12 of general questions. Inter

implied adoption of him is, we imagine, not to be found in theextant Columbia University Studies in Comparative Literature. --The Italian
leaved.]

writings of the Roman jurists. Further, it surely is not the fact that Renaissance in England . By Lewis Einstein . 1.50 dols. Mac

the Roman religious rights and obligations arising out of adoption had
millan (agents ).

ceased before the Christian era . Else what does Justinian , some five
[" To trace the Italian influence in England from the beginning

centuries later, mean, for example, by “ personis in sacris patris con

stitutis ” (“ Cod .” viii . 47 (48) , 4 , 10 ) ? Once more : - To be made a son
of the 15th century until the death of Elizabeth.” Careful study,

of Titius by adoption is to come into the privileges of Titius's coven
Some good portraits reproduced . Extensive bibliography .]

ant”-is not thisproposition valid in Roman law at (and long after) Dinglewood Shakespeare Manuals. - Midsummer Night's Dream ;

the time of Paul ? Prof. Adeney also seems to identify ius Italicum Questions and Notes. By Stanley Wood, M.A. 1s . Heywood.

with “ the proud rights of Roman citizenship ” ( pages 73-74 ), which [ Flood of questions ; "with full answers to a large number of

would be somewhat hasty. Apart from these rather special technic . the more difficult ” of them .]

alities , however, the work is thoroughly well done-- clear , pointed, and Fowler, J. H., M.A.: A First Course of Essay-Writing. 6d. Black .

instructive . [ “ To reduce the number of those unpleasant and often unprofit

able minutes which a beginner spends in contemplation of the

FIRST GLANCES .
' theme' that has been given him .” ]

George, Hereford B. , M.A., and W. H. Hadow , M.A.: Poems of
CLASSICS .

English Country Life ( selected and edited ). 2s . Clarendon Press.
Carter, George, M.A. : Rules of Latin Syntax. Relfe .

[ Judicious selection ; sensible notes . Nicely got up. ]
[ Third Edition , with additions .]

Parallel Grammar Series.-- A Parallel of Greek and Latin Syntax. By Jones, W.H. S., M.A.: King Richard the Third (Shakespeare ). Ralph,

C. H. St. L. Russell , M.A. 3s. 6d . Swan Sonnenschein .
Holland, & Co.

[Two objects : ( 1 ) " to simplify the study of Greek by a direct
[ “ To meet the requirements of Certificate students. ” Fall

comparison with Latin idiom ” ; ( 2) to provide a syntax of both
introduction ; footnotes ; questions. Text rather closely printed ,

languages which will cover thewhole course of a boy’s training Luce, Morton : The Tempest (Shakespeare). 38. 6d . Methuen:
but clear.]

at a public school.” Print and binding excellent . ]
[Handsome and scholarly edition. Literary introduction on

Scriptorum Classicorum Bibliotheca Oxoniensis.---- Homeri Opera. sources , date, and characteristics; footnotes critical and explan
By D. B. Monro and T. W. Allen . 2 vols . 3s . 6d . each . Clarendon

atory . Appendices treating particular points at some length . ]
Press .

[ Text elaborately revised ; brief critical notes .
Moffatt's Shakespeare's Richard III . 2s . Moffatt & Paige.

( Elaborate introduction and exhaustive notes . )
MATHEMATICS.

Wood , Stanley, M.A. : Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream .
Boole, Mary Everest: The Cultivation of the Mathematical Imagina- 18. 6d . Gill .

tion . 6d . Colchester : Benham & Co.
[ “ Gill's Oxford and Cambridge edition . ” Very full introduction

( 34 pages. “ Written by Prof. Perry's wish in order to facilitate and notes--suitable, apparently, for teacher rather than for pupil . ]

comprehension of how toput pupils into the condition ofmind in The Windsor Shakespeare. - Othello. Edited by Henry N. Hudson ,
which such mathematical knowledge as they may acquire at

LL.D. Jack .

school will be of use in after life for the understanding of the
[ Pretty edition. Brief introduction and footnotes , with critical

physical sciences .” ]

Loomis, Elisha S., Ph.D. : Original Investigation ; or how to attack an
notes at the end .]

Exercise in Geometry . ls . 6d . Ginn.
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

Ç“ With many model solutions and a complete discussion of the Barnard, F. Pierrepoint, M.A. , F.S.A. ( with others ): Companion to

principles underlying the same . ' ' ]

English History (Middle Ages ) . 88. 6d , net . Clarendon Press .

Smith, Charles, M.A.: Solutions of the Problems and Theorems in
[* Designed 'primarily for higher educational purposes ,” but

also for " the reading public at large.” In 12 sections. Profusely
Smith and Bryant's Geometry. 8s . 6d. Macmillan .

[ 230 solid pages, clearly and carefully printed . ]
illustrated ; 97 full- page plates. Most useful “ companion." ' ]

Black's Elementary Geography Readers. - IV.A (the British Isles ) and
MENTAL SCIENCE.

IV.B (Europe, including the British Isles ) . By L. W. Lyde , M.A.

Mackenzie, John S. , M.A., Litt.D .: Outlines of Metaphysics . 45. 60 . 18. 4d , each .

Macmillan . [ Summary at the end . Liberally illustrated . ]

.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS .

COMPANION TO ENGLISH HISTORY (MIDDLE AGES ) .

Edited by F. P. BARNARD, M.A. , F.S.A. With Ninety -seven

Plates. Crown 8vo, cloth, 8s . 6d . net .

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF ENGLAND, down to the Death of

Queen Victoria . With Maps, Plans, and Bibliographies. By OWEN

M. EDWARDS, R. S. Rait, H. W. C. DAVIS, G. N. RICHARDSON ,

A. J. CARLYLE, and W. G. Pogson -Smith. Crown 8vo, cloth ,

3s . 6d .

6 POEMS OF ENGLISH COUNTRY LIFE. Selected and

Edited , with Introduction and Notes , by H. B. GEORGE, M.A. , anii

W. H. Hadow , M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s .

MOLIÈRE. LES FÂCHEUX. Edited , with Introduction anil

Notes, by E. J. TRECHMANX , M.A., Ph.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth , 2 ..

A FRENCH PRIMER, consisting of Accidence and Syntax . For

use in Middle and Lower Forms. By Arthur H. WALL , M.A.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 28 .

A GUIDE TO ADVANCED GERMAN PROSE COMEOSI.

TION. Containing Selections from Modern English Authors,

from the Sandhurst Papers, and from Magazines and Newspapers .

With copious Notes and Idiomatic Renderings of some of the

more ditficult Phrases and Sentences ; the whole being preceded

by an exhaustive Grammatical Introduction . By EDUARD EHRKY.

Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth , 3s.

SCENES FROM SOPHOCLES : AJAX, ANTIGONE.

Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by C. E. LAURENCE , M.A.

Extra fcap . 8vo, cloth , ls. 60. each.

Blackie's Illustrated Continental Geography Readers. - A sia . ls . 6d.

[ “ Intended to give a clear and vivid view in reading lessons.”

Sketch maps ; numerous illustrations , some of them full-page and

coloured .]

Heroes of the Nations.-- Edward Plantagenet ( Edward I. ) . By Edward

Jenks, M.A. G. P. Putnam's Sons.

[Sub-title : The English Justinian, or the Making of the Com

mon Law. “ I have long been unable to understand how any one

but a lawyer can possibly appreciate the true inwardness of

Edward's reign . " But the general history is not swamped by

legal discussions. Maps, plans, pedigrees, and many illustra

tions . ]

EDUCATION .

Von Bülow , Baroness : The Life of the Baroness von Warenholtz

Bülow . 2 vols . 158. 60. American School and College Text

Book Agency (for W. B. Harison , New York ) .

[ Preface by Dr. W. T. Harris. “ These studies of Fröbel's

philosophy,” says Dr. Harris, are made doubly interesting by the

setting that her devoted niece has given them , ” and “ a very instruc

tive picture of the obstacles which educational reformers meet."

Myaunt possessed a most marvellous gift of teaching ." ]

The Great Educators.-- Pestalozzi, and the Foundation of the Modern

Elementary School. By A. Pinloche. 58. Heinemann .

(M. Pinloche is Professor in the Lycée Charlemagne and the

Ecole Polytechnique, Paris. Life ( pp. 1-118 ) , educational theory

( pp. 119-286) , influence ( pp. 287–302 ) ; introduction , bibliography,

index. ]

How to bring up your Children . 1s . net. Sampson Low.

( Dainty reprint of Locke's Thoughts on Education .]

Wilson , Ven . Archdeacon J. M., M.A .: Profession of Teachirg. 6d .

Kendal Mercury and Times.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Books for the Bairns.- No. 74 , The Kings and Queens of England.

2d . Office of Books for the Bairns, London .

[Coronation Double Number. “ Many of the portraits are

drawn for this publication from famous paintings in the National

Portrait Gallery .” ]

Board of Education .-- Special Reports on Educational Subjects. Vols . 8

and 9. 38. 23. and 2s . 7d .

[See " Notes ” on another page . ]

Bristol Conference Souvenir. Edited by Beatrice L. Taylor, L.L.A.,

and Henry D. Mockridge, B.A. 53. net ( to the public ) ; 3s. 6d.

net ( to members of the scholastic profession ) . Jarrold .

[ Authorized official guide for the N.U.T. Conference, Easter,

1902. Articles on local geology, history, architecture, celebrities ,

charities, commerce, educational facilities, libraries, &c . Descrip

tion of short excursions. Profusely illustrated ( photographs and

views ) . Comprehensive, serviceable, handy .]

The Education of the People and the Bill of 1902. 6. King (for the

National Education Association ).

[ Adverse to Bill , but comprehensive and instructive .]

Eeles , F. C .: The English Coronation Service : its History and Teach

ing. 6d . net . Mowbray.

[“ With the Coronation Services of King Charles I. and of Queen

Victoria ." The Coronation is " a setting apart or consecration of

a special minister of the Church " _ " a service of a quasi

sacramental nature, in many respects not unlike Confirmation or

the Consecration of a Bishop ” ]

Ontario Education Department.-- ( 1 ) Documentary History of Educa .

tion in Upper Canada, from the passing of the Constitutional Act of

1791 to the close of the Rev. Dr. Ryerson's Administration of the

Education Department in 1876. Vol . VIII., 1848-49. Edited ,

under the direction of the Minister of Education , with explanatory

notes, by J. George Hodgin-, M.A., LL.D., Librarian and Historio

grapher to the Education Department of Ontario . Toronto : L. K.

Cameron .

(Mainly about the affairs of King's College, which became the

University of Toronto in 1849. Having been Chief of the Staff

to the Education Department from 18++ to 1890 , ” says Dr.

Hodgins, “ I was personally cognizant of the various educational

events recorded in the volumes of this Documentary History.”
Except in Germany, which has its “ Monumenta Paedagogica in

19 volumes, is there any other example of the national publica

tion of such a detailed History of Education ? But apparently

they still lack careful readers for the press in the Ontario Educa .

tion Departmeut.]

( 2 ) Report of the Minister of Education , Province of Ontario ,

for the year 1901. Parts I. and II . Toronto : L. K. Cameron .

(Statistics of 1900 ; very instructive reports ; excellent views of

a number of public schools.)

The Year-Book of New South Wales . Circulated by the Agent-General,

9 Victoria Street, Westminster.

( 168 pages . Careful, lucid , and full. ]

EURIPIDES.-MEDEA. Edited , with Introduction and Notes,

by C. B. BEBERDEN , M.A. New Impression. Third Edition ,

Revised . Fcap . 8vo, cloth, 2s.

TALES OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC. Adapted from the

Text of Livv . Parts I and II . Witb Notes, Vocabularies, and

Euglish Exercises, by John BaRROW ALLEN, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo,

stiff covers , with a Map, ls . 6d . each .

CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN SCHOOLS, By PERCY

GARDNER, Litt.D. With an Appendix containing Lists of Archaeo

logical Apparatus by Professor P. GARDNER and J. L. MYRES,

M.A. Printed by request of a Committee of the Head Masters'

Conference. Svo, paper covers , ls . net.

CHART OF THE RULES OF HARMONY FOR FORM

USE BY STUDENTS. By ARTHUR SOMERVELL. 4to, printed

on thick card, ls . net .

:

MANUAL OF THE FOUR GOSPELS . By the Rev. T. H.

StokoE, D.D. Part I : The Gospel Narrative. PART II : The

Gospel Teaching. Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s . 6d . ; or separately,

Parts I and II , 2s , each .

ARITHMETIC. With or without Answers to the Exercises . By R.

HARGREAVES , M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth , 18. 6d .

66 THE " JUNIOR " EUCLID. By S. W. Finx , M.A. Crown 8vo,

cloth . Bouks I and II , ls . 6d . Books III and IV, 2s.

GEOMETRICAL EXERCISES FROM NIXON'S " EUCLID

REVISED . " With Solutions. By ALEXANDER LARMOR, M.A.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s . 6d .

THE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK TO THE UNIVERSITY

AND COLLEGES OF OXFORD. Fifteenth Edition . Re

vised to January , 1901. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s . 6d. net .

COMPLETE CITALOGLE POST FREE O. APPLICATION,

Londox : HESRY FROWDE, OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE ,

AMEN CORNER, E.C.
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BLACKIE & SON'S NEW LIST
WRITE FOR COMPLETE EDUCATIONAL CATALOGUE.

BLACKIE'S LITTLE FRENCH CLASSICS.BLACKIE'S ILLUSTRATED LATIN SERIES,

General Editor - Prof. R. Y. TYRRELL, Litt.D.

NEW VOLUMES.

TERENCE-PHORMIO. Edited by W. CECIL LAMING , M.A.

Cloth gilt, 4s . 6d .

This contains 22 Illustrations, including several reproductions from the

Vatican MS. There is no vocabulary.

HORACE - THE ODES. (Complete .) Edited by STEPHEN

GWYNN. Cloth gilt , 5s .

This is the prettiest annotated edition of the Odes in existence. It contains

48 Illustrations, including 3 coloured plates. There is no vocabulary.

VIRGIL-GEORGICS III. and IV. Edited by S. E. WIN

BOLT, M.A. With or without Vocabulary. ls . 6d. each.

THE LATIN PERIOD . An Elementary Latin Exercise Book .

By E. A. Wells, M.A. ls .

This book contains well-graded hints towards the construction of Latin periods,

with copious exercises. It will prove an excellent introduction to Latin prose .

A FIRST LATIN COURSE. A Latin Book for Beginners, based

throughout on Oral Methods of Teaching . By E. H. Scott, B.A.,

and FRANK JONES, B.A. 18. 60 .

A FIRST LATIN READER. By R. A. A. BERESFORD, M.A.

With Vocabularies . Fully Illustrated . ls . 6d .

BLACKIE'S ILLUSTRATED GREEK SERIES .

Cloth , 4d . each .

VICTOR HUGO - WATERLOO . Edited by G. H. CLARKE ,

M.A., of Hymers College, Hull .

MUSSET - SELECTIONS IN VERSE AND PROSE.

Edited by F. W. B. Smart, M.A., of Eastbourne College.

CHATEAUBRIAND - SELECTIONS FROM LES

MARTYRS . Edited by E. T. SCHOEDELIN , B.A. , of High

gate School.

CORNEILLE - LE CID. Edited by Louis BARBÉ, B.A.

RACINE - LES PLAIDEURS. Edited by D. Lowe TURNBULL,

M.A. , of George Heriot's School, Edinburgh.

SELECTIONS FROM RABELAIS . Edited by E. C. GOLD

BERG , M.A., of Tonbridge School .

MOLIÈRE-SCENES FROM LE MÉDECIN MALGRÉ

LUI. Edited by W. J. CLARK , M.A. , Ph.D.

LESAGE - SELECTIONS FROM GIL BLAS. Edited by

H. W. ATKINSON , M.A., of Rossall School.

PROSPER MÉRIMÉE-MATEO FALCONE, &c. Edited

by J. E. MICHELL, M.A., of Westminster School .

MADAME DE SÉVIGNÉ-SELECT LETTERS. Edited

by Miss M. F. Vernon Harcourt, of Notting Hill High School.

BOSSUET - ORAISONS FUNÈBRES. Edited by the Rev.

H. J. CHAYTOR, M.A., of Merchant Taylors' School, Crosby.

LA FONTAINE - LONGER PABLES. Edited by A. H.

WALL, M.A., of Marlborough College .

THÉOPHILE GAUTIER - LE PAVILLON SUR L'EAU.

Edited by W. G. HARTOG , of Liverpool Institute.

BRUEYS AND PALAPRAT - L'AVOCAT PATELIN.

Edited by É . B. LE François , of Redcliff House, Clifton .

ERCKMANN -CHATRIAN - CONTES FANTASTIQUES.

Edited by Miss MARGUERITE NINET. [ In May.

MICHELET-SELECTIONS FROM L'INSECTE. Edited

by MAURICE GEROTHWOHL, B.Phil . [ In May.

General Editor - Prof. TYRRELL, Litt.D.

AESCHYLUS-EUMENIDES. Edited by LIONEL D. BARNETT,

M.A. , Litt.D. 3s . 6d .

The Athenæum says : “ The work is on the whole excellently done. "

The Educational Times says : " A judiciously illustrated and well edited

school edition, Indeed we consider it on the whole to be unquestionably the
best school edition so far produced .”

HOMER-ODYSSEY. Book I. Edited by the Rev. E. C.
EVERARD OWEN , M.A. 2s .

The Educational Times says : " A bright, serviceable and scholarly edition .
The well executed illustrations enhance the value of the book.

XENOPHON - ANABASIS I. Edited by the Rev. G. H. NALL,
M.A. 2s.

English .

KING LEAR. Edited by D. Nichol Smith , M.A. ( Warwick

Shakespeare. ) Is . 6d .

RICHARD THE SECOND. Edited , with Introduction, Notes ,

&c . , in The Picture Shakespeare. Cloth , 1s .

ENGLISH TALES IN VERSE. With an Introduction by Prof.

C. H. HERFORD , M.A. , Litt.D. In decorated cover, 3s. 6d.

MILTON-LYCIDAS. Edited by H. B. COTTERILL, M.A. 1s . 6d.

MILTON'S ENGLISH SONNETS. Edited by E. H. BLAKENEY,

M.A. Paper, 2d.; cloth , 3d . [ Nearly ready .

By MAR

FRENCH IN PICTURE AND TALK . A Series of Eight

Pictorial Conversation Sheets . Printed on strong Manilla paper,

and mounted on roller. Price, 6s . per set .

FRENCH IN PICTURE AND TALK. A Handbook of

Conversational French, corresponding to the sheets.
GUERITE NINET. Price 2s. 6d .

SKELETON FRENCH GRAMMAR. By Prof. H. G. ATKINS ,

of King's College . Price ls . 4d . [ Immediately.

A PRIMER OF HISTORICAL FRENCH GRAMMAR.

By Prof. WEEKLEY, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s . 6d .German .

Matheniatics.
A SKELETON GERMAN GRAMMAR . By Prof. H. G. ATKINS,

of King's College . Cloth limp, 1s . 4d. [ Immediately.
This, the first of a series of Skeleton Grammars, is designed to give the necessary

minimum of grammar, sufficient to enable the student to begin reading. Important

points are emphasized by the use of red ink in printing .

FIRST STEPS IN GERMAN. By W. SCHOLLE, Ph.D., and

G. SMITH , M.A. [ In May.
A book of reading lessons , conversations and songs, the whole designed on the

new method , for use with Hölzel's pictures.

A GERMAN GRAMMAR. By the same Authors. [In May.

Designed as a systematic companion to First Steps in German .

EASY MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM PAPERS. By CHARLES

Davison, Sc.D., Mathematical Master at King Edward's High

School , Birmingham . Containing numerous Problems in Algebra

( up to and including the Binomial Theorem ), Euclid ( Books I.-VI.

and XI . ) , and Trigonometry to the Solution of Triangles and

Geometrical Applications. With Answers and Hints for Solution.

Cloth , 2s . 6d .

EDUCATIONAL STUDIES ,.

By T. G. ROOPER, M.A.

Contents. - Séguin- Manual Training - Obedience - Lord Collingwood's Theory and Practice of Education - Gaiety in Education - Indi

vidualism in Education - The Tree of Knowledge and the Tree of Life - On Spencer's “ Education " --Geography in Elementary Education-On
Methods of Teaching Geography - Mignel de Cervantes Saavedra - An Experiment in School Gardening. Crown 8vo, clotń , 2s. Bd . net.

LONDON : BLACKIE & SON , LIMITED , 50 OLD BAILEY , E.C.
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UV -

2 = x - or

Je
.

= x + 1 or

=

=

D

sin +

3

X dx = 2

or

or

where m, a , a , b are given. Now , solving dn - en = i by G.C.M. of

MATHEMATICS. m , n , and then multiplying throughout by (a - b ) given , weget the values

of c, d (eliminating mand when necessary) , and the required remainder

is either cm + a or dn + b.

Elementary Integrals obtained by Calculation and not by Inference.
Note . — The following particular case shows the method which the

By George Scott, M.A.
PROPOSER would have used :-Let some number divided by 43 and then

Since, in general, d (uv) /dx = u dv /dx + v du /dx ,
by 29 leave partial remainders 14 and x ; and when by 29 and 43 , 20

and y . Then the complete remainder when divided by 43
the general formula for integration by parts is

43x + 14 = 294 + 20 , whence y = x + ( 1 ! x — 6 ) ;

s u dv/dx dx = uv - ſv du/dx dx . therefore (28x– 12 ) or x - 10 (x + 12 ) is integral. x = 291 – 12. Least

In the integrals 2 dx , let 2 = 14 and 1 dv /dx. Then value is 17. Complete remainder is 43 x 17 + 14 745 .

ſ um de -S
3mx" - dx 5x " dx = xm * ) – mf x" dx ;+ " ;

Note on Two Associated “ Riders." By R. CHARTRES.

therefore (m + 1) S x” dx fiam azx " dx = xm +1 /4m + 1 ) .

To find a point P within a triangle ABC , so that
In the case when m -1 this formula fails , but we may proceed as

( 1 ) 3 (PA ) = a minimum , ( 2 ) 3 (PA ) 2 = a minimum .

follows :- 5dx/x = S dt.1 )[ 1– ( 1 –x )] Let P be the point ; draw EPF perper .
A

- 5 dx [ 1 + ( 1 - x) + ( 1 – x)2+ ( 1 – xjö + ( 1 — x )*+ ... ) ; dicular to PA , and let D be the middle of

BC . Then PA is evidently a minimum to

therefore Sdx [x = x– } ( 1 – x) 2 – } ( 1 – x )3–1 (1–2)*- ... EF, and ( 1 ) the ininimum PB + PC requires

= x- + (x - 1 )º + } ( - 1)3-1 (0-1)* + } ( x - 1)6 - ... ; O = 0 ;

therefore Sax x = 1+(0–1) – } (x − 1)2 + } (x – 1)3 – } (x - 1 ) * + .... therefore APB APC, ... ;

Now k- 1 - } (x - 1 ) 2 + } (x - 1)3 – ... is loge ( 1 + x — 1 ) , that is , loge X , ( 2 ) the minimum PB? + PC ? requires DP to

and, as the expression above differs from this only in the constant 1 , we be a minimum , or DP to be perpendicular
B 0

have, apartfrom an arbitrary constant, the indefinite integral (dx|x is to EF ; therefore APD isa median, &c.

equal to loge x .

If we apply integration by parts to ſ sin x dx , we have
15078. (Professor Hudson ,M.A .) - Ifa uniform chain of given length

be fastened to two points at a given distance apart in the same horizontal

I sin x--s3 cos x d.x = xsin x-- 1x? cos x —- S 3.rº sin x d.c line , and be acted on by vertical forces such that the force acting on a

length ds is mgds + ugdx, prove that the horizontal tension is approximately
23 .23

x sin x- ** cos x— S. cos x dx . (m + m ) 9 { 23/6 (9 - x ) } " , and that the sag at the middle point is {frís — x )}",
2.3 2 .

assuming that (8 - x)/x is small .

Proceeding thus , we get

Solutions (I. ) by the Proposer ; (II. ) by J. Prescott, B.A.

( sin sin x [ x — 23/3 !+2515 ! -... ] + cos r [ – x2/2 ! + x4/4 ! - ... ] ,

( 1. ) Let C be the constant horizontal tension , o the angle which the

sin x sin x + cos 3: (cos X – tangent at ( x" , y ) makes with the horizon, the length of the arc from

therefore S sin x de sin? x + cos? * — COS X 1 - C08 x ;
the middle point of the chain to ( x , y ) . Then

d /ds (C dy /dx ) mg + ug dx /ds,

therefore, neglecting an arbitrary constant, the indefinite integral
whence ds do = C / g cos ¢ (m + y coso) ,

sin x dx is equal to
dx do = C /g cos o (m + u cos p) = C / g (mn + u)

s
cos x dx Sxsin x dx = x cos x + 1x2 sin x -S 3x cos x dx d (8 - x )/do = C ( 1 - сos ) /9 cos o (m + u cos ) Cº/2g ( n + 1)

2: 3 23

= 3 cos x + 1x2 sin x— sin x dx . dy do = C sin plg cos? o (m + u cos ) C ° / 9 (m + )
2.3 2.3

approximately.

Proceeding thus, we have Integrating, since x , y, 8 , º vanish together,

cos x [ x — 333 !+ 25/5 ! - ... ] + sin x [ 22/2 ! – 4/4 !+ 26/6 ! - ... ) ; Colg (m + M) , ( 8 - x ) Cº°/ 6g ( x + 4) , 2 = Cº? 2 ( n + 1) ;

cos z sin x + sin : ( - cosx + 1 ) ; from which C = (1 + m) 9 { 23/6 (8 - x)}", y = { ** (8 - x)} "C s— fx

therefore
s
cos x dit

( II . ) Let T be the constant horizontal tension , ų the angle which the

The elementary integrals ſdx/ ( 1 + x ^), dx / // 1– x2) are obtained at once the length of the chain,22, the distance between the ends, I the sag at
tangent to the chain at any point makes with the horizontal . Let 28, be

by the assumption in the first case x = tan 0, in the second x = sin e or the middle . Then

T tan y = { ing ds + s ug dx mg8 + uga . (i.),

9300. (George HePPEL, M.A .) - If a whole number, when divided if : and x are moasured from the lowest point . Hence , neglecting the

by primenumbers m and n , gives remainders a and b respectively , what difference between s and x,

will be the remainder when it is divided by in ?
T2 tana y 22 (mg + uy)?, i.e., T’ { (d8|dx)2– 1 } = x2 (mg + ug) ...(ii.).

Solutions ( I. ) by Lt. Col. ALLAN CUNNINGHAM , R.E. ; (II . ) by D. BIDDLE ; Put s = x + 0, where 0 is small compared with x . Then

(III . ) by Robert W. D. CHRISTIE .
ds/dx 1 + do /dx.

( I. ) Let m > n ; then N is of form N = imn + uin + a . Now let Hence (ii . ) becomes

m = mo (mod n) , and a = a, ( mod » ). Then
T?{ ( 1 + de /dx )» – 1 } = x° (mg + Mg) ? or 1 { 2 do/dx} = x2 (mg + ug) ... (iii.),

N = um + a = um , + ag = b (mod n ) moje = b - do (mod n) . neglecting (do(dx)?, since do dx is a small quantity. Integrating (iii . ) ,

Since mo, b , a, are known, this congruence suffices to give u . Hence

2T28, = furg (my +My) or T = (mg + mg) { 12/6 (89 - ro)}" ...(iv.).) T

80—20
N = um + a (mod mn).

Again , neglecting 0, ( i . ) may be written

(II . ) Let > n , and N = x (mod mn ), then x < mn , .x = a (mod m ) ;
igs + ugs.

= b (mod n ). Let x = ny + a = nz + b , then y = {nz – (a − b)}/m and Differentiating with respect to it ,

(my + a - 6 )/n ; whence T seca 4 (mg + ug) (ds /d4 ) (mg + ug) p .
(on- n) y = b - a (mod n ) and (m— n) - = b - a (mod m ).

Hence, at the middle point 2p xjp /l approximately ,

Here y and : are the only unknown quantities; moreover, y < n , 3,5m . and secay 1 ; thorefore T

Consequently y, z can be found by trial with comparative case.
(mg + Mg )(** / 27).

Where

m = un + , (m- ») y = b - a (mod n) reduces to ky = b - a (mod » ).
Substituting for T in (iv . ) , we get

{ * 3/6 (8o — -»)}* = 47°/ 27; therefore 1 - { ero (80–80)}= .
( III . ) * = my +2 = 1x + b .... ( 1 )

= mny + (cm + a) == mnw + (dn + b) ,
14801. (R. F.MUIRHEAI) , M.A., B.Sc . )—Show that , if the sum of

by ordinary division by factors ; therefore cm + a = du + b, i.e. , any number of quantities 0 , then the sum of their cubes is three

dni - cm = a- b
. ( 2 ) , times the sum of their products taken three at a time.

COLX .

+

= COS X +

}COS X -

=

or

sin s .

cos e .

or

Ttan y

=

But 2p lim */y .
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Now let aj aj + a2 ; then

+ aki

...

are

3 .

Solutions ( I.) by ALETROP ; ( II . ) by H. W. CURJEL, M.A., and Lionel E. 14947. ( R. Tucker, M.A.) - PQ , a chord of a parabola ,passes through
REAY, B.A .; ( III . ) by Professor SANJÁNA, M.A., and others ; a fixed point o , on the axis : the normals at P , Q intersect in R. Show

(IV . ) by V. Daniel, B.Sc. that the locus of R , for varying positions of PQ , is a parabola , and also

( I. ) Soit xm + A ,2-1 + A2.2. – 2 + + A.1.1 = 0 l’équation qui a pour evolute of the primitive parabola.
that the envelope of these parabolas, for varying positions of O , is the

racines les m quantités az, az, ... , . , dont la somme S , = 0. En égard de

cette valeur dansles relations connues S , = -A1 , S3 = -4 ° + 3A , 1 , –3A3, Solutions ( I. ) by the PROPOSER, A. M.Nesbitt, M.A. , and many others ;

il vient Sz - 3A3 ; d'ou la proposition .
( II . ) by R. KNOWLES .

(II . ) Σα3 - 3Σube = $ a (Sa'– Sab) = 0. (1. ) The equation to PQ isy (m + m ') – 2x 2amm ' ; therefore , if

Hence 32abc. A0 = h , - amm ' . . ( i . ) .

( III . ) Let the theorem be true for the k quantities ,, Ag , lz, ... , ak ; so Normals at P , Q are

that, aj + ag + (3 ... + as being zero , we have MX + Y ams + 2am , m'x + y am'3 + 2am ' ;

2,3 + 2, + az3 +913 33 (9,0,03 ... 01x ) 3. bence coordinates of R are X = a (m + mm ' + m ' * + 2 ) ,

i.e. , X - 2a + h a (ma + m '?) and y = h (m + m ') ;

0 ;" + a2? + 0,3 +083 33 [ a + ag) an az ... a , ]z – 34/22 (az + a2)
therefore locus of R is aya = 12 (x – 2a – h ) .

38 ( aj+ a2) aoltz .. ax ] + 3a7Q2 (az + az .. + ^x )
The envelope is formed by eliminating h between

32 (aja.Nolly ak) 3 .

13 + 12 (2a —x) + ayº = () and 3h - 2 (2 – 2a) ,

But the theorem is true for three quantities ; hence, it is true for 4 , 5 ,

or any number of them .
i.l., it is 27ay: = 4 (1 – 2a) ".

(IV. ) Let a , b, c , d, ... be any number of quantities, and x an infini- ( II . ) Let ya 4ax be the equation of the parabola ; h , k coordinates of

tesimal in comparison with the least. We have the identity
the pole of P'Q ; m , 0 those of 0 ; then h = -m , and the coordinates of R

{ ( 1 + ax) ( 1 + bx) 1 + cr )( 1 + dr) ... } 1 + 2a + x Sab + ro Sabe + x = 2a + k / a + m , mka . ( 1 , 2 .

which , when sa 0 , becomes Eliminating k from ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , the locus of R is the parabola

{ ( 1 + ax) ( 1 + bx )(1 + cx ) (1 + 0.1 ) ... } = 1 + x Sab +.235ube + ...
u = aya – mºx + 2am2 + m3 0

3 From du'dm

Takinglogarithms of both sides, and expanding, the coefficient of 2 equation to the envelope is 27aya = + 1.1–24)", the equation to the evolute
0 , m is found = § ( – 2a ), and, substituting in ( 3 ), the

on the left is £ q", and on the right is gabe. Hence, with the given con
of the primitive parabola.

dition , Σα3 . 3Σ1bc .

Proof of Euclid Book XI., Prop. 4. By the late Professor R. B. CLAYTON.

14820. ( Professor LANGHORNE ORCHARD, M.A., B.Sc.) — Find the : Let OC be perpendicular to OA , OB, с

product of th , two series and let OP be any line through ( in

0 + 24 +216 +960 + 3000 + ... , to n terms ,
the plane AOB ; then OC is perpen

dicular to OP . Through P draw APB
2 + 40 + 270 + 1088 + 3250 + ... , to n terms.

perpendicular to OP. Then

Solutions (I. ) by Rev. C. V. DURELL, M.A. , Rev. T. Roach , M.A. , AC2– BC – A0?– BO? = AP2– BPS ;

and others ; ( II . ) by John ORCHARD, M.A. therefore CP is perpendicular to AB ;

( I. ) S 0 + 2+ + 216 +960 + 3000 + .. to u terms . :: CP? + BP? = CB2 = CO2 + BO ?;

( 16 - 13) + (26 — 23) + (36 – 33) + ... to n terms = -Σ3, . : CP :-CO : BO2 – BP ? P02 ;

B

S. 2 + 40 + 270 + 1088 + 3250 + to u terms therefore COP is a right angle.

( 15 + 13) + ( 25 + 23) + ( 35 + 33) + ... to u terms Ep +213 ;

8796. ( Professor BYOMAKESA CHAKRAVARTI , M.A . ) - If OP , OQ be
therefore S,S, = ( 2,1 ")2 – ( 213) ,

the arts of a curve and of its circle of curvature intercepted between a

3x3 = *** ( + 1 *} and Ino = 1. { * (1 + 1) } (212+ 21-1) ; point 0 and a neighbouring subtense perpendicular to the tangent, prorr

ihat OQ- OP is ultimately equal to OQ + 8p3. dpds, s being the arc of the
therefore S ,S, = it int ( + 1 )* } { ( 2,22 +212 - 1) -9}

curve measured from a fixed point up to 0 and p the radius of curvature

sơ { ** ( 1 + 1) } (x + + + 1)(x + x – 2)
at 0 .

= { n+ (n + 1) ( 1+ 2 )( - 1) .
Solutions ( I. ) by Professor Nansox ; ( II . ) by A. M. Nesbitt, M.A.

( II . ) S , 0 + 24 +216 +960 + 3000 + ... to n terms , ( I.) Differentiating the equation dx/dx.= sec y three times, we find,

2 + 40 + 270 + 1088 + 3250 + . to n terms ;
when y = 0 , ds/dx = 1 , dºx /dx? = 0 , dis dx3 = 1 /p", d*s/dxt = -3 /p3.dp ds .

Hence OP = x + 8 (2/2 ) -1 (dpdx) 2 + / p , OQ = x + (x */p") ;< ds )
(S. - S ) = 3- R ° , } (S + S )

and therefore OQ- OP . (dpds) r4/p3, = } (OQ "/p3)dp ds to fourth order .

therefore ( II . ) Since s is a function of x , we may 41

expand s by MACLAurin's theorem :

Q

80 + $6x + $ 6' 12/2 ! + ... ,

15045. (E. V. Huntington, Ph.D .) — The centre of gravity of the where accents denote differentiation for x,

equally weighted vertices and ortho-centre of any triangle is the centre of and xó , so are the values of s' , s " , ... ,

the nine - point circle of that triangle. when a = Now N

A = sec 4 and y' = 1 p.s' ;

Solution by J. H. TAYLOR .
therefore 8' seva v tanų.1/p,

A proof of this problem follows readily 2 sec3 y tan 4.1/p + secó u . 1/p2 – (seca| tant p ) p' .

from the fact that the ortho -centre and

These all hold for the circle except that p' is here zero, and the term in
the centroid of a triangle are the centres

which it occurs vanishes when x =
of direct and inverse similitude of the

: 0 ; so that we must proceed to it

circumscribed circle and the nine - point
fourth differentiation . The only term in so which will not disappear

circle of the triangle . ( Pitt Press Euclid,
will arise from differentiating 1 p in the second term and tan y in the last

term of s " . Thus

pp . 448, 419. ) F E

For, if ABC be a triangle, D , E , F the - [3 sec 4 p3.p']o - ( 3/p )(dp/dx),

middle points of the sides , G the centroid,
which in the circle will vanish . Hence

P the ortho -centre, O the centre of the

circle ABC, O ' the centre of the circle
OQ -OP

3 do OQ + dp
ultimately

4 ! pit de

DEF, then OG = 20'G

and OP 20'P ;
Р 15061. (J. PRESCOTT.) — From the fact that the inverse of a plane is

a sphere through the centre of inversion , deduce that the inverse of ir

whence 3GO' = O'P. D
C circle, with respect to a point not in its plane, is a circle .

...

-

76

I nos ;
1 1; ;

S , S. ? ]= [ž» ] - [žn*):= ...
8 =

9

0 .
1

found

80

8pi ds
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Another Solution by R. F. WHITEHEAD . HF, DEF will meet at P. If this be still true when H is simply a fixed

The inverse of the meet of a sphere with a plane (or indeed of two point in the plane , find the locus of P and the envelope of DEF.

spheres) is the meet of the two inverse spheres, and is therefore a circle . 15117. (D. Bipole.) - Prove that in a plane triangle the square of

the distance of any vertex from the in- centre is in inverse proportion to

the distance of the opposite side from the mid- point of the corresponding

QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION . arc of the circum-circle .

15106. ( Professor Hudson, M.A . )-A string , length 21, the rate of
15118. ( Professor NeubeRG . ) - On mène à deux cercles donnés A , B

mass of which at a distance s from themiddle is m cosh 8)d, has it ends des tangentes a , b telles que la bissectrice de l'angle ab soit parallèle à

fixed at two points in a horizontal line, distant apart a (a tan !!! " — ) ; a , b, et construire la tangente à ce lieu aupointC.
une droite donnée m . Trouver le lieu du point de rencontre C des droites

prove that it hangs in a catenary of equal strength .

15119. (H. BATEMAN .) -- &, n , Ś are the distances of a pointfrom the
15107. ( I. Arnold).) — There are two opposite inclined planes each

Prove that the two points for whichinclined to the horizon atan angle of 15°; viz., AB and BC; and touch- angular points of a triangle .
ing each other at B. The planes are 100 feet long each ; andaperfectly t'n" " is a maximum are the foci of the ellipse whose areal equation is
smooth metallic ball rolls down AB and then ascends BC . In what time 1 " (1.6) + V (my) + V (12) = 0 .

will the ball come to rest between the two planes ?

15120. ( Professor COCHEz . )
15108. (Robert W. D. CHRISTIE .) - Prove by two distinct methods

the theorem 2" = 1 mod }( p - 1), when p is a prime of form 4m - 1 and —On considère la parabole yu

* the number of its primitive roots .
y? = 2p.« .

15109, ( Lt.- Col. ALLAN CUNNINGHAM , R.E .)-- Find the least solution By

in positive integers of x3 + yº = mz3, where in = ( 3u- 1 ) , a positive Lieu des points P tels que , M

integer > 2, and x+ y ; and 2* , y , z have no common factor . menant les tangentes PM ,
AL

15110. (Professor SanJÁNA , M.A . ) — Prove that the solution in rational)

numbers (integral or fractional) of the equation M : - 2xN ? = x2-1 will PM ' rencontrant les axes en

serve to factorize quantities of the form N ,* + N "; and show that 2 , A , D , B , C, le quadrilatère

supposed a positive integer , will always be of the form 472 +1 .
ABCD soit circonscriptible.

15111. (Professor Nanson.) - If a , b, c, fig.hr, where r =: 1 , 2 , 3 ,

are the coordinates of three lines each of which intersects the other two , 15121. ( R. Knowles . ) -Two tangents are drawn to meet a rect
prove that of the two arrays angular hyperbola centre C ; a third tangent meets these in M , N ; O is

(agh) (bgh) ( cgh ) ( fbc) (ybe) (nbc) the mid -point ofMN ; F ,G are the projections of 0 on theasymptotes ; 0 '

(aht) (bhf) (chf) ( fea ) ( gea ) (hea ))
is the mid - point of FG . Prove that ( 1 ) the points 0 ,O ', C are collinear ;

( 2 ) if H is the projection of C on FG , the angle HCO is bisected by the
(afg) (bf9) ( cf9) ( fab) (gab) ( hab)

one is symmetric and the other skew -symmetric .
15122. (Professor SaxJÁNA, M.A. )

15112. (G. H. HARDY , B.A . )-Prove that, if p, q > l , a > 0 ,
B

- With points on an arc of a circle

( 1 -M* ) * - du dt

BAC as centres, and the perpend

-1 (v - u) " (9 -u) " iculars from them on a given straight
PL

PHM
M

and deduce that , if or ' , a) is the coefficient of r " in ( 1 – 2uh + 12) ", line OM as radii, circles are described .

then
2a (2a + 1 ) ... (2a +1-1) Investigate the equation of the enve

A 0

1.2 ...n
lope : and examine its form near the

15113. (R. KNOWLED . )—(Suggested by Quest . 13375.) If axis All of the arc, when the straight

Fx/( 1 – 2-)" = 1+ 3 " - ' x + 5 " -1x2 ... + (2x + 1)" - "x " + line approaches very near to the arc .

prove that Fx is a symmetrical function of the degree (n - 1 ) in x , the Also , solve the problem when BAC is

sum of whose coefficients is the factorial of (1-1) 2 " - ).
C

a parabolic arc .
C

15114. (A. M. Neskitt, M.A .) — If a , b , c be real and positive ,
15123. ( S. F. S. Hill.) - Thecondition that the seven poristic equa

al (b + c) + b / (c + a) + (a + b) tions between aß , By, go , de , en , nc, ca of type

15115 . (R. Tucker, M.A .) -- ABCD is a cyclic quadrilateral. (On, ? n), (cos a cos B ) « + (sin a sin B) /b = 1 /c

( Ok, 16 !, (Oc, rc), (Od, rd) are the in - centres and the in -radii of the tri- may exist is

3 (cº + aº – 62) * ( a2 + b2 – (~) * — 2 (62 + 62-22 ;2 (c2 + aº— 62,* (a? + b2 —c )2 = k,

where h = (a? + 1,2 + (%) + Sabc ( a + b + c) .

Hence deduce the condition for porism of scven of type

a cos a cos B + b sin a sin B + h sin ( a + 8 ) = c .

15124. ( Professor Umes CHANDRA Ghosh .) – (Suggested by Questa

14012. ) If a + B + g = 8 , prove the identities

( 1 ) 6+ ( sini ( B — y ) sin (78 – 52) + sin (y - a) sin (78 – 58)

+ sini (a - b) sin ( 78 – 59) } - { sin (B —y) sin ( 8 + 13a )

E + sin ( –a) sin ( 8 + 138 ) + sin ( a – B ) sin ( 8 + 137 )}

IR 28 sin (a - b ) sin ( B - ) sin (y--a) [ 3 { sin (18+ a ) + sin ( 48 + B)

+ sin (18 + 7) } – 2 {sin 2 (38– a) + sin 2 (38 - B) + sin 2 ( 38–7) } ] .

( 2 ) -64 { sin: (8-9) cos (78 – 5a) + sin7 (9– a) cos (78 - 58 )

+ sini (a - b ) cos ( 78–57) } + sin (B - y) cos (x + 13a)

A (В
+ sin (y - a) cos (8 +138) + sin (a – B ) cos (8 + 139)

= 28 sin (a - B) sin (B -y) sin (y — a) ( 3 { cos + (8 + Q ) + cos 4 (s + B )

+ cos 4 ( 8 + 9 ) } – 2 { cus 2 ( 35 — a) + cos 2 (38 — B)+ cos 2 (38— ) } ] .

15081. (D. BIDDLB . ) – [The PROPOSER wishes to add to the data in

this question the Simson - line in respect of the point on the circum - circle

determined by producing the lines joining the two centres. - Editor .]

Q

angles BCD, CDA, DAB , ABC respectively . Prove that 0,0,0,0 . is a OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS) .

rectangle and rate = 16+ 1*d . Find also 2 (002 ) where 0 is the

circum-centre .
9382. (Professor Haughton, F.R.S .) --- FRESNEL made, in 1815 , thu

following observations on the external fringes produced by a wire
15116. (C. E. YOUNGMAN , M.A. )-If I be the orthocentre of ABC, interposed in the path of a beam of light proceeding from a point :

and DEF any transversal , perpendiculars from A , B, C, H on HD, HE, a = distance from light to wire ; b = distance from wire to screen ;

1

1,49–123a-de%;m,a)du =
n

atni

.

prove that

a

-U

P

+

S

8+

+ -
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a

m . m . m .

2

= 0

- a

.

x = distance between the first exterior fringes on both sides less the
MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF

width of the geometrical shadow :-calculate these from log (1/21 ):
PRECEPTORS .

No. b A MEETING of the Council was held at the College, Bloomsbury

Square, on April 19 . Present : Dr. Wormell , Vice-President, in the

Chair ; Mr. Bidlake, Mr. Bowen , Mr. Butler, Miss Dawes, Mr. Eve, Mr.

1:49 0.385 0.00138
Kelland , Mr. Ladell, Mr. Millar Inglis, Mr. Montgomery, Mr. Pinches,

Mr. Rule, Rev. Dr. Scott, Rev. J. Stewart, Rev. J. E. Symns, and Mr.
1:49 1.107 0.00285

Walmsley.
3 1:49 4 : 186 0.00789 The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed .

The Government Education Bill was considered , and it was resolved

9388. (Professor Nash , M.A .) — Show that ( 1 ) the foci of the conic that steps should be taken to introduce an amendment with regard to
la ? + mB9 + nga are given by the equations laA mBB = 17C, requiring the consent of the Board of Education before application

where A = By + o . (B cos B + gcos C - a cos A ), &c .; could be made for fresh rating powers by Local Authorities.

and hence ( 2 ) if the conic touch four fixed straight lines , the locus of the
The Diploma of Associate was granted to Mr. J. S. Rathbone, who

foci is a circular cubic passing through the six vertices of the quadri
had passed the required examination .

lateral formed by the lines, and also through the feet of the perpendiculars
The Report of the Finance Committee was adopted , and direction

of the harmonic triangle of the quadrilateral ; and (3) ifthe conicpass was given to removefrom the members' list the names of a number

through four fixed points, the locus of the foci is a bicircular sextic of members whose subscriptions were in arrear.

having double points at the vertices (acnodes) , and at the feet of the
Mr. J. L. Holland, B.A. , 19 Tollington Place, N. , was elected a

member of the Council.

perpendiculars ( crunodes) of the harmonic triangle of the quadrangle.

[The foci can , of course, be obtained as the intersection of two conics,
The following persons were elected members of the College :

instead of two circular cubics, but apparently not in a symmetrical form . ] Mr. W. Clarke , A.C.P. , Collegiate School , Lapford , N. Devon.

Miss F. E. S. Collins, A.C.P., 1 Norfolk Road, Horsham.

9475. ( F. R. J. HERVEY .) — Prove that, if four concyclic points are
Mr. J. Lister, L.C.P., Sibson's House, Great Broughton, Cocker

projected, two and two , by parallels , upon the asymptotes of any hyper mouth .

bola passing through them , the projections are concyclic ; and, conversely ,
Mr. F. Pritchard, B.A. Camb., L.C.P. , Myrtle Terrace, Dalton -in

if the projections of four points upon certain axes, taken as above in any Furness .

order, are concyclic , the given points are the intersections of a circle with
Mr. H. R. Yates, M.A. Camb ., L.C.P. , 1 West Cliff Mansions ,

a hyperbola having the given axes for asymptotes.
Eastbourne .

9507. ( Professor Schoute. )-Given four points A , B , C, D in a
The following books had been presented to the Library since the

plane, find the locus of(1 ) the vertices,and(2) the centre, and (3) the last meetin of the Council :

envelope of the diagonals of a rhombus, the sides a , b , c , d of which pass
By the AGENT-GENERAL FOR NEW SOUTH WALES . - Annual Report of the

successively through A , B, C, D. Department of Mines, New South Wales, 1900.

9526. (Rev. T. C. Simmons , M.A.) — Show that the solution of and the Dentists' Rexister, 1902.
By the REGISTRAR OF THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL . - The Medical Register

Quest . 3619 ( ** Given the sides of three squares inscribed in a triangle , By BLACKIE & Son. - Blackie's Reversible Copy Books , Nos. 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 ;

determine the triangle '') can be made todepend on the solution of the Blackie's Picture Shakespeare (King Richard II.) : Harrison'sJuniorChemistry

equations
and Physics ; Smart's Selections from Musset ; Wall’s La Fontaine's Longer

Fables,

inn (sin A + sin B sin C) = nl (sin B + sin C sin A ) = lm (sin C + sin A sin B) , By the CLARENDON PRESS.-Barnard's Companion to English History (Middle

Ages ).

where A + B + C = 180° ; and hence, if possible , solve the former. By W. B. CLIVE.- Allcroît's Caesar's Civil War, Book I.

9543. (Professor SWAMINATHA AIYAR, B.A.) – Find the number of Les Fourberies de Scapin, Le Médecin muleré lui, Les Précieuses Ridicules )
By J. M. Dext & Co. - The Temple Moliere ( L'Avare, Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme,

permutations of the first n natural numbers taken all together, subject to Alge's De Pressense's l'ne Joyeuse Nichie: Alge and Rippmann's Dent's First

the condition that no number is immediately followed or preceded by the French Book,Dent's Second French Book, and Dent'sGerman Render: Clarkeand

next higher number.
Murray's School Grammar Modern French : Duhamel's Revel's Nouvelles

Normandes ; Dutoit's French Language Drill, Part I.; Frazer's Asinette , Heine's

9584. (Professor SWAMINATHA AIYAR, B.A . )-G is the centroid of a Buch der Lieder ; Kron's French Daily Life ; Minssen's Book of French Song ;

triangle ABC,P its orthocentre, and Q a point in PG produced , such Ninet's Souvestre's La Vieille Cousine, & c.; Rippmann's Hints on Teaching

that GQ = 2GP.
The angles a, b, c ( equal respectivelytoA,B , C ) of French: Spencer’s Molière's Le Bourgeois lientilhomine and Les Précieuses

Ridicules,

another triangle move on the sides BC , CA, AB ; the circum-circle of By A. M. HOLDEN . - Meiklejohn's Shakespeare's Julius Cæsar.

abc cuts the sides of ABC again in D, E, F, and def is the ortho-centric By MACMILLAN & Co. - Alford's Latin Passages for Translation .

By RELFE Bros.- Carter's Questions on Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's
triangle of abe . Show that (1) the centre of similitude of abc and ABC Dream.

moves on the circle on GP as diameter, ( 2 ) the centre of similitude of Calendar of the Royal University of Ireland, 1902.

def and DEF moves on the circle on GQ as diameter. Joint Scholarships Bourd Year Book, 1901-2.

а

+

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. Now Ready. Demy 8vo , cloth , price 2s. 6d . , free by post .

It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be
To Members of the College the price is 1s . , or 1s. 6d. free by post.

sent to the Mathematical Editor,
THE

Miss CONSTANCE I. Marks, B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd., West Kensington, W.

CALENDAR

Vol. I. (New Series) of the “ Mathematical Reprint"

is now ready, and may be had of the Publisher,
Francis Hodgson,89Farringdon Street, E.2. Price, The College of

HODGSON E.O. Vreceptors,
to Subscribers, 58.; to Non - Subscribers, 6s . 6d . FOR THE YEAR 1902 :

OF

CONTAINING

do .

THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

All information respecting the objects and operations of the College,

Thursday, April 10th , 1902.—Dr. Hobson, President, in the Chair.
Lists of Officers, Examiners, and Members, the Regulations of

Eleven members present.
the various Examinations, & c., with an Appendix containing

Prof. C. J. Joly, Dunsink Observatory, Gamesh Prasad, D.Sc. Christ's

College, Cambridge, and Miss Lilian Whitley, B.A. , Westfield College,
the following Eramination Papers :

Hampstead, were elected members.
1. Papers set at Examination of Teachers for Diplomas, Midsummer, 1901 .

The President ( Dr. J. Larmor pro tem , in the Chair) communicated a 2 . Do. do. Christmas, 1901 .

note “ On Divergent Series." Prof. Love next gave results he had 3. Papers set at Examination of Pupils for Certificates, Midsummer, 1901 .

arrived at in connexion with “ Stress and Strain in Two-dimensional 4 . Do. do . do . Christmas, 1901 .

Elastic Systems." Discussions followed on both communications in 6. Papers set at Professional Preliminary Examination,March, 1901 .

which the President and Messrs. Larmorand Love took part. 6 . Do. do . do. September, 1901 .
The President read the titles of the following papers :

7. Papers set at Lower Forms Examination Midsummer, 1901 .

• Further Applications of Matrix Notation to Integration Problems . " 8 . Do. do . Christinas, 1901.

Dr. H. F. Baker.

“ On the Convergence of Series which represent a Potential.” Prof. Nos . 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 may be had separately, price, free by post, 7d . each

Bromwich . Nos . 7 and 8, price, free by post, 4d. each set.

“ On the Groups defined for an Arbitrary Field by the Multiplication

Tables of certain Finite Groups.” Dr. L. É. Dickson . LONDON : FRANCIS HODGSON, 89 FARBINGDON STREET, E.C.

1

...

set .
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ENTIRELY NEW EDITION . THE ACCESSION EDITION .

EDUCATIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND.
THE HOWARD VINCENT MAP

OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

for schools, Public Libraries, &c. LARGEST STOCK IN LONDON

Adopted by the London School Board.
OF

21s, on Cloth , Rollers, and Varnished , accompanied by Handbook,

gratis .

SECOND -HAND

School, Classical , Elementary,

and Advanced Scientific Books.NEW EDITION.

THOROUGHLY REVISED TO PRESENT TIME.

IMPERIAL WALL MAP OF WORLD (Mercator), MATHEMATICAL, THEOLOGICAL

AMERICA, SCOTLAND, ASIA, & AFRICA.
FOREIGN BOOKS,

AND

Size, 72 by 63 inches.

Price, on Clotb , Rollers , and Varnished , 218. eacb , with Handbook.
KEYS AND TRANSLATIONS.

Catalogue of Maps , Atlases , Terrestrial and Celestial Globes ,

Wall Illustrations , and List of Object-Lesson Pictures ,

post free ,

W. & A. K. JOHNSTON, Limited ,

Edina Works, Easter Road, and 20 South Saint Andrew Street, EDINBURCH

7 Paternoster Square, LONDON , E.C.

J. POOLE & CO.

( Established 1854) ,

104 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.

( late of 39 Holywell Street, Strand ).

WRITE TO US FOR A QUOTATION .

CASEY'S EUCLID.

EDUCATIONAL REVIEW .

Edited by NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER .

6

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID,

BOOKS I.–VI., and PROPOSITIONS I.-XXI. of BOOK XI.

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER , SPHERE, CONE, & c., with Copious
Annotations and Numerous Exercises.

By JOHN CASEY, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland,

Vice-President, Royal Irish Academy, &c. , &c.

Tenth Edition , price4s.6d., post free;or in Two Parts, each Half -a -Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID .”

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin,
Second Edition , Small 8vo, price 6s.

A SEQUEL TO THE

FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ."

Sixth Edition, Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s. 6d ., cloth. Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged , 564 pp. , price 128 .

A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OY THE POINT, LINE, CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS.
Containing an account of itsmost recent Extensions, with numerous Examples .

New Edition, Crown 8vo.

A TREATISE ON

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerousExamples and Questions for Examination .
Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp. , price 3s.

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition. Price 38.

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

Containing an account of HyperbolicFunctions, with numerous Examples.

Crown 8vo. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, price 5s.

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY,

AND ITS APPLICATION TOGEODESY ANDASTRONOMY.

With numerous Examples,

“ We find the ‘ Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable atevery

turn .” — MICHAEL E. SADLER, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports,

Board of Education, London, England. September 13, 1901.

“ I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

from reading the “ Educational Review . The educational world can

never repay you for the work you have put into that richly stored

magazine. I have just gone through the entire twenty -one volumes in

order to get some things that I especially desired, and I am simply

amazed at what I find in those volumes." —WILBUR P. GORDY, High

School, Hartford, Conn. September, 1901.

" To men like myself it is a sort of working library. Its volumes

stand always at my elbow .” — Prof. Paul H. Hanus, Harvard University.

“ The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

education . ” –New York Times.

“ An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

be proud. There is nothing better in educational journalism in any

country. And it hasan editor who has convictions,and the courage of
them."-School and Home Education, Bloomington, Ill.

“ The ‘ Review ' has from the first issue taken its place at the head

of American periodicals devoted to education. It is , indeed, the first

educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of

educationalistsabroad."--Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti, Mich.

14s. Bd . a Year, 1s. 10d. a Copy . Ten Numbers, none being issued

for July and August. Current numbers kept in stock .

SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT- BOOK

AGENCY,

20 High Holborn, W.C.

HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO ., LIMITED, 104 GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN .

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO .

I
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THOMAS NELSON & SONS'

ROYAL WALL ATLASES,
Combined Teaching and Test Maps.

Printed in Colours on strong Manilla Paper, and Mounted on One Roller.

INTRODUCTORY. No. II . EUROPE . No. IV . BIBLE LANDS .

Nine Sheets , 28 inches by 394 inches . Price 12s.6d .
Twelve Maps. 34 inches by 38 inches. Price 17s . 6d . Seven Maps. Size , 411 inches by 31 inches . Price 15 % .

LIST OF SHEETS . LIST OF MAPS.

1. Cardinal Points . LIST OF MAP3 .
1. Europe - Physical.

2. Picture and Plan. 2. British Isles and North Sea .
1. Ancient World.

3. Picture and Plan .-Scale .
3. Norway and Sweden and the Baltic . 2. Canaan , as divided among the Twelve Tribes.

4. Picture , Plan , and Map. - Scale. 4. Russia,
3. Dominions of David and Solomon.

5. PictureandMap - Geographical Terms (Sea Coast). 5. Germany.

6. Picture and Map – Geographical Terms (Infand 6. Holland and Belgium ; Denmark. 4. Palestine , illustrating the New Testament .

District). France and Switzerland. 5. Galilee, illustrating the Life of Carist . - Environs

7. A River.- Picture, Map, and Views. 8. Austria and the Danube.
of Jerusalem.

8. Physical Relief Map of England (or Scotland). 9. Spain and Portugal ( with Inset- Gibraltar ) .
9. Form and Size of the Earta .

10. Italy ,
6. Scene of St. Paul's Missionary Journeys.

11. Turkey, Greece , &c . 7. Persian Empire and Roman Empire.

No. I. THE BRITISH ISLES . 12. Europe --Commercial.

Twelve Maps, 31 inches by 413 inches. Price 124. 6d .

LIST OF MAPS. No. II. THE BRITISH EMPIRE .
No. V. AMERICA .1. British Isles - Physical,

2. England - Physical.
Twelve Maps, 34 inches by 38 inches. Price 17s , 60 .

3. England - Political. LIST OF MAPS .
Eight Maps, 34 inches by 38 inches. Price 12s. 6d.

4. England - Northern Section (with Inset - Liver- 1. World, showing British Possessions ,
LIST OF MAPS.

pool and Manchester District ). 2. The British Islos.

5. England - South - Eastern Section (with Inset - 3. Africa , showing British Possessions.
1. American Physical.

London District ) . 4. Central and South Africa . 2. North America-Political.

6. England - South -Western Section . 5. India.
3. British North America.

7. Scotland - Physical. 6. Further India , &c.

8. Scotland - Political. 7. Australasia
4. United States - Eastern Division .

9. Scotland--Central Section (with Inset - Edinburgh 8. South-Eastern Australia . 5. United States - Western Division.

and Glasgow District ). 9. New Zealand .
6. West Indies, &c .

10. Ireland - Physical. 10. British North America .

11. Ireland -- Political. 11. Canada- Eastern Provinces.
7. South America -- Political.

12. British Isles - Railways and Industries. 12. West Indies , &c. 8. America - Industrial and Commercial.

Nos . III . and V. of the above Series are specially suited to the requirements of the Junior Cambridge

Examinations .

1

66

A New Ceography of Europe in the form of a Reader .

'THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE."

“ EUROPE .”
66

Sixteen Coloured Plates . Sixty - four Illustrations in black and white . Forty -one Maps and Diagrams. Cloth extra, price le . 6d .

THE OLD TESTAMENT NARRATIVE FOR SCHOOLS..
Compiled in the Words of the Authorized Version by Marcus Dods, M.A. Edin ., B.A. Cantab ., with Prefatory Note by the Right Rev.

LORD BISHOP OF CALCUTTA.

Small 4to, 532 pages. Coloured Maps. Cloth, red edges . Price 2s . 6d .

JUST READY . FOR SCHOOL AND HOME.

ILLUSTRATED EDITIONS OF THE FOUR GOSPELS

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES .

(MATTHEW , MARK , LUKE , and JOHN ) and of

Small 4to, red edges, cloth limp, price 8d . each net .

The ILLUSTRATIONS in these editions are numerous, and of much educational, as well as artistic, value. They are chiefly from

photographs by such well-known authorities as Bontils, Thevos, Mason Good , & c .

The 'TEXT is that of the AUTHORIZED VERSIOX, and the type a clear long primer.

KAA New Physiology Reader for Schools.

THE HUMAN BODY.
By JOHN BERRY HAYCRAFT, M.D. ( Professor of Physiology in the University of Wales ) .

170 pages, and over 70 Illustrations. Cloth extra , price Is . 60 .

New Complete Catalogue of the Royal School Series post free on application .

THOMAS NELSON & SONS, 35 & 36 Paternoster Row, London , E.C. ; Parkside , Edinburgh ; and New York.

London : Printed by C. F. HODGSON & Sox , 2 Newton Street, High Holborn , W.C .; and Published by R & ANCIS HODGSON, 89 Farringdon Street, E.C.
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Journal of the College of Preceptors.

| Price to Non -Members, 6d.

( By Post , 7d .Vol . LV. ] New Series , No. 494. JUNE 2 , 1902 .

PRECEPTORS. COLLEG
EGE OF PRECEPTORS. LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC .

COLLEGE OF

TI

AT

ship of £zowillbe awarded on the results of the Christ TOURS AND HONFLEUR . THE ASSOCIATED BOARD

AT

OLLEGE OF

Half-Yearls General Meeting of the Members .)

of the Corporation will be held at the College, Blooms.
THE CALENDAR FOR 1902 GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET , LONDON, W.

bury Square, W.C., on Saturday, the 19th of July ,

1902 , at 3 p.m.
is now ready, and may be obtained from Mr. F.

C.R. HODGSON , B.A., Secretary .
Hodgsox, 89 Farringdon Street, E.C. Price, free

Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.

by post , Dr. F. J. KARN , Mus. Bac. Cantab ., Principal.
PRECEPTORS. To Members of the College 1s . 6d .

G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES, Esq ., Director of Examinations.
EXAMINATIONS, 1902 . To Non -Members 2s . 6d .

1. DIPLOMAS . - The next Examination of Teachers The Calendar contains, in addition to the Lists of EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,

for the Diplomas ofthe College willcommence on the Members,and of Schools sending in candidates to the SINGING , THEORY, andall branches of Music will

8th of July, 1902. – At the Midsummer Examination, Certificate Examinations, the Regulations respecting be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

persons who have previously passed in Theory and Prac. the Examinations to be held in 1902, &c. , and the
July ( June for Scotland and Ireland ), when certificates

tice of Education at the Diploma Examination may be will be granted to all successful candidates.
EXAMINATION PAPERS

examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach . The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical

2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS.
set at the Certificate, Lower Forms, Professional Pre

The Mid Music for Diplomas of Associate (A.L.C.M.), Licentiate

liminary , and Diploma Examinations held in 1901 .
summer Examination for Certificates will commence on ( L.L.C.M.) , the Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), and

the 1st of July, 1902 .
Fellowship ( F.L.C.M.), take place in July ( June for

UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN . Scotland and Ireland ) and December.3. LOWER FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The

Midsummer Examination will commence on the 1st of HE UNIVERSITY OF ST. SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of ( 1 ) The
July, 1902.

ANDREWS grants Diploma and Title of L.L.A. Tenchers' Diploma (L.C.M.), (2 ) The new Cumulative
4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA: to WOMEN . Certificate , and (3 ) Four Exhibitions value £6. 6s . euch ,

TIONS.- These Examinations are held in March and 60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad . may be had of the SECRETARY.

September. The next Examination will commence on For Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARY, L.L.A. In the Educational Department students are received
the 2nd of September, 1902 . Scheme , The University , St. Andrews, N.B. and thoroughly trained under the best professors at

5. INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF moderate fees. Day and Evening Classes are held .
SCHOOLS. - Visiting Examiners are appointed by the MODERN LANGUAGE HOLIDAY

A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special
College for the Inspection and Examination of Public

COURSES, 1902. Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter ,and Private Schools .

PRIZES .
Organized by the Teachers' Guild . August, and Christmas.

Diploma Examination . - The following Prizes will be FRENCH COURSES T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary .

offered for competition :-Theory and Practice of Edu

cation , £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ) , £5 ; Mathe .

, £ 5 ; Science Ꭺ

OF THE

Commencing at Tours on July 31st,
Certificate Examination . - Prizes will be awarded as and at Honfleur on August 1st. ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND THE ROYAL

follows , subject to the conditions stated in the Regula COLLEGE OF MUSIC

tions : FOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC .

First Class.-Four Prizes for General Proficiency ; SPANISH COURSE

two each for Classics, Mathematics, Modern Lan . Patron - HIS MAJESTY THE KING .

guages , Natural Sciences, and English subjects ; one

for Scripture History. SANTANDER .
President - H.R.H . THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G.

Second Class.-Four Prizes for General Pro
LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONs held annually inficiency.

Commencing on August 5th.
Third Class.- Four Prizes for General Proficiency.

March and April at all Centres. In London and a few

Preliminary Programme gratis.
Two Medals will also be awarded to the best Candi Suburban Centres they are held in November and

Handbook , giving full particulars of the Courses, | December as well as March and April. ( See Syllabus A. )dates in Shorthand .
price 6 d ., post free, from the Office of the Guild ,

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be 74 Gower Street, London, W.C.
SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, held three times a year

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College,
viz . , March and April, June and July, and October and

November. (See Syllabus B. )Bloomsbury Square, W.C. Entries for the June

TRAINING July Examination will be received on or before May

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS, 14th , 1902 .

EDINBURGH . Specimen Theory Papers set in the Local Centre and

Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER .
School Examinations of 1896 to 1901, inclusive , can be

. COLLEGE of

PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination for Certi.
This College provides a complete Course of Profes

obtained on application to the Central Office . Price 3d .

ficates recognized by the Board of Education, the

sional Training for Ladies who desire to become Teach per set , per year , post free.

Incorporated Law Society, the GeneralMedicalCouncil, The Course,which lasts for one year, includes attend.
ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families. Copies of Syllabuses A and B, and all information ,

will be sent on application to

the Royal College of Physicians of London , the Royal ance at the University Lectures on Education , in

Collegeof Surgeons of England , the Royal College of addition to Lectures delivered bythe College Stufľ,and
JAMES MUIR, Secretary.

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain ,and other bodies , on the 2nd , 3rd, and perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students
the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex .

14 Hanover Square , London , W.

Telegraphic address : “ Associa , London ."

4th of September, 1902 .

The Examination will take place in London , and at
are admitted in January and October. For prospectus

the following Local Centres : -- Birmingham ,Bristol, ville Street,Edinburgh .
and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel.

Leeds, Liverpool.
LONDON MATRICULATION ,

Examination Fee, 25s.
Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on Diploma Correspondence College.

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors, CHANGES in the REGULATIONS.
Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

A HIGH-CLASS CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION.
C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary .

Specially arranged Courses for
NEW COURSES

OF PRECEPTORS. Are being prepared by

(Bloomsbury Square, W.C.) MATRICULATION
University Correspondence College .

The Council of the College of Preceptorswill shortly

proceed to the appointinent of auditional EXAMINERS AND Under the Nero Regulations
in ENGLISH LANGUAGE and LITERATURE. Can
didates must be Graduates, and should have had LATIN WILL NOT BE COMPULSORY.

experience in teaching. Applications (twenty copies),

stating age, experience , &c . , should be addressed to the

DEAS of the College not later than the 1st of July. If
Full particulars may be had POST FREE on appli

testimonials are sent, they should be not more than three Full particulars on application to the Principal cution to

in number, and twenty copies of each should be for THE SECRETARY (Univ. Corr . Coll . London Office ),

warded . C. R. HODGSON, B.A., Secretary. Dr. KNIPE, Dip . Corr. Coll . , Fishponds, Bristol .
32 Red Lion Square , Holborn , W.C.

C. R. HODGSON,B.A. , Secretary. ST: GEORGE'S

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY

COLLEGE

A.C.P.
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UNIVE! OF BEDFO

BEDF

WESTFIELD

COR

ROYAL HOLLOWAY HOMESCANDOCOLONIA L duetea: Surrey. Schools visited and Examinations con

NIVERSITY COLLEGE EDFORD COLLEGE FOR JOINT AGENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.

NORTH WALES, BANGOR . WOMEN
23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

(A Constituent College of the University of Wales. )
( UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) ,

SQUARE, LONDON , W.C.

YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET, W.
Principal - H . R. REICHEL, M.A. Registrar - Rev. F. TAYLOR , M.A. Cantab.

DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

The Session began on October 1st , 1901, The College IN TEACHING .
Low Commissions. Liberal Discount.

Courses are arranged with reference to the degrees
Head of the Department-- Miss HANNAH

Headınasters having vacancies on their staffs, and
of the University of Wales and include most of the

ROBERTSON, B.A. Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to

Subjects for the B.A. and B.Sc. degrees of the London communicate with the REGISTRAR ,

University. Students may pursue their first year of The Course includes full preparation for the Examina Office Hours---10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturdays, 10 a.m. to
medical siudy at the College. There are specialdepart. tions for the Teaching Diplomas granted by the Uni. 1

ments for Agriculture and Electrical Engineering, a

pin . Interviews generally between these hours or by
versities of London and Cambridge, held annually in special appointment,
December

Duy Training Department for men and women , and

a Department for the Training of Teachers in Secondary JOINT ACENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.Schools .

EDFORD
Sessional Fee for ordinary Arts Course, £11 . ls. ; ditto

COLLEGE FOR
(Under the management of a Committee appointed by

for Intermediate Science or Medical Course, £ 15. 15s.
WOMEN

the Teachers' Guild , College of Preceptors, Head

The cost of living in loilgings in Bangor averages from (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON) , Mistresses' Association , Association of Assistant

£20 to £ 30 for the Session . The new Hall of Residence
YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET, W. Mistresses , and Private Schools' Association .)

for Women Students in Upper Bangor - fee £ 31 . 10s . for
the session -- is now open .

A Courtauld Scholarship in Arts, annual value Address — 74 GOWER STREET , LONDON , W.C.

At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (held in £ 31 . 10s. ; , a Pfeiffer Scholarship in Science, annual
Registrar - Miss AGNES G. COOPER .

September ), more than twenty Scholarships and Ex
value £ 48 , both tenable for three years , will be awarded

This Agency has been established for the purpose ofhibitions, ranging in value from £40 to £ 10 , will be on the results of the Examination to be held at the

enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessaryopen for competition. One half the totalamount offered College on June 19th and 20th .

is reserved for Welsh candidates.
Candidates must be under 19 years of age on the first cost. All fees have therefore been calculated on the

lowest basis to cover the working expenses.
For further information and copies of the various day of the examination.

Prospectuses, apply to
For further information apply to the PRINCIPAL . Head Mistresses of Public and Private Schools , and

Parents requiring Teachers , or Teachers seeking ap
JOHN EDWARD LLOYD , M.A.,

pointments, are invited to apply to this Agency.
Secretary and Registrar. THE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

and Private Families ; Visiting Teachers for Music ,

COLLEGE
Art, and other special subjects ; Foreign Teachers of

( FOR Principal - Miss M. PUNNETT, B.A. ( Lond . ).
various nationalities ; Kindergarten and other Teachers

WOMEN ), A residential College providing a year's professional are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to

HAMPSTEAD, LONDON . training for Secondary Teachers. supply suitable candidates for any vacancy .

The course includes preparation for the Cambridge School Partnerships and Transiers are arranged.
FOUR SCHOLARSHIPS, of the value of from £ 30 Teacher's Certificate ( Theory and Practice ), and for Office hours — 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.in. Hours for

to £ 60 a year for two years , will be offered for com
the Teachers' Diploma of the London University. The interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 2 p.m.

petition at an Examination to be held on June 24th and Studentsattend the Cambridge University Lectures on to 5 p.m .; Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m , only, when the
25th , 1902 . Teaching, in addition to those of the Resident and Office is closed .
Candidates must not be under 18 years of age , and Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for

must have passedthe Matriculation Examination of practice in teaching science , languages , mathematics, TORRESPONDENCE TUITION,
the University of London . The successful candidates and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge.
will be required to come into residence in October next,

Students are admitted in January and in September.
Classes, or Private Lessons in all Subjects for all

and to read for the B.A. or B.Sc. Degree of the Univer Full particulars as to qualifications for admission, Examinations, & c., at moderate fees :Correspondencesity of London .

Entrance forms and full particulars scholarships,and bursuries may be obtained onapplica- conrses arranged to suit needsof individual pupils.
may be obtained from the Secretary , Miss S. M. SMEE.

tion to the PRINCIPAL, Wollaston Road , Cambridge.
Many recent successes. - F.J. BORLAND , L.C.P. (Science

and Math . Prizeman ), Victoria College, 87 Buckingham

Palace Road , S.W., and Stalheim , Brunswick Road,

HOLLOWAY COLLEGE
.

FOR WOMEN .
SOCIETY

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .)
( Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes

ENTRANCE andSCHOLARSHIPS. – Ten Entrance with the National Froebel Union .)

Scholarships from £75 to £40 , and several Bursaries of Training College (non -Government Branch ) for PROFESSIONAL PRELIM . EXAMS.- Mr.A.W.

£ 30, tennble for three years at theCollege, will be KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS and LOWER FORM BAIN, B.1, (Lond.), Inter. B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S., Anglo
awarded on the results of an Examination to be held

MISTRESSES IN HIGH SCHOOLS,
Saxon and Early English Text Society's Prizeman ( Univ.

from July 1st to 5th , 1902. Names must be entered
HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE , N.

Coll., Lond . ) , Silver Medallist and Exhibitioner in

before June 3rd . The College prepares Students for
Principal - Rev. D. J. THOMAS, M.A.

Chemistry (Univ. Coll ., Lond .), Honours in Theoretical

London Degrees and also for Oxford Honour Examina and Practical Chemistry (S.K.), &c . , holds Classes for

tions. Inclusive fee, £ 90 a year.
Vice- Principal - Miss M. M. PENSTONE. these and other Examinations, at 207 Gray's Inn Road ,

For forms of entry and further particulars apply to
Head of kindergarten- Miss G. JOHNSON . London . Coaching in Science and Higher Mathematics,

the SECRETARI , Royal Holloway College, Egham , Students trained for the Examinations of the National &c . , for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition . 12

Surrey .
Froebel Union . years' successes .

Special arrangements made for Students

THE ANSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLECE LowerForms of HighSchools.
who wish to qualify as Mistresses in the 10 TEACHERS AND OTHERS.

FOR WOMEN TEACHERS
There is a House of Residence under the sanction of Wanted , Current English POSTAGE STAMPS,

the Committee . over-printed “. Board of Education ” as received on corre
A High School for Girls under the Inspection spondence. Used only purchased.-W . H. PECKITT ,

( LING'S SWEDISH SYSTEM ).
of London University , with Transition Classes and a

440 Strand , W.C.

There are more openings for Students trained at this Kindergarten , is attached to the College for purposes

of Demonstration and Practice.
College than can be filled .

Apply - THE SECRETARY , Highbury Hill House, N. FREE.

Apply for Prospectus to the PrinciPAL, The Leasowes,

Halesowen .
THE INCORPORATED

PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

ONDON COUNTY COUNCIL. FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,
MR. LYDDON -ROBERTS,

TECHNICAL EDUCATION BOARD . TALGARTI ROAD, WEST KENSINGTON, LONDON , W.

Principals of the Normal Correspondence College ,
The London Training College for Teachers ( for Chairman of the Committee- Mr. W. MATIER, M.P.

Primary and for Secondary Schools), to be established
Treasurer- Mr.C. G. MONTEFIORE. have, through the courtesy of the College of

in connexion with the University of London, will be Secretary -Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A. Preceptors, issued the following

opened in October next.
TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS.

In the first instance the services of two officers-a

NORMAL MASTER and NORMAL MISTRESS - will Principal - Miss E. E. LAWRENCE. FREE GUIDES .
be required , in addition to the Principal (who will KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL.

probably be the Professor of Education in the Uni. Headmistress-Miss A. YELLAND . 1. A.C.P.

versity). Each should hold a University degree or its

equivalent, have acquired suitable educational experi Further particulars may be obtained on application 2 . C.P. 76

ence, and will be expected to devote his or her whole to the PRINCIPAL.
3. F.C.P. 75

time to the work of the College.

Applications are now invited for these appointments. COLLEGE, And have also published the following Guides.

Among other duties the Normal Master and Vormal

Mistress will, under arrangements madeand approved by SOUTHAMPTON . 4. SCHOLARSHIP .

the Principal, have the personal oversight of the men Principal - S . W. RICHARDSON , D.Sc. ( Lond. ) . 5. CERTIFICATE. 40

and women students respectively, will give lectures on SUMMER COURSE OF NATURE STUDY FOR

Method and School Management, will supervise the
TEACHERS. These Guides are supplied gratis to all who men

attendance of the students at the Practising Schools, and
tion this paper and state they intend sitting forpreside at Criticism and Model Lessons, and generally Sandown, in the Isle of Wight, from August 2nd toA Summer Course of Nature Study will be held at
examination .

act ils tutors and directors. Those applying for L.C.P. or F.C.P. Guide mustThe salaries for the Normal Master and for the August 16th , 1902. The arrangements will be made bv
give date of passing A.C.P. or L.C.P. Those apply.

Normal Mistress will be £ 400 a year in each case . Dr. Richardson, Principal of the Hartley College, and
ing for a Certificate Guide should state year of

Fornis of application and fuller information in re T. G. Rooper, Esq ., H.M.I. The Higher Grade School

ference to the duties and requirements inay be obtained at Sandown has been kindly lent by the Sandown Distsing the King's Scholarship and number on the
from the undersigned , as Acting Secretary of the School Board for the purpose of lectures and demonstra

Local Committee. The last day for the receipt of appli- tions. The main feature of the Course will be work on

cations is 16th June, 1902. the Downs and the Sea -shore. The Course will be con NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,

WM , GARNETT, Secretary of the Board ,
ducted by J. T. Jenkins, D.Sc., Ph.D., Lecturer in

47 MELFORD ROAD, EAST DULWICH , S.E. , and
Biology and Geology at the College .

116 St. Martin's Lane, W.C.,
For further particulars apply to D. KIDDLE,

110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON , S.E.

May 17th , 1902. Registrar.

ΤΟ.

Lº

64 pages.

H A RTLEY
80 pages.
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University Tutorial College. BURLINGTON CARLYON COLLEGE..

CORRESPONDENCE

COLLEGE.

27 Chancery Lane, London .

Principal:Mr.J. CHARLESTON, B.A. Preliminaries, Accountants

FOR

MATRICULATION ,

JACKSON'S SYSTEM

OF

UPRIGHT PENMANSHIP

.

Principal: WILLIAM BRICCS, LL.D., M.A. , F.R.A.S.

Vice-Principal : JOHN BRICCS , M.A. , F.Z.S. LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS.

LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER . ARTS and

SCIENCE, B.A., and B.Sc. Classes (small) Day and

Evening . Vacation Tuition and Classes, Matric. and

Inter. Arts Revision Classes,

Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

' , Scholarship

Oxford Cambridge,

(Honours, Oxon.; and Lond . ). R.U.I. , &c .

Papers Corrected forSchools,
TUTORS.
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resources, to offer a complete curriculum both for honourmen

and for passmen . The whole teaching of a subject has, as a

rule, been in the hands of a single professor, with rarely

The creation of the University of Bir- more than one assistant, often with none at all , while the ex
The Multiplication

of Universities. mingham has led to a very natural movement aminations for which their students were prepared were con

on the part of Liverpool and Manchester to ducted by examiners not necessarily in touch with them .

break up the Victoria University and to establish separate Nor have the professors been placed under the most favour

Universities for themselves. The true solution of the problem able conditions for an important function of a University,

thus raised is not easy . Perhaps it is worth while to begin that of adding to the stock of human knowledge, though

by considering the difference between a University and a there are brilliant examples to the contrary.

College. The most obvious distinction is that a University The ideal University, then , it seems, requires a large staff

can grant degrees--can “ brand its own herrings,” to use a of teachers, among whom there should be several representa

cant phrase -- and a College cannot. But there are Colleges tives of each subject, cach with his special department. All

and Colleges. The Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge origin- teachers should have some leisure for research work , and it

ally stood , as far as the students were concerned, in much should be possible for some of them , at intervals, to give the

the same relation to the University as the boarding -houses greater part of their time to it. Those who have read

of Eton or Rugby stand to those schools. Gradually the the preface to Dr. Frazer's “ Pausanias,” in which he

teaching functions of the University passed, to a considerable expresses his gratitude to Trinity College, Cambridge, for re

extent, to the Colleges ; so much so that some fifty years newing his Fellowship, will appreciate this point of view .

ago Cambridge, for example, in order to provide work for Again , the teachers should be in close touch with each

the professors, required passmen to attend a professor's other and with the examiners, not merely in formal Univer

lectures as one condition of proceeding to their degree. The sity meetings, but, what is at least as important, in in

higher teaching had practically passed out of the hands of formal intercourse. If they can be dispersed in separate

the University, and the only way in which an Honours institutions, each with a life of its own , but all within reach

student came into contact with it was through its examina- of each other, so much the better. The esprit de corps of

tions . In recent years the movementhas been in the opposite subdivisions is an important element in forming the esprit

direction. No doubt a large portion of the teaching is still de corps of the whole, both as regards teachers and as regards

done by the Colleges , and the " coach " has plenty of em- students. It is important to stimulate the personal interest

ployment; but the institution of inter -collegiate lectures of a comparatively small group of teachers in a compara

and the formation of Boards of Studies presided over by the tively small group of students. One of the great charms of

professors have organized a great deal of the higher work Oxford and Cambridge is that, by means of the Colleges,

on a University basis, so that competent teaching under men following the most divergent lines of study are thrown

University control is supplied not only in each subject but into close intercourse. As to examinations, a University

in each department of a subject. Thus the variety of ought to be at once self -sufficing and willing to borrow some

courses distingnishing a German University and the personal help from outside. Some think that a teacher should but

relation of teacher and pupil which has always characterized rarely take part in the examination of his own pupils, in

the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge are combined. asmuch as few can hit the happy mean between following

The Colleges of which University College, London , is the too closely the lines of their own teaching and (from con

prototype are of quite a different character. Putting aside scientious motives) deviating too widely from it ; and that

the question of residence, they have had, from the beginning, a member of a group of teachers animated by a common

to discharge towards their students all the functions of a aim is likely to be a better examiner of the work of his

University, except that of examining them and conferring colleagues than any one of them would be of his own . A

degrees . They have been obliged , and that with inadequate very successful plan is seen in operation in the degree
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for 6

a

examinations of the Scottish Universities, where an external cutting away all such elements of the Bill as they do not

examiner in each group of subjects is associated with the seriously mean to stand by. There can be no doubt that Mr.

professors. Bryce spoke the mind of the Opposition when he said

Thus the question for the Northern towns and there has been , and there is , a universal and hearty wish to

the Privy Council to consider is whether they have a reorganize the schools and to spend more money upon them ,

prospect in the present or the immediate future of if we are sure that the money will be usefully spent. ” This

developing their Colleges into a University, with a staff temper opens out a fair opportunity. But it must be met by

adequate alike for elaborate division of labour and for more direct argument and more conciliation than were offered

the formation of a healthy public opinion. It may well be on the second reading .

that the stimulus of local patriotism will , to a certain

extent, compensate for the want of a sufficiently large The Education Bill has naturally evoked a gush of literary

academic society. At any rate , it is difficult for such a commentary and criticism . Dr. Macnamara's pamphlet

society to exist in a federated University like Victoria ; the ' (Swan Sonnenschein ) is a conspicuously pointed and level

time of professors is too valuable to be wasted in frequent beaded examination of the whole scheme. As for secondary

railway journeys, and such journeys can do but little to pro- education , the Bill, he thinks, can as it stands do but very

mote informal intercourse and to produce solidarity of interests. little for this branch of the work . " He calls the reference

Still less is there any real community of interests among the of a higher rate than 20. to the Local Government Board

students of widely separated colleges. · sheer nonsense." On the “ terribly thorny problem " of the

One difficulty raised by the opponents of separate Uni- religious question, heavers that he has “ worked in and about

versities for the three towns may be lightly dismissed . It is the Board school as pupil, pupil-teacher,assistantteacher, head

argued that they may be tempted to bid against each other teacher, and School Board member for the last thirty years,

for students by lowering the standard of their degrees. and never met such a case” as a parent that objected to the

Probably the danger, if any, is in the other direction , Bible teaching. This is a very striking declaration. Is

as Mr. Haldane has pointed out. The London standard there any experience to the contrary If not, the practical

for pass degrees is certainly not lower than that of conclusion is obvious and most important. Dr. Macnamara

Oxford or Cambridge, nor has Victoria University taken concludes his acute and temperate survey with a list of fifteen

any downward step . It is scarcely likely that, with emendations that would , in his opinion, “ vastly improve the

their reputation to make, and a strong public opinion Bill as an educational instrument,and would certainly facili

bearing upon them , the proposed new Universities will tate its passing through the Houses of Parliament. "” “ The

practically cut their own throats. Moreover, it would be Education of the People and the Bill of 1902 " (King ) takes

easy for them to adopt a common standard, as is done in a wider scope historically, and is well worth reading. Mr.

Scotland. One cannot help being amused at the fears ex- Henry Smith writes “ A Common - Sense Catechism "

pressed by some graduates of Victoria , that the worth of (Watts ), whereby he hopes to show the way to an end of

their own degrees will be lowered, as if one could estimate the denominational controversy.” Would that he could !

the value of a pass degree to two places of decimals. It

is one more example of the intense desire of some people to

create vested interests on the slenderest grounds . No doubt Prof. ADENEY makes a “ bold suggestion ”——but an emin

the Manchester, Liverpool, and Leeds graduates of Victoria ently sensible one ( if the money were forthcoming )-in the

will be allowed , if they wish it , to form the nucleus of the Christian World (May 8) , for “ the establishment of a great

list of graduates of their respective Universities . inter -denominational theological school in London " under the

wing of the University. The University preserves a religious

neutrality, and each of the theological colleges wishes to

NOTES .
preserve its distinctive character ; and, of course, Dr. Adeney

has no desire to interfere with the one or the other. What

The Education Bill passed the second reading by the he would like is “ a teaching school voluntarily originated ,

strong majority of 237. But even this bold figure falls short organized , and equipped ,” with “ no theological tests , " deal

of the majority of 267 attained by the Bill of 1896, and it ing on common lines with a common curriculum ; for

remains to be seen whether the present Bill will escape a have come to perceive that by far the larger part of the

like fate. The amendments set down for Committee are whole round of theological instruction is altogether inde

numerous and important, and the list will continue to grow . pendent of sects and parties.” The different centres multiply

The debate was characterized by conspicnous ability and the experts, but the expense presses on the colleges. Prof.

earnestness, with a most laudable absence of bitterness, and Adeney is encouraged by the harmonious working of repre

even of heated alarums and excursions. It did not,how - ' sentatives of various denominations on the Board of Studies

ever , develop any arguments that had not already been that has shaped the curriculum for the London degrees in

urged on many platforms and in many journals. It was Divinity.

simply a formal joinder of issue . Plainly the Bill cannot

get through the House of Commons without very prolonged The action of the University of London in making Latin

discussion, unless the closure be applied somewhat remorse- optional for the Matriculation Examination raises venerable

lessly ; and that, too , will raise deep questions. Everything controversies. The extreme step might, perhaps, have been

will depend upon the promptitude of the Government in obviated by decreeing a more rational style of examination

66

we
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paper. Still it is but an option, and the teaching of Latin Germany had then , and still has, the notion that seems to us so

in schools will probably suffer less discouragement than is those who have made education their study, and not that of the man
strange, so unaccountable, that it is best to follow the guidance of

anticipated in some quarters. in the street . We have no educational ideals, because we have no

educated authority with leisure to construct and power to impose

them .

The public appeal for adequate support of the University This is only too true. But it may
be noted that the London

work of London was prosperously launched at the Mansion County Council, in its educational sphere, has acted on the

House meeting, and it has been supported strongly by German principle ; and its example may have wider influ
journals of every shade throughout the kingdom . The

ence yet. The great object , in Mr. Wilson's view , is “ to

pecuniary basis of the incorporation of University College in prepare for life " -life in leisure ( if any) as well as in

the University of London is happily assured ; but then the activity ; to develop, first of all , physical health (as to which

million remains to be found. The general assumption is that we hope his suggestion of a record of facts will not remain

it should be found without difficulty. This is natural barren ), music and art, and “ the observant eye,” then

enough in the richest city in the world . " If our merchants history and literature, as well as technical knowledge of

and manufacturers appreciated the importance, as a factor in Nature. He does not emphasize the rather important con

our national commercial success , of the higher education of sideration that “ to prepare for life ” includes preparation for

the people of London," says Nature (May 1 ) , “ there would making a living -- the difficult basis of all.

be no difficulty in obtaining the sum required by the Council

of University College. ” True ; but business men , even if The Faculty of Commerce at Birmingham University will
satisfied with the general proposition, are not likely to give start work on October 1 , and Prof. Ashley has already issued

soms miscellaneously, and need to see clearly the connexion
an account of purpose

and programme.
between cause and effect. To enable them to do so is a prac

Its object is the education , not of the rank and file , but of the officers,

tical problem of much delicacy and complexity, and it re- of the industrialand commercial army-of those who, as principals,

quires time and tact. There are , however, large moneyed directors, managers, secretaries,heads of departments, &c., will ulti

classes that owe a heavy debt to University College, and it mately guide the business activity of the country.

should not take these any long time to make
The academic teacher cannot pretend to supply commercial

their minds
up

to lead the way . The millionaire cannot be expected to
brains or business experience any more than a medical

school can create a great physician or surgeon. What he
stand in first .

can do, however, is “ to gather, arrange , and present the

LIVERPOOL has discovered that it has practically no en- lessons of practical experience, " and explain the interrelation

dowment for secondary education , while Birmingham has of isolated conclusions in practical affairs, so as to afford a

endowments equivalent to a rate of nearly 4d . in the £ . Liver- wider and instructed outlook , and “ to enable the young man

pool has £385 a year ; Birmingham has £37,997 . Not only of business to profit by his early experience more rapidly

does secondary education in Liverpool lack funds ; it lacks and less painfully than is commonly the case." The curri

also reorganization . With excellent elementary education culum of three years for the degree of Bachelor of Commerce

and the prospect of a University , Liverpool must overhaul ( B.Com .) includes mainly (1 ) languages and history (" ad

the middle stage , and bring it up to the times. A sub- equate equipment in two modern languages " ), ( 2 ) ac

Committee of the City Council has inquired and reported, counting, (3 ) applied science and business technique, and

and , no doubt, the educational fervour that now possesses (4 ) commerce--the last group being “ intended to be the most

the citizens will soon bring them abreast of Birmingham characteristic feature of the Birmingham plan .” Prof.

even in secondary education. Does not Liverpool claim to Ashley sets out an admirable scheme of work, which ought

be the Second City of the Empire ? to tell effectively in the long run .

hits

" No one,

ARCHDEACON Wilson's address on “ The Profession of It was a good idea to send a Welsh teacher to study the

Teaching ” to Kendal teachers, school managers, and parents - Bilingual ( Flemish and French ) Teaching in Belgian

is fresh , direct , and breezy, and ought to reach a wider Schools ” on the spot. Mr. T. R. Dawes , Head Master of

audience . “ I cannot exaggerate the loss to our secondary Pembroke Dock County School, as Gilchrist Travelling

and technical schools,” he says , “ from the want either of Student of the University of Wales , spent some thirteen

method or of knowledge or of both ; from the lack of train - weeks in Belgium in 1899, “ visited elementary schools,

ing of teachers, the lack of a high standard of knowledge secondary schools of various types, normal schools, and Uni

and of the value of research , and the lack of intelligent co - versities," and “ had interviews with inspectors, journalists,

ordination . " Why this multiplied lack ?" no businessmen, professors , and schoolmasters " ; and his

Minister of Education in England, has arisen to grasp and “ Report ” (Cambridge University Press ), though concise , is, (

mould and unify the education of the country as a whole.” very pointed and instructive . The struggle for predominance

The Archdeacon was speaking three days before the introduc- is settling down into a sensible acceptance of bilingualism .

tion of the Education Bill , and it would be interesting to Elementary education is free,but not compulsory ; " it is not

know whether this opinion still holds good. His own sug- surprising, therefore, to find that as regards elementary edu

gestion of the dominant aim of educators is substantially cation Belgium falls far behind most European countries.”

Wilhelm von Humboldt's : “ Whatever wewish to see charac- In the secondary schools the “ constant linguistic training

teristic of our nation we must first implant in our schools.” must have a great influence in producing the remarkable ease

Mr. Wilson says : with which Belgians , more especially Flemings, acquire modern

:
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languages ” ; but, on the modern side , “ the tendency to leave assimilate the better. But the first thing is to get enough

the schools too early is continually deplored ." “ There are information to go on with .

no pupil -teachers in Belgium . ” Both in the secondary and

in the normal schools modern English stories —by Dickens, MR. WEBB selects judiciously the following points for

Stanley Weyman, F. Anstey, Conan Doyle, Kingston -- are special emphasis :

freely used as text- books. The pupils “ who have gained the
That those who are to train teachers should be broad -minderi

Leaving Certificate " of the secondary schools “ have a good teacher and to appreciate his or her practical ditficulties.
persons, who will do their best to put themselves into the place of the

knowledge of two languages, and are able to converse in one 2. That the lecturer should present his object- lessons to the teachers

or two others. ” This suggests comparisons. Yet in Belgium pupils in school.
in the same way in which the latter are in turn to give them to their

the direct method of teaching languages is at present but 3. That, agricultural and horticultural schools being convenient

imperfectly understood and only partially adopted .” Still places for the holding of courses, the industrial side should not be
brought in unduly .

there is something to be learned from little Belgium . 4. That in the case of rambles there should always, if possible , be

some definite object to be studied , which is made known beforehand to

those taking part in the excursion .

The current ( April) number of the Record contains an Teachers interested in this movement for a better system of

elaborate article by Mr. Wilfred Mark Webb, F.L.S., on rural education will study the article in the Record at first

“ Nature-Knowledge: its Progress and Interpretation." hand .

The Pestalozzians claim to have been teaching Nature-know

ledge in this country for half a century or more, but the more In our last issue we enumerated various inquiries that have

immediate influence has been the enthusiastic exposition and been undertaken by sub - committees of the British Associa

practice of Prof. Bailey, of Cornell. What is the Cornell tion in connexion with schools and scholars, and invited the

idea of “ Nature -study " ? Prof. Bailey says : co -operation of teachers in rendering the inquiries fruitful.

It is a point of view . It is the acquirement of sympathy with Since then we have received a circular from the sub-committee

Nature, which means sympathy with what is. As a pedagogical ideal. specially charged with inquiries as to “ the practical know
nature - study is teaching the youth to see and know the thing nearest at

hand , to the end that his life may be fuller and richer . ledge of hygiene possessed by school teachers. ” The points

of importance are set out in the following questions addressed
The purpose is to foster observation and deduction , as opposed

to school managers :

to the storing up of dry facts imparted verbally. The

method “ is to be wholly informal, ” for Nature-stv.dy is not schools :
1. Are any certificates in hygiene for teachers recognized in your

the study of a science, the study of the systematic relation- 2. What certificates in hygiene hare you found most suitable to the

ships of the objects ; and the subject is not to be “ made a
requirements of teachers ?

3. If the teachers with whom you are connected have not been

stated part of the curriculum , ” for in that case “ its purpose prepared for any special certificate in hygiene, hare they received any

would be defeated .” In this country there is a considerable instruction in it , or dealt with the subject at all , and, if so, in what

tendency, however, to give the subject its " fixed time and 4. To what extent are teachers required to exercise their knowledge

place " in the school work ; and Principal Hall,of Wye Col- of the subject- (a) in the management of the schoolbuildings ;(b) in
arranging the curriculum and in the methods adopted for teaching ;

lege ( Journal of Education, September, 1900) , has stood out (c) in the scheme of physical training and drill; ( d) in methodical

for the old didactic lines as against the heuristic method . observations of pupils' health,growth, eyesight, & c . ?

5. What opportunities and encouragements are afforded to the
The Board of Education takes the best of the American teachers for the study of mental and moral as well as of physical

ideas, and tells teachers that “ work of this kind is not of hygiene ?

the nature of an additional study, but rather a change in the " Copies of any curricula of study or courses of training·

contents of lessons in the ordinary subjects." Yet thus in hygiene for teachers would be very acceptable.” We hope

attitude tends to ultimate divergence from the Cornell type. that teachers will themselves respond to this appeal, and

that too as promptly as possible. Information should be

addressed to Mr. E. White Wallis, F.S.S. , 72 Margaret Street,
How is the teacher to be trained for this special work ?

London, W.

Two types arise. If all the teachers of a district are to be

appealed to at one and the same time, circulate among them The report of the Minister of Education in Ontario for last

leaflets and specimens illustrating object-lessons. If selected year is marked by specific educational aspirations and breadth

or individual teachers are taken , give them courses ; and it of view . The Minister affirms most truly that “ the success

is with these we have principally to deal, for to their of democratic institutions cannot be assured unless education

organization by far the most energy has been directed by the holds a front place among topics of public interest " ; and he

County Councils.” Mr. Webb devotes much space to an ' states that “ people have become so interested in school

instructive analysis of the courses given in three -fourths of questions that the discussion of our educational system at a

the counties of England , setting forth syllabuses, notes of public meeting is almost sure to secure the presence of a

lessons, examples of the children's compositions and drawings, large number of interested citizens, " and regards it as

& c. Mr. Webb says :
" hopeful to find young people, especially, taking an interest

It will be evident that, while hints, ideas, and additions to general in topics that affect so widely the national weal."
knowledge can begained from any good course ,it is chiefly tothe long tion," he holds, “ must continue to be subject to public

** Educa

ones that we must look for the giving of a systematic training in a
definite science bearing upon Natue knowledge,” although it wvuld control," though “ there may be differences of opinion

surprise many educationalis
ts to learn how much in the way of prin .

ciples can beimparted in two or three weeks of regular and practical whether this public control should be by the Province or by

work, if a single subject be adhered to . the locality .” He seems to lean to * decentralization in

The more scientific knowledge the teachers can eventually some directions, ” in accordance with the Declaration of

H

as to

66
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Principles ” of the National Educational Association of the Sir John GORST considered the present state of educational
United States . With open mind to suggestions for the control “ absolutely intolerable,” and argued for a single"

solution of pressing problems, he exhibits a judicious deterioration of the education given. He had expressed his
Authority on the ground of preventing waste of money and

practical caution . The question of consolidation of educa- " strong approval and his strong admiration of the work of

tional authorities is engaging attention in Ontario as well as
School Boards in large towns , but he “ could not be so compli

mentary to the School Boards in the country districts.” — “ they
here, but in the meantime the Minister concludes that, as do not yet educate half the children in the county " ; " their

“ separate Boards have worked exceedingly well in some statutory authority is not clear " ; and their districts are

parts of the Province, ” while united Boards have also make the School Board the Education Authority would re
wholly unsuitable areas for secondary education purposes.” “ To

worked well in other parts, “ it is better to give full freedom quire a very great deal of very complicated legislation.”

in the future, as in the past, to localities to settle the matter Government think that an ad hoc Authority is an anachronism ,

for themselves . ” At the same time, “ to improve the status actionary." Mr. Bryce's assertion that the Bill does nothing
and that to propose to revert to an ad hoc Authority is re

of the teacher should still be regarded as the most important for secondary education “ is a form of speech ” : the Bill creates

question for future consideration.” an Authority, and provides that Authority with funds. “ To a

very large extent secondary education can be made self-support

ing, and in manycases it is not so much a matter of money as of

THE “ Regulations of the Ontario Education Department” organization." Nothing for the provision of teachers ? - Why,
contain the following provisions on the subject of religious provision for teachers will be oneof thefirst duties which the

instruction : cannot make teachers by Act of Parliament.” The present un

97. Every public and high school shall be opened with the Lord's satisfactoriness of our elementary schools arises, in the country
Prayer and closed with the reading of the Scriptures and the Lord's districts, from want of money, and, in town districts, from “ the

Prayer, or the prayer authorized by the Department of Educa- neglect of the Education Authority, such as it is (the School

Board ), to properly supervise their schools ; and, I think, in

98. The Scriptures shall be read daily and systematically; the their desire to invade the field of secondary education they have
portions used may be taken from the book of selections adopted by the neglected a considerable amount of their work as to elementary

Department for that purpose, or from the Bible, as the Trustees by education .” . He would not enter upon the religious controversy;

resolution may direct. Trustees may also order the reading of the he would leave that to " the spread of sense and

Bible or the authorized Scripture selections by both pupils and Christian charity ” ; and he believed it existed “ not in the

teachers at the opening and closing of the school, and the repeating of schools themselves, but on the platform and in Parliament ."
the Ten Commandments at least once a week .

99. No pupil shall be required to take part in any religious exercises
SIR WILLIAM HARCOURT attacked the finance of the Bill .

objected to by his parents or guardians.

100. The clergy of any denomination , or their authorized repre
“ There is no more a single finance than there is a single Authority.

sentatives, shall have the right to give religious instruction tothe Then there are four funds--the rates, theGovernment grant, the

pupils of their own church, in each school house, at least once a week, whisky money, and the voluntary subscriptions." The rate will

after the hour of closing the school in the afternoon . ... Emblems be odious in the country districts, and the cause of education

of a denominational character shall not be exhibited in a public school will be disliked : " the hatred of rates is stronger than the

during regular school hours. passion for education .” Mr. Lloyd George urged the familiar

arguments of the Nonconformists. In summing up the debate

SUMMARY OF THE MONTH .
Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman and Mr. Balfour only emphasized

previous arguments. The second reading was carried by 402

votes against 165 — majority 237. At once a large number of

The second reading of the Education Bill was debated in the amendments were handed in .

House of Commons for four days (May 5–8) . Mr. Bryce moved

the rejection of the Bill. He said with confidence there was a
THE London School Board discussed the Education Bill on

universalhearty wish on his side of theHouseto reorganize the May 15 on a motion of approval. Mr. Lyulph Stanley moved an

schools and to spend more money on them if they were sure the amendment setting forth that the Bill fails to secure an effective

money would be usefully spent. If the Government had omitted public Authority directly responsible to the electors; that it

from theBill “ one element of political, or rather of ecclesiastical, reduces the efficiency of elementary, education by excluding

controversy," he believed thatobject might have beenattained. scholars over fifteen from elementary day schools, by transferring

Butthe faults ofthe Bill were numerous,and they lay in its evening schools to secondary education, and by preventing

essence ; and he had little hope that the Government would alter necessary training of pupil-teachers ; that it gives no effective

them . He defended the School Boards,which “ even by the voice to parentsor schoolauthority ;that it abolishes all obliga

admission of Ministers themselves have done admirable work for tion on the Board of Education to enforce on the LocalAuthority

the education of the country ” ; and he adhered to the recom- themaking of due school provision ; that it deprives the electors

mendationsof the RoyalCommission of seven years ago. But a oftheright ofchoosing women thatshould serve with the
single Authority that is good for elementary education is not good Education Authority ; and that “ by insisting on the appoint

for secondary education , and even this single Authority the Bill ment of managers for all schools, without giving the Education

fails to provide. There are, in fact, four Authorities - theBoard Authority the right to define thescope of their management,it
of Education, the County and Borough Councils, the Education impairs the efficiency which results from unity of direction, inter

Committees,and the localmanagers. The schemewas “ replete feres with the power of promotion and transfer of teachers,

with confusion, fertile of jarring claims, andinterminablein diminishes the effectivecontrolofthe Education Authority over
controversies. " . Next was the question of educational improve the cost of the schools, and will lead to disputes which the Local

ments . Secondary education is admittedly the greatest and Education Authority willbe deprived of the power of deciding,”
most urgent of our educational problems," and " the Bill promises and that therefore it should not become law. The amendment

to do nothing for secondary education.” It is purely permissive. was carried by 29 votes against 24.

" It is extremely probable that the large cost which elementary
education will entail will greatly delay the additional rate for THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY has sent the following letter

secondary education .” In fact, secondary education should have to a correspondent :

had a Bill to itself ; now it will probably go to the wall. Nor is The Church has no desire to use the elementary schools for the pur

therea word abouttrainingteachers. Mr.Balfour had said the Bill pose ofmaking proselytes, but she requires her clergy to see that her

would put an end to barren ecclesiastical controversies and petty own children are taught the Catechism , and taught the Catechism by

squabbles. “ What he meant was that it will so rivet denomi- men who believe it. Those who are taught by men who do not believe
national schools on the educational system of the country that it are pretty sure to follow their teachers in not believing it . This is

it will never hereafter be possible to disestablish them .” It is the ground for the action of the Church in this matter.

not an Education Bill , but a Voluntary Schools Bill ” ; “ it is

an absolute concession to clerical claims." “ Sober judgment The Bishop of Coventry, speakingat a dinner given (May 21 )

has already condemned it." to the delegates of the School Board Clerks Association by the

66
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Mayor of Bradford,where this body was holding its annualconfer- a knot of struggling figures representing darkness and ignore.

ence , said that, much as he admired the ancient Universities, he ance enslaved, and aspiring to light. All the figures are different,

was in favour of multiplication of local Universities and free and portray different notes in the scale of pathetic woe. Among

intercommunication between those Universities and elementary them swirl bandsof wrought metal, typifying the rush and whirl

schools. He would have one senate or governing board of all of the present day.

Universities, clerks , or other representatives of elementary edu- The shaft, which is of great length , is divided into five unequal

cational authorities. He contended that acquisition of knowledge parts by four knots, each set with oblong panels of brilliant

was only part of education , and he insisted upon this , because he enamel, wherein fiery gleams of orange appear in conflict with

was pained beyond expression by certain words which fell from dusky ruby, The panels are protected by wrought straps of

Dean Gregory in Convocation. He was quite sure of this, that metal. A pleasant grip is afforded to the shaft by its being over

School Boards had been a great moral and religious agency in laid with cables of twisted silver. Above the foot knob is a band

this country. They had done a great religious work . While we of incised lettering, setting forth the gift of the mace, and under

had been annoyed with hooliganism and other conditions that neath , in rich bold repoussé,are four renderings of the University
had obtained in our great cities , fault was not to be laid at the badge, the crowned rose, with rays in all directions. These

door of the School Boards, but upon housing and other conditions badges are displayed inverted, as at times this end is borne upper
under which children were brought up , and that every night of most. The finial is completed by a solidspike for resting on the

their lives undid the work that School Boards had been doing floor. Themace is enclosed in an oaken box, which is bound with

during the day. None of those that knew about it could deny hammered bronze mounts, and has a shield with the University

that School Boards had been responsiblefor a great measure of arms in repoussé. Our contemporary figures as well as describes

moral and religious advance in this country. the mace.

MAY 14 was Presentation Day at the University of London :
The Mansion House meeting (May 9 ) to make public the appeal

Lord Rosebery, the new Chancellor, occupied the Chair, and of University College,London, for adequate funds,proved very
commemorated his predecessors. Principal Rücker stated that successful. The Duke of Devonshiremoved : “ That this meeting

the number of entries for the examinations was larger than in is of opinion that the incorporation of University College,

any former year. There was no sign of falling off, for theentries London ,with the University of London will materially promote

for thematriculation examinationsin June were about 10 per object a fund should be raised to equip and endow the College
higher education and research in London, and that with this

cent. greater than the maximum number previously recorded.
He reviewedIt wasdetermined to establish two Chairs of Chemistry at adequately for such education and research.”

University College, one for general chemistry, which would be generallythe necessities of the higher education ,and explained

filled by Prof. Ramsay, the other for organic chemistry. In no
the position of University College and the conditions of its incor

subject had the difference between thecompletenessof English poration in theUniversity of London. Sir Michael Foster,M.P.,

and foreign educational equipment been more marked than in
seconded, and Principal Rücker supported, the resolution , which

chemistry. He believed thatupto thepresentonly two or Lord Avebury, and supported by Mr. Lionel Phillips (who pro
was duly carried. On the motion of Lord Brassey, seconded by

threeeducational institutions in this country had more than one mised, on behalf of his firm,£ 10,000), a further resolution was

professor of chemistry, while in Germany even a university of

ment. It was hoped that the chairs now established in University endow theUniversity. Sir Richard Farrant(Treasurer) announced

the second class usually had several professors in that depart- adopted urging upon the citizens of London the importance ofa
generous response for the million pounds necessary to equip and

College would be thebeginning of a great Chemical Department that £ 110,000 had been promised .

worthy of London. It was time thatLondon should realize that

it was not the want of men nor a dearth of intellectual effort

which had hindered the University of London from taking its THE Pall Mall Gazette wrote (May 9 ) : “ A blow is struck to

place as a great centre of teaching and research . Their needs day at London's self-complacency which is likely to leave
were organization, which should make the results of the work of her under a sense of shock . " After discussing the needs of

the teachers, their assistants, and students more fruitful and University College and the University of London, the writer con

better known as results of which London might be proud, and cluded thus :

funds to supply them with the materials for this work . The It is surely no remote or unlikely vision to see London , rich as she

Chancellor then distributed the prizes and conferred the degrees is , provided with a self-supporting University, to keep our teeming

on the successful candidates . generations abreast of the time, in language and history, in science and

in arts. Such a scheme implies a central group of colleges with sub

The same day the Council and Principal of Bedford College sidiary centres north , south , east, and west, with multiplied chairs on
for Women celebrated commemoration day at the college . popular and essential subjects , and more exclusive studies relegated to
There was a large attendance of visitors and friends of the the centre which proves most convenient. Such a University would
students. During the past term there have been 190 students be a true home of knowledge - knowledge which is not merely static
at the college, and 29 of them were successful in taking degrees and written and dealing with past times, but dynamic, full of the future,
at London University . The artistic work of the students was and rapidly accumulative. There would be adequate schools of re

exhibited in one of the large rooms of the college. search , rich in the proper appliances, to which our producers and

manufacturers might apply for advice or assistance instead of

referring, as they do now , to experimental schools abroad. And with a

The mace of the University of London, presented to the Uni- section of the Imperial Institute set apart for executive and secretarial

versity by Sir Henry Roscoe, on his retirement from the office of purposes, as at present intended, one could hardly conceive a finer

Vice-Chancellor, says the Daily Graphic (May 15) , has a distinct teaching centre thanthe completed fabric of University College,with

character of its own, being evolved from a wand or staff of office. its laboratories and libraries in full activity, its magnificent Edwards

It is, therefore, larger and more elegant in form than the muni. Petrie collection for Egyptologists, its admirable pathological and

cipal mace, which has the ancientfighting weapon as its proto- othermuseums,and its providential nearness to the valuablerecords

type. It is the work of Messrs . Ramsden & Carr, of Battersea. of the British Museum. We hope to -day's meeting will bring this

It is made entirely of hand -beaten, wrought, and repoussé silver, much older learning may be seated inour midst, as upon a sevenideal within practicable reach , and that before the century is very

gilt, with panels of translucent champ-levé enamel. The head is
crested hill , honoured and giving honour.

surmounted by a royal crown, the orb of which is of lapis

lazuli, carefully guarded by protecting bands of wrought metal.

The crown is a new rendering of the old and traditional motif of The recent annual report of King's College, London, recorded

alternating fleurs-de-lys and Maltese crosses . Inside the crown, thoroughly satisfactory work in all departments of the college

fitting as a lid , incised in a line of mediæval character, are the and school, and the maintenance of a large attendance. The

royal arms , with the letters “ E.R. VII.” The head is formed college had closely associated itself with the re-organization of

by four crowned and winged figures, kneeling, and holding the teaching work of the University of London, and one of the

shields of champ-levé enamel. Two of these portray respectively new University Chairs of Engineering would be located at the

the arms and the badge of the University, and the other two set college. There was again a deficiency on the year's working,

forth the dates of its foundation ( 1836) and its reorganization due chiefly to the charge for interest on the college debt, and it

( 1900) . Between the figures , which represent the triumph of would be necessary shortly to make an appeal not only for the

light and education, rises the tree of knowledge, among the extinction of the debt on the college, but for funds to provide for

knotted roots of which the figures kneel. Immediately below is a considerable increase of expenditure in order that the continued
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progress of the college might not be impeded and its usefulness land , and maintaining, equally with the older Universities, that breadth

as a school of the University crippled . of outlook and that high standard of intellectual efficiency which ulti

mately affect both national and Imperial development.

Like Cambridge, Oxford is striving for a more adequate Universities, owing their origin rather to so -called local patriotismOn the other hand, it is proposed to create a number of small local

recognition of economics. A petition, signed bynearly a hundred than to broadeducational ideals, with consequent narrowness of aim

members of Convocation, and restricted to “ residents engaged in
and a veritable anarchy of conflicting educational interests .

teaching," has been forwarded to the Vice-Chancellor for presenta

tion to the Hebdomadal Council. It suggests the establishment On these grounds, appeal is made to " all who have the true aims

of a new School of Economics and Political Science, confined of education at heart to use their influence to oppose the move

to such persons as have taken the degree of B.A. or B.Sc. or ment for disruption, “ the ill effects of which , we believe, will be

B.Litt., or bave passed the examinations required for the degree irreparable." These contentions will , no doubt, be promptly

of B.A. ” The idea differs from the Cambridgeproposal in not answered by the other side.
asking for a complete curriculum forming a new and independent

path tothe degree of B.A. It aims really at a post-graduate settled by the Council of University College (May 13 ) givesThe draft charter of the proposed University for Liverpool,

But it markstheadvance of economics and cognate large powers as to the conferment of degrees in all the recogni

subjects in academic appreciation.
nized faculties, as well as in the Faculty of Commerce, which

embraces the sciences of economics, geography, banking, and

Sir ALFRED L. JONES, “ the energetic and Imperially -minded commercial law. It also gives powers to admit new constituent

head of the great shipping firm of Elder, Dempster, & Co.” (as colleges ; to recognize halls of residence for students ; to esta

the Times describes him , May 12 ) , wrote to the Times (May 10 ) : blish new professorships and lectureships ; and provides for the

As I consider the idea of the late Mr. Cecil Rhodes of granting establishment of external examiners. The powers of the Senate
scholarships to our colonies is a most excellent one, I have much and Convocation , and the rights and privileges of graduates , are

pleasure in announcing that, with the object of aiding his scheme, I dealt with on modern lines ,and provision is made for the repre
will agree to give a free passage backwards and forwards from any sentation of the City Council on the governing body. Existing
colonial port served by my firm's steamers to both Jamaican and graduates of Victoria who have taken their degrees from Univer
Canadian scholars once a year during the tenure of their scholarships. sity College may have conferred upon them an ad eundem degree
I would also suggest that there should be a condition that the scholars of the Liverpool University.
enjoying this privilege should have a bona fide domicile in the colonies

from which they hold their scholarships. Some of them might be WALES has evidently received a vigorous educational impulse.
qualified by colonial birth , but domiciled in this country while holding There is now on foot a movement to petition the Lord President
their scholarships. It would not , in that case, be reasonable for them of the Committee of Council on Education to make a grant
to expect to secure a free passage to the colonies in which they are no towards the establishment of a Welsh national museum . Wales

longer domiciled. I trust that my example will be followed by ship feels that she is being neglected by the Government in museum
owners trading to other colonies, and I hope that it may thereby be matters," and thinks that * objects of the highest interest to the
made universal, so as to put all the Rhodes Scholarships from Cymry discovered in Wales” should be kept in Wales,and not
the colonies on an equal footing .

stored in the British Museum . “ This subject,” says Mr. J. L.
On this letter the Times wrote(May12):It is a small thing to Wheatley, Town Clerkof Cardiff (Western Mail, May 13) “ has,
ask of men so closely dependent on the welfare and solidarity of time after time, been debated in the House of Commons; but

the Empire as steamship, owners are, and itis a great thing the Government have invariably shielded themselves by the
to enable the colonial scholars brought to England by theRhodes want of agreement of the Welsh people on a recognized capital

bequest to visit their distant homes almost as easily as an ordinary or distributing centre. This, however, is not the only point
undergraduate goes home at the end of term . If theexample upon which Walesfails to be of one mind. Whilst many are in

of Sir Alfred Jones were generally followed, its effect would be to favour of one centralmuseum at which objects should be collected

enable every colonial scholar to devote himself to serious and for thewhole country, and these objects ,as far as possible, dis

sustained study at Oxford ,without severing himself for three or seminated and circulated amongst the various museums and

four years from the colony in which he is domiciled and the home schools of art , educationalists whose opinions are entitled to the

in which he has been nurtured .”

greatest respect urge that, having regard to the geographical

MR . W. H. Allen , Chairmanof Messrs. W.H.Allen & Co., grant would best bepromoted by a distribution amongstthe
and educational conditions of Wales, the purposes of the Museum

Queen's Engineering Works, Bedford , wrote to the Times three University Colleges ofAberystwyth, Bangor, and Cardiff. ”

(May 15) :

The offer from Sir A. L. Jones suggests to me that other methods to

further the great ideas of Mr. Rhodes’s will might be carried out . No Dr. E. H. Griffiths, Principal of University College, Cardiff,

doubt, many of those students leaving Oxford having a scientific turn has made an important offer to Wales. He considers it the duty

of mind may desire practical training for an engineering life after- of Welshmen to give opportunities for scientific research to the

wards. This company would be prepared to take a Rhodes scholar to most promising students of the Universities of Wales, and
pass through the scientific and practical training at these works, where regrets that such students have to forsake Wales forGermany or

we have special opportunities for teaching, free of any fees, for a England to pursue their studies. He thinks that, if Welshmen

three years' course, at the rate of one per annum . I hope this sugges- are ever to make a name in science, the only hope is in the

tion may be of use to the trustees , and may at the same time give rise provision of a properly equipped laboratory dedicated solely to
to others.

research. Accordingly he has generously offered his valuable

collection of scientific apparatus to Cardiff provided a suitable
“ OXONIENSIS ” ( Times, May 15) calls for an “ Imperial-minded home be procured. The collection has taken him fifteen years

millionaire to provide for * advanced studies in electricity ” at to construct and obtain . He estimates the cost of a suitable

Oxford, and for others” to “ follow the example [of Mr. building at about £ 2,000, and suggests that it might form an

Rhodes] in other directions "-in fact, for “ a new generation of appropriate memorial to the late Principal, and might fittingly

liberal and pious founders inspired by the new Imperial idea. ” betermed “ The Viriamu Jones Research Laboratory . Students

engaged in investigations might be maintained by a sustentation

The Graduates ' Defence Committee of the Victoria University fund, and the investment would yield returns of academic and

have issueda pamphlet setting forth the case against disruption. real commercial value. If Cardiff does not accept the offer, the

It is urged that three small local Universities would not, from an collection will be presented to the National Physical Laboratory

educational point of view , be so efficient as one large associated at Teddington.

University. It is estimated that for the three Universities there

would be required £ 1,000,000 for Leeds , £750,000 for Liverpool ,
The Board of Education has itimated that, within reasonable

and£ 250,000for Manchester,in addition to the moneyinhand ; limits, a teacher in receipt of a disablementallowance, under the
and the question is asked : Where is this £ 2,000,000 to come Elementary School Teachers ' Superannuation Act, may add to

from ? The Committee conclude ius : his, or her, income by undertaking some light employment other

There appear before us two alternatives. On the one hand a great than teaching in school , and that the consent of the Board of

federal University, strong already in attainment andprestige,and Education is not necessary before undertaking such employment .

destined to become an educational Parliament, controlling and guiding

the educational forces at work in the most populous districts of Eng- The number of candidates that entered for the recent com
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mercial examinations of the Society of Arts was 16,314. The to carry on their business. Indeed, the education given - what
be to

actual number of papers worked was 14,776 , an increase on last ever value, exaggerated or otherwise, we may assign to that

year of 649. There are two grades, Preliminary and General. education - is really provided at less than cost price; it was an
In both grades the most popular subject was book -keeping, for Irishman who suggested, we believe, that the only way of making

which there were in Grade I. (Preliminary) 1,507 candidates,and a profit under such circumstances would be to increase the
in Grade II . 3,800 . Shorthand comes next with 1,454 and 3,101 business. Of course , it may be retorted that the sameteaching

candidates. Of the other subjects there were, in Grade II., 795 staff will do for greater numbers ; but this is not in reality true,
candidates for typewriting, 544 in French , 270 in German, 222 in for most colleges have now their full complement of under

arithmetic, and 170 in Spanish . The numbers entering for the graduates, and so must either reject more home competitors at
other commercial subjects were comparatively small. In Grade I. their matriculation examination, or else make preparation to

there were 471 in typewriting, 607 in French , 190 in German, and receive a larger number. Of course, the difficulty is not insuper
276 in arithmetic.

able, we hope, but still it remains; and perhaps, had Mr. Rhodes

known more of the inwardness of the question, he would have

The American educational papers have been overflowing with faced the position ; as it is , we believe that it may still be open
memorial notices and eulogies of Colonel F. W. Parker, Director to the trustees of the will to do so . The second crux which the

of the School of Education in the University of Chicago. Many bequest creates is to be found in the status of the scholars them

bracket his name with that of HoraceMam . The School Journal, selves. They will not, of course ,be “ scholars ” in the ordinary

in a " Parker MemorialNumber,” calls him “ the great apostle of and accepted sense, but will , we imagine, either be undergraduate

primary education ." “ The whole history of American educa- commoners or else post-graduate students who come with a

tion ,” writes President Butler, “ has never seen purer idealism or degree from elsewhere, and proceed to read for one of our new

more sincere devotion than Colonel Parker's. He believed in research degrees. In the latter case , the position is simplified,

democracy with all the fervour of his nature, and his love for the though we do not fancy this is quite what Mr. Rhodes intended ;

child and childhood knew no limits. As a great inspiring force, in the former, we are atonce faced by thequestion of the standard

who was impatient of artificial trammels and of formulas when of admission. A writer in the Oxford Magazine has inclined to

life and spirit were at stake, he has had no equal in our public the belief that we shall interpret the University statutes and the
school service.” requirements of Responsions “ in a generous spirit.” Needless

to say, once the suggestion is in the air ,the “ old guard ” stand
In connexion with the American University of Harriman, to arms once more ; it is really the question of Greek. Prof.

Tennessee, a College of Temperance is being organized as a Case has voiced the sentiments of the old guard in his recent

monument to the memory of the late Dr. Frances E. Willard. eloquent defence of Greek as the best means of education,and

There will be two years' teaching and training urder specialists there are doubtless many who, whether here or at Cambridge, will

for such as desire to fit themselves for special temperance work . die with him in the last ditch . Oxford is so steadily tending

It is also intended to investigate specifically the effects of alcohol towards specialized study that we shall soon have to decide

on the human system , and of the drink traffic on the public between what is , or is held to be, the best education absolutely,

welfare and national prosperity. There will be two chairs en- and that which is likely to be commercially the most profitable.

dowed - to teach scientific temperance and political economy and Of course , the promoters of the latter can point to Mr. Rhodes's

prohibition. views on a medical school ; but, as a distinguished member of the

In Australia, New South Wales claims to lead in technical give the practical and clinical instruction that the hospitals of a
University pointed out at Reading, Oxford can never aspire to

education . The work was successfully started by the formation big town'atford . The value of the Oxford Medical School must

of classes in one of the State-aided educational institutions in lie in the preliminary training, and we have little hesitation in

Sydney; then it was taken in hand by a Technical Education saying that so much has been done for the equipment of Oxford
Board ; and in 1889 it was handed over to the State Department science lately, and so able are theteachers ,that the preliminary

of Public Instruction.

training will compare favourably with that of any other school

At this time there were 72 metropolitan classes , with an attend . in the world.

ance of 2,077 students. In the same year the State purchased a block This is, perhaps, rather a lengthy dissertation on what has

of land in one of the outlying portions of the city for about £ 30,000 ceased already to be, outside of Oxford, a nine days' wonder ; but

on which to erect a technical college on an extensive scale, the com- the whole Rhodes bequest, and the terms in which it was framed,

pleted building now forming one of the leading architectural features have caused so much discussion and difference here that an

of Sydney The actual number of students during the third Oxford letter can hardly afford to disregard it.

term of 1901 was : agriculture , 120 ; sheep and wool training, 79 ;

chemistryand geology, 283 ; pharmacy, 24 ; mechanical engineering , and that of many colleges, against the new “ assessment
The most recent topic of interest has been the University appeal ,

of

821; electrical engineering, 209; applied physics, 280; mathematics, University and college buildings. As at the moment of writing

79 ; ' sanitation, 403 ; architecture, 371 ; art, 732; industrial and Mr. Lyttelton's judgmenthas not been made public , we can
decorative art , 110 ; domestic economy, 130 ; separate classes , 454 ;

tutal , 4,095 . The number of students attending the colleges and hardlyventure to criticize the presentation of the case by the

branch schools was 9,267, as against 8,625 for the previous year, opposing sides. One or two points - not, perhaps, controversial

being an increase of 642 . The weekly average attendance of indi- -seem to emerge : for instance, that there is no real principle

vidual students was 7,721 . 4,225 candidates presented themselves for on which you can assess buildings used for teaching purposes.

examination , of whom 3,126 passed . The total expenditure on The idea of a faculty tax--familiar to students of Walker's

technical education during 1901 for the Sydney and branch colleges “ Political Economy "-was tentatively put forward - i.e ., that the

and branches was £ 23,076. 88. 11d .; for technological museums, coileges should pay what they can afford to pay. A second, and

£4,597 . 15s . 2d .; and for payment to teachers as part remuneration somewhat amusing, point was the eagerness which University

and purchase of chemicals and contingencies, £ 5,742. 128. 7d . and college officials displayed in trying to demonstrate that their

buildings should not be highly assessed , as being peculiarly un

UNIVERSITIES. fitted for the purposes for which they were intended . Yet a

( From our Correspondents . )
third anomaly may be noticed — we hope without offence to the

assessors - the chapel of Keble was more highly assessed than the
Oxford) has so long been inclined to consider herself rest ofthe college put together.

Oxford . the centre of creation that the Rhodes bequest, with We have had for the first time an Honours Moderations list

its scheme for giving some practical basis for the with four classes, and, though some profess themselves satisfied ,

belief, has, of course, served to foster the belief still more. But others still maintain that the standard of the second and the

the chorus of approval which Mr. Rhodes's scheme seems to have third class should be raised still further. We are informed on

received from outside critics has not been quite so hearty here. good authority that the standard of the first remains as it was,

Two main difficulties suggest themselves. In the first place and this is borne out by the numbers in the class, but that for the

there is the question of finance. The popular and uninstructed second the standard was raised to the requirement of twelve.

world who are not Oxonians seem to imagine that Oxford has seconds, a first in any subject being equivalent to two seconds.

received a large bequest; this (excluding, of course, the provision Wehave had lately quite a plethoraofpublic lectures ; and on

for Oriel) is quite untrue. The Rhodes students will only pay May 21 - surely owing to some want of foresight — those who go

the small University dues, and, if they are undergraduates,the in for a fine assortment of mixed intellectual instruction could

college tuition fees . Now the fact is that, if it were not for en have had three consecutive discourses — Sir Hubert Parry, on

dowments, neither the Universities nor the colleges could afford (" The Development of Music Style,” in the Sheldonian, at 2.30
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p.m .; the Slade Professor of Fine Art at the University Galleries, buildings, most of them rather unsightly in their present con

at 3.45 p.m.; and the Professor of Poetry at the Schools, on dition, and placed far too near the road : the importance of a

Shakespeare's Theatre , " at 5 p.m. Can it be that these dis-southern aspect seems to have been forgotten by the architects.

tinguished men wished to be in Oxford for the first day of the In a few years time we shall begin to feel the pinch caused by

Eights and the Australian match ? extra establishment expenses in connexion with this new brick

The Romanes Lecture on June 7 is to be delivered this year by and -mortar craze of our rulers.
Prof. Bryce, the subject being “ The Relation of the Backward The great College of Caius has been very much in evidence

and Advanced Races of Mankind .” A correspondent in the this term . The “ meat scandals,” as they are called, have amused
Oxford Magazine suggests that the subject borders too much on the readers of the paper, while “ extraordinary revelations
the political; and that, in view of Mr. Bryce's recent attitude, a have seemed far from extraordinary to those who know the
discourse on “ The Unholy British Empire ” might have been business ways of colleges and their tradesmen . There is a sleek
even more suitable. prosperity about everybody connected with the feeding of the

The new buildings in Oxford grow apace . Those of University undergraduate which is peculiarly exasperating to the hard

are certainly effective, and will add, we think, to the appearance worked country parson who pinches himself to give his son a

of the High. A bridge across Logic Lane is to connect the old University education . The scandalous waste and extravagance

and the new. University has thus been more successful than of college management might be ended by an earthquake, but

Hertford in obtaining permission for a bridge from the City nothing less will shake the complacency of those that live and

Council; and Hertford must have an underground passage, in are happy upon a system that is scandalous and rotten. A pound
place of a bridge of sighs. a day is the averagecost to the average undergraduate of his food ,

The weather has been so extremely wintry that both cricket mental and physical, and, with all that, the coach, the pariah of

and boating have been carried on in discomfort, though there has academic life, can live as well as any of them. There is no use

been the usual make-believe of summer by undergraduates in disguising the fact that Cambridge is run at present in the

punts and Canadian canoes . Panama hats have made mock at interests of the permanent staff. Things are inverted, and the
the keen nor ' -easter. parents outside are beginning to see the facts. With the ex

The University Eleven — after much prophecy of a favourable ception of the largest colleges, the average pollman who reads,

kind - turns out to be miserably weak in bowling and unreliable say, for medicine, cannot get the instructionhe requires within

in fielding, and made but a poor show against the Australians. his college walls , but must make extensive payments to the un
On the river there was some exciting race for the headship recognized teachers as well as still more extensive ones to the

between New College and University . The critics say unkind official teachers outside.
things of Oxford rowing ; and the swing of the pendulum is The races are fixed for June 4, and a great influx of Americans

certainly now just verging to Cambridge. is expected for the fortnight's festivities, our humble entertain

ment being utilized as a mild preparation for the Coronation

The almanac says it is the May term , so we gaieties. Several of our leading residents are beginning to get

Cambridge. must believe it ; but Cambridge for the last six fiuttered at the thought of what the Coronation Gazette may

weeks has combined the dulness of the Lent bring forth for them : handles to a name are cherished possessions

term with the rigours of November. Panama hats are fruitlessly in democratic Cambridge.

exposed for sale, and a few adventurous youths wear them .

The only consolation to be derived from the abnormal weather is
that more work has been done than is usual at this time of the

CURRENT EVENTS.

year.

University controversies are generally shelved in May till the

Long Vacation is over ; people have too much to do to trouble
Under the management of the Readers’ Board

about fighting, though we have had a little skirmish on the
Fixtures. of the London Lay Helpers ' Association, the

subject of the Natural Science Tripos. At present a candidate twenty -second annual training course--— “ Summer

that wishes to gain a first-class in Part II.has to show excellence School ” -open to all duly licensedreaders from any diocese,

in one subject and a competent knowledge of a second ; the will be held at Keble College, Oxford , from July 26 to

proposal of the Boards was to abolish the necessity for the second August 9 . The Rev. J. 0. F. Murray, M.A., Fellow and

subject, and to give the class for knowledge of one subject only. Dean of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, will again act as

" The usual fly sheet war was waged, and one or two apposite Principal .

remarks came from unexpected quarters. Mr. Pattison Muir

remarked that there was no guarantee that the second subject

chosen would be cognate to the first and leading subject; Mr.
A SUMMER school of Bible study, from August 27 to Sep

Darwin and Mr. Seward state boldly that the time is all too short tember 6 , will be held at Cheshunt College , if at least fifty

for specializing in two subjects and that true specialization must students offer. “ The object is to helpmen who are Sunday
be encouraged . Prof. Allbutt goes off on a side issue, but makes school teachers, and to combine a short course of systematic

the extremely pertinent remark that the evils complained of in study with a holiday and the social intercourse belonging to

this and other Triposes are due to the inane scheme which put college life.” The Sunday School Union is co -operating.

all the examinations in the busy and feverish May term instead The lecturers will be the Rev. Principal Whitehouse on “ Old

of after the Long Vacation. In these notes the point has been
reiterated that the change was due to considerations of the Testament History and Literature in the light of Recent

The Lifepersonal interests of examiners, and not of candidates. Great is Discoveries ,” the Rev. Prof. H. T. Andrews on

the value of the last Long Vacation for consolidating and and Times of the Apostle Paul,” the Rev. Prof. W. Johnston

revising the work done in snatches and snippets during the busy on “ Moral Ideals in theOld andNew Testaments," and Prof.
terms; but this has been utterly sacrificed, and no gain has E. W. Johnson on “ Modern English Literature and Religious
accrued in return . The Professor has done well in once more Thought.”

calling attention to the evil . The Senate adopted the proposal by

the small majority oftwo.
The annual exhibition of work executed in the Board

The FitzWilliam Museum has been presented with a very valu
able collection of Handel manuscripts - sixty-seven volumes, schools of London will be held in the Examination Hall ,

transcripts made by J. C. Smith , Handel's favourite amanuensis, Victoria Embankment, W.C.(adjoining Waterloo Bridge) ,

have been presented by Mr. F. Barrett Lennard ; and the whole on June 18–21 . It will include specimens of drawings,

collection is contained in a book -case once the property of Handel. colourwork, modelling, woodwork, wood carving, metalwork,

Dr. James , the Director of the Museum, also calls attention to needlework, infants' work , cookery, laundrywork, house

the fact that the late Mr. Pendlebury during the pasttwenty - five wifery from the day and evening schools, work from the
years made a present of about a thousand bound volumes of schools for the blind, deaf, and special instruction , work from
music an nally, so that the collection is now one of surpassing the truant and industrial schools, and scientific apparatus

interest and value.

more land from Downing for University purposes, but there is no

Some little argument has taken place on the subject of buying constructed by the teachersand pupils. Lord Reay will open

the exhibition on Wednesday, June 18, at 3 p.m.
doubt the bargain will be carried out. The western part of the

college grounds is rapidly being covered with University A CONFERENCE of the British Child Study Association will

*
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be held at Normansfield , Hampton Wick, on Tuesday, are qualified to hold King's Scholarships, and that have

June 24, at 3 p.m., to be followed by a garden party, passed the London University Matriculation Examination.
Apply for tickets (stamped and addressed envelope ) to Miss These scholarships will carry free admission to the three

K. Stevens , Carlisle House, Dartmouth Park Hill, N.W. years' course of the Training College, and to three years'free

instruction at one or other of the schools of the University.

A CONFERENCE on Science Teaching and Nature Study,

together withan exhibition of home-made and other simple UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON, offers the West Scholarshin

apparatus, will be held at the Hartley College, Southampton, in English, £ 30 (open to women as well as to men) ; the
on June 14 . The Committee invite exhibits from schools Bucknill Scholarship, £30 a year for four years (entrance

and colleges of all grades under any of the following medical) ; and two exhibitions, 60 guineas each (medical) ;

groups :-(1) Apparatus for simple experiments in me- in September next. Apply to the Secretary.

chanics, physics , chemistry, or other subjects, to be home

made if possible ; ( 2) apparatus for illustrating lessons in St. Thomas'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL offers two entrance

Nature study ; ( 3 ) diagrams, models, and collections, in- scholarships in science, £ 150 and £60 , to candidates under

cluding work done by pupils ; (4 ) schemes of study and twenty -four, in September next.

instruction ; ( 5 ) pictorial illustrations ; ( 6 ) reports, docu

ments , and leaflets bearing upon the subjects of the meet
PEMBROKE COLLEGE, Oxford , offers four

ing. There will be a separate section, arranged in another scholarships, £ 90 , £80,£ 70, £ 60 . No limit of age.
classical

open

Ex

part of the building, for publishers and manufacturers of amination ,May 27. Apply to the Right Rev. the Master.

educational apparatus. The exhibition will be preliminary

to the Nature Study Exhibition in London on July 23 .
The Governors of the Holborn Estate School for Girls

The Rede Lecture at Cambridge will be delivered on offer three scholarships, consisting of exemption from

June 10 by Prof. Osborne Reynolds, F.R.S., ofOwens tuition fees, together with not more than £5 in one year to

College. The subject is : “ On the Inversion of Ideas as to any one girl, and tenable for three years. Candidates inust

the Structure of the Universe ." have been three years in their present elementary school,

and be not over thirteen . Examination at the school,

The King's Scholarship Examination for 1902 will begin June 21. Apply to the Head Mistress, 19 Houghton Street,

on December 16 next , not December 9 .
Strand, W.C.

Sir ALFRED L. Jones has offered to guarantee twelve

The appeal by the Governors of University scholarships of £ 30 each at the University of Wales.

Endowments. College, Dundee, has already brought in over

£24,000. The trustees of the late Sir Henry Tate have renewed

for another twelve years the fund (originally established in

The Prince of Wales, Chancellor of the University of 1890) to maintain the Tate Scholarship at the University

Wales, has made a donation of £ 100 to the fellowship fund College of North Wales. Two entrance scholarships-- £ 20

of the University. and £ 15 — will be offered , next December, to Welsh can

didates taking scientific or technical courses .

The late Rev. Evan Penllyn Jones, Librarian of Univer

sity College , Aberystwyth, has left his books and on the

death of Mrs. Jones) £100 to the College . MR. EDWARD GRANVILLE BROWNE, M.A.,

Appointments. M.B. , Fellow of Pembroke College, has been

MR. LIONEL Phillips has promised, on behalf of his firm ,
appointed Professor of Arabic at Cam

£ 10,000 towards the University College (London ) endow - bridge University, in succession to the late Prof. Rieu.

ment fund.

Prof.BARRETT WENDELL, of Harvard University, has been

The Council of Trinity College, London, or (as it will now elected Clark Lecturer in English Literature at Trinity Col

be known ) " Trinity College of Music," has voted out of its lege, Cambridge, for the ensuing year.

reserve funds a sum of £ 5,000 to the University of London,

nominally “ for the advancement of the art of music,” but
Mr. R. K. M'ELDERRY, M.A., Senior Classical Master at

really to establish a Chair of Music at the University. Campbell College, Belfast,has been appointed Professor of
Greek in Queen's College , Galway, in succession to the late

Prof. D'Arcy Thompson.

Honorary
The degree of M.A. has been conferred (May

Degrees . 20 ) by Decree ofConvocation of the University
MR. Douglas A. GILCHRIST, B.Sc. , Professor of Agriculture

of Oxford upon Mr.Andrew L. Herbertson, Ph.D. and Director of the Agricultural Department at the College,

(Freiburg i . B.), and Mr. H. N. Dickson, B.Sc. Reading, has been appointed Professor of Agriculture at the

Durbam College of Science, Newcastle , in succession to Prof.

YALE UNIVERSITY has conferred the degree of LL.D. on T. H. Middleton, M.Sc., who was recently elected to the Chair

Lord Kelvin . of Agriculture in the University of Cambridge.

DURHAM UNIVERSITY has conferred the honorary degree of
THE REV. W. H. HUTTON, B.D., Fellow , Tutor, and Lec

D.C.L. on Sir W. S. Church , President of the Royal College turer of St. John's College, Oxford, has been elected Bamp

of Physicians, London, and Prof. Annandale, of Edinburgh. ton Lecturer for next year.

The Rev. W. S. MACGOWAN , M.A., LL.D. , assistant master

The London County Council proposes, in in the Modern Department of Cheltenham College, has been
Scholarships. connexion with the new Training College appointed Principal of St. Andrew's College , Grahamstown.

for Teachers , to offer 100 scholarships, to be

awarded to candidates of either sex that are “ ordinarily DR . ALFRED Plummer has resigned the posts of Master of

resident ” within the administrative County of London , that University College, Durham , and Sub -Warden of Durham
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University, in order to obtain greater leisure for his literary now in the possession of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde,

work ; and the Rev. Henry Gee, D.D., F.S.A. , has been ap- Vienna, of which the eminent composer was for some time

pointed to succeed him . president .

Mr. Herbert STANLEY JEVONS, son of the late Prof. Stanley

Jevons , has been appointed to a lectureship in mineralogy at
THE Rev. C. R. CARTER , M.A., Dean of Divinity

the University of Sydney, in New South Wales, the same General , and Home Bursar of Magdalen College, Oxford ,

city where his father began life as assayer of the Mint. is taking over the preparatory school Cord

waller, ” near Maidenhead. A “ double honours man ,

Mr. Graham Balfour, M.A., Assistant Secretary of the well as a “ double blue,” he is still well remembered at Wel
Oxford Examinations Delegacy, has been appointed Directoroflington. He is an enthusiastic gardener.
Technical Instruction under the Staffordshire County Council ,

in succession to Prof. Thomas Turner, recently elected to the THE PRINCE OF WALES was installed as Chancellor of the

Chair of Metallurgy at Birmingham .
University of Wales (May 9) at Carnarvon amid “ colossal

demonstration ."

*
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*
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To meet the wants of travellers Mr. Unwin is
Literary THE PRINCE OF WALES has accepted the invitation to be

Items. publishing a specially handy “ Tourist ” edition patron of the fund that is being raised in connexion with the

of some volumes of his “ Story of the Nations
scheme for the incorporation of University College in the

series. “ Venice,” “ Switzerland,” and “ Florence ” have just University of London, and for the endowment and equip

appeared . The volumes are bound (after the fashion of ment of advanced education and research at the college.

Baedeker's Guides ) in red cloth , with rounded corners and

marbled edges , and the price is the same as that of the
MR. C. T. RITCHIE, M.P., the Home Secretary, has been

ordinary cloth edition .

adopted as Unionist candidate for the Lord Rectorship of

Aberdeen University. Mr. Asquith is the Liberal candidate .
The new volume of “ The Story of the Nations " series is a

history of " Mediæval Rome,” by Mr. William Miller, M.A. ,
A PROPOSAL is mooted for the affiliation of Queen's College ,

who wrote the able volume on " The Balkans. The

Birmingham, to the University.
period covered ( 1073-1600) embraces many subjects of

deep interest and importance. Mr. Fisher Unwin is the
The Council of the Jews' College has applied for affiliation

publisher.
of the College to the University of London as a School of

Semitic Languages, in connexion with the proposed degrees
MR . ENEAS MACKAY , of Stirling, will soon issue “ A History in Oriental studies.

of the Grammar and other Burgh Schools, now the High

School of Stirling, with notices of Schools and Education in

the Burgh from the Twelfth to the Twentieth Century, " by Butler of Columbia University ) the provisional itinerary of
MR . ALFRED Mosely, C.M.G. , has settled (with President

Mr. A. F.Hutchison, M.A. , Rector of the High School, his commission of inquiry into American methods of educa

1866–96 . The list of contents shows that the work, while tion in their bearing on commercial and industrial efficiency.

describing a typical Scottish grammar school of theolden The prospectof an autumn Session of Parliament renders

time,” will prove a valuable contribution to the history of the date ofstarting still uncertain.

education in Scotland .

The current number of the Modern Language Quarterly The Council of the City and Guilds of London Institute

(Nutt) commences a new volume (V.) with vigorous and spent £33,041.198. 4d. for the promotion of technical
varied contents . Every teacher ought to study this ably education in the past year.. This year it is proposed to

conducted journal.
spend £34,045 , exclusive of the balance of the initial cost

of the extension of the Central Technical College .

The first Engineering Magazine yet issued by an English

University has just made its appearance at the University of Notice is given in the London Gazette that a petition has

Birmingham . It is proposed to publish the magazine twice been presented to His Majesty in Council by the University

each term . College, Liverpool, praying for the grantingof a charter in

corporating a University in Liverpool. And , His Majesty

Messrs. A. & C. Black have commenced to issue the having referred the said petition to a committee of the Lords

Encyclopædia Biblica ” in 16 monthly parts (5s . net each ). of the Council,notice is further given that all petitions for or

The first part was published in mid -April. Three volumes against such grant should be sent to the Privy CouncilOffice,

Aalar to Ararat - have now been issued, and the fourth , on or before the first day of July next.
which completes the work, is in the press.

We are interested to learn that there is a girl at St. Anne's

AFTER a good twenty years' work as Tutor and Lecturer at Soho School that “ has made over 3,500 punctual attendances

Corpus Christi, Oxford, Mr. Arthur Sidgwick has decided to consecutively.” She is just fourteen ; so that since she was

release himself from teaching, and to devote his energies five “ she has never been absent or even late," a remarkable

more exclusively to literary work. He proposes, for one eight years ' record, especially for central London.
thing, to write the life of his lamented brother, Prof. Henry

Sidgwick. The Board of Education have received through the Foreign

Office an intimation that the Council of the University of Paris

MR. ALFRED LENGNICK , of Berners Street, announces the have decided to publish annually henceforth in the month of

early publication by Simrock ( Berlin ) of certain posthumous April a programme of the University lectures that will be

works of Brahms — “ Elf Choral-Vorspiele für Orgel, delivered in the academic year beginning in the following

Op. 122.” The Hungarian pianist Herr Ernst von November. This plan has been adopted in order to enable

Dohnanyi heralds them as " of immense value not only as foreign students that may desire to attend the lectures to

technical studies , but also as music. ” Brahms's library is make their arrangements conveniently in advance . The

*
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programme of courses for the academic year 1902–1903 can | These dangers may be avoided if the schools and Universities

be seen at the Board of Education Library , St. Stephen's would combine to evolve a method of training teachers analogous

House, Cannon Row , Whitehall, S.W.
to the professional training of the best medical schools, and so
secure professional efficiency, as the New Order in Council

secures professional status. - I am, Sir, &c. ,

Messrs. Gull & Sons have parted with their late representa- Manchester High School, SARA A. BURSTALL .

tive Mr. F. A. Martin , and in future will be represented by May 17, 1902.

Messrs. Slater, Knott, and Bartlett. [ This letter has already appeared in the daily journals . Writing to

the Birmingham Daily Post (May 21 ) , Mr. Thomas Allen , M.A., Wood.

bury, Malvern Link , made the following comments : - “ No doubt, as

Mr. John Murray has appointed Mr. F. A. Martin to your correspondent the Head Mistress of the Manchester High School
represent him in visiting the great public and secondary states, the training of teachers in secondary schools is a very im

schools.
portant question ; but it seems to me she regards it rather from the

side of the general public than from the side of the teacher. Of

course a trained teacher is more valuable for teaching than a raw in
The tercentenary of the Bodleian Library will be celebrated experienced one, but at whose expense is the training to be ? As far

in Oetober. It wason November 8, 1602, that the present the questionat once arises— Does the trained teachercommand more
as I can see, the expense must come out of the pocket of the teacher .

library was thrown open . There was a great library at

Oxford before the Bodleian. This was the collection founded reasonable security for the outlay ? Accordingly, the training of
money than the untrained one, and will the trained teacher have

by Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, about 1450. After a teachers in secondary schools involves the very serious question of
century's existence,Duke Humphrey's collection was broken tenure. What that is in endowed secondary schools it is hoped that

up and dispersed. The “ University cither could or would many of the readers of your valuable paper already grasp. But, for

do nothing to repair the loss .” So Sir Thomas Bodley
the benefit of those who do not yet understand the insecurity which at
present exists , I would ask to be allowed to draw their attention to

undertook at his own expense to refill the shelves of Duke the following two sentences in paragraph 133of Part III. of the
Humphrey's empty library, and to endow the institution. Secondary Education Commission Report : One of our witnesses went

so far as to urge the maintenance of the present system on the ground

that “ a school is a monarchical institution," nor would he give to the

The Franco -English Guild at Paris, which hitherto has head the right of appeal which he refused to the assistant teacher,
restricted its services to women , is now opening a section for Admitting that there might hare been cases in which the dismissed

men . This new step has been taken on the suggestion , and head master was in the right and the governing body in the wrong , he

with the active co -operation, ofthe “ Comité de Patronage des still maintained that in the long run it was better not tolimit the

Etudiants Etrangers à la Sorbonne,” a committee that has cases of dismissal head teachers and governing bodies are not only in
latter's authority, as“ hard cases make bad law ." In other words, in

M. Casimir-Périer for its President, and counts among its fallible, but they are also invested — and that in free England — with

members most of the leading men at the Sorbonne. M. Léo- unlimited powers. A monarchical institution !' If the l'ritish con
pold Sudre, Docteur-és-Lettres, the distinguished philologist, stitution were formed on the lines of the schemes of the Charity Com

tho
is to be “ Directeur des Etudes ” of the men's section of the missioners, there would be something said and done. Fortunately,

Guild . Englishmen will be able to obtain advice and infor- majority of governing bodies and head teachers do not make use of

their arbitrary powers.” ]

mation, not only about their studies , but about many other

matters that concern foreigners in Paris, on application to SECONDARY TEACHERS AND THE REGISTRATION
the Secretary, the Franco -English Guild, 6 Rue de la FEE .

Sorbonne, Paris.

To the Editor of the Educational Times .

Sir , - It appears that a guinea fee is to be levied on every

CORRESPONDENCE.
secondary teacher coming on to the new Register . Might I sug.

gest that, as salaries in secondary schools are often absurdly

low , many of them falling below £ 100 a year, the Board of

[ We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions expressed by our Education would be acting more justly to secondary teachers by

correspondents.- Ep . E.T. ] authorizing a graduated fee-- for example, a guinea on all

salaries above £ 200 a year, 15s . on those between £ 150 and £ 200,

THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY TEACHERS. half a guinea on those between £ 120 and £150, and so on ?

An all -round fee to secondary teachers is scarcely fair, especi
To the Editor of the Educational Times . ally if , as it is reported, members of the N.U.T. are to come on

Sir ,-Among the many educational questions now before the to the Register free. - 1 am , & c.,
A. G. MUNRO.

public, not the least important is that of the training and
City of London School, May 17, 1902 .

registration of teachers in secondary schools - a matter on

which the future success of English secondary education largely

depends. Even the educational public may not, perhaps, realize REGISTRATION REGULATIONS.

the dangers ahead, and I would , therefore , beg for a few lines of

your space to draw attention to the subject.
To the Editor of the Educational Times.

TheOrder in Council of March 6 , 1902, contemplates, as we Sir , I read with much interest your article, in the March

know , a double basis for a course of training for the young number, on The Registration of Teachers,” and, whilst agreeing

college graduate. Such a person may undergo a course of pro- with some points of your criticism , 1 fancy that you take some

fessional study at certain Universities or training colleges, or what too pessimistic a view of the utility of these regulations.

may become a student-teacher in a recognized school. The I notice that you take exception to the non -provision for the

danger with the former plan is that the professional theory may registration of secondary teachers on the sole ground of ex

be divorced from the best professional practice, and the training perience, and the non -recognition of minor certificates in the
be, therefore, somewhat too academic . A more serious danger case of teachers in the lower forms. Now, Sir, in my humble

in the second method is the introduction of a veiled pupil- opinion, both these classes are amply provided for by Clause 4 ;

teachership, whereby needy schools may be tempted to employ for, in the case of teachers whose pecuniary difficulties preclude

an unfair proportion of such teachers, and thus injure the them from a University education ,an avenue to registration is

position of the staff and the work generally. It is to be hoped | opened by the F.C.P. and L.C.P. diplomas and the Oxford and

that the Registration Council may be able to safeguard the pro- Cambridge Higher Locals, which examinations representa

fession of teaching by securing, on the one hand, for training highly respectable standard of intellectual attainments. Again,

colleges and Universities adequatefacilities for practice in the a secondary teacher oflong standing ought not to fear the ordeal
best schools, and, onthe other hand , that the student-teacher of an examination in the theory and practice of education, as

system may not bemade a cheap and easy option whereby the subjects of examination constitute the underlying principles

students may, as it were, learn the mere tricks of the trade of the art of which he is professedly an exponent.

without any broadbasisofphilosophical study of education. sequentlyI think the Education Department has acted wisely in

Con
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

declining to recognize minor certificates, and in requiring a

proof ofadvanced education from all engaged in the profession.

I very much doubt whether there will be any such influx of

elementary teachers into secondary schools as you suggest, for NEWNEW
two reasons : firstly, the salaries enjoyed by assistant masters

in the smaller secondary schools are not on so munificent a scale MACMILLAN'S MANUALS FOR TEACHERS. -New Volume.

as to allure the generally better paid assistant in a Board
PRINCIPLES OF CLASS TEACHING. By J. J. FINDLAY,

school ; secondly , a teacher registered in Column A, unless
M.A., Head Master of the Cardiff Intermediate School for Boys.

possessed of the same qualifications as are necessary to secure Globe 8vo, 5s .
admission to Column B , would be, in reality, unqualified to

teach in a secondary school. With regard to the restriction
MACMILLAN'S ENGLISH CLASSICS. -New Volume.

of the supply of secondary teachers, I consider such a consum- BURKE'S THOUGHTS ON THE CAUSE OF THE

mation eminently desirable ; for the hitherto utterly inadequate PRESENT DISCONTENTS. Edited , with Introduction and

salaries of such teachers must inevitably rise to something Notes, by F. G. SELBY , M.A. Globe 8vo, 2s . 6d .

approaching a respectable level after the elimination of the

ignorant and incompetent from their ranks. Official registration INDO-IRANIAN PHONOLOGY, with special reference to the
will prevent, in the future, the failures in other avocations from

Middle and New Indo - Iranian Languages. By Louis H. GRAY,
swellin the ranks of our profession, and will at last raise the Ph.D. 8vo . [ Shortly .
social status of the schoolmaster to the level of the doctor or the

lawyer. - I am , &c. , REGINALD G. F. ROBERTS, A.C.P.

Towcester Grammar School, May 19, 1902. GREEK AND LATIN .

MACMILLAN'S GREEK COURSE . — New Volume.

GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION.
THE NEW PRESIDENT OF COLUMBIA.

By S. O. ANDREW , M.A.,

Head Master of the Hulme Grammar School, Oldham . Globe 8vo ,

“ THE TRUE UNIVERSITY'S IDEAL . ”
38. 6d .

Key, for Teachers only. 5s . net. [Ready shortly .

PROF. NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER, who was elected President of
THE ELEMENTS OF GREEK . A First Book, with Grammar,

Columbia University on January 6, was formally installed on
Exercises , and Vocabularies, by F. K. BALL, Ph.D. Illustrated .

April 19. President Roosevelt made his first official visit to ew
Crown 8vo, 68 .

York on the occasion ; and it is 113 years since a President of the LATIN PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION . For the Use of
United States visited Columbia as an official guest . Mr. Carnegie

and Lord Kelvin were also among those present. In his address,
Higher Forms in Schools, and of Students working for Pass

Degrees . Selected by M. ALFORD , Lecturer in Classics at Girton

says the New York Herald (April 20), President Butler declared and Westfield Coileges. Globe 8vo, 3s .

that the kindly and generous greetings he had received humbled Educational Veus.-- " A better work of its kind we have not seen . The passages

as well as inspired him . They expressed a confidence and a hope.
have been selected with scholarly skill , and their arrangement is excellent. "

fulness which it would tax humancapacity to the utmost to justify,

while they pictured a possible future for the University which

fired the imagination and stirred the soul. MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE.

He traced the growth of education through the centuries , and ex

plained the service of the University in Church and State. Great per- WOOLWICH MATHEMATICAL PAPERS, for Admission

sonalities , he said, made great Universities , and great personalities into the Royal Military Academy , for the years 1892-1901. Edited

must be left free to grow and express themselves, each in his own way, by E. J. BROOKSMITH, B.A. , LL.M. Crown 8vo, 6s.

if they are to reach a maximumof efficiency.
AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON THE CALCULUS .

“ What the future development of the great Universities is to be
With Illustrations from Geometry, Mechanics, and Physics. By

perhaps no one can foresee, ” he said . “ But this much is certain : every Professor GEORGE A. GIBSON , M.A., F.R.S.E. Crown 8vo, 78. 6d .

city which, because of its size or wealth or position, aims to be a centre Nature.- “ Among several notable characteristics possessed by this work , the

of enlightenment and a true world capital must bethe home of a great most prominent appears to be the severity of its logic. In one important respect it

University. Here students and teachers will throng by the mere force
differs also from the usual English mathematical treatise - it seems to speak to the

of intellectual gravitation, and here service will abound from the mere
student,warning him aguinst too probable error and giving him advice. This is a

feature which should be encouraged . ... A work which seems to leave no difficulty

host of opportunities. The city, not in its corporate capacity , but as a unnoticed .”

spiritual entity, will be the main support of the University, and the SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY FOR THE USE OF

University in turn will be the chief servant of the city's higher life. COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS . By the late I. TODHUNTER ,

True citizens will vie with one another in strengthening the University M.A., F.R.S. Revised by J. G. LEATHEM, M.A., D.Sc. Crown Pro ,

for scholarship and for service. In doing so they can say, with Horace , 7s . 6d .

that they have builded themselves monuments more lasting than bronze, School World .- " Mr. Leathem has performed his task of revision in a very able

and loftier than the pyramids reared by kings-monuments which and judicious way. . . . Substantial additions have been made, all of real interest

neither flood nor storm nor the long flight of years can overturn or
and importance.

destroy . SOLUTIONS OF THE PROBLEMS AND THEOREMS

“Sir John de Balliol , doing a penance fixed by the Abbot of Dur IN SMITH AND BRYANT'S GEOMETRY. By CHARLES

ham ; Walter de Merton , making over his manor house and estates to SMITH , M.A. Crown 8vo, 8s . 6d .

secure to others the advantages which he had not himself enjoyed ; A COLLEGE TEXT-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY, By IRA

Williamof Wykeham , caring generously for New College and for Win- REMSEN, President of Johns Hopkins University. Extra crown

chester School ; John Harvard, leaving half his property and his library 8vo, 8s . 6d . net .

to the infant college by the Charles ; and Elihu Yale, giving money and Guardian.-" The author's skill in writing elementary text-books is well known .

his books to the collegiate school in New Hav have written their and this work displays the features by which his other writings of the kind are

names on the roll of the immortals, and have conferred untold benefits
characterized . An unusual facility is shown in emphasizing facts which illustrate

general principles, or are otherwise of special interest, while all that is unessential
upon the human race . Who were their wealthy, powerful , and high- is excluded , and the whole is put togetherin a clear and simple manner so as to
born contemporaries ? Where are they in the grateful esteem of the form an interesting and readable text-book . "

generations that have come after them ? What service have they made
Thoroughly revised and brought up to date.

possible ? What now avails their wealth , their power, their high birth ?
PRACTICAL BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS.

Balliol , Merton, Harvard, Yale, are names known wherever the English
By F. 0 .

language is spoken, and beyond. They signify high purpose, zeal for
Bower, Sc.D., F.R.S. , Regius Professor of Botany in the Uni

learning, opposition to philistinism and ignorance. They are closely
versity of Glasgow, and D. T. GWYNNE VAUGHAN , M.A., Assistant

interwoven with the social , the religious , the political, the literary
in Botany in the University of Glasgow . Second Edition . Globe

history of our race . Where else are there monuments such as theirs ?
8vo , 38. 6d .

Journal of Horticulture.- " Books that are so easy to follow , and which really

“ Scholarship and service are the true University's ideal. The Uni- lead one on, and teach practical botany, are remarkably rare , and that is why we

versity of to -day is not the ' home of lost causes and forsaken beliefs welcome this priiner of 307 pages.'

and unpopular names and impossible loyalties .' It keeps step with A UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOK OF BOTANY. By Pro

the march of progress, widens its sympathies with growing knowledge, fessor DOUGLAS H. CAMPBELL, Ph.D. With many Ilustrations.

and among a democratic people seeks only to instruct , to uplift , and 8vo , 178. net.

to serve, in order that the cause of religion and Jearning and of human

freedom and opportunity may be continually advanced from century

to century and from age to age.” MACMILLAN & CO. , LTD. , ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C.

3
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ARE

YOU

WANTING

PUPILS ?
9

A large number of Parents from abroad will visit

England for
-

THE CORONATION,
and will take the opportunity of choosing Schools for

their children .We can

MAY WE SUCCEST TO YOU

a small scheme of insertions of advertisements in the

best London papers, in order that your School may
be

brought to the notice of these Parents ?

If you favour us with an enquiry, please send a

copy of your Prospectus.

FROM

WILLIAMS & NORGATE'S

LIST OF SCHOOL BOOKS.

EUGÈNE'S THE STUDENT'S COMPARATIVE

GRAMMAR OF THE FRENCH LANGUAGE . With an His

torical Sketch of the Forination of French . For the Use of Public Schools.

With Exercises. By EUGÈNE FASNACHT, late French Master , Westminster

School . Twenty -second Edition, thoroughly Revised . Square crown 8vo,

cloth, 5s. Or, separately,Grammar, 3s . ; Exercises , 2s . 6d .

“ In itself this is in manyways the most satisfactory grammar for beginners that

we have as yet seen .” - Atheneum .

EUGENE'S FRENCH METHOD. Elementary French

Lessons. Easy Rules and Exercises preparatory to the “ Student's Compara

tive French Grammar. " By the same Author. Sixteenth Edition , Crown 8vo,

cloth , ls, 6d .

Certainly deserves to rank among the best of our elementary French exercise

books." - Educational Times .

EUGENE'S COMPARATIVE FRENCH - ENGLISH

STUDIES. Grammatical and Idiomatic. Being an entirely Re

written Edition of the “ French Exercises for Middle and Cpper Forms,"

Fourteenth Edition . Cloth , 2s , 6d .

BOÏELLE ( JAMES ) . - FRENCH COMPOSITION

THROUGH LORD MACAULAY'S ENGLISH . Edited , with

Notes, Hints, and Introduction , by JAMES BOTELLE , B.A., Univ . Gall. , Senior

French Master, Dulwich College , & c ., &c . Crown 8vo, cloth .

Vol. I. Frederick the Great. 3s. Vol. II. Warren Hastings. 3s . 6d .

Vol. III . Lord Clive . 3s .

“ This , we may sayat once, is an exceedingly useful idea , well carried out, and one
of the best things of its class that we have seen . ... , pronounce the equi

valenceof theidiomsrecommended to be quite unusually just .'!-- Saturday Review .

DELBOS. ---- THE STUDENT’S GRADUATE
D

FRENCH READER . For the Use of Public Schools. 1.–First Year :

Anecdotes, Tales, Historical Pieces. Edited , with Notes and a complete

Vocabulary, by LEON DELBOS, M.A., late of King's College, London .

Twelfth Edition. 166 pages. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s .
II.-- Second Year : Historical Pieces and Tales . Sixth Edition , 180 pages.

Crown 8vo , cloth , 2s .

" It would be no easy matter to find a French reader more completely satisfactory
in every respect than that of M. Delbos." - Athenæum .

“ This is a very satisfactory collection from the best authors, selected with great

care , and supplied with adequate notes. . . . A thoroughly good book of this kind

should , in fact, be calculated to inspire a taste for literature in the student's mind .

The volumes edited by M. Delbos fairly meet this requirement.” — Journal of
Education ,

DELBOS.-LITTLE EUGÈNE'S FRENCH READER.

For Beginners . Anecdotes and Tales. Edited, with Notes and a complete

Vocabulary . Second Edition . Crown 8vo , cloth , 1s. 6d .

WEISSE'S COMPLETE PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF

THE GERMAN LANGUAGE. With Exercises on Conversation ,

Letters, Poems , and Treatises, &c. Fourth Edition , almost entirely Rewritten ,

Crown 8vo, cloth , 6s .

“ We have no hesitation in pronouncing this the fullest and most satisfactory
German grammar yet published in England ." - Journal of Education .

WEISSE'S SHORT GUIDE TO GERMAN IDIOMS.

Being a Collection of the Idioms most in use. With Examination Papers. 8vo ,

cloth , 2s ,

A SHORT SKETCH OF GERMAN LITERATURE.

Prepared for the Scottish Leaving Certificate Examinations . By VIVIAN

PHILLIPPS, B.A. , Fettes College. Thoroughly Revised . Second Edition ,

Pott 8vo, ls .

ARMY SERIES .

EDITED BY J. T. W. PEROWNE, M.A.

LE COUP DE PISTOLET, & c. By PROSPER MÉRIMÉE. 2s . 6d .

" The first two volumes are an excellent choice, and we advise any one, whether

candidate or lay, to purchase the volume of Mérimée."--Journal of Education.

VAILLANTE . By JACQUES VINCENT. 2s. 6d .

“ The books are well got up , and in Vaillante ' an excellent choice has been

made ." -- Guardian .

AUF VERLORNEM POSTEN , AND NAZZARENA
DANTI. By JOHANNES V. DEWALL. 3s.

“ The two stories by J. v . Dewall are well suited for their purpose ; the style

and diction are not too difficult for those whose acquaintance with Germanis

not extensive, and ample explanatory annotation is provided .” - Saturday Review .

CONTES MILITAIRES . By A. DAUDET. 2s . 6d .

" Written at fever heat immediately after the great 1870 war , they show Daudet's
power in many ways at its highest. .. We therefore do more than recommend

we urge all readers of French to get the stories in some form , and the present
one is both good and cheap. The paper is kcellent, and the type clear and

A neat inap of Paris will assist the reader in following the movement of

the stories . -Schoolmaster.

ERZÄHLUNGEN, By E. HOEFER.

Recently Published . Fcap. 8vo , cloth , ls. 6d .

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN CAPE DUTCH (Afrikander Taal).

A. WERNER AND G. HUNT,

Approved and adopted by the Educational Department.

“ We most cordially recommend this book to any one going out to settle in South

Africa . The dialogues and exercises in the book before us are admirably

planned .” — Reformer.

* To those outward bound such a book is sure to be useful. " - Practical Teacher.

A new edition of our Educational Catalogue is now ready, and will be sent,

post free, to any applicant.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,

14 HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON ;

20 South FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH ;

AND 7 BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

ARE YOU SATISFIED

WITH YOUR

PRESENT

PROSPECTUS ?

It has to travel many miles - all over England,

Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, and probably to India ,

the Colonies, and the Continent- and speak to parents

on your behalf.

DOES IT DO JUSTICE TO YOUR SCHOOL ?

Is

bold . . :
can

Are the claims of your School amply set forth ?

it finely printed on good paper -- and are your blocks

the best that be made ? If not, and you will

favour us with an enquiry, we shall be pleased to send

you suggestions for a one, and specimens of the

Prospectuses we have printed — with estimate of cost ,

free of charge.

3s.

new

J. & J. PATON ,

EDUCATIONAL AGENTS,

143 CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS'

EXAMINATIONS, 1902 .

a

ADVERTISEMENT SCALE.

Whole Page - Ordinary £4 10 Position £ 5 10 0

Hall Page 2 10 0 3 0 0

Quarter Page 1 10 0 1 15 0

Per inch in broad Column (hall widthof page) 070

Narrow Column (one -third page) 2 0 0

General Scholastic Advertisements (Colleges , Schools , Classes , Tuition , &c . ) , 38. 6d .

for 6 lines , or 48. 6d , the inch .

Situations Vacant and Wanted - 30 words or under, 28.; each additional 10 words, 60 .

SUITABLE BOOKS IN THE UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL SERIES . (For 18. extra, Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, and will be forwarded

post free . )

Caesar. -Gallic War, Book I .. Ch . 1-29 . By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A., Oxon. ,

and F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond. and Camb., with INTRODUCTION, NOTES,

AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES.
TEST QUESTIONS, AND VOCABULARY, 1s. 60.

Caesar. -Gallic War, Books I., II., III. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. ,

A JOINT MEETING of members of the College of Preceptors and
F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond. and Camb., and others. TEXT AND NOTES ,

of the Assistant Masters' Association was held at the College ofls. 60. euch . VOCABULARY, ls. each .

Cicero . - De Senectute . By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and W. F. MASOM ,
Preceptors on May 21 , when the Chair was taken by Prof. A. F.

M.A. Lond . and Camb. TEXT AND NOTES , 18. 60. VOCABULARY, 1s. Murison, and a paper entitled “ Some Notes on American Uni
versities was read by Prof. KNIGHT, LL.D., of the University of

Buripides . - Alcestis. By J. H. HAYDON, M.A. Lond. and Camb., Gold
St. Andrews.

Medallist in Classics. TEXT AND NOTES, 3s. 60.

RICH ENDOWMENTS.
Euripides.--Hecuba. By T. T. JEFFERY , M.A. Camb. TEXT AND NOTES , 3s . 60 .

Horace.-- Odes, Book I. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. , and B. J. HAYES, Prof. Knight said that American Universities had been richly

M.A. Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, Is. 6d. VOCABULARY , ls . endowed by wealthy commercial men who desired their names to

Ovid . - Tristia , Book I. By A. H. ALLCROFT , M.A. Oxon ., and F. P. SHIPHAM , be remembered by posterity. This desire on the part of men of

the States to found colleges and endow them was one of the most
M.A. Lond. , F.C.P. TEXT AND NOTES, Is . 6d. VOCABULARY, Is.

Ovid . - Tristia , Book III . hopeful omens for the future of that country. A new type of
By A. ; H . ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and F. G.

humanity would be developed and would react on the legislature.
PLAISTOWE, M.A. Lond . and Camb. (Uniform with Book I. )

Vergil.--Aeneid . Book V. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A., 'and W. F. Masom , In the Universities of Europe they could trace the evolution of

two radical types with the successive modifications they had
M.A. TEXT AND NOTES, Is . 68. VOCABULARY, 1s.

Xenophon .- Anahnrie , ook I. With Map . By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., undergone. Within the Universities there had been many ups and

downs, but there had been a constant development, and scientific
and F. L. D. RICHARDSON, B.A. Lond. TEXT AND NOTES. ls. 60.

VOCABULARY, 18. study had steadily advanced all along the line. Some of them

Xenophon .- Anabasis . Book IV. By W. H. BALGARNIE, M.A. Lond . and were very inferior to others, but all of them had sprung up from

Camb. TEXT AND NOTES, 38, 60, a genuine love of knowledge, if not of wisdom , and from adesire

Milton .-- Sonnets . By W. F. MASOM , M.A. Lond . ls. 6d. for the diffusion of knowledge throughout society. The policy of

Great Britain towards America, which had cost us and lost us so
Full Catalogue of the University Tutorial Series, and Lists of Books suitable for much , had been of great advantage to our cousins. It had led

the following Examinations , free on application :

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS, and 0.xford and Cambridge Locals ,
to the assimilation of European elements in the American race.

London University, South Kensington , &c. A rapprochement between the two countries had begun, and would

continue to grow, and from this the Anglo-Saxon race would be

London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press richer and stronger. It was difficult for an outside observer to

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.C. be also a critic and competent adviser, but it should not be dif

ficult to introduce a measure that should regulate the conferring

of degrees by all the colleges . Some central authority was

required to tell the nation what was the value of the education

given , and of the degrees conferred . The Universities of America

had started on a career of progress which had placed them on a

footing of equality with those of Europe. They were relatively

far wealthier than the Universities of Europe, and they had an

assured future in the interest with which millionaires were sub

sidizing them.

THE GOVERNING BODY,

LARGEST STOCK IN LONDON It was a blessing to the nation that no University was a mere

examining body. The primary function of the University was to
OF

bring teacher and taught into direct and vital relation. The

SECOND -HAND
most serious defect was the power of the trustees . It was an

excellent plan for the Board of Trustees to appoint a President

with almost autocratic power . He was responsible for selecting

School, Classical, Elementary, the staff of teachers and for securing the very best men he could

get. He was not appointed as our Principals were ; and he might

and Advanced scientific Books. bedismissedatany time by the trustees. In some of the colleges
the President was expected to devote allhis energies to obtain

ing fresh subscriptions and donations. This was not universal ;

but it had been made the ground of dismissal of several Presi

MATHEMATICAL, THEOLOGICAL dents that they did not obtain money in sufficient quantities.
The academical arrangements of the American collegeswere more

AND
complicated than ours, and changed more rapidly. More sub

FOREIGN
jects were required to be taken for the B.A. degree. The range

and extent left us far behind. So in the case ofwomen students

the number of subjects selected was greatly in excess of those

KEYS AND TRANSLATIONS. taken at Cambridge. In favour of this it might be said that it

tended towards versatility. This was characteristic of American
life .

THE STUDENT SOCIETIES,

J. POOLE & CO. No influence on undergraduate life in America hadbeen more

( Established 1854) , powerful than that of thestudent-societies. These had influenced

the destinies of every University. This was true to a certain
104 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C. extent of Universities in every country, but in America these

student-societies had features peculiar to themselves, having

(late of 39 Holywell Street, Strand ). elements of freemasonry in them . Many of them were secret

societies and curiously named. Some were named after the
WRITE TO US FOR A QUOTATION ,

letters of the Greek alphabet, and were known as the Greek

EDUCATIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND.

3

BOOKS,
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1

Letter Societies. They had usually a club house, with business' college as young men do, for the reason that their father or
rooms, and occasionally sleeping quarters. To obtain admission grandfather had been there before them . As a rule they go

in early academic life was regarded as a great honour. As a where they can get the best and hardest work to do. AtWellesley

social bond the influence was certainly very great. These there are three ways in which women students might live. They

societies were seen at their best at Amherst and Williams. might live at the Central College Hall , or in one of the houses in

Elsewhere they had occasionally a disturbing element,but every: the extensive grounds , or they might board in the village of

where they developed esprit de corps. There were thirteen of Wellesley. It is undoubtedly an advantage for the girls to be

these societies at Amherst, and thirty members in each society. for the first years in the main building. They get a better in

There was immense competition for entrance into them . In sight into college life , and learn a standard of proportion which

some of the colleges the societies were social rather than athletic the quiet of the cottage could not give. There is not much

or intellectual . None but gentlemen could be elected , and they opportunity for leisure and quiet. The cottages supply that.

must be fair scholars. It was a self-education to belong to one afterwards ; but any girl at Wellesley can see asmuchof society

of these societies . The bond was stronger than that of the class as is good for her. Athletics receive great attention at Wellesley.

These Greek letter societies had altogether a member- No other women's college in the world has such opportunities for

ship of a hundred thousand . athletics ; it has three hundred and sixty acres of ground, includ..

SOME GREAT L'NIVERSITIES.
ing a golf course of eighteen holes .

The Johns Hopkins University at Baltimore was founded

about twenty -five years ago. Johns Hopkins came from the
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION .

country as a poor boy to obtain the means of livelihood. He The academic degrees of the Universities of America should

succeeded in acquiring a large fortune, and devoted it to founding be recognized in England, Scotland, and Ireland as qualifying

a University and a hospital, two distinct foundations in different for all our post-graduate work ; and the possession of the B.Sc.

parts ofthecity. Three and a half million dollars were bequeathed in America should admit the student to the fullest post-graduate

to the University, and three million dollars to the hospital. The study for the D.Sc. The Universities themselves must make

story of the University was a very striking one. It now had these arrangements, and this inter-University courtesy would

over three thousand students, twelve hundred ofthem being do much topromote friendly relations amongst the Anglo -Saxon

Marylanders, and many of them foreigners . The University of race.

Pennsylvania had had a great career. In point of numbers it

was more important than the Johns Hopkins. The Chicago

University was founded in 1890 by John D. Rockefeller. Its Miss STEVENS said she had met many of the students and professors.

growth was a record in the history of the world. There was an of American Universities, and it was most refreshing to see how true

old institution in the city of Chicago which closed its work in and earnest the American women graduates were. With them educa

1886. Preliminary negotiations were carried on with the Baptist tion seemed to be a sort of religion , to which everything elsehad tobe
subordinated .

Society for the formation of a University. Six hundred thousand

dollars were subscribed by Rockefeller, and four hundred thousand
Mr. G. W. Rowe said that he had no intention of making any remarks

bythe Baptists. Buildings were secured and trustees appointed, that had appeared lately in the American monthlythe Forum, by Pro
on his own account, but would like to give a rough précis of some articles

and at the first meeting of the Board, Prof. Harper, ofYale fessorG. T. Ladd, of Yale.Professor Ladd considered the true functions

College, was elected President. He began work in 1891 , Dona- of a University to be three: ( 1) The highest mental and moral culture

tions poured into the University coffers,and it was furnished with of its ownstudents ; ( 2 ) the advancement, by research and discovery, of

a chemicallaboratory, an Oriental museum , and an observatory, science, scholarship , and philosophy ; ( 3) the diffusion of the benefits .

It opened its doors to students in 1892,and obtained six hundred. of a liberal culture over the whole nation . The American Universities

In 1895 there were two thousand . It is now doing good work of had failed to fulfil these functions , since ( 1 ) the nation was sorely

an advanced character. suffering from the lack of trained leaders ; ( 2) the great majority of the

COLLEGES FOR WOMEN .
teachers and advanced pupils in the Universities had never themselves.

In America co-education was the rule in the greater number of research, discovery, and productive activity ; and (3 ), with however
been trained so as to be interested in , or capable of , the higher kinds of

the Universities and colleges ; but there were also separate good a will, theprofessor could not train his pupils, mentally or morally,

colleges exclusively for women, and there were annexes to theif he was obliged to do his work in the midst of a loosely organized or

men's colleges where women were taught separately. Thus, disintegrating educational system . This disintegration was due to the

there were three different arrangements for the education of “ elective ” curriculum in vogue in American Universities, whereby a
women in America.

During the twenty years following the student on entrance was allowed to choose a course of study covering

Civil War four women's colleges received over 6,000,000 dols. in any variety of subjects he might prefer. The value of the teacher was

endowments and gifts. Beyond question , it was Mary Lyon's under-estimated, owing to the application of a too exclusively com
noble work which led the way to the higher education of women . mercial standard to the results of higher education . In conclusion , the

Before her time all that was common to the sexes was the read two sore spots in the administration of the Universities of the United

ing of the Bible and the Catechism . She was a singularly noble States were (1) the intense competition for mere numbers, and ( 2 ) the
and devout woman, and her life has been described as an relatively insignificant place given to the manhood of the teachers.

additional verse to the 11th chapter of the Epistle to the American Universities,they had aloo much tolearn from us.Mr. ORCHARD said that, while we had something to learn from the
It was

Hebrews. She succeeded in carrying out her idea against desirable to have a closer relationship betweenthe British and American

enormous opposition . A girl of remarkable power, she com- Universities. Cecil Rhodes had done something to effect this , and it

mitted the Latin grammar to memory in three days . Her main was to be hoped that some American millionairewould follow his ex

idea was that education was the birthright of every woman. ample. The spirit ofenterprise and activity of the American Uni

Owing to her work it cameabout that, two hundred years after versities, combined with the experience and wisdom of our British

the foundation of colleges for men, one for women was started Universities , could not fail to produce valuable results.

in Massachusets, called the Mount Holyoke Seminary. Miss The CHAIRMAN said he was glad they had an opportunity of hearing

Lyon tried to widen the interest in her college, to obtain teachers both sides of the question. He was inclined to thinkthat, if the re

that would accept small salaries , and to introduce self-help marks of Professor Knight and those of Professor Ladd were carefully

among the teachers inorder to promote economy. Sheabolished analysed, some means would be found of harmonizing the two.
There

caste ; she dignified labour and systematic work. 8,600 students was probably no essential difference , but only a difference in the pointof
have attended Mount Holyoke Seminary since its foundation , and view and in the selection of particulars for comment. There could be no

2,600 have graduated. doubt that these American institutious were of the highest importance

WELLESLEY . to the country and full of promise for the future . Something had

Wellesley College for Women was founded in 1875 to " enable been said as to the insufficiency of the professors for their work . There

those young women who desire a liberal education to obtain the might be immaturity here and there, but he thought itwas planted in

advantageswhich are enjoyed at similarinstitutions of the higher good soil and in a favourable atmosphere ; it wasthekind of fault.

grade.” It is undenominational, Sunday services being con. He himself had been much impressed thirty years ago by the keen
that got mended every day , and perhaps it was not peculiar to America.

ducted by clergymen of various denominations successively. It ness of young American graduates he had met in Germany; and the

has full power to grant degrees. It has eight hundred students, stream of graduates from America for further study in Germany had

with ninety professors and instructors, while 198 courses of study swollen since then , and the results were making themselves apparent

are offered. The entrance examination includes three languages, in the literary as well asin the purely academic work ofthe American
and is very severe . Undergraduate life at this College is very Universities.

different from that of most students. Girls do not select their | A vote of thanks to the lecturer concluded the proceedings.

;

1
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MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF work out by practical methods that would appeal to them , that

PRECEPTORS.
they could understand, and that would carry them on to greater

knowledge. The choice of subject-matter depended on many

A Meeting of the Council was held at the College, Bloomsbury circumstances --on districts, on the situation of the school, on the

Square, on May 14. Present : Rev. J. Stewart, Vice-President, in the teacher's peculiarities and attainments --but it should take the

Chair ; Mr. Barlet, Rev. J. O. Bevan,Rev.A. W.Boulden, Mr. Charles, form of object study. They should get rid of the time-table and

Miss Day, Mr. Eve, Mr. Harris , Rev. Dr. Hiron , Miss Jebb,Mr. Kelland, give up the class system in schools altogether, and then they

Rev. R. Lee, Mr. Leetham , Mr. Milne, Mr. Pinches, and Rev. J. would begin to teach children to help themselves. The system

Twentyman.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed . of cutting time up into half-hours and other periods in school

Saturday , July 19, was fixed as the date of the next ordinary General work was an absolutely false system in connexion with the work

Meeting of the members of the College. of the world . Prof. Armstrong contended that one of the most

The report of the Examination Committee was adopted.
important results of working on the lines he advocated would be

Mr. C. Nathan, B.Sc. Lond., A.C.P.,was elected amember of the to educate the teachers themselves. Under the present system
College. the teacher had no chance of improving, of making experiments,

The following books had been presented to the Library since the of developing, and they must give freedom for some change of

last meeting of the Council : this kind to be made if our teachers were to develop in the

By the Author. - An Old Westminster Endowment : A History of the Grey course of their work. He declared that the results achieved by
Coat Hospital. By Miss E.Day.
By the Bureat of EurCATION, WASHINGTON , U.S.A.- Report of the Com- two teachers equally trained and qualified, teaching theone

missioner of Education , 1899-1900, Vol. II . under a system where payment by results, examinations, and

IV.8: Black's Sir Walter Scott Continuous Renders (Kenilworth and Waverley) ; those restraints, would be extraordinarily in favour of the teacher
By A. & C. BLACK.-- Black's ElementaryGeography Readers, Nos. IV.4 and inspectors prevailed, and the other under a system free from

Finnemore's Men of Renown ; Fowler's First Course of Essay:Writing ; Herbert

son's Descriptive Geography from Original Sources (Central and SouthAmerica adopting the latter system—a system that would turn out young

with West Indies) ; Kirkman's De Glouvet's France de Montorel; Ord's Shake

speare's Henry ... Part 1.; Ormiston's The Old Senate and the New "Monarch : people capable of helping themselves, of thinking for themselves.

Taylor's Synthetical Maps ( The South -Western District and Leinster ). Many boys , he asserted,were being ruined by masters under the
By the CLARENDON PRESS.- Trechmam's Molière's Les Fácheux .

object- lesson system . U nder the freer plan he advocated not
By K. & J. COOPER.- Macmillan's Simple Essays .

By MACMILLAN Co.--Allpress's Schrader's Friedrich der ( irosse, und Word only would the intelligence of the pupils be increased, but

and Phrase-book to the same: Ash's Zastrow's Wilhelm der Siegreiche undWord. teaching would become a most interesting, instead of a most
and Phrase-book to the same; Bower and Gwynne- Vaughan's Practical Botany laborious, work .
for Beginners.

If we were to advance and make teachers a

By RIVINGTONs.- Morich’s Deutsches Allerlei, and Selections from Hebel's more important body than they are, it would be by leaving them
Schatzkästlein ; Willis's Algebra , Part II . and Answers.

to develop in every possible way new methods of dealing withSupplement to the R.U.I. Calendar for 1902.

old subjects. Prof. Armstrong, in conclusion, pointed out the

conditions under which botany and chemistry should be taught

EARLY LESSONS IN SCIENCE,
in schools.

A short discussion followed , in which some of the speakers ,
MORE FREEDOM AND LESS RED TAPE .

following the lines of Prof.Armstrong's address, condemned the

Prof. H. E. ARMSTRONG, of the Central Technical College, use of text-books in scientific teaching, it being urged that these

London, addressed a large meeting of the Southampton and books should be abolished entirely from schools, and everything

District Teachers' Guild in the hall of the Hartley Institution be done from demonstration and written out afterwards.

( May 10) on the question : What is of chief importance in

Early Lessons in Science ? Dr. S. W. Richardson , President of

the Guild and Principal of the Hartley College, occupied the
SLIPSHOD ENGLISH,

chair. Introducing Prof. Armstrong, he said he took it that the

most important thing in education was the training of the mind. Two or three months back the Pilot lent its columns to an

The mere acquisition of knowledge itself was comparatively un- interesting correspondence on Slipshod English .” The subject

important, but, unfortunately, in our system of education we were is an attractive one : we all think that we can write good English ,

apt to pay too much attention to the acquisition of knowledge, or , at least ,know good English when it is written. Our head

and not sufficient to the method whereby that knowledge was im- masters pen letters to the Times maintaining that to a classical

parted. Teachers were very much bound down by syllabuses, scholar all other things, including a command of English , are
examinations, and rules. It seemed desirable that more freedom added - letters that carry their own refutation . Self- taught

should be given to teachers in that respect, and he hoped that the geniuses like Cobbett and Mr. Moon, who knew no language but

address of Prof. Armstrong would tend to develop a greater their own, expose with better reason the blunders of King's
desire for that freedom . speeches and Dean's English. The subject, in fact, is a candle to

Prof. Armstrong contended for greater liberty to teachers in which every moth instinctively flies, and most of them , we may

the training of their pupils — for the introduction of methods that add , singe their wings. Thus a learned and litigious Canon

would make children think, and for more freedom to teachers in wrote to the Pilot to protest against the incorrect construction
arranging and developing the course of study. Although it was of “ I bid him come,” and a more learned Oxford professor gave

generally held that the object they had in view was the training a catena of instances from the “ Anglo-Saxon Chronicle ” down to
of the faculties rather than the mere communication of facts, Tennyson . “ A Grandmother ” took offence at “ an avenue of
and though it was true, as the Chairman had said , that more trees on either side of the drive, " and bade us substitute (or “ to

freedom in that matter was required by teachers, he imagined substitute ,” as Canon MacColl would have it) “ each.” Perhaps

that they were not altogether clear as to what was meant by respect for years prevented any correspondent of the Pilot from
training the faculties ; they had not got a clear idea of what pointing out that the correction implies at least six rows of trees,

faculties there were to be trained. Instruction in schools tended or that Byron has been heckled by every commentator for

to develop one set of faculties, and to leave undeveloped to a writing : " A palace and a prison on each hand .”..
very large extent what might be called the practical faculties . “ The lady doth protest too much , methinks," and the Canou

Coming to the immediate subject of his address, he spoke of the likewise, yet we welcome any endeavour, however amateurish,
unfortunate use that was made of the word “ science in school to stem the torrent of slovenly English wherewith our cheap

teaching. What was needed in schools was the use and applica- press and our half-educated scribblers threaten to deluge us.

tion of the adjective rather than of the noun in this matter --that Nor is it only the halfpenny newspapers and penny dreadfuls that
scientific method should be introduced into the school, and should offend . We are grateful to Canon Lyttelton for nailing to the

become the possession of everybody - that those particular habits counter one pretentious absurdity from the Times : “ Is there no

which characterized the true worker in science should become spiritual purge to make the eye of a camel easier for a South
general habits , with the object of developing the practice of the African millionaire ?
faculties . We could not help recognizing that, with one or two Teachers are by no means infallible in this respect, and we are

exceptions, all the work done in schoolsat the present day was well aware that by exposing the errors of those in high places we

what might be called desk work , and desk training must be may be laying ourselves open to retort. To his “ Errors in the
a very incomplete preparation for life work . use of English ” Dr. Hodgson might easily have added an appendix

Prof. Armstrong proceeded to insist on the importance of of examples taken from educational literature and the educational

teaching the art of inquiry, and to deprecate the class system press. If we are not immaculate, however , we know our own

pursued in schools—the system of dividing the time of the failings, and, like Chaucer's parson , are no less ready to learn

scholars into certain periods. Tasks should be set children to than to teach.

29
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We take as the first sample to hand the “ Special Report on the out any “ former " ; and, not content with these achievements, it

Rural Schools of France." to which we directed attention in a displays a crop of other blunders both common and peculiar.
recent number. Excellent as far as method is concerned, it is as Among the former we find the participium pendens : It is a

* regardless of English ” as Barham's little Margate boy , and curious fact , looking through the opinions as a whole, that many
offends the least fastidious taste. We need not go beyond the are still willing,” & c.; the split intinitive ; the confusion of

first page for proofs of our charge. In his second sentence Mr. “ which ” and “ that," thus : “ There are many contracts which

Brereton says: “ There has been a tendency ... to ignore this have been entered into by the editor on behalf of the company

essential unity of any course of education, and to regard the latter which are binding at law and from which the contributors cannot

as a more or less fortuitous aggregate of subjects." What is retire." Among the latter , or idiosyncrasies, we notice “an

here “ the former ” : Even Mr. Sadler, whose English is altruistic spirit which is hardly practicable in this practical age ” ;

generally beyond reproach, falls into this vulgar error, and a precarious though unsatisfactory living " ; " the company is

writes in his introduction : “ To each report is appended the name registered under a different name to the magazine ”; “ owing to

of its author, and it should be understood that the latter alone is themisconstruction of certain writers, presumably of an idealistic

responsible,” &c. On the very same page of Mr. Brereton's tendency, of a letter, & c.”. All these blunders, and we might have

report we read : “ The wide extension given to the term [ technical added to the list , occur in the editorial portion of a magazine

instruction) is due to the reason that the experiment has brought that professes to be the author's guide, philosopher, and friend..

to light the vast ramifications of knowledge that lie at the root of Quis custodiet ipsos custodes ?

erery truly scientific training." It would be tedious to dissect We have yet to note another type of slipshod English-the

this slipshod English . Our italics will suffice to show what is most offensive of all , because of its pretentiousness.
Fine

wrong writing, or tall talk , our simple fathers called it ; " the Corinthian

We had marked several other passages for quotation, but can order " it was christened by Mr. Matthew Arnold ;

only find space for one. We give it the preference, not because Chryselephantino berylus commista smaragdo

it is worse than the others, but because it containstwo instances

of a construction that is coming in like a flood :

was the happy parody by the late Mr. E. E. Bowen of the

style of our most popular living theologian. A recent article

I questioned a good many people in the matter, which is a very in the Speaker on Mr. G. K. Chesterton may serve the

serious one , and the majority seemed to think that the real reason was turn . The first canon of your fine writer is to pile up

not anything to do with a distaste for the work or owingto the pro- epithets and to use

fession becoming less attractive , but rather for economic reasons, and unnatural sense .
as many words as possible in

brought about mainly by the ranks of the teachers being so encumbered. would appear but a mournful ingratitude" ; " a doleful consum
" To join issue with Mr. Chesterton

Shades of Blair and Lindley Murray! Are Mr. Moon and Dr. mation " ; " an effective ultimate triumph " ; " a massacre of

Alexander Bain still living forces? A reason is not anything visible assassination " ; and what may serve a palmary

to do with ” something, but is for other reasons ! Butwhat of instance of tautology – “ so many innumerable human lives

the participial construction . It is dangerous to maintain a uni- to indurate into the brain ” ; “ all perspective is levelled " ; " all

versal negative,and we are well aware that Scott wrote“ upon Nigel effort is effected ” ; “ to crush into an inchoate mass " : these are

inquiring ” when he should have written “ Nigel’s,” and that a few samples out of many that we might pick from this single

Thackeray, a higher authority on English style than Scott, article, of the abuse or misuse of words.

wrote : “ These circumstances may lead to your ladyship quitting

this house ,” though, had he been brought to book , we fancy he

would not have defended himself, but would have quoted his own REVIEWS.

epigram : “ Albert no doubt was in a hurry.” It is quite true

that we can hardly take up a newspaperwithout finding a similar

instance. The last leader in the Daily Chronicle that we happen THE OXFORD ILIAD.

to have read had : One of the reasons for the Boers remaining Homeri Opera. Recognoverunt breviqve adnotatione critica

in the field .” Mason, indeed , admits such cases as : You will instrvxervnt David B. Monro et Thomas W. Allen . Tom . I ..

oblige meby all leaving the room ,” “ I have my doubts as to this ( Iliadis libros I.-XII . continens). Tom. II . ( Iliadis libros

being true ” ; but a purist like Dr. Hodgson logically refuses to XIII .-XXIV. continens). (Oxonii: e Typographeo Claren

allow any such slovenly exceptions. It may be that before the doniano .)

end of the century the construction will be naturalized , and, To the twenty volumes of the “ Oxford Classical Texts "

clumsy and lazy as it is , receive the imprimatur of the gram - (" Scriptorum Classicorum Bibliotheca Oxoniensis ") already

marians. Usage, as Horace tells us , is the final court of appeal. issued from the Clarendon Press Messrs . Monro and Allen have

Meanwhile Mr. Gladstone's challenge holds good, and we may now added an extremely careful, laborious, and able recension of

with him protest against an ugly neologism , if not a solecism . the “ Iliad ” in twohandy volumes. Having formed their text with

To pass on to undisputed matter, we find in the Report not a masterful grasp of the materials and of scholarlymethods, they

only obvious slips, such as “ a source derived from a body of notes ," have been able to confine their critical remarks to a very few

but Gallicisms on every page, as “ children deprived of primary lines at the bottom of the page. We do not know whether the

instruction ” ( obviously a rendering of dépourvus), “ concordance printer followed the example of Foulis, of Glasgow , who fixed up

between various curricula ” (for “ correlation of ” ), “ in the re-his proofs at the gates of the University with an offer of half-a

spect of the progress (for “ in respect ” ) , “ schools conducted at crown for every correction ; but, in any case, the volumes are

such regardless expense ,” “ delegates function regularly .” beautiful and accurate examples of his art , a pleasure to eye and

It has been maintained that no man can be really bilingual ; if hand and mind.
he acquires another language, so that he breathes it as his native In a “ Praefatio " of a dozen pages Mr. Monro explains the

element, he thereby loses the full use of his mother tongue. method of editorial procedure. He does not explain why he has

Max Müller, it is said, lost the power of writing idiomatic German , chosen to do so in Latin . English , it may be safely said, is nowa

and Mr. Bodley,as the first edition of his“ France ” showed ,has days quite capable of expressing his meaning; and he has long
in part forgotten the English idiom . Mr. Cloudesley Brereton, since proved himself capable of lucid exposition in English,

we haveno doubt, is a perfect French scholar .
even on Homeric subjects. His Latin , indeed, is fluent and

Under the head of Gallicisms we maycall attention to a few piquant, and quite as good as if it had been made in Germany;
vulgar errors that still deface our novels andnewspapers , though but we should allhave taken that for granted. Perhaps hewishes

gross blunders such as “ war à l'outrance," " coûte qui coûte ,” to speak across the Channel, and surmises that Latin will serve

en deshabille,” have been scotched, if not killed . A double his purpose more effectively than the insular speech .
entendre may be defended as once good French, though now practice is traditional and picturesque, no doubt; yet not devoid

obsolete ; but a nom de plume (when and where did the phrase of an element of incongruity. It is a scholarly performance,

originate ?) never was and never will be French . Embarras de however, though not without a suspicion of diligent use of

richesses may be good French, but it is rarely heard on the other the file.
side of the Channel. Littré knows it not, and we have searched The construction of a critical text is a sufficiently arduous

in vain for an instance in a French author - except that we did undertaking. The poet himself - final or original - stands far

light on one in Voltaire.
back in the mists of the past. But criticism was at work on the

Our second whipping boy shall be a recent number of the poems as early as the fifth century before the Christian era ,

Author, the official organ of the Incorporated Society of Authors. though perhaps not to much purpose ; the codices are numerous;

Of the participal construction whereon we have animadverted it and the Alexandrian grammarians, as well as recent discorerers,

contains at least a dozen examples ,and one of " the latter " with contribute a huge mass of material for sifting. Again, if it be:

The
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the fact, as Mr. Monro (with most other scholars) thinks is Homeri carmina non Ionica primum cantata esse, sed ex antiqua

probable ,that there was little or no literary use of writing in the Achaeorum dialecto a rhapsodis Ionibus traducta, quid ad nosde

time of Homer, and that the preservation and diffusion of poems Homero edendo cogitantes P ” Mr. Monro shrinks from a com-

depended not on the pens of copyists , but on the memories and plete reconstruction, and consequently from all and any recon

tongues of singers and rhapsodes,there arises a double difficulty, struction , on that basis. He is content with a text “ in optimis

from lapses of memory, and from arbitrary modifications, whether Graeciae saeculis vulgatum .”
in matter or in dialect, on the part of the reciters. Thus there Assuming that he has recovered such a text , so far as it

emerge three lines of investigation : is recoverable from the accessible materials-admittedly a

Primum danda est opera ut librorum testimonia colligantur atque this cannotbe the last word on the text of Homer. The old
necessary and important achievement of scholarship -- evidently

rite aestimentur. Deinde ad antiquos convertendum , ac lectionis
varietas e fragmentis doctrinae Alexandrinae ivstauranda.Postremo, editors and grammarians down in Alexandriaor elsewhere did

si de pristino epicorum sermone coniecturas capere libet , res est non not know everything. They did not suspect the digamma,and
in chartis papyrisque posita , sed in scientia linguarum cum Graecae the digamma conspicuously raises questions. Thus Messrs.

tum cognatarum . Monro and Allen insert a v édekvotikov in many places where

previous editors left an apparent hiatus under the silent guardian

There is, perhaps,a fourth line,tosomeextentparallelwith the ship of the digamma. Presumablytheyhavedoneso in accord
third, but environed with greater perils than all the preliminary ance with the codices , and not merely on their own judgment ;

and indispensable three followed by Messrs. Monro and Allen in for they do not (so far as we have observed) give any special in

their quest for a text “ si non optimum - ut qui ipsius poetae timation on the point - a point that ought to have been made

manum , contingeret - attamen in optimis Graeciae saeculis vul- particularly clear. How much still remains to be attempted
gatum .”

within the scope of Mr. Monro's third line of investigation may be

The codices of Homer are so numerous as to have proved a inferred from Prof. Platt's courageous challenge in “ The Cam

hindrance rather than a help : “ arti criticae non tam instrumenta bridge Homer." We referred to a fourth line of procedure,

quam impedimenta.” The editors have used about a hundred having in view what may be called literary, rather than philo
and thirty of them. In more than a hundred of these Mr. Allen logical, considerations. The principle must probably work for

either collated the whole text or else noted various readings of long without trenching on the received text, by natural conse

more or less promise; he also marshalled them in groups or quence of the differing acquirements and sensibilities of critics ;

families , which are here tabulated . The basis of this grouping but nevertheless it is to be worked . For example, our editors:

must be sought elsewhere; yet the essentialgrounds of classifica- eject șriuno' (vulg .) from “ Iliad " I. 11 , and insert tiyaçev (after

tion would have found an appropriate place here. We should five codices). In I. 95, in a summary repetition of the incident,

also have liked a reasoned statement of the grounds ofpreference we have nriuno ' - necessary, indeed, by reason of the metre. But,

of one source over another . Dr. Leaf's London and Paris readings if the two passages be taken together, and a literary test applied

have been utilized , as well as those recorded in numerous frag- to the competing readings in 11, is it so certain that the vulgate.

mentary papyri recently discovered in Egypt. The remarkable reading, should be ejected ! Again, in I. 14, our editors give
thing is that such a wide comparison should yield such few and otejuar' exwv év xepoir (without any indication of a various

such unimportant variations. The vulgate is seen to have taken reading ), and in I. 28, necessarily , otéjua Deoio. Heyne and

an early and persistent hold . Yet, as Prof. Platt has said,“ no others give oréuua xw . Notall the codices in the world

onein any degreeacquainted with Homeric criticism can acquiesce nothing short of Homer's ownmanuscript - would satisfy usthat

contentedly in the vulgate. ” It is necessary to look farther stémuar' exwvis the true reading ; and, even if Homerhad written
afield .

it , we should still protest that he had been nodding . We have

There being no complete codex of earlier date than the tenth pointedly recognized the perils of such a line of criticism , but
century, Mr. Monro turns to the old grammarians. Prince of still we are satisfied that they are worth facing by individual

these was Aristarchus . To his recension Giphanius, followed by pioneers. Meantime the present edition may confidently be

F. A. Wolf,traced the text we have ; but Mr. Monro gives ample expected to hold the field for many a day as the received text on

reasons against this view . Moreover, he adopts Ludwich'scon- the basis of the traditional materials.
clusion that, while the old vulgate text , on which (as Sir Richard

Jebb says) “ the copies known to the Alexandrians must have

rested , ” differed to some extent from the text of Aristarchus, it
“ A NEW LIBRARY OF REFERENCE ."

came nearer to our text (* eandem ad codices nostros propius The New Volumes of the “ Encyclopædia Britannica .” Vols. I.

accedere ” ), whose authority is thus enhanced by a hoarier an- and II. (Vols . XXV. and XXVI. of the complete work . )

tiquity. Still the early critics are not to be neglected. The line ( A. & C. Black , and the Times.)

of recorded editors stretches down from Antimachus of Clarus, The new series of volumes, two of which are now published,

in Ionia, a contemporary of Socrates ; there were the half-dozen constitutes, in combination with the existing volumes of the

so -called “ civic editions,” the “ common ” or “ popular " editions, ninth edition, practically the tenth edition of this celebrated

and others. There wasthus a considerable quantity of materials and useful work, and supplies, as the title-page justly claims,

for Homeric criticism in the Alexandrian library -- at the least a new, distinctive, and independent library ofreference, deal

fifteen books , collected throughout Greece by the aid and advice ing with recent events and developments . ” The contrast between

of themost learned men : “ instrumentum criticum vel hodie non the original three quarto volumes of 1771 and the present shelfful

contemnendum. ” Mr. Monro speaks highly of Aristarchus and of portly tomes is sufficiently striking, and theintervening history

his work, laying just stress on his discrimination of the quality of the enterprise marks with unique distinction the house of
of his codices and his reliance on the good ones. As to the newly Messrs . Black ; while the copestone is honourably inscribed with

found papyri, tbey in the main agree with the vulgate, but some the name and fame of the Times. The essence of the success of

of them interpolate verses whose origin is not yet clear. The the mighty undertaking lies in the elevated conception of the

date assigned to them is the second or third century before work and in the consequent collaboration of the most eminent

Christ, which makes them older than Aristarchus ; so that , if specialists in every subject ; but, at the back of these forces are

they were known to him ,they would fall into his less esteemed to be recognized the clear-sightedness, courage, and adminis
class of codices. The interpolated verses may, indeed , be a trative capacity of the men of business . The great difficulty is

survival of rhapsodist additions, which the critics expelled from to keep the work up to date ; and we fancy the publishers,
the vulgate. though justly proud of their achievement, are rather sanguine

On the question of dialect Mr.Monro becomes reserved (“ pauca if they really expect that “ the aim of the editors to make the

habeo quae dicam ") . He mentions with honour Bentley's dis- new volumes so complete that no further edition will be required

covery of the latent digamma, and the labours of Bekker and by the present generation ” has actually been fulfilled . The
Cobet on the lines of Bentley's suggestion. He estimates still world is still moving — as fast as it did a generation ago. But,

more highly the achievement of Fick, " qui primus intellexit no doubt , the future like the past, will effectively provide for its

linguae epicae origines extra fines Ioniae quaerendas esse,” but needs, and, in the meantime, and for any reasonable time to

dissents from the view that the original dialect was Lesbian come, the editors have accomplished their work with con

Æolic, holding that it was quite as closely related with Arcadian spicuous success . A book that is habitually used by half a

and Cyprian. Still heleaves his attitude to Fick rather vague- million purchasers maylook the future in the face with serene
a contrast with Sir Richard Jebb's precise statement in just as composure.

few lines. After all , what does it matter for the present purpose ? The first of the eleven volumes scarcely contains the letter A

“Ceterum si concedendum est, quod plerique hodie concedunt, Aachen to Australia. Whether we dip into the treatises on the
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larger subjects (such as Acoustics, Aeronautics, Africa, Agri.
AN AMERICAN “ TEXT- BOOK IN Civics."

culture, Algebraic Forms, Anatomy, Archæology, Architecture, The American Federal State . By Roscoe Lewis Ashley, A.M.

Arbitration ( International), Armies, Astronomy), or look at the
(Macmillan .)

short paragraphs of a dozen lines, we discern at once thorough , Mr. Ashley describes his book as a text -book in civics for

care and balance of judgment, as well as the best and latest in high schools and academies," and says it is “ intended not only

formation. The second volume runs from Austria -Hungary to to describe the organization and work of the different American

Chicacole, and presents similar features. It is introduced by a Governments, but to make prominent the relation of the citizens

comprehensive · Survey of recent Political Progress " from the to the Governments and to each other.” Hetakes as his stand

pen of Mr. Edward Dicey. The history and conditions of the point the State, meaning by the State - the whole body of

various countries are amply and luminously treated ; special citizens considered as an organized unit.”. Without inquiring

studies (Bacteriology, Military Balloons, Banking, Barbizon into the nature of this organization, or into the distinction

School, Billiards, Boilers, Building Societies, Canals, Channel between the State and the Government, we note that Mr. Ashley

Tunnel, Chartered Companies, Chess, & c.) are thoroughly up to is led by his principle to four steps :

date ; the biographies include Bagehot (by Sir R. Giffen ),

Bancroft (by Professor Sloane ), Beaconsfield (by Mr. Frederick science with practical applications;second , to show how the Amer.
First, to explain some of the more important principles of political

Greenwood), Bismarck and Beust (by Mr. J. W. Headlam ), ican Federal State became what it is ; third, to describe the national,

Browning (by Mr. Leslie Stephen ), & c.; and the details are State (commonwealth ), and local governments ; and , fourth , to give

marked with vigilant care. The text of both volumes is liberally some idea of the policies of the State in regard to great public

illustrated both by full -page plates and inset representations, questions, and of the problems that confront it .
sketch-maps, plans, diagrams, and figures. The sketch-map

But the author is careful toof the partition of Africa shows (among other things) thein. The aim ,then, is comprehensive.
corporation of the Boer Republics; Santos Dumont's balloon is keep his main purposedisentangled from the mass of supporting

figured in two aspects in a plate; other plates reproduce fine work to show thedevelopment of nationality ; and hesubordinates
details . He gives no more history than is necessary as a frame

examples of the art of Sir L.Alma- Tadema, M.Barye. M.Jules discussion on government and description of governmental
Breton, M. J. B. Carpeaux. Mr. Ford Madox Brown, &c . Thereare several full-page maps, and the whole series 'will contain machinery to explanation of the real character and actualwork

some 125 double-page coloured maps of minute detail. The ing of the governments. At the beginning of each chapter he
difficult selection and treatment of eminent personages still places a judiciously chosen list of books of reference, and at the

living appear, by the examples in these two volumes, to the main headings, and propounds testing questions (with more
end of each chapter he marshals the matters it contains under

have been managed judiciously. The freshness and vitality
of the work are manifest. It should find a place in the references in detail) after the manner of Prof. Fiske. Thewhole

schoollibrary, and for teachers its possession is not a question of the field is surveyed in orderly and lucid fashion ; and,even

of advantage, but only of expense.
if the references were wholly neglected , the student would yet

gain from the text a vivid understanding of the working of

United States institutions. It is a great pity that the book, as

A GERMAN OF THE GERMANS." a whole, does not fit into our school system . But it ought to be

Jaximilian I. ,Holy Roman Emperor. By R. W. Seton Watson . within the reach of the more enterprising students, and parts of

( Constable. )
it might be communicated with advantage by teachers to more

It was a happy idea to break a sober record by inserting illus- advanced pupils. For such as have an eye to studies in con
trations in a Stanhope Historical Essay. Mr. Seton Watson gives stitutional history and political institutions, Mr. Ashley's work

thirteen illustrations, most of them portraits, which enhance will be found a valuable and trustworthy guide. At all points,

greatly theinterest and value of his able andsympatheticsketch whether in the formation and working of the constitution , in the
of the last representative of the dying medieval chivalry," various departments of national and StateGovernment, in muni

** the last monarch of the ancient German stamp,” “ the first cipal administration, party organization,taxation, commerce and

German patriot king of modern times." Notmerely limits of industry, and foreign affairs, the main considerations are

space, but also a sound instinct, have led Mr. Watson to concen
judiciously selected and clearly set out. Cuba and the Philip

the dutiestrate his main forces upon the personality of Maximilian , rather pines receive attention ; the final chapter sums up
than to retell the history of the times his hero lived in. The of citizenship ” ; and important constitutional documents are

general history is accessible elsewhere : the characteristics of printed in appendices.

Maximilian are well worth presentation in large relief. The fact
is that the real Maximilian is all but lost in severe history, for he THE REJUVENATION OF GRIEB."

was more an idealist than a matter-of-fact man . Mr. Watson Grieb's Englisch - Deutsches and Deutsch - Englisches Wörterbuch.

says : Zwei Bände. Vol. I. English and German . Tenth Edition.

His actual achievements in the hard concrete of facts are , from By Arnold Schröer, Ph.D. (Frowde .)

a national point of view, but small ; but these are more than balanced Perhaps there is no German dictionary that has had more

by his activity in other and more abstract directions . It is in his rela- vogue in England than Grieb's ; and, now that Mr. Frowde has

tions to the budding thought of modern life that we can feel the real taken it in charge, it is assured of a still wider popularity, which

charm and fascination of Maximilian's character. For his was a nature the new edition amply deserves . Dr. Schröer, who is Professor

which could never rest satisfied with the past , and aspired to ends of English Philology in the Cniversity of Freiburg i.B. , has
which only the far distant future was destined to attain . His

laboured hard to bring the work up to the mark : there are four
greatest achievements lie outside the province of politics ; indeed, re years between the date of his “ Vorwort " and the date of his
garded as a whole, his life is not so much a great historical drama as

Nachwort," and his elaborate re -arrangement, revision , and
an epic poem of chivalry , rich in bright colours and romantic episodes, enlargement of the book testify to true German thoroughness,
and crowded with the swift turns and surprises of fortune.

He has given very particular attention to pronunciation and

Mr. Watson traces concisely, but lucidly, “ the tragi-comedy of etymology. For English students the pronunciation is a subor

Maximilian's political life ” ; and he confesses that “ it is with a dinate matter ; but Dr. Schröer has had his difficulties in repre

certain sense of relief ” that he passes to his hero's real merits.sentingit to his countrymen – difficulties thathe has very fairly
He tells how Maximilian won almost universal favour “ hy his overcome. The same remark applies generally to the etymology,

restless activity, his manly self-reliance, his wide and human though in that department he has had large and efficient assist

sympathy with all ranks and classes of the people” ; how , " above ance from English works. He lays special stress on the etymo

alı, he identitied himself with thestrugglingideals ofa new logiesas the starting point for an orderly developmentofthe
German national feeling, andwith the growing opposition to meanings.In this department the improvement is signally
France, to Italy, and to Rome, and, as a national hero, inspired marked. The problem of selection of the vocabulary has been

the devotion alike of the scholar,the knight,and the peasant.” rathertrying. Completeness is impossible ; even the “ Oxford
This involves a sketch of the German Renaissance, with especial Dictionary ,' the grandest lexicographical undertaking of our

regard to Maximilian's relations to the leading Humanists , century,” is not, and willnot be, complete. Dr. Schröer hasin
notably Wimpheling, Brant, Holbein,Celtes,Peutinger,Pirk- viewa practical book,a handbook , with large printand good

heimer, and Dürer — to his literary achievements,andto his en- paper,and yet at a moderate price, and so he must make a selection

couragement of literature, science, and art. The volume will of vocables. He leavesasideOld and Middle English, except in

prove highly attractive, and may lead on to deeper study of the so far as important writers , from Spenser at least, compel atten
period. tion ; and he cannot exhaust the terms of trade and commerce,

1
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or of the technological departments of recent development. A able preparatory teachers, not only to some extent specialists in
handbook “ has no room for such ballast " ; a technical or their respective branches , but also well-read in subjects generally .

literary glossary is the place for it . What is wanted is living The difficulty of such attainment is self -evident. Again, though

English. Yet suppose we open the volume at a venture : we find the best education is admitted to be such a training as draws out

“ restore (noun ), restority, restrainer, resty (restive), ret, rete, from the pupil the elements that are to be combined to produce
retection , rethor, rethorick.” Once more : gazon ( French knowledge, there is grave reason to question whether anyadvan

rasen ), geal ( irdisch ), geason , geat, ged ( Scot. gemman entle- tage can be derived from letting a child dwell on any difficult

man ), gendarme, genio ( Ital. ) , geniting, geniton, genteelize." point, however important, to the extent that induces a feeling ap

Evidently, then , a good deal of space might have been saved by proaching hopeless bewilderment and stupidity. It must also be

refusing to take on board “ such ballast ” ; and it might have remembered that the natural bent of the individual mind is an

been more profitably occupied by idioms and phrases, though important factor in determining how far that mind can rediscover

there is very reasonable provision of these notwithstanding. the details of any particular subject. The little book will do

There is an expected example under " owl" : " to take owl, übel work of great value if it increase in teachers the sense of their

nehmen .” But probably this “ owl” has strayed from “ ill.” Dr. share in the responsibility of making their labours effective - if

Schröer's indefatigable persistence appears vividly in his “ Nach- itdeepen the feeling that they must be thoroughly conversant
träge. Here he presents such classical gems as " boss , bounder, with the subjects they teach, and that they must do their utmost

corny (betrunken ), crib (die gute anstellung od . stelle) , Auke, not to limit their instruction to going over the facts given in

oof, & c ." In the body of the work he records “ spatchcock text-books . To seek to fill lessons with a living interest, to draw

(marking it, indeed, as familiär ” ), and even a variety of that out ideas, to suggest analogies and appealto concrete illustrations ,

famous word-“ spitchcock.” But the editor's zeal is pervasive, to show (as far as is practicable) the reasons for using particular

and the result is a thoroughly practical, useful, and handy dic- processes, these are some of the elements of the desired success .

tionary. The print is good, and the binding is made for wear. There are a few misprints, one or two of which are important
The German -English volume, understand, will follow one on page 18, where the quadratic equation appears as aº + 10

presently . : 24, and one on page 20, in the discussion of finite straight
lines.

“ WEBSTER."

Webster's International Dictionary of the English Language. A NOVEL OF THE SCHOOL.

New Edition. (Bell . ) The Girl from St. Agneta's. By J. H.Yoxall , M.P. (Ralph ,
Webster ” has achieved such a position of authority as a Holland , & Co. )

single- volume dictionary that it needs no recommendation or Mr. Yoxall displays alertness and versatility in his new róle:

criticism . The distinctive feature of the new edition is a supple- of novelist. The vaguely suggestive sub-title, A Fantasia on a

ment of 238 pages (three columns a page), containing 25,000 Fugue,” though more applicable to the part played by the minor

new words, phrases, and definitions, so as to bring the work character it originates with than to the story ofthe heroine, may,

abreast of the varied progress of recent years in all departments perhaps, be taken to deprecate the expectation of a sober-grey

of activity, mental and physical. * The aim has been ,” says treatment of ordinary conditions of school-life. It so happens,

Dr. W. T. Harris , the accomplished editor-in -chief (United indeed, that the characters are mainly teachers at work or on

States Commissioner of Education ), “ to gather the fruitage of holiday, or in perplexities ; but the real interest lies more in the

the language during the past decade on the same principles that personal relations than in the professional circumstances. “ The

were applied in thegreat revision of Webster -- the International |Girl " is a good girl, a good daughter and sister, and a good

of 1890." The definitions in the various sciences have been teacher ; and, of course, she is the heroine. But she is over

contributed by specialists , most of whom are distinguished shadowed by the hero, as was all but inevitable with a forcible,

occupants of Chairs in American Universities or of posts not to say impetuous, author. One cannot help thinking that

directly involving exceptional knowledge of particular branches. Mr. Yoxäll altered his original conception of the Principal after

The department of Etymology has been supplied from Harvard. the earlier chapters ; at any rate, that important character

A special feature is “ the rich contribution of words and mean- develops in an unexpected and very satisfactory fashion. Mrs.

ings peculiar to Australasia ,” which has been prepared with Chetwyndham , the rectoress of Studley Walton , who raises the

great care and thoroughness by gentlemen qualified both by question of reasonable tenure and rational treatment, may be

Australasian residence and by scholarly equipment.” The editor- drawn from life for aught we know ; but, as a type of any con

in - chief has himself taken in hand the definitions in Philosophy siderable class , she rather impresses one as a caricature. Her

and Psychology. The presence of “ automobile ” and “ motor- arbitrary and foolish conduct does not seem likely to impress the

shows that “ Webster " moves with the times. “ Ping- real difficulties of teachers in nationalschools. Her daughter, a

pong," we daresay, is already noted down for the next revision .
‘Girtham ” girl, is responsible for a bit of a mystery, and for a

In all respects a pre-eminently capable and useful work , which romantic escapade, under motives by no means improbable. The

should be found in every school library and at the elbow of episodes in England are varied by an expedition to the Holiday

every teacher and writer. The binding, we should add, has been School of Languages at Caen, which widens the scope for inci

specially adapted to stand the inevitable strain on so heavy a dent and description. “ The course of true love never did run
volume.

smooth ,” nor does it run smooth for “ the Girl from St. Agneta's " ;

still , it runs. The story is brisk and bustling, with touches of

IMAGINATION IN MATHEMATICS. humour and dashes of virile criticism . At the same time it dis

The Cultivation of the Mathematical Imagination. By Mary plays an impatient facility, somewhat readily running into
Everest Boole . (Colchester : Benham & Co. ) extravagance, and essentially antagonistic to solid and enduring

This interesting little treatise, written at the suggestion of achievement. Mr. Yoxall should provide himself with aknife

Prof. John Perry, is divided into two parts. The first part, on and a file, and apply them with his accustomed vigour.
“ The Cultivation of the Mathematical Imagination ,” develops

the idea thatamind already in possession of somesound general

knowledge of the truths connected with a subject is better fitted
GENERAL NOTICES.

than one not so prepared to derive full benefit from systematic

instruction in , and careful study of, that subject. The second
CLASSICS .

part is devoted to demonstrating that, from a hygienic point of

view, it is unwise to teach new processes in connexion with ' University Tutorial Series.” — Tacitus : Histories III. Edited by

unfamiliar ideas, and vice versa . To these fundamental pro W. H. Balgarnie, M.A. (Clive. )

positions nobody will take exception, but there will be consider Besides a general account of Tacitus and his works, and a summary

able hesitation in accepting as a practicalworking schemethe of the book in hand,Mr. Balgarnie'sintroduction sketches theniain
system of preliminary training thattheauthor shadowsforth for features of the Imperialgovernmentand the development of theRoman

mathematics in particular, but thatis equally applicableto all military organization . Thenotesarejudicious, and often vigorous;
scientific subjects. the incidental translations are independent and suggestive, and occa

It must always be borne in mind that a child sional parallels, classical and English, are very pertinent. If " the
or student, on commencing the serious study of any subject, it perfect force entirely disappears in the potential subjunctive
better without any previous knowledge of it than with erroneous " haudafacile discreverim , I find it very hard to decide ” ( iii. 28 ) -its

ideas , and hence it becomes one of the essentials for the perfecs disappearance had better be traced. In iii . 70 Martialis is said to be
success of the proposed ideal education that all children should e primipilaribus,and Mr. Balgarnie translates “ once a senior centurion.”
constantly, from the earliest infancy, be under the guidance of Mr. Spooner has not insisted in vain ; yet there is room for a demonstra

car
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tion of the position. Messrs. Church and Brodribb's “ a centurion of de la Rose,” of which Prof. Skeat writes : “ only the first of them can

the first rank, ” here and elsewhere, seems still more in need of be reconciied with Chaucer's usual diction and grammar.” There are

demonstration. Mr. Balgarnie has done his work with ability and valuable glossarial indices and an introduction containing a life of
discretion . Chancer, a list of his stanzas , and “ grammatical hints " --a summar

“ Black's Historical Latin Readers. ”—The Old Senate and the New ized but singularly clear “ minimum of information necessary to the

student.
Monarchy. By F. M. Ormiston .

The third and final volume of the series . It consists of 42

Shakespeare's Macbeth and the Ruin of Souls. By William Miller,
extracts , mainly from Cæsar, Velleius Paterculus, Florus, Cicero, and

C.I.E., D.D. , LL.D. ( Natesan . )

Suetonius, occasionally modified a little for simplicity. The collection Dr. Miller, the well known Principal of the Madras Christian College,
forms a continuous account of the main points in Roman history and Vice -Chancellor of the University of Madras, follows up his ex

between B.C. 60 and A.D. 14. Each extract - a passage of about 20 position of the lessons of “ King Lear ” with a similar analysis of the

or 30 lines - is prefaced by a brief explanation of the situation moral teaching of “ Macbeth .” “ It is as a supreme example " of the

described or illustrated in the text, and of its relation to what precedes. strife that “ rages endlessly and everywhere on earth between the king.

The language “ is about equal in difficulty to an average chapter of dom of heaven and the kingdom of hell,” says Dr. Miller, “that

Cæsar ." The extracts should have been assigned to their several ‘ Macbeth ' holds the place of the most solemnly instructive of the gifts

authors : has Miss Ormiston had regard to Long's estimate of Florus of literature to the generations of weak humanity.” He challenges

( “ Decl. of the Rom . Rep .," I. 33, 121 ) ? The notes are slight, inten- the opinion of such critics as represent that Macbeth was lacking in

tentionally ; they will be serviceable as far as they go. Only ius dicere courage : “ of vo character described in poetry can it be said more

( xxxix . 13) does not mean “ to pronounce judgment ” ; and the technical truly than of Macbeth that he is brave to the innermost recesses of his

phrase aqua et igni interdici (x. 7 ) should have been more precisely being." Again, he reads Lady Macbeth very differently from most

explained. On conserratæ patriæ pretium (x. 9 ) Miss Ormiston says critics , and supports his view with marked ability. Both the literary

*** the participle is equivalent to a gerundive, but it is used of a completed and the moral handling must be acknowledged as extremely capable.

action .” There seems to be somewhat of a confusion in this : better

keep the gerundive out of the question . The reference to Roby Blackwoods' English Classics.” — Milton : Samson Agonistes. By

( ii ., § 1,406) cannot justify " equivalent to a gerundive." Similarity
E. H. Blakeney, M.A.

( cf. Livy, “ Præf.” : “ ante conditam condendamve urbem ' ) is not Mr. Blakeney substantially adopts Masson's text, collating it with

equivalence. The vocabulary is well done, but the pupils ought to Mr. Beeching's Oxford “ Milton,” and punctuating at his proper peril.
have a dictionary . " No attempt has been made,” says Miss Ormiston, The introduction (32 pages ) gives a fresh and sympathetic account of

to render a dictionary unnecessary." Why,then,the vocabulary at all ? Milton's life and work , with a special section on the “ Samson Agonistes. "

The illustrations are goodand useful. The volume is,on thewhole, a Mr. Blakeney writes simply and attractively, with command of the

good idea well executed . subject, and with firm control in point of selection . The notes (70 pages)

“ University Tutorial Series.” — Euthyphro and Menexenus ( Plato) .
are very full and instructive, both on matter and on manner ; they

Edited by T. R. Mills , M.A. ( Clive .) indicate a thoroughly equipped mind and a well -balanced judgment. Mr.

The introduction borrows from a previous volume of the series a
Blakeney confessesthat Milton is the poet “ whom , of all poets , I love

sketch of Plato's life and an arrangement of the dialogues in asupedition, to become inspired by a like feeling. There is a literarybest." They will be very dull pupils that fail , on study of this

posedorder of development. The latter part seemsrather premature, touch, restrained yetefficient, that cannot but work excellent results.
and , in any case, somewhat condensed . Mr. Mills adds a concise

account of the early philosophers and the sophists, an adequate sketch “ The Warwick Shakespeare ." -- Much Ado about Nothing. Edited by

of the life and teaching of Socrates, and a lucid analysis of the two J. C. Smith , M.A. ( Blackie. )

dialogues in hand . The text is based on Schanz's edition , and the A careful piece of work that well maintains the high standard of the

notes are accurate, suitable , and sufficient. The Greek is printed in previous volumes of this series. A somewhat difficult chapter “ Onthe

excellent type. A very serviceable school edition . Text seems rather out of keeping with the otherwise simple character

Latin Passages for Translation. Selected by M. Alford . (Macmillan .) of the notes and criticisms ; and we cannot but think that, instead of

Miss Alford has evidently expended much care onthe selectionand printing a list of references to the play in later works , it would have

arrangement of her materials. She gives no fewer than 250 extracts, indebtedness ofShakespeare to Lyly in his treatment of the Watchbeen more profitable to have pointed out more fully than is done the

an abundance of the best Latin prose ( 1-132 ) , and also a consider.

able quantity of good Latin verse (133-250) . Endorsing the opinion
man and in the euphuistic " wit combats " of Benedick and Beatrice .

of Ascham , she has chosen some of the pieces “ especially as suitable “ Sir Walter Scott Continuous Readers.” — Waverley. Edited by

for retranslation." The aim of the book not being critical , she has , E. E. Smith . ( Black . )

in some cases , adopted “ an easier reading, if backed by fair authority, Miss Smith bas cut down the novel to the required length , pre

in preference to one which was better supported." This does not serving the story. Her introduction sketches the historical conditions
seem to matter much ; but was it worth while ? Miss Alford acknow- of the time and place , with remarks on the author, mainly in reference

ledges two emendations of her own . In a passage ( 105) from Tacitus, to the particular book. “ He seems," she thinks , “ to have put more

" Annals,” XV . 44, she alters “ multi crucibus adfixi aut flamma usti , of himself into this, his first novel, than into many of the later ones.”
aliique, ubi ..." to " aut crucibus adfixi aut palis reservarentur Well , this is a risky line of speculation, and not very much in place
flammandi atque ubi ... " " I have inserted two words,” she says, here. The notes will be helpful to some extent ; but they should
“ intended to give the general sense of what Tacitus wrote, as nearly have been severely revised , and perhaps extended, at headquarters.

as I could arrive at it.” But the insertion of the two words involves “ Conniving at a crime” is an amazing explanation of “ composition of

other modifications, and it is difficult to see why thetext should be felony.” A Scots farmer has “ stirks " that are not “ heifers

altered at all , both sense and construction appearing to be perfectly young cows," and he would be rather surprised to learn that a stot

plain . Again , in Cæsar, “ De Bello Civili , ” III . 8 , Miss Alford gives is a “ three-year- old bull.” A hantle siller " is not “ a good handful,”

* reliquos posse deterreri sperans,” adding posse to get over the diffi. though to a poor fellow “ a good handful” might be a “ hantle ."

culty with deterreri (present for future). But does posse mend the There is no philological relation between the words, and no Scot
matter ? And is there, in fact , any matter to mend ? Besides, is not would think of “ handful” in connexion with “ hantle ." “ Insight

the common reading terreri ? . However, these are trifles – marks of plenishing ” —a sufficiently remarkable expression - is explained as
exaggerated carefulness. It is a capital collection “ for the use of “ indoor furniture ” ; and , sure enough, there is “ insight” in the text
higher forms in schools and of students working for pass degrees” ; (page 56)—a mere blunder for “inside ," the true and obvious read
and we hope the author will be encouraged to publish her renderings ing. To explain “ fendy ” as “ careful ” is to miss the essential meaning.
of the passages " for the use of teachers and private students.” Why, “ haggis ” itself is only a national Scotch pudding " ! The

editors, particular and general, must be very Sassenachs. Anyhow,

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
this won't do.

The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer . By Rev. Walter Skeat, Litt.D. Advanced Dictation Sentences and Spelling. ( Relfe.)

( Clarendon Press. ) Lists of words (with meanings) are given, and sentences embodying

Who now reads Chaucer ? If we may venture to adapt some well the words follow , words of similar sound having the prominence of

known lines of Pope, we may say that “ if he pleases yet," it is through thick type" to appeal to the eye.” Interspersed among the exercises

the pious labours of the present editor. What English teacher hasnot are lists of " the most awkward words in the English language"-a

been grateful for the editions of some of the “ Canterbury Tales," with challenge to the pupils' courage. But then there is the promised

their introductions on the grammar and versification of Chaucer, reward of virtue : “ pupils may rely upon a thorough mastery of Eng.

which first made the music of this sweet singer audible to his ears ? lish orthography by working carefully through this little book ." It is

Prof. Skeat has done well to publish this volume. It is not the good positively cruel to suggest an omission, but we have not met with

fortune of all to possess his great six -volume edition published by the “ analogous," which is both common and commonly misspelt.

Oxford Press , and it will be a great convenience to many to possess in “ Movable " is given ; would “ moveable ” be considered wrong ?

a handy forman edition that excludes themany poemsnow known not to But this is a terrible collection --more formidable than a dictionary

be Chaucer's that other editions still include. The only exception is the complete , because unrelieved in severity . Are the pupils supposed to

inclusion of the three extant fragments of thetranslation of “ Le Roman be in training for printers, or proof -readers, or spelling-bee com
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petitors ? Perhaps, however, teachers that use it will have bowels of Original Investigation ; or How to attack an Exercise in Geometry.

compassion-unless when they apply it as an instrument of disciplinary By Elisha S. Loomis , Ph.D. ( Ginn . )

infliction . It is to be supposed that there are many teachers and students

MODERN LANGUAGES. already thoroughly familiar with the details of the subject discussed

Grands Prosateurs du dix - septième siècle . Edited by Louis Brandin . in this very useful and interesting little treatise ; nevertheless they

( Black . )
may still find a pleasure in reading it . To those, on the other hand,

Mr. Kirkman's series is growing rapidly, which may be taken as a sign that are not yet acquainted with the principles developed by the
that it is supplying a want. Certainly the volume before us will prove author, the benefit to be derived from a careful study of its pages can
very useful : it will serve our University students , and may even be scarcely be over-estimated . The aim of the work is to show in con
read in the highest forms of our schools . We have no hesitation in nexion with mathematical investigation what processes are essential,

commending the selection made by M. Brandin. Pascal is represented and the proper places that each should occupy. Too often synthetic
by three “ Lettres Provinciales,” Mme. de Sévigné by eight of her lively or deductive methods are alone employed, whereas every theorem or
letters, La Rochefoucauld by the “ Portrait de lui-même” and by some problem ought in the first place to be submitted to analysis, if it is to
of his maxims, Bossuet by a large extract from the “ Discours sur be approached with any degree of confidence on the part of the in
l'Histoire Universelle ” (but there is no specimen of his oratory ) , La vestigator. When induction has led to the determination of the general
Bruyère byextracts fromthe “ Caractères," Fénelon by a portionof his truths on which the particular demonstration or solution depends, then
*** Lettre à l'Académie," and -- apparently an after -thought- Descartes and only then is it time to appeal to synthesis in order to frame the
by some pages from the “ Discours de la Méthode.” The editor has formal proof in the usual manner. Problems are broadly classified as

added short biographies, which give all essentials, and useful notes,
“ i determinate ," “ indeterminate," " over -determinate , " and impos

which explain difficulties in the text very briefly or suggest variations sible " ; and the writer gives most valuable information as to the means

from modern usage, or English renderings. Mr. Kirkman has prefixed of discovering whether the solution of a problem lies within the range of

a short introduction'on French literature in the seventeenth century Euclidean geometry or not. From such theorems or problems as are

and a useful chronological table. There are also portraits of the specially suitable for the purpose of illustrating the various leading

authors. We observe a few small blunders, mostly misprints, but they methods of treatment Dr. Loomis has made selections,and has discussed

are mere trifles in a book that merits praise for careful editing and very fully and carefully the propositions chosen .

printing.
Oliver and Boyd's Educational Series .” — The Tweeddale Arithmetics.

A Selection from the Comedies of Marivaux. Edited by
(Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd . London : Simpkin , Marshall, & Co. )

E. W. Olmsted, Ph.D. ( Macmillan . )
This series will be complete in six small volumes, of which the last

There is a large circle of readers that will appreciate the dainty
( the " Merit ” volume ) appears to be still in the pres3. The explana

comedies of Marivaux, and will be grateful to Prof. Olmsted, of tion of rules is intended to be given orally ; and, in the hands of com

Cornell University , for enabling them to read three of his best plays, petent teachers, “ The Tweeddale Arithmetics ” will be found very

namely, “ Le Jeu de l'Amour et du Hasard," " Le Legs,” and “Les suitable for class purposes . Each bo arranged so as to cover a

Fausses Confidences,” which will undoubtedly make them desire a still year's work, and consists mainly of a large collection of graduated

closer acquaintance with their kindly author, an excellent account of exercises , many typical cases being fully worked in the later volumes,

whose life is given by way of introduction . The notes are very so as to show the best methods of dealing with them . There is a very

short, and will not interfere with the enjoyment of the text , which is limited quantity of text, including tables and such facts as require to

clearly and carefully printed. We have noted only one or two mistakes: be committed to memory. It will be found that rules considered at

Page 24, last line , read voilà ; page 62 , line 12, and page 63 , line 8, the close of one book are treated again at the commencement of the

there should be signs of interrogation ; page 71 , line 14, Il omitted ; succeeding one, the exercises being of a more advanced character.
page 102, line 4, no comma after voilà .

Book V. contains some useful pages on the decimal coinage and the

La Tâche du Petit Pierre (JeanneMairet ). Edited by 0. B. Super, Ph.D. metric system . The answers to the exercises are not given .

( Heath . )

The tale is well known, as it forms the greater part of “ Dent's
PHYSICS

Second French Book.” The edition before us is not in any way note. Introduction to the Study of Physics. Vol . I. , General Physical

worthy. The preface promises “ unusually full ” notes; four pages Measurements. By A. F. Walden , M.A. , and J. J. Manley. (Black . )

and a half to eighty pages of text does not seem an “ unusually full ” A practical guide to demonstrations in mechanics, hydrostatics, and

allowance . The vocabulary is practically complete ; but the principal pneumatics. A striking feature is the simplicity of some of the

parts of verbs should be given in a book “ intended for use in very apparatus recommended; for instance , directions are given for con

elementary classes.” A few pages of sentences , based on the text, for structing a sensitive spring balance from a clock - spring and somecurve
retranslation, are given at the end.

paper, and for making a reliable secondspendulum from a bob, thread,

Les Histoires de Tante (R. d'Alissas) . Edited by the Authors (M. and needle, corks , and retortstand. Minute instructions are given whereby

K. Roget ), under the direction of F. F. Roget . (Macmillan .) accuracy may be secured. The book furnishes a good training in

This little collection of eight short stories makes an admirable reader scientific method and physical manipulation.

for elementary classes . The French is simple and fluent, the matter is Practical Exercises on Sound, Light, and Heat.

varied , and the pictures, though not of uniform merit, are, on the
By Joseph S. Dexter, B.Sc. (Longmans.)

whole, satisfactory. In the notes, all is explained that can possibly
The plan generally adopted here is to prescribe how the apparatus

give difficulty ; there are good renderings into English and grammatical should be arranged and the experiment conducted , and then to suggest

notes, which are often couched in such technical language as to be questions on what is observed and what inferences are drawn by the

positively forbidding. The vocabulary is complete.
student. The answers to these questions are not always given or

MATHEMATICS. suggested,buta capable instructor would be able to provide them easily

enough. This method is highly instructive when carefully carried out.
Solutions of the Problems and Theorems in Smith and Bryant's Geo

metry. By Charles Smith , M.A. ( Macmillan .) Practical Science . By J. H. Leonard, B.Sc. (Murray .)

A valuable book of reference, whose publication very many engaged very elementary school course of experiments on mechanics,

in teaching will no doubt welcome. The solutions of the more difficult hydrostatics, and heat. So far as it goes, it is exceedingly thorough.

problems and theorems are, moreover, likely to make the volume in . Not only are the exercises well selected and completely described, but

teresting as well as useful to a number of readers. The name of the they are also fully discussed, so as to draw nearly every possible lesson

anthor should create the greatest confidence in the methods adopted from them . They should teach familiarity with the rule, the balance,
and in the results obtained. and the thermometer, and at the same time develop the habit of neat

A Second Arithmetic. By Dr. W. T. Knight. ( Relfe .)
work and careful observation . Great stress is properly laid on the

Dr. Knight's “ Second Arithmetic” is a sequel to his " First Arith . transcription of processes and results in a note-book .

metic," which appeared last year . He has adhered to the plan

of attacking difficulties singly . The reasons for the rules given
MISCELLANEOUS.

are introduced to a far greater extent than in the previous The Commercial Law of England. A Handbook for BusinessMen and

volume ; at the same time the author recognizes that in the in . Advanced Classes in Schools. By J. A. Slater, B.A. , LL.B. (Pitman. )

struction of junior students the burden of explanation must ultimately The design of this handbook of English commercial law, as stated by

fall on the teacher. The number of exercises and of miscellan- its author in a prefatory note, is " for the service of advanced classed

eous questions from examination papers is large. If the attempts in schools ; but it has been designed in an equally important degree as

of examination candidates afford a test , the mastery of problems in a constant desk companion to the modern man of business.” _ Advanced

stocks usually gives special trouble to pupils ; hence it may be well to students in our existingschools do not make any branch of English law

mention that there are many excellent examples on the subject in Dr. a subject of serious study, nor are they likely to so under the present

Knight's book, though it would be an additional advantage if the con conditions of entering on a business career. Boys leave school for

sideration of brokerage entered into a larger proportion of them . The business between the ages of fourteen and sixteen , and , that being so,

answers to Exercises and Problems are not included in the present commercial law can form no part of their educational outfit. With

volume, but have been issued separately. regard to the modern man of business, we scarcely believe that he
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will betake himself to the study of legal text - books in the intervals of Hugo : Notre -Dame de Paris. Abridged and Edited by Prof. John

his work . He will , doubtless , follow the well established practice of R. Wightman , Ph.D. 4s. Ginn .

putting himself in the hands of a legal expert when overtaken in a law. [Judiciously abridged . Introduction and brief notes.]

suit or in the entanglements that might lead to one . The time may James.Molé : English and French Dictionary . By W. James and

come when the average man of business will be so fully informed as to A. Molé . 6s . net . Sampson Low.

his legal rights and obligations as to be able to dispense with expert [ “ 16th , entirely new and modern , edition . Completely re

advice ; but that time is not yet. It does not , however , detract from
written and greatly enlarged .” English - French part, 564 pages ;

the merits of the little book before us that it may not be as widely
French -English ,663 pages ; 3 columns each page. Large stock of

useful as its author hopes. The book is carefully written. Owing to
phrases ; very clear print; firm and flexible binding.]

the multiplicity of subjects dealt with - contracts, bills of exchange,

partnership, insurance, patents, bankruptcy, & c.-- the treatment is HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

necessarily general ; but we have not found it confused or inaccurate. Atlas , The International Students ’, of Modern Geography. Compiled

The definitions are based on judicial decisions, or adopted from under the direction of J. G. Bartholomew , F.R.S.E. , F.R.G.S., &c .

standard text writers . In short, a good deal of well arranged legal 6s . net . Newnes.

information will be found in this compendium of commercial law, and
[“ A series of 105 physical, political, and statistical maps, com

its perusal will well repay either the student preparing for a com
piled from British and foreign surveys and the latest results of

mercial career or the man actually immersed in business.
international research .” Full index. Well printed and strongly

* Monographs on Artists . " Edited by H. Knackfuss. - VI. Botticelli. bound. Excellent ; amazing at the price . ]

By Ernst Steinmann . I'ranslated by Campbell Dodgson . (Grevel.) Atlas for South African Schools. By J. G. Bartholomew . Nelson .

One of the most welcome volumes of this attractive series , con- [ “ A new series of physical and political maps. ” Fourth Edition ,

taining a biography of the artist , an account of his works, and ninety enlarged. Notably new map of South Africa in 6 sections,

admirably produced illustrations. Botticelli has risen greatly in favour specially prepared from the latest surveys. ” ' Also “ new plates

of late , as he certainly deserved to do, being one of the happiest have been prepared for South African geology, temperature, and

pioneers of the Italian Renaissance. We trust that these excellent rainfall.” Excellent.]

Monographs ” are thoroughly well known to the artistic public, for Blackie's Illustrated Continental Geography Readers.-- Africa . 1s.

there is no library of the great artists ( especially at their very reason. [ 12 excellent full - page coloured maps and many most useful
able price ) at all approaching them in value. sketch maps. Good illustrations, 12 of them coloured and full

page. Text admirably descriptive ; but the origin of the Boer

War is not satisfactorily stated .]

FIRST GLANCES . Cambridge Historical Series.-- History of Scotland . Vol . II . By

P. Hume Brown , M.A., LL.D. 6s . Cambridge University Press.
CLASSICS,

[ 1542 to 1688. maps and plans .]

Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.- ( 1 ) The Odes of Horace. Edited Dawe, Rev. C. S. , M.A .: King Edward's Realm . ls . 6d . Educational

by Stephen Gwynn. 58.

[ 48 illustrations, 3 (full-page) beautifully coloured . ]

Supply Association .

[Bright side of the “story of the making of the Empire ." ]
(2) Cæsar : The Gallic War, Book VI . Edited by Prof. John Brown,

B.A. 2s . MISCELLANEOUS.

[Revised edition , more fully illustrated . Map .]

Art -Workers ' Quarterly . No. 2 ( April ) . 28. 6d . net . Chapman &

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE . Hall .

Athenæum Press Series .-- Selections from De Quincey. Edited by [ Eleven supplementary plates. Admirable in all respects .]

Prof. M. H. Turk , Ph.D. 4s . 6d . Ginn . Bell-Ranske , Jutta : Health , Speech, and Song. 4s. 6d . net . Swan

[ Introduction (72 pages ) , text (400 pages ) , notes ( 100 pages ) .] Sonnenschein .

Blackie's English Classics.--- Milton's Lycidas . Edited by H. B. [“ A practical guide to voice -production .” Numerous plates.

Cotterill, M.A. ls . 60 . " I am a singer and know the infinite difficulties of my art.” ]

[Frontispiece, facsimile ( reduced ) of a page of the Trinity Bertz, Edward : The French Prisoners. 2s . 6d . Macmillan.

College MS. Poem overwhelmed between introduction (60 pages ) [“ A story for boys .” New edition . Illustrations by J. Mac

and notes and appendices (40 pages ) . ] farlane. Scene, Germany and Paris, 1870. Sufficient adventure ;

Blackie's Picture Shakespeare.--Richard the Second. ls. religious tone.]

[ Introduction, notes, appendices, coloured frontispiece, and Britain at Work. Part I. 7d . net. Cassell .

numerous illustrations . } [“ A pictorial description of our national industries." ]
Boswell's Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides. Edited by H. B. Cotterill , Butterflies and Moths of Europe. By W. F. Kirby, F.L.S. , F.E.S.

M.A. 28. 6d. Macmillan.
Part I. 7d . net . Cassell .

[ Full biographical sketch and notes . ] [Fortnightly parts. Numerous coloured plates and illustrations .

Snell, Anna : Reading made Easy. Part I. 8d . Philip. The first part leads off handsomely. ]
[New and enlarged edition . “ Normal-word Method.” ]

Cassell's Cyclopædia of Mechanics. Second series. 78. 6d.

MODERN LANGUAGES. [ “ Contains many thousand receipts, processes, and memoranda

Blackie's Little French Classics.- ( 1 ) Longer Fables ( Selections from for workshop use, based on personal experience and expert know

La Fontaine ) . Edited by Arthur H. Wall, M.A. ( 2 ) Selections
ledge.” Index of 9,250 items . 1,250 illustrations. Most varied ,

in Verse and Prose from Musset. Edited by F. W. B. Smart, Cheurs à trois voix . 6d. Curwen.and thoroughly practical . ]

M.A. 4d . net each .

[ Well selected and pointedly annotated .]
[Both notations . 12 pieces ; varied .]

Heath's Modern Language Series.— Practical French Grammar. By
Cordingley, W. G.: A Dictionary of Abbreviations and Contractions

W. H. Fraser, B.A. , and J. Squair, B.A.

1g. net .

3s . 6d .; or, in two
commonly used in General Mercantile Transactions.

sections, 28. and 2s . Od.
Effingham Wilson .

[ " Aims to provide a practical and thorough course in French
[It is hardly complimentary to business lads or their teachers

that they should be supposed to need to be told what " Mr.,"
grammar and elementary composition for schools and colleges”

in accordance “ with recent advances in the methods of modern
“ Wed.,' “ G.P.O.," " L. & N.W.R.," " £ . s . d .," &c . , stand for. ]

language teaching." ]
Cricket of To-day and Yesterday . By Percy Cross Standing.

Hossfeld’s Method.-A Smaller German Grammar. By the Rev. A. L.
Parts I. -III . 7d . net each . Jack .

Becker. 18. Hirschfeld .
[ To be completed in 12 fortnightly parts, each with a coloured

[ “ For elementary and middle schools and private students ;
plate. Some 400 illustrations. Promises to be a most interesting

combining the essentials of granımar, exercises , reading lessons,
and handsome work . ]

conversations, and vocabularies.” ] Davis , Jeanette E. : The Elements of Modern Dressmaking . Cassell.

Hossfeld's Series. - A New English and Spanish Vocabulary, Alpha
[ " For the amateur and professional dressmaker " ; also " a

betical and Analogical . By Fernando de Arteaga, Hon. M.A.
handbook for the use of students and candidates preparing for

( Oxon . ) . 28. 6d . net . Hirschfeld .
the examination in dressmaking under the City and Guilds of

[ “ On the lines of similar works already issued in the same
London Institute.” With numerous diagrams. Revised edition .]

series.” “ The subjects, which embrace all the chief departments of Day, Miss E. S.: An Old Westminster Endowment. 38. net. Rees.

knowledge, are arranged in alphabetical order under 56 heads . [ “ A History of the Grey Coat Hospital as recorded in the

The English terms proper to each subject are given in alphabetical
Minute Books." Illustrations and maps.]

order also, so as to facilitate reference.” 724 pages ; handy, Eliot, George : Silas Marner. 6d. Blackwood.
practical, useful . ] [ People's edition . Good type. Frontispiece .]
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Familiar Wild Flowers . By F. E. Hulme, F.L.S. , F.S.A. Party I.

and II . 6d . net each . Cassell.

[New and enlarged edition . Illustrations delicately coloured .]

Foulke, Elizabeth E. : Twilight Stories . ls . 9d . net . American

School and College Text- Book Agency ( for Silver, Burdett, & Co.).

[25 simple pieces in prose and verse, with illustrations.]

Fowler, W. Warde : More Tales of the Birds. 3s. 60. Macmillan . ARITHMETIC. With or without Answers to the Exercises. By R.

[9 tales . Delightful series , matching the former. Illustrated HARGREAVES, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth , 48. 6d.

admirably by Frances L. Fuller. ]

Gillington , M. C .: The Country Pellar and other old English Songs.
GEOMETRICAL EXERCISES FROM NIXON'S " EUCLID

ls . Corwen . REVISED ." With Solutions. By ALEXANDER LARMOR, M.A.

[12 songs Arranged by Percy E. Fletcher. Good selection ,
Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s. 6d .

well presented .]

THE “ JUNIOR " EUCLID. Books III and IV. By S. W. Finx ,
Gow, William : Drift of Isla . 28. 6d . Elliot Stock .

M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s .
[Minor poet. The Scots poems, reminiscent of Burns in form ,

the best. Execution too impatient. Pretty get-np .] CAART OF THE RULES OF HARMONY. For Students.

Greenwood, Thomas : Edward Edwards, the Chief Pioneer of Muni- By Arthur SOMERVELL. 4to, printed on thick card, ls. net.

cipal Free Libraries. 2s . Od . net . Scott, Greenwood, & Co.

[“ The principal materials for this record bave been found in A SCHOOL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. With Maps, Plans,

his [ Edwards's] private diaries . " Elaborate, sympathetic, and and Bibliographies. By Owen M. EDWARDS, R. S. RAIT, H. W. C.

permanently valuable . ] DAVIS , G. N. RICHARDSON, A. J. CARLYLE, and W. G. Pogson

Heath , D. C .: The Work of a Village Association . Heath .
Smith. Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s . 6d .

[An address to the Conference of Education Associations,
COMPANION TO ENGLISH HISTORY (MIDDLE AGES ) .

Newark , N.J. , April , 1901. Well worth the notice of school
Edited by FRANCIS PIERREPONT BARNARD, M.A. , F.S.A. With

managers and parents generally . ]
97 Plates. Crown 8vo, cloth , 8s . 6d . net.

Hutchinson , Rev. H. N. , B.A. , F.G.S., &c . : The Living Rulers of Man

kind . Vol. I. Demy 4to . 7s.6d . G. Allen . POEMS OF ENGLISH COUNTRY LIFE. Selected and

[ 245 illustrations and 3 coloured pictures. Alphabetically Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by H. B. GEORGE, M.A. , and

arranged . Abyssinia to Italy . Brightly written and admirably W. H. HADOW , M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s .

illustrated .]

Jenkins, B. G. , F.R.A.S.: The British Weather Chart, 1902. 6d . A CONCISE FRENCH GRAMMAR. Including Phonology,

R. Morgan. Accidence, and Syntax , with Historical Notes. For use in Upper

[ 16th year of publication . On scientific principles.]
and Middle Forms. By A. H. Wall, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth ,

4s . 60 .

Kerner & Oliver : The Natural History of Plants. Part I. ls . 6d . net.
Blackie .

MOLIÈRE. LES FÂCHEUX. Edited, with Introduction and
[New and cheaper edition , in 16 monthly parts . About 2000

original woodcut illustrations.]
Notes, by E.J. TRECHMANN , M.A. , Ph.D. Extra fcap . 8vo, cloth , 2s .

Macmillan's Summary of Attendances for Infants' Schools . For A GUIDE TO ADVANCED GERMAN PROSE COMPOSI

Five years . 3s. 6d . TION. Containing Selections from Modern English Authors,

[ “ Arranged to meet the requirements for a separate summary from the Sandhurst Papers, and from Magazines and Newspapers.

of attendances for children under and over five respectively in With copious Notes and Idiomatic Renderings of some of the

one book ." Clearly arranged ; strong paper ; substantial bind . more difficult Phrases and Sentences; the whole being preceded

ing.) by an exhaustive Grammatical Introduction . By EDUARD EHRKE .

Maeterlinck, Maurice : The Buried Temple . Translated by Alfred Extra fcap . 8vo, cloth , 3s .

Sutro . 5s . G. Allen .

{With portrait. Five essays reprinted from various reviews
CLASSICALARCHAEOLOGY IN SCHOOLS. By PERCY

(1899--1901) . A literary handling of the basis of justice “ and all
GARDNER, Litt.D. With an Appendix containing Lists of Archaeo

our morality .” Able, interesting, and popular.]
logical Apparatus by Professor P. GARDNER and J. L. Mynes,

M.A.

Nelson's Coloured Pictures for Composition Lessons.
Printed by request of a Committee of the Head Masters'

Set 1. 2d .
Conference. Svo, paper covers , ls . net .

[“ Each packet contains 12 pictures , ready gummed, for affixing

to the scholar's exercise -book or examination paper." By all SCENES FROM SOPHOCLES : AJAX, ANTIGONE.

means affix them .) Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by C. E. LAURENCE , M.A.

Nelson's Kindergarten Number Cards . 20 . With Illustrations. Extra fcap . 8vo, cloth , 1s. 6d . each .

[ “ Afford an interesting and instructive arithmetical occupa

tion for infants." Yes ; but let the infants themselves find out EURIPIDES.- HECUBA. Edited by C. B. HEBERDEN , M.A.

their virtues.] Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s . 6d .

“ One & All” Gardening, 1902. Edited by Edward Owen Greening.
EURIPIDES.-MEDEA. By the same Editor. Third Edition ,

2d . Agricultural and Horticultural Association,
Revised . Extra fcap . 8vo, cloth , 2s .

[“ A popular annual for amateurs, allotment holders, and work .

ing gardeners.” 200 pages. Packed with useful information . TALES OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC. Parts I and II .

Many illustrations .
Adapted from the Text of Livy . With Notes, Maps, Vocabularies,

Philips' Popular Mannikin . Edited by W. S. Furneaux. 38. 6d . net. and English Exercises. By J. B. ALLEN, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo,

[Ingenious, elaborate, and careful.] stiff covers , ls . 6d . each .

Questions of the Day.--Commercial Trusts : the Growth and Rights of : MANUAL OF THE FOUR GOSPELS. By T. H. STOKOE,

Aggregated Capital . By John R. Dos Passos, of the New York D.D. Part I : The Gospel Narrative. Part II : The Gospel
Bar. 58 . Putpam .

Teaching. Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s. 6d . ; or separately, Parts I and
[“ An argument delivered before the Industrial Commission at

II , 28. each .

Washington, D.C. , December 12, 1899 . Corrected and revised .” ]

Roche, Antony, M.R.C.P.I., &c . : The Imperial Health Manual.
OUTLINES OF TEXTUAL CRITICISM APPLIED TO

Baillière , Tindall, & Cox .
THE NEW TESTAMENT, By C. E. HAMMOND), M.A. Sixth

[ ** Anthorized English edition of the Official Health Manual Edition , Revised. Crown 8vo, cloth, with 4 Plates , 4s . 6d .

issued by the Imperial Health Department of Germany . Second

English edition , revised from the latest German edition .” ]
THE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK TO THE UNIVERSITY

AND COLLEGES OF OXFORD. Fifteenth Edition . Re

Smith , Samuel, M.P .: National Defence. 2d . Thynne.
vised to January , 1901. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 28. 6d . net .

[ Reprint of letter to the Times ( February 24 ), and of an article

thereon to the Spectator (March 1 ) . ]

“ Work ” Handbooks.--Basket Work of all kinds . Edited by Paul N. COMPLETE CATALOGUE POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

Hasluck . 18. Cassell .

[Numerous engravings and diagrams. “ The greater part con

sists substantially of matter contributed by a working basket maker. " LONDON : HENRY FROWDE, OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE,

Seems very complete and practical . ] AMEN CORNER , E.C.

:
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BLACKIE & SON'S NEW BOOKS

WRITE FOR EDUCATIONAL CATALOGUE .

TERENCE - PHORMIO . Edited by W. CECIL LAMING , M.A. Cloth gilt, 4s . 60 .

This contains 22 Illustrations, including several reproductions from the Vatican MS. There is no Vocabulary.

VIRGIL - GEORGICS III. and IV. Edited by S. E. Winbolt, M.A. With or without Vocabulary . Illustrated. Is . 6d . each .
-

A FIRST LATIN COURSE, A Latin Book for Beginners, based throughout on Oral Methods of Teaching. By E. H.

Scott, B.A., and FRANK JONES, B.A. ls . 6d .

HOMER - ODYSSEY. Book I. Edited by the Rev. E.C. EVERARD Owen, M.A. With or without Vocabulary. Illustrated . 2s.
The Education il Times says : " A bright , serviceable, and scholarly edition . The well executed illustrations enhance the value of

>

the book ."

XENOPHON - ANABASIS. Book II. Edited by the Rev. G. H. Nall, M.A. With or without Vocabulary. Illustrated . 2s .

KING LEAR. Edited by D. NICHOL SMITH , M.A. (Warwick Shakespeare.) ls . 6d .

RICHARD THE SECOND. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, & c ., in The Picture Shakespeare. Cloth , ls .

MILTON - LYCIDAS. Edited , with Introduction , Notes , & c., by H. B. COTTERILL, M.A. Is . 6d ..

MILTON'S ENGLISH SONNETS. Edited by E. H. BLAKENEY, M.A. Paper, 2d . ; cloth , 3d .

AN INTRODUCTION TO BRITISH HISTORY. (For Junior Forms.) A brightly written account of British History from

earliest times to the present day. Beautifully illustrated with many pictures in colours and in black and white .
Cloth , ls . 2d .

EASY MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM PAPERS. By CHARLES DAVISON, Sc.D.,Mathematical Master at King Edward's High
School, Birmingham . Containing numerous Problems in Algebra ( up to and including the Binomial Theorem ),

Euclid (Books I.-VI. and XI.), and Trigonometry to the Solution of Triangles and Geometrical Applications. With

Answers and Hints for Solution . Cloth, 2s . 6d .

EDUCATIONAL STUDIES AND ADDRESSES. By T. G. Rooper, M.A., H.M. Inspector of Schools.

Contents.--Séguin-Manual Training - Obedience - Lord Collingwood's Theory and Practice of Education -- Gaiety in Education - Indi

vidualism in Education The Tree of Knowledge and the Tree of Life-On Spencer's “ Education ” —Geography in Elementary Education - On

Methods of Teaching Geography--Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra -An Experiment in School Gardening. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s . 6d , net .

FRENCH IN PICTURE AND TALK. Eight Pictorial Conversational Sheets, for the teaching of French to young beginners .

Each picture has the names of the objects represented printed in French, and these are to be used as the basis of

conversation lessons as fully developed in the handbook below . Boldly printed on strong manilla paper 18 x 24 inches.

Mounted on roller, 6s . per set .

FRENCH IN PICTURE AND TALK, A Handbook of Conversational French ( for Teachers' use ), corresponding to the sheets.

By MARGUERITE NINET. Price 2s.6d.

SKELETON FRENCH AND GERMAN GRAMMARS ,.

A SKELETON GERMAN GRAMMAR. By Professor H. G. ATKINS, of King's College. Printed in red and black . Cloth, ls.

This new book is intended to give the minimum of grammar requisite for reading. It does not profess to contain

everything that the pupil ought to know ; it does claim that he ought to know everything it contains. It is not

intended as a manual for the study of grammar after the old fashion , that is to say , for grammar's sake , but rather as

a guide for the beginner who proceeds direct to the translation of a German text, or begins by grappling with the

difficulties of real German in a similar way by any direct method .

A SKELETON FRENCH GRAMMAR. By Professor H. G. ATKINS, King's College , London . [ Nearly ready.

а

BLACKIE'S LITTLE FRENCH CLASSICS ,

New Volumes. Cloth, 4d . each . Complete list on application .

CHATEAUBRIAND - SELECTIONS FROM LES MARTYRS . Edited by E, T. SCHOEDELIN, B.A. , of Highgate School .

CORNEILLE - LE CID. Edited by Louis BARBÉ, B.A., of Glasgow Academy.- .

RACINE - LES PLAIDEURS. Edited by D. LOWE TURNBULL, M.A. , of George Heriot's School, Edinburgh .

MICHELET - SELECTIONS FROM L'INSECTE. Edited by MAURICE GEROTHWOHL, B.Phil. [ In May .

LONDON : BLACKIE & SON , LIMITED , 50 OLD BAILEY , E.C.
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E (2)

CU' = Xy : - cbd

Hyz – bauCU =

C c 1

- XV + az - ce

the symbolical coefficients aj , ag are transformed by the same substitution
MATHEMATICS. as the variables .

If b , b, denote a new set of symbolical coefficients , it is easily proved

that the functions a,b ,+ robą and a ba - ab, are orthogonal invariants .

9133. (W.J. GREENSTREET , M.A .) - Prove that there are Thence we get the invariant

( p - 1) {(02 + 1)" – 1 }/p2 I = (a , b, + aba) (0 , bą – agbı).

integers less than (p2 + 1) " which are divisible by p and not by p2 ( n and Or, writing a11 , 219 , and a:9 instead of a ; ?, Aydo , and az”,

p integral). I = (au - 022) 6,62 – 012 ( 6,2 – 5.2).

Solutions (I.) by Lt.Col. Allan CUNNINGHAM , R.E. ; (II . ) by R. CHARTRES, conic at the origin as axis OY. Then the conic will be represented by
In order to find the geometric meaning of I = 0 , take the tangent of the

and others .

an equation of the form 0,1 $? + 2072n + ao.7" + B18 = 0 , and I -912B ;" = 0,
( I. ) Let s ' = number of numbers ( < N ) containing P , or aj2 = 0. Hence it follows that the origin is a vertex of the conic.

( N ) pa, [ Sol . II . in Vol . ]

integer part of the number x.
14800. (R. F. Davis , M.A .) - Prore that the equations xy == ac + bu,

bd + cx , c = c + da , da = a + Cy, tc = c) + = are not independent,

Then
s' = E [ (N - 1 ) /p ] , " = E [ ( N - 1 )/ p * ).s ]

and that, given any three, the other two follow .
Let N (p2 + 1 ) ** ; then every term of (N - 1 ) contains both p and på . Solutions (I.) by H. W. Curjel. , M.A., J. H. Taylor, M.A., and others ;
Hence, in this case

( II . ) by ALETROP ; (III.) by Professor SanJÁNA, M.A.
s ' = [ (p2 + 1 ) " - 1 ]/ p , s " = [ ( 1 ° +1 ) " – 1 ] /pº,

and the number sought s' — $'' = ( 1 /p - 1 /pa) [ (y2 + 1 ) " – 1 ], which re
(I. ) The symmetry of the equations shows that it is immaterial which

duces to the form given.
three are considered as given . If the first three are given , then

= acz + buz - xbd = ac: + bce

(II. ) ( pa + 1): -1= Ap2 numbers to be considered , of which the favour
and

able cases are p, 2p,
cey + day – bdu * cey + cda ;

(P + 1 ) P , (P + 2) P, ... ( P - 1) /pº of the above .
therefore vx eb + az and uv = da + ey , unless c = 0. If c = 0, then of

the first three equations two only are independent, for they may be

14917. (A. M. Nesbitt, M.A .) — Three conics S , S2, S3 have a written ux = y h = diz, and from these with one of the remaining two

common point 0. The remaining intersections of S ,S , are the vertices the remaining equation follows .

of a triangle A1 , those of SzS, of a triangle A2 , and those of S ,Sg of a

triangle A3 . Prove that the nine sides of these three triangles all touch
( II . ) Démontrons, par exemple, que ( 4 ) et ( 5 ) sont conséqnences de ( 1 ),

the same conic U. Or, reciprocally : Given three parabolas, their common (2 ) et (3). En divisant ( 2 ) par (3),on trouve c (uv - ey ) = dry — bu ). En

da , quitangents, taking the curves in pairs, will form three triangles (one for y,introduisant la valeur de xy donné par ( 1) , il vient w - e =

each pair) whose nine vertices lie on a conic .
n'est autre que (4) . Maintenant, on déduit de même ( 5 ) de ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) et (4 ) .

On pourrait aussi s'appuyer sur ce qu'on peut supposer que a , b , c , d , e

Solutions (I.) by Professor MORLEY ; ( II . ) by Professor NANSON ; (III.) by soient les côtés d'un pentagone cyclique et x, y , z, u , v les diagonales

Professor JAN DE VRIES ; (IV .) by the PROPOSER .
joignant les sommets de deux en deux.

( I. ) Consider the more general theorem : the three common four - lines ( III . ) Let the first three be given

of three conics S , S2 , S3 , taken in pairs, are inscribed in a cubic curve . y.3-0.a - b.d = 0 , y.z -c.v - b.d = 0 , zu = ce + de ... 1, 2 , 3 ) .

For let the triangle of reference bethree lines each touching two conics . From ( 1 ) and (2 ) by cross multiplication

The conics are then

y
b

( 1 ) $ 1 ° +118283 + M1$3 $1 + ,$i$a = 0 , [by ( 3 ) ] -
ad -Uz + dx

(2 ) $22 + 1.2£3 + m2 +361 + 110$ 1 $2 = , Hence . (4 )

( 3 ) $ 32 + 136263 + 7363 $1 + 12$1 $2 = 0 . and eb + az = vx
.. ( 5) .

Eliminating &i from ( 2 ) and (3) , we have

13823 — m2&33 + terms in both £2, $3 = 0 . 10198. ( John Griffiths, M.A.) The coordinates x, y , z being

Hence a cubic, whose cubeterms are 11.073 + mat ,3 + 13.23*, can pass through proportional to the perpendicular distances from the sides of a triangle

those vertices of the three four-lines which lie on the triangle of refer- ABC, prove that ( 1) the locus of a point (x,y , z) such that its pedal

(A) That is, these nine points are the basis - points ofa pencil of cubics. circle (i.e., the circle which passes through the feet of the perpendiculars

Draw acubic through three points of one four -line which are not on a drawn from the point in question upon the sides of the triangle) touches

line, and through three points of each of the other four -lines which are the nine-point circle is the cubic

on a line. By (A ), the cubic contains all points of the first four - line . 3 (y2 —_ ) cos A + y (x2 – xa) cos B + 2 ( x2 - y^) cos C

Now take other collinear points of the second four -line ; we have again and (2) trace this curve .
a cubic meeting the former in ten points , therefore the same cubic . Thus

the theorem is proved . Solution by W. H. BLYTHE, M.A.

If, now the conics have a common line , nine of the eighteen points are It may be shown

on it , and the cubic breaks up into a line and a conic through the other that the radical axis A
nine points, which is Mr. Nesbitt's theorem . If the conics have two of the circum - circle

lines in common , we have in reciprocal form the theorem that the radical with that of the pedal

axes of three circles meet . circle is

(II . ) The envelope of the degenerate conics of the system 11S,+ 1,S, + 1383
λα + μβ + νη 0 ,

is a class cubic which when Si, S2, Sz have a common point o degenerates where

into the point 0 and a conic touching the sides of A1 , A2 , A3 . 1 ( poc + qca + rab
HI

[The rest in Vol . ] +92 + b2 + c )

14765. (Professor JAN DE Vries. )—The equation
be ( 1 + p cos A

+ cosº A ) ,
2112? + 20,92Y + ( my2 + b2x + boy = 0

with similar expres.

being referred to rectangular axes, the axes are supposed to turn about sions for u and v, and

the origin. Prove that the function I = (au- ( 1m) bjb2-012 (5,2—62 ) does where

not undergo change of form . What is the proper geometric meaning of
I = 0 ?

Pyz = ya + z?,

with similar expres Il

Solution (I. ) by the Proposer ; ( II. ) by Constance I. MARKS, B.A. , sions for 9 and .

and Professor SANJÁNA , M.A. (See Ferrers, Trilinear Cons., pp. 85-93.)

Using known symbols, we put Now the radical axis of the nine- points and circum - circle is

2,122 + 20 1929 + 12242 ( az.x; + azxz)? = az .
} (a cos A + B cos B + y cos C) = 0) ;

The axes being turned through an angle o , we have , denoting the new co
therefore the equation of the radical axis of the nine -points circle with

ordinates by ti , $2 , X; = i cos 0 + $ a sin o, Xg
the pedal circle is

- ši sin • + $a cos p.

Then
2 ( λα + μβ + νη) = a cos A + B cos B + g cos C.

dx = @jky + Agd , = (a , cos o – Aq sin o ) $ 1 + (a , sin • + 1 , cos $
Eliminate a between this equation and that of the nine - points circle , and

a1&1 + a28a.
express the condition that the resulting expression may be a complete

Hence Q1 = a, cos o- Ag sin , az = a, sin + ag cos d . square : we find

Since
$ 1 X, cos o-x, sin 0, $ a = x , sin o + x, cos , ( p2— 4 ) cos' A - 2 (91–2p) cos B cos C + similar terms 0 .

ye + al

а
3

ence .

-

0 ;

f
i
t

M

a

+
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This then is the condition that the circles touch one another. Multiply and again, (EFGH ) ( K. EFGH) (UCRH ) (HRCU ).

by xʻy2z- and substitute values of p , 7,1' : the result is the square of Therefore (ESCT) (HRCU) .

* (y2 – zº) cos A + y (z? — 1 %) cos B + = (a ? — **) cos C = 0 . Therefore TC passes through P. Therefore , from the quadrilateral

(2) To trace the curve, we notice that r , y, z is the focus of a conic CUOT, X is the harmonic conjugate of P with respect to E and H.

touching the sides of the triangle , the auxiliary circle of which touches Now, when EH is parallel to BD, P is at an infinite distance , and X

the nine -points circle . becomes the mid - point of EH .

The curve passes through A , B , C , H , O , L , M , N , I , I , 12 , 13, namely , Remarks.--- The following are some additional points of interest in
the angular points of thetriangle , the ortho -centre, circum -centre, the connexion with the figure : -

points at which AO , BO , CO meet the opposite sides, the in - centre, and ( 1 ) If EI , HK meet in O ' , 00' , AC , KI are concurrent in the harmonic

four escribed centres . AlsoHA, HB, HC , HO are the tangents drawn' conjugateof Q with respect to Aand C.

from H , and OI , OJ ,, O12, OIz the tangents from 0 . (2 ) O'A passes through X , and OA, O'C also meet in a point Y in HE,
This is sufficient to determine the curve, which is a cubic having three and the intersection of00 'and HE is the harmonic conjugate of Q with

real asymptotes ; one serpentine branch touches one asymptote and respect to X and Y.

contains an angular point, the ortho-centre, in -centre , circum -centre,
( 3) The intersection of HK with AB and the intersection of EI with

cuts the opposite side at a known point, and passes on to the opposite AD are collinear with P.
escribed centre.

( 4 ) If KI meets EH in V , then CV meets BD in the third diagonal of
When the curve cuts the circum -circle , which it does at three points the quadrilateral ABCD .

[Sol. II . in Vol.)
besides A, B, C , the point of intersection is the focus of a parabola which

touches the sides, and the direction of the axis of this parabola must give 15001. ( A. M. Nesbitt, M.A .) - Two conics U and V intersect in
the direction of an asymptote ; for the inverse point, which is also on the ABCO, and through ( ) two arbitrary straight lines OP, OQ are drawn ;

curve, is at infinity. OP cuts U in P and V in Q' ; OQ cuts U in P ' and V in Q. Prove that

Suppose the angle A in the figure to move along AC, thepositions of the four straight lines OP,OQ , PP' , QQʻ and the three sides of the tri

B and C being unchanged. If at Z the angle ZBC ZOB, the curve angle ABC all touch one and the same conic .

degenerates into a straight line ZO and a hyperbola the transverse axis

of which is ZO, and which passes through BNI,CMI., HB and HC being Solutions ( I. ) by R. F. DAVIS, M.A. , and the PROPOSER ;

tangents.
( II . ) by Professor Manson ; ( III . ) by LIONEL E. Reay, B.A.

If A still continues to move along AC between Z and Y , we find that the

serpentine branch passes through A. At Y , where the angle CAB = CBA ,
( I. ) Projecting the figure so that B , C become the focoids, the theorem

the curve again degenerates into a straight line CO andthe correspond- becomes : - If two circles l',V intersect in 0, A , and throughOtwo

ing hyperbola. secants POQ' , QOP' are drawn ( P, P' lying on U) , then a parabola can

Between Y and X the serpentine passes through (' till we obtain the be described with A as focus so as to touch POQ, QOP, PP and QQ'.

final change, when the angle BAC : BCA , and the serpentine again
This is obvious since the Simsox lines of A with respect to the triangles

OPP ', OQQ ' are coincident.
passes through B.

If the triangle be equilateral, the curve degenerates into the three ( II . ) The envelope of a line cut in in volution by three conics S , S. , Sz

straight lines AO , BO , CO . is a class cubic which when S,, S2 , S3 have a common point () reduces to

Note.- Join HA, HB , HC ; then both O and I will be found in one of the point 0 and a conic 2. 11, then, ar be the triangle formed by the

the triangles HAB , HBC, HCA. Since the curve can only cross the remaining intersections of Sp, 5q, where p , q , r = 1, 2 , 3, the sides of the

lines HA, HB, HC at H or at A , B , C, the serpentine branch must three triangles 4 , touch 2. Taking now S1, S2, S3 to be U , V , and the

cut the base of the triangle in which O and I lie . line pair OP, OQ, the three triangles A , are ABC, OPP , OQQ '. There
fore , &c .

[ Quest . 14975 ( H. Bateman ) may be treated on the same lines, its

equation being 3 (yº -- 2 “ ) sin A + ... = 0. ] ( III . ) ABC and OPP' are two Q '

[Mr. R. Tucker, M.A., calls attention to a Question almost identical triangles whose vertices lie on a

В. IP
with Quest.14975 set by Mr. F. D.Thomson and solved geometrically conic ; therefore their sides touch C

by Dr. Hırst (v. Educational Times, Oct. , 1864 , and Reprint, Vol . 11. , conic determined by the five tana conic , that is , PP' touches the

p. 57 ).- Editor .]
gents AB, BC, CA , OP, OQ .

pl

Similarly , if any other conic
Q

10049. ( J. LEMAIRE .)– Soit un quadrilatère ABCD et une droite
parallèle à la diagonale BD . Cette droite rencontre AB, BC, CD,DA through OABC cuts OP andOQ

respectivement en E , F, G , AI ; AF et AG coupent CD et BC en I et K. at. Q 'and Q, then QQ touches
this same conic .

Enfin EK et HI se rencontrent en 0. Démontrer que la droite CO passe

par le milieu de EH .

Solutions (I. ) by C. E. Hillier , M.A.; ( II . ) by D. BIDDLE. 14079. ( Rev. T. Roach , M.A . )—Prove geometrically

( I. ) First, let EH be any transversalmeeting BV in P and AC in Q.
sin - 1 + sin- ! + sin - l ) ! = } .

Let OC meet EH in X ; then I shall be the harmonic conjugate of P
Solutions ( I. ) by R.TUCKER, M.A., and LIONEL E. REAY, B.A .;

with respect to E and H.

Let AK , CH meet in R , and AI , CE in S. Then , froin the quadrilateral
( II . ) by the Proposer .

ABCD, we have P , E , F , Q , G , H in involution ; therefore P is also in ( I. ) Take a circle, diameter

the diagonal RS of the quadrilateral ASCR, i.P., RS , EH, BD are AB = 65 ,

concurrent.

BC BE = 52 , AF = BD = 16 ;

then AE 39 , AD BF = 63 .

Now ABEF is a quadrilateral in the

circle ; therefore A B

AB . EF + AF . BE = AE . BF ,

i.e. , 65EF 39.63 – 16.52,
D

5EF 189-64 125 ;

therefore EF = 25 ;

hence right angle ACB
E

&c .

( II . ) Take OA = 63, AB , perpendicular 16 ; therefore OB = 65 ,

BOA sin -128. In OB take Oxi = 12, MC,perpendicular = 5 ; there

fore OC 13, COB = sin - 1
Draw CPQ on MŘ perpendicular to OA ;

B

or

I

B

P P !

SE M

Again , let CE , HII meet in T, and CH , EK in U. Then we have

(EFGH) ( I.EFGI ) = (ESCT) ;

OTV

then CQ

QR

CP +MR 5 x 33 + 12 x

A

and OQ = 52. In OC take
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podm - 4 ;

ON = 3 , ND , perpendicular 4 ; then OD 5 , DOC = sin - it. If OD 15129. (H. W. WEBSTER , M.D .) -- It is possible to put forty - eight

is not perpendicular to OA , let it take up some position as in figure , and queens, of six different colours, upon the board at the same time , no two

draw DST and NV perpendicular to ( A ; then of a colour en prise. How are they arranged ?

DT = DS + NV = 4x • 13 + 3 x + 13 5 = OD ;
15130. ( Professor LANGHORNE ORCHARD , M.A. , B.Sc . )-An equi

therefore DOT must equal ... lateral triangle, of side-length = a, is thrown at random , " from a

height na, upon an indefinite horizontal plane which is ruled with

14888. (D. BIDDLE.)--A BC being a plane triangle having a > b > c , equidistant horizontal lines , crossed with equidistant vertical lines, so as

produce BC to D , BA to E , CA to F ; and provethat, if CD ab (a - b) , to form a number of squares, each of side -length 2a. Find the “ proba

BE = ac)( a -c), and AF be ( b - c), then D , E , F are collinear .
bility " that a side of the triangle will cut one of the lines .

15131. (C. E. YOUNGMAN , M.A .) - Given a semicircle on diameter
Solutions ( I. ) by H. W. CUKJEL, M.A., A. W. Poole, and H. Dew :

BC, draw an ordinate PN , and on NP produced take A such that
( II . ) by Rev. T. WIGGINS, B.A. BA: BC (BN + NP). Prove that the triangle ABC has

( 1. ) DB a'/ (a − b ) , AE c ? /(a — c ), FC 162 /( 1-( ) ; tan ? A = tan B tan C ;

therefore ( EA . FC.DB)/(EB.FA . DC ) = (a ?.12 . < )/(ac.be . ab) 1 ; BROCARD angle 90° - A ; BROCARD axis parallel to BC, &c .

therefore D , E , F are collinear.
15132. ( Professor NEUBERG. ) - Construire un triangle ABC, con

( II . ) Take AF and CD
F

naissant les côtés indéfinis AB, BC et un point de BrocAND 2 .

the given lengths. Produce

BA to meet FD in E ' . E , E' 15133. ( John PRESCOTT , B.A .) --- Through P, a point within the

Then , if AE = c /(a -c) ,
K angle BAC, draw a line MPN , meeting AB and AC in M and N respect

E' coincides with E and ively , such that the sum of AM and AN shallbe equal to a given length .

F, E, D are collinear .
Also draw the line so that the sum of AM and AN may be a minimum.

Draw A K parallel to BD ; 15134. ( Professor S. SIRCOM .) -- The tracing point of a Hatchet
therefore B C D

Planimeter of length c traverses a straight line. Find the curve described

FA /AK = FC/CD and AK/AE' BD / BE ; by the hatchet and obtain a construction for the Gudermannian of any
ratio 1 : c .

therefore
FA /AE' = (FC . BD) /( CD . BE' ) ;

15135. (W.H.BLYTHE, M.A.) [Suggested by Quest. 10198 and more
BE FC.BD

therefore
[b + bel(b - c ) ][ a + ab /( a− b )]

alci
general. ] Let P and Q be two inverse points. Show that a cubic can

AE CD.FA [ab (a −b) ] [bc/ (6— c) ] be drawn through A , B, C , 1 , 11 , 12 , 13, P and Q, such that PQ, PA ,

therefore (c + AE') /AE' = alc, whence AE' c/(a –c) = AE.
PB, PC, QI, QI), QI., QI, are tangents to the curve at Q, A , B , C ,

I , I ,, I., Iy .

14922. (ROBERT W. D. CHRISTIE . ) --Find a multiplier M which will
15136. ( Professor Cochez. )–Étudier les courbes

make the modular equation 19–1 = M ( 1/34 – 1 ) true for any prime ( i . ) (x - y) 2 x + 2 (x- y) y + 1 = 0 , (ii . ) y (x - 1) /x *.

whatever, e.g. , y = 6 , x = 7 , M = 8,76–1 = 8 ( - 1 ) , 1.C., 9-1 = $ -8
15137. ( R. Knowles . )—T, T are the poles of AB , CD , chords of a

or – 9 = 8 mod 17 .

rectangular hyperbola centre 0 ; AB, CD meet in E ; if o., B be the angles
Solution by the Proposer . that EO and TT make with the transverse axis , prove that tan a = cot B.

By the theory of primitive roots j2m -1 + 1 = 0 mod P112-1; therefore 15138. ( Professor SanJÁNA, M.A.) -ACA' , BCB' form a pair of con

pi?m1 – 3 (3.211 -1 + 1 ) = 0 ; therefore - 72m - 3 jugate diameters of an ellipse ; CP and CD are two conjugate semi

diameters . If A'P, AD meet in 0 (within the ellipse), prove that

(-2.1. -3-1)(2-3)
therefore BDOP is a parallelogram , and find when its area is a maximum .

1-2-3

[Geometrical proof required ; see TODHUNTER, Plane Coordinate Geometry,

X. , Exs . 43 , 44. ]

therefore 7.2.11-3-1 = 72m - 1 - pom

15139. (M. PEIKIS .) --An ellipse is inscribed in a triangle, such that

(9-- ( 20 -3.– 1 ) , its centre coincides with the centre of the circle circumscribing the tri

angle. If P and P' are corresponding points on the ellipse and its
whence M gop - 3 , where r is any root of the prime p = 4m - 1 .

auxiliary circle respectively , and the tangent at P' meets CB produced

In an exactly similar way we establish in B', and if CP . CD are a pair of conjugate diameters, show that

CB'.PN = CD.P.1 , where PN and PiN , are perpendiculars from P
( 2012-2–1)

and P, on the major axis and tho diameter CD respectively, and find the

where r is any primitive root of the prime p 4m +1. value of each side of the equation in terins of the distance il of the cir

cum - centre from the orthocentre of the triangle, and the radius R of the

circum-circle of the triangle.

15089. (The late Professor R. B. Clayton .) - Normals lying in a

given planeare drawn to a series of confocal quadrics. Show that they triangle of any triangle is a self - conjugate triangle with respect to its15140. (Professor Umes CHANDRA Ghosh . )-Show that the pedal

envelop a parabola.

Solution by the PROPOSER . Kiepert's hyperbola.

Since any normal is cut by the principal planes in a constant ratio , 15141. (Rev. G. RICHARDSON , M.A . ) - If a be an edge of a tetra

and the normals which lig in a given plane are met by the principal hedron , A the dihedral angle at that edge, 4 the area of a face, ? the

planes in three given lines , we haveto find the envelopeof a line meeting perpendicular distance between a pair of opposite edges , and V the volume ,

the sides of a fixed triangle in the points X , Y , Z, so that the ratio then 3V 2 ( 1/2 ) = 3 ( a cot A ) and 9V22 ( 1/12) Σ (Δ' ) .

XY : XZ is constant. But this envelope is known to be a parabola .

15142. (Professor Nanson . )-If

x + y + 5+ W 0 , ax + by + cz + dw 0,

QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION. (a - d) ? ( 0 – ch ” ( c + ) + ( −4)” ( c − a)+ (y + z)

15125. (G. H. Hardy , B.A.) — Prove directly that
+ (c- d)? ( a - 6 )* ( zw + xy) = 0,

du prove that x : 4 : 2 : 1 = (d -b)(a — c ;(6-0) : (d — c)(d - a )(c --- a )

lim = 1 .
✓[(412– 1 ) ( 1 – k* 11 ) ]

: (d - a )(d — b )(a − b ) : ( 6 — c ) (e- a ) (a − b) .

15126. (A. M. Nesbitt, M.A. ) [Suggested by Quest. 9153 . ]—Prove
15143. ( J. S. Lawson , M.A. )-Sum the series

that thesum of all the integers less than ( p2 + 1 ) " which are divisible by 3–20x – 30.22 — 290.23 – ... ad inf. ,

p and not by pa is ( P - 1) / 2p2 {(1 *+ 1)" - 1 } " , p and n being integral , and where x < }, the series being recurring .

that the sum of their squares is [ { (p - 1 ) X }/6p *] (2X ? – pø), where 15144. (R. Knowles.) — Prove that the sums of a finite number (3 )

X = (+* + 1)" -1. of terms in the two series

15127. ( Lt.- Col. Allan CUNNINGHAM, R. E .) -- Factorise completely 1 + (m + 1 ) x + (2m + 1 ) xº + ... + (mr — m + 1 ) ar - 1

into prime factors N 1024 + 1.101 + 1 . and 1 + (m + 1 ) 2 x + ( 2m + 1 ) * 22 + ... + (mr — in + 1 ) 2 2" - " ,

15128. ( Robert W. D. CHRISTIE.) — Let a , b be any two consecutive - being any positive integer , are respectively
members of the series (continuant) 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 8 , 13, &c . Then ( 1 + (91– 1 ) x— (mr + 1 ) x" + (mr — 11 + 1 ) xr + ' ] = ( 1 — x) ?

4a3b - 4ab3 + 1 and [ 1 + (m ” + 2m — 2 ) x + (1 - 1 ) 2 22 --(mr+ 1 ) *

It is required to find the series a ... + (2m2,9 – 2mºr + ionr – 119 — 2m + 2) 2 " +1- (mr — " + 1 )2 x++ ?] + ( 1 - x)3 .

All - h ;
4

3
--

podm - 4

*)72 - 3

- 3

19-3 ( r - 12- 24 – 2)— 1 ) ,

Se vllo 1441 – ]k = 1

.
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NOW READY.

LARGE PORTRAITS IN COLOUR

OF

His Majesty King Edward VII.
AND OF

OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS) .

8284. (D. BIDDLE.) - Each of n bags, placed in a row , contains n

balls, of colour distinct from those in the other bags. A ball is taken at

random from the first bag, and is transferred to the second, and then one

from the second is similarly transferred to thº third , and so on; and , when

the last bag is reached, a ball is taken from that and is placed in the first,

and the process is repeated until each bag has been visited in times

(putting in and taking out) . Find respective probabilities that at the

end (1) no bag shall contain two balls of the same colour, ( 2 ) all the balls

in each bag shall be of one colour, as at first , but the bags in which they

are severally found shall be different from those which they originally

occupied.

8346. (W.J. McCLELLAND, M.A .) - The triangle formed by joining

the feet of the symmedians of any triangle cuts off from the vertices

three triangles, the feet of the perpendiculars of which are the feet of the

symmedians of the co - pedal triangles. ( For the symmedians divide the

opposite sides in the ratios b2 ; c-, 2 : a , aº : b2 . ]

8578. (C. E. McVicker, M.A .) - Poncelet's theorem does not hold

on the sphere. Prove, however, that the problem , “ To inscribe in a

small circle a spherical polygonof n sides, each of which shall touch

another given small circle ,” is still either indeterminate or impossible .

8806. (R. TUCKER , M.A .) - 0 is the in - centre of the triangle ABC ,

K1 , K2 , Kzare the LEMOINE points of the triangles BOC , COA, AOB ;

show that their trilinear coordinates are proportional to to + t3 , 31, + tz,

12+ 3tz, &c . , where tı , ta , tz stand for tan JĀ , tan B, tan C respectively .

If the external bisectorsof the angles A , B , C meet the opposite sides in

P , 7 , 9 , thenpK1, 2K ,,, rK , intersect by pairs on the internal bisectors of

ABC in L, M , N say ; prove area of

ALJIN 104?. R/ (s + a) (8 + b ) (8 + c) .

Find also the area of the triangle K,K,Kz.

Her Majesty Queen Alexandra.

Reproduced from Oil Paintings by Mr. W. H. MARGETSON,

who was specially commissioned by Messrs . Cassell &

Company to prepare them .

Each Portrait is printed on plate paper about 21 inches by

153 inches.

These magnificent Portraits are issued at 6d. each , printed

on plate paper ; or mounted on cardboard, with suspender's

(suitable for hanging on school walls ), price 1s. each .

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

sent to the Mathematical Editor,

Miss CONSTANCE I. Marks, B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd . , West Kensington , W.

Can be seen at the leading Educational Booksellers

throughout the Kingdom.

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited ,

La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.

EDUCATIONAL REVIEW.
.

THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY .

Thursday, May 8th, 1902.-Dr. Hobson , President, in the Chair .

Mr. J. E. Wright, Trinity College, Cambridge, was elected a member.

Dr. G. Prasad was admitted into the Society .

The following communications were made to the Society :

Prof. Burnside : " On Groups in which every Two Conjugate Opera

tions are Permutable."

Mr. A. E. Western : “ Fermat's Theorem on Binary Powers."

Mr. H. S. Carslaw : “ The Application of Contour Integration to

the Solution of Problems in the Theory of Conduction of Heat, and

to the Development of an Arbitrary Function in Series . "

Dr. G. Prasad : “On the use of Fourier's Series in the Theory of

Conduction of Heat."

Dr. F. S. Macaulay : “ Some Formulæ in Elimination.”

The President will represent the Society at the centenary cele

bration of the birth of Abel, which is to be held at Christiania in

September, 1902.

Edited by NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER .

FRENCH VERBS MADE EASY.

By C. PAYNE.

PRICE SIXPENCE .

A strong linen card , only measuring, 10 inches by 61 inches, and
when folded 6} by 3 } inches, yet containing all the Irregular Verbs,

as well as the Four Regular Conjugations and everything that has to

be known about the Verbs, and so arranged that it can be committed

to memory in a few lessons without the slightest difficulty. Thousands

of copies have already been sold , and it has been introduced into some

of the leading public schools and other educational establishments .

To be obtained through all booksellers, or post free at published price

from

O. PAYNE, 42 George Street, Croydon.

The usual discount allowed to Schools .

“ We find the ‘ Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable at every

turn .” — MICHAEL E. SADLER, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports,

Board of Education, London , England. September 13, 1901.

“ I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

from reading the · Educational Review . ' The educational world can

never repayyou for the work you have put into that richly stored

magazine. I have just gone through the entire twenty -one volumes in

order to get some things that I especially desired, and I am simply

amazed at what I find in those volumes .” — WILBUR P. GORDY, High

School , Hartford , Conn . September, 1901 .

“ To men like myself it is a sort of working library . Its volumes

stand always at my elbow .” — Prof. Paul H. Hancs , Harvard University.

" The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

education ." – New York Times.

“ An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

be proud. There is nothing better in educational journalism in any

country. And it has an editor who has convictions, and the courage of

them ." --- School and Home Education , Bloomington, Ill .

“ The ‘ Review ' has from the first issue taken its place at the head

of American periodicals devoted to education. It is, indeed, the first

educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of

educationalists abroad.” — Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti, Mich .

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900. Highest Possible Award. 14s. 6d. a Year, 1s . 100. a Copy . Ten Numbers, none being issued

for July and August. Current numbers kept in stock .

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

THE ONLY "GRAND PRIX ”.PENS.
SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

'

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Nos. for Schools-351 , 352 , 382 , 404 , 729 , 303, 170, 166 , 5, 6 ,

292, 293, 291 (Mapping), 659 (Drawing ) ; and ( for Vertical
Writing ) 1045 , 1046 .

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT-BOOK

AGENCY,

20 High Holborn, W.C.
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PRIZE BOOKS,

RELFE BROTHERS (Ltd.)

have a very large and carefully selected stock of Books suitable for School and College Prizes,

in handsome Calf, Morocco, Cloth, and other Bindings.

RELFE BROTHERS INVITE INSPECTION OF THE STOCK AT THEIR SHOW-ROOMS.

NEW AND COMPLETE CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE NOW READY, POST FREE UPON APPLICATION.

RELFE BROTHERS, Limited,

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS, AND GENERAL SCHOOL STATIONERS,

6 CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS , ALDERSGATE , E.C.

THE SCHOOL WORLD. CASEY'S EUCLID.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and Progress . Price 6d.
THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID,

BOOKS I.–VI. , and PROPOSITIONS I.-XXI . of BOOK XI.

June Number Now Ready . Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPHERE, CONE, &c. , with Copious

Annotations and Numerous Exercises.

By JOHN CASEY, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland,

CONTENTS. Vice -President, Royal Irish Academy, &c. , &c .

Tenth Edition , price 48. 6d ., post free ; or in Two Parts , each Half- a - Crown .

THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS AT PREPARATORY

SCHOOLS. ( Illustrated .) By CHARLES GODFREY, M.A. A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

THE CORONATION OF KING EDWARD VII. By A. JOHNSON IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ."

Evans , M.A. By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin.

SOME SUGGESTIONSFOR TEACHINGMENSURATION AND
Second Edition , Small 8vo , price 6s.

SURVEYING. ( Illustrated .) II.: Surveying and Levelling. By

S. DE BRATI , M. Inst. C.E. A SEQUEL TO THE
THE TEACHING OF LATIN IN LOWER FORMS. By W.

FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID .”

EDWARDS, M.A. Sixth Edition , Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s . 6d ., cloth . Now ready.

LANGUAGE COURSES IN AUGUST. By J. W. LONGSDON , M.A. Now Ready, Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged, 564 pp. , price 12s.

EDUCATION IN GERMANY. By C. E. WRIGHT, M.A. A TREATISE ON THE

THE OXFORD HOMER. ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

WALKING TOURS IN THE TYROL. ( Illustrated . ) By E. L. OF THE POINT, LINE , CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS.
MILNER -BARRY, M.A.

Containing an account of itsmost recent Extensions, with numerous Examples.

A HOLIDAY GAZETEER. A Selection of Favourite Holiday New Edition . Crown 8vo.

Resorts of Teachers. A TREATISE ON

NATURE NOTES FOR JUNE . By the Rev. Canon STEWARD , M.A :
ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

CURRENTGEOGRAPHICAL TOPICS . Volcanoes of Martinique

and St. Vincent . By Dr. A. J. HERBERTSON, M.A., F.R.G.S.
With numerous Examples and Questions for Examination .

Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp ., price 3s.
PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS ON THE EDUCATION BILL.

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General ; Scottish ; Irish ; Welsh ; KEY TO THE EXERCISES
Current History .

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

SENIOR OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATION, JULY, 1902.

Revision Test Papers.
With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition . Price 3s.

JUNIOR OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATION, JULY, 1902.
A TREATISE ON

Revision Test Papers.
PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

PRELIMINARY OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATION, JULY, Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions, with numerous Exanıples,

1902. Revision Test Papers , Crown 8vo. Second Edition,

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS. Crown 8vo, price 5s.

CORRESPONDENCE : A TREATIS ON

A Delicate “ Wet " Test for Potassium . By Chas. W. HALE . - The Training

and Registration of Teachers. By SARA A. BURSTALL, B.A.
SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY,

ANDITSAPPLICATION TO GEODESY ANDASTRONOMY.

With numerous Examples.

LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED ;

HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO ., LIMITED , 104 GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN.
NEW YORK : THE MACMILLAN COMPANY.

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO .

:

Crown 8vo, cloth . Price One Shilling.
Crown 8vo , Paper Covers, pp . 262. Price 28. Net.

SIMPLE ESSAYS

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES.

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR,

ASSISTANT MASTERS IN MERCHANT TAYLORS ' SCHOOL.

66

The words and phrases in this book are well chosen .” — Educational

News, October 13, 1900.

* Extremely valuable .” — Guardian, September 12 , 1900 .

“ A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

in parallel columns arranged under such headings as ' Relationships,'

Class-Room Objects, ' ' Colours, ' &c . "--School World, August, 1900 .

" The book . . . supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

in the concluding chapters are well selected .” — Educational Times,

August, 1900.

WITH THEIR OUTLINES.

By M. MACMILLAN , B.A. (Oxon . ),

Principal and Professor of English Literature, Elphinstone College ,
Bombay.

Fifth Edition ,

LONDON : SIMPKIN , MARSHALL, HAMILTON , KENT, & Co. , Ltd.

THE LIFE OF THE BARONESS VON BÜLOW .

BY HER NIECE , THE BARONESS von Bülow - WENDHAUSEN .

With Preface by W. T. Harris . ( U.S. Commissioner of Education . )

All Educational Libraries, Kindergarten Societies, &c . , should possess

a copy of this interesting Biography .

2 vols . , 8vo, 15s. 6d. net.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL & COLLEGE TEXT-BOOK AGENCY,

20 High Holborn, London, W.C.
(Close to Chancery Lane and Gray's Inn Road. )LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.
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MESSRS. LONGMANS & CO.'S LIST..

By Cyril Ransome, M.A.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLAND..
FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE DEATH OF QUEEN VICTORIA.

ELEVENTH EDITION. With Tables, Plans, Maps, Index, & c .

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d . Or, in Two Parts, 2s . each . PART I .: To the Death of Elizabeth , A.D. 1603. Part II .: A.D. 1603 to 1901.

A SUMMARY OF RANSOME'S SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

With 22 Maps and Plans and 34 Genealogical Tables. Crown 8vo, ls .

By Samuel Rawson Gardiner,Gardiner, M.A. , LL.D.

A STUDENT'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO 1901.

IN ONE VOLUME, with 378 Illustrations. Crown 8vo , 12s .

Or, in THREE PARTS :-VOL. I. : B.C. 55 to A.D. 1509. With 173 Illustrations . Crown Svo, ts . VOL . II .: 1309 to 1689 . With 96 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 4s . VOL . III .: 1689 to 1901 . With 109 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 48 .

PREPARATORY QUESTIONS ON THE ABOVE. By R. SOMERVELL, M.A., Assistant Master at Harrow School. Crown 8vo, ls .

A SCHOOL ATLAS OF ENGLISH HISTORY.

With 66 Maps and 22 Plans of Battles, &c . Fcap. 4to , 5s .

OUTLINE OF ENGLISH HISTORY, B.C. 55 TO A.D. 1901 .

With 96 Woodcuts and Maps. Fcap. 8vo, 2s . 60 .

Crown 8vo, 2s . 6d .

By Benjamin Hall Kennedy, D.D.

THE REVISED LATIN PRIMER.

THE SHORTER LATIN PRIMER.

EXERCISES ON THE SHORTER LATIN PRIMER.

Crown 8vo, ls .

By M. G. and J. E. KENNEDY and H. WILKINSON, M.A.

Crown 8vo, ls . 6d .

A KEY, for the use of Masters only . 2s . 9d . net , post free .

The Child's Latin Primer, or First Latin The Public School Latin Primer. Edited with
Lessons ; with Questions and Model Exercises, adapted to the Principles of the sanction of the Head Masters of the Nine Public Schools included in Her

the Public School Latin Primer. 121o, 28 . Majesty's Commission. 12mo, 2s. 6d.

The Child's Latin Accidence. Extracted from the Subsidia Primaria , Steps to Latin ; Companion

Child's Latin Primer, and containing Declensions, Conjugations of Regular and
Exercise-Books , adapted to the Public School Latin Primer. By the Editor of

Irregular Verbs, Particles, Nunerals, Genders, Perfects and Supines, a Parsing the Primer. Part I. , Accidence and Simple Construction , 2s. 6d . Part II . ,
Scheme, and a Brief Syntax - all that is necessary to lead Boys up to the Public Syuta.r , &c . 3s. 60 .

School Latin Primer. . 12mo, ls .
AKEY', for the use of Masters only , Parts I. and II., 58. 21. , post free .

Second Latin Reading-Book ; or, Palæstra Latina.

Adapted to the Public School Latin Primer. 12mo, 5s . Subsidia Primaria, Part III . Manual of the Rules of
Construction in the Latin Compound Sentence : a SCPPLEMENT to the Public

The Public School Latin Grammar. Cr. Svo , 7s.6d . School Latin Primer. 12mo, ls.

By LÉON CONTANSEAU, M.A.

A Practical Dictionary of the French and English Languages . Post 8vo , 3s . 6d .

A Pocket Dictionary of the French and English Languages. Being a careful Abridgment of the

Author's “ Practical French and English Dictionary," preserving all the most useful features of the Original, condensed in a much

smaller Volume. Square 18mo, ls . 6d .

By A. A. SOMERVILLE, M.A. By ENNIS RICHMOND,

Author of " Boyhood," and "Through Boyhood to Manhood."
A First French Writer. For the use of Lower and

Middle Forms of Schools . Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d . The Mind of a Child. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d . net .

LONGMANS, GREEN , & CO . , LONDON , NEW YORK, AND BOMBAY.

London : Printed by C. F. HopgSON & Sox , 2 Newton Street, High Holbom , W.C .; and Published by FRANCIS HODGSOX. 89 Farringdon Street, E.C.
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COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS. NOTICE:--The
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The Half-Yearly General Meeting ofthe Members TIMES ” for AUGUST will contain the CLASS

of the Corporation will beheld at the College, Blooms LISTS of SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES at the MID

bury Square, W.C. , on Saturday, the 19th of July , SUMMER EXAMINATIONS of the College of Pre

1902 , at 3 p.m. THE CALENDAR FOR 1902
C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary . ceptors .

is now ready, and may be obtained from Mr. F.

PRECEPTORS. HODGSON, 89 Farringdon Street, E.C. Price , free
.)

EXAMINATIONS , 1902 . by post , GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, LONDON , W.

1. DIPLOMAS. - The next Examination of Teachers
To Members of the College ls, 6d . Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.

for the Diplomasof the College will commence on the

8th of July, 1902.- At the Midsummer Examination,
To Non -Members 2s, bd . Dr. F. J. Karx , Mus,Bac. Cantab ., Principal.

personswhohave previously passed in Theory and Prac G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES, Esq. , Director of Examinations.tice of Educationat theDiploma Examination may be The Calendar contains, in addition to the Lists if

examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach . Members, and of Schools sending in candidates to the
EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING,

SINGING , THEORY , and all branches of Music will
2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS. The Mid Certificate Examinations , the Regulations respecting be held in London and 350 Provincial Centresin

summer Examination for Certificates will commence on the Examinations to be held in 1902 , &c. , and the July (June for Scotland and Ireland ) , when certificates
the 1st of July , 1902 . will be granted to all successful candidates.

EXAMINATION PAPERS The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical3. LOWER FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The

Midsummer Examination will commence on the 1st of set at the Certificate , Lower Forms, Professional Pre
Music for Diplomas of Associate ( A.L.C.M. ) , Licentiate

(L.L.C.M. ) , the Teachers' Diploma ( L.C.M.), and
July , 1902 .

liminary, and Diploma Examinations held in 1901. Fellowship ( F.L.C.M.), take place in July (June for
4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA. Scotland and Ireland ) and December .

TIONS.- These Examinations are held in March and SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of ( 1) The
September . The next Examination will commence on T. GEORGE'S TRAINING | Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), (2 ) The new Cumulative

the 2nd of September, 1902. COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS, Certificate, and (3) Four Exhibitions value £6. 6s. each ,

5. INSPECTION
may be had of the SECRETARY.AND EXAMINATION OF EDINBURGH .

SCHOOLS.-Visiting Examiners are appointed by the Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER.
In the Educational Departinent students are received

and thoroughly trained under the best professors atCollege for the Inspection and Examination of Public
This College provides a complete Course of Profes- moderate fees. Day and Evening Classes are held.

and Private Schools.
sional Training for Ladies who desire to become Teach

PRIZES. A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special
ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families.

Diploma Examination.The following Prizes will be The Course, which lasts for one year, includesattend: Subjectsfor Teachers and others is held at Easter,
August, and Christmas .

offered for competition :-Theory and Practice of Edu- ance at the University Lectures on Education , in

T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary .
cation , £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ), £ 5; Mathe- addition to Lectures delivered by the CollegeStaff,and

matics, £ 5 ; Natural Science, £5. The Doreck Scholar
the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex .

ship of £ 20 will be awarded on the results of the Christ. perience in ClassTeaching in good Schools.Students HE ASSOCIATED BOARD

mas Examination . are admitted in January and October. For prospectus

and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 MelCertificate Examination . - Prizes will be awarded as
ville Street , Edinburgh .

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND THE ROYAL

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula COLLEGE OF MUSIC
tions :

FOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC .

First Class.-- Four Prizes for General Proficiency ; O ME AND COLONIAL
Patron -- HIS MAJESTY THE KING.

two each for Classics, Mathematics, Modern Lan
SCHOOL SOCIETY.

guages, Natural Sciences , and English subjects ; one President - H.R.H . THE PRINCE OF WALES , K.G.

for Scripture History ,
( Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes

Second Class. - Four Prizes for General Pro
with the National Froebel Union . )

LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONS held annually in

March and April at all Centres . In London and a few
ficiency . Training College (non-Government Branch ) for Suburban Centres they are held in November and

Third Class.-- Four Prizes for General Proficiency. KINDERGARTEN TEACHERSand LOWER FORM December as well as March and April . (See Syllabus A. )

Two Medals will also be awarded to the best Candi. MISTRESSES IN HIGH SCHOOLS ,
SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, held three times a year

dates in Shorthand . HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE, N.
viz . , March and April, Juneand July , and October and

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be
Principal - Rev. D. J. THOMAS, M.A. November. (See Syllabus B. ) Entries for the June

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College ,
Vice- Principal - Miss M. M. PENSTONE.

July Examination will be received on or before May

Bloomsbury Square, W.C.
Head of Kindergarten - Miss G. JOHxsox . 14th , 1902.

C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary . Students trained for the Examinations of the National Specimen Theory Papers set in the Local Centre and
Froebel Union . School Examinations of 1896 to 1901, inclusive, can be

Special arrangements made for Students obtained on application to the Central Office. Price 3d .

per set, per year, post free .

. COLLEGE of High . Copies of Syllabuses A and B, and all information ,
There is a House of Residence under the sanction of will be sent on application to

PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination for Certi

ficates recognized by the Board of Education, the
the Committee.

A High School for Girls under the Inspection JAMES MUIR, Secretary .

Incorporated Law Society , theGeneral Medical Council, 14 Hanover Square , London , W.
the Royal College of Physicians of London, the Royal of London University , with Transition Classes and a

Telegraphic address : “ Associa, London , "

College of Surgeons of England, the RoyalCollege of Kindergarten , isattachedto the College for purposes

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of of Demonstration and Practice.

Great Britain , and other bodies , on the 2nd, 3rd , and
Apply -- THE SECRETARY, Highbury Hill House , N. LONDON MATRICULATION .

4thof September, 1902.

The Examination will take place in London, and at

the following Local Centres : - Birmingham , Bristol ,
CHANGES in the REGULATIONS ,Diploma Correspondence College.

Leeds,Liverpool.

Examination Fee , 25s. A HIGH-CLASS CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION. NEW COURSES

Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors, Specially arranged Courses for
Are being prepared by

Bloomsbury Square, W.c. University Correspondence College .

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary . MATRICULATION Under the Vew Regulations

LATIN IS NOT COMPULSORY;
AND

UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN .

THE UNIVERSITY OF ST. General Elementary Science is no longer

a Subject of the Examination ,

to WOMEN

60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad . Full particulars on application to the Principal Full particulars POST FREE on application to

For Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARY, L.L.A. THE SECRETARY ( Univ . Corr. Coll. London Office ),

Scheme, The University, St. Andrews, N.B. Dr. KNIPE, Dip. Corr. Coll . , Fishponds , Bristol . 32 Red Lion Square, Holborn, W.C.

Но

PROFESSIONAL _PRELIMINARY Wower Formation Schoortresses in the

AND

T A.C.P.
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BEDE

DATCH

Ditchelor (400 pupils SCHOO

NIVERSITY COLLEGE OF EDFORD COLLEGE FOR JOINT AGENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.

NORTH WALES, BANGOR . WOMEN 23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON),
( Incorporated under Royal Charter,and a Constituent

SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.

College of the University of Wales. ) YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET, W.
Registrar - Rev. F. TAYLOR, M.A. Cantab .

Principal-H . R. REICHEL, M.A., LL.D., late Fellow
Principal - Miss ETHEL HURLBATT.

Low Commissions. Liberal Discount.

of All Souls College, Oxford.
The Session 1902-3 will open on Thursday, October

Headmasters having vacancies on their staffs , and2nd .
Assistant

DEPARTMENTS The College provides Instruction for Students pre
lasters seeking appointments, are asked to

Subjects . Professors .

paring for the University of London Degrees in Arts, communicate with the REGISTRAR .

Science, and Preliminary Medicine, also instruction in
Office Hours - 10 a.m. to 5 p.in., Saturdays, 10 a.m.to

Greek W. Rhys Roberts, Litt.D.,late Fel . subjects of General Education. 1 p.m. Interviews generally between these hours or by

low of King's College, Cambridge . There is a Training Department for Teachers, a
special appointment.

Latin E. V. Arnold , Litt.D., late Fellow Hygiene Department and an Art School.

of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Students can reside in the College.

JOINT ACENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.
French and German Frederic Spencer, M ... ( Camb . ),

Full particulars on application to the PRINCIPAL.

Phil. Doc . ( Leipzig ). (Under the management of a Committee appointed by

Semitic Languages ... T. Witton Davies, B.A. , Ph.D. EDFORD COLLEGE
the Teachers' Guild , College of Preceptors, Head

FOR
Mistresses' Association , Association of Assistant

History J. E. Lloyd, M.A., Lincoln College ,
WOMEN

Mistresses, and Private Schools ' Association .)

Oxford . (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON) ,
Address - 74 GOWER STREET , LONDON , W.C.

Constitutional History The Principal. YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET, W.
Registrar - Miss AGNES G. COOPER.English Language W. Lewis Jones,M.A., late Scholar DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

and Literature of Queens' College, Cambridge. IN TEACHING , This Agency has been established for the purpose of

enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessary
Philosophy ... James Gibson, M.A., late Fellow of Head of the Department - Miss HANNAH

cost .

St. John's College, Cambridge. ROBERTSON, B.A.
All fees have therefore been calculated on the

lowest basis to cover the working expenses.

Mathematics G. H. Bryan, Sc.D., F.R.S., late The Course includes full preparation for the Examina Head Mistresses of Public and Private Schools, and

Fellowof Peterhouse ,Cambridge. tions for the Teaching Diplomas granted by the Uni. Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap

versities of London and Cambridge, held anmally in pointments, are invited to apply to this Agency.
Welsh J. Morris Jones , M.A., late Scholar

December.
of Jesus College , Oxford . Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

and Private Families ; Visiting Teachers for Music,
Physics E. Taylor Jones, D.Sc.

ATCHELOR TRAINING COL- Art, and other special subjects ; Foreign Teachers of
Chemistry J.J.Dobbie , M.A., D.Sc., late Clark various nationalities ; Kindergarten and other Teachers

Fellow of Glasgow l'niversity. LEGE FOR TEACHERS.
are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to

Biology R. W. Phillips, M.A. (Camb. ). CAMBERWELL GROVE , S.E. supply suitable candidates for any vacancy .

D.Sc. ( Lond .), late Scholar of School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged.

St. John's College, Cambridge.
Principal - Miss Rigg . Office hours — 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Hours for

Zoology
interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 2 p.m.

Philip J. White, M.B. ( Edin .),
Jistress of Method - Miss CARPENTER .

F.R.S.E. Other Teachers and Lecturers.
to 5 p.m .: Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only, when the
Office is closed .

Agriculture Thomas Winter, M.A. ( Edin . ) , Provides a practical course of professional training

F.G.S. for Teachers in Secondary Schools , with abundant oppor

Education J. A. Green , B.A. tunity for class teaching in the CHOOL BOARD FOR LONDON

and other Schools .

Inclusive Tuition fee £11 . ls, a year. Laboratory Students prepared for the Cambridge Teachers ' Certi

Fees additional, on the scale of £ 1. 1s. per term for six ficate and London Teaching Diploma. HEAD AND ASSISTANT TEACILERS FOR PUPIL

hours a week . Free Studentship awarded annually to a University TEACHERS' SCHOOLS.

The College Courses qualify for the Degrees of the Uni- Graduate in September or January, when the College

versity of Wales, and include most of the Subjects for courses begin.

Degrees of London University in Arts and Science. Also a kindergarten Division preparing for the Exam- ( a ) The Board require a HEAD MASTER for the

Students wishing to grunate in Medicine in the Uni: inations of the National Froebel Union. Also a Pre
“ Battersea Pupil Teachers' School , Amies Street ,

versities of Edinburgh and Glasgow can make one Annus paratory Division preparing for Inter. Arts , or Cambridge Lavender Hill , S.W.

Medicusatthis College. There are specialDepartments Higher Local Examination.
The School meets on the morning and afternoon of

for Agriculture and Electrical Engineering, a Day Fees £15 to £ 20 a year for Non - residents . each day, except Wednesday and Saturday afternoons,

Training Departinent for men and women, and a De . A comfortable Hall of Residence . Terms moderate. but the Board reserve to themselves the right of also

partment for the Training of Secondary Teachers.
utilising the services of the Teachers on certain evenings ,

The average cost of living ( in lodgings) and tuition at
The Course of Instruction comprises the subjects

HE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING Included in Schedule V. of the Board of Education'sBangor for the Session (33 weeks) is from £ 30 to £ 40 .

A Hall of Residence for Women , under the supervision Code and the Science and Art subjects taken by Pupil

of Miss Mildred Fowle , who is the College Lady Super
Teachers under the Regulations of the Directory of

Principal - Miss M. PUNNETT, B.A. ( Lond . ) .
intendent of Women Students, is now open . Board of Education , South Kensington .

At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (which
A residential College providing a year's professional The salary will be £ 350 per annum , rising hy £5 per

comiences in September in each year) over20 Scholar training for Secondary Teachers. annum for each year of satisfactory service to a maximum

ships and Exhibitions, ranging in value from £ 40 to £10 , Teacher's Certificate ('Theory and Practice), and forThe course includes preparation for the Cambridge of £ 400.

will be offered for competition.

For detailed information as to Courses , Entrance and the Teachers' Diploma of the London University. The
( 6 ) The services of a Woman ASSISTANT qualified

other Scholarships,& c., apply to the Secretary and Teaching, in addition to those of the Resident and qualifications for teaching Needlework , are required byStudents attend the Cambridge University Leciures on
to teach the subjects set out in Schedule V , of the New

Code of the Board of Education , and with special
Registrar.

Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for
Bangor. J. E. LLOYD, M.A. practice in teaching science, languages, mathematics, the Board's , Pupil Teachers' school, Offord Road,

and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge.
Barnsbury, v.

Students are admitted in January and in September.
Salary of Assistant Teacher £ 130 per annum , rising

OF scholarships,and bursariesmay be obtained onapplica:

Full particulars as to qualifications for admission, by annual increments of £ 5 to £ 165 per annum .

Notices applicable to (a ) and ( 6 ).

tion to the PRINCIPAL, Wollaston Road , Cambridge. Applications to be made on Form 40 P.T., on which ,

(A Constituent College of the University of Wales. )
with other information, copies only of three testimonials

DEPARTMENT FOR THE TRAINING OF
must be given. A copy of this form can be obtained

MARIA GREY TRAINING from the Clerk of the Board . If a written application

SECONDARY TEACHERS.
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS offer is made for one it must be accompanied by a stamped

(Recognized by the Cambridge Syndicate .) a full Course of Professional Training to Ladies who and addressed envelope or wrapper.

desire to become Teachers in Secondary Schools , or in Applicationsmust be received by the CLERK OF THE
Kindergartens. BOARI), School Board Offices, Victoria Embankment,

Professor of Education - J. A. GREEN , B.A. Lond ., For all particulars as to qualifications for Entrance, W.C., by or before the first post on Wednesday, July

Assisted by Miss A. N. Johnston , M.A., and Terms, scholarships, Hall of Residence ,& c., apply to 9th , 1902.
Mr. F. FLETCHER, B.A. the Principul, Miss ALICE Woods, at the College, Applicants who applied for the recently advertised

Salusbury Road , Brondesbury, London, N.W. vacancies for Assistants in the Board's Pupil Teachers

Preparation is offered for the Cambridge Diploma
Schools can have the Form 40 P.T. they then submitted

( Theoretical and Practical) and for the Teachers' THE INCORPORATED placed before the Committee on informing the Clerk of

Diploma of the University of London .
the Board by or before the first post of Wednesday,

Full particulars of the Course (which is open to both FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,
July 9th .

men and women students ), Fees , Scholarships, &c. , TALGARTH ROAD , WEST KENSINGTON , LONDON , W. should be marked outside " P.T. Schools."
All communications on the subject of this notice

may be had on application to the REGISTRAR .
Chairman of the Committee , Mr. W. MATHER, M.P. Candidates from the country invited to attend the

Treasurer - Mr. C. G. MONTEFIORE . Committee will be allowed third -class return railway

Secretary - Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A. fare to London, and , if necessary , hotel expenses not
LONDON exceeding ten shillings a day for two days. Ii applica;

TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS.

( UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) .
tion for such payinent is made it must be accompanied

Principal - Miss E. E. LAWRENCE. hy receipted vouchers ; but if a candidate , after being
DEPARTMENT FOR TRAINING TEACHERS FOR

SECONDARY SCHOOLS. KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL .
nominated , refuses to take up the appointment, these

expenses will not be allowed . Applicants who do not

The Course, which is intended to meet the require
Headmistress - Miss A. YELLAND . receive, on or before July 12th , a summons to attend

ments of the Teachers' Registration Council, is both Further particulars may be obtained on application before the Committee will understand that they have
Practical (including properly directed work in a Second to the PRINCIPAL not been included in the list of candidates to be seen .

ary School) and Theoretical(preparing for the London and will not be further communicated with ,

Teachers' Diploma and the Certilicate of the Teachers'

Training Syndicate ). TOUNG LADY ( Senior Associated
The Course occupies a year , beginning in October or 7XPERIENCED young Lady NURSE

January. The fee is £ 30 for the year if paid in advance , Senior Cambridge dis. Harmony) pupil of Dr. G. M. (Norland Training) seeks Re-engagement in

or £ 10 . 10s. per Term (three Terms). Garrett, desires post as MUSIC MISTRESS. Six years' School or Institution (Girls' preferred ). Excellent testi
For further particulars apply to the SECRETARY, experience. Non -res. £ 80 ; res , . £ 45. - E . B., 9 Warwick monials. £ 35 to £ 40.--M., 167 New Park Road ,Brixton

King's College, Strand , W.C.
Road , Stratford -on - Avon . Hill , S.W.

THEOLCAY BOR WOGE TRAHLENS.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

THE

KING'S COLLEGE

YOU
Board Piuno,1.3 M. advanced Honours Singine, EXPE
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University Tutorial College. BURLINGTON CARLYON COLLEGE.
Principal: WILLIAM BRICCS, LL.D., M.A. , F.R.A.S. CORRESPONDENCE

Vice- Principal : JOHN BRICCS, M.A. , F.Z.S. LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS.

SEPTEMBER MATRICULATION . COLLEGE. LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER . ARTS and

SCIENCE, B.A., and B.Sc. Classes (small) Day and

Morning Class . Evening. Vacation Tuition and Classes, Matric , and

A Morning Class meets daily ( Saturdays excepted )

27 Chancery Lane, London ,
Inter, Arts Revision Classes.

from 10 to 1. Students may take up this Course imme Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

diately after the publication of the June List ( July 16th , Preliminaries, Accountants ', Scholarship

1902 ) for a fee of £6. 16s, 6d . Principal:Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. Examinations: Oxford and Cambridge,

R.U.I. & .

Recapitulation Class . (Honours, Oxon .; and Lond . ). Papers Corrected for Schools.
A Recapitulation Class will be held during the three

Private tuition forall Examinations.
weeks immediately preceding the Examination , com TUTORS, Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.
mencing Monday, August 25th .

The Staff includes Graduates of London, Oxford, KERIN , B.A. Lond., First of First Class Classical

During the last five years 391 Students of Univer. and Specialists .
Cambridge, and Royal Universities, Science Medallists, Honours, Editor of “ Phædo," “ Pro Plancio,” & c .

sity Tutorial College have passed the Matriculation
SUCCESSES.

Examination of London University , with the third, PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE 1892–1901. -- London Matric., 84 ; Inter. Arts, Sc., and

fourth , and seventeenth places in Honours. Prel, Sci., 105 , 6 in Hons.; B.Sc., 1896-1899 , 11 ; B.A.,

1891-1901, 63, 11 in Hons.; many other Successes. Scholar

Private Tuition MATRICULATION ,
ships, R.U.I., Indian Civil, Oxford and Cambridge, &c.

in all Subjects may be taken up during l'acation . B.A. LONDON, 1899 - 1901, 28 successful.

Summer Vacation Classes for beginners B.A., B.Sc.
M.A., 3 ( 1898, 1899, 1901 ) .

IN PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, (London l'niv ., Royal Univ ., Dublin Univ . ),

BOTANY, AND ZOOLOGY.

These Classes commence Monday, July 28th , 1902, L.L.A.
FREE.

at University Tutorial College , London , and meet daily. ( Degree for Ladies , St. Andrews) ,

The Chemistry , Botany, and Zoology Courses extend

over three weeks, commencing Tuesday, Jugust 5th , A.C.P., L.C.P., F.C.P., PROFESSOR DENNEY AND
and the Physics Course is completed in the week com - 1

mencing Monday, July 28th. OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE MR. LYDDON -ROBERTS,

Summer Vacation Revision Class
LOCALS.

Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,
FOR B.Sc. On a thoroughly individual system , which

Classes are held in Chemistry, Physics, Pure and ensures the closest attention to the needs of each have, through the courtesy of the College of

Mixed Mathematics, Geology, Zoology, and Botany, for candidate . Full corrections of papers, with time-saving Preceptors, issued the following

the B.Sc. Examination, October, 1902 , commencing notes, criticisms, summaries, model answers, and solu .

Tuesday, August 5th , at University Tutorial College, tions.
FREE GUIDES .London , and extending over a period of four weeks. I Single subjects may be taken - Latin , Greek ,

Special attention is paid to practical work . French, German , Italian, Mathematics, Mechanics,

Physics, Chemistry, Logic, Psychology, Political Eco
1. A.C.P.

At the B.Sc. Examination , 1901, 45 Students of noiny, &c.
2. L.C.P. 76University Tutorial College were successful, with

7 places in Honours. For TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &C. ,
3. F.C.P. 75

Address-Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. , And have also published the following Guides,

Pull particulars of Classes may be had from

THE VICE-PRINCIPAL, University Tutorial College, BURLINCTON CORRESPONDENCE COLLECE, 4. SCHOLARSHIP ,

32 Red Lion Square, Holborn , W.C. 27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON 5. CERTIFICATE. 40

These Guides are supplied gratis to all who menUEEN'S COLLEGE, LONDON.
ENGINEERING AND CHEMISTRY. tion this paper and state they intend sitting for

The GOVERXESS ES ' BENEVOLENT INSTI . examination .

TUTION will shortly present FOUR FREE TY AND GUILDS OF LONDON Those applying for L.C.P. or F.C.P. Guide must

INSTITUTE . give date of passing A.C.P.or L.C.P. Those apply .
for a period of four years. ing for a Certificate Gnide should state year of

Candidates must be daughters of officers, professional
SESSION 1902-1903.

passing the King's Scholarship and number on the

men , or gentlemen of equal position , between 14 and 18 The COURSES OF INSTRUCTION at the Institute's list .
years of age, in some measure dependent on a Governess Central Technical College (Exhibition Roud ) are for
relative .

Students not under 16 years of age ; those at the In

Applications can be made at this office until August 16. stitute's Technical College, Finsbury, for Students
NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,

A. WESLEY DENNIS, not under 14 years of age . The Entrance Examinations 47 MELFORD ROAD, East DULWICH , S.E. , and
Secretary to the Governesses'

to both Colleges are held in September, and the Sessions 110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON, S.E.
32 Sackville Street, W. Benevolent Institution . commence in October . Particulars of the Entrance

Examinations, Scholarships, Fees, and Courses of Study

THE ANSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLECE may be obtained from the Colleges, or from the Hend
Office of the Institute , Gresham College, Basinghall

FOR WOMEN TEACHERS
Street, E.C.

CITY AND GUILDS CENTRAL TECHNICAL

( LING'S SWEDISH SYSTEM ).
COLLEGE

There are more openings for Students trained at this ( EXHIBITION ROAD, S.W. )

College than can be filled . A College for Day Students not under 16 preparing to

Apply for Prospectus to the Principal , The Leasowes, ical and other Manufacturers, and Teachers. Fee for a
becomeCivil, Mechanical, or Electrical Engineers, Chem

Halesowen . full Associateship Course, £ 30 per Session . Professors:
FOR BOTH HANDS.

Civil and Mechanical Engineering - W.C. UNWIN ,

MATRICULATION and F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.
WHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT BY THOSE WHO KNOW :

PROFESSIONAL PRELIM . EXAMS. - Mr.A.W . Electrical Engineering - W . E. AYRTOX, F.R.S. ,

BAIX , B.A. ( Lond . ), Inter. B.Sc. (Lond . ) , F.C.S., Anglo
Past Pres. Inst. E. E. " Has no Rival; " " Perfect, "

Saxon and Early English Text Society's Prizeman (Univ.
Chemistry - H . E. ARMSTRONG , Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S. ( H.M. INSPECTORS.)

Coll . , Lond . ), Silver Medallist and Exhibitioner in Mechanics and Mathematics - 0 . HENRICI, Ph.D., " Scientific ; " “ Natural. "

Chemistry (Univ. Coll., Lond .), Honours in Theoretical LL.D., F.R.S.
(SECONDARY TEACHERS .)

and Practical Chemistry (S.K.), &c . , holds Classes for
CITY AND GUILDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, “ The Ideal System ; " “ The Best. "

these and other Examinations, at 207 Gray's Inn Roud ,

London , Couching in Science and Higher Mathematics,
FINSBURY

( ELEMENTARY TEACHERS .)

& c .. for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition . 12 (LEONARD STREET, CITY ROAD , E.C. ) " Incomparably Superior. "

years' successes. A College for Day Students not under 14 , preparing to ( COLONIAL TEACHERS .)

enter Engineering and Chemical Industries, and for
If you wish to get

TORRESPONDENCE TUITION,
Evening Students. Fees £ 15 per Session for Day

Students . Professors :
“THE BEST RESULTS" in

Classes, or Private Lessons in all Subjects for all Physics and Electrical Engineering - S. P. THOMPSON , “THE SHORTEST TIME " with

Examinations, & c., at moderate fees. Correspondence D.Sc., F.R.S.
“ THE LEAST LABOUR ”

courses arranged to suit needs of individual pupils. Mechanical Engineering and Jathematics - W . E.

Many recent successes. - F.J. BORLAND , L.C.P. ( Science DALBY, V.A., B.Sc., M. Inst. C.E.
Adopt Jackson's System and you will certainly have them .

and Math . Prizeman ), Victoria College, 87 Buckingham Chemistry -- R . JIELDOLA, F.R.S., F.I.C.

Palace Road , S.W., and Stalheim , Brunswick Road ,

Sutton , Surrey . Schools visited and Examinations con
City and Guilds of London Institute , Send for Illustrated Pamphlet to the Publishers,

ducted . Gresham College , Basinghall Street, E.C.
SAMPSON Low , MARSTOY & COMPANY, Ltd.,

St. Dunstan's House , Fetter Lane , London , E.C.

' INSTITUT COMMERCIAL DES

Tutorial Work during the Summer Holidays, TEACHERS AND OTHERS.
Advanced French and German ( studied abroad ) and ETAMPES, Moss ( Belgique ) , is desirous to enter into Wanted , CurrentEnglish POSTAGE STAMPS ,

English. Moderately high Classics. Experienced in relations with private Families who are prepared to over-printed " Board of Education ” as received on corre
Coaching. Apply -- G . B., “ EducationalTimes ” Office , receive youngGentlemen en pension during the vacation spondence. Used only purchased . - W . H , PECKITT,
89 Farringdon Street, London, E.C. period. Please write with terms and references. 1440 Strand , W.C.

Q

PUPILS de CITY

JACKSON'S SYSTEM

OF

UPRIGHT PENMANSHIP

LONDON

COR

To
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FREE GUIDE TO THE

SCHOOL PRIZES.

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION,,
BY THE

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION POSTAL INSTITUTION .
BICKERS & SON have the largest and most varied

stock in London of BOOKS hadsomely bound in Calf

and Morocco , suitable for SCHOOL PRIZES .

NEW EDITION (80 pages ) , containing advice as to books to read for

the December 1902 and June 1903 Examinations, and the mode of

Study , and statistical tables ( not obtainable elsewhere ) . A copy of the

Guide will be sent gratis and post free to any candidate onapplication

to the Manager of the Institution , Mr. E. S. Weymouth , M.A. , 27

Southampton Street , Strand, London , W.C.

401 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to 1901 , 69 with distinction.

The Institution prepares through the post for various University

Examinations and for the A.C.P. , L.C.P., and F.C.P.

They have had more than fifty years' experience, and

have long had the reputation of being one of the best

Bookbinding Firms in England.

Catalogues post free.

EXAMINATION PAPER School Books supplied at 25 per cent . discount,

and a Term's credit .
AS USED BY THE

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet

bears their Watermark .

BICKERS & SON, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON , W.C.

Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets ...

960

per Ream, 2s. 68 .

58. od.
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900. Highest Possible Award.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Ledger, Cash Book , and Journal, 1s. per 100 Sheets.

Music Paper, 1s . per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

PENS.HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON, W.C.

THE ONLY GRAND PRIX ”+

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Nos . for Schools - 351, 352 , 382, 404, 729 , 303 , 170, 166 , 5 , 6,

292 , 293, 291 (Mapping), 659 ( Drawing) ; and (for Vertical

Writing ) 1045 , 1046 .

Crown 8vo, cloth. Price One Shilling.

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES . CAREY'S "GRADUS AD PARNASSUM ."
WITH THE ENGLISH MEANINGS.

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR ,

ASSISTANT MASTERS IN MERCHANT Taylors' SCHOOL .
Revised , Corrected , and Augmented by a Member of the University of Cambridge.

Post 8vo, cloth, price rs.

THE STATIONERS' COMPANY, STATIONERS' HALL, LONDON.

“ The words and phrases in this book are well chosen . ” — Educational

News, October 13, 1900.

" Extremely valuable .” - Guardian , September 12, 1900 .

" A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

in parallel columns arranged undersuch headings as· Relationships,'

Class -Room Objects , ' Colours,' &c ." --School World, August , 1900 .

“ The book . . . supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

in the concluding chapters are well selected .” — Educational Times,

August, 1900 .

Journals, Blackboard Stencils, Pictures for the Schoolroom and Home.

Catalogues and Lists on application .

.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL & COLLEGE TEXT -BOOK AGENCY ,

LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY, LUDGATE Hill, E.C.

20 HIGH HOLBORY , LONDON, W.C.

( Close to Chancery Lane and Gray's Inn Road . )

NORTI LADI

The Governors invite applications for the HEAD PORTSMOUTH AND SOUTHSEA .

a marked" Head
а

TORTHERN POLYTECHNIC MANNERS' SCHOOL, HOLIDAY ARRANGEMENTS.

INSTITUTE .

HOLLOWAY, Loxpox, Y.

Wanted an ASSISTANT MISTRESS in the Day above School.MASTERSHIP (University Graduate required ) of the

School (Mixed) of the above Institute to teach ordinary
Apartments found for Visitors on application to

Form subjects. Good disciplinarian. Commencing scholar. At thepresent time there are 141 pupils in the SECRETARY SOUTHSEA HOLIDAY BUREAU ,

salary £ 105 perannum . Applications to bereturned by School , and the average of the last three yearsis 135 . 281 FAWCETT ROAD , SOUTISEA .

9th July, 1902, on forms to be obtained from W. M.
Particulars may be obtained on application by letter

MACBETH , Clerk to the Governors.
to the undersigned, to whom candidates are requested Enclose Stamped Envelope .
to send in their applications with copies of not more

will be glad to Let her pleasant and healthful ' Mastership ,” on or before July 7th , 1902. THE MOST NUTRITIOUS.

House for five or six weeks during August and Septem
W. H. HEATHCOTE .

ber ( Vacation ). Would suit large family, or tutor
Sheffield and Rotherham Bank ,

taking reading party. Terms, references, &c . , on par.
Bakewell.

ticulars being sent to H., Grammar School, Scarborough . Sixteenth Edition , with Map . 12mo.

COMMENTARIES ON

tember. Graduate or equivalent preferred. LL.B., late Dean of the College of Preceptors.

Salary £ 80, with capitation fee of £ 1 per pupil per BOOKS I.-V, With Notes Critical and
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.annum for each fee paying pupil up to 20, £ 1. 10s. for

Explanatory, a Vocabulary of all the

each fee paying pupil from 21 upwards ; number incur words in the Text , and Easy Reading
rent term , 17. Lessons for Beginners price 3s. 6d .

Mistress must be prepared to take charge of Boarding BOOKS I. - VII. do . do . 4s. 6d .

house , for which an additional capitation fee will be paid. Do. ( without the Reading Lessons) 4s. Od .

Applications, stating age and qualitications, with copies

of recent testimonials, must be sent, not later than the
Twenty- fifth Edition .

BOOK I.

21st July , to the undersigned , from whom further par
(with Vocabulary, Reading

Lessons, &c . ) 1s . 6d .

ticulars may be obtained .

D. F. LLOYD ,Solicitor , Lampeter. LONDON : LONGMANS & Co., PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C. BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

EAD MISTRESS wanted, in Sep. CÆSARELIC COAN.BA,K.ISHISTER,M.A.,
HF

E PPS's

COCOAC
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SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO'S

Educational Publications ,

97

:

NOW READY. THIRD REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION .
NEW STUDENT'S EDITION .

THE STUDENT'S CHEMISTRY : being Outlines of Inorganic NEW METHODS IN EDUCATION : Art, Real Manual Training,

Chernistry and Chemical Philosophy. Adapted for the Advanced Stage of the Nature Study . Explaining processes whereby hand, eye, and mind are educated

Board of Education's Examinations in Inorganic Chemistry, the Oxford and by means that conserve vitality and develop a union of thought and action. By

Cambridge Local Examinations, the Examinations in Chemistry at the various J. LIBERTY TADD. With a wealth of Illustration . Imp. 8vo, cloth , 8s. 6d .
Universities , & c . By R. L. TAYLOR , F.I.C., F.C.S., Organizing Science net.

Master for the Manchester School Board , Author of " Chemistry for Begin
Recommended to all who are interested in the introduction into our schools of

ners , Analysis Tables for Chemical Students,” &c. With over 600 Ques

tions and Problems, Crown 8vo, 5s.
real and profitable art training." - Atheneum .

“ It contains all that elementary teachers will be able to make use of. " - School
Guardian ,

LOW'S CHEMICAL LECTURE CHARTS . A Series of Twenty - five

sheets, 40 in . by 30 in ., price £1 . lls. 6d . net ; backed with Linen, £2, 10s. net ;

backed with linen , varnished , and mounted on rollers, £3. 10s. net.

Prospectus giving full particulars post free on application .

ART .-ELEMENTARY HISTORY OF ART. By N. D'ANVERS.

Fourth Edition, revised and brought up to date. With 375 Engravings.

Crown 8vo , 10s.60.; or in two parts, in plainer binding :-1. Architecture and
Sculpture, 5s . ; II . Painting : Ancient and Modern , 6s.

WORKS ON CHEMISTRY.

By R. L. TAYLOR , F.I.C. , F.C.S.
GEOGRAPHY.-PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By A. Guyot. Pro

fusely Ilustrated . 4to, 10s, 6d.

CHEMISTRY FOR BEGINNERS. Adapted for the Elementary

Stace of the Science and Art Department's Examinations in Organic Chemistry. GEOGRAPHY.-ECLECTIC PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By R.
Fifth Edition , enlarged . Illustrated , With 200 Questions and Problems,

Crown 8vo , 2s.6d .
HINMAN . With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo , 5s .

APPENDIX.- EXERCISES IN PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY , MOSTLY QUANTITATIVE.
Crown 8vo , 24 pages , paper covers , 6d . GEOMETRY.-- A PRIMER OF ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

CHEMICAL PROBLEMS WITH SOLUTIONS : being the Key to
( Solid Geometry, & c . ) . By G. T. PLUNKETT. Crown 8vo , 2s . 6d.

the Problems in “ Chemistry for Beginners ” and “ The Student's Chemistry .”

By R. L. TAYLOR and S. PARRISHI, A.R.C.S. ( Lond . ) , Teacher of Chemistry
GRAMMAR.-AN ENGLISH GRAMMAR WITH ANALYSIS AND

in the Central Higher-Grade School, Leeds. Crown 8vo , cloth , 24. 6d . PROSODY. For the use of Teachers and the Higher Classes in Schools. By

S. E. STRONGE, M.A., Q.C.I., Inspector of Schools : and A. R. EAGAR,

ANALYSIS TABLES FOR CHEMICAL STUDENTS. Adapted for M.A., T.C.D., First Senior Moderator, and sometime Professor of English

the Advanced Stage of Practical Inorganic Chemistry and the Elementary and Language at Alexandra College, Dublin . Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s.

Advanced Stages of Practical Organic Chemistry . Crown 8vo , limp cloth ,

ls. 3d . APPENDIX , paper covers, 3d .
HEAT.-- A SCHOOL COURSE IN HEAT. Revised and Enlarged .

By CHAPJIAN JONES.
By W. LARDEN, M.A., Assistant Master in the R.N.E. College, Devonport,

late Science Scholar, Merton College, Oxford. Fifth Edition. Enlarged and

PRACTICAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY : a Course of Elementary re-written , Crown 8vo , cloth , 5s.

Experiments. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s, 6d. A Text-book at Rugby, Clifton , Cheltenham , Bedford , Birmingham , Uppingham ,

and other eminent Schools and Colleges.

By JOHN MILLS, F.R.A.S.

ALTERNATIVE ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY : being a Course of HISTORY.-SCHOOL CHRONOLOGY ; OR , THE GREAT DATES

Lessons adapted to the requirements of the New Syllabus of Chemistry recently OF HISTORY. By the Rev. W. J. CONYBEARE, M.,1 ., sometime Fellow of

instituted by the Science and Art Department. With a Preface by Professor Trinity College , Cambridge. New Edition, by the Rev. EDWARD CONYBEARE.
THORPE, F.R.S. Illustrated with 65 Drawings. Crown 8vo , 104 pages , cloth , 16mo, paper cover, ls.

Is . 6d .

CHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS : a Text -book for the Elementary HISTORY . - HARMONY OF HISTORY. By Ashley BICKERSTETH ,

Course , Science and Art Department. With over 300 Illustrations. Crown B.A. 4to , 2s, 6d .

8vo , cloth , 3s. 6d .

ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. Alternative Course, HISTORY.-OUTLINES OF ROMAN HISTORY. Four Periods on

1887-91 inclusive . Crown 8vo , boards, ls. Sheet . By Ashley BICKERSTETH , B.A. 4to, 2s . 6d .

ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN CHEMISTRY :
MECHANICS . - A TEXT-BOOK OF MECHANICS AND HYDRO

Theoretical and Practical. Ordinary Course, 1887-91 inclusive. Crown 8vo ,

boards, ls.
STATICS. By HERBERT HANCOCK , M.A., F.R.A.S., F.R.Met.Soc., late

By T. HANDS, M.A.
Scholar and Triple Prizeman at St. John's College, Cambridge , Lecturer on

Geometry to the Architectual Association , London . With over 400 Diagrams.

NUMERICAL EXERCISES IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Crown Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s.

8vo, 2s. ; with the Answers , 28. 6d . ; Answers separately , 6.1.

PHILOSOPHY.- DUGALD STEWART'S OUTLINES OF MORAL

PHILOSOPHY. By JAMES M'Cosi . With a Memoir, Supplement, and

THE BIBLE FOR THE YOUNG. A Series for Schools and
Questions. Post 8vo, 3s. 6d .

Families. By Rev. J. PATERSON SMYTH , B.D., LL.D., Author of " How we
got our Bible ," " How God inspired the Bible," " How to read the Bible," | PHYSICAL EDUCATION. HOW TO GET STRONG AND HOW

* The Old Documents and the New Bible , ” &c. TO STAY So. By WILLIAM BLAIKIE. With Illustrations. 16mo,

The Guardian says of first volume :- “ Packed with thought. Very far above 1
cloth , 5s.

the average standard of Sunday- school lessons.” Similarly warm appreciation is

expressed by the Record , Literary World , Bookman, &c . , & c. PHYSICAL EDUCATION.-SOUND BODIES FOR OUR BOYS
The aim of this series is expressed by the Latin motto in the Introduction | AND GIRLS. By WILLIAM BLAIKIE . With numerous Illustrations.

Placere, docere , movere. ist . To make the Bible characters live before the

child . 3rd . To move his heart to definite high purposes.
16mo, cloth , 2s , 6d .

But it is under the 2nd

head (“* docere '') that the chief characteristic of the seriesappears -- the effort, running

all through, to save the child from scepticism in after - life by guarding him against PHYSICAL EDUCATION .-A MANUAL OF SWEDISH DRILL

the crude and narrow teaching of the Bible in his childhood. FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. By GEORGE L. MELIO , Gold

The old plan was to wait till religious diilienlties had made people unbe- Medallist. New Edition . Crown 8vo, boards, 2s , 6d .

lievers , and then give them books of Christian evidence to win them back by

explaining that their childhood's teaching had not been quite correct, and must

now be modified by a broader and slightly diferent view. This series tries the PHYSICAL SCIENCE. SHORT STUDIES IN PHYSICAL

other method of not exposing them to unbelier.
SCIENCE. By VAUGHAN CORNISH , M.Sc. Illustrated . Crown 8vo ,

cloth , 5s .

Now READY.

GENESIS, ST. MATTHEW, ZOOLOGY.-TEXT-BOOK OF ZOOLOGY. By Dr. J. E. V. Boas,

Lecturer in Zoology in the Roval College of Agriculture, Copenhagen. Trans

JOSHUA, AND THE JUDGES. lated by W. J. KIRKALDY, Tutor in Natural Science to the Association for the

Education of Women , Oxford , and E. C. POLLARD , B.Sc. Lond ., Assistant

Single Volumes, ls. ; cloth , Is. 6d . net . Two Volumes together, 52 lessons, Lecturer in Biology, University Extension College, Reading. Illustrated

including 4 for Festivals, cloth , 2s. with 427 Figures, 1 vol, roy . 8vo , cloth extra , 21s, net.

99

London : SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & COMPANY, Ltd. , St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.
>
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CASEY'S EUCLID.
EDUCATIONAL REVIEW.

Edited by NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER.

6

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ,

BOOKS 1.-VI. , and PROPOSITIONS 1.-XXI . of BOOK XI .

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPHERE, CONE, &c . , with Copious

Annotations and Numerous Exercises.

By JOHN CASEY , LL.D., F.R.S. , Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland,

Vice-President, Royal Irish Academy, &c. , &c .

Tenth Edition , price 48. 6d ., post free; or in Two Parts, each Half - a - Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID .”

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin ,

Second Edition . Small 8vo , price 6s .

A SEQUEL TO THE
FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID .

Sixth Edition, Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s . 6d . , cloth . Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged , 564 pp. , price 12s .

A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE , CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS .

Containing an account of itsmost recent Extensions , with numerous Examples,

New Edition . Crown 8vo.

A TREATISE ON

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions for Examination.

Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp ., price 3s.

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition . Price 3s.

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions, with numerous Examples.
Crown 8vo . Second Edition ,

Crown 8vo, price 5s.

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY

AND ITS APPLICATION TO GEODESY AND ASTRONOMY.

With numerous Examples.

“ We find the ‘ Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable at every

turo." - MICHAEL E. SADLER, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports ,

Board of Education , London , England. September 13 , 1901 .

“ I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

from reading the ‘ Educational Review . ' The educational world can

never repay you for the work you have put into that richly stored

magazine. I have just gone through the entire twenty - one volumes in

order to get some things that I especially desired , and I am simply

amazed at what I find in those volumes."-WILBUR P. GORDY, High

School , Hartford , Conn . September, 1901.

" To men like myself it is a sort of working library. Its volumes

stand always at my elbow . ” — Prof. Paul H. Hants, Harvard University.

“ The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

education ." - New York Times.

" An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

be proud. There is nothing better in educational journalism in any

country. And it hasan editor who has convictions, and the courage of

them ." - School and Home Education , Bloomington , Ill .

" The ' Review'has from the first issue taken its place at the head

of American periodicals devoted to education . It is, indeed , the first

educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of

educationalists abroad.” — Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti, Mich .

14s. 6d. a Year, 1s . 100. a Copy . Ten Numbers, none being issued

for July and August. Current numbers kept in stock .

SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT -BOOK

AGENCY,

20 High Holborn , W.C.

HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO. , LIMITED , 104 GRAFTON STREET , DUBLIN.

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO.:

Now Ready . Demy 8vo , cloth , price 28. 6d . , free by post .

To Members of the College the price is 1s . , or 1s . 6d. free by post .

THE SCHOOL WORLD.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and Progress . Price 6d.

July Number Now Ready.
THE

CALENDARCONTENTS.

By OF

The College of Wreceptors,

FOR THE YEAR 1902 :

CONTAINING

THE ENGLISH ESSAY IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

J. H. FOWLER , M.A.

THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS AT PREPARATORY

SCHOOLS, ( Illustrated .) II.: Arithmetic. By CHARLES GODFREY,
M.A.

LABORATORY FURNACES. ( Illustrated .) By HUGH RICHARDSON,
M.A.

A HOLIDAY TRIP IN NORTH ITALY. By DE V. PAYEN -PAYNE.

NEWREGULATIONS OF THE IRISH INTERMEDIATE
EDUCATION BOARD.

THE REPORT OF THE MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION

ON THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY. By A. W. SippoNS, M.A.

A NEW FRENCH DICTIONARY.

THE ENCYCLOPÆDIA BRITANNICA.

THE EDUCATION OF OFFICERS FOR THE ARMY.

EDUCATION AND THE STATE.

NATURE NOTES FOR JULY. By the Rev. Canon STEWARD, M.A.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE UNIVERSITIES ON SCHOOL
EDUCATION.

HOLIDAY COURSES : THEIR ADVANTAGES AND DIS.

ADVANTAGES. By MICIAEL E. SADLER , M.A.

AN AMERICAN VIEW OF ELEMENTARY ARTEDUCATION .

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS. Set Subjects for 1903 .

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General ; Scottish ; Welsh ; Current

History .

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

CORRESPONDENCE :

A Colonial View of “ Rhodes " Scholarships. By W. W. BLACKALL, B.A.

Proper View of Punishment. By T. JONES.- The Teaching of Drawing. By

C. ĜASQTOINE HARTLEY.

All information respecting the objects and operations of the College,

Lists of Officers, Examiners, and Members, the Regulations of

the various Examinations, 8c., with an Appendix containing

the following Examination Papers :

1. Papers set at Examination of Teachers for Diplomas, Midsummer, 1901 .

2 . Do. do . do . Christmas, 1901 .

3. Papers set at Examination of Pupils for Certificates, Midsummer, 1901 .

Do. do . do . Christmas, 1901.

5. Papers set at Professional Preliminary Examination , March,
1901 .

6 . Do. do . do . September, 1901 .

7. Papers set at Lower Forms Examination ... Midsummer, 1901 .

8 . Do. do . ... Christinas, 1901 .

Nos. 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 may be had separately , price , free by post, 7d . each

Nos . 7 and 8 , price, free by post , 4d . sach set .

4 .

set .

LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED ;

NEW YORK ; THE MACMILLAN COMPANY.: LONDON : FRANCIS HODGSON, 89 FAKRINGDON STREET, E.C.
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PROFESSOR MEIKLEJOHN'S SERIES. MR. EDWARD ARNOLD'S LIST.

Julius Cæsar. Edited by M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A.

(Oxon .). Crown 8vo, 136 pp . 1s. Od.

“ The apparatus of explanation and coinmentary is very complete. The intro
ductory matter ( 19 pages) sets forth the probuble date of the play, the source ofthe

materials, the duration of the action , the dates of the historical events referred to ,

the details of the plot and a sunmary as well , and an account ofthe chief characters

both as represented in the play and as known to history .” — The Educational Times

A New Geometry Book.

ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY. By W. C. FLETCHER, M.A.,

Head Master of the Liverpool Institute, late Fellow of St. John's

College, Cambridge . Small crown 8vo, cloth. [In a few days.
This book is meant to contain the irreducible minimum of

geometrical knowledge, less than the whole of which is not worth

considering as knowledge at all . It contains the whole substance of

Euclid I.-IV. and VI . , with the exception of the unimportant proposi

tion IV . 10.

A FIRST GEOMETRY BOOK, A Simple Course of Exercises

based on Experiment and Discovery, introductory to the study of

Geometry. By J. G. HAMILTON, B.A. , Lecturer on Geometry at

the Froebel Educational Institute , and F. KETTLE , B.A. , Head

Master of Clapham High School for Boys. Crown 8vo, fully

Illustrated , cloth, ls. Answers ( for Teachers only ), 6d .

A Short Arithmetic . By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A., and A. H.

Baker, B.A. Crown 8vo, 196 pp .
1s. Od.

With Answers, 1s. Bd .

" For boys and girls competing for the various County Council Scholarships

nothing better could be desired .” — The Teachers ' Aid .

" It is one of the best Short Arithmetics érer produced . A great feature is the

large number ofexamples culled from the various public examinations."

The Teachers' Monthly .

.

A Short Geography, with the Commercial Highways of

the World . Nineteenth Edition. Crown 8vo, 196 pp. . Is. Od .

“ Terse , practical, informative, and statistic . This shilling Geography is exactly

what a School Geography needs to be . "-The Teachers' Aid .

" Clearness and conciseness exemplified . ” — The Private Schoolmaster.

History and Geography of Australia .

THE AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH : Its History and

Geography. A Reading Book for Schools . With numerous

Illustrations and a Coloured Map. 144 pages. Cloth, ls .

This book has been written by a gentleman who has lived for some

time in each of the Australian States, and who has an intimate

knowledge of all that concerns the new Commonwealth . With the

proclamation of the Commonwealth the island continent took a new

place among the nations of the world, and its new importance is now
being emphasized in the schools of the Mother Country.

:

Australasia : its Geography, Resources , Commerce, and

Chronicle of Discovery. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown

Sro, 86 pp. . 6d .

:Asia : its Geography, Resources, Commerce, & c. By M.J.C.

MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown 8vo, 92 pp . ( Ready shortly .) 6d .

Africa : its Geography, Resources, and Chronicle of Dis

covery up to 1897. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Oxon . Third

Edition . Crown 8vo, 76 pp . 4d.

The British Colonies and Dependencies : their Re
sources and Commerce. With Chapters on the Interchange of
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The Educational Times.
elementary system . But in no case will the Exchequer

grants exceed three - fourths of the total expenditure on

this branch . The proportionment of the grant in aid to the

As we anticipated, the closure has financial inability of a district is no new principle, and in

The Education Bill

in Committee. already been invoked to drive the Educa- | many places its operation will be beneficent. But the pro

tion Bill through Committee. In spite of posal generally is a complex affair. It gives a sharper edge to

glaring breaches of the principle of a single Authority - a the question of the educational relations of local areas and the

principle, however, that need not be made a fetish — the first Government, especially on the keenly disputed point of control.

clause was carried as it stood , not without angry manifesta . It is conditioned by no requirement of an equivalent con

tions of dissent. Mr. Balfour contented himself with pleading tribution from the rates . It ought to improve education .

that the Authorities set up by the Bill would, at all events, One can only hope that measures will be taken to ensure such

be an improvement upon the existing system . We trust the improvement. This large grant, be it noted, is confined to

modest expectation will be realized . Very much will depend elementary education.

on the spirit that guides their action. Our hopes would Naturally on Clause 2 the first amendment sought to render

have been higher if their responsibility had been less the provision of secondary education compulsory -- to replace

vicarious, though it is something to have obtained a clear'“ may ” by “ shall. "” While many Local Authorities will

declaration that the ultimate control shall lie with the need no urging to do their duty in this most important

Council, and not with the Committee of the Council. matter, it cannot be ignored that there are many districts,

Before entering upon Clause 2 , Mr. Balfour found it mostly country areas, where the conception and appreciation

necessary to make an explicit statement on the financial part of secondary education are extremely rudimentary, and where

of the Bill . The result is that the Government propose the desire for it is kept in severe restraint by a vigorous dis

to insert in Part III . , after Clause 10, a new clause, pro- like of rates . It would be an amiable rather than a practical

viding that idea to hope more from leading the Authorities in such

in lieu of the grants under the Voluntary Schools Act of 1897, and under districts than from driving them ; and some of them have
Section 97 of the Elementary Education Act of 1870, as amended, there
shall be annually paid to every LocalEducation Authority out ofmoneys already had healthy experience of pressure from the Board

provided by Parliament (a ) a sum equal to 1s . per scholar, and ( b ) an of Education . Mr. Balfour eventually offered a compromise,
additional sum of 1d . per scholar for every 2d . by which the product ofid. rate falls short of ios, per scholar, but the total amount payable to so that the clause should read : “ the Local Authority shall

any Local Education Authority on account of all Parliamentary grants, consider the needs and take such steps , after consultation
including the grant under this section ,shall not in any year exceed three with the Education Department, as may seem desirable to
fourths of the total expenditure of the Authority under Part III . of this

Act, and the amount payable under this section to the Local Educa- |aid the supply of education other than elementary. ” The
tion Authority shall, where necessary , be reduced accordingly . For thepurposes of this section the number of scholars shallbe taken as the number compromisewas accepted, and it will probably suffice in

of scholars in average attendance as certified by theBoard of Education practice. The Education Department is not likely either to
in public elementury schools.

let backward districts go to sleep or to overdrive them .

This means that the grant to voluntary schools, which was But what is this education " other than elementary " ?

£ 640,000 last year, and the grant to necessitous School One does not quite understand why there should be so much

Boards, which was £ 220,000, are to be discontinued , and reluctance to express its contents in positive form . We will

that to this £ 860,000 is to be added from the Exchequer a fill the gap with Mr. A. J. Mundella’s analysis :

fresh sum of over £ 900,000, making a total of £ 1,760,000, or
The education described as “ other than elementary " ' which will be

more than double the grants given since 1896 . Instead of brought under the new Authority falls under two distinct classes. The

making an equal distribution of about 7s . 6d . per scholar, Classes,” by meansof schools and collegesof various sorts, private and
first class comprises the education, primary and secondary, of the middle

the all -round grant is fixed at 4s . a head , the balance public, which have not hitherto been under a public Authority. The
being destined to relieve such districts as are unable other second class comprises the higher or continued education of scholars in

public elementary schools, for which the means hitherto adopted have

wise to sustain the burden thrown upon them by the been evening schools and classes, higher-grade schools, science and art
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classes, municipal technical schools, pupil-teacher centres , and training of office. One would anticipate that they will be declared
colleges for teachers .

free. The College is to be heartily congratulated .

There is no great mystery about the matter, but, in view
The result being satisfactory, we do not care to consider

of the stringent limitation of the sphere of elementary edu
the official explanations too curiously. If the Council re

cation , it is well to have definite conceptions. It is Clause 2
fused to surrender to the late Liberal Government, this , we

that must make provision for all these varied branches of

are assured, was because of the provocative manner of Sir
the important department of secondary education, and it

William Harcourt's delivery of a summary and peremptory
cannot define too clearly the intentions of the Legislature. demand. The present decision, on the other hand, has been
After much debate, Mr. Balfour agreed to another com

promise, extending his previous concession in these terms : merits of the case , which led to the view that it was not
reached on a calm and dispassionate consideration of the

education other than elementary , " including the training
merely the wisest, but “ the only , step to be taken to carry

of teachers and the general co -ordination of all forms of
out the designs of King's College.” The plain and simple

education . ” An ardent educational spirit might have

fact is that the step was inevitable, unless the College was
prompted a more liberal and explicit phraseology on a matter
that goes to the very roots of national prosperity and prepared to stand out of the London University movement

and to maintain an independent position, without share inadvancement.

Of the financial amendments , we may notice particularly University College has been working for some three -quarters
the Parliamentary grant. One cannot but recall the fact that

the one that aimed at making it compulsory, instead of

optional, on the part of a Local Education Authority to apply and that King's was founded expressly to counterbalance the
of a century without ever having a shred of religious tests,

the whole of the residue under the Local Taxation Act - the

whisky money -- for the purposes of secondary education.
non -ecclesiastical institution in Gower Street by instruction

under Church oversight and influence . The historical de
Here again the rates came into competition , and the voice
of the agricultural member waxed loud and insistent, but it relopment has its lessons, though it would be ungenerous to

press them just now .

was significant that Sir William Hart Dyke most heartily
Another point, which we should not have sought, but

supported the amendment, especially in the interests of which we may not avoid, is forced upon us by the manner in

technical education. Happily the House took the same which the Bishop of London and Principal Robertson have

view , and the amendment was carried by 251 against 151

a majority of 100. No doubt, as Mr. Mundella points out , Principal is reported to have said that he regards the new
dealt with the new situation in public utterances. The

1) theand ( 2) the obligation to (3 ) provide schools which shall be step as a proclamation that the Church of England, in ac
)

cordance with her best and noblest traditions , positively
( 4 ) sufficient in number, (5 ) suitable in curriculum , (6 ) ad

welcomes as her ally the very best work that can be done in
equate in staff, ( 7 ) equipment, and (8 ) maintenance, (9) ef

ficient in results, ( 10) moderate in fees, ( 11 ) representative in disinterested pursuit of truth in every form as an ally of
the name of science and literature — that she welcomes the

management, and (12) available for all who desire to attend .”'

That is the counsel of perfection. But, in all the circum - wise, indeed , the Church would be maintaining two contra
religion and piety. Here is a true note . If it were other

stances, there seems to be good reason to be thankful for the
dictory positions and placing herself in an attitude not a

measure of improvement that has so far been attained .
little trying to thoughtful and sincere minds. We believe

the Principal is entirely right , and we rejoice with him that,

The following resolution was passed at on the present occasion , the Church has recognized her best
King's College,

a meeting of the Council of King's College, and noblest traditions. But a difficulty remains: the higha

London, on June 13 , hy a majority of 22 principle is limited . The theological staff, who might be

votes against 2 : expected to be the most disinterested of all searchers after

That, in view of the situation created by the University of London truth, are still to remain in bonds while the others go free.
Act , 1898, the Council , while determining to maintain the connexion The Bishop, too-- if he has been correctly reported — has

of the College with the Church of England as set forth in Section 5

of King's College,London, Act, 1882, resolves that, so soon asmay be,left room for further explanation. He assured the friends

every religious test as a qualification for office, position , or member of the College that no one need fear that it will drift away
ship , in or under the Council or College, other than professorships or

lectureships in the Faculty of Theology, shall cease to exist ; and , from the Church of England. There is no very apparent

further, that all necessary and proper steps be taken to give effect to reason, indeed , why there should be any such fear. But the

Bishop is reported to have said this :

Section 5 of the Act of 1882 lays it down that the purpose

of the College is “ to give instruction in the various branches Keble man is on the Council, that we for a momentwould give our
It is not very likely , while a Keble man is Chairman and another

of literature and science and the doctrines and duties of consent to it . What we feel is that the real security of King's College

Christianity as the same are inculcated by the Church of
should be a living security. Keble has no sort of test of this kind .

England. ” It is needless to anticipate the “ necessary and But are two members of Council—even two Keble men — a

proper steps ” for giving effect to the resolution ; but, pre- sure guarantee for the permanence of the connexion ? No
sumably, such a change of interpretation of the section will doubt the only real security is a living security ; but what is

require statutory readjustment of the terms. There arises a living security ? Can it be other than proved devotion to?

also the question whether the present professors within the truth ? A religious test does notexcludemental reservations.

scope of the resolution will be released from their obligations And again, if Keble, the great exemplar, “ has no sort of test

under the religious test administered to them on acceptance of this kind, ” what is the obvious inference ? But the ob

London,

this resolution .

66
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scurity we find in the Bishop's utterance may be due to some tinent subjects, as well as the (first prize ) essay on “ Sugges

misapprehension . tions ( from a teacher's point of view ) for the best Methods

What we are concerned with is not the propriety or the of giving effect to the Code for Day Schools, having regard

impropriety of tests in the theological department, but to the various conditions of age , social influences, and future

simply the logic applied to the change. Still the trend of means of livelihood," by Mr. Mark Hughes, B.A. , A.C.P.

opinion demands attention . Vagaries of investigation in all The whole collection will be found to be most instructive ;

departments, whether under or not under tests, are well and it ought to attract favourable attention to the work of

known, but probably they are the natural outcome of human the Society .

endowment and circumstance , and not ( or very rarely ) of

mere perversity or dishonesty. In any case , new and strange
It is much to be regretted that Miss Honnor Morten has

opinions can be effectively met by argument alone, and not resigned her seat at the London School Board. Her single

by the expulsion of a Maurice, or even by the burning of a handed contest against corporal punishment in the schools

Bruno . A test slackly enforced is both useless and of bad has been most creditable to her sensibility and humanity ;

example ; a test firmly enforced checks or restricts the pur
but her resignation is not likely to soften the hearts - or,

suit of truth . The middle position seems of little moment rather, the heads--of the remaining members on the sub

either way. The experience of President Gilman, for twenty- ject ; while it deprives them of the direct benefit of her

five years the distinguished head of Johns Hopkins , and large experience in other matters of educational importance .

now President of the Carnegie Institution at Washington, No sensible teacher would apply physical force as a remedy

is well worth noting. “ In the conduct of a University,” save in the very last resort ; and, if the teachers in the

says Dr. Gilman, secure the ablest men as professors re rougher districts insist that such force is absolutely neces

gardless of other qualifications, excepting those of personal sary, on occasion, for the maintenance of order, one may

merit and adaptation to the chairs that are to be filled . be tolerably satisfied that there is very substantial ground

Give them freedom , give them anxiliaries, give them liberal for their opinion. The true remedy must be sought at an

support.” But the first of these things is freedom . It is earlier stage -- in the home conditions of the children . No

significant, too , that the Rev. Dr. MacKennal, presiding at one can doubt for a moment that both teachers and School

the annual meeting of Mansfield College a fortnight ago, Board members would alike be gratified if corporal punish

The facts ofremarked, in calling upon Dr. Edward Moore, Professor- ment could be diminished and abolished .

elect of Harvard University, to address the assembly ,
social life must, however, be faced in practical ways .

that Harvard had showed them an example which he hoped would be
followed in this country soon and widely — that of establishing or

putting its theological school, its Divinity Faculty, upon an absolutely There will be little surprise at the scathing condemnation
free and broad basis, especially in freedom from that most sad bondage,
an expectation that the professor should in deference to differences of recorded in the Report of the Committee on Military Edu

opinion keep back any of his own deepest convictions. They were per- cation and Training Scarcely one of the seventy -three
fectly awareinEngland a very great start had been made in the witnesses examined but expressed dissatisfaction with the
direction of catholicity by the recognition of the fact that it was not

liberty to hold one's tongue when one differed, but liberty to speak with existing state of education, both professional and general,
the certainty that whatwas said would be received in a generous and among military officers as a class ; not a few of them going
thoughtful manner.

There lies the essential point : “ in a generous and thoughtful so far as to affirm that it is no uncommon thing to find

manner.” At the same time it is to be acknowledged that, officers unable to write a good letter or to draw up an in

under existing conditions, King's College could not have telligible report — not only officers that have passed in by

reasonably been expected to take a longer step towards the back gate of the Militia , but also officers that have

absolute freedom of research and teaching. Minds differ entered by the front door of Woolwich and Sandhurst . The

strenuously and honestly , and impatience is unwisdom .
Committee's recommendations aim at a thorough grounding

in a limited number of subjects, and the elimination of

cram . ” They would substitute one general examination
NOTES .

for the separate examinations of entrants ; and this general

examination would embrace ( 1 ) English ; (2 ) mathematics ;

We are glad to see that the activity of the Childhood ( 3) either French or German ; (4) either Latin or experi

Society is finding a permanent record . The first volume of mental science ; and (5) a voluntary subject - Greek , higher

the “ Transactions ” is slim , but its successors will , no doubt, mathematics, or one of the alternative subjects under (3 ) or

grow with increase of years. The objects of the Society (4) not taken as a compulsory subject. The Committee wish

deserve to be made widely known. They are stated to be :
to encourage University candidates, and even suggest that

To promote the study of educational methods and of the environment schools of military instruction should be organized at the
of children during school life best suited to ensure the mental and

physical development of normal children, as well as of those whose Universities. When all is said and done, the efficiency of

conditions are abnormal or who are feebly gifted mentally.
the initial check depends on competent examiners with aTo supply information and diffuse knowledge on points connected

with the mental and physical status of children, by means of publica- free hand . Sandhurst is respited , with a significant hint
tions, lectures, &c.

about " lack of supervision," if not even " positive neglect. "“
To promote the training of teachers specially qualified to deal with

such children ; and assist by legislation, philanthropic efforts,or other. The most hopeful point of all would be the free career to

wise, the provision necessary for them . brains, unchecked by intolerable and ridiculous expenses, or

Besides the outline of the Society's proceedings, the by social preferences of the less fit, or by the preposterous

volume gives the substance of a number of lectures on per - operation of the principle of seniority.
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LEAGUES are many , but the Victoria League is the first , so points of view , which may be self-regarding without being

far as we have observed, to take up the question of specific selfish , and, far from precluding, may actually be preparing

Imperial education .” As Mr. Wyndham said at the first the way for, co -operation , or even union , with the rest. A

annual meeting of the League ( June 18 ) , the danger of mere forcible expression, however, is sometimes useful, and very

mechanical expansion in the political world may be met by ex- likely Mr. Bateman intends no more than what we have just

tended knowledge in every part of the Empire as to the con- said. Undoubtedly, in the profession of teaching, as else

ditions of the rest. Not only may , but must. Mr. Asquith where, it remains true that

referred to the painful experiences of the South African All your strength is in your union,

War. He said :
All your danger is in discord ;

It was one of the illustrations of the enormous ignorance that pre- and the differences among teachers, regarded in anything
vailed in the mother countryas regarded the outlying parts ofthe like true perspective, are quite insignificant in comparison
Empire, and in the outlying parts of the Empire as regarded the

Mr. Batemanmother country. Imperial sentiment was an excellent thing,but it with the elements of common interest.

was not enough - we must have knowledge of local conditions, require specifies some advantages that would naturally attend
ments, and possibilities before we could bring to fruitful exercise what

was more necessary , namely, that power of exchanging imaginations one great union ” of teachers. The question is a large

with one another which was essential if our unity was to be something one, and not free from complications ; but we confidently
more than a phrase.

anticipate that it will receive due consideration in influential
True ; but what seems most urgently needed is that the

quarters.
politicians - or, say, statesmen - and the directors of the

Press should either go to school or be required somehow to The Exhibition and Conference on Science Teaching and

keep up an elementary knowledge of the facts, and, more. Nature Study at Hartley College , Southampton, proved a

over ,to guide their action upon such knowledge. After all , gratifying success , much to the credit of the local Teachers'

it may be a question whether much knowledge may not be Guild and of those in immediate charge of the arrangements.

overpowered by very small considerations of individual in- Examples of appliances used in science teaching and in

terest . The moral teacher is , therefore, needed . The con- Nature study and of the work of students in those depart

tinuous and scandalous neglect of India is a far more ments were liberally contributed not only by individual

powerful argument than the South African War, though teachers and others interested , but also by schools all over

that ought to be sufficiently impressive. By all means let the South of England and the Isle of Wight. The Confer

“ Imperial education " expand and flourish -- especially on
ence also indicated vividly how strong a hold the idea of

the moral side.
Nature study has taken in these parts. The spirit of Gilbert

" The relations of a college to its undergraduate members White, as somebody said, still lives in Hampshire. We are
“

glad to learn that a full account of the proceedings will be
are in the nature of a contract terminable at pleasure on
either side." Such is reported to have been a dictum of published. The meeting was a pleasant foretaste of the

one of the members of an Oxford college tribunal that great gathering to be held in London during the current

month .
recently expelled five undergraduates. We do not profess to

decide whether this statement is legally sound or whether
WE regret to have overstrained the mathematical faculties

any legal process is available on behalf of the unfortunate of our genial contemporary, Secondary Education . In our

undergraduates. But we have no doubt at all that, if such article on “ Slipshod English ” last month (not “ in the

be the law , a legal remedy has not been provided because the
May number ” ) we said that “ an avenue of trees on each

legislature and society have assumed rational and fairly side of the drive ” “ implies at least six rows of trees.” How

equitable conduct on the part of college and University that can be our friend professes himself “ quite unable to

authorities. If we lived by strict rules of law , the law see.” But he admits that our mathematical problems have

would be very different from what it is . From all that can often seemed incapable of solution “ until the following

be learned of the proceedings , there appears to be the gravest month demonstrated the fact that the supposed impossibility

reason to fear that these undergraduates, whatever their
was merely due to a defect in the reasoning faculties of a

offence, were tried and condemned in defiance of elementary puzzled student.” It is only in the mathematical depart

rules of judicial procedure. The appeal to the Visitor, un ment, however, that we acknowledge the need of formal

happily, is an empty formality. We suspect the case is not solutions of our problems; but we do not doubt that further

likely to encourage parents to rush into contracts of the study will eventually enable our acute contemporary not

sort. If a mandamus will not go — and we are loth to only to distinguish May from June, but even to count six .

believe that it will not - the powers of Parliament ought

to be invoked to provide the means of incontestable justice .

SUMMARY OF THE MONTH .

>

C

66

We

In another column we publish a spirited appeal by Mr. The general discussion of the Education Bill has proceeded

Somerset Bateman for one great union of teachers.” with vigour throughout the country. The House of Commons.

should be reluctant, indeed , to adopt his assertion that ( June 2). A number of motions of instruction to the Committee
after preliminaries, at length went into Committee on the Bill

“ each class of teachers seems to be setting up its own were ruled out by the Speaker, notably three having for their

sectarian assembly and grinding its own axe.” Rather we object the division of the Bill into two separate Bills, for secondary

should regard it as hopeful that teachers should associate amendment were successively defeated : for the postponement of
and for elementary education. On Clause 1 , three motions of

in groups to give expression to their ideas from their own the clause; for limiting the Bill to secondary education ; and for
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the retention of the School Boards in boroughs. Next day people interesting themselves in education and able to give their time

(June 3 ) Mr. Balfour made it clear that the ultimate control is and energy to management; you will be able to have bigger schools,

intended to lie with the Council, and not with the Committee of pay higher salaries to your teachers, and in every way to improve your

the Council ; if Clause 12 did not carry out that object, let it be educational appliances. That is the first thing that ought to be done,

modified so as to do so. A motion against autonomy in elementary and then,inasmuch as it will be absolutely necessary, if that is to be

education for the smaller boroughs was defeated after long done, either out of the Exchequer or out of the local rate to provide

discussion. On June 4 the powers to be given in elementary additional funds,the case has become absolutely irresistible for pre

education to municipal boroughs over ten thousand, and to urban rate raised locally for any local service in which the expenditure of the
dominant popular management. There is no case in this country of a

districts over twenty thousand, occupied the whole sitting. The

Government held its ground all along the line. It was not till when you had got your new area, your improved authority, and your
rate is not controlled by local representative management. Then again ,

June 17 that the Bill was taken up again , when the closure was additional local powers, it would have been perfectly possible to arrive

applied (for the second time during Committee),and Clause I was at an arrangement by which the County Council should act as the

carried. The fortunes of Clause 2 are narrated in our first Secondary Authority and should exercise a co -ordinate influence and

leading article . power as among the different local areas with which it is concerned .

That, I believe , would be a statesmanlike and perfectly practical solu

A MEETING to protest against the Education Bill was held at tion of the whole matter.

Queen's Hall , Langham Place, London, under theauspices of the

London Progressive Education Council ( June 10 ), Lord Rosebery MR. JOHN MORLEY, speaking at Edinburgh ( June 7 ), declared

in the chair. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman wrote : himself perfectly willing - nay anxious-- " to look atany Billwhich
It is time that the Liberals of London rose in denunciation of a Bill would unite in England all the forces, whether religious forces,

whose main principles will be applied to them in a future Session , if educational forces, or the patriotic forces , of all who wish well to
the Government have their way. It is quite enough to say that the and love their country .'

Bill seeks to crush the healthy and democratic School Board, and But this Bill can only intensify sectarian divisions. It disperses and
fosters the inefficient but privileged Committee ; that it favours subdiviles educational effort . It hands over yearly large endowments

sectarian schools under clerical control , and levies rates while ignoring out of the rates to schools which are in effect under private and
the rights of the ratepayers; that it does nothing to maintain or extend sectarian management. It injures the truly national schools , while it
higher education ; that it fails to provide for the training of teachers, , encourages the multiplication of schools in which the education will
and leaves that great profession mainly closed against any but one encourage that spirit of social division which I do not think you know
sect; that it , in fact, hinders the establishment of a really national in Scotland , but which in England, at least , is one of the consequences
system . If the people of London do not desire to be sucked into this of the relation, which I for my part detest in all countries --the relation
whirlpool of evil, they should speak out now , while we in Parliament of the establishment of a Church by a State. And, finally, this Bill
are seeking to amend the Bill , if we cannot end it . is no settlement like the settlement of 1870. It will give a new force ,

it will give a new leverage, to the denominational system .

LORD ROSEBERY said London knows that, if the Government

policy is successful, “ it is only being kept as a bonne bouche for the THE ARCIBISHOP OF CANTERBURY, speaking at theannualmeeting

last . ' The aspect of the Bill that seemed to him “ the gravest of of the Church Defence and Church Instruction Committee, said

all ” was this : the Education Bill was drawn up evidently with a desire to do

You are now going for the first time since the abolition of Church rates
justice to the Church .

to hand over the rates of the country - the educational rates of the
They looked upon the Bill with a very strong hope that it would be

country - to a body which will be practically a close corporation , and really serviceable in the discharge of the duties which certainly were
on which the minority which is to represent the public is to be reduced incumbent upon the Church -- namely, to give effective and real

to the proportion of one-third. . . . Financially it is not a very small religious instruction to all her own children. It had been represented

If we are to maintain the School Board standard all that the Church desired to proselytize . The Church never had any

through England, in the county areas the additional burden on the such purpose in view . It was quite true that the Church did wish

rates will be £ 1,661,385 ; in the county boroughs, exclusive of every inhabitant of these islands to be a Churchman, but they did not

London , it will be £722,871; making a total new burden on the rates wish that in the sense that they desired to use any secret or hidden

of this Government Bill of no less a sum than £ 2,384,256 . . methods to bring that about. They did not wish to go behind the backs

Under this Bill this enormous burden will be handed over in the of the parents of the children , and to teach what the parents dis

main , if not altogether, to be spent or to be directed by a governing approved of. In the heat of controversy, Churchmen had said things

body in which , as I say, the proportion of popular representation which were not wise , and had expressed themselves in a tone of hostility

will be insignificant. This is a new and a dangerous proposition . It to Nonconformists , which had done incalculable mischief. It was cer

strikes deep down at the very foundations of our constitutional tainly not in the mind of the Church as a body to say such things, and

structure in this country . I do not believe that through an English still less was it in their minds to act in such a manner. They desired

House of Commons-- a British House of Commons - unless the to be just all round . If they could conciliate the Nonconformists , and

Commons of England have derogated immeasurably from the traditions get them to approach the Church more nearly than they did , he

of their forefathers, it is possible that any such proposition can pass. believed they would be able to satisfy all they wished .

On the point of efficiency, Lord Rosebery said : “ In this great
conjuncture, in this moment of the world when the nations are all THE BISHOP OF HEREFORD, one of the most liberal-minded

striving - we are all striving against each other — for commercial occupants of the Episcopal bench , writes to a correspondent :

and popular existence, the Government presents us with this Bill I should be strongly opposed to a system of secular elementary

-aBill which, as I venture to say, without rhetorical expression, schools, believing that, if no religious instruction were given in theday

will domore to stunt the educational development ofthe country schools, many children would never receive any religious instruction at
at a moment when it requires inspiration and development than all, and also that such a system would react unfavourably on the

almost any measure that I can conceive possible.”
teachers. Moreover, even if it were possible to give religious instruc

tion to all children in Sunday schools, this instruction alone, given only

MR. Asquith said they regarded the Bill as “ the deliberate instruction given day by day and every day. While holding this view,
once a week , would not be nearly so influential on life and character as

throwing away of a priceless opportunity which may not recur I set great value on the Sunday school , and I feel that we ought to do

for years, even for generations,of building up, upon the lines much more than is generally done in the way of good and interesting

and in the spirit which the conditions of our time and country Sunday instruction for both children and adults . My point is that it

require, the great and really national system of education .” He would be a great loss if our children were not instructed in the Bible,

remarked : especially the Gospel narrative, day by day ; and it should be borne in

When the Archbishop was a great educational authority and reformer, mind that, as a rule , all Englishmen, whether Churchmen or Noncon

speaking as a member of a Royal Commission , he said : “ The ima formists, desire that the children in all our elementary schools should

portant thing, if you want to make education efficient in a country have the benefit of good Biblical teaching (as part of their daily

like England, is to associate with the management and control local education.

interest and local sentiment. ” What ought to have been done in those

rural districts ? In the first place , you should have enlarged the area
Sir RICHARD JEBB, speaking at a meeting of the Central

with which you have got to deal . You will never have efficient schools Council of Diocesan Conferences, held in the Jerusalem Chamber,

so long as each parish has its own . What you want is to group your Westminster, said :

parishes in a not too large, but in a fair -sized and properly manageable, The optional clause should be dropped and the action of the Bill

administrative area, because, if you do so , you will have a larger reservoir made compulsory. Elementary education was inseparable from

of rating to draw upon ; you will have a larger number of capable secondary education. There was no doubt that denominational schools

matter...
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were demanded by the people. There were now fourteen thousand Education Conference at Exeter Hall , unanimously passed the

schools of the voluntary character, where three million children were following resolution :

being educated, and what was desired was to bring up elementary edu

cation to a proper standard, and maintain that standard at a proper bodiesof education ,this Conference condemns in the strongest possible
That, as the Government Bill will destroy popularly constituted

level. The buildingswhich would be erected under the new propo- terms theGovernmentpolicy on education ; and, further, it is of opinion

sitions or be handed over represented the capital value of not less than that the abolition of School Boards will have a most destructive effect

£ 26,000,000 , which was a worthy contribution towards the cost of
education. The Local Authority would direct what changes should the workers have in direct representation in the managementof Board

on the education of the people and take away the advantages which

take place in the time-table, subject to the approval of the Board of schools ; and, therefore, calls upon the Government to withdraw

Education. The educational interests of the ratepayers were amply the present Bill.

guarded bythe decisions of the managers being subject to the approval

of the Local Authority and the power given them to veto the appoint

ment of a teacher on the ground of educational deficiency . The ap
While the Teachers' Guild give general approval to the Edu

pointment of one-third of the managing body by theLocal Authority cation Bill , members make the following suggestions:-(1) That

amply covered the rights which they should possess. Therewould be theoptional clauses be made compulsory ; (2) that dismissals, as

under the Bill nomore privately managed schools; in every school the well as appointments, in primary schools be subject to veto ;

element of publicity and criticism would be preserved by the managers (3) that women should be puion Secondary Education Authorities;
chosen by the Local Authority. As to the financial question, there (4) that the disabilities of pupil-teachers in country districts be

was a general feeling that a share should come out of the Imperial removed ; and ( 5 ) that the Bill should provide definitely for an

Exchequer ; and, as the child was educated for the Empire and not the increase in the rate beyond 2d.
locality, the demand was fair and reasonable . Under the Bill as pro

posed be considered that education would rest on a permanent basis
At the annual meeting of the Association of School Boards

adequate to the needs of the nation .

of Scotland, in Glasgow , the following resolution was adopted :

The Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters in Second Education Bill, in so far as it conflicts with the declared policy of this
That it be remitted to the Executive to oppose the Government

ary Schools " welcomes the Education Bill , because it proposes to Association, makes for the abolition of the School Board system , and

constitute the County and County Borough Councils the para- interferes with the right of the people to control expenditure under the

mount Local Education Authorities ; because it will make the rates.

residue under the Local Taxation (Customs and Excise) Act, 1890,

applicable to secondary as well as to technical education ; and MR. BARTLEY, in the House of Commons ( June 2) , asked the

because it will compel the Local Authorities to include ' persons Vice- President of the Committee of Council whether secondary

of experience in education in their Education Committees." schools carried on for private profit were now eligible for public

But it objects to the option clause (5 ), and wishes the limitation grants out of taxation as well as those secondary schools which

of 2d. in the pound ( Clause 2) removed ; desires, as in the case of were conducted so as to pay a substantial dividend on the capital

Wales , a Treasury grant for higher education proportioned to the employed. Sir John Gorst: They are not eligible for public

local rate , “ inasmuch as higher education is a national service ” ; grants. Mr. Bartley asked on what authority financial grants

deprecates the possibility of separate committees for higherand were made by the Board of Education towards the education of

elementary education without a provision for co -ordination; sug- pupils in secondary schools whose pupils were financially able to

geststhatthe teachers in the area registered under Column A pay, and did pay, substantial fees for their education . Sir John

and Column B respectively should be recognized as bodies to Gorst: The sums granted by Parliament are administered by the

nominate (Clause 12 ( 2 ) ] " persons of experience ” in education : Board of Education in accordance with regulations annually laid

and holds that transfers under Clause 15 ( a ) should be subject to before Parliament. Such grants are madeto schools which , from

the approval of the Board of Education. In particular the their character and financial position , are eligible to receive aid

Association desires to see Clauses 4 and 5 of the Bill of 1900 from public funds, and not to individualscholars.

incorporated in Part II . ( Higher Education) as follows :

4.- ( 1 ) Every Local Education Authority shall make such reports THE Head Master of the Princess's Road Board School, Moss

and returns, and give such information to the Board of Education with side, Manchester, having forwarded to Sir Francis Knollys a

respect to their proceedingsunder the Local Taxation (Customs and letter inquiring if His Majesty's desire for an extension of the
Excise ) Act,1890, and this Act, as that Board may require. (2 ) Every summer holidays of school children in commemoration ofthe

Local Education Authority shall , in the exercise of their powers of Coronation could be officially announced in some form , received

establishing and aiding schools under the said Acts, have regard to the
the following answer :

existing supply of efficient schools, and to the existing application of

money applicable to purposes of education .
In reply to yonr letter, beg to say I have written , by the King's

5 .-- ( 1) If the governing body of any school feel aggrieved at the commands, to the head masters of thirty -four public schools in Eng.

action of any Local Education Authority on the ground that it acts land, Scotland, and Wales, expressing the hope that they might feel

unequally or unfairly with respect to that school, or is otherwise pre- themselves at liberty to grant an extra week's holiday in celebration of

judicial to the school,they may complain to the Board of Educa- the Coronation . It is , I fear, impossible to address personally the head

tion, and that Board , after communicating with the Local Education master of every school throughout the kingdom on the same subject,

Authority, shall determine the matter, and the Local Education but it would afford gratification to His Majesty to know that all the

Authority shall comply with any order made by the Board of Educa- schools had obtained an extension of their summer holiday .

tion for removing the ground of the complaint. ( 2) For the purposes The Government has decided that a reduction of attendances

of this section the expression “ governing body” shall include any up to the limit of one week should be allowed in schools in
corporation, trustees , or other persons managing a school . England and Scotland in view of His Majesty's wish that the

scholars should have a week's holiday during the Coronation.

MESSRS. F. C. BOTTRILL and E. J. Brentnall, Hon. Secretaries

of the West Lambeth Teachers' Association , following up Mr. The Senior Wrangler of the year, Mr. Ebenezer Cunningham ,

Yoxall's complaint in the House of Commons,draw attention to Scholar of St. John's, reflects honour on Dame Owen's School,
“ a grave injustice dealt to many elementary teachers by the Islington, and a share of it may also be claimed by the Canal

regulations governing the new Register of Teachers ” (Pall Mall Road Board School ( Hoxton )and the CrouchEnd Board School

Gazette, June 19 ) . After explaining the provisions, they write : --that is , in so far as any school can make a Senior Wrangler.

Thus , all teachers in elementary schools who possess a University There are not a few cases in the list where distinctions may

degree or its equivalent , plus the Board of Education Certificate, are similarly be traced back to elementary schools. They emphasize
shut out from obtaining registration in Column B simply because they the essential importance of theladder .
are teachers in elementary schools, though the qualifications for The only lady Wrangler is Miss A. E. Bennett, of Girton, who is

teaching are practically the same whether the child be in a public equal to No. 13. She does honour to the North London Collegiate

elementary or non-elementary school, and the work in the higher School,and testifies to the utility of a Clothworker's Exhibition.classes of an elementary school is of a more advanced character than
The ladies have also done well in the other Triposes. Miss

in the preparatory classes of a secondary school..... Another in Welsh gains a Class I. in Part I. of the Classical Tripos; and

justice to the elementary teachers has been dealt in the representa: three ladies take the highestplaces with eight men in Part II,
tion on the Registration Council: . . . 5,000 secondary teachers have

five representatives; 45,000 elementary teachers have one repre- History the ladies are still more triumphant.
In Modern and Mediaval Languages, Moral Sciences, and

sentative.

A considerable sprinkling of the “ sports ” appear to have been

The Trade Union Congress Parliamentary Committee, at an studious. The Senior Wrangler is a good oarsman ; and well

a
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known athletic names appear frequently in good positions in the On Monday there was quite a plethora of balls, the chief being
lists of Classics and History.

the very elaborate entertainment by Magdalen in aspecial marquee

in St. Swithin's quad., and that of the Bullingdon Club in the

Tue disruption of Victoria University continues to be a and perhaps as effective scale,Wadham . Indeed, we donot hold
Town Hall. Oriel also competed, and, on its usual more modest

burning question throughout the North , though some of the

foremost local journals even are “ becoming somewhat weary
very much with these twenty - five shillings a ticket extravagant
festivals .

of the discussion. The Liverpool Royal Institution has petitioned

in favour of a Liverpool charter. The Yorkshire College, backed honorary degrees was
On Tuesday we had the Encænia. The list of recipients of

by the Lords Lieutenant,the County Councils, and the Technical Council had severaldisappointments in their attempt to secure a
not very inspiring, and we hear the

Instruction Committees of all the Ridings, is determined to
representative selection. Among those that accepted, Japan was

oppose disruption in every legitimate way possible, and, if doubly represented by the Japanese Minister and Count Matsu
unsuccessful, to assert its right to be “ residuary legatee ” of kata ; the numerous American visitors gave a special welcome to

Victoria. Both Owens and Victoria University have decided to Mr. Choate , whileLord Cromer may be taken to represent our

petition for an independent University in Manchester; and Con

vocation in Victoria University has just (June 23) decided, by 137 the Masonic féte which the Apollo University Lodge gave on the
forward ” Colonial policy. The new D.C.L's, as usual , attended

votes against 87 ( calling for a local inquiry first ), in favour of such Tuesday afternoon after the Encænia. A new element of local

application .
colour was introduced into the meeting in the Sheldonian by the

new D.Litt. and D.Sc. gowns.
The University of Wales has decided to fix the registry of the

Court at Cardiff. The Corporation of Cardiff has obtained that in the Hertford, of five names mentioned, four, including
Of recently announced scholarships and prizes it is remarkable

Parliamentary powers to make a free gift of a site for the offices, the winner, Mr. Burroughs, are Balliol men , the only other

and also to contribute £6,000 . It has also just made a free gift college with a representative being Queen's (Mr. Rolt). It is

of five acres in Cathays Park to the University College for also noticeable that again, as in 1900, the examiners have refused
buildings.

to award the Lothian, from want of any essay of “ sufficient

merit ” : this is surely rather a serious reflection on our much

The University of Wales (Graduates) Bill has passed the belauded History School. As we foretold in the last letter, the

House of Commons. The object is to put Welsh graduates on question of compulsory Greek is really to come before Con

the same footing as graduates of Oxford, Cambridge, London, gregation next term : the Hebdomadal Council have drawn up a
and Victoria in certain respects, by removal of anomalies in the series of resolutions. As this will result in the greatest contest

conditions of entrance into the legal profession. For instance, a since the Ladies' Degree question, it will be as well to give the

Welsh graduate has had to be articled to a solicitor for five years, resolutions in full.

whereas a graduate of one of the other Universities has only to

serve for three years. 1. That candidates shall not be required to offer both Greek and

Latin in the examination in stated subjects in Responsions.

PRINCIPAL LODGE writes to the Times ( June 10) to call attention following languages : -- Greek , Latin , French , and German ; one of the
2. That all candidates shall be required to pass in two out of the four

to the two chief methods for the encouragement of University two being either Greek or Latin .

education, “ which so far have been regarded with favour.” He 3. That in Greek and Latin an option shall be allowed between

says : presented books and unprepared translations.

One mode is the scholarship method --viz ., to pay the expenses of 4. That in French and German the examir ation shall be in un

students , and so enable large numbers to attend existing places of in- prepared translations and prose composition only.
struction , at the same time expressing a pious hope that such places, 5. That the Grammar paper shall be discontinued , but the papers on

though possessing attractive features, may in some respects reform Greek prepared books shall contain grammar questions on the passages

and develop new and improved departments -- an operation which, if set.

undertaken , clearly entails on those places an era of beggary, and 6. That for those who offer Latin prose composition shall be re

the necessity of laying their case before persons able to help. The tained .
other mode is the equipment method -- viz ., the provision of the

best possible educational appliances and the highest grade of Univer. It is beside the point at present to discuss the principles laid

sity professor, and then leaving it to individuals, or to the public down in 2 to 6, for it has been decided that, if the first resolution

bodies of districts, or of other countries, to arrange a method by be not carried , the others shall not be put.

which their students shall go and reap the benefit of the instruction Doubtless next term the pamphleteer will be in full evidence,

so provided. For science, splendidly fitted laboratories, as in Ger- and many pens are being trimmed for the fray. We fancy the

many ; for history and literature, lectures of the highest class, as in contest will be a close and severe one, for the apostles of modern

Paris. These attract suitable students from all parts of the world subjects, the men of science, and the utilitarians are a steadily

automatically ; any question of how they can live and pay the fees , if

any, being amatter for private arrangement at home - not for com
growing force ; nay , more, we fancy a good many tutors in Pass

mittees at University centres. It would be, perhaps, as ensy, and it subjects are ready to escape from the task of trying to drive
would certainly seem more natural, for the colonies to subscribe'each to Plato's “ Apology ” and “ Neno ” and Aristotle's • Ethics ” into

send its own scholars to a splendid educational home centre, if such unresponsive Pass-men . Yet those who are ready to sacrifice
existed in this country,as it is for them subsequently to send dona- Greek because of the Pass-man or science student or Rhodes'
tions toimprove the appliances for teaching at inadequately equipped scholar do not realize that the result will be the abolition of
places to which their youth may already have been gratuitously sent.Greek, except for a few genuine scholars and, perhaps of neces

If, however, the other method has anywhere been adopted, then it sity , for those who wish to read theology.
would seem appropriate that a contribution towards equipment should The masterly and lucid judgment given by Mr. Lyttelton in

accompany any influx of students to the mother country, whether that the question of the appeal of the University and the colleges
influx occurs under thescheme of the 1851 Exhibition Commissioners against the new and much higher assessment which the Cityor under some other auspices.

authorities desired to impose has put University officials and

college bursars on very good termswith themselves, and the City

fathers sat in undisguised dismay as the figures given by Mr.

UNIVERSITIES. Lyttelton for the University Buildings, the Clarendon Press, and

( From our Correspondents .)
Magdalen and Keble Colleges were pronounced. Mr. Lyttelton

based his judgment at 3 per cent. on the substituted building

WE are at the moment of writing in the middle of principle, dismissing the 5 per cent. assessment on the ground
Oxford . " Commem . ” festivities, the first “ Commem . ” for that the colleges were able to borrow money for the purpose of

three years. It seemed probable that the Coronation these buildings at the lower figure. The City has been allowed

would cut things somewhat short, but a way out of the difficulty three weeks to consider whether it will appeal, and, for the

was found by commencing rather sooner, Hertford opening the sake of the ratepayers, we hope it will not. The whole question
entertainments with a ball on the Friday night (instead of of the assessment was one, as Mr. Lyttelton said, sui generis ;

Monday ), while Magdalen transferred their usual concert from but the veriest outsider in these matters could see that the

the Wednesday to the preceding Saturday, and did not suffer “ fancy value ” of £2,000 put on college chapels was absurd.

perceptibly from the competition of Mr. Ben Greet's pastoral The new buildings of University are now well on the way to

play at Worcester. completion , and may be pronounced a satisfactory addition to thea
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men .

High Street. Verton has now done away with another piece of who were stoking the fire, and sent them down. A novel feature

old Oxfordby the demolition of some of the old houses which of the proceedings was an imitation of De Wet's tactics in

faced the New Schools' quadrangle in King Street. In their breaking the block -house lines : some enterprising spirits drove

place, we are told , houses are to be erected for married Fellows. the cattle on Midsummer Common through Sidney Street to

The University eleven surprised both itself and its critics (who Petty Cury, and rushed the barricades under cover of their four

are numerous and outspoken ) by following up its victory over the footed friends. Scattered cows were discovered the following

Irish gentlemen by an excellent victory over a somewhat morning in various parts of the neighbourhood.

weakened Surrey eleven . As Cambridge succeeded in London in The honorary degree day was a trifle more interesting than

doing the same, the University teams must be rather better than usual this year, and was graced by the presence of two Indian

we imagired. On our side there is no one of the Palairet or potentates, the Maharajahs of Gwalior and Kolhapur. Diamonds
R. C. Foster stamp, and we do not think there is a bowler of the and pearls were much in evidence, and the ladies were delighted.

same class as Dowson or E. R. Wilson. Plain men like the Master of the Rolls, Sir Harry Johnston, of

The Oxford competitors at Henley will be rather few and, Uganda fame, Sir Albert Hime, Prime Minister of Natal, and

apart from University, not very good. There will be an Oxford Sir Joseph Ridgeway, Governor of Ceylon, hardly attracted the

Leander eight, and a good deal of criticism has been caused by notice they deserved, especially as they appeared in mufti. Vis
the non -inclusion of any Cambridge men. We believe that, as a count Hayashi, the Japanese envoy, had a very flattering reception ,

matter of fact, some Cantabs were invited, but,owing to their but within the past twenty-five years nothing has equalled the
college requiring their services, they were obliged to decline. scene when Lord Kitchener, fresh from his Soudan achievements,

The announcement of peace was followed by a great want of honoured the University by accepting a degree.
it in Oxford on the Monday. Bonfires, both premeditated and The Vay races were held in detestable weather, and a gloom

extempore, flourished exceedingly. The Corn Market was full of was thrown over the scene by the sudden death of the Master of
rowdy undergaduates and a good many more rowdy who posed Trinity Hall after the second night's racing. “ Ben Latham , as

as undergraduates, and there was a certain amount of the • in- he always has been to many generations of Hall men , was the

discriminate osculation " —to quote from one of the papers , last representative of a departed class,the college don to whom
which, we believe, was originated by Londoners on Mafeking the interests of his college were the be-all and end -all of his

night. The undergraduate, when let loose, is a peculiarly irre- existence . Many stories are told of him and his single-hearted

sponsible person, and it is as well that he should learn that there zeal for the good of his " boys," as he used to call them . Once

are certain things which gentlemen don't do. he is said to have remarked to an unsatisfactory member of his

A propos of the Rhodes scholars and the possible complica- college : “ You can't row , and you don't read, and you wear
tions which may arise, the Oxford Magazine has an amusing tight trousers; you ought to go to mentioning the name of

“ diary , ” of which the following excerpts may amuse some a smaller college which carries on a plucky struggle against

(not too exacting) readers : adversity. In conversation with a Master of a certain college

which generously admits our Asiatic brethren to the advantages
April 1.--- Just seen Rhodes' will . Free culture at Oxford ! What of academic life, he is reported to have asked : " What sort of an

Oxford ? Idaho or Maryland ? Must look up a map. entry have you this year ! The answer was : “ A very good
April 2.-- Find there's an Oxford in England, too. Sorry. Should one.' Any white men ? was the Master's naïre inquiry. His

have preferred something more up to date . Wired Bursar for details . successor is Mr. E. A. Beck, the Senior Tutor, whereat there is

April 3.- Rhodes says college authorities children .

them two dozen box-kites, four clockwork coyotes, and two casksthroughoutthe University, and especially among old “ Hall ”
Hlave mailed much rejoicing in undergraduate circles, as well as satisfaction

molasses candy - preliminary commission for seeing business through .

April 23.---Long letter from Bursar. Haven't time to read it all.

Speaks of “ imbibing the spirit of the place ." No doubt meant as and his men has resulted in an acquittal; whether the CaiusThe great meat scandals are over, and the trial of the butcher

caution . Very proper. Have mailed him mybrother's temperance undergraduates are thoroughly satisfied at the disclosures made

certificate ; quite easy to alter initials. This will reassure Bursar.

April 25. - Another letter from Bursar. Likes “ local colour " of my in court is another matter.

wires,and is sure Ishall become one of Oxford's “ polished gentle Cecil Rhodes was correct in his estimate of the financial abilitiesThere are people irreverent enough to believe that the late
men." Think he takes me for a coloured man .

April 26.- Brilliant idea ! Send nigger in my name. Nigger will of college officials, but, great as is the mismanagement in college
live cheap and remit balance.

affairs, a still more grotesque spectacle is provided by those who

April 27. - Got good -sized local coloured nigger to go for 200 dols . manage University tinance. A sound businessman put in charge
a year. Am having him blackleaded for polish . of the place for twelve months with dictatorial powers would cut

April 29.- Nigger taking capital polish. Am having Stars and down the expenses of education by one-third and of living by

Stripes enamelled on his chest for more " local colour.”
one -half.

April 30.--Great disappointment. Nigger struck for 250 dols .
Dr. Chase, the President of Queens', has been elected Vice

Have just had him lynched.

May 1.-Late nigger's father has offered to go for 180 dols . Will person who will make no mistakes, and who will be a worthy
Chancellor for the ensuing year : he is an amiable and courteous

do, but does not take polish so well as his son .

figurehead to represent the University to the outside world .

The Master of Magdalene has, by the sudden death of his

brother, succeeded to the Barony of Braybrooke and to the

possession of the family seat at Audley End. It may not be
ANOTHER May term gone, regretted by none. generally known that the Mastership of Magdalene is in the gift

Cambridge. It is impossible to imagine anything more doleful of the owner for the time being of Audley End. It is hoped that

than the appearance of Cambridge streets at a the present Master will see his way to remaining in office, that his
time which is usually associated with merrymaking and frivolity: wise and courteous counsels may still be at the disposal of the
Of course, a certain number of visitors came up for the races and University. It is refreshing in these degenerate days to have
the balls, but the summer frocks and picture hats were never in resident in Cambridge one, if only one, example of the courteous
evidence ; everything was dull as ditch -water, and no one was manners of a past generation.
grieved when the long farce was over.

The examinations are all over, and the lists published . Much
The declaration of peace led to a little demonstration . The heart-burning has arisen from the fact that the number of plucks

undergraduates had apparently decided to do nothing , as there in the first part of the General has reached the somewhat large

were too many concurrent claims on youthful energy . The local figure of 44 per cent. Doubtless the examiners are right ; but

Bumbles, however, would not have it so ; they proceeded to erect the writer of these notes is inclined to think that the abnormal

barricades across every street leading into the Market Place, and number of failures is more likely to be due to a variation in the

so gave the frolicsome undergraduate a direct invitation to light capacity of a small number of examiners than in theacquirements

upthe usual bonfire in the prohibited area . The barricades were of a large number of candidates. The number of men classed

quickly demolished , and proved useful for building a bonfire; in the Mathematical Tripos - seventy-two - is almost the smallest

some buildings being erected in the Market Place also provided on record ; Natural Science is rapidly becoming the popular

assistance in the way of fuel, and a thoroughly enjoyable evening avenue to an Honours degree, while Theology and Law also draw

was spent by the majority of the men in residence and a large away a good many men from the older triposes.

number of prominent townsmen who came out to see the fun . Dr. Roberts, the Secretary of the Extension Syndicate, is

The police behaved excellently, as usual; the proctors were a resigning his office at the beginning of next term, and his

trifle fussy, and actually caught twomen ( out of the two thousand ) / successor is shortly to be appointed. Rumours are in circulation

:
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that the Syndicate which is considering the proposed changes in

the scheme of poll examinations is not a very harmonious body,

and that decisions have been arrived at by very minute majorities.

If this is so , the normal non - placet awaits the ultimate report.

The University Golf Club is laying out new links near Coton ,

about two miles from the town ; and there is no doubt the club

will take a new lease of life in consequence.

143 Cannon Street,The proctors for next year are Mr. Hobson, of Christ's, and

Mr. Comber, of Pembroke. The former has experience, and the

new man is likely to prove a success . LONDON, E.C. ,

J. & J. PATON ,

The course is intended to lend PATON'S LIST OF SCHOOLS AND

TUTORS, 1902 ,

EUCLID AND GEOMETRY : PROPOSALS OF REFORM .
Beg respectfully to inform Head Masters that they insert

SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION NOTICES and other

The Mathematical Gazette for May devotes considerable space

to the publication in full of the Report of the Mathematical
Advertisements promptly and accurately in all LONDON

Association's Committee on Geometry. This Report arouses a
and PROVINCIAL NEWSPAPERS and PERIODICALS

keen interest, for it gives, respecting the improved teaching of throughout the United Kingdom , also in all Indian , Colonial,

geometry, the views and suggestions of a large and important

body of thinkers drawn for the most part from the teachers
and Foreign papers.

of mathematics in many of our principal colleges and schools. The charges are at lowest office rates. Estimates and '

The moderate spirit of the proposed reform is clearly shown scheme of insertions forwarded free, on receipt of particulars

in Article 7, which disclaims any intention of promoting such

changes as would render invalid Euclid's proof of any proposition.
of proposed expenditure, over given period.

The more general suggestions are few , but very important.

In the first place, it is proposed to include in the recognized

school curriculum an introductory course in geometry of an

informal and experimental character, and to take proper account

of it in the examination room .

( 1 ) to a more thorough grasp of geometrical truths when taught

later in a formal manner, ( 2) to a proper appreciation of the

necessity for accurate constructions, and (3 ) to skill in the use of

instruments . The suggestion is likely to meet with universal

approval. At the present time it is a well known fact that large

numbers of examination candidates make no attempt to produce 720 pages , red cloth, post free , 1s. 6d .

either in size or in shape the figure required by a geometrical

question that involves even the simplest numerical data.

Suppose, for example, the dimensions of some right-angled

triangle given and the construction asked for, how many

candidates reproduce verbatim I. 22, yet remain blissfully un- ARE YOU SATISFIED
conscious of the special type and magnitude of the triangle

indicated !

A natural consequence of the proposal to establish such pre WITH YOUR

liminary courses of instruction is the idea that the theorems and

problems of geometry should be taught independently, and

salutary stress is laid on the importance of deriving, as far as PRESENT
possible, each demonstration from first principles and of con

stantly emphasizing the connexion between associated theorems.

In discussing the question of order in teaching, the Committee
PROSPECTUS ?

wisely advocates taking nearly the whole of Book III . before

Book II . For the various detailed suggestions in connexion

with the several books, those interested must necessarily be

referred to the Report itself . It has to travel many miles — all over England,

In forming conclusions upon the proposed modifications of Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, and probably to India ,
each book of the “ Elements ,” it is necessary to bear in mind,

what is evident on the face of the Report, that the individual
the Colonies , and the Continent --and speak to parents

articles are the result of the most careful thought and are on your behalf.

based on wide and prolonged experience. Generally ,however, we

the
recognized by Euclid will be regarded asvery valuable additions; DOES IT DO JUSTICE TO YOUR SCHOOL ?

while the omission of existing theorems or problems is justly

deemed advisable in consequence of one or more of the following
Is

considerations : (1) that the proposition is not required ; (2) that
Are the claims of your School amply set forth ?

the question involvedmay be more effectively treated from a it finely printed on good paper- and are your blocks

different standpoint; (3 ) that, being easy of proof and of limited the best that can be made ? If not, and you will

application, it may with advantagebe treated as an exercise rather

than as a proposition; and ( 4 ) that it may more suitably be
favour us with an enquiry, we shall be pleased to send

regarded as an exercise in geometrical drawing. you suggestions for a new one , and specimens of the

In connexion with the detailed treatment of Book I., it is
Prospectuses we have printed—with estimate of cost

necessary to draw attention to Article 30. Obviously what is
free of charge.

intended is that an irregular figure should be reduced to a tri

angle of equal area by one- or, if needed, more than one

application of I. 37, and not of I. 38, as stated. Again , important

alterations affecting the discussion of the theory of ratio and pro

portion are thought to be desirable. The Committee points out a

remedy for a defect that is only too abundantly evidenced in the

answers to examination papers --namely, the want of logical

sequence shown in the comparison of congruent figures. The EDUCATIONAL AGENTS,
proposed method of arranging the corresponding elements in

parallel columns is excellent. It is not new , of course , but it is

far too rarely adopted in practice. 143 CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.

J. & J. PATON ,
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MESSRS. WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS' NEW EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

Catalogues forwarded post free on application .

BLACKWOODS' SCHOOL SHAKESPEARE.

Edited by R. BRIMLEY JOHNSON .

Each Play complete, with Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. In crown 8vo

volumes, stiff paper covers , Is. ; cloth , Is. 6d .

The Merchant of Venice. [ Ready. TheTempest. [ Ready.

Richard II . Ready. As You Like It. Ready.

Julius Cæsar. [ Ready. Henry V. [ Ready.

Macbeth. In the press .

Others in preparation .

BLACKWOODS ' ILLUSTRATED CLASSICAL TEXTS .

General Editor--H . W. AUDEN , M.A., Assistant Master at Fettes

College.

Cæsar . - Gallic War. I.-III. By J. M. HARDWICH, M.A., Rugby.
1s . 6d ,

Cæsar. - Gallic War. IV . , V. By St. J. B. WYNNE-Willson, M.A.

Rugby. With or without l'ocab., ls . 6d . Vocab, separately, 3d.

Cæsar. - Gallic War. VI ., VII. By C. A. A. DU PONTET, M.A. ,

Harrow . ls. 6d .

Virgil. - Georgics. I. By J. SARGEAUNT, M.A., Westminster. ls. 6d.

Virgil.-- Georgics. IV. By J. SARGEAUNT, M.A. ls . 6d.

Virgil. - Eneid . V. , VI. By St. J. B. WYNNE -Willson , M.A. 1s . 6d .

Horace . - Odes . I., II. By J. SARGEAUNT, M.A. ls . 6d .

Cicero. - In Catilinam . I.-IV. By H. W. AUDEN, M.A. 18. 6d.

Ovid . -Metamorphoses ( Selections) . By J. H. VINCE , M.A., Brad.
field . ls. 6d .

Demosthenes. - Olynthiacs. 1-3. By H. SHARPLEY, M.A. , Here .

ford . Is. 6d .

Homer.-Odyssey. VI. By E. E. Sikes , M.A. , St. John's College,
Cambridge. Is. 6d .

Xenophon. Anabasis . I. , II . By A. JAGGER, B.A., Hymers

College, Hull. 1s . 6d .

Arrian . - Anabasis. I. , II. By H. W. AUDEN, M.A. 28. 6d .

IN TILE PRESS.

Livy. XXVIII. By G. MIDDLETON, M.A. , and A. Souter, M.A.

Sallust . - Jugurtha. By J. F. SMEDLEY, M.A., Westminster .

3s .

ENGLISH ,

History of English Literature. By J. LOGIE ROBERTSON , M.A.

Outlines of English Literature . By the same Author. Is . 6d .

English Verse for Junior Classes. By the same Author. Part I. ,

Chancer to Coleridge. Part II . , 19th Century Poets. ls . 6d . net each .

English Prose for Junior and Senior Classes . By the same

Author. Part I. , Malory to Johnson , Part II., 19th Century Writers. 2s.6d .
each .

English Drama. By the same Author. 2s.6d .

The George Eliot Reader By ELIZABETH LEE . With Introduction

and Portrait . 2s.

Stormonth's Dictionary. College Edition , 7s. 6d . ; School Edition, ls ,

100 Stories for Composition . In Alternative Versions. ls. 3d .

Elementary Grammar and Composition . ls.

Things of Every Day. A Popular Science Reader. Illustrated. 2s.

The School Anthology . From Chaucer to the Present Day. By J. H.

LOBBAN, M.A. In 2 Parts, 2s , each ; in 1 Vol., 4s.

BLACKWOODS' ENGLISH CLASSICS .

General Editor - J . H. LOBBAN , M.A., formerly Examiner in English

in the University of Aberdeen .

Macaulay .-- Life of Johnson . By D. NICHOL Smith , M.A. 1s . 6d .

Goldsmith.-- Traveller, Deserted Village, and other Poems .

By J. H. LOBBAN , M.A. 1s . 6d .

Scott.-Lady of the Lake. By W. E. W. Collins, M.A. 1s . 6d .

Marmion . By ALEXANDER MACKIE , M.A. ls . 6d .

Milton . - Paradise Lost , Books I.-IV. By J. LOGIE ROBERTSON ,
M.A. 2s. 6d .

Milton .--Samson Agonistes . By E. H. BLAKENEY, M.A. 2s. 6d .

Cowper.-The Task, and Minor Poems. By ELIZABETH LEE .

2s . 6d .

Johnson .-- Lives of Milton and Addison, By Professor J. W.
DUFF, M.A. 2s.6d ,

Carlyle.-Essay on Burns. By John DOWNIE , M.A. 2s . 60 .

Pope .-Essay on Criticism , Rape of the Lock , and other Poems.

By G. SOUTAR, M.A., Litt.D. 2s.6d .

Hazlitt.-Essays on Poetry. By D. NICHOL SMITH , M.A. 2s . 6d .

Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Keats . By A. D. INNES , M.A. 28. 6d .

Lamb.-- Select Essays. By Agnes Wilson. 2s . 6d .

Other Volumes to follow .

LATIN AND GREEK .

Higher Latin Unseens . By H. W. AUDEN , M.A. 2s. 6d .

Higher Latin Prose . By H. W. AUDEN, M.A. 2s.6d . Key , 5s, net ,

Lower Latin Prose . By K. P. Wilsox , M.A. 2s.6d . Key, 5s, net .

Lower Latin Unseens. By W. LOBBAN , M.A. 2s.

First Latin Sentences and Prose . By K. P. Wilson , M.A. 2s.6d ,
Tales of Ancient Thessaly . By J. W. E. PEARCE, M.A. 1s.

Higher Greek Unseens . By H. W. AUDEX , M.A. 2s.6d .

Higher Greek Prose . By H. W. ALDEX, M.A. 2s.6d . Key , 5s , net .

Greek Prose Phrase Book . By H. W. AUDEN , M.A. Interleaved.

3s . od .

Greek Test Papers . By JAMES Moir , Litt.D., LL.D. 2s.6d .

Key, 5s, net.

Lower Greek Prose . By K. P. WILSOx, M.A. 2s.6d . key, 5s, net.

Greek Accidence . By T. C. WEATHERHEAD , M.A. ls . 6d.

MODERN LANGUAGES .

Historical Reader of Early French . By Prof. H. A. STRONG

and L. D , BARNETT, M.A., Litt. D. 3s .

All French Verbs in Twelve Hours (except Defective Verbs) .

By 1. J. WYATT. 1s .

French Test Papers . For Civil Service and l'niversity Students. By

EMILE B. LE FRANCOIS. 2s .

The Tutorial Handbook of French Composition . By

ALFRED) MERCIER , L.-es - L . gs . 60 .

The Children's Guide to the French Language . By

ANXIE G. FERRIER . ls .

A First Book of " Free Composition ” in French . By J.
EDWARD MANSION, B.- és - L . ls.

Progressive German Composition . With Copious Notes and

Ilions, and FIRST INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN PHILOLOGY. By

LOUIS LUBOVIUS, Ph.D. 35. 61. Also in Two Parts : Composition , 2s.6d .;

Philology , is, 6d . Key to Composition , 5s, net.

Lower Grade German . By the same author. 28, 6d .

A Compendious German Reader. By G. B. BEAK , M.A. 28. 6d.

A History of German Literature , By J. G. ROBERTSON , Ph.D.

Immediately.

A Spanish Grammar . With a Copious General Vocabulary (Spanish

English ). By WILLIAN I. KESSEN, 3s , 6d.

Adopted by the London School Board .
9

BLACKWOODS ' LITERATURE READERS .

Edited by JOHN ADAMS, M.A., B.Sc., F.C.P., Rector, U.F. Church

Training College , Glasgow .

Bk . I. , 13 .; Bk. II . , ls . 4d . ; Bk . III . , 1s , 6d . ; Bk. IV. , 1s . 6d .:

Adopted by the London School Board .

Blackwoods' Simplex Civil Service Copy Books . By John T.

PEARCE , B.A., Leith Academy. In 8 Books. 2d, each.

The Universal Writing Books. No. 1. No. 2 . 2d , each .

Arithmetic . By A. 1. LOTHAX, M.A., B.Sc. With Answers, 3s . 6d .

Modern Geometry of the Point, Straight Line , and
Circle . In Elementary Treatise. By J. A. THIRD), M.A. 35.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, 45 George Street, Edinburgh ; and 37 Paternoster Row, London, E.C.
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99 3

0 0

FORTHCOMING BOOKS

Designed to cover the requirements of the

REVISED MATRICULATION SYLLABUS .

ADVERTISEMENT SCALE.

Whole Page-Ordinary £4 10 0 Position £5 10 0

Half Page 2 10 0 3 0 0

Quarter Page 1 10 0 1 15 0

Per inch in broad Column (hall width of page) 7

Narrow Column (one-third page) 2 0 0

General Scholastic Advertisements (Colleges , Schools, Classes , Tuition , &c. ), 38. 6d .

for 6 lines , or 4s, bd . the inch.

Situations Vacant and Wanted --30 words or under, 28.; each additional 10 words, 6d .

(For ls. extra, Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, and will be forwarded
post free. )

**

***

Matriculation English Course. By W. H. Low , M.A. Lond ., and
CURRENT EVENTS .

JOHN BRIGGS, M.A.Camb. 38. 6d . [ Ready September 1902.

This book contains grammar, analysis, compositi n , précis- writing ,

and paraphrase.
The half-yearly meeting of members of the

Matriculation Latin Passages. Being a selection of Prose and Fixtures . College of Preceptors will be held in the Col
Verse from the best Latin writers. Edited by B. J. HAYES, M.A.

lege Library on Saturday, July 19, at 3 p.m.Lond . and Camb. 38. 6d . KEY , 3s . 6d . net . [ In preparation .

Matriculation Latin Unseens. Peing the Passages set for Trans
The Nature - study Conference in London , we may remind

lation from Unprescribed Books, 1875-1902 . 1s .
our readers , is fixed for July 23.

[ Ready July 1902.

Tutorial Greek Course. [In preparation.
The Board of Education have decided , at the suggestion

Matriculation Modern History. Being the History of England,
of the Council of the Society of Arts, to hold during the

1485-1901, with some reference to the Contemporary History of
early part of next year an Exhibition of Engraving and

Europe and Colonial Developments. By C. S. FEARENSIDE, M.A.
Etching in the Victoria and Albert Museum , South KensingOxon . 3s. 6d .

[ Ready September 1902.
ton . The Exhibition will consist of examples of copper and

Matriculation Geography, Physical and General.
steel engraving, including line mezzotint and stipple (plain

The New Matriculation Algebra. Being the Tutorial Algebra , and coloured ), aquatint, and etching. Communications

Elementary Course, adapted to the London Matriculation Revised should be addressed to the Secretary, Exhibition of Engrav
Syllabus and containing a Chapter on Graphs. By RUPERT

ing and Etching, Board of Education, South Kensington , S.W.DEAKIN , M.A. 38. od . [ Ready August 1902.

Matriculation Advanced Algebra and Geometry. Edited by The Catholic Association has organized a series of summer

WM. BRIGGS, LL.D., M.A. 4s. 6d. [In preparation. trips, tours, and pilgrimages - among the rest a language

TheNew Matriculation Chemistry. Being the Tutorial Chemistry , holiday course at Douai (“ a place made memorable in the

Part I. , with Matriculation Supplements on Metals and their Com- annals of the Faith in England " ), the party leaving London

pounds and the Chemistry of Daily Life. 4s . 6d .
on August 4. Apply to Valentine M. Dunford, K.S.G. ,

[ Ready September 1902.
22 Paternoster Row , E.C. , before July 21 .

Matriculation Physics : Heat, Light , and Sound . By R. W.

STEWART, D.Sc. Lond., and John Don , M.A., B.Sc. Lond. 4s . Bd .

[ Ready.
The scheme for the allocation of the grant

The New Matriculation Botany. 3s . 6d . [ Ready September 1902. Endowments.

of £ 10,000 a year from the Technical Education

Board of the London County Council has been

Now ready, crown Sro, price 3s. 6d. finally adopted by the University of London , the consent of

the institutions concerned having been obtained. ( See
THE TUTORIAL ARITHMETIC. below , page 293.)

By W. P. WORKMAN, M.A., B.Sc.,

Head Master of Kingswood School, Bath ; late Fellow of Trinity The Public Health Institute, Edinburgh, completed by the

College ; and Smith's Prizeman. liberality of Sir John Usher, has now been formally handed

SOME RECENT PRESS NOTICES . over to the University.

Schoolmaster. - " This book takes first place among our text-books in arithmetic .

No other single book can compete with this one.'

Journal of Education.-" The treatment of fractions is a great improvement on
MRS. MARGARET OGILVIE has endowed with an income of

that usually found in school arithmetics. I very interesting chapter is that on £ 200 a University Readership in Ophthalmology, to be held
' Congruences.

Westminster Review .-- " The Tutorial Arithmetic is in every respect an admir by the honorary surgeon to the Oxford Eye Hospital.
able book, and seems destined to supersede all other secondary treatises on the

subject."

Mechanical World.- " The authors have invested such subjects as circulating LORD DERBY has given three acres of land towards a site
decimals and prime numbers with an amount of attractiveness which is in pleasing for a new Grammar School at Bury, and has offered £ 1,000 ,
contrast with the usual rigorous and unsympathetic treatment ordinarily accorded

these subjects.” in addition, upon certain conditions not yet disclosed .
Aberdeen Free Press.-- " This book does not confine itself to the old ruts . On

the theory of cirenlating decimals , prime numbers, & c ., the work becomes quite

fascinating . It is one of the most thorough and informative arithunetic text-books

in existence.'

THE Oxford D.C.L. has been conferred uponEducational News.-- " This is a book of high merit throughout. It is the most Honorary

important work of its kind issued within recent years .'

Degrees .School World.- " The principal merit of this treatise is the attention paid to
the Hon. Joseph H. Choate, the American

methods of computation . The treatment of theoretical points is clear as well as Ambassador ; Viscount Ilayashi, the Japanese
sound , and the examples on the metric system are mostly of the right kind , Ambassador; Lord Cromer ; and Count Matsukata . D.Sc. ,
Altogether this is a stimulating and novel book . ”

Civil Service Student.- " Admirably conceived and lucidly expressed. on Mr. W. H. M. Christie, Astronomer Royal, and Dr.
anthor appears to have that special knowledge, belonging only to the practical Arthur W. Rücker, Principal of the University of London .
teacher, of the needs alike of teacher and student. ”

Practical Teacher.-- " A distinct advance on most existing text- books.” D.Litt ., on Prof. Kielhorn, C.I.E., of Göttingen .

*

***

*

The

* *

*

Full Catalogue of the University Tutorial Series , and Lists of Books suitable for

thefollowing Examinations, free on application :

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS and Oxford anıl Cambridge Locals,

London Unirersity , South Kensington , &c.

At Oxford , too, the honorary degree of D.D). has been con

ferred upon the Ven. H. V. Churton , J.A., Bishop -elect of

Nassau , and upon the Rev. J. E. Mercer, V.A., Bishop

nominate of Tasmania ; and the degree of M.A. upon Mr.

W. J. Smith - Jerome ( B.M. London ), University Lecturer in

Medical Pharmacology and Materia Medica .

London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.C.
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The University of Cambridge has conferred the following Ramsay, of University College, London, is made K.C.B.

honorary degrees: Principal Lodge, of Birmingham , Dr. Isambard Owen , of the

LL.D .: Mr. Whitelaw Reid, Special American Ambassador to the University of Wales, Dr. Villiers Stanford , of Trinity (Cam
King on the occasion of His Majesty's coronation ; Maharaja Dhizaj bridge ), and the Hon. H. McLaurin , Chancellor of the

Sir Madho Ras Sindhia, Maharaja of Gwalior, G.C.S.I., A.D.C.; Sir University of Sydney, are knighted .
Shahu Chhatrapati Maharaj , G.C.S.I., Maharaja of Kohlapur ; the

Duke of_Argyll ; Viscount Hayashi , Japanese Ambassador ; Sir

Richard HennCollins,Master of the Rolls ; Sir Joseph West Ridgeway Lister is made a Privy Councillor. Sir W.S. Church, Bart.,
The physicians and surgeons are well to the front. Lord

Governor of Ceylon ; Sir Albert Henry Hime , Prime Minister of

Natal;General Sir F. W. Grenfell, Governor and Commander-in- President of the Royal College of Physicians, is made
chief of Malta.

K.C.B. Sir Francis Laking and Sir Frederick Treves be

Sc.D .: Sir H. H. Johnston, Special Commissioner for the Uganda come baronets. Mr. H. G. Howse , President of the Royal

Protectorate ; Dr. A.W. Rücker, Principalofthe University ofLondon ; College of Surgeons ( England ) ; Mr. Halliday Croom , Pre
and Robert Ball , Acting Director of theGeological Survey of Canada .

Litr.D.: Rev. William Sunday, Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity sident of the Royal College of Surgeons ( Edinburgh ); Dr.

in the University of Oxford ; and Frederic Seebohm. Thomas Fraser, President of the Royal College of Physicians

Mus.D .: H. W. Parke, Battell Professor of Music at Yale. ( Edinburgh ) ; Mr. Victor Horsley, of University College,

London ; Prof. Macewen , of Glasgow ; Dr. W. J. Collins;

The Cambridge honorary M.A. has been conferred on Mr. and Mr. Alfred Cooper, F.R.C.S. - are knighted .

T. H. Middleton, Professor of Agriculture ; Mr. Abrahams,

Reader in Talmudic and Rabbinic Literature ; and Mr. Sir ALFRED Lyall is to be congratulated on his admission

A. P. Goudy, Lecturer in Russian . to the Privy Council, and Mr. Leslie Stephen on his K.C.B.

The literary Knights Bachelor are Mr. F. C. Burnand, Mr.

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY has conferred its honorary LL.D. W. Laird Clowes, Dr. Conan Doyle, and Mr. Gilbert Parker,

upon the following Colonial Premiers and Governors :-Right M.P.

Hon. Edmund Barton ,K.C. (Australia ) ; the Hon. Sir Robert

Bond, K.C.M.G. (Newfoundland ) ; General Sir F. W. Art is represented by Sir Edward Poynter, P.R.A. , who

Grenfell, G.C.B., G.C.M.G.(Malta ) ; Lt.-Col. the Hon. Sir receives a baronetey ; and by Mr. W. Emerson, President of
A. H. Hime, R.E., K.C.M.G. (Natal) ; the Right Hon . Sir the Royal Society of British Architects ; Mr. E. Waterlow ,

Wilfrid Laurier, G.C.M.G. (Canada) ; Sir William Mac- A.R.A. , President of the Royal Society of Painters in Water

gregor, M.D.,K.C.M.G. (West Africa ) ; the Right Hon . Sir Colours ; Mr. John Thornycroft, F.R.S .; and Mr. Charles
J. W.Ridgeway, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., K.C.S.I. (Ceylon ); the Wyndham - who are knighted .

Right Hon. R. J. Seddon (New Zealand ) ; Sir W. J. Sendall,

K.C.M.G., G.C.M.G. ( West Indies ) ; and the Right Hon.

Sir J. Gordon Sprigg, K.C.M.G.( Cape Colony) . The Senate of the University of London

Scholarships. has approved the following conditions for

DUBLIN UNIVERSITY has conferred the following honorary the Gilchrist Scholarships and Studentships

degrees : for Women :-( 1 ) Four scholarships of £40 a year for two

D.Litt. - Alexander Campbell Fraser,Professor Emeritus of Logic years, two open annually to candidates that have passed the

and Metaphysics, University of Edinburgh ;George Abraham Grierson, Intermediate Examination and are not of more than two

Fellow of the University of Calcutta, and chief of the Linguistic years' academic standing. One scholarship may be raised
Survey of India ; M.Theodore Reinach, the historian and archæologist; to £50 if the holder studies experimental science and her
and William Ridgeway, Professor of Archæology in the University of

Cambridge. college fees would exceed £40 a year. (2) One studentship
D.Sc. — Sir William Abney ; Josiah Willard Gibbs, Professor of of £100 for one year, open to a graduate in Honours of the

Mathematics in Yale University ; and George Johnston Stoney, F.R.S. University for a course of study in an approved institution

LL.D.- John Winthrop Hackett,member of the Legislative Council in preparation for some profession, which she must promise
of West Australia ; SirAlbert H. Hime, K.C.M.G. (Natal), an old to practise at least two years. Applicants to be of not more
student of Trinity College ; and Horace Brooks Marshall, one of the than three years'standing from first graduation . Apply to
Sheriffs of the City of London .

the Principal before the end of February. (3 ) One travel

DURHAM UNIVERSITY has conferred the honorary D.C.L. on ling scholarship of £ 70, open to secondary teachers holding

Prof. Pringle -Pattison , Dr. Fraser's successor at Edinburgh. the University diploma - preferably such as shall havebeen

trained in the proposed Day Training College for Teachers .

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY has conferred its honorary LL.D. Scholars must have been engaged in teaching for at least
ipon Mr. Michael Ernest Sadler, of the Board of Education. two years, and must at election be holding an appointment

in a school . No examination, but nomination by a Com-

The University of Missouri, very appropriately, has con- mittee of Selection ,who report by April 15. Further par

ferred its honorary LL.D. upon Mr. Samuel L. Clemens. Did ticulars in London University Gazette for June 7 .

not “ Mark Twain ," once upon a time, bear a hand in work

ing a steamboat on the Mississippi ? There seems to be an A MITCHELL Studentship in Economics and Political

· Innocent Abroad ." Science ( including Commerce and Industry ), £ 100 , is open

(September 15 ). Apply to the Academic Registrar, Univer

sity of London , by August 31 .

THE most notable feature of the Coronation

Coronation
Honours is the institution of an Order of Merit . The following prizes and scholarships, for women only,

Honours .

The dozen names in the first list worthily will be awarded on the results of the Cambridge Higher
represent the Army and the Navy, literature, science , and Local Examination in June , 1903 :-(1) £5 to each of the
art. Lord Rayleigh , Lord Kelvin , Lord Lister, Mr. Morley, best five candidates engaged in tuition as a profession or

Mr. Lecky, Sir William Huggins, and Mr. G. F. Watts preparing for that profession ; (2 ) the Lowman Memorial

are excellent representatives of the three latter departments. Prize interest on £ 125 Caledonian Railway 4 per cent.

Carlyle, it will be remembered, accepted the Prussian Debenture Stock ) to the candidate highest in Group A

Order pour le Mérite, though heafterwards declined G.C.B. among those engaged in or preparing for the work of tuition ;

(3 ) two scholarships, £ 50 a year each, tenable at Newnham

Lord Kelvin is also made Privy Councillor. Principal for three years , for success in special groups ; (4 ) Gilchrist
Rücker, of the University of London, is knighted . Prof. Scholarship, £ 50 a year, tenable at Girton or at Newnham .
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for three years; (5) Liverpool Clough Scholarship , £60 a THE REV. HERMANN GOLLANCZ, M.A. , D.Lit . , has been

year,
tenable at Newnham for two years. See the Regula- elected to the Goldsmid Chair of Hebrew , and Mr. R. A.

tions for the examinations now published. Nicholson, M.A., to the Chair of Persian, at University

College, London. Prof. Nicholson has also been appointed

The University of Oxford School of Geography offers a University Lecturer in Persian at Cambridge .

Geographical Scholarship, £60, open to such as have taken

Honours in one of the Final Schools of the University. DR. ROBERT LATTA, Professor of Moral Philosophy,

Examination , October 14. Apply to the Reader in Geo- Aberdeen University, has been appointed to the Chair of

graphy, Old Ashmolean Building , Oxford , by October 1 . Logic in the University of Glasgow, in succession to Dr.

Adamson.

From the proceeds of his book on “ The Cause and Conduct

of the War," Sir Conan Doyle proposes to set apart £ 1,000
MR. JAMES TAIT, M.A., late™ Fellow of Pembroke College,

to found a scholarship for enabling somepoor South African Oxford, Lecturer in Ancient History and Assistant Lecturer

Boer or British student to study at Edinburgh University. to the newly instituted Chair of Ancient and Mediæval
in History, Owens College, Manchester, has been appointed

With the rest he will encourage the movement for civilian
riflemen .

History at Owens.

The Universities of the Maritime Provinces of Canada are
The Rav . J. H. B. MASTERMAN, M.A., has been appointed

sending a memorial to the executors of Mr. Rhodes's willto the temporary ( three years ) Chair of History in the

asking that the conditions of the will be altered so as to give
University of Birmingham .

all the provinces of the Dominionan opportunity to compete

for the Oxford scholarships. The will provides only for
Mr. J. H. CLAPHAM, Fellow of King's College, Cambridge,

Ontario and Quebec, two out of seven provinces.
has been elected to the newly instituted Professorship of

Political Economy at the Yorkshire College , Leeds.

Ar the City of London School it is intended to form a class

in journalism next term , and the most promising boy in this Dr. T. WITTON Davies , formerly Lecturer, has been ap

class, as discovered by examinations and examples, will be pointed Professor of Semitic Languages in the University

awarded the G. W. Steevens Travelling Scholarship of £ 400 . College of North Wales. Prof. Davies also holds the Chair

of Hebrew and Old Testament in the Baptist College ,

Bangor.

In connexion with the grant of £10,000Vacancies The Wardenship of Trinity Hall, Glenalmond, is vacant

and Appointments. a year recently voted to the University through the resignation of Canon John Huntley Skrine, M.A.

of London by the London County Council

in aid of the work of the Faculties of Arts , Science,
Mr. David H. M CURTAIN , M.A., B.Sc. Lond . , Head Master

Engineering, and Economics, the Senate have made the of the Secondary Department of the North Kelvinside

following appointments :--Prof. Ramsay, F.R.S., Teacher of School, Maryhill, Glasgow , has been appointed Principal of

Chemistry at University College ; Prof. Capper, Teacher of the new School of Science at Crewe.

Mechanical Engineering at King's College ; Prof. Unwin ,

F.R.S. , Teacher of Civil and Mechanical Engineering at
THE REV. A. R. JOHNSON, M.A., second master in the

the Central Technical College. At the London School of Exeter Grammar School, has been appointed Rector of

Economics and Political Science : Prof. Hewins, Director of Marwood, Barnstaple.

the School, Teacher of Modern Economic History ; Mr. A. L.

Bowley, Teacher of Statistics ; Mr. Edwin Cannan, Teacher of
THE REV. John M. EUSTACE , M.A. , assistant master at

Economic Theory; Prof. Foxwell,Teacher of Banking and Weymouth College , has been appointed Rector of Challa

Currency ; Mr. Herbert Hall , teacher of the Sources of combe, Barnstaple.

Early Economic History ; Mr. H. J. Mackinder, Teacher

of Economic Geography ; and Mr. A. L. Sargent, Lecturer

on Foreign Trade. “Also Dr. Karl Breul and Dr. Robert MESSRS. MACMILLAN & Co. announce a new and
Priebsch to the Professorships of German , founded by the Literary

Items.

University ; and Dr. J. Norman Collier, F.R.S., to the Pro
popular issue of the illustrated edition of Green's

- Short History of the English People ," in forty
fessorship of Organic Chemistry at University College.

monthly parts. The complete work will make four handsome

volumes.

THE REV. ARCHIBALD ROBERTSON, D.D. , LL.D. , Principal

of King's College , has been elected Vice -Chancellor of London MESSRS. BLACKWOOD & Sons have in the press a new edi

University for 1902-3. tion , in four volumes, of Sir Walter Scott's “ Minstrelsy of

the Scottish Border,” prepared by Mr. T. F. Henderson,

The Chair of Modern History at Cambridge is vacant author of an interesting volume on “ The Casket Letters.”

through the lamented death of Lord Acton . The last critical edition of the “ Minstrelsy ” (Lockhart's)

was published some seventy years ago.

Mr. E. A. Beck, M.A., Fellow and Senior Tutor of Trinity

Hall, Cambridge, has been elected Master, in succession to The Department of Comparative Literature in Columbia

the Rev. H. Latham , M.A. University has decided to publish a Journal of Comparative

Literature quarterly. Many of the foremost European

ArCambridge, too, Mr.E.G.Duff, M.A., of Wadham College , scholars have promised co -operation.

Oxford, has been elected Sandars Reader in Bibliography ;

the Special Board of Indian Civil Service Studies have ap- MESSRS. IngLis, KER, & Co., of Glasgow, will publish in

pointed Syed Ali Bilgrami, B.A. , LL.B., Calcutta , to be Uni- the autumn a “ Life of Dr. Parker,” of the City Temple, by
versity Teacher of Marathi; and Mr. Leonard Doncaster, B.A., the Rev. Dr. Anderson , of Windermere, who has successfully

Scholar of King's College, has been appointed assistant to written the biographies of Principal James Morison and
the Superintendent of the Museum of Zoology. Dr. Fergus Ferguson. Dr. Anderson will speak with the

*
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authority and fulness derivable from a lifelong intimacy Universities in Leeds, Liverpool, and Manchester and their
with Dr. Parker. graduates.

Messrs. BROWNE & Nolan, of Dublin, will presently issue The Jewish Chronicle ( June 7) says that, in view of the

a revised and completed edition of " Ireland , Industrial and improved position of Hebrew in the University of London,

Agricultural," a timely exposition of the condition, resources , the curriculum at Jews ' College is being reorganized, and

and economic possibilities of the country, edited by Mr. a more absorbing attention is to be devoted to Hebrew

William P. Coyne, M.A. , F.S.S., for the Department of studies, which are in future to culminate in the Diploma of
Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland. The Rabbi. Meanwhile, it is desired that before long Jews'

volume will be illustrated by upwards of a hundred full- page College may be an affiliated College in Semities of the Uni

plates, maps, and diagrams. versity, and there can be little doubt that the closest bond

must, in the near future, exist between Jews' College and

Sir ISAAC PITMAN & Sons have just issued the first number University College. "

of Business Life, a monthly pennyworth, " directed to the

growing demand for special training in all departments of On Speech Day at Wellington ( June 18 ) , the Master ( the

business life which is being made by the stress of competi- Rev. Bertram Pollock ) stated that 700 old Wellington boys

tion with other nations.” The contents are of a practical had been to the front, 70 had died in their country's service,

character, and the personal element is represented in “ Suc- 253 have been mentioned in dispatches, 41 had received the

cessful Students ” (with portraits) and “ Life Stories of D.S.O., Sir Ian Hamilton had received a K.C.B., and two

Successful Men .” The successful man of the current number Victoria Crosses bad been wor.. One of the V.C.'s (Captain

is Dr. T. J. Macnamara, M.P. (with portrait).
Towse ) was present.

General.

9
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PRESIDENT BUTLER'S admirable inaugural address on

THE results of the third examination for the "Scholarship and Service," on his installation at Columbia

National Diploma in Agriculture, recently held University ( April 19 ) , is published in full in the June

at Leeds, “ indicate a continued improvement in number of the Educational Review , which Dr. Butler himself
the standard of knowledge attained ," but the general so ably edits. The same number contains an interesting

education of many of the candidates is very deficient. . . . article on ** The Abolition of Compulsory Greek in Ger

Many students whose papers were otherwise creditable ex- many,” and a very useful and handy “ Bibliography of

hibited a remarkable ignorance of spelling, grammar, and Education for 1901.”

ordinary English composition.”

The conversazione given by the President, Council, and

Mr. A. SONNENSCHEIN, who has laboured long and earnestly professors at University College, London , on June 19 was

for the simplification of the methods of teaching English brilliant and successful.
children to read, held a conference with London Board - school

teachers ( June 9 ) on “ The Teaching of Reading in Element- A STATUTE has been promulgated in Congregation of Ox

ary Schools ” in the Board Room on the Victoria Embank- ford University for the transfer of the control of the train

ment. The object of the conference was to show that ing of secondary teachers, now entrusted to the Delegacy

reading, writing, and spelling from dictation of wordsof of Local Examinations, to an independent delegacy . Mr.

regular structure can be taught in a year, whereas from Sidgwick pointed out that the present step was called for by
three to five years are now spent in this study. the action of the Board of Education in making a diploma

necessary for junior inspectorships and by the draft Order

The new Regulations for the Cambridge Higher Local in Council requiring a diploma in the case of registration of

Examination , containing the announcement of set subjects teachers. He observed that beyond this transfer no change

in the various Groups for December, 1903, and June, 1904, was involved , except the giving a University status to a
as well as for December, 1902, and June, 1903, can now be Reader in Education if such an official be hereafter created .

obtained from the Local Secretaries or from Dr. Keynes,

Syndicate Buildings, Cambridge.
AN IDEAL UNIVERSITY FOR LONDON.

At a meeting of the governors of George Heriot's Trust, PROF. E. H. STARLING , M.D., F.R.S., delivered the annual

Edinburgh ( June 9 ), a letter was read from a student whose Foundation Day oration at University College, London (June 5),

fees had been remitted , stating that, having had constant taking for his subject " The Building ofthe University." He

work for the pasttwo years, he was now in a position to repay said that heproposedtodealwith the best manner in which they

thesum-£ 12 . Scotland is not yet wholly- demoralized by might complete theworkbegun seventy-five years ago by their

grants in aid of deserving students.
founders - namely, the establishment in London of a University

which should beadapted to the needs of this monstrous metro

polis, and should offer to all classes and creeds of the Empire an

In the opinion of the Outlook (May 24) “ the gentlemen education which would fit them to take their part in the struggle

who are now called secondary inspectors are not qualifiedby not only for mere existence,but for the persistence ofthe English
attainments, standing, or experience to estimate the work of race and English ideals. A single institute or group of institutes
a good secondary school. Most of them are the old South would not be an adequate solution of the problem . The Univer

Kensington men new christened ; the new ones are men east,and west of London - a condition which could only be ful
sity must be equally accessible to dwellers in the north , south,

without sufficient experience to guide them ; and very few filled in the case of a single institute by placing theUniversity in

have taught in secondary schools themselves.' the heart of the City. A better and more feasible way was to

adopt a process of division, so that a complete University centre

The Court of Governors of Owens College, Manchester, should be provided in the close neighbourhood of the railroads

decided (June 4 ) to apply for a charter for an independent which served those four quarters of the London area.

University in Manchester, to be called the Victoria Univer Such a division of the University could be accomplished with

sity of Manchester. The Court were of opinion that any University therewouldbe a centre in each of the four quarters of
out in any way destroying the unity of the whole. In their ideal

powers and advantages possessed by the Victoria University London . Each of those centres wouldbe in so far a complete

and its graduates, including the use of the name Victoria, University in that it wouldbe a place for study and research in

should be equally continued ( if desired ) to the proposed l all branches of knowledge, and would be a community of teachers

a
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*
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and scholars. The local business affairs of each centre would be nucleus on which to build its fourth centre. In this centre the

under the control of a committee or council appointed by the Faculties of Science, Applied Science, and Engineering would take

Senate of the University, but containing representatives of the a foremost place. The Arts Faculty, however , would not be absent,

local body of professors . All those centres would be but parts of and would be represented at least by such subjects as modern

this Cniversity, with common aims,with similar curricula, and languages, history, and economics, which were the foundation of

the same standard of examination . The Senate of the University, any Commercial Faculty of a University.

which would contain representatives from all centres, would be In addition to those centres, there would be a number of schools

responsible for the appointment of the local governing bodies, of the University which would preserve their autonomy, butwould

and would keep in their own hands the power of appointing and direct their teaching according to the requirements of the Uni
dismissing professors. It would be possible in that way to pro - versity . Such schools would be mainly post-graduate in

vide for the training of ten thousand students within the Univer- character, in that it would be their office to graft on the general

sity of London , and to ensure the freedom of teaching and research training in method acquired within the walls of the University

and the living contact of each student with men ofdifferent ideals itself the special professional training necessary to fit the man for

and modes of thought, which were the most valuable factors in a the pursuit of medicine, law, commerce, administration , &c.
University training.

Among such institutions would be the twelve medical schools

Such a University could not be founded without the possession attached to the great hospitals of London, the School of

of adequate means. Each centre would necessitate the erection Economics and Commerce, the various training schools, and, it

of buildings at a cost of about £500,000,on ground covering from was to be hoped, the great legal corporations, which had so far
five to ten acres . For a moderate endowment of its professor: failed to grasp the extent of their responsibilities in the forma

ships and the maintenance of its laboratories a yearly income of tion ofa Legal Faculty of the University. The utilization of the
£50,000 should be provided in addition to the income from polytechnics would require careful consideration.

students ' fees, which might amount to another £ 30,000 . Those

might seem large sums to those who were ignorant of the money

spent abroad by the State on Universities or of the income which

was available from ancient endowments at Oxford and Cam CORRESPONDENCE.

bridge. The united income of the colleges at Oxford was

£ 330,000 a year, and at Cambridge nearly £300,000 a year .

The yearly Government grant to the University at Strasburg, [We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions expressed by our

with only 1,000 students , was £ 50,000. He was convinced that correspondents . - Ed . E.T.]

there would be no difficulty in raising those amounts in London,

either by the generosity of its rich men or by grants from public

funds, if only those interested in the making of a University
THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS AND THE

would combine their efforts towards a common end . The task EDUCATION BILL .

was rendered easier by the fact that in the building of the
To the Editor of the Educational Times.

University they could utilize for University purposes in London

many of the buildings and endowments already existing, and Sir ,-My attention has been drawn to a communication under

it was in the hope of inaugurating a common movement in that the above heading which appears this month in the correspondence

direction that University College had declared itself ready to be columns of a contemporary.

incorporated in the University . I beg to utter a respectful protest against the action of the

The first step in the making of a great London University was Dean in writing this letter, and in dating it from the College of

indeed halfway towards accomplishment. Towards the sum of Preceptors. I do this irrespectively of the opinions he bas

£170,000 necessary for the incorporation of University College advanced. The Dean occupies a position of greater responsibility

more than half had been already subscribed. But it was only a than that of an ordinary member of Council , for he is , to a
first step. Where were they to find the other centres ? The large extent, their official representative. One would naturally

solution of that question was already under consideration by expect , therefore, that a certain measure of reserve would be

various bodies in the University. The Faculty of Medicine of imposed.

that University was engaged in drawing up plans for the estab- This is illustrated by the fact that, at the very time the Dean

lishment of a great institute for preliminary and early medical was inditing the letter in question, he was also engaged in pre

studies in the immediate neighbourhood of theUniversity build- paring the draftof a Report to be presented to the next meeting
ings in South Kensington, at a cost of £ 150,000 for laboratories, of the Council, in order to be dealt with before formal presenta

and at least an equal sum for endowment of professorships. The tion to the forthcoming half -yearly meeting.

University already contributed a considerable sum annually out If he had been requested by the Council to write , the matter

of their grantfrom the Technical Education Board to the expenses would have worn a different complexion, or if there had been

of the Engineering School, the Central Institute of the City and any debate on the question from which he could have gathered,

Guilds, and it was to be hoped that this was but the prelude to more or less completely, the sense of the Council, there might

an incorporation of that school in the University. A similar have been some excuse ; but, judgingfrom the published reports,

incorporation of the Royal College of Science would presentmany no such debate has taken place, so that, in effect,the Council is

difficulties, seeing that that school of science was a Government partly pledged without its knowledge and against its will.

Department. Part, at any rate, of its work would gain by being Apparently, the Dean, in the course of conversation , had

directly under the control of the University, and they might con- picked up the opinions of two or three of the members. Unfor

fidently look forward to the timewhen the vacant ground round tunately, in a measure of this kind, religious animosity and

the Imperial Institute, including the building itself,would be political bias frequently shape the feelings and obscure the

occupied by a group of institutes which together would form a educational bearings of any particular policy; but Isubmit that,
complete University centre for WestLondon ,where many, if not in an official pronouncement of the whole Council, the measure

all, faculties would be represented. For the University centre of would have a fair chance of being considered from the educa

South London they had already a nucleus in King's College. tional standpoint alone ; and, if suchwere the object of my letter,

The incorporation of that institution in the University would I should be quite ready to offer a challenge to the Dean, and to

probably cost less than that of University College. But its assert that, if a ballot were taken , a majority of the Council and

buildings permitted of little or no expansion, and it would be far of the members of the College would be found in favour of the

better to give them back to the Government if the University main principles embodied in the Government Bill . But I am not

could receive in exchange five to ten acres of land in a corre- now concerned to defend or to oppose the Bill ; one is jealous only

sponding position south of the river, and erect thereon new that the College should be kept outside religious or political

buildings fitted to modern requirements, and with accommoda- partisanship and that the impartiality of one of our own officers

tion for a large number of students which would be provided by of Council should bemaintained.
South London and the southern railroads. The East London Unfortunately, owing to the action of the Dean , the question

centre was urgently required for the scientific training of men has become somewhat obscured, and the direct result of his un
who were to be leaders and captains of industry in that great called -for intervention will be to exacerbate the discussion at the

manufacturing district . The facilities for University education College on the 19th prox ., and, it may be, to draw it off on a false

in that part of London were at present most rudimentary, but it issue.

seemed possible that the University might use the excellent in- Mr. Eve throws a doubt on the advisability of imposing a test

stitute maintained by the Drapers'Company, at any rate as alto ascertain whether or not a teacher conscientiously' believes the

а
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doctrines he seeks to be allowed to teach . His recent action THE ANNUAL CEREMONIAL :

leads to the conclusion that a test might sometimes be advan

tageously employed to ascertain the wisdom and prudence of
COLLEGE DIPLOMAS AND ACADEMIC COSTUME.

certain office-bearers in our own College . “ It is impossible to To the Editor of the Educational Times.

describe in Parliamentary language ” the evil effects at this

crisis of a lack of judgment on the part of our leaders.— I am, SIR ,-Most people who have attended the annual distribution

Sir, &c . , J. O. BEVIN . of prizes and certificates of the College of Preceptors must have

535 Gunterstone Road,West Kensington , W. been struck by the small percentage of graduates who attend to

June 14, 1902. receive their diplomas . It is , of course, evident that many who

live in the country find it impossible to be present ; but I think

there are many who might be induced to put in an appearance
To the Editor of the Educational Times. if they were specially requested by notice to do so.

The ever

Sir , — Myletter was not intended to be official ; I regret if there increasing number of teachers whotake the College diplomas,

was anything about it to justify a contrary idea. It began with and the recognition of the L.C.P. and F.C.P. as qualifications for

a plain statement of fact necessitated by what seemed to me an registration, surely warrant a slightly more elaborate ceremony

erroneous impression conveyed in the previous number of the than the one at present in vogue . In this connexion it would be

Journal of Education. The Report adopted by the Council bears interesting to know why academic costume, for which elaborate

out this statement. The remainder of the letter was, as I plainly regulations are laid down in the College Calendar, is not worn.I

stated, an expression of my own opinion . — I am , Sir, &c.
Its adoption would at least add to the attractiveness of the

H. W. EVE.
distribution. I beg, then, to offer the following suggestions :

37 Gordon Square, W.C., June 24, 1902. ( 1 ) That all teachers entitled to diplomas be requested to make a

special effort to attend ; ( 2 ) that graduates who have already

received their diplomas be likewise made welcome ; and (3) that

THE EDUCATIONISTS' OPPORTUNITY :
academic costume be worn . - I am , Sir, & c .,

Collegiate School, Grimsby, W. HUBERT COLLINS, A.C.P.

“ ONE GREAT UNION OF TEACHERS," June 9 , 1902.

To the Editor of the Educational Times . [ ( 1 ) This should scarcely be necessary , and, where necessary,

would hardly be effective ; still, it is a simple matter. (2) All

SIR ,-Some years ago I heard Dr. Fairbairn deliver at Aber- are welcome, as of course. ( 3) The point will, no doubt, receive

ystwyth a striking address, in which he spoke of the unique due attention.- Ev.E. T.]
opportunity that lay before the founders of the Welsh Univer

sity, insomuch that they had a free field and were not hampered
THE TEACHERS' REGISTRATION COUNCIL :

by the dead hand of the past. Such an opportunity lies before

English educators at the present moment. Everything educa
THE REGISTRAR'S TENURE .

tional is in the melting-pot, and it is theirs to take care lest they
To the Editor of the Educational Times.

should have to repeat, in a somewhat different sense , Thring's

caustic comment : “ There came forth this calf.” He has told us Sir , I beg to enclose herewith a copy of a letter I have ad

that “ the skilled workman is the lord of all things on earth ,” dressed to the Teachers' Registration Council . It seems to me

and “ that the foremost teachers of the English -speaking race are that the system of tenure in that branch of the Board of Edu

the most living creators of the life that is to be. ' cation should be clearly defined. For who will not consider it a

Believing that to be true , I wish to lay before your readers an scandal and a shame if the Registrar be dismissed summarily

idea that I trust may prove fruitful. The problem is " to make without appeal and without compensation, when he may be

English education effective and to secure adequate power for clearly in the right ? And yet what is to prevent this if the
teachers.” To secure this requires union and sinking of differ- system of tenure there resembles that of most, if not all , head

ences. Yet each classof teachers seems to be settingup its own masters of schools under schemes of the Charity Commissioners !
sectarian assembly and grinding its own axe. Thus the power of -Iam, Sir, &c . , THOMAS ALLEN .

the teaching professionis weakened in the same way that Cyrus Woodbury, Malvern Link, June 13 , 1902.

weakened the river Gyndes, by distribution into too many

channels. And, if I may be pardoned the use of another meta
Mr. Allen's letter, dated June 7, is as follows :

phor, a thick tree has to be sawn through -- the tree of opposition I have this morning under date of the 5th inst. received the follow

and indifference ; to effect this there come little groups of wood- ing communication from South Kensington :

menwhoseaxes only dint the roots, whereas one saw worked by I have not received instructions from the Teachers’ RegistrationIn reply to your letter of the 29th ultimo, I beg to inform you that

steam would soon bring it down.
Cannot all the subdivisions lay aside their differences and unite Council to make any statement on the subjects mentioned in your

letter ."

to form one great union of secondary teachers, if not of all
teachers ? All teaching is at bottom one, as Prof. Laurie stated tenure under the Registration Council . Accordingly I beg to ask

Now it seems to me that it should be known what is the system of

so emphatically before one Commission. The coming Register is (1 ) whether the Registrar will have to sign a declaration that he

another proof of the solidarity of the profession . Cannot the will acquiesce in his own dismissal should such be resolved upon ;

College of Preceptors or some other great body formulate a (2 ) whether he will be liable to summary dismissal without appeal and

scheme for swallowing up the members of allminor bodies ? Many without compensation , when he may be clearly in the right ; and ( 3 )

advantages would follow . (1 ) The public would believe teachers whether there is anything in the nature of automatic removal in your

to be in real earnest. ( 2) Every recommendation would carry branch of the Board of Education.

many times the weight that a recommendation from a smaller I gather that primary teachers are on the high road to have a right

body can carry. ( 3) Teachers would learn to regard the problems of appeal. I rejoice thereat. Which of your body will nowcome
of the profession from a general rather than a particular stand- forward and object to a similar boon being granted to teachers in en

point. ( 4) It would be possible to secure good tenure by a deter-dowed schools ?

mination on the part of such a united body to have it. (5) A [ It is well to be jealous on the question of tenure ; but tenure

really stable and general fund might be created - membership of in public schools seems to be on a materially different footing

this might bemadecompulsory — for paying annuities to assistants from tenure of this Registrarship. The signing of the declaration
on retirement or to their widows when necessary .

does not place the Registrar in a worse position ; it simply pre

When I consider (as a secondary teacher who has suffered vents a misguided man from giving useless trouble to both

many things) what the N.U.T. has accomplished for its members, parties. It is not easy to see how the Registrar can be clearly in

I repeat: the right if the Council decide that he is clearly in the wrong.
O fortunati, quorum iam mania surgunt ! In any case, he appears to be very amply guaranteed by the

But, like Æneas, I look forward to “ fines Italos fataliaque arva, number and by the character — personal, representative, and

where a mighty " imperium magistrale ” will spring up and public - of the Čouncil. — En. E. T.

“ debellare superbos .” - I am , Sir, &c. ,

The Endowed School, Watford, SOMERSET BATEMAN ,
L.L.A. – One cannot go beyond the terms of the Order. Quali

June 1 , 1902.
fications not inserted there are -- for the present, at any rate

[We comment on this letter in our Notes.” — ED . E. T.] inadequate, however highly they may be esteemed elsewhere.
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Phenomenon : were we not there, neither would it be there ; it is a

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF
mere Relation, or rather the result of a Relation between our Living

PRECEPTORS . Souls and the great First Cause ; and depends for its apparent qualities

A meeting of the Council was held at the College , Bloomsbury on our bodily and mentalorgans; having itself no intrinsic qualities ;
Square, on June 14. ' Present : Rev. T. W. Sharpe, President, in the being, in the common sense of the word, Nothing .

Chair; Rev. J. O. Bevan , Dr. Breal, Mr. Brown , Mr. Butler, Mr. Charles, Again, the widening gap between poetry and real life and the

Miss Crookshank , Mr. Eve, Mr. Holland, Mr. Kelland, Mr. Pinches, philosophical creed which magnified the individual and his in
Rev. Dr. Robson, Mr. Rule, Dr. R. P. Scott, and Mr. Storr . tuitions, or what he believedto be his intuitions, tempted the

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed . enthusiastic and imaginative to drift back into the precepts of

The Secretary reported au increase in the number of entries for the Aristippus :
Certificate and Lower Forms Examinations, as well as in those for the

Et mihi res , non me rebus , subiungere conor .
forthcoming Diploma Examination.

He stated what steps had been taken to bring forward amendments As in the previous volume, much space is devoted to the

to the Education Bill in the interests of secondary schools . analysis and criticism of typical novels of the period. Among

The report of the Literary Committee was adopted. these is Fr. von Schlegel's " Lucinde," a book much discussed at

The draft report of the Council to the General Meeting was con- the time, and the subject, among other criticisms, of Schleier

sidered, and was referred to the President, Vice-Presidents, and Dean macher's “ Briefe über die Lucinde.” Dr. Brandes says of it :
for final revision.

Its main idea is to proclaim the unity and harmony of life as revealed
The following books had been presented to the Library since the to us most clearly and most comprehensibly in the passion of love ,

last meeting of the Council :
which gives a sensual expression to the spiritual emotion, and

By the Authors. - Barbier's Sténographie Aimé Paris ; Findlay's Principles of spiritualizes the sensual pleasure. What it aims at depicting is the

Class-Teaching ; Newsholme’s Hygieneand Public Health ; Leonard's First Course transformation of real life into poetry, into art, into Schiller's “ playof Chemistry .
of powers,” into a dreamy imaginative existence, with every longingE.

Kirkman and Field's Arithmetic for Schools: Wilson's First Course in Analysis satisfied, a life in which man, acting with no aim , and living for no
and Grammar ; Wolff's Français pour les tout Petits . purpose, is initiated into the mysteries of Nature.

By BLACKIE & Sox.- Blackie's Narrative Histories, No, UL.A.; Ullustrated The keynote of the book is : “ Industry and utility are the angels
Continental Geography Reader ( America) ; Atkins's Skeleton German Grammar :

Papers: Nall's Xenophon's Anabasis,Book II .; Schoedelin's Selections from Chateau- return to Paradise. " That, says Dr. Brandes, is the Paradise
Blakeney's Milton's English Sonnets; Davison's Easy Mathematical Problem ofdeath with the flaming swords , who stand in thewayof man's

briand's Les Martyrs ; Turnbull's Racine's Les Plaideurs.

By C. J. CLAY & Sons. - Ropes' Erckmann-Chatrian's MadameThérèse. that lies behind us , and hence the fruitlessness of the whole

By W. B. CLIVE.- Allcroft and Hayes's Livy, Book XXI . movement.

By MACMILLAN & Co. - Andrew's Greek Prose Composition ; Selby's Burke's

Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents . The most attractive figure among the Romanticists is Novalis ,

By METICEN & Co. - Wilmot- Buxton's Makers of Europe. so lovingly depicted for us by Carlyle ,the mystic par excellence,
Calendars of Queen's College, Galway; Aberdeen University ; Edinburgh who preferred night to day, sicknessto health ,andwhose personal

University .

Register of Veterinary Surgeons. charm and early death combined with the undoubted beauty of

his writings to shed a poetic halo round his memory . His un

finished novel, “ Heinrich von Ofterdingen ," with its famous

REVIEWS. quest of the “ Blue Flower," is intended to be the counterpart

and refutation of Wilhelm Meister.” His criticism of that

work clearly shows his point of view.
GERMAN ROMANTICISM .

Goethe is an altogether practical poet. His works are what

Main Currents in Nineteenth Century Literature.” Vol. II.- English wares are, simple, neat, suitable to their purpose and durable .

The Romantic School in Germany. By George Brandes. He has, like the Englishman , a natural sense of order and

(Heinemann .) economy, and an acquired sense of what is pure and noble. . .

The second volume of Dr. Brandes's great work, originally helm Deister’s Lehrjahre ” is, in a way, altogether modern and

published in 1873, now appears for the first time in an English prosaic. Romance perishes in it , and so does the poetry, the magic
dress . The date is important. The recent triumph of Bismarck's quality, of nature , Artistic atheism is the spirit of the book .

" Wilhelm Meister " is a “ Candide " directed against poetry.

policy and the foundation of the new German Empire, the trans

formation of the Hamlet of Nations into the practical Fortinbras, To “ Wilhelm Meister ” Novalis preferred “ Sternbold,” written

were too fresh in the author's mind to allow him to adopt the by Tieck , with the help of Wackenroder's posthumous papers.

strain : An essay of his, entitled “ Christendom in Europe," shows to what

Good night, sweet prince , lengths he was carried. In it he denounces Protestantism and

And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest . every form of free thought, and actually applauds the Pope's

In a remarkable passage he points the contrast between realistic condemnation of Galileo, on the ground that, if men realized that
Germany,whose watchword is “ In Reih' und Glied ” ( in ordered the earth was but an insignificant planet, they would lose,

ranks),and the romantic Germany of the beginning of the along with their respect for their earthly home, respect for their
century . It is , perhaps, not to be wondered at that he is heavenly home and their fellow -men.”

somewhat unsympathetic in his treatment of the Romanticists. A few more points must be very briefly noticed. The long self

Reaction against the eighteenth century wascharacteristic of discipline which enabled A. W. von Schlegel to naturalize - if

all Europe at the beginning of the nineteenth. In Germany the one may use the word-Shakespeare in Germany is admirably

form that reaction took was determined by several causes . The described . Jean Paul , “ in many ways the forerunner of

popular literature,of which Kotzebue isa conspicuous example, Romanticism ,”is represented as uplifting,in " Titan," “ awarning
was of a distinctly Philistine " type. It roused the opposition, voice against its futile, demoralizing tendency." There is an

on the one hand, of Goethe and Schiller ;on the other,ofthe interestingchapter on the efforts of the school to mergepoetry
romantic movement. That movement Dr. Brandes traces to a and music in each other.

double source — the literary influence of Herder, Goethe, and They tried to make word -music, much as the prose authors of our

Schiller, and the philosophical influence of Fichte. Herder's own day try, with more or less success , to make word- pictures .

" theory of history excluded the idea of purpose.” It was the It will be remembered with what care Lessing sought to draw the
opposite of line between poetry and painting. In this connexion we might,

Yet I doubt not through the ages one increasing purpose runs. one is disposed to think, have been excused the somewhat

Goethe, and less obviously Schiller, had , after the “storm and truculent criticism :

stress” phase oftheir youthful work, drifted further and further When the mist is so thick that it can be cut with a knife, the

from the realities of modern life , and devoted themselves to Romanticists cut it into fourteen pieces and call it a sonnet .

artistic perfection of form . “ Distaste for historical and present Ste. Beuve would have expressed himself differently. Other

reality — in other words, subjectivism and idealism " -was in the chapters deal with the unreality of the Romantic treatment of

air. " Fichte , building on the foundation laid by Kant, had Nature, and with their partiality for Doppelgängerei, or the

formulated his solution of the everlasting problem of the respec- appearance to a person of an apparition of himself. Further on ,

tive contributions to our knowledge of subject and object, of Arnim and Brentano are discussed , the compilers of “ Des Knaben

the thinking mind, and of external matter , in the doctrine of Wunderhorn , " that collection of old German popular poetry

a world -positing, world -creating Ego. ” As Carlyle puts it in his which has exercised such a far-reaching influence. Both were
essay on “ Novalis " :

thorough-going Romanticists ; but Arnim wasalmost the only one

To a Transcendentalist, Matter has an Existence, but only as a of the school who never dallied with the fascinations of Catholic

“ Wil

) 6
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ism , and Brentano proved to be the pioneer of the novel of
METHUEN'S SHAKESPEARE.

peasant life, familiar to us in the pages of Immermann and The Tragedy of Julius Cæsar. Edited by Michael Macmillan.

Auerbach. The tragic story of Heinrich von Kleist is used to ( Methuen .)

point the moral of the whole book .
Spaciously printed and got-up, and edited with scholarly re

We shall see, says Dr. Brandes , how the clearness , the definiteness , finement and discretion, the present addition to Messrs. Methuen's

whichwas thenatural quality of his genius, wasdisturbed andderanged handsome series of " The Works of Shakespeare " will be cordially
by the poetical insanity of Romanticism . welcomed . The introduction stands out from the multitudinous

But he does acknowledgehis genius. Kleist is , indeed , reckoned editions of this favourite play both in literary appreciation

among the Romanticists ; but,as Von Treitschke points out, heis ment for the determination of the date of composition exhibitsan
and in analytical keenness. The presentation of the argu

toogreat and too original to be catalogued under anyclass.name: educative example in sound method. At first one tends to feel
Lastly is traced the influence of themovement on the War ofimpatient with Mr. Macmillan's detailed consideration of the
Liberation, a war for hearth and home, but waged at the view that the hero ofthe play is Brutus; but, after all, one comes
command of the old dynasties.”

to acknowledge that the wisest course is to argue it step by step

out of the field . The most distinctively able section , we are

inclined to think, is the examination of Shakespeare's handling

HANDBOOK TO CHAUCER. of the character of Cæsar, in comparison with the general

| historical facts and with the particular statements that the author
Tie Language and Metre of Chaucer. By Ten Brink and Kluge. found in Plutarch - a luminous contribution to the analysis and

Translated by M. Bentinck Smith. (Macmillan .) to the justification of the dramatist's method. Of similar

The original edition of this book was brought out by Prof. Ten quality, though on a lower plane of importance, is the discussion

Brink in 1884, with the assistance of his friend, Prof. Kluge, of the minor characters, and especially of Brutus and Cassius.

and was, as the former says in his preface, the result of several Mr. Macmillan , we think, is not so sure-footed when he comes to

years of study. The second edition appeared in 1899 , some years the criticism of Shakespeare's representation of that “ collective

after the death of Ten Brink, and was edited by Prof.Kluge, personage,” the mob. The poet, he says , " deliberately goes out

who introduced very little alteration of any kind . He also took of his way " —that is, departs from Plutarch's account - to add a

much interest in the present translation made by Miss Bentinck " touch of wanton injustice to the character of the Roman mob , ”

Smith, and assisted her with many helpful suggestions. This in the case of the murder of Cinna ; but, for all that, the poet

translation is particularly valuable , as rendering accessible to a need not be dramatically wrong ; and what Mr. Macmillan has

far wider circle of English students the results obtained by patient already said on the subject rather tends to show that the poet is

investigation and indefatigable research of one that was eminent dramatically right.

both for his scientific grasp of philology and his masterly appreci. The blunt monster with uncounted heads,

ation of the works of Chaucer. With this book before us, we The still -discordant wavering multitude

realize that in this particular aspect of Chaucer-study the is not the description perfectly just ? There is undoubtedly

accuracy and thoroughness ofthe work cannotbe surpassed, and
that the conclusions reached are, therefore , perfectly trustworthy but is it not consonant with the* unpitiful frankness ” in Casca's contempt for “ the rabblement,

rudeness ” of this “ blunt
and reliable .

fellow ” ( 1. ii . 300-305 ) . There does not seem to us to be any
The main subject of the brief introduction is the influence of

unnecessary conflict between Casca's disgust with “ the rabble

Chaucer upon English literature and language, more especially

English dialect andmetre. The treatise following takes up the ment” and Carlyle's “ Twomen Ihonour,andnothird.” In any

three points of phonology, accidence, and the structure of verse sistent with revulsion at the gratuitously uncleanly and untidy
case, the deepest sympathy with the lower classes is not incon

aud stanza .

In the phonology, the vowels are first discussed ,withregardto effectively Shakespeare's process of idealization andhis re.
habits of too many of them . For the rest Mr. Macmillan handles

their quality (timbre), quantity (duration ), and accent (stress), arrangement of his materials in more effective combinations,and

which are mutuallyinterdependent. Lists are then given of he examines minutely the dramatic compression of events. The

Germanic vowels,which are classed according to quantity: i.e., reprint of the principal passages from North's Plutarch,”
as short, long, and variable, The sources of each , and the
different forms under which they appear in Chaucer, are also forming the basis of the play, is a useful adjunct, but it had better

have been placed under a separate heading Practically it is no
fully examined, while notice is further taken of diphthongs, matter,but, in a literary point of view, the introduction is felt to
A careful summary of this part traces the history oftheold end weakly, tailing off into a string of extracts.

English vowels, so far as they are represented in Chaucer's
The notes, critical and literary, run mainly at the bottom of the

dialect. A short account of unaccented vowels is followed by a

classification of romance vowels dependent on accent. Of these,
page. They are conspicuously judicious, whether selected or

three classes are distinguished : those with a tonic, a pre-tonic, and dim places of the text. Fortunately, Mr. Macmillan has
original; and they throw a full and steady light upon the dark

and a post-tonic accent.In a similar manner the writer discusses - nothad the temerity to suggest many new readings " ; still less

the consonants of Chaucer, under the heading of “ Labials, has he had the rashnessto make innovations onthe text. He is

Linguals, Palatals, and Gutturals ,” first pointing out how a

lengthening of the consonant became general in the change to success in the difficult enterprise of conjecture. He seems
wisely conservative in this respect ; his suggestions do not point

from Old to Middle English. Special notice is taken of the clearly right in placing a dash at the end of 1v . iii . 5 , thus at
voiced and voiceless 8 .

In the accidence, the verb is first studied, with regard to its istic of Brutus. We cannot argue the points now, but we do not
once saving the reading of the Folios and illustrating a character

tense-formation,and the characteristic forms of the strong and like any of his half-dozen suggestions, except thoseon 111. i.3,

weak verbs are considered. Other points discussed are the in- and u . ii
. 118 . His laudable attempt to explain the usual

Hexion ofthe various tenses and the formation and inflexionof reading in 11.i.1745 is worth further consideration ; but the

theanomalous verbs. In treating ofthe substantive,thevocalic interruption of the easy flow of Brutus's speech by such a ragged

and consonantal inflexions of Old English nouns are carefully boulderdoes incline onetobecontent with Capell's emendation .

distinguished . With regard to the romance substantives, stress Some good longer notes are relegated to an appendix. One

is laid upon the connexion between those used in Chaucer and closes the book with real satisfaction, and with the belief that

in Old English. The adjective and pronoun are similarly re- every serious student of the playwill be grateful to Mr. Mac
viewed.

millan for his able and discreet guidance.
In the chapter on “ The Structure of Verse and Stanza ,”

Section I. , on prosody, deals with the treatment of the weak é,

syncope, apocope, &c. Section II., on accent and stress, dis FIGURES MADE CLEAR .

cusses the accentuation of Germanic and Romance words. In the The Tutorial Arithmetic. By W. P. Workman, M.A., B.Sc. ,
section on the various forms of metre and their structure, the

assisted by R. H. Chope, B.A. (Clive.)

normal short line and the heroic couplet are fully analyzed, while This volumecannot fail to take a good place amongst the best

the history of the latter and its use prior to Chaucer are given . text -books on the subject. It is an excellent addition not only to

Finally, the subjects of rime, alliteration, andthe stanza are the “ University Tutorial Series," but toarithmetical class books

carefully considered . It is hoped that this brief analysis will to in general. There is undoubted evidence throughout - though,

some extent indicate the value and scope of a work that ought perhaps, even more especiallyin the non -commercialportion of
to be in the hands of every earnest student of Chaucer. thebook - that the work has been produced by masters of the

a
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subject and able teachers. The clearness of the explanations of A First Latin Course. By E. H. Scott and F. Jones. ( Blackie . )

the theory, the directness of the language, andthe fitness of the The reformed methods of modern language teaching have evidently

definitions are extremely satisfactory. The volume is , perhaps, influenced the writers of this course. There is plenty of repetition , and

primarily intended for students enjoying the additional advan- of conversational practice; and oral exercises in supplying terminations,

tages of oral instruction ; but it is also very suitable for purposes feature is the addition to the several lessons of short Latin proverbs
like “ Romani insulam vast- , " form a considerable part of it . Another

of private study. The best methods of setting out work are in black type intended for learning by heart. There are alsoa few

sufficiently indicated in thelarge number of illustrative examples, pieces for reading. Thevocabularies are arranged according to the

and there are frequent and valuable observations bearing ondetails in the treatment of problems and onthe errors that lessons, and anindex of English words refers the pupilback to the

exercise where each occurs .

students are specially liable to fall into. In the demonstration well as in favour of it .
There are arguments against this plan as

of the theory of many of the processes there are placed side by MATHEMATICS.

side purely numerical examples and examples with letters as Longmans' Complete Arithmetics : Mental and Practical , Course B.
types of number generally ; and it may be noted that the gain in Books IV .-VII .

generality is obvious, while no knowledge of algebra is required The successive books satisfy the requirements of the latest Code of

in order that the majority of the latter examples may be Regulations for the successive standards of day schools, and in some

thoroughly understood. " At the close of the book a short and casesthe range of thevolume is rather wider than that absolutely
very interesting chapter on Congruences is introduced, and the demanded . The small quantity of text is good ; but the task of ex

principles are then applied to the discussios of portions of the planation is practically left to teachers. The sets of exercises are

theory of Recurring Decimals. The volumecontains a very large divided into similarly graduated sections with a view to enabling

number of exercises, and the authors believe that the final series teachers of large classes to ensure among their pupils, at every stage,
of problems is an exceptionally difficult collection . The text independent work of an even character. The answers to the exer

appears to have been very carefully passed through the press , cises contained in each book are issued in a separate companion

but there is on page 341 ( Art. 210, last paragraph but one) an
volume.

erident and rather important misprint.
Blackie's Three -Division Arithmetic.

A good series of three little books, written specifically for the use of

“ small elementary schools," and covering the whole of the necessary

school course . A preliminary page, besides giving other useful hints

GENERAL NOTICES. to teachers, indicates the limits of time within which average pupils

should be able to master the contents of the several volumes, and

CLASSICS . points out how any extension of the school career of an individual

pupil may be used with advantage to ensure greater proficiency in
“ Murray's Home and School Library .” — Plato's Republic.

arithmetic, and possibly a wider knowledge of it . By far the greater
By Lewis Campbell , M.A., LL.D.

number of exercises deal with questions of a concrete character, and

A charming introduction and companion to the “ Republic.” . Dr. are thus themore likely to awaken the interest of children. There is

Campbell writes with fulness of knowledge and thought, and with a
a minimum of text . The introduction to vulgar fractions is particularly

mind eagerly attentive to modern aspects of the matters dealt with good. In discussing averages, the author notes the curious origin of
by Plato. His object, he explains, is twofold : “ partly to explain some the word, and apparently implies that the true meaning of it is “ loss

aspects of the dialogue, in which elucidation seems to be required , at by sea." The best authority is against that view, and, in any case,

least for beginners ; but partly also to indicate some ways in which the where is the good ofstarting etymological conundrums in such a

spirit of the author of the Republic,' when duly unsphered , may place ? Occasionally a slight want of clearness is noticeable in the

without violence be fruitfully applied to modern life , notwithstanding wording of a sentence, but such defective expression is exceptional.

the extreme difference both of real and imaginary circumstances.

Education being, in Plato's view , “ the pivot article of a standing or MODERN LANGUAGES.

falling commonwealth,” educational theory occupies about one -third of
Trois Comédies ( A. de Musset ) . Edited by K. McKenzie, Ph.D.

the whole dialogue ; and on this aspect Dr. Campbell brings to bear a ( Heath .)

prolonged and mature experience, as well as ripe scholarship and know. A convenient edition of

ledge of the world . Referring to two minor principles that Plato in- l'amour,” and “ Il faut qu'une porte soit ouverte ou fermée.” In a
' Fantasio ," " On ne badine pas avec

sists on-that subjects should be classified and graduated according to dozen pages Dr. McKenzie summarizes the main events of De Musset's

the pupils' ages, and that the earliest lessons should be accompanied life, and indicates his chief works; and he adds somepages of notes,

with enjoyment-he asks : “ Have not both these rules been violated which are barely sufficient for the purpose of elucidating the text and

by our public-school system - promoting cram and gerund -grinding give the impression of having been written in a hurry .

between eight and twelve, and depriving the more arduous studies of

the fresh interest that might else attend them if commenced when the La Jeune Sibérienne (Xavier de Maistre ). Edited by W. G. Etheridge.

mind has been prepared to profit by them ? ” The illustrations are
( Blackie . )

interesting and useful. Dr. Campbell writes “ Plato " and “ Zeno," the We regret that the editor did not annotate some more novel and

“ Euthyphro ” and the “ Meno,” but “ Glaucon ” as well as " Solon,” and interesting and really French tale . His notes on grammar and on

" Heraclitus,” but “ Adeimantus.” Why not have the courage to call subject matter alike are very good indeed ; not so the vocabulary,

men uniformly by their own names ? which is incomplete, and should be overhauled at once .

“ Macmillan's Greek Course . ” — Greek Prose Composition . Cinq Scènes de la Comédie Humaine ( H. de Balzac ) . Edited by

By S. O. Andrew, M.A. B. W. Wells, Ph.D. ( Heath. )

Mr. Andrew limits himself to the mature Attic , so as to avoid To the mature student these scenes will be of interest, as showing

Baboo Greek . Assuming accidence and syntax, he throws his someaspects of Balzac's work ; for class-reading the book is quite un

strength upon “ analysis and the resulting comparison of idioms," with suitable. The first scène is a tale of madness; the second of murder; the

a view to the study of the language as rhetoric, as an instrument third is tainted by insinuations against the heroine ; the fifth introduces

of expression." . The introduction (58 pages ) selects a variety of the figure of Christ in a highly poetic fashion ; and there is only the

grammatical and rhetorical points for detailed illustration ; then come fourth remaining, which has been edited before , and is fairly well known

187 exercises in the different forms of composition, with brief notes of —the " Episode sous la Terreur.” The notes are adequate , but it is

suggestion ; and a vocabulary is appended. The remarks introductory a little surprising to find no note on saute, marquis ! in the third line of

to the several divisions might have been extended with advantage ; and page 1 , nor on d'honneur (page 4, line 23) ; to learn that Swabia is

the two or three specimen translations suggest the prospect of a part of Bavaria (page 197) ; and to find Prosper called Caspar ( page

" key. ” The exposition, selection, and annotation indicate alike thorough 198 ). It is more than surprising to meet with such a fatuous remark as

care and competent scholarship . The book will make a place for itself this : “ That a French girl should blush at such lying marks her

in the crowd. as a person of exceptionally ingenuous candour."

( 1 ) Schüler - Kommentar zu H. S. Sedlmayers Ausgewählten Gedichten Commercial French, Part II. By W. M. Poole and M. Becker.

des P. Ovidius Naso. Second edition , Von K. A. Schwertassek . (Murray.)

(Williams & Norgate, for G. Freytag, Leipzig .) ( 2 ) Wörterrer- With regard to this second part, there is no need to say more

zeichnis zu derselben . Von H.Jurenka. (Same publishers.) than that it is as good as the first, and that any one teaching or

Dr. Schwertassek has made three essential alterations on his first learning French for commercial purposes should study
edition . He has largely extended the practice of indicating the con- It is the best book of its kind that we have yet seen . Reform method

struction ; he has thrown out all references to a grammar ; and he has teachers will be particularly grateful for it.

necessarily dropped the references to Dr. Sedlmayer's section on L'Arrabbiata, and Hochzeit auf Capri ( Paul Heyse) . Both edited by

poetical peculiarities, which no longer appears in the edition of the Dr. W. Bernhardt. (Heath . )

The notes are quite elementary and very full-overdone, we Much as we admire Heyse as a writer of short stories, and of

should say : Dr. Jurenka's “ Wörterverzeichnis ” is adequate and care- “ L'Arrabbiata ” in particular, we do not think that Dr. Bernhardtwas

ful; but why a special dictionary at all ? well advised in following the extraordinary suggestion of the New

CG
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England Commission on Text - Books for Preparatory Schools, which re- student — though the anewers to examination questions rather suggest

commended Heyse's novels as “ pre -eminently suitable for students the competitive student. Mr. Lindsey's knowledge is extensive, and

preparing for entrance to college ” (i.e., a secondary school) . his brochure is not uninteresting in form if regarded as a practicalbook

" L'Arrabbiata ” is a tale of passion, a tale of Italy ; to make it a peg for the teaching of history.
for elementary grammar is sinful. The “ Hochzeit auf Capri” also MISCELLANEOUS.

has an Italian scene , about which the editor speaks in fervid terms

in his introduction, and a very slight plot , little likely to interest our
The College Student and his Problems. By James H. Canfield, LL.D.

( Macmillan .)
pupils. The notes are sufficient, but occasionally somewhat pedantic

Dr. Canfield is Librarian of Columbia University , and he has been in
in tone ; the vocabularies are practically complete.

succession Chancellor and President of two other American Uni.

ENGLISH . versities . He brings to his task , therefore, the ripe wisdom of years

Emerson's Essay on Beauty. Edited by Susan Cunnington. (Speight.) and varied experience.We fear, however, that the conditions of Uni
Miss Cunnington treats Emerson's essay as “ a class study in English versity life are so totally different in the States that our English youth

composition.” One cannot but doubt whether she might not have is not likely to profit directly by Dr. Canfield's sage counsels. To the

selected a more fruitful piece, in point both of matterand of style. general readerthe most interesting part in the volume is the appendix

We suspect this essay is rather beyond thepowers of “ upper forms in on expenses. The estimated cost of a year of college life (excluding

schools,” whatever " private students ” maymake of it. However,it clothes and travelling and vacation expenses) varies from a minimum

represents a laudable aspiration. Miss Cunnington takes “
of £22 in the Ohio State University to a maximum of £ 166 at the

English
Columbia State University. Seeing that the cost of living is generally

composition ” in a tolerably wide sense . Among her questions are

these : "Where do you find the earliest mentionof a treatise on incredible. It is interesting, also, to learn that the best business firms
far higher in the States than in England, the first figures seem almost

plants and flowers ? " “ What differences of character might be ex .

pected in the residents of ( a) Naples; (b) Northwich ; ( c) Bedford ; in the States give the preference to graduates, and that Horace

( d ) the hospice of St. Bernard ; ( e) Tunbridge Wells ? " * What Greeley's jibe (“ No college graduate or other horned cattle need
are the points which you would observe in a loaf of bread before apply " ) is quite out of date. This is borne out by what Mr. Carnegie

determining whether it is beautiful ? " “ What of the ' realistic told us the other day. The managers and superintendents of all the

drama' and the Lord Mayor's Show ' as satisfying ths idea of departments of his vastbusiness hare, almost withoutexception , gone

appropriateness ? " We should like to
through a regular University or polytechnic course .

our leading literary

men answer such questions. And “ when is ' parallel to , ' and when

‘ parallel with , correct . " Well, when ? Miss Cunnington is really

more concerned with the thought and the facts than with the “ FIRST GLANCES.

position ,” and with the composition in the highest rhetorical sense MISCELLANEOU'S.

than with the mechanics of style. “ Since it is comparatively easy

to mistake fault - finding for criticism , the method of pointing out the Alger, Edith G. : A Primer of Work and Play . ls . 6d . Heath .

author's peculiarities , tricks of style , and ' faults ' is purposely
[ Capital illustrations ; familiar matter ; “ Look -and -say

avoided.” That is to say, one of the most effective means of turning principle ; interesting companion book to any principle .]

the subject to account for the end in view is deliberately neglected Aunt Kate's Handy Book of Personal and Household Information .
on a mere fancy. You cannot teach “ English composition without New and Revised Edition . ld . Leng (Dundee ).

a standard and without bringing your subject to the test of that [48 pages of most useful matter .]

standard . Yet the idea of the “ study is elevating, and the treat- Broman , Allan : School Gymnastics on the Swedish System . 3rd

ment is earnest and suggestive. Edition . 3s . 6d . net . John Bale, Sons, & Danielsson.

A Test-Book of Applied English Grammar. By Edwin Herbert Lewis, [Re-written . 62 illustrations. Thoroughly sensible .]

Ph.D. (Macmillan .) City and Guilds of London Institute, Department of Technology :
Prof. Lewis believes “ that elementary oral correctness and an ele- Programme for 1902–3 . 9d. net . Whittaker.

mentary sentence-sense should be the first objects of grammar study.” Comrades All . No. 2. Edited by W. T. Stend , P. Mielle, Martin

By precepts and oral exercises he labours to inculcate correctness,
Hartmann, and E. Hicks Magill. 8d . Office of the Review of

chiefly in the use of verbs. The greatest bugbear is the universal
Reviews.

ain't.” " Every grammar class should be an anti-ain't club ” -that
[Annual . International correspondence by teachers and taught.is , in Chicago and the region round about. Another prominent out

Many illustrations. Interesting and deserving .]
sider is wa’n’t (wasn't ). “ Brung," we learn , “ is a vulgarism ” ; “ I
done " is a bad vulgarism ; so is “ has rose ” —we miss the classic Dog Book, The People's. 1d . Leng (Dundee ).

“ riz . ” But really there is very little for English schools in this [ Useful information, carefully selected . ]

section , except the proper use of " lie ” and “ lay. ” The second section Education Bill , The : The Truth about it as it applies to Bradford and
of the book is an elaborate inculcation of the main elements of a other County Boroughs. 2d . Sewell (Bradford ).

sentence-simple , complex , and compound , especially with a view to [ Strongly favourable. Detailed analysis.]

getting the punctuation right . The end does not justify the means. Green, J. R. , M.A .: A Short History of the English People. Illus
Teach the proper thing at the proper time, and seven -tenths of this trated Edition. Part I. 6d . net. Macmillan .

appalling drudgery of exercises should be quite unnecessary. ( Most handsome. 40 monthly parts, making 4 vols. , with 1,400

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
illustrations . ]

Pitman's Commercial Series.--Commercial History. By J. R. V.
Hester, G. N. , B.A. : The Youth's Pocket Note - Book . 28. net leather ;

Houlston .
Marchant, M.A. (Pitman .)

ls. 6d . cloth .

The first half of this book consists of a very interesting historical
[Introductory good advice ; headline quotations; tasteful and

substantial get up. ]
sketch of ancient and mediaval commerce . The valleys of the

Euphrates, the Tigris, and the Nile have afforded contemporary records Jefferson , Samuel: A Yorkshire Coronation Ode . Is . net . Jackson

of commercial and industrial activity existing nearly six thousand years ( Leeds ) .

ago. From the commerce for which rivers form the high road we [Gorgeous and grandiloquent ; without perspective . ]

pass to the commerce of the narrow seas, to the story of the Phænicians, Manning, J. E. , M.A.: The Story of the Targums. Rawson ( Manchester ).

Greeks, and Romans, andthence to the period of the middle ages, to [Address, with appendix on “ The Transition from Hebrew to

the story of the Italian , Flemish , and German towns. This is followed Aramaic.” Erudite and vivid . ]

by an excellent sketch of English commerce, manufactures, and com- Murray's Home and School Library .—The Face of Nature. By the

mercial legislation from the time of theNormans to that of the Tudors. Rev. C. T. Ovenden, D.D. 2s.

An account of the beginning of oceanic navigation, of the great ex
[ “ Popular readings in elementary science " _ “ for unscientific

plorers and discoverers from Columbus to Drake and Hudson, introduces
persons . ” Numerous illustrations , pertinent and good .]

some interesting details about the commencement of trade with Russia,

Africa, and the Indies, and the origin of the first trading companies. National Gallery of British Art (Millbank) : Illustrated Catalogue.
6d. net. Cassell.

The latter part of the book is hardly so satisfactory, partly through the

greater complexity of the subject in modern times, partly because the
[ " Published by authority of the Trustees.” Very good.]

division of the matter under a great number of different headings tends Nicklin , J.A., B.A.: Lyra Seriorum . 8d . Black .

rather to interfere with the narrative and change the work into a sort [ Judicious selection , on the note of “ a high seriousness.” ]

of dictionary of subjects . Many of these subjects are adequately Norton, Smedley : Sergeant, call the Roll . 28. E. Stock .
treated, but the exigencies of space have caused others to be unduly [5 spirited poems, with chronology of the South African War

curtailed, and in one or two cases not to be brought quite up to date. and 13 full -page illustrations by Tom Merry . ]

Problems and Exercises in English History ( 1399–1603 ) : A Revision - Sandford , Archdeacon E.G., M.A .: The Church of the New Century.

Term Course, containing Sirty Typical Questions, . with full 6d . Elands ( Exeter) .

Answers, &c . By J. S. Lindsey. ( Cambridge : Heffer & Sons.) [ A charge. Strong for the Education Bill, though “ to a large

This is a multum in parvo, calculated to be useful to the historical extent it gives secondary education the go.by.” ]
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BLACKIE & SON'S BOOKS

FOR PRECEPTORS ' AND OXFORD LOCALS, 1903 ..3

)

Macbeth , Edited by E. K. CHAMBERS, M.A. Is . [ Warwick Shakespeare.

Macbeth , Edited with Introduction and Notes , &c . ls . The Picture Shakespeare.

Macbeth , Edited by H. C. NOTCUTT, B.A. 8d .
[ Junior School Shakespeare.

Evangeline. Edited with Introduction , Notes , &c . Paper, 3d . ; cloth , 4d .

Talisman . School and Home Edition . Cloth , ls .

Gallic War - Books IV . , V :, VI. Edited by Professor John Brown, M.A. Illustrated.

Book IV. , Is . 6d . ; V. , 2s .; VI . , Is . 6d. [ Illustrated Latin Series.

Aeneid - Book VI . Edited by H. B. COTTERILL, M.A. 2s. [ Illustrated Latin Series .

Horace - Odes III., IV . Edited by STEPHEN Gwynn, B.A. ls . 64. each .
[ Illustrated Latin Series.

Eutropius - Books I. and II. Edited by W. Cecil LAMING , M.A. ls . 6d .

[ Illustrated Latin Series.

Livy - Book XXI. Edited by G. G. LOANE, M.A. 2s . 6d .. [ Illustrated Latin Series.

Euripides -Medea . Edited by P. B. HALCOMBE, M.A. Illustrated . 1s . 6d .

Sanderson's Outlines of the World's History . Part IV . Modern History
specially dealing with European History . 2s . 60.

The British Isles . No. IV.c of the New Century Geographies . Is . 6d .

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST.

.

BLACKIE'S

BOOKS FOR PRIZES .
Write for Complete Catalogue of Books for Prizes

( including G. A. HENTY'S Famous Historical Tales).

“ The famous house of Blackie & Son maintains its

leading position as the source of the best of the strong,

stirring , healthy stories of adventure which are the

delight of our youth .” - Pall Mall Gazette.

“ Both from the literary and artistic point all juvenile

literature bearing the impress of Messrs. Blackie & Son

is sure to be among the best . "-- Westminster Budget.

are" . The story - books of Messrs. Blackie & Son

delightful, brilliantly bound, and printed on paper that

is a pleasure to bandle .” — Daily Telegraph.

* *

Teachers are invited to call at Messrs . Blackie & Son's and see the Books ,

LONDON : BLACKIE & SON, LIMITED, 50 01.D BAILEY, E.C.
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BLACKIE & SON'S NEW LIST

WRITE FOR EDUCATIONAL CATALOGUE.

FRENCH IN PICTURE AND TALK. Eight Pictorial Conversational Sheets, for the teaching of French to

young beginners. Each picture has the names of the objects represented printed in French , and these are to be used as the basis of conver

sation lessons as fully developed in the handbook below . Boldly printed on strong manilla paper 18 x 24 inches . Mounted on roller,
6s. per set .

FRENCH IN PICTURE AND TALK . A Handbook ( for teachers ) of Conversational French , corresponding
to the sheets. By MARGUERITE NINET . Price 2s . 6d .

SKELETON FRENCH AND GERMAN GRAMMARS

A SKELETON GERMAN GRAMMAR. By Professor H. G. Atkins, of King's College. Printed in red and
black . Cloth , 1s . 60 .

This new book is intended to give the minimum of grammar requisite for reading. It does not profess to contain everything that the pupil
ought to know ; it does claim that he ought to know everything it contains. It is not intended as a manual for the study of grammar after the

old fashion, that is to say, for grammar's sake, but rather as a guide for the beginner who proceeds direct to the translation of a German text,

or begins by grappling with the difficulties of real German in a similar way by any direct method .

A SKELETON FRENCH GRAMMAR. By Professor H. G. Atkins, King's College, London. Cloth, ls . 6d.

BLACKIE'S LITTLE FRENCH CLASSICS

Interesting Selections from great French Writers, well edited , well printed , well bound. FOURPENCE each book .

SELECTIONS FROM RABELAIS. Edited by E. C. Gold . LA FONTAINE – LONGER FABLES. Edited by A. H.

WALL, M.A.

MOLIÈRE - SCENES FROM LE MÉDECIN MALGRÉ MUSSET-SELECTIONS. Edited by F. W. B. SMART , M.A.
LUI. Edited by W. J. CLARK , M.A., Ph.D.

CHATEAUBRIAND-LES MARTYRS. SELECTIONS . Edited

LESAGE — SELECTIONS FROM GIL BLAS. Edited by by E. T. SCHOEDELIN , M.A.

H. W. ATKINSON, M.A.
BRUEYS AND PALAPRAT L'AVOCAT PATELIN.

PROSPER MÉRIMÉE-MATEO FALCONE, &c. Edited by
Edited by E. B. LE FRANÇOIS.

J. E. MICHELL, M.A. VICTOR HUGO - WATERLOO . Edited by G. H. CLARKE , M.A.

MADAME DE SÉVIGNÉ-SELECT LETTERS. Edited by
CORNEILLE-LE CID. SELECT SCENES . Edited by Louis

Miss M. F. VERNON HARCOURT.
BARBÉ, B.A.

BOSSUET - ORAISONS FUNÉBRES. Edited by the Rev. RACINE - LES PLAIDEURS. ( Complete .) Edited by D. Lowe
H. J. CHAYTOR , M.A. TURNBULL, M.A.

THÉOPHILE GAUTIER- LE PAVILLON SUR L'EAU. MICHELET-L'INSECTE. SELECTIONS. Edited by MAURICE

Edited by W. G. HARTOG , M.A.

THE

BERG , M.A.

GEROTHWOHL.

WARWICK SHAKESPEARE

The Academysays : - “ In brief, here is an

edition to be unreservedly recommended ,"

(Midsummer Night's Dream .)

The Atheneum says : - “ No better edi.

tion could be found , either for the class

teacher or for the solitary student.” (Henry

the Fifth .)

GENERAL EDITOR

Prof. C. H. HERFORD, Litt.D.,

Examiner in English to London University,

Cambridge Local Examination

Board , &c .

The Educational Times says : -“ We

have seldom met with a school Shakespeare

in which the writer has so completely suc

ceeded in placing himself in the position of

the intelligent student his book is designed

to guide.” (Merchant of Venice .)

AS YOU LIKE IT. Edited by J. C. Smith , M.A. ls . 6d .

CORIOLANUS . Edited by E. K. CHAMBERS, M.A. Is. 6d .

CYMBELINE. Edited by A. J. WYATT, M.A. ls . 6d.

HAMLET. Edited by E. K. CHAMBERS, M.A. ls . 6d.

HENRY THE FIFTH. Edited by G. C. MOORE SMITH, M.A.

1s . 6d .

HENRY THE EIGHTH. Edited by D. NICHOL SMITH, M.A.

18. 6d.

JULIUS CESAR. Edited by ARTHUR D. INNES, M.A. ls.

KING JOHN. Edited by G. C. MOORE Smith , M.A. ls . 6d .

KING LEAR . Edited by D. NICHOL SMITH, M.A. ls. 6d .

MACBETH. Edited by E. K. CHAMBERS, M.A. ls.

MERCHANT OF VENICE, THE. Edited by H. L. WITHERS

M.A. ls. 6d .

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM, A. Edited by E. K. CHAM
BERS , M.A. ls . 6d.

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING. Edited by J. C. SMITH , M.A.

18. 6d.

RICHARD THE SECOND. Edited by C. H. HERFORD, Litt.D.

18. 6d .

RICHARD THE THIRD. Edited by GEORGE MACDONALD, M.A.

ls . 6d .

TEMPEST, THE. Edited by F. S. Boas, M.A. ls. 6d .

TWELFTH NIGHT. Edited by ARTHUR D. INNES, M.A. Is . 6d.

BLACKIE'S ILLUSTRATED GREEK SERIES

General Editor - Prof. TYRRELL, Litt.D.

AESCHYLUS-EUMENIDES . Edited by LIONEL D. BARNETT, M.A., Litt.D. , formerly Scholar of Trinity Coll. , Cambridge. 38. 6d .

XENOPRON --ANABASIS II. Edited by the Rev. G. H. NALL , M.A., Assistant Master at Westminster School. 28.

HOMER -ODYSSEY, Book I. Edited by the Rev. E. C. EVERARD OWEN, M.A., Assistant Master at Harrow . 2s.

The Journal of Educution says : - " The best edition , taking it all round , of a classical text-book that we have seen for many a long day. Mr.

Owen gives just the right amount of help that an upper fifth or sixth form boy requires . The illustrations are not only of high artistic merit,

but are some of them the best practical commentary, as those of dress and armour, ships and drinking vessels."

LONDON : BLACKIE & SON , LIMITED , 50 OLD BAILEY , E.C.
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Σ

1 = P

Call P ', Q' the points isogonal to P , Q ; they are at infinity, so that

MATHEMATICS . the asymptotes of the hyperbola ABCP'Q' (the isogonaltransformation

of PQ) are the tangents at P ',Q' , and are parallel to AP', AQ'. Now ,

whatever the position ofP, AP is perpendicular toone of the sides of
15032. (R. Knowles. ) – In De Morgan's Calculus, p . 257 , the the pedal triangle of P ; hence the first part of 14780. In part (2) the

following examples are given : hyperbola is rectangular, passing through H ; and its centre 0 is on

4.5.6.7-1.2.3.4 the nine-point circle; therefore R, diametrically opposite to y , lieson
2.3.4 + 3.4.5 + 4.5.6 =

the circum - circle. Hence the isogonal of R is at infinity and on PQ ;

therefore the pedal of R is perpendicular to PQ. Consequently (by
5.6.7-1.2.3

2.3 + 3.4 +4.5+5.6 68 . 15012 ) , since R is the orthocentre of PQR, the pedals of P and Q meet
3.1

at 0) ;and each, being perpendicular to one asymptote, coincides with the

Show that these results can be obtained by means of the coefficients in other. Thirdly, the line joining the isogonals of two points (QBin ) and

the expansion of ( 1 - x) - " .
( azB272) on Ean = 0 has evidently the equation Saajana 0. Hence the

equation of the tangent at P' is Zap ? 0.

Solutions (I. ) by J. PRESCOTT, B.A .; (II.) by T. Peele , A.I.A. , ( II . ) If Pp be the chord of the cir KA

and A. W. POULE, B.A. cum - circle perpendicular to BC, the

( I. ) We have ( 1 — )-" = ( 1 - 1 ) ( 1 — x ) = ( n + 1 ) , Simson line of Pis parallel to Ap,

12 (n + 1 )
1 + nx +

and bisects the join of P to the
n (n + 1 )( n + 2 )

23 + ... ortho - centre H (MILNE and Davis ,
2 ! 3 !

p. 52 ). Then , since Pp, BC are А

(( 1 - x) { 1 + (n + 1 ) x +
(n + 1 ) ( n + 2 ) ( n + 1 ) ( n + 2) (n + 3)

23+x2 +

}
perpendicular,

2 ! 3 !
arc BP + arc Cp

Hence, equating the sum of the coefficients of the powers of x up to x ", = semi-circumference,

n ( n + 1 ) n (n + 1 ) (n + 2 ) n (n + 1 ) ... (n + 1-1) = arc AQ + arc Rp ,
TH

R

2 ! 3 ! r !
since Ap, QR are perpendicular ;

(n + 1)(n + 2)...(n + ? )_1 . hence В!

go ! arc BQ = arc AP + arc CR ;

By putting n =- 4 , r = 3 , we get the first result , and by putting n = 3 , which it will be similarly found is

7 = 4 , we get the second . also the condition for RP being

perpendicular to the Simson line
(II . ) Let S 2 (P + B )( P + B + 1 ) (P + B + 2) ... ( P + B + m – 1 ) . of Q , &c .

Let K be the orthocentre of

Now, since the coefficient of x” in the expansion of m ! ( 1 — x )– " is PQR. The Simson line of P bisects PH and is perpendicular to QR, or

n (n + 1 ) ... (n + m- 1 ) ,
parallel to PK. It therefore bisects HK.

(III .) Let pp , the 19
S the coefficient of " in the expansion of m ! ( 1 - 3 ) - " , Simsox line of P, meet 99,

the Simson line of Q, in

i.e. , in m ! ( 1 - x) -(p +r- 1) 1- (1 - x), F ; QR cut pp at right
1- ( 1 - x ) "

0.

angles in E, and PR cut

Hence s the coefficient of xm +1 in m ! [ ( 1 - x) -(p+r- 1) – (1 — 2)- (n =" ] 99 in D. By a well known

(p + r - 1)(p + r )( p + r + 1)...(p + r +m–1) - (p - 1)p (p + 1) ...(p + m – 1 ) .J of P and Q must meet
theorem the Simson lines

P

m + 1 at the same angle sub- B

Putting p = 2 , m = 3,1 =
tended by the chord PQ P

S = 2.3.4 + 3.4.5 +4.5.6
4.5.6.7-1.2.3.4

the circumcircle ;
= 204.

therefore

Putting p 2, m == 2 , y = 4 , ZDFE = PRQ ;

5.6.7-1.2.3
S

10'
2.3 + 3.4 + 4.5 + 5.6 - 68 . therefore FERD is a

3

cyclic quadrilateral;
19

therefore

14780, 15012, 15062. 14780.- (Rev. J. CULLEN .) - A given line
cuts the circumcircle in P and Q. Prove that ( 1 ) the asymptotes of the

LFDR right angle ,

isogonal transformation of PQ are at right angles to the Simson lines of being supplementary to FER .

P and Q. (2) If PQ passes through the circumcentre,then theasymptotes Let O ' be the orthocentre of PQR. Then QR is perpendicular to PO' .
are the Sixson lines. ( 3 ) If PQ be ax 0 and (P, 9, r) the trilinear co- Therefore PO ' is parallel to pp. By a well known theorem the SIMSON

ordinates of P (or Q) , then the asymptotes are of the form Larp = 0. line of P bisects the line PO, if O be the orthocentre of ABC. Therefore

15012 .. (Professor SANJÁNA, M.A.)-Let P be any point on the pp bisects 00' . Similar results follow by using the Simson line of R in

circum -circle of ABC; draw a chord QR of the circle perpendicular to the first theorem, and the Simson lines ofQ andR in the second.

the Simson lineof P ; thenPR shall be perpendicular to the Simson line

of Q, and also PQ to that of R. Prove alsothat these three lines concur

at the point midway between the ortho - centres of the triangles PQR and points . PQ, P'Q'moet in R ; PQ ’, P'Qmeet in R' . Prove that R and
15097. (H.BATEMAN . )—PP'. QQ are two pairs of isogonal conjugate

ABC.
R’ are isogonal conjugate points.

15062. ( Professor SANJÁNA, M.A . )-On the circum-circle of a triangle

ABC a fixed point P is taken , andQR is a chord of the circle parallel to
Solution by Professor SANJÁNA, M.A.

the Simson line of P : prove that PR is parallel to the Simson line of Q, Let P, Q, R have the coordinates ( azbıcı) , ( azb2c2), (azbzcz) respectively ;

and PQ to that ofR. The triangle formed by the three Simson lines is then their isogonal conjugates P' , Q', R ' will be (ai ? bi'ci'), (az ? ... ) ,

homothetic to the triangle PQR : find the locus of the homothetic centre ( az ?...) respectively. Also let PQR, P'Q’R be straight lines ; then the
as QR moves parallel to itself.

determinants (a,b9c3) and (aj ?bz cz) are each zero. It can then be shown

Solutions (I.) by C.E.YOUNGMAN,M.A .; (II., 15012),by R. F. Davis, M.A.; that the determinants (az bz'ci) and (az ' b ; 'ca) are each zero ; hence the
(III., 15012 ) , by H. W. WEBSTER, M.D. , and S. CONSTABLE. points Q' , R', P are in a straight line, and so also are R' , P ' , Q. From

( I. ) For 15012 , see Question 14613, Vol. lxxv., p. 107. In the figure which the proposition follows.

for it, take p diametrically opposite to P ; its pedal line will be perpen

dicular to that of P,andtherefore parallel to QR ; and pQ ,PR are per- 15047. (Rev.Prebendary W. A. WHITWORTH, M.A .) — Prove that the

pendicular to PQ , PR - .e., parallel to the pedals of R and Q ; so that lowestvalueof N for which the equation 2 * + 3y2= N has 24 solutions
the triangle pQR exhibits the properties of Question 15062, first part. in positive integers, zero excluded, is N = 214396. [The PROPOSER

For the second, the pedals of p , Q , R bisect Hp , HQ, HR at L, M, N desires to withdraw Quest. 14998, as the statement made is true only in

( H being the orthocentre of ABC) , and they are parallel to the sides of a restricted sense . - EDITOR .]

LMN ; therefore they form a triangle p'Q'R ' with sides double those of

LMN, or equal to those of pQR. Hence the homothetic centre bisects
Solutions (I. ) by R. W. D. CHRISTIE ; (II . ) by Lt. - Col . ALLAN

pp'. Andwhen QR moves parallel to itself p' describes the pedal of P ;
CUNNINGHAM, R.E.

thereforethe locus required is the straight line half way between this ( I. ) N 214396 = 22.7.13.19.31. The primes 7 , 13 , 19, 31 are

pedal and p . each of form 3M +1 = a² + 362. Now, by an extension of EULER'S

= 3 ,

on

4

R

l
o

P

-1

-1

1 -1
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theorem , we have ( a + nb )(c2 + nda) (ac + nbd) ? + n (ad #be)?, and four 13967. (R. TUCKER, M.A.) — In the Α α Ε

other forms, making six in all , and 1 = 3 ; we easily deduce figure, ABCD is a given square ,

7 x 13 = 82 + 3.32 , 42+3:52 ( 17)2 + 3.(* ) 2 = (1,2 )2+3. ( g ) 2
AE DF = CG BH = a ,

= (19) +3 . ( ) = (%) +3. (9 ) ........... (A ) ,

and PQRS is another square. Find when
19 x 31 170 + 3.10º= 12 + 3.14 = ( 432 )2 + 3 . (3 ) 2 = ( 2,3 ) 2 + 3. (?,? )2 PQRS is a maximum ( 0 variable ).

- (91) +3. ( 1,5 )2 = (**) + 3 . ( 1,2) ............( B ).493 H

Therefore N = the following twenty -four solutions, where , for brevity, chairs. Mr.Tuckerrefers to pp.633 , 637
[The figure is a common one in bamboo

452 , 58 means N 4522 + 3.582 :

of CLIFFORD's Mathematical Papers for notes

eren 452 , 58 ; 92 , 262 ; 436 , 90 ; 164 , 250 ; 268 , 218 ; 236,230 ; upon this, the Bride's Chair . ] B

428, 102 ; 412 , 122 ;
Solution by the late Rev. T. MITCHESON , B.A.

odd 439 , 85 ; 347 , 177 ; 313 , 197 ; 139 , 255 ; 353 , 173 ; 83,263 ; It would appear that PQRS is a maximum when HPEA is a minimum ;

457 , 43 ; 293 , 207 : 461 , 25 ; 193 , 243 ; 463 , 3 ; 227 , 233 ; which is so when HP coincides with HE. Hence the value required is

367 , 163 ; 61 , 265 ; 389, 145 ; 23 , 267 . (a + b)2 – 2ab a ? + 12.

N.B.-All the odds are obtainable from the evens by an obvious Or, thus: join HE, and let ZEIIP be o ; then

rule, and, since every P3m +1 produces the three forms 3A ? + Bº, area of HPEA } { ab + (a® + 12) sin (6— p) cos (0— ) }

( 3 (3A FB)]2 + 3 [ ] ( A + B )]?, one integral and two fractional, it follows

immediately thatthe product of n similar primes equals 2"-1 integral This is obviously a minimum when 0 = 0, &c .
= + { 2ab + (a? + b2) sin 2 (0— ') } .

and 2" fractional values ; consequently when N contains a factor 4 (or 4 " )

the fractions disappear . In this case we get for the primes alone 8 in

tegral and 16 fractional , and , multiplying by 4 , we obtain by a second
15021. (ALETROP. ) - Ranger les nombres 1 , 2 , 3 , 8 de manière

method the above 24 integral values. que la différence entre deux quelconques d'eux ne soit pas égale en valeur

absolue à la différence de leurs ranges. ( Par ce problèmeon place sur

( II .) It is known that a number N which has several partitions of form l'échiquier huit reines en sorte qu'aucune d'elles ne donne échec à aucune

( x2 + 3ya) must be composite and must consist of a set of factors autre . )
N Eabed ... , where E = 1 or 4 , and a , b , c, d, .. are unequal odd

primes of form p = 66 +1 . The number of such partition (2 ° + 3ya) of
(I. ) Solution by JAMES BLAIKIE , M.A. ; (II . ) Table of Arithmetical

which N is capable will be 2r - 1 if E = 1 , or 3. 2r -1 if E = 4 , where
Solutions by H. W. WEBSTER, M.D.

the number of odd primes. Here 24 3.8 = 3.27-1 , giving y = 4 ;
By trial on the chess - board I find six entirely different solutions .

so that N = 4abcd. And N will beleast when a, b, c, d are the least odà These are shown in the diagram as A, B, C, D , E, F. Each of these

primes of form (60 + 1 ) , i.e. 7 , 13 , 19 , 31 ; therefore
solutions except E leads to eight different arithinetical solutions, as the

chess -board may be looked at from four different sides and the columns
N = 4.7.13.17 . 31 .

may be taken either from left to right or vice rersa . Thus A gives the

eight solutions 17468253 , 35286471, 83162574 , 47526138 , 64713528 ,

82531746, 52473861 , 15837425. The solution E, however, only gives

10198. (JOHN GRIFFITHS, M.A .) - The coordinates x, y , = being

proportional to the perpendicular distances from the sides of a triangle A B с

ABC, prove that ( 1 ) the locus of a point (x , y, z) such that its pedal

circle (i.e., the circle which passes through the feet of the perpendiculars

drawn from the point inquestion upon the sides of the triangle) touches

the nine-point circle is the cubic

X (yº- z*) cos A + y (x* — xº)cos B + 2 (x~ — y2) cos C = 0) ;

and ( 2) trace this curve.

The PROPOSER gives the following interesting details as to the origin
of the Question :

The theorem in Question 10198 was derived by me from the following
results .

D E F

( 1 ) If P, P' ; Q, Q' denote two pairs of isogonal points, the sides of

the triangle of reference and the lines PQ, PQ ', P'Q, P'Q ' are all tan

gents to a conic 2.

( 2 ) The director circle of and the pedal circles of (P, P ), ( Q , Qʻ) are
coaxal.

( 3 ) If a conic be drawn through the circum - centre to touch the sides ,

its director circle will touch the pedal of the circum - centre ; i.e. , the

nine -point circle .

Hence the theorem in question follows, if we suppose Q to coincide

with the circum - centre and P , P ' , Q to be collinear.

The asymptotes are parallel to the three lines OP , OP , OP3, the joins

of the circum -centre 0 with the three points P1, P , P; (other thun the four arithmetical solutions, as, owing to the symmetry of the figure, the
vertices A , B, C) where the cubic intersects the circum - circle. configurations seen from opposite sides of the board are identical. If

we place to the right of A a similar chess - board with the same

arrangement of queens , and place a similar board below each , and

Note on Question 14975 . employ a hollow frame enclosing sixty - four squares , we obtain new

By W. H. BLYTHE , M.A.
chess -board solutions except in those cases where two queens on the same

diagonal are included . The diagonals which may contain two queens are
The cubic required is not x (ya - z") sin A + ... 0 , as given in note to dotted in the diagram . We now find that diagram A affords fourteen

Question 10198, Educational Times, June, 1902 , and Mathematical Reprint, different chess-board solutions, the corner of the hollow chess-board being
Series 11. , Vol. 11. , p . 111 , but placed on the marked points. But seven of these solutions are reflections

bex (79– 2 *) + cay ( 2* —2 %) + abz (a2-4*) = 0 .
of the other seven , and thus we only obtain fifty - six arithmetical solu

the tangents to the curve at the angular points and at the centre of tions. Diagrams B, C , E , Fwhentreated in the same way do not afford

gravity meet in the LEMOINE point ; the tangents at the centres ofthe any new solution ; D affords twosolutions, but, as theyare reflectionsof

inscribed and escribed circles meet in the centre of gravity.
each other, we have only eight arithmetical solutions. Thus the diagrams

lead to ninety - two arithmetical solutions. It will be observed that the

Addition to Mr. Blythe's Note.
eight arithmetical solutions which, in general, correspond to one chess

board solution may be derived from one another by easy arithmetical

By G. N. Bates. methods. [ Rest in Vol . ]

This is the so - called “ cubique des dix-sept points . " .

In addition to the fourteen points given in the question , the curve also 15092. (R. Tucker, M.A .) - ABC and A'B'C' are a triangle and its

passes through the mid -points of the perpendiculars. Vigarié in his medial triangle... n' ; 21,22 are the BhoCard points ; and K , K' the
Géométrie du Triangle gives references to , Koehler “ Sur un cubique symmedian points . Prove that 201, 2'222 the join of the BROCARD

remarquable du plan du triangle” ( Jour. deMath .Spec ., 1887 ) ; Lemoine, ellipse centres, and KK' pass through the common centroid . Also

L'Annuaire de l'Association Française, 1888 ; in addition to the reference 229, 2'n, intersect in așa 138 = sy. ( Cf. Milne, Companion , p . 174 ,

Thomson , Educational Times, 1864.

.

>
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Solution by the PROPOSER , and Professor SANJÁNA , M.A. 15149. ( D. BIDDLE.) - If there be n primes $ VN , and represent

The a -coordinates of 2 , 2 ° ; 21, 22, are readily found to be propor- division of N by the several products of those n primes taken r at a time,
thesumof the integers which result (by disregarding remainders) from

tional to ac-, ab2 ; b3c (c2 + a®) , bcz (a +52 ) . Hence the equations to 12 ,

n'n are 3abº (c ? —a?) a = 0 , $ac? (a? — 12) a = 0

prove that the number of primes $ N is given by
... ( i . ) .

N - 1 + 1-2, + 29-33 + ... +22,

A where p signifies the greatest number of earliest primes whose continued

product is $ N.

Also, knowing that, if N include one more prime than does N - 1 , N is

that prime, discuss the possibility of discovering such difference with

sufficient accuracy without actual division of N or N - 1 by the several

primes, as by summation of their reciprocals, or otherwise. _ [The law

above enunciated differs somewbat from that attributed to LEGENDRE,

MEISSEL, ROGEL, &c .; vide MATHEWS , p . 273. ]

15150. (Professor LANGHORNE ORCHARD, M.A., B.Sc. )-Find the

product of the two series

( 1 ) 1 + 3 + 7 + 13 +21 +31 + to n terms ;

(2 ) 1+ 13 + 73 +241 +601 + 1261 + to n terms.

15151. ( R. KNOWLES . )-Prove that the sum to r terms of the series

1 + 3 x + 62 32 + - * (r + 1 )2 ( ** + 2 )

is { 1+ 4x + 12 – (r + 1 )2 ( + + 2 )2 7 " + (7**+593+7,2 – 4) " +1

A - $ ( 3r4 + 1273 +974 – 61 + 2 ) 2 * +2 12 (12 + 3r + 1 ) *" + 3

- **(r + 1 )2 xr ++ } = (1-2 )».

15152, ( Professor Cochez . ) - On considère l'équation

Again , a- coordinates of BROCARD ellipse centres of ABC, A'B'C' are pro 23-24 + 23.x - 1 = 0 .

portional to a (62 + c24 : be ( n° 62 + b2c2 + cºa* + bºca) ; therefore equation to the Déterminer 1 pour que cette équation nit deux racines dont le produit soit

join of these is Ea’a (62— (2) 0 ( ii. ). égal à 3. Calculer ensuite les trois racines .

Hence ( i . ) and ( ii . ) these lines cointersect in G, the centroid of the tri- 15153. (R. TUCKER, M.A .)
A

angles. Again , equations to 222 , 22 , are
In the “ ambiguous " case of

Σαβδω, α 0 , Σα3c2ωια 0 ( iii .),

where wa =
triangles (see figure), if b , LC

at - b % C ; hence these lines meet in

01
god the

638 = cry.
are constant, and 9 ,

Again , K , K’ lie on Ean ( — ( *) = 0, which passes through G. radii of the in -circles, then , if

the circles touch one another ,

10157. (R. W. D. CHRISTIE .) -- If p be a prime number > 2, prove roz ' is constant . 8 с

{ (2p !/2 x p ! * p ! ) -1 } = p * ( M ), 15154. ( C. E. Hillyer, M.A .) - If the median triangles be formed

where M is the sum of } ( p - 1 ) integral square numbers. of the four constituent triangles of a quadrilateral , their sides will inter

sect four by four in three collinear points, viz ., the mid -points of the

Solution by the PROPOSER . diagonals of the quadrilateral (see Question 14083 ) ; therefore the median

triangles are two by two in perspective , and the centres of perspective

It is well known that the sum of the squares of the coefficients in the are collinear in threes , forming a second quadrilateral. It is required to

expansion of ( 1 + x )" , where n is a positive integer , is 2n ! / n ! n !. Putting prove that the mid -points of the diagonals of this quadrilateral and the

I = 1 , n = p (a prime) , then four points of intersection of its sides with the corresponding sides of the

2p ! /p ! p ! 1 + p2 + ( pq)2 + ... + (29) + pº+1 ;
original quadrilateral all lie on the same straight line .

15155. (W.C. Stanham, B.A .) — P is a variable point on a conic ,
2p !

1 p - 1.p - 2 terms foci S and S. PS and PS' meet the curve again at R and R' respect
2p ! p ! 3 !

ively . Show that the locus of the intersection of SR' and S'R is a conic.

p )= y* (M ) – pe{ 20 1 = 2 ?p = 1!)"}
2p ! ! ? 15156. (George Scott, M.A.) -Prove that the radius vector of an

p ( p - 1 !) ellipse which makes withthe axis major the eccentric angle corresponding

p3 (Q ) , by WOLSTEXHOLME, when p > 3 .
to a point (x', y' ) is equal to the central perpendicular on the tangent at

that point.

In the Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, for October, 1861 , the
15157. ( R. Knowles.) -- PQ is a chord of a parabola, normal at P ;

late Rev. Dr. Wolstenholme says : - “ The method I employed is some- tangents at P, Q meet in T. Prove that TP is bisected by the directrix .

what laborious, and I should be glad if some of your readers would supply

a more direct proof” (v: also Quarterly Journal, June, 1899 ) . The
15158. ( H. Bateman . )–O is a fixed point on a curve, P a variable

theorem gives the connexion between the integralsquaresandthe series point, G is the centre ofgravity of the arc OP. Prove that the radius

of curvature of the locus of G is GPP /s sin x , where s = arc OP and
1

x = angle between GP and the tangent at P.

15159. (Professor S. Sircom.) — The tracing point of a Hatchet Plani
meter of length c traverses a circle of radius a . Find the curre described

by the hatchet, and show that it is algebraic if ( c2 - a ) is commensurable,

QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION . and that the length ofthe curve between two successive cusps is

clog (c + a )/ (c - a ) .

15145. (R. CHARTRES.) -- Three points are taken at random within a

triangle andjoined. Find the mean value of the nth power of the area at 1 pointson it concurrentina point 0. The curve isinvertedwith
15160. (H. L. TRACHTENBERG. )—A curve has the circles of curvature

of the triangle thus formed .
regard to 0. Prove that, if r be the degree of the inverse curve ,

15146. ( Professor Nanson . ) -If (A, B, C ) is the adjugate of the 3,2 – 6r - n cannot be negative .

determinant ( a , b, c, ) , prove that
15161. ( A. M. NESBITT, M.A .) — Trace the curves

( BC, CA, AB) = - (be, ca , ab) (a , b , c ) .
( 1 ) y ( -2 ) = x ; ( 2 ) ( – ) = 2 (x + y ).

15147. (Lt. -Col. Allan CUNNINGHAM, R.E. ) [ Suggested by Question 15162. ( Professor Neuberg .) - Étant donné un tétraèdre ABCD ,

15126 . ] - Let 3 (p, a) = sum of numbers > X containing po, but not soient A', B ' les symétriques des sommets A , Bpar rapport à l'arête DC,

pes + , where X = ( p " + "" )" - ( p " + "") . et soieni D' , C les symétriques des sommets D , C par rapport à l'arête

Prove that, when a +1 , 6 + 1 are both $ m,
AB. Le rapport des volumes des tétraèdres A'B'C'D' , ABCD est égal à

3 sin 3 (AB , CD) .

2 (P9, b) / ( PI , a) = 3 (P, 6) . 2 (9,6)/ ( p , a) . 2 (2, a) .
15163. (Rev. T. Roach , M.A . )-If A , B, C be the angles of a tri

[All symbols are + integers except p , q , which may be + .]
angle , show that siu A cos A

cos (C - A ) !

15148. ( ROBERT W. D. CHRISTIE .) — Prove sin B cos (B - C) 0 .

( rpia ) – 1 ) " = 0 mod a , azaz ... ,, where plaj) = 0 ( ) = q (an ). sin C cos C

- 1 +
- 1

= " = .pë { 1+ (? ; ) + (9–1;9–?) +... toP.; !

=

}2

( + * +- + - 1)1 -1 .
- ++

2 N -

E 22 +

>

cos B

1
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15164. (Professor SANJÁNA , M.A.) -Prove that

( Os ( 2n + 1 ) 0 2n--1 2n - 5 21 - 9

+22cos
{

0-2 cos 0 + 2 cos 0

2 2 2

is a perfect square ; and hence show that (x41 +2+ 1)/(x + 1 ) is the differ

ence of two squares when 2x is a perfect square, n being a positive integer .

-...cos e

CC' , et leur centre de gravité D parcourt une ligne DD'. Si l'on change

les masses des points A , B , C , on obtient d'autres lignes DD ' . Soit 0 un

point fixe du plan AA BB'. Démontrer que le lieu d'un point D tel que

le secteur ODD ' a une aire constante est une conique. ( Comparer

Messenger , 1877 et 1878 , articles de MM . LECDESDORF, KEMPE et Elliot.)

10113 . ( Professor Gob .) - Lorsque la base BC d’un triangle ABC est

fixe et que l'angle de BROCARD est constant, les centres des cercles de

Neuberg (M)) , ( N ) décrivent une circonférence ; le cercle (No) a pour

enveloppe un limaçon de PASCAL ; la droite de LEMOINE de ABC en.

veloppeune conique ayant pour foyers les points B , C.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS

It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

gent to theMathematical Editor ,

Miss Constance I. Marks, B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd. , West Kensington , W.

OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS) .

9081. (Professor WOLSTENHOLME, M.A., Sc.D . )-At each point P

of a given equiangular spiral is drawn a curve similar to the curve

guit = a" sin no , having four-point contact with the spiral; S is the pole of

the spiral, S' that of the osculating curve ; prove that SS' = n . SP, and

that the angle PSS ' is double the angle between S'P and the tangent at P.

[ Thus, if the osculating curve be a parabola or cardioid , SS' = { SP ; if
it be a rectangular hyperbola or lemniscate of BernouLLI, SS' 2SP .

The theorem is not true if n = +1 , four - point contact being then im

possible . ]

9143. (A. E. Thomas . )—A circle described through the origin , and

touching the curve (22 + y2 – 2ax) ” (x2+ y2 – 5ax) = 4a3y8 at a point Q, cuts

the parabola 42 = 4ax in three points, the normals at which to the

parabola meet in a point W. Find the locus of Was Q varies .

9396. ( Professor WOLSTENHOLME , M.A., Sc.D. ) Given the

asymptotes of a cuspidal cubic, find the envelope of the straight line (U)

joining the three points where the cubic crosses its asymptotes, proving

that it is an orthogonal projection of an hypotrochoid, the radius of the

rolling circle being one-third that of the fixed circle , and the tracing

point bisecting the radius on which it lies . Also prove that, if the tan

gent at the cusp C touch its envelope in 0 , and CO be divided in the

ratio 1 : 2 , the dividing point will be the point of contact of U with its

envelope . Find the locus of the inflexion of the cubic , and the envelope

of the tangent at the inflexion .

9476. (B. F. FINKEL , M.A .) - If from a point an evolute of a circle

is described at random , find the probability that it will pass through a

random point in a circle whose radius is r and centre P.

9552. (D. EDWARDES.) - Integrate the equation

dy
2.ir

0.

{ 'y –a) ( 1 - y2)} (x+ + 2ax2 + 1)+

9985. ( Professor NEUBERG .) -- Les points A , B , C , chargés des masses

A, B , Y, décrivent , simultanément, dans le plan ABC, les lignes AA', BB' ,

Vol. I. ( New Series) of the “Mathematical Reprint "

is now ready, and may be had of the Publisher,

Francis Hodgson , 89 Farringdon Street, E.C. Price,

to Subscribers, 58.; to Non - Subscribers, 6s . 6d .

THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY .

Thursday, June 12th , 1902.- Dr. Hobson, President, in the Chair .

The President announced that the De Morgan Medal for 1902 had been
awarded to Prof. Greenhill.

Mr. A. C. Porter was admitted into the Society .

The following communications were made to the Society :

Prof. A. W.Conway : “ On the Principle of Huygens in a Uniaxal
Crystal.”

Lt. -Col. Cunningham : “ The Repetition of the Sum-factor Operation."
M. E. Picard : “ Sur un théorème fondamental dans la théorie des

équations différentielles."

Mr. G. H. Hardy : “ Some Arithmetical Theorems. "

Prof. Hill : “ On a Geometrical Proposition connected with the Con

tinuation of Power Series."

Mr. J. H. Grace : “ Types of Perpetuants.”

+

A SELECTION FROM

SEELEY & CO.'S BOOKS FOR PRIZES.
CASSELL & COMPANY'S PRIZE YOLUMES,

6s .

THE EARTH'S BEGINNING . By Sir ROBERT BALL , LL.D. , &c. With
Four Coloured Plates and other Illustrations, 78 , 6d .

THE STORY OF THE HEAVENS. By Sir ROBERT BALL, LL.D., &c.

Illustrated by Chromo Plates and Wood Engravings. New Edition , 10s. 6d .

STAR -LAND . By Sir ROBERT BALL, LL.D., &c. With Rembrandt Front

ispiece and Ninety-four Illustrations. 7s. 6d .

THE STORY OF THE SUN. By Sir ROBERT BALL , LL.D., &c. With

Eight Coloured Plates and other illustrations. Cloth gilt. Cheap Edition ,
10s. 6d .

WITH NATURE AND A CAMERA . By R. KEARTON . F.Z.S. With

Frontispiece and One Hundred and Eighty Pictures from Photographs direct

from Nature by C. KEARTON. Cheap Edition , cloth gilt , 78 6d .

OUR BIRD FRIENDS. By R. KEARTOX, F.Z.S. With One Hundred Illus

trations from Photographs by CHERRY KEARTON . Crown 8vo , cloth gilt , 5s .

STRANGE ADVENTURES IN DICKY-BIRD LAND. Stories told

by Mother Birds to Amuse their Chicks, and overheard by R. KEARTON , F.Z.S.

Illustrated from photos taken direct from Nature by C. KEARTON . 3s . 60.;

and cloth gilt , gilt edges , 5s.

THE CHILD'SBIBLE . Illustrated with One Hundred New Full- page Plates ,

including Twelve in Colours. By W. H. MARGETSON . Reset in New Type.

10s , ed.

MARINE PAINTING IN WATER-COLOUR. By W. L. WYLLIE,

A.R.A. With Twenty- Four Coloured Plates. 5s .

LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN WATER-COLOUR. With Twenty -three

Coloured Plates. By J. MacWHIRTIER , R.A. 5s .

A MASQUE OF DAYS. From theLast Essays of Elia. Newly Dressed and
Decorated . By WALTER CRANE. With Forty Full Page Designs in Colour. 6s .

LITTLE FOLKS MIDSUMMER VOLUME . With pictures on nearly

every page, together with Six Full-page Coloured Plates and numerous Illus

trations printed in Colour. 38, 6d .; cloth , 5s .

UNDER THE GREAT BEAR. By KIRK MC'SROE . 3s . 6d .

WITH REDSKINS ON THE WARPATH. By S. WALKEY. With

Eight Full- Page Illustrations. 3s. 60 .

MRS. PEDERSON'S NIECE. By ISABEL START Robson . With Eight

Full- Page Illustrations, 3s . 6d .

TOM AND SOME OTHER GIRLS. By JESSIE MANSERGI , With Eight

Illustrations , 3s, 6d .
ALFRED SHAW, CRICKETER : HIS CAREER AND REMIN

ISCENCES. By A. W. PULLIN ( “ Old Ebor ” ). With Sixteen Full-page

Illustrations. Cloth , 2s, 6d .

BLAZING ARROW . By EDWARD S. Ellis. With Four Plates . 2s. 6d .

CHIEFTAIN AND SCOUT. By EDWARD S. ELLIS. With Four Plates.

Cloth gilt , 2s.6d .

CASSELL'S ILLUSTRATED PRIZE CATALOGUE, containing a List of

Price Books adopted by the London School Board , dc., and CASSELL'S

COMPLETE CATALOGUE, giving particulars of several hundred Books

suitable for presentation , will be sent, postfree, on application .

THE NATURALIST ON THE THAMES . By C. J. Cornish . With

38 Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 7s . 6d .

A most fascinating book , illustrated in a manner worthy of the text. " -- Scotsman ,

Mr. Cornish is likely to do for the Thames what Gilbert White did for Sel.

borne.” - Daily Mail.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR .

Life at the Zoo . Fifth Edition , Animals at Work and Play.

6s . Second Edition , 6s .

Wild England of To-Day. Third Animals of To-day ; Their Life

Edition , 6s. and Conversation ,

Nights with an old Gunner. 6s.

PROFESSOR CHURCH'S BOOKS.

Stories from Homer. 5s . Stories of the East. 5s .

Stories from Virgil. 5s .

Stories from Livy . 5s.
With the King at Oxford . 5s.

A Young Macedonian. 5s . The Count of the Saxon Shore .

Heroes of Chivalry and Ro- | 5s.

mance. 5s .

The Burning of Rome. 5s .
The Last Days of Jerusalem .

3s , 6d .

Helmet and Spear. Stories from the
Wars of the Greeks and Romans, 5s . Three Greek Children. 3s. 6d .

FOREST OUTLAWS ; or , Saint Hugh and the King. By the Rev. E.

GILLIAT, Author of " In Lincoln Green ,” &c . With 16 Illustrations. Cheap

Edition , 5s.

* Extremely interesting and admirably told . ” — Saturday Review .

MRS. MARSHALL'S HISTORICAL STORIES.

Under the Dome of St. Paul's. Castle Meadow : A Story of Nor

5s . wich . 3s . 6d.

In Westminster Choir : A Story The White King's Daughter.

of Henry Purcell's Days. 5s . 3s , 6d .

Under Salisbury Spire in the An Escape from the Tower ;

Days of George Herbert. 5s . A Storyof 1715. 3s . 6d .

Penshurat Castle. In the Days of The Young Queen of Hearts .

Sir Philip Sidney. 5s. 3s . 6d .

OLD BLACKFRIARS. In the Days of Van Dyck . A Story by BEATRICE
MARSHALL. With 8 Illustrations. 58,

“ Full of colour and interest ." -- Academy.

CHEAPER EDITIONS.

OXFORD. Brief Historical and Descriptive Notes. By ANDREW LANG . With
many Illustrations. 3s . 6d .

CAMBRIDGE . By J. W. CLARK . With many Illustrations. 3s . 6d .

STRATFORD -ON -AVON . From the Earliest Times to the Death of

Shakespeare. By SIDNEY LEE. With many Illustrations. 3s. 6d .

1 An Ilustrated Catalogue of Books suitable for Prizes will be sent on application.

London : SEELEY & CO . , Limited, 38 Great Russell Street ..CASSELL & COMPANY, LTD., LONDON ; AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S LIST OF BOOKS SUITABLE FOR PRIZES..

ANTIQUITIES .

A HANDBOOK OF GREEK SCULPTURE , By ERNEST A. GARDNER ,

M.A. Extra crown 8vo. Parts I , and II . , 5s , each . Complete in 1 Vol., 10s .

CHRISTIAN ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY. By W. LOWRIE . Extra

erown 8vo , 10s, 6d .

ROMAN PUBLIC LIFE . By A. H. J. GREENIDGE. Extra crown 8vo, 10s, 6d .

ATLAS OF CLASSICAL ANTIQUITIES . By TH . SCHREIBER. Edited

by Prof. W. C. F. ANDERSON . 4to , 21s. net.

A COMPANION TO SCHOOL CLASSICS. By JAMES GOW , M.A., Litt.D.

Illustrated . Third Edition . Crown 8vo, 6s .

RAMBLES AND STUDIES IN GREECE . By Rev. J.P. MAIAFFY, D.D

With Illustrations . New Edition , with a Map. Crown 8vo , 10s . 6d .

ART.

A POPULAR HANDBOOK TO THE NATIONAL GALLERY. In

cluding Notes collected from the works of Mr. Ruskin . By E. T. Cook .

2 Vols . Crown 8vo. Vol. I. Foreign Schools . 10s, net. Vol II . British

Schools. 10s, net .

THOUGHTS ABOUT ART. By P. G. HAVERTON. Crown 8vo , 8s, 6d .

SOME HINTS ON LEARNING TO DRAW. Containing Examples from

Leighton , Watts, Poynter , &c. By G. W. C. HUTCHINSON , Art Master at

Clifton College. Super royal 8vo, 8s. 60 .

ART ANATOMY OF ANIMALS. By ERNEST E. S. THOMPSON. Illus

trated . 4to, 30s, net.

BIOGRAPHY .

OLIVER CROMWELL. By Joux MORLEY. With Portrait . 8vo , 10s , net .

BOSWELL'S LIFE OF JOHNSON. Edited , with an Introduction , by

MOWBRAY MORRIS. Globe 8vo, 3s. 6d .

ST . ANSELM. By R. W. CIRCH . Globe 8vo , 4s , net.

FRANCIS OF ASSISI. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. Crown 8vo , 6s.

ALFRED THE GREAT. By Thomas HCGHES. Crown 8vo , 3s , 6d .

THE LIFE OF MICHELANGELO BUONARROTI. By J. A. SYMONDS.
2 Vols. Extra crown 8vo, 12s . net.

THELIFE OF BENVENUTO CELLINI. Translated by J. A. SYMONDS.
Fifth Edition , Extra crown 8vo , 6s , net.

.

NATURAL HISTORY .

THE CAMBRIDGE NATURAL HISTORY. Edited by S.F. HARMER
and A. E. SIMPLEY . 8vo. Vol . II. Worms, Rotifers, and Polyzoa. 17s .

net. Vol. III . Molluscs and Brachiopods. 17s. net. Vol. V. Peri

patus, Myriapods, Insects. Part I. 17s . net . Vol. VI . Insects.

Part II . 17s. net . Vol. VIII. Amphibia and Reptiles. 17s . net. Vol.

IX, Birds . 17s , net. Vol. X. Mammals . F. E. BEDDARD. 17s, net.

CURIOSITIES OF NATURAL HISTORY. By FRANCIS T. BUCKLAND .

In 4 Vols . Crown 8vo, 2s.6d , each ; cloth gilt, 3s . d . each .

NATURAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF SELBORNE.

By GILBERT WHITE. Edited by FRANK BUCKLAND. Crown 8vo , 6s.

A YEAR WITH THE BIRDS. By W. WARDE FOWLER. Illustrated .

Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

TALES OF THE BIRDS. By W. WARDE FOWLER. Crown 8vo, Prize

Edition , 2s. 6d . ; cloth gilt, 3s. 6d .

MORE TALES OF THE BIRDS. By W. WARDE FOWLER. Crown 8vo ,

3s, 6d .

SUMMER STUDIES OF BIRDS AND BOOKS. By W. WARDE

FOWLER, M.A. Crown 8vo, 3s , 6d .

INSECT LIFE . By M. J. H. FABRE. Translated . With Illustrations,

Crown 8vo, 6s .

WILD BEASTS AND THEIR WAYS . By Sir SAMUEL BAKER. Extra

crown 8vo , 12s . 6d .

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF AQUATIC INSECTS. By L. C.
MIALL, F.R.S. Crown 8vo , 6s .

ROUND THE YEAR ; Short Nature Studies. By Prof. L. C. MIALL. Crown
8vo , 5s.

POETRY

ARNOLD.--COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. Crown 8vo , 7s , 6d .

THE COLLECTED POEMS OF T. E. BROWN. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d .

CHAUCER . - THE WORKS OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER. Edited by

ALFRED W. POLLARD, H. FRANK HEATH , MARK H. LIDDELL, W. S.

McCORMICK . Crown 8vo , full gilt back and tops , 3s. 6d .

COWPER.-POETICAL WORKS. Edited by Rev. W. BENIAM , B.D. In

extra gilt binding , crown 8vo , 3s, 6d .

GOLDSMITH . - MISCELLANEOUS WORKS . Edited by Prof. MASSON .
In extra gilt binding, crown 8vo , 3s . 6d .

LOWELL . - COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. With Introduction by

THOMAS HUGHES. Crown 8vo, 7s.6d .

MILTON . - POETICAL WORKS. With Introductions by David MASSON ,

COLLECTED WORKS . ESSAYS .

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS .

ENGLISH PROSE SELECTIONS. With Critical Introductions by various

Writers, and General Introductions to each Period . Edited by Sir HENRY

CRAIK ,K.C.B., LL.D. In5 Vols. Crown 8vo. Vol. 1. - 14th to 16th century,
7s, 6d . Vol. II . - 16th century to Restoration , 7s . 60. Vol. III. - 17th century,

7s , 6d . Vol . IV . - 18th century, 7s , 6d . Vol. 1-19th century , 8s . 6d .

OLIVER GOLDSMITH , THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS OF,

With Biographical Introduction . Edited by Prof. MASSON . Globe 8vo , 3s . 6d .

BACON'S ESSAYS and COLOURS OF GOOD AND EVIL. With

Notes and Glossarial Index by W. ALDIS WRIGHT, M.A. Pott 8vo, 2s. 6d . net .

THE ESSAYS OF ELIA. By CHARLES LAMB. Edited by Canon AINGER.

Globe 8vo, 4s, net .

THE CHOICE OF BOOKS. By FREDERIC HARRISON . Globe 8vo, 4s . net .

THE PLEASURES OF LIFE . By Lord AVEBURY. Globe 8vo, 2s.6d .

THE USE OF LIFE. By Lord AVEBURY , Globe 8vo , 3s , 6d .

ASPECTS OF THE GREEK GENIUS. By Prof. S. H. BUTCHER, Litt.D.

Crown 8vo , 7s , net.

GREEK STUDIES. By WALTER PATER , M.I. 8vo, 10s , 6d .

ESSAYS IN CRITICISM. By MATTHEW ARNOLD . Globe 8vo , 4s, net .

ESSAYS IN CRITICISM. Second Series . By MATTIIEW ARNOLD .

Globe 8vo, 4s, net .

MISCELLANIES. By JOHN MORLEY. 3 Vols. Globe 8vo , 4s , net each .

HISTORY .

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE. By JoHS

RICHARDGREEN , LL.D. With Maps and Tables. Crown 8vo, 8s . 60. Illus
trated Edition in 3 Vols. , 40s , net.

THE EXPANSION OF ENGLAND. Two Courses of Lectures. By Sir

J. R. SEELEY, M.A. Globe 8vo, 4s, net ,

HISTORY OF ROME. By Dr. MOMSEN. Abridged . Crown 8vo , 7s . 6d .

A HISTORY OFROME TO THE BATTLE OF ACTIUM. By E. S.
SHUCKBCRGH, M.A. Crown 8vo , 8s. 6d .

A HISTORY OF GREECE. By J. B. Btry. Crown 8vo, 8s. 6d .

FORTY-ONE YEARS IN INDIA. By Lord ROBERTS. Extra crown 8vo ,

10s, net .

A HISTORY OF THE INDIAN MUTINY, By T. RICE HOLMES, M.A.

Second Edition . Extra crown 8vo, 12s. 6d .

CAWNPORE. By Sir GEO . OTTO TREVELYAN . Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE CHRONICLES OF FROISSART. Translated by Lord BERNERS.

Edited by G. C. MACAULAY, M.A. In extra gilt binding, crown 8vo, 2s, 6d .

A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE . By Prof G.
SAINTSBURY. Crown 8vo , 8s. 6d .

A HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD FROM THE

EARLIEST TIMES TO THE YEAR 1530. By Sir H. C. MAXWELL

LYTE, M.A. , F.S.A. Medium 8vo , 16s .

A HISTORY OF ETON COLLEGE, 1440-1875 . By Sir H. C. MAX

WELL LYTE, M.A. With Illustrations. Medium 8vo, 21s , net.

M.A., LL.D. In extra gilt binding, crown 8vo , 3s . 6d .

SCOTT.-POETICAL WORKS . Edited by Prof. F. T. PALGRAVE. In extra

gilt binding, crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

SHAKESPEARE. - COMPLETE WORKS. Edited by W. G. CLARK and
W. A. W'RIGIT. In extra gilt binding, crown 8vo , 3s. 6d .

THE VICTORIA EDITION. In 3 Vols . Comedies. Histories,

Tragedies. Crown 8vo , 3s. 6d , each .

SHELLEY.-COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. Edited by Prof, Dow
DEX . Crown 8vo , 7s , 6d .

SPENSER.-COMPLETE WORKS. Edited by R. Morris . With Memoir

by J. W. HALES, M.A. In extra gilt binding , crown 8vo , 3s . 6d .

TENNYSON.-COMPLETE WORKS. New and Enlarged Edition . With

a Portrait. Crown 8vo , 7s . 6d .

THE POETICAL WORKS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON,
Poet Laureate. Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d . ; also in extra cloth , gilt edges, crown 8vo,

4s . 6d.

WORDSWORTH.-COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS . With Intro

duction by Joix MORLEY . Crown 8vo, 78. 6d .

THE ENGLISH POETS. Edited by T. H. WARD, M.A. Crown 8vo. Vol . I.

Chaucer to Donne. 7s . 6d . Vol. II . Ben Jonson to Dryden. 7s. 6d .

Vol. III , Addison to Blake. 7s, 6d. Vol. IV . Wordsworth to Tenny

son, 8s . 6d .

GOLDEN TREASURY POETS . - Arnold , Byron , Cowper, Keats ,

Longfellow , Shelley, Southey , Wordsworth. 8 Vols . , in Box, 21s, net.

TRANSLATIONS.

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Done into English Prose by S. H. BUTCHER,

M.A., and A. LANG , M.A. With a Plate . Crown 8vo , 78. 6d . net.

THE ILIAD OF HOMER . Done into English Prose by ANDREW LANG ,

M.A., WALTER LEAF, Litt.D. , and ERNEST MYERS, M.A. Crown 8vo, 12s . 60 .

CICERO ON OLD AGE AND PRIENDSHIP. Translated by E. S.

SHCCKBURGH , M.A. Pott 8vo , 2s. 6d . net .

THE HOUSE OF ATREUS. Being the Agamemnon Libation Bearers and

Furies of Aeschylus. Translated by E. D. A. MORSIEAD . Pott 8vo, 2s , 6d , net.

THE REPUBLICOF PLATO. Translated into English by J. LLEWELYN

DAVIES, M.A., and D. J. VAUGHAN , M.A. Pott 8vo , 2s. 6d . net.

THE TRIAL AND DEATH OF SOCRATES : being the Euthyphron,

Apology, Crito , and Phaedo of Plato. Translated by F. J. CHURCH . Pott 8vo,
2s . 6d . net .

THE PHAEDRUS, LYSIS , AND PROTAGORAS OF PLATO. A

Vew and Literal Translation. By J. WRIGHT, M.A. Pott 8vo , 2s. 6d . net .

THEOCRITUS, BION , AND MOSCHUS. Rendered into English Prose

by ANDREW LANG . Pott 8vo , 2s.6d , net .

MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONINUS TO HIMSELF. Translated by

G. H. RENDALL , M.A. Pott 8vo , 2s, 6d , net.

MACMILLAN & CO . , LIMITED , LONDON.
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OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS , 1903 .

6

Books set and suitable for Candidates.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE .
GREEK- continued .

The Oxford Helps to the Study of the Bible, comprising Xenophon . - Vocabulary to the Anabasis . By J. MARSHALL, M.A.
1s. 6d .

Introductions to the several Books, the History and Antiquities of the Jews,

the results of Modern Discoveries, and the Natural History of Palestine ; Easy Greek Reader. By E. ABBOTT, M.A. 35 .

with copious Tables, Concordance and Indices, and a series of Maps. New ,

Enlarged , and Illustrated Edition . Pearl 16mo, is , net ; Nonpareil 8vo , 2s, 6d . ; A Primer of Greek Prose Composition . By J. Y. SARGENT, M.A.

Large-type Edition , 5s .
3s . 6d .

Oxford Helps to the Study of the Book of Common Prayer. A Greek -English Lexicon, abridged from Liddell and Scott's
By W. R. W. STEPHENS, D.D. 2s . 6d . net . 4to Edition . Square 12mo, 7s. 60 .

Revised Version of the Holy Bible. Pearl 16mo, 10d . ; Ruby An Intermediate Greek-English Lexicon , founded upon the
16mo, 3s. Quarto Edition of LIDDELL and Scott's Greek Lexicon . Small 4to , 12s, 6d .

Revised Version of the New Testament. Nonpareil 32mo, 3d.;
Brevier 16mo, 6d . ; Long Primer 8vo , 9d . GERMAN AND FRENCH .

The Greek Testament, with the Readings of the Revisers, and Hoffmann . - Heute mir, Morgen dir. Edited by J. H. MAUDE,
with Marginal References. 4s. 6d . ; on India Paper, 6s. M.A. 2s .

Evangelia Sacra Graece. Fcap. 8vo , ls . 60 . German Passages for Unprepared Translation . By E.

EURKE. 3s.
A Greek Testament Primer. An Easy Grammar and Reading

Elementary German Prose Composition . With Notes, Vo
Book . By E. MILLER , M.A. Second Edition . 2s, and 3s, 6d .

cabulary, &c. By E. S. BUCHHEIM , Stiff covers , ls . 6d .

Old Testament History for Schools . By T. H. STOKOE , D.D.
A Concise French Grammar . By A. H. WALL, M.A. ContainsIn Three Parts. With Maps, 2s.6d , each .

the simplifications allowed by the French Minister of Public Instruction in 1901.
Manual of the Four Gospels . By the same. 3s. 60 . Or, 4s . 60 .

separately, Part I , The Gospel Narrative, 28. ; Part II , The Gospel A French Primer. By the eame. 2s .

Teaching, 2s .

ENGLISH . MATHEMATICS .

Chaucer. Prologue to the Canterbury Tales . Edited by Geometry for Beginners. An Easy Introduction to Geometry for

W. W. SKEAT , Litt.D. ls, Young Learners. By G. M. MIXCIIIN , M.A. 1s . 6d .

Shakespeare. Macbeth . Edited by W. G. CLARK, M.A., and Euclid Revised. Edited by R. C. J. Nixon , M.A. Third Edi .

W. ALDIS WRIGHT, D.C.L. ls . 6d .
tion . 6s .

Book I , 1s . Books I , II , ls , 6d . Books I -IV , 3s. Books V, VI, 3s. 6d .

Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist . By R. G. Jorctox, M.A.
Third Edition , Enlarged . 78. 6d .

Geometrical Exercises from " Euclid Revised ." By A. LAR

MOR , M.A. 3s . 6d .

Scott . - Talisman . Edited by H. B. GEORGE , M.A. 2s .
The “ Junior " Euclid. By S. W. FINN , M.A. Books I and II ,

Addison.-Selections from Papers in the Spectator. Edited 1s. 6d . Books III and IV" , 2s.

by T. ARNOLD, M.A. 4s. 6d .
Arithmetic , By R. HARGREAVES, M.A. 4s . 6d .

A Primer of Historical English Grammar. By HENRY SWEET,
M.A., Ph.D. 2s .

NATURAL SCIENCE .
A Concise Etymological Dictionary of the English Language.

By W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D. New Edition , Revised and Enlarged . 58. 6d .
An Elementary Treatise on Heat . By BALFOUR STEWART ,

LL.D., F.R.S. Sixth Edition . 8s, 6d .

A Primer of English Etymology. Second and Revised Edition .
By W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D. ls. 6d .

First Lessons in Modern Geology. By A. H. GREEN , M.A.,

F.R.S. Edited by J. F. BLAKE , M.I. With Forty -two Illustrations . 3s. 6d .
Poems of English Country Life. Selected , with Introduction

Woollcombe.-- Practical Work in General Physics . By W. G.

and Notes , by H. B. GEORGE, M.A., and W. H. HADOW , M.A. 25 .
WOOLLCOMBE, M.A., B.Sc. 2s. each Part.

Part

LATIN ,
I. General Physics.

- } Second Edition , Revised .Part II . Heat.

Cornelius Nepos. Selected Lives. With Notes , Maps, Vocabularies, Part III . Light and Sound. Part IV . Magnetism and Electricity .

and English Exercises. By J. B. ALLES, M.I. ls. 6d . A Class -Book of Chemistry. By W. W. FISHER, M.A. Fourth

Caesar. De Bello Gallico . Edited by C. E. MOBERLY, M.A. Edition . 4s . 6d .

Second Edition . Books III-V, 25. 6d . ; VI - VIII, 35 , 6d . MISCELLANEOUS.

Cicero.-Select Orations. In Verrem Actio Prima. Philippica IX , Companion to English History (Middle Ages ). Edited by
& c . By J. R. KING , M.A. Second Edition . 2s . 6d .

F. P. BARNARI), M.A., F.S.A. With Ninety-seven Illustrations. 8s. 6d , net .

Horace . - The Odes, Carmen Seculare , and Epodes . By E. C. A School History of England. By 0. M. EDWARDS, A. J. CAR

WICKIIAM , D.D. Second Edition , 68 . LYLE , R. S. Rait, and others . With numerous Maps, 3s , 6d .

Virgil. - Aeneid. Books IV-VI . Edited by T. L. PAPILLON , M.A., Elementary Architecture (Classic and Gothic) for Schools ,

and A , E. HAIGI, M.A. 2s . Art Students, and General Readers. By MARTIN A. BUCKMASTER . With

An Elementary Latin Grammar. By J. BARROW ALLEN, M.A.
Thirty -eight full- page Illustrations, 4s. 6d.

2s . 6d . Historical Geography of the British Colonies. By C. P.

A First Latin Exercise Book. By the same. 2s. 6d . LUCAS, C.B. Crown 8vo .

A Second Latin Exercise Book. By the same.
Introduction . With Eight Maps. 4s. 6d .

3s . 6d . Vol. I. The Mediterranean and Eastern Colonies (exclusive of

Anglice Reddenda ; Extracts , Latin and Greek , for
India ). With Eleven Maps. 5s ,

Vol. II . The West Indian Colonies , With Twelve Maps. 7s . 6d .

Unseen Translation. By C. S. JERRAM , M.A. Fourth Edition . 2s. 6d .
Vol. III. West Africa . Second Edition. With Five Maps . 7s.6d .

Second and Third Series . By the same. 38. each . Vol. IV . South and East Africa . Historical and Geographical. With

Eleven Maps. 9s. 6d .

Reddenda Minora ; or, Easy Passages , Latin and Greek , for Also Part I, Historical, 6s . 6d . Part II , Geographical, 3s . 6d .

Unseen Translation . For the use of Lower Forins. Composed and selected Vol. V. History of Canada. Part I (New France ). 6s.

by the same Editor, Sixth Edition . ls, 6d .

Relations of Geography and History. By H. B. GEORGE, M.A.
Abridged from Lewis and Short's 4to Edition : With Two Maps. 4s , 6d .

An Elementary Latin Dictionary. Square 8vo, 78. 6d . Geography of Africa South of the Zambesi. By W. P. GRES

An Intermediate Latin Dictionary. Small 4to, 12s . 6d . WELL, M.A. With Maps. 7s . 6d .

GREEK .
A Music Primer. By J. TROUTBECK, D.D., and R. F. DALE, M.A.

1s. 6d .

Euripides.-Medea. Edited by C. B. HEEERDEN, M.A. Second Chart of the Rules of Harmony. By A. SOMERVELL. 18. net .

Edition . 2s .
Elementary Political Economy. By E. CANNAN , M.A. ls .

Homer.- Odyssey . Books VII-XII . Edited by W. W. MERRY, Elementary Politics. By Thomas RALEIGH , D.C.L. ls.

D.D. 3s .
Remarks on the Use and Abuse of some Political Terms.

Lucian . - Vera Historia. Edited by C. S. JERRAM , M.A. Second By Sir G. CORNEWALL LEWIS , Bart. New Edition , with Notes and Introduction

Edition . ls, 6d .
by THOMAS RALEIGH , D.C.L. 3s . 6d . and 4s . 6d .

Thucydides. Book III . Edited by H. F. Fox , M.A. 3s. 6d .
Book -keeping By Sir R. G. C. HAMILTON and J. BALL. 28 .

COMPLETE CATALOGUE POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

LONDON : HENRY FROWDE , OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE, AMEN CORNER, E.C.

or ,

London : Printed by C. F. Hodgson & Sox, 2 Newton Street . High Holborn, W.C.: and Published by FRANCIS Hopesos. 89 Farringdon Street, E.C.
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COLLEGE OF COLLEGE OF

ST.

PRECEPTORS. PRECEPTORS. MEDICAL SCHOOLS.

EXAMINATIONS, 1902. ( Bloomsbury Square , W.C. ) ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL .1. DIPLOMAS.- The next Examination of Teachers
LONDON HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.

for the Diplomas of the College willcommence on the 30th LECTURES FOR TEACHERS

of December, 1902. - Atthe Midsummer Examination, ON THE SCIENCE AND ART OF EDUCATION. ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL.MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL .

personswho have previously passed in Theory and Prac
DENTAL HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL,tice of Education at the Diploma Examination may be

THE PRACTICE OF EDUCATION . KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach. To be delivered by the Rev.Canon EVAN DANIEL, M.A. ,

2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS. - The Christ ( For particulars of the above, see following pages .)
formerly Principal of the Battersea Training College .

mas Examination for Certificates will commence on the
The Second Course of Lectures ( Thirtieth Annual9th of December, 1902.

Series) will comence on Friday, September 26th,at7p.m. CAMBRIDGE TRAINING COLLEGE.
TRAINING COLLEGES, & c.

3, LOWER FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The
The Course is mainly based on criticism lessons actually

Christmas Examination will commence on the 9th of given before the Lecturer,and will draw attention to the MARIA GREY TRAINING COLLEGE,

December, 1902. DATCHELOR TRAINING COLLEGE.
more serious errors thatyoung teachers commit , and to

4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA: the ways in which they maybe avoided .. Special pains BEDFORD COLLEGE, LONDON.
HOME AND COLONIAL TRAINING COLLEGE.

TIONS.--- These Examinations are held in March and will be taken to connect the Art with the Science of

September. The next Examination will commence on Education , and to refer success and failure in teaching
FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE.

the 2nd of September, 1902 . to the observance and violation respectively of natural
ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, PADDINGTON.

KELLAND COLLEGE, LEICESTER .
5. INSPECTION

laws.
AND EXAMINATION OF

SCHOOLS.- Visiting Examiners are appointed by the
For Syllabus , see p . 315.

ANSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLEGE.

College for the Inspection and Examination of Public
The Fee for the Course of Twelve Lectures is Half-a

TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS OF THE

DEAF.

and Private Schools.
Guinea.

PRIZES.
The Lectures will be delivered on Friday Evenings at

ROYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE.

7 o'clock , at the College , Bloomsbury Square, W.C.
THE UNIVERSITY DAY TRAINING COLLEGE,

Diploma Examination .--- The following Prizes will be
Members of the College have Free Admission to the

OXFORD .

offered for competition : -- Theory and Practice of Edu Course .

cation , £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ), £5 ; Mathe
C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary .

( For particulars of the above, see following pages .)

matics, £5 ; Natural Science, £5 . The Doreck Scholar OTHER COLLEGES, &c.
ship of £ 20 will be awarded on the results of the Christ GEORGE'S TRAINING UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF NORTH WALES.
mas Examination .

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS , UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON .

Certificate Examination . - Prizes will be awarded as EDINBURGH . UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, BRISTOL .

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER. KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.
tions : OWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER .

First Class.-Four Prizes for GeneralProficiency; sional Training forLadies whodesire tobecome TeachThis College provides a complete Course of Profes. UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL COLLEGE.

two each for Classics, Mathematics, Modern Lan TRINITY COLLEGE, LONDON .

guages, Natural Sciences,and English subjects ; one
ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families. LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC .

for Scripture History.
The Course , which lasts for one year, includes attend- CARLYON COLLEGE.

Second Class. - Four Prizes for General Pro ance at the University Lectures on Education , in

addition to Lectures delivered by the College Stall , and
UNIVERSITY EXAM , POSTAL INSTITUTION ,

ficiency. ST. GEORGE'S CORRESPONDENCE CLASSES.

Third Class.-- FourPrizes for General Proficiency. the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex BURLINGTON CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE.

Two Medals will also be awardedto the bestCandi: perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students
CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE ,

dates in Shorthand .
are admitted in January and October. For prospectus UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM .

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be ville Street,Edinburgh .
and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel . UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM .

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College,
( For particulars of the above, see following pages . )

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. SCHOOLMASTERS.
C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary .

There are a number of vacancies in the Corps

of Army Schoolmasters , Civilian Schoolmasters only BAIN , B.A. (Lond.),Inter. B.Sc. ( Lond .), F.C.S. , Anglo
PROFESSIONAL PRELIM . EXAMS. - Mr.A.W .

Papers in the First or Second Division , or who hold Coll., Lond.), Silver Medallistand Exhibitioner in
The COLLEGE

a Certificate qualifying them to superintend Pupil. Chemistry (Univ .Coll., Lond .), Honours in Theoretical
PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination for Certi .

Teachers from the Board of Education, Students in

ficatesrecognized by the Board of Education, the Training Collegeswill also be accepted under certain and Practical Chemistry ( S.K.) , &c . , holds Classes for

Incorporated Law Society ,the GeneralMedical Council, conditions. Candidates must not be over twenty-four London . Couchingin Scienceand Higher Mathematics,
these and other Examinations, at 207 Gray's Inn Road ,

the Royal College of Physicians of London , the Royal yearsofage. Accepted candidates will be required to

College of Surgeons of England, the Royal College of join as soon as convenient. &c . , for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition . 12

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of years' successes .

Great Britain , and other bodies , on the 2nd , 3rd , and ( in writing ) to the DIRECTOR OF ARMY SCHools, War
Further particulars can be obtained on application

YMNASTICS, CALISTHENICS ,
4th of September, 1902. Office, London , S.W.
The Examination will take place in London , and at HOCKEY, &c . - The Misses HERRING ,

the following Local Centres :-Birmingham , Bristol, M.G.T.S., M.B.C.P.E. , N.S.P.E., successors to Miss

Leeds, Liverpool.

Examination Fee, 25s. Classes, or Private Lessons in all Subjects for all Visiting Schools in London or vicinity . - The Misses
Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on Examinations, & c ., at moderate fees. Correspondence HERRING , 84 Sandmere Road , Clapham ,S.W.

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors, courses arranged to suit needs of individual pupils.
Bloomsbury Square, W.C. Many recent successes . - F.J. BORLAND, L.C.P. (Science LONDON MATRICULATION .

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary . and Math. Prizeman ) , Victoria College, 87 Buckingham

Palace Road, S.W., and Stalheim , Brunswick Road ,

Sutton , Surrey. Schools visited and Examinations con
UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN . ducted . AT THE JUNE EXAMINATION, 1902 ,

HE UNIVERSITY OF ST.
PIANOFORTE, HARMONY.

to WOMEN. OF

60

,

Scheme Classes arranged at Schools for Senior ( Local Centre )

Examinations in Harmony and Counterpoint; also for

PASSED.
1 ENTRAL REGISTRY FOR Oxford and Cambridge Local and London University .

Lectures on Musical subjects. Lessons by Post for all

TEACHERS. - Miss LOUISA BROUGH , (late Examinations. Pupils received at above address .

Registrar of Women Teachers in connexion with the

Teachers' Guild) supplies University Graduates, Trained
FREE GUIDE TO MATRICULATION,

and Certificated Teachers for Public and Private B.A. B.Sc. London
FREE GUIDES TO THE HIGHER EXAMINATIONS,

Schools, Visiting Teachers of Special Subjects, Kinder
POST FREE from THE SECRETARY

garten Mistresses,& c.,as well as Englishand Foreign for all Preliminaries, Matriculation, and the Degree
Governesses for Private Families.--25 Craven Street, Examinations ; highest references ; 20 years' experience. ( Univ . Corr. Coll . London Office ),

Charing Cross. -BUTLER SMITH , 14 Hemstal Road West Hampstead . 32 Red Lion Square, Holborn , W.C.

ARMY

PROFESSIONAL. _ PRELOMINARY

GYM

Of . 189

COUNTERPOORT:_ANALYSIS . PF
for Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARY,L.L.A. ners Street,W.- Visitone Lessons in Pianoforte, Univ. Corr . Coll. Studentsand

CE

TUIUITTSO PECEIPES STUDE:Sesor Tensters
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UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDCOLLEGE FOR S T.ST.12MAR ROAD,POLOOTUS,W.

ΟΥ

HOME AND COLONIAL

BE

TRAINING COLLEGE FOR
DAIATCHELOR

COLLEGE F , COLL E GE ,

NORTH WALES, BANGOR .

(Incorporated under Royal Charter, and a Constituent
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) ,

Telegraphie Address : “ GUIDING , Londos.”

College of the University of Wales. ) YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET, W.
TRAINING COLLEGE FOR SECONDARY

Principal - H . R. REICHEL, M.A., LL.D., late Fellow
Principal- Miss ETHEL HURLBATT. TEACHERS

of All Souls College, Oxford .
The Session 1902-3 will open on Thursday, October (attached to High School and Kindergarten ) .

2nd .

Principal -
DEPARTMENTS. Students are requested to enter their names Miss J. L. LATHAM ,

Subjects. Professors.
Wednesday, October 1st .

Lectures are given in all branches of General and Class II., Oxford University Diploma in Teaching.Girton Collect', Cambridge, Mathematical Tripos,

Greek W. Rhys Roberts, Litt.D., late Fel- | Higher Education.

low of King's Colle-ge, Cambridge. Taken systematically they form a connected and pro- Sindents prepared for the London or Cambridge

Latin E. V. Arnold , Litt.D., late Fellow gressive Course',but a single Course of Lectures in any Teachers' Diploua.
of Trinity College, Cambridge . subject may be attended . Practice in Secondary and Board Schools.

Courses are held in preparation for all Examinations All London advantage's.

French and German Frederic Spencer, M.A. (Camb .) , of the University of London in Arts and Science, for the 32 Warrington Crescent, W.
Hostel for Students at

Phil. Doc. (Leipzig ).
Teachers' Diploma (London ), and for the Teachers IIead of Ilostel

Semitic Languages ... T. Witton Davies, B.A., Ph.D.
Certificate (Cambridge ), and also a Special Course of Miss BEATTIE , Oxford Hon . History Schools .

History J. E. Lloyd, M. A.,Lincoln College, Scientific Instruction in Hygiene. Six Laboratories are FEES- £60 a year : Das Students, £8. 8s , a term .

Oxford. open to Students for Practical Work. Four Entrance Kindergarten Students, £6. 6s. a term .

( 'onstitutional History The Principal.
Scholarships will be awarded in June, 1903. A Glad .

stone Memorial Prize and the Early English Text
Apply - PRINCIPAL.

English Language W. Lewis Jones,M.A., late Scholar Society's Prize will be awarded to Students in June, !

and Literature ...... of Queens' College, Cambridge. 1903 .

Philosophy .... James Gibson , M.A., late Fellow of Stndents can reside in the College. SCHOOL SOCIETY.

St. John's College, Cambridge. Full particulars on application to the PRINCIPAL. ( Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes

Mathematics, G. H. Bryan, Sc.D., F.R.S., late with the National Froebel l nion . )

Fellowof Peterhouse , Cambridge . EDFORD COLLEGE FOR Training College ( non -Government Branch) for
Welsh J. Morris Jones , M.A., late Scholar WOMEN KINDERGARTEN TEACHERSand LOWER FORM

of Jesus College, Oxford.
MISTRESSES IN HIGH SCHOOLS ,

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ),

Physics
HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE , N.

E. Taylor Jones , D.Sc. YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET, W.

Chemistry J.J.Jobbie, M.A., D.Sc., late Clark DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING Principal- Rer. D. J. THOMAS, M.A.

Fellow of Glasgow University.
IV TEACHING ,

Vice -Principal - Miss M. M. PENSTONE.

Head of kindergarten-- Miss G. Jousson.
Biology R. W. Phillips, M.A. (Camb .) , (Recognized by the Cambridge Syndicate.)

D.Sc. (Lond . ), late Scholar of
Students trained for the Examinations of the National

St. John's College , Cambridge .
Head of the Department - Miss H. ROBERTSON , B.A. Froebel Union .

The Third Term of the Session 1902 begins on Thurs- Special arrangements made for Students
Zoology Philip J. White, M.B. (Edin . ), day, October 2nd .

who wish to qualify as Mistresses in the
F.R.S.E.

The Course includes full preparation forthe Examina- | Lower Forms of High Schools.
Agriculture Thomas Winter, M.A. ( Edin .) , tions for the Teaching Diplomas granted by the Uni- There is a House of Residence under the sanction of

F.G.S. versities of London and Cambridge, held annually in the Committee .
Education J. A. Green , B.A. December. A High school for Girls under the Inspection

Six open Pfeiffer Scholarships , each of the value of' of London University , with Transition Classes and a
Inclusive Tuition fee £ 11 . ls . a year. Laboratory 15 guineus, will be awarded in January, 1903. Candi- Kindergarten , is attached to the College for purposes

Fees additional, on the scale of £1 . Is. per term for six dates must hold a Degree oran equivalent in Arts or of Demonstration and Practice .
hours a week . Science. Application to be made to Miss ROBERTSON Apply - THE SECRETARY, Highbury Hill House, N.
The College Courses qualify for the Degrees of the Uni- not later than December 13th , 1902 .

versity of Wales, and include most of the Subjects for

Degrees of London University in Arts and Science.
TRAINING COL TEACHERS OF THE DEAF ,Students wishing to graduate in Medicine in the Uni

versities of Edinburgh and Glasgow can inake one Annus LEGE FOR TEACHERS. On the German or Pure Oral System ,

Medicus at this College. There are specialDepartments CAMBERWELL GROVE , S.E. 11 FITZROY SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.

for Agriculture and Electrical Engineering, a Day

Training Departinent for men and women, and a De.
Principal - Miss Rigg. There are several vacancies for Male and Female

partment for the Training of Secondary Teachers .
Students at this Training College, for whom good

Mistress of Method - Miss CARPENTER ,

The averge cost of living in lodgings) and tuition at Appointments are easily obtainable on the completion
Other Teachers and Lecturers.

Bangor for the Session ( 33 weeks) is from £ 30 to £40. of their Training. For all particulars apply to the

A Hall of Residence for Women , under the supervision Provides a practical course of professional training Director, WILLIAM L'AN PRAAGH , 11 Fitzroy Square,W.
of Miss Mildred Fowle , who is the College Lady Super- for Teachers in Secondary Schools,with abundant oppor

intendent of Women Students, is now open . THE INCORPORATED
tunity for class teaching in the Datchelor (400 pupils )

Atthe Entrance Scholarship Examination which and other Schools. FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,
commences in September in each year) over 20 Scholar- Students prepared for the Cambridge Teachers ' Certi.
ships and Exhibitions, ranging in value from £40 to £10 , ficate and London Teaching Diploma. TALGARTH ROAD , WEST KENSINGTON , LONDON , W.
will be offered for competition . Free Studentship awarded annually to a l'niversity
For detailed information as to Courses, Entrance and Graduate in September or January, when the ('ollege

Chairman of the Committee - Sir W. MATHER , M.P.

other Scholarships, &c . , apply to the Secretary and courses begin . Treasurer Mr.C.G.MONTEFIORE , M.A.

Registrar. Secretary-Mr. ARTHUR G. SIMONDS, M.A.
Also a Kindergarten Division preparing for the Exam

Bangor. J. E. LLOYD , M.A. inations of the National Froebel Union . Also a Pre TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS.

paratory Division preparing for Inter . Arts . or Cambridge Principal - Miss E. E. LAWRENCE.
NIVERSITY COLLEGE OF Higher Local Examination.

NORTH WALES.
Fees £15 to £ 20 a year for Non -residents.

KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL .

A comfortable Hall of Residence . Terms moderate. Headmistress - Miss A. YELLAND .
( A Constituent College of the University of Wales. )

Students are prepared for the Examinations of the

DEPARTMENT FOR THE TRAINING OF HE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING National Froebel Union, and for the University of

SECONDARY TEACHERS.
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

Cambridge Tenchers ' Examination .

Prospectuses and all particulars may be obtained on
Principal - Miss M. PUNNETT, B.A. (Lond. ).

Professor of Education - J . A , GREEN , B.A. ( Lond. ), application to the PRINCIPAL at the Institute.

assisted by Miss A , N. JOHNSTON, M.A., and A residential College providing a year's professional

Mr. F. FLETCHER, B.A. training for Secondary Teachers . .

CLASSES,
Preparation is offered for the Teachers' Diploma of Teacher's Certificate ('Theory and Practice ), and for

the University of Wales,and for the Cambridge Diploma Students attend the CambridgeUniversity Leciures on
the Teachers' Diploma of the London University. The 5 MELVILLE STREET , EDINBURGH .

( Theoretical and Practical) . Facilities for Practical ( Established in 1876. )

Truining are provided at the two County Schools in Teaching, in addition to those of the Residentand
Preparation for the Preliminary Examination of the

Bangor. A kindergarten and Preparatory School hus Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for Scottish Universities all of which grant Degrees to
also been established in connexion with and under the practice in teaching science, languages. mathematics, Woinen. Fees from 12s. per Term .
control of the Department,and a Course in preparation and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge.

Students are admitted in January and in September. of St. AndrewsUniversity. Pass Courses ( 20 lessons),
Postal Preparation for the L.L.A. Title and Diploma

for the Higher Certificates of the National Froebel
Full particulars as to qualitications for admission , £ 2.28. : Honours ( 25 lessons), £ 3.3s.Union has been arranged .

Full particulars of the Courses , Fees, Scholarships , tion to the PRINCIPAL, Wollaston Road,Cambridge.
scholarships, and bursaries inay beobtained on applica

Special help given in home study to non -candidates,

&C . , may be had on application to the REGISTRAR . in the History of Fine Art, Drawing, History, Literu

ture, Languages, & c .

Numerous Oral Classes also conducted.

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS offer Large stati of efficient and experienced tutors .

FOR WOMEN TEACHERS
a full Course of Professional Training to Ladies who Prospectus, post free from the Secretary, Miss S. E.

desire to become Teachers in Secondary Schools, or in MURRAY, 5 Melville Street , Edinburgh.
( LING'S SWEDISH SYSTEM ) . Kindergartens.

For all particulars as to qualifications for Entrance,There are more openings for Students trained at this Terms, Scholarships, Hall of Residence, & c ., apply to HE UNIVERSITY DAY TRAIN.

College than can be filled .
the Principal, Miss ULICE Woops, at the College,

Apply forProspectus to the PRINCIPAL, The Lensowes, Salusbury Road , Brondesbury, London , N.W. vacancies for STUDENTS (Men ) in October, 1902.

Halesowen . Candidates for admission should pay special attention

be received
to Latin and Greek, with a view to passing Responsions

TISITING LESSONS ( Town
( 0 an equivalent Examination ) . Full information

or
into a good Middle Class School for Girls. One concerning the new Course of Study arranged under

Country) . All practical Mathematics and In- able to introduce pupils preferred , or the union of two Circular 454, and the exemptions granted in view of
strumentalwork -- the special English and Military Sub- Schools might be arranged. Nice house and garden ,in University Examinations, may be obtained from the
jects -- Hindustani, Sanskrit, & c . Letters – WILson, beautiful situation . Bineing air. - PRINCIPALS, Ash- Principal, MAURICE F. LATILI , M.A., 5 King Edward
7 Crowhurst Road , Brixton , S.W. burnham House, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells. Street , Oxford .

UNIVEI

THE

Thecourse includes preparation for the Cambridge ST. GEORGE'S CORRESPONDENCE

THE ANSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLEGE THE MARIA GREY TRAINING

VIS
LADY, PARTNER can
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University Tutorial College. BURLINGTON CARLYON COLLEGE..

CORRESPONDENCE

COLLEGE.

27 Chancery Lane, London.

Principal:Mr.J. CHARLESTON, B.A. RU.I., & c.

and

>

FOR

80 pages .

ܕܕ

GOVERNESSES WANTED.

CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON

Principal: WILLIAM BRIGCS, LL.D., M.A. , F.R.A.S. LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS .

Vice- Principal : JOHN BRIGGS, M.A. , F.Z.S. LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER. ARTS and

SCIENCE, B.A., and B.Sc. Classes (small) Day and
Evening. Vacation Tuition and Classes , Matric, and

Inter. Ärts Revision Classes,

Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical
Preliminaries , Accountants ', Scholarship

Examinations , Oxford Cambridge,

Papers Corrected forSchools.

( Honours, Oxon.; and Lond. ) . Private tuition for all Examinations.

Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.

TUTORS. KERIX, B.A. Lond ., First of First Class Classical

Recapitulation Class for The Staff includes Graduates of London , Oxford , Honours, Editor of“ Phædo," “ Pro Plancio ," &c.

Cambridge, and Royal Universities , Science Medallists, SUCCESSES.
SEPTEMBER MATRICULATION .

and Specialists . 1892–1901.- London Matric ., 84 ; Inter. Arts , Sc ., and

A Recapitulation Class will be held during the three PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE 1891-1901, 63, 11 in Hons.:many other Successes. ScholarPrel. Sci., 105, 6 in Hons.; B.Sc., 1896-1899, 11; B.A.,

weeks immediately preceding the Examination , com

mencing Monday, August 25th . Fee for all subjects, ships, R.U.I. , Indian Civil , Oxford and Cambridge, &c.

£4. 4s . A reduction of One Guinea is made to Cor.
B.A. LONDON, 1899 - 1901, 28 successful.

respondence students, MATRICULATION , M.A. , 3 ( 1898, 1899, 1901 ) .

During the last five years 391 Students of Univer

siły Tutorial College have passed the Jati'iculation B.A. , B.Sc ,
E.camination of London University, with the third ,

fourth , and scoenteenth places in Ilonours.
( London Univ ., Royal Univ. , Dublin Univ .), FREE.

L.L.A.

Summer Vacation Classes for Beginners ( Degree for Ladies, St. Andrews),
PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

( with a view to Inter , Sc, and Prel. Sci . )
A.C.P., L.C.P., F.C.P., MR. LYDDON -ROBERTS,

IN PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,

BOTANY, AND ZOOLOGY, OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE
Principals of the Normal Correspondence College ,

and Summer Vacation Revision Class LOCALS .
have, through the courtesy of the College of

Preceptors, issued the following
FOR B.Sc. ,

On a thoroughly individual system, which
meet daily during August. ensures the closest attention to the needs of each

FREE GUIDES .
At the B.Sc. Eramination, 1901, 45 Students of candidate . Full corrections of papers, with time-saving

University Tutorial College were successful, with notes, criticisms, summaries, model answers, and solu

7 places in Honours. tions. 1. A.C.P. 64 pages.

Single subjects may be taken -Latin , Greek, 2. L.C.P. 76

Private Tuition French, German , Italian , Mathematics, Mechanics,

3. F.C.P. 75in all Subjects may be taken up during Vacation for Physics, Chemistry, Logic, Psychology , Political Eco

Hospital Scholarship , Oxford Responsions, Cambridge nomy, &c. And have also published the following Guides .
Previous, Professional Preliminary , and other Examina

FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &C . ,
tions, 4. SCHOLARSHIP .

Address-Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. ,
5. CERTIFICATE. 40

Full particulars of Classes may be had from

THE VICE -PRINCIPAL, University Tutorial College,
BURLINGTON CORRESPONDENCE COLLECE ,

These Guides are supplied gratis to all who men

32 Red Lion Square, Holborn , W.C. 27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON . tion this paper and state they intend sitting for
examination .

Those applying for L.C.P. or F.C.P. Guide must
ENGINEERING AND CHEMISTRY.

-Sep- give date of passing A.C.P. or L.C.P. Those apply .
tember term . ( London ) Head English , £60 ; ing for a Certificate Guide should state year of

( Yorks) £50 ; ( Eastbourne) £60 ; (Somerset) £ 50 ; passing the King's Scholarship and number on the

( Devon ) Third Form Mistress, Intermediate Science
SESSION 1902-1903.

preferred . One hundred vacancies for Language, Music,

The COURSES OF INSTRUCTIONat the Institute's excellent family vacancies, England and abroad , £25
Kindergarten, and Art Mistresses, £ 20-90 . Also many

NORMAL CORR . COLLEGE,
Central Technical College (Exhibition Road) are for 100. -- Mrs. HooPER , 13 Regent Street (Pall Mall) .

47 MELFORD Road , East DULWICH , S.E. , andStudents not under 16 years of age ; those at the In

stitute's Technical College, Finsbury, for Students Established 20 years Compton Terrace. To booking 110 AVONDALE SQUARE , LONDON, S. E.

not under 14 years of age . The Entrance Examinations
fees . Stamp.

to both Colleges are held in September, and the Sessions

commence in October. Particulars of the Entrance RADNORSHIRE COUNTY GOVERNING BODY.
Examinations, Scholarships, Fees, and Courses of Study PRESTEIGN COUNTY (MIXED) SCHOOL.
may be obtained from the Colleges, or from the Head

an

OFStreet E.C.

ASSISTANT MISTRESS. to teach

CITY AND GUILDS CENTRAL TECHNICAL Cookery , Laundry, and Needlework , and to assist in

general School work. Salary £ 90-100, non -resident.
COLLEGE

Applications, stating full qualifications , to be sent to
(EXHIBITION ROAD , S.W. )

HEAD MASTER , Presteign .

A College for Day Students not under 16 preparing to
FOR BOTH HANDS.

D. C. DAVIES ,

become Civil, Mechanical, or Electrical Engineers , Chem

ical and otherManufacturers, and Teachers.
Clerk to County Governing Body.Fee for a

full Associateship Course, £ 30 per Session , Professors :
WHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT BY THOSE WHO KNOW :

Civil and Mechanical Engineering -- W.C. UNWIN , LONDON MATRICULATION . “ Has no Rival; ” “ Perfect, "

F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. ( H.M. IYSPECTORS . )

Electrical Engineering - W . E. AYRTON , F.R.S., THE NEW SYLLABUS. " Scientific ; ” “ Natural. ”
Past Pres, Inst. E.E.

( SECONDARY TEACHERS.)

Chemistry - H . E.ARMSTRONG , Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S.
Teachers and Students will find

Mechanics and Jathematics — O . HENRICI , Ph.D., “ The Ideal System ; " "The Best. "
SKERRY'S INDEXING AND PRECIS WRITING , ( ELEMENTARY TEACHERS .)

LL.D., F.R.S.
Price 28. 6d .,

“ Incomparably Superior. "
CITY AND GUILDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, and Skerry's Composition and Essay -Writing, ( COLONIAL TEACHERS .)

FINSBURY.
Price 2s. ,

Ir
(LEONARD STREET , CITY ROAD , E.C. )

wish to getyou

and Skerry's Specimen Essays, Price 2s . 6d. ,
“THE BEST RESULTS " inA College for Day Students not under 14 , preparing to invaluable in their preparation . Of all booksellers or

enter Engineering and Chemical Industries, and for "THE SHORTEST TIME " with

Evening Students . Fees £ 15 per Session for Day Mr. G. S. SKERRY,

Students . Professors : The Civil Service Press ,
“ THE LEAST LABOUR "

Physics and Electrical Engineering - S. P. THOMPSON,
27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON , W.C. Adopt Jackson's System and you will certainly have them .

D.Sc. , F.R.S.

Mechanical Engineering and Mathematics - W . E. UEEN'S COLLEGE, LONDON.- Send for Illustrated Pamphlet to the Publishers,

DALBY, M.A., B.Sc., M. Inst. C.E.

Chemistry - R . MELDOLA, F.R.S. , F.I.C.
The GOVERNESSES' BENEVOLENT INSTI . SAY Psox Low , MARSTON & COMPANY, Ltd. ,

TUTION will shortly present FOUR FREE St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane , London , E.C.
City and Guilds of London Institute,

Gresham College, Basinghall Street, E.C.
PUPILS to Queen's College or Queen's College School,

for a period of four years.

men , of position , between 14 18
years of age, in some measure dependent on a Governess to suit all classes , in healthy and improving Towns,

wanted Natural Science Tripos, Chemistry, relative. near the sea. Herne Bay , Southend , Westclitr, Minster
Botany, Zoology ; L.C.P .; Cambridge Teachers' Dip- Applications can be made at this office until August 16. on - Sea , Walton -on - Naze, & c ., sc. Great list , post free .

loma. Elementary Physics , Mathematics, Physiology, A. WESLEY DENNIS, Easy terms to suit. Apply - TIE LAND COMPANY,

Hygiene. Experienced . - E . D. , 28 Upperton Gardens, Secretary to the Governesses' 68 Cheapside, London , E.C. [ The Original Plots Sale
Eastbourne .

32 Sackville Street, W. Benevolent Institution . Pioneers .]

list.

JACKSON'S SYSTEM

Silice, inthe Institute, Gresham College, Basinghall REQUIRED IS Pin September,

UPRIGHT PENMANSHIP

.

Caroli de telemest be laughter of colligers professiona! FINESTand Safest Investmentof the

POST of SCIENCE MISTRESS
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THE
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ST.
T. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL

K
ING'S CO L L E G E. T. MARY'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL

MEDICAL SCHOOL ,
( I'NIVERSITY OF LONDON . )

SCHOOL ,

ALBERT EMBANKMENT , LONDON , S.E. PADDINGTON , W.

The WINTER SESSION of 1902-1903 will OPEN on The WINTER SESSION will commence on October

Wednesday, October 1st .
FACULTY OF MEDICINE, 3rd .

St. Thomas's Hospital being one of the Medical The HOSPITAL is close to Paddington Station

Schools of the l'niversity of London, provision is made

for the courses of study prescribed for the Preliminary
Coursesfor the Degrees of the Unirersity .

(G.W.R.) , the Great Central Railway Terminus, Edg.

Ware Road and Praed Street (Metropolitan and District

Scientific, Intermediate, and Final Examinations in I. PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC COURSE. Railway ), and Lancaster Gate (Central London Electric
Medicine.

| Prof. J.M. Thomson ,LL.D., F.R.S. Railway ).
Three Entrance Scholarships will be offered for com- CHEMISTRY

( H. Jackson , P.I.C. The Clinical appointments are free to all Students,

petition in September , viz ., one of 150 guineas and one Physics - Prof. W. Grylls Adams, M.A., D.Sc. , and the Resident Medical Officers ( 18 annually ) are

of £ 60 in Chemistry and Physics, with either Physiology , F.R.S. appointed by competitive examination .

Botany, or Zoologi, for First Year's Students ; one of BOTANY - Prof. W. B. Bottomley, M.A., Ph.D., The NEU WING , now in process of completion,

£ 50 in Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry (any two) , for F.L.S. will provide 81 additional beds , three new Operating
Third Year's Students from the Universities.

ZOOLOGI - H . Willoughby Lyle , M.D. , F.Z.S. Theatres, Clinical Laboratories, and Clinical Theatre ,

Scholarships and Money Prizes are awarded at the besides the New Out - Patient Department already in use .
Sessional Examinations, as well as several Medals . II . COURSE FOR INTERMEDIATE M.B.

All Hospital Appointments are open to Students with- ASATOMY- Prof. A. Robinson , M.D., C.M.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDOX.

outcharge. PHYSIOLOGY – Prof. W. B. Halliburton, M.D., The MEDICAL SCHOOL, as one of the Schools of the

Club-rooms and an Athletic Ground are provided for B.Sc., F.R.C.P., F.R.S. University, provides complete courses of instruction for

Students, PHARMACOLOGY Prof. W. Tunnicliffe , M.D. , its Medicaland Surgical Degrees.

The School Buuldings and the Hospital can be seen on M.R.C.P. PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC COURSE . - Classes

application to the Medical Secretary . Prof. J. M. Thomson , will commence on October 6th .

The fees may be paid in one su or by instalments. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY- LL.D., P.R.S.
ENT CE SCHOL PS.

Entries may be made separately to Lectures or to Herbert Jackson , F.I.C.

Hospital Practice, and special arrangements are made
FOUR OPEN SCHOLARSHIPs in Natural Science, value

for Students entering from the Universities and for III . COURSE FOR FINAL M.B. £145 , £78. 15s . , £78 . 15s .. and £52. 10s.

Qualitied Practitioners . MEDICINE X. Tirard , M.D. Two L'NIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS, value £63 each

A Register of approved lodgings is kept by the Medical CLINICAL MEDICINE — The Physicians at King's (open to Students from Oxford or Cambridge ), will be

Secretary, who also has a list of local Medical Prac
College Hospital. competed for on September 23rd and 24th .

titioners, Clergymen, and others who receive students NEUROPATHOLOGY D. Ferrier, M.D., LL.D.,

into their houses. F.R.C.P., F.R.S.
SPECIAL TUITION

For Prospectus and all particulars apply to Mr. G. SURGERY -- W. Watson Cheyne, C.B., F.R.C.S., For the Examinations of the Universities of Oxford ,

Cambridge, and London, and for the Fellowship of the
RENDLE , the Medical Secretary.

F.R.S.

H. G. TURNEY, M.A., M.D. Oxon . , Dean .

CLINICAL SURGERY - The Surgeons at King's Col- Royal College of Surgeons, without additional fees.

lege Hospital.
For Calendar of the Medical School, containing all

PATHOLOGI - X . Dalton , M.D., F.R.C.P.
particulars, apply to the DEAN.

BACTERIOLOGY - R . T. Hewlett. M.D., D.P.H.
THE ROYAL DENTAL HOSPITAL

OBSTETRIC MEDICINE - T.C . Hayes, M.D., F.R.C.P. LONDON HOSPITAL

OF LONDON MEDICAL SCHOOL , HYGIENE W.J. R.Simpson, M.D., F.R.C.P.
LEICESTER SQUARE . FORENSIC MEDICINE - W . R. Sinith , M.D., F.R.S. E.

MEDICAL COLLEGE,

The WINTER SESSION , 1902-3 , will commence on OPHTHALMIC SURGERY--M . MacHardy, F.R.C.S. ( UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .)

Wednesday, Oct. 1st . FEES .
The WINTER SESSION commences on October 1st ,

MEDICAL SCHOOL. The Annual Dinner will be held in the College Library

Dental Anatomy and Physiology For the Preliminary Scientific Course , 25 guineas. on Wednesday, October 1st , E. HURRY FENWICK , Esq.,(Human and

Comparative) – A. HOPEWELL'SMITH , L.R.C.P., 1 Composition fee for whole University Course, £ 148. F.R.C.S. Eng , in the Chair:

M.R.C.S. , L.D.S., on Tuesdays and Thursdays at Composition fee for Conjoint Course (M.R.CS, L.R.C.P.), The Hospital is the largest in England : nearly 800

5.30 p.m. (Summer .)
£ 135. The fees may also be paid by annual payments. beds are in constant use , and no beds are closed :

Dental Surgery and Pathology - W. B. PATERSON,
Fee for University and other students who have the only general hospital for East London . In -patients

F.R.C.S., L.D.S.,on Tuesdays and Fridays, at 5.30 passed their Examination in Anatomyand Physiology, last year, 13,364 ; out-patients, 169.020 ; accidents, 28,532 ;

p.m. ( Summer. )
80 guineas. major operations, 2,469.

Mechanical Dentistry - E . LLOYD-WILLIAMS, L.R.C.P.,
The next Session begins October 1st , 1902. APPOINTMENTS.- More Appointments, salaried and.

M.R.C.S., L.D.S., L.S.A., onWednesdaysat 5.30 p.m.
Advanced classes in Anatomyand Physiology are held resident, are open to students than at any other hospital.

(Winter .) (Demonstrator- Mr. W. F. FLOTE .)
for University Students, and special courses have been Seventy qualified Appointments are made annually, and

arranged for the final F.R.C.S. Examinations.
Metallurgy in its Application to Dental Purposes

more than 130 Dressers, Clinical Clerks, & c ., every three

Dr. FORSTER MORLEY, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S., on Full particulars and prospectus giving information months. All are free to students of the College. Resi..

Thursdays at 5.30 p.m. (Winter.), ( Demonstrator- / value of £ 900 per annum ,may be obtained on applicationas to Prizes , Entrance and other Scholarships, of a total dent appointments have free bourd .

PERCY RICHARDS, F.I.C., F.C.S. )
SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES. -- Thirty - four Scholar

Materia Medica and its Application to Dental Surgery to the undersigned . ships and Prizes are given annually . SEVEN EN

TRANCE will

-HAROLD AUSTEN, MB ., B.S. Lond ., L.R.C.P.,
SCHOLARSHIPS be offered

W. D. HALLIBURTON , M.D., F.R.S. , Dean .

in

M.R.C.S., L.D.S., Mondays, 5.30 p.m. (Summer.) September .

Bacteriology and its Application to Dental Surgery
RAYMOND CRAWFURD, M.A., M.D. Oxon ,

Special Classes are held for the University of London

J. HOWARD MUMMERT, M.R.C.S., L.D.S., Wednes
F.R.C.P. , Dean of the Hospital, and other Higher Examinations. Special entries for

days and Fridays, 5.30 p.m. (Summer . ) WALTER SMITH , Secretary . Medical and Surgical Practice can be made.

The new Hospital and School are now open .
Reduced fees to the sonsofmembers of the profession.
ENLARGEMENT OF THE COLLEGE.— The New Labor

Students are received for the full Dental portion of YT . BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL atories and Class Rooms for Bacteriology, Public Health ,
the curriculum, including the three years ( or any

shorter period of teaching in Dental Mechanics.
AND COLLEGE. Operative Surgery; Chemistry, Biology , & c ., and the

New Clubs Union Rooms are now in full use .
The Surgical portion of the curriculum can be received The WINTER SESSION will begin on Tuesday,

The Clubs Union Athletic Groumd is within easy
at any General Hospital. October 1st , 1902 .

reach .
During the Sessions the Surgeons of the day will give Students can residein the College within the Hospital

Luncheons and dinners at moderate charges can be
demonstrations at stated hours . walls, subject to the Collegiate regulations.

obtained at the Students ' Club .

The House Surgeons attend daily while the Hospital The Hospital contains a service of 750 beds. Scholar

is open . ships and Prizes of the aggregate value of nearly £ 900 stations close to the Hospitaland College.
The Metropolitan , Central, and other Railways have

The SAUNDERS SCHOLARSHIP, of £ 20 per annum , are awarded annually .

and Prizes, are open for competition, The Medical Schoolcontains large Lecture Roomsand apply, personally or by letter,to
For prospectus and information as to residence, &c ..

The WALKER SCHOLARSHIP of £ 20 per annum . well appointed Laboratories for Practical Teaching, as

-This is an Entrance Scholarship, Examinations for well as Dissecting Rooms,Museum , Library, &c .
Mile End , E. MUNRO SCOTT, Warden .

which will take place as follows : -- Chemistry and The Amalgamated Clubs' Ground ( 10 acres ) is at

Physics, Thursday, September 25th , 4 to 7 p.m .; Dental Winchmore Hill, within easy reach of the Hospital.
Mechanics (Paper), Friday ,September 26th . 4 to 7 p.m .; For further particulars apply, personally or by letter, OYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE.

Dental Mechanics ( Practical ) , Monday, September 29th , to the WARDEN of the College, St. Bartholomew's Hos (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON . )

9 am , tol . pital, E.C. The Michaelmas Term begins on October 2nd, 1902.
The STORER BENNETT RESEARCH SCHOLAR- A handbook forwarded on application ,

SHIP , value £ 50 , is awarded triennially .
The College prepares Students for the London Degnes

Fee for two years ' Hospital Practice required by the
in Science and Arts, and for the Oxford Honour Exami

nations.

curriculum , including Lectures, £50 in one payment, or UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .
Ten Entrance Scholarships, from £ 40 to £75 a year,

50 guineas in two yearly instalments. The curriculum HOSPITAL tenable forthree years, willbe offered for competition in
requires two years to be passed at a General Hospital.

The fee for this is about £ 55.
July, 1903 .

Both Hospitals can be MEDICAL SCHOOL.

attended simultaneously . The WINTER SESSION, 1902-1903, will commence Royal Holloway College , Englefield Green , Surrey.
For further particulars, apply to the SECRETARI,

The fee for three years' tuition in Mechanical on Wednesday, October 1st .
Dentistry is 150 guineas. Two Entrance Scholarships (value £ 100 and £ 60 ) will
The Calendar and further particulars will be sent on be competed for on September 23rd, 24th , and 25th .

application to MORTON SMALE , Dean . One Entrance Scholarship ( value £ 60 ) , open to

Students of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge,

will be competed for on September 23rd and 24th . The HEAD MASTERSHIP of this Schoolwill become

AND
Notice in writing to be sent to the Dean on or before vacant at Christmas, 1902 .

PHYSICAL EXERCISES. – Mr. and Mde. September 15th . Candidates for the position must be Graduates of one

MARGUERITE ST . CLAIR attend high - class Schools (in There are annually eighteen Resident Hospital of the Universities in the United Kingdom and under

London and the Country ), for Instruction in all Ball Appointments open to Students without extra fee. forty years of age .

Room and Fancy Dancing. -Greville House, 195 Isledon Composition Fee for general Students for whole The Salary is £ 150 a year and a Capitation Fee of

Road, London, N. Instruction given to Teachers daily MedicalCurriculum , 135 guineas ; for Dental Students, £2 . 10s., together with a Residence (unfurnished ), rent
at the above Studio . 54 guneas. free , and permission to take Boarders.

Special terms in favour of University Students who Candidates should forward applications, with copies:

TORTH -WESTERN EDUCATIONAL of London Students who have passed Prelim . Sci.
have commenced their medical studies ,and of University of three recent testimonials, not later than August 23rd

W TRADING COMPANY, RENSHAW STREET,
next, to the undersigned , from whom further particulars :

The Residential College adjoins the Hospital and pro- may be obtained .

LIVERPOOL.- Fifty £ 1 Shares for SALE, with forth- vides accominodation for thirty Students. F. QUEKETT LOUCH ,

coming Dividend . Last year's Dividend . 5 per cent. Prospectuses and allparticulars may be obtained Solicitor, Newbury , Berks.,

Bı -st offer . - H . PADFIELD, 30 Perey Street, Liverpool. from J. MURRAY, M.B., F.R.C.S .. Dean .
Clerk to the Governors.

ST.

ROYAL

THE MIDDLESEX

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S GRAMMAR

DANCING , DEPORTMENT,

i
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EDUCATIONAL AGENCY.UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE, LON

THE ASSOCIATED BOARD

other Teachers on application. Liberal Salaries. OWENS

ONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC.

BRISTOL .
(ESTABLISHED OVER 60 YEARS. )

( Incorporated .)

GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, LONDON , W.

Proprietors : ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.

Messrs. GRIFFITHS, SMITH , POWELL & SMITH .
COURSES FOR CIVIL , MECHANICAL, MINING , Dr. F. J. KARX , Mus. Bac. Cantab ., Principal.

OFFICES - 34 Bedford Street , Strand ;
AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, AND FOR G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES, Esq ., Director of Examinations.

and 22 Henrietta Street , Covent Garden , London , W.C. ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

Scholastic .

EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,
Special facilities are offered in the way of College SINGING , THEORY, and all branches of Music will

Scholarships and Engineering Works Scholarships, be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in
Head Masters and Principals of Publio and favourable arrangements being made with firms in or July ( June for Scotland and Ireland ), when certificates

Private Schools. desirous of engaging qualified and

well recommended English orForeign Resident, Non works concurrently with theCollege Course.
near Bristol for practical training to be obtained in will be granted to all successful candidates ,

resident, or Visiting Assistant Masters, can have eligible

Candidates introduced to them (free of charge ) by features of the Civil Engineering Scheme.
Surveying, Field Work ,and Geology form prominent Music for Diplomas of Associate (A.L.C.M.), Licentiate

The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical

stating their requirements to Messrs. GRIFFITHS, A College Diploma is awarded to Students who pass Fellowship ’(F.L.C.M .), take place in July ( June for
(L.L.C.M.), the Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), and

SHITI, POWELL & Sutu .
the qualifying Examinations. The Associateship of the Scotland and Ireland ,andDecember.

List of September Vacancies forwarded on College is conferred on those Students who obtain a

application to Ginduates and other well qualified First Class Senior Diploma. SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of ( 1 ) The

Assistant Masters seeking appointments for next The Institution of Civil Engineers accepts the Pre- Teachers ' Diploma ( L.C.M.), (2) The new Cumulative

term .

Schools Transferred and Valued . Partner.

liminary Certificate of the College in lieu of its Entrance Certificate, and ( 3)Four Exhibitions value £6. 6s , each ,

Examination , may be had of the SECRETARY.

ships arranged . No charge unless sale In the Educational Department students are received

effected . List of Boys' and of Girls' Schools

and School Partnerships for Sale, sent Gratis

Sessional Courses for the Matriculation, Preliminary and thoroughly trained under the best professors at
to intending Purchasers , TO WHOM NO Scientific , Intermediate Arts,and Intermediate Science moderate fees. Day and Evening Classesare held .

COMMISSION IS CHARGED.
Examinations of the University of London , and for the A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special

B.A. and B.Sc. Degree, also for the Cambridge Higher Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter ,

Assistant Mistresses . Local Examinations. Composition Fee for each Session, August, and Christmas.

Head Mistresses and Principals of 13 guineas.. Registration Fee, 1 guinea. T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary.

A Course has been arranged for the training of
Public and Private Schools requiring Secondary Teachers .

English or Foreign Assistant Mistresses can ,
The work of Women Students is under the super

on application to Messrs. GRIFFITHS, SMITH ,
vision of a Lady Tutor ,

Applications for vacancies in October to be made as ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND THE ROYAL
POWELL & SMITH , have suitable Candidates early aspossibleto the undersigned , from whom Pro COLLEGE OF MUSIC

placed in immediate communication with them spectus and particulars of residence in Clifton may be FOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC .

free of charge.
obtained . JAMES RAFTER , Patron - HIS MAJESTY THE KING .

Registrar and Secretary .

List of September Vacancies forwarded President - H.R.H . THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G.

to English and Foreign Assistant Mistresses and
COLLEGE, MAN

LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONS held annually in
March and April at all Centres. In London and a few

CHESTER Suburban Centres they are held in November and

December as well as March and Ipril. ( See Syllabus A. )

JOINT ACENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS. HIGHER COMMERCIAL EDUCATION , SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, held three times a year

viz . , March and April, June and July , and October and

23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY The Following Courses , beginning on October 7 , November. (See Syllabus B. ) Entries for the June

SQUARE , LONDON, W.C. havebeenarranged with a special view to Students July Examination will be received on or before May
Registrar - Rev. F. TAYLOR , M.A. Cantab. entering commercial careers : 14th , 1902 .

I. ECONOMICS :--(a ) Descriptive, Organization of

Low Commissions. Liberal Discount.
Specimen Theory Papers set in the Local Centre and

Industry, Commerce, Dis- School Examinations of 1896 to 1901 , inclusive, can be

Headmasters having vacancies on their staffs, and tribution and Transport . obtainedon application to the Central Office. Price 3d .

Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to ( 1 ) Theoretical. per set, per year, post free .

communicate with the REGISTRAR. ( c) Modern , Industrial, and Copies of Syllabuses A and B, and all information ,

Office Hours-10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturdays, 10 a.m. to
Coramercial History of will be sent on application to

1 p.m. Interviews generally between these hours or by
the United Kingdom .

JAMES MUIR , Secretary.
special appointment. II , MERCANTILE LAW.

III . GEOGRAPHY : Elementary and Advanced 14 Hanover Square, London , W.

Courses on Commercial Geo
Telegraphic address : “ Associa, London.”

JOINT AGENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS. graphy,

IV . MODERN LANGUAGES : FRENCH , GER- NIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON .

(Under the management of a Committee appointed by

the Teachers' Guild , College of Preceptors, Head CHINESE (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .)

Mistresses ' Association , Association of Assistant Certificates are given to Students satisfactorily passing
Principal - G . CAREY FOSTER , F.R.S.

Mistresses, and Private Schools' Association .)
through a two years' course. ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL

Address — 74 GOWER STREET, LONDON , W.C. For full particulars apply to the REGISTRAR , from DEPARTMENTS.

Registrar - Miss AGNES G, COOPER.
whom full particulars may also be had of the Evening Assisted by the Carpenters' Company.

Classes in Mercantile Law, Economics, and Modern

This Agency has been established for the purpose of Languages, and of the Certificates for Evening Class
SESSION 1902-1903.

enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessary Students.
cost . All fees have therefore been calculated on the SYDNEY CHAFFERS, Registrar. The Courses of Instruction in Mechanical, Civil ,
lowest basis to cover the working expenses. Municipal, and Electrical Engineering and Architec

Hend Mistresses of Public and Private Schools, and
ture commence on October 2nd .

Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap
NIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM . Particulars of the Courses of Scholarships, of the

pointments, are invited toapply to this Agency. Matriculation Examination , and of the Fees, may be

Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools obtained from the Secretary.

and Private Families; Visiting Teachers for Music,
SCHOLARSHIPS IN THE SCHOOL OF Fee for the full three -year Diploma Course , including

MODERN LANGUAGES.
Art, and other special subjects ; Foreign Teachers of the Course for graduation ( B.Sc.) in the Faculty of

various nationalities; Kindergarten and other Teachers Engineering , 115 guineas (£ 10. 10s, entrance fee , and

are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to Two SCHOLARSHIPS in GERMAN (given by Mr. £ 36. 15s . per annum ) .
supply suitable candidates for any vacancy . and Mrs. Charles Harding) of the annual value of £50 PROFESSORS .

School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged. each, tenable during three years,are offered to Students Mechanical Engineering J. D. Cormack, B.Sc., Assoc.
Office hours -9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Hours for entering the School of Modern Languages next Session. M.Inst.C.E., M.I.Mech ,E.,

interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 2 p.m. At the close of the third year Travelling Scholarships M.I.E.E.

to 5 p.m.; Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only , when the of £ 100 each , tenable at a German University for one Electrical Engineering . J. A. Fleming , D.Sc., F.R.S.
Office is closed .

year, may beawarded to these Scholars, provided that Municipal Engineering . Osbert Chadwick, M.I.C.E.,

they have taken the B.A. degree in the School of C.M.G.

Modern Languages. Civil Engineering L. F. Vernon Harcourt, M.A. ,

COLLEGE, LONDON. An Entrance Examination to the School of Modern M.I.C.E.

( Inst . 1872.) Languages willcommence on Monday, September 15th , Architecture T. Roger Smith , F.R.I.B.A.

1902. Applications for admission must be received by Physics .. F. T. Trouton, M.A., F.R.S.
President

the Registrar on or before August 16th .
THE RIGHT Hox . LORD COLERIDGE, M.A. , K.C.

General and Physical Sir W. Ramsay, K.C.B.,

For further particulars apply to the REGISTRAR at Chemistry ... Ś F.R.S.

Warden - EDMUND H. TURPIN , Mus.D. the University. Organic Chemistry J. Norman Collie , Ph.D.

Thursday, September 25. Michaelmas Term com .
Applied Mathematics K , Pearson , M.A. , F.R.S.

mences , when the individual tuition in all Practical E. J. Garwood , M.A.

and TheoreticalMusical Subjects , as wellas Class Tuition
M. J. M. Hill , M.A., F.R.S.

FOR KINDERGARTEN

in the Theory and History of Music, during the day and LEICESTER . The College contains spacious Mechanical and Elec .

evening , to professional and amateur students, will be

resumed .

trical Engineering Laboratories, Workshops , Drawing
Miss MORGAX , N.F.U. (Higher) .

Principals {
Lessons in the Theory and History of Music will also

Miss J. B. MORGAN , B.A. ( Lond .).
Office, Museum , and Lecture Theatres. À Hydraulic

Laboratory is in course of construction

continue to be given by correspondence, Students trained for full Diplomas of National The Laboratories are fitted with all the best appliances
The Warden's Lectures on Form and Instrumentation | Froebel Union. Drill, Music, & c . Many successes ; | for practical work , and for research work of the most

are given on Tuesday at 4 p.m. during term . good appointments . Excellent teaching opportunities. advanced character.

The College Orchestra and Choir and the various Large practising School attached. T. GREGORY FOSTER , Ph.D.,
Ensemble Classes for students and non -students will Secretary.

resume.

Prospectus and Students' Entry Form on application.
NO TEACHERS AND OTHERS.

Wanted , Current English POSTAGE STAMPS ,
By Order ,

SHELLEY FISHER , Secretary .
over-printed Board of Education ”as received on corre- SCHOOL FOR GIRLS , near the Coast, or Post

spondence. Used only purchased . - W . H. PECKITT, on staff of same, with view to Partnership or Succession ,
Mandeville Place , Manchester Square, W. 440 Strand , W.C. The Cottage , W. Moors, via Wimborne,

SINAN , UN

UNIVE

TRINITY

KELLAND TRAINING COLLEGE MathematiGeology

TO
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UNIVERSITY OF

DURHAM.

PARTICULARS of the Course of ourproper the app

Diploma maybe obtainedfrom the Sec- KIN

KI
ING'S COLLEGE, LONDON THE

THE
Behnke Method of Voice

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) . Training for Speakers, Singers, and
Stammerers .

DEPARTMENT FOR TRAINING TEACHERS FOR Earl's Court Square , London .
Apply to Mrs. EMIL BEHNKE, 18

SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

The Course , which is intended to meet the require .
“ Pre -eminent success . ” — Times .

ments of theTeachers' Registration Council, is both “ Highly successful methods .” -- Medical Times.

Practical ( including properly directed work in a Second- “ I have confidence in advising speech sufferers to

DIPLOMA IN THEORY AND PRACTICE arySchool)and Theoretical(preparing for the London place themselvesunder the instruction ofMrs.Behnke. ”
Teachers ' Diploma and the Certificate of the Teachers' -Editor, Medical Times .

OF TEACHING . Training Syndicate).

The Course occupies ayear. beginning in October or teacher upon thoroughly philosophical principles.” —
“ Mrs. Behnke is well known as a most excellent

January. The fee is £ 30 for the year iſ paid in advance, Lancet.

Training for Secondary Teachers
For further particulars apply to the SECRETARY, Small Classes for Voice Training for Teachers and

King's College, Strand, W.C. others.

and of the Examination for the above
ING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.

STAMMERING ,” ls. , post free.

RETARY OF EXAMINATIONS, North Bailey ,
( UNIVERSITY OF LONDOX . )

Durham . Full Courses for MATRICULATED STUDENTS
THE MOST NUTRITIOUS.

in Arts, Laws, Science , Engineering, Medicine, and

Theology, at Composition fees, or Students may attend

SSISTANT MASTER (Sixth Form , the separate Classes.

Resident) required for large Institution near
Preparation for all Examinations of the University.

London. Must , in addition to the usual branches of
Michaelmas Term commences October 2.

Mathematics , be thoroughly qualified to teach French , SECRETARY, King's College, London , W.C.
For prospectuses and all information , apply to the

Shorthand , and Physiography. Required to take part

supervision of boys out of School . Salary commencing LADIES' DEPARTMENT, Kensington .
at£60 per annum , with share of capitation grant, rooms,

board , " laundry. Applications, with copies of testi. the VICE-PRINCIPAL, 13 Kensington Square .
Michaelmas Term commences October 13. Apply to GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

monials and references as to character, & c ., to be

addressed - F . W. R. , c.0. Streets, 30 Cornhill, London ,

E.C. VWEDISH GYMNASTICS ( Ling's

VIRLS' PUBLIC DAY SCHOOL Schools by a Certificated Visiting Teacher. Remedial
System ), Games, and swimming taught in Girls'

Nineteen C £2Paid Shares for Sale. Regular dividend medicalsupervision . Applications to be made to Miss

4 per cent. Best offer for either or all. £ 63 wanted . HASELDEN BRETTELL, The Gymnasium , 34 Crawford

-H . PADFIELD) , 30 Percy Street , Liverpool. BREAKFAST-SUPPER.Street, W.

A

E PPS's1

SW !

. , СОСОА

METROPOLITAN

LOCAL EXAMINATION,
BY THE

9

AS USED BY THE

FREE GUIDE TO THE SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE.

(UNIVERSITY OF LOxdox .)

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER 1901-1902 .

All the following Schools of the University provide complete courses of In
struction and all the requirements for obtaining the Degrees in Medicine and

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION POSTAL INSTITUTION . Surgery :

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL West Smithfield , E.C.

CHARIXG CROSS Charing Cross , W.C.

New EDITION ( 80 pages ), containing advice as to books to read for
ST . GEORGE'S Hyde Park Corner, S.W.

the December 1902 and June 1903 Examinations, and the mode of Guy's London Bridge, S.E.

Study, and statistical tables (not obtainable elsewhere ) . A copy of the
King's COLLEGE Strand , W.C.

Guide will be sent gratis and post free to any candidate onapplication
THE LONDON Mile End , E.

ST. MARY'S Paddington , W.

to the Manager of the Institution , Mr. E. S. Weymouth , M.A., 27 MIDDLESEX Berners Street, W.

Southampton Street , Strand, London, W.C. ST . THOMAS'S Albert Embankment, S.W.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE Gower Street, W.C.

401 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local WESTMINSTER Caxton Street, S.W.

from 1895 to 1901, 69 with distinction .
For Particulars as to the Courses of Instruction, Fees, Hospital Appointments,

The Institution prepares through the post for various University
and course of Study advised , application should be made to the DEAN of any one

of the above mentioned Schools of the University .
Examinations and for the A.C.P., L.C.P., and F.C.P.

For particulars as to the Examinations for Internal Students of the University

apply to the ACADEMIC REGISTRAR, University of London, South Kensington, S.W.
Date of commencement of Sessions-Winter , October 1st .

EXAMINATION PAPER
-Summer, May 1st,

MASTERS wanted for Public , Grammar,

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

and Preparatory Schools .In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet
bears their Watermark .

Science Masters ; Mathematical,
Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream, 28. 6d.

Classical, and Modern Languages,960 58. od.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Ledger, Cash Book, and Journal, 1s. per 100 Sheets. French and Elementary German,

Music Paper, 1s. per 100 Sheets.
Drawing , Music, Shorthand, Senior,

Remittance should accompany Order .

and Junior Masters .

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers, Messrs. ORELLANA & CO. forward to ench
a

63 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. of suitable Vacancies. No preliminary charge. Please state your age, quali
fications, and salary you require to

GINN && COMPANY,
44 Old Bond Street, London , W.

Educational Publishers,
FRENCH VERBS MADE EASY.

LONDON, BOSTON, AND NEW YORK.
By C. PA Y N E.

9 St. Martin's Street, Leicester Square, London, W.C. PRICE SIXPENCE.

GINN & COMPANY, the leading Educational Publishers of America , have A strong linen card, only measuring 10 inches by 6.4 inches, and

now established a house of business in London , under the management of
when folded 6 by 3} inches, yet containing all the Irregular Verbs,Mr. FRED, J. MATIESOX .

Some ofthe specialities among the books published by this firm are the College | as well as the Four Regular Conjugations and everything that has to

Series " of Greek and latin Authors, the " Latin and Greek School Classics," the be known about the Verbs, and so arranged that it can be committed

International Modern Language Series," books onAnglo-Saxon,and a largeassort- ; to memory in a few lessons without theslightest difficulty. Thousands

mentof English Classics, edited respectivelyforchildrenand forstudents.

Much attention has been attracted by GINN & COMPANY'S books on Nature of copies have already been sold , and it has been introduced into some

Study. of the leading public schools and other educational establishments.
Myers' " GeneralHistory " hasmet with great favour in England , since it deals To be obtained through all booksellers, or post free at published price

with World History as no book published in Englanddoes.
Books sent on approval for inspection .

from

Catalogues will be sent post free to all applying for them . C. PAYNE, 42 George Street, Croydon.

GINN & COMPANY, 9 St. Martin's Street , Leicester 89. , London , W.C. The usual discount alloured to Schools .

60
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CASEY'S EUCLID.
COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS..

Lectures for Teachers

ON THE

SCIENCE, ART, AND HISTORY OF EDUCATION .

PRACTICAL CRITICISMS AND SUGGESTIONS

ON TEACHING.

To be delivered by The Rev. Canon EVAN DANIEL, M.A. , F.C.P. ,

Formerly Principal of the Battersea Training College.

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID,

BOOKS I.–VI., and PROPOSITIONS 1.-XXI. of BOOK XI.

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPHERE , CONE, &c. , with Copious

Annotations and Numerous Exercises .

By JOHN CASEY , LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of theRoyal University of Ireland ,

Vice-President, Royal Irish Academy, &c. , &c.

Tenth Edition , price 4s. 61., post free ;orinTwo Parts, each Half- a - Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID . "

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin .

Second Edition , Small 8vo, price 6s.

A SEQUEL TO THE

FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID .”

Sixth Edition , Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s. 6d. , cloth. Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged, 564 pp . , price 12s.

A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE , CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS .

Containing an account of its most recent Extensions, with numerous Examples.
New Edition . Crown 8vo.

A TREATISE ON

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions for Examination .

Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp ., price 3s.

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition. Price 3s.

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions,with numerous Examples.

Crown 8vo. Second Edition .

Crown 8vo , price 5s .

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL I'RIGONOMETRY,'

ANDITSAPPLICATION TO GEODESY AND ASTRONOMY.

With numerous Examples.

HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO. , LIMITED, 104 GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN .

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO.

secure

The Second Course of Lectures ( Thirtieth Annual Series) will commence on

Friday , September 26th , at 7p.m.
The Course is mainly based on criticism lessons actually given before the Lecturer,

and will draw attention to the more serious errors that young teachers commit, and to

the ways in which they may be avoided . Special pains will be taken to connect the

Art with the Science of Education, and to refer success and failure in teaching to

the observance and violation respectively of natural laws .

SYLLABUS.

1. Preparation of Lessons.- Need of full and fresh Knowledge - Sources of

Information - Need of Arrangement - Notes of Lessons - Limits and Aims of Lessons

-Divisions of Lessons - Provision of Apparatus, Illustrations, Maps, & c . - Provision

for securing Co -operation of Pupils - Provision for testing Success of Lessons.

II . Method . - Not to be selected arbitrarily - Regulated by Interdependence of

Knowledge and by Laws of Mind - General Principles - From the Simple to the

Complex - From the Indefinite to the Definite ---From the Concrete to the Abstract

-The Genesis of Knowledge in the Race - From the Empirical to the Rational

Independent Discovery of Truth .

III . Apparatus, Experiments, and Illustrations . - Things always more

impressive than Words- Need of Appeals to the Senses - Specimensfor Individual

Examination -Graphic Representations - Enlarged Drawings of Parts - Need of

some Indication of Scale- Experiments - Need of Judgment in Selecting - Rehearsal

of Experiments - Registration of Results as arrived at - Relative Value of Pictures,

Drawings, Blackboard Sketches, Models - Function of Teacher in all Lessons

appealing to the Mind through the Senses .

IV . Questions and Answers.-- Uses that may be made of Questions - Introductory

- То Co - operation --- Disciplinary -Resumptive Questions directing

Observation - appealing to Memory -- to Imagination--to Conceptive Faculty -- to

Judgment - to Reason - Common Faults in Questioning - Language - Length -- Form

-Order - Treatment of Children's Errors - Answers Wholly Wrong - Partially

Wrong - Examinations--Construction of Papers-Modes of Marking- Teacher's Use

of Blunders.

V. The Kindergarten.- The Senses our first Teachers - Limits to their Training

- The Habit of Observation - Nature's Method - Artificial Education - Froebel's

Services to Education - Utilization of Childish Instincts-Gifts and Occupations

Principles of the Kindergarten applicable to the later stages of Education - Transition

from Kindergarten to Ordinary School too Abrupt - Object Lessons- Elementary

Science - Treatment.

VI. Reading, Writing, and Drawing.--Analytic and Synthetic Methods of

Teaching Reading Spelling -- Dictation Lessons - Reading Aloud – Writing -

Analysis of Letters--Mulhäuser's Method-Locke's-Cowham's-Scientific Criticism

of writing - Drawing - Training of Eye and Hand -Object Drawing - Analysis

Directed Observation - Simultaneous Drawing Lessons .

VII. Arithmetic and Geometry.-- First Notions of Numbers -- Composition and

Decomposition of Numbers - Notation - Numeration - Arithmetical Rules to be

established by the Method of Discovery -- Arithmetical Tables and their Illustration

Rules presenting Special Difficulty --- Mental Arithmetic - Paper Work

Excellences to be insisted on - Accuracy and Rapidity - Euclid - Introduction to

Blackboard Work - Deductions,

VIII , Grammarand Teaching of Languages.- Grammar contained in Language ,
and to be sought there - Parts of Speech to be classified and defined by Pupils

Accidence to be collected by Pupils --Syntax to be discovered and formulated by

Pupils - Parsing - Analysis of Sentences - Need of Logical Consistency in Grammar

-Languages learnt with different Objects in view --for mere Reading - for Speaking

and Writing-Methods appropriate to each - Lessons for Young Children - for more

Advanced Pupils.

IX . English Literature.-- Aims of Teacher - Authors and Pieces suitable for

ditferent Ages-Method of Teaching English Literature illustrated by Examples

Simple Poems-- Romantic Epics - Shakespeare - Milton - Essayists - Preparation by

Pupils — Paraphrasing - History of English Literature - Manuals - Examinations in

English Literature - Criticism .

X. Geography, Home Surroundings - Maps - Globe -- Order of Treatment

determined by Interdependence of Physical Facts-Physical Geography , Political

Geography - Commercial Geography — Physiography – Sources of Information -

Illustrations needed - Models .

XI . History . - Starting-point - Order of Time- Regressive Order-Early Lessons

- Episodes - General Notions - Detailed Study of Special Periods--Mode of treating

Biographies -- Illustrations Pictorial- Literary - Busts - Coins— Facsimiles

Synchronistic Charts -- Original Authorities - Use of Text-books at different Stages

Constitutional History - Duties of Citizenship.

XII. Discipline .-- Attendance - Punctuality - Order -- Attention --- School-rules —

Motives appealed to -- The Teacher's Eye-Rewards and Punishments - Emulation

-Public Opinion - Characteristics of good Discipline as regard Means and Ends

School Tone - Formation of Habits - Character.

SARLL'S EXAM . BOOK - KEEPING.

On application to the AUTHOR , * Specimen Copies at one-third off, or Parcels

containing specimens of all for INSPECTION --retain 21 days - post free .

SARLL'S PRACTICAL BOOK -KEEPING . ls.

An Elementary Text-Book, illustrating the arrangement of the Bought,

Sales, Cash , Bill Books, and Ledger, Consisting of GRADUATED EXERCISES,

followed by Examination Papers set by the College of Preceptors, accom

panied by fully worked and outline Keys. 128 pages. Thirteenth Edition .

Being the Teacher's Handbook for New Code. Stages I. and II.

SARLL'S DOUBLY - ENTRY BOOK - KEEPING .

Fully illustrating the Art of Journalising and advanced practical work,
consisting of GRADUATED EXERCISES and numerous Examination Papers set

by the leading Examining Boards, accompanied by fully worked and

outline Keys. Eleventh Edition . 256 pages, cloth . 2s. A SchoolEdition

without Keys. 128 pages, cloth , 18.

SARLL'S BOOK -KEEPING FOR NEW CODE.

Stages I. , II . , and III. Now ready, each 48 pages. Price 4d. each , MS.

Books, two at 2d, each . Full or outline Keys. The cheapest course ever

issued .

SARLL'S TWENTIETH CENTURY EXAM . PAPERS

IN BOOK -KEEPING . Containing the latest Papers by the leading

Examining Boards, with Notes and brief Answers , in Two Parts, 6d. each.

Part I. , Junior Papers , College of Preceptors, &c . Part Il . , Senior

Papers , Society of Arts, Commercial Exams., &c .

«

28.

Supplementary Keys to

SARLL'S PRACTICAL BOOK -KEEPING .

Containing full keys to all in “ Practical ” and Stages I. and II .

SARLL'S DOUBLE -ENTRY BOOK -KEEPING.

Containing fall keys to all in “ Double-Entry " and Stage III . 38.

SARLL AND SOCIETY OF ARTS.- NEARLY 1,600

CERTIFICATES AND 2 BRONZE MEDALS.

Results unsurpassed by any teacher in Great Britain .

The Fee for the Course of Twelve Lectures is Half-a -Guinea.

*. * The Lectures will be delivered on FRIDAY EVENINGS, at 7 o'clock ,

at the College, Bloomsbury Square, W.C. - Members of the College have free

admission to the Course.

NATURE STUDY and

VISUAL INSTRUCTION ,

* Address - A , SARLL, A.K.C., 62 Oakley Road , Islington , London .

To Teachers, 20 Lessons by Correspondence, Half - a -Guinea .

Harbutt's Plasticine stands unrivalled for use in the newer methods of

education .

It is clean , absolutely safe, and ever plastic.

From all School furnishers . Free Samples.

WM. HARBUTT, A.R.C.A., Bathampton , Bath ,GEORGE GILL & SONS, WARWICK LANE , LONDON .
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J. & J. PATON ,
WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS'

NEW EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

143 Cannon Street,

LONDON, E.C. ,

Beg respectfully to inform Head Masters that they insert

SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION NOTICES and other

Advertisements promptly and accurately in all LONDON

and PROVINCIAL NEWSPAPERS and PERIODICALS

throughout the United Kingdom , also in all Indian , Colonial ,

and Foreign papers.

The charges are at lowest office rates . Estimates and

scheme of insertions forwarded free, on receipt of particulars

of proposed expenditure, over given period.

BLACKWOODS' ILLUSTRATED CLASSICAL TEXTS .

General Editor-H. W. AUDEN, M.A., Assistant Master at Fettes

College.

Cæsar. - Gallic War. I.-III. By J. M. HARDWICH , M.A., Rugby.
1s. 6d .

Cæsar . - Gallic War . VI. , VII. By C. A. A. DU PONTET, M.A.,

Harrow . ls. 6d .

Virgil . - Eneid. V., VI . By St. J. B. WYNNE -Willsox, M.A. ls. 6d.

Horace. - Odes . I., II. By J. SARGEAUNT, M.A. Is . 6d .

Arrian .-- Anabasis . I., II. By H. W. ACDEN , M.A. 28. 6d .

** Complete List on application .

PATON'S LIST OF SCHOOLS AND

TUTORS, 1902 ,

BLACKWOODS' ENGLISH CLASSICS .

General Editor - J . H. LOBBAN, M.A. , formerly Examiner in English

in the University of Aberdeen .

Scott . - Marmion , By ALEXANDER MACKIE , M.A. ls . 6d .

Pope.- Essay on Criticism . Rape of the Lock , and other Poems.
By G. SOUTAR , M.A. , Litt.D. 2s.6d .

Hazlitt. - Essays on Poetry. By D. NICHOL SMITH , M.A. 28. 6d.

Wordsworth , Coleridge, and Keats. By A. D. Innes, M.A. 28. 6d .

Lamb . - Select Essays. By Agnes Wilson . 28. 6d .

Complete List on application .

2

720 pages, red cloth, post free, 18. 6d .

ARE YOU SATISFIED Adopted by the London School Board .

BLACKWOODS' LITERATURE READERS.

Edited by JOHN ADAMS, M.A., B.Sc., F.C.P., Rector, U.F. Church Training

College, Glasgow . Bk . I., ls . ; Bk. II. , Is. 4d .; Bk , III. , 1s . 6d . ; Bk. IV.,
ls, 6d .

WITH YOUR

PRESENT

PROSPECTUS ?

DOES IT DO JUSTICE TO YOUR SCHOOL ?

BLACKWOODS' SCHOOL SHAKESPEARE.

Stiff paper covers , ls.; cloth , Is. 6d .

Now ready :-The Merchant of Venice, Richard II. , Julius Cæsar,

The Tempest, As You Like It, Henry V.

** Others in preparation .

English Drama . By J. LOGIE ROBERTSON, M.A., Author of " History of

It has to travel many miles — all over England, English Literature ,' English Verse for Junior Classes," &c . 2s . 6d .

Scotland, Ireland , and Wales , and probably to India ,
The George Eliot Reader. By ELIZABETH LEE. With Introduction

and Portrait . 2s .

the Colonies, and the Continent -- and speak to parents Stormonth's Dictionary . College Edition, 7s.6d. ; School Edition , ls.

on your behalf. The school Anthology of English Verse . From Chaucer

to the Present Day. By J. H.LOBBAN , M.A. In 2 Parts, 2s . each ; complete

in 1 Vol . , 48.; Prize Edition, 5s.

Lower Latin rose . By K. P. WILBOX, M.A. 2s.6d . Key, 5s, net .

Lower Latin Unseens. By W. LOBBAN , M.A. 2s.

Are the claims of your School amply set forth ?
First Latin Sentences and Prose . By K. P. Wilson , M.A. 2s.6d .

Is

Tales of Ancient Thessaly . By J. W. E , PEARCE, M.A. ls.

it finely printed on good paper -- and are your blocks
Lower Greek Prose . By K. P. Wilson , M.A. 28. 6d . Key , 5s, net.

the best that can be made ? If not, and you will Greek Accidence. By T. C. WEATHERHEAD, M.A. ls. 6d .

favour us with an enquiry, we shall be pleased to send AII French Verbs in Twelve Hours (except Defective Verbs) .
By A. J. WYATT. 1s.

you suggestions for a new one, and specimens of the
French Test Papers. For Civil Service and University Students. By

Prospectuses we have printed - with estimate of cost- EMILE B, LE FRANÇOIS. 2s.

free of charge. Progressive German Composition . By LOUIS LUBOVIUS, Ph.D.
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The Educational Times.
instruction or worship shall or shall not be taught or

practised in any school or college.” The discussion turned

mainly on the training colleges , and it was marked by calm

We have never laid any great practical and reasonable argument, except for an outburst of a few
The Education Bill

in Committee. stress upon the principle of a single extremists. The subsection at last stood in these terms :

Authority, but the first three clauses of
A Council, in the application of money under this Part of this Act ,

shall not require that any particular form of religious instruction or

the Education Bill, as passed in Committee, offer food for worship, or any religious catechism or formulary which is distinctive

reflection to those that do . The country was promised one of any particular denomination ,shall or shall not be taught or prac
tised in any school or college aided, but not provided , by the Council ;

Authority ; it has, so far, got six classes of Authorities, and no pupil shall be excluded from or placed in any inferior posi

totalling together 1,183 separate Local Authorities. Instead tion in any school or college provided by the Council on the ground of
religious belief, and no catechism or formulary distinctive of any par

of simplicity, there is an ingeniously bewildering complexity. ticular religious denomination shall be taught or used in any school ,

Two classes — the county boroughs (67) and the ad- college , or hostel so provided.

ministrative counties (62 ) --- control both their elementary Thus all the new higher institutions must be undenomina

and their bigher education , the former without rating limit, tional, and in all existing higher institutions aided by the

the latter within the limits of a rate of 2d. in the £ . public Authority there will operate a conscience clause ;

Two more -- municipal boroughs ( 140 ) with a population of and , though the Government would not admit a conscience

over 10,000 and urban districts (61) with a population of clause in the existing denominational colleges , they still

over 20,000 — also control their elementary education and conceded, in respect of students of such colleges living at

may levy a rate up to ld. in the £ to spend on their hostels, the payment of the same contribution as is now paid

higher education ; but at the same time they are subject to to students in residential colleges . This seems to be a fairly

the County Council rate up to 2d . in the £, without any con- reasonable accommodation . The second subsection , being

trol of the higher education to which it is applied . These full and explicit , was passed without alteration.

varied arrangements, then , establish 330 Local Authorities. As was fully anticipated , the option of Clause 5 was

But nearly three times as many (853) were added by an decisively rejected , though it was discussed at great length,

amendment on Clause 3—an amendment that can bardly and led to considerable cross voting. The consequences of

stand on Report. Two more classes — municipal boroughs ( 108) the rejection are in the future ; but, at all events , it limits the

up to 10,000 and urban districts ( 745 ) up to 20,000 — while complexity of Authorities to the six classes of 1,183 .

not entrusted with the control of their elementary education, Clause 6 , abolishing School Boards and School Attendance

are authorized to levy and spend a rate not exceeding ld. in Committees and transferring their powers and duties to the

the £ for higher education, being at the same time subject to Local Education Authority, was at length allowed to pass

the County Council's rate of 2d . The arrangement wears a with small verbal amendments, in reliance on official assur

preposterous look in the light of the very general opinion ances that no lowering of the standard of education would be

that for higher education the Authority ought to be much permitted , and on Mr. Balfour's statement of intentions

wider than for elementary. But probably it regards evening respecting the management of schools. These intentions

classes and technical education on the new understanding of were embodied in a long and complex amendment to Clause 7 ,

the limits of elementary instruction . In any case , it seems constituting the board of management and introducing a

impossible to avoid a clash of jurisdictions . Such, then , is “ minor Local Authority," by which is meant “ the Council

the principle of One Authority. of any borough or urban district, or the Parish Courcil or

Clause 4, as dealing with religious instruction, invited parish meeting of any parish , which appears to the County

delicate handling, notwithstanding the tolerably plain in- Council to be served by the school. ” In the case of all

tention of the terms. The first subsection originally ran : public elementary schools not provided by the Local Educa

" A Council in the application of money under this part of tion Authority, that Authority appoints but two managers

the Act shall not require that any particular form of religious out of six . In spite of considerable feeling on the point as
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case .

It may

much on business grounds as on religious grounds, the clause situation has evidently been mastered by the promoters of

seems likely, at the moment of writing, to be forced through the study, and time is on their side . No one that looks at

The temper of parties hardly bodes well for permanent peace . the process intelligently, whether in point of theory or in the

North Leeds gives an impressive warning . I light of actual practice, can doubt for a moment that its

The restricted Councils have still to go to the Local Govern-, fundamental principles are fraught with results of incalcul.

ment Board for sanction to exceed the 2d . rate for higher edu- able value for the future of the people. Without under

cation . The apparatus of Provisional Orders is swept away, estimating the direct and immediate outcome, one may

but the requirement seems to be little more than a formality , readily trace the indirect and eventual issues to a develop

by no means likely to exercise a real restraint. The Local ment of highest consequence for the nation and for the race .

Government Board , as we have already indicated, does not With awakened consciousness and restless activity , the

seem to be adequately qualified to pronounce upon any given child wants to do things and to know things. To the unin

Like Mr. Kelland, we should have much wished the structed parent or nurse such enterpriseand in quisitiveness

Bill to contain “ clauses similar to 4 (2) and 5 ( 1 ) of the Bill of are simply so much bother ; and at a later stage the paternal

1900, safeguarding the interests of existing schools and power is apt to stave off an invasion of curiosity by arbitrary

granting them the right of appeal to the Board of Educa- acts of summary repression. It is the part of intelligent

tion . " We can only hope that the new clauses placed on the supervision to utilize the spontaneous energies of body and

notice paper by Mr. McArthur and Mr. Hobhouse will be mind by turning them into channels that shall distribute

accepted , in justice to the interests of private enterprise in them so as to foster a full and equable development. By the

the field of secondary education . All the private schools time that the child comes into the hands of the teacher

claim is that they should have the same rights as are even of the Kindergarten teacher-not a little of the original

accorded to other schools , and the claim is just. force will have been misdirected or perverted or left to

expend itself in uncontrolled forms, and ideas and habits

The Nature - Study Exhibition at the little consonant with discipline on a far-seeing outlook will
Nature Study. Royal Botanic Gardens now in progress, i have established a certain hold ; so that in many, if not in

together with the Conference of five days most, cases there will be something to be unlearned , new

just concluded, cannot fail to impart both impetus and channels to be opened , old channels to be closed up.

direction to a form of early education that has already be somewhat depressing to feel that several generations will

developed possibilities of far -reaching importance . While be needed to bring the general parental mind to the idea and

the Exhibition is of the most varied and instructive charac- the practice of considered utilization of the activities of

ter, the Conference addresses and speeches have touched children; but the depression may be mitigated by the certainty
the main points of the subject with the light of experience that the educationalist is on the right road to success . At

and practical suggestion — though we should have liked to the same time , so far as concerns the years up to school age ,

see working teachers in greater force at the front. They the road had better be at once recognized as a tolerably long
have dealt with the relation of both child and teacher to road .

Nature , the attitude of the teacher to the child , the prosecu- As regards method, all the authorities appear to enter .

tion of the study both in rural and in urban schools, tain a most judicious hesitation to lay down any rigid rules .

and in colleges and higher schools well as in ele. The very materials available prescribe different courses for

mentary schools, waterials and methods of the study , the different localities ; and the qualifications, aptitudes, and

training of teachers, the relation of the study to the school tastes of different teachers must necessarily , in the mean time

and to the home, its operation as an element of culture, and at least , be very liberally considered . On both points the

the action of the County Councils in promotion of it . The tendency will be towards a gradual reduction of differences.

proceedings have, no doubt, been fully reported , and will, But, in any case , the training must proceed upon the

we should anticipate, presently be available to the pro- materials at hand and according to the capacity and dis

fession and to the public in a convenient form for study and cretion of the trainers . For one thing, it seems fairly clear

reference . that the children should be put in the way of making their

The idea of Nature study has taken a firm hold of the own observations — that the study should be made a real

minds of ali persons that cherish a living interest in the process of independent research ; the teacher exercising a

education of the young. In the United States and Canada, general direction and indicating the bearings and correlation

in Australia , in the more advanced countries of Continental of results . By -and -by, and in no long time , there will be

Europe, the appreciation of its value and the enthusiasm accumulated a vast and varied mass of experience, which

for its development are certainly not less than here. In the will form the safest, if not the only sure , ground for general

United States , especially, a wide and keen activity has been izations leading to specific rules and regulations . In the

manifested in all the bearings of the subject. Naturally meantime, therefore , it would seem that the authorities will

the scoff of idle trifling has been flung at the enthusiasts do well to content themselves with very general directions

from careless observers and from minds arrested within the and to allow the spontaneous activity of teachers and taught
limits of an older order of things. Naturally , too, the to strike out in multifarious directions . For it is only the

scope and the methods of the study are as yet undeter- teachers and the children in common work that can develop

mined ; and the results have not had time to be presented a system - or, probably, rather systems--that will operate

in such forms as to silence the off-hand disparagement of most fruitfully.

unthinking or uninstructed objectors . But the key of the The results that may legitimately be expected will , no

as
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doubt, manifest themselves in the most varied forms. The school system from top to bottom . It treats the Universities,

first thing will be a notable discipline in observation - a the secondary schools, and the elementary schools as

most fundamental and useful outcome ; and one cannot keep branches of one organic system . That might have been

up a habit of observation without increasing knowledge and fully anticipated . But the method of realizing the object in

seeking a means of co -ordinating facts in generalizations. view is more sensible than mighthave been expected. “ The

Thus a solid foundation for scientific work and for general Danish Government, ” we learn , “has not been content to

accuracy of thought is laid ; and , at any rate, “ such teaching rely upon political wisdom alone in the elaboration of the

and learning will transform education from a deadly me- new Bill , but has submitted it , clause by clause , to the ex

chanical grind to a living process.” The American boy may amination and criticism of a special committee of educational

find it practically useful to detect and exterminate the San experts, and to representatives of all the parties, classes ,

José scale , or the Hessian fly ,or the gypsy moth, in preserva- professions, and trades interested in the improvement of

tion of the fruit, or the wheat crops, or the forest trees ; and national education."

an English boy will be none the worse to be able to dis
ELSEWHERE we refer to Sir Joshua Fitch's article on

criminate against insect pests, weed seeds , and destructive
“ Education ” in the latest of the new volumes of the “ En

fungus spores . The economic side of the study widens out
as one considers it attentively. Again , if children be cyclopædia Britannica.” All educationists will peruse it

habituated to cultivation of flowers , the tendance of home or
with interest. Here we content ourselves with quoting two

school gardens, interest in leaves and buds,they are little or three sentences that will not blunt the edge of expectation .

likely to perpetrate thoughtless damage or cruelty. The With regard to the “ unique history ” of the public pro

æsthetic and the ethical instincts will enjoy simultaneous
vision for the education of the people, Sir Joshua writes :

cultivation . It does not seem unduly sanguine, even
That provision is not the product of anytheory or plan formulated

on beforehand by statesmen or philosophers . It has come into existence

actual results, to expect a gradual elevation of character, through a long course of experiments, compromises, traditions, suc
What has been done incesses , failures, and religious controversies.

personal and civic . We are looking down a long vista of this department of public policy is the resultant of many diverse

anticipation, no doubt; but the known grounds of promise forces andof slow evolution andgrowth rather than ofclear purposeand well-defined national aims. It has been effected in different

encourage a large hopefulness.
degrees by philanthropy, by private enterprise, by religious zeal , by

ancient Universities and endowed foundations, by municipal and local

effort, and only to a small extent by legislation .

NOTES .
Sir Joshua thinks that “ the tendency to distrust theorists

and to be afraid of legislation has in England been strongly

The Report of the Rev. Dr. Woods and Dr. Hill on the reinforced, and indeed largely justified, by the fact that

University Colleges, just issued as a Blue Book (No. 252) , most of the legal enactments of the past were negative and

contains a very full account of these institutions, with much restrictive only ." But probably the facts are open to a more

judicious and instructive criticism .
It covers five years, the incisive criticism. Even yet, as Sir Joshua acknowledges,

previous inspection having taken place in 1896. The Report the country has not accepted in all its fulness Matthew

is very favourable on the whole , acknowledging immense Arnold's view “ that, if once an enlightened democracy were

progress . The Commissioners, however, comment adversely animated by a progressive spirit and noble ideals , it would

on some lecture - rooms and laboratories as out of date and be the part of wisdom to invoke the collective power of the

ill -equipped, and on the tendency of most colleges to lay out State to give effect to those ideals." The democracy needs

a large portion of their capital in buildings that cannot still more light.

readily be adapted to changing needs. They also find a want

of suitable common rooms and reading rooms for quiet Sir Joshua concludes his review of the higher education

study. They emphasize justly the waste of with this sharp sentence :
pro

fessorial energy , the professor too often “ muffling his
Notwithstanding all the recent additions to her academic resources,

England is still far behind other countries in the provision she makes
intellect in the multiplied classes of elementary students." for University education.

The professor ought to have more leisure for original work, As to the training of teachers, “ it is to the Universities

so as to preserve the colleges from sinking into mere finish- chiefly that the public has a right to look for at least a

ing academies . There is also revealed a wasteful overlapping partial solution of this difficult problem . " And the conditions

and rivalry, not unknown in London . Worst of all , and appear to be these three-not one or two of them , but all

cause of most of the mischief, is the plentiful lack of money. three together :

( 1 ) That the function of the teacher shall be recognized as one of

We need only draw attention to the notice issued by the and Theology .
the learned professions, and take honourable rank in Law, Medicine,

Teachers' Registration Council, printed in another column. (2) That the University shall provide a Professor of Didactics or

The difficulties involved in determining the status of certain study and by requiring systematic practice of the art of teaching under
Pedagogy, whose duty it shall be, by means of post-graduate courses of

classes of teachers are obviously great ; and the labour will due supervision and criticism, to give to the future schoolmaster both a

be materially lightened by “ a careful study on the part of practical and a theoretical acquaintance withthe principles of his pro

applicants themselves of the exact wording of the Order." ( 3 ) That the University shall institute an examination for all

students who may have passed through the prescribed course, and that

this examination shall set up a high standard of qualification in

The Danish Government, too, has its new Education Bill regard to the practice and the history of education , and to so much of
mental and moral philosophy as stands in the closest relation to teach

on hand--a measure for a thorough reorganization of the ling, whether considered as an art or as a science.
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Here one and there another of these requirements have been any case , each of the institutions will be immensely benefited ,

fulfilled ; but until they have all been fulfilled ** the and local generosity ought to be stimulated to fill up any gap

British Universities will fail to exercise their legitimate in- in the programmeof their development. There is some fear,

fluence on public education , and will neglect a great oppor- we understand, that the trustees may specify in detail how

tunity of ennobling and liberalizing the teacher's profession." the money is to be spent. We have no doubt, however, that

the University authorities will be left as much freedom as is

Among the associations for educational purposes Sir Joshua good for the purposes of the benefaction .

gives some prominence to the College of Preceptors , which

we observe with satisfaction. He writes : In another column we quote certain statements reported to

The College of Preceptors, a chartered society chiefly composed of have been made by Prof. Flinders Petrie regarding the

private teachers, was incorporated in 1849 , and wasone of the first Egyptian treasures he has found and missed . Is it credible

professional bodies to institute regular courses of pedagogic lectures, that the French Government should carelessly permit a

and to award after due examination the titles of (Fellow and ] Licen

tiate and Associate to teachers. It has also , by means of its system French subject, under a concession , to plunder and destroy ,

of examining pupils , given a valuable stimulus to educationalprogress, with crass vandalism , the invaluable materials for the recon

especially in many schools which, while distinctly above the rank of

elementary, have not availed themselves of the Oxford and Cambridge struction of ancient Egyptian history and civilization ? If

Local examinations. The conferences and discussions which are held at
the Collegeduring each session have prored of considerable value, botin so, then surely the British Government is bound to inter

as a help to the members and other teachers in dealing with pro
We cannot believe that anything more would be .

fessional problems, and also as a means of enlisting the attention necessary than a simple statement of the facts . It is hardly

and sympathy of the general public in relation to these problems.

less painful to find that the antiquities discovered by Prof.

Petrie “ will all go to American museums, perhaps , as hitherto . "

The Carnegie Trust has disbursed in payment of fees Especially ridiculous is it to say that there is no accommoda

during the first year of operation the sum of £ 34,916 . 7s . 6d tion for them in this country . If the British Museum

—that is to say, £22,941 . 16s . 6d . on behalf of 2,441 students authorities can house their newspapers at Enfield , why can

during the winter session, and £ 11,947. Ils . on behalf of they not similarly house these priceless Egyptian antiquities,

1,595 students during the summer session-about £8 . 155. a were it even on some uninhabited island, or on some deserted

head. It is scarcely surprising that the trustees at their farm in one of the near counties ? If the country cannot

recent meeting in Edinburgh decided to look a little more do so much for the higher studies , it is about time to put up

closely at the qualifications of applicants for profiting by the shutters finally.

Dr. Carnegie's beneficence. Clause B of the trust deed

originally ran thus : THE working of the system of affiliation of the provincial

The other half of the income . . shall be devoted to the payment of colleges is interestingly illustrated by the case of Mr.

the whole or part of the ordinary class fees exigible by the Universities
from students or scholars who have given two years’ attendance after the Benjamin Davies, B.A. of St. David's College, Lampeter,

age of fourteen years at such schools or institutions as are under inspec- who has just gained a First Class in Mathematical Modera
tion by the Scotch Education Department. They must have passed in
the subject matter of the class for which payment of fees isto be madetions at Oxford . This, we learn , is the first occasion on

the examination qualifying for admission to the study of that subject which a student of an affiliated college has obtained this dis
at the Universities, with a view to graduation .

tinction without previous residence or training at Oxford.
The latter sentence has now been omitted, and in its place Mr. Davies was a pupil-teacher in an elementary school at

the following words are inserted :
Dowlais , in Glamorganshire, before he went to Lampeter ;

And, that they (the students or scholars) may be recognized as deserving

and qualified, they must also have passed in the Leaving Certificate , and his father is a miner . The result is most creditable all

Examination of the Scotch EducationDepartment or the Scottish Univer- round . No fear of Lampeter, with fair play and reasonable

sities Preliminary Examinations or other examinations recognized by the
Scottish Universities Joint Board of Examiners in such subjects and encouragement. And there must be many more Davieses in

grades and under such conditions as the Executive Committee may from these parts. Happily we are at last beginning to see how to
time to time determine .

find them out, and how to enable them to show what is in
The alteration, which is no doubt based on experience gained

them .

during the year, seems to be entirely reasonable . The bene

ficiaries will not be permitted to waste the money.

SUMMARY OF THE MONTH . 1

4

The first clause of the trust deed - Clause A-is just on
THE alterations, amendments, or concessions in the Education

the point of being brought into operation . Under it one half Bill have in no waymollified the temper of its opponents. The
Nonconformist spokesmen still maintain an attitude of uncom

of the net annual income of the Trust is to be applied promising hostility. The progress of the measure in Committee

towards the improvement and expansion of the Universities of the House of Commons is outlined in our first leading article.

in the Faculties of Science and Medicine and towards the
CARDINAL VAUGHAN writes to the Times as follows :

improvement and extension of the opportunities for scientific Allow me to point out the hidden meaning of an amendment which ,

study and research . A few months back the authorities of I see from the columns of the Times, certain members of Parliament

the Universities , on the invitation of the trustees , drew up are so caught by phrases, the words “ broad and popular control” go
are anxious to introduce into the Education Bill . In days when people

statements of their more urgent needs in the departments for a greatdeal. Theinnervalue of the amendment I alludeto is this,
referred to. Of course , these needs far outrun the funds in that it contains a device for capturing denominational schools. The

process is a specious one . Begin by weakening the strength of the

the hands of the trustees to meet them ; and the Universities clerical managers of the denominational school - on the plea that lay .

are awaiting with lively expectancy the scheme that the men are better men of business and know less about doctrine; say,
stoutly , that the clergy represent a sect , not the interests of the parents ,

trustees have just adopted and will " publish shortly .” In Then call on the parents to elect their own representative to the board
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of management, and let the Local Authority do the same. In other needs of the area over which it rules ; and (4) take the training

words, take care that the official, trained, and trusted representatives of teachers in hand.” But he goes on to say:
of the religion in which parents desire their children to be educated

be placed by Act of Parliament in a belpless minority on the board, of the existing training colleges. There are still over thirty of these
Let us remember the " concessions” have not removed the injustica

You will thus have established by law within every denominational colleges, supported,to the extent of more than three-fourths of their

school the desired possibility for disintegration and disruption - for the cost, from the public funds, andyet exclusively managed by Anglicans

school is to be open to all comers, irrespective of their creed. The andforAnglicans,the doors of admission being rigorously locked
result of the Bill, if passed into law withsuch an amendment, will be against the best King's Scholars if they refuseto conform to the

to place every religious school in the country on a basis of permanent Anglican denomination. In themildest language, that is described as
uncertainty and unrest. But the secularist and the Nonconformist a " grievance” : if looked at as it really is, it is one of the gravest

parties will have scored. They will have secured from Parliament a wrongs inflicted upon the nation by Parliament. It is a wrong to the

chance and a right to harass, to weaken , and, if they can in the end, to teaching profession , since it puts a premium upon hypocrisy and re

capture the denominational schools. Better remain as we are , poor but wards incapacity ; it is a wrong to the children,for it robs them of the

free, than put our heads into such a noose. opportunity of being served by the best trained and best drilled

teachers ; and it is a wrong to the State, because it tends to slacken the

THE BISHOP OF ROCHESTER, addressing his Diocesan Board of fibre and deprave the quality of its citizens. An educational measure
Education (July 3 ) , dealt with three main points in the Educa- that perpetuates that injustice is an affront to the intelligence , to the
tion Bill . As to religious teaching, he said : conscience, and to the patriotism of the people. Let the Colonial

Speaking roughly, there are, it seems to me, two systems possible : Secretary propose it to New Zealand or Victoria , and see how they will

(1) The system of the Church school, withi all such safeguards, treat it. Tell an American of it, and he marvels at British stupidity,
and

qualifications, and concessions as may go all the length that we can go
says his countrymen would reject it with ineffable scorn.

to meet the conscientious feelings of others and to satisfy their re- ' If this Bill passes into law as it is now shaped by the Com
quirements ; ( 2 ) the system of a school managed by a mixed committee of the House of Commons,” says Dr. Clifford, “ it will be
mittee -we have often heard it talked of asthe Board school in every the most reactionary measure of the last half century,asthe
parish. . . . Now, what I want to askis, which of these two schools, mere attempttocarry it is the most pathetic sign of our national
from the point of view of the Nonconformist as well as the Churchman, decadence.'

is likely to give the best practical education in a religious sense ? I do

not myself feel any doubt about the matter. I feel very sure that,

though there are, no doubt, cases-there are bad cases in every A ROUND - TABLE Conference on the Education Bill, initiated by

system - where the thing works ill , on the whole, it is a system the Bishop of London, and attended by representative Church

which works, and is felt to work , for the religious good of the children men and Nonconformists, was held at Fulham Palace. The

generally. A mixed committee on any subject is always inclined discussion was carried on through two prolonged meetings, but,
to arrive at a modus vivendi by setting aside difficulties and getting we understand, it issued in no definite agreement. The Church.

along upon what everybody can agree to on the line of least resistance. men are said to have held firmly to two-thirds representation on

the board of management, and the Nonconformists to have been

As to public control where there is public support, the Bishop equally determined against it . But they all lunchedtogether

remarked :
very amicably.

First, there is the public control from Whitehall as before ... a Tue Nature -Study Exhibition and Conference at the Royal
powerful central public control. Second, the schools, as regards Botanical Gardens have proved a gratifying success. Certificates

secular education, pass under the control of a powerful Local Authority, of merit were awarded for various home-madeapparatus suitable

and when that Authority has prescribed what it cares to prescribe, and for Nature-study instruction, for descriptive accounts of the best
inspected as much as it cares to inspect, to see that its prescriptions organization of a school museum as a district centre of Nature
are applied, I think you will find that the amount of local option
within thewalls of the schoolswill have been reduced toa compara- study, for school museums exhibited in whole or in part, and for
tively small quantity. Then we find it is said that the influence of other exhibits of exceptional merit .

those whom I will call public nominees is an entirely illusory safe

guard . Really , I think that can only be said under the stress of con- THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE opened the proceedings, expressing

troversy . . : It shows an extraordinarily small amount of trust in the warmest sympathy of the Board of Education with the
the influence of opinion, in the influence of open and often recorded movement. Referring to the fear of the country gentry and
debate, in the influence of the spirit of justice on the part of all farmers that efficient education might take the agricultural
members of these bodies, if the presence of one-third of the public labourer off to town, the Duke said :
nominees does not very largely influence the action of the body

The Board of Education , being conscious of this difficulty, were
which they form .

anxious to provide some means of bringing education into closer

relationship with rural aims and interests, and to show that there was
Os the subject of the religious opinions of teachers, the Bishop no necessary antagonism between sound elementary education and the

continued :
cultivation of the land . Within the last three years, the Board had

I know an instance with which I had to do in Yorkshire of a very received much necessary and valuable outside assistance, and an

efficient Church school where a leading assistant teacher was a influential Committee had been formed to adapt rural school teaching

Wesleyan. I was never aware of any ill result which followed in that more nearly to modern requirements. The Board had approved their

case. We have got to look at this kind of instance, the instance of a suggestions, and had taken somepractical steps in connexion with the

school where a large number of the children are the children of Non- changes proposed . The general idea had been to foster interest in

conformists . It would not seem at all an unreasonable thing if we rural schools and promote intelligent knowledge of common things.

have, as I think we have, in this part of the field the position of The Board now required that Nature studies should be taken as

vantage, if we have the full opportunity of giving our teaching to our one of the subjects in teachers' examinations, and had received most

children in our schools, that we should have on the staff a teacher who cordial assistance from the great majority of training colleges and from

could give what teaching they may desire to the children of Non- County Councils. The Board hoped that the new departure would

conformists. I know, of course, the arguments against this ; I know awaken increased interest in ruralschools from parents and employers .

how much it would put on many of our own people ; I know they They had not supposed for a moment that Nature study should be

would say : You ask us to admit into our schools the teaching of what restricted to country schools. With certain modifications, the subject

we consider to be error. Yes ! there is a certain considerable force in might, with great advantage, be introduced into all schools. The idea

this argument - not one of us but feels it . But I return again to the underlying the movement was that, while they recognized the vast

whole look of the matter. . .. I ask whether, perhaps, fairness and store of knowledge to be gained from books, they yet felt that there

sympathy are not better than a strict insistence upon the full measure was much to be learned from the actualfacts of Nature themselves.

of our claims. Whether it would be possible to put anything of that And, while the study of books might too often be an exercise only of

kind into the Bill I should feel doubtful ; but the Bill may give power the faculty of memory, and might leave almost untouched the other

to a managing committee to employ a Nonconformist teacher or faculties of the human mind, on the other hand the intelligent study

teachers wherever there are a certain number of Nonconformist of Nature's facts was a mental discipline which could not fail to develop

children . those powers of the mind which it was the object of all true education

to discover, to cultivate, and to strengthen.

THE REV . DR . CLIFFORD, writing to the Daily News (July 17) ,

acknowledges that “ it is a good thing ( 1 ) that the whisky Ar the first Conference meeting ( July 24) Mr. R. W.Hanbury ;

money ' must be spent on secondary education ; ( 2) that the two- M.P., President of the Board of Agriculture, took the Chair, and

penny rate limit in county boroughs is abolished ; ( 3 ) that the Lord Avebury delivered an admirably appreciative and stimu

Local Education Authority must inquire into the educational lating address on “ The Study of Nature.

6
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Before a child is carried far in any one subject, said his lordship , it | admitted to the full advantages of the University, and that this

should be explained to him that our earth is one of several planets will be officially published in the course of the next few months.
revolving round the sun ; that the sun is a star, that the solar system

is one of many millions occupying the infinite depths of space ; he

should be taught the general distribution of land and sea, the continents At University C'ollege, London , there was opened on July 1 a

and oceans , the position of England and of his own parish, the ele- most interesting exhibition of antiguities recently found by Prof.

ments of physics, including the use and construction of the thermo. Flinders Petrie at Abydos, and by Dr. B. P. Grenfell and Dr. A. S.

meter and barometer, the elements of geology and biology . With Hunt in the Fayum and El Hibeh, under the auspices of the

these subjects Lord Avebury would teach arithmetic , someknowledge Egypt Exploration Fund. A representative of the Daily News

of language, drawing ( almost, if not quite, as important as writing ), asked Prof. Petrie where the specimens would be permanently
and, perhaps, music . But specialization should not begin before

the age of seventeen , or sixteen at the earliest . . .. Lord Avebury

said he often grieved to think how much happiness his fellow- “ Where, indeed ! ” he answered , bitterly . They will all go to

countrymen lost from their ignorance of science . No one with any American museums, perhaps, as hitherto . We have no accommodation

knowledge of science could ever be dull. No one would sit and in this country-at least, it would be ungrateful to forget that the

drink in a public - house if he knew how delightful it was to sit and Horniman Museum people have come forward and offered to take one

think in a field ; no one would seek excitement in gambling and betting tomb. .... But, as for the British Museum , they have no space. Oh ;

if he knew how much more interesting science was . Science never why won't they act upon my suggestion and erect a storehouse outside

ruined any one, but was a sort of fairy godmother, ready to shower on London to contain what I call the study material ,' while keeping the

us all manner of good gifts if we would only let her . ' The study of British Museum itself for what might be called show specimens ? A

Nature was not only most important from a practical and material huge range of premises on cheap land outside London might be pro

point of view, and most interesting , but it would also do much to lift vided for five years' expenditure on the growth of the Bloomsbury

us above the petty troubles , and help us to bear the greater sorrows
institution ."

of life .

ANOTHER point brought out in the interview was the incredible

Ox July 25 Lord Strathcona took the Chair, and Prof. Lloyd
vandalism that has been going on in Egypt. Prof. Petrie is re

Morgan gave an address on “ Nature Study in Elementary
ported as follows :

Schools." On July 29, Lord BalfourofBurleigh in the Chair, Prof. “ Every year, ” said he, " the plunderers work more and more havoc,

Bickmore, of the Natural History Museum , New York , spoke on so that in another decade all will be obliterated. It is ingrained in the

" Visual Instruction ” (with illustrations ) . On July 31, Sir mind of the natives that the country benefits by their depredations.

George Kekewich in the Chair, Prof. Miall discussed “ Nature In vain we pay themfor assisting in our orderly researches more than

Study in Colleges and Higher Schools." And on August 1 they would receive from the sale of their haphazard booty. You see,

(to -day) Sir W.Hart-Dyke, Bart.,M.P.,in the Chair, the Rev. ing, regardless ofthe spoliation .”
it is all in the hands of the French, and they look on without protest

Canon Steward, Principal of the Training College, Salisbury. French ? ” “ Because," was the Professor's bitter answer, “ fifteen
“ But why is it in the hands of the

addresses the Conference on “ The Training of Teachers in years ago Lord Cromer handed over the Department of Antiquities

Nature Study.” On each day selected speakers also dealt with entirely to the French , the consideration being the completion of the

three or four different aspects of the subject. The Conference- Debt Conversion. What is the result ? The whole of the ground I

room was crowded , and on some days many were unable to get have recently covered had previously been looted , all the tombs of
within hearing We refer to the meeting and the subject in fifteen kings being mixed together, and no record being kept. All this

our leader columns. indistinguishable mass of material is now on sale in Paris, but no one

is permitted to see it who cannot prove that he is a possible purchaser.

This is an outcome of a five years' concession made to M. Amelineau ,

An Educational Conference (with closed doors ) was held at the who was given a free hand to plunder the place ; so that, in attempting

Colonial Office, we understand, on July 10, under the presidency to work out the history, I had nothing to go by but the scraps his

of the Earl of Onslow , the Under -Secretary for the Colonies . It workmen had left behind out of sheer carelessness, for their orders

was initiated by the Oxford University authorities , and was had been to destroy all that they did not remove. In these matters

attended also by many colonial representatives, political and political considerations control the situation , and the French are

educational . The subjects on the card were, we believe, (1) the actuated merely , by an idea of aggrandizement. They have now

present status and privileges of students from the colonies; secured a concession of all the antiquities of Persia, and already I hear

(2 ) the special requirementsof students from the colonies ;and of beautiful Persian objects in theParisianmarket.”

(3 ) the provision, actual or possible, for meeting such require.

ments. The Oxford representatives entered upon the discussion It will be remembered that in January last the Drapers' Com

on the understanding that the exchange of views was a purely pany offered the handsome sum of £ 30,000 for the extinction of

informal one, and that th object was merely to supply and the debt on University College, “ provided that the Senate of the
obtain information. As to the present position of colonial University and the Corporation of University College can, before

students, it was pointed out that to obtain a degree in Arts a February 28, 1903, agree upon a scheme for the incorporation of

student must reside in Oxford for three years, and pass three the College in the University, and such scheme be approved

examinations - Entrance, Intermediate, and Final ; while to by the Company.” The Senate ofthe University have considered

obtain a degree in Science a two years ' residence and the per- the proposal in all its bearings, administrative and financial, and

formance of someoriginal research are required. The University have approved the outlines of a scheme that had been drafted in

at presentgets annually from twenty to thirty-five colonial students conference with the Council of the College as a preliminary step

that have little or no prior University training,and about five from towards its realization. Further negotiations are in progress

one or other of the colonial Universities — the Cape, Sydney, between the University and the College with respect to certain

Adelaide, Melbourne, New Zealand, Toronto , the McGill Univer- details , and it is hoped that by the date specified a complete

sity (Montreal), Tasmania, and New Brunswick. These candidates scheme for the incorporation of the College with the University

may be excused a year's residence under certain circumstances, will be agreed upon . The realization of the scheme will depend

or else one of the examinations. In addition about six students upon whether it is possible to raise the necessary money .

from the colonies annually enter at Oxford at from twenty -two to

twenty -five years of age for special study in letters, science, or law .

The University authorities sought to know if special educational University ( July 3), referred to the relation of secondary schools .
PRINCIPAL HOPKINSON, speaking on Degree Day at Victoria

needsexisted in the colonies in regard to those students aiming to theUniversityas follows :
at political careers, learned professions, commercial careers , or

the Civil Service. At present the University has special courses
It is important to notice how the Preliminary Examination of the

law,economics,and history and practice of education. It was the results of which awards are to be made."Already the Councils of

in philosophy, psychology, history, theology, physicalresearch, University is becoming recognizedas one forwhich the pupils in the
secondary schools of the districts are to be regularly prepared, and on

suggested that additional courses could be arranged if a demand the city of Manchester and the county of Cheshire have arranged to

were shown to exist. It is understood that these matters have award their science scholarships onthe results of this examination,and
long engaged the attention of the college authorities , and that the it is to be hoped that other Local Authorities may adopt the same

Rhodes schemehas helped to bring the question to a head. The policy, thus securingthe great advantage to the schools of preventing

conclusions of the Conference, if any,are not yet disclosed. It multiplication of examinations,and enabling them to prepare for an
is stated, however, that Oxford will formulate a scheme examination which will have a tendency to prevent too early speciali

embracing the conditions under which Colonial students will be , zation, and which will also make it possible for them on entering the1
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University to proceed to higher work in any Faculty, and to have the such a great school possessed - an influence affecting the home
advantage of the certificate which exempts from the preliminary ex. life of wives , mothers, and sisters , as well as that more public

aminations of the various professions. The recognition by the Board of life now open to women in so many capacities. The prizes were

Education under the recent Act , and the fact that so many repre given away by the Countess Grosvenor.

sentatives of the University are, under schemes of the Charity Com

missioners, placed on the governing bodies of secondary schools , are

further indications of the growth of the close connexion between our

University and the secondary schools , a connexion upon which the THE NEW PROFESSORS OF EDUCATION .

success of both so largely depends.

Mr. John Adams, Rector of the United Free Church Training

College, Glasgow, and Lecturer on Education in Glasgow

A School of Modern Languages has been founded in the University, bas been appointed Professor of Education in the
University of Birmingham . Thecourse will extend over three University of London.

years, and will be of an advanced and comprehensive character, Prof. Adams is M.A. and B.Sc. of Glasgow University , and he gained

including lectures not only on the philology and literature of the first place in the Fellowship Examination of the College of

modern languages, but also on the history and institutions of Preceptors. Before going to the Glasgow Training College he was

foreign nationsand on the methodsof modernlanguageteaching. Rectorof the Free ChurchTrainingCollege, Aberdeen . He wasa
Only students that have obtained a first class in the Intermediate candidate for the Chair of Educationat St. Andrews, but withdrew his

Examination in French , German , Latin, English, Mathematics , or
application before the election .

Logic will be allowed to enter the school with a view to graduation At a meeting of the University Court held at St. Andrews on

in it . Candidates may, however, take the Intermediate Examina- July 17, Mr. AndrewCarnegie, LL.D. , Lord Rector, presiding ,

tion at entrance to the University in lieu of the Matriculation Mr. John Edgar, M.A., classical master, Royal High School,

Examination. A special Intermediate Examination will be held Edinburgh, waselected to the Chair of Education, rendered

for this purpose in September, 1902. After completing their vacant by the death of Prof. Meiklejohn.

course of study, and passing two examinations (one at the end of

the first year, and another at the endof thethird, this latter where he was dux in both classics and mathematics. At the University
Mr. Edgar received his school education at Dumfries Academy,

being equal in standard to the ordinary M.A. Examination) ofGlasgow he graduated with First Class Honoursin Classics, and was
students of the school may be admitted to the degree of " Bachelor awarded the SnellExhibition. After studying for four years at Balliol

of Arts in the School of Modern Languages,” and after one year College, Oxford, he graduated with Honours inClassical Moderations,

of further study in this or a foreign University they may be and in the Final School of Literæ Humaniores ( 1882 ) . At Oxford Mr.

admitted to the degree of “ Master of Arts in the School of Edgar spent much time on the study of modern languages and the
Modern Languages on presentation of a thesis. The main theory of education . As a practical teacher Mr. Edgar has had long

purpose of the school is to train teachers of modern languages experience. For a short time he taught English and classics in

for English secondary schools. (For the scholarships, see under Dumfries Academy, but the chief part of his professional experience(
“ Current Events .” ) has been obtained in the Royal High School of Edinburgh . There he

has not only done a large part of the advanced classicalwork, but has

from time to time taught classes in most of the other subjects included

Last June the Technical Education Board instructed their in secondary education. For a time Mr. Edgar acted as Secretary of

Higher Education Sub -Committee to inquire and report as the Secondary Schoolmasters' Association in Scotland . Hehas devoted
to the need and present provision for special training of an a large part of his leisure to literary work on educational lines. He

advanced kind in connexion with the application of science (especi- has written and published " A History of Early Scottish Education '

ally chemistry and electricity) to industry. The members of ( 1893); translations of the “ Homeric Hymns " and of “ Æschines in
the sub-committee came, without a dissentient voice, to the con- Ctesiphontem, ” with introductory essays; a book on

“ Latin Un

clusions ( 1 ) that England—and London in particular - has seens," with essay on “ Method in Translation " ;and various articles
suffered the loss of certain industries, and that others are in and reviews on educational subjects. Mr. Edgar takes up his duties

danger ; (2 ) that this loss has beenlargelydue to defectiveeduca- at St. Andrews on the opening of the winter session in October.

tion, especially in the higher grades ; and (3 ) that London is still
seriously behind other cities,notably Berlin, in the provision for

the higher grades of scientific training and research. * We have
REGISTRATION OF TEACHERS.

considered the report of our sub -committee,” say the Board , “ and

concur in the conclusions arrived at."
DIRECTIONS BY THE REGISTRATION COUNCIL.

The following communication has been issued by the Teachers '

Registration Council :

It was with exceptionally good reason that the Master of the ** Applicants for admission to Column B of the Register

Brewers' Company congratulated ( July 16) Mr. Easterbrook, of Teachers, instituted by the Order in Council of March 6,

Head Master of Owen's School, Islington, on the success of the 1902, may obtain the necessary forms from the Registrar,

school during the past year. He could claim the Senior Wrangler Mr. G. W. Rundall, 49 and 50 Parliament Street, London ,

and a good many more -- for example, Mr. E. V.Goodall , head of S.W. Before filling up the forms applicants are recommended

his year at the Royal Engineering College, who had taken all the to study the preciseterms of the Order, whichis to be obtained ,

prizes open to him . Among other successes were ten London price 1įd. , from Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode, East Harding

County Council scholarships of the annual value of from £ 30 to Street, Fleet Street, E.C. The head master or head mistress of a

£40. Owen's had gained sixty of these scholarships since they recognized school' who has held office for not less than

had been instituted, by far the largest number awarded to any one year may be put upon Column B of the Register at any time

one school during the past seven years. They had also secured during the three years following March 6, 1902, without further

three out of the five Middlesex Intermediate Scholarships. In qualification.

the Cambridge Local examinations they had again the largest “ No announcement that a school has been recognized for the

number of honours, first classes, and distinctions inthe country, purposes of Section4 of the Schedule to the Order in Council of

as well as the largest number of certificates awarded to any one March 6, 1902, will , as a rule, be made until recognition is

school. They hadgained the largest number of honours in these required for purposes of registration. The authorities, there

examinations for eleven years in succession. Successes had also fore, of any school desiring to obtain recognition for it, under

been obtained at the University of London examinations. During the terms of the Order, should submit an application for regis

the year a number of Owen Scholarships and Exhibitions had been tration on behalf of one or more of its teachers who appear

awarded .
to fulfil the requirements of the Order.

“ The application ineach case should state clearly under which

The Bishop of London presided at the annualdistribution of provision of the Order in Council recognition of the school

prizes at the North London Collegiate School for Girls ( July 4) . is required . The Registration Council will then submit the

The honoured name of Buss , known to him already in East name of the school for recognition by the Board of Education.

London, he now found, he said , to be no less honoured in North The difficulties involved in determining the status of certain

London. This was one reason of the great pleasure it gave him classes of teachers are so great that the work of registration

to come to the school ; another was that it was a pioneer school : must inevitably be slow, to begin with. It will be much

common as high schools are to-day, it was this school that began accelerated if there is a careful study on the part of applicants.

the whole movement. He then spoke of the influence for good themselves of the exact wording of the Order."

6 3
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .

Faculty of Economics and Political Science, including Commerce and Industry.

Mr. Murray begs to call the attention of Students to the following Works

suited to the Examinations in the Faculty .

C6

WORKS BY SIR HENRY S. MAINE, K.C.S.I. A SHORT HISTORY OF COINS AND CURRENCY.

By Lord AVEBURY, F.R.S., & c.

ANCIENT LAW ; its Connections with the Early
With many Illustrations . Fcap.

History of Society , and its Relations to Modern
8vo, 2s .

Ideas. Sixteenth Edition. 8vo , 9s . ...
a treatise as fascinating as a romance . " - Outlook.

a valuable and charmingly instructive member of Mr. Murray's excellent

library . ” — Glasgow Herald .

POPULAR GOVERNMENT. Four Essays. I. Prospects of

Popular Government.-II . Nature of Democracy. - 111. Age of

Progress. - IV. Constitution of the United States. Fifth Edition . A GENERAL HISTORY OF EUROPE, 350-1900.

8vo, 78. 6d . By OLIVER J. THATCHER and FERDINAND SCHWILL, Authors of

Europe in the Middle Ages. ” Revised and adapted to the

INTERNATIONAL LAW. The Whewell Lectures delivered requirements of English Colleges and Schools, by ARTHUR HASSALL,

at Cambridge in 1887. 8vo, 78. 6d . M.A., Christ Church, Oxford. With Bibliographies at the end of

each section. With Maps and Genealogical Tables. Crown 8vo, 9s.

.. a model of condensation , omitting no essential facts, ... the volume is

CHINA : Her History, Diplomacy, and Commerce, greatly enhanced by a wealth of maps and chronological and genealogical tables ,

from the Earliest Times to the Present Day. By E. H. PARKER, Among general histories this will take a leading place ." - Dundee Advertiser.

Professor of Chinese at the Owens College ; Acting Consul-General

in Corea, Nov. , 1886-Jan . , 1887 ; Cousul in Hainan, 1891-2,
STUDENT'S HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE.

1893-4 ; and in 1892-3 Adviser in Chinese Affairs to the Burma

Government. With 19 Maps, &c. Large crown 8vo, 8s . net .
From the Capture of Constantinople by the Turks, 1453, to the
Treaty of erlin , 1878. By RICHARD LODGE, M.A Fellow and

“ Mr E. H. Parker brings to bear upon his subject an experience , an amount of Tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford . Fourth Edition , thoroughly

personal insight, and a capacity for criticism so unusual, as to endow his pages with Rovised. Crown 8vo, 78. 6d .

an intrinsic merit practically unequalled. ... Mr. Parker has produced a book

which will be of value both on account of its wealth of information and independent ** This is a work of sterling merit. It is an exhaustive compendium of the facts

criticism and for the additional light it sheds on Chinese topics treated of in other of the last four centuries, and at the same time an histoire raisonné of the develop

standard works, ” - Pall Mall Gazette. ment of the modern European State system . It is characterized throughout by

great clearness and masculine common sense .” - Oxford Magazine,

ENGLISH COLONIZATION AND EMPIRE. By A.

CaldecoTT, M.A. (Camb. and Lond .), sometime Fellow and Dean STUDENT'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF

of St. John's College, Cambridge ; University Extension Lecturer ENGLAND. From the Accession of Henry VII . to the Death

under the Cambridge Syndicate ; Professor of Logic and Philosophy of George II . By HENRY HALLAM, LL.D. Crown 8vo, 78. 60.

at King's College, London. With Maps and Plans. Crown 8vo,

38. 6d. Now Edition . With a new chapter, bringing the work

entirely up to date, by F. A. KIRKPATRICK, M.A., University HALLAM'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENG.

Extension Lecturer. LAND, Chapters I. to IX. Bound together in One Volume

for the special use of Candidates for the LONDON UNIVERSITY

AN HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE DEVBLOPMENT OF GREATER BRITAIN . EXAMINATIONS. Crown 8vo, 5s .

THE GROWTH OF THE EMPIRE. By A. W. JOSE .

With many Coloured and other Maps and Diagrams. Crown 8vo,

6s. NATIONAL EDUCATION. Essays towards & Con.

an eminently useful book .. as serviceable as it is reada ble . It is structive Policy. Edited by LAURIE MAGNUS, M.A., Magdalen

systematic in method and accurate in statement." - Globe . College, Oxford . 8vo, 7s . 6d . net.

this excellent manual That the colonial history of Great Britain

should be worthily told was a crying need , and we congratulate Australia upon
1. - Aims and Methods. By the EDITOR,

producing the historian , and the historian upon the production of an admirable
2. - Ohurch Schools and Religious Education. By the Rev. BERNARD REY

book." - Daily Chronicle .
NOLDS, M.A.

3. - Registration and Training of Teachers. By FRANCIS STORR, B.A.

4. - The Inspection of Secondary Schools . By Sir JosHUA G. FITCH ,

COMMERCIAL KNOWLEDGE. A Manual of Business 5. - Science in Education .-- The Need of Practical Studies. By Prof. H. E.

Methods and Transactions. By ALGERNON WARREN. Crown 8vo,
ARMSTRONG , LL.D., Ph.D., F.R.S.

6. - Industrial Needs. By A. D. PROVAND, formerly M.P. for Glasgow .

28. 6d . 7. - Commercial Education.- ( a) Secondary. By T. A. ORGAN , B.A. ( 6 ) Uni.

This text-book of Handelsuis
senschaft is designed for the use of students who

versity . By Prof. W. A. S. HEWINS.

intend to enter the higher branches of commercial life. It includes chapters on 8.-- Agricultural Education . By John C. MEDD , M.A.

Supply and Demand"; Free Trade and Protection ; Partnership ; Companies,
6. - The Teaching of Modern Languages. By H. W. EVE.

Syndicates, and Trusts ; Principal and Agent; Contracts ; Banking ; Transit;
Insurance ; Tariffs : Employers' Liability ; Commercial Travellers ; Consuls, &c.

“ Some of the leading experts of the day describe the need of reform and the lines

it should take. . . . Professor Armstrong writes vigorously on the need for drastic

“ The book should be used in every senior class both of our Board and private reformin the schools inwhich our governing classes are educated , as themost

schools, and as an introduction to business life it should prove of great value. ' important feature in the re-organization of a national educational programme,

Statist. Messrs . Provand and Organ and Professor Hewins deal with the application of
education to practical life in regard to industrial needs, and commercial education ."

THE USE AND ABUSE OF MONEY. By W. Cunning
-Times.

HAM, D.D., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; Professor of

Economic Science, King's College, London. Crown 8vo, 3s. ELEMENTS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. By JAMES

ContentS : -Part I., Social Problems ; Part II . , Practical Questions ; BONAR, M.A., LL.D. , Author of “ Malthus and his Work," Philo

Part III . , Personal Duty. sophy and Political Economy," &c . Crown 8vo. [ Shortly.

“ To bring political economy down from the region of abstraction as Dr. Cunning

ham does, and to make it applicable to individual conduct , is not only perfectly THEORIES OF TAXATION . By G. ARMITAGE Smith , Prin .
legitimate , but a most fruitful and useful form of study. The whole book is worth

reading, but especially the last chapters." - British Weekly. cipal of the Birkbeck Institute . Crown 8vo. [ Shortly.

Mr. Murray's Educational Catalogue , containing

SIR WM . SMITH'S FAMOUS SERIES OF PRINCIPIAS, THE UNIVERSITY MANUALS ;

SMALLER MANUALS, and DICTIONARIES ; TIB HOME AND SCHOOL LIBRARY ;

THE STUDENT'S MANUALS ;
NEW SERIES OF SECONDARY EDUCATION TEXT-BOOKS,

will be sent post free on application .
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COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS'

EXAMINATIONS , 1903 .

0

1

ADVERTISEMENT SCALE.

Whole Page - Ordinary £ 4 10 0 Position £5 10 0

Half Page 2 10 0 3 0

Quarter Page 1 10 0 1 15 0

Per inch in broad Column (half widthof page) 0 7 0

Narrow Column ( one -third page)
2 0 0

General Scholastic Advertisements (Colleges , Schools , Classes , Tuition , &c. ), 8s . 6d .
for 6 lines, or 4s. 6d . the inch .

Situations Vacant and Wanted — 80 wordsor under, 28.; each additional 10 words, 6d .

(For 1s. extra, Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, and will be forwarded

post free . )

SUITABLE BOOKS IN THE UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL SERIES .

Caesar. - Gallic War , Book IV . By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A., Oxon ., and T. R.

MILLS, M.A , Oxon. Text and Notes, 1s. 60. Vocabulary , 18.

Euripides . - Medea . By J. THOMPSON , M.A. Camb., and T. R. MILLS, M.A.

Oxon. Text and Votes, 38 , 6d.
Horace . - Odes , Book III. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and B. J.

HATES, M.A. Camb. and Lond . Text and Notes , 1s. 68. Vocabulary, 1s.

Livy.-- Book XXI. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. Text and Notes, 2s. 60 .

Vocabulary, 18. 60.

Vergil.--Aeneid , Book VI. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . , and B. J.

HAYES , M.A. Text and Notes , ls . 6d. Vocabulary, 1s.

CURRENT EVENTS.

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1903.
Caesar. - Gallic War. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. , in collaboration with

F.G. PLAISTOWE, M.A.,and others. Books IV. , V. , VI. Text and Yotes ,

18. 6. each Book. Vocabulary, 1s. each Book .

Euripides . - Medea . By J. THOMPSON , M.A. Camb., and T. R. Mills, M.A.

Oxon . Text and Notes , 3s. 6d.

Homer. - Odyssey , Books IX ., X. By J. H. HAYDON , M.A. Lond, and

Camb ., and A , H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . Text and Notes , 2 s . 6d.

Lorace.-- Od - s , Books III.. IV . By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . , and

others. Text and Notes, 18. 6d. each . Vocabulary, 18, each ,

Vergil . - Aeneid , Book VI. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . , and B. J.

HAYES , M.A. Text and Notes, ls. 64. Vocabulary, 1s.

Chaucer . - Prologue of the Canterbury Tales. By A. J. WYATT, M.A.

Lond, and Camb . 18.

Full Catalogue of the University Tutorial Series , and Lists of Books suitable for
the following Examinations, free on application

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS, and Oxford and Cambridge Locals ,

London University ( containing the Special Subjects for Matriculation , Inter.

Arts, and B.A., 1903, and Books for MATRICULATION NEW REGULATIONS),

South Kensington , & c .

London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.C.

THE first annual conference of
persons in

Fixtures. the North of England concerned in primary ,

secondary ( including technical), and other

forms of higher education will be held at Manchester

on January 2 and 3 , 1903. It will proceed on the lines

of the conferences established by the Technical Educa

tion Board of the London County Council and held in

London during the Christmas vacation for some years past .
The subjects of discussion will be : “ ( 1 ) The Curriculum in

different types of Schools, showing the proportionate time

which should be allotted respectively to Mathematics and

Science on the one hand and to Literary and other Subjects on

the other ; (2) The Co -ordination and Delimitation of Science

teaching in various grades of Schools ; (3 ) The Methods of

teaching Experimental Science (Physics and Chemistry ) in its

early stages ; and ( 4 ) The Methods of Nature Study . ”

The University Extension Summer Meeting at Cambridge,

we may remind our readers , runs on from August 1 to

August 26. Dr. M. E. Sadler opens the Educational Con

ference to -morrow (August 2) with a consideration of the

question : " In what sense can , and ought, schools (primary

or secondary) to prepare boys and girls for life ? ” Prof. Sir

Richard Jebb takes the chair.

* *

*

THE SCHOOL WORLD.
The Sixth Annual Conference of the British Child -Study

Association will be held at Edinburgh during the first fort

night of May, 1903 .

MR. J. K. CAIRD, manufacturer, Dundee , has

Endowments. offered to the Council of Dundee University

College £ 13,000 to provide and equip a new

laboratory for the Chair of Physics. A few months ago Mr.

Caird gave £18,500 towards the erection of a hospital for the

treatment of cancer, with £ 1,000 a year for five years , to

facilitate investigation into the cause and cure of the disease .

Some years ago Mr. Caird provided £ 5,000 for the erection

of a maternity hospital.

Contents of August Number.

FORMAL LOGIC AS A SCHOOL SUBJECT. By Prof. J.Weltox ,M.A .

PHYSICAL TRAINING IN SCHOOLS. ( Illustrated .) I. The

Model Course of the Board of Education. By THOMAS CHESTERTON .

ENGLISH AND HISTORY IN THE NEW MATRICULATION

EXAMINATION OF THE LONDON UNIVERSITY. I.The

Changes in the Syllabus. II. The New Syllabus. By Prof.F.J.C.

HEARNSHAW , M.A., LL.M.

THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS AT PREPARATORY

SCHOOLS. ( Illustrated .) III. Algebra . By CHARLES GODFREY, M.A.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CORRELATION OF STUDIES. By

NORMAN L. FRAZER, B.A.

TRUE STORY-BOOKS OF ENGLISH HISTORY. By C. S.

FEARENSIDE, M.A.

THE SCHOOLMASTER IN THE FOREST OF ARDEN . By
CAMILLA JEBB.

THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS.

EDUCATION IN NORWAY AND ELSEWHERE.

TWO VIEWS OF EDUCATION.

THE STORY OF THE BRITISH CONSTITUTION.

GEORGE HERIOT'S HOSPITAL.

THE CHARACTER OF TIBERIUS.

NATURE NOTES FOR AUGUST. By the Rev. Canon STEWARD , M.A.

AN INQUIRY INTO THE SLOPE AND STYLES OF
WRITING .

A COURSE OF ELEMENTARY AND EXPERIMENTAL

PLANT-PHYSIOLOGY. (With Chart. ) II. Seeds and Seedlings.

( Communicated by Prof. MIALL, F.R.S. )

THE COMMITTEE STAGE OF THE EDUCATION BILL.

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General ; Scottish ; Irish ; Welsh ;

Current History.

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

CORRESPONDENCE :

The Union of Educational Associations. By R. H. REXFORD.- “ Phaeacians"

and “ Suitors of Penelope." ByWALTER COPLAND PERRYand YOUR REVIEWER.

-The Society of Arts French Examination. By DE V. PAYEN -PAYNE. - The

Teaching of Elementary Geometry. By HENRY B. WOODALL.-Experiments

with Dioxide of Sulphur. By H. PERKINS. — Proper View of Punishment.

By “ Z.”

An anonymous donor has given £ 1,000 towards the fund

for extinguishing the mortgage on Aberdare Hall, Cardiff.

Lord Tredegar adds £ 500 ; Lord and Lady Aberdare , £ 200 ;

Mr. John Cory, £200 ; and there are numerous smaller yet

substantial contributions.

Mr. FREDERICK W. VANDERBILT has given real estate and

a building valued at half a million dollars to Yale Univer

sity for the purpose of establishing a dormitory forthe Shef

field Scientific School , from which he graduated in 1876 .

Principal REICHEL announces that the University of North

Wales will soon receive £ 2,500 for scientific and technical

scholarships to perpetuate the memory of the late Sir G.
Osborne Morgan.

Honorary

Degrees.

The honorary degree of D.C.L. has been con

ferred by the University of Oxford upon
Sir

Edmund Barton , G.C.M.G., Prime Minister of
LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED ;

NEW YORK THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, Australia.
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Barcelona

Prize.

*

noon

The University of Aberdeen has conferred its honorary Educational and Library Committee of the Teachers' Guild.

D.D. on the Rev. William MacGregor, M.A., Principal of During the past year Mr. Rundall has been an occasional
the Theological College , Amoy. inspector of secondary schools for the Board of Education .

He has also acted as an examiner for the Oxford and

Prof. Ashley has most appropriately been made the first Cambridge Joint Board and for the Civil Service Com
M.Co. (Master of Commerce) of the University of Bir- mission .

mingham .

THE Vice- President of the Committee of Council on Edu

The Board of Education learn , through the cation has appointed Mr. E.Hackforth as his private secre

Foreign Office, that, in accordance with the termstary, in place of Mr. R. L. Morant, resigned.

of the legacy bequeathed to the city of Barcelona

by Señor Don Francisco Martorell y Pena, a prize of 20,000 Mr. R. L. Morant has been appointed additional private
pesetas will be offered for the best original work on Spanish secretary to the President of the Board of Education .

Archæology. The essays may be written in Latin , Spanish,

Catalan , French, Italian, or Portuguese, and must reach the Sir Henry Roscoe, ex -Vice- Chancellor of the University

Municipal Offices at Barcelona not later than on of London , has been elected a member of the Academic

October 23, 1906. It is suggested that British competitors Council, the Council for External Students, and the Board to

should send in their works through the British Consulate in promote the Extension of University Teaching, in the room of
A copy of the regulations under which this the Rev. Principal Robertson , who vacated these positions on

competition will be held may be seen at the Board of Edu- election to the Vice -Chancellorship.

cation Library, St. Stephen's House, Cannon Row , London ,

S.W.
The Senate of London University have appointed Dr.

Samuel Smiles Assistant Teacher in OrganicChemistry at

Mr. AND Mrs. ChapLES HARDING have University College; Dr. F. G. Donnan, Assistant Teacher in

Scholarships. founded some valuable scholarships in con- General Chemistry at University College ; Mr. J. W.

nexion with the new School of Modern Hayward , Principal Laboratory ` Assistant in Civil and

Languages in the University of Birmingham ( see “ Sum- Mechanical Engineering at the Central Technical College.

mary " ). Four of £50 a year each, tenable by students of Dr. E. H. Turpin has been elected Dean of the Faculty of

German for three years, may be awarded - two in 1902, and Music, in place of Dr. James Higgs, deceased .

two in 1903. At the close of the third year travelling

scholarships of £ 100 each , tenable for one year at a German The Board of Advisors for the Chair of Education in

University, may be awarded to scholars that have taken the the University of London was constituted as follows :-The

B.A. degree in the Birmingham School of Modern Languages . Vice -Chancellor ; Miss H. Robertson and Miss Alice Woods:

( recognized teachers ) ; Mrs. Bryant, Sir Philip Magnus, the

The London School of Economics and Political Science Rev. T. W. Sharpe , C.B. , and Mr. Sidney Webb ( not recog

again offer six studentships for competition in the session nized teachers).

1902–3 among University Extension students. The awards
will be made at the end of the session to those students that The new Professors of Education in the Universities of

are recommended by the lecturers and examiners in eco- London and St. Andrews are specially mentioned in another
nomics and political science as most likely to profit by column.

more advanced or more specialized work in the subject.

Holders will be entitled to free admission to the lecturesand
MR. LAWRENCE R. Dickset, Fellow of the Institute of

classes of the school for one year, renewable for a second and Chartered Accountants, has been appointed Professor of

a third year if the reports on their diligence are satisfactory. Accounting in the Faculty of Commerce in Birmingham

Further particulars from the Director of the School, 10 University.

Adelphi Terrace, W.C.

Bedford College For Women (University of London) Lectures Syndicate have appointed Mr. D. H. S. Cranage,
The Cambridge University Local Examinations and

offers six open Pfeiffer Scholarships, fifteen guineas each , to M.A., of King's College , to be their secretary for lectures, in

candidates holding a degree (or equivalent) in arts or succession to Dr. R. D. Roberts.

science and wishing to train as secondary teachers. Apply
to Miss H. Robertson, Head of the Training Department, by MR. C. T. PREECE, B.A. , has been appointed Lecturer in

December 13 .
Mathematics in Birmingham University.

SIR ALFRED L. Jones gives five scholarships, £30 a year Miss M. Porter, B.A. ( R.U.I.), has been appointed science

each , for three years, at Aberystwyth University College , to mistress , and Miss E. MacGiffen, B.A. , language mistress,
encourage technical education.

at the Cork High School for Girls .

*

The Technical Education Board of the London County

The Board of Education have approved Council have appointed Mr. A. H. Christie, teacher of design
Vacancies

and Appointments. the appointment by the Teachers' Registra- at the Council's Central School of Arts and Crafts, to be In

tion Council of Mr. G. W. Rundall as spector of Art Schools and Classes ; Mr. A. J. Newton, chief

their Registrar. Mr. G. W. Rundall, who is an M.A. of New assistant at the Bolt Court School, to be Principal of the

College, Oxford, was a Master at Marlborough from 1877 School of Photo -engraving and Lithography ; Mr. D. R.

to 1891, and Head Master of the High School, Newcastle- Harris, assistant master of mathematics and Lecturer on

under -Lyme, Staffordshire, from 1891 to 1900 . He is a Education at Aberystwyth University College, to be Normal

member of the Head Masters' Conference and of the Incor- Master at the London Day Training College; and Miss
porated Association of Head Masters, and Chairman of the Margaret Punnett, Principal of the Cambridge Day Training

West Midland Divisional Committee of that Association . College, to be Normal Mistress at the London Day Training

He is also a member of the Political Committee and of the College .
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Items.

Dr. W. H. WILLCOX, M.D., D.P.H. , has been appointed Guide " series the first volume of a detailed guide to the

Lecturer in Hygiene at Bedford College for Women . Bernese Oberland , by Mr. Hasler, a well known climber in

that region . It comprises the portion lying between the

MR. JAMES CLARK , M.A. ( Aberd .), B.A. ( Oxon . ) , Rector of Gemmi Pass and the Mönch -Joch . A second volume (on to

Dumfries Academy, has been appointed one of His Majesty's the Grimsel Pass ) is in preparation for issue next summer.

Inspectors of Schools. Other volumes are in contemplation.

The Rev. ARCHIBALD RICHARD Frith Hyslop, M.A., for

the past ten years an assistant master at Harrow , has been
The Walter Scott Publishing Company announce a work on

electedWarden of Trinity College,Glenalmond , in succession “ Tolstoy: his Life and Works," by Mr. John C.Kenworthy,”

to the Rev. Canon Skrine .
an intimate friend of the great Russian writer ; and a new

illustrated series of “ The Makers of British Art,” edited by

Miss Charlotte E. Ainslie , B.A. ( Lond . ) , L.L.A. ( St. Mr. James A. Manson .

Andrews), Senior Lecturer in the Cambridge Training

College, has been appointed Head Mistress of George Testament” _ " Life and Letters of St. Paul” —is promisedThe second of the Rev. Dr. Stokoe's “ Manuals of the New

Watson's Ladies' College , Edinburgh.

by the Clarendon Press for September 1. The third volume

Miss M. GERTRUDE FRODSHAM , B.A. ( Lond .), Resident
Early Days and Letters of the Church ” —will appear

Lecturer at the Cambridge Training College , has been
shortly ."

appointed Head Mistress of the New St. Saviour's and St.

Olave's Grammar School for Girls, New Kent Road , South
The Atheneum of July 5 contains a useful series of articles

wark, which will probably be opened in January next.
reviewing the literature of the Continent during the last

twelve months.

MR. A. M. ABRAHAMS, one of the senior teachers of the

Jews Free School, has been appointed Head Master of them. EmileBoutmy's “ Essai d'une Psychologie Politique du'
Mr. Fisher Unwin has in the press a translation of

Jewish School at Johannesburg. M.

Peuple Anglais au XIX Siècle " -a study of the English

The Head Mastership of the Whitgift Grammar School, nation of the present day in its political, social,and moral

Croydon, will become vacant at Christmas. Applications to aspects, and ofthecauses that have led to the formationof
the British character.

be lodged by September 25 .

RECENT Parliamentary Papers include a Report of the

Literary
The first volume of “The Cambridge Modern Historical MSS. Commission on Manuscripts in the Welsh

History ” will appear on November 1 ; the last- Language, Vol . II . , Part I. ( ls . 9d . ) ; Education , Scotland,
the twelfth - six years hence. The general Report by the Accountant-General (6d.) ; Report of the Pro

scheme of the work was drawn up by the late Prof. Lord ceedings of the Charity Commissioners for England and

Acton , and the editors are Dr. Ward, Dr. Prothero, and Mr. Wales under the Endowed Schools Act for the Year 1902

Stanley Leathes. The first volume, which is to treat of the (ld . ) ; Board of Education , Draft Order in Council modi .

Renaissance, will contain, as preface, a general statement of fying regulations contained in the Order of March 6, 1902

the plan and scope of the entire work . “ By a universal ( 1d .) ; Supplementary Regulations for Secondary Day

modern history," say the editors, " we mean something dis- Schools and for Evening Schools (4d . ) ; and a Blue- book,

tinct from the combined history of all countries ; in other containing Lists of Associations constituted under the Volun

words, we mean a narrative which is not a mere string of tary Schools Act, 1897, Associated Schools and Amounts of

episodes, but displays a continuous development. It moves Aid Grant paid , and Unassociated Schools and Amounts of

in a succession to which the nations are subsidiary.” For Aid Grant paid ( 8.d.).

each of the twelve volumes of the History some historical

fact of signal importance has been chosen as the central idea
The following Further Regulation for the In

“ round which individual developments are grouped, not General.

accidentally, but of reasoned purpose."
termediate Examinations of Internal Students of

the University of London has been approved :

The lectures delivered by the late Lord Acton as Regius mediate Examination maytake that subject alone at the next“ A student who fails in one subject only at a Special Inter

Professor of Modern History at Cambridge have been
Special Intermediate Examination at the same school.”

arranged for publication by his son, and will be issued by
Messrs . Macmillan. Lord Acton delivered two courses --one

WESTFIELD COLLEGE has been admitted a school of the Uni
on the French Revolution and the other on the General

History of Modern Times. They are to appear in twoversity of London in the Faculty of Arts.

volumes, with Lord Acton's inaugural lecture. It is hoped

that a volume or two of his essays may be issued at a later number ofthe Educational Review (St. John , N.B. ) :
We cutthe following instructive paragraph from the June

date. The forthcoming volumes have been edited by Mr. R.
Vere Laurence , Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Prof. Jeffrey, Toronto University, who has shown ability for research

work (in botany), was enjoying a salary of 1,800 dols . Harvard wanted

him , and made the inducement much larger. Toronto responded by

MESSRs . Funk & WAGNALLS, of New York and London, meeting the figure of Harvard. The latter bid again , more than

have the second volume of their great “ Jewish Encyclo- doubling the first salary. The professor goes to Harvard.

pædia " ready for publication. It contains the articles from What public institution in this country can select the man it

Apocrypha " to " Benash.” The head of the publishing wants after this businesslike fashion ?.

company, Dr. I. K. Funk, is an ex -Lutheran minister. It has

been the subject of remark that the greatest of Jewish THE Schoolmaster (July 19) very properly gibbets two

literary enterprises “ since the Talmud " should have been educational enormities. ( 1 ) The Llandinam School Board

taken up by a Christian firm . The publishers of the “ En- in February last appointed a lady " assistant teacher, under

cyclopædia are also the publishers of the well known Article 68, ata salary of £ 8 per annum, the appointment to date

-- Standard Dictionary." from April 1 next. ** Three shillings per week for one whose

duty and privilege it is to develop the faculties and mould the

Mr. Fisher Unwin has just published in the “ Climbers'characters of the little ones in their most plastic stage !

** *

*

*
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The date, at any rate , is strictly appropriate. ( 2 ) - The
Norwood (Middlesex) School Board, known commonly as COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS . — HALF- YEARLY GENERAL

the Southall Board, not only retains the stupid C.P. rules in MEETING .

its Code, but has inflicted a novel task on its teachers, as un
The ordinary half-yearly General Meeting of the Members of

dignified as it is unnecessary. Belfries have been erected on the Corporation was held at the College, on Saturday, July 19.

all the schools of the Board, and to the teachers has been dele The Secretary having read the notice convening the Meeting,

gated the delightful duty of ringing the school bells six times Dr. WORMELL was appointed Chairman.

a day. We are positively informed that the teachers are not The Report of the Council was laid before the Meeting, and was

allowed to arail themselves of the assistance of a boy, but taken as read ; a copy having previously been sent to every

must personally pull the rope for the space of three minutes ! "
member of the College. It was as follows :

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL .

The British Child Study Association has published in a The Council beg to lay the following Report of their proceedings for

convenient pamphlet (G. Street & Co., 16+ Piccadilly ) the the past half-year before the Members of the College :

proceedings at the Conference on Child Study held at Nor- Midsummer Examination for Certificatesis about 3,950, whilethenumber
1. They have to report that the number of candidates entered for the

mansfield, Hampton Wick , on June 24 . of entries for the Lower Forms Examination is about 1,300 . These

figures show a slight increase as compared with last year's returns.

The Board of Education have decided that there shall 2. The Professional Preliminary Examination for intending medical

future be one continuous course of study at the training students and others was held as usual in the second week in March, and

colleges, lasting for two years, with periodical inspection pared with thelastExamination held at thesameperiod ofthe year,
was attended by 217 candidates. This is a considerable increase as com

during the period, and an examination at the end of it 3. For the Midsummer Examination of Teachers for the College

sufficient to test the efficiency of each student, and invite Diplomas 3,640 candidates have entered (including 18 who enter for the
the training colleges to submit for approval their proposed practicalexamination for Certificates of Ability toTeach). This number

two years'course for 1902–3 , “ complying generally with shows an increase of 30 ascompared with the number of teachers who pre

the requirements of the outline curriculum ” suggested by larger than at any previous Diploma Examination conducted by the
sented themselves for the corresponding Examination last year, and is

the Board.
College at the same period of the year. The forthcoming Examination

will be held in London and at the following Local centres : --- Birmingham ,

Bepford COLLEGE for Women (University of London ) is Dorchester, Hereford , Jersey, Liskeard , Lowestoft, Spalding , Truro,
Bristol, Leeds, Manchester, Arbory ( I. of Man) , Boston , Burton -on - Trent,

giving special attention to its course of scientific hygiene , Cowdenbeath (Scotland), and Calcutta .

theoretical and practical, which is recognized by all qualify- 4. In addition to their own Examinations of pupils and teachers , the

ing authorities, and, indeed, far exceeds their requirements. Council have conducted during the past half-year the Examination of a

The course extends from October to June .
number of Schools by Visiting Examiners.

5. The Thirty - first Annual Series of Lectures to Teachers on “ The

Science and Art of Education ” commenced on the 21st of February , with

The Johns Hopkins programme for next session provides, a Course of Twelve Lectures on “ Intellectual Education " by Professor

in the OrientalSeminary, three courses on Philippine James Sully, M.A.: and a Course of Twelve Lectures on “ The Practice

dialects — two on Tagalog and one on Visayan .
of Education ' will be delivered in the autumn by the Rev. Canon

Daniel, M.A.

6. The usual Monthly Evening Meetings of the Members have been

The University question is contested in the North with un- held, at which the following lectures have been delivered :- “ Histories

abated warmth. Liverpool is backed up by Chester ; Owens of Literature, and their use in the Earlier Stages of Literary Study," by

is supported by Salford. Yorkshire is engaging counsel H. C. Bowen,M.A . :, - Impending Reformsinthe Teaching of Ele

ali proposals for breaking up the Victoria mentary Mathematics," by J. J.Findlay, M.A., Ph.D.; " The Feelings
as a Factor in School Training ," by J. L. Paton , M.A.; “ Some Notes

University ."
on American Universities,” by Professor W. Knight, LL.D. (in con

junction with the Assistant Masters' Association). The lectures and

The Council for the Extension of Higher Education in the the discussions on them have been reported , as usual, in the Educational
Times .

Potteries are calculating the cost of a projected college in 7. TheCouncil have carefully considered the provisions of the Order

North Staffordshire. “ It is hoped that the school of pottery, in Council relating to the Registration of Teachers, and they regret that

in addition to training men, will act as a central advisory they are unable to regard these provisions as likely to secure the objects

and analytical department for the manufacturers.”
aimed at by those who have for many years striven to have the priuciple

of professional registration embodied in a legislative act . The non

recognition of teaching certificates which have for many years been

Vanity Fair's July cartoon effectively hits off “ Marlborough accepted as evidenceof the possession of adequate knowledge and the

College " (Rev. G.C. Bell). capacity to impart it is calculated to inflict a grave injustice on many

deserving teachers who do not possess Universitydegrees. The defects of

The Royal University ( Ireland) Graduates' Association Board of Education, butthe Council regret that up tothe present no
the regulations in this regard have been brought under the notice of the

unanimously adopted ( June 29) this resolution :- That we, steps have been taken to remedy the anomalies which have been pointed

as citizens of Ireland ,have been convinced by the evidence out. Although several questions onthe subject have been put in the
already given before the Royal Commission, by public corre- Houseof Commons, and answers given bythe official representative of

spondence, and from various other sources of information , conditionsof registration . The uncertainty as to these conditionsmust,
the Board of Education, there still remain ambiguities as regards the

that both primary and secondary education are in a deplor- the Council fear, seriously hamper the work of the Registration Council,

ably inefficient condition , notwithstanding the lavish ex- who have no power to do more than make recommendations for amend

penditure by the State, and that an impartial Royal ment to the Board of Education, and it is not improbable that the

Commission to investigate the relation of the State, the impediments placed in the way of those who possess the necessary

Local Authorities, and the various Churches to primary and applications for registration .
academical qualifications may have the effect of seriously restricting

secondary education is urgently required." 8. The Education Bill which was introduced by the Government before

Easter has now reached the Committee stage. In view of the great

HARTLEY COLLEGE (Southampton) and Reading College diversity of opinion of the subject, the Council abstain from pronouncing
have been recognized by the Board of Education as Uni- any opinion on its merits. They note with satisfaction that the Bill does

repeat the restrictions to the action of the Local Authority in aiding
versity colleges . secondary education out of public funds which were contained in the

Bill of last year, to the prejudice of voluntary enterprise.
Bepford College for Women is following the example 9. During the past half -year, the Diploma of Fellow has been con

of University College and King's College in making a public 110,who had passed the required examinations. Eleven new members have
ferred on 2 candidates, that of Licentiate on 7 , and that of Associate on

appeal for funds " to enable it to extend its premises and to been elected, and notice have been received of the withdrawal of one,

endow some of its lectureships." while thirty -one names have been struck off the list on account of non

“ to oppose

*

not
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payment of subscriptions. The Council regret to have to report the not object to popular control; if they did object, it would be a

deaths of the following members :- Mr. S. Chester ; Miss M. C. confession that they did not represent the majority. The Non

Crombie ; Sir Richard Temple ; Professor Meiklejohn ; Mr. J. Newton ; conformists did not object to popular control. The only people

Mr. A. Paul, L.C.P .; Rev. W. J. Savell ; Mr. L.Sergeant; and Mr. who would object would be a small minority, who ought to give

D. Slater, F.C.P.
way to the majority.

Mr. RADFORD said it was high time that the Council should Mr. SOUTHEE said what Mr. Orchard suggested was already

take active and vigorous measures for restoring the prosperity beingcarried out to some extent in the case of secondary schools.
and influence of the College. A survey of the records of the The Board of Education had inspected his own school more than

exertions made by former Councils showed , in his opinion, the a year ago. He had some difficulty, however, in ascertaining

incompetency of the present directorate to deal with present from the Board what was implied by the elaborate report they
emergencies. He thought the Council would do well to imitate had sent in, and he could not even learn whether the inspection
the methods of commercial firms in extending their business. The was sufficient for the purposes of registration .

members of the College had a right to demand that measures The Report of the Council was then adopted.

should be taken and a vigorous policy pursued in order to secure The Dean then presented his Report, which had been printed

an extension of the College examinations. He referred to the and distributed among the members present. He stated that the

way in which the diplomas of the College had been ignored in statistics, which were incomplete, would be supplied when the

framing theregulations for admission to the Teachers' Register, Report was published in the Educational Times.
and urged the Council to take energetic measures to have this

THE DEAN'S REPORT.
matter rectified .

Mr. King asked if any steps had been taken by the Council to In addition to the general statement of the examination work of the

secure more adequate recognition of the College Diplomas in College during the past half-year, which has been embodied in the

connexion with the registration of teachers .
Report of the Council , I have now to submit to you , in detail ,

The Deas said this matter had been most carefully considered the statistics and results of the various examinations.
The Midsummer Examination of candidates for Certificates took

by the Council, and very strong representations on the matter had
place on the 1st to the 5th July at 155 Local Centres and Schools.

been made to the Board of Education. He was in hopes that in the United Kingdom the Examination was held at the following

the efforts of the Council would eventually result in justice places :- Abingdon, Alvechurch, Anerley, Aylesbury, Banagher, Barn

being doneto the work of the College in this department. With staple , Bath , Belfast, Bentham , Birmingham , Blackburn , Blackpool,

regard to Mr. Radford's recommendation that they should Borden, Boston Spa, Bournemouth, Brewood, Brighton, Bristol, Brox

imitate the methods of commercial firms in extending theiropera- bourne, Bruff, Camelford, Cardiff , Carlisle, Carnarvon, Cheltenham ,

tions, he did not think that the suggestion would commend itself Coleraine, Croydon, Douglas ( Isle of Man ), Dublin , Dumfries, Dundalk,

to the majority of the members of a body like theirs. It was Durham , Ealing, Eccles, Edgbaston, Ely, Epsom , Erith , Exeter, Eye

well known that the falling off in the numbers of candidates at (Suffolk ), Falmouth, Faversham , Felixstowe, Forest Gate, Forest Hill ,

the pupils' examinations was due to the setting up, some years Glasgow , Goudhorst, Greenwich , Grimsargh ( Preston ), Hartlepool,

ago, of the Oxford and Cambridge Preliminary Examinations. Hastings, Hatfield, Hawkhurst,Hereford, HerneBay,Horsmonden,Hud
The recent reports of the Council, however, showed that the derstield , Hunstanton , Hutton (Preston ), Hythe, Ipswich, Iron Bridge,

effects ofthe competition had practically subsided, and that they Jersey, Kirkby Stephen, Kirkwall ( Orkney), Leeds, Leytonstone, Lig

were beginning to make up a little of the lost ground.
keard , Liverpool, London , Ludlow , Lymm , Manchester, Margate , Market

Mr. PINCHES said, with regard to the Associateship and Bosworth, Market Harborough, Melksham , Merthyr Tydfil, Midhurst,

Licentiateship, he hoped they would succeed in gettingthese Newcastle Emlyn, Newcastle-on -Tyne, Northwich, Norwood, Notting
diplomas recognized in an amended Order in Council. After ham , Oswestry, Pencader, Plymouth , Pontefract, Portmadoc, Portsea,

what had fallen from the Dean he did not think there was much Ripley (Surrey), Rochester, Ruabon, Ruthin , Rye, St. Leonards-on -Sea,
Portsmouth , Ramsgate, Richmond (Surrey ), Richmond ( Yorks),

to answer in Mr. Radford's remarks. He had now been a member Seaford, Shebbear, Sheffield, Snettisham , Southampton , Southend ,

of the Council for forty years, and he was convinced that never Sonthport, Stroud, Sunderland , Taplow , Taunton, Tavistock, Tenby ,

had they men who were more able and zealous than those on the Thirsk , Tonbridge, Tunbridge Welle, Uckfield , West Lavington,

Council at the present time in devoting themselves to extend the Weybridge , Wilmslow, Winslow, Wirksworth, Worcester, York . The
influence and good work that the College had been doing. As Examination was also held at Colombo (Ceylon ), Grenada, Lagos,

Treasurer he could not be indifferent to anything that concerned Gibraltar, Constantinople ,and Ghistelles (Belgium ) .

the financial prosperity of the College, but he certainly could The total number of candidates examined ( not including 72 ex

not approve the adoption of commercial methods for extending amined at Foreign and Colonial Centres) was 3831-2638 boys and

their examination work . He might, indeed , mention that the 1193 girls.

Council had recently resolved to spend money in improving their
Taking the Christmas and Midsummer Examinations together, the

educational machinery without considering whether or not they total number of candidates examined during the year ending Mid

would get a corresponding pecuniary return .
summer, 1902. ( not including those who attended the supplementary

Mr. BedwELL asked whether some steps could not be taken examinations in March and September) has been 9542.

with regard to the training of teachers in connexion with the recent Midsummer Examination who passed in the class for which
The following table shows the proportion of the candidates at the

College. they were entered :

The Dean said they had already spenta good deal of money in
Examined . Passed. Percentage.

this direction ; but their difficulties had been that they could not First Class (or Senior] 359 171

get students to come forward to be trained. Whether they would Second Class (or Junior]

renew the attempt must depend on circumstances. Third Class 1341 74

Mr. Pinches observed that paragraph 5 of the Report showed
The above table does not take account of those candidates who

that for twenty -eight years past systematic courses of lectures obtained Certificates of a lower class than that for which they were

to teachers had been given which had been largely attended by entered , nor of those ( 251 in number) who entered for certain subjects

probationers and others. required for professional preliminary purposes.

Mr. BEDWELL said he had attended some of these lectures, and The number of candidates entered for the Lower Forms Examination

was perfectly satisfied with them ; but comparatively few students (not including 7 examined at Foreign and Colonial Centres) was 1242—

availed themselves of the opportunity. Merely giving two 725 boys and 517 girls. Of these 973 passed , or 78 per cent .

series of lectures during the year could hardly be regarded as At the Professional Preliminary Examination for First and Second

doing very much in the way of training.
Class Certificates, which was held on the 4th to 6th of March , in London

Mr. ORCHARD said he noticed in paragraph 8 that, in view of and at seren Provincial Centres, viz, Birmingham , Bristol, Edinburgh,
the great diversity of opinion on the subject of the Education Glasgow , Inverness, Leeds, and Liverpool , 216 candidates presented

Bill ,the Council abstained from pronouncing any opinionon its themselves.

merits . There were two points on which no great diversity of
The Examination of Teachers for the College Diplomas took place

opinion existed. One was that, since the education wasto be on the sth of July and fourfollowing days in London and at the follow
paid for out of therates, there ought to be popular control. ing LocalCentres :- Arbory( Isle of Man ), Birmingham ,Boston, Bristol,

Burton -on - Trent, Cowdenbeath ( Fifeshire ), Dorchester, Jersey, Leeds ,

Secondly, the education given ought to be efficient, and there Liskeard, Manchester, Newcastle - on - T'yne, Rugby, Scarborough,

could be no satisfactory test of efficiency of school teaching un- Spalding, Truro, and at Calcutta, Hay ( N.S.W.), and Namur. It was
less there was inspection. Inspection should be compulsory. The attended by 327 candidates — 199 men and 128 women . In addition

great majority of the schools would be either Church of England to these, 20 candidates (11 men and 9 women ) were examined for

or Nonconformist, and, as the Church of England claimed to Certificates ofAbility to Teach . On the results ofthis Examination,
represent the majority of the Protestant population, they would 6 candidates have obtained the Diploma of Licentiate, and 117 that

.
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success .

was an

1

of Associate, while 17 candidates have obtained Certificates of Ability respect to rating ; and, furthermore, they had had put upon them
to Teach . during the past few years certain educational functions which

The Report was adopted .
in many cases had been carried out with great assiduity and

But the proposal of the Government was not that these

The Rev. J. O.Beray moved the following resolution , of which County Councils should stand alone or appoint their own Com.
due notice had been given : mittees exclusively to deal with this subject ; it was suggested

that the Committees should be strengthened by the presence of
Recognizing the fact that the present Government is pledged to educational experts. Hewould say nothing about the mode of

pass a measure for the organization and co -ordination of the electingthese experts ; he simply said they were to be added
various educational agencies at work in our midst,this meeting to the membersof the Council in order that the requisite
welcomes the introduction of an Education Bill , approves of theprinciple of one Authorityfor the supervision of elementary, special knowledge should be supplied in cases where it was
technical, and secondary education , and considers that such lacking. In a measure of this kind, which was in some degree

Authority should be mainly derivedfrom the County and County novel, and in all respects complex, one was prepared to allow

Borough Councils. that certain objections would naturally arise in the minds of

most men who had studied the Bill ; but , because there was a

He said he would invite the members to confine themselves to the diversity of opinion in a body like theirs, it was almost

terms of the resolution. They were dealing at the present time ridiculous to say that no judgment should be expressed on a

with a very practical question. They were not met together to measure of this kind in which they were all so extremely

consider whether an Education Bill should be prepared and interested . If they did not take the line which he ventured

brought in and presented to Parliament on the lines on which to suggest, they would fall out of touch with other educational

such a measure should be developed, but to deal with an existing bodies who were actively dealing with this matter in the

state of things. A Bill had been prepared and submitted to the interests of those whom they represented, and it would

judgment of the nation and to Parliament, and it seemed to him be a serious misfortune for the members of the College
that, as a body engaged in secondary education, it was their that the Council should elect to stand aside and put

bounden duty to express some judgment on the form that that altogether out of their power the possibility of making such

Bill had assumed up to the present time . They would all be changes in the Bill as seemed desirable. There

prepared to agree with the statement that there had been for educational problem before them . They had to deal with that

many years past a tendency on the part of the Government to as educationists. Mr. Orchard seemed to think that the main

assume a larger measure of control than formerly in reference to interest in the Bill was that which had reference to elementary

all classes of education except perhaps the highest ; and since education ; but he ventured to say that was not so. They were

the Royal Commission's Report somefew years ago it was in- not so much concerned with elementary education as other

evitable that a Government measure should have been brought in bodies, in whose hands they could leave that portion of the Bill.

for the organization of the different classes of education . That They were secondary teachers, and were concerned with the im

being so, seeing that the measure was inevitable, that it had been portant element which dealt with the organization of secondary

brought in by the Government, that it had been accepted more and technical education . He ventured to hope that he had

or less by a certain number of educational associations, that it adduced arguments which would receive favourable considera

had been sustained in Parliament, on the second reading, by a tion , and lead, he hoped , to the adoption of the resolution.

considerable majority, it was incumbent upon them in their turn Mr. King , in seconding the resolution, said that most of

to say whether they accepted the position and approved the them had read the statement about the Council abstaining
leading principles of the Bill; and, if so , to consider what modi. from pronouncing an expression of opinion on the Bill as a

fications they would suggest whereby the principles of the Bill confession of weakness. It was of great importance for associa

might be the better adapted to carry out the objects for which tions that wished to get their views considered in Parliament to

they as an institution existed . He asked the meeting to say that devote a good deal of time to interviewing members, and this

they welcomed the introduction of the Bill . If they were not was no doubtthe reason whythe National Union of Teachers had

prepared to say that, the alternative had to be considered, attained to the position and influence they now held . He was

namely, that there must be a prolonged delay in the organization inclined to think that the College had adopted a laissez faire

of all classes of education. Now, were they prepared to submit policy which was not suited to the present emergency . He
to that delay, or did they not think the time had arrived when thought it would have been better if the Council had come

the many controversies that surrounded this question should be forward, with its experience of past years, and had endeavoured

laid ? If there were further delay, could they suppose that in to lead the country into a proper course ; but, as they had not

ten or twenty years , whena new order was introduced and a new thought fit to bring forward some such resolution as this , he had

party in power, they would have a Bill that they would like better much pleasure in seconding the motion.
than the one before them ? He asked them to assent to the TheDEAN, while acknowledging the temperate character of the

principle that, if there was to be an Authority under Government resolution and the temperate way in which it had been proposed,

for the settlement of this question , that Authority should be one ; thought it would be a great pity if Mr. Bevan pressed the question

that they should have one Authority dealing with primary, to a division. The institution of one Authority really meant in

secondary, and technical education. As to the constitution of plain language the extinction of School Boards, and that was

that Authority opinions of course differed. Some, no doubt, a burning political question on which there was the utmost

would desire that there should be an absolutely new Authority; diversity of opinion. It was not merely an educational question,
constituted ad hoc for dealing with the question ; but he believed but one on which sides were taken with the greatest enthusiasm .

that the members of the Collegewere not prepared to assent to On one side they had the supporters of His Majesty's Government,

that principle. Others might desire that the bodies which the Irish Nationalists , and the majority of the clergy of the

existed over a certain part of the kingdom for taking charge of Established Church, while on the other they had the great

elementary and technical education should have the duty de- bulk of the Nonconformist denominations, with the excep.

volved upon them of supervising secondary education also . That, tion of the Roman Catholics, and the whole of the Liberal

again , was a proposition against which many very cogent reasons Party, with one or two exceptions. If the Council had ex

might be urged. In the first place, the School Boards in their pressed a definite opinion on such a political question , they

operations only covered part of the kingdom ; they took the would have been very likely to give offence to many of the

greater number of the large towns and a certain proportion of the members. That was why he was very anxious that the question

country districts ; but, so far as area was concerned, they did not should not be pressed to a division, as it would put many of them

cover more than a third part of England and Wales. Again, he in an embarrassing position. He thought there was a tendency

did not think the members of the Collegewould desire themselves to exaggerate the importance of a single Authority. In past times

and their schools to be supervised by the existing School Boards. they had been very anxious for the solution of the delimitation

Then they came to the third proposition,which was embodied more question, but he thought that might have been effected in a simpler

or less in the Bill before Parliament,according to which the County way. It was not necessary to burn down a house to roast a pig.

Councils and County Boroughs had been selected to have charge Had themotion been limited to an approval of making the

of this duty, and there were various reasons why this policy County Councils the Authorities for Secondary and Technical

should be supported by the members of the College. In the Education, he should most heartily have supported it. His own

first place, these bodies were already in existence ; and , in the feeling about it had been that , whatever the ultimate result was

second place, they were uniform , and covered the whole ground . to be, they should at once have been made the Secondary Educa

They possessed certain powers, and very important powers, with tion Authority, and given time to organize their work before any

m
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further steps were taken . He appealed to the meeting not to notice had not been given. Unless the resolution was withdrawn

take a stepwhich would alienate many of their friends. a vote must be taken upon it .

The CHAIRMAN said he was not sure that Mr. Bevan had not Mr. KELLAND said he regretted that the by -laws did not allow

done a good thing in bringing forward the resolution, but he of the resolution being amended, or of the previous question

would counsel him to accept the suggestion of the Dean for being put, because there was muchin the resolution with which

reasons which he would point out. The College was an un. he cordially agreed , and he should have been only too glad if

sectarian institution , and was , fortunately, free from many of the meeting had had the opportunity, with the full facts before

those embittered controversies which concerned other sections them , of pronouncing an opinion upon the Education Bill . He

of the community. They were also free from some of those did not so much refer to what was included in the resolution as

political considerations which prevailed in the House of to what was omitted. What he would have liked to propose was

Commons. He would try to show the members that they could to add the following words :- " and prays the Government to in

not trust too implicitly to politicians,and he would prove that the troduce into the Bill clauses similar to 4 (2) and5 ( 1) , (2) of the Bill

politician wasas a rule a sorry educationist. Last year there was of 1900 safeguarding the interests of existing schools and granting
a Secondary Education Bill introduced , and on the second read- them the right of appeal to the Board of Education." Had it

ing the Opposition proposed the rejection of the Bill because it been possible to add these words to the resolution, he should have
did not include elementary education. The same Opposition very voted for it. If they voted for the resolution, it would go forth

early complained of the present Bill because it included ele- to the world that the College approved of the Education Bill as
mentary education . And if the action on these two occasions was it stood, when in fact it was clear they did not do so. He did not

compared it would be seen that there was a want of consistency think that even Mr. Bevan approved of it , and yet the resolution

on the part of politicians in dealing with the question. Teachers was tantamountto a full approval.
in secondary schools had reason to be nervous at the present Mr. BEVAN observed that the resolution stated " an Education

moment in view of the dangers which were contained in the Bill . Bill , ” not “ the Education Bill.”

He should be inclined to adopt a view approving the principle that Mr. KELLAND said , if the resolution went forth as it stood ,

all forms of education - elementary, secondary, and technical— every one would suppose they were referring to the Education

should be put under one duly elected and representative Bill before the country. It could not be otherwise. It might be

Authority, though he was not so sure it would be wise of the that “ an Education Bill ” did not mean “ the Education Bill in

Council of the College, in the present critical position of matters, Committee,” but ninety -nine people outof every hundred would

to put down a definite statement to that effect in their Report. certainly read it as approving of “ the Education Bill. ” That was

The object of the College was to improve secondary education , the reason he could not vote for the resolution, much as he
public and private, and they had this charge in particular, to regretted opposing it . As the Bill now stood, they could hardly

safeguard the liberty of private enterprise in education. They pronounce on its merits or demerits, for it was being changed

could not very well make up their mind to agree to the one from day to day. The part with which they were more imme

Authority unless they knew the powers which were to be given to diately concerned had been passed, and they knew pretty well
it . If they complained afterwards that the new Authority would what the Bill would be in regard to secondary education. It

put an end to private schools, or injure the interests of private began by saying that there should be one Authority, and then

schools , they must expect the retort : “ Why did you say amendment after amendment increased the number of Authorities
beforehand in your own Report that you approved of the new until now there were no less than 1,183 Authorities . Then

Authority ? ” For the co -ordination of the different branches of it provided that a certain rating limit should not be exceeded ,

education it was advisable to have one Authority ; but he wanted that the County Council should have the power of rating up

an Authority with powers which would enable it to look after the to 2d. for secondary education, and the urban districts au

interests ofall kindsof education impartially. Although he had had additional ld. limit - that was stated distinctly by Mr. Bevan

no hand in the framing of the Report , he thought it was wise on the but now an amendment had been accepted according to which

part of the Council not to condemn the Bill . In fact , it would be the County Boroughs had the power of unlimited rating for

absolutely wrong to do so, because they still hoped it would go secondary education, and the sixty-seven County Boroughs

through in such a form as would be to the advantage of the could levy any rate they pleased . It was evident that this would
country and also to the advantage of those who were associated be accepted as a precedent, and as soon as ever the County

with the College. Approving, as he did, the principle that under- Councils came forward and applied for further rating powers the

lay the words of Mr.Bevan's resolution, he nevertheless thought it Government would be bound to grant their request. Then the

would be wise of him to withdraw it , and to leave the matter in Boroughs and Urban Districts would come forward and ask for

the somewhat indefinite language of the Report; because they the same thing, so that there would be 1,183 Authorities with

knew there was still the possibility that it might be necessary unlimited power to raise rates for secondary education. It

for the Council torouse all theirenergies and to spend all the money might be that this would be altered on the third reading, but

at their command to defend the interests of private schools against atpresent they were asked to support a Bill giving power to
the establishment of an Authority with power to swallow them up raise an unlimited rate for secondary education, while, at the

and to sweep them off the face of the earth . He might just refer same time, there were no safeguards whatever for existing

to one othersubject which was now engaging publicattention. schools. The clausesput forward in the Bill of 1900, to whichhe
In France a so -called Association Law had recently been referred in his amendment, were most moderate, and, at the same

passed . The Government at the time of its passing intimated time, thoroughly practicable ; they would protect all existing

that it might lead to the closing of 130 schools. The efficient schools . Quite recently the Duke of Devonshire had told

law was passed, and the Government so interpreted the law now the representatives of the County Councils that he approved of

that they had determined to close 2,500 schools , employing 6,000 the preservation of private schools, and asked why they wished

teachers, and providing education for 150,000 pupils . The same to destroy them , and they had no answer to make except that

thing might be done in England, if they were not very watchful they thought that to allow them to be aided would increase

with regard to the last stages of the Bill. jobbery and canvassing. A more ridiculous reason to allege it

Mr. SOUTHEE said that private secondary schools had either to was impossible to conceive. He did not wish private schools to

sink or swim , and therefore he felt that at such a time as the be separated from others and made into a class apart. The Bill ,

present the body that represented these schools should have an as it stood at present, separated them, and created a division

opinion and maintain it. It was important that the College between schools in secondary education analogous to that of

should encourage its members to take an active interest in seeing Voluntary and Board schools in elementary education which the

that proper persons were putupon the local Councils and Educa- Bill was abolishing. This he desired to avoid in the interest of
tion Committees. The Council might also advocate the desir. education, and in the interest of justice he claimed that private

ability of having as large an area as possible for the Local schools , so long as they were proved by public tests to be

Authorities ; for if they got little Borough Councils they would efficient, should have exactly the same rights as all other schools.

be at the mercy of corporations who might not be over-anxious Dr. Moody appealed strongly to Mr. Bevan to withdraw his

to preserve private enterprise. If the Act came into force, it resolution. He ventured to thinkthat, instead of showing weak
would be the bounden duty of the Collegeto get its members to ness, the eighth paragraph of the Report showed that the Council

apply for representation on the bodies which were to carry out were possessed of great business tact and judgment; and, in his

its provisions. opinion, it would be a great misfortune for the College if any

Mr. KELLAND rose to move the previous question . resolution were passed which was in any sense a vote of censure

The CHAIRMAN said this was in the nature of an amendment, on the Council . The Council was representative, and the mem

and the by-laws did not allow him to receive it , as previous bers ought to accord their strongest support to them .
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or Timmons, C. Winstone, Miss M. E.

on

Mr. ORCHARD suggested that the resolution could the more Richards, Miss F. Stedman , D. C. Turner, T. H.

easily be withdrawn as the object of it had already been affirmed
Rider, J. B. Stephens, J. S. Ward , H. E.

by Parliament. As the resolution would accomplish practically i

Rogers, Miss S. E. Stribling, E. H. Wardle, R.

Rowson, R. H. Sumner, Miss J. Warth , Miss H.

nothing, the mover might well be satisfied with the discussion Sharp, F. E. Taylor, Miss H. E. Watson , Miss A. E. I.

which had taken place.

Skyrm , Li . Taylor, Miss L. M. R. Webster, E.

Smith , Miss E. Teare, W. R. Westwood , W. T.

Mr. BAUMANN was exceedingly sorry to have to oppose the
Smith , Miss M. E. I. S. Thomas, Miss E. Williams, Mrs. A. M.

motion ; the resolution appeared to him to be either too short

Smith, W.J. Thomas, w . G. Winch, Miss M. T. M.

Spinney, Miss M. A.

too long. Mr. Bevan had not been explicit enough in explaining Sohns, Miss L. H. Torbitt, Miss M. C. Woodward , Miss M. E.

the ground on which he welcomed the Bill. Different views had Certificates of Ability to Teach were awarded to the following who

been put forward by the speakers, but no one had suggested how had passed the required practical examination :-Miss H. Astill , Miss

the private schools would be benefited by its provisions. In A. Bunston, A. C. Clark , Miss M. H. Cole, J. A. Dirken, Miss E. M.

Germany the State had done all that was possible for the organi. Dobbs, J. H. Griffiths, A. C. Norton , A. E. Roberts, Miss B. Scott, Mrs.

zation of education , but it had certainly crushed private schools E. M. M. C.Shipham , W. D.Shuard , A. M. Skinner, Miss F. R. Smith ,

out of existence. Would the new Authorities who would be Miss M.E. I. S. Smith , Miss F. E. Soper, J. Young.

created by the Bill act in the samemanner . There was , in fact,

in Germany at the present time a reaction in favour of private

schools , as every child was not fitted to be sent to a State school.
RE VIEWS.

Every one would sympathize with the aim which Mr. Bevan had

in view , but he could not welcome without reservation a Bill THE “ ENCYCLOPÆDIA BRITANNICA ."

which in its scope included elements dangerous to the existing The New Volumes of the Encyclopædia Britannica, Vol . III.
order. (being Vol. XXVII. of the complete work) . (A. & C.

Mr. GUTTERIDGE strongly disapproved of the policy of sitting Black and the Times.)

on the fence, and he congratulated the mover of the resolution on The present volume runs from “ Chicago ” to “ Elduayen,”

his energy and also on his courage in bringing forward this and it is marked by the same care and ability as its predecessors.

motion. In dealing with it many side issues had been introduced It is introduced by a comprehensive and suggestive prefatory

into the discussion . No doubt Mr. Bevan had fully considered essay on “ The Influence of Modern Research on the scope of

his action in all its bearings, and was therefore deaf to all the World History , ” from the pen of Dr. H. S. Williams, who lays

appeals that had been made to him to withdraw the resolution . special stress on the development of archeology, and points to

Mr. BEVAN , in reply , said that very much of what had been the effects of “ such discoveries as have led to broad historical

said by the speakers was ad rem . For instance, Mr. Kelland generalizations regarding such subjects as the antiquity of man

referred to certain modifications which he wished in the Bill. the antiquity of culture, the chronology of ancient history

There was nothing in the resolution which would prevent such the status of Bible history, the credibility of early classical

modification ,and,as Mr. Kelland was a member of the Council, he history, the origin and development of the art of writing, and

could bring forward his amendments, which would be duly con- the evolution of the fine arts." The article on the King includes

sidered . He regretted that he could not accede to the appeals his recent illness, and leaves him “ progressing favourably

that had been made to him to withdraw the resolution . By July 1 - a tour de forceof endeavour to be up to date . · Educa

voting against the resolution they would not destroy the Bill . tion " is fully and capably handled by Sir Joshua Fitch for Great

The Bill was certain to pass, and, if the resolution were passed, Britain and Ireland (with France, Belgium , Holland, and Ger

the members of the College would be in a better position to many in small type ), and by President Butler of Columbia for

suggest amendments that ought to be made in it . the United States . We refer to points in Sir Joshua's article

The Chairman then put the resolution to the meeting, when it elsewhere (see " Notes ” ). Theological interests are represented

was negatived by a large majority. by important articles on * The Christian Church , ” Biblical

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the proceedings. Chronology," · Codex Bezæ ," “ Congregationalism ," Creeds , "

&c .; science by such various matters as “ Chronograph ,"

“ Cholera ,"

ADJOURNED MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE
Colours of Animals," " Combinatorial Analysis,”

Comets,”

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS .

Earthquakes," “ Eclipse," Egyptology," " &c.;
business , public and private , by “ Civil Service ,' “ Commercial

An Adjourned Meeting of the Council was held on July 19. Present :
Treaties,” \" Coaling Stations," • Co-operative Societies." " Dock

Mr. Eve, in the Chair ; Mr. Baumann, Rev. J. O. Beran, Dr. Breul, Mr. yards,” “ Economics,” and many notable articles on legal sub

Butler, Miss Crookshank, Rev. Dr. Hiron, Mr. Holland, Mr. Kelland, jects---contract , conveyancing, copyright, divorce, & c. Naturally

Mr. Pinches, Mr. Storr, and Dr. Wormell. a considerable number of countries and great cities fall to be

The Report of the Examination Committee was adopted , and Prof. T. described ; and among men of eminence are Darwin , Edison,

Gregory Foster and Mr. A. J. Ashton , M.A., were added to the list of Lord Derby, Lord Randolph Churchill, George Eliot, Jefferson
Examiners in English Language and Literature . Davis, Du Bois Reymond, Du Maurier, and several judges (the

Diplomas were awarded to the successful candidates at the Mid sketch of Sir Alexander Cockburn , by Mr. E. A. Armstrong,

gummer Examination for Diplomas as follows : being notably discriminating and characteristic). These are

Licentiateship : only chance indications ; but they may serve to suggest the

Abbott, w. Longstaff, J. L. Stansfield , s.
remarkable variety and the wide and immediate importance of

Horsey, E. P. Shuard, W. D. Ternent, W. H. the subjects. At the same time the minor matters are not to

Associateship :
be forgotten ; they will be found to be treated with as much care

as those that run into pages and are signed by acknowledged
Armitage , L. Dirken , J. A. Lambourne , Miss A.

Bailey, C. J. Edwards, J. J.
The illustrations areexperts.

Lancaster, J.
abundant, appropriate, and

Baillie, Miss H. J. M. Emery, É. J. Leather, H. effective.

Baker, B. W. Garratt, Miss B. Lockwood, H. P.

Barker, A. Goodyear, A. V. Logan, J.

Barnfather, D. J. Gould , Miss R. Lord, J.
NATURE STUDY.

Grayshon , L. N. Marris, Miss F. M. Nature Study and Life.By Clifton F. Hodge, Ph.D., Assistant

Bird , Miss C. I. Griffiths, J. Mayo, H. W. Professor in Clark University. (7s.
Blake, J. W. Griffiths, J. H. Mileson , F. W.

Ginn.)

Bott, H. E. Gulliver, J. D. Morrell , J. A. Dr. Hodge's bookcomes with an introductory commendation

Botheroyd, Miss E. M. Hampton, F, G. Mosedale , G. H. from Dr. Stanley Hall, the President of his University. That

Boughton, J. Hardie, Miss A. P. Mullen , Miss A. J.

Bowden, A. Harries, F. T. Murphy, Miss E. A. will certainly do him no harm over here ; but it is not necessary.
Bowes , W. J. Hatchard , E. S. Overton , Miss E. The book will commend itself, and will at least go some con :

Bowyer, G. Haughton, W.G. Paine, E.

Brow , D. F. Hayden, J. H.
siderable way to fulfil President Hall's prediction that it will

Parker, Miss C. G.

Brown, Miss M. E. Hayes , F. T. Parson, Miss M. K. exercise most wholesome, widespread,
and immediate

Brunsden, Miss I. M. Hesketh , R. H. Peacocke, B. influence uponthe primary and grammar school grades of
Burgess, R. Henderson , W. D.

Bye, J. Higgins, T.
education .” The

Phillips, Miss E. M.
purpose of Nature study, which, as Dr.

Clements, Miss G. C. M. Holden , E. Phillips, Miss M. G. Hodge says, we need to have clearly before us at every step, he
Cook , C. H. Houseman, W. Pickard, J. C.

Cook, F. W. Howells, s. Pollard , R. J.

expresses in these terms: “ Learning those things in Nature that

Cooke, D. G. Hull, Miss M. are best worth knowing, to the end of doing those things that

Cooper, C. 0 . Johnson, L. F. E. Price , Mrs. M. W. make life most worth living.” This looks like a special applica
Crooks , Miss J. Jones, Miss M. F. W. Read, C. B.

Davies, H. B. Keen , Miss E. Reed, A , T. S. E.
tion of Huxley's saying : " To learn what is true in order to do

Dickinson, s. Kennedy, W. Reid, Miss A. E. what is right is the summing up of the whole duty of man for
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Bate , G. E.

&

Peirce, Miss M. E.

Ponlton , F. E.
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all who are not able to satisfy their mental hunger with the Scott -LAND.

east wind of authority.” Dr. Hodge refuses to be cramped by The Scott Country. By W. S. Crockett. ( 6s . Black .)

an arrangement of his matter according to the seasons and the Mr. Crockett knows the Border and its literature as well as

terms of the school-year. His purpose is “ to bring Nature into any living man. He was born and bred and has passed his life

relation to child life, rather than to school life-to make it a con- under the spell of its associations. There could thus have been

tinuous source of delight, profit, and highest education, rather found no writer more fully furnished with the facts or more

than a formal school task .” He has pondered the phenomenon capable of presenting them in the spirit of the genius of the

that progress in learning is most rapid in the first three or four place. With deft pen he has woven into a charming volume

years of life, and he thinks he has found the secret of this in the the ever -fascinating story of the Borderland , and especially the

fact that “ touch with Nature at first hand - original research, if associations of it with its greatest son, Sir Walter Scott. In

you please-is the very breath of mental life." The problem fact, he makes his description follow the events of Scott's life.

before him for solution, then, is this : “ How may this splendid He commences with Smailholm , Sandyknowe, and Kelso, where

growth process of infancy be prolonged through life ! ” Scott spent his early years. From Hawick it is easy to reach

While the paramount value to be aimed at is character, will Harden , the seat of Auld Wat, prince of Border reivers, who

to do good , power to create happiness," Dr. Hodge expounds the wedded " the Flower o’ Yarrow ," ancestress of Scott, and Branx

economic, æsthetic, educational, ethical, and religious values of holme, the Branksome of the “ Lay. ” The lore of Liddesdale

Nature study ,” laying special stress on the economic value, runs through the novels, and is more specially concentrated in

* because all other plans of Nature study ignore them almost the “ Minstrelsy.” Scott's first Border home was Ashestiel ;and

completely.” He gives emphatic prominence to life forms over the proudest of his titles was “ Sheriff of Ettrick Forest.” Tra
inanimate forms of material on the ground of earlier interest. quair (the most likely or the main original of Tully - Veolan ),1

His first chapter of exposition (after general preliminaries) deals Innerleithen ( St. Ronan's, with the Cleikum Inn ), picturesque

with children's animals and pets- “ the child's natural intro- Peebles (with Neidpath and the Black Dwarf), and the Tweed

duction to animal life " ; then , in natural order, insects of the uplands (with Oliver, Drummelzier, Tinnis, Stobo, and Drochil

household, lessons with plants ( for “ the love of a flower in the Castles, and Merlin's grave) recall most interesting historical

heart of a child is the highest thing that Nature study can hope and literary associations. Then there is Abbotsford, the making

to develop ” ), garden studies, propagation of plants, garden of which deserves and obtains a chapter to itself. Melrose may

insects (beneficial and otherwise), insectivorous animals, common be taken as the capital of the Scott country ; the personality of

frogs and salamanders, commor. birds (domestication , taming, Scott is seen most of all about Melrose.” “ No one knew the

and feeding ), elementary forestry,aquaria ,miscellaneous animals, Abbey better or bore a truer regard towards it than Scott, and

and flowerless plants. Finally Dr.Hodge suggests a “ grade plan its architecture is nowhere more faithfully described than in the

for graded schools , “ by which progression and co-ordination of magnificent setting of the ‘ Lay.'” There is no need but to

subjectsmay be secured, and confusion and repetition may be mention Yarrow and Ettrick, and to cast a glance out to the

avoided." The subject-matter, then, is at once seen to be rich East Border, with reminiscences of “ Marmion ” and Flodden

and varied, as well as adapted to the early instincts and Field. Last scene of all is , of course, St. Mary's aisle in Dry

activities of children, girls as well as boys. But one has to burgh Abbey. In connexion with Ettrick , much attention is

follow the deft handling of the materials in order to appreciate naturally devoted to the Shepherd ; at Ednam , to the poet of

the efficiency of the system . The tone is elevating and inspiring. “ The Seasons " ; at Denholm , to John Leyden ; at Yetholm , to

Dr. Hodge is a born naturalist, as well as a trained biologist; the gypsies ; and at Earlston (primitive Ercildoune) , to the dim

and, as President Stanley Hall says, “ his love of Nature and figure of Thomas the Rhymer. There are no fewer than 162

children, which is infectious, is not less, but more, because he excellent illustrations. The volume is an admirable companion

does not forget Nature's uses to man .” The whole of the book, and guide to the Scott country, whether in fact or in spirit.

we should add, has been thoroughly tested in actual school work .

LORE OF HIGHLAND Loch .
A DISCIPLE OF FROEBEL.

The Lake of Menteith : its Islands and Vicinity, with historical
The Life of the Baroness von Marenholtz -Bülow. By her Niece,

accounts of the Priory of Inchmahome and the Earldom of
Baroness von Bülow . 2 vols. (The American School and

Menteith . By A. F. Hutchison , M.A. (Stirling : Mackay.)

College Text- Book Agency, for W. B. Harison, New York .) Many are the tourists and other visitors that are attracted to

Apart from the personal interest, which is great and sustained, the lovely Lake of Menteith - the only sheet of water in Scotland.
these volumes furnish a striking commentary on Froebel's we believe, that is designated a “ lake,” the change from “ loch '

thoughts and aspirations . That all children should be protected beinglater than Sir Walter Scott's time and due not to local but

from what her own child had had to suffer," says the Baroness's to literary influences. Mr. Hutchison first describes the region
biographer, was the task to which my aunt had pledged to of Menteith in the narrower sense of the term , the region lying

devote herself over the bodyofher Alfred , and an unbroken more immediately around the lake-its topography, history, and

apostleship of forty years for the new theory of education was the traditions. Within one of the two distinct masses of the hilly

fulfilment of her vow .” Dr.W. T. Harris calls the Baroness von backbone of the district we are scarcely surprisedto chance upon

Marenholtz - Bülow “ the most gifted of Froebel's commentators . "
the fine Loch Drunkie, of old times held by wild Macfarlanes

Here are revealed from her diaries (Gedankenbücher), in much and Macphersons." Near the middle of the lake lies the largest
more helpful detail than in her published works, her “ intellectual of the islands (about five acres ), Inchmahome, which derives its

struggles to seize in its full depths the meaning of the educational name by elaborate processes of corruption from St. Colman or

ideas of the founder of the Kindergarten .” The volumes also Colmoc, believed to be an Irish saint of the sixth century, who

exhibit the ways of thinking and acting prevalent in wide circles, established a religious settlement on it . The ruins of the priory

German and other, and thus incidentally present an instructive afford scope for interesting description and illustration ; and the

picture of the obstacles that lie across the path of the educational account of the priors and commendators from the foundation of

reformer. Dr. Wichard Lange, Froebel's editor , wrote ( 1867 ) :
the priory (Augustinian) in 1238 down to the abolition of the

This woman achieved what ten men could not have brought about. monastery and superstitions thereof ” early in the seventeenth

She alone is to be thanked for the removal of the prohibition which a century, with the subsequent history of the priory lands, which
Prussian Ministry had enacted against the kindergartens. It was she were annexed to the Crown, embracesmuch curious lore, political

who carried the ideas which lie at the foundation of these institutions and social as well as ecclesiastical. King Robert the Bruce

into France, England, Holland, Belgium , Russia, Switzerland, Italy, visited the island several times ; and Mary Queen of Scots sought

Austria ; indeed, it almost seemed as if the German work was to be shelter in it for some three weeks after the disaster of Pinkie .

transplanted into foreign soil , there first to be developed, and thence The Commendators (with one exception ) were Erskines, and so a

to return once more to Germany. However, the Fatherland was not

left behind, and the Baroness had a greater share in the work whole surface of the island , Inchtalla, is covered with the ruins
good deal of the family history is involved. Then “ almost the

achieved on native soil than all other votaries of the Froebel cause.

of the old castle buildings and their central court-yard ” -- the

The biography naturally takes the reader over all the ground. The principal residence of the Earls of Menteith after Doune Castle
Baroness von Bülow -Wendhausen has commemorated her famous was taken into the King's hands ( 1427) . Mr. Hutchison gives a

aunt with affectionate devotion, in fine harmony with the spirit plan of the buildings, and an inventory of the last earl's belong.

of her noble and beautiful missionary life ; and no educational ings-- the “ haill Household Stuffe and Plenishing ” — " enables

library will henceforth be complete without these most interesting us to obtain glimpses of the mode of living in this island mansion

and instructive memorial volumes. at the time” (May 22, 1694) . The history of the earldom is traced

a
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pp . 200.

from the twelfth century in the families of Menteith, Comyn, A key to the three appendices is published separately : and so also is

Stewart, and Graham , a special chapter being devoted to " the a key to the “ words and phrases ” alone. The reading-book has been

fause ( false) Menteith," Sir John , who captured Sir William thoughtfully conceived and carefully andjudiciously executed ; and it

Wallace. The local legends are notvery prolific, but the localis well printed on toned paper and strongly bound.

mode of catching pike in the lake " is somewhat novel and divert- " Siepmann's Elementary German Series. ”—( 1 ) Friedrich der Grosse

ing.” The volume is a handsome quarto , beautifully printed (at und der Siebenjährige Krieg. Von Ferdinand Schrader. Adapted

the Sentinel Press, Stirling ) , and liberally illustrated with pen and edited by R. H. Allpress , M.A. ( 2 ) Wilhelm der Siegreiche :

and ink drawings by Mr. Walter Bain . It is notmerely a book of ein Kaiser und Heldenbild aus der Neuzeit. Von Karl Zastrow .

local descriptions, but essentially a work of serious and competent Edited by E. P. Ash , M.A. (Macmillan .)

research, historical and archæological. It raises high expecta The German series is laid out on the same plan as the French series,

tions ofMr. Hutchison's forthcoming history of his old school, with similar appendices and word- and phrase-books. Both these sets

the High School of Stirling. of the German series are furnished with all the aids necessary to the

student ; the text is simple and interesting ; and generally our remarks

on the treatment of the “ Napoléon " are equally applicable to them .

GENERAL NOTICES. Both series are thoroughly practical and likely to be effective.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

CLASSICS.

“ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.” — The Odes of Horace. Edited by The Harmony of the Empire : being a Series of Sketches in Pictorial
Stephen Gwynn . Geography of the British Possessions and Spheres of Influence.

The introduction sets out compactly and admirably the life of
( Manchester : Abel Heywood & Son .)

Horace, with references at the bottom of the page . We are not so The author, who is already favourably known by other workson
sure as Mr. Gwynn , indeed,that Horace's recommendation to keep similar lines , veils his identity under the designation “ Nemo." His

a poem nine years before publication is based on the idea that a man design now is “ to stimulate the cultivation of the delightful study of

capable of doing good work does not know when he has done it . The geography ” ; and his work “ is not intended as a substitute for, but as

notes arevery full (about 200 pages out of 350) and thoughtful. A good supplementary to , the ordinary text-book.” A general introduction

few of them might have been dispensed with, and it may be that in treats broadly of such matters as sea -power, trade routes, steam as a

this number are some of those that point out the order of construction motor power, coals, coaling stations, and naval head -quarters. Then
of the text . There are also occasional repetitions, as pietas ( pages the various extra -colonial dependencies of Great Britain are reviewed

217 and 282 ) and Tibur (pages 172 and 224 ), and , curiously enough, in groups in historical order. Incidentally , the author throws in freely

there is a discrepancy between the last pair of notes as to the foundation remarks of various kinds - historical, political , economic, & c.— “ to in

of Tibur. We very much doubt Mr.Gwynn's amended punctuation in duce reflection and independent thought " : remarks that enhance

1. ii . 40, but rather agree with him in l . xii . 21 , and in I. xxviii . The materially the vividness and practicality of the descriptions , and that

male pertinaci of I. ix. 24 does not seem easy, but we cannot think certainly need no apology. This is a valuable book for the school

faintly resisting ” hits it off , though it is an improvement on library, and for general reading as well . The treatment is well

" haughtily stubborn ,” which is sufficiently bad . Is not male simply informed and businesslike , and the critical interpolations are always

“ wickedly ," “ mischievously," " coquettishly " ? Mr. Gwynn has piquant and suggestive, whether the reader accept them or not. Boys

evidently laboured hard at his translations, and yet they very often and girls will read a book like this with avidity when they turn away

sound strangely wooden. For example, in IV. xi. 31-36 , “ hereafter from a regular text-book .

I will burn ( calebo) for no other woman ... song shall diminish Grammar School Geography. By Alexis Everett Frye, former Super

dark anxieties ” (minuentur atrae carmine curae ). At the same time intendent of Schools of Cuba . General Edition. ( 123 x 104 in .;

this is a very useful edition , and it is capitally got up and effectively Price 6s . Ginn . )
illustrated .

A very elaborate work, most carefully compiled and handsomely

Homers Ilias : Schulausgabe von Paul Cauer. ( Price 3s . net . printed and got up. “ Every line of type, every picture, every map,

Williams & Norgate, for G. Freytag , Leipzig .) has been prepared ,” says the author, “ with a single purpose, namely,

In preparing a second edition, Dr. Cauer bas corrected some to present the earth as the home of man - to describe and locate the

blunders in the text and added someuseful matter in appendices. The natural features, climates , and products that largely determine his

text shows a good number of variations from the Oxford text elaborated industries and commerce , as well as his civic and other relations."

by Messrs. Monro and Allen . In I. 5 it gives olwyoio i te Jaita ( not Commerce and industry are kept well in front ; and the originals of

oiwvoioi te mão ), after Zenodotos ; in I. 27 , on dúvovta ) , as compared the illustrative maps were prepared expressly for this series of

with oneúvovt' ħ ; I. 92, módat , against núða ; I. 153, Maxeog óuevos, geographies by Mr. Henry Gannett, Chief Geographer of the United

against uaxnoóuevos (" nobis compertum est, " say Monro and Allen , States." The illustrations -- maps ( full -page, sectional , coloured,

“ futurum μαχήσομαι vel μαχέομαι apud Homerum fuisse " ) ; sketches, reliefs) and pictures -- are abundant, excellent, and arranged

VI. 6, páos , against pows; VI. 61 , àdenpebo , against åden pelov . Both with great judgment. The description is very simple and clear ; the

editions read 'Atpeíðan, but , while the Oxford gives 'Apreiwv, Dr. Cauer topics are presented “ in such order as will enable pupils to reason

gives ’Apyeiwv. The Oxford reads cù only ( we think ) before a vowel , from one step to another ” ; and questions are placed at the end of the

Dr. Cauer seems to read tù generally , but not always (for example, various lessons . We do not remember any other book in English that

I. 164, eð vatóuevov). Forms like avtiáovoav ( I. 31 ), lauretáovtı ( 1. 104); reminds us so much of MM . Dubois and Guy's “ Album Géographique.”

τηλεθάουσα (VΊ. 148 ) , are opposed to the Oxford αντιόωσαν, λαμπετόωντι,

&c. And there are slighter variations here and there. We are not ENGLISH LITERATURE.

inclined to lay stress on this, however ; a text that is good enough for

Priina in GermanGymnasien cannot be far amiss for wider 118e . An Englische und Französische Schriftsteller der neueren Zeit für Schule

und Haus.

interesting appendix contains “ Stimmen des Altertums über Homer ” ;
Band XII .: Macbeth . Edited by Prof. Dr. K.

another, “ die Handlung der Ilias nach Tagen geordnet ” ; a third , a
Deutschbein . (Glogau : Carl Flemming.)

full list of the contents of the various “ Gesänge. ” The indexes of
Prof. Klapperich's admirable series, which now counts a dozen

proper names and of subjects are most serviceable, especially the volumes, aimsat providing the “ höhern Knaben- und Mädchenschulen,
latter. The text is admirably printed—a pleasure to read ; and the Lehrerseminaren , Lehrerinnen -Bildunganstalten, Handelschulen und

volume is well bound.
ähnlichen Austalten ” with examples of the best English and French

literature, combining variety and excellence of style with illustration
MODERN LANGUAGES .

of the “ Leben , Sitten, Gebräuche, Einrichtungen und Geistesbestre

‘ Siepmann's Elementary French Series .” — Napoléon. Par Alexandre bungen ” of the two nations. Care and judgment in the selection and

Dumas . Adapted and Edited by W. W. Vaughan, M.A. treatment of the subjects are conspicuously manifest. Prof. Deutsch

(Macmillan .)
bein has selected Macbeth as “ belonging undoubtedly to those

The texthas been freely adapted to suit the length proposed for the compositions of the poet which attract the special interest of more

series ; and Dumas's account ofthe battle of Waterloo has been ex- advanced German pupils on account of the impressive power of its

cluded by reason of its many small inaccuracies, Léon Meyniel's brief events and the profundity of its thoughts." He has taken the text of

description being substituted. The life of Napoleon is sketched by the “ Globe ” edition, without criticism, holding that " textual criticism

way of historical introduction,and a useful mapillustrates the Waterloo is a matter out of place in school,” prefixed an introduction (on the
campaign. The notes are sufficient, though the St. Helena episode history of the English drama before Shakespeare, the works of Shake

might have borne somewhat fuller and more pointed historical remark. speare, and the metre and language of the play), and added brief and

The alphabetical list of irregular verbs occurring in the text might pointed notes - all in English, with an occasional German word of

have been dispensed with. The vocabulary leaves some thinking to be explanation in brackets. The remarks appended to the notes on each

done by the pupils. There are appended ( 1 ) words and phrases for scene briefly indicate the development of the characters and the

vira voce drill , ( 2 ) sentences on syntax and idioms for rira voce structure of the drama. Here and there the German idiom crops up,

practice,and( 3) continuous passages for translation into French, but the work is marked by constant care , competent knowledge, sober
all of them profitable devices for utilization of the material of the text. judgment , and great ability .
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Theory and Practice.
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bedwell, J.C.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Abhott, W.

Bolton , Miss M.

Davis, C.

Poster, Miss G. E.
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Herlihy , W.J.
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Hughes, C. B.

Jones , W.
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TEACHERS' DIPLOMA EXAMINATION - PASS LIST, JULY, 1902.

Theory l Pract.--contıl. English History -- contd . Arithmetic - continued . French - continued .
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Richards, Miss F. Peart, J. A. Reid , R. J.
Spanish .

Richardson , G. A. Peel, Miss E. E. Richardson, G. A.
LICENTIATESHIP .

Rider, J. B. Ponton , Miss D. C. Rolling , W. Swift , J. A. (hon .)

Rolling , W. Reid , R. J. (hon .) Russell, T. F.

Rowlands, Miss M. G.

Latin .

Richardson , G. A. Shaw , F. A.

Scott, Miss B. Rogers, Miss S. E.

LICENTIATESHIP .

Slator, H.

Sharp, F. E. Rolling, W. Smith , Miss B. M.

Leighton , F. T.

Skyrm , LI. Russell, T. F. (hon .)
Patrick , A. C.

Smith , S. J.

Smith , Miss E.

Williams, A. P.

Search , C. P. Taylor, Miss L. M. R.

Smith , Miss M. E. I. S. Seward , J. B. Thomson , Miss W. E.
Wolfsberger, S. H. C.

Smith , W. J. Shaw , F. A. Turner, T. H. Experimental Physics.

Spinney, Miss M. A. Sheppard , W. A. Warth , Miss H. LICENTIATESHIP .
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Stedman , D. C. Smith, Miss B. M. Wolfsberger, S. H. C. Shuard , W. D.

Stephens, J.S. Sporne, A. C.

Stiling, Miss M. I.

ASSOCIATESHIP .
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Barnfather, D. J.
LICENTIATESHIP .

Sumner, Miss J. Turner, T. H. Barker, H.O.
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Thomas, Miss E. Williams, J. A. Williams, A. P.
LICENTIATESHIP .

Thomas, W. G. Williams, T. Wolfsberger, S. H. C. Connors, D.

Thomson , Miss W. E. Young, J.
Leighton , F. T.

ASSOCIATESHIP.

Timmons, C.
Slator, H.

Titley, Miss L. E.

Christopher, J. G.
Geography. ASSOCIATESHIP .

Edwards, J. J.

Torbitt, Miss M. C. Benford , Miss M. J. Foley, I.
Williams , T.

Turner, T. H. Boughey, A. W. D. Hatchard , E. S. Astronomy.
Ward , H. E. Buttery, W. Hosmer , W. A. LICENTIATESHIP .

Wardle , R. Christopher, J. G. Mayo, H.W.(ion.) Cardwell, J. J. (hon .)

Warth , Miss H. Clemmans, Miss G.

Watson , Miss A , E. I.

Nash, A. C.

Comrie, Miss K. M. N.
Richardson , G. A.

Chemistry .

Webster, E. Crawford , Miss B. M. LICENTIATESHIP .

Westwood , W. T.

Skyrm , Li,
Divane, Miss H. Smith , S. J.

Simpson , J.C.

Williams, Mrs. A. M. Earnshaw , Miss E, M. ASSOCIATESHIP ,

Winch , Miss M. T. M.
Sporne, A. C.

Fenton , G. F. Turner, T. H.

Winston , Miss M. E. Field , Miss M.
Holden , E. (hon .)

Woodward , Miss M. E.

Knowles, J. W.
Euclid .

Garner , E.

Young, Miss E. E

Peacocke , B.
LICENTIATESHIP.

Grayshon , L. X.

Young, J.

Warner, P. E.
Connors, D.

Grigg , F. Warth , Miss H.
Patrick , A , C.

Groilier, Miss C. H. M.
English .

Hamilton , A. G.
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Bacon , Miss E. A. Hardy, A. W.
Williams, A. P. LICENTIATESHIP.

Bailey , C , J. Hart, Miss 0. I.
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Crowe, Miss V. E.
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Hughes, Miss F. Hardy, A, W.

Hughes, C. B.

Crawford , Miss B. M. (hon .) Johnson , L. F. E. Harris , A. H.
Leighton, F.T.

Earnshaw , Miss E. M. Jukes, W. H. Morrell, J. A.
Simpson , J. C.
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Theakstone, J. H.
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Frankton , Miss F. L. Knowles, J. W. (hon .) Skyrm , Li.

Hardy, A. W

Cowling , W.J.
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Hicks,Miss N. (hon . )

Smith , S.J. Duncombe , W.

Luckhurst, F. C. (hon .) Tuner, T. H.

Hughes, Miss F.

Garner, E.

Leadbeatter, H. Whitechurch , E. C.
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Laws, Miss R. N. C. (hon .)

Mason, Miss M. J. Winter, W. H. Hancock , T. H.
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Luckhurst, F. C.
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Messervy, Miss M.

Hart , Miss 0. I.

Morrell, J. A.
LICENTIATESHIP .

Nicholls, A. E.
Horsfield , Miss A. M. M.

Nash , A. C. Barker, H.O.

Noar, H. V.

Kingsbury, J. W.
Near, H. V. Connors, D.

Peart, J. A.

Knowles, J. W.

Oppermann, C. J. A. (hon .)
Luckhurst, F. C.

Reid , R. J. (hon )

Newington , G. C.

Peart, J.A. Mathieson , L. W.

Russell, T. F.

Partington , Miss A, F.

Peel, Miss E. E.
Patrick , A. C.

Shaw , F.A.

Peart , J. A.

Reid , R. J.
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Turner, T, H.

Peel, Miss E. E.

Richardson , G. A.
Wolfsberger , S. H. C.

Wolfsberger, S. H.C.

Scott , Miss B,

Rolling, W. Conics.
Taylor, H.

Scott , Miss B. Wardle , R.
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Tadman , E. T. S.

Warner, P. E.

Benford , Miss M. J. Shaw , F. A. West, Miss L. E.

Buttery, W. Slator, H.
LICENTIATESHIP.

Williams, J. A.

Chambers , T. Standring, R. S.
Barker, H. O.

Clemmans, Miss G. Titley , Miss L, E.
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Comrie , Miss K. M. N. Turner, T. H.
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Fenton , G. F. Wilkinson , Miss M. G. Cardwell, J.J.
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Crowe, Miss N. E.

Grayshon , L. N. Williams, T. Bunston , Miss A.
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Hamilton , A. G. Horsey, E. P. (hon . )

Hancock , T. H.
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Hardy, A. W, Bowden , A.

ASSOCIATESHIP .
Crawford , Miss B. M.

Hancock , T. H.

Harrison, Miss M, E. Christopher, J. G.
Divane, Miss H.

Hart, Miss 0. I. Crawiord , Miss B. M Duvigneaud, Miss L. (hon .)
Harrison , Miss M. E.

Peel, Miss E. E.

Harwood , Miss D. C. H. Divane, Miss H. Eggermont, A.
Phillips, G.

Hay, W. G. [ ( hon . ) Fenton, G. F.
Keeley, Miss A.

Hicks, Miss X.

Schultz, Miss M.

Frankton , Miss F. L.
Williams, A. P.

Horsfield, Miss 1. M. M. Garner, E. Wolfsberger, S. H. C. Geology.

Hosmer, W. 1 . Grigg, F. ASSOCIATESH ! P . ASSOCIATESHIP

Hughes, Miss F. Haves, F. T. Bacon , Miss E. A. Bailey , C. J.
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If n =
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8 +
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- 72 % ( %( +n +1)- -15)

( 313–1 – 4 log ( 3 + 383 )
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ܢ/2ܐ 4

3329 ,

5

easy method of writing down in integers the sides of any number of such

MATHEMATICS .
triangles ; and ( 3 ) find the mean value of the in - radius as the smallest

side takes all possible values between 1 and 2 units .

14955. (ALETROP. )—Donner la règle pour trouver tous les ternes de
Solution by the PROPOSER .

nombres consécutifs chacun desquels soit une somme de deux carrés ( 1 ) This easily follows since 1 = the distance between the two points,

entiers ; e.g .: 72 62 +62, 73 82 + 32 , 75 72 + 52.
the in -centre and centroid .

(2 ) It is satisfied by a = n2 + 1 , b (n + 1 )2 + 1 , c = m2 + (n + 1 ) , u

Solutions (I. ) by H.M. Taylor, M.A., F.R.S .; (II . ) by J. H. Taylor , being different from zero .

M.A .; ( III . ) by Lt. -Col . ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, R.E. : 1 , 2 , 3 , the sides are (2 , 5 , 5 ), ( 5 , 10 , 13 ) , ( 10 , 17 , 25 ) , ....
( I. ) As every square number is of one of the forms 4n , 4n + 1 , or 4n + 2 , If n be fractional, we get other series of values.

it follows that, if each of three consecutive integers be the sum of two n (n + 1 )

squares, the integers in ascending order of magnitude must be of the ( 3 ) ;

12 V (92+ n + 1 )
form 4n, 4n + 1 , and 4n + 2 .

Let the three integers be 4x2 + 4yº, (2x + a)2+ ( 2y + b) ?, and therefore mean value of r , when the smallest side lies between 1 and 2 ,

(2x + c)2 + (2y + d )? Then 1 1
dn

4ax + 4by + a ? + 5;2 = 1 and 4cx + 4dy +62 + d2 2 . V (12 + 1 + 1)

Hence we see that the integers a and b are one even and one odd, of

opposite sign , and prime to one another; that the integers c and d are
-

both odd , of opposite sign , and prime to one another ; and that the

integers x and yare both even or both odd. Note by Professor SANJÁNA , M.A.

If any combination of numbers a, b, c, d , satisfying the relations just

stated , be such that the above equationsadmit of an integral solution in
In Question 12641 1 first drew attention to the analyticalcondition given

X and y, then we obtain a set of three consecutive integers suchas is above. It is readily obtained by taking the in -circle in trilinear co

required. ordinates , Iv a cos A ) 0 , and making the centroid fall upon it ; we

This is the case for all combinations of the numbers a, b , c , d which obtain V (cos? A + a) = 0, which gives & V (8 — a) = 0. On rationaliza

make ad - bc = +1 . tion this become 5s2 = 4 (ab + bc + ca), i.e. , 58 ( aa ) = 62 (ab) .

To find solutions, take b and c any two odd integers ; take one of the An easy way, and the most natural one, of obtaining such triangles is

two even integers bc = 1; then any pairof even andodd complementary to give one side a numerical value ; an indeterminate equation of the

factors of the number last selectedmay be chosen for a and d.
second degree between the remaining sides results , which can be solved

Ifthe letters a, b , c, d receive the values 7, 4 , 5 , 3 , respectively, we by ordinary algebraical methods. Without loss of generality, we can take

are led to the following solutions : 1 ; then b = { {3 (0 + 1) +41 (36–12 – 1 ) } .
322+482 3328 , 252 + 522 272 + 512 3330 ;

If the value of b is fractional, multiply out by its denomin .
and 1602 + 2722 99584 , 1532 + 276? 99585 , 1652 + 2692 99586 . ator, and the sides may be written down in integers . The 1 2 1

If c = 1 and d = -1 , then x = y.
process thus depends on solving the diophantine equation

c2-3c + 1 + 0 = 0 . 2
The only isosceles solutions are the

This case leads to a series ofsolutions which maybe written2 (9* + n)2 line-triangle 1,1,2 and the
triangle2,5 ,5 ; and by various

5

(112 + 2n)2 + (92– 1 ) ?, (122 + + 1)2 + (92 + 1-1), where n is anyinteger. artifices all other triangles may be made to depend on these, 5 10 13

The example given in the question is a particular case of this solution .
or rather on the first . Thus among many series of such tri

[ Rest in Vol .
angles I have found those in the margin . They are obtained

10 17 25

9309. ( Professor Hudson , M.A.)-A cage, mass M , is drawn up a thus : Write down the line-triangle 1 , 2 , 1 ; take 2 for the
17 26 41

mineby an engine, at first with uniform acceleration, then withuniform smallest side of the next, and the other sides of this are the

velocity y ,and then for a distance equal to the first portion with uniform remaing sides of the first increased by 4 ; taking this tri
26 37

retardation ; the whole time of ascent is t , and the greatest horse- power angle, make 5 the smallest side of the next, and the other
at which the engine is worked is H. Prove that the depth of the mineis sides of this third are the remaining sides of the second

increased by: 8 ; and so on . The increments are seen to be
37 50 85

550Hgut - Mvº (gt + v ) the terms of 4 , 8 , 12 , 16 , 20 , for the several derivative

( 550H – Mr) . triangles. It will be found that the excess of any two
50 65 113

Solution by Professor Sircom.
sides of a triangle of this series over the third is of the

form 2p2 (a theorem generally true) ; and these excesses

66 82 145

Let t , be the time of the accelerated motion ; then , by the question , are in order 2 ( 19 , 09, 12) ; 2 ( 1?, 12, 2 ) : 2 (12, 2 °, 34) ;

x = {rt , + v ( t - 2t ) + Jutje
2 ( 1 ?, 3* , 4 ) ; and so on .

and = vt—x.

[Rest in Vol .

Let the mass of the cage be M pounds. The greatest horse - power will
15087. (Professor E. B. Escott.) - In Nature for May 6 , 1897 , we

be exerted when the velocity is on the point of reaching v.
have the following “ Sieve for Primes given : - " In order that a

Then the

power isequalto the tensionof the chain multiplied bythe velocity, or of the followingrecurrent seriesgive a remainder 1 when divided by n :
number n be prime, it is necessary and sufficient that the į ( n + 1) -th term

Tv 550Hg, in absolute units, and T = 550Hg/v, and the work done

during the period of acceleration is 550Hg/v . fvtq ; this is equal to the
1 , 4 , 11 , 29 , 76 , 199 , 521 ,

work done in raising the weight together with that done in communicating where the scale of relation is u " 3un -1-19-2 Show, by a numerica

the velocity v . Hence example, that this condition is not sufficient.

550Hg/v } (vt — x) = Mg 1 (vt — x) + Mva,
Solution by the Proposer.

whence 550H gvt-- Mv2(gt + v ).
If we consider the recurring series 1 , 3 , 4 , 7 , 11 , 18 , 29,

where the

(550H - Mv) scale of relation is V.. Vn - 1 + V1-2, the (2n + 1 )-th ' term of this series

will be the (n + 1)-th of the series considered by Mr. CHRISTIE, and the

14987. (T. MUIR, M.A., F.R.S . )-Given theorem will be that V , gives a remainder 1 when divided by n .

It is easily proved bytaking residues of the terms to the modulu

11 = (a , b , c, d x , y) 3 + e = 0 ,
3 , 5 , 7 , ... that V1 = 1 (mod 3) , when n = 1 , 3 , or 4 (mod 8 ) ;

b ,

show that
dlay Vn = 1 (mod 5) , when n = 1 (mod 4 ) ;

d. ) V1 = 1 (mod 47 ) , when n = 1 , 15 (mod 32) .

y", – xy, 22

and generalize.
If we let n = 3 x 5 x 47 705 , since 705 is = 1 (mod 32) , and therefore

(mod 4 ) and (mod 8) , V705 1 (mod 705 ) , which disproves the theorem ,

Solution by Professor NANSON . since 705 is not a primenumber.

Denoting the determinant in the question by a, we have, using médiaire des Mathématiciens, 1899, p. 76. Although it seems probable
A test somewhat like this was proposed in Question 1484 , l'Inter

SALMON's notation,
that the test is not sufficient, it has not been disproved. In the series

day
540A, 0 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 5 , 5 , 7 , 10 , 12 , 17 , 22 , 29 , 39 ,

da ? dy 2

: since H is the Jacobian of the quadrics \ a, ty , and therefore equal to 362. where the law of recurrence isWn = W.-2 +W. -3, in order thatu be
a prime number, it is necessary and sufficient that W, = 0 (mod ») .

14999. ( R. Chartres. )—If the in-circle of a triangle passes through
Remarks by R. W. D. CHRISTIE .

the centroid, ( 1 ) show that 52 (a2 ) = 62 (ab) ( Question 12641 ) ; ( 2 ) give an The " sieve ” was discovered many years ago in the course of some

61

...

=

uti

,

C

du 3

= 2e b , C ,
n

du 3 u
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investigations into the properties of the roots of 2 + 1 = 0 . I soon
(II . ) All the terms of the series being first considered not only rea )

found that the " continuant series was the real prime series , e.g.: but positive , if n = 2 , the theorem to be proved is

(W4 + w )" — (wg + wy)"
1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , >

(W4 + ws) - (wy + wz) (2a + b)2 > 4a (a + b) , b2 > 0 (which is true ).
a + b 2a + b'

There are other series besides from which the primes are recoverable.
Leta ,b be any two consecutive elements of the series ; then it is not If n = 3 , the theorem to be proved is

difficult to establish a2-62 + 4ab - 1 · P (Q) , where P is any prime; and, 1 1 6

since ai - bº- ab = +1 , it follows that 5ab = P (Q) if P be of form 2 (a + b) a + 6

4m + 1, and 5ab- 2 = P (Q) when of form 4m - 1 . Consequently , P4m +1
is a factor of either a or b , e.g.:

that is (a + b) ( a + 2b) + a (a + 2b) + a (a + b ) > 3a (a +26) , 262 > 0

1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 8 , 13 , 21 , 34 , 55 , (which is true). Suppose the law holds for all integral values of n from

primes = 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 , ( 9 ) , 11 , 13 , ( 15 ) , 17 , 19,
2 up to a inclusive, so that

Here for 13 we have 8 , 13 = b , a ;
1 2r

Σ

therefore P (Q) , since 13 4m +1 ; 2a +(x - 1)

and for 11 we have 5,8 b , a ;
1

Then Σ is certainly greater than
2 (r + 1 )

if

therefore 5ab - 2 P (Q ), since 11 = Am - 1 .
2a + 2b

Another series of the same kind as given by me in Nature is
21 2 ( + 1)

ans = 1 , 7 , 41 , 239 , 1393, 8119 , 47321, 275807 , 1607521, 9369319 ,
2a + (1-1) b . a + rb 2a + rb '

primes = 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 , (9 ) , 11 , 13 , ( 15) , 19 , if 2 (a +rb)(2a + rb) + { 2a + (1-1) } (2a + )

Of course, in the example mentioned , we should not, in practice , think > 2 (r + 1 ) (a + r )) { 2a + ( -1) "},
of using the " sieve ” for any number ending in 5. It is , I find , a com- which readily reduces to the condition » (" + 1 ) b2 > 0) (which is true) .

plete exception which apparently acts as a quasi-prime and does not
vitiate the theorem . Hence , if the theorem holds up to n r , it will also hold for the next

Incidentally , I may mention the integral primitive roots of every value of n . But it does hold when n = 2 and when n 3 ; therefore it

primehave their origin in the above “ continuant " series , and can be is true when n = 4 , and so on universally .

proved to be composite . If the terms of the series are all negative , the sign of the inequality
must be reversed . The case in which at somepoint in the given series

15130. ( Professor Langhorne ORCHARD , M.A., B.Sc. ) — An equi- the sign of the constituent terms changes may be regarded as compound ,

lateral triangle, of side -length = dl, is thrown “ at random ,' from a the above results applying to the two portions considered separately .

height na, upon an indefinite horizontal plane which is ruled with

equidistant horizontal lines , crossed with equidistant vertical lines, so
as to form a number of squares, each of side- length 2a . Find the 15110. (Professor SANJANA , M.A .) - Prove that the solution in rational

“ probability " that a side of the triangle will cut one of the lines. numbers (integral or fractional) of the equation M2– 2xN2 = x2 – 1 will

serve to factorise quantities of the form N * + N4; and show that x ,

Solution by D. BIDDLE supposed a positive integer, will always be of the form 47° +1.

Assuming the height from which the triangle falls to be sufficient to Solution by Lt. - Col . Allan CuNNINGHAM , R.E.

render the position of the triangle, as it lies on the floor, “ random , ” it

would appear that, if p = the chance that the figure lies between two Let F N4 + N be the number to be factorised . Assume

parallels of one set, pa - the chance that it will lie wholly within a F = (N ; + x.N ") – ( N , .z) " ..... . (A ),

square , and l -pº = the chance that it will lie across a line of one or

both sets . The last -mentioned chance may be broken up as follows :
a difference of squares, and therefore directly factorisable. This requires

p - p the chance that it lies across one side only , and that belonging 2x . N ° + ( 2 — 1) N........... . (B) .
to a particular set of parallels ; 2 ( P - pa) the chance that it lies across

one side only, and that irrespective of the set of parallels to which it
Writing z/N, = M , N / N , M , and rearranging, reduces this to the

belongs ; 1-2p + pa the chance that it lies across two lines (one of proposed equation M? – 2x . N? 2-1.....
. ( B ).

each set). The sum of the two last chances exactly makes 1 - p2 . Evidently every integer solution of (B ) , or every integral or fractional
By reference to Question 10219 (Professor SYLVESTER )and the italicized solution of (B' ), yields values of F along with their reduction to a differ

portion of my solution of it on p. 98, Vol . lii., the following law will be ence of squares.

found enunciated (not for the first time) :— “ The ratio borne to the This method of factorisation was introduced by the present writer to

periphery of the given circle (touching two adjacent parallels) by the the London Mathematical Society (see Proceedings, Vol. xxxii. , p . 1) in

length of a string drawn tightly round any plane figure whatsoever a verbal communication. It was then shown that every number F of

(capable of lying in all positions between the parallels) is invariably the above form yields several (at least four) values of x, which may be + or

probability that such figure will be cut by a parallel , if disposed at -, and integral or fractional. Each such value of x leads to an easily

random on a ruled floor." Consequently ,
solvable diophantine equation of type ( B) or ( B '), termed the factorisant,

1- p = 3/(25) and P = 1 -p2 ( 127 — 9)/ (47) P, + P2, which hasan infinite number of integral solutions. Each such solution

where Pi = 2 ( p - pa) = (67–9) / (272) and P, = 1-2p + pa = 9 /(472).
(N , N.) gives a factorisable number of form F, with the value of z needed.

for its factorisation .

Numerically, the values are nearly as follows :
Ex.- Take F

1+ + 24 92—92 = n ,* + 124 .
P = .498984, P2 = .227973 , P • 726957 .

The chance that the triangle shall lie wholly within a square is · 273043 .
Here ( 1 ) , n = 1 , 12 ? ; then, by (A) , n , + x.ng? = +9, whence

4 ( + 9–1 ) = 2 or - ,

15103. (J. S. Lawson , M.A. )-Show that the sum of the harmonic or (2 ) , n = l ; then, by (A) , » ? + x . na = 9 , whence

1 1 * = £ 9-4 = 5 or -13 .
series to n terms >

a + b 2a + (n - 1 ) Thus the prime F = 17 has yielded four suitable values of x, each of which

will yield a solvable factorisant ( B) .
Solutions (I. ) by Professor SanJÁNA , M.A. , A. M. Nesbitt, M.A. , and

Thus, selecting the value x = 2, the factorisant ( B) is (2N ) + 3N , = z ?.
A. W. Poole, B.A .; (II . ) by Constance I. Marks , B.A.

An interesting train of solutions is obtainable with N, = constant = 1 ;

(I. ) a and s being real and positive, (a + b)2 > 4aß, and hence we have then , by known methods,

1/a + 1 /B > 4/ (a + b) .
Na = 2 , 8 , 30 , 418, 1560 , &c . ;

Hence, when n is even , and a and b real and positive , 4 , 14 , 112 , 724 , 2702, &c .

1 4 1 1 4 Thus F = 14 + 15604 ( 1 ? + 2.15602)2 – ( 1560.2702)2 = 652081 (313.29017) .

a + ( n - 1) b 2a + (n - 1) B' a + ( n − 2) b 2a + (n - 1) 6 ' Note that the base number (F = 17 ) above, being prime, has yielded only

4 x }n 2n
four suitable values of x . A composite base number (F) would yield

Thus + to n terms > four values of x for every way in which it could be expressed as a differ
a + b 2a + (n − 1 ) b 2a + ( n − 1 ) 6

ence of squares.

1 2
When n is odd the middle term will be

a + } (n - 1)
[The above example shows that, even if x be a positive integer, it is not

2a + (1-1)
necessarily of form 2 = 492 + 1 , as stated in the Question ; but, to give the

2 (n − 1 )

the remaining 1-1 terms may be shown greater than full advantage of the method (which is really one of considerable power),
21 + ( n − 1 ) 6 x should not be limited to being either positive or integral . For another

.

1

17 =

1

2 , 12

1 2n

+ +

a + 2b -

=

1

+

a

> + >

a + b

1 1 1+

a + 2b

or
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a,

or

0 mod p4m - 1 ;

application of the same process see the present writer's Solution of ( 2 ) is obvious, since LT is in this case a right angle .

Question 14971. The present writer has further used this method with From the above result we can at once answer my Question 14774

great success for factorisation of other quartic forms, c.9 . , (August, 1901 ) , of which a solution is given on p . 325 .

F = N ,* - N ° N , + N.*, & c .] [ Rest in Vol .

QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION .

15017. ( Professor Cochez . )-On donne 15153. (R. TUCKER, M.A .) — Mr. Tucker restates this question as

follows : - In the “ ambiguous case of triangles, if the projection of

une circonférence O et un point fixe A. b on BC is constant, and 7, gol are the radii of the in - circles, then , if the

On joint A à un point B de la circonférence, circles touch one another, and is constant.

et sur AB on construit un triangle ABM o 15165. (Professor SaxJÁNA, M.A .) - Show that , when 6n + 3 is not a

semblable à un triangle donné . Lieu de
А

power of 3 , (etin +3+ 1 ) / ( x3 + 1 ) has three factors at least , n being a posi

M quand B décrit la courbe.
tive integer and 3x a perfect square .

15166. (Professor Nanson .)-- Prove that the sum of the quadratic

Solutions ( I. ) by J. Prescott, B.A. , H. L. TRACHTENBERG , and others ; residues of a prime of the form 4m + 1 is equal to the sum of the quad

(II . ) by LIONEL E. REAY , B.A. , and A. W. Poole, B.A. ratic non -residues .

( I.) Since ABM is similar to a given triangle , AM AB = a constant ; 15167. (Lt. - Col . Allan CUNNINGHAM , R.E .) - Let

Also Z BAM is constant. Take a point P along AM , making AP AB. N
(.199 – 1 ) (x - 1 ) / (x9— 1 ) (-23 — 1 )

Then as B describes the given curve P describes a similar andequal curve,
and N'

which could be obtained by rigidly connecting the given curve with A
( x ?! + 1 ) (x + 1 ) / (x? + 1) (x3 + 1 ) ,

and then rotating it about A through an angle BAM . where q is odd in N , and q is odd or even in N' ; and let a , b , c , be the

Now , since AM /AP = a constant, M describes a curve similar to the incongruous roots ( < p or p ) of N = 0 (mod p or pa) ; and a' , b ' , c ' , ...

one described by P, and therefore similar to the given curve. Hence, the incongruous roots ( < p or p «) of N' = 0 (mod p or p) . Show that

if the given curve is a circle, M describes a circle . the roots may be arranged in triads such that

a + b + c = 0 ,
(II . ) If A0 = 1 , OB

( 1 ) 9 odd ;
d'- " + = 0 ;

AB = , BA0 = 0, BAMa, B, MBA

then a? = 7 + 6 - 2cr cos e. If AM = P, MAO = B + 0 = 0 , say , then ( 2) I even ; d' + b + c = 0, 01 ' - b ; ' + c1 ' = 0 ,

psin (B + a) = 1 sin a ; therefore the same modulus (p or p«) being used throughout. Give examples when

aº = p» [ sin ? ( 8 + ) sinºa] + (2—20p [sin (B + a ) sin a] cos (0-8) ,
9 = 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 .

a 22 pa + c^4 3 — 2cap cos ($ -B) , where 1 = 15168. (Robert W. D. Christie .) - Prove the following theorems :
sin a cosec (a + B ) ;

( 1 ) 03 + 6,2 ( 3) a " + b2 0 mod pom + 1 (m even ) ;

therefore locus of M is a circle whose centre the point ( cA , B ) and

radius αλ .
(2 ) a ? + b2 0 mod p4u + 1 ; ( 4 ) a² + 12 = 0 mod P8m + 1 .

E.g. , ( 3) 109
82 + 46' = 12 + (**)2 + 10% + (-99 )2 = 10 + (*:-) = 10% + 32.

15055. ( Rev. T. Roach , M.A . ) -If two ellipses have equal major 15169. ( A. M. Nesbitt, M.A .) - A man tosses a coin ; he scores

axes and a common vertex , show that they meet in only one other point. 1 for each bead that turns up and 2 for each tail. Find the chance of his

scoring exactly n .

Solution by the Proposer .
15170. (V. DANIEL, B.Sc . )-A curve such that the rectangular axes

Let Aa , AA, be axes . Then every chord AP of intercept equal lengths on tangent and normal is the logarithmic spiral

the lower curve is < AA,; therefore < An ; there whose angle is 17 .

fore above Aa the lower curve lies inside the upper,
15171. (A. M. Nesbitt, M.A .) - Discuss the curves

and , since AA , > AP, it crosses between a and Aj .

Similarly, below A , the upper curve lies inside the
( 1 ) (y- x2) 2 = xy ', (2 ) (y – x2) 3 = x (x4 - y ).

A

lower ; therefore the curves cut in only one other 15172. ( Professor Nanson . )-Sum to infinity the series

point. 1 1 1 1

1.2 3.4 6.7 8.9 11.12

15002. (R. Knowles, B.A. )-From a point T (h , k ), tangentsTP, TQ

are drawn to meet the parabolaya daxin P and Pip Prove that ( 1 ) the l'équation ax + 3b.c* + 3cx + d=ó, former l'équation qui a pour racines
15173. (Professor NEUBERG .) — Si tan a , tan 8 , tan y sont les racines de

coordinates of the symmedian point of the triangle TPQ are
tan a tan (B + y ), tan B tan (9+ a) , tang tan (a + B) .

[(a + h ) (12 + 2ah ) , k (ka + 2ah + ba?) ] /2 (kº-ah + 3a ) ;
15174, ( W. H. BLYTHE, M.A .) - (Suggested by Question 10198.) - A

( 2 ) if PQ be a focal chord , this point is on the tangent at the vertex . rectangular hyperbola passes through the centres of the inscribed , escribed,

and nine-point circles of a triangle ABC . Any point upon the hyper

Solutions (I. ) by R. Tucker, M.A. ; ( II . ) by LIONEL E. Rbay, B.A. bola is the centre of a conic touching the lines AB,BC, CĂ, the auxiliary

(I. ) ( 1 ) The following results are easily got, if we suppose the parabola be described through the centres of the inscribed and escribed circles
circle of which touches the nine-point circle. Let a rectangular hyperbola

to be yº= 43. Equation to PQ,
and through F a focus of one of the above conics . The polar with regard

ky - 2x— 2h = 0 .........
..( i. ) ; to this rectangular hyperbola of the circum -centre of the triangle passes

therefore perpendicular from T is (k ? — 41 ) / (1:2+ 4 ) , and
through F.

PQ = (k~ + 4.22-4h ) ;
15175. ( R. Knowles. )—PQ is a chord of a conic at right angles to

the transverse axis ; the diameter through Q meets the normal at P in
hence 2A = ( -41) ,k ? R. A circle is described with centreR and radius RP, cutting the conic

also (PQ ) = 2 (k * — 4h)(k : - h + 3 ) ; in MM '. Prove that MM ' ( 1 ) is a diameter of the circle ; (2 ) is parallel

to the tangent at Q.

therefore perpendicular from symmedian point on PQ
15176. ( Professor Cochez .) - On donne une ellipse et une droite

✓(k + 4 ) ( kº_47) Un point M décrit la droite. Par M on mène les tangentes

2 (kº - h + 3 ) MT, MT à la courbe. On prend sur TT un point P tel que TP ={ TT,

But this point lies on ST . et l'on abaisse MH perpendiculaire sur TT'. (1) Lieude P ; (2 ) lieu deH ;

( 3 ) lieu du milieu K de TTY ; ( 4 ) lieu du pied D de la bissectrice de l'angle

therefore, if (X, Y) are its coordinates, we have perpendicular from it on TMT.

PQ = (KY - 2X - 2 % )// (kº + 4 ) ........ ... (iii . ) . 15177. (R. Tucker, M.A .) — In the “ ambiguous" case AC = AC' ;

From (ii . ) and (iii . ) after reduction , we get
AL , AL' are the respective symmedians (through A) of the triangles

k4 + 24-4h - 4h2
ABC, ABC', cutting BC in L, L' respectively. Find (i.) LL' , ( ii . ) the

kY - 2X ... ( iv . ) , value of BC when AC is the symmedian of ABC .
2 (19-1 + 3 )

15178. (C. A. LAISANT.) - (Suggérée par la Question 9946 . ) - Soient

also , from ( A) , kX- (1-1 ) Y = k ( v.). un quadrilatère convexe ; 0 le point de rencontre de ses diagonales ;

hat + 2kºh + 2K' + K + h + 4h - 4h3
OA , OB , OC, OD les perpendiculaires abaissées sur les quatre côtés.

hence (kº- 2h + 2) X =

2 (kº– h + 3 )

Si O est situé sur l'une quelconque des bissectrices intérieures du qua

drilatère ABCD, ce dernier est circonscriptible à un cercle qui a précisé.

i.e. , X = (1,2 + 2h ) ( 1 + h ) /2 (kº- h + 3 ) , ment le point 0 pour centre .

i.e. , X = (k2 + 2ah ) (a + h ) / 2 (kº- ah + 3a ) for ya 4ax.
15179. (C. E. YOUNGMAN, M.A .) — Threegiven circles have a common

tangent. Show how to draw across them a straight line on which they

Hence Y can be verified .
will intercept equal chords.

1

+ +

7

а

a

-

( ii . ) . A.

. (A) ;

1
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15180. (Professor SanJÁNA , M.A .) - Given one angle of a triangleand

the sums of the sides containing the other two angles, to construct the

triangle. The construction and proof are required to be strictly

Euclidean .)

15181. (D. BIDDLE . )—In a section perpendicular to the axis of a

hollow cylinder, whose inner surface is a perfect reflector, are two points

A, B , the one of observation , the other of illumination , and these

subtend an angle o at 0, the centre of the circle. A series of images

appears. Find the curve on which the apparent positions lie , and con

sider the case in which A and B are supposed to coincide.

15182. (G. Heppel, M.A .) - The three forces represented by the

perpendiculars from the symmedian point to the sides of a triangle

are in equilibrium .

15183. (A. F. van der Heyden, M.A .) - If a mass m be placed at the

centre of a sphere S , the potential due to i , at any point external to S ,

will be equal to that due to a distribution over S, equal in sum to m .

Hence deduce that, if a surface S include any number of particles, and if

N be the change in the normal force due to these particles on crossing

the surface, a distribution over S of density N / 41 will produce the same

potential throughout all space external to S as the masses referred to .

15184. (H. BATEMAN . ) -O is a fixed point on a curve , Pa variable

point, G the centre of gravity of the arc OP for multiples (du /ds) ds on

an element of arc ds, u being function of position which has the value

zero at 0. OQ is drawn parallel to GP and equal to u.GP. Prove that

the tangent at Q to the locus of Q is parallel to thetangent at P, and that

the radius of curvature of the locus of Q is pu (p being the radius of

curvature at P) . Consider the cases 4 = 8 / p, dulds

a

We find the ‘ Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable at every

turn . ” — MICHAEL E. SADLER, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports,

Board of Education , London , England. September 13, 1901.

“ I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

from reading the ' Educational Review . The educational world can

never repayyou for the work you have put into that richly stored

magazine. I have just gone throngh the entire twenty -one volumes in

order to get some things that I especially desired , and I am simply

amazed at what I find in those volumes.”—WILBUR P. GORDY, High

School, Hartford , Conn . September, 1901 .

" To men like myself it is a sort of working library. Its volumes

stand always at my elbow. ”—Prof. Paul H. Hants, Harvard University.

The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

education .” - New York Times.

“ An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

be proud. There is nothing better in educational journalism in any

country . And it has an editor who has convictions,and the courage of

them ." - School and Home Education, Bloomington, Ill .

“ The ‘ Review'has from the first issue taken its place at the head

of American periodicals devoted to education. It is , indeed , the first

educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of

educationalists abroad.” — Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti, Mich .

66

sp.

14s . 6d. a Year, ls . 10d . a Copy. Ten Numbers, none being issued

for July and August. Current numbers kept in stock .

1 1 SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :
+ to op ,

OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS) .

4763. (Professor GeneSE, M.A .) - An ellipse turns about its centre ;

ind the envelope of the chords of intersection with the initial position .

Also, if the ellipse move parallel to its major axis, find the envelope of

the chords of intersection with the initial position of the axes.

8871. ( Professor MAHENDRA Nath Ray, M.A. , LL.B .) -- If

1 1

S, = + 121 + 1 2n + 27 + 1 4n + 2r + 1 6n + 2r + 1

n being a positive integer, show that

So-KS, +
k (k - 1 ) (k - 2 )

Sz + to k + 1 terms
2 ! 3 !

1 x sin2k + 1 x dx

Jo = ( 1 + cog?" x )

9193. (A. Gordon. )—Show how to inscribe a polygon (pentagon, for

example) similar to a given polygon (pentagon) in another givenpolygon,

having one of itsangular pointsat a given point in one of the sides of the

latter (see extension of Prob. 21 in Catalan's Géométrie, p . 152 ) .

12072. ( H. J. WOODALL, A.R.C.S. )-Prove that

1 " + 2 " + + (p - 1 ) "

is divisible by p when p is prime. [The Proposer thinks that a direct

proof may be obtained, also that the problem may be attacked , in
directly, in several ways . ]

12143. ( Major P. A. MacMahon, R.A. , F.R.S . ) -Show that the

number of permutations of the quantities in the product

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT-BOOK

AGENCY,

20 High Holborn, W.C.

k (k - 1) s.

=1741TT Crowo 8vo, cloth. Price One Shilling.

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES .

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR,

ASSISTANT MASTERS IN MERCHANT TAYLORS' SCHOOL.

“ The words and phrases in this book are well chosen." - Educational

News, October 13, 1900.

“ Extremely valuable .” — Guardian, September 12 , 1900 .

“ A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

in parallel columns arranged under such headings as ‘ Relationships , '

Class -Room Objects, , " ,

( 6

2

which possess the property that no quantity is in aplace originally The book suppliesa realwant. The idioms and proverbs
2 12

in the concluding chapters are well selected .” — Educational Times ,
occupied by a like quantity, is the coefficient of in the

August, 1900 .
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12193. (Professor Mathews, M.A., F.R.S .) -- The focus of a parabola

is S , and its vertex is A ; on SA produced points B and C are taken , PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900. Highest Possible Award.
so that SA.SC SB", and through B a straight line BD is drawn per

pendicular to SB. Prove that, if P is any point on the parabola , and the
bisector of the angle ASP meets BD in Q, the triangles SPQ and SQC

are similar. Employ this theorem to show that the oblique trajectory of

a system of confocal parabolas is another system of confocal parabolas.

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.
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-

“ We are qualified by ample trial of the books in our own classes to speak to their great efficiency and value. We have never known

so much interest evinced or so much progress made as since we have employed these as our school-books. ”—EDUCATIONAL TIMES.

A School Geography. 89th Edition ; 38. 6d. , or, The Young Composer : Progressive Exercises in
with 30 Maps , 58. 6d . English Composition . 48th Edition, 1s. 6d. Key, 38.

“ Very superior to the common run of such books. It contains a “ The plan of the work is very superior. We are persuaded

good deal ofuseful matter of a more practical kind than usual, which this little book will be found valuable to the intelligent instructor ."
the exercises are likely to impress on the mind more deeply than by - Westminster Review .

the parrot system . ”—Atheneum .

A School Atlas. Consisting of Thirty Small Maps.
Spelling for Beginners. A Method of Teaching

A Companion Atlas to the Author's “ School Geography.”
Reading and Spelling at the same time. 4th Edition , 18 .

28. 6d., or 48. coloured .
Poetry for Beginners : A Selection ofShort and

Geography for Beginners. 69th Edition ; 13. , or , Easy Poems for Reading and Recitation. 13th Edition, 18 .

with 48pp. of Questions, 18. 4d . Questions, 6d.
A Science of Arithmetic. A Systematic Course" A very useful series of Educational Works, of which Dr. Cornwell

is either author or editor. It ( “ The Geography for Beginners ' ) is
of Numerical Reasoning and Computations; with very numerous
Exercises.

an admirable introduction . There is a vast difficulty in writing a
By JAMES CORNWELL, Ph.D. , and Sir Joshua G.

FITCH , LL.D. 26th Edition . 4s. 6d.
good elementarybook, and Dr. Cornwell has shown himself possessed

of that rare combination of faculties which is required for the task.”
“The best work on arithmetic which has yet appeared. It is both

-John Bull .
scientific and practical in the best and fullest sense. ” — London

Quarterly .

Allen and Cornwell's School Grammar.

65th Edition ; 28. red leather, or 1s . 9d . cloth . Key to Science of Arithmetic. With the Method

“ The excellence of the Grammar published by the late Dr. Allen of Solution to every Question . Key, 4s. 6d.

and Dr. Cornwell makes us almost despair of witnessing any decided

improvement in this department." - Athenæum . School Arithmetic. 18th Edition. ls.6d . KEY, 4s.6d.

“ Eminently practical, well stored with examples of wider rangeand

Grammar for Beginners. An Introduction to more varied character than are usually given in such books, and, its

Allen and Cornwell's “ School Grammar." 88th Edition ; ls . method of treatment being thoroughly inductive, it is pre -eminently

cloth , 9d . sewed. the book for general use.” — Journal of Education .

“ This simple introduction is as good a book as can be used .” —

Spectator. Arithmetic for Beginners. Combines simplicity

The Book is enlarged by a Section on Word-Building , with and fullness in teaching the First Four Rules and Elementary

Exercises for Young Children . Fractions. 9th Edition. 1s .

2
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TEXT-BOOKS SUITABLE FOR THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS AND OTHER EXAMINATIONS .

>

ENGLISH . ARITHMETIC -- (Continued ) .

Shakespeare. With Introduction and Notes . By K. DEIGHTON . A First Step in Arithmetic. Consisting of Examples in the First

JULIUS CÆSAR. ls. 9d. A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM . ls . 9d . Four Rules, Simple and Compound , and of Explanations and Hints on Methods.

MACBETH. ls. 9d . By J. G. BRADSTAW , B.A. With Answers, 2s , Without Answers, 1s. 6d .

Milton . - Lycidas and Comus. In 1 vol . With Introduction and Easy Arithmetical Exercises for Beginners. By J. G. BRAD

Notes . By W.BELL, M.A. 1s , 6d . SHAW , B.A. 2s . With Answers, 2s . 6d .

Comus. With Introduction and Notes. By W. BELL , M.A. ls . 3d . A School Arithmetic. By R. F. MACDONALD . 2s . 6d .

L'Allegro, Il Penseroso,Lycidas, Arcades, Sonnets, &c. Arithmetic in Theory and Practice. By J. BROOKSMITH , LL.D.

With Introduction and Notes. By W. BELL, M.A. ls . 9d . 4s . 6d . KEY , 10s . 6d .

Scott . — Marmion . With Introduction and Notes. By MICHAEL MAC- Arithmetic for Beginners. By J. and E. J. BROOKSMITH , 18. 6d .

MILLAX , B.A. 3s. ; sewed , 2s. 6d . KEY, 6s , 6d .

The Lady of the Lake. With Introduction and Notes. By Arithmetic for Schools. By S. L. LONEY, M.A. With and without

G, H, STUART, M.A. 2s . 6d . ; sewed , 2s . Answers . 48, 6d. Examples, 3s. Answers , 6d .

Macaulay. - Lays of Ancient Rome. ( Contains “ Horatius ” and Arithmetic for Schools. By Rev. BARNARD SMITH , M.A. 48. 6d .

“Lake Regillus." ) With Introduction and Notes. By W. T. WEBB , M.A. ls . 9d . KEY , 8s . 6d . The same, Revised by Prof. W. H. H. Hudson, 4s. 61 .

Horatius . With Introduction and Notes . By W. T. WEBB, M.A. Arithmetic for Schools. By Rev. J. B. LOCK , M.A. New Edition,

Sewed , 6d . Revised and Enlarged. 4s . 6d . Examples, 3s. Answers, 6d. KEY, 10s . 60.

Poems of England. A Selection of English Patriotic Poetry. Arithmetic for Beginners. By the Rev. J. B. LOCK, M.A. 2s . 6d .

With Notes by H. B. GEORGE, M.A., and A. SIDGWICK, M.A. 25. 6d . KEY, 8s. 6d .

A Short History of English Literature . By Prof. G. SAINTSBURY. Arithmetical Exercises and Examination Papers. By H. S.

8s. 6d . HALL, M.A., and S. R. KNIGHT, B.A. 2s . 6d .

A History of English Literature. By E. J. MATHEW , M.A. 4s . 6d .
Outline of English Grammar. By J. C. NESFIELD, M.A. ls . 6d . ALGEBRA.

KEY , 28 , 6d . net. (Adapted to the Third and Second Classes.)

Oral Exercises in English Composition . By J. C. SESFIELD,
Algebra for Beginners. By H. S. HALL, M.A. , and S. R. KNIGHT,

B.A. 2s . With Answers, 2s , 6d .

M.A. 1s. 6d . ( Adapted to the Third Class. )

Junior Course of English Composition . By J. C. NESFIELD,
Elementary Algebra for Schools. By H. S. HALL , M.A., and S.R.

KNIGHT, B.A.
M.A. Is . 6d . (Adapted to the Third and Second Classes.)

Seventh Edition. 38. 6d . With Answers, 4s . 6d . Answers, ls .
KEY, 8s, 6d .

Manual of English Grammar and Composition. By J. C. NES Algebraical Exercises and Examination Papers. By the Same.
FIELD , M.A. 2s.6d . KEY, 2s. 6d. net. (Adapted to the First Class.) 2s , 6d .

Word -Building , Transcription, and Composition . By ROBERT S. Higher Algebra. By the Same. 78. 6d . KEY , 10s. 6d .
Woop. Vol. I. , ls . Vol. II . , 2s .

The Parts of Speech and their Uses . By H. W. HOUSEHOLD, M.A.
Algebraical Examples supplementary to Hall and Knight's Algebra

for Beginners and Elementary Algebra (Chaps. I.-XXVII .) . By H. S. HALL,
1s. 6d .

M.A. With or without Answers . 2s.

English Grammar. By Rev. R. MORRIS. Revised by H. BRADLEY, Elementary Algebra . By C. SMITH , M.A. 4s . 6d . KEY, 10s . 60 .
M.A. ls .

Exercises on Morris's Primer of English Grammar.
A Treatise on Algebra. By C. Smith , M.A. 7s . 6d . KEY, 10s.6d .

By John

WETHERELL, M.A. ls . Algebra for Beginners. By I. TODAUNTER. New Edition ,thoroughly

English Grammar Exercises . By R. MORRIS, LL.D. , and H. C.
Revised by S. L. LONEY, M.A. 3s . 6d . With Answers, 4s . 6d . KEY, 8s . 6d .

BOWEN, M.A. ls.
Algebra for Beginners. By I. TODHUNTER ,F.R.S. 2s.6d . KEY, 6s.6d.

Elementary Lessons in Historical English Grammar. By

Rev. R. MORRIS, LL.D. Revised by H. BRADLEY, M.A. 2s. 6d .
EUCLID AND GEOMETRY,

A Method of English for Secondary Schools. By James Gow , A Text-Book of Euclid's Elements. By H. S. HALL, M.A., and F. H.

Litt.D., Head Master of Westminster School. 28. KEY , 5s . net. STEVENS, M.A. Book I. , ls. Books I. and II. , ls, 6d . Books I. - III., 2s. 60 .
Principles of English Composition through Analysis and Books II , and III . , 2s. Books I.-IV., 3s . Books III . and IV ., 2s. Books

Synthesis . By P.GOYEN. 28. KEY, 4s , net.
III.-VI., 3s . Books IV.-VI. , 2s , 6d . Books V. and VI . , XI . , andXII., Props,

A Brief History of the English Langaage. By 0. F. EMERSOS.
1 , 3 , 2s . 6d . Books I.-VI. , XI., and XII., Props. 1, 3 , 4s. 6d. Book XI. , 1s.

KEY to Books I.-IV. , 6s, 6d . KEY to VI , and XI . , 3s , 6d . KEY to I.-VI.4s . 6d. net.
and XII . , 8s. 6d .

Principles of EnglishGrammar. By Prof. G. R. CARPENTER . 4s . 6d . The First Book of Euclid's Elements arranged for Beginners.
Elements of Rhetoric and English Composition . First and Second By the Rev. J. B. LOCK , M.A. ls . 6d .

High School Courses. By Prof. G. R.CARPESTER. 4s. 6d . (Notes for Teachers, A FirstStep in Euclid, consisting of the First Twelve Propositions.
sewed, ls, net. ) Or separately :-First Course, 3s. 6d . ; Second Course, 3s . 6d .

By J. G. BRADSHAW , B.A. ls . 6d.

Exercises in Rhetoric and English Composition (Advanced Euclid's Elements of Geometry. By CHARLES SMITH , M.A., and
Course ) . By Prof. G. R. CARPENTER. 4s . 6d .

SOPHIE BRYANT, D.Sc. Book I. , ls. Books I , and II . , ls, 6d. Books III .

A First Book in Writing English. By E. H. LEWIS, Ph.D. 3s . 60 . and IV . , 2s . Books I.-IV.,3s. Books I.-IV. , VI., and XI. , 4s . 6d . Books VI.

A First Manual of Composition . By E. H. LEWIS . 3s . 6d . and XI . , Is. 6d . KEY, 88. 6d .

A Second Manual of Composition . By E. H. LEWIS. 48. 6d . Exercises in Euclid, Graduated and Systematized. By W.

Primer of English Composition. By Prof. Nichol. ls.
WEEKS. 3s. Or separately : - Book I. , Is.; Book II . , 9d .; Books I. -III.,

1s . 9d . ; Books I.-VI., 1s . 9d. Complete,3s.
Questions and Exercises on English Composition. By Prof.

NICHOL and W. S. M'CORMICK . 1s .
The Elements of Euclid. By I. TODHUNTER, F.R.S. NewEdition.

Revised by S. L. LONEY, M.A. 4s, 6d . Book I. , 1s. ; Books I. and II . , 1s . 6d . ;

Primer of English Literature. By STOPFORD BROOKE , M.A. ls. Books I.-IV. , 3s .

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
The Elements of Euclid. By I. TODHUNTER, F.R.S. 38. 6d .

Books I. and II . , Is. KEY, 6s . 6d .

History of Europe in Outline, 1814-1848 . By OSCAR BROWNING .
Practical Plane and Solid Geometry. By J. HARRISON, M.Inst.M.E.,

3s. 6d.
and G. A. BAXANDALL. Elementary. 2s. 6d .

A First Sketch of English History. Part I.: 449-1307. Part II .:
Twenty - four Test Papers in Practical Plane and Solid

1307–1689. Part III. : 1689–1895. By E. J. MATHEW , M.A. 28. each . Complete
in One Vol . , 3s. 6d .

Geometry. By G. GRACE , B.Sc. Printed on cartridge paper, 6d .

History of England. By EDITH THOMPSON . 28. 6d.
Primer of Geometry. Comprising the Subject -Matterof Euclid I.-IV.,

trented by the Methods of Pure Geometry. By H. W. CROOME SMITH , B.A. 2s .
A History of England for Beginners. By A. B. BUCKLEY. 3s .

A Primer of English History. By A. B. BUCKLEY. ls . BOOK-KEEPING.

Short History of the English People. By J. R. GREEN, M.A.

8s. 6d . Also in FOUR PARTS, with Analysis . I .: 607-1265 . II .: 1265-1540 .
First Lessons in Book -keeping . By J. THORNTON. 2s . 60. KEY ,

III .: 1540-1689 . IV.: 1660-1873. 3s. each .
10s . 6d .

A Short Geography of the British Islands. By J. R. GREEN,
Exercise Books to First Lessons in Book -keeping . No. 1 ,

LL.D., and A. S. GREEN . With Map. 3s. 6d .
for Lessons I.-IX. , 9d . No. 2, for TestExercises, 9d . No. 3, for Test Exercises,

Geography of the British Isles. By Sir A.GEIKIE , F.R.S.
ls. 6d . No. 4 , for Lessons XIII . and XIV ., ls , 6d . Case to contain all the

above, 6d . Complete Set with Case , 5s . No. 5 , Condensed Edition for Work

Class - Book of Geography. By C. B. CLARKE , F.R.S. 2s.6d.; sewed , 2s . ing out a Selection on all the Lessons, 2s. No. 6, Journal, 6d. Examination

Class - Book of General Geography By H. R. Mill, D.Sc. 3s. 6d . Papers inBook-keeping, 9d . KEY to Examination Papers, 2s.

Man and his Markets. ByLIONEL W. LYDE. Illustrated . . 2s . Primer of Book -keeping. By the Same . ls. KEY, 2s . 6d .

Exercise Books to Primer of Book-keeping Part I. , Ledger.
ARITHMETIC.

Part II . , Journal. The Set , ls.

Elementary Practical Mathematics. By F.CASTLE , M.I.M.E. 3s.6d . Easy Exercises in Book -keeping. By J. THORNTON . ls. KEY,

Practical Mathematics for Beginners. By FRANK CASTLE,
10s . 6d .

M.I.M.E. s, 6d . A Manual of Book -keeping. By J. THORNTON. 78. 6d .

An Elementary Coarse of Mathematics, comprising Arith- Advanced Examination Papers in Book -keeping. By J. THORN
metic , Algebra, and Euclid . BOOK I. By H. S. HALL, M.A. , and TON. 1s. KEY, 2s. 6d .

F. H. STEVENS, M.A. 2s . 6d . [ Continued on next page ,

MACMILLAN & CO ., LIMITED, ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S

TEXT-BOOKS SUITABLE FOR THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS AND OTHER EXAMINATIONS.

( Continued .)

By

|

By Prof.

BOOK -KEEPING- ( Continued ). GREEK- ( Continued ) .

Book -keeping for Business Men. By J. THORNTON and S. W. The Acts of the Apostles. - Authorised Version. With Notes.

THORNTOX. 3s. 6d . A B C Automatic Balancing Charts for same. Price ls, the By T. E. PAGE, M.A., and Rev. A.S. WALPOLE , M.A. 2s. 6d .

Set. The Greek Text. With Notes. By T. E. PAGE , M.A. 38. 6d .

Thornton's A B C D Series of Book -keeping Exercise Books. Macmillan's Greek Course

In 4 Parts, 3d , each , or 1s. the Set. First Greek Grammar. By Rev. W. G. RUTHERFORD , LL.D. Accidence ,

A Text.Book of Book-keeping. By FRANK IRESON, B.A. 4s . 6d . 2s. Syntax, 2s. Complete, 3s . 6d .

Macmillan's Book -keeping Exercise Books. Set A, containing Easy Exercises in Accidence . By G. H. UNDERHILL, M.A. 2s.

Journal, Ledger. Price lõd . Set B , containing Cash Book , Journal, Ledger.
A Second Exercise Book . By Rev. W. A. HEARD, M.A. 2s.6d.

Price ls.
Easy Exercises in Syntax. By Rev. G. H. NALL , M.A. 28. 6d.

Modern Book -keeping and Accounts. By W. ADGIE. Part I. ,
Greek Prose Composition.By s.O.ANDREW, M.A. 3s. 6d . KEY, 5s. net .

1s , 6d . Part II . , 2s. Part III . , 2s , 6d . [KEY in preparation .
Greek Reader : Stories and Legends. With Notes, Vocabulary,

and Exercises . By F. H. COLSON , M.A. 3s.

Passages for Greek Translation for Lower Forms. By G. H.
LATIN .

PEACOCK , M.A. , and E. W. W. BELL, M.A. Is. 6d .

Caesar .-- Gallic War. Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary. An Introduction to Greek Prose Composition . By H. PITMAN ,

Rev. A, S. WALPOLE, M.A. ls, 6d .
M.A. 2s . 6d . KEY, 5s , net .

Caesar. – The Gallic War. Books II . and III . With Notes and FRENCH .

Vocabulary. By Rev. W. G. RUTHERFORD, M.A. ls . 6d .
French Course. By A. C. Poiré . FIRST YEAR, ls. SECOND

Caesar . - Gallic War. Book IV. With Notes and Vocabulary. By YEAR, 1s , 6d .

CLEMENT BRYANS, M.A. ls, 6d . Lessons in French. By H. COURTHOPE BOWEN, M.A. ls .

Livy. Books II . and III . Edited by Rev. H. M. STEPHENSON, M.A. The Study of French according to the Best and Newest
3s . 6d . Systems. By A. F. EUGÈNE and H. E. DURIAUX. 3s . 6d . Exercise Books,

Livy. Book XXI . Adapted from Mr. Capes's Edition . With Notes in Eight Books, 6d , each ,

and Vocabulary . By J. E. MELHUISH , M.A. Is . 6d . Macmillan's Progressive French Course. By G. E. FASNACHT.
Cicero.-De Senectute. With Notes and Vocabulary. By E. S. FIRST YEAR , 1s . Supplementary Exercises to First Year, ls. SECOND

SHUCK BURGII , M.A. ls. 6d . YEAR, 2s. THIRD YEAR , 2s . 6d . KEYS , 4s . 6d . net each .

Virgil. - Aeneid. Book V. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. | Macmillan's Progressive French Readers. By the Same.

A. CALVERT, M.A. ls . 6d . FIRST YEAR , 2s.6d , SECOND YEAR , 2s , 6d .

Virgil.-Aeneid. Book VI. With Notes and Vocabulary. By T. E.
Macmillan's French Composition. By the Same. Part 1. , 2s . 6d .

PAGE, M.A. ls . 6d .
KEY , 4s. 6d . net. Part II . , 55. KEY , 5s , net .

Horace -Odes . Books I. and III. With Notes and Vocabulary. By
Selection of French Idioms for English Readers. By Madame

T. E. PAGE, M.A. Is . 6d , each. Edited by the Same. 2s . each .
PH . PLAN . With a Preface by F. F. ROGET. 3s. 6d .

Ovid. - Tristia . Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary . By E. S.
Abridged French Grammar . By G. E. FASNACHT. 2s . 6.1 .

SUCCKBURGH , M.A. ls. 6d . An Elementary French Grammar. By G. E. FASNACHT. 1s . 6d .

Tristia Book III. With Notes and Vocabulary. By E. S. A Compendious Dictionaryof the French Language.
SHUCKBURGH , M.A. ls . 6d . ALFRED ELWALL and GUSTAVE MAssox , 3s , 6d .

Phaedrus.- Fables. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. G. H.
NALL, M.A. ls , 6d . GERMAN .

Select Fables. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. S. A German Primer. By Otto SIEPMANN . 3s . 60. KEY, 3s . Ed . net .
WALPOLE, M.A. 1s. 6d .

Macmillan's Progressive German Course. By G. E. FASNACHT.

Eutropius . Books I. and II. With Notesand Vocabulary. By W. FIRST YEAR, Is . 6d . SECOND YEAR, 3s . 6d . KEYS , 4s, 6d , net each.

WELCH , M.A. , and C. G. DUFFIELD , M.A. 1s , 6d .
Macmillan's Progressive German Readers . By the Same. FIRST

Macmillan's Latin Course, By A. M. Cook, M.A. , and W. E. P. YEAR , 2s , 6d .

PANTIN , M.A. First Part, 3s, 6d . Second Part, 4s . 6d . Third Part,

3s , 6d . KEY , 4s . 6d . net.
Macmillan's German Composition. By the Same. Part I. , 2s . 6d.

KEY , 4s . 6d , net.

Shorter Latin Course. By the Same. Part I. , 1s . 6d. KEY, 43. 60 .
A Compendious German and English Dictionary . By Prof.

net. Part II . , 2s. KEY, 4s. 6d. net.
WHITNEY and A. H. EDGREN, 5s . German-English, 3s . 6d.

Macmillan's Latin Reader By H. J. HARDY, M.A. 25. 60. Macmillan's German Idioms. A Selection of German Idioms.

A First Latin Grammar . By M. C. MACMILLAN, M.A. ls . 6d . Prepared and Translated by MYRA TAKER , under the direction of F. F. ROGET.

Macmillan's Elementary Latin -English Dictionary . By Rev. 3s , 6d .

G. H. NALL, M.A. 3s. 6d . SCIENCE .

First Steps to Latin Prose Composition . By Rev. G. Rust , M.A. Introduction to Chemistry and Physics. By Prof. W. H. PERKIN,
Is . 6d. KEY , 3s, 6d , net.

Jr. , Ph.D., F.R.S. , and BEVAN LEAN , D.Sc. , B.A. (Lond . ) . In 2 Vols.
Short Exercises in Latin Prose Composition. By Rev. H. 2s, each .

BELCHER , LL.D. Part I.,ls. 6d . KEY, 3s . 6d . net. Part II., 28. KEY, 3s . net. Elementary Physics and Chemistry. By R. A. GREGORY and

Latin Accidence and Exercises. Arranged for Beginners. By W. A. T. SIMMONS. ls. 60 .

WELCH , M.A. , and C. G. DUFFIELD, M.A. ls . 6d . Exercises in Practical Physics. By R. A. GREGORY and A. T.
Exercises in Unseen Translation in Latin . By W. WELCH , SIMMONS. In Two Parts , 2s , each .

M.A. , and C. G. DUFFIELD, M.A. ls , 6d . Elementary General Science. By A. T. SIMMONS and L. M. Jones.
Latin Prose Exercises based upon Caesar's Gallic War. By 3s , 6d .

C. BRYANS. 2s . 6d . KEY, 4s. 6d. net. Elementary Practical Physics. By R. A. GREGORY. 2s . 6d.

Latin Prose after the Best Authors. By F. B. SIMPSON, B.A. An Introduction to Practical Physics. By D. Rintoul, M.A.
Part I. Caesarian Prose . 2s.6d . KEY, 5s , net. 2s . 6d .

Latin Passages for Translation . For the Use of Higher Forms Heat, Light, and Sound . By D. E. JONES . 2s . 6d.
in Schools , and of Students working for Pass Degrees. Selected by M.

Heat for Advanced Students. By E. EDSER. 45. 6d .
ALFORD . 3s.

A First Latin Verse Book. By W. E. P. Pantin, M.A. ls . 6d.
Electricity and Magnetism for Beginners. By F. W. SANDERSON,

KEY , 4s, net .
M.A. 2s , 6d .

Sermo Latinus. A Short Guide toLatin Prose Composition. By Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H. E. Hadley.
2s . 6d .

Prof. J. P. POSTGATE, Litt.D. 28. 6d . KEY, 4s . 6d , net .

Latin Phrase Book . By C. MEISSNER. Translated by H. W. AUDEN, Practical Exercises in Magnetism and Electricity. Being a La

M.A. 4s . 6d. boratory Course for Schools of Science. By H. E. HADLEY , B.Sc. (Lond .). 2s. 6d .

GREEK.
Chemistry for Organized Schools of Science. By S. PARRISH.

2s . 6d.

Xenophon . - Anabasis. Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Inorganic Chemistry for Beginners. By Sir H. E. Roscoe and
Rev , A. S. WALPOLE ,M.A.1s.6d. With Exercisesby E. A. WELLS, M.A. 1s.6d. J. LUXT. 2s. 6d .

Xenophon . - Anabasis. Book IV. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Inorganic Chemistry for Advanced Students. By Sir H. E.

Rev. E. D. STONE. ls, 6d . ROSCOE and A. HARDEN . 4s. 6d .

Xenophon . - Anabasis. Book V. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Physiology for Beginners. By Sir M. Foster, K.C.B., and L. E.

Rev. G. H. NALL, M.A, 1s. 6d . SHORE. 2s, 6d .

Euripides.-Hecuba. With Notes and Vocabulary . By Rev. J. Botany for Beginners. By E. Evans. Second Edition. 2s.6d .
BOND, M.A. , and Rev. A. S. WALPOLE , M.A. Is . 6d .

Practical Botany for Beginners. By Professor F. O. BOWER, Sc.D. ,
Euripides. - Alcestis . With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. M. A. F.R.S. , and D. T. GWYNNE VAUGHAN , M... Second Edition . 3s . 6d .

BAYFIELD, M.A. ls, 6d .
Experimental Science (PHYSIOGRAPHY, Section I. ) . By Prof.

Euripides. - Alcestis. Edited by M. L. EARLE, Ph.D. 39. 60. R. A. GREGORY and A. T. SIMMONS, B.Sc. 2s . 6d.

Euripides. -Medea. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. M. A. Physiography for Beginners. By A. T. SIMMONS, B.Sc. 28. 6d.
BAYFIELD, M.A. ls. 6d .

Geology for Beginners. By W. W. Watts, M.A. 28. 6d.

MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED , ST . MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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EDUCATIONAL WORKS BY A. K. ISBISTER, M.A. , LL.B.

(LATE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS. )

LATIN AND GREEK.

Sixteenth Edition, with Map. 12mo.

CESAR'S COMMENTARIES on the GALLIC WAR .

BOOKS I.-V. With Notes Critical and Explanatory,

& Vocabulary of all the words in the Text, and

Easy Reading Lessons for Beginners price 38. 6d .

BOOKS I.-VII . do . do. 48 , 6d.

Do. ( without the Reading Lessons) 48. Od .

Twenty -fifth Edition.

BOOK I. (with Vocabulary, Reading Lessons, &c.) .. 18. 6 .

Fourteenth Edition . 12mo, price 38. 6d.

XENOPHON'S ANABASIS , Books I. to III. With

Notes ,Vocabulary of all the Words in the Text, and a Series of

Easy Reading Lessons for Beginners. Designed as a First Greek
Reading Book in Schools.

.......

GEOMETRY.

Sixth Edition . 12mo, price 38. 6d.

THE COLLEGE EUCLID : Comprising the First Six and

portions of the Eleventh and Twelfth Books read at the Universities .

Chiefly from the Text of Dr. Simson . With a newarrangement of

the Figures and Demonstrations ; the Enunciations of thePropositions

separately for Self -Examination, apart from the Text ; Notes and

Questions on each Book ; and a series of Geometrical Problems for

Solution , from the most recent University Examination Papers.

Fifteenth Edition . 12mo, price 28. 6d.

THE SCHOOL EUCLID : Comprising the First Four Books.
With Questions, Geometrical Exercises, & c.

THE SCHOOL EUCLID, Books I. & II . With Questions,

Exercises, & c . 12mo, price 18. 6d.

THE SCHOOL EUCLID, Book I. With Questions, &c.

12mo, price 18.

New Edition . 12mo, price 9d.

THE COLLEGE AND SCHOOL EXAMINER IN

EUCLID , containing the Enunciations of all the Propositions in

the College and School Editions, Questions on the Definitions,

Arithmetical and Algebraical Demonstrations of the Propositions in

Books II . and V. , and a large collection of Geometrical Problems

for Solution . Designed for Class and Self - Examination , and adapted

to all Editions of Euclid .

ELOCUTION . '

Tenth Edition . 12mo, price 3s . 6d.

THE ILLUSTRATED PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEAKER

AND READER, based on Grammatical Analysis, comprising a

choice Selection of pieces for Reading and Recitation, annotated for

Expression, Emphasis, and Pauses, and illustrated by Diagrams and

Figures exhibiting to the eye theappropriate gestures and positions ;

to which is added a selection of Greek,Latin , French , and German

Extracts,suitable for “ Speech Days " at Public Schools .

Third Edition . 12mo, price 1s . 6d.

FIRST STEPS TO EUCLID : Comprising thePropositions

of Book I. , prepared for writing out, with a recapitulation of the steps

of the Demonstration appended to each , Forming a Text-book for

the above.

Fifth Edition . Two Quarto Copy Books, price 6d. each .

THE GEOMETRICAL COPY - BOOK . Arranged for

writing out the Propositions of Euclid in the Abbreviated and

Symbolical Form adopted in the Universities and Public Schools .
3

New Edition . 12mo, price 1s. 6d.

LESSONS IN ELOCUTION AND EXPRESSIVE

READING FOR BOYS, based on Grammatical Analysis ; with

a choice selection of Extracts for Reading and Repetition, classified,

of Goldsmith's “ Deserted Village," set out into Principal and Sub

ordinate Sentences, illustrating the theory of Emphasisand Pauses.

New Edition . 12mo, price 1s . 60 .

LESSONS IN ELOCUTION AND EXPRESSIVE

READING FOR GIRLS, based on Grammatical Analysis ; with

a choice selection of Extracts for Reading and Repetition , classified ,

under heads forpractice in various styles of Reading, andannotated

for Expression, Emphasis, and Pauses, and the Analysis of Sentences,

with the figure (of a Girl] showing the proper attitude in Reading.

ARITHMETIC.

Ninth Edition . 12mo, price 18.; or, with Answers, 1s . 6d .

UNITARY ARITHMETIC. Embodying the First Book

of Arithmetic of the Irish National Board. With numerous addi .

tional Examples, and selections from recent Examination Papers ;

and a full exposition of the “ Unitary ” System , or Method of

Working Arithmetic without rules .

In this Edition, Questions in Proportion, Practice, Interest,

Stocks, Partnership , Profit and Loss, & c ., are, by the “ Unitary

Method, solved by a single rule .

9

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

Nineteenth Edition . 16mo , 18. 6d . ; or in Two Parts, price 9d . each .

"THE ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND

COMPOSITION , including the Analysis of Sentences, simplified

for Beginners.

Tenth Edition. 12mo, price 6d.

A FIRST BOOK OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR , GEO

GRAPHY , AND ENGLISH HISTORY. With Arithmetical

Tables, Dates, &c.

Eleventh Edition . 12mo, price 1s . 6d.

FIRST STEPS IN READING AND LEARNING :

a Reading -Book for Beginners, designed to utilize the time of those

learning to read, bypresenting, in a series of Easy Reading and

Writing Lessons, a First Course of Scripture and English History,

Geography, English Grammar, Spelling,andArithmetic, interspersed

withMoral Lessons and Simple Poetry for Repetition .

BOOK-KEEPING.

New Edition. 18mo, price 9d .

THE ELEMENTS OF BOOK-KEEPING, by SINGLE

and DOUBLE ENTRY ; with Practical Explanations and Exercises

on the most useful Forms for Business.

4to, ls . each .

ENGRAVED ACCOUNT BOOKS. Ruled and Interleaved

for Copying, adapted to the above.

No. I. Business Forms. 1. Bills of Parcels and Book Debts .

2. Invoices . 3. Account Sales . 4. Receipts . 5. Pro

missory Notes and Drafts. 6. Bills of Exchange.

No. II. Day-Book and Cash -Book .

No. III . Ledger, Index, and Balance Sheet.

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO. , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

BOOKS SUITABLE FOR COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS ' EXAMINATIONS,

JULY and DECEMBER , 1903 .

PITT PRESS SHAKESPEARE .

MACBETH. Edited , with Introduction , Notes, and Glossary, by

A. W. VERITY, M.A., sometime Scholar of Trinity College , Cam

bridge. ls . 6d.

Guardian .-- " Undoubtedly the best school edition extant of this particular play ,

and possibly the best that has ever been produced of any play of Shakespeare's . We

will, moreover, go further, and add that it is a mine of wealth for all students of

Shakespeare, whatever may be their object in studying him ."

CAMBRIDGE SERIES FOR SCHOOLS AND

TRAINING COLLEGES .

School Guardian.- “ We can imagine nothing better for a first acquaintance .

with any of these authors than such sinple and complete editionsas the Cambridge

Series offers to the student. . . . We heartily commend these books to the notice

of teachers of elementary classics in whatever kind of school. It will be a long

time before any more suitable edition will appear."

The following editions have complete Vocabularies :

AUTHOR . WORK. EDITOR. PRICE.

8. d .

CAESAR De Bello Ga ico, Book IV .... E. S. Shuckburgh ... 1 6

VERGIL Aeneid , Book VI. A. Sidgwick 1 6

XENOPHON Anabasis, Book V. G. M. Edwards .... 1 6

Cambridge Editions of Caesar, Tergil , and Xenophon . - The attention of
Schoolmasters is called to the fact that there are now two editions of some of the

works of these anthors in the Pitt Press Series and the Cambridge Series for

Schools and Training Colleges. The Editions in the Cambridge Series for Schools

and Training Colleges have complete Vocabularies . If, in ordering, the Edition

required is not specified , the Pitt Press Edition , without Vocabulary, will be sent.

} A. G. Peskett.. 1

PITT PRESS SERIES .

PRICE .

AUTHOR . WORK . EDITOR . s. d .

CAESAR ..
De Bello Gallico , Books IV.-V. I

6

( Subject, Book IV .)

HORACE ...... Odes, Book III . J. Gow 2 0

LIVY Book XXI. M.S. Dimsdale 2 6

VERGIL Aeneid , Book VI. A. Sidgwick ... 1 6

EURIPIDES Medea C.E.S.Headlam 2 6

XENOPHON Anabasis, Book V. A. Pretor 2 0

CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS AND

COLLEGES.

FIRST BOOK OF KINGS. By Prof. LUMBY, D.D. 2. net .

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. LUKE. By Very Rev. F. W.

FARRAR, D.D. 38. net.

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By Prof. LUMBY, D.D. 3s. net .

The in the SMALLER CAMBRIDGE
BIBLE FOR

SCHOOLS, 18. each .

same

ENGLISH GRAMMAR .

THE ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR. By A. S.

WEST, M.A. , Trinity College , Cambridge. New and Enlarged

Edition. Forty -sixth to Fifty -fifth thousand . Extra fcap . 8vo ,

28. 60 .

Guardian.-- " It is far and away the best of its class hitherto published for boys
of thirteen to sixteen years of age , and , if we mistake not , will soon become a

standard text in secondary schools, and mark a new epoch in the teaching of

English grammar,

AN ENGLISH GRAMMAR FOR BEGINNERS. By A. S.

WEST, M.A. Fifty -fifth to Seventy-fifth thousand. 1s .

Schoolmaster._ " It is a capital little work , which we can heartily recommend."

Educational Review .- “ A marvellous shillingsworth ."

A KEY TO THE QUESTIONS CONTAINED IN WEST'S

ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND ENG

LISH GRAMMAR FOR BEGINNERS. By A. S. West,

M.A. 3s. 6d . net.

School World.- " This Key will supply a realwant to themajority of teachers. ...
It is well arranged , and the answers are carefully drawn up .'

THE PITT PRESS MATHEMATICAL SERIES .

ARITHMETIC FOR SCHOOLS . By C. SMITH , M.A., Master

of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. With or without Answers..

Stereotyped Edition . 3s . 6d . Or in Two Parts :

PART I. - Chaps. i.-viii. Elementary With or without

Answers. 28 .

Part II . - Chaps. ix.-xx. With or without Answers. 2s ,

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. By W. W. ROUSE BALL, M.A.

4s . 60 .

ELEMENTARY PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. By E. W.

Hobson , Sc.D., F.R.S. , and C. M. JESSOP, M.A. 4s . 6d .

EUCLID.-ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY. Edited by H. M.

TAYLOR , M.A. , Trinity College , Cambridge.

Books I., II . ls . 6d . Books III., IV. 18. 6d .

Books V., VI. ls . 6d . Books XI . , XII . 1s. 6d .

Books I.-IV. 38 . Books 1.-VI. 4s .

Books I.-VI. and XI . , XII . In One Vol. complete, 5s .

THE ELEMENTS OF HYDROSTATICS. By S. L. LONEY ,

M.A., Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Holloway College,

sometime Fellow of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge . Crown

8vo , ts . 6d .

Educational Times.- " This work equals its predecessors in clearness and

simplicity .”

By the same Author.

ELEMENTS OF STATICS AND DYNAMICS. Seventh

Edition . 7s . 6d ., or in separate parts :

PART 1. -Elements of Statics. 4s. 6d .

Part II .-Elements of Dynamics. 38. 6d .

Solutions of the Examples. Second Edition . 7s . 6d .

MECHANICS AND HYDROSTATICS for Beginners. Sixth

Edition . 48. 6d .

BILINGUAL TEACHING IN BELGIAN SCHOOLS. Being PITT PRESS SERIES.-NEW VOLUMES.

the Report on a Visit to Belgian Schools as Gilchrist Travelling

Student, presented to the Court of the University of Wales by XENOPHON. CYROPAEDEIA. Book I. With Introduction

T. R. DAWES, M.A. Lond . , Head Master of the Pembroke Dock and Notes founded on those of H. A. HOLDEN , LL.D. , and complete

County School. Crown 8vo, 2s . Vocabulary, by E. S. SHOCKBURGH , M.A. , late Fellow of Emmanuel

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MARK. The Greek College , Cambridge. 28. 6d .

Text edited, with Introduction and Notes, for the use of Schoolą,

by Sir A. F. Hort, Bart. , M.A., Assistant Master at Harrow School.
OVID. METAMORPHOSES, BOOK VIII. Edited, with Notes

With 2 Maps. 2g . 6d . net .
and Vocabulary, by W.C. SUMMERS, M.A., Assistant Lecturer in

Latin in the Owens College, Manchester. ls . 6d .

CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS AND

COLLEGES. - New Volume. ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN. MADAME THÉRÈSE. Edited , .

General Editor for the Old Testament and Apocrypha, A.F.KIRKPATRICK,
with Introduction and Notes, by A. R. ROPES, M.A. 3s.

D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of Cambridge. BY THE SAME EDITOR .

THE SONG OF SONGS. Edited by the Rev. Andrew HARPER,
ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN. WATERLOO. 3s.

B.D. (Edinburgh ), Professor of Hebrew , Ormond College, within
the University of Melbourne . 18. 6d . net . i ERCKMANN -CHATRIAN , LE BLOCUS. 38 .

London : C. J. CLAY & SONS , Cambridge University Press Warehouse, Ave Maria .Lane.
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CLASS LIST

OF CANDIDATES WHO HAVE PASSED THE CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION OF

THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.–MIDSUMMER, 1902 .

[ Throughout the following List, bracketing of names implies equality .]

1. Goldsmith , A. O.

( Isbister Prize.)

2. Storer , F.

(Pinches Prize. )

3. Jay, P.

Elliott, C. W.

( Cttley, W. W.

1. Loseby, Miss D.

Carritt, H. W.

2 .

( Peace , S. M.

4. Adair, E , R.

PRIZES.

General Proficiency . * Mathematics. *

FIRST CLASS [or Sesior) . 1. Goldsmith , A. O. Mr. Rymer, Douglas Higher Grade School, Isle

of Man .

Mr. Rymer, Douglas Higher Grade School, Isle
of Man . 2. Elliott, C. W. Mr. Ellis, Rutherford College, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market Bosworth Grammar
Modern Foreign Languages.

School.

Messrs. Butler and Brown , Tollington Schools , N. 1. Daye, Miss R. V. G. Private tuition .

Mr. Ellis , Rutherford College, Newcastle -on - Tyne . 2. Barguno , J. Rev. Brother Attale, St. Joseph's College, Denmark

Rev. T. J. Cunningham , Hutton Grammar School, Hill , S.E.

near Preston .
Natural Sciences.

SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR) . 1. Hurst, A. W. Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market Bosworth Grammar

School.
Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market Bosworth Grammar

2. Goldsmith , A. O. Mr. Rymer, Douglas Higher Grade School, IsleSchool.
of Van,

Messrs. Champness and Stuart, Northgate School,

Ipswich. Taylor - Jones Prize for Scripture History.t
Mr. Norton , Yorkshire Society's School, S.E.

Messrs. Butler and Brown, Tollington Schools, N.
Roberts, E. H. Rev. W. P. Whittington , Ruthin Grammar School.

THIRD CLASS. Pitman Vedals for Shorthand.

Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market Bosworth Grammar
Jemmett, V. Mr. Telfer, Wreight's School, Faversham .

School. ( Silver Medal. )

Miss Carter, The Laurels, Herne Bay. Pearce, C. T. Mr. Alexander , Tavistock Grammar School.

Mr. Francis , People's College, Nottingham . ( Wilson , v . Mr. Telfer , Wreight's School, Faversham .

Mr. Francis , People's College, Nottingham . ( Bronze Medals .)

Scholarships for Intending Teachers .

English Subjects. Melvin , Miss J. I. Miss Parkes, Wincham Hall College, Northwich.

Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market Bosworth Grammar Wall, Miss A. Mrs. Hiatt, Ladies' College, Wellington, Salop.

School.

Mr. Ruddle, Bible Christian College, Shebbear. Hurst, 1. W., Market Bosworth Grammar School, was disqualified for the First

Prize for General Proficiency in consequence of having obtained it at a previous

Classics. Examination :andfor the Second Prize for Mathematics in consequence of having
obtained the First Prize at a previous Examination ,

Mr. Hammond, Market Harborough Grammar + E. T. Dyson, Ruthin Grammar School, was disqualified for the Taylor-Jones
School.

Prize for Scripture History in consequence of having obtained it at a previous
Private tuition . Examination .

1. Loseby, Miss E. M.

2. Heywood , Miss D. M.

3 .
Mee, W.

| Powell, A. D.

1. Hurst, A. W.

2. Craddock , G. J.

1. Grundy, G. F.

2. Craggs, G. S.

List of the candidates who were FIRST and SECOND in each Subject of Examination .

Scripture History. Mechanics . Sound, Light, and Heat.

1. Dyson , E. T. Rev.W. P.Whittington , Ruthin 1. Goldsmith , A. O. Mr. Rymer, Douglas Higher 1. Hurst, A. W. Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market

Grammar School. Grade School, Isle of Man. Bosworth Grammar School.

( Roberts, E. H. Rev.W.P.Whittington , Ruthin 2. Hurst , A. W. Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market ( Crocker, W.C. Mr. Parkinson , Queen's Park

2 .
Grammar School, Bosworth Grammar School. College, W.

Wall, Miss A. 2.

Mrs. Hiatt, Ladies' College,
Book-keeping .

Goldsmith, A. O.

Wellington , Salop .

Mr. Rymer, Douglas Higher

Grade School, Isle of Man ,

English Language.
Morris, A. E. Mr. Dickinson , Grove House

School, Highgate , N. Electricity and Magnetism .
1 .

1. Wall, Miss A. Mrs. Hiatt, Ladies' College, Wren , H. Rev. J. Botheras , Stafford Crawford , D. McF . Mr. Walmsley, Grammar

Wellington , Salop . College, Forest Hill .
School , Eccles.

1 .

2. Melvin , Miss J. I. Miss Parkes, Wincham Hall Elliott , C. W.
Mensuration .

Mr. Ellis, Rutherford College,

College , Northwich .
Newcastle -on - Tyne.

1. Jemmett, V. Mr. Telfer, Wreight's School,

English History .
Chemistry.

Faversham .

1. Wall, Miss A.
1. Storer, F.

Ager, .1 . D.
Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market

Mrs. Hiatt, Ladies' College , Mr. Solomon , The Dauntsey
Bosworth Grammar School.

Wellington , Salop.
Agricultural School, West

2. Hurst, A.W.
Lavington.2. Dyson E. T.

Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market

Rev.W.P.Whittington ,Ruthin 2.

Grainmar School. Goldsmith , A. 0 .

Bosworth Grammar School.
Mr. Rymer, Douglas Higher

Grade School, Isle of Man . Natural History .

Geography .
French .

1. Hodgson , E. W. Messi's . Butler and Brown,

1. Hurst, A. W. Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market Tollington Schools, N.

Bosworth Grammar School . 1. Lenz , Miss J. T. E. Miss Mulliner, Sherborne Beer, Miss E. B. Private tuition .

Craddock , G. J. Mr. Ruddle, Bible Christian
School for Girls, Dorset. 2. | Hurst , A. W. Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market

College , Shebbear. ( Boutard, Miss H. Private tuition . Bosworth Grammar School,

Lee , A. J. Mr. Ruddle , Bible Christian Millan , L. Rev.BrotherAttale, St. Joseph's
2.

College, Shebbear. College , Denmark Hill , S.E. Drawing.

2 .
May, P.

Messrs. Butler and Brown, Renshaw , R. W. M. Rev. F. W. H. Paliner, Snet- 1. Rippingille, E. V. A. Messrs. Butler and Brown ,

Tollington Schools, N. tisham School, King's Lynn Tollington Schools, N.

Slater, W. P. Dr. Isherwood , University German .
2. Miller, Miss E. Miss Hähnel, Collegiate High

School , Southport.
School, W. Didsbury , Man

Arithmetic.

chester,
1. Lenz , Miss J. T. E. Miss Mulliner , Sherborne

School for Girls , Dorset. Music.

1. Grundy, G , F. Mr. Hammond , Market Har- 2. Meikleham ,Miss B.I. Private tuition . 1. Meaker , Miss E. M. Mrs. Loveday ,Weirfield School

borough Grammar School. Italian . for Girls , Taunton .
Peace, S. M. Mr. Norton , Yorkshire Society's

Rev.Brother Attale ,St. Joseph's
Carter, R. E.

School, Westminster Bridge 1. Ricci, M.
Mr. Savage, Seaford College.

2 .

Wickham , Miss L. M. The Misses Perry and Roberts.

Road , S.E.
College, Denmark Hill, S.E. 2.

Elson House High School,

l'ttley , W. W. Rev. T.J.Cunningham , Hutton Spanish Leytonstone,
GrammarSchool, nr.Preston . 1. Gonzalez, T. S. Private tuition .

Political Economy.

Algebra .
2. Eguia, H. J. Rev. Brother Elst, St. Aloysius

College , Hornsey Lane, N.
1. Wall , Miss A. Mrs. Hiatt, ladies' College,

1. Hurst, A. W. Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market
Wellington , Salop.

Bosworth Grammar School.
Latin . 2. Addenbrooke, A.C.J. L. Private tuition .

2. Yeal, R.
Rev.BrotherAttale ,St.Joseph's ' 1. Dyson , E. T. Rev.W.P.Whittington ,Ruthin

Shorthand.

College , Denmark Hill , S.E.
Grammar School.

2. McWalters, W. M.
Mr. Telfer, Wreight's School,

Private tuition .
1. Jemmett, V.

Euclid.
Faversham .

Greek , Pearce, C. T. Mr. Alexander, Tavistock
Hurst, A, W. Rev. L. H. Pearson , Market Grundy, G. F. Mr. Hammond, Market Har Grammar School .

1. Bosworth Grammar School.
2.

borough Grammar School. Wilson , V. Mr. Telier, Wreight's School,

MeWalters, W. M. Private tuition .
1 .

Winter, G. P. Mr. Leighton , Bristol Grammar L
Faversham ,

Trigonometry .
School. Domestic Economy.

1. Goldsmith, A. O. Mr. Rymer, Douglas Higher
Hebrew . 1. Scholey, Miss M. A. R. S. Miss Pinchard , Harringay

Grade School, Isle of Man. Blumenthal, Miss J. The Misses Holland, Crofton
ParkSchool,Green lanes,v .

2. Wright, H. V. Rev. R. Waterfield , Chelten . 1.
House School , Manchester. 2. Scott, Miss F. D. Miss Wright, 52 Cromwell

ham College. ( Levy, 1. Private tuition . Avenue , Highgate, N.
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CLASS LIST BOYS.-

N.B.- Thesmall italic letters denote that the Candidate to whose name they are at tached was distinguished in the following subjects respectively :

S.

a . = Arithmetic .

al . = Algebra .

b. = Botany.

bk . = Bookkeeping.

ch. = Chemistry.

d. = Drawing .

do, = Domestic Economy.

1

e. English.

el . Electricity.

eu . = Euclid .

f. = French .

9. Geography.

geo. = Geology

ge . = German .

gr. = Greek .

h . = History .

he. = Hebrew .

i . = Italian ,

1 . = Latin .

m. = Mechanics .

ms. = Mensuration ,

mu . = Music .

nh , = NaturalHistory.

p . = Political Economy.

ph. Physiology.

phys. = Elementary Physics.

= Scripture.

sd. = Sound, Light, and Heat..

sh. = Short hand.

sp . = Spanish ,

tr, = Trigonometry.

= Zoology.

1

The small figures 1 and 2 prefixed to names in the Second and Third Class Lists denote that the Candidates were entered for the First and Second Classes respectively .

In the addresses , Acad . = Academy, C. or Coll . =- College, Coll. S. = Collegiate School, Comm . = Commercial, End . = Endowed , Found. = Foundation , H. = House,

Inst. = Institute, Int. = International, Inter. = Intermediate, Prep. Preparatory, S. = School , Tech . = Technical, Unix , = University.

FIRST CLASS (or SENIOR ]. Brewer, F.L. Tollington Schools , X. SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR ]. ( Hobbs,E.V.
Private tuition

Honours Division .
Colyer, P.ms.d.sh. Wreight's S. , Faversham

Wirksworth Gram . S.Jones, C.M . al.

Tarring, R.J.
Honours Division ,

Tollington Schools , N. Keeling,W.B. Wilsford H. , Devizes

Hurst, A.W. h.q.a.al.ew.m.sd.ci.ch.geo .
Beech , J.F. Ruthin Gram . S. (Carritt , H.W. s.a.al. Northgate S. , Ipswich Hongh,F.H.d . WittonGram.S.,Northwich
White, E.

Market Bosworth Gram . S.

Bethany H., Goudhurst ( Peace ,s.m , ea. Yorkshire Society's S., S.E. | Knowlson, L.A. ch.

Goldsmith ,A.O. eu.tr.in.ms,sd.ch .
Neal,R.al.ms. Adair,E.R. h.g.a. Tollington Schools, N. Yorkshire Society's S. , S.E.

Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I. M.
St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill Marsh ,A.W. Market Bosworth Gram . S. Newman ,C.F. ch .

Burr , E.G.

Storer,F.al.ch. Market Bosworth Gram . S.
Tollington Schools, N. Platt,8.c.alf.ge.d. Wilmslow Gram . S. Taunton Trade S.,Southampton

May , P . g. Tollington Schools, N.
Bundle ,R.A.The College, Churwell, Leeds Whitelaw, R. A. g.u.al.bk. Sharp,G.G.a.al.

Private tuition

Elliott,C.W. a.cl.
Peet, J.T. University S. , Southport Tollington Schools, N. MacEwan , E.

Private tuition

Wirksworth Gram . S.Jones, F.
Rutherford Coll., Newcastle - o . - T .

Pescod ,S.H . al.f.ch.d. Hibbert, F. d . Gram . S. , Eccles

Uttley ,W.W.a .

Lodge, A.I.a.Lancaster Coll., W. Norwood
Hutton Gram . S.

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton | Rowan ,W. Tollington Schools, N.

Clark ,A. 8.ms.i.

Mather, J.H .
Snettisham School

Tollingtou Schools, N. Millan , L. 9.8.d. Stockley,J . ch . Technical Day S. , Walsall

Grundy,G.F. q.ms.f.gr.d.
( Wilks, W.E. 2. Tollington Schools, N. St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill Wright, c . d. Widnes Hr. Grade S.

Market Harborough Gram . S.

(Wright, H.A, el. Technical Day S. , Walsall Tresise , E.J. a.ms.d. Barnstaple Gram . S. i Claes, C.M.L. bk.f.

Whitehead, R.
Slater, W.P. s.g. University S. , Southport rCrocker,W.C.sd . Queen's Park Coll., W,

Hutton Gram . S. Curphey,E.S. a.al.eu.phys.ch. St.Joseph's Coll ., Dumfries

( Hodgson, E.W. z . Tollington Schools , N.Melvin,F.W.d.
Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M. McKenzie ,H.E.s . Universitys .,Southport

Wilson, l.eu.ch.d.sh .
Argyle H., Sunderland Barguno, J. f.d. Weber,H.P.f.l. Private tuition

Wreight's S. , Faversham
( Burke, C. St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill Parr, M. a.al. North Devon S.,Barnstaple

Dyson, E.T. sh.f.l.

| Fielden , F.H.W.
Ruthin Gram . S.

| Partridge ,C.H . a.al.bk. Squires, E.H. d . St. Olave's Gram . S. , S.E.

Jemmett, V.eu.ms.d.sh.
Stationers' Compy.'s S., Hornsey Barbourne Coll . , Worcester *Bennett ,J.s.

Wreight's S. , Faversham
Kivlichan ,W.F. ms. Kelly ,J.C . a.ch.d. Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear

Craddock ,G.J. s.g.ms.
St. Joseph's Coll. , Dumfries Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M. French ,G.T.I.

(Levy , I. he. Private tuition

Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear
Waid ,C.S. a.al.phys.ch. Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

Travers , G. d.
( Ford, F.J. al.sh. Wirksworth Gram . S.

Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M. Mercer , J.D . m . Gram . S. , Eccles

Kendall,A.J.
Catholic Collegiate Inst. , M'chester

Hutton Gram . S.
Grimes, T.A. g.eu.ch. Westall, N.Y. University S. , Southport

Shepherd, E. ch .
Trigg,A. E. d. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle Rothwell,S. d . Ripley Coinm . S. ,Woking

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Pearce, C.T. h.al.sh." Tavistock Gram . S.
Market Bosworth Gram . S.

Ward , F.S. a .

Watson ,G.H. Hull Gram , S.

Gray , F.H . ch . Market Bosworth Gram . S. Farquharson ,W.D.
Marrable , R.G. 1.phys.d. Dauntsey Agricultural S. , W. Lavington

Taylor, R.L. al.d.
Parmiter's S., Victoria Park, N.E. Bugden ,P.J. d .

Borden Gram . S.

Hutton Gram S.
1 Stationers' Compy.'s S. , Hornsey

Tollington Schools, N. |Winter,G.P. gr .Borrow , E.J. d.

Hickox, E.B. a.al.f. Tollington Schools, N. Potts, T.F. ch.d. Wreight's S. , Faversham

( Hurst, H.T. Market Bosworth Gram . S. Pout, F.H. sh.
Bristol Gram . S. (Egginton ,A.T. Market Bosworth Gram.S. Rookledge , F.O. Easingwold Gram . S.

Jones, W.R.
Wreight's S. , Faversham (Kemp,H.G. 8.f.

Gram . S. , Eccles

Northgate S. , Ipswich Welch , C . H.Alwyne Inst.,GowerSt.,W.C.

Saul, T.A
Jacobs, C.E. ch .

Southport Modern S. Caine, J.W . a.eu.phys.ch.d.
Brewood Gram. S.

Witham , J. Higher Grade 8. , Carlisle

Ward, F.D. Kent Coll., Canterbury !
Piper,W.8. h.al.sh. Argyle H. , Sunderland

Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M. Woolfall, D.B. ch . Hutton Gram . S.

Bray ,G. Stationers' Compy.'s S.,Hornsey

Davies, G. s.f.ch.

Hinkins,C.H. g.ch.d.
Ruthin Gram . S.

Davis,A.G.ms. Barbourne Coll.,Worcester

Bisiker, F.W.

Harvey ,C.P . St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Hide,C.C .
Ludlow Comm . S.

Tollington Schools, N. Cowie ,R.G , d . Barnstaple Gram . S.

Meredith ,J.C. sh .
Nuttall, T.H.bk. University S. , Southport

Wirksworth Gram . S.
Potter, A. a. d.

Snettishain School

Thurston ,H.M.sh.Wreight'sS.,Faversham

Procter,H.ms. Gram . S. , Scarborough Rigby ,P.J. bk.d. St. Aloysius Coll ., N. Sparks,H.B. Borden Gram . S.

Watson ,J.G .
Sampson ,F.P. f.ph.

Bethany H., Goudhurst Haydon ,L.R. (Gorringe , E.C. f. Brighton Gram . S.

Davies ,T.B. Private tuition

Stafford Coll., Forest Hill

Lewisham H. , Weston -s.- Mare Lees, E.A. a . Technical Day S. , Walsall

Dickinson , J. Hutton Gram . S.

Methvin , D.

Meldrum , J . a.d. Hr. Grade S. , Carlisle Merritt ,B.T.B. Private tuition

Stationers' Compy.'s S. , Hornsey (Macfarlane,A.
Jewell,H.D. St. John's Coll . , Brixton Walters, W.L. ch.d. Redgrove,H.R. phys. d .

Ager , A.D. ms.
Tollington Schools, N. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Pariniter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

( Allsop,J.J. St. George's Coll., Weybridge
Dauntsey Agricultural S. , W. Lavington ( Peak,H.

Kendall, J.P. a.ch. Farnham Gram . S. Woods, P.J. a . Eye Gram . S.

Hutton Gram . . ( Spink ,H.H.M . 8.

Soper, R.G. ms.el.d.
Wirksworth Gram . S. Green, T.F.ch. Douglas Hr. Grade S. , 1.M.

Taunton Trade S., Southampton
Turner ,M.J. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries Clark , R.D . a. Loly ,A.L.phys. d .

McWatters,W.M.eu.l.

Borrajo ,B.C. St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool
Private tuition

Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

Prior,A. Stationers' Compy.'s S.,Hornsey
Edgar, E.J. ch . Douglas Hr. Grade 8., 1.M .

Kittle,E.A.L. Tollington Schools, N. Bird ,W.a. Brent Hill S. , Hanwell

Rowell, T.E. Newcastle Modern S.

( Anderson, R.

Sankey , T.A. 8.g. Gram . S. , Blackpool | Denty, F.L. f.
Private tuition

Argyle H. , Sunderland Williams,H.M.
Ruthin Gram . S.

Greenough, T.R. University S. , Southport Engvall,C.A.
Meek ,H.M. University S., Southport | Taylor,W.T.

Connor, L.R.
( Steel, B.8 . Tollington Schools, N. Parmiter's S., Victoria Park , N.E.

Stationers' Compy.'s S. , Hornsey
Polytechnic Secondary Day S. , W. Aviss, D. s.d. Borden Gram . S. Barker , J.F . a .

Stiles ,A.W.

Slapcott,S.T.s.e.eu.

(Earle , G.O. The Limes, Croydon Parmiter's , S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

Hillmartin Coll ., Camden Rd ., N.W. Mace, D.W.

North Devon S. , Barnstaple

Hythe S. , Kent Goodrich ,H.F. Tollington Schools, N.

West, F. Argyle H. , Sunderland Wheeler,W.S.a. Ruthin Gram . S.

Wren,H. bk . Stafford Coll., Forest Hill
Jackson ,H. A. h . St.John'sColl.,Southend

Passby ,W.H . Väiy , S. , Rochester
Brace, C.C.C.

Sargent, F.V. a .
Private tuition

Kimber, H. E. a.ch.

Mahoney ,C.F .

Christopher, H.E.
Dauntsey Agricultural S., W.Lavington Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Private tuition St. Boniface's Coll . , Plyniouth Mooney,J.J . s.l.ch. Private tuition ( Price , C.E. Private tuition

( Patten ,A.W. Dovecot, Alnwick Budgen ,S.N. Borden Gram . S. Coast, T.S. d .
Queen's Park Coll., W.

[ Bailey, E.
Hutton Gram . S. Freer, J.w.al. Market Bosworth Gram.S. Graves, G.A. f.

Faulkner, W.M. Tollington Schools , N. Loetschert, W.H. a.al.

FIRST CLASS (or SENIOR ].

Green,J.H . ch. Douglas Hr. Grade 8. , I.M.

Goldie , D.S.McL. St. Aloysius Coll., N. Lyster, F.0 . St. John's Coll . , Southend

Pass Division ,
Rutherford Coll . , Newcastle - 0. -T. || Mitchell,R.H. f. Tavistock Gram . S. Marshall,C.E. Gram . S. , Eccles

Morris, A. E. bk . Grove H. , Highgate Parker , T.P. al. Private tuition Steele ,R.R . h.

Backus, C.H. m .

CambridgeH., Bradford

Private tuition Chubb , J.W.R. a.ms. Shoreham Gramu. S. ( Parker, W. d . Higher Grade S. , Carlisle iWhitebread ,C.R .

Bayliss, A.D.E. Tollington Schools , N. Hoyle,L.A. Freeborn , J.G . University S. , Southport Sir A. Judd's Comm . S. , Tonbridge

Davies, H.G. Tollington Schools , N. Cumberland H. , Milton , Gravesend Ramsbottom , R. University S., Southport Addenbrooke,A.C.J.L.
Private tuition

Wright,H.N. Cheltenham College Craggs ,G.S.l. Private tuition Teare , L.H.ch. Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I. M. Cowie ,J.d.

Hinkel,L.E. ch .

Barnstaple Gram . S.

Private tuition Walslı, T.P. St.Boniface's Coll., Plymouth Worsley,G. al.ch. Hutton Gram . S. Leckie , 1.c.
Sherborn

e School

Cox, E.A.L. sh. Kelly Coll . , Tavistock Mannooc
h , T.C. Brighton College Ravasio, D. i. Mead ,G.H . 1 .

Patterson , T. d. Hutton Gram . S. Roberts, J.E.V. Ruthin Gram . S. St. Joseph's Acad ., Kennington Newman, R.G.

Collinson ,H. Heath Gram . S. , Halifax Hampton ,J.D. Private tuition Stratford , L.E. phys.d. Short,R.R .

Gilbert, B.J. sh . Johnson,W.H. Wadham S. , Liskeard Parmiter's S., Victoria Park , N.E.

St. Kilda's Coll., Waterlooville

Rutherford Coll ., Newcastle-o.- T.

Pearce,T. Gram . S. , Camelford Whellens,M.J. ms.d. ( Stearn ,E.S.
Northgate S., Ipswich

Burton, F.W. Tollington Schools, x. ( Evans,J. Private tuition Ripley Comm . S., Woking Byrne, J. St. Joseph's Acad ., Kennington

Turner,R.S. Hutton Gram S. Sheldon,B. Colyer,W.J.( . Wreight's S. , Faversham Nye, L.V. ch.sh.

Carter, R. E. sh . Seaford College Edward VI . Modern S. , Macclesfield Radcliffe,E.H. ch.d. Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear

Witty, B . Hutton Gram . S. Sage,G.W. Grove H. , Highgate Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I. M. Osman ,W.S. ch.d.

Roberts, E.H. s. Ruthin Gram . S. Dodsworth , P.C. Newcastle Modern S. Jackson ,J.T. d . Easingwold Gram . S. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Harding,C.A.ms. Southampton Boys Coll. Harrison,S.R. Pickering Gram . S. Williams, R.B. d. | Robinson , W.G. d.

Hayter, C.ms.sh. Argyle H., Sunderland Sill ,J.P. Ruthin Gram . S. Osborne High S., W.Hartlepool ! WordsworthRoad S. , Stoke Newington

Rawlinson ,C.S.Market Bosworth Gram.8. Dickinson, R.E. Grove H., Highgate Ketterer, A.V.f.d.St.Olave's Gram.S. , 8. E. Smith ,J.N . a .

( Stowe, A.J. Brixton Gram . S. Cawthorn,W.E. Private tuition Babb,G.H.s.BibleChristianColl., Shebbear !

Marshall ,J.A.

Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park, N.E.

Grain . S. , Eccles Kean, C.A. St.George's Coll., Weybridge Gibson, F.G. a.phys. ( Land , E.T. f.ge.

Chettle , G , H . Gray, H. Fenwick Coll ., E , Dulwich Dauntsey Agricultural S. , W. Lavington Mullerhausen, W.S. d.

Stationers' Compy's S. , Hornsey Gambell ,P.C. Seaford College Harvey, H. al. Brent Hill 8. , Hanwell

Bottomley ,H.S. sh .

Parmiter's S., Victoria Park, N.E.

Hatfield College ( Short , J.R . Bethany H., Goudhurst ( Redman ,c. ch . Dean Close S.,Cheltenham ( Shoebotham ,J.w .

1

1

!

Finsbury Park Coll.

Private tuition

Ludlow Comm . S.

Private tuition

Brewoo
d
Gram . 8
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BOYS, 2ND CLASS, Hons. - Continued . Turner, H.W. ms.
Henry, A.M. Watford H. , Folkestone Blake , H.S . Hounslow Comm . Coll.

( Fox , F.W . Market Bosworth Gram . S.
Barbourne Coll. , Worcester Johnson, W.B. Old Elvet S. , Durham Evans,E.J. Hounslow Comm . Coll.

Jeans,F.G. TauntonTradeS.,Southampton
Packham ,G.al . Private tuition Harris, W.H. Private tuition

Bonass, G.J.

Perks,W.R.d. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle
Falmouth Gram. S. 1 Keith , E.C. Northgate S. , Ipswich

| Tingley, F.E . d . St. Olave's Gram . S. , S.E.

$t . Georges Coll.,Weybridge ( Smythe,R.H.
Peice,R.A.

Cremer, H. d . Wreight's S. , Faversham Ball,L.C. d.
High S. , Kirkby Stephen

( Wilkins,H.T. d . Brighton Gram . S
Daniels, R.W.

Private tuition Sir A. Judd's Comm . S. , Tonbridge
Perry , R.C. WilsonColl., Cazenove Rd ., N.

( Apperly , R.E.

Randall, E.S.
Bridson , H. f.

Sutton Valenice S.

Sook
Hutton Gram . S.

The Oaks, Deal

Wycliffe Coll . , Stonehouse, Glos . Wright,H.B. d .
Carter, A. University S., Southport Stivey,C.M. Froebel H. , Devonport

Brooks,W.H.

Kent House Coll., Anerley Chandler, F.P. Tollington Schools,n . (Symons, D . Bible ChristianCoíi.,Shebbear

Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Davies,J.T.

Clayton , N. a .
Gram . S. , Pencader

Little ,J.H .

Borden Grain. S. Bottrill, E.H.

Eskell, R.L. Private tuition

Graham , D.

Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

The Model S. Training Coll ., York
Harman, H.

Sir A. Judd's Comm . S. , Tonbridge
Eccles,H.N. Private tuition

Mart ,J.N . ch.d. Hutton Gram . S. St. John's Choir S. , Up . St. Leonards
Hatch , E.V.

Ruthin Gram . S.Forder, W.H.

Pettitt,A.f. Brighton Gram . S. Sir A. Judd's Comm . S. , Tonbridge
Hatton ,E.C. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Gabe, I.S. Castlebar Court , Ealing

Roberts ,A.E. Ruthin Gram . S.
Mead , G.

Hine,H.F. d . Wreight's S. , Favershamn
Bethany H., Goudhurst | 'Gorely, F. Wreight's S. , Faversham

Moore, A.E.C.

Jackson , W.H.
Tollington Schools, N. Gray,W. Wreight's S. , Faversham

North Devon S. , Barnstaple
Roots, P.W. University S. , Rochester | Griffith ,F.S. Tollington Schools, N.

1 Lavis , s .
Thistlethwaite, B. Ellesmere S.,Harrogate

SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR ].
Holloway College, N.

James,H.O. St. George's Coll.,Weybridge

White, H.H. d. Private tuition Kohlhausen ,J.H . Tollington Schools, N.
Russo , J.J.P. Line Wall Coll., Gibraltar

Pass Division ,
White , R.G. Private tuition

Stocks,J . Fartown Gram.S., Huddersfield

Roberts, C.D. 18Victoria Rd .,Up.Norwood

Wilmshurst, W.A. ch.d. Uckfield Gram . S.
Wilson , C.A. Mercers' S. , Holborn

Wilkinson , J.H.d . BethanyH .,Goudhurst

Lee, A.J. 8.g.ch.
deTrafford , O , d. ( Byde,A.G. St. Aloysius Coll . , N.

Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear
Blewett , H.J. ch. Stonyhurst Coll. , Blackburn 1 Jenner,C.W .

Bible Christian Coll ., Shebbear
Thorncombe, Southsea

Dawson ,H.D. ms.sh ,
Eden ,J.A . ch. Private tuition

Welch , P.W.

Marsh ,A.P.
Manchester Gram . S.

Wreight's S. , Faversham Taunton Trade S. , Southampton (Morgan , S .
Private tuition

Owen, F.J. ch.
Brewood Grain , S.

Yeoman, E.W. ch .
Furse , J.J . Hoe Gram . S., Plymouth Cameron, A.J. St. Joseph's Coll ., Dumfries

Crawford ,D.McF , el.
Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Gram , S. , Eccles Hinge,E.J. Wreight's S. , Faversham Gritlin ,A.M.Appuldurcombe S. , Banstead
Heath , A. H. ch. Brewood Gram , S. Bowen ,J.S. ch . Gram . S. , Pencader Hughes, J.A . Ruthin Gram. S. Maclachlan ,J.W .

Johns, H.A. ms. Salway Coll.,Leytonstone Dowell, w. Higher Grade $. , Carlisle Norman , T.E. Kingswood H. , Epsom St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries

Sanders ,A. ch.d. Technical Days .,Walsall Morgan ,S.W . ch . Redgrore ,E.R. phys.d. Schofield, R.

O'Reilly, C.ms. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Pariiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E. Liverpool Coll. Middle S. , Liverpool

Dauntsey Agricultural S.,W.Lavington Norman ,C.L.ch. St. Peter's Coll.,Brockley Walters, T. St.Joseph'sAcad .,Kennington Compton ,E.A. d . Bethany H. , Goudhurst

Ferns,J .
Twiss, J.O . St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries

( Band,F. Ruthin Gram . S. Hall , H.C . d .

Catholic Collegiate Inst. , M'chester ( Twiss , P.J . St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries Brown, J.H . f.
Quirk, R.L. Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M.

Congregational S. , Caterham Valley

Dawkins,W.H.
Castle ,A.F. d . Duncan H. , Gt. Yarmouth Anglo -Saxon S. , Auteuil, Paris Miller,H.C.

Borden Gram . S.

Couch , D.L. phys.d. Hemmings, F.
'Greenwood ,W.G.ms.ch.

Hillmartin Coll . , Camden Rd ., N.W.

Battersea Polytechnic Science S.
St. Joseph's Coll . , Denmark Hill

Dauntsey Agricultural S.,W.Lavington

Morgon , H . Farnham Gram . S.

Crane , J.R .
Private tuition Paxman , R. Barbourne Coll., Worcester

Leader, T.H.sh .

(Veel , R.G. Barbourne Coll . , Worcester

Lawson , J. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Stables, W.A. Epsom College

Dauntsey Agricultural S. , W.Lavington

Barnett ,E.f. The Douglas S. , Cheltenham

TO'Reilly,H.w.

Morasso,A. sp . Line Wall Coll. , Gibraltar ( Stretton , S.H. Epsom College Marks,F.Oxford H.,Sutherland Avenue,W.

Dauntsey Agricultural S.,W.Lavington
Oliver, F.M. Salway Coll., Leytonstone r Adams,R.B. Portsmouth Gram . S. Beavis,W.J.

Onion, L, s.ch.
Brewood Gram . S.

Shaw , A.T. d. Wreight's S. , Faversham
Bisson, W.G. f. Oxenford H. , Jersey Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Parkinson, S. S. h .
Private tuition

r'Bradshaw ,J.A.St.Joseph's Coll.,Dumfries
Butteriss,J.L . phys. Gilbert,N.H. Newton Coll. ,Newton Abbot

Private tuition

Bullock , A.E.
"Runting, E.A.

Wreight's S. , Faversham
Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E. Hampson ,F.B. Private tuition

Ludlow Comm . S.

Irving,S.G.

Sanders, H.

Tollington Schools , N.
Huxley,A.S.S. Hebblethwaite, B.R.

L'sher,H. Hutton Gram . S.
Sanderson, W.E. d . West Monmouthshire S. , Pontypool High S. , Kirkby Stephen

Crofts ,H.

Bentham Gram . S. , Yorks. Johnson , F. St. Joseph's Colí., Dumfries Holborow ,T.A. d. Private tuition

Dauntsey Agricultural S.,W.Lavington
Stratford , H.A. d. Laslett, W.H. Hutton Gram . S. ( Wardle ,L.C.T. University S. , Rochester

Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

?Emery,J.E. Snettisham School
| Metcalfe,W.W. High S., Kirkby Stephen Evelyn , J . Gram , S. , Camelford

Pile ,J.E. sh.St. Kilda'sColl. , Waterlooville
Watson, J.N . f. Leamington College Sandys,E.A.a. Culham Coll . Practisings. Heas, W.C. Clyde H. , Hereford

'Gardner,S.F. Stafford Coll . , Forest Hill (Gorman ,J. bk.
Sparks,L.B. Borden Gram . S. McGavin,D.G.K.St. Edmund'sColl.,Ware

Hughesdon ,A.H. Tollington Schools , N.

Catholic Collegiate Inst . , M'chester ( Wheatley, J.H.L. d. Private tuition Smith, R.N. Private tuition

Barnes,O.F. Horsmonden School Milligan , C.C. ( Dudderidge, F.R. Private tuition (Turpin, F.G . Gram . S. , Camelford

rBazell, w .
Fartown Gram . S. , Huddersfield Gresham ,C.E. Tollington Schools, N. Boddington ,G.H. Universitys ., Southport

Dauntsey Agricultural S.,W. Lavington
Morris, E.J. University S. , Rochester Harris ,S.E. Wreight's S., Faversham

Groom ,J.E . Eye Gram , s.

Haworth ,J. Hutton Grann . S. Morton, L.W.
Labbett, B.G. Dunn's End S., Crediton Lyons,W.P. Barbourne Coll., Worcester

'Hughes, E.P.L. Private tuition Fartown Gram . S. , Huddersfield Penrith , G.A. High S., Kirkby Stepher
Rockett,R.J. Corner H., Godstone

Green , V.H. Market Bosworth Gram . S. Seldon ,N.A . (Renouf, D. Oxenford H. , Jersey
Dupré,W.H.f. Up. Hornsey Rise High S.

1Bensted ,W.P. Wreight's S. , Faversham Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Earnshaw ,A.y. University S., Southport
l'Amorin ,F. f. St.George's Coll.,Weybridge Evans,H.

Morgan ,F.J.2. Tollington Schools, N Spurgeon,E.LeM. New Coll . , Worthing
Gram. S. , Pencader

Earley, F.H.
McDermott, D. Private tuition Atton, F.G.d. MarketHarborough Gram.S.

Private tuition

'Roper, G.

Catholic Collegiate Inst. , M'chester Chipperfield , H.A.

Brewood Gram . S. Carlyle , E.J. University S., Southport Hodge, H.P. 38 Tavistock Place, Plymouth Crowly , L.F. St. George's Coll.,Weybridge

Edwards,W.W. Gram . S. , Camelford Cowen ,E.G.H. Epsom College Oakley,R.R.d .
Oswestry School Dorran, w .

IJones ,H.S. Gram , S. , Eccles Gaynor, W.C. O'Neill ,J.w .
Catholic Collegiate Inst. , M'chester

Wheeler,J.W .

St. Aloysius Coll., N
Birkbeck S. , Kingsland St. Boniface's Coll . , Plymouth Ridley,E.H. Hutton Gram. S.

Faulkner,A.G. Yorkshire Society'sS .,S.E.

Booth ,R.W.d. University S., Southport Holgate ,J.E . University S., Southport ( Tombs,W.D.R.Holmwood H.,Hampstead
King ,M.S.P. Barbourne Coll., Worcester

Hargreaves,J.K . Grafton H. , Manchester Latham , C.E . Mostyn H. , Chester
Preston,L.B. Barbourne Coll., Worcester

Lloyd, J.S. d. Huntingdon S. , Kington Robinson , C.A.E. 3.f. Snettisham School
( Langford, S.C. h. Private tuition Biden ,H.A. Private tuition

Mahon, P. St.Joseph'sColl.,DenmarkHill Rogers, L.

McLennan, A. Escoline, J . Gram . S. , Blackpool

Mundy,A.W.H. High S. , Sutton , Surrey Taunton Trade S. , Southampton
Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool Metson ,H.F.

O'Reilly, B.C.N.St. Edmund's Coll.,Ware Smith ,W.D. Grove H. , Highgate
Private tuitionPillers , A.W.N.f.d. Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

Stocker, E.P. Mount Radford S. , Exeter Wilde, T. d . Boys' Higli S. , IronBridge (Wood, A.H.TauntonTrades .,Southain pton
Tillyard,G. Private tuition

Watson , B.G.

Weekes,W.H. Tavistock Gram . S.

Edwards,A.B. Yorkshire Society's S. , S.E.

Monmouth Gram. S. , Monmouth

Duncan ,A.W. Bedford Gram , S. Halliday,H.H. d . Easingwold Gram . S. | Armstrong, A.J.C. Knight,A.J. d.

Jacques, H. Market Bosworth Gram . S. Lucas Tooth ,A.L.

St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston
Boys ' High S. , Iron Bridge

Private tuition

Millan , O. St. Joseph's Coll., DenmarkHill Newton, c .
Black ,J.H .

TollingtonSchools, N.

Linsey ,T.T. University S., Rochester

Pendred, W.R. Uren , J .
Catholic Collegiate Inst.,M'chester

Private tuition

The Abbey S. , Penzance

Milner, V.C.S.

Sir A. Judd's Comm . S. , Tonbridge Watson , W.C.
Brown , W.T. Eye Gram. S. Roberts , J . Kent Coll.,Canterbury

Reynolds, H.L.
Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool Colwill,R.M.North Devon s.,Barnstaple Vincent,R.B. d . Finsbury Park College

St. George's Coll . , Weybridge r'Bemrose ,P.R . Boys'High S., Iron Bridge
Dougherty,V.W. Richmond Hill S. , S.W. Aucott,A.D. St. Dunstan's Coll . , Margate

Shefford ,H.M.
Douglas ,J.M. f. Pittaway ,L.E.

Oxford H.,Sutherland Avenue, W.
Bocking,E.F.C. University College, W.C. Ulster Provincial S. , Lisburn Endcliffe Coll., Ranmoor, Sheffield

Conlan ,B.D. f.

Strover, W.G. Arnold Coll . , Bournemouth

Brighton Gram . S. Dowson ,W.H. Gram . S. , Bishop Auckland Whitby, A.S.

Cormac,W.P.St.George'sColl.,Weybridge

Kingston S. , Yeovil

1Graham ,J.A. Private tuition

Lauderdale, T.M. Ripley Comm.8 .,Woking Froggatt , A.E.D. Ludlow Coinm . S.
Atkins, F.R.L. Private tuition

Harvey , L.

( Owen,P.H . 8.

The Abbey S. , Penzance
Ludlow Comm . S. Pearse , F. W ,BibleChristian Coll.,Shebbear

1 Benest ,s.G . Oxenford H. , Jersey
Jones , A. H. d.

Speedy, R.C. Whitby Middle Class S.

Private tuition

Ridge, A.J.

Clench , E.G.
Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M. Taunton Trade 8., Southampton

Stewart,A.V. m. Private tuition Russ, W. ch . BibleChristian Coll. Shebbear Lloyd , J.R. s.
1Galliano , A.sp. Line Wall Coll . , Gibraltar

Brewood Gram. S.

Atkins, R.M. Tollington Schools, N. Twidale , J.H . ( , Hall Gate S. , Doncaster

Lightbown,W.H.

Knight, H.F. St.George's Coli. ,Weybridge
Maccabe,A.J.d.St.Joseph'sColl., Dumfries

Winter,J.M . al. University S. , Southport

North Shields Hr. Grade Private S.

Mayoh , H .

Taylor, L.J.

Grain . S. , Eccles Morgan , P.S . Dean Close S. , Cheltenham

Anness,W.P.

Parmiter's S. ,Victoria Park , N.E.

Scott,A.B.Eye Gram . S. Poyntington , Bournemouth Polkinghorne,W.H.

Blackinore, R.B. ( Stewart, C.A. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking St. John's Coll . , Brixton
1 Jones,W.H.T. Private tuition Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Davies, T.H. Oswestry School Startin ,J . Private tuition

Marshall, T._ Yorkshire Society's S., S.E. Bray , F . Gram. S. , Camelford Kirby,V.H. South Norwood College

Metcalfe , A.T. d. High S. , Sutton, Surrey

Toye, D.B. Blackheath Comm . Coll.

Harrison, G.R. Bethany H. , Goudhurst Lewin , J .

1O'Hare, T.A. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries

Douglas Hr. Grade 8. , I.M. Turner ,C.R, d . Eye Gram . S.

Isaac, W.G. a .

| Richardson,G.d. KentHouseColl.,Anerley

Barnstaple Gram . S Maginnis,A.B.

Knollys,F.R.A.N. ch . Private tuition
Arnold , F. Montrose Coll. , Brixton Hill

Russell, R. ch .
St. Bede's Coll., Manchester

( Smith ,A. The Models.TrainingColl . , York

Austin ,W.P.

Morrison ,M.W.

Taunton Trade S., Southampton Lake,W.J.ch.d.
Private tuition

Bible Christian Coll. , Shebbear
Peake, R.M. Private tuition

Sirn , Sanra f. Oundle School
Cocks,E.F.R.

Stephens, T.F.V.
Taunton Trade S. , Southampton ( Thomas, B.

Gram, S. , Camelford

Oswestry School Bible Christian Coll ., Shebbear

( Tidy,w.J. Uckfieke Gram . S.
Mallet, R.B. bk. Oxenford H.,Jersey Alexander, A.L. Gram . S. , Eccles Evans,J . d. Tower House, Up. Norwood

Rowley ,L.B. Yorkshire Society's S., S.E.

'Bingley, E.J. Grove H., Highgate
Anderson,W.J. sp.

Hatzfeld, L.E. Bethany H. , Goudhurst

Sak ,ChatChoo Oundle School Line Wall Coll ., Gibraltar

Fairclough, R.D.

Kellet, J.A. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

Oswestry School ( Westbrook,A.D.

Gatis,W.H.d.St.George'sC
oll.,Weybridge Agerup, H.d .

Brighton College Bacarese, A.W. sp . Perry , T.J. St. Aloysius Coll., N.

ſontrose Coll., Brixton Hill
Line Wall Coll., Gibraltar

Maw ,W.R.d . Yorkshire Society's S. , S.E.

Ransom ,J.C .

Aldred ,J.H . Boileau , P.G. Monkton Combe S. , nr. BathGram. S. , Eccles
German & FrenchC ., Wandsworth Comm .

( Posso , H . Line Wall Coll., Gibraltar Bennet, L.G. Jepson, F.P. Quernmore S.,Bronnley, Kent Whitworth ,G.M. Gram . S. , Pencader

Beare ,C.C. ch . Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park, N.E. Lee , C.R . Ludlow Comm. S.

Taunton Trade S., Southampton

Cade, C.T. Camden Road Coll. S. , N,
Berry ,J.N . Silby,A.C. Queen's Park College, W.

Crowther,H.W. Mercers ' 8. , Holborn

Tollington Schools, N.Cumıning, E. A.

Fartown Gram. S. , Huddersfield Williams , E. Barbourne Coll., Worcester i Dredge,W.A.

Lea ,J.H . Barbourne Coll., Worcester

Private tuition

Burrell,F.W. d. St. Olave's Gram . S. , S.E. Bamford , C.J. St.George's Coll .,Weybridge Head,A.F.

Kendall, F . ch . Private tuition Green, F.

Wreight's S. , Faversham

St. Joseph's Coll. , Dumfries Batten , K. Bible Christian Coll. , shebbear' | Overton, A.C. Tollington Schools, N.
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BOYS, 2ND CLASS, PASS --Continued . Pargeter, c . Mercers' S. , Holborn | Barrow ,G.E. a.al. HigherGrades.,Carlisle THIRD CLASS.
Roberts, H.G. Clyde H., Hereford Williams, J. Private tuition Burgess,S.H.d .

( Wild ,G.K. Private tuition Holman ,H.A. Tavistock Gram . S. Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool
Pass Division ,

Dinbar,W.C. Private tuition Hutchison , T.H. Creighton ,W.C. e.g.at. 2 Prevel, J.M . St. Aloysius Coll., N.

Ikasner,K.K.P. Castle Hill School,Ealing Rusholme High S. , M'chester Bible Christian Coll ., Shebbear

Keane, H.S. St. George's Coll . , Weybridge
Kinnell, M. Seaford College

Miller ,W.N.
Fleury , L. : P St. Aloysius Coll., N. Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear

Noakes, J.L . Rye Gram , s.
Oswald , W.J. Old Elvet S. , Durham French , C . X. a.al. HigherGrades.,Carlisle

Robinson , W.G. Melbourne Coll., Anerley

2Renshaw ,R.W.N. f.d. Snettishain School

Perry,W.J. The Douglas S. , Cheltenhamn Saint , T.W . e.a. Tollington Schools, N.

| Strange,C.F.g.

2Chamings, W.N, a.d.

Brewood Gram , S. ( Turner,H.E. e.l.Private tuition ( Shaw , O . Kelly Coll., Tavistock
Dauntsey Agricultural S. , W. Lavington

( Triump, W.M. North Devon S. , Barnstaple Dardart,L.
Weston S. , Bath Capewell, C. s.a. Brewood Gram. S. Tuteleers, J. f.

( Allen , W.G. d . Mercers ' S. , Holborn
James, P.T. North Devon S. , Barnstaple

Etchells ,G.H.s.a.al.
St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill

| Earnshaw , H.M. Hall Gate S. , Doncaster Kareem ,Ahmed St. John's Coll . , Brixton Higher Grade S. , Carlisle "Hart,E.G.f.d. Bethany H. , Goudhurst

| Longford ,M. Gram . & High S. , Thirsk Locke,G. Private tuition
Forbes,V.W.i. Borden Gran . S. *Wallington ,Q.W.phys.

| Rickard , j.W . Rutland S. , Filey
| Pentecost,G.T.

Rugeroni,J.A . e.
St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries

Truslove, H.F.
Forest Gate High S. & Comin . Coll. Line Wall Coll., Gibraltar

2Harwood ,R. H. d .

Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear ( Wallis, S.L.
Private tuition

Shaw , B. Hutton Gram . S. Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

Wivell,G.B. Hutton Gram . S. Bartlett,C.P.O. MarketBosworthGram.s . ( Steel,S.J. Tollington Schools , N.
2Muirhead , D. Ruthin Gram . S.

Ashton , F.G. d . St. John's Coll ., Southend Cusack , E. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries 2Wright,E.H.ch. Technical Day S.,Walsall

Bicon, S.R. 25 Church Rd ., Tunb , Wells Dyke, B.F. TheGram . S., Margate ( Datson, A. e.. Hoare , A.P.BibleChristianColl.,Shebbear

Briggs,G.A. Montrose House, Plymouth Hewetson , J.D. High S. , Kirkby Stephen Bible Christian Coll ., Shebbear 2Jacobson , G.

Hörbury, Southport Coinin . Coll. Gribbon ,G.W. St.Joseph's Coll. Dumfries Golding, J.W.a. Tollington Schools, N. Catholic Collegiate Inst., M'chester

Barrasford ,G.H. Mayo, J. Oxenford H. , Jersey Harris, H. E. al.eu, Tollington Schools, N. Hood,E.A.phys.

St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries Triir.mer,G. Salway Coll., Leytonstone Belton , J.D. a.d. Private tuition
Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

| Donnellan, J.T.
-Underwood , W.J. d .

Copas, E.A.C. a . Kent House Coll.,Anerley
St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston

Corvegor, J.W. Ludlow Comm . S.
Ripley Comin . S. , Woking

Gripper,C.F. d . Bethany H. , Goudhurst Fritchley, A. 9.f. Wirksworth Gram . S.

Tollington Schools, .( 2Howes,H.E.

| Langilon ,C.G . sp. kensey , Launceston Halliwell, A. g.u.eu.
( Joughin , J.ch.d . Douglas Hr.Grade S.I.M.

Morris, W.I. Horsinonden School University S. , Southport r’Carroll,F .
2Finch , (), d . BibleChristian Coll., Shebbear

Wright,R.J. d . Higher Grade S. , Carlisle
THIRD CLASS ,

Milsom , H.P. a.f.

St. Joseph's Coll ., Dumfries

Clark , J.M . Gram . S. ,
( ?Carter, H.G.

St. Bees Coll., Southsea Chorlton -cum-Hardy
Tonbridge School

| Greig ,S.
Honours Division .

Swallow , J.L .Private tuition
2 Botting, M.V. Ripley Comin . S., Woking

South Norwood Coll.
1 2Burnered, E.J. ch.

Hall, W.G. Friends' S. , Saffron Walden

Peverell, F.H. Darlington Gram . S. Rippingille, E.V.A. h.a.o1.f.d. Beer , S. a.s.
Albert Terrace S. , WolstantonFroebel H., Devonport

Snook , A.G.
Tollington Schools , X. Johnson ,F.L.Caraghan,G.g.eu. HigherGrades.,Carlisle

Private tuition
Private tuition

Mee, W. g.2.l.eu.f.
Whiteliead , H.J.

2 Williars, R.G. ch .
Dicks, A.S. a.d. kent House Coll.,Anerley

Ruthin Gram . S.

12 Gartield Terrace, Stoke, Devonport
People's Coll., Nottinghain Doucet ,G.D. Grove H. , Highgate ( Eguia,H.J. sp. St. Aloysius Coll., N.

Powell, A.D. g ...ul.eu.d . Lacey , J. Le G. d .
2 Laws, A.F. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

[ Biscuccia, R.M.
People's Coll ., Nottingham

Eastward Ho ! Coll . , Felixstowe 2Mehrer,L.J. phys.
St. George's Coll . , Weybridge Abell , W.T. e.g.1.eu.f.d.

Larkworthy, N.J. h.a. Pariiter's S. , Victoria Park, N.E.
Fernee, s . South Norwood College Wirksworth Gram . S. Bible Christian Coll ., Shebbear Besant,C.T.V. d .

Heppell, B.F. North Devon S. , Barnstaple Smith , A. E. e.g.a.eu.d.
( Perrier ,S. tis. Kent House Coll., Anerley

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton
Hooper,G.J. Tollington Schools, N. 2Clarke,C . 18 Victoria Rd ., Up. Sorwood
Dauntsey Agricultural S. , W. Lavington Iredale, H.C. ge. The Coll., Rock Ferry { Hull, C.W.G . e. 2Redston , A.C.

Watson , A.
Richards, D.T. e.a.al.eu.

Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear Dauntsey Agricultural S.,W.Lavington

Forest Gate High S. and Comm . Coll Tollington Schools, N. Johnston, V. g.. Higher Grade S.,Carlisle 1 ?Taylor , R.G. ch.d.

Bowhay, A.B. Danheved Coll., Launceston Coles, L.A. ( .bk . Tollington Schools, N. kennis,Cd. Kent House Coll ., Anerley Taunton Trade S., Southampton

| Carter, H.G. Tollington Schools, X. Showell, A.H. g.eu.dl. Larkworthy,R.s.g.l. rClibborn,A.S. Private tuition

Greene,A.C. Springfield Coll ., Acton Hill People's Coll., Nottingham
Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear Rist, S. W. d .

Medhurst, s . Horsmonden School
Worster, F.C. e.a.lil.eu.f. Newbery,C.J.d.a . Tudor Hall , Hawkhurst Parmiter's S. , Victoria Park , N.E.

Rice ,J.E . Modern S. , East Grinsiead Polytechnic Secondary Day S. , W. Slayden , W. e.g.o. Eastham , A.W. Tollington Schools, V.

Whelan, 1.0 . Hounslow Comin . Coll . Palmer, L.C.P.g.al.eu. Tollingtonschools, N. Bentham Gram . S. , Yorks. i ? Murray,J.F. St. Joseph's Coll.,Dumfries

Walton, T.K. e.q.1. Wirksworth Gram . S. Smith , S. al. People's Coll . , Nottingham Hayne, L.R.

Barker, M. Private tuition
Gram . S. , Camelford

Epsom College (Shaw;J.C. a.
Ward , F.V.Allen ,J.E . g.1.el.f. Wirksworth Gram . S.Lowrance, H.F.

Tollington Schools , N. | 2Mills, A.R.E.

Wirksworth Grain . S. Fartown Gram . S. , Huddersfield
Miller, F.G. St. Aloysius Coll. , N.

Maynard, F.H. f.
Hutton Gram . S.Dutton,C.

Northgate S. , Ipswich
Miller,H.G.

2Palmer, T.T.
Gilchrist,P.C.e.g.a.Tollington Schools, N. 2Green ,H.J.Phys.

Snettisham School

Private tuition

Morris,G. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle
Gregory ,J.H . e.a.d. Wirksworth Gram . S. Hancock ,F. a .

Muraille, F.
Penney , J. E. g.eu.

High Pavement S. , Nottingham
St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries

People's Coll ., Nottingham 2Hainilton, V.

St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill
Hutton Gram . S.

Hay , E. i.d.
Tunaley, H.V. g.al.eu.

St. Aloysius Coll., N.
Wheeler, B.

2Hammond,P.W.
Derwent H., Bainford Johnson, E.T.a.d.

Knowles,J. People's Coll ., NottinghamPrivate tuition
Lewisham H. , Weston - s . - Mare

Market Harborough Gram . S.

| Sahler, H.G. Private tuition Birkinshaw , F. a.al.eu.d.
Hawkins, L. ch.d.

Keshan ,J.N . e.a.

| Thomas, H.C. Private tuition People's Coll., Nottingham St. George's Coll., Weybridge
Marylebone Central Hr. Grade S. , W.

Vickers , V.

2Underwood ,G.F.

Sandbach S. , Cheshire
Howie, F. a. Tollington Schools , N. Meynell,R.H.D. a . Gram . S. , Eccles

Davies, A.T. Grain , S. , Pencader Rapoport,J.S. e.h.a.f. Peck , F.J. g.a.
The Model S. Training Coll., York

Eye Gram . S.

Gram . S. , BlackpoolFenton , W. Stanwell H., W. Hampstead Price, K.E. g.a.al. Highs.,Kirkby Stephen
Diesch, R.A. St. Aloysius Coll. , N.

2Wood ,B.F.
Matthews, R.C. d.

Private tuition Barnes, H. e.a.al.eu.f. Stapleford ,j.DeW.e.a.eu.
Epsom College

2Good well,C.N .
( Monks,A.W. Gram . S. , Eccles Argyle H. , Sunderland Silesia Coll., High Barnet

Bush , A. Catholic Coll. S. , Lythamn
( Beck , J.P . a.cl.eu , HigherGrades..Carlisle

The Model S. Training Coll ., York
Townson ,H.J.e.q.HigherGradeS. , Carlisle

Mercer,W.B. e.g.a. Brewood Gram . S.

Melikoff ,G.A.
Williams, P.G.g.al. Froebel H. , Devon port

2Morgan ,C.H. Statford Coll. , Forest Hill

2Davies,A.W.Walker, G. e.a.al.
German & French C. , Wandsworth Comm .

Private tuition

Sadler, W.H.
'Lee , W.F. Bible Christian Coll. , Shebbear

Private tuition
Market Harborough Gram . S. Bennison ,L.f.ge.

Ward , R. Hutton Gram , S. Château de la Croisière , Ghistelles

" Taylor, J.P.L.

20swin ,T.R.

í Broughton, R.E. e.o. Marylebone Central Hr. Grade S. , W.
Catholic Collegiate Inst ., M'chester Haines, W.H. ch.

Thomson, B. People's Coll., Nottingham

Tudor Hall , Hawkhurst Crouch ,G.E. ch .

Bunting, H.L. e.d. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

The Model S. Training Coll . , York (Sneed ,E. Snettisham School
i

2 Dodgson, F.Market Bosworth Gram . S.
Hutton Gram . S.

Waites, F. Private tuition Drummond , C.H.e.d.
Coll,H. e.a. Line Wall Coll., Gibraltar

2North wood, W. Bentham Gram . S. , Yorks

( Wilding,A.G. Taunton Trade S. , SouthamptonGram . S. , Blackpool
Lees,A.5 . g.al. 2 Palmer,J. K. Douglas Hr. Grade S., I. M.

Cranfield , H.
Williams, J.B . bk .

Southport Modern S. People's Coll., Nottingham
2Barrett, D.J. Grammar S. , Pencader

Johnson , H. St. Dunstan's Coll . , Margate
'Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool Leeves,G.g.

York Manor S. , York 2 Hodson, L.S. Tollington Schools, N.

Mirns, T.
Rolfe ,F.L.e.g.al.

Argyle H. , Sunderland
Parker, A. A. Tollington Schools, N. Lake,W.J.L.

Phillips, W.J. Ruthin Gram . S. People's Coll., Nottingham Eagle H. , St. Leonards - on - Sea

| Woodcock , N.A.
Mills, A. W. a.al.

Savy, F . e.f. St. Joseph's Coll ., Dumfries
Eye Gram , s .

Sinith , D.W. a .
2 Wood , W.H.

Tollington Schools, X.
Lymm Gram . S.

r Dench, W.G. a.eu.d.
Fartown Gram. S. , Huddersfiel

d Thomas,D.L. e a . pBays,W.H.ch . Swindon Tech . S.

( Hayes, P.J.
Tauntoa Trade 8. , Southampton

Tollington Schools , N. Wilmshurst,C.A. e.f.
| 2Cutts,E.G.F. ch .

Uckfield Gram , S.
Emlyn Gram . S., Newcastle Emlyn

Le Sueur, W.G. Oxenford H., Jersey Wakefield ,A. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle
Taunton Trade S., Southampton

Carlton , T.H.
Finn ,J. High Pavement S. , Nottingham

Gram . S. , East Finchley Williams, J.I. Ruthin Gram . S. Furber, H.A.deF . Private tuition

Pool,G.W. High S. , Sutton , Surrey
Pike,H.H.y.d. People'sColl.,Nottingham 2Maybury,W.F.St.Joseph's Coll.,Dumfries

( Shepherd ,C.W . Boys' High S. , Iron Bridge
Roberts,G.H.al . Baird , R.G. People's Coll., Nottingham 2Rant, F.W. d . Culham Coll. Practising S.

Gram . & Coll , S. , Carnarvon Franklin ,S. eu.f. St. John's Coll. , Brixton Eminson, H.R. Hall Gate S. , Doncaster
{ Buckmaster,F.L.

Hastie,J.R. a.al. Higher Grades., Carlisle(Axton , F.J. e.d. 28t. Aubyn , F.J.

Anglesea H., St. Mary Cray Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Keeble , A.P. g.a.

Bushell,J.H.
St. George's Coll . , Weybridge

Oswestry School
Harwood ,C.R . a . Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear 2 Tanner,W.S. ok .

Maddocks, T.E.
St. Aloysius Coll . , X.

Grain . S. , Pencader
People's Coll ., Nottingham

Little ,J.A . eu . p2Salmon , A.L.
Pengelly , H.J.

Allhallows S. , Honiton

12 Gartield Terrace , Stoke, Devonport
Muckleston , B.B. g.a.al. The Model S. Training Coll . , York ?Stepheuson,G. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

2Strutt, D.H.
Rowlands,G.B.

Tollington Schools , N. (Longley , C. H. a.d. Wreight's S.,Faversham Borden Gram . S.

Oswestry School 2 Webster, T.W.

Scott, H.F. Lancaster Coll . , W. Norwood
Neep, H.W. 2. Market Bosworth Gram . S.

Galloway, B.I . Tollington Schools, N.

Hawkins,C.N.
Plenderleith ,E.J. al.f.Private tuition Hudson , F.A.

Paston Gram. S. , N. Walsham
Rolandseck S. , Ealing

Tall, F.S. Private tuition
Tollington Schools , X. 2Wells,W.G.B. d .

Renouf, P.H.
Radcliffe , F.V. a .

Oxenford H. , Jersey
Snettisham School

Peaty, A.E.F. Carditf Inter , S.
Wyllie's , Cuckfield " Lilly white, R. Ripley Comm . S., Woking

Pullan , c . Ellesmere S. , Harrogate
Wilson , A. d . Borden Gram . S. Adney, T.H.L.e.

Tavistock Gram . S.Ludlow Comm . s . rPearce, F.G.

2 Pinnock , L.J.

Smith , J.G .
Broady, H. .

Borden Gram . S.
Weston S., Bath Brown,C.B.4.9.0 .

1 Wright, J. Private tuition Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool Quiggin, E.W. ch .

Cabot, D.A.S. High $ . for Boys, Jersey Clark , T. a. Brewood Gram . S. Line, V.J. a. Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M.

Cheesman, A.P. Dainton , H.W. e.f. Taunton Trade S., Southampton ! ?Todd,A.

Lancaster Coll., W. Vorwood
Littlestone Coll . , Littlestone -on - Sea (Olivero, N. e. Line Wall Coll., Gibraltar Forest Gate High S. and Comm . Coll.

Chippindale , C . Roux,S.E.C.a.s. Bryant,G , H . ch .
Ellesmere S. , Harrogate

Godwin Coll., Margate Barnes.J.E . e.a.
Borden Gram . S.

Colenso, T.W. ( Russo ,A. e. Line Wall Coll., Gibraltar
2Stedeford,E. A. Stafford Coll . , Forest Hill

Catholic Collegiate Inst. , M'chester *White, E.J. d. Private tuition

Penwerris Gram . S. , Falmouth Carlile,R.W. 0. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle Cole , C.T. r ?Langford ,R.J. Snettishamn School

Elphick, F.W. Private tuition Melvill, D. e. Tollington Schools, Y. Hillmartin Coll ., Camden Rd ., N.W. 2Watts , J.C .

Humphreys, E.G.
Tollington Schools, V.

Lewisham Park S. Organ, W.E. eu . Birkbeck S. , Kingsland Mace,E.R. h.a.
Hythe S., Kent "Wheaton, P.P. Borden Gram . S.

Jones ,J.L. : Gram . S. , Pencider Atkins,H.
Richardson , C.A. University S. ,Rochester

( Laurence, H.C.
"Elginton, W.J.

Mercers' S. , Holborn Wordsworth Rd . S. , Stoke Newington ' ( Thomlinson, R. A. a.al. Grain . S. , Eccles ' |
Tannton Trade S. , Southampton
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BOYS , 3RD CLASS, Pass-Continued. Bertnchi, A.J. e. Line Wall Coll.,Gibraltar 2Sewell ,C.A . Lancaster Coll . , W.Norwood Le Breton , T. High S. for Boys, Jersey

2Hall , H.T. Plymouth Public S i Chalker, F. e.a. 2Smith , A.W. St. John's Coll., Brixton Massie, W.E. St. Dunstan's Coll . , Margate
2 Handford , E.J.

Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Taylor,C.B . Hutton Gram . S. Murray, C.W. Private tuition

Bible Christian Coll ., Shebbear 1 " Cobon , H.F. Rye Gram . S. Wagstaff, L.G. Puiney, L.S. C. Wreight's S. , Faversham

? Ling, H.E. King's Coll., Wimbledon 2Grier, R.A. St. John's Coll., Brixton Forest Gate High S. and Comm . Coll. Rampal,M.P. f.

Pearce , F. Gram . S. , Camelford | Hobday,E.S. Aberdeen H., Ramsgate Warwick , X.R.C. g . Private tuition St. George's Coll. , Weybridge

2Simpson, A.G. 1 Jeunings.J. Belvedere , Hayward's Heath 2 Wheeler, B. St. John's Coll ., Brixton Swann , H.J. Stanwell H. , W. Hampstead

Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll. 1 ?Kelsall, V.D. Gram . S. , Eccles Wright, R. University S. , Rochester Tattersall F. University S. , Southport

rCradock, W.M. Giove H. , Highgate Kerfoot,W.A.
Hutton Gral . S.

2Phillips, E.O.

Fooght,J.H . ( . Higher Grade S., Carlisle

Miles, H.
Beesley , A.C.

Higher Grade S. , Carlisle
Wirksworth Gram . S.

Whitehouse,C.E.L.eu . Ruthin Gram . S.

Appuldurcombe S. , Banstead 20'Keeffe, J. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries
Chalmers,W.F.a .

"Shaw , J.A .

| Woolfe,S.B.e.g. Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst

University S. , Southport 2Roberts,S.H. Seaford College
People's Coll.,Nottingham

Yuill, J.L . d . Statlord Coll., Forest Hill

Campbell,L.E. 2Savage , J.G . Seaford College
Clough , S. al .

Young, V.A.
Montrose Coll., Brixton Hill

Argyle H. , Sunderland

Sirey, W. a .
The Model S. Training Coll . , York

Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

2Denniss,H.W. Kent House Coll., Anerley Stevens,C.S.G. Seaford College
Doyle, H. rAddiscott,1.

Evans, D.O. Grammar S. , Pencader Windsor,G.a . St. Aloysius Coll ., N.
Catholic Collegiate Inst., M'chester Hr. Grade S. , Regent St. , Plymouth

2Westcott, J . Dunn's End . S., Crediton ( 2With ,P.A. Private tuition
Ford, A.C. ForestGateHighs.& Comm.Coll. 1 2Butler,R.

Gram , S. , Eccles

Conway, R.J. St. Joseph'sColl., Dumfries
Francois, A.T. 8.d. Hythe S. , Kent Carman ,E.L. St. John's Coll ., Brixton

Austin ,H. c.

(2Wilson , D.
Wreight's S. , Faversham

Newcastle Modern S.
Green ,P.E . Ludlow Comu . S. Chalk ,G. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

2Buhl,C.H . Private tuition

Buckley,C .
2Grose , G. Gram , S. , Camelford | Crisford , A.W.e. Rye Gram . S.

Catholic Collegiate Inst. , M'chester
Earles, W.R.4 . MarketHarboroughGram.S. Gunn , D.R.

i dePutron , B. a . South Norwood Coll.

2Emdon , R.R. Froebel H., Devonport
Donbleday, F.N . Manor H., Clapham | Haminond . H.W.

64 Mornington Rd ., Leytonstone | Genders, f1.V. e . Line Wall Coll.,Gibraltar

Ruthin Gram . S.

* Turner, R.D. Oswestry School
2 Holmes,E.J. MontroseColl., Brixton Hill Gerry, H.C.a. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries

Harrison ,F.W. Tollington Schools, N.

George,R.W.d. Wreight's S. , Favershain
Homewood ,E.J. d . Harrington , B. L.

2 Herford ,J.H .

"Dalla lay,H.J. SalwayColl.,Leytonstone
St. Aloysius Coll., N. Kent House Coll., Anerley The Donglas S. , Cheltenham

Finn , J .
2Tong, F. Ellesmere s . , Harrogate 2Hope,J. St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill Hodson ,G.H. 9.0 . Rye Gram . S.

Watts, L.C. eu .
Catholic Collegiate Inst. , M'chester

Elton High S. , Bristol 2James, J.P. High S. , Penzance Hunter,J.w. Salway Coll., Leytonstone

2 Weston,C.W. Salway Coll., Leytonstone

*Smith , L.J. d .
Margetts, D. a. Snettisham School Jones, B.A. Holmwood H., Hampstead

Marylebone Central Hr. Grade S. , W.
Yoxall, A.J. St.Philip'sGrams.,Edgbaston Masterson , T. a . Langlois, H. High S. for Boys, Jersey

Armitage,R. &.
Barkes, W. a . Argyle H. , Sunderland Catholic Collegiate Inst ., Manchester Maccormac, M. e.

Fartown Gram , S. , Huddersfield Bergiu , M.C.
Mortimer, o . Northgate S. , Ipswich The Model S. Training Coll ., York

2Neale ,W.E. Private tuition St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston Payeur, G. a.f. St.Joseph's Coll., Dumfries Manwaring, B.G. St. George's S. , Worthing

Smith ,S.R . Lymm Gram . S. 2Cain, G.T. Parmiter'ss.,Victoria Park, N.E. Rash, R.H. q.a. Eye Gram . S. | Morris ,A.T.

( Gelli, M.A. St. Aloysius Coll . , N
Cue , A.B. u.d. Sturges,W.H.f. Emlyn Gram . S. , Newcastle Emlyn

¡ Holland. W.H.
Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Belvedere, Hayward's Heath Pierce , E. Belvedere, Hayward's Heath

Witton Gram . S. , Northwich 1 Deane,A.B. Market Bosworth Gram . s. | Thomson , S.J. Tollington Schools , N. Smith , R. W.
Newcastle Modern S.

( Sowerby, R.R. High S., Kirk by Stephen
Earnshaw ,E.H. University S. , Southport Wallis ,A.e .

Tavistock Gram . S. Sutton , A.W. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

Graham , T.W.

( Arnold.G.H , Market Bosworth Gram , S.

Higher Grade s ., Carlisle ( Yates, J.A. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle i Thomas,J.

2Green , A.P. Charlecote, Worthing Barton , H.D.

1 ?Beynon ,O.M. Wm . Ellis S. , Gospel Oak Gram . S. , Eccles
Emlyn Gram . S. , Newcastle Emlyn

Keliau.G.A.E . a . 2Wallis ,A. Fulwood Gram , S. , Preston

2Carson , S.A. St. Aloysius Coll., X. Bennison,C. ge.
2Dabbs , E.G. Polytechnic Secondary Day S.,W. 2Williamson,H.S. South Shields High S.

Private tuition Chateau de la Croisiere, Ghistelles

2Gibbs ,L.R.
2King,H Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

Salway Coll., Leytonstone
Berg ,F.L.

Winstanley ,H.J.J.
Tollington Schools, N.

Morris, E. g .
2GOSS ,J.S .

Elton High S. , Bristol Blake, G.C.
Epsom College

St. Mary's Lodge, St. Leonards -on -Sea
Hythe S. , Kent

" Pointin , V.

2Hanson,F.J.C.
Salway Coll ., Leytonstone Wright, R.A. d . kent House Coll.,Anerley

Horsmonden School Garbarino,J.A. Line Wall Coll . , Gibraltar
2Robinson,G.D. Gram , S. , Eccles

( ?Pugh , H.S. Brighton Gram . S.
Habens, G. f .

Seaman , J.E . ge .

Brewood Gram. S.

Northgate S. , Ipswich
Bagshaw ,W.B.

( Atkins,A.T. Snettisham School
St. Joseph's Coll . , Denmark Hill

Shew ,H.E . People's Coll., Nottingham
Bernasconi, P. d .

Hogbeu , A.
Hastings, J.T. Snettisham School

Wreight's S., Favershain . Smart, C. a.

St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries
South Norwood Coil.

Xolan , H.J.
Birkdale Gram . S.

St. Aloysius Coll , X.

Higinbothain , H. a.d.
" Tayler, S. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

Chafen, A.J.

Stepple,E.C.Montrose Coll ., Brixton Hill

Kendall ,s.r. Seaford College Taunton Trade S. , Southampton
Vigars,F.H. q. Oswestry School

Tuck Brown, M.J. d .
2 Lee , H. Newcastle Modern S. Crundall,A.H. g . Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst

Waterhouse, E. 2Leivers, G.S.
Wreight's S. , Faversham St. Augustine's S. , Dewsbury

Dodge,G.T.E . Collett H., Bournemouth

Compton ,L. North Devon S., Barnstaple
North London High S. , Eton Rd ., N.W. Duffy , T. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries

2Wilson , J.H . Montrose Coll . , Brixton Hill L'Hollier, H.L.
2 Donuison, T.

Evans,G.L.B. Oswestry School

Ripley Comm. S., Woking (Wright,W.R.H.a. UniversityS.,Southport
*Hills, A.V.

St. Philip's Gram. S., Edgbaston Grantham , R.

Bethany H., Goudhurst Anderson,G.L. King's Coll . , Wimbledon
( 2Willson ,C. d. Borden Gram . S. || Ash , J.L . (.

Mann , T.H.Eastward Ho !Coll., Felixstowe The Model 8. Training Coll., York

Tollington Schools , N. Maplesien ,E. University S. , Rochester | Hardman ,W.F.e. HighS ., Clough St.,Bury
Benjamin ,M.H .

Baker, C.J. e.a. Uckfield Gram . S. Milner,T. a . Humbert, V.J. a.d.

Burlington Coll . , SpringGrove 2Blane , s . Hutton Gram , S. The Model S. Training Coll . , York Chateau de la Croisière , Ghistelles

2 Dee , W.E. Gram . S. , Friern Barnet 2 Blyth ,J.B . Wreight's S. , Faversham Parker, J.L. ( . Oswestry School Humphrey,E.R. St. Martin's S. , York

*King, E.H. Tollington Schools, N. Brookes ,C.H.e.g.a. TalbotSt. S. ,Southport Quant, P.F . d . Jarratt, R.C. e. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

| 2Spurgeon , S.E. 2Cleare, H.T. Vermont Coll ., Clapton Eastward Ho ! Coll . , Felixstowe 2Mather ,J.A . Private tuition

Forest Gate High S. and Comm . Cull . Cox,P.J . , St. George's Coll., Weybridge Roberts , J.A. Ruthin Gram . S. 2Mauger. A. f. St. Mary's Coll. S. , Jersey

1 ? Thompson ,C.E.
Farr , J.P. Ucktield Grann . S. Roe, s . Brewood Gram . S. Milly, S.W.

The Model S. Training Coll., York Gadsdon, H. A. d . Seaford College Sleeman , A.J. a . Tavistock Gram . S. Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coil.

( 2White ,H.E.G. Grove H., Highgate Gibbons,S.A. Northgate S. , Ipswich Thomson, A.P. Stafford Coll ., Forest Hill Peck ,A.B. Mintholme S. , Southport

( Pywell, E.A.
Private tuition Harrington , G.H. e.a. Thompson,C.e. ArnoldColl ., Bournemouth Prevel, F. d . St. Aloysius College, N.

* Seddon , F . University S. , Southport Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Trethewey,W.R.e.eu , Tavistock Gram . S. * Taylor,H. The Gables , Sarisbury

( 2Wande,R.A. Montrose Coll., Brixton Hill Hotchkiss, H. e. Ludlow Comm . S. Turner, J. Taunton Trade S. , Southan : pton Turnbull,A.A. Argyle H. , Sunderland

Moss , L.J. I.
2Adainson ,S.

Salway Coll., Leytonstone

Line Wall Coll . , Gibraltar

Wee len , S.V.R .Wiggins,H.F. Kent House Coll . , Anerley Tollington Schools , N.

Robertson ,A.P. Snettishamn School

Brewitt, R.P. e.

Wiles,B.D. Monk Bridge 8. , York i Wilcock , R. Bentham Gram , S. , Yorks .

St. George's Coll. , Weybridge
2Stacy , s . Gram , S. , Camelford 2Williner ,H.

Horsmonden School
Weston S. , Bath

( 2Addison,C.R.

2Bull, B.A. The Portlands S. , Huddersfield
Underwood, W.E.

Adye, J.F.
Market Harborough Grain . S.

Gram . S. , Eccles
Young , R. St. Joseph's Acad ., Kenuington

2Clarke , W.E.

Weller, E.S.
Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear

St. John's Coll ., Brixton
Brown,H. High Pavement S., Nottingham Bastable, A.L. a. Mintholme S., Southport

2Cooke,O.F. Catholic Coll. S. , Lytham Behrman ,A.Townley Castle S., Ramsgate

| Hadfield , R. H. King's Col!., Wimbledon ( Abraham ,R.B. Duinsday, C.R. Borden Gram . S. Blenkhorn ,J.L.

Innes, W.s. St. John's Coll . , Brixton Dean Close S. , Cheltenham Earley, F. Fartown Gram . S., Huddersfield

Jenkin, H. a . Froebel H.,Devonport Beard , R.D. Northgate S. , Ipswich Catholic Collegiate Inst. , M'chester Boyd , D.S. Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool

Johnson ,F.R.M. Alton H. , Blackheath Bingley ,C.H . Grove H. , Highgate Fish ,G. Tollington Schools , X. | 2Brazil, A. Catford Coll. S. , Lewisham

Lamerton,H. e.a. Blood , F.J. e. Wreight's S. , Faversham Fouracre , F.W. Tollington Schools, X. Bridal,G. Kent House Coll ., Anerley

Bible Christian Coll. , Shebbear Boughton , A. f. Finsbury Park Coll. Gale , H . Kent House Coll . , Anerley Clarkson, E.A. Hutton Gram . S.

Larkworthy,T. | Davis,C.J . a . Barbourne Coll., Worcester Gardner, H.J. a . Cooke, A.S. f. Rostellan , Brighton

Bible Christian Coll ., Shebbear Fawcett , H.E.I.f. BelinoreH.,Cheltenham Marylebone Central Hr. Grade S. , W. | Edward ,W.W. University S. , Rochester

- Litchfield ,E.C. Brighton Grain . S. 2Flisher,G.E. Rye Gram . S. Goater, E.G. d . 1 ?Fowler ,F.A. Warwick H. , Southsea

Rivers ,G. eu. Tollington Schools, N. 2Fyson , J.S. Private tuition Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Hallum ,W.B.
Turnbull,C.H. d . Higher Grade S. , Carlisle 2Hcwlett,A. West Cliff S. , Ramsgate

Hayden , L.J. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

2Turner , W. Hutton Gram . S. Koekkork,P.R.
Seaford College Porthallow Board S. , St. Keverne Jorce,E.St. Philips Gram . S. , Edgbaston,

2Von Brann,C.R.B. Private tuition Mills, S.W. d . Wreight's S. , Faversham Hayes, L.P. u . Market Bosworth Gram . S. 2Kellett, J.H . d, Old Gram . S., Alvechurch

Webb ,G.H . High S. , Clough St. , Bury 2Moore,F. Grain . S. , Blackpool 2Lainbeth, A. Salway Coll., Leytoustone Lewis, R.M. Wadham S., Liskeard

Wilkinson , W.D. a.al. 2Pearce, R.E. North Devon S. , Barnstaple Marsh , J . e . St. Aloysius Coll., N. Locke, R.G. Temple Square S. , Aylesbury

Witton Gram . S. , Northwich 2 Pearson, C. 2 Robinson , A. Private tuition 2Marshall ,A.W. Holloway College, X.

Wood , P.J. Belvedere , Hayward's Heath
St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbastoni Taylor,A.T. The Douglas S., Cheltenham Roberts, H.V. Ludlow Comm . S.

Bryant,D.H . Borden Grain . S.
| ' Phillips ,J. | " Thomson, D. Bethany H. , Goudhurst ?Shaw , E. d .

2Collins, R. Tavistock Grain . S.
St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill Turner, T. a . Fartown Gram . S. , Hudderstield

Eyton -Jones,J.B.a.
Rees, B.S. Wadham S. , Liskeard Taunton Trade S. , Southampton 1 Spillane,H.W.
Renatean, L. Borden Gram . S.

Market Harborough Gram. S.

Williams, R. E. e , St. George's Coll ., Weybridge

Garwood , V. W.
Vigars ,J.W . a. Oswestry School Porthallow Board S. , St. Keverne 2Squires, J.W.L. University S. , Rochester

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton
(2Watson , T.F. Belper Gram . S. ( Willis ,Z.F. Northgate S. , Ipswich *Taylor , J. W.

Borden Gram . S.

Gilfillan ,H.L.a. Tollington Schools, n . r ? Bourn,J.
Hutton Gram . S. Balsillie ,M. Holloway College, N. ( Tupman, R.E. Mount Radford S.,Exeter

2Grizelle ,H.F. Bray ,J . a . Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst | Bound, M. TauntonTrade S., Southampton r2Baker,B.W. St. Aloysius Coll . , N.
Westminster Abbey Choir S. Bryer, A.Taunton Trade S., Southampton | Broadhurst,C.A. Salcombe H., Herne Hill Baulkwill, E.C.M.

Gunstone,A.C. Butcher, S.H.g ... Eye Gram . S. Bromfield , D.A . St. Aloysius Coll., N. i Bible Christian Coll. , Shebbear

Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll. Cherry, F. E. St. John's Coll., Brixton Casey, J.M . e. St. George'sColl., Weybridge | Blunt,C.G. Horsinonden School

2Herford ,H.A , St. Aloysius Coll . , X. Conraili,D.I. Salway Coll., Leytonstone Clark, E.W. a . Carpenter, F. Belmore H. , Cheltenham

2Nley , E.N. Darlington Gram . S. Dalziel , j . Osborne High S.,W.Hartlepool Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Cooke, . , c . Barnstaple Gram . S.

McDonald , R. F. e.d. Ellis , D. ( 1 . South Norwood Coll. 1 2Coyle , F. St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill Davies , R.C. l . Oswestry School

Taunton Trade S., Southampton 2Gould , E.F. Epsoin College i Crawford.G . Newcastle Modern S. Edwards,S.A. e. Seaford College

Mitchell,W. g. Argyle H., Sunderland Guerout,P.L.f. Ripley Comm . S. Wokins | 2Fenn, F. St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill Graves, N.C.P. Barbourne Coll. ,Worcester

Pepper, B. People's Coll., Nottingham 2Healey ,R.J. MarketHarborough Gram.s. | Graves, H.D. a . Barbourne Coll.,Worcester 1 ?Hancock , P.S. Private tuition

2 Power, W.G. Ucktield Gram . S. ' Hooson , H.B. | Hawke, J . St. Aloysius Coll., X. 211idge, A.E. Brewood Gram . S.

Robin , A.C. Oxenford H. , Jersey Bourne Coll . , Quinton, B'ham Herrmann,E.R. Borden Gram . S. Inman, R.J. University s. , Rochester

Shaw ,W.B.L. Wirksworth Gram . S. | Hurst, E.C. Market Bosworth Gram . S. | Hughes,A.R. Ruthin Gram . S. Litster, T.A. e. ArnoldColl., Bournemouth

Tempest,R.M.North DevonS., Barnstaple Macdonald , J.D . | Ilee,G.W. a . Lloyd ,C.E. Montrose Coll., Brixton Hill

Wilkins, R.C. a . Tollington Schools, N.li St. Joseph's Coll.,Dumfriesli The Model S: Training College, York ! | Mirains,H.F.6 . Uckfield Gram . S.
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BOYS, 3RD Class, Pass - Continued . Egan , A.P. | Gloster, P.R a . Ripley Comm. 8., Woking Grover ,G.S. Oswestry School

| Miskin ,G.S. Borden Gram . S. Catholic Collegiate Inst ., Manchester Hunt,C.P. g. Eye Gram . S. Harris,D.W.a . Wreight's S. , Faversbam

O'Keeffe ,D. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries Foster, H. e. Ludlow Comm , S. Laban ,W.H.A. Gram . S. , Eccles Haynes, A. St. Aloysius Coll. , X.
| Pickard ,G.M. Tollington Schools, N. Greenhalgh, H. Ruthin Gram . S. | Maple ,J.F . Bethany H., Goudhurst 2Hazelwood, W.O.R.LangfordH. , Brighton

Pillar,C.H. Tavistock Grain . S. 1 Kilkenny,C. a . St. Aloysius Coll., N. Mason ,J.V. Tavistock Gram . S. 2Hunt,J.M . North Devon S. , Barnstaple

? Ransford , C N. Watford H., Folkestone Leader, S. Brent Hill S. , Hanwell Masters, W.J. Grain . S. , Camelford kendrick , J . Brewood Gram . S.

Sawyer, G.F. Taunton H. , Brighton Matthews, L.T.B . Private tuition McPherson , D.A. York Manor S. , York Larkin , W.H. Bethany H., Goudhorst

"Tabor,G.A. Private tuition Minter,W.M.e. Wreight's S. , Faversham Oliver,C. a. St. Aloysius Coll . , N. Maslen , T.A. g . Weston S. , Bath

| Watts, A. E. d . O'Donnell, B.L. e. Page ,J.S. Glasgow Deaf & Dumb Inst. Owen , W.H. Wreight's S. , Favershan

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton St. George's Coll ., Weybridge Pritchard , E.D. Taplow Gram . S. Pusey ,T.C. St. Jobn's Coll . , Brixtın

20 ]dridge ,W.H. Dunn's End S. , Crediton 2Scarborough ,A.J.
( Allberry,C.C . Stafford Coll ., Forest Hill

Reeves,J.K. The Vale Coll ., Ramsgate

Peters, B. South Norwood Coll.

| Bradbury , T.R.WittonGram.S., Northwich

St. Philip's Gram . S., Edgbaston Ross, E.S. Alton H. , Blackheath

Piercy, L.H. Shrubsole , F .

| Cartridge ,H.a . BarbourneColl., Worcester

Wreight's S. , Faversham 2Scrase , F.W. Brighton Gram . S..

St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston 2Smith, H.T. Private tuition

Dacombe ,H.V...a..
Sheehan, W. St. Aloysius Coll . , X.

Reid , F. South Norwood Coll.

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton
Webb),F.R. Salway Coll., Leytonstone Ward ,C.V. EastwardHo ! Coll., Felixstowe

Ruthin Gran . S.

Farrell, J .

Simpson ,N.M.h . 2Wernis ,F.E . Lawn H. , Clapham Rd .

St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries Taylor, S.A. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking Williams, H .

Flaherty , T .

Boys' High S. , Wareham
Chapman, R. Ripley Comm . S. , Wokiug

Walker, F.J. Gram , S. , Eccles.

W.D'A.

Williams,H.J.E.
2Conway,

Catholic Collegiate Inst . , Manchester

Ruthin Gram . S.

2Wright,M.B.D . Private tuition
St. Joseph's Coll. , Duinfries

Furney ,J.J. Barbourne Coll . , Worcester
( Amy, P. M. St. James' Coll. S. , Jersey Crabbe,W.S. a . Sunny Hill S. , Ilfracombe

Grant ,G , University S. , Rochester Avison , J.T. ap -Ellis, A. Market Bosworth Gram . S. Dadd ,S.W . Stafford Coll ., Forest Hill

Grittin ,O.S.St.Philip'sGrain.s .,Edgbaston
Polytechnic Secondary Day S. , W. Barr ,C.C. 2Dodd,J.w . Private tuition

2Haynes ,W.E. PaddingtonHigh S.1orBoys
Ballandas,H.S. Forest Gate High S. and Comm . Coll. Douglas, H.G. St. John's Coll. , Brixton:

Jackson ,A.E. North Devon S.,Barnstaple Marylebone Central Hr . Grade S. , W. Bird , W. Oxenford H., Jersey 2England ,H.S.

Jones, L. Rusholme High S. , Manchester
Blanks,G. Bethany H., Goudhurst Chelwill, E.R. Brewood Gram . S. Wilson Coll. , Cazenove Rd ., Y.

| Latham ,D.E. Christmas, D.H. Griffith ,R.J.Gram.and Coll , S. , Carnarvon Ezard , H.H. Linden H., St. John's, S.E.

St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston
Stafford Coll . , Forest Hill | Herbert,s. Montrose Coll . , Brixton Hill Gould , K. Arnold Coll ., Bournemouth

Marmont, F . Claff,A. Townley Castle S. , Ramsgate Hobson , F.H. l . Hill,G.H. Montrose Coll., Brixton Hill
Hillmartin Coll . , Camden Rd . , N.W. Clitheroe ,J.N . Gram . S. , Blackpool Witton Gram . S. , Northwich Jackson,H. St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries

Morgan ,E.L. a . CatfordColl. S.,Lewisham Corry ,J.s. St. Boniface'sColl ., Plymouth | Manton ,W.B. Ta plow Gram . S. Kendall,C.J.L.

2Noirit,V. St. Philip's Gram.S., Edgbaston ?Farquharson , J.R. 2McFarlane, F. Private tuition The Model 8. Training Coll., York

2Parker, A.E.
St. Catharine's S. , Broxbourne | Mountjoy , S.H. Gram . S. , Camelford Kent, J . St. Boniface's Coll ., Plymouth

12 Garfield Terrace , Stoke , Devon port Gobbitt , R.H.S. | Oakley , c . Horsmonden School Mankelow , A.G.

Pearse , c . South Norwood College Eastward Ho! Coll . , Felixstowe i Organ,S.G. Froebel H., Devon port Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Rundle ,R.H .
Gutierrez, Q. sp . Catholic Coll. S. , Lytham Richards, W.H. Martin ,A. Bethany H., Goudhurst

Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Hall , R.C. Private tuition St. Philip's Gram . S., Edgbaston O'Neill , J . St. Aloysius Coll. , N.

Smith , T.J.T. Private tuition ? Iles, E.D. Weston S. , Bath i 2Steel,H. Private tuition Thompson , A.C.

Stephenson ,R.
King,H.E. University S. , Southport Walker, A. 9. Modern S. , Walthamstow Marylebone Central Hr. Grade S. , W.

Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool Le Quesne, A. Oxenford H., Jersey Westhofen , P.H . Trotman , E.H. e.

Taylor, L.A. Roebuck , V.J. Froebel H. , Devonport St. George's Coll . , Weybridge Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

St. Philip's Gram. S. , Edgbaston Rogers, T.T. Young, J. a. Tyler, O.W. St. Catharine's S. , Broxbourne

Taylor, T.B. Bentham Gram , S. , Yorks Emlyn Gram , S. , Newcastle Emlyn Sir A. Judd's Comm . S. , Tonbridge

2Turtle , S.W. Private tuition Rundle , S.P .
( ?Brown, T.S. Brighton Gram . S.

Twose, W.S. Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear
Biro, F.J. ge. St. Joseph's Coll. , Dumfries i Campbell, w . Gram . and High S. , Thirsk

Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Stanton ,A.W.
Brown , T.H . Tudor Hall , Hawkhurst Clarke, H.S. Gram . S. , Streatham

2Waddy, R. Private tuition St. Philip's Gram. S. , Edgbaston
2Carpenter,W.R. Corner, W.A. Modern S. , Eccles.

West, J.F . Market Harborough Grain . S. Symes, W.V. a .
Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll . Craddock , A.C. Rolandseck S. , Ealing

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton
Davies, W.

Wright,F. a . Ripley Comm . S., Woking

Miller Arcade, Preston Ede , H . Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

( 2Wright , J.P . Tudor Hall , Hawkhurst | Tardif,E.deP.A.

Fielding, H.S. Stanwell H.,W. Hampstead Friend , L. Oxford H. , Brighton

Montrose Coll . , Brixton Hill
2Graham , W. Inter. S. , Antrim Green ,C.R . Brewood Grain . S.

( 2Armstong,F.S. Gram . S. , Camelford ? Tyrrell,W.H.Lancaster Coll. ,W.Norwood
Hauser,J.W.T. Wreight's S. , Faversham "Lillis,L. St. Philip's Gram.S.,Edgbaston

2Blake,E.J.N.St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries Wace,C.L . g. Eye Gram . S.
Hyde, A. A. h . Martinetti,F. a .

Cox, T.u . Rusholme High S. , Manchester

North London High S. , Eton Rd ., N.w.li Marylebone Central H. Grade S. , W.

Coyle,J.M . St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries
Barratt, H.J. Hythe S. , Kent Illing, R.W. Paddington High S. for Boys Minhinnick ,R.F. Tavistock Gram . S.

2Elliott ,E.W.
Bell,o. Montrose Coll., Brixton Hill Joyner,H. Barbourne Coll . , Worcester Newman ,G.S. Tollington Schools , X.

Cumberland H., Milton , Gravesend
Betteridge, T , d . Long, J. g. Eye Gram . S. Oddie , T.J.C. Borden Grain . S.

Ellis ,E.B. g .
Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Beverley S. , Barnes
McKee, D. Harlesden College Parsons, R. St. Joseph's Coll ., Dumfries

Foley, A.V. eu .
Bradridge, W.S.

Millard.K .
Pearse,A. St. Joseph's Acad . , Kennington

Polytechnic Secondary Day S. , W.
Bradley High S., Newton Abbot Littlestone Coll., Littlestone-on -Sea Phillips,G.E.

Furneaux,C.B. Froebel H., Devon port
Byrne,P . St. Joseph's Acad ., Kennington Paul, s . Boys ' High S. , Warehamn 64 Mornington Rd ., Leytonstone

Ghinn , T. St. John's Coll., Brixton
Cawood, H.J.L. Ashmount S. , Sheli eld " Phillips, J . Gram. S. , Pencader Piquet, R.S. High S. for Boys, Jersey

2James, J.o. Grammar S. , Pencader
Cole,F.R. Belmore H., Cheltenham Reveirs , A.G.LancasterColl ., W.Norwood Poels,A.J. St. George's Coll.,Weybridge

2Maher,W.
Davis, W.H.T. Taplow Gram . S. Robinson ,H.L. " Ruck, C.F.L . The Douglas S.,Cheltenham ,

Catholic Collegiate Inst., Manchester.
Edwards,G.H. Wreight's S. , Faversham Eastward Ho ! Coll ., Felixstowe Rushton, A. Hutton Gram , S.

2Moxon , H.A . Brighton Gram , S.
Evans J. e.g. Gram . & Coll , S. , Carnarvon Russel, J . e.f. Oxford H. , Brighton Short,H. Bethany H. , Goudhurst

Osman , C.E. Taunton Trade S. , S'hampt'n
| 2Gabb ,G.R . Barbourne Coll . , Worcester Slee, R.J. Barnstaple Gram . S. Smeeth , A.W. e.

2Owen ,J.H.
Hankins, R.F. Turner, A.W.

Epsom College
University S. , Southport Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear

Thomson , H.J. Horsmonden School
Littlestone Coll . , Littlestone-on -Sea Walsham ,H.W. Taplow Grani . s . Smith ,H.G .

Walford , j.D .
2Hewitt,C.H .

Oswestry School
Wivell, A. Hutton Gram . S. Eastward Ho ! Coll . , Felixstowe

White ,G.A . e. Wreight's S. , Faversham
10 Houndsfield Rd ., Sheffield Soutar ,J.C . Glasgow Deaf & Dumb Inst.

Hodgkinson,E.H.
Gram . S., Eccles ! (Beard , W.A.

Stedeford ,W.A.P.
Cumberland H. , Milton , Gravesend

2Barlow , J.R .
Howes, R.M. Bethany H., Goudhurst

Bellis ,H.W. Oxenford H. , Jersey
Stafford Coll . , Forest Hill

Hutton Gram . S.St. Philip's Gram . S., Edgbaston Iddon , H.
2Brennan, F. Tyrrell, R. Gram . S. , Streatham

Bell, A.g. Gram . & High S. , Thirsk Keyse , W.G. Wood, C.G.
Catholic Collegiate Inst. , Manchester

Gram . S. , Streatham

Bell, A.C. Taunton Trade S.,Southampton
Bradley High S. , Newton Abbot

2Laferme,M.L.
Bennett ,H.B.

Brewer,A.S.
Borden Gram . S.

Bell ,N.J . Taynton Trade S.,Southampton

Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear

Bradley High S. , Newton Abbot | Dalziel,P. Osborne High S.,W.Hartlepood
Lindley, J.C. Elm Bank S. , Nottingham

2Bryan , C.H. Borden Gram . S.
Lundie, A.A.

Carcaud ,W.G . f. St. John's Coll. S. , Jersey

| Flyter, D.I.D. Borden Gram . S.

? Bull , C.H . Manor H., Havant
2Creal,H.W.N. St. Bees Coll. , Holme Wood Coll . ,Up. TulseHill

Harris, F.A. Taplow Gram. S.

Southsea Ucktield Gram . S.Chilton ,E.A.

Croft, H.W. 2Mence,A.C. Private tuition
Hillyer,E.R.V.

Palmer, H.E.
Clive, S.H.C .

St. John's Choir S. , Up. St. Leonards
Beresford H. , Gloucester

St. John's Choir S. , U'p. St. Leonards

2Dee, R.

Taunton Trade S., Southampton | Jamieson , D , St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries
Petley , C.E .

Gram , S. , Friern Barnet
Borden Gram , S.

Cooke , L. Ta plow Gram . S.

Poole ,C.K. h . Stanwell H., W.Hampstead
Parnell, F.R. a .

Dudeney,E.A. Taunton H. , Brighton

Godwin Coll., Margate

Randall, A.
Dynes, P.T.

Salway Colí . , Leytonstone
Creaton,A.W.a.al. Penny,N.M . Barbourne Coll., Worcester

Swan , R.J. d.
Marylebone Central Hr. Grade S. , W.

Fulham Gram . S.
" Rathbone, c .

Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll .

Stretford Con.m. S.

Dew ,M.T. St. Catharine's S. , Broxbourne
Hanbidge , C.M . Taunton H., Brighton (Uhthoff,E.J. Arnold Coll . , Bournemouth

Salomon, V. University S. , Southport

Dixon, A. TheModels.TrainingColl.,York | Tatchell, w .

Howarth , H .

Boys' High S. , Wareham
Hutton Gram . S. Baker,E.H.

Private tuition Elliott, T.H. Kent House Coll., Anerley

Green , P.H .

| Trapnell, B.E.W. Hythe S. , Kent

Bethany H., Goudburst Bazett , C.R.Y. s. Ruthin Gram , S. 2Hayes,F.T. St. Boniface'sColl.,Plymouth Trayer, H.G .

Jeffries, E.P.

Oswestry School

Bell, M.W. Gram . & High S. , Thirsk Kestle,W.H.M.

St. Philip's Gram . S., Edgbaston
Wheatley, J.H . Salway Coll.,Leytonstone:

Bisson,C.J. Oxenford H. , Jersey Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear

Jones ,J.F. Seaford College
Williams,G.H.

Bulley,W.F. d . Leonard ,A. St.Joseph's Coll.,Denmark Hill

2Keane,G.P.St. George's Coll.,Weybridge i

The Douglas S. , Cheltenham .

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Lockington , A. Harlesden College Williams, K.L.

2 Masfen , L.C. Private tuition

County S., Tenby

Cunliffe, E.L. Oliver,C.H. Gram , S. , Streatham Wright,G. Ruthin Gran , S.

Mash , 0.N . Northgate S. , Ipswich St. Philip's Gram . S., Edgbaston Rundle, W.C.

McNamara ,D. Evans, J.c . St. John's Coll . , Brixton Taunton Trade S., Southampton
Brown, W.J.

Gram . S. , Camelford

Catholic Collegiate Inst. , Manchester Evans, L.J. Gram S. , Pencader Sharrock, F. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries
Carroll, L. St. Aloysius Coll ., N.

| Morgan , R.L. Seaford College | Fleet, B.F. St. Dunstan's Coll., Margate Sopwith ,R.J. d . Newcastle Modern S.
Curtis, W.C. g.

Hythe S. , Kent .

Potts,A.J.B. High 8. , Kirkby Stephen 2Francis,W.L. Uckfield Gram . S. Stevens, L.D. Horsmonden School
Freeman , C.E.

Thomas, A. Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst Hodgkiss, R. Hutton Gram . S. Walmsley,B.N . Cambridge H. , Bath
Endcliffe Coll. , Ranmoor, Sheffield

Thomas ,J.R . Hopkins,R.C. The High S. , Melksham Weston , R. Kent House Coll., Anerley Goodwyn , A.J.

Emlyn Gram. S. , Newcastle Emlyn Limb,A. Elm Bank S., Nottingham Whitehead , W.J. University S. , Rochester
St. George's Coll., Weybridge

Wade, A.C.d. Montrose H. , Plyinouth| Maynard ,G.H. Northgate S. , Ipswich Whyntie , F.W .
Gosling ,C.L. e.

White ,C. e.g. Mcinnes,A.C.Glasgow Deaf & Dumb Inst . Sir A. Judd's Comm . S. , Tonbridge
St. George's Coll . , Weybridge

St. Joseph's Acad ., Kennington Mitton, E.G. Froebel H. , Devon port 2Wilton , H.C. d . Private tuition "Hampton-Lewis, T.
OswestrySchool

Hill , W.G.

Barlow , N .
Palmer,A.W.

West Cliff S. , Ramsgate

Gram. S. , Eccles
County S. , Tenby

Ivey, A.W. St. John's Coll . , Brixton

Bevington, G.

?Penhale, E.D.North Devon S.,Barnstaple Ashleigh,C.I. TownleyCastle S., Raunsgate

Tollington Schools , N. Barlow ,J.E .
Quin ,A.

2 Bidgood , J .
Stonyhurst Coll . , Blackburn

Belmore H. , Cheltenham Lowe,L. High Pavement S. , Nottingham

Gram . S. , Friern Barnet
Roberts,C.L.

Bourne, H.G. Lancaster Coll ., W.Norwood
Oswestry School

Maddison ,A.a.

Chaplin ,T.G. Barbourne Coll., Worcester

Old Elvet 8. , Durham

Bull, w
St. John's Coll., Brixton

The Portland S. , Huddersfield Morgan,H.

Coade, C.J.

Stafford Coll., Forest Hill

Borden Gram .s .) ( Seaman, T.H.
Carter, W.

Argyle H., Sunderland Newington, R.B. Horsmonden School

Colebrooke,W.H.K. Rye Gram . 8. r Bottomore, T.J. East Bridgford College ° Clayton ,H.M.H. Weston S. , Bath Prince, P. Taunton Trade S.,Southampton

Cometson, A. St.Joseph's Coli., Dumfries 2Carnson ,R.M. High S. , Erdington, B'ham Dyer, G.C. Rolandseck S. , Ealing i Radcliffe,C. Montrose Coll ., Brixton Hill

Connery,A.W.F. Dalby,W. Gram . 8., Eccles Eaton ,H.F. g. Richmond H. , Handsworth Roberts, R.W.8.
Ruthin Gram . S.

Fulwood Gram. S. , Preston 1 2Ellis , 7 . Bethany H., Goudhurst Farrell, L. St. Philip's Gram.S. , Edgbaston Roberts ,s.r.

Dowell ,G. Ruthin Gram . S. ! | Foot, P.J. Taunton Trade S.,Sonthampton ! | Grant,J.H. Oswestry School Hillmartin Coll., Camden Rd. , S.W.
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BOYS, 3RD CLASS , Pass - Continued . Orpin, F.St. Joseph's Coll ., Denmark Hill Penney, W.G. e. Swanwick Coll ., Hants ! Konrath ,F.St.Joseph's Acad.,Kennington
Santer ,J.w . Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst Rumbold ,A.E.W. Porter, H. Hutton Gram , S. Yeoman ,N.W.

*Taylor, c. Brighton H. , Oldham Holme Wood Coll . , Up . Tulse Hill Roche,M. St. Aloysius Coll., N. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Thompson, H. Graminar S. , Forest Gate Shelton, D.G. Oswestry School

Walmisley,E. A. 2Simpson, W.S.

Froebel A. , Devon portAnderson , T.S.
Private tuition

Weston S. , Bath Bray,A.G.

St. Kilda's Coll., Waterlooville Frankfort , Forest Hill
Monk Bridge S. , York

Solley ,G.
Barrow , V.St.G. Coppinger,C.T. Stafford Coll., Forest Hill

White,G. Gram . S. , Blackpool 2Stanley, J. North Devon S., Barnstaple
Dadds,G.S. Ruthin Gram . s. | Davies,C. Witton Gram. S., Northwich

Wild , G . Taunton Trade S. , Southampton
Earnshaw , N. University S. , Southport Lambkin ,F.W . Wrcight's S., Faversham

Stockbridge, J.J. St. John's Coll., Brixton Moore ,C.G .Holliday, D.M. Ripley Coinm . S.,Woking St. John's Coll., Grimsargh
Stone, A.E.

(Allen, A.E.Taunton Trade S.,Southampton ( Wing,R.A.
Seaford College

Huntley ,G.J , d. Pollard ,E.H. Barbourne Coll. , Worcester
Private tuition

Baynes, A.J. Sir A.Judd's Comm. S., Tonbridge | Soulby,E.
Ruthin Gram, S.

Forest Gate High S. and Comm . Coll. Anderton ,R. e. Jesty ,R.H . Boys' High S., Wareham Sumpster,J.G . Seaford College

" Betney,W.F. Gram . S. , Blackpool Westcliff Prep.S.,South Shore, Blackpool Jewell.F.E . St. John's Coll., Brixton Beale ,G.S . Stafford Coll . , Forest Hill

Brookes, F. Hythe S. , Kent Billett, A.G. Salway Coll., Leytonstone Mooney,J.P. St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries Dennison,S.J.MontroseColl., Brixton Hill

| Clarke, C.D. Tollington Schools , N. Callwood ,H.J.g. Old Gram.S.,Alvechurch Risle , A. St. Aloysius Coll . , N. Durant,W.T. Private tuition

Forrest , P. East Bridgford College Dalton , B.X. Oswestry School Sleight, E.W. Rostellan , Brighton Goode,C.F.

Karge, H.F.M. ge. Foy, S.H. Taunton Trade S.,Southampton Taylor,K.G.
Private tuition North London High S. , Eton Rd ., N.W.

Gram . S. , Chorlton -cum -Hardy Gawn, F.E. Private tuition Taylor, T.R. Mulvey ,J.J. St. Joseph's Coll. , Dumfries.

Kirkness,C. Gram . S. , Streatham Gooch , R. V. g. The Model S. Training Coll., York Simpson,A.H. South Norwood College

Lackie , J . St. Aloysius Coll., N. Hillmartin Coll. , Camden Rd ., N.w. ( Tyler,R.C. St.Catharine's s ., Broxbourne Stephens,w. Hoe Gram . S. , Plymouth

Lewis ,C.
Tavistock Gram . S. Harding, J. Gram . S., Streatham Catch pole,W.G.

Littlewood ,A.
Oxenford H. , Jersey

Thomson, D.G.S. Stafford Coll. ,Forest Hill,

Hutt,H.R. St. Catharine's S. , Broxbourne
| Clutsom , S.V .

Wilkins, J.W.

Wordsworth Rd , S. , Stoke Newington
Taunton H. , Brighton

Tudor Hall , Hawkhurst

Kift , C.D. Seaford College Woodford , A.W.
Crawford , M. St.Joseph's Coll ., Dumfries

Macmeekin ,H. Norman H., W. Didsbury

Ruthin Gram . S.

Madge, F . Stafford Coll . , Forest Hill

Phillips,H.H.
Devenish ,P.H .

Froebel H. , Devonport

Woollard ,R.W. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

2Muraille , c .

Clapham Gram . S.

*Ray, R.

Harris , P.A. Taunton H., Brighton
Bethany H. , Goudhurst Horsmonden School ( Andrewes,L.F.

St. Joseph's Coll . , Denmark Hill

Toinpsett, H.

Jolly , A.
Horsmonden School

St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries
Horsmonden School

Oliver , A.O.
Arnold, E.F.

St. John's Coll., Southend Martin , J.T. HighS. for Boys, Jersey 2Baker,G.A. Norfolk Coll,, Southsea

Andrews,H.A.Anglesea H. , St. Mary Cray
Pitt , c . Kent House Coll . , Anerley Moore, C.H.

Kenny, J.A .Salway Coll., Leytonstone Conv . S. , Banagher

Baldwin , L.
Froebel H., DevonportSleep ,C.H .

St. Aloysius Coll . , N.
Rutter,S. St.Joseph'sColl.,Denmark Hill MacAdam ,J. St. Mary's Hall , Cardiff

Barker , W. Gram . and High S. , Thirsk Summersell, J.G . Bethany H., Goudhurst Smart, H. Eastward Ho ! Coll., Felixstowe Marchant, w . Grain . S. , Forest Gate

Barry , P.J. €. Arnold Coll ., Bournemouth
Pey , A.E. Queen's Park Coll., W. Smith , T.F. , St. Joseph's Coll ., Dumfries Osına, J.D. Borden Gram , S.

Coffin , R. Oxenford H., Jersey
Wagenitz, E.F. Stott,J.H . Gram. S. , Eccles Sherinan , H. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

Gilbertson , L.P.
Leigh Hall Coll. , Leigh , Essex

Oswestry School Walker,J.L. Glasgow Deaf & Dumb Inst . Simister, W.
Private tuition .

Hart,W.N. ( . St. John's Coll., Southend
Wakeford , W.A.

Hutton Gram . S. Snsskind , M. ge.

Hopwood , J.
Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Bellerby,R.

York Manor S. , York
Bloom tield , H.O. Seaford College

Lancaster Coll . , W. Norwood

Howard ,H.V. Salway Coll ., Leytonstone Bell, H. Old Elvet S. , Durham
Private tuition( ? Thorne, H.A.

2Carpenter,A.H.
Levy, C.M.e. Townley Castle S. , Ramsgate | Bradley,W.A. Bethany H.,Goudhursti Montrose Coll . , Brixton Hill Davis, R. Harlesden College -

i Marvin ,G.E.E. i Clark , T.H. TauntonTrades.,Southampton Chapman, E.C. Borden Gram . S. Gibb , J . St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries

St. Kilda's Coll., Waterlooviile Diplock, R.T. Lancaster Coll.,W.Norwood Cross , W.M. 2Hunt,H.F. North Devon S. , Barnstaple

McLaren ,G.I.D. Brighton H. , Oldhamı Eager, K. Rolandseck S. , Ealing Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Hunter, T. W. Oxenford H. , Jersey

Mealand ,H.G. RipleyComm . S. , Woking Eccles, F. St. Joseph's Coll . , Dumfries ?Eccles, H.B. Miller Arcade, Preston 2Smith ,A.G. Oswestry School

Parsons,L.P. Tollington Schools , X. 2 Francis ,R.C.H. Private tuition | Fox , H.L. St. John's Coll ., Brixton Spragg, X. Gram , S. , Camelford

Pearson, T.H. Market Bosworth Gram , S. Gadsdon ,P.H . Salway Coll., Leytonstone Hodge, L.C. Stanesby , R.W.J. Seaford College

Pritchard, F.W.R. Taplow Gram . S. Holgate , B. Salway Coll., Leytonstone Sir A. Judd's Comm . S. , Tonbridge
Rees , C.T.

Birkdale Gram . S ..

Wadham S. , Liskeard
Magee,D.A.W.

Jeyes, H. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Jackson ,H.N . Monk Bridge S. , York

Reid , F.D. e . St. George's Coll . , Weybridge
Merefield , P. St. Aloysius Coll . , N.

kerr, F.A.J.a. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries Lightbɔwn, H . Birkdale Gram . S.

Riley , A.
O'Farrell, J.

Gram . S. , Eccles Reilly, E. St. Aloysius Coll . , N. Noonan , H .

Robinson, L.T. Taunton H., Brighton

St. Joseph's Coll . , Denmark Hill
Ross, D. Argyle H. , Sunderland

St. Philip's Gram , S., Edgbaston
Smith , c.i . Barbourne Coll ., Worcester

Piercy , F.H . Salway Coll . , Leytonstone

2Sinclair,J.o . Charlecote, Worthing Roberts, A.C. 8. Ruthin Gram . S.

Stone,C.H . Culham Coll . Practising S.
Robins,S.F. Froebel H. , Devonport

Smith , J . Gram . S. , Eccles Scott , E.A. Borden Gram . S. 2Stretton -Jones, C. Oswestry School

Bendix , F.E. Tardrew , W.H. Salway Coll., Leytonstone 2Simmons, C.

Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll.
Waite,R.The Model S.Training Coll.,York

Tavistock Gram . S.
St. Joseph'sColl., Denmark Hill Abel,F.C .

Berkeley , A.
Ward , W.A. Dyer, E.A. Eastward Ho ! Coll . , Felixstowe

South Norwood Coll.
( Starbuck , H.C . St. John's Coll ., Brixton

Cochrane,L.V. St. John's Coll., Brixton
Holme Wood Coll ., Up. Tulse Hill

Hytten ,A.O. Kent House Coll., Anerley

Winchester ,H. Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst
Aggiss, W.C.

Easton ,C.

Liddell, R. W. West Cliff S. , Ramsgate

Rye Gram . S.
Wooviger, R.W.

Eastward Ho ! Coll . , Felixstowe
Edwardes-Evans, I.A.

Morton, F.J.B. Anglesea H., St.Mary Cray

Lymm Gram . S. Argyle, D.P.B.
Château de la Croisière, Ghistelles

Spendiff,B.G.

Gérard ,M.H.

Wreight's S., Faversham

North London High S. , Eton Rd. , N.W. ( Turnbull, J. Old Elvet S. , Durham

North London High S. , Eton Rd., N.W. Aylward ,L.H. Batchelor, M.G. Connolly ,J. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries

Glendinning, A.St.Joseph'sColl.,Dumfries St. Kilda's Coll., Waterlooville Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Munsford , D.J. Salway Coll., Leytonstone
" Hames, F.G. Private tuition Beckley, S.G. Anglesea H., St. Mary Cray Bodily ,O. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Rivett , J. Grammar S. , Forest Gate

Handcock , H.W . Burne, C.G. Hythe S., Kent Gray, P. St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries 2Buckland,H.R.
Sir A. Judd'sComm . S. , Tonbridge Coulson, H. Montrose Coll . , Brixton Hill Heaton ,C.E. Stafford Coll ., Forest Hill North Devon S. , Barnstaple ·

" Haynes , L.E.A. Holborn Estate Gram . S. Eastick, F.C. Salway Coll., Leytonstone | Hickey, R. Gram . S. , Eccles Ginn ,S.P . St. Catharine's S. , Broxbourne

Hipkiss, H.B. Green , J.S. Lancaster Coll . , W.Norwood Kay, C . St. Joseph's Coll . , Dunfries .

St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston Job, P.H. Tollington Schools, N. Cumberland H. , Milton , Gravesend Whiting, A. Wreight's S. , Faversham .

Holden W.0. c. Wreight's S. , Favershamn Maguchin , P . St. Joseph's Coll., Dumfries Robinson , W.J. Wood, K.c.

| Hoskin,G. Gram , S. , Camelford Mason , J.R . Tollington Schools, X. Eastward Ho ! Coll . , Felixstowe Cumberland H. , Milton , Gravesend

Hoyle,w
>

CLASS LIST - GIRLS.

( For list of abbreviations, see page 346.)

FIRST CLASS (or SENIOR ]. Peniston ,E.M. SchoolofScience, Plymouth SECOND CLASS ( or JUNIOR ], Edge,E.A.h.f.

Honours Division ,
Batty , E.A.S. Private tuition

Honours Division ,
Warwick H. , Poulton -le -Fylde

Metcalfe, M.

Wall, A. &.e.h.f.b.p .

Linehan,C.M . f.ge.d.

West End High S. , Newcastle - o . - T .
Ladies' Coll. , Wellington, Salop

Loseby,D. a .. Market Bosworth Gram.S. Pupil Teachers'Coll., Blackburn

Puddephatt,O.E. s. The Coll . , Goudhurst Andreae, B. d .

Melvin, J.I. e.ge.

Persson, S.M . f.a.

Wincham Hall Coll , Northwich
Padfield ,E. 8. High S. , Midsomer Norton St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co.Limerick Cornwallis High S., Hastings.

O'Connor,F.d. Lynton H., Portsmouth Waddell, M. s.h.f. Victoria Coll . , Belfast (Walker, B . h .

Meikleham , B.I. f.ge. Private tuition

Cony, S., Banagher

Melliss , D. Old Palace S. , Croydon Hearn,F.M . f.d.
Lenz,J.T.E. f.ge.d.

Standring ,A.M.s.

Gardner, D.H. Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Central Found. Girls' S. , Spital Sq . , E.
Sherborne S. for Girls, Dorset Devonshire Rd . S. , Forest Hill Van Veen ,W.J. 8.f.ge. Dickie ,L.G.d .

Carr,E.M.d . Up. St. Leonards Ladies' Coll. Wincham Hall Coll. , Northwich

Stoke Newington High S. for Girls Scholey,M.A.R.S. 8.f.d. Bolderston, M.O. s.d.

FIRST CLASS (or SENIOR ]. Person , Y. J. St. Joseph's Conv ., Erith Harringay Park S. , N. Girls ' High S. , Melksham

Pass Division .
Miller ,E. d.Collegiate HighS .,W.Didsbury Barrington ,G.E.8.f. Clements, M.G. bk.

Bunce,G.E. Durham H. , Crouch Hill , N. Up. St. Leonards Ladies' Coll . Hyde H. , Tollington Pk. , N.

Beer, E.B.f.ph.
Private tuition

Christides, M. f .
Soldan , L , s.h.ge. Cumings, P. h.f. Brent Hill S. , Hanwell

Kiddell,v. A. d.

English S. , Pera, Constantinople
Central Found. Girls' S., SpitalSq ., E. ( Stamp, B.C. d. The Coll . , Goudhurst

Holborn Estate Girls' S. , W.C. Parkinson ,D.DurhamH. Crouch Hill,N.Heyes,K. h . TheConv.,HighgateRd ., N.w.Moule,E.R.N. Gainsboro' S. , Plymouth

Jeffery , P.W . Private tuition Johnson , E. Vines,H.M.d.

Reader, L.M. Heathleigh, Horsmonden
Lucas, F. Magdalen Coll ., Wainfleet

Central Found, Girls ' S. , Spital Sq. , E. Central Found. Girls' S. , Spital Sq., E.

Buggs,C.M. Heathleigh , Horsionden James,A.G.Harborne Ladies'Coll., B'ham Barry,M . d . Solter,S.M. s.f.ge. Grosvenor Coll . , Bath

Dalladay,L.A . h.f. Elson H. , Leytonstone
Minter, H. M. Up.St.Leonards Ladies'Coll. St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Blumenthal, J . he.mu.

Wickham ,L.M.f. Elson H. , Leytonstone
Stewart,H.M.

Holden , M.Ė. Up.St. LeonardsLadies'Coll. Crofton H. , Manchester

Barry , B . Gordonville Ladies ' S. , Coleraine
Cottam ,A.M. ( Bryant, E. Linwood S. , Altrincham

St. Mary's Conv ., Bruff, Co. Limerick Anderson ,J.P . Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Schofield , E.O.

Wildish, L. University S., Rochester Wincham Hall Coll. , Northwich Schofield , A.G. Rutherford Coll . , Newcastle -o . -T.

Wilkinson ,F.s.. MagdalenColl.,Wainfleetl Dean,E. Melbourne Coll . , Thornton Heath Rutherford Coll . , Newcastle - o . - T . Watts, L. F. HarborneLadies' Coll. , B'ham .
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GIRLS, 2D Class, Hons . - Continued . Morton , E.H.F. Victoria Coll ., Belfust Elliott, I. Victoria Coll . , Belfast | Marshall, B.M. a .

Wyatt,M. o . Mmphy ,B.M . Turner,E.E.St. Winifred's, Southampton i People's Coll., Nottingham

Pemberton Coll ., Up. Holloway Convent S. , The Avenue, Southampton Reddy, M.B. Conv . S. , Banacher Pujol, l'. e.s. St. Joseph's Conx., Erith

Perman ,L.H. d . Beachtield s. , Wilmslow Baynes, B. Stanstield, M. Ripley Comin . S. , Woking ( Young,R.a.d. Brynderwyn S., Coleraine

( Harding, I. R. & .d .
Wincham Hall Coll. , Northwich Williams,M.K. Cross,E.M. e. Ashland Coll ., Oswestry

Up. St. Leonards Ladies' Coll . 1 Hamilton , M.E. Elson H., Leytonstone St. Cuthbert's Coll., Forest Hill Simons,G. k.g. Hatfield Coll . S.

Mitchell,D. Lewis, C.S.
The Coll.. Gondhurst Bell, M. f. ( Taylor, L. The High S. , Herne Bay

Skinners ' Compy's S. , Stamford Hill Lodge, E. Fartown Gram , S. , Huddersfield Conv.of Assumption ,Richmond ,Yorks Brockman ,F. 8.0 . Regent St. S.,Plymouth

Parkinson , E. The Laurels, Herne Bay ( Foot, B. phys. Marylebone Central Girls'S . Conway, B. Garrett,G. 8.

Spencer, W.S. Kerr, E.E. Manchester High S. for G St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick London Coll., Holloway Rd ., X.

The Vicarage S. , Lavender Gardens,S.W. ( Stewart, L.C. Victoria Coil., Belfast Jefferys, W.B. Girls' Coll. S. , Tetbury Sanderson ,M.A. 8.

Watterson ,E.B. phys.ch.
Couldery, F.W. Rye Coll. S. Giblin ,E.M. High S. , Walton -on - Thames People's Coll . , Nottingham

Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M. 'Carroll, I.V.
High S. , Belfort ( Sayer, P.E. Durham H., Eastbourne Watts,E.A. 8.9 .

Beken ,G.M. phys.
Mellor, A.S. 21 Derby Rel ., Withington Mansfield , A.K. Harley H., Hereford Wellington Coll., Tottenhamn

Central Found. Girls ' S. , Spital Sq ., E. Davies ,A.M.
Private tuition Wilson , M.G. Private tuition White , E. M. a .

Binns, E. f.d.
i Moir ,C.J. Durham H. , Crouch Hill, N. Purcell, K. Temple Square S. , Aylesbury

English S. , Pera , Constantinople O'Shaughnessy , J. St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Wilson, M.F. e.

Gell, H.B. I.
High S. , Pontefract St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Risdon , D.C. Breakspear Coll., Brockley

( Harper, M.E.S. Victoria Coll., Belfast Belgrave H. , Wandsworth Coim . Cheesewright,G.E. 8. Woodside, Hastings

Isaac, E.B. St. Kilda's Coll. S. , Bristol Waugh , M. i Garrett, H , s .

SECOND CLASS (or JUNIOR ].
Cowin ,C.J. Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M Conv. of Assumption, Richmond ,Yorks London Coll ., Holloway Rd ., Y.

O'Connell, H.
Crilly , A.M. i Golland, S.L. e..

Pass Division .
St. Mary's Conv . , Braff, Co. Limerick Pupil-Teachers' Coll., Blackburn Skinners ' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill

Turner, 1. H. Beresford Lodge, Tulse Hill Livingston , M.E. North , E.S. , e.f. Holmwood H.,Hampstead

Sparkman,C.M. ch.il. Private tuition Davies, B.F. Cheetham Coll. S. , Manchester i Pappi, M. d.
1 Darch , W.s.h.f. Elson H., Leytonstone The Vicarage S., Lavender Gardens,S.W. Macdonali, M. Victoria Coll . , Belfast English S. , Pera , Constantinople

1Jones, E.A. Byatt,G.
Williams,E.W. Parker,M.J.e. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

Chippenham & District County S. Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Wincham Hall Coll . , North wich Smith , E.F. s.e.g. The Coll . , Goudhurst

1Smith , V.0, . Derrick ,G.A. Townsend , A , Wainwright, J. a.rd. High S. , Pontefract

Woolston Ladies' Coll., Southampton Skinners ' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Pupil.Teachers 'Coll., Blackburn Edmunds, B. e .f. 70 Dyke Road , Brighton

Hall, E.F. s.
Colebrooke,A.M.

Rye Coll. S. Jones, M.E.I. Goodall, C. M. 8. ! .

Wincham Hall Coll ., Northwich Dixon , W. Riversdale , Bostou Spa Advanced Elem . S. , Merthyr Tydfil Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill

1Jewers,H.M. Castlebar High S. , Ealing Nowell, B.M . il. Dolan , A. a . Jones,M.G , e . Ludlow Comm . S.

Eaton, 1.C.D. S. Private tuition Vallifield Coll ., W. Norwood Pupil.Teachers' Coll ., Blackburn Short, D.E. 8 . ' . g . The Coll., Goudhurst

Storey , J. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle Abbott,V. f. Tully , E. Conv . S. , Banayher ( West,0.M . Beechfield S. , Wilmslow

ſ Graham ,F.M.L. J. Private tuition The Modern Coll . , Stoke Bishop

Johnson, X.M. Bennett,M.L.

Central Found . Girls ' S. , Spital Sq ., E. Central Found . Girls ' S., Spital Sq ., E.

Murphy, H . Taylor, D. The High S. , Herne Bay THIRD CLASS.

St. Mary's Conv ., Bruff, Co. Limerick
THIRD CLASS ,

Ahern , E.M.U. Private tuition

Sleigh , I.G. Up. St. LeonardsLadies'Coll.
Pass Division .

Firth ,W. Pupil. Teachers'Coll., Blackburn Honours Division .

( Brisco-Owen , E.G. I. Private tuition Henham , D.A. Private tuition Baynes,E. s.

Clarke, D.M. Lloyd , M.C. Plas Madoc, Ruahon Loseby, E. M. . Market Bosworth Gram.S.
Wincham Hall Coll ., Vorthwich

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Tratt , E.B. Trinity Coll . , Tulse Hill Heywood , D. M. sh.al.s. 2Wefers, L. S.mu. Brynderwyn S.,Coleraine
MeCam ,E.TheConv.,Highgate Rul.,X.W. Anderson,E.M. Elm H., Ealing The Lanrels , Herne Bay 2Bennett, F. A, d .
O'Connell, M , 8 . | Flanagin ,C.A.S. Chamberlain , D. 5.6.g.d.a.f. Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill

St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Felix High S. , Lavender Hill Belmont s. , Southampton Burgoine, N.

1Scott , F.D. Mills, M.K. FartownGram.S.,Huddersfield Gilmore , J. a.al.f. Harborne Ladies ' Coll . , B'ham

52 Cromwell Avenue, Highgate i Turley, E.C. d . Brynderwyn S. , Coleraine 2 Reeve , K. L. 8.

Chenery, H.L , d .

Rye Coll. 3.

Ashburnham H.,Southborough, Tun .Wells Andrea , S . e.a.al.. ?Smallwood ,E.

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Worthington, W.E. d . St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Skinners 'Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill

" Delves, A.M. Rye Coll. S. Portland St. S. , Leamington Spa Asbury,E.M. s.c.ed. 2Farogher,F.E. Douglas Hr. Grade S. , I.M.
pPlumley,A.M. d . Elson H.,Leytonstone Holdom.I.M . Brook Hall S. , Winslow Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill "Good , 1.M.C. d .

Stileman ,A.F.C. Upper Mount, Southsea Hume,E.R.d. Garvey,J.e.n.g.a.d . Durham H. , Crouch Hill, N.

( Valpy,H.D. f. 4 Clarence Terrace,Jersey i Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick 2Scott,A. d.mu.

(Daye,R.V.G.S. Private tuition Khorassandji,M. f. Knight, R.C. e ... f. Newcastle H., Lewes 31 Brigstock Rd ., Thornton Heath

Dowding, R.E. Harley H., Hereford English S., Pera , Constantinople van Lennep, L. e.eu.f. Hulks, Hatfield Coll. S.

Green ,G.R , d . Rose Bank S. , Brentwood Hitt, L.G. Westbourne H. , Chiswick English S. , Pera, Constantinople 2Maughan ,R.M. Woodland H., Thirsk

| Sherriff, D. d . ( Courouvacaly , B . f.dl.
Bamford , M.S. s.c.a. Victoria Coll., Belfast 2Penny ,K. d . The Coll., Goudhurst

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Enzlish S. , Pera, Constantinople Horrocks, D.9.f. HighfieldColl ., Blackpool Witchell,G. h . Grosvenor Coll., Bath

Dixon ,G. 3.f. Riversdale, Boston Spa | Harrison, N.G. Private tuition ( Holman, B.A. h.. Newcastle H. , Lewes 2Wallis, M. d .

( Smith ,G. Wincham Hall Coll. ,Northwich (Mitchell, A. Ripley Conim . S. , Woking ( Sharman, D.G. l.eu. Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill

Shaw , W.H. The Southend S.,Winchester Byatt, J . Higher Grade S. , Carlisle r2Beckhuson ,M. d. Private tuition

Trye, E.J.M. e.f. 10 St.Paul's Rd ., Margate Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Nichols, C.e. Harborne Ladies'Coll., B'ham 2Priestley, D. Linwood S.. Altrincham

Hairs, F.E. High S. , Pontefract Atherton ,M.r. Brookside S. , Darlington ( Schneider,M.A. q.d. r Allen ,J.A . S. Victoria Coll., Belfast

Carter, B.M. Lawrence, A.W. Llanreath, Buscombe Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill 2Jeffreys, K.M. The College, Goudhurst

Southwood, Chandlersford , Hants Lewis.C.J . Tring , H.G. s.e.f. 2Brooks,C.M.Harborne Ladies Coll., B'ham

Humfress, B.J. Central Found . Girls' S., Spital Sq., E. The Vicarage S. , Lavender Gardens,S.W. r Leader,F. f. Lansdown Ladies' Coll. , Bath

Anglo -French Coll . , s . Norwood Fiablett, B.
Private tuition Batters, M. A.M. d . Mayfield, Broxbourne i 2Saunders,H.H. d . Ascham H. , Clifton

Penny , D. | Charles, N.H. Rilston , Oswestry Bloomfield , N.C. s.h.g.f. 2Wilson ,M.M. d .

Wordsworth Coll. , Shirland RiI ., W. Klaje ,A.L. Woodside, Hastings Central Found . S. , Spital Square, E.
Selfe, M.E. d . Denmark Coll ., Wimbledon Skinners' Compy.'s S., Stamford Hill Williams,V.R. e.d. 2Schroder,E. ge.

Wood , D. Linwood, Altrincham ? Tabor, J.E . Private tuition Skinners' Compy.'s S., Stamford Hill Collegiate High S. , W. Didsbury
Hodge, D.S. 38 TavistockPlace, Plymouth Hewitt, F. Coote ,E.H. d. Mayfield , Broxbourne 2Stansfield ,E.d. Riversdale, Boston Spa

( Janvrin ,M.M. Private tuition | Wordsworth Coll., Shirland Rd ., W. Haine,M.s.9.0.d. Regent St. S. , Plymouth Horstield ,H.f.
Conway, N. ( Peto , M.S. d . Up. St. Leonards Ladies Coll. Christides, F. c.eu. Broomfield High S. , M'chester

St. Mary's Conv ., Brutf, Co. Limerick Liberty, R , H. English S. , Pera, Constantinople 2Kohler.G.M .

1Johnson , L. Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Hill , M. y.dl. Hatfield Coll. S. Convent S. , The Avenue, Southampton

Queen's Park Coll ., Harrow Ri., W. ( Moll, W.A. Marylebone Central Girls ' S. Morton ,D. e . 2 Williams,E.R.
Menhinick , M.E. The Coll ., Goudhurst Peacock , F.T. Private tuition English S., Pera, Constantinople Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill

Siinpson , J.w.d. Dennis, E. Sharp, V. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle rMadden, L.E.

Skinner's Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Foster, L.E. 3.g.a. Regent St , S. , Plymouth Wincham Hall Coll., Worth wich

Barrington ,G.M. Hanson , E.C. Private tuition (Green ,W.e.g.il. Hatfield Coll . S. 2 Tapping ,E. Marylebone Central Girls's.

Up. St. Leonards Ladies' Coll . Hebditch , L.K. Durham H.,Crouch Hill, N. Aldred, V.I.J. e.a.d. 2Bennett, N.B.

Bradley, E.E.s. Walesby,E.K.
The Southend S. , Winchester The l'icarage S. , Lavender Gardens,S.W.

Wincham Hall Coll., Northwich Skinners ' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Belsham , W. " Palmer, L.E. Private tuition

Griffin ,W.B.H. Avon bank Coll . , Bath [ Green , M.E. Mayfield , Broxbourne i Sussex H., Willesden Lane, N.W. 2Thomas, M.M.

Hartigan , J. f. Houston,C.E.M.f. O'Shaughnessy,E.e.g. Mountside High S. , Hastings

St. Mary's Conv ., Bruff, Co. Limerick
Gordonville Ladies' S. , Coleraine i St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick 2Hunt, O.V. d. Mayfield , Broxbourne

( Haslam ,M.M. St. Joseph's Conv., Erith Sauvain , R.J. Tucker , M. 2James,O.M. Huntingdon H. , Ely

| Miroy,G.The Conv., Highgate Ri ., N.W. High S., South Shore , Blackpool En lish S. , Pera , Constantinople 2Richards, M.C.

O'Reilly,J.The Conv ., Highgate Rd., N.W. Grieve ,M.E. Brown , D.H s.c. DenmarkColl.,Wimbledon Central Found . S. , Spital Square, E.

| Philps,E.D. Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Gates , S. B. 3.f. 2Beale, E.
Plas Vadoc, Ruabon

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Wilkinson ,E.C.A.
The Vicarage S. , Lavender Gardens , S.W. 2Ream , A.B. High S. , Pontefract

Evans, I.G. Harley H., Hereford Durham H. , Crouch Hill, N. Pinchin , E. d . Grosvenor Coll ., Bathr?Adams,F.E.

'Ford ,M. f. Brennan ,E. Richarison, B. (l.l. CentralFound. S. , Spital Square, E.
The Modern Coll. , Stoke Bishop Pupil- Teachers' Coll . , Blackburn 2.2 Whitehall Parade, Up . Holloway 2Grob, B.C. f.

Smith, E. d. | Cowgill , H. Walton, F.E. 9.f. Woodside, Hastings Hazeldene S. , Barnt Green , B'ham

Skinders ' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill i Pupil-Teachers' Coll . , Blackburn Brouks, K.C. e.. 2Hughes ,A.

De la Hoyde,C. mu . Dickinson ,G. Skinners' Compy.'s S., Stamford Hill
Gordonville Ladies' S. , Coleraine

The Conv., Highgate Ril ., N.W.
Pupil -Teachers' Coll . , Blackburn Smith , L.M. s. Higli S.,Walton -on - Thames 2 Armstrong,M. ch .

Hastings, E.I. Victoria Coll ., Belfast Jones, A. Gram . S. , Pencader Beswarick ,E. mu . Kilmar Coll , Liskeard Douglas Hr . Grade S. , I.M.

Postaus, M.H. Private tuition Holtby,E.G. Kensington H., York Debièvre, M.M. f . Hardy, A. Eldon Coll., Thornton Heath

'Chenn ,G.E. Old Palace S. , Croydon Moeller, M.M. Beresford Lodge, Tulse Hill Convent S. , The Avenue, Southampton

Cornwell,K.M.d .

2Blaushard ,K.M.
Tee, A. G. d. Private tuition Herbert, K. 8.e.t. The Coll . , Goudhurst Up. St. Leonards Ladies' Coll.

Marylebone Central Girls ' s . Wiggins, I.M. School of Science ,Plyinouth Jarrett, A. Rye Coll, s. 2Tunstall,M.

Ford, M. d. Hyde H. , Tollington Park , N. Clare, F.A. Private tuition Lupton, C. M. g.a. Wincham Hall Coll . , Northwich

MacAuliffe ,J. 8. | Hle.E.M. Westbourne House, Chiswick Skinner's Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Boote, N . Marylebone Central Girls' S.

St. Mary's Conv. , Bruff, Co. Limerick (Wolston ,K.G. West H. , Forest Hill Mally , F. ge. 2 Briinmell,M.E.
St. Cloud , Southsea

Kirk ,W.M.i. Vanston, E.M. Abercorn Coll., Dublin English S. , Pera, Constantinople ( " Lucas,G.
Manor H. , Havant

Wincham Hall Coll., Northwich Hannant,E. Morling ,E.B. 9. Rye Coll. s . 72Fieldsend -Redman , M.J.

Riordan , M.E. Old Palace S. , Croydon Thorntonville , Thornton Heath Sanderson ,G. d . The Coll. , Peninaenmawr Norfolk Coll . , Southsea

Fowler, I.S. Reynolds, J.M. Hurst. D.C. s.c.9.a. ( Jackson,E. DouglasHr. Grade S. , I.M.

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hilll Pupil- Teachers ' Coll., Blackburnli Bevois Town Girls' S. , Southampton! Esperey,E.E.M. Lynton H., Portsmouth
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GIRLS, 3RD CLASS, Pass - Continued . Pocock , M.A.g.Hughenden , Bexhill -on -Sea | Tchacon,L.f. ?Ca porn ,E.R. The College , Goudhurst

Gorkiewicz, L. 2Shipp,B.M. Glenferu H., Burnham , Som . Scotch S., Hasskein , Constantinople Carruthers ,M. Higher Grade 8. , Carlisle

English S. , Pera , Constantinople (Vokes,L.M. s.h. St. John's Coll . , Brixton Tuck ,M.E . ( . Chapman ,A.M. North Park Coll.,Croydon
Banks,W.K. d . Mansfield H. , Clifton Gardens, W.Bauer, F.M.

Central Found. S. , Spital Square , E.
Bourne H. , Eastbourne Doughty,E.G.

Webb ,F.L . Girls' S. , South Shore, Blackpool

Dennis ,G.O. The College, Goudhurst

2Clark, L.M. Holmwood S. , Sidcup| Elias , E.G. 8.$.
Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill 2Ellam ,E. Collegiate High S., W '. Didsbury

Belgrave H. , Wandsworth Comm .
Forrester , A. P.

Wensley ,M.E.A.L. Eastrop H.,Chichester Glass, D. 70 Dyke Rd ., BrightonThe College, Goudhurst
George, J.F.B . Private tuition Lassamı, E.A.

Clarke, E.L.Hayworth , F.H. The Laurels, Herne Bay
Clarence Coll ., Brighton

Goolman ,E.GlebePlaces . ClissoluPk . , N . 2Davies, R.A. Le Boutillier, E.G. J.

1 20 Neill,F.
Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill

Advanced Elem . S. , Merthyr Tydfil
Chestnut Farm , St. Mary's, Jersey

| Hill,F.11.

Girls' Coll . S. , Orreau Rd. , Belfast Harcourt, F.M. f.
Le Gresley,E.I.

( 2Peck ,M.G. Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill
Huntingdon H. , Ely

Protheroe, E.L. Ravenscourt H. , Ravenscourt Pk ., W.
Chestnut Farm , St. Mary's , Jersey

( Barr,G. d.
Thorntonville, Thornton Heath Hartigan , P.

Pugh , I. Advanced Elem.S.,Merthyr Tydtil

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill

Barry, E.
Ridgway,L.F . d.

St. Mary's Conv ., Bruff, Co. Limerick Rodwell,E.M.

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Murnane, M . | Ashburnhain H., Southborough , T. Wells

St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Sparrow , F. d.
Stevens,C.M. People's Coll., Nottingham

Regent St. S. , Plymouth
*Boutani, H. 1. Private tuition

2 Parkinson ,H.M.
Stewart,J. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

Tucker ,G.G.d. High S. , Pontefract ( Bourri, S.A.H.f. Private tuition Girls' Colí., Manchester Rd ., Southport ! Tilley,K.f. Clarence Coll ., Brighton

-Bickle, E.B. 28 Headland Park, Plymouth Buckland , E.M. 5 Clapton Square, N.E. Pinto, I.S. s. Private tuition Walter, I. Froebel H., Worthing

West,C.V.d. Up.St.LeonardsLadies'Coll. Copley, B.L. People's Coll . , Nottingham
Powell, E. Heathleigh, Horsmonden

Wilson , N.e. f.

Boon,M.A. d . HighS.,Walton -on -Thames | Hastings, E. ( 1 . Ryle, J. Godwin Ladies' Coll., Margate Conv, of Assumption, Richmond, Yorks
Johnsou ,F.E.A. Holly Bank S., Cheetham Hill , M'chester .

Tootell, F. People's Coll., Nottingham Appleton ,B. People's Coll . , Nottingham

Lansdown Ladies ' Coll . , Bath Hocigkinson, F. t . Stretton H., Fleetwood
Ware, C.C. Holmwood S. , Sidcup | Beuscher,D.R.

1 Mulvany, K.E.C. Manwaring, R.V. St. Martin's S. , Margate

Convent S., Eden Grove, Holloway Mathew ,K.M . North Park Coll., Croydon
Wilson ,G.f. Breakspear Coll ., Brockleyi Brondesbury High S. for Girls

" Carpenter, D.L.I.
Kilmar Coll., LiskeardSt. Cloud, Southsea Newmark, M. ge. Cooke,A. Up. St. Leonards Ladies' Collo | Bray,D.E.

| Macswiney ,M.C. Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill
Cooper, A.M. Iona High S. , Ilford ! Compston J. a . Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

The Conv., Highgate Rd. , N.W. Payze , M.A. J. St. Martin's S. , Margate
Delay, L. Church HomeS. , Dublin | Dickson ,S.MacG .

Rowan, I.S. 2Preston ,M.K.
Fitz-Gibbon, G. Bp. Fox's High S. , Taunton

Conv. of Assumption , Richmond , Yorks. Ladies' Coll . S. , Balmoral, Belfast
The Conv., Highgate Rd ., X.w. Faircloth ,E.M.Heathleigh, Horsmonden

Garlick , L Franks, M.A. People's Coll . , Nottingham
2Williams,M.L.

Bazzard, 1.M. Anglo -French Coll. , Bristol Queen's Park Coll. , Harrow Rd ., W. Griffiths,S.J.
! Bottrill, F. Spring Grove S. , Old Sodbury

People's Coll ., Nottingham Private tuitionGoazion , A. 0.f. Advanced Elem . S., Merthyr TydfilWooster,H.M. a .Browne,M.L. S. Church Home S. , Dublin Grosvenor Coll . , Bath
?Humby, A. | Hackman, M. g. Lynton H., Portsmouth

Clery, H. . Alcock , K.
Skinners' Compy.'s 3. , Stamford Hill

Hammond , M.O . Glengall, Romford

St. Mary's Conv . , Bruff, Co. Limerick Skinners' Compy.'s S., Stamford Hill Irwin , B. Harper, E.G. Claremont H., Catford
Gilbert ,M.H. Torrhill Coll., Hastings Blunsum , D.G. 8. Oxford H. , Leytonstone

St. Mary's Conv., Bruti, Co. Limerick Manning, M.T.d. The Bank H., Ledbury

| Higliam , M. e.d. Denny, D. Deninark Coil . , Wiinbledon
| Jackson , E. A. A. Roche,G.M.L. Church Home S. , Dublin

Clarendon Coll ., Tufnell Pk. , X. | 2Emery, E.M. High Pavement S. , Nottingham Sewell, D.E. Glengall, Romford
? ?Hillier ,F.E. Alresforil, Chislehurst i

Glebe Place S. , Clissol. Pk . , N. | Jackson , E. E. Smith , D.Y. People's Coll . , Nottingham

Hopton ,M.L. e.
Grainger, D.D. Private tuition

High Pavement S. , Nottingham
Standring, X.

Harborne Ladies ' Coll., B'ham 2Lun, M. The Southend S. , Winchester
Kiilner,W.M.Bp. Fox's High S. , Taunton Girls' Coll., Manchester Rd . , Soutlı port

Reeves ,C. ( l . TO Dyke Road , Brighton Price,A.L.
Lister, M. Riversilale, Boston Spa

Truscott, M. County S. , Tenby

Shreeve,0.E. Huntingdon H., Ely Advanced Elem . S. , Merthyr Tydfil Lowton , D.W. a . 2Wall, E.R. High S. for Girls , Halesowen
Stewart,H.H. Talbot ,G . E. a.d.

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Wattson , F.S.
Gordonville Ladies' S. , Coleraine Bp . Fox's High S. , Taunton Mather, A. Riversdale , Boston Spa Skinners ' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill

Thomas, E.8.6.1 . Hendon College, N.W. | Walker. H. H. Burnham H., E. Bridgford May.X. e . Ripley Comm. S., Woking ( Bates,E.K.f. Torrhill Coll ., Ilastings

Duckett, L. 6.a. Girls ' Gram . S .. Settlel ! Ward, M. H. 9.a. Temple Sq. S., Aylesbury Mumford , E.M. Gengall, Romford
Boyd , L.F.Healy ,D.K. Brookhall S., Winslow ( Weale , M. English S.,Pera ,Constantinople Thomas, A.C. Ludlow Comm . S.

Conv.s., The Avenue, Southampton

¡ Inman ,C.M . Univ . S. , Rochester Carroll, K. M. Church Home S. , Dublin "Toremy,M.C. Cony, S. , Banasher
| Colson ,W.M.Kent.A.M.P.

Private tuition i 2Corrigan , M. 2Tucker, H.G. Durham H., Crouch Hill, S.
The Southend S. , Southampton

| Langley ,C.M . 8 . Pupil-Teachers' Coll. , Blackburn i Whitehouse,K.D.
Earlie, 0. The Conv., Highgate Rd., N.W.

Wordsworth Rd. Board S. , X. | Jackson,E.G.e. Clifton H., Aintree,L'pool 40 Haughton Rd ., Handsworth Evans,O.M. Snaefell , Upper Tooting

Naylor, A. d . Lynton H., Portsinouth Jonex ,G.M. Mountside High S.,Hastings Archer, H. g . Salem H., Sunderland Fromow ,E.R. Oxford H. , Gunnersbury

Smellie, L. M. a.d. Kaufman,G. | God win ,J. Queen's Coll., Twickenham Harper, E. R. « .
Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Skinners' Compy.'s S., Stamford Hill Gilbert ,G.L. Granville Coll., W. Croydon Temple Square S. , Aylesbury*Somers,E.F. | Larkin ,C.L . I. The Coll., Goudhurst

| Grange, G . Higher Grade S. , Carlisle Jones, L.M. Hurst Leigh , Southampton
Clifton Lodge, Burnt Ash Hill, S.E. | Maxted , W.M. Private tuiton

Holmes,M.B.Broadgate,Fulwood, Preston MacXae, H. Clarence Coll., Brighton

Stubbs,L.A.Godwin Ladies'Coll . , Margate Richardson, K.J. Oxford H.,Gunnersbury | Laugdon, K.L. 8.f. Barnstaple Ladies' S. Sathan, M.McD . Verulam , Potters Bar

*Ash ,A.f. The Modern Coll., Stoke Bishop
Ross-Johnson , X.S. Rilston , Oswestry Miles, W. 99 Cromwell Rd . , Bristol " Potter, J .

Dible . 1. 2Watts, W.M.
Oldridge, M. St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick

Woolston Ladies' Coll., Southampton Skinners ' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Beechcroft Coll ., Richmond Hill Preston, E. F. People's Coll., Nottingham

House,G.M . St. Kilda's Coll ., Bristol
Weston , C . Parker, L. ( Stewart, E. People's Coll . , Nottingham ,

Sinclair , M. Denmark Coll ., Wimbledon Ashburnham H.,Southborough , Tun .Wells St. Mary's Conv., Brutf, Co. Limerick

Stacey, B.E.S. Wigston ,M.o. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle
Arnold ,E.P. Oli Gram . S., Stoke Golding

Pettit, L.E. Rhian va Coll., Hunstanton
Bawdon , B. 3 Kensington, Bath

Central Found S. , Spital Square, E.
( 2Addington , L.M. d .

Plunkett, E. TheConv., Highgate Rd., Y.W. | Beales , R. SussexH.,Willesden Lane,N.W.

1 ? Taylor,E.M. The Rectory , Failsworth Trinity Coll., Tulse Hill
Plunkett, l . People's Coll . , Nottingham Chandler, C.I. e. Private tuition

( Young, A. d.
Private tuition

Brooks, M.E. Prestwich High S.
Richards, E.G. Costello , W.G. St. James's Coll . S. , Jersey

( Ashworth , A. e . 2Bull, B.J. Rilston , Oswestry
Dunmore Girls ' S. , St. Leonards -on -Sea

2Foll , K.E. Bedford Coll ., Clapham
Trench , L.A. 0 .

Wincham Hall Coll., Northwich Cox,R.H . f. Riversdale , Boston Spa
The College , Goudhurst Galloway ,M.C . s. GranvilleColl., Midhurst

| Axtens,G.W.d . Trinity Coll . , Tulse Hill Donaldson, G.M.
Wastell, E. R. e.a.

Harris , L.A. e.h.g. Highwood H. , Liskeard

į Berry , c.0 . 8. , Granville Coll . , Midhurst Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill
1 Skinners' Compy's S. , Stamford Hill | La Roche,E.O. People's Coll., Nottingham

| Binks, H. d . Riversdale , Boston Spa Frazer, D.M. o . (Wootton ,E.M.h . The Laurels , Herne Bay Lumb, k . High S. , South Shore, Blackpool

1 Bradfield ,C.W. Skinners' Compy.'s S., Stamford Hill Adanis , D. Wordsworth Rd. Board S. , N. MacHardy,H.S.

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Froude, D.L. e. St. Kilda's Coll., Bristol Camp,M.A. The Bryant S. , Waintleet High Pavement S. , Nottingham

Curtis, J. Gilby, A. Stamford Hill & Clapton High S. Cotching,H.L.
Private tuition McMinn, M.J. Church Home S. , Dublin

TheVicarage S. , Lavender Gardens,S.W. Gulliver, E.G. s. Evans, A.E. Woodland H. , Thirsk Peacock , L. 8.

Evans, K. Wordsworth Rd. Board S. , N. Fairley, M. Park H. Hale , Cheshire Wincham Hall Coll. , Northwich ,

Senghenydd Home S. , Caerphilly Hogg,J.S. Durham H. , Crouch Hill , x . ?Hayes,M. Protheroe, W.Y.L.

Fitzsimmons,G.f. Inter.S. , Knock, Belfast Jeukins, M. St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limericki Thorntonville, Thornton Heath

Gibson , A.E. 3. Riversdale , Boston Spa Central Found S. , Spital Square, E. Helby,E.F.M. The Coll., Peninaenmawr Siminins , J .

Hancock , D.L. LeJastrzebska, N. F. South Croydon Coll. Kirby ,H.M.H . Temple Sq. S., Aylesbury St. Mary's Conv . , Bruff, Co. Limerick

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill Macfarlane , P . St. John's Coll., Brixton Leathley, M. Wordsworth Rd. Board S. , N. Sutton ,G. e.a. St. Joseph's Conv ., Erith

Hand , W. . Matheson ,C.M . e . Kilmar Coll ., Liskeard LeBlancq , c. f. Wattam , E.M.8.e. Oxford H. , Leytonstone

Woolston Ladies' Coll . , Southampton Peters , I.E.C. Chestnut Farm , St. Mary's, Jersey Welling,M. 70 Dyke Rd ., Brighton

Macgregor, D. Ashburnham H.,Southborough,Tun .Wells MacDowall,G.M. Wilson,G.M. Crescent Coll. , York

Queen's Park Coll. , Harrow Rd.,W. Peto ,F.M. Up. St. Leonards Ladies' Coil . Durham H. , Crouch Hill , N. Woolaway ,E.M.LapfordColl.S ., N. Devon

McNeill, J. f. Victoria Coll., Belfast i Phillips,E.A., Medhurst,E.M.s. Atkinson , M.
Smart, I. « .d. Higher Grade S., Carlisle Ashburnham H.,Southborough, Tun.Wells The Vicarage S.,LavenderGardens,S.W.

Pupil-Teachers' Coll., Blackburn
Tipton,G.F. a . Rogers,M. Roberts , R.M. a . Beard , R.M. Bedford Hill Coll., Balham

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill St. Mary's Conv . , Bruff, Co. Limerick Advanced Elem , S. , Merthyr Tydfil Bird , M.
Grosvenor Coll., Bath

( 2Webb ,H.M. The College , Goudhurst Walker, D. W. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle Smith , E.G. d . Oxford H., Leytonstone Brooker, D.

Allen ,W.M. a .
2Wilson, J. Smith , F.M. The Southend S. , Winchester 22 Whitehall Parade, Up. Holloway

Skinners ' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill
Pupil -Teachers ' Coll ., Blackburn Watson,C.L.Godwin Ladies Coll.,Margate Bryant,M.d . 3 Kensington, Bath

| Baker,G.B. g. The College, Goudhurst Clements, M.G.Delves ,A.M. The College, Oswestry

Bone ,I.

Girls'Gram . S., Settle Anderson:S.A. e.a. BrookvaleColl.,Belfast
The High S. , Herne Bay

Dunstan, K. 12 Glenton Rii ., Lee, S.E.
E.M. e The College, Oswestry Findlay, A.S. e.

Campbell,G.H. Victoria College , Belfast
Gower,D.M. Brickwood Lodge, Tonbridge

Fenwick , R. a . Conv. S., Orsett Rd .,Grays Holly Rd. S., Fairfield, L'pool

Howaru, B. James, E. e.
Francis , P.M. Holmwood S. , Sidcup Huxtable , R. The High S. , Herne Bay

Riversdale, Boston Spa
Sussex H. , Willesden Lane, X. W.

Mandling, H.A. Oakley High S. , Southsea
Hinton , F.D. Brook Hall S. , Winslow Moore,G. Beechcroft Coll., Richmond Hill

¡ ?Luke, o . Abercorn College, Dublin
O'Donnell, A.

Isherwood , E. Newman ,E. Iona High S. , Ilford
Richardson,A. h .

St. Mary's Conv., Brutf, Co. Limerick
Fern Bank, Harpurhey, Manchester Pinder, M.

2: 2 Whitehall Parade , Up. Holloway
20ngley , F.V.

Jeffrey, J. (1 . Higher Grade S. , Carlisle Ashmount s. , Broomhill, Sheffield

Rigg, R. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle
High S. , Clark's Coll. , Brixton Hill Mackintosh ,A.M.e . The Coll., Goudhurst Powell , M.

Schwartz,G. ge.d.
Ovenstone, L. Froebel H. , Worthing

Martin ,H. Victoria Coll., Belfast Dartmouth H. , Redland, Bristol

The Conv ., Highgate Rd ., N.W. Pottie , K.M.
| Preston ,E.M. s. Spencer,M. Oxford H. , Leytonstone

Shilling,M.E. Oakley #ligh S. , Southsea
1

Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll .
Wincham Hall Coll . , Northwich ?Van Hulst,G.L. Private tuition

Wilson,M. e.h.r.f.
Reader, E.V. e. Heat gh , Horsmonden

Robinson ,E.M. People's Coll . , Nottingham Brew , X. Grosvenor Coll . , Bath

Conv.ofAssumption,Richmond, Yorks Robert , D. e.
Beechtield S. , WilmslowAshland Coll., Oswestry ( Trott,M.K. | Clear, R.G. Brook Hall S. , Winslow

Cooke,L. o . Higher Grade S. , Carlisle 2Salmon ,A., Barley ,A.I. Mowbray Place S. , Thirsk Cohn , V. TO Dyke Rd., Brighton
Ferris, D. Clarence Coll ., Brighton Pupil. Teachers' Coll . , Blackburn Briand, G. S. Fite , M. f. Barnstaple Ladies ' S.

Hextall,F.M.« . People's Coll.,Nottingham Smythe, J. The College, Goudhurst The Bonhams, St. Leonards-ou -Sea Fisher,E.M. d .

! O'Gorman ,M.9. 2Somers, D.M. Burr,E.M.h . Stratford Abbey Coll. , Stroud!
1 St. Mary's Cont. , Bruff, Co. Limerick Clifton Lodge , Burnt Ash Hill , S.E. The Vicarage S. , LavenderGardens,S.w.! | Hill,E.M. The Bank H., Ledbury
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McCormick, K.O. e.

Inter, S. , Knock , Belfast

Mutton , M. s. Highwood H. , Liskeard

Nicholls, M.T.

Porthallow Board S. , St. Keverne

20'Connor, B.M. Conv, S., Banagher

Ridout,G.E. a.d.

Durham H. , Crouch Hill , N.

Ryan , N. d .

London Coll ., Holloway Rd ., N.
2Walsh ,N.

St. Mary's Conv. , Bruff, Co. Limerick

Williams,E. Breakspear Coll. , Brockley

Cohn, L. 70 Dyke Rd. , Brighton

Cunningham , J.K.M .

Lynton H., Portsmouth

Davies, K.A. People's Coll., Nottingham

Duncan, E.M.

Quainton, Hinde's Ril . , Harrow

Farbrother,M. Carlton H., Redhill

Goodman ,M.E. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

Jackson, L.A.

Fern Bank , Harpurhey, Manchester

Laycock, N. s.

Stratford Abbey Coll . , Stroud

Notinan, R. e. The Laurels , Herne Bay

Rice -Jones,M. d . Grosvenor Coll., Bath

Tolhurst ,G. Brickwood Lodge ,Tonbridge

Tow ,M.B. Huntingdon H., Ely

| Webb,0.M. People's Coll., Nottingham

1 2Williams,L.A.

Advanced Elem . S. , Merthyr Tydfil

Bridger,M. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

Fairbrother, I. The College, Goudhurst

Fisher, V.A. St. Kilda's Coll ., Bristol

Marks,N. Copthorne, The Drive, Hove

( Moulton, M. d . Durham H.,Crouch Hill, N.

Battle , B . Stratford Abbey Coll . , Strond

| Chellew , B. $. Kilmar Coll. , Liskeard

2Cook , E.K.

Convent S. , The Avente, Southampton

Evans , s .

Advanced Elem . S. , Merthyr Tydfil

2Johnstone , D.

Collegiate High S. , W. Didsbury

LeMare,M.S.B.Milton Lodges.,Fleetwood

Malone,C.s. Church Home S. , Dublin

Sapey,C.E. The College, Goudhurst

Wadsworth, M.eu.

Queen's Park Coll., Harrow Rd ., W.

Wright,E. Higher Grade S. , Carlisle

Wyatt, M.

Houndiscombe High S. , Plymouth

Bayliss,E.R.

Clarendon Coll . , Tufnell Pk. , N.

Belinfante,L. f.

Scotch S., Hasskein , Constantinople

Cooper , J. e.

Conv.of Assumption, Richmond, Yorks.

Doddridge, E. Bank H. , Crediton

Donaldson ,A.L.

St. Winifred's Southainpton

Harvey, B. Linwood S. , Altrincham

Kinsman,M. s .

Stratford Abbey Coll. , Stroud

Parker, F. Stamford Hill & Clapton Highs. Waridy , P. e. Private tuition McDonald , A.C.

Scordo, E. English S. , Pera, Constantinople Williams, A. County S. , Tenby Parkfield Ladies' Coll., High Barnet

Veale .E.L. Milne, M.L.
Baldwin , C.A.

Snaefell , Upper Tooting

Bevois Town Girls' S. , Southampton Morris Jones , A. Churton Villa , Rhyl
Quainton, Hinde's Rd., Harrow

Abdurahman, H.
Barnes, F.E.

Orrey,K.F.M. Highfield Coll ., Blackpool
Private tuition St. Winifred's , Southampton

Bazzard ,G.
Wallbank, A.

Anglo -French Coll., BristolBailey, D.G.M.8. Oxford H., Leytonstone
Girls ' Gram. 8. , Settle

Bartle,E.L. s.g.
Burns, M. Higher Grade S., Carlisle Burrows,C.E .

Stratford Abbey Coll . , Stroud Curling, H. The Laurels , Herne Bay
Ashinount S. , Broombill , Sheffield

Boney, A.E. Hyde H. , Tollington Pk . , N.
d'Andria , M. f. Private tuition

Bush , G. Carlton H. , Redhill

I Clarke , H.B. Salcombe H. , Herne Hill ! Davy, D.I. Delgany S., Crown Hill, Devon Carter, F.

Hopkins,W. Girls' High S. , Melkshain Dent, M.G. Brook Hall S. , Winslow
Queen's Park Coll ., Harrow Rd ., W.

Hunter, E. s. Stratford AbbeyColl.,Stroud Dufty, L. Bank H. , Crediton Cash ,E.M. The College, Goudhurst

Lloyd, H.M. Rilston , Oswestry
Field , F.L. Huntingdon H. , Ely Craddock , V. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

Plimmer, L.C. Ashland Coll., Oswestry Levi, E. d'Andria ,G. Private tuition

Troughton , X. e. Scotch S. , Hasskein , Constantinople Gwynne, J . Convent S. , Orsett Rd ., Grays

Conv. of Assumption , Richmond , Yorks
Parsons , A. Bp. Fox's High S. , Taunton Jones, E.M. Cranley H. , Muswell Hill

2Walker, D.J. Durham H.,Crouch Hill, S. Priestly , L. Ebley H., East Putney Keene, I.P. Private tuition

Winbush , D.E. Smith , E. a. Kempthorne, M.
Brondesbury High S. for Girls ! Girls ' S. , South Shore , Blackpool Beechcroft Coll. , Richmond Hill

Spencer , E.M. Glengall, Romford Taylor, B.C.M.
Armour,G.

Teddesley H., Walsall
Ripley Comm. S. , Woking Webster,W.8. People's Coll., Nottingham 2Wilson ,A.R. Victoria Coll., Belfast

Craig, M. Brynderwyn S. , Coleraine

2Fairclough , E.
Germains, R.F. ( Woolnough, D. K.Cranley H. , Muswell Hill

Girls' Coll . , Manchester Rd.,Southport Deerhaddun Coll . , Brixton Hill

Gregson ,E.M. 50 Western Hill , Durham
Shrewsbury,C.H.Aston H.,Hammersmith Anderson ,G.

Weaver,S.A. e.

Hunter, D.G. Durham H. , Crouch Hill, V.
Oakwood H. , Brighton The Conv . , Highgate Rd. , N.W.

Lebon, W.G.
Weller, A. S. 2Cooper, 1 . The Rectory, Failsworth

Davies,G.E.

Thornton ville , Thornton Heath
6 Leicester Place, Leicester Sq. , W.C.

Portswood High S. , Southampton

Morgan , L.M. a . Jones, M. Dartmouth H., Redland , Bristo " Marsh ,E.K. Salem H. , Sunderland

Skinners' Compy.'s S. , Stamford Hill 2M'Govern , A.
( McSherry, A.

Scott, F.H. Fitzroy Coll.s.,Fitzroy Sq., W.

St. Joseph's Conv., Erith
Pupil-Teachers' Coll ., Blackburn

Taylor, M.H. The Bank H., Ledbury || Mutton ,D.E. Clarence Coll. , Brighton

Wierck , B.A. 8.
Gibaut, A. 1. St. James's Coll . S. , Jersey

2Shaw , F.R.H. More, A.X. Temple Square S. , Aylesbury
Fitzroy Coll. S. , Fitzroy Sq . , Ladies' Coll. S. , Balmoral, Belfast Shanly ,M. St. Joseph's Conv. S. Redhill

Brew , T. e .
Vallon , A. f.

Grosvenor Coll. , Bath
Smith , D. Collegiate High S. , W. Didsbury

Bosworth, L.M.
6 Leicester Place , Leicester Sq ., W.C. Tippetts ,W.I. Woodford S. , Southsea

Dunmore Girls ' S. , St. Leonards -on -Sea Crossley,E.G.
Young, D. Private tuition

Brothers, M.L. Prestwich High S. Fartown Gram. S. , Huddersfield

Dewhurst, M. Dawson, E. g.a.
Private tuition Digby, M.I. Aston H. , Hammersmith

High S. , South Shore, Blackpool 2Dempsey, M . Cony. S. , Banagher
East, M.E. Burnham H., East Bridgford

Drake, D.M. Bow Modern S. , E. Fitz -Henry, D.J. St. John's Coll . , Brixton
Masterson , Z.M. Oakwood H. , Brighton

Halliwell , K. Prestwich High S. Gray,J.L .
Mitchell, M. Ripley Comm . S., Woking

Lyons, B.M. The College, Oswestry Clifton Lodge , Burnt Ash Hill, S.E.
Pickup, E . Talbot St. S. , Southport

Moody, A.M. People's Coll., Nottingham Haworth ,0.M . 53ChurchStreet,Egremont ( Potter, J. Brighton H. , Oldham

Roper, E.G. Clevedon H., S. Croydon Jones,W.F. lona High S. , Ilford
Belinfante, E.

(Vines , E. People's Coll., Nottingham Knight, E.A. Granville Coll., Midhurst
Scotch S., Hasskein , Constantinople

Bailey , B. Blagdon, Eastbourne
Marsh,E. Wincham Hall Coll . , North wich Coleman , E.L.

Cardwell, E.M.
Parker, A.

Girls' S. , South Shore, Blackpool

Girls ' S. , South Shore, Blackpool
St. Marys' Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Evans,A.V.

2Cooper, D. The Rectory, Failsworth
Quinton , L.B.G. Advanced Elem . S. , Merthyr Tydol

Bevois Town Girls ' S. , Southampton
Gillham , D.A. Morton , P.F . Duke Street S. , Bath

Portswood High S. , Southampton
Singleton, M.F. e. The Laurels, Herne Bay Stredder, M.E.F. Leith H., Acton

Greys ,G.M .
2Wickham ,E .

St. John's Coll . , Brixton Wilson , H.

Helby, L.J.H. The Coll., Penmaenmawr
Dartmouth H. , Redland , Bristol Frankfort H. , Stanstead Rd ., S.E.

Hill, M. Sibson Rıl. S. , Sale Bird,E. Advance Elem.S.,Merthyr Tydfil

2Holland ,L.E. Denmark Coll.,WimbledoniDavy,E.
Huntingdon H. , Ely

St. Joseph's Conv., Erith
Pettit,L.M.

| 2Gallant, E.Purtill , J .

Turner, L.C. Elin View S. , New Eltham

St. Mary's Conv ., Bruff, Co. Limerick Central Found , S. , Spital Square, E.
Williams,M. Clevedon H. , S. Croydon

Rankin ,M.M. Milton Lodge S., Fleetwood Halstead , A. g. Brighton H., Oldhamr2Cassidy, E.

Riley, K. Temple Square S. , Aylesbury Porter, M. St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick

Rudolph ,E.S.a . Ladies ' Coll . S. , Balmoral, Belfast Jowett , M.W. Girls ' Coll. S. , Morley

Moravian Ladies' S. , Fairfield Rapson , E.M. Highwood H., Liskeard Sinith , A. Oakwood H., Brighton

Smith , D.
Brooks, K. The Conv. ,Highgate Rd., N.W.

Woodward , D.M. Woodford S. , Southsea

Stamford Hill and Clapton High S.
Flarlgate, G. Eldon Coll., Thornton Heath 2Walker,E.M.T.

Hutchinson, D.G. Private tuition Adams,G.M. Clifton Coll., Matlock Bath

Mitchell, H. ( 1 . Ripley Comm . S. , Woking Eversfield , Acock'sGreen , B'ham Miles,M. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

Morse,D.L.F. Durham H.,Crouch Hill, N. May ,G . Stamford Hill & Clapton High S. ) South ,M. Ivy H. , Hanwell

NAMES OF CANDIDATES IN THE ABOVE LISTS WHO HAVE PASSED THE ORAL

EXAMINATIONS IN FRENCH AND GERMAN.

= French . 9 = German .

BOYS.

Amorin ,F.f . St. George's Coll. , Weybridge Gray, F.H. f. Market Bosworth Gram . S. Marshall , J.A . Gram . S. , Eccles/ Rawlinson ,C.S. f. Market BosworthGram.S.

Barguno , J. f. Hibbert, F. f. Gram . S. , Eccles May, P . f . ). Tollington Schools , N. Renouf, P.H. f. Oxenford H., Jersey

St. Joseph's Coll., Denmark Hill Hinkel,L.E.I. Private tuition Melikoff,G.A.f.
Renshaw ,R.W.N . J. Snettisham School

Bisiker, F.W.g. Tollington Schools, N. Hodgson, E. W. f.9. Tollington Schools , N. German & French Coll.,Wandsworth Comm . Sage ,G.W . f. Grove H. , Highgate

Bisson ,W.G. . Oxenford H. , Jersey Hurst, H.T. S. Market Bosworth Gram , S. Mercer , J.D. f. Gram . S. , Eccles Sneed, E.S.
Snettisham School

Borrow ,E.J. f. Tollington Schools, N. Iredale, H.C.f. The College, Rock Ferry Meredith , J.C. /. Snettisham School Storer, F. l. Market Bosworth Gram . S.

Brace,C.C.C . f. Private tuition Jones, H.S. f. Gram . S. , Eccles Millan, L. f. St.Joseph's Coll ., Denmark Hill Stowe,A.J. f.
Brixton Gram . S.

Chettle ,G.H.S.
Jones,W.R. S. Gram . S., Eceles Millan,o . f. St.Joseph's Coll.,Denmark Hill Turner, R.S. f:

Hutton Gram . S.

Stationers' Compy.'s S. , Hornsey Kendall,A.J. J. Hutton Gram . S. Morris , A.E. S. Grove H. , Highgate Tuteleers,J. f.9.

Clark , A. f. Snettisham School Langforil,R.J.J. Snettisham School Patterson , T. f. Hutton Gram . S. St. Joseph's Coll ., Denmark Hill

Davies,H.G.f. Tollington Schools , N. Le Sueur,W.G. f. Oxenford H., Jersey Prevel, J.M.f. St. Aloysius Coll., X. Uttley ,W.W.J. Hutton Gram . S.

Dickinson, R.E.f. Grove H. , Highgate Levy , l . f . Private tuition Ransom , J.C . f. Wright, J. I.
Private tuition

Fielden , F.H. W. . Lodge,A. 1. f. Lancaster Coll., W. Norwood Gerinan & FrenchColl ., WandsworthComm .

Stationers' Compy.'s S. , Hornsey Marshall,C.E.f. Gram . S. , Eccles)9

GIRLS.

Boutard, H. f.

Dalladay, L. A. f.

Darch , W. f .

Daye, R.V.G. f.g.

Eaton , I.C.D . f .

Private tuition Hamilton ,M.E.f. Elson H. , Leytonstone Miller ,E. S.9. Schroeder,E.g.

Elson H. , Leytonstone Lenz,J.T.E . f.9.
Collegiate High S. , W. Didsbury Collegiate High S. , W. Didsbury

Elson H. , Leytonstone Sherborne S. for Girls , Dorset Person , Y. f. St. Joseph's Conv., Erith Tabor,J.E . f.
Private tuition

Private tuition Loseby, D. f. Market Bosworth Gram , S. Plumley, A.M. f. Elson H. , Leytonstone Valpy , H.D. f. 4 Clarence Terrace, Jersey

Private tuition Meikleham , B.I. f.g. Private tuition Sauvain ,R.J.f. Wickham , L.M. f. Elson H. , Leytonstone

High S. , South Shore, Blackpool
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BOYS.

Adams, A.F. Bethany H., Goudhurst| Byford,S. Fulwood Gram , S. , Preston Eastham ,W. Hutton Gram . S. Hoepstein ,L.G. Lancaster Coll.,W.Norwood
Aildie , j.P . Osborne High S.,W.Hartlepool Byrne,C.W. Oswestry School Exlwards, J.w. Oswestry School Holdsworth ,C.T. Stafford Coll. Forest Hill

Alderson, T.G. High S. , Kirkby Stephen Carpenter, H.M. Wreight's S. , Faversham Elliot, C.W . St. John's Coll. , Brixton Holland, R.W. Swanwick Coll., Hants

Alexander, A.H.P. Cawood, H.H. Ashimount S. , Sheffield Empson, L.W. Monk Bridge S. , York Hollis,E.P. Taplow Gram . S.
St. Phi ' s Gram . S., Edgbaston Champ, H. Lymm Gram . S. Ensor, W.W. Grove H., Highgate Holman ,0.M . Tavistock Gram . S.

Allshorn , F.S. Grove H. , Highgate Chandler, F.A. Salway Coll . , Leytonstone Estevez, L. St. Aloysius Coll ., N. Holtz, P. Townley Castle S. , Ramsgate

Anderson , J.H.P. Oswestry School Charlesworth ,H.B. Monk Bridge S. , York Estevez, M. St. Aloysius Coll . , N. Hopewell, A.H. Leigh HallColl.,Leigh, Essex

Anderson , s . Bethany H. , Goudhurst Charlwood , L. St. Aloysius Coll . , N. Evans, E. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Hopkins, F. Uckfield Gram . S.

Andrew , R.T. Bible Christian Coll.,Shebbear Chettle, F.H. Falconer, R.J. Horn ,E.C. Margate College

Andrewes ,C.J. Taunton H., Brighton Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Horne,A.S. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton
Andrews, W.J. Tavistock Gram. S. Chivers ,W.J.G. Culham Coll, Practising S. Farey,C.B. St. Philip'sGram . S., Edgbastou Horne,S.H .

Apps, A.E.P. Thanet Coll., Margate Clapp,J.W.F. Mount Railford S. , Exeter Fennelly ,R. St. Aloysius Coll . , N. Queen's Walk Inter. S. , Nottingham

Arkell, A.P. Margate College Clark ,B.S. Bethany H. , Goudhurst Ferris,J. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Hossbach ,F.F. Wreight's S. , Faversham

Arthur, R. Oxenford H. , Jersey Clark , C.G . Bethany H. , Gondhurst french Mullen ,D. House , E.H.L.

Ashcroft , H. Hutton Gram . S. Clark , S.G. Bethany H. , Goudhurst Conv. S. , Pulteney Rdl . , Bath Taunton Trade School, Southampton
Ashford . D.E. Ripley Comm . S., Woking Clayton , J. St. Catharine's s. , Broxbourne Finan ,J.P. St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston Howarth,A. Hutton Gram . S.

Attkins , W.E. Grove H., Highgate Clibbery, T.W . Fisher, W.M. Weston S. , Bath Hudson ,C. St. Aloysius Coll., N.

Attwater, A.L. Mount View S. , Streatham St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston Flatt,E.W. Eastward Ho! Coll ., Felixstowe Hudson,M. St. Aloysius Coll., N.
Aymard, M.F. Oxford H., Brighton Clibbery,W.J. Ford , W.E. St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston Hughes, R. Tavistock Gram . S.

Ayres , H.E. Thanet Coll., Margate St. Philip's Gram . S. , Edgbaston Fox , R. Wirksworth Gram . S. Hughes,R.S. Gram . & Coll. S. , Carnarvon

Baker,H. The Coll ., Goudhurst Clinch , J.G . Wreight's S. , Faversham French , S.J. Taunton Trade S.,Southampton Humphreys, E. St. John's Coll . , Grimsargh

Baldwin ,W.E. Birkdale Grain . S. Clowes, A.F. Taplow Gram . S. Friend,A.W. Taunton Trades.,Southampton Hunkin, H.B. Bible Christian Coll . Shebbear
Balfe.J . Conv . S. , Pulteney Rd ., Bath Collard ,c.0 . County S. , Tenby Fuller, V. Bethany H. , Goudhurst H :int ,C.A .

Bentham Gram . S.

Ballarl, F. Margate College Colley, A. Gram . S. , Forest Gate Funnell, E.J.
Uckfield Grain . S. Hunter, H. Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool

Bainlet , F.R.C. Margate College Colman,B. St. Philip'sGram . S., Edgbaston Gallagher,R.H. Weston S. , Bath Hutton , J.M. Taunton Trades.,Southampton

Barclay ,E.L. Salway Coll., Leytonstone Colson ,H.W. TauntonTrades .,Southampton Gambell,H.C. Seaford College Hyne,D.F. Oxenford H., Jersey

Barnes, C.W.B. Margate College Cook, W.H. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Garnett ,J.E. Culham Coll . Practising S. Ingarfield , E. Margate College

Barnes , H.S. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Cooke,E.D. Rye Gram . S. Garon , P.G. St. John's Coll ., Southend Ives , V. Weston S. , Bath

Barratt, A.R. Beech H., Heaton Chapel Cooke, W.T.
Rye Gram . S. Garrett,D.R. Private tuition Jacobson , W.G. Elm Bank S. , Nottingham

Barrett , R. W. Taplow Gram . S. Cooper,H.H. Margate College Geddes, D.R. Aberdeen H. , Ramsgate James, F.C. Old Gram . S. , Alvechurch

Bartlett,E.C.T. Corke, R. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Gibbon, H. Lancaster Coll., W. Norwood Jarrett, H.W. St. John's Coll . , Brixton

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Cornford , H. Wreight's S., Faversham Gibbons, F.L. Northgate S., Ipswich Jealous,G.W. Grove H., Highgate

Baster.c. Margate College Corston , A.E. Tudor Hall , Hawkhurst Gibbs, W.K. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Jean , F.G. Oxenford H., Jersey

Baylis , A.K. St. John's Coll., Southend Cosham , A. Uckfield Gram . S. Gilbert, E.W. St. Kilda's Coll ., Waterlooville Jenner,C.G . Private tuition

Bean , A.L. Beaconsfield H. , Dover Couch , J.T. Bible Christian Coll ., Shebbear Gill, N. Wadham S. , Liskcard Jennings,L. Newlands S. , Hoylake

Beecroft,A.J. Margate College Cousins, J.H . Eye Gram . S. Gillbanks,C.C.P. Jewell,A.D. Taplow Grain . S.

Bell, T.H. Lancaster Coll., W. Norwood Cox, R.H. Penwerris Gram . S., Falınouth Lancaster Coll., W. Vorwood Johas,C.H. Tavistock Gram . S.

Beningfield ,J.P. Crabtree , J.P . 309 Park Rd ., Oldham Gilligan ,H.L. St. John's Coll. , Brixton Johns, J.F . Salway Coll. , Leytonstone

St. Catharine's S., Broxbourne Crockart,J.L. Girling, I.J. Eastward Ho ! Coll . , Felixstowe Johnson ,A.C. Wadham S., Liskeard

Bennett, R. Brent Hill S. , Hanwell Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Glass,A.W. Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear Johnson, E.E. Salway Coll., Leytoustone

Bensted , R.J. Wreight's S., Faversham Cropley, A.N.D. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking Goodenough, H. Culham Coll. Practising S. Johnson,J.H. Private tuition

Bergholz, D. Boys' High S., Wareham Cross, P.A. Taunton Trade S.,Southampton Goodley, A.E. Culhain Coll. Practising S. Jones,C.B. St. John's Coll ., Sonthend

"Bethell, A. Taplow Gram . S. Cruse , J . Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Goody,G.A. St. John's Coll ., Southend Jones,C.H. Salway Coll . , Leytonstone

'Betson,J. St. Aloysius Coll., N. Cuff,C.D. Salway Coll., Leytonstone Goss, F. Conv. of Mercy, Boston Spa Jones,J. Gram . & Coll, S. , Čarnarvon

Bickle , W. Tavistock Gram . S. Cully, A.C. Taplow Gram . S. Goss,J.A. Conv. of Mercy , Boston Spa Jones,R.W.T. Lymm Gram . S.

Bilsborough.J.B. Taplow Gram . S. Culverwell,B.W. Goult, E.M. Jones,W. Granı . & Coll. S. , Carnarvon

Bird , L.W. Brooklyn High S., Leytonstone Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll . Joseland,F. Barbourne Coll., Worcester

Bishop,C.H. Margate College Cumberland, R. M. Bentham Gram . S. Gowland ,F. Monk Bridge S. , York Joseph, M. Mazenod Coll., Kilburn

Bishop, E. Brent Hills., Hanwell Cumming,J.E . Thanet Coll . , Margate Graham , A.O. Private tuition Joy, j. Bethany H., Goudhurst

Bisset-Smith, R. Private tuition Cunningham , L. Hutton Gram . S. Graves, T.F. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Kelsall , J. Lymm Gram . S.

Black , S. Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool Daltou ,F. Thanet Coll. , Margate Graves,W.R. Bethany H. , Gondhurst Kendall, L.W. High S. , Caiborne
'Blackaby ,R.H. University S., Rochester Damen , O.G. Green , R. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Kerney, E.C. Gram . S. , Forest Gate

Blackhurst,A.O. Fulwood Gram . S. , Preston Taunton Trade S. , Sonthampton Greenstreet,E.C. Kersley , C. Beverley S. , Barnes
Blackmore.P.J . Damerel, H. North Devon S. , Barnstaple

St. Catharine's S. , Broxbourne King,J.A. Barbourne Coll ., Worcester

Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Dann, E.J. Wirksworth Gram . S. Grice ,J.D. 17 Grange Rd . , Ealing King. L.G.

Blake, R.H. Margate College Dann ,W.L. Wirksworth Gram . S. Griffiths, A.H. Margate College Queen's Walk Inter. S. , Nottingham

* Blanco, A.R. St. John's Coll., Southend Davies, A.R. St. Catharine's S. , Broxbourne Grifliths,G.M. Margate College Kinnell,J.L . Seaford College

Blane,E.R. Hutton Gram , S. Davies, T.E. Margate College Gubbins, E.H. Wreight's S., Faversham Kirby, J.T.H . Hythe School

Bohy, A.M. Eastward Ho! Coll., Felixstowe Davies, T.F. Gram . S., Forest Gate Gwynne, H. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Knevett, E.S. Eye Gram . S.

Boly ,E.J. Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst Davis, E. 58 Leyland Rd., Lee , S.E. Haddow ,A.W. Paddington High S. for Boys Knight,E. Margate College

Boize, M.L. St. John's Coll., Brixton Dawe, R. Tavistock Gram . S. Haines, H.W. Knight, J. Tavistock Gram . S.

Bond ,H.M. High S. , Camborne Day ,J. Conv. S. , Pulteney Rd ., Bath Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Knight, R.L. Taunton H., Brighton

Bone,F.G.Taunton Trade S., Southampton Day, W.G.H. Culham Coll. Practising 8. Hairsine,G.W. Margate College Laing, A. L. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

Boshell ,S.J. Gram . S., Forest Gate de Gruchy ,O.W . Oxenford H , Jersey Hairsine, P.H. Margate College Lamacraft, W. Ripley Comm , S. , Woking

Bottomley,H.W. Hatfield Coll. S. de Torres, P.A.R. Margate College Hale , M.R.H. Margate College Lambert,A.S. Grove H. , Highgate

Bourne,S.C. Margate Coll. Dexter, R.F. Holm Vale S.,Nottingham Hall,E.W.G. Culham Coll . Practising S. Langley, B . St. Aloysius Coll., N.

Bowen ,C.F. St. John's Coll., Southend Diaper,G.U. Taunton Trade S.,Southampton Hall G.S. Wirksworth Gram . s . Langston ,A. Brent Hill S. , Hanwell
Bowmer, W.H. Wirksworth Gram . S. Dibble,H.R. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking Hamer,O.L. Oswestry School Larkworthy, F.A.
Bradley , A.R. Culham Coll. Practising S. Dickenson, A.J.S. High S., Kirk by Stephen Handley, R.T. High S., Kirkby Stephen Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear

Braciy, L.I. St. Philip's Gram . S. Edgbaston Dilleigh ,L.G. Hoe Gram . S. , Plymouth Hanınan, L. Conv. S. , Pultene Rd ., Bath Latimer, C.B. Elm Park S., Shotley Bridge

Breen , J. Gram . S.,Forest Gate Dingley,W.L. Richmond H., Handsworth Hardy, F. Brent Hill S. , Hanwell Lea,F.J. Market Bosworth Gram . S.

Brewis, E.L.T. Oxford H., Leytonstone Donaghy,J.E. Ulster Provincial S. , Lisburn Hargreaves, T. Salway Coll. , Leytonstone Lee,G.R. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking

Brewitt ,A.C.St. Catharine's S., Broxbourne Donkin , c. St. Aloysius Coll ., N. Harris ,W.H. Eve Gram . S. Lee,J.H . Birkdale Gram . S.

Bright, A. Queen's Park Coll . , W. Donkin ,W.
Old Elvet S. , Durham Harrison, B.G. Market Bosworth Gram . S. Le Masurier, P. High S. for Boys, Jersey

Brindle ,A.H. St. John's Coll., Brixton Dorey, M. Oxenford H., Jersey Harrison, S.C. St. John's Coll., Southend Leonard C. Taplow Gram . S.

Broad , E.W. Langford H., Brighton Dorrell , M.C. Stafford Coll . , Forest Hill Hart, A. Stafford Coll ., Forest Hill Lewington, A.G.

Broady, L. Osborne High S., W. Hartlepool Doswell,G.A. Hartung, F. St. Aloysius Coll., N. Taunton Trade S., Southampton

Brown,Jack Hutton Gram . S. Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll. Harvey ,A.J. Lewis, A.S. Barbourne Coll., Worcester

"Brown,John Hutton Gram . S. Dotto ,J. Line Wall Coll. , Gibraltar Queen's Walk Inter. S., Nottingham Lingard , S.W. Barbourne Coll., Worcester

Browning.c. Hoe Gram . S. , Plymouth Douglass ,N. Elin Park S., Shotley Bridge Harvey , F.H.S . Bethany H., Goudhurst Lloyd ,G.L.
County S. , Tenby

' Brahl, J.B . St. John's Coll ., Southend Dowding, R.V. Ulster Provincial S. , Lisburn Harvey, W.J.J. Leigh HallColl., Leigh , Essex Lloyd ,J.H. Oswestry School

Bullock, G.T.F. Driver, J.w . Eye Grain . S. Hatton , N. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Locatelli, R . St. Aloysius Coll., X.

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Dunbar,J.H . Oswestry School Hawkins,C.S.L. High S., Erdington , B'ham Lockey, J.O. Elm Park S. , Shotley Bridge

Burden,A.J. Culham Coll. Practising S. Duncumb,E.E. Hayes, A.P. Taunton Trade S.,Southampton Long, B. Richmond Hill S. , S.W.

" Burgess,B.H. The College, Goudhurst Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll. Haynes, F.S. Salway Coll ., Leytonstone Losenegger ,J. St. Aloysius Coll ., X.

Burlace,L.B. Willesden Prep. S. Dunn,H.O. Taplow Gram . S. Hedgecock ,A.T. Wreight's S., Faversham Lowe,F.H . Gram . S. , Forest Gate

Burns,a Brent Hill S. , Hanwell Dunster, A.F. Rye Gram . S. Higgins,C.T. St. John's Coll., Brixton Lundie ,A.C. Tavistock Gram . S.
Burridge,S.W. Margate College Durell, H.L. Higgins, H.S. St. John's Coll., Brixton Lyons, L. St. Aloysius Coll . , N.
Butcher, O.E. Northgate S. , Ipswich Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll. Higman, T.H . Tavistock Gram . S. Macarthy,G.T. Univ. S. , Rochester

Butler, P. St. Aloysius Coll . , N. Dury , A.H. Hill , c. Gram . S. , Camelford Macaulay,R.J.

Butteriss, J. Queen's Walk Inter. S., Nottingham Hill,J.R . Hillmartin Coll., Camden Ril . , N.W.

Queen's Walk Inter. S. , Nottingham . Eades , P.J. Salway Coll., Leytonstone! Hillmartin Coll., Camden Rd ., N.W. Macluskey, W. St. Aloysius Coll ., X.
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BOYS, LOWER Forms - Continued . Peachey, 8. Kent House Coll . , Anerley Seed, T.J.W. Bentham Gram . S. Trevena, W.X.

Madye,G.E. Bible Christian Coll ., Shebbear Peak , c . Hutton Gram . S. Serre ,C.M. Salway Coll . , Leytonstone Penwerris Gram . S. , Falmouth

Malone , E. Conv , S. , Pulteney Rd., Bath Peak ,C.W . Ripley Comm . S. , Woking Shadrake, W.J. Tritton ,G.W. Wreight's 8. , Faversham

Malpas, D.D. Wirksworth Gram . S. Peak , V. Hutton Gram . S. Forest Gate High S. & Comin , Coll. Trotman ,O.L.

Manning,A.Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear Pearce,C.A . Oxenford H. , Jersey Simmons,F.!'. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Manwaring ,H.R. Thanet Coll., Margate Penney ,C.W . St. John's Coll. , Southend Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Truscott,G.H.C. Margate College

Marchington, R. Hutton Gram . S. Penney, W.R. Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear Slack , H.F. Wirksworth Grani. S. Tucker,C.L. Weston S. , Bath

Margerison ,L.A. Fulwood Gram . S. , Preston Penson, J.H. 17 Grange Rd ., Ealing Smith, K. R. Market Bosworth Grain . S. Turner, F.C. Stafford Coll.. Forest Hill

Marriott.c . Brent Hill S. , Hanwell Pepper, B. Northgate S. , Ipswich Smith , R. V. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking Turner, J. St. John's Coll., Grimsargh

Marsh , F.P. Boys' High S., Wareham Perryman ,W.J. Smith , R.R.V. Monk Bridge S. , York Tweedie , A. St. John's Coll . , Brixton

11 , J . Elm Park S. , Shotley idge Bible Christian Coll., Shebbear Smith , S. Osborne High S., W. Hartlepool Tyler , G.C. St. Catharine's S., Broxbourne

Martin , A.J. Margate College Peters,C.P. Tannton Trade S.,Southampton Snaylam ,J.W. Hutton Gram . S. Tyler,S.W. Salway Coll., Leytonstone

Maskell,A.C.T. Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst Pilley, T.E. St. Philip's Gram . S.,Edgbaston Somerville, 1.A. Stafford Coll., Forest Hill Urben, L.J. Tannton Trade S.,Southampton

Matthews,A.E. Stafford Coll ., Forest Hill Pott,M. South port Comm . Coll. Spence , J.C . Elm Park S. , Shotley Bridge Vandervord ,C.H.SalwayColl., Leytonstone

Maunder,G.C . Tavistock Gram . S. Potter, 8.M. Thanet Coll., Margate Spencelayh ,V.C.H. Univ. S. , Rochester Vandervor ,R.K. SalwayColl., Leytonstone

McCann , J . St. Aloysius Coll. , X. Pratt,H. Queen's Park Coll ., W. Spencer, A.B. Elm Bank S., Nottingham Varwell,J.P. Bible Christian Coll. Shebbear

McIntyre,F.H . Stafford Coll., Forest Hill Prince ,F.G. Lancaster Coll., W. Norwood Spitzer, F.A.M. Hatfield Coll. S. Vavasor, P. Barnstaple Gram . S.
Mealing, H. Barbourne Coll., Worcester Pritchard ,J. St. Aloysius Coll., X. Spranklin , s. St. John's Coll., Brixton Vernon ,M.H.

Meilina, B.C.S. Margate College Pugh , R.C. Oswestry School Stacey, P. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll.

Metcalfe, J. Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepool Pullin ,J.E. Stafford Coll., Forest Hill Staines, S. St. John's Coll . , Brixton Wainwright, G.H. Eye Gram . S.

Metcalfe, X.A. Market Bosworth Grani. S.Pyle , S.S. Bethany H., Goudhurst Stapley, H.F.TauntonTrades.,Southampton Walker,A.C.Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepoo)

Miéville ,A.F.H. Willesden Prep. S. Quennell,C.W . Grove H., Highgate Steilman, R.C.V. Univ. S. , Rochester Walker, S.K. Wirksworth Gram . S.

Mi ville, W.S. Willesden Prep. S. Rabbich,G.R.BibleChristian Coll. Shebbear Stevens, T. Margate College Walker,T. Bentham Gram . S.
Millbank , R. St. John's Coll . , Southend Ramagge,A. Line Wall Coll., Gibraltar Stevenson, L.

Walsh,W.E. Grani , S. , Forest Gate

Miller,H.D . Randall, s . Beaconsfield H., Dover Queen's Walk Inter, S. , Nottingham Warburton ,W.H. Ucktield Gram . S.
Bradley High S. , Newton Abbot Rant,G , H . Culham Coll. Practising S. Stewart,J. Taplow Gram . S. Ward ,P.J.H.M . Taplow Gram . S.

Milne, D. Margate College Ratcliff, F.W. Wreight's S. , Faversham Stewart , P . Taplow Gram . S. Ward ,W.F. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Miskin ,C.E. Margate College Ratcliffe ,J. Southport Comm . Coll. Stirzaker, T.H. Wirksworth Gram . S. Warden , J.H . Margate College

Montgomerie , . Hutton Grain . S. Rawlins, R.V. Margate College Stockley,J. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Warren ,C.T. St. John's Coll., Southend

Moore, P . Conv. S. , Pulteney Rd ., Bath Reddish , E.G. Market Bosworth Gram . S. Stockley, W. Taunton Trade S.,Southampton Waters, J.F.B. Horstonden School

Morgan ,H.L. Grove H. , Highgate Reeves,L. Brooklyn High S. , Leytonstone Stokoe, J.W. Elm . Park S. , Shotley Bridge Watson,A. Osborne High S. , W. Hartlepoo)

Morris ,T.H. Beresford H., Gloucester Reeves,S.K. Gram . S., Forest Gate Stone, H.V. Taunton Trade S., Southampton Webb,A.P.J. Taplow Grani. s.

Moss, P.R. Margate College Reilly, D.
St. Aloysius Coll . , X. Stone , W.J. Culham Coll. Practising S. Webber, A.J. Gram . S. , Forest Gate

Moyle,J. Bible Christian Coll . , Shebbear Reis ,F.I.L. Margate College Sullivan , J . St. Aloysius Coll., N. Webster, H. Osborne Higli S. , W. Hartlepool

Musgrave,A.C. Reis, W.T. Margate College Swallow , J.C . Oxford H. , Brighton Whibley, R. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll. Reynolds ,C.P. Cony, S. , Banagher Swinburne, E. Whibley , T.S.

Veale , J. Ulster Provincial S., Lisburn Rhind ,W.H. St. Philip's Gram .S.,Edgbaston Queen's Walk Inter. S. , Nottingham Taunton Trade S. , Southampton

Newbery, R. Tudor Hall , Hawkhurst Rhodes,H.H. Wadham S. , Liskeard Symon ,J.V. Whitehead ,w . St. Aloysius Coll., Y.

Newing,A.B. Wreight's S. , Faversham Richards, A.P. Oswestry School Taunton Trade Schnol, Southampton Whitham , J.s. Conv . of Mercy , Boston Spa

Vormian , R.G. Richardson, L.H. Stafford Coll., Forest Hill Symons,J.B . Barnstaple Grain. S. Whitridge J.C. Oswestry School

Forest Gate High S. & Comm . Coll. Richardson, S.II . Stafford Coll., Forest Hill Tate,C.G. Monk Bridge S. , York Whittaker, J.R. Oswestry School
Vorth , H.J. Holmwood H., Hampstead Riches,C.W.

Eye Gram . S. Tate,J.W. Monk Bridge S. , York Whitten ,M. County S., Ten by

Norton , c . Line Wall Coll., Gibraltar Rimell, R.M. Barbourne Coll ., Worcester Taylor,F.H. Wirksworth Gram . S. Wickens,T. l'cktield Gram . S.

Odle, E.V.
Richmond Hill S. , S.W. Rimmer,G. Southport Comm . Coll. Taylor,G. Townley Castle S. , Ramisgate Wilkeyson ,G.B. Mount Radford S. , Exeter

Oldfield , P.J. Roberts,G.P.B. Willesden Prep. S. Taylor ,H.L. Wilkins,A.E. Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst

Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Roberts, H.C. Margate College Taunton Trade S., Sonthampton Wilkinson,R.F. Bethany H. , Goudhurst

Oldfield , T. Osborne High S., W. Hartlepool Robinson ,H.S.B. Taunton H. , Brighton Taylor, P. Queen'sWalk Inter.S.,Nottinghan Williams,C.B. Oswestry School

O'Neill, B . St. Aloysius Coll., N. Roger, A.S. Oxenford H. , Jersey Theelke,E.C. Lancaster Coll.,W. Norwood Williams,G.E. Gram . & Coll . S. , Carnarvon

Owen ,G.L . Gram . & Coll, S., Carnarvon Rogers,C.F. St. John's Coll ., Southend Thoburn ,H. Kent House Coll. , Anerley Williams, T. County S. , Tenby

Packer ,M.A. Wreight's 8. , Favershamn Rogers,J. Taplow Gram . S. Thomas,A.C. Willsher.G.R.B . Tudor Hall, Hawkhurst

Parly ,G. Beverley S. , Barnes Rolfe ,A.B. Taplow Gram . S. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Wilson, A.J. Salway Coll ., Leytonstone

Parker,A.R. Spring Grove S. , Old Solbury Rooney ,J. St. Philip's Gram . S., Edgbaston Thomas,R.W.D. Oswestry School Wilson , J . Gram . S. , Forest Gate

Parker,G.V. Margate College Rosenbauin ,M. Townley Castle S. , Ramsgate Thorne, F. Prep. S. , South St., Greenwich Winterton, W.J.

Parker, P.L. Eastward Ho ! Coll.,Felixstowe Roskilly ,W.W. Tavistock Gram . S.Threadgill,A.B. Queen's Walk Inter. S. , Nottingham

Parker,R.L. Oswestry School Rudd , s. Culham Coll. Practising S. Taunton Trade S. , Southampton Wise , H.E.

Parker, R.W. Kent House Coll. , Anerley Rundle ,F.J. Bible Christian Coll.,Shebbear Tibbles ,J.W . Queen's Walk Inter. S. , Nottingham
Parkins ,A. Culbam Coll. Practising S. Rushton, N. Hutton Gram , S. Queen's Walk Inter. S. , Nottingham Wolfe,G.Queen's Walk Inter.S ., Nottingham

Parkins, J.H. Culham Coll. Practising S. Ryall,W. Tavistock Gram , S. Timms,M.L. Wood ,J.C . Salway Coll ., Leytonstone

Parmiter, B . TauntonTrade S. Southampton Sanderson ,C.W .
Hattield Coll. S. Queen's Walk Inter, S. , Nottingham Wright,G. St. Aloysius Coll., N.

Parry , W. Wirral S. , Heswall-on -Dee Saunders, A.E. Eye Gram . S. Tinney , L. H. Hoe Gram . S. , Plymouth Wright,H.T.

Partridge, L.H. Stafford Coll., Forest Hill Saunders ,G.T. Titterington ,W. Hutton Gram . S. Queen's Walk Inter. S. , Nottinghan )
Paterson , R. W.B. Oxford H. , Brighton St. Catharine's S. , Broxbourne Torkington ,S. High S. , Erdington , B'ham Wynne,J.P. Gram . & Coll. S. , Carnarvon

Patrick , W. Savage, E.R. Seaford College Torrie,V.D. Ripley Comm . S., Woking Young,E.X.G. Taplow Gram . S.

Queen's WalkInter. S. , Nottingham Sayer, H.E. Beverley S., Barnes Toyne,W.P. Grove H., Highgate Young,E.S.Osborne High S.,W.Hartlepool

Payze ,R.R. Richmond Hill S., s.W.'Schembri, J. Line Wall Coll . , Gibraltar' Tracy,W.P. Margate Collegel Young,S.J. Taunton Trade s., Southampton

GIRLS.

Aclams,H.K. Glengali , Romford Bolton , D. Carter , M . Blagdon , Eastbourne Couper,C.B.S.

Adlem ,C.L. Conv. of the Ladies of Mary, Croydon Casling,N.E.L.

South Croydon College

Bevois Town Girls' S. , Southampton Bolus,E.M.

Couper,D.

Ebley H., East Putney Berkeley S. , Bishopston, Bristol Bevois Town Girls ' S. , Southampton

Allen ,D.A. Westbourne H., Chiswick Bory,G . Ursuline Conv ., Crooms Hill, S. E. Chalk ,G. Crabtree,E.C.W.

Allen , E.M. Ridgmont, Knowle, Bristol Bottomley, D. Moravian Ladies' S. , Fairtiela Conv. of the Ladies of Mary, Croydon

Amos, I.M.A. Haslemere S. , Clapham Park Boulter, T.

High S., South Shore , Blackpool

Holloway College, N. Chandler, K.M. Private tuition Craddock , M.

Anderson , D.E. The Coll ., Goudhurst Boulton,G.M .

Ripley Comm . S., Woking

Chanin , L.M. Cratchley , J.A. Stratfori Abbey Coll.,Strou

Anness , L. Dartmouth H. , Redland, Bristol Bp. Fox's High S. for Girls , Taunton Cropper,M.
Private tuition

Westbourne S. , Westbourne Pk . , W. Bourke, J .
Charlesworth ,H.M . Cusse, E.M.

Duke Street S. , Bath

Appleton,E.M. St. Mary's Conv. , Bruff, Co. Limerick High S. , Walton -on - Thames Dall, N.J.

Greenhill Park Coll., Harlesden Bourke, K.

The Newlands, Bootle

Chibnall, I.R.

Artaud,M.D.

Daly , M.

Rhian va Coll . , Hunstanton St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Ravenscourt H. , Ravenscourt Pk . , W.

Ash , M.H. Haslemere S., Clapham Park Bourne, L. Linwood S., Altrincham Childs,E.C. Red byGirls's.,Monkwearmouth Danels, B.M.St.Helen's s.,StreathamComm ..

St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick

Ashton , L. High S. , Dukinfield Boutall, K.F. Lexden H. , Brixton Childs,E.M.

Baker, N.F. Gavine H., Portsmouth Bowden ,N.

Darlington, B.M.

Private tuition Reiby Girls' S. , Monkwearmouth

Banks,M.J. Newnham Coll.S., Bournemouth Bracher, E.D. Havelock H. , Southsea Clark , B. Conv.of theLadiesofMary,Croydon Davis , F.M.

Temple Square S. , Aylesbury

Barlow, E.V. Holme Vale S. , Nottingham Bradley , D.W.

The College ,Goudhurst

Clark , J.

Batten ,B.K.

Davis ,F.M.31Brigstock Rd.,ThorntonHeath

Duke Street S. , Bath Berois Town Girls' S. , Southampton Bp. Fox's High S. for Girls , Taunton Day, M.L .

Bayliss, c . High S. for Girls, Halesowen Bratchell, M.D. Clarke,E.F. Girls ' Coll. S. , Morley

Baynton ,c . Westbourne S. , Westbourne Pk . , W. Clarke, E.R. Bible Christian Coll., Shebbean Delany,H.M.

Bp. Fox's High S. for Girls, Taunto!!

Conv , of the Ladies of Mary , Croydon Brierley , D.A.

Gelliwastad S., Pontypridal

Prestwich High S. Clayton ,V. Blagdon, Eastbourne Denny ,B .

Bedford , M.G.C. Woodside, Hastings Briggs,M.G. Westbourne H. , Chiswick Cocksbott ,E.J. Denny, k.

Bell,A.T. Welwyn , Grassendale Pk . , L'pool Brookfield , E.M.

Stratford Abbey Coll . , Stroud

Manor H., Havant Ravenscourt H. , Ravenscourt Pk . , W. Derby, E.

Bere,G.W. The Southend S. , Winchester Brooks, E.I. Prestwich High S. Colbourn , S.E.M . Seymour Coll., Richmond De Sisser,E.

Stratford Abbey Coll., Stroud

Berry , N . Budden , D. Stagsdene , Bournemouth Cole, M.F. Lynton H. , Portsmouth Dodge,N.

Bevois Town Girls' S. , Southampton Buggs, B.G. Heathleigh, Horsmonden Collari,O.V.

Conv. S. , Pulteney Rd., Bath

The College, Goudhurst Douglas-Jones,L.

Bird ,M.I. Brooklyn High S. , Leytonstone Burfitt, E. Ridginont, Knowle, Bristol Colman ,E.V. Church Home S. , Dublin Duninore,N.

Biru , V.L. Brooklyn High S., Leytonstone Burne, N.L. Church House S. , Dublin Coombe, B. Grosvenor Coll., Bath Dyer,J.H.

Bishop, L. Brent Hill S., Hanwell Burrows,G. Comerford, N.Conv.s.,EdenGrove,Holloway Eads,M.

Blackburn,M. Ashmount S. , Broomhill, Sheffield Comerford, T.M. Earnshaw , A.G.

St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Bushell, F. Conv . of Mercy, Boston Spa The Conv. , Highgate Rd ., N.W.Edelston ,D.E.

Blake, E. Beechcroft Coll . , Richmond Hill Byrne,J. St. Vincent's S. , Dundalk , Louth Cook , D.

Blake,H.M. Glengyle Coll. s ., Cheltenham Calley, M.D.

Riversdale, Boston Spa

Crouch End High S. Cooper,A.M.

High S. , South Shore, Blackpool

17 Grange Rd ., Ealing Edington ,H.A ,

Blair ,L.E. St. Martin's, Margate Cannon, F.B. Evelyn . Holloway ,M.O. 17 Grange Rd ., Ealing

Boex ,G.L.I. Private tuition Carins,W. Conk. s., Pulteney Ril., Bath Costeiro,c.'St.Helen's s.,Streatham Comn Edington, i . S. TheConv.,HighgateRul,

Bolton, D. Moravian Ladies' S., Fairfield ) Carr, M. St. Mary'sConv., Brutf,čo. Limerick Costello, E. St. Helen's S., Streatham Comm . Edwards,D.

1

Holloway College, N.

3 Kensingt
on

, Bath ,

Mayfield , Broxbourn
e

St. Joseph's Conv., Erith

Harley H. , Herefor
d

Ebley H. , East Putney

Clydesda
le

S. , Stockpor
t

The Conv., Highgate Rd . , N.W.

Crouch End High S.
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GIRLS, Lower Toks--Inntinnel. Humphreys, I. Nock , L.V. Bp.Fox'sHighs.forGirls,Taunton Simpson, V.D. Moravian Ladies' S. , Fairfield

Elderton ,D.T. Private tuition Conv. of the Ladies of Mary, Croydon O'Byrne, M. Skettington ,E.A.

Elliott, E.J. Private tuition Humphrys,E.J. Conv, of the Ladies of Mary , Croytlon St. Winifred's, Southampton

Elliott,G.E. Ainsdale Coll . , Southport Fairholme ('oll., Streatham Comm . O'Dea ,A.St.Mary'sConv.,Bruff,Co.Limerick Slater, D.A

Elliott, M.A. Huntley, W.F. O'Keefe , J . Westbourne 8. , Westbourne Pk. , W.
Newnham Coll . S. , Bournemouth Bevois Town Girls' S. , Southampton St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Slattery , B .

Ellis, E. Holin Vale S. , Nottingham Hyman ,E.G. Oldham ,E. Moravian Ladies' S. , Fairfield St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick

Elston, W. Bank H., Crediton TheLaurels High S.,Brondesbury R.I., X.W.Oliver,D.L. Bourne H. , Eastbourne Slattery , K .

Evans, J.A. Bow Modern S. , E. Hyslop , J.M . Harley H. , Hereford O'Neill, E. St. Mary's Conv. , Bruff, Co. Limerick

Fairweather, N. Crescent Coll . , York Inman , E.M. Univ. S. , Rochester St. Mary's Conv. , Brul, Co. Limerick Smith ,C.M . High S. , Dukintield

Farnworth , V. North Park Coll., Croydon Irwin , L. St.Mary'sConv.,Bruff ,Co. Limerick O'Neill, I.G. Church Home S. , Dublin Smith, D.R. Stratford Abbey Coll., Strond

Fellows, R. High S. for Girls , Halesowen James,C. Dartmouth H., Redland , Bristol Orrett, S. 3 Kensington, Bath Smith , E. Wincham Hall Coll., Northwich

Fisher , E. Beechcroft Coll. , Richmond Hill James, E. St. Martin's , Maryate Osman ,D.A. Oxford H. , Leytonstone Sniith ,E.M .

FitzHenry,J.E . Church Home S. , Dublin Jaques,D. Dartmonth H., Redland , Bristol Page, M. Aston H. , Hammersmith Ashburnham H. , Southborough, Tun . Wells

Fogarty, A. Johnson , H. St. Winifred's, Southampton Painter, I.E.F.M. Sinith ,M.G .

St. Mary's Conv . , Bruff, Co. Limerick Johnson ,L.M. Mountside High S. , Hastings Westbourne S. , Westbourne Pk . , W. Bp. Fox's High S. for Girls, Taunton

Fooks,E.M. Jones, A.M. Lynton H., Portsmouth Palmer,C. County S. , Tenby Snowdon, M. Hazeldene Ladies'S ., Droit wich

Ravenscourt H. , Ravenscourt Pk.,W. Jones,J.M. Mountside High S. , Hastings Parker, D.M. Spring Grove S. , Old Sodbury Solaini,H.A. Richmond High S. , Liscard

Foot, E.K. St. Winifred's, Southampton Kasan, L. Parker, Mabel A. Squire, D.

Ford , M. Conv.oftheLadiesofMary,Croydon The LaurelsHighs., BrondesburyRd.,N.W . 2 Magylalen Terrace, St. Leonards-on -Sea Ravenscourt H., Ravenscourt Pk . , W.

Fordyce,M. St. Winifred's, Southampton Kelly , M.B. Parker, Mildred A. Staples, B. Ursuline Conv.,CroomsHill,S.E.

Forster, M.U.
Private tuition Ladies' S. , Newtownards, Co. Down 2 Magdalen Terrace, St. Leonards-on-Sea Starling, L. Thorne Rd. S., South Lambeth

Fowler,G.N. Claremont Coll., L'pool Kendon ,E.W. The College,Goudhurst Parker, M.G. Elgin Coll., Powis Square, W. Stephens, C. The Modern Coll ., Stoke Bishop

Frank, K. Riversdale , Boston Spa Killick ,M.E. Swanwick Coll . , Hants Pattison, M. Stevens , A.

Froggatt,G.M.Girton , London Rd.,Croydon Kinane, M. Conv. ofAssumption, Richmond , Yorks Conv. of the Ladies of Mary, Croydon

Fry , E. Stratford Abbey Coll., Stroud St. Mary's Conv ., Bruff, Co. Limerick Paxton, N. Stevens, L. St. Kilda's Coll . S. , Bristol
Firsdon , E. Brent Hill S. , Hanwell Kinane, 8 . Conv. of the Ladies of Mary , Croydon Stuart, B. Stratford Abbey Coll., Stroud

Gale , A.R.G . Duke Street S. , Bath St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Pears,V.S. Woodsile , Hastings Symonds, L.R. GlengyleColl.s .,Cheltenham

Galvin , H. Kirton , J. Stratford Abbey Coll., Strond Pearson.F . Ulster Provincial S. , Lisburn Tannahill,E.E.

St. Mary's Conv ., Bruff, Co. Limerick Lamb,C.W. Ulster Provincial S., Lisburn Penn , F.L. Evelyn H., Up. Holloway Wincham Hall Coll., Northwich

Gascoine, M.E. Lambeth ,G.L. Oxford H., Leytonstone Peper, E. Taplin,W.R.

Newnham Coll . S. , Bournemouth Lansdell, P.E. High S. , Dukinfield fi Leicester Place, Leicester Square, W.C. Ashburnham H., Southborough , Tun .Wells

Gass , E.G. TheBonhams,St.Leonards-on -Sea Large,G.A. Ebley H., East Putney Pettitt, H.C. Woodside, Hastings| Tarbet , A. Dixtield S. , Exeter

Gaulter, H. Hightield Coll ., Blackpool Lavender,K.M . Teddesley H., Wallsall Phillips ,( i . The Newlands, Bootle Tarry,M.B.

Gay ,G.F.G . Oxford II ., Leytonstone Lawes, I. Pickles, W.M. 10 St. Paul's Square, Preston Ravenscourt H., Ravenscourt Pk ., W.

Gay,L.M. Oxford H., Leytonstone Conv, of the Ladies of Mary, Croydon Platt,E.M. Oxford H., Leytonstone Taylor, L. St. Helen's s., Streatham Comm .

Gentle, c . Stretton H., Fleetwood Leaker, 1. Beechcroft Coll ., Richmond Hill Plowilen , J.C. Private tuition Thomas ,G.E.Stratford Abbey Coll., Stroud

Gibbons, V.G. Oxford H. , Leytonstone Lean ,E. Aston H., Hammersmith Porcher,E.A. Gelliwastad S. , Pontypridd Thomas , R. Ashgrove S. , Clifton

Gibbs, B . Gavine H. , Portsmout! Learmouth , J. Mora vian Ladies' S., Fairfield Potter, A. A. Fairfield Head H. , Chestertield Thompson ,W.
Gibbs, D. Gavine H., Portsmouth Lees, A. Springfield , Stockport| Powicke',A.C. Conv. of the Ladies of Mary , Croydon

Giblett,M.Bp. Fox'sHighS.forGirls,Taunton Leslie , J. Whoof H., Formby, L'pool Egerton Place S. , Marple, Stockport Tickner, 2.A.Girton, London Rd., Croydon

Gibson , D. Girton , London Rd ., Croydon Leslie, J.D. Whoof II . , Formby, L'pool Prismall, L.E. Tibbotts ,F.M. Private tuition

Gilsun ,L. Royal Deaf S., Manchester Lindley,C.G . The College, Penmaenmawr The Conv ., Highgate Rd .,N.W. Timberlake,G. Newton H. , Tunb . Wells

Goss,E.M. Conv. of Mercy, Boston Spa Lockyer, R. M. Ripley Coinm . S., Woking Radley, L. A. Grosvenor S. , Exeter Tomes, K. Westbourne H., Chiswick

Gow , J.L . Private tuition Lorsdail, D , E . Elm View S. , New Eltham Rainey, M.P. Torrens, K. Dartmouth H. , Redland , Bristol

Grabham , M . County S. , Tenby Lunt, D.F. Plas Madoc, Ruabon Forest Gate Higli S., and Comm . Coll. Turley, D ) . Ladies ' S. , Sedgley
Graham , K.E. Private tuition Luunt, H.

Plas Madoc, Ruabon Rattenbury ,D. Prestwich High S. Turner,E. Beechcroft Coll ., Richmond Hill
Green ,E.W. 10 St. Paul's Square , Preston Macbeth,E.H. Rawsthorn , L.B. Harley H., Hereford Turner, F.M. St. Winifred's, Southampton

Gregory , M.L . Ladies' S. , Newtownards, Co. Down Reading, 1.A. Turner, M.C. Rhianva Coll ., Hunstanton

St. Helen's S. , Streatham Comm . Maddox, E. Wincham Hall Coll ., Northwich Westbourne S. , Westbourne Pk .,W. Tyler, D.E. St. Martin's, Margate

Greville , E. Maddox, F. Wincham Hall Coll., Northwich Redman, D. Veal,G.E. Duke Street S. , Bath

Conv. of the Ladies of Mary, Croydon Mann ,M.Queen's Park Coll . , Harrow Rd ., W. Conv, of the Ladies of Mary, Croydon Waldron, E.A.M. Univ . S. , Rochester

Gubbins, M.T. Margereson, E. Reid , K.F. Wincham Hall Coll., Northwich ,Walger, L.H.L.

St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Fairtield Head H., Chesterfield Rendell,M.G. St. Winifred's, Southampton Dunmore Girls ' S. , St. Leonarıls

Guest, M. Heathleigh , Horsmonden Martin , M.A. Woolside, Hastings Reynolds, D.M. Walton, M.L. Woodside, Hastings

Gunnis ,A.E. Matthews,K.E. Grosvenor S. , Exeter RavenscourtH., Ravenscourt Pk. , W. Wann ,L.E. Church Home S. , Dublin

Realby Girls' S. , Moukwearmouth Mauger, A.E. Herupe, St. John's, Jersey Rhodes, M. Newton H. , Tunb. Wells Warden ,M.R. St. Martin's, Margate

Halstead.n . Hightield Coll ., Blackpool Mauger, F.C. Hirupe, St. John's , Jersey Richards, H.M. Gelliwastad S., Pontypridd Waugh , I.

Hampson ,M.H. Comm . Coll., Southport Mavor ,M.E. Newton H., Tunb. Wells Richardson , E. Stretton H., Fleetwood Conv. of Assumption, Richmond, Yorks

Harding,M.G. Up. St. Leonards Ladies' Coll. McAfee, V. Private tuition Riley ,A. Fern Bank, Harpurhey, M'chester Webster,B.I. Stratford Abbey Coll., Strou
Hare, A. E. North Kensington Coli. S. , W. McCutcheon ,A. Roberts, I.C. Private tuition Weigel,V.L. North Kensington Coll . S. , W

Harrington ,M.A. Ladies' S. , Newtownards, Co. Down Robertshaw, D. StratfordAbbeyColl.,Stroud Wesson,H.G.
The Conv ., Highgate Ril ., N.W. McDonnell, K. Robey,D.M. Ravenscourt H., Ravenscourt Pk ., W.

Harrison,M.E. Clydesdale S. , Stockport St. Mary's Conv. , Brull, Co. Limerick Ashburnham H., Southborough, Tun.Wella Wesson , L.G.

Hawker,C.F.E. McDonough), j. Robinson ,C.E. Ravenscourt H., Ravenscourt Pk . , W.

Mountsiile High S. , Hastings St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Fairfielil Head H. , Chesterfield Westerton ,G.A. The Newlands, Bootle

Hepworth , M. McManus,G. Robison , C. Oxford H., Leytonstone White, D. Blagdon, Eastbourne

Fairfield Hearl H., Chesterfield St. Vincent's S., Dundalk , Louth Rolfe , H.L. Walnor H., Tiverton Whitehall, D. Stretton H., Fleetwood

Hewlett,D.A. St. Winifred's , Southampton McMorris, 1. A. Ladies' High S. , Lurgan Rosen , A.M. Bow Modern S. , E. Whiteley,C.C. Church Home S. , Dublin

Hill ,G . Meaney, H. Rosen ,M.C. Bow Modern S. , E. Whiteley, M.B. Church Home 8. , Dublin

Conv. of Assumption , Richmond, Yorks St. Mary's Conv., Bruff, Co. Limerick Rosser,M.E. Gelliwastad S. , Pontypridd Whiting,K.Beechcroft Coll ., Richmond Hill

Hill, R. R. Woodside, Hastings Meldrum , A. Runeckles, A.R. Eastfield S. , Walthamstow Wildsmith, D.

Hitchman ,M.K. Eastfield S. , Walthamstow Relby Girls' S. , Monkwearmouth Ryan , J. St. Mary'sConv.,Bruff,Co.Limerick Ursuline Conv., Crooms Hill , S.E

Holland , E.M.G. Mercer, V. Warwick H., Poulton-le - Fylde Ryan, M. St. Mary'sConv., Bruff,Co.Limerick Wilkins,M.F.

Moravian Ladies' S. , Fairfield Metcalfe,A. Carlton H., Redhill Sait, E. M. The Southend S. , Winchester Bp. Fox's High S. for Girls , Taunton

Holland ,M.E. Denmark Coll., Wimbledon Milleton ,M. Highfield Coll., Blackpool Salter, E.M. Wilkinson, A.V. Westbourne H. , Chiswick

Holines, M.A.G. Miller, D. Elm View S. , New Eltham Bp. Fox's High S. for Girls , Taunton Wilkinson ,G.A. 53 Church St., Egremont

Newnham Coll . S. , Bournemouth Miskin , II . St. Martin's, Margate Sapey ,C.P. The College , Goudhurst Williams, E.A.

Holines,N.M. Holm Vale S. , Nottingham Mitchell, D. Conv.S.,Eden Grove, Holloway Scheier,J. Ravenscourt H. , Ravenscourt Pk ., W.

Holt , H. Granville H., Southampton Mitchell, R. Conv.S.,Eden Grove, Holloway Northwold Coll ., Stoke Newington Wilson ,C.

Holthusen , D. Brent Hill S. , Hanwell Morgan, M.G. Gelliwastad S. , Pontypridd Scheier, M. Conv.of Assumption, Richmond, Yorks

Horler, T.L. Ridgmont, Knowle, Bristol Morris, N.K. Ripley Comm . S. , Woking Northwold Coll.,Stoke Newington Winfield , L.A. Brook Hall S. , Winslow

Horley, D. St. Joseph's Conv., Erith Morrow, M.E. Scholfield,K. Prestwich High S. Wright,D.F.D. Holm Vale S. , Nottingham

Horsfall, D. Springfield , Stockport Ladies' S. , Newtownards, Co. Down Scholteld, o . Prestwich High S. Wright-Hay, D.C.

Hoskins, M.S. Bank H. , Crediton Moxon ,G. Moravian Ladies' S. , Fairfield Scott, E.M. Oxford H. , Leytonstone Westbourne S. , Westbourne Pk . ,w .

Howard ,M. Mudge, M.L. Gavine H. , Portsmouth Scragg , M. Moravian Ladies' s., Fairfield Wordsworth ,C. Conv. of Mercy, Boston Spa

St. Mary's Conv ., Brull, Co. Limerick Mumfori,R.A. IIaslemere S., Clapham Park Seton, D. M. Woodside, Hastings Wordsworth, M. Conv. of Mercy, Boston Spa

Howson ,E.A.North Kensington Coll, S., W. Murphy, M.G. 39 Cranbrook Terrace, Belfast Sharp ,G . Heathleigh , Horsmondten Wyatt,J.G . Prestwich High S.

Hubbard ,M.H. The College, Goudlıurst Nash -Brown, I. St. Winifred's,Southampton Sharp, W.E. St. Martin's, Margate Wythes, D.M.

Hudson, E.G. Neighbour, H.E. Harley H. , Hereford Shepherd,N.M. The College, Goudhurst Hazeldene Ladies' S. , Droit wich

Ashburnham H. , Southborough , Tun .Wells Niblock , M. Shield , M.H. 17 Grange Rd., Ealing Young, A. Private tuition

II :unphrey ,A.M. Granville Coll. , Midhurst Ladies' S. , Newtownarils, Co. Down Simon , E. Iligh S. for Girls, Halesowend Young, R. Conv. S. , Pulteney Ril ., Bath
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PROFESSOR MEIKLEJOHN'S SERIES .

BOOKS SUITABLE FOR SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS, 1903 .

1

...

UNIVERSITY OF

LONDON

THE ART OF WRITING ENGLISH. A Manual for Students, With Chapters on Para

phrasing, Essay Writing, Précis Writing, Punctuation , and other matters. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHX, M.A.

Third Edition . Crown 8vo, 310 pp. 2s , bd .

A NEW HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND GREAT BRITAIN. With Maps and Tables.

By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A. Sixteenth Edition . (" rown 8vo , 70+ pp . 55 B.C. to the L of Queen

Victoria 48. Bd.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND GREAT BRITAIN TO

A.D. 1902. Sixth Edition . Crown 8vo, 84 pp . bd .

A NEW GEOGRAPHY ON THE COMPARATIVE METHOD. With Maps and Diagrams,

and an Outline of Commercial Geography. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A. Twenty-seventh Edition.
150ch Thousand. Crown 8vo, 630 pp. 4s. 60 .

A NEW ARITHMETIC. By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A. ( Lond .), and G. Collar, B.A. , B.Sc.

( Lond . ). Seventh Edition . Crown 8vo, 562 pp . 48. Bd.

A KEY TO A NEW ARITHMETIC. By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A. ( Lond . ), and G. COLLAR,
B.A. , B.Sc. ( Lond . ). Crown 8vo, 230 pp . Net Es .

MATRICULATION .

...

152 pp .
OXFORD AND

CAMBRIDGE

LOCAL

EXAMINATIONS .

...

( रण

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE : its Grammar, History, and Literature. By J. M. D.

MEIKLEJOHX, M.A. Twenty-second Edition . Enlarged, with Exercises and Additional Analysis.

Crown 8vo, 470 pp . 48. 60.

A NEW GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE, With Chapter on Composition ,

Versification , Paraphrasing, and Punctuation . With Exercises and Examination Questions.

Crown 8vo ... 28. od .

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Crown dro ls .

A SHORT GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE. With Three Hundred and Thirty
Exercises . Thirteenth Edition

ls .

A NEW SPELLING BOOK. With Side Lights from History. Tenth Edition . Crown 8vo,

1s.

ONE HUNDRED SHORT ESSAYS IN OUTLINE. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN. Fifth

Edition . Crown 8vo, 110 pp . ls .

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. With Maps and Vocabulary of Historical Terms.

By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A., and M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown 8vo, 470 pp. 2s . 6d .

A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND GREAT BRITAIN. B ( ' . 55 to A.D. 1900.

Fourteenth Edition . Crown Svo 18. ( Large Type Edition , 1s. 6d. )

JULIUS CÆSAR. Edited by M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. (Oxon .).

SHAKESPEARE. Crown 8vo , 136 pp .
ls .

MACBETH. ( In preparation .)

A SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY. With special reference to Commerce and History. With Maps

and Diagrams. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A., and M. J. C. MEIK LEJOHN, B.A. Second Edition .

Crown 8vo, 110 pp .
2s . .

A SHORT GEOGRAPHY. With the Commercial Highways of the World . Nineteenth

Edition . Crown 8vo, 196 pp .
ls .

THE BRITISH COLONIES AND DEPENDENCIES : their Resources and Commerce.

With Chapters on the Interchange of Productions and Climatic Conditions . By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A.

Fourth Edition . Crown 8vo, 96 pp . ва .

EUROPE : its Physical and Political Geography. With Chapters on Latitude and Longitude,

Day and Night, and the Seasons. With a Double -Page Map in Colour. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A.,
F.R.G.S. 96 pp .

6d .

AUSTRALASIA : its ( ieography, Resources, Commerce, and Chronicle of Discovery. By
M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown 8vo, 86 pp .

bd .

A SHORT ARITHMETIC. By G. A. CHRISTIAN , B.A., and A. H. BAKER, B.A. Crown 8vo,

ls .

With Answers, ls . 6d .

A SCHOOL ALGEBRA. By F. Oscar LANE , B.Sc. ( Lond .), Assistant Master, King Edward's

School, Birmingham . Crown 8vo, 232 pp . ls. 60.

With Answers, 266 pp. 2s .

THE BOOK OF THE FRENCH VERB. By J. DE CUSANCE. 107 pp . + viii . ls .

This little book contains perfectly clear and open Tables of the Irregular French Verbs, each displayed across two piiges. The

chief Idioms connected with the Verbs are also given .

A FIRST FRENCH BOOK. By J. DE CUSANCE. With a Preface by J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN.
Crown 8vo , 120 pp . ls.
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EXAMINATIONS, 1902. ( Bloomsbury Square, W.C.)

1. DIPLOMAS.-The next Examination of Teachers ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND TIE ROYAL

for the Diplomas of the College will commence on the 30th LECTURES FOR TEACHERS COLLEGE OF MUSIC

of December, 1902.- At the Midsummer Examination, ON THE SCIENCE AND ART OF EDUCATION . FOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC.

personswho have previously passed in Theory and Prac.
Patron - HIS MAJESTY THE KING.

tice of Education at the Diploma Examination may be THE PRACTICE OF EDUCATION .
President - H.R.H . TIIE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G.

examined practically for Certiticates of Ability to Teuch. To be delivered by the Rev. Canon EvAN DANIEL , M.A. ,

2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS. — The Christ- formerly Principal of the Battersea Training College. LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONS held annually in

mas Examination for Certificates will commence on the The Second Course of Lectures ( Thirtieth Annual Suburban Centres they are held in November andMarch and April at all Centres. In London and a few

9th of December, 1902 . Series) will comence on Friday , September 26th, at 7p.m. December as wellas March andApril . ( See Syllabus A. )

3. LOWER FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The The Course is mainly based on criticism lessons actually

Christmas Examination will commence on the 9th of given before the Lecturer , and will draw attention to the School EXAMINATIONS , held three times a year

December, 1902 . more serious errors that young teachers commit,and to viz., March and April, June and July ,and October and

4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA the ways inwhich they may be avoided . Special pains November. ( See SyllabusB.) Entries for the October
will be taken to connect the Art with the Science of November Examination will be received on or before

TIONS.—These Examinations are held in March and

September. The next Examination will commence on Education, and to refer success and failure in teaching October 8th , 1902.
to the observance and violation respectively of natural Specimen Theory Papers set in the Local Centre and

the 2nd of September, 1902.
laws.

School Examinations of 1896 to 1901, inclusive , can be
5. INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF

For Syllabus, see p. 391. obtained on application to the Central Office. Price 3d .
SCHOOLS. - Visiting Examiners are appointed by the The Fee for the Course of Twelve Lectures is Half-a- per set, per year, post free .

College for the Inspection and Examination of Public Guinea .
Copies of Syllabuses A and B, and all information ,and Private Schools. The Lectures will be delivered on Friday Evenings at will be sent on application to

PRIZES .
7 o'clock , at theCollege, Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

JAMES MUIR, Secretary .
Diploma Eramination .--- The following Prizes will be Members of the College have Free Admission to the

14 Hanover Square , London , W.offered for competition :-Theory and Practice of Edu- Course .

C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary . Telegraphicaddress : “ Associa . London ."

cation , £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ) , £5 ; Mathe

matics, £ 5 ; Natural Science , £5 . The Doreck Scholar

ship of £ 20 will be awarded on the results of the Christ INSTITUTION,

mas Examination . BREAMS BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, E.C.
There are a number of vacancies in the Corps

Certificate Examination . - Prizes will be awarded as Principal- G . ARMITAGE -Smith , M.A.
of Army Schoolmasters. Civilian Schoolmasters only

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula
will be accepted who have passed on Second Year's

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.
Papers in the First or Second Division , or who holdFirst Class.-Four Prizes for General Proficiency :
a Certificate qualifying them to superintend Pupils

two each for Classics, Mathematics, Modern Lan . Now Session commences 29 September . OpenCom . Teachers from the Board of Education. Students in

guages, Natural Sciences,and English subjects ; one petition for 20 Entrance Studentshipsof twoand a half Training Colleges will also be accepted under certain

for Scripture History . guineas each . Particulars on application. conditions. Candidates must not be over twenty-four

Second Class . - Four Prizes for General Pro
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON . - Complete Courses for years of age. Accepted candidates will be required to

ficiency .

Third Class.- FourPrizes for General Proficiency: Devrees .
all the Examinations for the Science, Arts, and Law join as soon as convenient.

Further particulars can be obtained on application
Two Medals will also be awarded to the best Candi.

SCIENCE CLASSES in every Branch , with Practical (in writing) to the DIRECTOR OF ARMY SCHOOLS, Wardates in Shorthand.
Work. Well equipped Laboratories for Chemistry, Office, London , S.W.

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be Experimental Physics, Biology ( Zoology and Botany),

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College, and Metallurgy.

Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary . graphy, Common Law , Bankruptcy, Equity and Con

veyancing, Logic, Psychology and Ethics , French ,

German , and Italian Literature.

CLASSES in Classics , Modern Languages ( including

EXAMINATIONS. The COLLEGE of Russian ), English and Commercial Subjects, and for At LONDON MATRICULATION ,
PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination forCerti. Civil Service ,

ficates recognized by the Board of Education, the
SCHOOL OF ART. - Drawing, Painting, Designing, June 1902,

Incorporated Law Society, the GeneralMedical Council, Modelling, Life Classes, Wood Carving, &c.

the Royal College of Physicians of London, the Royal Prospectus free on application to SECRETARY. Calen

College of Surgeons of England , the Royal College of dar, 6d . ( by post , 8d . ) .

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain , and other bodies , on the 2nd, 3rd , and W. C. C. Students were successful,4th of September, 1902.

The Examination will take place in London, and at .) TAKING THE

the following Local Centres :-Birmingham , Bristol, GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET , LONDON , W.

Leeds, Liverpool. Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS. FIRST, FOURTH, and SIXTH

Examination Fee , 25s. Dr. F. J. KARN , Mus.Bac. Cantab., Principal.
Places in Honours.

Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES , Esq ., Director of Examinations.

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors, EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,
Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

SINGING , THEORY, and all branches of Music will
REGISTRATION OF TEACHERS ,

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary . be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

December, when certificates will be granted to all COURSES ARE PROVIDED FOR THE

UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN .
successful candidates.

The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical A.C.P. DIPLOMA,
HE UNIVERSITY OF ST. Music for Diplomas of Associate (A.L.C.M.), Licentiate

Fees : From Five to Six Guineas ;ANDREWS grants Diploma and Title of L.L.A. (L.L.C.M.), the Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), and
to WOMEN. Fellowship ( F.L.C.M.), also take place in December.

AND FOR THE

60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad . SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of (1) The

For Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARY, L.L.A. Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), (2 The new Cumulative L.C.P. DIPLOMA,
Scheme, The University, St. Andrews, N.B. Certificate , and ( 3 ) Four Exhibitions value £6. 6s . each ,

may be had of the SECRETARY . Fees : From Seven to Nine Guineas.

In the Educational Department students are received

Classes, or Private Lessons in all Subjects for all moderate fees. Day and Evening Classes are held . FREE CUIDE TO LONDON MATRICULATION,
Examinations, &c. , at moderate fees. Correspondence The WINTER TERM commences Monday, Septem- FREE GUIDES TO THE HIGHER EXAMINATIONS,

courses arranged to suit needs of individual pupils.ber 22nd .

Many recent successes. - F.J. BORLAND, L.C.P. ( Science B.Sc. and Divinity Prospectuses, POST FREE from

and Math. Prizeman ) , Victoria College, 87 Buckingham A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special

THE SECRETARY
PalaceRoud,s.w., and Stalhein, Brunswick Roud, Subjectsfor Teachers and others is held at Easter,
Sutton, Surrey. Schools visited and Examinations con : August, and Christmas.

( Univ. Corr . Coll. London Office),

ducted . T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary. 32 Red Lion Square , Holborn , W.C.

LECTURES on Political Economy , Commercial Geo University Correspondence

College.

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY

189

LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC .
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costs at
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NORTH WALES, BANGOR .

(A Constituent College of the University of Wales. ) (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON), Principal -- G . CAREY FOSTER , F.R.S.

Principal - H . R. REICHEL, M.A., LL.D. YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET, W. ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL

DEPARTMENTS.
Next Session begins October 1st , 1902. The College Principal - Miss ETHEL HURLBATT.

Coursesare arranged with reference to the Degrees of the Assisted by the Carpenters ' Company.
The Session 1902-5 will open on Thursday, October

University of Wales and include most of the Subjects for 2nd.
SESSION 1902-1903.the B.A. and B.Sc. Degrees of the London University.

Students are requested to enter their names
Students may pursue their first year of Medical study at Wednesday, October 1st .

the College. There are special departments for Agricul. The Courses of Instruction in Mechanical, Civil,

ture and Electrical Engineering. a Day Training De Higher Education .
Lectures are viven in all branches of General and Municipal, and Electrical Engineering and Architec

ture commence on October 2nd .

partment for men and women and a department for the
Taken systematically they form a connected and pro- Particulars of the Courses of Scholarships, of the

.
Sessional Fee for ordinary Arts Course, £ 11.1s . : ditto gressive course,but a single Course of Lectures in any Matriculation Examination , and of the Fees, may be

for Intermediate Science or Medical course , £ 15 . 15s .
subject may be attended .' obtained from the Secretary.

Courses are held in preparation for all Examinations
The cost of living in lodgings in Bangor averages from of the University ofLondon in Arts and Science, for the the Course for graduation (B.Sc. ) in the Faculty of

Fee for the full three -year Diploma Course, including

£20 to £ 30 for the Session . The new Hall of Residence Teachers' Diploma (London ), and for the Teachers'for women students in Upper Bungor- fee thirty guineas Certificate (Cambridge) , and also a Special Course of Engineering, 115 guineas ( £ 10 . 10s, entrance fee , and

for the Session - is now open . £ 36 . 15s . per annum ) .

Scientitie Instruction in Hygiene. Six Laboratories are

At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (held in
PROFESSORS.

open to Entrance

Srptember) more than twenty Scholarships and Ex Scholarshipswill be awarded in June, 1903.AGlad- Mechanical Engineering J.D.Cormack, Bisesse.
hibitions, ranging in value from £ 40 to £ 10, will be stone Menorial Prize and the Early English Text M. , M.I. Mech E ..

open for competition . There are special Scholarships and Society's Prize will be awarded to Students in June, Electrical Engineering . J. A. Fleming. D.Sc., F.R.S.M.J.E.E.

Exhibitions reserved for Welsh Candidates.
1903.

For further information and copies of the various Stndents can reside in the College . Municipal Engineering . Osbert Chadwick , M.I.C.E.,

Prospectuses, apply to
C.M.G.

Full particulars on application to the PRINCIPAL.

JOHN EDWARD LLOYD , M.A.,
Civil Engineering L. F. Vernon Harcourt A.

M.I.C.E.
Secretary and Registrar.

EDFORD COLLEGE FOR Architecture
T. Roger Smith , F.R.I.B.I.

WOJEN
Physics F. T. Trouton , M.A., F.R.S.

NIVERSITY COLLEGE OF General and Physical Sir W. Ramsay, K.C.B.,

WORTH WALES.
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) , Chemistry . F.R.S.

YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET , W. Organic Chemistry( A Constituent College of the University of Wales . )
J. Norman Collie . Ph.D.

k . Pearson , M ..., F.R.S.

DEPARTMENT FOR THE TRAINING OF
DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING Applied Mathematics

Economie Geology E. J. Garwood , M.A.
IN TEACHING .

SECONDARY TEACHERS. Mathematics M. J. M. Hill, M.A., F.R.S.

( Recognized by the Cambridge Syndicate .)
The College contains spacious Mechanical and Elec

Professor of Education - J. A.GREEN, B.A. (Lond . ), Head of the Department - Miss H. ROBERTSON, B.A. trical Engineering Laboratories , Workshops, Drawing
assisted by Miss A. X. JOHNSTON, M.A., and The Third Term of the Session 1902 begins on Thur's Office, Museum , and Lecture Theatres, i Hydraulic

Mr. F. FLETCHER, B.A. day, October 2nd . Laboratory is in course of construction

The Course includes full preparation for the Examina- The Laboratories are fitted with all the best appliances

Preparation is offered for the Teachers ' Diploma of tions for the Teaching Diplomas granted by the l'ni. for practical work, and for research work of the most
advanced character.

the University of Wales,and for the Cambridge Diploma versities of London and Cambridge, held annually in
( Theoretical and Practical ). Facilities for Practical December T. GREGORY FOSTER , Ph.D., Secretary .

Training are provided at the two County Schools in Six open Pieiffer Scholarships, each of the value of

Bangor. A Kindergarten and Preparatory Schoolhas 15 guineas, will be awarded in January, 1903. Candi- NIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON .
also been established in connexion with and under the dates must hold a Degree or an equivalent in Arts or

( UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .)
control of the Department,and a Course in preparation Science. Application to be made to Miss ROBERTSON
for the Higher Certificates of the NationalFroebel not later than December 13th , 1902 . Principal - G . CAREY FOSTER , LL.D., D.Sc., F.R.S.

Union has been arranged . FACULTIES OF ARTS IND OF SCIENCE ,

Full particulars of the Courses, Fees, Scholarships,
НЕ

&c. , may be had on application to the REGISTRAR. DEPARTMENTS OF ENGINEERING AND OF
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS offer

ARCHITECTURE .
a full Course of Professional Training to Ladies who

COLLEGE OF desire to becoine Teachers in Secondary Schools, or in
The Session 1902-3 will be opened on Tuesday, Sep

WALES, ABERYSTWYTH .
Kindergartens.

tember 30th. Introductory Lecture at 3p.m. by Prof.

(One of the constituent Colleges of the University
For all particulars as to qnalifications for Entrance, DCORMACK, B.Sc. , Assoc. M.Inst.C.E., MI.I.Mech.E.,

MI.E.E.

of Wales. )
Terms, Scholarships, Hall of Residence, & c ., apply to

the Principal, Miss ALICE Woops, at the College, and October 1st, from 10a.m. to 1p.m.,for the admission
The Principaland Deans will attend on September 30th

TRAINING DEPARTMENT FOR SECONDARY Salusbury Road , Brondesbury, London , N.W.
of Students. The Department of Fine Art ( Slade School)

TEACHERS, MEN AND WOMEN .
will open on Monday, October 6th .

Professor of the Theory , Practice , and History of THE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING The courses in the Department of Laws will begin

Education - FoSTER WATSON, M.A. Lond. on Monday, October 20th .
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

Assistant- Lecturers — Miss C. P. TREMAIN , B.A.
Courses of Instruction are provided for Students de .

Lond .; D.R. HARRIS, B.A. Cantab .and Lond.
As the post of Principal has become vacant, owing to siring to graduate at the University of London in any of

the appointment of Miss Pumett as Normal Mistress in the following Faculties : -Arty, Laws, Medicine, Science ,

Preparation for ( a) the Degrees in Arts and Science the New Day Training College under the London County Engineering, and Economics and Political Science ,
of the University of Wales, the curriculum for which Council, liss MARGARET S. YOUNG , B.A. Lond., FEES :-- Composition Fee for 3 years' course in the
includes the Theory and History of Education as an Assistant Mistressof the North London Collegiate Faculty ofArts, 60 guineas : Composition Fee for 3 years
optional subject inthe third year; ( 6 ) The Teachers ' School for Girls and formerly Resident Lecturer at the

course in the Faculty of Engineering, 115 guineas ; Com .

Diploma of the University of Wales ; ( c) Cambridge Truining College (1892-7), hås, with theconsent of the position Fee for Preliminary Scientific Course , 25guineas ;

Teachers' Certificate,TheoryandPractice; ( d)London Governors and Head Mistress of theaboveSchool,kindly CompositionFeefor complete M.B. Course. 140 guineas.
University Teachers' Diploma ; ( e) College of Precep- undertaken to act as Principal of the College during the Fees in the Faculty of Science vary , according to the

tors ' Diplomas. Michaelmas Term , pending the appointment of a new course taken , fron , 30 to 40 guineas a year.

Composition Fee for the Session ( including Lectures Principal. Students are admitted to courses of instruction in any

and Practice ) £10.

Men Students reside in registered lodgings in thetown , training for Secondary Teachers..

A residential Collegeproviding a year's professional one subject, provided thereberoom.
Special provision is made for Post -Graduate and Re.

or at the Hostel for Men Students. Warden - Prof. search work in the various subjects taught at the College.
The course includes preparation for the Cambridge

J. W. MARSHALL, M.A.
Teacher's Certificate ( Theory and Practice ), and for

For Prospectuses and full particulars, apply to

Women Students reside in the Hall of Residence for the Teachers' Diploma of the London University . The T. GREGORY FOSTER , Ph.D., Secretary .
Women Students .

Students attend the Cambridge University Leciures on

For General Prospectus of Science and Art Depart. Teaching, in addition to those of the Resident and BERDARE HALL , CARDIFF .
ments , also for Special Prospectuses of the Law , Normal Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for

RESIDENCE FOR WOMEN STUDENTS OFand Agricultural Departments,and all other particulars , practice in teaching science, languages, mathematics, THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH
apply to

T. MORTIMER GREEN , and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge. WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE.

Registrar.
Students are admitted in January and in September.

Full particulars as
Principal --Miss KATE HURLBATT.

to qualitications for admission ,

scholarships, and bursaries may be obtained on applica- tuition fees £ 10 per annun. Scholarships of £ 30 , £ 25 ,Fees £42. 10s ., £ 36 , and £ 32 per annum . College

COL- tion to Miss M. S. YOUNG, Cambridge Training College, and Exhibitions of £ 10 , will be obtainable on result of
FOR Wollaston Road , Cambridge .

Scholarship Examination to be held September 15th.CAMBERWELL GROVE , S.E.
A Medical School and Department for Secondary and

Principal - Miss Rigg . THE INCORPORATED Elementary and Kindergarten Training are attached to
Mistress of Method -- Miss CARPENTER.

FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,
the College. Apply to the PRINCIPAL.

Other Teachers and Lecturers .

Provides a practical course of professional training TALGARTH ROAD , WEST KENsington , London, W.
T. GEORGE'S TRAINING

for Teachers in Secondary Schools, with abundant oppor- Chairman of the Committee-Sir W. MATHER , M.P. COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS,
tunity for class teaching in the Datchelor (400 pupils)

Treasurer - Mr. C. G. MONTEFIORE, M.A.
EDINBURGH .

and other Schools .

Students prepared for the Cambridge Teachers ' Certi
Secretary - Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A. Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER.

ficate and London Teaching Diploma. TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS. This College provides a complete Course of Profes.

Free Studentship awarded annually to a University sional Training for Ladies who desire to become Teach
Principal - Miss E. E. LAWRENCE.

Graduate in September or January, when the College ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families.

courses begin . KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL. The Course, which lasts for one year , includes attend

Also a Kindergarten Division preparing for the Exam Ileadmistress -- Miss A. YELLAND. ance at the University Lectures on Education, in

inations of the National Froebel Union . Also a Pre addition to Lectures delivered by the College Staff, and
Students are prepared for the Examinations of the the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex

paratory Division preparing for Inter. Arts.or Cambridge National Proebel Union , and for the University of perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students

Higher Local Examination .
Cambridge Teachers ' Examination .

Fees £15 to £ 20 a year for Non - residents . are admitted in January and October. For prospectus
Prospectuses and all particulars may be obtained on and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL 5 Mel.

A comfortable Hall of Residence . Terms moderate . application to the PRINCIPAL at the Institute .
ville Street, Edinburgh,

THE

A

DATCHELOR TRAINING

ST.
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55 AND 56 CHANCERY LANE.
London University. BURLINGTON CARLYON COLLEGE.

CORRESPONDENCE

COLLEGE.

27 Chancery Lane, London .

Principal:Mr.J. CHARLESTON, B.A. R.U.L.,& c.

FOR

0

69 19

LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS.

LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER. ARTS and

SCIENCE, B.A., and B.Sc. Classes ( small) Day and

Evening. Vacation Tuition and Classes. Matric, and

Inter. Arts Revision Classes.

Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

Preliminaries, Accountants ', Scholarship

Examinations , Oxford and Cambridge,

Papers Corrected for Schools.

Matriculation.
( Honours, Oxon.; and Lond. ). Private tuition for all Examinations.

Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.
TUTORS.

Annually , for the last six years , nearly 100 Stu
KERIN, B.A. Lond. , First of First Class Classical

dents of University Tutorial College hare passed Cambridge, and Royal Universities, Science Medallists,
The Staff includes Graduates of London , Oxford , Honours, Editor of “ Phædo," " Pro Plancio ," &c.

London Matriculation . and Specialists .
SUCCESSES.

1892-1901.– London Matric., 84 ; Inter. Arts , Sc., and

Day Classes. PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE Prel. Sci., 105, 6 in Hons.;B.Sc., 1896-1899, 11 ; B.A.,
1891-1901, 63, 11 in Hons.; many other Successes. Scholar

Morning and Afternoon Classes in preparation for the
ships, R.U.I., Indian Civil , Oxford and Cambridge, &c.

Matriculation Examination of the University of London

commence Monday, September 15th, for the January MATRICULATION , B.A. LONDON, 1899 - 1901, 28 successful.

Examination , and terminate Friday, December 19th . M.A. , 3 ( 1898, 1899, 1901 ) .

The whole of the ground required for the Examination
B.A. , B.Sc.

is covered , including both theoretical and practical

work in General Elementary Science.
( London l'niv . , Royal L'niv ., Dublin Univ .) , JOINT ACENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.

The Morning Class is divided into a Senior and a
L.L.A.

Junior Section in each of the following subjects :
23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

Mathematics, Latin , English, and Science.
SQUARE, LONDON , W.C.

These ( Degree for Ladies, St. Andrews) ,

Sections work simultaneously, so that a student who

attends the Senior Section in his stronger subjects may

Registrar-Rev. F. TAYLOR, M.A. Cantab .

A.C.P., L.C.P., F.C.P.,3

Low Commissions. Liberal Discount.
at anothertime pay special attention to a weak subject

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGEin the Junior Section. The Lectures are supplemented Headmasters having vacancies on their staffs, and

by Exercise Classes and frequent Test Examinations, LOCALS. Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to

and a strict record is kept of each student's progress .
communicate with the REGISTRAR.

Separate subjects may be taken up in the Afternoon On a thoroughly individual system , which Office Hours - 10 a.m, to 5 p.m. , Saturdays, 10 a.m. to

Class, but not in the Morning Class. A Morning Class ensures the closest attention to the needs of each 1 p.m. Interviews generally between these hours or by

is held specially for Ladies. candidate. Full corrections of papers, with time-saving special appointment.
FEES( January Examination ).-- Full Course, termi- notes, criticisms , summaries, model answers, and solu

nating December 19th
tions.

Morning Class £11 11 Single subjects may be taken- Latin, Greek , JOINT AGENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.
Ladies' Class French , German, Italian , Mathematics , Mechanics, (Under the management of a Committee appointed by
Afternoon Class ...

9 19 6 Physics, Chemistry, Logic, Psychology, Political Eco- the Teachers ' Guild, College of Preceptors, Head
nomy, &c .

Mistresses' Association , Association of Assistant
Full Prospectus, giving particulars of Dayand Evening

Classes for Matriculation , Inter . Arts and Law , Prelim .
FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &C . , Mistresses, and Private Schools' Association .)

Sci. ( J.B.) and Inter. Science, B.A., B.Sc., and LL.B., Address-Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. ,
Address - 74 GOWER STREET, LONDON, W.C.

may be had , POST FREE, on application to Registrar - Miss AGNES G. COOPER.

THE VICE -PRINCIPAL, University Tutorial College,
BURLINGTON CORRESPONDENCE COLLECE ,

This Agency has been established for the purpose of

32 Red Lion Square , Holborn, W.C. 27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON . | enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessary
cost . All fees have therefore been calculated on the

lowest basis to cover the working expenses.

COLLEGE, JAN . Head Mistresses of Public and Private Schools, and

SCHOOL SOCIETY. CHESTER . Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap

( Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes pointments, are invited toapply to this Agency.

with the National Froebel Union. ) HIGHER COMMERCIAL EDUCATION. Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

and Private Families; Visiting Teachers for Music,

Training College (non -Government Branch ) for
KINDERGARTEN TEACHERSand LOWER FORM The Following Courses, beginning on October 7. Art, and other special subjects; Foreign Teachers of

MISTRESSES IN HIGH SCHOOLS, have been arranged with a special view to Students
various nationalities ; Kindergarten and other Teachers

HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE , N.
entering commercial careers :

are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to

supply suitable candidates for any vacancy .
I. ECONOMICS :-(a ) Descriptive, Organization of

Principal--Rev . D. J. THOMAS, M.A. School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged .

Industry, Commerce , Dis.
Vice- Principal - Miss M. M. PexstoNE.

Office hours -9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Hours for

tribution and Transport. interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 2 p.m.

Head of Kindergarten - Miss G. JOHNson. ( 6 ) Theoretical.

Students trained for the Examinations of the National ( c ) Modern , Industrial, and Office is closed .
to 5 p.m .: Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only , when the

Froebel Union . Commercial History of

Special arrangements made for Students the United Kingdom .

who wish to qualify as Mistresses in the II . MERCANTILE LAW .

Lower Forms of High Schools . III . GEOGRAPHY : Elementary and Advanced
There is a House of Residence under the sanction of Courses on Commercial Geo

FREE.

the Committee . graphy.

A High School for Girls under the Inspection IV, MODERN LANGUAGES : FRENCH , GER

of London University , with Transition Classes and a MAN , SPANISH , MODERN ARABIC,
PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

Kindergarten , is attached to the College for purposes CHINESE . MR. LYDDON -ROBERTS,of Demonstration and Practice .
Certificates are given to Students satisfactorily passing

Apply - THE SECRETARY , Highbury Hill House , N. through a two years' course . Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,

For full particulars apply to the REGISTRAR, from
have, through the courtesy of the College of

THE ANSTEY PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLEGE whom full particulars may also be had of theEvening
Classes in Mercantile Law , Economics, and Modern

Preceptors, issued the following

FOR WOMEN TEACHERS Languages, and of the Certificates for Evening Class

Students.
FREE GUIDES .

( LING'S SWEDISH SYSTEM ) .
SYDNEY CHAFFERS, Registrar .

There are more openings for Students trained at this
COLLEGE,

1. A.C.P.
MANCHESCollege than can be filled .

TER . 2. L.C.P. 76

Apply for Prospectus to the PRINCIPAL, The Leasowes , The SESSION in the ARTS , SCIENCE, and LAW

Halesowen . 3. F.C.P.
DEPARTMENTS will commence on October 7 next .

75

Special Prospectuses are issued for the following Depart- And have also published the following Guides .

T. GEORGE'S CORRESPONDENCE ments : - Engineering, Electrical Engineering . Chem .
4. SCHOLARSHIP .

CLASSES , istry , Commercial Education, and Law . In the Faculty
of Medicine (including the Dental, Pharmaceutical, and 5. CERTIFICATE. 40

5 MELVILLE STREET , EDINBURGH . Public Health Departments) the SESSION commences

( Established in 1876.) on October 1. Prospectuses of any of the above Depart- These Guides are supplied gratis to all who men .

Preparation for the Preliminary Examination of the ments will be forwarded on application .
tion this paper and state they intend sitting for

Scottish Universities, all of which grant Degrees to S. CHAFFERS, Registrar. examination.

Women. Fees from 12s. per Term . Those applying for L.C.P. or F.C.P. Guide must

Postal Preparation for the L.L.A. Title and Diploma give date of pussing A.C.P:or L.C.P. Those apply .
of St. Andrews Universi Pass Courses (20 lessons), ing for a Certificate Guide should state year of

FOR KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS ,
£2. 2s . ; Honours ( 25 lessons ). £3. 38.

LEICESTER
passing the King's Scholarship and number on the

Special help given in home study to non-candidates , list.

in the Historyof Fine Art, Drawing, History, Litera- Principals | Miss MORGAN , X.F.U. ( Higher) .

ture, Languages , &c. ( Miss J. B. MORGAN, B.A. ( Lond .).
NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,Numerous OralClasses also conducted .

Students trained for full Diplomas of National

Large staff of efficient and experienced tutors. Proebel l'nion . Drill , Music , & c . Many successes ;
47 MELFORD ROAD , East DolwICI , S.E. , and

Prospectus, post free , from the Secretary, Miss S. E. good appointments. Excellent teaching opportunities. 110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDOX , S.E.

MURRAY, 5 Melville Street, Edinburgh. Large practising School attached .

HOMEO M E CANPCOLONIAL OWENS

64 pages.

OWENS

ST.
80 pages .
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EPRENSES ESERVER " .SCHAM SE ST . BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL

1

LONDON UNIVERSITY. OF ABERDEEN

HE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL (UNIVERSITY OF LONDOX . )
FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

MEDICIL SCHOOL .

The WINTER SESSION 1902 1903 will open on FICULTY OF MEDICINE . WINTER SESSION , 1902 1903.
Wednesday, October 1st, at 3p.m. Mr. STEPHEN

PAGET. M.A., F.R.C.S., will give an Intructory A.

dress , after which the prizes gained during the previous Courses for the Degrees of the Unirersity. The WINTER SESSION commences on Tuesday,

year will be distributed by the Right Hon . Lord SAND ) . 1. PRELIMIXIRY SCIENTIFIC COURSE. 14th October, 1902. The PRELIMINARY EXAMINA

HIIRST , G.C.S. ) .

CHEMISTRY
| Prof. J. M. Thomson, LL.D., F.R.S. TION will commence on September 25th .

The ANNUAL DINNER of the past and present H. Jackson , F.1.0 .
The Degrees in Medicine granted by the University

Students and their friends will take place the same PUISICS - Proi. W Grylls Adams, M.A., D.Sc. , are - Bachelor of Medicine (M.B.) , Bachelor of Surgers
evening at the Trocadéro , at 7 o'clock , Dr.W.CAYLEY, F.R.S.

in the Chair . BOTANY - Prof. W. B. Bottomley, M.A., Ph.D., | (Ch.M.). They are conferred only after Examination,
(Ch.B.), Doctor of Medicine ( M.D.), Master of Surgery

F.L.S.

HOSPITAL STAFF AND LECTURERS,
and only on Students of the University. A Diploma in

ZOOLOGY -- H . Willoughby Lyle , M.D., F.Z.S. Public Health is conferred , after Examination , on Grad .

Consulting Physicians - Dr. Cayley: Dr. S. Coupland 11. COURSE FOR INTERMEDIATE M.B.
untes in Medicine of any University in the United King .

Sir R. Douglas Powell, Bart ., V.D. domn .

Physicians -- Dr. J. K. Fowler, Dr.W. Pasteur, Dr. W.E.
ANATOMI - Prof. J. Robinson , M.D., C.M.

Wynter.
PHYSIOLOGI – Prof. W. B. Halliburton, M.D., The total cost for the whole curriculum , including

Assistant Physicians - Dr. A. F. Voelcker, Dr. F. J.
B.Sc., F.R.C.P., F.R.S. Hospital Fees and Fees for the Degrees of M.B. and

Wethered, Dr. H. C. Thomson , Dr. R. A. Young.
PHARMACOLOGY Prof. W. Tunniclitre, M.D., Ch.B., is usually about £ 120. Bursaries, Scholarships

Obstetric Physician-- Dr. W. Duncan .
M.R.C.P. Fellowships, and Prizes, to the number of Fifty and of
Prof. J.

Assistant Obstetric Physician- Dr. R. Boxall.
M. Thomson, the aggregate annual value of £ 1,183, are open to Com-

Consulting Physician to the Skin Department - Dr.
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LL.D., F.R.S. petition in this Faculty .

| Herbert Jackson , F.I.C.Robert Liveing. A Prospectus of the Classes, Fees, &c. , may be had

Physician to the Skin Departinent- Dr. J. J. Pringle. III: COURSE FOR FIVIL M.B. free on application to the SECRETARY OF THE MEDICAL

Consulting Surgeons---Mr. Nunn, Mr. George Lawson . MEDICINE 3. Tirard , MD.
FACULTY .

Surgeons - Mr. Henry Morris , Mr. Andrew Clark , CLINICAL MEDICINE The Physicians at King's TheUniversity also grants the following Degrees in
Mr. A. Pearce Gould .

College Hospital, Arts, Science, Divinity, and law : - In Arts : Doctor ofAssistant Surgeons- Mr. J. Bland -Sutton , Mr. J. Mur NEUROPATHOLOGY D. Ferrier. M.D., LL.D., Letters, Doctor of Philosophy, and Master of Arts, In

muy , and Mr. T. H. Kellock .
F.R.C.P., F.R.S. Science : Doctor of Science, Bachelor of Science (in Pure

Ophthalmic Surgeon - Mr. William Lang.
SURGERY – W. Watson Cheyne, C.B. , F.R.C.S. , Science and in Agriculture ). In Divinity : Doctor of

unl Surgeon- Mr. Stephen Paget. F.R.S. Divinity (Honorary ) and Bachelor of Divinity. In

Consulting Dental Surgeon - Mr. J. S, Turner.
CLISICAL SURGERY — The Surgeons at King's Col. Law : Doctor of Laws (Honorary ) and Bachelor of Law

Dental Surgeon - Mr. W. Hern . lege Hospital. ( B.L. ) .
Assistant Dental Surgeon --Mr. W. S. Vowell.

PATHOLOGY V. Dalton , M.D., F.R.C.P.

Other Lecturers- Dr. P. Thompson, Dr. Kellas , Dr.
Particulars may be had ' on application to the SECRE

BACTERIOLOGY - R . T. Hewlett, M.D., D.P.H.

W.J. Mickle . Dr. Croibie, Mr. A.G. R. Foulerton ,
TARY OF FACELTIES.

OBSTETRIC MEDICINE- T.C. Hayes, M.D., F.R.C.P.
Dr. Comyns- Berkeley.

HYGIENE - W.J. R. Simpson , M.D., F.R.C.P.

The Hospital contains 340 beds . There are Special

Departments for Cancer, Syphilis, Diseases of Women
OPHTHALMIC SURGERY - M. MacHardy, F.R.C.S.

and Children, Diseases of the Eye, Skin , Throat, and FEES . ( UNIVERSITY OF LONDOX .)

Ear, and for cases requiring Electrical treatment.

There are eighteen Resident Clinical Appointments Composition fee for whole University Course, £148. October 1st, 1902 .
The WINTER SESSION will begin on Tuesday,

For the Preliminary Scientific Course , 25 guineas.

open to Students of the Hospital annually.
Students can reside in the College within the HospitalTwo open Entrance Scholarships, value £ 100 and £ 60, Composition fee for Conjoint Course (M.R.C.S, L.R.C.P.),

walls, subject to the Collegiate regulations.will be competed for on September 23rd, 24th,and 25th : £ 135 . The fees may also be paid by annual payments .

Fee for University and other students who have The Hospital contains a service of 750 beds. Scholar
and one Entrance Scholarship (value £ 60 ) in Anatomy
and Physiology open to Oxford and Cambridge Student's passed their Examination in Anatomy and Physiology, ships and Prizes of the aggregate value of nearly £ 900

80 guneas. are awarded annually .
only, on September 23rd and 24th , Notice in writing to

be sent to the Dean on or before September 15th .
The next Session begins October 1st , 1902. The Medical School contains large Lecture Rooms and

Composition Fee 135 guineus, or by three yearly instal
Advanced classes in Anatomy and Physiology are held well appointed Laboratories for Practical Teaching, as

ments of 60 guineas , 50 guineas, and 35 guineas.
for University students, and special courses have been well as Dissecting Rooms Museum , Library, & c .

The Amalgamated Clubs' Ground ( 10 acres) is atSpecial terms are made in favour ofUniversity and arranged for thefinal F.R.C.S. Examinations.

other Students who have already commenced their Full particulars and prospectus viving information Winchmore Hill , within easy reach of the Hospital.

as to Prizes . Entrance and other Scholarships, of a total For further particulars apply, personally or by letter,

medical studies, and of University of London Studentswho have passed the Preliminary Scientitic Examination value of £ 900 per annum ,may be obtained on application to the WARDEN of the College, st. Bartholomew's Hos
to the undersigned . pital, E.C.

The Hospital and Medical School are fully equipped A handbook forwarded on application.

for the theoretical and practical teaching of all the sub- W. D. HALLIBURTON, M.D., F.R.S. , Dean.

jects included in the Examinations in Medicine and

Surgery in the United Kingdom , and for the Diplomas
RAYMOND (RIWFURD, M.A., M.D. Oxon ,

in Public Health ; and ample laboratory and class-room
F.R.C.P., Dean of the Hospital.

accommodation is provided for the teaching of the
WALTER SMITH , Secretary.

AND PHYSICIANS OF EDINBURGH , AND

FACULTY OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
various subjects of the Curriculum , and for original re

OF GLASGOW .

search in Medicine, Pathology, or Bacteriology.
The Residental College adjoining the Hospital provides VT . MARY'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL Copies of Regulations for the Triple Qualification of

accommodation for thirty students.
this Board (L.R.C.S.E., L.R.C.P.E.,and L.F.P. & S.G. ) ,

SCHOOL,
For further information apply to containing dates of Professional Examinations for year

PADDINGTON , W. 1902-1903, Curriculum , & c ., may be had on application
J. MURRAY , M.B., F.R.C.S., Dean .

The WINTER SESSION will commence on October to JAMES ROBERTSON, Solicitor, 54 George Squarr .

3rd .
Edinburgh , Inspector and Treasurer for Edinburgh : or

The HOSPITAL is close to Paddington Station from .ALEXANDER DUNCAN, B.A., LL.D., Faculty Hall,
T. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL (G.W.R.), the Great Central Railway Terminus, Edg. 242 St. Vincent Street,Glasgow ,Inspector and Treasurer

ware Road and Pined Street (Metropolitan and District
for Glasgow .

MEDICAL SCHOOL ,
In applying for copies, please state the

Railway ), and Lancaster Gate (Central London Electric date of commencement of Medical Study .

ALBERT EMBANKMENT, LONDON , S.E. Railwny ).

The Clinical appointments are free to all Students ,
The WINTER SESSION of 1902-1903 will OPEN on and the Resident Medical Officers ( 18 annually ) are

Wednesday, October 1st .
appointed by competitive examination.

St. Thomas's Hospital being one of the Medical! The NEW WING , now in process of completion ,

Schools of the University of London, provision is made will provide 81 additional beds, three new Operating

for the courses of studyprescribed for the Preliminary Thenires, Clinical Laboratories, and Clinical Theatre,

Scientific, Intermediate , and Final Examinations in besides the New Out -Patient Department already in use .
Medicine.

Three Entrance Scholarships will be offered for com UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .

FOR BOTH HANDS.
petition in September, viz . , one of 150 guineas and on The MEDICAL SCHOOL , as one of the Schools of the

of £60 in Chemistry and Physics ,with either Physiology, University, provides conplete courses of instruction for

Botany, or Zoology, for First Year's Students'; one of its Medical and Surgical Degrees.
WHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT BY THOSE WHO KNOW :£ 50 in Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry (any two), for PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC COURSE . - Classes

Third Year's Students from the Universities. will commence on October 6th . " Has no Rival; ” “ Perfect, "

Scholarships and Money Prizes are awarded at the ( H.M. INSPECTORS .).

Sessional Examinations, as well as several Medals. ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS.

" Scientific ; ” “ Natural,"
All HospitalAppointments are open to Students with- FOUR OPES SCHOLARSHIPS in Natural Science, value

(SECONDARY TEACHERS. )out charge. £ 145, £78. 15s . , £78. 15s. , and £52. 10s.

Club -rooms and an Athletic Ground are provided for Two USIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS, value £ 63 each “ The Ideal System ; " " The Best. "

Students. (open to Students from Oxford or Cambridge), will be
( ELEMENTARY TEACHERS.

The School Buildings and the Hospital can be seen on competed for on September 23rd and 24th , * Incomparably Superior. "

application to the Medical Secretary. SPECIAL TUITION
(COLONIAL TEACHERS. )

The fees may be paid in one sum or by instalments. For the Examinations of the Universities of Oxford ,
Entries may be made separately to Lectures or to Cambridge,and London, and for the Fellowship of the If you wish to get

Hospital Practice, and special arrangements are made Royal College of Surgeons, without additional fees. " THE BEST RESULTS ” in

for Students entering from the Universities and for
For Calendar of the Medical ool, containing all “ THE SHORTEST TIME ” with

Qualitied Practitioners,
A Register of approved lodgings is kept by the Medical particulars, apply to the DEAN. “ THE LEAST LABOUR ”

Secretary, who also has a list of local Medical Prac Adopt Jackson's System and you willcertainly have them .

titioners, Clergymen, and others who receive students VERTIFICATED Teacher of Ling's
into their house's .

For Prospectus and all particulars apply to Mr. G.

RENDLE , the Medical Secretary.
us VISITING TEACHER in Schools in or near London .

Send for Illustrated Pamphlet to the Publishers,

Hocker coaching. Elementary Dancing. Apply - Miss
SAMPSON Low , MARSTON & COMPANY, Ltd.,

H. G. TURVEY , JI... , M.D. Oxon ., Dean . JONES, 34 ( rawford Street. W.
St. Dunstan's House, Petter Lane, London , E.C.

ki

ROYAL COLLEGES OF SURGEONS

1

ST.
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JACKSON'S SYSTEM
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UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE, ROYROYALUNIVERSITY OF

DURHAM.

PARTICULARS of theCourse of theCentreP me te ngrintetres cine facing issuring),Surveying. Lº

12

KI

AS

OYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE.

BRISTOL (UNIVERSITY OF LONDOX .)

The Michaelmas Term begins on October 2nd , 1902.
ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

The College prepares Students for the London Degrees

COURSES FOR CIVIL , MECHANICAL, MINING , nations.
in Science and Arts, and for the Oxford Honour Exami

AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, ALSO FOR
Ten Entrance Scholarships, from £ 40 to £75 a yar,

ARCHITECTS AND SURTEYORS.
tenable for three years, will be offered for competition in

DIPLOMA IN THEORY AND PRACTICE Professor - R . M. FERRIER, M.Sc., C.E. July, 1903.

Special facilities are offered in the way of College

OF TEACHING, Scholarships and Engineering Works Scholarships, Royal Holloway College, Englefield Green, Surrey.
For further particulars, apply to the SECRETARY,

favourable arrangements being made with firms in or

near Bristol for practicaltraining to be obtained in works

ONDON MATRICULATION and

Training for Secondary Teachers and Geology form prominent features of the Civil En .
PROFESSIONAL PRELIM . EXAMS.- Mr.A.W.

and of the Examination for the above vineering scheme.
BAIN , B.A. (Lond.) , Inter. B.Sc. (Lond .), F.C.S., Anglo

Diploma may be obtained from the Sec
The Hydraulie Laboratory is provided with all appli. Saxon and Early English Text Society's Prizeman (Univ.

ances for the experimental study of the flow of water, Coll., Lond .), Silver Medalist and Exhibitioner in

Chemistry (Univ . Coll ., Lond .) , Honours in Theoretical

RETARY OF EXAMINATIONS, North Bailey, and for the testing of CentrifucalPumps and Turbines.
Durham .

A Diploma is awarded to students who pass the and PracticalChemistry (S.K.), & c., holds Classes for

qualifying examinations. The Associateship of the Col these and other Examinations, at 207 Gray's Inn Road,

lege is conferred on those Students who obtain a First
London . Coaching in Science and Higher Mathematics ,

&c . , for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition .Class Senior Diploma.
ING'S COLLEGE, LONDON

The Institution of Civil Engineers accepts the Pre. years ' successes .
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .) liminary Certificate of the College in lieu of its Entrance

Full Courses for MATRICULATED STUDENTS Examination. VYMNASTICS, CALISTHENICS,

in Arts, Laws, Science , Engineering , Medicine, and Applications for vacancies in October to be made as
&c . - The Misses HERRING ,

Theology, at Composition Fees, or Students mayattend early as possible to the undersiyned , froin whom Pro

the separate Classes.
spectus and particulars of residence in Clifton may be M.G.T.S .,, M.B.C.P.E., V.S.P.E., successors to Miss

Preparation for all Examinations of the University.
obtained . Spencer Harry are open to additional engagements,

Michaelmas Terin cominences October 2. JAMES RIFTER , Registrar and Secretary . Visiting Schools in London or vicinity. - The Misses

For prospectuses and all information , apply to the
HERRING , 84 Sandmere Road, Clapham , S.W.

SECRETARY, King's College , London, W.C.

WOMEY'S DEPARTMENT, Kensington .
Millions of copies of

SSISTANT MASTER (Sixth Form ,
Michaelmas Term commences October 13. Apply to the Educational Works of Resident) required for large Institution near

the VICE -PRINCIPAL , 13 Kensington Square . London . Must , in addition to the usual branches of

Gaspey-Otto - Sauer Mathematics, be thoroughly qualified to teach French,

Method for the Study of Modern Shorthand , and Physiography. Required to take part

Languages have been sold in all
supervision boys out schoo Salary commencing

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) . parts of the worid. Owing to
at £ 60 per annum , with shure of capitation grant,

DEPARTMENT FOR TRAINING TEACHERS FOR
the fact that it is the best method rooms, bourd, laundry. Applications, with copies of

SECONDARY SCHOOLS. existing for Schools ( Public and
testimonials , and eferences is to character, & c ., to be

The Course, which is intended to meet the require Private) and also for self lostruc
addressed- F. W. R. , c.o. Streets, 30 Cornhill, London ,
E.C.

ments of the Teachers ' Registration Council, is both tion . The following Grammars

Practical (including properly directed work in a Second in English have already appeared :

ary School) and Theoretical (preparing for the London ! German , French , Italian ,Dutch, Tenth Edition . 12mo, price 3s . 6d .

Teachers ' Diploma and the Certificate of the Teachers' Russian , Spanish ,Swedish, Armen

Training Syndicate ). ian, Porti surse, Persiau, prices

The Course occupies a year. beginning in October or from 2 shillings to 10 shillings.

January. The fee is £30 for the year iſ paid in advance ,
SCHOOL SPEAKER AND READER , based on

Prospectus post free on application,
or £ 10 . 10s. per Term (three Terms). also the fo lowing : Arabian, Ar

Grammatical Analysis , comprising a choice Selection of

For further particulars apply to the SECRETARY , meniau , Geriau, French, Italian,

pieces for Reading and Recitation , annotated for Ex

King's College, Strand , W.C.
pression, Emphasis, and Pauses, and illustrated by Dia

Gremki, Onteli, Polish, Portuguese, grams and Figures exhibiting to the eye the appropriate
Romanian, Russian and Spanish gestures and positions, to which is added a selection of

Editions. All books are in cloth
COLLEGE, LONDON .

Greek , Latin , French , and German Extracts, suitable
Binding. for “ Speech Days at Public Schools . By A. K. ISBIS

London : Julius Groos, TER , M.A., LL.B., late Dean of the College of Preceptors.
FREE SATURDAY MORNING LECTURES TO

TEACHERS.
St. Dunstan's llouse , Fetter Lane ;

LONDOx : LONGMANS & Co., PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.
also at

1. A Course of about Ten Lectures on “ The Teaching Heidelberg , Paris, Rome,

of Mathematics ." By Prof. Hudsos , M.A. St.-Petersburg.

2. A Coruse of about Ten Lectures, Historical and THE MOST NUTRITIOUS.

Critical, on “ Comenius, and the Beginning of

Modern Educational Theory. By Mr. IDAMSON.

The Courses begin on October 11th and 18th , and THE " NOTABILIA " SERIES .
will be continued on alternate Saturdays.

For Prospectusapply to the SECRETARY, King's Col. Expressly designed to economize the time and labour of
lege, Strand .

Students preparing for Examinations.

By WALTER BLANCHARD, L.C.P., F.R.G.S.,

Principal of the Intermediate School, Lancaster . GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

TECHNIC , CHELSEA , S.W. (1 ) " NOTABILIA OF ENGLISH HISTORY."

The Governing Body invite Applications for the
30th Thousand , with Addenda. Price ls .

DEMONSTRATORSHIPS of CHEMISTRY and PHY- ( 2 ) " TOPOGRAPHICAL GEOGRAPHY.”

SICS and the LECTURESHIP of MATHEMATICS. 12th Thousand , with Index. Price ls.

The remuneration attached to each of these Posts is
( 3 ) COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY.” Price ls ,

£ 150 per annum . Candidates must apply on or before

September 2nd. ( 4 ) “ PATTERN LOGIC ” (Euclid , Book I. ) . Price 9d .

Particulars of duties and Form of Application may be

obtained from the SECRETARY. T. MORBY, 3 Ludgate Circus Buildings , E.C. BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

THE ILLUSTRATED PUBLIC

KING'S

E PPS'S

THE SOUTH -WESTERN POLY .

СОСОА

The Sir John Cass Technical Institute, Jewry Street,Aldgate , E.C.

Principal: Charles A. Kohn, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.I.C.

New Session begins on Monday, September 29. Evening Classes from 7 o'clock to 9.30.

The Arts and Crafts DepartmentDepartment includes the practical teaching of

Art MetalMetal Work in a large and well-equipped workshop in which special attention is

given to “ Raising " and Constructive Work . Instructor, R. LL. B. Rathbone, Head of Arts and

Crafts Department, and Classes in Drawing, Design, and Modelling,
arranged with Special Reference to the Requirements of Craftsmen . Instructor, Harold Stabler.

The Institute is easily reached by train, omnibus, or tram , and is within easy walking distance ofAldgate, Mark Lane. Fenchurch
Street , Liverpool Street, Broad Street, and Bank stations. Copies of the Syllabus will be sent free on application.
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PROFESSOR MEIKLEJOHN'S SERIES .

BOOKS SUITABLE FOR SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS, 1903 .

...

UNIVERSITY OF

LONDON

MATRICULATION .

THE ART OF WRITING ENGLISH. A Manual for Students. With Chapters on Para

phrasing, Essay Writing, Précis Writing, Punctuation , and other matters . By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A.

Third Edition, Crown 8vo , 310 pp . 2s , 6d.

A NEW HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND GREAT BRITAIN. With Maps and Tables.

By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN , M.A. Sixteenth Edition . Crown 8vo, 704 pp . 55 B.C. to the Death of Queen

Victoria 48. 6d.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND GREAT BRITAIN TO

A.D. 1902. Sixth Edition . Crown 8vo, 84 pp . 60.

A NEW GEOGRAPHY ON THE COMPARATIVE METHOD. With Maps and Diagrams,

and an Outline of Commercial Geography. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A. Twenty-seventh Edition.

150ch Thousand . Crown 8vo, 630 pp . 48. Bd .

A NEW ARITHMETIC. By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A. (Lond .), and G. COLLAR , B.A., B.Sc.

( Lond .). Seventh Edition . Crown 8vo, 562 pp .
48. 60.

A KEY TO A NEW ARITHMETIC. By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A. ( Lond .), and G. COLLAR,

B.A. , B.Sc. ( Lond . ). Crown 8vo, 230 pp . Net 6s.

... ...

152 pp .

OXFORD AND

CAMBRIDGE

LOCAL

EXAMINATIONS .

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE : its Grammar, History, and Literature. By J. II . D.

MEIKLEJOHX, M.A. Twenty-second Edition . Enlarged , with Exercises and Additional Analysis.

Crown 8vo, 470 pp . 4s. 6d.

A NEW GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE, With Chapter on Composition ,

Versification, Paraphrasing, and Punctuation . With Exercises and Examination Questions.

Crown 8ro ... 28. 6d

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Crown 8vo 18.

A SHORT GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE. With Three Hundred and Thirty
Exercises . Thirteenth Edition Is .

A NEW SPELLING BOOK. With Side Lights from History. Tenth Edition . Crown 8vo,

1s.

ONE HUNDRED SHORT ESSAYS IN OUTLINE. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN. Fifth

Edition . Crown 8vo, 110 pp.
ls.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. With Maps and Vocabulary of Historical Terms.

By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A., and M. J. C. MFIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown 8vo, 470 pp . 2s . 6d .

A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND GREAT BRITAIN. B C. 55 to A.D. 1900 .

Fourteenth Edition . Crown 8vo ls . ( Large Type Edition , ls . 6d. )

JULIUS CÆSAR. Edited by M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHx, B.A. (Oxon .).

SHAKESPEARE. Crown 8vo, 136 pp. ls.

MACBETH . ( In preparation .)

A SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY. With special reference to Commerce and History. With Maps
and Diagrams. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A., and M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, 410 pp . 2s . Bd .

A SHORT GEOGRAPHY. With the Commercial Highways of the World. Nineteenth
Edition . Crown 8vo, 196 pp . ls .

THE BRITISH COLONIES AND DEPENDENCIES : their Resources and Commerce.

With Chapters on the Interchange of Productions and Climatic Conditions . By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A.

Fourth Edition . Crown 8vo, 96 pp . Bd.

EUROPE : its Physical and Political Geography. With Chapters on Latitude and Longitude,

Day and Night, and the Seasons. With a Double - Page Map in Colour. By M. J. C. VEIKLEJOH . , B.A.,

F.R.G.S. 96 pp. 6d.

AUSTRALASIA : its Geography, Resources, Commerce, and Chronicle of Discovery . Ву

M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown 8vo, 86 pp . ва.

A SHORT ARITHMETIC. By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A. , and A. H. BAKER, B.A. Crown 8vo ,

ls .

With Answers, ls . 6d.

A SCHOOL ALGEBRA. By F. Oscar LANE, B.Sc. (Lond .), Assistant Master, King Edward's

School, Birmingham . Crown 8vo, 232 pp . ls. 60.

With Answers, 266 pp. 2s .

THE BOOK OF THE FRENCH VERB. By J. DE CUSANCE. 107 pp . + viii. ls .

This little book contains perfectly clear and open Tables of the Irregular French Verbs, each displayed across two pages. The

chief Idioms connected with the verbs are also given .

A FIRST FRENCH BOOK. By J. DE CISANCE. With a Preface by J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN.
Crown 8r0 , 120 pp . ls,

...

COLLEGE OF

PRECEPTORS

CERTIFICATE AND

LOWER FORMS

EXAMINATIONS .

196 pp .

A. M. HOLDEN , 11 PATERNOSTER SQUARE , LONDON , E.C.
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J. & J. PATON ,,
OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1903.

143 Cannon Street,

LONDON, E.C. ,

*

Beg respectfully to inform Head Masters that they insert

SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION NOTICES and other

Advertisements promptly and accurately in all LONDON

and PROVINCIAL NEWSPAPERS and PERIODICALS

throughout the United Kingdom , also in all Indian , Colonial,

and Foreign papers.

The charges are at lowest office rates. Estimates and

scheme of insertions forwarded free, on receipt of particulars

of proposed expenditure, over given period .

RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE.

SCRIPTURE MANUALS . By GEORGE CARTER , M.A.

Kings I. [ In preparation .] Each containing Introduction, Votes,

St. Luke's Gospel. and Comments on the Authorised

Acts of the Apostles. and Revised Versions,

Crown 8vo , cloth , Is . 64. cach .

* PUBLIC EXAMINATION SCRIPTURE MANUALS. By A , RICHES,
F.R.G.S.

St. Luke. 1s . 6d . Acts of the Apostles . ls . 6d .

* THE CHURCH CATECHISM . By A. RICHES, F.R.G.S. 9d .

Specially prepared for Teacher's use,or private instruction.

FRENCH ( Preliminary ).

PIERRE ET CAMILLE. By A. DE MISSET, With Ful Votes, Vocabulary ,

and Table of Irregular Verbs , by the Rev. J. HEWETSON , M.A. Cloth , 9d .

ENGLISH ( Preliminary ) .

LONGFELLOW'S HIAWATHA AND EVANGELINE. With Notes

by R. G. MCKINLAY. Cloth , 1s.

ENGLISH HISTORY.

FOR PRELIMINARY STUDENTS.

A SHORT SYNOPSIS OF ENGLISH HISTORY. By J. C. WRIGHT

Cloth back , 6d .

SUMMARY OF ENGLISH HISTORY. By Artur Woop . A most

complete book. Contains a large number of Questions set at various Public

Examinations. Crown 8vo , ls.

JUVIOR AND SENIOR STUDEVTS.

OUTLINES OF ENGLISH HISTORY. From B.C. 55 to A.D. 1901 .

Containing Genealogical Tables, Short Biographical Sketches, and Index.

Compiled and arranged by GEORGE CARTER , M.A. Thirteenth Edition . Crown

810 , cloih , Is . 6d .

CARTER'S HISTORY, Part II., 1485-1689. Part III., 1689-1897.

Compiled for use with " Outlines. A most comprehensive work in simple

language, and arranged in an attractive form . Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s, each.

PATON'S

LIST OF SCHOOLS
( BOYS' AND GIRLS ' )

AND TUTORS.

(An Aid to Parents in the Selection of Schools and Tutors.)

720 pages. ( roun 8ro. Red ( 'loth . Gilt Lettered .

PRICE ls. Post free , ls . 6d .

ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA .

A FIRST ARITHMETIC . By Dr. W. T. KNIGHT, Author of “ Algebraic

Factors," &c . Contains copious and carefully Graduated Examples on the

diferent Rules up to and including Simple Proportion. The Exercises on each

Rule are followed by Questions and Problems from Examination Papers.

Crown 8vo , cloth , 8d . Answers separately , 611.

By same Author .

A SECOND ARITHMETIC. Containing Examples on all the Higher Rules ,

with special attention to Commercial Arithmetic . Crown 8vo . cloth , 8d .

Answers separately , 6d.

BOWICK'S EXERCISES IN ARITHMETIC. Part I. ( to Compound
Proportion ). Part II . ( Percentages, Stocks, Square and Cube Root, & c ., & c . ) .

Part II . also contains Papers set at various Local Examinations, 90 , each.

Answers , 6d . net.

RELFE BROTHERS' EASY INTERMEDIATE TESTS IN

ARITHMETIC. Suitable for Third Class College of Preceptors and the

Oxford and Cambridge Preliminary . 4d . Answers, 6d .

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA FOR CLASS USE . By R. P. Scott,

M.A., LL.D., and J. MONTGOMERY. Cloth , ls.; or with Answers, 1s . 3d .

A FIRST ALGEBRA. Containing copious and varied Original Exercises and

Miscellaneous Examples. By Dr. KSIGIIT, Author of " Algebraic Factors ,"

&c . Second Edition . Cloth , 6d .

LARGEST CIRCULATION of any SCHOLASTIC GUIDE

OR DIRECTORY,

BEST MEDIUM FOR OBTAINING PUPILS.

SIXTH ANNUAL EDITION NOW PREPARING .

Erery British Consul abroad , and erery Foreign Consul in GEOGRAPHY.

England , will receive a copy of this eclition .
RELFE BROTHERS' CHARTERHOUSE ATLAS. 32 Maps. New

Edition . Thoroughly up to date . Cloth , ls,

RELFE BROTHERS' NEW PREPARATORY ATLAS. Very clear
The large sum we expend each year in advertising " List and up to date . 6d .

of Schools in the best newspapers ensures the largest RELFE BROTHERS' ALDERSGATE ATLAS. Containing 72 4to

coloured Maps ( Political, Physical , and Classical, Commercial Chart, showing

circulation of any such work , and brings applications from the Steamer Routes, &c . ) . With Index. Second Edition. Thoroughly up

to date. Cloth , 3s .

parents all over the United Kingdom , India , the Colonies,
RELFE BROTHERS' SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY AND ATLAS . By

and the Continent. Copies are also placed in the best G. CARTER , M.A., Author of ** The Outlines of History," &c . The main

features of this book are the clear and not overcrowded Maps on one side , and

Clubs, Libraries, Hotels, Boarding Houses, & c . , in London the Geography necessary to learn facing the Map. The Book will be found a

complete Geography and Atlas,and is highly recommended for pupils preparing
and the Provinces. Hundreds of Pupils have been ob- for the Local Examinations. Crown 4to . 32 Maps (mostly coloured ). Sixth

Edition . 2s . 6d .

tained through the medium of Paton's of
GRAMMAR.

Schools ."
RICHES' PUBLIC EXAMINATION GRAMMAR. 2s.6d ,

BROCKINGTON'S LOCAL EXAMINATION GRAMMAR, ls ,

Specimen Copy sent free on receipt of application with copy ofon receipt of application with copy of + CHARTERHOUSE ANALYSIS EXERCISE BOOK. 3s . dozen net.

Prospectus. + CHARTERHOUSE PARSING EXERCISE BOOK. 3s . dozen net .

+ Specially drawn up to meet the requirements of this Examination .

« List

RELFE BROTHERS, LIMITED,J. & J. PATON ,

EDUCATIONAL AGENTS,

143 CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS, AND GENERAL

SCHOOL STATIONERS,

6 CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS , ALDERSGATE , LUNDOX, E.C.

Telegraphic Address— “ RBLF BROTHERS, LONDON . "

Telephone- " 4673 HOLBORN ."
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Bell's Illustrated Classics.

Edited by E. C. MARCHANT, M.A., Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford ;

late Classical Master at St. Paul's School.

Full Illustrated Prospectus of this Series post free on application.

TH

ELEMENTARY SERIES.

THE special aim of the Series is to make the editions as interesting and helpful as possible to the intelligent learner ; and , with this object,

numerous ILLUSTRATIONS have been introduced. These are gathered from the best sources , and are chosen with a view to explaining the

text, and making the reader more familiar with Greek and Roman Life.

MAPs and PLANS are also inserted wherever they are required.

The volumes are equipped with Introductions, Notes , Grammatical Appendices, Vocabularies, and, in the prose authors, Exercises on the
Text. Vocabularies are also given , but the volumes may be had without the Vocabularies, if preferred.

" The introductions and explanatory matter are to the full as good and satisfactory as in rival editions, while the illustrations are well fitted to give youth more vivid
conceptions of ancient life and thought than can be gathered from any amount of literary description -- at least such description they will very usefully supplement.

The photographic cameraand all themuseums of Europe have contributed their quota to these illustrations, which have the additional merit of really beautiful execution.

The books, moreover, are handy in form , and for the higher schoolboy orthe undergraduate they are hard to beat." - Glasgow Herald.

" The masterofjunior forms andpreparatory schools should make the acquaintance of this series ofIllustrated Classics ; it surpasses all else we have seen ." - School
Guardian .

" The illustrations are excellent, and no expense has been spared to make the Series a success . The notes are mostly simple and to the point. The introductions

are clear and not too full . ' " ."-Cambridge Review .

“ The editors know their business, and thepublishers have seconded their efforts in a most spirited fashion . The Series is sure to receive a welcome." - Educational
Times.

Price, with or without l'ocabuiaries , Is . 6d. each .

Caesar .-De Bello Gallico . Book I. Edited by A. C. Liddell, Hannibal's First Campaign in Italy . Selected from Livy
M.A. , Assistant Master at the High School , Nottingham. Book XXI . , and edited by F. E. A. TRAYES, M.A., Assistant Master at St.

Paul's School.

Caesar . -De Bello Gallico . Book II . Edited by A. C. Liddell ,
M.A. Ovid . - Metamorphoses . Book I. Edited by G. H. Wells.

Caesar . - De Bello Gallico . Book III. Edited by F. H. Colson,
M.A. , Assistant Master at Merchant Taylors' School.

M.A. , Head Master of Plymouth College , and G. M. GWYTHER, M.A., Assistant Selections from Ovid's Metamorphoses . Edited, with In
Master.

troduction and Notes , by J. W. E. PEARCE , M.A. , Merton Court Preparatory

Caesar . - De Bello Gallico . Book IV . Edited by the Rev. A. School, Sidcup.

W. UPCOTT, M.A. , Head Master of Christ's Hospital.
Ovid . - Elegiac Selections . By F. Coverley Smith , B.A. , High

Caesar ,-De Bello Gallico . Book V , Edited by A. REYNOLDS , School, Nottingham .

M.A. , Assistant Master at Merchant Taylors' School .
Ovid .-Tristia. Book I. Edited by A. E. ROGERS, M.A.

Caesar . - De Bello Gallico . Book VI . Edited by J. T. Phillip
Ovid .-Tristla . Book III . Edited by H. R. WOOLRYCH, M.A. , Head

son , M.A., Head Master of Christ's College , Finchley, Master of Blackheath School.

Cicero . - Speeches against Catiline , I. and II . Edited by
Phaedrus . - A Selection . Edited by the Rev. R. H. CHAMBERS, M.A.,

F. HERRING, M.A. , Assistant Master at Blundell's School , Tiverton .
Head Master of Christ's College , Brecon .

Selections from Cicero . Edited by J. F. Charles, B.A. , Assistant
Stories of GreatMen . Edited by the Rev. F. CONWAY, M.A. , Assistant

Master at the City of London School .
Master at Merchant Taylors' School.

Cicero . - De Senectute . Edited by A. S. Warman , B.A., Assistant Vergil . - Aeneid . Book I. Edited by the Rev. E. H. Escott, M.A. ,
Master at the Grammar School , Manchester.

Assistant Master at Dulwich College.

Cicero . -De Amicitia. Edited by iH . J. L. J. MASSÉ, M.A., Assistant
Vergi . - Aeneid . Book II. Edited by L. D. WAINWRIGHT, M.A. ,

Master at St. Paul's Preparatory School.
Assistant Master at St. Paul's School.

Cornelius Nepos .-Epaminondas , Hannibal, Cato .
Vergil . - Aeneid . Book III . Edited by L. D. WAINWRIGHT, M.A.

Edited by H. L. EARL, M.A., Assistant Master at the Grammar School, Man .

chester. ! Vergil . - Aeneid . Book IV . Edited by A. S. WARMAN, B.A.,

Eutropius .-Books I. and II . Edited by J. G. SPENCER , B.A. ,
Assistant Master at the Grammar School, Manchester.

Assistant Master at St. Paul's Preparatory School . Verzil. - Aeneid . Book V. Edited by J. T. PHILLIPSON , M.A. , Head

Horace .-Odes. Book I. Edited by C G. BOTTING, BA, Assistant
Master of Christ's College , Finchley .

Master at St. Paul's School. Vergil . - Aeneid . Book VI . Edited by J. T. Phillipson , M.A.

Horace . -odes . Book 11. Edited by C. G. BOTTING, B.A. Vergil . -Selection from Aeneid , Books VII . -XII . Edited

Horace . - odes . Book Ill . Edited by H. LATTER , M.A., Assistant
by W.G. Coast, B.A., Assistant Master at Fertes College.

Master at Cheltenham College.
Xenophon . -Anabasis . Book I. Edited by E. C. MARCHANT, M.A.

Horace .-Odes. Book IV . Edited by H. LATTER, M.A. Xenophon . -Anabasis . Book II . Edited by E. C. MARCHANT, M.A.

Livy. Book IX . , CC , 1. -xix . Edited by W. C. FLAMSTEAD WALTERS, Xenophon.--Anabasis . Book III . Edited by E. C.MARCHANT,
M.A. , Professor of Classics at King's College. M.A. [ In the press.

1

GREEK PLA Y S.

Price 25. each , with or without Vocabularies .

Aeschylus. - Prometheus Vinctus . By C. E. LAURENCE, M.A. , Euripides. -Hecuba. By the Rev. A. W. Upcott, M.A. , Head Master
Assistant Master at Blackheath School .

of Christ's Hospital .

Euripides .-Alcestis . By E. H. BLAKENEY, M.A., Head Master of

SirW. Borlase School, Great Marlow .
Euripides.-Medea. By the Rev. T. Nicklin, M.A. , Assistant Master at

Euripides . - Bacchae . By G. M. Gwyther, M.A. , Assistant Master at
Rossall School.

Plymouth College.

2s .

BELI'S ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS .

Intermediate Series. With numerous Illustrations and Maps. Crown 8vo .

Caesar. - Seventh Campaign in Gaul, B.C. 52. De Bello Homer . - Odyssey . Book I. Edited by E. C. MARCHANT, M.A.
GALLICO, Lib. VII . Edited by the Rev. W.COOKWORTHY COMPTON , M.A., With numerous Illustrations.

Head Master of Dover College. Fourth Edition. 2s , 6d . net .

Tacitus . - Agricola . Edited by J. W.E. Pearce, M.A , late Assistant Sophocles. - Antigone . Edited by G. H. Wells, M.A., Assistant

Master at University College School. With numerous Illustrations and Maps.
Master at Merchant Taylors' School . With numerous Illustrations. 35. 6d .

| The Athenians in Sicily. Being portions of Thucydides, Books VI .
Livy. -Book XXI. Edited by F. E. A. TRAYES, M.A. , Assistant Master at and VII. Edited by the Rev. W. COOKWORTHY COMPTON, M.A., Head Master

St. Paul's School. With numerous Illustrations and Maps. 25. 6d . net . of Dover College. With numerous Illustrations and Maps. 35. 60.

25.

Specimen Copy sent to Head Masters with a view to Introduction .

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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MESSRS BELL'S EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

Complete Educational Catalogue post free on application .

35. 6d.

!

IS .

IS.

IS .

NEW VOLUMES OF THE CAMBRIDGE MATHEMATICAL Crown 8vo, with Thirty Illustrations. IS . 611.

SERIES KALMAS IIPOTII

A FIRST GREEK READER.

DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS FOR BEGINNERS, By ALFRED
In Two Progressive Parts . With Hints and Vocabulary. By E. C. MARCHANT,

LODGE , M.A. , late Fereday Fellow of St.John's College, Oxford, Professorof
Pure Mathematics at the Royal Indian Engineering College, Coopers Hill .

M.A. , late Fellow of Peterhouse and Classical Master at St. Paul's School ,

With an Introduction by Sir Oliver Lodge , D.Sc., F.R.S. , LL.D., Principal
" This attractive little book is the analogue of the same publishers' ' Scalae Primae.

of the University of Birmingham . Crown 8vo, 4s . 6d .
Mr. Marchant rightly takes his young pupils at a faster rate than is possible in Latin .

With the illustrations in the text the budding Grecians who are lucky enough to use

ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY. Comprising the substance of Euclid,
this booklet should find their first year in Greek pleasant going." --Atheneum .

Book I., 1-48 ; Book III., 1-34 ; and Book IV . , 1-5. By W. M. BAKER, M.A. ,

Head Master of the Military and Civil Department at Cheltenham College, and With Coloured Plates and numerous other Illustrations.

A. A. BOURNE, M.A. , Senior Mathematical Master at the same College. Crown Crown 8vo . Price Is . 6d . each .
Svo, 25. 6d . Also Book I. , separately, is . [Immediately.

This volume is writtenon the lines recommended by a Committee of the Mathe- BELL'S LATIN COURSE
matical Association which was formed at the suggestion of the British Association

for the purpose of making reforms in the teaching of Elementary Mathematics .
FOR THE FIRST YEAR. In Three Parts.

By E. C. MARCHANT, M.A. , and J. C. SPENCER, B.A.

EXAMPLES IN ALGEBRA. By C. 0. TUCKEY, P.A., Assistant Master " If learning the elements of Latin can be made attractive to small boys, Messrs,

at Charterhouse, late Scholar of Trinity College , Cambridge. Crown Svo , 3 $ . Marchant and Spencer have discovered the method. ... We commend the Course

This volume also follows the suggestions of the Committee of the Mathematical to the attention of all who are teaching the young idea to shoot. A book so simple ,
Association referred to above. so natural , and so attractive is sure to catch on . Latin at last becomes a delight.

Four coloured plates and twenty -seven other illustrations adorn thevolume. Other

characteristics of the compilation are : rules following (instead of preceding ) the

NEW VOLUME OF BELL'S SCIENCE SERIES.
exercises, so as to sum up what has been learnt in the exercise , and learning by

means of picture and type, the vocabulary being picked up by picture practice ."-

School Guardian.

INJURIOUS AND USEFUL INSECTS. An Introduction to the “ We hope that no one will suppose that because an attractive appearance is given,

Study of Economic Entomology. By Prof. L. C. Miali, F.R.S. With 100 and much use is made of pictures, therefore the work may be called childish. It is a

Illustrations.
genuineattempt to teach Latin secundum naturam , and assuch merits our strongest

“ Professor Miall has been happily inspired ; he has given us just the book which
approval . As the authors say, ' Ridentem dicere verum quid vetat ? is a question

to which in teaching children it is safe and right at times to answer, Nihil.'

was wanted , just the book which we inight expect from him ." - P’ilot. They justifiably adu : 'Wedetermined to admit nothing into this book that is not

" An admirable elementary text-book of its subject." - Scotsman . real Latin.' " - Secondary Education ,

BELL'S ILLUSTRATED LATIN READERS .
Crown 8vo, 25.

Edited by E. C. MARCHANT, M.A.
AN INTRODUCTION TO CHEMISTRY. By D. S. MACNAIR, Ph.D.,

SCALAE PRIMAE. Simple Stories for Translation, with Notes and Vocabu
(Wurzburg ), B.Sc. ( London ), late Lecturer in Chemistry at the East London

Technical College and the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College .
lary: By J. G. SPENCER, B.A. , St. Paul's Preparatory School. With 29 Ilus
trations . Second Edition .

SCALAE MEDIAE. Extracts from Eutropius and Caesar. With Notes and

Crown 8vo, 75. 6d .
Vocabulary . By PERCY A. UNDERHILL., M.A. With 20 Illustrations.

A SPANISH GRAMMAR, with Exercises. By M. MONTROSE SCALAE TERTIAE. Graduated Extracts in Verse andProse from Phaedrus ,

RAMSEY, Professor in Johns Hopkins University, Ovid, Nepos, and Cicero. With Notes and Vocabulary. By E. C. MARCHANT,
M.A. With 28 Illustrations .

Crown 8vo, 6s . 6d .

THE PRINCIPLES OF LOGIC. By HERBERT AUSTIN AIKINS, Leffing- BELL'S ENGLISH CLASSICS .
well Professor of Philosophy in the College for Women of Western Reserve

University. Edited for use in Schools , with Introduction and Notes. Crown 81'e.

BROWNING , SELECTIONS FROM . Edited by F. RYLAND, M.A. 25. 6d .

BROWNING'S STRAFFORD. Edited by E. H. HICKEY .

BYRON'S CHILDE HAROLD. Edited by H. G. KEENE, M.A., C.I.E.

WORKS BY 35. 6d . Also Cantos I. and II. separately ; sewed, is . 9d .
SIEGE OF CORINTH . Edited by P. HORDERN. Is. 6d . : sewed , is.

BURKE'S LETTERS ON A REGÍCIDE PEACE. I. and II .

Edited by H. G. KEENE, M.A. , C.I.E. 35. ; sewed , as .

CARLYLE'S HERO AS MAN OF LETTERS and HERO AS

DIVINITY . Edited by Mark HUNTER, M.A. Each 2s. ; sewed , is. 6d .

CHAUCER'S MINOR POEMS. Edited by J. B. BILDERBECK , M.A.

Chief Mathematical Master at St. Paul's School. 25. 6d . ; sewed , is, od .

DE QUINCEY'S REVOLT OF THE TARTARS and THE ENG
LISH MAIL COACH. Edited by Cecil M. BARROW, M.A., and Mark

ARITHMETIC FOR SCHOOLS. Fifteenth Edition . Complete, with HUNTER. 35. ; sewed , 2s.

or without Answers, 45, 6d . ; or in Two Parts, as. 6d . each . Key to Part II . , 1 OPIUM EATER. Edited by Mark HUNTER, M.A. 45. 6d . ; sewed

75. 6d . net.

GOLDSMITH'S GOOD-NATURED MAN and SHE STOOPS TO

EXAMPLES IN ARITHMETIC. 8,000 Examples extracted from the CONQUER. Edited by K. DEIGHTON . 25. each ; sewed , is. 6d . each ,

above Arithmetic. Eleventh Edition , with or without Answers, 35. ; or in Two Or together, sewed, 24. 6d.

Parts, is. 6d. and 2s. GOLDSMITH'S TRAVELLER and DESERTED VILLAGE.

Edited by the Rev. E.A.WooDWARD, M.A.

A SHILLING ARITHMETIC. Fifth Edition . Small crown Svo, 192 JOHNSON'S LIVESOF THE POETS. Edited by F. RYLAND, M.A., & c.

pages, cloth , is. ; or, with Inswers, is. 4d . The Answers may be had Life of Addison, 25. 6d . Life of Swift , 28 . Life of Pope, 25. 6d .

separately, 4d . net . Life of Milton , 25. 6d . Life of Dryden , 2s, 6d . Lives of Prior and Congreve, 2s.

LAMB'S ESSAYS . Selectedand edited by K. DEIGHTON . 35. ; sewed , 2s.

ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC. Fifth Edition . Crown 8vo, IS . 6d . MACAULAY'S ESSAY ON CLIVE.Edited by Cecil M. Barrow ,

th or without Answers . M.A. 25. ; sewed , is. 6d .

MACAULAY'S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME. Edited by P. Hor.
COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. Second Edition . Crown 8vo, 250 pages, 25. 6d. ; sewed , is, od .

28. 6d .

MASSINGER'S A NEW WAY TO PAY OLD DEBTS. Edited

by K. DEIGHTON . 35. ; sewed , 2s .

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. Part I. Crown 8vo, is . MILTON'S PARADISE LOST. Books III . and IV . Edited by R. G.

OXENHAM , M.A. 25. ; sewed, is . 6d . Or separately, sewed, rod . each ,

GRADUATED ARITHMETIC. For Private and Junior Schools. In MILTON'S PARADISE REGAINED . Edited by K. DEIGHTON .

cloth . Parts 1. , II . , and III . , 3d. each ; IV ., V., and VI., 4 d . each ; VII., 6d . 25. 6d. ; sewed, is, od .

Answers to Parts I. and 11. , 4d. ; III . , IV ., V. , VI., and VII., 4d . each . POPES ESSAY ON MAN . Edited by F. RYLAND, M.A.

SCOTT'S LADY OF THE LAKE. Edited by the Rev. A. E. Wood .

EXAMINATION PAPERS IN ARITHMETIC. Fifth Edition . WARD , M.A. 35. 6d . ;or the SixCantos, sewed , 8d . ench .
Crown 8vo, 2s, 6d . Key, 5s, net .

SELECTIONS FROM POPE. Edited by K. DEIGHTON . 2s. 6d . ; sewed ,

15, od .

ELEMENT
ARY TRIGONOM

ETRY
. Second Edition , Revised . Crown ŞHAKESPEA

RE'S TEMPEST. Edited by T. Durr BARNETT.

8vo, 46. 6d. JULIUS CÆSAR . Edited by T. DUFF BARNETT.

MERCHANTOF VENICE. Edited by T. DUFF BARNETT.

A SHORT COURSE OF ELEMENTARY PLANE TRIGONO- WORDSWORTH'S EXCURSION. Book 1 . Edited by M. T. QUINN .

METRY. Crown 8vo , 2s . 6d . M.A. Sewed, is. 3d .

28. od .

CHARLES PENDLEBURY, M.A. ,

3s. 6d .

25 .

DERN .

28.

25 .

2S.

25.

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN .
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APPROVED SCHOOL BOOKS BY DR. CORNWELL, F.R.G.S.
" We are qualified by ample trial of the books in our own classes to speak to their great efficiency and value. We have never known

so much interest evinced or so much progress made as since we have employed these as our school-books.” — EDUCATIONAL TIMES.

A School Geography. 89th Edition ; 3s . 6d ., or, The Young Composer : Progressive Exercises in

with 30 Maps , 58. 6d . English Composition . 48th Edition, 1s. 6d . Key, 38 .

“ Very superior to the common run of such books . It contains a
“ The plan of the work is very superior . We are persuaded

good deal ofuseful matter of a more practical kind than usual, which this little book will be found valuable to the intelligent instructor."
the exercises are likely to impress on the mind more deeply than by - Westminster Review .

the parrot system .''- Atheneum .

A School Atlas. Consisting of Thirty Small Maps.
Spelling for Beginners. A Method of Teaching

A Companion Atlas to the Author's “ School Geography.”
Reading and Spelling at the same time. 4th Edition , 1s .

2s . 6d. , or 4s . coloured .
Poetry for Beginners : A Selection of Short and

Geography for Beginners. 69th Edition ; ls . , or,
Easy Poems for Reading and Recitation . 13th Edition, ls .

with 48 pp. ofQuestions, 18. 4d. Questions, 6d .

“ A very useful series of Educational Works, of which Dr. Cornwell
A Science of Arithmetic. A Systematic Course

is either author or editor. It ( “ The Geography for Beginners ' ) is of Numerical Reasoningand Computations; with very numerous

an admirable introduction. There is a vast difficulty in writing a
Exercises . By James CORNWELL, Ph.D., and Sir Joshua G.

FITCH , LL.D. 26th Edition . 4s . Od .

good elementary book, and Dr. Cornwell has shown himself possessed

of that rare combination of faculties which is required for the task .”
“ The best work on arithmetic which has yet appeared. It is both

-John Bull.
scientific and practical in the best and fullest sense .” — London

Quarterly .

Allen and Cornwell's School Grammar.

65th Edition ; 28. red leather , or 1s . 9d . cloth .
Key to Science of Arithmetic. With the Method

“ The excellence of the Grammar published by the late Dr. Allen
of Solution to every Question . KEY , 4s . 6d .

and Dr. Cornwell makes us almost despair of witnessing any decided

improvement in this department.” — Atheneum .
School Arithmetic. 18th Edition . Is . 60. KEY, 4s. 60 .

Grammar for Beginners.

“ Eminently practical, well stored with examples of wider rangeand

An Introduction to more varied character than are usually given in such books, and, its

Allen and Cornwell's “ School Grammar. " 88th Edition ; 18 . method of treatment being thoroughly inductire, it is pre -eminently
cloth , 9d , sewed .

the book for general use . "' -- Journal of Education .

“ This simple introduction is as good a book as can be used . ” .

Spectator. Arithmetic for Beginners . Combines simplicity
9 The Book is enlarged by a Section on Word-Building, with and fullness in teaching the First Four Rules and Elementary

Exercises for Young Children . Fractions, 10th Edition . Is .

London : Simpkin , Marshall, Hamilton , Kent, & Co. , Limited.—Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd.

EDUCATIONAL ANDAND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND.

Largest Stock in London of

SECOND-HAND SCHOOL , CLASSICAL , ELEMENTARY, AND ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

MATHEMATICAL, THEOLOGICAL, AND FOREIGN BOOKS.

KEYS AND TRANSLATIONS.

J. POOLE & CO.

d

(ESTABLISHED 1854) ,

104 W.c.
CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON,

(late of 39 Molywell Street, Strand) .

Write to us for a quotation .
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THE LATEST NEW EDUCATIONAL BOOKS ,

Just Published . First Volume of a NEW SERIES on the lines of DENT'S MODERN LANGUAGE SERIES .

General Editor - W'ALTER RIPPMAXX, M.A.

DENT'S FIRST LATIN BOOK..
By HAROLD W. ATKIxSON , of Rossall School, and J. W. E. PEARCE, Head Master of Merton College, Sidcup. With 12 Coloured Illustrations by M. E. DURHAM .

Feap. 8vo , cloth , 2s , 6d , net.

THE TEMPLE SERIES OF CLASSICAL TEXTS, SPECIALLY PREPARED THE TEMPLE SERIES OF ENGLISH TEXTS, SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR

FOR USE INSCHOOLS AND COLLEGES . USE IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES .

Just Published . First Volume. Just Published . First Volume.

CAESAR'S GALLIC WAR, BOOK I. SCOTT'S MARMION.

Edited by A. S. WILKINS, LL.D., Litt.D., Professor of Latin , Owens College, Edited , with Biographical Introduction , bythe Rev. R. P. DAVIDSON , M.A. (Oxon .),

Manchester. With Coloured Frontispiece, Map, and numerous Illustrations Assistant Master, Malvern College. With numerous Illustrations from Topo

from Sculptures and Drawings . Fcap. 8vo , cloth , ls, net , graphical and Costume Drawings and Portraits . Crown 8vo , cloth , ls, 4d .

Further particulars of Seriespostfree . Further particulars and List of Series post free .

THE TEMPLE SHAKESPEARE FOR SCHOOLS ,-First Volumes ,
Edited , with Introductions, Notes , and Glossaries. Illustrated with Coloured Frontispieces of the Costumes of the Periods , from Drawings by Prominent Artists , and

with numerous Reproductions from Old Engravings in the editorial matter .

Just Published . Ready in time for the opening of the Schools.

THE TEMPEST. MACBETH.
Edited by GEORGE SMITH , M.A., LL.D., Principal of the United Free Church

Edited by OLIPHANT SYEATON, M.A., late Principal, Whangarei Grammar School . Teachers' Training College, Aberdeen. With Illustrations by T. H. Robinsos .

With 8 Illustrations by WALTER CRANE. Crown 8vo , cloth , ls. 4d . Crown 8vo , cloth , ls, 4d .

Just Published .

DENT'S ENGLISH GRAMMAR OF PARSING AND ANALYSIS.
By W. BRYANT. Fcap. 8vo , cloth , ls. 4d .

Chiefly intended for the Junior Classes of Higher and Secondary Schools, and Preparatory Schools in connection with them ; but the Exercises in Parsing and Analysis

will be found very useful for older scholars and pupil-teachers. From beginning to enl the chief aim has been to make the pupil think .

DENT’S MODERN LANGUAGE SERIES ,

Edited by WALTER RIPPMANN, M.A. Based on the Principles of the German Reform Movement.

Just Published . EIGHTII EDITION, completing 32,000 copies .

DENT'S FIRST FRENCH BOOK . FIRST EDITION . Published November, 1898 .

| SECOND (Revised ) September, 1899 .
Based on the Hölzel Pictures of the Seasons. By S. ALGE and W. RIPPMANN. FOURTH September , 1900 .

Fcap. 8vo , Is . 6d . net. SIXTH (Revised ) October, 1901.

( The Eighth Edition contains 5 Simple Songs and Music .) EIGHTH (completing '32 ,000 ). Just Pubilshed .

Write for a Full List of Dent's Modern Language Series. Sent post free .

J. M. DENT & CO . , 29 & 30 BEDFORD STREET, LONDON. ( Catalogues and Lists post free .)

IMPORTANT.

E. J. ARNOLD & SON, Limited, LEEDS,

Beg to state that they have

PURCHASED

From the Receiver of the Debenture Holders (LEWIS HARDY, Esq . ) the

Miscellaneous and General Stock

OF

MOFFATT & PAIGE, Ltd.,

28 Warwick Lane , LONDON .

Arrangements have also been made with the Receiver to forward all Orders, & c., received after 12th August,

1902 ( Trade Orders and Remittances excepted) to E. J. A. & S. , Ltd. , for execution.

All Enquiries to be addressed to

E. J. ARNOLD & SON, LTD . , BUTTERLEY STREET, HUNSLET LANE, LEEDS.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S

Text-Books for the Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations, the Oxford and,

Cambridge Schools Examination , London University , and College of Preceptors'

Examinations.

LATIN . ENGLISH .

Macmillan's Latin Course. By A. M. Cook , M.A., and W'. E. P. PASTIX , A Short History of English Literature. By Prof. G. SAINTSBURY.

M.A. First Part, 3s , 60 . Second Part, 4s , 6d . Third Part 3s . 60 . 8s , 601.

KEY , 4s . 6d . net. A History of English Literature . By E. J. MATHEW , M.A. 4s . 6d.

Shorter Latin Course. By the Same. Part I. , ls, 6d . KEY , 4s , 6d . net . English Grammar, Past and Present. By J. C. VESFIELD), M.A. 4s . 60 ,

Part II . , 2s . KEY, 4s . 601 , net. KEV, 28.6.net. Adaptal to the London Matriculation Course. )

Macmillan's Latin Reader . By H. J. HARDY, M ... 2s.6d . Outline of English Grammar. By J. C. NESFIELD , J.A. ls . 6d . KEY,

2s . 6d . net .

Macmillan's Elementary Latin-English Dictionary . By Rev. G. H.

NaLL, M.A. 3s . 6d .
Oral Exercises in English Composition . By J. C. NESFIELD, M.A.

Latin Accidence and Exercises. Arranged for Beginners. By W. WELCH ,
1s . 60 .

M.A., and C. G. DUFFIELD , MA. ls . 60 .
Junior Course of English Composition . By J. C. NESFIELD, MA. Is . 60 .

Exercises in Unseen Translation in Latin . By W. WELCH , M.A., and |
Manual of English Grammar and Composition . By J. C. NESFIELD),

M ... 2s , 6d . KEY , 25. 6 , net.
C. G. Du FIELD , M.A. ls . 6 l .

Word - Building , Transcription , and Composition. By ROBERT S. Woon,
Latin Passages for Translation . For the l'se of Higher Forms in Schools , Vol. I. , ls . Vol. II . , 25 .

and of Students working for Pass Degrees, Selected by M. ATFORD . 39 . The Parts of Speech and their Uses. By H. W. HOUSEHOLD , M.A.

Caesar.-The Gallic War . Edited by Rev. Jous BONT), M.A., and Rev.
ls , 6d .

A. S. WALPOLE , M.A. 4s . 6d . A First Book in Writing English . By E. H. LEWIS, Ph.D. 3s . 6d .

Caesar.--Gallic War. With Notes and Vocabulary. Book I. By Rev. A. S.
A First Manual of Composition. By E. H. LEWIS. 3s . 6d .

WALPOLE , M.A. ls . 60 . Book Il ' . Br C. BRYANS, M.I. Is. 6d . Book V.
A Second Manual of Composition . By E. H. LEWIS. 4. 6d .

By C. COLBECK , M.A. Is . 61. Book VI. By C. COLBECK , M.A. Is . 6d .
Burke.-- Speech on Conciliation with America , on American Taxa.

tion ; Letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol .

Cicero . - Pro Milone. Edited by F. H , COLSON, M.A. 2s. 6d .
With Introduction and Notts .

By F. G. SELBY , VIA. 3s . 60 .

Cicero . -Pro Cluentio . Edited by W. PETERSON, Litt.D. 3s. 611. Chaucer .-- The Prologue , &c . Edited by M. H. LIDDELL 3s . 6d .

Horace.-Odes. Books I. , II . , III . , and IV. With Votes and Vocabulary. By Chaucer.-Works . Edited by A. W. POLLARI), &c. 35.60 .

T. E. PAGE, M.A. ( Elementury Classics . ) ls. 6. each . ( Classical Series .) Macaulay . - Lays of Ancient Rome . (Containing Horatius, Lake Regillus,

2s , each . and The Irmada .) With Introduction and Notes . By W. T. WEBB, MA.

Horace.--Select Epodes and Ars Poetica . With Introduction and Yotes.
1s . 9d .

By H. A. DALTON , M.A. Is . 611. Epodes. Edited by T. E. PAGE. M. 1. 2s. Macaulay.- Essay on Lord Clyde. With Introduction and Notes. By K.

Livy -Books XXI . and XXII . With Votes and Vocabulary. By Rev. W. W.
DEIGIITOX. 25 .

CAPES and J. E. MELICISM , M.A. ls . 6d . each .
Macaulay . - Essay on Warrep. Hastings. With Introduction and Notes .

By K. DEIGUTON , 2s , 6il .

Livy.-- Books II . and III . Edited by Rev. H. M. STEPHENSON , M.A. 3s . 6d . Milton .-L'Allegro, Il Penseroso, Lycidas , Arcades, Sonnets, &c .

Ovid . - Metamorphoses. Book VIII. Edited by C. H. KEENE, M.A. 2s . With Introduction and Notes. By W. BELL, M.A. Is . 9d .

Ovid . - Tristia . Book 1. With Notes and Vocabulary. By E. S. SHUCK BURGH ,
Milton.-Comus . With Introduction and Notes. By W. BELL , M.A. ls . 3d .

M.A. 18 , 6d . Scott.-The Lady of the Lake . With Introduction and Notes. By G. H.

Ovid .-Tristia. Book III . With Yotes and Vocabulary. By E. S. SHICK STUART, M ... 29 , 6d . ; seeil, 2s .

BURGI , M ... ls . 6d .
Scott . - The Talisman . Border Edition . 3s . 60 .

Phaedrus.-- Fables. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. G. H. YALL, M.A. Shakespeare.-- Macbeth . With Introduction and Notes. By K. DEIGHTON .

15 , 6d .
Is . 9 .

Plautus . - Captivi. Edited by A. R. S. HALLIDIE , M.A. 3s . 6d . Shakespeare.-A Midsummer Night's Dream . With Introduction and

Virgil. - Aeneid . Books I., II . , III ., IV . , and 11. With Notes and Vocabulary.

Votes. By K. DEIGHTON. ls . 9d.

By T. E. PAGE, M.A. 1s , 6d , each .
Shakespeare.-- Twelfth Night . With Introduction and Votes. By K..

DEIGHTON. ls . 9d .

Virgil.--Aeneid . Book I. With Votes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. S.
Shakespeare . - Coriolanus. With Introduction and Yotes. By K. DEIGHTON.

WALPOLE, M.A. ls . 60 . 2s.6d . sewed , 2s .

Virgil.-- Aeneid . Book 1 . With Yotes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. CALVERT, Spenser. The Faerie Queene.-- Book I. With Intioduction and Notes. By

M ... ls . 60 . H. M. PERCIVAL , J.A.3s.

Terence . Hauton Timorumenos. Edited by E. S. SUICKBURGII , M.A.

2x, 6d . ; with Translation , 3s . 60 . FRENCH AND GERMAN .

French Course . By A. C. Poiré. FIRST YEAR, 1s. SECOND YEAR , 15 , 6d .

GREEK, Macmillan's Progressive French Course. By G. E. FASNACHT. FIRST

Macmillan's Greek Course YEAR . Is . Supplementary Exercises to First Year, ls . SECOND YEAR , 25 .

FirstGreek Grammar. By Rev.W.G. RUTHERFORD, LL.D. Accidence, THIRD YEAR , 2s, 64. KEYS, 4s . 60. net each .

28. _Syntax, 25. Complete, 3s. 6d . Macmillan's Progressive French Readers. By the Same. FIRST YEAR ,

Easy Exercises in Accidence. By G. H. UNDERILILL, M.A. 2s . 2s, 6d . SECOND YEAR , 2s . 60 .

A Second Exercise Book . By Rev. W. A. HEARD. M ... 25. 60 . Macmillan's French Composition . By the Same. Part I. , 2s , 6d . KEY,

Easy Exercises in Syntax. By Rev. G. H. NALL , M.A. 2s . 60 . 4s . 6d . net. Part II . , 59 , KEY , 5s , net.

Greek Prose Composition. By s.O. ANDREW , M.A, 3s . 60. KEY , 5s , net. Abridged French Grammar . By G. E. FASNACHT. 2s . 60 .

Greek Reader : Stories and Legends. With Notes, Vocabulary, and An Elementary French Grammar. By G. E. FASNACHT. Is . 6d .

Exercises. By F. H. COLSON , M.A. 3s. A Compendious Dictionary of the French Language. By Prof. ALFRED

ELWALL and GUSTAVE MASSON, 3s . 6d .

Passages for Greek Translation for Lower Forms . By G. H. PEACOCK ,
Molière.-- Le Misanthrope. Edited by G. E. FASNACHT. ls .

M.A., and E. W. W. BELL, M.A. 15 , 6d .
A German Primer. ByOTTO SIEPMAXX , 3s. 6d . KEY , 3s . 6d . net.

An Introduction to Greek Prose Composition. By H. PITMAN, M.A. Macmillan's Progressive German Course. By G. E. FASYACHT. FIRST

29. 60 . KEY, 5s, net. YEAR , Is . 6d . SECOND YEAR, 3s. 6d . KEYS, 4s . 60 , each .
The Acts of the Apostles.-- Authorised Version . With Notes. By Macmillan's Progressive German Readers. By the Same. FIRST

T. E. PAGE, M.A., and Rev. A. S. WALPOLE , M.A. 2s . 6d . YEAR , 2s . 60 .

The Acts of the Apostles.-The Greek Text. With Notes. By T. E. Macmillan's German Composition. By the Same. Part I. , 2s. 6d . KEY,

PAGE, M.A. 3s. 60 .
4s . 6. net.

The Gospel according to St. Luke .- The Greek Text. With Intro- A Compendious German and English Dictionary . By Prof. WHITNEY

duction and Yotes. By Rev. J. BOND , M.A. 2s . 6d . and A. H. EDGREX. 5s . German - English , 3s . 6d .

Aeschylus. - Prometheus Vinctus. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. Goethe. - Egmont. Edited by S. PRIMER, Ph.D. 35. 6d .

Edited by E. E. SYKES, M.A., and St. J.
Hauff.- Die Karavane ( containing

H. M. STEPHENSON, M.A. 1s . 6.1 .
“ Kalif Storch ” and “ Das Gespenster

B. W. WILLSON, M.A. 2s. 60 .
schiff” ) . With Notes and Vocabulary. By H. HAGER, Ph.D. Js.

Schiller .-Maria Stuart . Edited by C. SHELDON, Litt.D. 2s.6d .
Aeschylus. -Agamemnon. With Translation . By A. W. VERRALL, Litt.D.

Schiller.-Maria Stuart. Edited by H. SCHOENFELD), 3s . 6d.
12s ,

Demosthenes.-De Corona. Edited by B. DRAKE. Revised by E. S. SICK
SCIENCE.BURGII . M.A , 3s . 6d .

Euripides . Hecuba . With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. J. BOND, M.A., Introduction to Chemistry and Physics . By Prof. W. H. PERKIN , Jr.,

and Rev. A. S. WalPOLE , M.A. s . 60 . Ph.D., F.R.S., and BETAX LEAX, D.Sc., B.A. (Lond .). In 2 Vols . 2s . each .

Euripides . - Bacchae Elited by R. Y. TYRRELI , M.A. 3s . 6d . Exercises in Practical Physics. By R. A. GREGORY and A. T. SIMMONS.
Euripides. - Alcestis. With Yotes and Vocabulary . By Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD , In Two Parts, 2s , each .

M.A. ls. 6d . Edited by M. L. EARLE , Ph.D. 35. 6d . Elementary GeneralScience . By A. T. SUOSs and L. M. JONES. 3s. 6d.

Euripides . - Medea. With Notes and Vocabnlary. By Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD ,
An Introduction to Practical Physics . By D. RIXTOUL, M.A. 2s.60.

M.A. ls , 6d . Edited by A. W. VERRALL, Litt. ). 28 , 6d .
Heat, Light, and Sound. By D. E.JONES. 25. 60 .

Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H. E. HADLEY, 2s.6d.
Homer . - Iliad . Book LX . Edited by J. H. PRATT, M.A., and W. LEAF, Litt.D. Chemistry for Organized Schools of Science . By S. PARRISH . 2s. 60 .

25. Edited by W. LEAF, Litt.D., and Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD),Books I. -XII .
Inorganic Chemistry for Beginners . By Sir H. E. ROSCOE and J, LUST.

M.A. 68. 28 , 6d .

Sophokles.-- Antigone. Edited by Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD , M.A. 28. 6d . Elementary Mechanics of Solids. By W. T. A. EMTAGE, M.A. 2s.6d .

Thucydides. Book VII. Edited by E. C. MARCIANT, M.A. 3s , 6d . Mechanics for Beginners . By W. GALLATLY, M.A. 2s . 6d .

Thucydides. Books VI, and VII. Edited by Rev. P. FROST, M.A. 3s . 61 . Physiology for Beginners. By Sir M. FOSTER, K.C.B., and L. E, SHORE.

2s. 6d .

Xenophon.- Memorabilia Socratis. Edited by A. R. CLUER, B.A. 5s .
Botany for Beginners. By E. Evays. Second Edition. 29. 6d .

Xenophon.-Anabasis. Book I. With Yotes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. S. Practical Botanyfor Beginners. By Professor F. O.BOWER, Sc.D., F.R.S.,
WALPOLE , M.A. ls . 60. ; with Exercises. By E. A. WELLS, M.A. ' ls. 60 .

and D. T. GWYNNE VALGHAN , M ... Second Edition . 3s. ód .

Xenophon .-Anabasis. With Notes and Vocabulary. Book V. By Rev. G. Physiography for Beginners. By A. T. SIMMONS, B.Sc. 28. 6d .

H. XALL, M.A. 1s , 6d . Book VI. By Rev. G. H. WALL, M.A. 1s , 6d . Geology for Beginners. By W. W. WATTS, M.A. 2s.6d .

MACMILLAN & CO ., LIMITED , ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON , W.C.
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NEAR THE BRITISH MUSEUM .

KINGSLEY HOTEL,
HART STREET, BLOOMSBURY SQUARE, LONDON .

OPPOSITE THE BRITISH MUSEUM .

THACKERAY HOTEL,

GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON .

These well-appointed and commodious TEMPERANCE HOTELS will, it is believed, meet the requirements, at moderate charges , of

those who desire all the conveniences and advantages of the larger modern Licensed Hotels . These Hotels have

PASSENGER LIFTS, ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT, HEATED THROUGHOUT, BATHROOMS

ON EVERY FLOOR, SPACIOUS DINING, DRAWING, WRITING, READING,

AND SMOKING ROOMS.

Fireproof Floors . Perfect Sanitation , Telephone. Night Porter , The Kingsley Hotel has a good BIlliard Room .

Bedrooms from 2s . 6d . to 5s . Bd . Inclusive Charge for Bedroom, Attendance, Table d'Hôte Breakfast and Dinner, from 8s. to 10s. 6d . per day .

Full Tariff and Testimonials on application .

ALSO UNDER THE SAME MANAGEMENT.

ESMOND HOTEL,
1 MONTAGUE STREET, RUSSELL SQUARE, LONDON .

This Temperance Hotel, which has been carried on so successfully for the last fifteen years , adjoins the British Museum , and is exceptionally

quiet and economical.

Bedrooms from 2s . to 3s . 6d. per night. Full Turiff and Testimonials on application .

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESSES :

KINGSLEY Hotel , THACKERAY HOTEL, ESMOND HOTEL,

“ BOOKCRAFT, LONDON . ” THACKERAY, LONDON.” TRUSLOVE, LONDON .”1 1
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ON AN ENTIRELY NEW PRINCIPLE.

THE

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

TEXT-BOOKS FOR HIGHER SCHOOLS.

GRAPHIC MARK BOOK Edited by Rev. C. 8. DAWE, late of St. Mark's College,Chelsea.S.

AND REDUCING SCALE.

Invented and designed by

C. MARSM, M.A., and M.W.ORD, M.A.,

Assistant Masters at Blackheath School.

Every MARK Book is complete in itself and contains a

Reducing Scale, printed on good paper , bound in stiff boards

with cloth sides .

Published price, ls . 4d . each.

These books are specially prepared for the Oxford and Cambridge

Preliminary and Junior Local Examinations, and Candidates for Minor

Scholarships, &c . The Series consists of the following books :

ARITHMETIC.

Small amount of Theory, large amount of Practice. Worked-out

Examples for each step. Prominence given to the Metric

System . Laboratory Exercises in a Special Section .

GEOGRAPHY.

Physical facts made the basis of Political. Commercial aspects

kept constantly in view . British Empire fully treated .

Many Coloured Maps and Diagrams.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

Example made the basis of instruction. Analysis introduced early .

Aids to correct speaking a prominent feature . Plenty of scope

given for " practice.”

ENGLISH HISTORY .

Contains landmarks of our national history. More than usual attention

given to the last three centuries.

The Growth and Greatness of the Empire specially considered .

PUBLISHED AT ONE SHILLING EACH .

The Schoolmaster says : “ We can speak well of all. Each book will be found just

the kind to place in the hands of pupils beginning a systematic course of study in

these subjects. The Arithmetic strikes us as being especially good ; in fact, the

writer of this review has decided to introduce it into his own school. We feel com
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a form .'

Specimens and particulars sent free to Head Teachers.

All Masters in charge of the Marks will find their labour

simplified and reduced, as the periodical laborious

addition of the daily marks is obviated and the

relative position of each Pupil shown automatically.

A simple mechanical process dispenses with the pro

portion sums usually employed to reduce the marks

to a given standarı .

For sample book , sent post free on receipt of ls . in stamps,
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The Educational Supply Association , Ltd.,

42 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON , E.C.
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The Educational Times.
what is all the worry about ? The local committees of

management will have the right, for example , to appoint

the teachers – a very important exception to the “ complete

The House of Commons has gone on control " of the Local Education Authority. Mr. Balfour”

The Country and
the Bill.

holiday, but the members have taken their seems to be about as inaccurate as the opposition canvassers ,

lessons with them . The Education Bill and the misfortune is that he fails to meet the essentialpoint

breaks in upon their rest. Last month we pointed to the of objection.

significance of the election in North Leeds, which was fought The difficulty is stated quite clearly and fairly by a

in the main upon the Bill. Mr. Balfour, however, persisted Unionist journal in the following terms :

in forcing through Committee the amended management pro- clergyman or layman - as school manager derives its validity from the
The objection of the Nonconformists to the Churchman - be he

visions of the 7th Clause, refusing any compromise. Now fact that he is not to be “ popularly elected, ” but nominated by the

comes the Sevenoaks election , also fought in the mainupon majority. Were the elections tobereally popular and the managers toclerical party , and that he and his brethren are always to be in a

the Bill, and upon these very provisions of the Bill, and be chosen by the free votes of the local electors , and were the Non

ending far more disastrously to the Government than even conformists to have the right to elect a majority of their own

North Leeds. When all just allowances are made for other plaint would disappear. The sting of the whole grievance lies in the
complexion if able to command a sufficiency of votes, all ground of com

causes , the educational cause still stands out prominent. | fact of the “ clerical party ” being put by the Education Bill intoa

Moreover, while Leeds is a great industrial centre, Sevenoaks the schoolmanagers, while the cost of maintaining the schools is
position of privilege . It is to have the right to appoint a majority of

is a rural constituency, and that too in the midst of strong thrown upon the taxes and the local rates .

Conservative influences. We refrain from drawing a sweep- . That is the argument to be faced, and Mr. Balfour does not

ing inference , but this much at least is plain enough : that face it . Whatever one's private leanings may be, there is

the management clause is sufficiently unpopular, if not to the open public argument, and it is quite clear that the

imperil the passing of the Bill , yet to render the smooth country is in no mood to be put off with an evasion , however

working of the Act a somewhat improbable contingency. honest ; and it ought not to be so put off. The Bill , if it is

If some of the Liberal canvassers asserted at Sevenoaks to go through, ought to rest on a sound and stable basis ; if

that the Bill would hand over the education of the country it has “ a taint fatal to its efficiency, and to its permanence

to “ the clerical party ,” that would , of course, as Mr. ( to use Sir H. Campbell -Bannerman's expression ) , that, -

Balfour has pointed out, be “ a perversion of the facts . ” It “ taint " had better be recognized at once. It is quite true,

would still be a less " crude misrepresentation " than Mr. and it has been too little recognized , that the voluntary

Chamberlain's ignoble " Little Englander " argument, to say schools will bring a considerable contribution in the shape of

nothing of certain of the methods of electioneering that buildings and the maintenance of buildings ; but, after all ,

turned the General Election. But it would be far too wide : the basis of this serious constitutional objection remains

it would be wholly wrong in so far as concerns the schools unaffected. There is no possible answer to Mr. Asquith's

now under the School Board system , and it would require statement : “ to place funds derived from public contribu

not a little qualification in reference to the voluntary schools. tions under the practically uncontrolled management of non

But Mr. Balfour does not meet the real point. He says that representative and irresponsible bodies is an offence against

** the whole secular education will for the first time pass the fundamental conditions both of educational efficiency

under the complete control of a popularly elected body, in and of democratic government " ; or to Mr. Bryce's way of

which ' one-man management ' will disappear, and the laity putting the point : “ it is a measure which violates the first

will constitute an immense majority of the local managers." principles of British constitutional Government by throwing

We will not inquire too closely whether - one -man manage the charge for elementary schools upon the rates and giving

ment” will disappear in fact, as it will in form ; but we the ratepayers no effective control.” If Mr. Asquith and

must point out that the “ popularly elected body ” will not, Mr. Bryce be mistaken in their reading of the Bill , it will be

so far as yet appears, exercise " complete control. ” If it will, I easy for Mr. Balfour to provide language that will place
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“ the complete control” of the Education Authorities beyond Far East, with special reference to Japan , " but not a single

all possible dispute. If they are not mistaken, then Mr. reference to the British Empire in India , where the greatest

Balfour is mistaken, and a distinct inroad of a very formid- and most urgent of all Imperial problems are calling for

able character is made upon a fundamental principle of the solution. It is not to be expected that the visitors have

Constitution . In any case, it is unwise not to recognize the received much specific indoctrination, but they must have had

facts of the situation . their ideas widened and quickened ; and there will have been

Even if we put aside the threats of influential Noncon- not a little stimulation in the social intercourse of the

formists to refuse payment of rates — threats that are no occasion. We are glad to observe that “ the Syndics of the

doubt perfectly honest and grounded on principle - it is no University Press propose to publish in the Michaelmas term

light matter to look forward to the operation of the Act in a volume containing the full text of all , or nearly all , the

the midst of bitter discontent and active hostility. We hear lectures dealing with international history." Another

a great deal about the pressure of foreign competition, and volume, we should imagine, might usefully be selected from

Mr. Asquith is not alone in declaring that “ national educa- the lectures in other branches .

tion is the greatest and most urgent of our national needs."

Is it not possible, then , to unite all parties in this funda A NEW “ British Academy for the promotion of Historical ,

mental national cause, without prejudice to the interests of Philosophical, and Philological Studies " has received a

religion ? Surely an opportune lesson may be learnt from Royal Charter of Incorporation ( August 8 ) . Let us hope

Canada, Australia, India, Scotland ---not to go outside the that the forty -nine members will devise and execute projects

limits of the Empire. The difficulty, we must say, is largely leading to the intended results . This odd number of gentle

augmented by the amazing lack of positive suggestion from men are nearly all distinguished in their several ways ; but

the front benches of the Opposition. Now , if ever , is a time there are many other gentlemen equally distinguished, and

when party contention might be patriotically subordinated not a few more distinguished. The number of members, we

to the larger interest of finding a common basis whereon to dare say , will be enlarged at no distant date ; otherwise, the

establish a solid and enduring structure of national education institution will have too much of the semblance of a mere

--solid and enduring because conformable to the thought and clique. Science is supposed to be honoured by the Royal

feeling of the mass of the people. Society , and Art by the Royal Academy. Science and Art ,

accordingly , are left out. Literature is supposed to have

NOTES .
been excluded by the ticklishvess of the task of selection and

dread of the irritability of the race of literary geniuses ; but

The Ministerial re - arrangements have touched theDepart. Then, possibly, the various Academies may be brought into
these may now adventure on an Academy of their own.

ment of Education somewhat surprisingly. The Duke of
some formal co -ordination , as in the French Institute . The

Devonshire lays down the Presidency of the Committee of French analogue to this British Academy, by the way, is not

Council, much to his own comfort, one would imagine. The L'Académie Française, but L'Académie des Sciences Morales

deposition of Sir John Gorst from the pilotage of the Educa- et Politiques and l'Académie des Inscriptions et Belles

tion Bill , though explicable on grounds of high policy, is now
lettres together.

seen to have foreshadowed his disappearance together with !

the Vice - Presidency of the Council; and, unfortunately, for
We are all agreed that the promotion of knowledge is one

all Sir John's early promise and for all his good work, one of the main objects to be kept in view by institutions of

cannot say that the event has excited any wide or deep University rank. But it is necessary to be on guard against

regret. Lord Londonderry, the new President of the Board estimates that may mislead . Take a recent example : The

of Education ,has had a couple of years' experience of the Principal of London University, in his report (May 14 ) ,

Chairmanship of the London SchoolBoard ; and he brings a stated that, in response to his inquiries, “ nearly 600

fair mind and considerable industry to his work, though he memoirs, papers, and minor communications to scientific and

has not always been fortunate as an administrator. Sir literary journals " had been reported to him by the

William Anson, the new Parliamentary Secretary to the recognized teachers of the University as “ the publications

Board of Education , is moderate, judicious, and practical : of themselves, their assistants, and students during the past

and both his administration of an Oxford college and the twelve months. ” The Principal himself commented on these

qualities of his writings on important special subjects ofreturns with praisewortlıy discretion . Still, a word of cau

the higher education give substantial grounds of promise for tion will not be superfluous. Even if such a list were com

his official future .
plete, it evidently requires a careful qualitativeanalysis ;and

The University Extension Summer Meeting at Cambridge. the Rev. Dr. Woods and Dr. Hill in their recent report on
there are external considerations, such as those indicated by

ambitious as was its programme, has scored a success pro, the University Colleges. Thus:

portioned to its ambition . The range of the lectures and We recognize that a summary of each Professor's own work would

demonstrations we have indicated elsewhere, and the quality have greatly increased the value of our report. For several reasons,
was generally of the first order . In the History department , however,wehave not felt ourselves at liberty to attempt this.Inthe

first place, the leisure , and therefore, the opportunities for research,

indeed , it is necessary to signalize a very remarkable omis- which the professors enjoy , vary immeusely. In the majority of cases wc

sion, and all the more so because of the elaborate detail of should say thatthe professor's duties are far too arduous and incessant

to allow him to do much work of this kind. In the second place, we find

the programme. There is the Near East , and there is the that cortain professors hold that it is the duty of the head of a depart

:

:
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ment to work through his students . To them he conveys his ideas and taught their business and sent to their work with a light in their eyes and

atfords constant assistance in carrying them out. A teacher who adopts a desire to do their work in a fine way .

this point of view may publish nothing under his own name, although
all the work which emanates from inis laboratory is really inspired by him . Mr. Tate expects much from the Summer School. And what

To these points should be added the depressing and hamper- may not be expected from the fine spirit of the Director of

ing lack of endowments. But, in any case, numerical lists of Victorian Education ?

publications may easily lead to very wrong impressions as to

the activities of individual teachers or departments. The Labour Leader, commenting on the recent conferment

of the Edinburgh honorary LL.D. upon Mr. Seddon, remarks

that “ this honour seems to be somewhat misplaced . ” It
NATURE study has taken hold of the Australians also . At .

recalls the shabby treatment of Prof. W. Steadman Aldis ,
the annual Conference of the Victorian State School

Teachers' Union in Melbourne, Mr. Frank Tate.L. A, the the Senior Wrangler of 1861, whose salary at University
, M.A.

Director of Education , explained the new educational and College, Auckland , was suddenly cut down by the authorities

—that is to say, by the New Zealand Government – to little
administrative policy of the Minister of Public Instruction

Mr.

in an admirable address, reported in the Australian School
more than half the figure that induced him to go out .

Aldis at once resigned and came home. The case evoked
master , He laid emphasis upon what he called “ the'

keynote of the new programme.
bitter indignation here ; the Rev. Dr. Abbott, then head of

Thus :

the City of London School, publicly and most properly
The best syllabus is that which recognizes that the best work can be

done in a school when the school interests of the child and his life in- suggested that no scholar in this country should accept the

terests are brought very close together. That does not mean the same vacant post. As Mr. Seddon was honoured in a repre

kind of syllabus for the boy in Mildura and in Collingwood , for the boy

in Croajingolong and in Warrnambool. It means this ,that,so far as pos sentative capacity, our contemporary's reminder and criticism

sible, the subject matter with which the teacher works shall be taken seem to be neither inopportune nor unreasonable.

from the ground on which the child stands. You will find when you see

the programme of the first class that, instead of giving a child in the

Mallee lessons on glue or rope or candles (they're all very interesting to

teachers), the kind of object-lesson work he will do will be the Nature study A PLEASANT little romance has gathered round the late

of the plants and animals that he has been familiar with ever since he Lord Acton's library . Like most intellectual men of wide

picked his first flower as a toddler of two years, and you will be asked
to give him eyes and ears so that he can respond to what is about him .and thorough scholarship, Lord Acton had industriously

You will recognize the pedagogic rule to “ take the child from his own collected an enormous private library, and, having no time to

ground and lead him out from that, " and , instead of having two or three
boys under every jacket,you will only have one if you make education a make money, found difficulty in keeping it going, and at last

real thing. At present there are two boys under every jacket - the active offered it for sale . Sold it was — to an unknown purchaser,

healthy boy, the tree -climbiny boy, who explores nests ,and who could be
interested so vitally in all Nature craft, but he is generally left outside who promptly vested the life use of it in the seller. On

the school; and inside you have the smug young lesson -learner and Lord Acton's death the owner - who was Mr. Carnegie, of
examination - passer, who doesn't know anything at all about these things,

This doublebut who is the joy ofhis teacher and the best boy in the school. You course - passed it on to Mr. John Morley.

often find the God-given naturalist of the next twenty or thirty years the stroke is really a very delicate and handsome manifestation
phenomenally dull boy of the school. One reason is that he isleft out of Mr. Carnegie's genius for donation and for the cultivation
side. The key of the new programme will be found in this , that there

may be an attempt to link together, as far as possible, the school interests of libraries. The quidnunes are already wondering what
of the child with his life interests . As Kipling says • Let a fellow sing

of the little things he cares about ” ; and let us bring these into the Mr. Morley will do with it, and volunteering suggestions

school. From the one subject , Nature study, I expect to see great con- that he may distribute portions of it here and there. But

sequences. It will be possible to make thework of the first class centre this is the officious helpfulness of advisers that do not
round this subject, and the subject -matter of the reading, writing, com

position, and (possibly ) poetry and singing, may all be suggested by the understand. Mr. Morley, if any man , may be trusted to
observation work done by the eager, interested children .

know very clearly what to do with his own library , and in

any case it is his own affair and nobody else's .

PROBABLY enongh the study will soon go a good way beyond

the first class. However, we need not dwell on that point LIEUT. - Col. JAMES BAKER, writing to the Times (August 19) ,

“ You may ask,” Mr. Tate went on,
“ what is the plan urges that the Universities should be utilized as the main

the Department is going to follow in trying to introduce this channel of entrance to the Army by military candidates . "

work ? ” Well , “ before we can have reformation we must Sandhurst has been shown to be very unsatisfactory : it

have formation .”
gives 170 officers to the Army annually at a cost of over

This is what is proposed. First, there will be a flexible and varied £51,000, and now the proposal is to get 240 a year out of it

syllabus. I will promise you that the syllabus will not be stereotyped at
all. If you prove three years hence that changesin the syllabus are at something like double the public cost . Join Woolwich , at

necessary, the changes will come. If a teacher says he is able to teach another £ 100,000 a year, and you get some 450 officers.

this or that particular branch of science rather than the one the Depart- The rest - about 1,000 are required-are to be looked for at

ment puts forward, let him demonstrate it, and he will have full liberty to

teach it . Even in the reading of the first class there is an alternative the Militia back door. To Col. Baker, and probably to

syllabus . If a teacher feels that he can do certain work in a certain way ,

and can demonstrate that itis a good way ,not only will he be allowed others, the system appears “ ridiculous and comical." He

to do it, but we will adopt it also . would look to the Universities . The Report of the Com

As to what is called freedom in teaching, “ the best result of mittee on Military Education “ proves conclusively that

teaching consists in bringing a class close to the personality officers who have passed their University course are more

of a fine teacher.” intelligent than those from Sandhurst and the Militia, and

But to justify freedom of teaching there must be a thorough system of that they are equally amenable to discipline ” ; and , on the
training teachers. We have not that at present. Wemust have these other side, it shows that, “ if a certain and sufficient supply
three things : a syllabus that is flexible and contains alternative subjects,

freedom to teach, and also some provision whereby young teachers are l of military candidates can be assured, the University will be

now.
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of

prepared to grant a special degree after three years' residence

SUMMARY OF THE MONTH .
and to fix the curriculum for that degree after intelligent

consultation with the Government.” The Government's

£ 200,000 a year would provide some 200 open scholarships abated rigour, supported by the notable reductionof the majority
The agitation against the Education Bill continues with un

of £ 150 a year each - the competition for which, open to the at Sevenoaks. We refer to the subject elsewhere .

whole Empire, " would give an immense stimulus to military

education ” —and leave a large sum for application “ to
The new clause with reference to school managers which Mr.

Balfour proposes to add to the Education Bill after Clause 15

technical education at the University and to camp instruction runs as follows:

of the military candidates, or to still further increasing the ( 1 ) The trust managers of the school shall be managers appointed

number of military scholarships."
under the provisions of the trust deed of the school ; but, if it is shown

to the satisfaction of the Board of Education that the provisions of the

trust deed as to the appointment of managers are in any respect in

All educationists that read German - perhaps we ought to for thepurpose,orthat there is no such trustdeed available,the Board
consistent with the provisions of this Act, or insufficient or inapplicable

say simply all educationists - should be interested in the of Education shall make an order under this section for the purpose of

“ Generalregister zu Heft 1-70 " of the “ Lehrproben und meeting the case.
( 2 ) Any such order may be made on the application of the existing

Lehrgänge aus der Praxis der Gymnasien und Realschulen managers of the school, made within a period of three months after the

( Williams & Norgate, for the Verlag der Buchhandlung des passing of this Act, and, after that period, on the application of the
Local Education Anthority or any other person interested in the manage

Waisenhauses , Halle a / S .). Here is a quarterly educational ment of the school,and any such orderwhereit modifies the trust deed
magazine ably conducted and written by the most eminent shall have effect as part of the trust deed , and where there is no trust

deed shall have effect as if it were contained in a trust deed . In

German practical teachers since 1884. Yet, under the head making an order under this section with regard to any school, the

Englisch ,” in this index to the articles of seventeen and Board of Education shall have regard to the principles on which the

education given in the school has been conducted in the past.

a half years , we find only five entries ; and among the names ( 3 ) Notwithstanding anything in any trust deed, the body of

of contributors we do not see a single English patronymic. managers appointed under this Act for a public elementary school not

Surely this is not as it should be. The editors expressly both for the purposes of the Elementary Education Acts, 1870 to 1900 ,
provided by the Local Authority shall be the managers of that school

invite co-operation from all quarters ; and they are open to and this Act,and, so far as respects the management of the school as a

contributions on all aspects of education—“ Principielle public elementary school, for the purpose of the trust deed.

Fragen," " Praktische Pädagogik ,” “ Theoretische Päda,
MR. BALFOUR, writing (August 18 ) to Mr. H. W. Forster, the

gogik ” ( in any subject ), and “ Verschiedenes.” If German Conservative candidate in the SevenoaksDivision of Kent, as to
writers fail to represent adequately the English movements alleged misrepresentations of the Education Bill, said :

in education , one may hope that some English writers will
The Education Bill finds a state of things which, so far as voluntary

schools are concerned, may, perhaps, be described as one in which ,

patriotically step in and supply the deficiency . And on our throughno fault of theirs, both secular and religious education is
side there is much to learn from this able periodical. largely administered by the clergy . This is the system which exists .

This is the system which, if the Bill be defeated , will continue. If, on

the cther hand, the Bill pass in its present shape, a new system will

It may be of some interest to recall the existence of the first time, pass under the complete control of a popularly elected
come into operation under which the whole of secular education will , for

three old foundations in Paris that long served, as in a body , in which one -man management ” will disappear, and the laity

restricted sense they continue to serve, the educational in- will constitute an immense majority of the local managers.

terests of certain British subjects in France. They date

back at least as far as the Reformation struggles, when that, if the Education Bill passes in its present form , it will leave
It is worth while now to recall Archdeacon Pelham's opinion

the action of pious founders led to the endowment of three behind it a sense of injustice in some quarters, and will not
separate colleges in Paris to train English, Scotch, and Irish offer a final settlement to the education problem . He considers

that the Church of England cannot hope , if the State undertakes
students for the priesthood. The revenues by which the the whole cost of maintaining the present voluntary schools, to

first two were supported have been diverted from the original retain all its old privileges. Personally, he would be content if
intention, and now go to enrich the treasuries of some French two points were secured to the present voluntary schools : (1) a

guarantee that religious instruction should always be given as a
diocesan seminaries . The Irish still enjoy the benefits of the necessary and essential part of the school curriculum ; and

endowment, and the Collège des Irlandais - situated on the ( 2 ) that a parish clergyman should have a right to enter a parish

south side of the Seine behind the Panthéon - at the present deacon does not wishto close any longer the doors of the presentschool and take his share in the religious teaching . The Arch

time educates and maintains some sixty students, most of voluntary schools to teachers that are not members of the Church

whom are boursiers. In the earlier years of the last decade of England. He isprepared to adopt a suggestion of the late

the numbers reached one hundred . The Superior and the ligious teaching should be arranged - a syllabus based on the
Bishop of Durham , that in all schools a simple syllabus of re.

members of the teaching staff are appointed by the Minister Holy Scriptures, and embracing the Creed, the Ten Command

of Public Instruction . The Scotch College was also situated ments, and the Lord's Prayer.

on the south side of the Seine, near the Ecole Polytechnique. During the month Cambridge has been occupied by an invasion

Associated as it had been from very early days with Scotch of Extensionist lecturers, students, and sight-seers, including a
Continental learning, it became in the seventeenth and the large contingent of foreigners, especially from North-Western

Europe. Among the lecturers have been several men of dis.
eighteenth centuries a centre of Jacobite influence ; and sometinction from the Continent-notably Prof. Vinogradoff, of

curious Stuart memorials are preserved in the chapel. On Moscow ; Prof. Erich Marcks, of Heidelberg; and Prof. Paul

an outside wall of the building then occupied—now the ambitious-nothing less than
Mantoux, of Paris . The scope of the work has been tolerably

Some Aspects of Life and

Institution Chevallier, an école libre preparing for the bacca- Thought in Europe and America in the Nineteenth Century."

lauréat- may still be seen a marble tablet bearing the
Tue inaugural lecture was delivered in the Senate House by

inscription : " Collège des Ecossois."
Dr. A. W. Ward, the Vice -Chancellor on August 1 . It was
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a comprehensive introduction to the History department of the With reference to certain notices which have appeared in the Press

proceedings, and treated of“Some Aimsand Aspirations of asto the recent educationalconference held at theColonialOffice,
European Politics in the Nineteenth Century. Prof. Westlake under the chairmanship of Lord Onslow, it is necessary to state that
next day took a similarly wide view in his “ Introduction to the the meeting was informal, and of a purely tentative character. It was

International History of Europe." Subsequent lecturers dealt called together at the request of the representatives of the University

with national movements, episodes, and conspicuous statesmen in of Oxford in order that they might inform themselves of the require

France, Austria, Germany,Italy, Russia , America ,and the East, mentsandwishes of the representatives of the Colonies.Theyshowed

as well as in England;and sectional meetings discussed points tives,and they expressly disclaimed any intention of in any way con
themselves most willing to meet the views of the Colonial representa

in search of “ the solution of the political problems of the present flicting withthe work or the claims of other Universities. It is fully

day ” at home.
expected that the friendly interchange of views which took place at the

Art, Literature, and Music were joined in a second department;
conference will lead to satisfactory results.

indeed, Dr. Waldstein insisted that the term “ Art ” includes the

other two-which is true in a way, no doubt. Mr. Gilbert, R.A. ,
MR . J. E. King, High Master of Manchester Grammar School ,

lectured on Sculpture ; Mr. Jackson, R.A. , on English Archi- on the occasion of the annual speech -day , remarked that Latin

tecture ofthe Past Century” ; Mr. East, A.R.A. , on ·Landscape and Greek had alwaystakena leadingplace inthesystem of
Painting " ; and decoration and furniture were not neglected. instruction of the school, and said that, in a day when many

Language, poetry, romance, and the drama were illuminated on critics seemed impatient of the survival of classical education, it

manysides; and Dr. Sidney Lee again expounded the principles was worth noticing that classics were still the backboneof the

of nationalbiography. Adventurous researchers even essayed to chief secondary schools of Germany, and were advancing by

lay bare the mysteries of heraldry and Wagner. leaps and bounds in America's favour. A few years ago they

sent more scholars in natural science to the older Universities,

In spiteof Dr. Waldstein's warning against the current fal. County Councils that some of the pupils that would formerlybut now therewere so many valuable scholarships offered by the

lacy that the nineteenth century is an age of science,” the neigh- have gone to Oxford and Cambridge preferred to go to Owens

bouring department wasdevoted to Physicaland Natural Science. College. Complaint was often made of the character of the
Prof. Darwin amazed his hearers with glimpses of modern

astronomical speculation ; Mr. Shaw discoursed on
Meteoro- teaching ofmodern languages in England.One great reason for

logy,” distinguishing “ prognostics ” from “ forecasts." but failing short amount of time manyboys spent at the school.
the want of improvement - at any rate, in Manchester - was the

In the

to control the perversities of the weather ; Prof. Sims Woodhead German Realschule,to which the modern side corresponds, a six

spoke admirably on Pasteur and microbes ; and, if the audiences
did not learn a vast deal about geology,' botany, colour-photo- years' course was gone through,as compared with ours ofthree

years.
graphy, and electro -chemistry, it was not the fault of the
lecturers .

PRINCIPAL HOPKINSON, distributing prizes at Macclesfield

Economics was to the fore, of course, with a department of its Grammar School, said he, for one, felt itwas impossib»le to carry
very own . Dr. Bonar reviewed modern socialism anditsrivals; on the work in the Universitieswith anything like success unless

Sir M. Grant Duff reminded us of Bagehot , a great force and a they were in very close relationship with secondary schools.
very distinctive writer ; Prof. Foxwell handled that most inter- They wanted their Universities to be influenced bytheexperience

esting article, the British pound sterling ; there was an elaborate
and knowledge of those who had been directly engaged in

survey of Ruskin's economic excursions ; and so we came down secondary education, in training the boys some of whom would

to the housing problem and the facts and the philosophy
pass on to the Universities ; and, on the other hand, the Uni.

versities would be glad if they could exert an influence on the
poverty in provincial towns.

secondary schools, whose methods had to be tested by the work

At last we reach Education, the fifth department of the their students did in the Universities. Hethought sometimes

syllabus . The Dean of Ely placed education in conjunction with schools on the subjectof teaching and preparing for the Uni
the Universities might give valuable hints to the secondary

poetry, and asked : “ What is the use of a poetº Happily he

found an answer ,and worked the poet's products into education from Universities , from parents, from popular speakers, and
versities. He believed there was a serious risk , under pressure

somehow, occupying himself with ideals, which, if rather difficult from writers in newspapers, of attempting in our schools too

to achieve, are good to entertain and aim at. Certain edu

cationalreformers were duly honoured - Arnold,Mann: Barnard, and urged thatamanwas all thebetter,whateverhisvocation,
early specialization. He warned his hearers against this danger,

Pestalozzi,and Herbart; the “ Reform Method ” ofteaching for having had a good classical training as a foundation . While
modern languages had an innings ; secondary education in
France was exhaustively expounded ; and Miss Ravenhill saw to it recognizing the utilitarian side of education, he urged the desir

that there was no neglect of hygiene.
ableness of inculcating in the minds of the young students a real

|love of intellectual pursuits for their own sake.

Last comes Theology. The relegation of the Queen of the

Sciences to the last department invites explanation , if not Hereford High School,and praising the results, pointed out thatTHE BISHOP OF HEREFORD, speaking at the prize distribution at

apology. Prof. Barnes discussed the Old Testament in the light allthe good work he had referred to was done at small cost in the

of the Higher Criticism , and assessed its “ present value in

terms of hope, confidence, and faith . Dr. Bethune-Baker con- way of salaries to the teachers. He hoped as the school grew

sidered the origin of Christian doctrines and their relation to and other resident teachers grow year by year into a larger item ,
more prosperous they might see the salaries to the Head Mistress

Christian ethics. Dr. Moulton dealt with Bible revision. Dr. because they knew whenthey talkedof the success of the school

Cunningham applied himself, in four practical lectures, to dif- and the good work which was being done they must never forget

ferent aspects of “ work .”

it was primarily and really due to the Head Mistress and her

Now, it will be understood that these departments ofstudy Councilof the school,buttheydidnot make it what it was.assistants. Certain gentlemen were privileged to be on the

It
were not gone through in succession , but that the subjects were

judiciously arrangedsoas to furnish a pleasing variety for every, and he hoped theymight get a largershare of the substantialwas the staff that made it , and they must have the credit for it,

day. But we have yet to notice the new -comer, Nature Study,

which neither had a department of its own nor was taken in by
rewards of it.

Education, but was stowed awayin an “ appendix ” to the syllabus.

Prof. Geddes gave half a dozen lectures, by wayof“ introductory Hall,Cardiff
, at a cost of some £ 7,000. There are sixty.one

It has been resolved to extend the accommodation of Aberdare

course,”and conducted some rambles in illustration . Four students,of whom nineteen are lodged outside. The increase has

college dons gave a practicalcourse daily forthreeweeksinthe been steady since the opening of the hostelin 1885, andhouse
University laboratories, and one of them put in acomprehensive after house has had to be added . The Cardiff University College

special lecture on “ Geography in its Physical Aspects ,” while
Miss Von Wyss gave three illustrative lessons. So Nature wasthefirst in Wales to open its classes to women on equal terms

with men.
study, after all , was well cared for.

The natural - indeed , inevitable - result of the now final decision
On the subject of the Colonial Office Education Conference, that the University College of North Wales shall be permanently

the following official statement has been issued : located at Bangor has been , says the Liverpool Mercury, that

.
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the associated institutions which have, as it were, grown around of Education inspection last year. Liverpool is “ practically with

the national college should themselves have been encouraged to out any educational endowments ” : buildings, staff, and ad

make arrangements, not, as in the past, for the near , but rather ministration are very inadequate ; and, “ owing to the great and

for the distant, future. Plans for new buildings, or for structural rapid extension of the city, it is probable that the old schools in

alterations in existing editices , which had been pigeon-holed the central portions are not conveniently situated for the large

while the great “ battle of the sites was proceeding, have once masses of population in the more distant parts.” According to

more seen the daylight. The experience of the past has gone to i English expert opinion ,” says the Board of Education report,

show that the location of the University College must be an im- there ought to be 13.700 children receiving secondary education

portant factor in determining the location of theological institu- in Liverpool ; according to the statistics of Hamburg there

tions. The Baptists were compelled to sell Pontypool in order to ought to be at least 18,000 to 20,000 children in that position :

enable their students to reside at Cardiff. The Congregationalists in fact, there are only 6,550, and , of these, ( 1 ) many are receiving

surrendered Bodiwan at Bala that their students might go to education at unrecognized, and possibly unsuitable, schools ;

Bangor. It is an open secret that the Memorial College at Brecon (2 ) others are non-residents ; and (33 ) an unduly small percentage

has been, in a sense, a white elephant since the establishment of are over twelve years of age.”

the national colleges. The existence of permanent buildings at

Trevecca and Bala has undoubtedly handicapped the Welsh The Court of Appeal has dismissed the appeal of the London

Calvinistic Methodists in making their arrangements for the School Board against the injunction granted by Mr. Justice Far

training of their ministerial students. It is but natural, there well restraining them from spending any portion of the rates on
fore, that the new lease of life which has been given to the the erection of a pupil-teachers' centre in Islington. The ex

University College at Bangor should have materially influenced penditure had been disallowed by Mr. Cockerton because ( 1 ) the
the fortunes of other educational institutions in the town . said sum was not paid in respect of the erection of a public ele

mentary school within the meaning of the Elementary Education

The Manchester Guardian (August 18) remarks upon the edu- | Acts ; (2) School Boards are not legally entitled to erect at the
cational generosity and activity of Welshmen as follows :- cost of the school fund schools or other buildings for the instruc

The authorities of the University College of South Wales and Mon- tion of pupil-teachers exclusively ; (3 ) the said sum was not ex

mouthshire are evidently determined at last to mike a supreme effort pended in the provision of accommodation in public elementary

to carry their great building scheme to a successful issue. It is cer schools for the district of the said School Board within the mean

tainly remarkable that in the great commercial district of which Cardiff ing of Section 5 of the Elementary Education Act, 1870, or any

is the centre not more than sixty thousand pounds should have been of the Acts amending the same; (4) the said sum was paid in

raised or promised since the first appeal for funds was made. But the respect of the erection of a building for the provision of educa

Council of the college has come to the conclusion that even with sixty tion in subjects not allowed, provided for, or recognized by the

thousand pounds it is possible to make a respectable beginning, Education Code ; (5) the said sum was paid in reference to the

although quite two hundred thousand pounds will be ultimately re, erection of a building for the provision of instruction of teachers,
quired. The acquisition of a free site in the Cathays Park has induced pupil-teachers, or other persons who do not form part of the

the college authorities to proceed at once to the work of building, and , educational staff of a public elementary school within the mean

challenged to high aimsby the finemunicipal buildings now in course ing of the Elementary Education Acts ; ( 6 ) the said School

of erection in the Park,they have sought counsel of some of the best Boardhad not any authority in law to pay the said sum andto

architectural talent in the country. The building which it is proposed
to pnt up immediately will only afford partial accommodation for the charge the same in their accounts as aforesaid. The Board had,

college, the intention being to transfer the arts departments, the however, gone on with the erection of the centre, and Mr. Justice

library, and the administrative offices to the new building, while Farwell had granted an injunction on the ground that such ex

the science departments will have to remain where they are until penditure was ultra vires until the auditor's decision had been set

sufficient money has been raised to complete the entire group of college aside. The Court now dismissed the appeal.

buildings. The activity of the Cardiff College authorities comes as a

reminder, and , in some respects, a reproach, to the Governors of the REFERRING to the arguments of Mr. Jenkins, K.C., for the

University College of North Wales. The gift of a free site by the Board, Lord Justice Vaughan Williams said he was not disposed

Bangor City Council, coincident as it was with the visit of the Prince to quarrel with the proposition that in a public elementary school
of Wales to the college in My, appeared to many to afford an excellent an education might be given to pupil-teachers, under the agree
opportunity for making an appeal to the country for contributions ments with them , which could not properly be described itself as
towards the new building fund. That opportunity has been lost , but itis to be hoped that, withthe commencement ofa new session in being merely elementary, but he saw nothing to lead him to the
October, the Bangor College authorities will seriouslyrouse themselves supposition that that education should not be given in the public

to a sense of their responsibility in this matter.
elementary school itself . To hold that the School Board had

power to establish a separate school for the instruction of pupil

The Carnegie Trust has now intimated to the Universities of school and of thenecessary building for that school upon the
teachers, and to charge the cost of carrying out that separate

Scotland its intentions in regard to the immediate application of local rates,would be entirely inconsistent with the judgment in

its funds other than those devoted to fees . In the meantime the
the Cockerton case . The force of what he had said was very

Trustees recognize that the pressing need of the Scottish Uni- much increased when one cametoconsider what was being done

versities lies in the direction of new buildings and better equip at this school. It was a school at which the average age of the

ment and teaching. Under buildings and permanent equipment scholars ranged from fifteen to twenty -four. It was a school to

Glasgow receives £ 3,000 per annum for the period of five years ; which scholars might come in from any district, from any part

Aberdeen (which has recently greatly extended its buildings), from which they chose to come, for education -- higher education,

£ 1.000 a year for apparatus; St. Andrews, £3,000 a year; and and not elementary. In giving judgment to the same effect,

Edinburgh, £ 3,000 a year. The grants for teaching, which are Lord Justice Romer said an argument had been based on the

partly only for present expenditure, and mainly to establish Confirmation Act of 1900, under which the Board had acquired

a fund which at the end of the five years period will constitute the site, among others; but that Act could not concern itself

the nucleus of a permanent endowment ineach case, are as with a question ofthe expenditure of the rates upon any valid or

follows:-Glasgow , £ 2,000 a year ; Aberdeen, £ 7,000 a year; invalid purpose at all. Lord Justice Mathew concurred , and theSt. Andrews, £ 1,500 a year ; Edinburgh, £ 2,500 a year. Το

injunction was made perpetual.
each of the University libraries an annual sum of £ 1,000 is given .

with the proviso that one -half of it shall be devoted to the
The writer of “ The Point of View " in Scribner commends

purchase of books available for all students. Edinburgh receives
£ 11 :00; Glasgow, £ 11,000 ; Aberdeen, £ 9,000; and St. Andrews. Mr. Rhodes's scheme of Oxford scholarships on the especial

£ 3,500. Collectively, these grants over the five years period ground thatit tends to “ Anglicizing ” rather than to “ Teuton

amount to a gift to Scottish education of £ 200,000. And the izing ” in education . He says :

scheme is so arranged that it is only a beginning of a process of In spite of (certain ) expert testimonies against Anglicizing in edu

subvention and encouragement that is destined to continue. cation, it is not deniable that scholarship is attainable at Oxford, nor

that an Oxford Don is more a man of the world , has much more of the

** terity " and rotundity of Mr. Rhodes's intended " all-roundedness"
In the July number of the Recoril, Mr. William Hewitt, B.Sc., than the corresponding Teutonic functionary. One would go to Oxford

Director of Technical Instruction , Liverpool, sets out the results with more confidence than to any of the German seats of special
of a preliminary inquiry into the provision of secondary edu- knowledge to exemplify the Anglo -Saxon iilea of a “ scholar and a
cation in that city, drawing freely upon the report of the Board | gentleman .” Doubtless proper methods of selection would find a

)
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hundred American youths to whose country the Anglican training of the study of moral and political sciences, including history,

would be beneficial . But how tremendous is the responsibility of the philosophy, law , politics, and economics, archæology, and philo

selectors !
logy. Of the original fifty -one petitioners, who, according to the

The chief recommendations of the Committee on Military draft charter,were to bethe first Fellows of the Academyand

Education and Trainingappointed in Aprillast year, to whose three have died - Lord Acton, Mr. S. R.Gardiner, and the Rev.
to elect a President and Council from among their own number,

Reportwe made recent reference, may be briefly summarized as A. B. Davidson. On theother hand,the nameof Lord Rosebery

follows :
has been added to the list. So the following forty -nine gentlemen

( 1 ) That the antecedent edncation of Army candidates should be of now become the firstFellows of the British Academy :

a general nature, that the maximum number of subjects to be taken up

should be limited to five ( or six in the case of candidates for Wool
The Earl of Rosebery ; Viscount Dillon, President of the Society of

wich ) ,and that theexamination be soframed as to ensure a thorough Antiquaries :Lord Reay, President ofthe Royal Asiatic Society : Mr.

grounding in the elem « ntaryportion of all subjects taken up:.,(2) That Mr. Lecky, M.P. ; Sir William Anson , M.P., Warden of All Souls Col
Arthur Balfour, M.P. ; Mr. John Morley , M.P.; Mr. James Bryce, M.P.;

the three examinations for Woolwich, Sandhurst, and for Militia can

didates should be amalgamated, and should be competitive for entry in the University of Oxford : Sir Edward Maunde Thompson, Director
lege, Oxford ; Sir Frederick Pollock , Corpus Professor of Jurisprudence

to Woolwich and Sandhurst, but qualifying only in the case of Militia and Principal Librarian, British Museum ; SirHenry Churchill Maxwell

candidates. ( 3 ) That Yeomanry subalterns shouldbe placed on the Lyte, Deputy Keeper of the Public Records ; Sir Courtenay Ilbert : Sir
same footing as Militia subalterns as regards their eligibility for com- Richard Jebb, M.P., Regius Professor of Greek in the University of
missions in the regular Army . ( 4 ) That officers of Militia and Yeo. Cambridge : Dr. Monro, Provost of Oriel College and Vice -Chancellor of

maory who havequalified in the entrance examination for Woolwich the University of Oxford : Dr. A.W. Ward , Masterof Peterhouse and
andSandhurst should be eligible for the competitive examination in Vice-Chancellor of the University of Cambridge ; Dr. Edward Caird,
military subjects for commissions in the Army . ( 5 ) That the entrance Master of Balliol College , Oxford : Dr. H. F. Pelham , President of
of University candidates into the Army, under rerised regulations, Trinity College and Camden Professor of Ancient History in the Uni

shonld be encouraged. (6) That the number of commissions offered versity of Oxford ; Dr. John Rhys, Principal of Jesus College and Pro
annually to the colonies should be increased. ( 7 ) That the existing fessor ofCeltic in the University of Oxford ; Rev.George Salmon, D.D. ,

military colleges at Woolwich and Sandhurst should be maintained, Provost of Trinity College, Dublin ; Prof. J. B. Bury , Regius Professor

but under revised regulations, and with an amended curriculum . of Greek in the University of Dublin ; Prof. S. H. Butcher, Professor of

(8 ) That the course at Sandhurst should be extended to two years. Greek in the University of Edinburgh ; Prof. Ingram Bywater, Regius

( 9) That at both Woolwich and Sandhurst the cadets should go into Professor of Greek in the University of Oxford ; Prof. E. B. Cowell,

camp for at least one month every summer . (10) Thatgreater induce. Professor of Sanscrit in the University of Cambridge ; Rev. William
ments should be offered to attract capable officers to take up instruc- Cunningham , D.D .; Prof. Rhys Davids , Professor of Pali in University
tional work . ( 11 ) That the system on which the examinations for College, London ; Prof. Albert Dicey, K.C., Vinerian Professor of Eng

promotion are now conducted should be amended with a view to secur. lish Law in the University of Oxford : Rev. Canon S. R. Driver, D.D.,

ing more practical tests and greater efficiency: ( 12 ). That the regula- Regins Professor of Hebrew in the University of Oxford ; Prof. Robin
tions under which officers receive rewards for proficiency in certain son Ellis , Corpus Professor of Latin in the University of Oxford ; Mr.

foreign languages should be amended . (13) That steps should be Arthur John Evans, Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum , Oxford ; Rev.

taken to reduce the expenses of officers in the Cavalry. ( 14 ) That A. M. Fairbairn, D.D., Principal of Mansfield College, Oxford ; Rev.

the supervision and control of military education throughoutthe Army Robert Flint , D.D., Professorof Divinity in the University of Edinburgh ;

should be entrusted to a general officer, with the title of Inspector- Mr.J. G. Frazer ; Mr. Israel Gollancz, University Lecturer in English in

General of Military Education, this officer being supplied with an the University of Cambridge; Mr. Thomas Hodgkin ; Mr. S. H. Hody
adequate staff and assisted by an Advisory Board . ( 15 ) That all pro- son ; Prof. T. E. Holland, K.C. , Professor of International Law and
motion should be by selection rather than by seniority . Diplomacy in the University of Oxford : Prof. F. W. Maitland, Downing

Professor of English Law in the University of Cambridge ; Prof. Alfred

Marshall, Professor of Political Economy in the University of Cambridge ;

THE REGISTER OF TEACHERS. Rev. J. E. B. Mayor, Professor of Latin in the University of Cambridge ;

Dr. J. A. H. Murray ; Prof. W. M. Ramsay, Professor of Humanity in

MODIFICATION OF REGULATIONS. the University of Aberdeen ; Rev. Canon William Sanday, D.D. , Lady

There has been published an Order in Council making certain Margaret Professor of Divinity in the University of Oxford :Rev.

modifications in the regulations for framing the Register of W.W. Skent, Elrington and Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the
University of Cambridge : Sir Leslie Stephen ; Mr. Whitley Stokes ;

Teachers.
Rev. H. B. Swete, D.D. , Regius Professor of Divinity in the University

In Sub-section (2 ) (i.) of Regulation 3 (which sets, forththe of Cambridge:Rev. H. F. Tozer: Prof. Robert Yelverton Tyrrell,Pro

conditions under which persons may be placed on Column B) , fessor of Ancient History in the University of Dublin : and Prof. James

after the words " for at least one year " there is inserted “ or in Ward, Professor of Mental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge.

the case of a student who has taken Honours in a final examina

tion for a degree after spending four academic years at some

University in the United Kingdom have undergone a course of CORRESPONDENCE.

training for two terms at least, taken continuously .” In Regu

lation 4 the period of four years from the establishment of the (we do not hold ourselves responsible for theopinions crpressed by our
Registration Authority is substituted for three years as the

correspondents .---Ed. E.T.]

period within which an application to be placed on Column B is

to be made thereunder.

In Appendix A the following words are added at the end of the
THE HALF -YEARLY MEETING .

second sentence, in reference to women teachers : or that under To the Editor of the Educational Times .

the conditions prescribed by the Delegacy for Local Examina
Sir , In your report of my reply to the various speakers who

tions she has ( 1 ) passed the second public examination of the

Examination for Women in Modern Languages. In Appendix © said was not to the point.

University, or (2) has obtained Honours at the Oxford University addressed the meeting on the subject of my resolution, you omit
an important word. I said that very much of what had been

the Higher Certificate of the National Froebel Union is added to

the list of diplomas to be accepted as showing efficiency in before the meeting the draft of any amendment or rider. No
It was open to the members to send to the Secretary seven days

teaching amendment, however, was then tendered. Yet at the meeting

itself much of the discussion bad no reference to the principles

THE BRITISH ACADEMY. involved in the resolution , but to certain details or additions

which might be considered desirable.

Last January there were published the petition presented to This point I desired to emphasize in the statement I have

the King for the incorporation of the British Academyfor the quoted, while, at the same time, I called the attention of members
promotion of Historical, Philosophical, and Philological Studies , to the fact that the Council would be in a better position to

and the names of the distinguished signatories, fifty -one in num . suggest such emendations if they accepted the main principles

ber. These were contained in the London Guzetle of January 14, set forth in the resolution .

and it was announced that the petition had been referred to a Unfortunately, there were certain influences in operation at the

Committee of the Privy Council. His Majesty has now been meeting which obscured the result; and I am still oſ opinion

pleased , acting upon the advice of this Committee, to accede to that the majority of members of the College and ofthe Council
the petition and to grant to the British Academy a Royal Charter. are in favour of a settlement of the question on the main lines of

According to this Charter, the Academy aims at the promotion the Government measure.
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A SELECTION FROM

CASSELL'S EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

I regret the course the College is taking. If, owing to in

sufficient support on the part of educational bodies like our own,

the Bill be ultimately withdrawn, a further period of suspense will

supervene, to be followed by the introduction of a measure likely

to be far less acceptable to private teachers and others than the

one now before the House .

It is futile to expect that every possible guarantee can be

crowded into an Act of Parliament. These guarantees, in the

main , must be earned by the efficiency of our work , that they

may be furnished by a discerning and appreciative public.

I am . Sir, & c., J. O. BETAX.

Chillenden Rectory, Dover, August 21 , 1902 .

(We regret the accidental omission of “ not . ” — ED ., E.T.]

THE COLOUR-BOX SUPERSEDED.

CASSELL'S BRUSH WORK SHEETS .

12 Sheets in a Packet . Price 3d. per packet.

Six Tablets of Colours for Brush Work given on each sheet.

Four Specimen Sheets sent post free to any Teacher on receipt of id. Stamp.
9

CASSELL'S

“ EYES AND NO EYES " SERIES.

By ARABELLA B. BUCKLEY ( Mrs. Fisher ) .

With 48 Full- page Coloured Plates and other Illustrations expressly

executed for this work by Mr. A. FAIRFAX MUCKLEY. Handsomely

bound, cloth gilt , with gilt edges, 3s. 60 .

-runs

A HISTORY OF ENGLAND .

By H. 0. ARNOLD -FORSTER, M.A.

Fourth and Revised Edition . From the Landing of Julius Cæsar to

the Present Day. 852 pages, copiously illustrated , cloth, 5s. ;

or, superior binding with gilt edges, 6s. 6d.

THE TEACHERS' REGISTRATION COUNCIL .

THE REGISTRAR'S TENURE .

To the Editor of the Educational Times.

Sir , I am extremely obliged to you for publishing my letter

of the 13th ult . I am still without an answer to my letter of the
7th of June.

The declaration that I was referring to - and which can be

found, as far as my knowledge goes, in all schemes for schools

made by the Charity Commissioners , as follows : - " I,

A. B., declare that I will always, to the best of my ability, dis

charge the duties of Head Master of School during my

tenure of the office, and that, if I am removed therefrom , I will

thereupon acquiesce in such removal and relinquish all claims to

the mastership and its future emoluments, and will deliver up to

the Governors, or as they direct, possession of all property of the

school then in my possession or occupation.”

I am informed by a barrister that to acquiesce in removal

renders attempts to get legal redress futile. In what worse posi

tion can a head master or the Registrar be than to find that he

can be dismissed when he is clearly in the right and his dismis

sors in the wrong ?

And to show that such may be the case with head masters , I

would refer you and your readers to two sentences which occur in

paragraph 133 of Part III. of the Secondary Education Commis

sion Report :- “ One of our witnesses went so far as to urge the

maintenance of the present system on the ground that “ a school

is a monarchical institution ,' nor would he give to the head the

right of appeal which he refused to the assistant teacher. Admit

ting that there might have been cases in which the dismissed

head master was in the right and the governing body in the

wrong , he still maintained that in the long run it was better not

to limit the latter's authority, as · hard cases make bad law. '

The word “ clearly " can be found in the Minutes of Evidence

which gave rise to the above passage. — 1 am , Sir, & c . ,
THOMAS ALLEN .

Woodbury, Malvern Link, July 22 , 1902 .
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Art Painting Books.

LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN WATER COLOUR. By J.

MacWHIRTER , R.A. With 25 Coloured Plates . Oblong crown 4to,

cloth gilt , 5s .

MARINE PAINTING IN WATER COLOUR. By W. L.

WYLLIE , A.R A. With 24 Coloured Plates. Oblong crown 4to ,

cloth , 5s .

french.
CASSELL'S FRENCH DICTIONARY. 615th Thousand.

1,150 pages. Cloth , 3s. 6d .

“ Cassell's French Dictionary has become a standard work in this country, being

used in the best schools, recommended by many of the first professors of the day,

and generally found a referencebook of thehighest value and importance ."' - Daily
Chronicle .

CASSELL'S LESSONS IN FRENCH. Cheap Edition. Revised

by James BoIELLE, B.A. Parts I. and II . , ls . 6d . each . Complete

in one vol., 2s . 6d . KEY , 18. 6d .

“ After a careful examination of this revised edition we cordially recommend it

as a very suitable book for pupil-teachers and candidates generally preparing for
examination in French ." - Pupil Teacher .

FRENCH LESSONS IN FRENCH. By F. P. DE CHAMP

TASSIN, B.-és - L ., B. - ès - Sc . , French Master at the Chelsea Poly

technic . 2s .

An up -to -date Book on the newest lines.

Latin .

CASSELL'S LATIN DICTIONARY. 132nd Thousand. Cloth,

3s. 60 .

The aim of the revisers of ' Cassell's Latin Dictionary ' has been to adapt the

work to the requirements of the middle forms of public schools. In pursuance of

this aim they have omitted a large number of archaic or post-Augustan words, and

have rewritten nearly all the important articles. The historical and geographical

notices have been increased in number , and etymologies have been added . ” —
Educational Times .

THE NEW LATIN PRIMER. By Prof. J. P. PostGATE . 17th

Thousand. Cloth , 28. 6d .

“ A more concise, comprehensive, and intelligent grammar for the use of all but

advanced students of Latin cannotbe desired ." -- Votes and Queries.

THE FIRST LATIN PRIMER, By Prof. J. P. PostgaTE .

Cloth , 1s .

LATIN PROSE . By M. A. BAYFIELD, B.A. Cloth, 2s . 6d.

German .

CASSELL'S GERMAN DICTIONARY. 277th Thousand.

1,201 pages . Cloth , 38. 6d .

“ The English -German portion of this Dictionary is very full, and great pung
have been taken to supply the correct German synonymns for English words and
phrases. In this respect the book before us has a distinct advantage over most

German Dictionaries, and will afford valuable and necessary help in the study of

German composition .” — School Guardian.

FIRST LESSONS IN GERMAN READING. By A. Jagst.

Illustrated . Cloth , 1s .

Cassell's E lucational Catalogue will be sent post free on application .

CASSELL & CO ., LTD ., LONDON , AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

“ SLIPSHOD ENGLISH .”

To the Editor of the Educational Times.

SIR ,-May I offer a few remarks concerning a passage in your

article on Slipshod English in the Educational Times of

June 2 ? The writer says :

Embarras de richesses may be good French , but it is rarely heard on
the other side of the Channel. Littré knows it not, and we have

searched in vain for an instance in a French author - except that we

did light on one in Voltaire.

May I point out (subjectto correction)that Voltaire's phrase is

l'embarras des richesses," and not “ embarras de richesses." It
occurs in “ Le Droit du Seigneur,” Act 11. , Sc. vi. (Le Chevalier) ;

and this I have verified. The same phrase also forms the title of
a comedy by Soulas d'Allainville (published in 1735 ). If

“ embarras de richesses " is not good French, “ l'embarras des

richesses ” is; and at all events it is given as an illustrative

sentence in Bescherelle's dictionary, latest edition.-- I am , Sir,
&c . , E. LATHAM .

61 Friends Road , E. Croydon, June 21 , 1902.

P.S. - There are some interesting remarks anent bilingualism
in P. G. Hamerton's " French and English .”

[ No ; not “ Voltaire's phrase,” but “ a phrase of Voltaire's .”

The verification of the use of one expression by Voltaire does not

negative our statement that we lighted upon another - which ,

unfortunately, we cannot put our finger on at the moment. - Ev.

E.T.]
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MESSRS . RIVINGTONS LIST
RIVINGTONS COMPLETE COURSE OF DUHAMEL AND MINSSEN'S COMPLETE RIVINGTONS' SINGLE TERM LATIN

ENGLISH HISTORY TEACHING FOR COURSE OF FRENCH PROSE COMPO- READERS . With Notes, Exercises , and Veoabu

SCHOOLS, & c . SITION.
laries.

1. An Elementary History of England .
FIRST TERM . – Three Books, of equal difficulty. 8d .

each .

1. First Steps in Reading and Composition .
For the use of the Lower Forms of Schools .

First Book , Second Book , and Third Book .

By CYRIL RANSOME, M.A., late Professor of i
An Introduction to French Pronunciation SECOND TERM . – Three Books, of equal difficulty .

Modern History, Yorkshire College, Victoria
and Reading, with Continuous Narratives

ls . each . First Book , Second Book , and Third Book .

University,

THIRD TERM . — Three Books , of equaldifficulty. ls .

Small fcap. 8vo, with Maps
for Translation into English and into French ,

each . First Book, Second Book, and Third Book .

and Plans , 18. 9d.
80 arranged as to teach the Commonest

FOURTH TERM . - Three Books, of equal difficulty.

2. A Class Book of English History.
Parts of Speech and the Commonest Tenses 1s. each . First Book , Second Book , and Third Book .

For the use of Middle Forms of Schools ,
of Verbs. FIFTH TERM.— Three Books, of equal difficulty, 1s. 4d .

By J. DCHAMEL, M. ès A. 3s . 6d .

Training Colleges, Army, Intermediate, and

each . First Book , Second Book, and Third Book.

A French Version, 5s , 2d. net , to Teachers only.

Oxford and CambridgeLocal Examinations,
SIXTH TERM . - Three Books, increasing in difficulty.
9d , each . First Book , Second Book , and Third Book .

the CentralWelsh Board , Irish Intermediate , 2. A Primer of French Prose Composition .
Scottish Leaving Certificates, &c . With Including an Elementary Syntax , the

RIVINGTONS' SINGLE TERM GREEKMaps, Plans, Lists of Important Dates , Irregular Verbs, 150 Easy Pieces for Trans
READERS . With Notes and Vocabularies. 9d . each .

Subjects for Class, Blackboard Illustrations, lation , and a Complete Vocabulary . FIRST TERM. -Three Books of equal difficulty.
Chief Names, Notes and Index. By J. DUHAMEL, M. ès A. , and B. MINSSEN, First Book , Second Book , and Third Book .

By ARTHUR HASSALL, M.A., Student of M. ès A. , Assistant Masters at Harrow
SECOND TERM. - Three Books of equal difficulty .

Christ Church , Oxford . Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .
School. 2s . 6d . First Book , Second Book , and Third Book .

3. An Advanced History of England . A Master's Key, 5s , 2d. net , to Teachers only. THIRD BOOK. – Three Books, of equal difficulty .

For use in Upper Forms of Schools and in
First Book , Second Book , and Third Book.

3. A Book of French Prose Composition for

Colleges .

By CYRIL RANSOME, M.A. One Vol.
Middle Forms. Including Noteson Syntax, THE MODERN GERMAN SERIES .

the Irregular Verbs, numerous Idioms and

Crown 8vo, with Maps and Plans, 78. 6d. Phrases, 150 Pieces for Translation , and A Primer of German Grammar. 2s. net .

May also be had in Two Periods :

Period I.-To Elizabeth, 1603.

complete Vocabulary. By J. DUHAMEL, Primary German Exercises. 28. net.
4s.

Period II . -To Victoria , 1895. 4s . M. ès A. , and B. MINSSEN , M.ès A. 38. 6d . A First German Writer. 38. 6d .

A French Version , 5s , 2d . net, to Teachers only .
A SHORT HISTORY OF GREECE .

A German Version, 6s . 2d . net , to Teachers only .

For the use of Middle Forms of Schools . | 4. Advanced French Prose Composition . With Beginners' Texts. 6 vols. 9. each net.

ByW.S. Robinson , M.A., formerly Assistant Notes on Syntax, Translation ,and Idiom , Elementary Texts. 7 vols. 1s. each net .

Master at Wellington College . followed by Exercises with Notes and Lists Advanced Texts. 8 vols . 2g . each net.
Small fcap . 8vo, with Maps and Plans, 3s . of Selected Words.

A detailed List of these Texts may be had on

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. By J. DUHAMEL, M.ès A. 48. 6d . net . application to the Publishers.

For the use of Middle Forms of Schools . [ Forming a Volume of the Modern French " Series. ]

By W. S. Robinson, M.A.
A French Version , 6s . 2 .. net , to Teachers only . HANDBOOKS OF PRACTICAL SCIENCE.

Small fcap . 8vo , with Maps and Plans, 3s . 6d . In Three Books, published separately.

A PRIMER OF LATIN GRAMMAR.
THE MODERN FRENCH SERIES.

I. MENSURATION , HYDROSTATICS ,ANDHEAT.

By W. MODLEN , M.A., Classical Master at
-II. CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS. - III. EXPERI
MENTAL MECHANIOS.

St. Jobn's College, Hurstpierpoint. With A Primer of French Grammar. By G. H.WYATT, B.Sc., A.R.C.Sc., Science Master

a Preface by F. B. JEVONS, M.A., Litt.D., ' By A. A. SOMERVILLE . 28. net . at Emanuel School , Wandsworth Common . Crown

Principal of Bishop Hatfield’s Hall, Durham . Primary French Exercises.

8vo , 9d. each .

Crown 8vo, 28. 6d. Or, separately :
ELEMENTARY INORGANIC CHEMISTRY .

Latin Accidence . ls .
1s . 6d . net.

Latin Syntax. ls . 60 .
By A. A. SOMERVILLE . -NON -METALS. By S. R. TROTMAX, M.A., F.I.C.,

A French Version, 5s. 2d , net , to Teachers only.
Science Master in the High School, Nottingham .

LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION . Crown 8vo . With Diagrams. 2s .

For the Middle Forms of Schools. A Primary French Translation Book . “ An attractive little volume, simply worded , clearly
printed , and plainly illustrated ." -Nature.

By M. A. NORTH, M.A., Assistant Master at By W. Lyox and G. LARPENT. 2s . net.

Clifton College, and A. E. HILLARD, M.A.,
ELEMENTARY INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

11 vols .Beginners' Texts . 7d , each . -METALS ,

Head Master of Durham School.

By S. R. TROTMAN , M.A. , F.I.C.

Crown 8vo. With Diagrams. 2s .

Crown 8vo, 3s 6d . Elementary Texts . 11 vols . 9d . each .* " An admirable first course . " -- Scotsman .

A Latin Version, 6s. 20. net, to Teachers only .
“ Cannot be too highly commended." Aberdeen

Journal.RIVINGTONS' LATIN UNSEENS. 12 Books . Intermediate French Translation Book.

( a ) One to Six , for alternative use ( of equal
By W. S. Lyox . 2s . 6d. net .

ditficulty ), each containing about sixty to Intermediate Texts . 13 vols .
RIVINGTONS' JUNIOR MATHEMATICS.

18. each *

seventy pieces of Prose and Verse , for Fourth
Adapted to the Preliminary, Junior, and Senior

Cambridge and Oxford Local Examinations, to theForms of Schools ;and( 6 ) Seven to Twelve, Advanced Passages for Unseen Translation.
2s . 6d . net.

Central Welsh Board , Irish Intermediate , Scottish

for Fifth Forms.
By H. C. STEEL. Leaving Certificates, and other similar Examinations.

Edited by E. H. C. Smith , M.A. , Assis ant Morceaux Détachés d'Auteurs Contemporains.
By H. G. WILLIS, M.A., Senior Mathematical

Master at Manchester Grammar School.

Master at Clifton College .
By J. W.J. VECQUERAY. 38. net.

The Books are divided into Two Parts, each contain

Small fcap . 8vo, 6d. each , net . ing Three Sets of Two parallel Series, One Series

A LATIN VERSE BOOK.
| Advanced French Prose Composition.

comprising a Term's work.

For Preparatory Schools. By A. H. THOMAS,
A copy of the Answers separately will be given gratis to

By J. DUHAMEL. 4s . 6d . net . authentiated Teachers whose pupils are using in their

M.A., Crescent House School, Brighton . A French Version, 6s. 2d . net , to Teachers only .
classes copies of the Books. Applications to be made by

Crown 8vo , 38. 6d . these Teachers direct to the Publishers.

A Latin Version , 5s . 2d. net, to Teachers only. Advanced Texts. 15 vols . 25. each . *
Algebra . Part I. Without Answers, 18.;

GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION FOR
A detaileil List of these Terts may be had

with Answers, 1s. 40 .; Answers only , 4d .

SCHOOLS . By M. A. North , M.A., and on application to the Publishers. CONTENTS : Evaluation Addition, Subtraction ,

A. E. HILLARD, M.A. Crown 8vo , 3s . 60 . Multiplication , Division - Brockets - Equations -

A Greek Version , 6s , 2d . net , to Teachers only . Problems Factors, Highest Common Factor,

EXERCISES IN THE SYNTAX
Quadratics - Fructions.

AND FIRST EXERCISES IN FRENCH PROSE.

IDIOMS OF ATTIC GREEK. With Notes and Vocabularies .
Algebra. Part II . Without Answers , 18 .;

with Answers , 1s . 4d . ; Answers only, 4d ,
Containing 104 Exercises, 3 Appendices , By H.C. BENBOW, B.A. , Cargilfield , Cramond

and Vocabulary. By W. H. D. Rouse, M.A.,
CONTENTS : Factors, Highest Common Factor, Lowest

Bridge, Midlothian. Crown 8vo , 3g . 6d . Common Multiple - Fructions- Equations of First

Head Master of the Perse School , Cambridge, and Second Degree - Symmetry -- Involution , Evolu

und J. M. SING , M.A. , Assistant Master at
GERMAN PROSE COMPOSITION . tion - Indices, Surds-- Ratio, Proportion , Variation

St. Edward's School, Oxford .
For Middle and Upper Forms of Schools. - Progressions.

Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d . By R. J. Morich . Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d .
Parts I. and II . , in One Volume, complete , 28 .

without Answers ; 2s . 60. with Answers ; Answers

A Greek Version, 6s. 2d . net , to Teachers only . A German Version , 6s. 2d . net , to Teachers only . only , complete in One Volume, 6d .

RIVINGTONS, 34 KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON
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FROM MR . MURRAY'S LIST .

"

MR. MURRAY'S NEW SERIES.

THE SOIL. By A. D. HALI, M.A., Principal of the South - Eastern INTRODUCTION TO ZOOLOGY. By W. B. BOTTOMLEY,
Agricultural College . Professor of Botany at King's College, London University, and Professor of

This volume is the first of a group of textbooks intended for the use of students Biology at the Royal Veterinary College. [ Immediately.

in Agriculture . Other volumes , which will be duly announced , will deal with
“ Plant Physiology," Manures ,' &c. [ Immediately . INTRODUCTION TO POETRY. (Poetic Expression , Poetic

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY. Lectures on Method, with Truth , the Progress of Poetry .) By LAURIE MAGNUS, M.A. Fcap. 8vo, 2s .

Illustrations, for Teachers and Pupils. By MABEL A. MARSII.28. [Just out.
Designed to convey the elements of taste and judgment in poetry by the natural

This manual is especially recommended for use in Training Colleges and for
or direct method of literature teaching.

the guidance of Teachers in Elementary Schools.
" He has brought to the task a critical taste and judgment almost as refined and

often as illuminating as that of Ruskin . " -- Yorkshire Post.

INTERMEDIATE FRENCH GRAMMAR AND OUT

LINES OF SYNTAX . With Historical Notes. By G.H.CLARKE, M.A., PLATO'S REPUBLIC, By Prof. Lewis CAMPBELL, Hon . Fellow

of Hymers College, Hull, and L. R. TANQUEREY, B.- és - L . Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d . of Balliol College , Oxford . With Illustrations. fcap. 8vo , 2s .

[ Just out. Prof. Campbell has done good service in writing this excellent book . " -- Spectator.
“ The work of teachers who know their business , know what points mustbe “ An excellent addition to the 'Home and School Library .' .. The sketch of the

insisted upon and what must be ignored or just touched upon . In particular we purpose and development of Plato's work is adinirable." -- Morning Post.

admire the skill with which just enough philology has been introduced ,

type is clear, and the general appearance of the grammar attractive . - Journal of A FIRST COURSE OF CHEMISTRY. Br J. H. LEONARI,
Education .

Author of “ A First Course of Practical Science." With numerous Diagrams.
COMMERCIAL GERMAN. In Two Parts . By Gustav HEIN , Fcap. 8vo , Is . 6d .

I'niversity of Berlin , Lecturer inGerman (Honours) to the University of Aber
an excellent little book for young students, ... expounded with admirable

deen , and MICHEL BECKER, Professor of Modern Languages in the Ecole simplicity and good order, . a valuable introduction to experimental knowledge

Alsacienne, Paris , of the constitution of things. " - Scotsman .

PART I. With a Map. Crown 8vo , 3s . 60 . [ Immediately .

Adapted for the use of students in commercial and continuation classes . ELECTRIC WIRING. A Primer for the use of Wiremen and

CHRONIQUE DU RÈGNE DE CHARLES IX. By
Students. By W. C. CLIXTON, B.Sc. Lond ., Demonstrator in the Pender

Laboratory, University College , London . With 80 Illustrations and a selection
PROSPER MÉRIMÉE. Prepared and Edited for the use of Schools by Prof.

of Worked Examples. Fcap. 8vo , ls . 6d . [ Just out.
ERNEST WEEKLEY, M ...., University College, Nottingham . With Historical

and brief Grammatical Notes and a Critical Essay . Crown 8vo , 2s. 6d .
Written with particular reference to the requirements of the Examinations of the

City and Guilds of London Institute.
[ Immediately.

The above Volumes belong to Mr. Murray's New Series of Secondary The above Volumes belong to Mr. Murray's Home and School Library, of

Education Text- Books, of which a list will be sent on application . which a list will be sent on application .

• The
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Mr. Murray begs to call the attention of Students of the

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

to the following Works suited to the Examinations in the

Faculty of Economics and Political Science, including Commerce and Industry .
WORKS BY SIR HENRY S. MAINE, K.C.S.I. THE USE AND ABUSE OF MONEY. By W. CUNNING

HAM, D.D. , Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge ; Professor of Economic

ANCIENT LAW ; its Connections with the Early Science, King's College, London . Crown 8vo, 3s .

History of Society , and its Relations to Modern Ideas . Sixteenth “ To bring political economy down from the region of abstraction as Dr. Cunning

Edition . 8vo , 9s . ham does, and to make it applicable to individual conduct, is not only perfectly

POPULAR GOVERNMENT. Four Essays . I. Prospects of legitimate, but a most fruitful and useful form of study. The whole book is worth
reading, butespecially the last chapters.”'-- British Weekly.

Popular Government.- II. Vature of Democracy:-III. Age of Progress.
IV . Constitution of the United States . Fifth Edition . 8vo , 78 , 6d . A SHORT HISTORY OF COINS AND CURRENCY.

INTERNATIONAL LAW. The Whewell Lectures delivered
By Lord AVEBURY, F.R.S., & c . With many Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo , 2s .

... a treatise as fascinating as a romance .' Outlook .

at Cambridge in 1887. 8vo, 7s, 6d .

A GENERAL HISTORY OF EUROPE, 350-1900 .

CHINA : Her History, Diplomacy, and Commerce, By OLIVER J. THATCHER and FERDINAND SCHWILL, Authors of “ Europe in

from the Earliest Times to the PresentDay. By E. H. PARKER , Professor of the Middle Ages.” Revised and adapted to the requirements of English Colleges
Chinese at the Owens College ; Acting Consul.General in Corea , Nov., 1886- and Schools , by ARTHUR HASSALL, M.A., Christ Church , Oxford . With

Jan., 1887 ; Consul in Hainan, 1891-2 , 1893-4 ; and in 1892-3 Adviser in Chinese Bibliographies at the end of each Section . With Maps, Genealogical Tables.

Affairs to the Burma Government. With 19 Maps, &c. Large crown 8vo, Crown 8vo , 9s .

STUDENT'S HISTORY

“ Mr. E. H. Parker brings to bear upon his subject an experience, an amount of
OF MODERN EUROPE.

personal insight,and a capacity for criticism so musnal as to endow his pages with
From the Capture of Constantinople by the Turks, 1453 , to the Treaty of Berlin .

an intrinsic merit practically unequalled .” - Pall Mall Gazette.
1878. By RICHARD LODGE, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Brusenose College,

Oxford . Fourth Edition , thoroughly Revised . Crown 8vo , 7s , 6d .

ENGLISH COLONIZATION AND EMPIRE. By A. “ This is a work of sterling merit. It is an exhaustive compendium of the facts
CALDECOTT, M.A. (Camb. and Lond .), Professor of Logic and Philosophy at of the last four centuries, and at the same time an histoire raisonné of the develop .

King's College, London. With Maps and Plans. New Edition. With a new ment of the modern European State system . It is characterized throughout by
chapter bringing the work entirely np to date, by F. A. KIRKPATRICK , M.A. , great clearness and masculine common sense." - Oxford Magazine.
University Extension Lecturer . Crown 8vo , 3s. 6d .

STUDENT'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF
AN HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF GREATER BRITAIN .

THE GROWTH OF THE EMPIRE .
ENGLAND. From the Accession of Henry VII. to the Death of George II .

By A. W. JOSE.
By HENRY HALLAJ , LL.D. Crown 8vo, 7s , 6d .

With many Coloured and other Maps and Diagrams. Crown 8vo , 6s.
HALLAM’S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENG

COMMERCIAL KNOWLEDGE. A Manual of Business
LAND, Chapters I.-IX. Bound together in One Volume for the special

Methods and Transactions. By ALGERNON WARREN . Crown 8vo, 2s. 60 .
use of Candidates for the London L'NIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS. Crown 810, 5s.

This text-book of landelsuissenschaft includes chapters on Supply and

Demand ; Free Trade and Protection ; Partnership ; Companies, Syndicates, ELEMENTS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. By JAMES

and Trusts ; Principal and Agent; Contracts ; Banking; Transit; Insurance ; BOXAR , M.A., LL.D., Author of " Malthus and his Work ," Philosophy and

Tariffs : Employers' Liability; Commercial Travellers; Consuls, &c . Political Economy," &c . Crown 8vo . Shortly.

**The bookshould be used in every senior class both of our Board andprivate
schools, andas an introduction to business life it should prove of great value."- THEORIES OF TAXATION. By G. ARMITAGE SMITH , Prin

Statist . cipal of the Birkbeck Institute . Crown 8vo. [ Shortly.

88 net.

PRACTICAL SPANISH. A Grammar of the Spanish Language,
with Exercises, Materials for Conversation, and Vocabularies. By Don FER

NANDO DE ARTEAGA, Taylorian Teacher of Spanish in the University of
Oxford . Two Parts , Crown 8vo , 7s . ód . Just out.

THE GREEK THINKERS. A History of Ancient Philosophy .

By Prof. THEODOR GOMPERZ, of Vienna l'niversity, Hon . LL.D. Dublin , & c .

Vol . I. Translated by LAURIE MAGNU'S, M.A., Magdalen College , Oxford .

Deiny 8vo, 14s. net .

" Such an excellent reproduction of so important a foreign work on one of the

greatest of themes is an event in its way." --Spectator.

Vol. II. Socrates, the Socraties, and Plato. Translated by G.G. BERRY,

M.A. , Balliol College, Oxford . [ In the press.

NATIONAL EDUCATION. Essays towards a Con

structive Policy. Edited by LAURIE MAGNUS, M.A. , Magdalen College,

Oxford . 8vo, 7s, 6d , net ,

EDUCATION AND EMPIRE. Addresses on Topics of the

Day. By R. B. HALDANE, K.C. , M.P., LL.D. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

THE SCHOOLMASTER. A Commentary upon the Aims and

Methods of an Assistant Master in a Public School. By A, C. BENSOx, of Eton

College. Crown 8vo, 5s , net .

LONDON : JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, W.
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NEW & FORTHCOMING BOOKS

Designed to cover the requirements of the

REVISED LONDON MATRICULATION SYLLABUS .

ADVERTISEMENT SCALE.

Whole Page - Ordinary £4 10 Position £ 5 10 0

Half Page 2 10 0 3 0 0

QuarterPage
1 10 0 1 15 0

Per inch in broad column ( hall widthof page 0 7 0

Narrow Column (one-third page) 2 0 0

General Scholastic Advertisements (Colleges , Schools , Classes , Tuition , &c. ), 38. 6d .

for 6 lines, or 48, 6d . the inch .

Situations Vacant and Wanted - 30 words or under, 28. ; each additional 10 words, 6d .

(For ls, extra, Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, and will be forwarded

post free .)

CURRENT EVENTS.

At University College, London , session 1902–3

Fixtures. of the Faculties of Arts and of Science will be

opened on Tuesday, September 30 ; introductory

lecture at 3 p.m., by Prof. J. D. Cormack . The session of

the Faculty of Medicine will be opened on October 1 ; in

troductory lecture at 4 p.m., by Mr. Percy Flemming.

Matriculation English Course. By W. H. Low, M.A. Lond ., and

JOHN BRIGGS, M.A. Camb., F.Z.S. 38 6d.

This book contains grammar, analysis , composition , précis-writing ,

and paraphrase.

Matriculation Latin Passages. Being a selection of Prose aud

Verse from the best Latin writers . Edited by B. J. HAYes , M.A.

Lond . and Camb. 38. 6d. Key, 3s . Ed. net . [In preparation .

Matriculation Latin Unseens. Being the Passages set for Trans

lation from Uuprescribed Books, 1875-1902. 1s .

Tutorial Greek Course . [In preparation .

Matriculation Modern History. Being the History of England,

1485-1901, with some reference to the Contemporary History of

Europe and Colonial Developments. By C. S. FEARENSIDE, M.A.

Oxon . 3s. 6d.

Matriculation Geography, Physical and General.

The New Matriculation Algebra. Being the Tutorial Algebra,

Elementary Course , adapted to the London Matriculation Revised

Syllabus and containing a Chapter on Graphs. By RUPERT

DEAKIN, M.A. Oxon . 3s . id .

Matriculation Advanced Algebra and Geometry . Edited by

Wm. BRIGGS, LL.D., M.A. 4s. 6d . [ In preparation .

The New Matriculation Chemistry. Being the Tutorial Chemistry,

Part I., with Matriculation Supplements on Metals and their Com

pounds and the Chemistry of Daily Life . By G. H. BALLEY, D.Sc.

4s. 60 .

Matriculation Physics : Heat, Light, and Sound .
By R. W.

STEWART, D.Sc. Lond., and John Don , M.A., B.Sc. Lond . 4s . Ed.

The New Matriculatio
n

Botany. By A. J. EWART, D.Sc. 8s. Bd .

The Educational Commission to America, under the

leadersbip of Mr. Alfred Moseley, C.M.G. , sets out this

month . The party will visit New York, Newhaven ( Yale ) ,

Boston (Harvard ), Philadelphia, Baltimore ( Johns Hopkins ),

Washington, Pittsburg, Chicago, Ithaca (Cornell), Syracuse ,

and Albany, inspecting the most important educational

institutions and industrial works.

The examination for the Brotherton Sanscrit Prize at

Cambridge will take place on Saturday, November 29. Can

didates must be graduates of Cambridge under the standing

of M.A. Apply to Prof. Cowell, 10 Scroope Terrace, Cam

bridge, on or before November 15 .

*

The Froebel Society's classes for kindergarten teacher's

and students will be resumed at St. Martin's Schools,

Charing Cross, on September 27 .

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS'

EXAMINATIONS, 1903 .

SUITABLE BOOKS IN THE UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL SERIES .

Caesar . - Gallic War, Book IV . By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and T. R.

MILLS, M.A. Oxon . Text and Yotes, Is . 6d. Vocabulary, 1s .

Euripides -Medea . By J. THOMPSON , M.A. Camb., and T. R. MILLS, M.A.

Oxon. Text and Notes, 3s. 6d.

Lorace.-- Odes, Book 111 . By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and B. J.

HAYES , M.A. Camb. and Lond . Text and Notes, ls. 6d. Vocabulary, Is .

Livy . - Book XXI. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . Text and Notes , 28. 60.

Vocabulary, 1s. 60.
Vergil.--Aeneid, Book VI. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . , and B. J.

HAYES , M.A. Text and Yotes , Is . 6d. Vocabulary, 1s.

MR. S. G. SINCLAIR and Mrs. W. P. Sinclair

Endowments . have given £ 1,000 to University College,

Liverpool, to establish an entrance scholarship

in Arts, as a memorial to the late Mr. W. P. Sinclair, who

was one of the founders of University College and for many
years an active member of its Court of Governors.

** *

AFTER consultation with Mr. Astor, and in accordance with

his wish , the Council of University College, London, has

resolved to endow the Chairs of Pure Mathematics and

History, and to name them the “ Astor Chairs ." In con

sequence of this endowment, the department of History will

be reorganized and a Lecturer in Ancient History will be

appointed. The Council has also received £ 1,000 from the

Rev. Thompson Yates for the permanentendowment of the
department of Economics, and other smaller sums have been

received for the same purpose. The department has con
sequently been reorganized (see " General " ).

6

*

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS,

1903.

Caesar. - Gallic War. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. , in collaboration with

F. G. PLAISTOWE, M.A., and others. Books IV. , V. , VI. Text and Notes,

ls. 60. each Book . Vocabulary , ls, each Book .

Euripides. -Medea . By J. THOMPSON , M.A. Camb., and T. R. MILLS, M.A.

Oxon. Text and Notes , 3s. 6d .

Lomer.-- Odyssey , Books IX ., X. By J. H. HAYDON, M.A. Lond . and

Camb., and A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . Text and Notes, 2s . 60.

Lorace.-- Odes, Books III., IV . By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon ., and

others, Text and Notes , 1s. 6d. each . Vocabulary , 1s. each .

Vergil . - Aeneid , Book VI. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon . , and B. J.

HAYES , M.A. Text and Notes, 1s. 68. Vocabulary, 1s.

Chaucer . - Prologue of the Canterbury Tales. By A. J. WYATT, M.A.

Lond . and Camb. 18.

Full Catalogue of the University Tutorial Series, and Lists of Books suitable for

the following E.raminations, free on application :

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS, and Oxford and Cambridge Locals,

London University (containing the SpecialSubjects for Matriculation , Inter.

Arts, and B.A., 1903, and MATRICULATION NEW REGULATIONS)

SOUTH KENSINGTOV, &c.

The Rev. HENRY LATHAM , M.A., late Master of Trinity

Hall , Cambridge, bequeathed £ 6,000 to the scholarship

fund of the college, and a considerably larger sum to other
college purposes.

King Edward's SCHOOL FOR Boys, Birmingham , bas re

ceived £ 1,000 from two Old Edwardians - Mr. C. and Mr. J.

Vernon Pugh --to build a new laboratory.

The Hon. Mrs. HARDCASTLE has presented £100 to King

Edward's School, Bury St. Edmunds, to found a prize for

English Literature in memory of her late husband, a former

scholar. For many years Mr. Hardcastle represented Bury

in Parliament, and on several occasions gave such a prize to

his old school.

London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.C.
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Honours .

The Imperial University of Tokyo, Japan , has offer twelve scholarships of the yearly value of £ 10, open to

conferred on Dr. Henry Dyer the title of Emeritus all boys attending elementary schools in Bethnal Green.

Professor, in recognition of his services to science

and education in Japani during the time he was Principal

and Professor in the Imperial College of Engineering. PROF. Sir GEORGE GABRIEL STOKES, Bart.,
Vacancies

and Appointments.
F.R.S. , President of Pembroke College ,

Cambridge, has been elected Master of

The Royal Commissioners for the Exhibi- the College in succession to the late Rev. Dr. Searle. Sir

Scholarships. tion of 1851 have made a number of appoint- George has just entered his eighty -third year. He was

ments to science research scholarships for Senior Wrangler and First Smith's Prizeman in 1841 , and

the year 1902 , on the recommendation
of the authorities of has been Lucasian Professor of Mathematics since 1849. He

the several Universities and colleges that sent up the ap- has had honorary degrees conferred upon him by Oxford,

pointees. The scholarships are of the value of £ 150 a year, Edinburgh, Dublin, Glasgow, and Aberdeen Universities, as

and are ordinarily tenable for two years (subject to a satis- well as by Cambridge . He representedCambridge Univer

factory report at the end of the first year) in any University sity in Parliament from 1887 to 1892. His principal studies

at home or abroad, or in some other institution approved and researches have been in physics and mathematics , especi

by the Commissioners
. The scholars are to devote them- ally in connexion with light, which was the subject of his

selves exclusively to study and research in some branch of Burnett Lectures , published in 1887. He was a member of

science the extension of which is important to the industries the first Commission for a Teaching University for London,
of the country A limited number of the scholarships are and he was President of the British Association in 1869,
renewed for a third year where it appears that the renewal and President of the Royal Society 1885–90 . He is enrolled

is likely to result in work of scientific importance. in the Prussian Order Pour le Mérite.

third year .

At Gonville and Caius College, a law and history student- Ar University College, London, Mr. C. P. Sanger, Fellow

ship of the annual value of about £ 100 a year has been of Trinity College, Cambridge, has been appointed Lecturer
founded upon the benefaction of the late Mr. Frederick in Public Finance ; Mr. G. Udny Yule, Newmarch Lecturer

Ramadge, M.A., barrister-at -law , formerly Fellow of the in Statisties ; and Mr. A. C. Pigou , Fellow of King's Col.

college. The studentship is open to all members of the lege, Cambridge, Jevons Memorial Lecturer .

college that have kept not less than nine or more than fifteen Mr. W. G. Hartog has been appointed Assistant to the

terms, and will be tenable for one year. It will be awarded Professor of French, and thus the advanced work of the

at Midsummer, 1903, and thenceforward in alternate years. department will be considerably extended .

Failing candidates whose subject is law or history, it may be Prof. Brandin has been appointed to hold the Chair of

awarded in respect of some other branch of literary study. Romance Philology in conjunction with that of French, and

It will not be awarded by the result of a competitive Prof. Priebsch (University Professor of German) to hold the

examination . Chair of Germanic Philology in conjunction with that of

German .

At the same college the regulations respecting the Frank

Smart Fund and the Shuttleworth Fund have been amended. PROF. H. G. ATKINS , M.A., King's College, London , has

The Frank Smart Studentship of £ 100, founded in 1887 been appointed (London ) University Reader in German .

for the encouragement of botanical research , is open to

all members of the college that have kept not less MR. JAMES BLACK BAILLIE, B.A. Camb., M.A. and D.Phil.

than nine or more than fifteen terms . It is tenable for Edin . , LecturerIt is tenable for Edin . , Lecturer on Philosophy at University College ,

two years, but may in certain cases be given for one year Dundee, has been appointed Profe-sor of Moral Philosophy

only, or may in special circumstances be continued for a in the University of Aberdeen , in succession to Prof.

The governing body of the college may, if no Latta. In 1899 he gained the Shaw Fellowship in Philo

suitable candidate belonging to the college presents himself, sophy, open to all Scottish graduates of not more than five

offer the studentship pro hac rice to other members of the years standing. He recently published a work entitled'

University. The studentship will not be awarded by the “ The Origin and Significance of Hegel's Logic : a general

result of a competitive examination. From and after Mid- Introduction to Hegel's System .”

summer, 1904, there will be established at this college a

Shuttleworth Studentship of the annual value of about Mr. J. Graham KERR, M.A.,ofChrist's College , Cambridge,

£ 110 for zoology or physiology or ( failing candidates in has been appointed Professor of Natural History in the

these subjects) some other branch of natural science . The University of Glasgow, in succession to Dr. Young.

regulations for election and tenure are the same as for the

Frank Smart Studentship. DR . BENJAMIN MOORE , Lecturer in Physiology in Charing

Cross Medical School , bas been elected to the Johnston Chair

Ar Trinity Hall the regulations for the Latham Prize have of Bio -chemistry in University College , Liverpool.

been amended . A prize of £4 will in future be offered in Moore was educated at Queen's College, Belfast, and studied

each term open to any member of the college under eleven at Leipzig under Ostwald and Ludwig. He was five years

terms from his matriculation term . No one shall take the on the staff of University College , London, under Prof.

prize more than once in three consecutive terms. Schäfer, and for some time held an appointment in Yale

University. He has done much original work .

The Technical Education Board of the London County

Council will award about 275 Junior County Scholarships On the nomination of the President of the Board of Edu

( say, 160 to boys and 115 to girls ) in December. The cation, the City and Guilds of London Institute have added

examination will be held on Saturdays, October 18 and the following members to the Examinations Board of the

November 8 ; or, in case of conscientious objection to Satur- Institute's Department of Technology, as representatives of

day, on Mondays, October 20 and November 10. Apply, the Board of Education :-Mr. G. R.Redgrave, Assistant

by September 20, on form to be obtained at the Board's Secretary to the Board of Education ; Prof. C. le Neve

Offices. Foster, F.R.S. , Professor of Mining of the Royal College of

Science ; Mr. J. H. Reynolds , M.Sc., Principal of the Muni

The Governors of the Parmiter's Foundation School | cipal School of Technology, Manchester ; Mr. S. H. Wells,

*
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Principal of the Battersea Polytechnic, London ; and Sir the Board of Education, or in Poor Law schools or certified reformatory

John Watney, Honorary Secretary, or industrial schools, will be placed on Column A of the Register

without further application. All other certificated teachers not coming

The President of the Board of Education has appointed apply to the Registrar, Teachers' Registration Council, 49 and 50
under the above descriptions who wish to be placed on Column A must

James WalkerHartley, M.A. of Trinity College, Cambridge ; Parliament Street, London, S.W. No special form will be supplied,

Benjamin Beck Skirrow, M.A. of University College, Ox- but applicants must clearly state full name, address, date of becoming
ford ; and Frederic William Westaway, B.A. of London certificated, and name of last public elementary school in which they

l'niversity, to be Inspectors under the Board of Education .
were employed.

The Rev. Ernest NEWSOM, M.A., Vice- Principal of King's
The Board of Education has issued the Regulations and

College, London, has been elected Reader at the Temple Syllabus for the King's Scholarship Examination, 1903

Church .
( December 15-18 ) .

* *

* *

**

course on

course on

* *

*

* *

Mr. J. W. CritchLEY, M.A., Rector of the High School, ments of University College,London, containing particulars.
The new prospectus of the various faculties and depart

Stirling, has been appointed Rector of Dumfries Academy.
of the new curricula required by the organization of the

internal side of the University of London , is now ready.

MR. GEORGE LOwson, M.A., F.E.I.S., mathematical master

in the High School, Stirling, has been elected Rector, in suc In the reorganized Department of Economics at University
cession to Mr. Critchley.

College, London , next session , Prof. Foxwell will give a
general course of Economics and Economic History.

Literary

Mr. C. P. Sanger will lecture on Public Finance ; Mr. G.
“ HISTORICAL Essays, ” by the late Bishop

Items.

Stubbs , being introductions to certain volumes UdnyYule on Statistics ; Mr. A. C. Pigou , on the Associa

of the “ Rolls Series , " have been edited by Mr.tion of Employers and Employed , Arbitration, and Concilia

Arthur Hassall , M.A., and will presently be published by British Constitution and its relation to the Constitutions of
tion . Prof. Montague will give a course on the existing

Messrs. Longmans & Co.
other Countries. Prof. Macdonell will give a

MESSRS. LONGmans also have in the press a volume by International Law ; and Prof. Whittaker a

Prof. J. C. Bose, M.A. Cantab ., D.Sc. Lond., of the Presid- Industrial and Commercial Law .

ency College, Calcutta, entitled “ Response in the Living

and Non -Living.” The work “ describes experimental in
King's College, London, proposes to establish a hostel for

vestigations on animal, vegetable, and inorganic substances students after the model of the Toynbee Hall hostels.

regarding their response to stimulus. " It is an amplification

of paper's read before various learned societies in London NOTTINGHAM ought to be particularly proud of one sentence

and Paris. in the University Colleges Inspectors' report :- “ Though

the students of Nottingham University College are drawn

from all classes, the opportunities specially afforded to young
MESSRS. GEORGE BELL & Sons have in the press two new

working men of ability and promise are very consider
volumes of the “ Cambridge Mathematical Series,” which

will embody the recommendations of the Committee on
able, and from this point of view we think that the collegethe

Teaching of Mathematics appointed by the Mathematical visitedtoaPeople's University ."
exhibits the nearest approach of all the colleges which we

Association . The first is a volume of “ Examples in

Algebra,” by Mr. C. 0. Tuckey , an assistant master at PRINCIPAL BEBB wants £ 20,000 to place Lampeter CollegeCharterhouse. The other is an “ Elementary Geometry

on a better footing.
(comprising the substance of Euclid , Book I. , 1-48 ; Book III . ,

1-34 ; and Book IV. , 1-5 ) , by Mr. W. M. Baker and Mr. THE number of candidates at the recent Oxford Local

A. A. Bourne, assistant masters at Cheltenham . Both will Examinations was 11,079, as against 10,337 last year .
Of

be ready for use after the summer holidays. these 7,647 obtained certificates . as against 7,015 in 1901 .

The Rev. U. Z. Rule has prepared “ Graduated Lessons
The University of St. Andrews awards 127 L.L.A.

on the Old Testament,” which will be issued in three small

volumes for school use by the Oxford University Press early 9:29 candidates ,as against 962'in 1901; 1,424 papers were
diplomas this year. For the May examinations there entered

this month .

written, and there were 803 passes and 190 honours.

MESSRS. A. & C. BLACK will publish immediately
A “ COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT," providing a three years

Book of Jubilees ”—the oldest commentary on Genesis and

part of Exodus - edited, with introduction and notes,by the course, has been established at Clark University (Worcester,

Rev. Prof. Charles, Trinity College, Dublin .
Massachusetts ), and will be inaugurated on October 1 under

the direction of Mr. Carroll D. Wright, Ph.D., LL.D.

MR. ExEAS MACKAY, of Stirling , announces “ Bell the Cat ;

or, Who destroyed the Scottish Abbeys ? ” by John Jamieson.
A SPECIAL supplement to the Schoolmaster of August 16

The polemical title refers to the main purpose of the book- consists of a great array of “ Facts and Figures for the

" an effort to controvert the popular belief that the sacred Education Bill Discussions . ” While very opportune and

editices were destroyed by the Reformers.” The work will useful for the special purpose, it has also a more permanent

deal with much ecclesiological and historical matter of wide value for future discussions on the educational system .

interest ; and it will be illustrated .

The Modern Language Quarterly for July has some very

pertinent criticismsof papers set in recent examinations in
The Teachers' Registration Council make the French and German, and a most useful “ list of recent pub

General .
following announcement : lications " (November 1 , 1901, to June 15 , 1902) .

All certificated teachers known to the Board of Educa .

tion to have been employed since January 1 , 1901, in elementary

schools , training colleges, or pupil-teacher centres, under inspection by St. Mary's COLLEGE, PADDINGTON, has been recognized by

9

*
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*

*

*
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the Board of Education as a training college for secondary thoroughly ( French ), and usually two, the second being English.
teachers. Again, it was pointed out to me by no less a person than

Admiral Alexieff, the Commander - in -chief of the Russians,

The Board of Education has just issued three more upon one occasion when discussing this subject at Port Arthur

at the close of the campaign, that the system of military educa
extremely instructive volumes of " Special Reports on tion in Russia and Germany did not emphasize the necessity of

Educational Subjects ”—a thin supplement to Vol. VIII., on acquiring a knowledge of English ; it did , however, insist upon a

“ Education in the Netherlands” (5d.), and Vols. X.and XI., very perfect knowledge of French as an essential qualification of
on “ Education in the United States ” ( 23. 3d . and 2s . 6d .). officers in the higher grades of the service . It should be remem

bered that, even to-day, French is the language of diplomacy and

the language of polite society on the Continent. Why the

MODERN LANGUAGES IN THE ARMY : A CONTRAST, British officer chooses to remain ignorant of even an elementary

knowledge of the Gallic tongue when the officers of every

By A WAR CORRESPONDENT.
military power in Europe make it their medium of mutual under

At this moment, when the question of the education of officers standing it is difficult to conceive.

has attracted the attention of a Government Commission , the Excuse
may be found for the ignorance of French and German

experiences of one who, as a special war correspondent in China, by officers of our Indian Staff Corps, as the hard study which
enjoyed peculiar facilities for observing the linguistic attainments they devote to acquiring their very remarkable knowledge of the
of British and foreign officers may not be altogether without languages of India may, perhaps, help them to forget their
interest. There is no doubt that in knowledge of foreign previous knowledge of French and German ; but , in regard to

languages the British officers that were in China were singularly the officers from England detached for special duty and presum

deficient, and, in comparison with the officers attached to the ably distinguished for some more particular qualification, there
German, French, and Italian expeditions, were distinguished by should be no occasion, just as there is no excuse, for linguistic
their ignorance of those European tongues that have hitherto ignoraorance. French was certainly the language whereby com

been considered essential features in modern education . It was munications were exchanged in China, although attached to the

frequently explained to me by our Indian officers that their long various headquarters were officers capable of acting as inter
residence in India had caused them to forget the European preters. There were one or two connected with British head

languages they had crammed for the purpose of passing their quarters in Pekin ,and others were found seconded for duty with
military examination , while the superficial character of the the executive staffs of the different brigades; but, apart from

papers set at these examinations shows that the tests for German these men, who certainly boasted an easy tluency in French and

and French do not carry the students sufficiently into the heart German, there was a distressing lack of such knowledge among
of the language to enable them to retain any material knowledge other officers.

of it . In my professional capacity I joined the steamer con- It became my good fortune to be associated for some months

veying the German Ambassador from Europe to China, and with | with an Indian cavalry regiment whose officers were men admir

him I found a very representative staff of officers whose achieve- jably suited to their work - muscular and courteous sons of

ments in the matter of French and English contrasted very Britain, but not distinguished in any remarkable degree for a
favourably with those subsequently revealed by our own men. knowledge of European languages. There were three in this

Moreover, from the beginning such as were ignorant of English regiment and a few in the other regiments composing the expedi
spent the voyage in studying books for the purpose of familiar- tion whowere able to speak , to read and write, and to translate
izing themselves with the intricacies of our tongue, while upon in French and German ; and one soon got to know who they

their arrival in Tientsin, and when the position ofaffairs gave were, their unusual capacity at once throwing them into pro
them the time at a later date, there were many German and minence. I know only one British officer among those in the

French officers that were at the pains to study English with the expedition in Pekin who could speak French , German, Italian,

assistance of daily tutors from the English settlement in that and Russian ; he was also very familiarwith many of the dialects
treaty port. I do not suppose that there is any single case where of India - Captain Holman, D.S.O., Railway Staff Officer in
a British officer endeavoured by any means in his power to brush Pekin . A colleague of this officer, Major Griffiths, spoke French

up his defective knowledge of French or German. In prepara- and German with admirabıle precision. Again, there was one
tion for the language difficulty, however, the officers of the other, a subaltern in the same regiment,who spoke fluent French ,

Italian expedition, as well as those of the German expedition, and was studying Russian . These three men, however, are fixed
seem to have been supplied with small dictionaries and elemen in my mind by thefact that they spoke foreign languages ; the
tary treatises upon our language. These they carried with others were only able to converse in their mother tongue and

them , and, whether they were the result of private purchase or in the tongues of India.
official distribution I do not know , but there is no question of So long as the executive officers are distinguished for their

the fact that the volumes were very much in evi nce .
ignorance of the languages of Europe, it is a little unfair to drop

The French officers explained their ignorance of English by the too heavily upon officers in the junior branches of the service.

remark that everybody spoke French . It was quite true,with Linguistic ignorance is a distinguishing feature of the British

the single prominent exception of ourselves, for the British officer, and this contempt for foreign languages has, I am sure ,

officer was distinguishable by the fact that he was ignorant of played an important part in reducing the mental capacity of the

French. No special effort had been made by the French, German, class. It is impossible for any one to assert that the British
or Italian headquarters to secure the services of men especially officer is distinguishable for his brains ; the higher in the service

familiar with the languages spoken by the units of the allied he climbs the more stupid does he become; and in China the

forces. It had been a part of their routine training, and was in absolute ignorance of men whose military rank showed that they

no sense extraordinary. In relation to our own men, it would not were possessed of at least fifteen years' service was so appalling

appear that the advisability of their being familiar with one or that it was impossible to avoid feeling humiliated by the remark

other of the half -dozen tongues spoken by the forces of the able superiority of the junior officers in the expeditions of the

Allies was taken into account. The military representative of other allies . It was , however, frequently noticed that the

the Government of India attached to the staff of Field Marshal Germans did not speak very much English ; but then , as I have

Von Waldersee (who spoke French and English ) spoke most already mentioned . they did speak French,while our officers did

lamentable French and German ; I understood, however,that his not possess any other medium of conversation than their mother

knowledge of Russian was quite useful, at least equalling, if not tongue. In regard to the Russian officers , where they were

surpassing, that knowledge of French which was possessed by ignorant they were boors pure and simple ; but, on the other

the lady from India who found herself more easily understood by hand, the educated Russian officer is distinguished for his

the French when she spoke in Hindustani. However ,with the culture and politeness as much as for his intellectual capacity.

exception of those officers who were acting as interpreters to the There was a Russian staff officer upon the steamer that conveyed

chief and brigade headquarters, this ignorance was not in any way the German Ambassador to China who spoke English, French ,

remarkable, as,if the united knowledge of French and German German, and Italian, who coulă sing English comic songs by
possessed by the staffs of the eight or nine British generals in the score, and it was his practice in the evening to entertain his

China had been collected , I do not think it would have enabled Excellency with recitations from French comedy, while upon

any one of them to pass the most elementary paper possible to very many occasions he would sit down and sing songs in any of

set in French or German. Upon the other hand, the staff officers four different tongues. He was , indeed , remarkably versatile,

attached to the German expedition all spoke at least one language and this versatility I found repeated in many of the superior
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officers in the Russian service . Admiral Alexieff spoke French , notions, and afterwards put himself under more stringent rules

German, and English ; Colonel Gromchesky, the Governor -inevitably hampers him in comparison with Frere ; but, taking

General of Mukden , spoke French , German , English, and together the virtues of accuracy and spirit, and looking at the

Chinese ; Colonel Pitoff, who held an important administrative sustained effort of two whole plays , we cannot hesitate to award

command in Manchuria and conducted the expedition down the Mr. Rogers the first place among translators of Aristophanes.

river to Newchwang, spoke French, German, and English. In Here and there, indeed, one does not at first sight readily follow

short, it was the usual practice of the Russian officers to be able to the meaning ; but such cases are very exceptional,and they are

converse in four European languages, just as manyGerman officers all but unavoidable in a difficult translation . The Greek , how

spoke Russian, French, and English or French and English. I am ever, is at hand to remove the temporary obstruction when it does

quite certain that there was not one field officer in fifty of the Ger- occur, and in another edition the author may easily clear theway.

mans who could not speak perfect French . The Italians all spoke The introductions deal concisely with the main considerations

French ; very many spoke good English . The French spoke relative to each play. The introduction to " The Frogs," for
English and German and Latin . Many Russian , German, example, includes some pointed remarks on the choral metres, and

French, and Italian officers had been to school in England. I the introduction to the “ Ecclesiazusæ ” maintains, against Mr.

made the acquaintance of fire Russian officers who had been at Haigh, that no women were present at the performance of a comedy
Eton . in the time of Aristophanes. The running commentary under the

In effect, the desirability of furnishing the officers of our text is able and luminous and rich in suggestion, while textual

military and naval services with opportunities for acquiring criticism is relegated to appendices. Mr. Rogers will probably

greater fluency in the French and German tongues as well as not be regarded as satisfying the highest scholarship at all

technical skill in their profession, aside from the emphatic points; but his book will be warmly received by all readers that

declaration of the recent Commission, has been made quite clear. care little for technical minutia and much for a genial renewal

But in the light of the scathing report of the Commission, it is to of acquaintance with the substance and manner of the great poet.

be hoped that the present character of our military examina- The work is eminently popular, while the scholarship , if not the
tions will be reformed at once into accord with the require highest, is yet high. It forms an excellent introduction to

ments of the service. Unfortunately, it is not to be expected Aristophanes for those that are unable to tackle the original

that any good will accrue to the nation at large from the many Greek . In view of this great service, one may readily put aside

exposures of radical defects in our military system brought the pedantry of criticism , and heartily welcome the prospect of
about by the war. Lack of education in time past has been a an English Aristophanes.

tradition of the English people, and, if there be one thing that

will go a longer way than a little British Army, it is our insular
THE “ ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.”

contempt of those standards of education which distinguish the The Ner Polumes of the Encyclopædia Britunnica. Vol. IV .

training of officers in the armies of other Powers. (being Vol. XXVIII. of the complete work) . (A. & C. Black

It is to be devoutly hoped that immediate reforms may con- and the Times .)

summate the findings ofthe recent inquiry, but it must not be The fourth volume commences with “ Electricity ” and ends

supposed by the public that this realization of the rottenness of with “ Gladstone.” The prefatory essay, by Sir Leslie Stephen,

our military educational system is anything new . It has been surveys “ The Growth of Toleration .' However one may dissent.

apparent long since, while foreign critics have drawn attention from the writer at points, one cannot but recognize the clearness

to it upon innumerable occasions. Albeit, if in the larger spirit and moderation of his exposition of the tendencies observable.

of patriotism that has animated our executive officers the needs He admits that “ the existence of any creed or institution is a
of military education have been forgotten, it is at least comfort- prima facie ground and justification ," and that “ the longer they

ing to know that the pattern of the latest gaiters and the colour have thriven thegreater the presumption that they have had some

of the new putties elicited the warmest commendation in the utility.” He reviews the ob -tacles to liberty of conscience,

seats of the mighty. Anxious as the great mass of the nation examines the meaning of authority," and considers the practical

may be upon the subject of the necessary improvement in the applicatious in religion , education, politics , science,and economics ;

education of our officers, they may confidently accept the assur- and he shows how the intellectual horizon has widened, changing

ance that,at least by the conclusion of the next war, the heads of the historical and philosophical basis of argument. In religion,
His Majesty's War Office will have received sufficient data upon there is , " he says, " at least an agreement that a simple creed

this very interesting subject to enable them to arrive at an must be tested upon the widest appreciation of the whole process

encouraging and engaging conclusion as to whether the proposed of intellectual development; that the only authority which can

repairs are worthy of their further consideration. This much permanently demand assent is the gradual convergence of belief

most certainly is assured, and for the moment there-- and there under the freest possible play of thought, and that every honest

only — can the question be left . ANGUS HAMILTON. phase of opinion has a right to a fair hearing, and may be of

some use even if only by provoking the exposure of its own

fallacy." There are very comprehensive and important articles

RE VIE WS. on England and Wales, Europe, France, and Germany, and less

extensive, but full and careful, accounts of such smaller regions

as Finland, Florida, and Georgia . England indeed is naturally
AN ENGLISH ARISTOPHANES.

treated at considerable length under separate heads- Geography,

The Comedies of Aristophanes, edited , translated, and explained. Statistics, History, Church, Bible, Law, Literature. Among men
By Benjamin Bickley Rogers. In six volumes . Vol . V.: of eminence are Emerson , Fawcett, Fechner, Fitzgerald, Flaubert,

ix. The l'rogs; X. The Ecclesiazusä . (Sm . 4to, pp . xlvii . +274, Forster, Freeman, Froude, Gambetta, Giers , and Gladstone.
xxxviii. +238 . 15s . Bell . ) There are many fresh and able articles on great branches of

The favourable reception of his former editions and transla- science - Electricity ( in various aspects), Embryology, Ethics,
tions of single plays has encour ed Mr. Rogers to essay a Evolution , Fourier's Series, Analytic Functions, Fungi, Gas,

complete issue of Aristophanes. The present volume, though Geography,Geology,Geometry. The practical world is repre

fifth in order, is the first of the series published ; and we have no sented in Elevators , Embroidery, Engines, Engraving, Finance,
doubt it will prepare a warm welcome for its successors. The Fire and Fire Extinction, Fisheries, Forests and Forestry,

barest justice to Mr. Rogers requires thatweshould keep in mind Fortification, Friendly Societies, Furniture, & c . There are some

the extreme difficulty of the task he has undertaken . The notable articles on legal, ecclesiastical, commercial, and social

translation involves not merely the representation of the sense of matters. The mass of shorter paragraphs by nameless writers

the text,butthe reproduction of the metres and the transference must be commended for intelligent selection and accuracy , as
of the volatile spirit of a very free, wayward, and intractable well as the larger expositions by writers of eminence. The high

original. The rendering of the choruses in any tolerable form of level of excellence is not affected by particular criticisms that

English might well give pause to the most lively confidence; but may be offered here and there. It is somewhat surprising, for

what can be done with such an example as the penultimate chorus example, that “Sylvester Bonnard " should not bementioned in

of the “ Ecclesiazusa " ! On the whole, we consider that Mr. connexion with . Anatole France ; that Jordan's “ Die Nibe

Rogers has been remarkably successful. Read the English page lunge” has but “ a certain rugged grandeur "; or that Nietsche

without regard to the opposite Greek, and you undoubtedly should be set on such a high pedestal, and no mention should be
receive an excellent impression of the verve, sparkle, and tone of made of Dr. Tille's translation of his works . The illustrations

the original drama. The close adherence to the text - though we ( portraits, sketch -maps, plans, & c .) are numerous and good, and

are rather inclined to think that Mr. Rogers set out with freer the full-page pictures are finely reproduced.

;
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AN AVERICAN COMPENDIUM OF GEOGRAPHY. not the intracranial localizations of sound independently accom

( 1 ) North America. ( 2) Europe and other Continents. By R. S. plished ?--and “ these experiences are as genuinely aulitory

Tarr and F. J. McMurry. (Macmillan .)
as any of the extracranial localizations,” and they “ are in no

These form the second and third parts of a compendium of sense inferences.” Assuming, then, “ that auditory impressions
geography for American schools, the first part being devoted to originally possess positional characteristics, or that they are

Home Geography and the Earth as a whole.” Both books con- natively endowed with the attribute of externality ," Prof. Pierce

tain introductions on general geography,that in the volumeon proceeds “ to show how from a condition of general, indefinite

North America being somewhat more limited in its scope.The externality sounds come to possess more or less definite and

explanation of the seasons, always a difficult matter for the well-ordered localizations in a spatial system .” It would be

teacher, is distinctly good, and illustrated by a number of well- futile to attempt criticism of these positions without experi

devised pictures. Putting the two together --for they do not both mental verification, which we must leave to the very narrow cir

use exactly the same illustrations — no teacher need be at a loss for cle of specialists; although, apart from this, there are

means to make the problem clear to his pupils. The trade. siderations that suggest the necessity of a far more elaborate

winds and the anti-trades are not so well explained ; the effect argument than Dr. Pierce seems to bargain for. The visual

of the earth's rotation is only mentioned, not illustrated, as is portion of the book deals with the explanation of a number of

might be, by the simple experiment of pouring inky water on a optical illusions - among them the illusion of kindergarten

revolving globe. The plan of the detailed portion of the work is patterns. It is well to have such experimental tests applied by

excellent. Each chapter is preceded by “ map questions." For investigators untrammelled by hopes or fears as regards existing

example, apropos of the Southern States, we have, among other or future theories. It is no less necessary that other investigators

questions: (5) Through what States would you pass in going by should stringently check the results of their colleagues, and

water from New Orleans to Chattanooga ? (6 ) Find somenatural we should be glad to see more activity in experimental psychology

boundaries in this section . (7) Compare the coast with that of in this country.

New England. Why the difference ? (8 ) Why are there so few (2 ) Analytical Psychology. By Lightner Wilmer. 7s . (Ginn .)

lakes ? (9) The rivers that rise in Western Texas are often per- In a handy and well printed Manual of 250 pages Prof.

fectly dry in the western third of their course . Some of these Wilmer sets out “ a series of experiments that can be performed

-questions can obviously be answered from inspection of the by untrained students of psychology without supplementary

map ; others require the pupil to refer to the general chapters explanation on the part of the teacher, and without costly and

at the beginning. Their great merit is that they compel complicated apparatus," and that are of immediate " importance

him to think and to work out something for himself before as illustrations ofthe phenonomena and processes of mental life . ”

he begins to read. A good deal of the text is taken up with the In the arrangement, where compromise seemed necessary,

characteristic industries of different parts of the States, and is pedagogical motives have generally outweighed purely scientific
plentifully illustrated with pictures. After the text come a considerations."

number of review questions, and, what is more valuable, some The scope of the Manual has been purposely restricted to the

suggestions,” such as :Find blocks of granite and marble in analysis of the component processes of mental phenomena. The

buildings — Find where the canned fruits and vegetables in your course of the analysis successively presents the essential features of

neighbouring grocery store come from-Visit a canal and examine apperception, perception, attention,the range and limits of conscious

a lock---Make a toy canal having a lock in it - About how much ness, the association of mental contents , and of physiological and

sugar
does your family use in a year ?-See how long a list you physical processes, the relation ofmental contents to these processes ,

can make ofarticlesmanufactured partly or wholly out of copper- and the sensation as the mental element.

Give some reasons why Richmond has not become a great city The experiments are intended , not primarily to constitute a

like Philadelphia. So in treating of Europe there are indications manual ofexperimental psychology, but “ to illustrate the facts
of books to be read or talked about, from the Chanson de and principles of psychology by leading the student, whether

Roland down to “ John Halifax, Gentleman ,” and of persons a beginner or an advanced student, to discover for himself

whose names should be familiar, as Goethe,Bismarck .Wagner. the psychological factsupon which are based the principles of
Among the questions we may notice one about the effect of the the science." Prof. Wilmer very properly insists upon the form

German military system on emigration ; and the suggestion to ation of correct habits of inductive reasoning, and aims at

talk with some Irishman to see how he feels towards England, " diverting those who are destined to become teachers from an

and why. Altogether thebook is calculated to stimulate thought unwholesome subservience to psychological and pedagogical
and the acquisition of information about common things. An authorities towards a confident self-dependence upon their own
interesting chapter is added to the volume on “ Europe and other powers of observation and reflection .” He has been trained

Continents,” showing historically the distribution over the in the best of schools, and he maintains his allegiance to the
world of various natural products - coal, iron, rubber, cotton, facts of his science as he apprehends them .

coffee, and so on ; and a comparison of the United States with The experiments appear to be judiciously chosen, and the

other countries in respect of wealth , length of railways, and description is uniformly lucid. There can be no two opinions

several industries, illustrated by diagrams. In all the most about their value in awakening the student to a vivid realization

important comparisons, except that of merchant shipping, the of the psychological facts, which is an essential step to the due
United States stands at the head. formulation of their bearings. There is no better book to begin

the practical study of the subject with . It is unnecessary here

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. to go into details, but weobserve one point that may be noted.

( 1 ) Studies in Auditory and Visual Space Perception . By
Sensations arising from the movements of the body are fre

Arthur Henry Pierce, Ph.D. (Longmans.)
quently called muscular sensations, and sometimes a muscle

Dr. Pierce is Professor ofPsychology in Smith College, and tothe physiological contribution of themuscles.". The chapters
is spoken of. This terminology gives a false emphasis

these “ Studies are issued “as the regular publication de

manded of the incumbent of the Kellogg University Fellowship logicaland Psycho-physical Analysis, are extremely suggestive
on Association and Perceptions of Space, and on Psycho-physio

of Amherst College at the expiration of his official term .” They

are contributions to a particular field of experimental psychology.
by sheer development if the facts through experiment.

The first, and more continuous, division of the book has for its

objects, “ first, to make a systematic presentation of all important A HOME GALLERY OF NATIONAL PICTURES.

facts and theories connected with the localization of sound ; and , The Nation's Pictures . Vol. I. ( 12s . cloth ; 15s . half leather.

second, to develop a satisfactory theory of the formulation of Cassell . )

all facts , old and new, that shall have been brought together .” Here is the first instalment of what promises to be a very

Prof. Pierce traces somewhat briefly, and sometimes with scant valuable and useful publication , diffusing the influences of art

ceremony,the developmentof theory, summarizestheexperiments through the land. Popular as are the galleries of pictures that
of precedingworkers, and then sets out hisownexperiments are now open to the public,not only in London ,butin allthe

Hereachesthe conclusion that the theory of direct perception great cities throughout the country,it is still but a comparatively

in accordance with which auditory impressions are themselves small fraction of the population that visits them , and a yet
endowed with spatial attributes is the right one; that there smallerthat studies them. Messrs. Cassell areto be congratulated

exists an independentauditory space" -anauditory space not on their enterpriseir bringing together in a widely accessible

indeed ofco-ordinate importance and development with either form a skilfuland varied selection of these pictures reproduced
the visual or the tactual space, but yet “ independent.” For are' in colour. That is the distinctive feature of the series : the

1

sense

1

66

66
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reproduction of the pictures in colour. There are forty -eight in “ Rivingtons' Junior Mathematics.” — Algebra , Part II . By

the present volume, representing the art of forty -two painters; H. G. Willis, M.A. ls. ; with Answers , 1s . 6d .

for only six of the artists are drawn upon for two pictures. The As in Part I. , there are three groups of graduated exercises , each

variety is thus obviously almost as great as possible within the subdivided into two parallel series. The subdivisions may be used

limits; and each picture is, asnearlyas may be,exceptofcourse concurrently or in alternateterms, according to thenumber ofweekly
in point of size, a facsimile of the original painting. The student lessons given to a class . The work is sufficiently advanced for can.

can thus study these pictures with all the advantage ofconstant didates preparing for examinations of the standardof the obligatory

access ; and every person can make his own picture gallery at a part oftheOxford and Cambridge Senior Locals . The exercises are,

very small cost . Weshould note that “ the experimentsin colour as a rule, preceded by oral questions, intended partly as aids to the

have necessarily involved much time , perseverance, and expense
explanation of principles and partly as a means of trainingin rapid

-all which will no doubt be duly rewarded. It is plain from the exercises, which are intended for written work , is not a good one, and
calculation . The plan of separating the oral questions from the

first volume that “ the collection may be taken as thoroughly in many places the vinculum is used where brackets would lend far

representative of the best modern art of the country.” more clearness . These are minor points, indeed ; but they are not

without importance .

MODERN LANGUAGES.

GENERAL NOTICES.

“ Heath's Modern Language Series.” — Leberecht Hühnchen (H. Seidel) .

By Arnold Werner -Spanhoofd. (Price 1s. 3d . ) ( 2 ) Kleider machen
CLASSICS .

Leute (G. Keller ). By M. B. Lambert . ( Price ls. 6d. ) ( 3 ) Zriny

“ The University Tutorial Series.” — ( 1 ) Cæsar : Civil War, Book I. (Körner). By Prof. Franklin J. Holzwarth , Ph.D. ( Price ls . 6d . )

Edited by A. H. Allcroft, M.A. ( 2 ) Livy : Book XXI. Edited by ( 4 ) Harold ( E. von Wildenbruch ). By Charles A. Eggert, Ph.D.

A. H. Allcroft , M.A. , and B. J. Hayes, M.A. (Clive . ) ( Price 18. 60 .

( 1 ) The introduction explains clearly the historical position at the ( 1) Leberecht Hühnchen , “ upon whose cradle a kind fairy had laid

opening of the Civil War, gives a concise account of Cæsar and the the best of gifts , the art of being happy, " is sure to be a favourite. The

more important persons that figure in Book I., and outlines the organ- story is simple, lively, and humorous. There are useful and sufficient

ization of the Roman army at different periods. The notes (45 pages) notes, and a vocabulary.

are pointed,accurate,and appropriate. “ HS.” ( chapter xxviii. page 8+) ( 2 ) The story , taken from “ Die Leute von Seldwyla, ” is of curious

should have been explained. ( 2 ) The introduction ( 26 pages) deals interest. The introduction gives a concise account of Keller's career ;

fully with Carthage, town and people , and with the relations between it the notes are pointed and helpful ; and the vocabulary is full.

and Rome, and explains ( with two full - page maps) the route of ( 3 ) is a tragedy from the Hungarian history of the sixteenth century ,

Hannibal over the Alps, following Mr. Marindin ( Classical Review , with brief biographical introduction and notes.

June , 1899 ). The notes (60 pages) are judicious and thoroughly com- ( 4 ) Ernst von Wildenbruch “ shares with Sudermann and Haupt

petent. There is also a very useful index of proper names ( 14 pages) . mann the honour of attracting and holding universal attention ” in

Both volumes are most creditable additions to a very able and justly modern Germany. Harold is the King of the English. The introduc
popular series . tion gives a sketch of the author and the subject. The notes are very

“ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.” — Cæsar : The Gallic War, Book VI. brief, but adequate. All these small volumes are well chosen and ex

Edited by John Brown, B.A.
cellently got up. Each has a portrait of the author.

“ This ,” we are told , “ is a revised, reset , and more fully illustrated

edition , the book having been “ first published 1896 , and frequently NATURAL SCIENCE .

reprinted since. ” Already, then, it has been stamped with scholastic

approval . The introduction (38 pages ) contains a life of Cæsar, re . An Introduction to the Study of the Comparative Anatomy of Animuls.
marks on the “ Commentaries ” and on Roman books and book- Vol . II.: The Calomate Jetazoa . By Gilbert C. Bourne, M.A. ,

making, and a very full and instructive account of the Roman army in D.Sc. , F.L.S. ( Bell.)

Cæsar's time. One appendix ( 14 pages ) consists of a careful essay on As in the first volume, Dr. Bourne proceeds on the plan of describing

Druidism ; another appendix is devoted to concise hints on Latin- certain types representing phyla, his selection being guided by the re

English translation ; and there follow 39 exercises well devised for quirements of the preliminary and intermediate science examinations
retranslation. All this is very good ; only we note the growing of the Universities. The examples are ably handled , and the descrip

tendency to over -elaboration . If the right place for an essay on tion is strongly supported by a large number of careful diagrams,

Druidism be here, then why not a similar essay on the notions of most of them original. If a pupil fail to follow the simple and clear

property in Gaul and Germany ? No one would gather from Prof. account of the earthworm , or to take interest in the Apus cancriformis,

Brown's notes that there is any difficulty on the latter subject . On he had better try some other line of study . Dr. Bourne has given

chapter xxii., he explains that “ what Cæsar means is that the land of considerable space to the leading features of the embryology of the

each tribe was public land, belonging to the tribesmen as a body, not various types, and here he is probably at his best, the exposition being
to individuals " - as

once in the Scottish Highlands. We think he remarkably easy for the student. There is something in his reasons

ought to have shown why he calls it " public " land,why he holds that for omitting the embryology of the dogfish , but , for allthat, we should
it “ belonged to the tribesmen as a body,” and why he says it did not have preferred to have it: the pupil could come back to it from the

belong “ to individuals.” Presumably he is aware that on these points common frog. The wanderings of Dreissena polymorpha and Periplaneta
he has to reckon with M. Fustel des Coulanges . We miss a necessary and the indications of the relations between marine, fresh -water, and

note on pecunia and fructus in chapter xix . Sacrificiis student, ‘ are terrestrial animals are incidental matters that tend to attract and hold

they keen about sacrifices?” ( chapter xxi. ) is hardly a classicalrender interest. The work is very capably done, and the book is excellently
ing ; “ gentibus cognationibusque, ' clans and families' ” (chapter xxii . ) printed and got up.

is loose, cognatio being much wider than “ family ” ; and “ proprium

virtutis, - a proof of valour ' ” ( chapter xxiii . ) seems weak and per A Course in Invertebrate Zoology. By Henry Sherring Pratt, Ph.D.

functory, proprium being rather “ the hall-mark ” than " a proof."
69. (Ginn .)

There are 30 illustrations, mostly good, and a map and a plan . Alto Dr. Pratt is Professor of Biology at Haverford College , and Instructor

gether a very useful edition . in Comparative Anatomy at the Marine Biological Laboratory of the

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences at Cold Spring Harbor, L.I.
MATHEMATICS. The present volume is intended as a guide to the dissection and com .

An Arithmetic for Schools . By J. P. Kirkman , M.A., and parative study of invertebrate animals.” The plan is " to study each

A. E. Field , M.A. 3s. 6d. ( Arnold. ) of the larger groups as far as possible , as a whole, instead of de

An excellent school arithmetic on a good plan well carried out . The tached types of different groups taken more or less at random , as is
authors, convinced of the necessity of employing the first science usually done.” “ to teach relationships , and to make the study
studied by children as a means of training them to think for them- truly comparative.” We are by no means satisfied that the results will
selves, and to do so in the best way, have made it their aim to show come up to the expectations of an English examiner. Prof. Pratt, it is
the foundation of every arithmetical process in common sense , and to true, gives the main points in many types of the larger groups, and
make it clear to the learner that methods of calculation are not a then glimpses of comparison of these types ; but there is a lack of
series of artifices, but the natural means of arriving at desired results . conciseness and correlation throughout. The interpolation of ques
The formal rule, which can be learnt by heart and applied quite me . tions to test the student's train of thought, as well as direction to
chanically, finds little place in the book . In addition to its value as a note this and to do that, is a happy idea ; and the exercises are good.
text-book, the work is attractive from the quantity of instructive It is a useful process to require the student to execute his owndrawings
general information it contains . This is so simply and directly given from the specimen under study ; but it is a weakness to furnish no
that a student can scarcely fail to be thoroughly interested and illustrations to the text. The appendix contains some useful notes on

vividly impressed. The theory of the elementary rules is exception- classification. The latest and best of the systems- that of Berthold
ally clear and convincing. The book contains the usual complement of Hatschek ( 1888) —is set out in a somewhat modified form . There is also
exercises, miscellaneous examples, and selected examination papers. an extensive glossary, as well as an index .
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MISCELLANEOUS. De Montmorency, J. E. G., B.A., LL.B.: State Intervention in English

Analysis of Commercial Correspondence. By Dettloff Müller. Education . 5s . net . Cambridge University Press .

( Teubner.) [ “ A short history from the earliest times down to 1833 ... the

* Herr Müller is English master at the High School of Commerce in first date on which the monies of Parliament were voted for ele

Leipzig. His book contains some excellent features, which should be mentary educational purposes in Great Britain. ” ]

of service to German , and perhaps also American , students, whilst Findlay , J. J., Ph.D .: Principles of Class Teaching. 58. Macmillan.

readers in England would gain from it an insight into American style [ “ Written with a very practical purpose. ” Systematic exposi

and vocabulary of correspondence in business. Through the forms of tion. Main principles advanced have already “ been put to a some

letters supplied there runs a greater continuity than is ordinarily found what severe test ” in practice.]

in similar books ; and the explanatory matter prefixed to each section
is unusually good. There is also an abstract of the Anglo-American Haldane, R. B. , M.P. , LL.D., K.C. : Education and Empire. 58. net.

Murray.
law of sale, wisely based on Benjamin's standard text- book . Some

[ " Addresses on certain topics of the day . " “ More than ever

oddities of spelling and phraseology, American and original , need not
as science tends increasingly to reduce Nature to subjection , edu

prove deterrent; but the next edition should clear away such gratuitous cation becomes important." ]

drawbacks to a substantially useful volume.

“ Sammlung Neuphilologischer Vorträge und Abhandlungen .” —— ( 1 ) De Knox, Right Rev. E. A. , D.D., Bishop ofCoventry : Pastors and Teachers.

Hugo i Mistral ( Prof. Michel Jouffret ). Mk. 1.80 . ( 2 ) On 5s . net. Longmans.

certain Aspects of Recent English Literature ( R. Shindler ).
[ Six lectures on “ Pastoral Theology . " Introduction by the

Mk. 1.80 . ( 3 ) Die Methodik des neusprach ichen Unterrichts Bishop of Worcester. “ Impossible to divide the education of a

( Prof. W. Vietor ) . Mk . 1. ( Teubner .)
child into two water -tight compartments, one labelled religious,

and the other secular .” ]
( 1 ) Seven lectures on contemporary French poetry, delivered in the

holiday courses at Marburg in 1899 by Prof. Jouffret of the Lycée, Langlois, Ch .- V .: Questions d'Histoire et d'Enseignement. 3fr. 50 .
Marseilles. The subjects are Victor Hugo and his successors, especially Hachette .

Leconte de Lisle , Sully - Prud'homme, Fr. Coppée, and José Maria de ( Ten articles reprinted from reviews and partly re-written .

Hérédia ; with a final lecture on Provençal poetry, “ Frédéric Mistral " L'histoire ancienne du haut enseignement, les récentes réformes

et les Félibres." The treatment is bright and suggestive . dans l'enseignement supérieur, les questions relatives aux sanctions

(2 ) Six lectures , also delivered at Marburg in the summer of 1899 , de l'enseignement historique, à la méthode et aux destinées des

on Tennyson, Arnold , Clough , Swinburne, Meredith, Thomson (of études historiques et à l'organisation du travail scientifique en

“ The City of Dreadful Night ” ), Hardy, Browning, and Kipling. Mr. général . ” ]

Shindler handles his subjects with discrimination ,as well as in popular O'Donnell, F. Hugh, M.A .: The Ruin of Education in Ireland , and the

form . Irish Fanar. 59. net. Nutt.

( 3) Four lectures, outlining the history of themethods of language [“ Experiences ofIrish education , in the form of an outline of

teaching, delivered as Marburg holiday addresses in 1899, 1900 , aud evidence for the University Commission.” Outspoken.]

1901. In the first two there is much curious matter illustrative of Report of the United States Commissioner of Education for 1899–1900.
olden ways ; the others deal with the modern reform , of which Vietor

Vol . II . Washington : Government Printing Office .

is “ einer der ältesten Verfechter.” They are all characterized by
[Most interesting and instructive .]

verve and glints of humour, as well as by strenuous purpose .
Rooper, T. G.: Educational Studies and Addresses. 2s . 6d . net .

Blackie .

FIRST GLANCES. [Most of them were read before various branches of the Parents'

MATHEMATICS.
National Educational Union, and nearly all have appeared in the

Parents' Review.]

Davison , Charles, Sc.D.: Easy Mathematical Problem Papers . 28. 6d . Wright, G. Lionel : The Vocal System (How Children may Read at the

Blackie .

[ For pupils under about seventeen . Answers and hints.]
age of six ) . ls. net . Clifton , Bristol : the Author.

( By means of blackboard and viva voce.]
Oliver & Boyd's Educational Series.— The Tweeddale Arithmetics :

( 1 ) Book VI., 8d.; ( 2) Answers to Books I.-V., I.-III., 3d . each ;
MISCELLANEOUS,

IV.-V. , 6d . each . Art -Workers' Quarterly. Vol. I. , No. 3, July . 2s . 6d . net . Chapman

[ In noticing Books I.-V. the other month we said : “ The answers
& Hall.

to the exercises are nct given.” Here they are in five nicely got-up (With large coloured plate of Hardwicke tapestry and 8 other

books . Book VI. worthily completes an excellent series. ] supplementary plates . Handsome and artistic . ]

SCRIPTURE .
Board of Education : Revised Instructions applicable to the Code of

1902. Eyre & Spottiswoode.
The Century Bible.— ( 1 ) Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon, Philippians.

12s.Edited by the Rev.G. Currie Martin , M.A., B.D. (2)Revelation. Cassell's Living London . Vol . I. Edited by George R. Sims.
cloth ; 169. half leather .

Edited by the Rev. C. Anderson Scott, M.A. Jack .

[ Excellent additions to an admirable series.]
[Extremely interesting and varied series of articles on

and phases of London life , from the highest to the lowest . "
Hamer, Rev. C. J.: The New Testament History for Young Students .

Lavishly and effectively illustrated . ]
18. Allman .

[ Simple narrative ; lucid ; not critical . ]
Cricket Album , The Golden Penny, 1902. 20. 190 Strand .

[ " Special articles by an expert, giving the records of the
The Semitic Series.- ( 1 ) The Early History of Syria and Palestine. Australians and the story of each first-class county club in

By Lewis Bayles Paton , Ph.D. ( 2 ) The Theology and Ethics of the
England .” Photographic groups and character sketches .]

Hebrews. By Archinald Duff , M.A., LL.D., B.D. 53. net each . Cricket of To- day and Yesterday. Parts IV. -VIII . 7d . net each .

Nimmo.
Jack.

[ Able and instructive . Excellent get up .]
[Fully maintains its original promise . ]

Whitham, Rev. A. R., M.A .: Handbook to the History of the Hebrew Dawbarn & Ward's Rural Handbooks.- (1) Outdoor Carpentry . By

Monarchy to the Accession of Solomon. 28. 6d. Rivingtons.
S. Walter Newcomb. ( 2) Garden and Grounds : how to lay out

[ For teachers and students. Sketch map . Text ( revised edi
and arrange. By T. W. Sanders , F.L.S. , F.R.H.S. 6d . net each .

tion ), with footnotes ; thirty -one schemes of lessons, matter and
[ Practical, sensible, and usefully illustrated . ]

method in parallel columns ; blackboard summaries ; strong Church

tone .] Familiar Wild Flowers. Figured and described by F. Edward Hulme,

EDUCATION .
F.L S. , F.S.A. Seventh Series. 3s. 6d . Cassell .

American Teachers' Series.-- The Teaching of History and Civics in
[ New volume. Charming and instructive. 40 plates .]

the Elementary and the Secondary School. By Prof. Henry E. Kerner and Oliver: Natural History of Plants. Parts II . and III .

6s. net . Longmans.
1s.6d , each .

Bourne, B.A. , B.D.
Blackie .

[ Part I. on The Study and Teaching of History.” Part II.- [ Scientific, yet popular ; excellent illustrations.]

“ The Course of Study a review of the general field .” ] Kyle ,Galloway, F.R.S.L. Flags and their Story : their Meaning and

Benson , A. C.: The Schoolmaster. 58. net . Murray. Uses . ls.; 23. cloth. County Publishing Co. ( Darlington '.
[“ A Commentary upon the aims and methods of an Assistant [" * An illustrated patriotic handbook.” Introductory note by

Master in a Public School." Does “ rofess to be a scientific Lord Charles Beresford , M.P. The
Interesting and careful .

educational treatise .” ]
author knows that the “ Union Jack ” is not a Jack .]

Bodkin, Rev. Richard C., C.M.: How to Reason . 1s . net . Browne & National Union of Teachers : Report for 1902 . ls . Bolton House,

Nolan ( Dublin ) . 67 and 71 Russell Square, W.C.

[“ The A B C of logic reduced to practice in analyzing essays , University Tutorial Series. — Matriculation Directory, No. XXXII.,
speeches , books.” Acute and stimulating .] June, 1902. University Tutorial Press.
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Oxford University Press ,

-

some Books for 1903 Examinations.

Manuals of the New Testament. By the Rev.
LATIN - continued .

T. H. STOKOE, D.D.

Cicero - Pro Milone. Edited by A. B. POYNTON, M.A.
Vol . I. “ The Four Gospels,” 3s . 6d . ; or separately , Part I, “ The

New and Revised Edition . 2s . 6d .

Gospel History ” ; Part II , " The Gospel Teaching ," 2s , each .

Vol . II . Life and Letters of St. Paul, ” 3s. 6d . ; or separately, Horace . - The Odes, Carmen Seculare, and

Part I , “ Life of St. Paul ” ; Part II , " Letters of St. Paul, Epodes . Edited by E. Ć . WICKHAM , D.D. Second Edition . 6s.

28. each .

Livy . - Book XXI. Edited by M. T. TATHAM . 2s.6d.
Old Testament History for Schools. By the

same Author. Third Edition . Part J .: From the Creation to the Ovid.-Tristia. Book I. Edited by S. G. OWEN, M.A.

Settlement in Palestine. Part II : From the Settlement to the Second Edition , Revised . 38. 69 .

Disruption of the Kingdom . Part III : From the Disruption to

the Return from Captivity. 25. 6d . each, with Maps. Tristia Book III. By the same Editor. 2s .

Graduated Lessons on the Old Testament. By Phaedrus. - The Fables, Edited by ROBINSON

the Rev. U. Z. RULE ; edited by the Rev. LL. J. M. BERB. In Ellis . Is , net .

3 Vols. , with Maps. In paper boards, with cloth back , Is . 6d . each

Volume ; in cloth , 18. 93 . Virgil.- Aeneid . Books IV-VI. Edited by T. L.

PAPILLON, M.A., and A. E. Haigh , M.A. 2s .

Helps to the Study of the Book of Common

Prayer. Being a Companion to Church Worship. By W. R. W.

STEPHENS, B.D., Dean of Winchester. 2s .
GREEK .

Euripides.-Medea. Edited by C. B. HEBERDEN, M.A.
ENGLISH . Second Edition . 2s .

Chaucer.- Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. Alcestis. Edited by C. S. JERRAM , M.A. 2s . 6d .

Edited by W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D. 1s .

Homer. - Iliad , With Introduction , brief Homeric Gram

The Complete Works ofGeoffrey Chaucer. mar, and Notes, by D. B. MONRO, M.A. Books I -XII . 6s .
Edited, from numerous Manuscripts, by the same Editor. With

Glossarial Index and Portrait. 38. 6d. Printed on Oxford India Odyssey . Books VII-XII. Edited by W. W.

Paper, 83 . MERRY, D.D. 38.

Shakespeare. -Macbeth . Edited by W. G. Clark , Lucian. -Vera Historia. Edited by C. S. JERRAM ,CLARK .
M.A., and W.A'dis WRIGHT, D.C.L. Is . 6d .

M.A. Second Edition . Is . 6d .

Midsummer Night's Dream. Edited by Thucydides.-Book III. Edited by H. F. Fox, M.A.

W. ALDIS WRIGHT, D.C.L. Is . 6d .
3s . 6d .

Milton.--The Poetical Works of John Milton. Xenophon . - Vocabulary to the Anabasis. By

Edited , after the Original Texts , by H. C. BEECHINO, M.A. With J. MARSHALL, M.A. Is . 6d .

Portrait and Facsimile Title-pages . 38. 6d . Printed on India

Paper, cloth extra ,8s.; and in leather bindings. Anabasis. Book I. With Map. By the same
Editor. 2s . 6d .

Comus. Edited by R. C. BROWNE, M.A. 6d .

Memorabilia. By the same Editor. As . 6d.
Addison . - Selections from Papers in the

“ Spectator.” Edited by T. Arnold, M.A. 4s . 6d .

FRENCH AND GERMAN .

Scott.- Lady of the Lake. Edited by W. MINTO , Α . Concise French Grammar, including
M.A. 3. 6d .

Phonology, Accidence, and Syntax, with Historical

Talisman. Edited by H. B. GEORGE, M.A. 2s . Notes. For use in Upper and Middle Forms. By Arthur H.

WALL, M.A. 48. 60 .

A Primer of Historical English Grammar. By

HENRY SWEET , M.A., Ph.D Mollière .—Le Misanthrope. Edited by H. W. GEE
MARKHEIM, M.A. 3s. 6d .

A Primer of English Etymology. Second and
Revised Edition . By W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D. 1s . 60 . Hoffmann . - Heute mir, Morgen dir. Elited by

J. H. MAUDE, M A.

Poems of English Country Life . Selected, with

Introduction and Notes, by H. B. GEORGE, M.A., and W. H. Schiller.--Maria Stuart. Edited by C. A. BUCHHEIM ,

HADOW , M.A. 2s . Phil.Doc . 3s . 6d .

LATIN . HISTORY .

Cornelius Nepos. - Selected Lives. With Notes,
A School History of England. Down to the death

Maps, Vocabularies, and English Exercises. By J. B. ALLEN, M.A.
of Queen Victoria . With Maps, Plans, and Bibliographies. By

1s . 6 « .
various writers. 38. 6d.

Caesar. De Bello Gallico . Edited by C. E. MOBERLY, Relations of Geography and History. By H. B.

M.A. Second Edition . Books III - V , 25. 6d .; VI - VIII, 3s. 60 . GEORGE, M.A. With two Maps. 48. 6d .

Cicero. -Select Orations. In Verrem Actio MATHEMATICS .

Prima, Philippica IX, &c. Edited by J. R. KING , M.A.

Second Edition . 28. 6d . Arithmetic. By R. HARGREAVES, M.A. 4s . 6d.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE POST FREE ON APPLICATION .

LONDON : HENRY FROWDE, OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE, AMEN CORNER, E.C.

2s .

2s .

i

1
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BLACKIE & SON'S BOOKS

FOR OXFORD LOCALS AND PRECEPTORS' , 1903

Macbeth , Edited by E. K. CHAMBERS, M.A. ls . The Imrick Shakespware .

Macbeth , Edited with Introduction and Notes, & c . ls . [ The l'icture Shakespeare.

Macbeth , Edited by H. C. NOTCUTT, B.A. 8d .
Junior School Shakespare.

Evangeline. Edited with Introduction , Notes, & c . Paper, 3d.; cloth , td .

Talisman . Blackie's School and Home Edition. Cloth , ls .

Gallic War - Books IV . , V. , VI. Edited by Professor John Brown, M.A. Illustrated . Book IV ., Is . 6d .;

V. and VI . , 2s. each . Illustrated Latin Series.

Horace - Odes, Ill . , IV .. Edited by STEPHEN GWysn, B.A. ls 6d. each . Mostratud Latin Series.

Virgil - Aeneid , Book VI. Edited byEdited by H. B. COTTERILL, M.A. 2s .
Illustrated Latin Series.

Eutropius - Books I, and II. Edited by W. CECIL LAMING , M.A. Is . 6d. 11/ s/ ratel Latin Series

Livy . XXI. Edited by G. G. LOANE, M.A., Assistant Master in St. Paul's School. 2s . 60. [ Illustrateil Latin Series.

Euripides - Medea . Edited by P. B. HALCOMBE, MA. Illustrated . Is .61 .. .

Sanderson's Outlines of the World's History . Part IV . Modern History specially dealing with

European History . 2s . 6d .

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST .

L

THE

OXFORD MANUALS OF ENGLISH HISTORY

GENERAL EDITOR-C . W. C. OMAN , M.A. , F.S.A.

“ The ‘ Manuals , under the able general editorship of Mr. W. C. Oman , should prove invaluable educational aids. "' - Literary World .

By

1. The Making of the English Nation

( 55 B.C. -1135 A.D.). By C. G. ROBERTSON, B.A. , Fellow of all

Souls College.

II. King and Baronage ( 1.1 ) . 1135-1: 27 ) .

W. H. Uttron , B.D., Fellow and Tutor of St. John's

College.

Ill . England and the Hundred Years ' War

( A.D ) , 1327-1185 ) . By C. W. C. OMAN , M.A., F.S.A.

IV . England and the Reformation (A.D. 1485

1603 ). By G. W. PowERS, M.A., sometime Scholar of New

College.

V. King and Parliament (A.D. 1603-1714) . By

G. H. WAKELING, M.A., Fellow of Brasenose College .

VI. The Making of the British Empire

( A.1 ) . 1711-1832 ). By ARTITUR HASSALI, M.A., Student and

Tutor of Christ Churcin.

SOME OPINIONS OF THE PRESS .

No. 11.-" For its size this is undoubtedly the very best history of the period we have ever read . " . The Guardian .

No. 1 . Mr. Wakeling tells the story of the seventeenth century with a vigour and a freshness which are quite fas :imatinz." 0.xford Magazine.

Vo. VI. ." Like the former volumes of the Oxford Series ,' stands far in advance of most text -books of the same size and scope". " - University Corresponlent.

16th Elition . Nore Ready

SANDERSON'S HISTORY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE .

From the Earliest Times to the Year 1901. With numerous Pictorial Ilustrations, Genealo ricalTables, Maps, and Plans.

By EDGAR SANDERSON, M.A. Sixteenth Edition. Crown 8vo, clotlı, 25. Odl .

LONDON : BLACKIE & SON , LIMITED , 50 OLD BAILEY , E.C.

GLASGOW ; DUBLIN ; BOMBAY .
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Lectures for Teachers
Geometrical Note.

By R. F. Davis, M.A.

Euclid's Propositions II . 11 and IV. 10 might very well be dispensed

SCIENCE, ART, AND HISTORY OF EDUCATION. with if the inscription of the regular decagon in a given circle were
allowed to precede that of the pentagon .

( i . ) Let O be the centre and OA the radius of a given circle . Along
PRACTICAL CRITICISMS AND SUGGESTIONS the tangent at A take TA 20A . Draw TPOQ . Then shall TP be

ON TEACHING. the length of the side of the regular decagon inscribed in the circle

whose radius QP ( = 20A ).
To be delivered by The Rev. Canon EVAN DANIEL, M.A., F.C.P.,

For TP.TQ - TA? QP?; then compare ( ii . ) .
Formerly Principal of the Battersea Training College .

( ii . ) Let PR be the side of a regular decagon inscribed in a circle

centre Q. Produce QP to T so that TP = PR, and join TR. Then

The Second Course of Lectures (Thirtieth Annual Series) will commence on
PQR 27/10 = 7/5 ; QPR ( = QRP) = 275, since QP = QR ;

Friday , September 26th , at 7 p.m.
PTR PRT 7/8 , since TP = PR ; therefore TR = QR QP,

QP .
The Course is mainly based on criticism lessonsactually given before the Lecturer, TR touches the circle about QPR , and TP.TQ = TR ?

and will draw attention to the more serious errors that young teachers commit , and to

the ways in which they may be avoided . Special pains will be taken to connect the

Art with the Science of Education , and to refer success and failure in teaching to how many sets of 3, 4 , or ) can be found such that the square of one
15088. ( Rev. T. Wiggins, B.A . )-( 1 ) Of numbers between 1 and 20,

the observance and violation respectively of natural laws,

number in each set equals the sum of the squares of the remaining

numbers in the same set ? Also, if the numbers from 1 to 100 are taken ,

how many sets of 3 numbers satisfy the above conditions ? No set should
SYLLABU'S.

be a multiple of any other . ( 22) Find in two ways " 1, 02,, " g, such that

1. Preparation of Lessons.-- Need of full and fresh Knowledge - Sources of , = + az. = a ;? + az? = a " + y2 = ag? + ag", where each of the a's lies

Information- Veed of Arrangement - Notes of Lessons -Limits and Aimsof Lessons between 1 and 100 , but the suffixes have no reference to order of magni
Divisions of Lessons - Provision of Apparatus, Illustrations, Maps, & c .---Provision tude.

for securing Co -operation of Pupils--Provision for testing Success of Lessons,
Solution by Lt. - Col . AllAN CUNNINGHAM , R.E.

II, Jethod .-- Not to be selected arbitrarily -- Regulated by Interdependence of

Knowledge andby Laws of Mind -General Principles- From the Simple to the Assuming that in the solutions of

Complex- From the Indefinite to the Definite -From the Concrete to the Abstract
- The Genesis of knowledge in the Race - From the Empirical to the Rational - (i . ) c = a + b*, ( ii . ) al ? q? + 12 + cº , ( iii . ) 12 = a" + b2 +42 + da,

Independent Discovery of Truth .

no tuo of the numbers are to be alike in any one solution , the solutions
III . Apparatus, Experiments, and Ilustrations...- Things always more

impressive than Words - Need of Appeals to the Senses --Specimens for Individual with numbers $ 20 are as follow :

Examination - Craphic Representations - Enlarged Drawings of Parts - Need of
some Indication of scale-Experiments- Veed of Judgment in Selecting --Rehearsal

32 +4”, 132 = 122 + 5%, 179 152 + 8?; total 3 .

of Experiments --Registration of Results as arrived at -- Relative Value of Pictures,
(13 + b3 + c ?,Drawings, Blackboard Sketches , Models -- Function of Teacher in all Lessons

( ii . ) Writing for shortness 11 (a , b , c) for d2

appealing to the Mind through the Senses . 7 (6 , 3 , 2) ; 9 (8 , 4 , 1 ) ; 11 (9 , 6 , 2 ) ; 13 ( 12 , 4 , 3 ) ; 15 ( 14 , 5 , 2 ) ;

IV. Questionsand Ansurers. -l'ses that may be made of Questions - Introductory
15 (11, 10 , 2 ) ; 17 ( 12 , 9 , 8 ) ; 19 ( 18 , 6 , 1 ) ; 19 ( 15 , 10 , 6) ; total 9 .

Co-operation -- Disciplinary -- Resumptive Questions directing

Observation -- appealing to Memory --to Imagination - to Conceptive Faculty - to
( iii . ) Writing for shortness e ( a, b , c , d) for c = a + b2 + c2 + d?,

Judyment -- to Reason - Common Faults in Questioning- Language -- Length - Form

Order Treatmentof Children's Errors - Answers Wholly Wrong Partially 11 ( 10 , 4 , 2 , 1 ) ; 13 ( 10 , 8 , 2 , 1 ) ; 13 (10 , 7 , 4 , 2 ) ; 15 (14 , 4 , 3 , 2 ) ;

Wrong --- Examinations --Construction of Papers--- Modes of Marking -- Teacher's Lise
15 ( 12 , 8 , 4 , 1 ) ; 15 ( 10 , 8 , 6 , 5 ) ; 15 (11, 8 , 6 , 2 ) ;

of Blunders .
15 ( 13 , 6 , 4 , 2 ) ;

1. The kindergarten.- The Senses our first Teachers - Limits to their Training 17 ( 14 , 8 , 5 , 2 ) ; 17 ( 12 , 10 , 6 , 3 ) ; 17 (13 , 10 , 4 , 2 ) ; 17 ( 11 , 10 , 8 , 2 ) ;

'The Habit of Observation - Nitures Method - Artificial Education. Probel's 19 ( 16 , 8 , 5 , 4) ; 19 ( 16 , 10 , 2 , 1 ) ; 19 ( 14 , 10 , 7 , 4 ) ; 19 ( 14 , 10 , 8 , 1 ) ;
Services to Education --Utilization of Childish Instincts -- Gifts and Occupations
Principles of the Kindergarten applicable to the laterstagesofEducation Transition 19 ( 12 , 10 , 9 , 6) ; total 17 .

from Kindergarten to Ordinary School too Abrupt - Object Lessons - Elementary

Science - Treatment.
Next, with numbers $ 100 the solutions of ( i . ) are (the value of c is

VI. Reading, Writing, and Drawing. - Analytic and Synthetic Methods of
Teaching Reading – Spelling Dictation Lessons

given for shortness )
Reading Aloud Writing

Analysis of Letters - Mulhauser's Method - Locke's Cowham's - Scientific Criticisin -5 , 13, 17 , 25 , 29 , 37, 41, 53 , 61, 65, 65, 73 , 85 , 85 , 89 , 97 ; total 16 ;
of Writing - Drawing - Training of Eye and Hand - Object Drawing - Analysis -

Directed Observation -Simultaneous Drawing Lessons. as c may be any prime of form (40 + 1 ) , or any power or product of such

VII. Arithmetic and (ieometry.-- l'irst Notions of Numbers-Composition and primes, ihe products 65 , 8.) are counted iwice ( eachgiving two solutions ) .
Decomposition of Numbers-- Votation- Numeration - drithmetical Rules to be

established by the Method of Discovery-- Arithmetical Tables and their Illustration ( 2 ) The only solutions with numbers $ 100 are

- Rules presenting Special Difficulty1- Mental Arithmetic - Paper Work
652 392 + 522 252 + 602 63° + 16 332 + 562 ;

Excellences to be insisted on- Accuracy and Rapidity- Euclid-- Introduction to
Blackboard Work- Deductions . 852 512 + 682 752 + 402 13 ? + 842 772 + 362 ;

VIII. Grammar and Teaching of Languages. Grammar contained in Language, as 65 , 85 are the only nuinbers ( < 100) which contain two unequal prime

and to be sought there Parts of Speech to be classified and defined by Pupils

Accidence to be collected by Pupils Syntax to be discoveredandformulatedby factors each of form (+0 + 1 ) .
Pupils - Parsing Analysis of Sentences Veed of Logical Consistency in Grammar

---Languages learnt with different Objects in view --for mere Reading - for Speaking
Note to 15088 By the PROPOSER .

and Writing Metho: ls appropriate to each - Lessons for Young Children - for more
Advanced Pupils. In the form e (a , b , c, d) 5 other sets may be found, viz . ,,

IX. English Literature:--Aims of Teacher- Authors and Pieces suitable for : 9 ( 2 , 4 , 5 , 6 ) ; 14 ( 1 , 5 , 7 , 11 ) ; 18 ( 1 , 3 , 5 , 17 ) ; 18 (3, 5 , 11 , 13 ) ;
different izes Method of Teaching English Literature illustrated by Examples -

Simple Poems Romantic Epics Shakespeare Milton--Essayists - Preparation by ! 18 ( 6 , 7 , 9 , 13 ) .

Pupils - Paraphrasing - History of English Literature - Manuals Examinations in Also if two of the numbers may be alike in the form d ( a , b, c ), the total

English Literature - Criticism .

... Geography.--- Home Surroundings - Maps --Globe -- Order of Treatment becomes 14; andif two or three of the numbers in the form e (a, b, c, a)

determined by interilependence of Physical Facts --Physical Geozraphy - Political are alike, the total is increased to 52 .

Geography -- CommercialGeography Physiography - Sources of Information -
Illustrations needed Models.

XI . History . Starting point -Order of Time- Regressive Order, Early Lessons inclined to the horizon at an angle of 15°, viz. , AB and BC ; and touch
15107. ( I. ArxoLD .) — There are two opposite inclined planes each

-- Episodes General Motions - Detailed Study of Special Period's --Mode or treating

Biographies Illustrations - Pictorial – Literary -- Busts - Coins - Facsimiles – ing each other at B. The planes are 100 feet long each ; and a small

Synchronistic Charts -Original Authorities -I'se of Text-books at different stages perfectly smooth metallic ball rolls down AB and then ascends BC . In
Constitutional History - Duties of Citizenship .

what time will the ball come to rest between the two planes ?XI . Disiplin .- Attendance - Punctuality -Order - Attention School-rules

Motives appeilelto The Teacher's Eve Rwarals and Punishments Emulation

Solution by M , Peiris .- Public Opinion Characteristics of goud Discipline as regard Means and Eads

School Tone Formation of Habits --Chracter.
Let I be the height of either plane. When the ball coines to B it has

A

The Fee for the Course of Twelve Lectures is Hall- a -Guinea .

* * The Lectures will be delivered on FRIDAY EVENINGS, at 7 o'clock , B

at the College, Bloomsbury Squire, W.C. - Members of the College hare free

admission to the Course.
velocity of ✓(2gh ) in the direction AB acquired in time ✓ (2gh) / 9 sin 15° .

--

re
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The component, „ (2gh ;cos 30°, of this velocity along BC takes the ball up Now f ( BO) = 0 , $ (80) = 0 have the same roots for 0, viz . a = α, θ = γ :

that plane to a height of h cosa 30° feet in time [ V (29h )/g sin 15°] cos 30°, hence, equating the coefficients of cos o, sin e, and the constant term ,

and when the ball comes down the plane CB to B it has a velocity of
a cos B + h sin B +9 h cos B + b sin B + f g cos B + f sin B + c

✓ (29h) cos 30 ° in time [ V (29 )/g sin 15°] cos 30 °. As before , the com = a .

a cos 8 + h sin 8 +9 h cos 0 + b sin + f g cos 0 +fsin & + cponent, „ (2gh) cosa 30 °, of this velocity along AB takes the ball up that

plane to a height of i cost 30° in time [ ( 29h )]g sin 15°] cos? 30°. In Eliminate cos B - 1 cos 8 , sin B - 1 sin 8, 1-4 ; we get
coming down ABthe balltakes the same time . So the whole time (in

seconds) taken before the ball comes to rest is the sum of the infinite
h 0.

series [ V (2gh) g sin 15°) + 2 [ V (2g/ )/g sin 15 °] cos 30°
f

+ 2 [ / (2gh )/ g sin 15° ] cos? 30° + ....

This is [ V (2gh)/g sin 15° ]

+ 2 [ (2gh )/ g sin 15°] cos 30° [ 1 + cos 30 ° + cos? 30° + . ] 14877. (Robert W. D. CHRISTIE .) - Factorize

= [ / (29h )] g sin 15°] ( 1 + 2 cos 30°) [ 1 /(1- cos30°)]
3e + {fle - f ) }

E.g .: 1483181587

= / (200/9 sin 15° ) [ 2 (1 + 13)]/(2 – 13)
24841 x 59707.

100 secs. nearly , Solutions (I. ) by H. W. CURJEL, M.A. , and others ; (II . ) by Lt. - Col.

since h = 100 sin 15° 592 (1 + V3) (2 + V3) . Allan CUNNINGHAM , R.E. ; ( III . ) by the Proposer .

( I. ) 3et + { f (e - f) } = (36–3ef + f?) (e + ef + $") ;

15054. (G. F. S. Hills .) — There are six conforals to x2/a? + y ^/b2 1 , and, putting e = 149 and f = 16, we get

such that quadrilaterals circumscribed to this ellipse are inscribed in the 1483181587 24841 x 59707 .

confocal, and the six values of a [x =/( a*+1) + y2/(b2 + ) = 1 ] are given
( II . ) Let N = { f ( -5) } + 3e ( 1 ) .

by (12 - a262)(12+ 262 + aºy2) ( 1 ? + 2aº + a252 ) = 0 . Here N = A ? + 3BP ( 2 ) .

Solutions ( I. ) by R. F. WHITEHEAD ; ( II . ) by the PROPOSER. Hence every factor ( F) of N is of same form ( 2 ) .

( I. ) If the lines XY, YX', X’Y' ,
Let N - F'.F" = (A' + 3B '"). ( A " ? + 3B'?) ( 3) .

Y'X be (lx + my + nz = 0) referred P Z' Q
Then N

Z ( A'A " F3B'B ” )2 +3 (A'B " + B'A " )? (4 ) .

to the triangle PQR, any conic
Here three cases arise according as e, f are odd or even .

touching them is of the form

Cases ( i . ) , (ii . ) (e odd).-- Taking the two upper signs in (4 ) ,
ax? + by? + cz? = 0 ,

N (A’A " – 3B'B ') * + 3 (A'B ” + B’A " )* = A? + 3B ”.

where 12 /a + m2/5 + najc = 0 ..... ( 1 ) . Now take A' = e + ? f ', B ' = $ f", A " = tf", B " = e - f '.

Also any conic through XYX'Y' Therefore A = ( + ') if' - 3'le - f ') = -f (e - 1" ) ;
will be of the form

B = (e + $f' ) (e- } f ') + (15 ')' = e .

( 1x + my + nz) ( lx + my-nz)
Case (i . ) (e odd, f even ).- Take f' = f ; then

+0 (lx - my+ nz) (- lx + my + nz) = 0 A = -f (e - f ), B = 62 .

or 72x2 + mºyº - 1922 + 2ulmxy Case (ii . ) (e odd, f even ).- Take f' – ( e - f ) ; then

[ where u ( 1 + 0 )/ (1-0) ]. A = - (0-1) f, B = e ?.

Hence abc, | bc + cam?- abn? - 2abnº [from ( 1 )],
Thus, in both cases , ( i . ) , ( ii . ) , the product ( 3 ) reduces to the required

O' = -amºn — bn212 + clºm ( 1 – u “) abnt/c + cl2m2 ( 1 – ) [ from ( 1 ) ] ,
form ( 1 ) .

A = -12mº» 2 ( 1 + ) ; Case (iii . ) (e eren , f odd ).— Taking the two lower signs in (4 ) ,

therefore
A? + 3B .

O' = a bºn4/ A - CA '/n2 °/4a + 244°/ .
N = (A'A " + 3B'B' )* + 3 (A'B ” – B'A " )2

Now take A' = f - e, B' = je, A " = f + se, B " = e.

This is the invariant condition that a quadrilateral may be drawn about
Therefore

S and in S' .
A = (1- ( f + 1 ) +3 ( ) = f (e - f ) ;

If now S be bx2 + ay: - ab 0, and S ' be a confocal B = (f- 34) se- he (f + $ e) = -ea ;

( 6 + 1) x2 + (a + 1) yº— (a + ^ ) (b +1) = 0 , so that here also the product (4) reduces to the required form ( 1 ) .

we have - a * b?, A' ( a +1)* (6 + 1) ",
Ex.of(i.).- N = 1483181587 = 21282 +3.1494 ; e = 149, f (e - ) = 16.133 ;

O' = - (a + 1) (b + ^) [ (a + b) a + 3ab] , © = -ab [ 1? + 2 (a + b) ^ + 3ab] ; take f = 16 = f' . Here

whence , on reduction , we have A' = 157 , B' = 8 , A ” = 8 , B " 141 ;

119 + 2 (a + b) ^ + 5ab24–5a2521 – 2aºb? (a + b) ^ – ap 3 = 0 ,
1572 +3.82 24811 , F 82 +3.1419 = 59707 .

(12 – ab) (1? + 2ax + ab) (^2 +262 + ab) 0 .
Ex . of ( ii . ) .— [Same as in ( i . ) ] ; e =- 149, f ( -5 ) = 16.133 ; take

f = 133, f ' 16 ; and the rest of the work is as in Case (i . ) .
(II . ) Take the conics

Ex . of (iii . ) .-N · 44161

S = x ° [p2 + y ^/q2 = 1 , S ' = ax2 + 2bxy + ... +0 = 0.
1192 + 3.104 ; e = 10, f = 23. Here

A' = 8 , B' = 5 , A " 28 , B " = 5 ;
Take points whose eccentric angles are a, B , 7 , 8 on the first; then the pole

F : 8 ? + 3.52 139, F " 282 +3.52
of By for it lies on S'if

859 .

( apº - bq + c) cos 8 cos 7+ ( baº - apº + c) sin B sinx + agº + baº + (III . ) The given expression = { e? + ef + f? } { e* + e (e -- f ) + ( -6) }.e

+ 29p ( cos B + cos y) + 2f9 ( sin B + sin q) + 2h pq sin (B + y ) = 0 ... ( i . ) , If e be composite, we can eliminate ft and obtain

on slight reduction , 394 + (9- 1 )2 = 3 (kº + 1)* + k4

Hence, if we draw a quadrilateral circumscribing S, touching at points = { ( k2 + 1 )2 + 2 + 1 ) +1 } { (k2 + 1 )2 + ( k? + 1 ) ** + **} ,

a , b , 9, 8, the corners all lie on S', if the four equations of type (i.) be-an expression which leads to further developments.

tween ab , By, gd , da hold. This is a poristic system , and the condition

for its existence is

ap? — bq2 + c
0 . 10236. (ARTEMAS MARTIN, LL.D. ) - What is the greatest number of

equal spheres, each 1 inch in diameter, that can be packed in a hollow
2hp ? bq?- apa + c 2fq

sphere whose internal diameter is 3 inches ?

2f9 apa + bq2 + c

Solution by J. BLAIKIE, M.A.
In the case of confocals

It seems clear that 13 is the greatest number .
f = g = h = 0 , < = -1 , 1 / ( p2 + 1 ) , b = 1/(2* + 1 ) ;

Seven equal spheres may be arranged with their

hence [ p! /( p + 1 ) -99,(9* + 1 )-1] [ 7°/ 2° +1 ) - p / p + )-1] centres in one plane through the centre of the

* [ v-| (p2 + ) + 9 ° /( 2 + ) - 1 ] = 0 , hollow sphere, so that the central sphere is
touched by the other six . Three spheres may

(1 - p49) (4 + 29 x +2 ) (1 ? + 2px + pº2 ) = 0 .
be placed above and three below , and thus the

Note the above condition for porism can be obtained thus : Let central sphere will be touched by twelve spheres ,

f (aß) = a cos a cos B + b sin a sin B + c
and each of the enveloping spheres will touch

th sin ( a + b) +9 ( cos a + cos B) + f (sin a + sin B ) . 3 inches diameter. It would also be possible
five equal spheres as well as the outer sphere of

Then thefour equations f (as) = 0 , f (By) = 0, f(98) = 0, f( da) = 0 to arrange the twelve enveloping spheres at the

exist only if a certain relation hold . corners of an icosahedron , and in that case each would touch the central

F =
-

or

+

2hpq 2gp

29P

or

a

+

а
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or

7 =

7 .

B

P 1 )

p = 1

sphere, but the enveloping spheres would not touch each other. For, if that in such a system the four circles round the four triangles obtained

O, A , B, C, D, E be six adjacent vertices of an icosahedron of which by suppressing each line in turn have a common point . But the circle

A , B , C , D , E are in one plane, and if OL be drawn perpendicular to AMN circumscribes the triangle formed by omitting BC , the circle BNL

this plane, it is easy to calculate that that formed by omitting CA, and the circle CLM that formed by omitting

OL2 = AB? (3 + 15)/ ( 10 + 405), AB ; and these obviously all pass through P ; therefore the circle ABC

passes through P. Hence the perpendiculars from P , a point on the

which is greater than AB, since 4 (3+ V5) is greater than 10+ 4 V 5. circle ABC, to the sides of the triangle ABC , meet those sides in three

Thus, if OL be produced its own length to O' , an equalsphere whose points L , M , N , which lie on the axis of the parabola.

centre was at O ' would not touch the sphere O , and the central

sphere touching the twelve spheres whose centres are at the vertices

of the icosahedron and whose radii are each equal to half an edge, 15051. ( R. KNOWLES.) — Prove that the sum to y terms of the series

is less than each of the enveloping spheres. If then an equal sphere be 1-6 + 15 – 28 ... +7 ( 2r— 1 ), when 7 is an even number, -- ** (2r + 1 ) ,

placed at the centre, each of the enveloping spheres will be pushed out and, when r is an odd number, = } ( r + 1 )(21 — 1 ) .

radially, and they will cease to touch each other , but the additional

space is clearly insufficient to admit a fourteenth sphere .
Solutions ( I. ) by Lt. - Col. ALLAN CUNNINGHAM , R.E. , and C. A. B.

GARRETT ; ( II . ) by H. B. Goodwin , and J. H. Taylor, M.A. ;

( III . ) by T. Peele , A.I A.

14961. ( H. BATEMAN.)— The axis of a parabola circumscribing a
triangle is a Simson line with respect to the triangle formed by joining

( I. ) Let S , = sum of r terms, and take the terms in pairs. When is

the middle points of the sides . even, S, = ( 1 - 6) + ( 15 – 28 ) + (45 - 66) + &c.

Solutions ( I. ) by Professor SanJÁNA , M.A. ; ( II . ) by A. M. Nesbitt, M.A., ( 5 + 13 + 21 + &c . to 17 terms)

and L. ISSERLIS. = - { 10+ ( 1-1) } = - r (2x + 1).

( I. ) Let' a parabola be When is odd , S , = 1 + ( -6 + 15) + ( -28 +45 ) + &c .

circumscribed about the
1 + 9 + 17 + 25 + & c . to } ( r + 1) terms

triangle abe , so that qrs ,

the axis , makes an angle
= { 2+ ( -1) 8 } } ( r + 1 ) = (r + 1 ) (2x - 1 ) .

with be ; let ABC be the (II . ) When the number of terms is even , the series may be written

triangle formed by joining 2-2.22 + 2.3-2.4: ...

the mid-points ofthe sides

of abc. Then
-1+ 2 + 4 ... to r terms,

2 CQR = 0, AST = 6 - B ,
2 ( –3–7-11– 15 ... to y terms) + .}? ;R T

9 where S = 2 ..}/ { -6+(11-1)( - 4 )} + br = - *1(21+ 2 ) + } r = - *: (2x + 1).
CRT = 0 + C ; If the number of terms is odd, and = 7 , then (r– 1 ) is even ; consequently ,

and it is well known that by the formula proved above,the sum of (0–1) terms is – } (1-1 ) (2r - 1 .

the distances of B and C
Adding the r- th term , namely, r (27— 1 ) , we have for the whole sum

from that Simson - line of - 1 (1 - 1 ) (21— 1 ) + 27-— or } ( 279 + 7–1 ) = 1 ( 1 + 1) (2x – 1 ) .

ABC which makes the

angle @ with BC are re
( III . ) Let ir numerical value of the p - th terin , 8p t21-1 - 12p ,

spectively = sum of p terms of the original series, 8p = - - (8p - 3) ;

2R sin o sin (0 — B ) cos (8 + C) and 2R sin o sin (0+ C) cos ( 0 - B ) ,
S21 = 8 = - » (4n + 1 ) .

where R is the radius of the circumcircle of ABC .

If the coordinates of a , b , c be 21% 1, X342 , 4343 respectively , we have Put 2n = 9 : S, = - 47 ( 27* + 1 ) (r even) ,

y - y = 1a ( 9 - x ) ;
S21 -1 = S274 + tun = - n (41 + 1 ) + 2n ( 11-1) = n (41 – 3) .

therefore ( y2 + y )(42– yı), ( 2 , - * ;) = 4a ;
Put 21 -1= r : S , = { (r + 1 ) ( 27— 1 ) (r odd ) .

therefore 2ye tan ( 0 – B ) yo = 2a cot ( 0 - B ),

ye being the ordinate of C. Similarly,
15084. ( A. M. NESBITT, M.A.) – If u , denote the chance that, of

2a cot ( 0+ C) , Ya = 2a cot e.
go letters intended for 7 different recipients and placed at random inte

** envelopes correctly addressed, not one shall reach its proper destination

But Yc - ya CA sin (0+ C) 2R sin B sin (0 + C ) ; (disregarding errors of delivery , & c . ), it is fairly obvious a priori that

so that 2a { cot (8 – B) – cot 0} 2R sin B sin ( 0+ C)
119 + 141-1 1! + 16,2-2/ 2 ! + ... + 2011 ! = 1 .

and R sin & sin (@ – B ) sin ( 0 + C ) . Solve this difference equation directly ; i.e., prove that uns = the first

Thus Yo 2R sin o sin (0 – B) cos ( 0 + C) n + 1 termsof the expansion of e - l without reference to the problem from

and
which it originally sprang .

Yc 2R sin o sin (0+ C) cos ( 0- B ) .

Hence the axis qrs is a SimsOn -line of the triangle ABC .
Solution by Professor Nansox .

( II. ) Let 123 be the
n ! In and E is defined by E2, Pn + 1, the given equation is

triangle , A , B, C the mid
( E + 1 )" n !.

points of the sides , and let

BC meet the axis in L , CA Hence 11.90 = ,1,E"s',= 3 (-1)". ( E + 1) 20 ( -1)"

in M , and AB in N. Then , 1 ! ( 11 — 7- ) ! ( 11-1) ! '

if the coordinates of 1 be the result required .

( am ;;, 2am .), &c . , the equa
B

tion to AC (which bisects

2 3 and is parallel to 13 ) is
QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION

N M

y- a (mą + mz ) 2 15185. (Professor S. Sircom .) - Show that

*- } (mza + m2?) mi + m3
( n

therefore the abscissa of M

is ja (Mga- ) , where
cos (1 – 2 ) + ...

= 0,3+ 103 1 + mi tay

and the equation of a line through M perpendicular to AC is cos ( 1 – 7 ) IT .

y/[x— fa (ma? - ) ] = -1 ( + m3). 15186. (G. H. HARDY, B.A . )-Prove tbat

Interchanging m , and m2,we get the line through L perpendicular to BC,
dx = 21

and at once we find that these meet in the point ( -a £, al ) , where 1 +

n = (Mg + m2 )(m3 + mi)( m , + ma).

Symmetry shows that the line through N perpendicular to AB pa sses 1 +22

through the same point . It is , moreover, easily seen that this point

call it P - is on the circle through ABC. For the axis ( K ) and the three + 1 ° + 2

sides of the triangle ABC form a system of four lines , and it is known

=

= ta or

/

+

If 2,1 =

1

n !

:

n

1

n

N40 ". 21(1-1) 2

( N - 1 )

+

--- ( )-95+ ( ) ---- ( ) --6)*+.% (»–25+ 7

cos ( n − 1 ) 3x + ( % ) 220 ", 2# ( -3

(7) a90.24(1

[ 1+{ 105 ( + **)}+21" log(1+e-7a)da* da]

( ii . ) 1

ſ log ( 1 - e = 2a) da7 .

e
2a

( i . ) S.(log cospar)

(log sinº ax) dx = 21

103 (' % *) }
log

0
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( iii . ) Sa log cosearlog sinº ar log

[103(+*2** ) 100 (12 )log "

+10g(16 ) a ].
e

m , a , n .

2

n

A
1 '

1

; F ,

a

c 9
h

1

-

or
> 3

15201. ( Professor Cochez . )—On donne une circonférence x2 + y2 = R2
dx 27

et une droite D , x = a et un point M (a , b ) . Par M on mène une sécante

rencontrant D en A et la circonférence en B et C. Par B et Con mène

les tangentes BP , CP et l'on joint PA . ( 1 ) Lieu de P ; ( 2 ) lieu du

milieu Q de PA ; (3 ) lieu de M' , projection de M sur PA .

15187. ( Professor LANGHORNE Orchard, M.A. , B.Sc. )-Find the 15202. ( R. CHARTRES.) - If the base of a triangle be the horizontal
mean of all circles inscribed in a circle of unit radi range of a projectile that passes through both the in - centre and the ortho

15188. (Lt. -Col . AllAN CUNNINGHAM , R.E . )—If | N denote the sum (suggested byQuestion 12641), find the ratioof the sides, the angle of
centre of the triangle, and if the in -circle passes through the centroid

of the divisors of a number ( including both 1 and N ), find L, M , N such projection, and the BROCARD angle .

that ( L = | M = S N = 1 (an odd number) . 15203. (A. M. Neskitt, M.A . )-A ball of mass A impinges obliquely

upon another of mass B , which is in contact with an inelastic vertical

15189. (R. W. D. CHRISTIE.)-- If N ( any integer whatever) equal wall, A's velocity before impact being perpendicular to the wall, the
three triangulars, say a ( 2a + 1) + (2m + 1) (m + 1) + (2n + 1 ) (" +1), find whole motion taking place upon a smooth horizontal table. If a be the

2N + 1 (any odd number) equal to four integral squares in terms of angle between A's first directionandthe line of impact, and 0 the angle

of deviation of A, prove that cot 8 cot a 1+ A / B .

15190. ( Professor Nanson .) - If 15204. (V. Daniel, B.Sc.) From the

A = be - fi, ... ; F = gh- af, ... ; greatest angle C ofany triangle, a line CPP ,P, ...
Q

A ' = b'c'-f" , F' = g'K' - a'f", ... ;
is drawn counterclockwise, so that each of the

angles CPA , PP,C, .. , P , Pn +1 P1 - 1 , is equal
A, = hc' + b'c - 2ff", ... ; Fi = gh' + g'h - af' -a'f, ... ;

to C. Similarly, CQQ,Q , ... is drawn clock

prove that the equations wise. Show that the limiting points thus deter

mined within the triangle are the BROCARD
B с F G H

points. [ For the case C = $ , Pand Q coincide ;
A' B ' ( ' F G H 0 a ,

see Question 14189, Vol. LXXII . , p . 43. ]

A , B , C F G H

are equivalent to two relations ; and if, further, OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS).

Az = BC + B'C— 2FF' , GH' + GʻH – AF'- A'F, ... ; 8050. (Professor WOLSTENHOLME, M.A. , Sc.D. )-The lengths of the

prove that the equations
edges OA , OB, OC of a tetrahedron OABC are respectively x + •1108, x ,

and x — 1108 ; those ofthe respectively opposite edges BC, CA , AB are
b f

respectively x + 2.9695 , x + 2.8587, x + 2.7079; the sum of the plane

a' W c Ś g h' = 0
angles BOC, COA , AOB is 2S, that of the dihedral angles at O is 28 :

A , B, C, F, G, H,
prove that the minimum value of S - 8 is – 0 ° 2'34 " .9 , when x has the

value 6.9099 nearly.

are also equivalent to two relations, and determine whether the two sets

of relations are equivalent. 8442. (Professor SÁRADÁRANJAN RÂY, M.A .) -- A number of equal

spherical balls rest in contact arranged symmetrically round a centre of
15191. ( R. W. D. CHRISTIE . ) - Factorize

force , their centres all lying on a sphere whose centre is the centre of

AX " + BX " -1+ CX " -2 ... +2 = 0 force ; if the balls which surround a given ball touch one another in order,

prove ( 1 ) that the number of balls must be either 4 , 6 , or 12 ; and the
for all values of n : e.g. , n = 3, A 1 , B = 2 , C = 3 , Z = 4 , X = 10k +1; squares of the radii of each ball and of the sphere passing through the

then the factors are
2 1

centres are in the ratios of
15-1

10 90 ( 30 + 3 + 2) + 3 ( 3 + + + 3 ) + 1 } = 10 x 3181 .
and find (2 ) what other

{ 4
x . 3 2 215

15192. (R. C. Archibald, M.A., Ph.D. ) - Show that the length of arrangements would be possible if the balls which surround a giren ball

the first positive pedal of the cardioide = 2a ( 1
- cos @j with respect to do not touch in order.

1

its vertex is 12a log (2+ v3 ) ) . 8839. (D. BIDDLE.) -A small sphere, perfectly elastic, after falling

13 from rest through 4 distance h , strikes an inclined plane of indefinite

dimensions, and rebounds from it again and again. Find the second and

15193. (A. S. Tombe, B.A.) — A quartic has two cuspsandanode; third points of contact, when the plane is inclined to the horizon at an
provethat theline joiningthe two points of inflexion , the line joining the angle ( 1) of 45°, (2) of 30°.

two cusps, and the bitangent all pass through a common point. (Men
tioned in Salmon's Higher Plane Curves, p . 258. ) 9076. (Professor NASH , M.A. ) — If Aw, Bw , Cw, Aw' , Bw' , Cw' meet the

15194. (James Blakie, M.A .) — Obtain by means of a geometrical X'Y'Z' are similar and equal to ABC, and are Tucker's triangles of
circum - circle in X , Y , Z , X' , Y ' , Z ', show that ( 1) the triangles XYZ,

construction expressions for the diameter of the sphere circumscribing another triangle A'B'C' , similar and similarly situated to ABC, thecentre
( 1 ) a dodecahedron , (? ) an icosahedron, in terms of the length of an of similitude being the pole of ww' with respect to the BROCARD circle ;
edge. Prove from the result or otherwise that in the dodecahedron and (2) aren A'B'C' : area ABC sin? 3w : sinºw.

9a2 (d2 – ņa), and in the icosahedron dt = 5a2 ( 112 — a”) , where a is the

length of the edge, d the length of the diameter.
9773. ( B. Peirce. ) -- A un certain jeu , le joueur A. gagne un point

chaque fois qu'il tire une boule blanche d'une urne qui contient 3 boules

15195. ( R. Tucker, M.A. )—Prove blanches et 2 boules noires ; chaque fois qu'il tire une boule noire, il perd

cos B cos C -pcos C 1 (cos A) / ( cos B + cos C - cosA ), tous ses points, et B. , qui ne fait jamais de tirage, eu gagne un . Quelle

p'cos C cos C cos A - pcosA est la probabilité pour A. de faire h points le premier ? Cas particulier
où h 3 .

-p' cos B p " cos A cos A cos B

where P = cos B - cos C , p .= cos C- cos A ,
9908. (Professor CATALAN .) - Démontrer que

p" = cos A - cos B.

q2 93

15196. ( C. E. YOUNGMAN , M.A .) - Three circles , each touching the 1 + + ) ) )
other two , cut a fourth orthogonally, and touch a fifth ; and the five radii

-1 (1-1)(1-99) . (1-1)(1–49) (1-1 )

are the reciprocals of u , v , w , x , y . Show that y = " + v + # + 2x, count q*?
= l +

qa

ing u negative when its circle incloses those of u and w .
1–4 * { (1-2)(193)}* * {(1–2)(1 –7:)(1 – 7")};

15197. (Professor Nanson.) – Find the general equation of a conic

passing through the intersections of a line L and a conic S , and through

the intersections of a second line L' and a second conic S' .
NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS .

15198. (Professor SANJÁNA , M.A .) - ACA ',BCB' are two fixed con

jugate diameters of a hyperbola, and CP, CD are two conjugate semi
It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

diameters: if AP, BD meet in 0 , and A'P, B'D in Q, prove that PODQ sent to the Mathematical Editor,
is a parallelogram , whose diagonal OQ is of fixed length and lies along Miss Constance I. Marks, B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd. , West Kensington , W.

an asymptote. Find also the maximum area of this parallelogram .

15199. (Professor NEUBERG .) — Trouver le lieu du centre d'une

quadrique passant par quatre points fixes et dont les axes sont parallèles Vol. II. ( New Series) of the “ Mathematicnl Reprint”
à des droites données.

15200. (R. Knowles . Extension of Question 9764 . )-A third tan
is now ready, and may be had of the Publisher,

gent to a conic at a point R meets two tangents TP, TQ in MN ; if o be Francis HODGSON, 89 Farringdon Street, E.C. Price

the mid - point of MN , prove that ( 1) the diameter through ( bisects TR ;

( 2 ) if the polar of O meets PQ in F, FT is parallel to the tangent at R. to Subscribers, 58. ; Non - Subscribers, 6s. 6d .

( 2+
2

p cos B

9
+ + +

..

-- +

3
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THE FRENCH LANGUAGE. Delbos (L. ) .—The Student's French Composition, on
entirely New Plan . With Introduction and Notes. (in use at Harrow ,

Delbos.-- The Student's Graduated French Reader. For the !
Eton , &c . ) Crown 8vo , cloth , 3s . 6d .

Use of Public Schools. I. - First Year : Anecdotes, Tales, Historical Pieces.
In the first part of this work is given an almost word -for-word imitation of the

Edited , with Notes and a complete Vocabulary, by Léos DELBOS, M.A., of
English as it should appear when turned into French , and as that imitation is on

H.M.S. “ Britannia .' Twelfth Edition .
the saine page as the correct English text, the student will have something more

166 pages. Crown 8vo , cloth , 2s ,
II.-- Second Year: Historical Pieces and Tales. Edited, with Notes, by LEON

than notes to guide his faltering steps. All the pieces contained in Part I. are the

result of actual class work , and that most contained in Part II. have also been used
DELBOS, M.A. , of H.M.S. “ Britannia ," late of King's College, London . Sixth

with the advanced pupils .
Edition . 180 pages. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s .

" It would be no easy matter to find a French reader more completely satisfactory
“ The passages arecarefully chosen and have been proved by use in class. ...

Will be found inost useful." -- Journal of Education .
in every respect than that of M. Delbos.” -- Athenaeum .

" This is a very satisfactory collection from the best authors , selected with great Roget (f. F.) .–First Steps in French History, Literature,

care, and supplied with adequate notes. A thoroughly good book of this kind and Philology. For Candidates for the Scottish Leaving-Certificate Exuni

should , in fact, be calculated to inspire il taste for literature in the student's mind . nations, the various Universities' Local Examinations, and the Army Examina

The volumes edited by M. Delbos fairly meet this requirement . " - Journal of tions, Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s ,

Education.
This manual will be a boon to many who have neither time nor inclination to

" The notes are criticaland explanatory . The book is well printed and excellently work through a large volume on the history of French literature, but who yet desire

got up ." - Educational Times. to obtain a knowledge sufficient to enable them to pigeon -hole their reading of

French prose and poetry. " - Educational Times.
Delbos. - Little Eugène's French Reader. For Beginners. | · He has displayed qualities which are rarer and more trustworthy than mere

Anecdotes and Tales. Edited, with Notes and a complete Vocabulary. Fourth erudition ." - Saturday Review .
Edition . Crown 8vo , cloth , 1s . 6d .

This reader is intended for young children who have mastered the most elementary
Roget (F. F.) -An Introduction to old French. Bv F. F.

rules of French accidence , and who know their regular verbs. ROGET, of Geneva University, late Tutor for Comparative Philology, Edinburgh.

History, Grammar, Chrestomathy, and Glossary. Second Edition , with Map
Victor Hugo. — Les Misérables. Les Principaux Épisodes. Edited, of French Dialects. Crown 8vo, cloth , 6s .

with Life and Notes , by J. BOÎELLE, Senior French Master, Dulwich College. The work is not intended to be an exhaustive Grammar, but an introduction to

2 Vols. Crown 8vo , cloth , each 3s . 6d . the larger works by Bartsch , Clévat, Darmstetter, &c. It is eminently suitable for

May be pronounced a success. The selection has been made with judgment, and use with classes ofadvanced students.

the notes are good . "'-- Atheneum .

“ A worthy addition to our stock of French reading -books, which will be welcomed

THE GERMAN LANGUAGE .by numberless masters.. M. Boielle's notes are full and to the point, his

philology is sound , and his translations idiomatic." . Journal of Elucation .
Weisse's Complete Practical Grammar of the German

Has done extremely well in putting forth this selection of the inost striking
Language. With Exercises on Conversation , Letters, Poems, and Treatises,

episodes of Victor Hugo's inasterpiece, and has done it well."' -- Educational Times.
Ac . Fourth Edition , almost entirely Rewritten, Crown 8vo, cloth , 6s.

" Has produced a mannal which has the merit of presenting the style of the

greatest French writer of the century ." - Scotsman .
“ We have no hesitation in pronouncing this the fullest and most satisfactory

¡ German grammar yet published in England .” — Journal of Education.

Victor Hugo. - Notre -Dame de Paris . Adapted for the use of Weisse's Short Guide to German Idioms, Being a Collection

Schools and Colleges. By J. BOŻELLE , B.A. , Senior French Master, Dulwich of the Idioms most in use . With Examination Papers, 8vo , cloth , 2s ,

College. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo, cloth , each 3s . This book of Germ'ın Idioms will be found to be a fairly complete collection of
"His notes abound in good renderings of sentences and phrases, opportune such phrases as come under this designation , being commonly used both by good

remarks on the proper meanings of words , and historical information necessary to writersand in ordinary conversation: while the arrangementin alphabetical order
elucidate the text . " - Athenaeum .

of the characteristic or cue -words will make it easy for the student to refer to any

“ His famous work, adapted with commendable taste and judgment presents particular expression .

every factorwhich could he put togethertomake a perfect schoolbook ." -- Spectator'.

Equipped in the same excellent manner as the sameauthor's Misérables.'
Möller (A. ).-A German Reading Book . A Companion to

Makes an admirable school-book . " -- Scotsman . Schlutter's " German Class Book ." New Edition . Corrected to the Official

German Spelling. With a complete Vocabulary . 12mo, cloth , 2s.

Theanecdotesand tales forming theReaderhavebeencarefully selected, and are

GRAMMARS AND EXERCISES . arranged so that the pieces are shortest at the beginning and gradually become

more difficult .

FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS WHERE LATIN IS TAUGHT. Hein's German Examination Papers . Comprising complete

set of German Papers set at the Local Examinations in the four Universities of
Eugène's The Student's Comparative Grammar of the French

Scotland . By G.HEIN , Aberdeen Graihinar School. Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s . 6d .
Language. With an Historical Sketch of the Formition of French . For

the use of Public Schools. With Exercises. By G. ECGÈNE FASNACHT, late A Short Sketch of German Literature. Prepared for the

French Master, Westminster School, Twenty - first Etlition, thoroughly Scottish Leaving Certificate Examinations, By ViviaX PHILLIPP8, B.A.,

Revised . Square crown 8vo , cloth , 5s . Or, separately , Grammar , 3s . , Fettes College. Thoroughly Revised . Second Edition . Pott 8vo, ls.

Exercises, 2s , 6d .
Apel's Short and Practical Germaa Grammar for Beginners.

" The appearance of a grammar like this is in itself a sign that great advance is
being made in the teaching of modern as well as of ancient languages.

with copious Examples and Exercises. Third Edition. 12mo, cloth , 2s. 6d .
The

Intended for students who cannot command a sutlicient amount of time for a full

rules and observations are all scientifically classitied and explained . Mr.

acquisition of that ditficult tongue, but who nevertheless wish to obtain a fair know
Eugene's book is one that we can strongly recommend for use in the lugher forms
of large schools. " - Educational Times. ledge of it within a brief period , and in the least laborious manner possible .

" In itself this is in many ways the most satisfactory grammer for beginners that Apel (M .).-German Prose Stories for Beginners (including
we have as yet seen." — Athenæum . Lessing's Prose Fables ), with an Interlinear Translation in the natural order of

Construction . Second Elition . 12mo, cloth , 2s . 6d .

Eugène's French Method. Elementary French Lessons. Easy

Rules and Exercises preparatory to the “ Student's Comparative French Grun. SCHOOL DICTIONARIES .
mar . By the same Author. Seventeenth Edition . Crown 8vo , cloth , 1s . 6.1.

" Certainly deserves to rank among the best of our elementary French exercise
Uniform in Binding. Price 3s. 6d .

books." — Educational Times. James (William) and C. Stoffel. German -English and

. To those who begin to study French , I may recommend , as the best book of the English -German Dictionary . Complete Grammatical Dictionary of the

kind with whichI amacquainted, · Eugene's ElementaryLessons inFrench . It Gerinan and English Languages. 1009 pages. 8vo. Thirty - fourth Edition .

is only after having fully mastered this small manualand exercise book that they Special cloth binding.

ought to begin the more systematic study of French ." - Dr. BREYMANN, Lecturer James (William ) and A. Molé .-French-English and English .

on theFrench Language and Literature , Owens College , Manchester ( Preface to

“ Philological French Grammar " ).
French Dictionary. With Tables of Irregular Verbs. 1000 pages.

Fifteenth Edition . Crown 8vo, special cloth binding .

Eugène's Comparative French -English Studies , Granmatical
Larsen (A.) .—Danish, Norwegian, and English Dictionary.

and Idiomatic. Being an entirely Rewritten Edition of the " French Exer
cises for Middle and Upper Forms. Sixteenth Edition . Cloth , 23. 61. Third Revised and Enlarged Edition . 688 pages . Large 8vo , strongly bound ,

half roan , 12s . 6d .

Boïelle (James).- French Composition through Lord Mac. | Rosing ( 3.).-English and Danish Dictionary. Seventh

anlay's English . Edited , with Notes, Hints , and Introduction , by JAMES Edition . 540 pages. Large 8vo , strongly bound, half roan , 11s. 6d .

BOIELLE, B.A., Univ. Gall ., Senior French Master, Dulwich College, &c . , &c .

Crown 8vo , cloth . 3s. per volume. Now ready. Third Hundred Thousand .

Kiepert's Atlas Antiquus. Twelve Maps of the Ancient World.
Vol . I. Prederick the Great.

For Schools and Colleges. By Dr. HENRY KIEPERT. Eleventh Edition ,

Vol. II . Warren Hastings.
Improved , Corrected, and Enlarged , with List of Names. Folio , boards, 6s . ;

Vol . III. Lord Clive , cloth , 7s.6d .

This, we may say atonce, is an exceedingly useful idea, well carried out,and one Recently Published , demy 8vo , 33 , net, with large Plate and numerous Illustrations
of the best things of its clasz that we have seen . We can pronounce the equi in the Text .

valence of the idioms recommended to be quite unusually just.” — Saturday Review . Medical Indoor Gymnastics ; or a System of Hygienic

" This volume is obviously the work of a practical teacher, produced , or rather Exercises forHome Use. To be practisedanywhere without Apparatus

begotten , not in the closet, but in the class -room , and - what is rarer - of a teacher or Assistance by Young and Old of either Sex for the Preservation of Health and

equally conversant with both languages. In reviewing the two previous General Activity. By D. G , M. SCHBEBER , M.D. , late Director of the Ortho

volumes we explained and expressed our approval of M. Boielle's method of predic and Melicinal-Gymnastic Institution in Leipzig . Revised and Supple

teaching French composition,and it is suficient to say thatthe present essayis as mented by RODOLF GRAEFE, M.D. Translated from the Twenty-sixth German

fully and judiciously annotated as the two previous ones. Journal of Education .
Edition . Invaluable to both Teachers and Scholars.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE , 14 HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON ; AND 7 BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

EDINBURGH AGENCY :: 20 South FREDERICK STREET.

.
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EDUCATIONAL WORKS BY A. K. ISBISTER , M.A., LL.B.
(LATE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.)

LATIN AND GREEK. GEOMETRY.

Sixteenth Edition , with Map. 12mo .

CÆSAR'S COMMENTARIES on the GALLIC WAR.

BOOKS I.-V. With Notes Critical and Explanatory,

a Vocabulary of all the Words in the Text, and

Easy Reading Lessons for Beginners price 38. 60 .

BOOKS I.-VII . do . do. 48. 6d .

Do. ( without the Reading Lessons) 48. Od .

Twenty - fifth Edition.

BOOK I. (with Vocabulary, Reading Lessons, &c . ) ...... 18. 60 .

Sixth Edition . 12mo, price 3s . 6d .

THE COLLEGE EUCLID: Comprising the First Six and
portions of the Eleventh and Twelfth Books read at the Universities.

Chiefly from the Text of Dr. SIMson . With a new arrangement of

the Figures andDemonstrations: the Enunciations ofthe Propositions

separately for Self- Examination, apart from the Text ; Notes and

Questions on each Book ; and a Series of Geometrical Problems for

Solution , from the most recent University Examination Papers.
3

Fourteenth Edition 12mo, price 38. 6d .

XENOPHON'S ANABASIS, Books I. to III. With

Notes, Vocabulary of all the words in the Text, and a Series of

Easy Reading Lessons for Beginners . Designed as a First Greek

Reading Book in Schools .

Fifteenth Edition . 12mo, price 28. 6d .

THE SCHOOL EUCLID : Comprising the First Four Books.
With Questions, Geometrical Exercises, &c .

THE SCHOOL EUCLID , Books I. & II . With Questions ,

Exercises, & c._12mo, price ls . 6d.

THE SCHOOL EUCLID, Book I. With Questions, &c.

12mo, price 18.

ELOCUTION .

New Edition . 12mo, price 9d .

THE COLLEGE AND SCHOOL EXAMINER IN

EUCLID, containing the Enunciations of all the Propositions in

the College and School Editions , Questions on the Definitions,

Arithmetical and Algebraical Demonstrations of the Propositions in

Books II . and V. , and a large collection of Geometrical Problems

for Solution . Designed for Class and Self - Examination, and adapted
to all Editions of Euclid .

Tenth Edition . 12mo, price 3s . 60 .

THE ILLUSTRATED PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEAKER

AND READER, based on Grammatical Analysis, comprising a

choice Selection of pieces forReading and Recitation, annotated for

Expression , Emphasis, and Pauses , and illustrated by Diagrams and

Figures exhibiting to the eye the appropriate gestures and positions ;

to which is addeda selection of Greek , Latin , French , and German

Extracts,suitable for “ Speech Days " at Public Schools .

Third Edition . 12mo, price ls . 6d.

FIRST STEPS TO EUCLID : Comprising the Propositions

of Book I. , prepared for writing out, with a recapitulation of the steps

of the Demonstration appended to each . Forming a Text - book for

the above . *

Fifth Edition. Two Quarto Copy Books, price 6d . each .

THE GEOMETRICAL COPY-BOOK. Arranged for

writing out the Propositions of Euclid in the Abbreviated and

Symbolical Form adopted in the Universities and Public Schools .

New Edition . 12mo, price 1s . 6d .

LESSONS IN ELOCUTION AND EXPRESSIVE

READING FOR BOYS, based on Grammatical Analysis ; with

a choice selection of Extracts for Reading and Repetition , classified,

of Goldsmith's “ Deserted Village," set out into Principal and Sub

ordinate Sentences , illustrating the theory of Emphasis and Pauses.

New Edition . 12mo, price 1s . 6d .

LESSONS IN ELOCUTION AND EXPRESSIVE

READING FOR GIRLS, based on GrammaticalAnalysis; with

a choice selection of Extracts for Reading and Repetition , classified,

under heads forpractice in various styles of Reading, and annotated

for Expression, Emphasis, and Pauses, and the Analysis of Sentences,

with the figure (of a Girl] showing the proper attitude in Reading .

le

ARITHMETIC.

Ninth Edition . 12mo , price 1s . ; or, with Answers , 1s . 6d .

UNITARY ARITHMETIC. Embodying the First Book

of Arithmetic of the Irish National Board . With numerous addi .

tional Examples, and selections from recent Examination Papers :

and a full exposition of the “ Unitary ” System, or Method of

Working Arithmetic without rules .

In this Edition , Questions in Proportion, Practice, Interest,

Stocks, Partnership, Profit and Loss , & c ., are, by the “ Unitary ”

Method, solved by a single rule .ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

BOOK-KEEPING.

Nineteenth Edition . 16mo , 19. 6d . ; or in Two Parts, price 9d. each.

THE ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND

COMPOSITION, including the Analysis of Sentences, simplified

for Beginners.

Tenth Edition . 12mo , price 6d.

A FIRST BOOK OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR, GEO

GRAPHY, AND ENGLISH HISTORY. With Arithmetical

Tables, Dates, &c .

New Edition . 18mo, price 9d .

THE ELEMENTS OF BOOK-KEEPING, by SINGLE

and DOUBLE ENTRY; with Practical Explanations and Exercises

on the most useful Forms for Business.

Eleventh Edition . 12mo, price 1s . 60 .

FIRST STEPS IN READING AND LEARNING :

a Reading-Book for Beginners, designed to utilize the time of those

learning to read, bypresenting, in a series of Easy Reading and

Writing Lessons, a First Course of Scripture and English History ,

Geography, English Grammar, Spelling, and Arithmetic, interspersed

with Moral Lessons and Simple Poetry for Repetition .

4to, ls . each .

ENGRAVED ACCOUNT BOOKS. Ruled and Interleaved

for Copying, adapted to the above.

No. I. Business Forms . 1. Bills of Parcels and Book Debts.

2. Invoices . 3. Account Sales . 4. Receipts . 5. Pro

missory Notes and Drafts . 6. Bills of Exchange.

No. II. Day -Book and Cash -Book .

No. III . Ledger, Index, and Balance Sheet .

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO . , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.
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MR. EDWARD ARNOLD'SARNOLD'S EDUCATIONAL LIST..

1

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY .

A History of England . By C. W. OMAN , M.A., Fellow ofAll Souls' College, The London School Atlas . Edited by H. 0. ARSOLD FORSTER, M.P. Con

Oxforl. Fully furnished with Maps, Plans of the Principal Battlefields, and taining 48 Coloured Maps. In stout paper wrapper with cloth strip at back ,

Genealogical Tables. 760 pp. Revised Edition. Crown 8vo , clothr, 5s . Is , 6d .

SPECIAL EDITIONS (ench volume containing a separate Index ). Paper Boards, 2s . Limp Cloth, 3s .

In Two Parts, 3s, each : Part I. , from the Earliest Times to 1603 ; Part II . , Cloth , cut flush , 2s , 60 . Cloth gilt , 3s , 6d .

from 1603 to 1885 .
An Illustrated School Geography. By ANDREW J. HERBERTSON, M.A.,

In Three Divisions: Division I. , to 1307 , 2s .; Division II . , 1307 to 1688, 28. ;
F.R.G.S., Assistant to the Reader in Geography at Oxford University, and

Division III . , 1688 to 1885 , 2s, 6d . ALEXIS E. FRYE . With sixteen pages of Coloured Maps and nearly 700

In ordering please state the period required , to avoid confusion . magnificent Illustrations. Large 4to (about 12 by 10 inches ) , 5s .

England in the Nineteenth century . By ( ' . W.OMAN, M.A. With Maps A Manual of Physiography. By ANDREW HERBERTSON , Ph.D., F.R.G.S.

and Appendices . New and Revised Edition . Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .
Fully Illustrated. Cloth , 45, 60 .

The Student's Synopsis of English History. Based chiefly upon Oman's
Arnold's New Shilling Geography . The World , with special reference to

History." By C.H. EASTWOOD, Head Master of Redheugh School, Gateshead .
the British Empire. Suitable for Junior and Lower Middle Forms. 160 pages .

Crown 8vo , cloth , 2s.
Crown 8vo , cloth , Is .

Seven Roman Statesmen. By C. W. OMAX, M.A. With Illustrations,
The Australian Commonwealth. Its Geography and History. A Reading

Book for Middle Forms. Illustrated . Crown 8vo , cloth , ls.

Cloth , 6s .

| Rome, the Middle of the World. By A. Gardner, Lecturer in History
English History for Boys and Girls. By E. S. SEVES. With numerous at Newnham College, Cambridge. Illustrated . 3s . 6d .

Illustrations. 2s. 6d .
Lessons in Old Testament History. y the Venerable A. S. AGLEN,

A Short History of English Commerce and Industry. By L. L. ! Archdeacon of St. Andrews, formerly Assistant Master at Marlborough College .

PRICE, M.A. , Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford . Crown 8vo , cloth , 3s. 611 . 450 pages , with Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth , 4s . 60 .

FRENCH AND GERMAN ,

Les Francais en Ménage. By JEITA S. Wolff. With Illustrations, Crown SIMPLE FRENCH STORIES.

8vo , cloth , ls. 6d .
| An entirely new Series of Easy Texts, with Notes and Vocabulary, prepared under

In entirely original book , teaching the ordinary conversation of family life in the General Editorship of Mr. L. Vox GLEHN , Assistant Master at Merchant

France by a series of bright and entertaining scenes. Taylors' School. Price of each Volume, 9d .

Une Drame dans les Airs . By JULES VERSE .

Les Français en Voyage. By JETTA S. Wolfr. Cleverly Illustrated . Pif - Paf. By EDOUARD LABOULATE .

Crown 8vo, cloth , Is. 6d .
La petite souris Grise and Histoire de Rosette. By Madame DE SÉGUR.

Français pour les tout Petits. By JETTA S. WOLFF. With numerous Monsieur le Vent et Madame la Pluie . By PAUL DE Mrssit.

Illustrations, Crown 8vo , cloth , 1s . 3d. Un Anniversaire à Londres, and two other Stories. By P. J. STAHL.

FromLa Fée Grignotte and La Cuisine au Salon .
Morceaux Choisis. French Prose Extracts. Selected and edited by R. L. A.

Le Théâtre de

Jeunesse .

Dr POSIET, M.A. , Assistant Master at Winchester College. Cloth , is. 61.
Poucinet, and two other Tales. By EDOUARD LABOG'LAYE.

French without Tears . By Mrs. HUGII BELL. With humorous Illustra

tions, Cloth . Book I. , 9d . Book II . , ls , Book III . , ls . 311 . German without Tears. By Mrs. Hool BELL. A version in German of the
Author's very popular French without Tears. " With the original Illustra

A First French Course. By J. BOIELLE , B.A., Senior French Master at tions, Part I. , 9d . Part II . , ls . Part III . , ls . 3d .

Dulwich College, &c. Cloth , 1s. 6d . Lessons in German . A Graduated German Course, with Exercises and

A First French Reader . With Exercises for Re -translation . Edited by Vocabulary, hy L. INNESLUMDes, Warden of University Hall , St. Andrews.
Crown 8vo, 3s .

W. J. GREENSTREET, M.A., Head Master of the Marling School, Stroud.
Crown 8vo , cloth , ls.

German Dramatic Scenes . By C. IBEL MUSGRAVE. With Notes and

Vocabulary. Crown 8vo , 2s . 6d .

Prench Dramatic Scenes , By C. A. JUSGRAVE. With Votes and Vocab- Exercises in German Composition . By RICILARD KAISER , Teacher of

ulary . 2s. Modern Languages in the High School, Glasgow . Cloth , 1s . 6d .

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS,

An Arithmetic for Schools. By J. P. KIRKMAS, M.A. Cambridge , and The Elements of Inorganic Chemistry. For use in Schools and Colleges.

1. E. FIELD, M.A. Oxford, Assistant Masters at bedford Grammar School. By W. A. SHEXSTONE, F.R.S. , Lecturer in Chemistry at Clifton College . With
500 pages. Crown8vo. With or without answers, cloth , 3s. 60 . nearly 150 Illustrations. Cloth , 4s . 611 .

The Elements of Euclid. By R. LACIILAN , Sc.D. , formerly Fellow of Trinity
Laboratory Companion. 125 pages, cloth , ls . 60 .

College , Cambridge. With Alternative Proofs, Notes, Exercises, all the Standard A First Year's Course of Experimental Work in Chemistry. By

Theorems, and a large collection of Riders and Problems. E.H. Cook , D.Sc., F.1.C., Principal of the Clifton Laboratory , Bristol. Clothi,
ls. 6d .

The following Separate Editions are now issuel: --Book I., cloth , 1s. ; Books I.
and II . , cloth , Is . 6d . ; Books I. , II . , and III . , cloth , 2s . 60. Books III . and IV ., Physical Chemistry for Beginners . By Dr. CH . M. VAN DEVENTER .

cloth , 2s.: Books I.-IV. , cloth , 3s . i Books IV.-VI. , 2s. 60.; Books 1.-VI. and
Translated by Dr. R. A. LEUFELDT. 2s . 6d .

XI . , 4s , 6d .; Book XI. , ls.
A Text-Book of PhysicalChemistry. By Dr. R. 1. LEUFELDT, Professor

An Elementary Treatise on Practical Mathematics . By J. GRAHAM ,
of Physics at the East London Technical College. With 40 Illustrations. Cloth ,
7s , 6d .

B.A., Demonstrator of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mathematics in
the Technical College, Finsbury . Cloth , 3s . 60 . A Text-Book of Physics. With Sections on the Application of Physics to

Physiology and Melicine . By R. A. LEHFELDT, D.Sc. viii . + 304 pages .

The Elements of Algebra . By R. LACILLAN, Sc.D., formerly Fellow of Crown 810 , cloth , 6s .

Trinity College, Cambridge. With or without answers, 25. 61. ANSWERS sepa- | Physiology for Beginners . By LEJNARD HILL , M.B., F.R.S. Illustrated .
rately, 1s.

Cloth , 1s.

Elementary Geometry . By W. C. FLETCHER, M.A., Heal Master of the Mensuration. By R. W. K. EDWARDS, M.A. , Lecturer on Mathematics at

Liverpool Institute . Crown 8vo , cloth , ls , 6d . King's College , London. [ Nearly ready .

A First Geometry Book. A Simple Course of Exercises based on Experiment The Calculus for Engineers. By Prof. John Perry, F.R.S. About 405
and Discovery, introductory to the Study of Geometry. By J. G. HAMILTON, pages, cloth , 73 , 6d .

B. 1 .. Lecturer on Geonetry at the Froebel Elucational Institute ; and A Text- Book of Zoology. By G. P. MIDGE, A.R.C.Sc. Lond ., Lecturer

F. KETTLE, B.A. , Head Master of Clapham High School for Boys. Crown 8vo, on Biology at the London School of Medicine for Women . With about 150

fully Illustrated , cloth , ls. ANSWERS ( for Teachers only ), 6d . Illustrations, Crown 8vo, 7s, 6d .

LATIN , MISCELLANEOUS ,

The Fables of Orbilius. By A. D. GODLEY, M.A., Fellow of Magdalen Psychology for Teachers. By C. LLOYD MORGAN, F.R.S. , Principal of
College, Oxford . With humorous Illustrations. Book I. , 9d . Book II . , ls.

University College , Bristol. Sixth Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s , 6d ,

Virgil - Aeneid, Books I. , II. , and III. The New Oxford Text, by special
permission of the University . Edited , with Introduction and Notes , by

English Political Philosophy. For the use of University and College
Students.

M. T. TATHAV , M.A. Cloth , ls, 6d , each. By WILLIAM GRAHAM , M.A., Professor of Jurisprudence and

Political Economy at Queen's College, Belfast. Large crown 8vo, cloth ,Caesar's Gallic War, Books I. and II . Edited by T. W. HADDON , M.A. , 10s . 6d . net .

and G. C. HARRISOX, M.A. Cloth , ls . 6d .

Books III.-V. Edited by M. T. TATLAN , M.A. Cloth , ls , 6d .
A First Course in English Analysis and Grammar. By RICHARD

Wilsox, B..İ ., Author of " Arnold's Language Lessons." 144 pages . Crown

Books VI. and VII. Edited by M. T. TATHAM , MA. Cloth , ls . 6d . 8vo, cloth , ls .

By G. B. GARDINER , M.A., D.Sc. , and A. GARDINER, M. A. The Art of Reading and Speaking . By the Rev. JAMES FLEMING , Canon

A First Latin Coarse. 227 pages , cloth , 2s .
of York , Fourth Edition . Crown 8vo , cloth , 3s . 6d .

A Second Latin Reader . 184 pages , cloth , Is . 60 .
King Edward's Cookery Book, By FLORENCE A. BORGE, Teach of

A Latin Translation Primer, Cloth , ls .
Cookery in King Edward's Schools, Birmingham . Second Impression. Crown
8vo , cloth , 2s.6d ,

A Complete Educational Catalogue will be forwarded post free on application .

LONDON : EDWARD ARNOLD, 37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND ..
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EDUCATIONAL REVIEW.
THE SCHOOL WORLD.

Edited by NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER. Contents of September Number.

GEOGRAPHY FOR MATRICULATIONAT LONDON UNI
VERSITY. ( Illustrated.) The Revised Regulations. By E. A.

WETHEY, M.A., F.R.G.S.

“ We find the ' Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable at every PHYSICAL TRAINING IN SCHOOLS. ( Illustrated . ) II. Swedish

turn .” — MICHAEL E. SADLER, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports, Drill and Physical Exercises. By THOMAS CHESTERTON.

Board of Education, London , England. September 13, 1901. BATTERIES FOR LABORATORY WORK. ( Illustrated .) By

A. E. MUXBY, M.A.

" I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get
TRAINING IN SCIENTIFIC METHOD.

from reading the ' Educational Review . The educational world can

never repay you for the work you have put into that richly stored
ROYAL COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY EDUCATION IN

IRELAND.

magazine. I have just gone through the entire twenty -one volumes in UNIVERSITY EXTENSION SUMMER MEETING , CAM

order to get some things that I especially desired , and I am simply BRIDGE, 1902. ( From our Cambridge Correspondent .)

amazed at what I find in those volumes." --WILBUR P. GORDY , High THE NATURE-STUDY EXHIBITION. By F. W. HEADLEY, M.A.

School, Hartford, Conn . September, 1901 . CONFERENCES AT THE NATURE-STUDY EXHIBITION.

“ To men like myself it is a sort of working library . Its volumes
By WILFRED MARKWEBB .

stand always at my elbow .” — Prof. Paul H. Hants , Harvard University .
THE SCHOOLS'EXHIBIT AT THE CORK INTERNATIONAL

EXHIBITION .

“ The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to THE STUDY OF CHILDHOOD . By P. A. BARNETT,

education .” - New York Times.
TWO SCIENCE BOOKS FOR THE LIBRARY . By W.J.S.

“ An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well SEVEN ROMAN STATESMEN .

be proud . There is nothing better in educational journalism in any THE TEACHING OF HISTORY.

country. And it has an editor who has convictions, and the courage of PRINCIPLES OF CLASS TEACHING.

them. "-School and Home Education , Bloomington, Ill . THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF HOLIDAY
COURSES . By J. W. LONGSDOX, M.A.

" The ' Review ' has from the first issue taken its place at the head

of American periodicals devoted to education . It is , indeed , the first
POPULAR ERRORS IN METEOROLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY.

NATURE NOTES FOR SEPTEMBER. By the Rev. Canon STEWARD ,
educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of M.A.

educationalists abroad.” — Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti, Mich.
THE COMMITTEE STAGE OF THE EDUCATION BILL.

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General ; Scottish ; Irish ; Welsh ;

14s . 6d. a Year, 1s. 100. a Copy. Ten Numbers, none being issued
Current History .

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

for July and August. Current numbers kept in stock . CORRESPONDENCE :

Quantitative Determination for Schoolboys. ( Illustrated .)
By Dr. W.

SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

MARSHALL WATTS . - A Method of Demonstrating the Forms of Electrical

Lines of Force. ( Illustrated . ) By WILLIAM BENXETT.-- Books on History.

By J. S. LINDSAY.- " Phaeacians and “ Suitors of Penelope ." By WALTER

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT - BOOK COPLAND PERRY and YOUR REVIEWER .

AGENCY,
LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO ., LIMITED ;

20 High Holborn, W.C. NEW YORK : THE MACMILLAN COMPANY.

1

ܪܕ

PARIS EXHIBITION , 1900. Highest Possible Award.
BY JOHN S. RAWLE, F.S.A.,

Late Examiner to the Department of Science and Art.

SECOND GRADE PRACTICAL GEOMETRY,JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

PENS.
THE ONLY ' GRAND PRIX '

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Nos. for Schools-351 , 352 , 382, 404 , 729 , 303, 170, 166, 5 , 6 ,

292, 293, 291 (Mapping ), 659 ( Drawing ) ; and (for Vertical

Writing ) 1045 , 1046.

PLANE & SOLID, CURVES, SCALES & PATTERN DRAWING.

REVISED AND ENLARGED, NOW READY.

Containing the additional matter as required by the Departmental Circular of

March, 1895 , and forming a complete Text-Book for the Scienceand Art Examinations.

270th Thousand. MORE THAN 600 DIAGRAMS.

Price 1s. Bound in cloth , 2s.

Class Sheets for Practical Geometry
ls.

Practical Geometry Test Papers
4d.

Freehand Drawing Test Papers
ls.

BOOKS FOR SCIENCE STUDENTS.

London :

SIMPKIN , MARSHALL , HAMILTON , KENT, & CO .

:

Crown 8vo, cloth . Price One Shilling.

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES.

FARM FOODS. A Text- Book for Agricultural Students. Trans

lated from the German of Von Wolff by HERBERT H. Cousins ,

M.A. , Lecturer on Chemistry at the South Eastern Agricultural

College, Wye. Post 8vo, 8s . 6d .

ATTFIELD'S CHEMISTRY : General, Medical, and Phar

maceutical. Adapted to the 1898 Edition of the British Pharmaco

peeia. Seventeenth Edition . Illustrated . 153 .

CHURCH'S LABORATORY GUIDE , especially arranged

for Students of Agricultural Chemistry. Seventh Edition.
6s. 6d.

HENFREY'S ELEMENTARY COURSE OF BOTANY :

Structural, Physiological, and Systematic. Illustrated by

upwards of 600 Woodcuts . Fourth Edition . By MAXWELL T.

MASTERS, M.D., F.R.S. , & c. , and A. W. BENNETT, M.A., B.Sc., &c .

158 .

WINKLER'S HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL GAS ANA

LYSIS. Second English Edition . Translated by Professor

LUNGE . Fully Illustrated . 108. 6d .

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR,

ASSISTANT MASTERS IN MERCHANT TAYLORS' SCHOOL.

“ The words and phrases in this book are well chosen. ” — Educational

News, October 13, 1900.

Extremely valuable." --Guardian , September 12, 1900 .

“ A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

in parallel columns arranged under such headings as 'Relationships,'

Class-Room Objects, ' ' Colours,' &c. "--School World, August, 1900.

“ The book . . . supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

in the concluding chapters are well selected ." -- Educational Times,

August, 1900 .

LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY, LUDGATE Hill , E.C.

GURNEY & JACKSON

( Successors to Mr. VAN VOORST ),

1 PATERNOSTER ROW.
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DAY TRAINING

COLLEGE,

WHITE STREET, FINSBURY STREET, AND ROPEMAKER STREET,

FINSBURY PAVEMENT, LONDON, E.C.

WM . BLACKWOOD & SONS'

NEW EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

Principal

Lecturer on Education
-

PROFESSOR CUSACK.

Mr. S. BLOWS, M.A. Cantab. ;

B.A.; B.Sc. London ;

Teacher's Diploma, London.

- Mr. H. J. SMITH, B.Sc. London,Secretary

CORR .

BLACKWOODS' ILLUSTRATED CLASSICAL TEXTS .

General Editor - H . W. AUDEN, M.A., Assistant Master at Fettes

College.

NEW VOLUMES.

Cæsar . - Gallic War. I. -III. By J. M. HARDWICH , J.A., Rugby.
ls . 6d .

Cæsar.---Gallic War. VI. , VII. By C. A. A. DU PONTET, M.A.,

Harrow . Is . 6d .

Virgil. - Bneid. V., VI. By St. J. B. WYNNE- Willson , M.A. Is . 6d .

Horace . - Odes. I. , II. By J. SARGEAUNT, M.A. Is . 60 .

Arrian . - Anabasis . I. , II . By H. W. ACDEN, M.A. 2s. 60 .

Cicero . - Pro Lege Manilia and Pro Archia. By K. P. Wilson ,

M.A. Is . 6d .

Livy . - XXVIII. By G. MIDDLETON , M.A. , and A. SOUTER , M.A.

1s . 6d.

*. * Other Volumes to follow.

...

>

99

New Classes , Oral and Correspondence, will be formed as follows :

ORAL .

Associateship, College of Preceptors Sept. 17. Sept. 22.

Licentiateship, Sept. 17. Sept. 22.

Fellowship , Sept. 17. Sept. 22 .

Oxford Higher Local Sept. 17. Sept. 22.

Cambridge Higher Local Sept. 17. Sept. 22.

Matriculation , University of London Sept. 17. Sept. 22 .

Intermediate Arts Sept. 17. Sept. 22 .

Intermediate Science Sept. 17. Sept. 22.

Matriculation, University of Wales Sept. 17. Sept. 22.

Matriculation , University of Birmingham Sept. 17. Sept. 22 .

Matriculation, Royal University of

Ireland Sept. 17. Sept. 22 .

First University Examination , Royal

University of Ireland Sept. 17. Sept. 22.

Second University Examination , Royal

University of Ireland Sept. 17. Sept. 22 .

Diploma in the Theory, History , and

Practice of Education Sept. 17. Sept. 22.

Names should be entered one week before the above dates .

Prospectus and full particulars will be sent post free on application .

All applications to be addressed to THE PRINCIPAL.

BLACKWOODS' ENGLISH CLASSICS.

General Editor - J . H. LOBBAN , M.A., formerly Examiner in English

in the University of Aberdeen .

NEW VOLUMES.

Scott . - Marmion . By ALEXANDER MACKIE, M.A. ls . 6d .

Pope. - Essay on Criticism , Rape of the Lock, and other Poems.
By G. SOUTAR, M.A. , Litt.D , 28. 6d .

Hazlitt. – Essays on Poetry. By D. Nichol Smith, M.A. 25. 60.

Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Keats. By A. D. Innes, M.A. 2s.6d .

Lamb . - Select Essays. By Agnes Wilson . 2s . 6d.

* Other Volumes to follow .

...

CASEY'S EUCLID.

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID,

BOOKS I.–VI., and PROPOSITIONS I.-XXI . of BOOK XI .

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPHERE, CONE, &c. , with Copious

Annotations and Numerous Exercises.

By JOHN CASEY, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland,

Vice- President, Royal Irish Academy, &c . , &c.

Tenth Edition , price4s. 6d., post free ;orin Two Parts,each Half -a - Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ."

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor , University College , Dublin .
Second Edition , Small 8vo, price 6s .

A SEQUEL TO THE
FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID .”

Sixth Edition, Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s. 6d ., cloth. Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged , 564 pp. , price 12s.

A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE, CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS .

Containing an account of its most recent Extensions, with numerous Examples.

New Edition . Crown 8vo.

A TREATISE ON

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples andQuestions for Examination .

Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp. , price 3s.

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions . Second Edition. Price 3s .

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions,with numerousExamples.
Crown 8vo. Second Edition ,

Crown 8vo, price 5s.

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY,

AND ITS APPLICATION TO GEODESY AND ASTRONOMY.

With numerous Examples.

Adopted by the London School Board ,

BLACKWOODS' LITERATURE READERS.

Edited by JOHN ADAMS, M.A., B.Sc., F.C.P., Rector, l'.F . Church Training

College, Glasgow . Bk , I., Is .; Bk, II . , ls. 4d .; Bk. III . , Is . 6d . ; Bk. IV . ,

ls . 6d .

BLACKWOODS' SCHOOL SHAKESPEARE.

Stiff paper covers , ls. ; cloth , ls . 6d .

Now ready :-The Merchant of Venice , Richard II.,Julius Cæsar,

The Tempest, As You Like It, Henry V.

*** Others in preparation .

English Words and Sentences . Book 1 . For the Junior

Division. Book II . For the Intermediate Division . Immediately .

English Drama. By J. L. ROBERTSON , M.A. , Author of; “ History of

English Literature," & c . 2s. 6d .

The Select Chaucer. Edited and Elucidated by J. L. ROBERTSON, M.A.

[ Shortly.

The George Ellot Reader. By ELIZABETH LEE . With Introduction

and Portrait. 2s.

Stormonth's Dictionary . College Edition , 7s . 6 .; School Edition , 1s .

The School Anthology of English Verse . From Chaucer

to the Present Day. By J. H.LOBBAN , M.A. In 2 Parts , 2s, each ; complete

in 1 Vol., 4s . ; Prize Edition , 5s .

Lower Latin Prose. By K. P. WILSON , M.A. 2s.6d . key , 5s, net .

Lower Latin Unseens . By W. LOBBAN , M.A. 2s.

First Latin Sentences and Prose . By K. P. WILSON , M.A. 2s.6d .

Tales of Ancient Thessaly . By J. W. E. PEARCE, M.A. ls .

The Messenian Wars. An Elementary Greek Reader. By H. W.

AUDEN, M.A. preparation .

Lower Greek Prose . By K. P. Wilson , M.A. 2s . 61. *** Key , 5s , net.

Greek Accidence. By T. C. WEATHERHEAD, M.A. Is. 6d .

All French Verbs in Twelve Hours (except Defective Verbs) .
By A. J. Wyatt. ls .

French Test Papers. By EMILE B. LE FRANCOIS. 2s .

A History of German Literature . By J. G. ROBERTSON, Ph.D.
[ Tamediately.

Progressive German Composition . By Louis LUBovius. Ph.1 ) .

3s. 6d . In Two Parts: Composition , 2s. 6d . (Key, 5s . net . ) ; Philo

logy , ls. 6d .

Lower Grade German . By the same. 2s. 60 .

A Spanish Grammar. By WILLIAM A. KEssex . 3s. 6d .

Arithmetic . By A. V. LOTHIAN , M.A., B.Sc. With Answers , 3s . 6d .

Modern Geometry of the Point, Stralght Line , and

Circle . An Elementary Treatise . By J. A. THIRD , JI ... 3s .

Forty Elementary Lessons in Chemistry . By W.L. SARGANT,
M.1. Ilustrated . In One Vol. In the press.

HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO. , LIMITED , 104 GRAFTON STREET , DUBLIN.

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO . WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS , Edinburgh and London .
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FREE GUIDE TO THE

CAMBRIDGE HIGHERHIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION,
BY THE

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION Postal INSTITUTION.

New Edition ( 80 pages ) , containing advice as to books to read for

the December 1902 and June 1903 Examinations, and the mode of

Study, and statistical tables (not obtainable elsewhere ). A copy of the

Guide will be seni gratis and post free to any candidate on application

to the Manager of the Institution, Mr. E. S. Weymouth, M.A., 27

Southampton Street, Strand, London , W.C.

450 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to June, 1902, 76 with distinction.

The Institution prepares through the post for various University

Examinations and for the A.C.P. , L.C.P. , and F.C.P.

MASTERS wanted for Public , Grammar,

and Preparatory Schools .

Science Masters ; Mathematical,

Classical, and Modern Languages,

French and Elementary German,

Drawing, Music , Shorthand, Senior,

and Junior Masters,

Messrs . ORELLANA & CO. forward to much

of suitable Vacancies. Vo preliminary charge. Please state your age , quali
fications, and salary you require to

44 Old Bond Street, London , W.

rach
candidate a List

METROPOLITAN DE FIVAS' FRENCH CLASS BOOKS..
SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE.

( L'NIVERSITY OF LONDON .)

1901-1902.

111 the following Schools of the University provide complete courses of In.

struction and all the requirements for obtaining the Degrees in Medicine and

Surgery :

ST. BARTHOLOJEW'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL West Smithfield . E.C.

CLARING CROSS ( haring ( ross , W.C.

ST . GEORGE'S Huile lurk Corner , S.W.

Guy's London Bridge , S.E.

KING'S COLLEGE strand , W.C.

THE LONDON Mile End , E.

ST. MARY'S Paddington . W.

MIDDLESEX Berners Street , W.

ST. THOMAS'S Albert Embankment, S.W.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE Gower Street, W.C.

WESTMINSTER (arton Street , S.W.

For Particulars as to the courses of Instruction , Fees, Hospital Appointments,

and course of Study advised , application should be made to the DEAN of any one

of the above mentioned schools of the l'niversity.

For particulars as to the Examinations for Internal Students of the University

apply to the ACADEMIC REGISTRAR , University of London , South Kensington, S.W.

Date of commencement of Sessions - Winter, October 1st .

- Summer, Vay lst .

De Fivas, New Grammar of French Grammars . By Dr.

V. DE FIAS. MA. Fifty - fifth Edition , Revised , and Enlarged , with the

Author's latest Votes, Corrections, and Additions . 450 pp ., 28. 6., strongly

bound .
*** KEY , 3s , 6d .

De Fivas , Elementary French Grammar and Reader .

Fifth Edition , fcap . 810, 15. 6d . , cloth .

De Fivas , Guide to Modern French Conversation . Thirty.

second Edition , 18mo, 2s.6d ., bali-bound .

De Fivas, Introduction à la Langue Française . Twenty
eighth Edition , 12mo, 2s . 60 .

De Fivas , Beautés des Ecrivains Français, Anciens et
Modernes. Fifteenth Edition , 12mo, 2s . 60 .

De Fivas , Le Trésor National . Eighth Edition , 12mo, Is . 6d.
" KEY , 2s .

CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON , 7 STATIONERS'HALL Court, E.C.

66

CAREY'S GRADUS AD PARNASSUM ,"

WITH THE ENGLISH MEANINGS.

Revised , Corrected , and Augmented by a Member of the University of Cambridge.

Post 8vo , cloth , price 7s.

THE STATIONERS ' COMPANY, STATIONERS' HALL, LONDON.

GINN & COMPANY,,
Educational Publishers ,

LONDON, BOSTON, AND NEW YORK.

9 St. Martin's Street, Leicester Square, London , W.C.

GIXX & COMPANY, the leading Educational Publishers of America, have

now established a house of business in London , under the management or

Mr. FRED, J. MATIJESON.

Some of the specialities among the books published by this firm are the “ College
Series ” of Greek and Latin Authors, the “ Latin and Greek School Classies," ilir

International Modern Language Series ," books on Anglo - Saxon , and a largeassort

ment of English Classics, edited respectively for children and for students.

Much attention has been attracted by GINN & COMPANY'S books on Nature
Study .

Myers' " GeneralHistory " has inet with great favour in England , since it deals

with World History as no book published in England does.

Books sent on approval for inspection .

Catalogues will be sent post free to all applying for them .

GINN & COMPANY, 9 St. Martin's Street , Leicester Sq . , London , W.C.

EXAMINATION PAPER
AS USED BY THE

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements , and each Sheet

bears their Watermark .

Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream, 28. 6 .

960 58. Od.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Lodger, Cash Book , and Journal, 18. per 100 Sheets.

Music Paper, 1s . per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order.

*

1 )

American School and College Text-Book Agency.

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON , W.C.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK

AT LESS THAN COST PRICE.

New Catalogue of American Books on Nature Study.

20 HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON, W.C.WORKS BY REV. ALFRED HILEY, M.A.

1. MENSURATION AND LAND SURVEYING . Seventh Edition . Crown 8vo.

MODE
ODERN SIDE ARITHMETIC : EXAMPLES ONLY . By

Rev. T. MITCHESON , B.A. , late Assistant Master in City of London School.

PART I. , Crown 8vo, cloth , pp . 119, 1s.

answers, ls , 6d .

( Answers, 1s.; Teachers' Copy , with

Fifteenth Edition . Pp. 250. Answers at end . Price 2s . 6d .

This work has been put by the London School Board on their

Requisition List for the Use of Pupil- Teachers .

“ We give it our verdict of unreserved approval." - Schoolmaster.

“ A well-known standard book on the subject." -- School Guarilian .

" It still deservedly holds a high place among text - books on this subject. ” —
Educational Times.

2. RECAPITULATORY EXAMPLES IN ARITHMETIC .

Sixteenth Edition . Pp. 243. Price 2s .

This work can now be had either with or without Answers . It contains Test

Examples on each rule , and 1,736 Miscellaneous Questions, including 105 full Exam

ination Papers set by University Local Examiners and others.

" Excellent collection of arithmetical examples." - Schoolmaster.

“ Both works are marvels of cheapness and goodness . " -- Journal of Education ,

PART II . , crown svo , cloth , pp . 200, ls , 6d .

Answers, 25.)

( Answers, ls. ; Teachers ' Copy, with

COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, crown 8vo , cloth , 2s. (Answers, Is . 6d,; Teachers'

Copy, with Answers, 3s . )

Published by LONGMANS & CO. , LONDON. LONDOA : FRANCIS HODGSOX , 89 FARRINGDON STREET.:
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SAMPSON LOW , MARSTON & COMPANY'S

Educational Publications ,

ALGEBRA FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. By WILLIAM
Thomson, M.A., B.Sc., F.R.S.E., Professor of Mathematics, Stellenbosch College ; formerly Assistant Professor of Mathematics in the

University of Edinburgh. Crown 8vo, cloth , 4s . 6d. ; with the Answers in one, 58 .; the Answers separately, 1s . 6d.

“ The sets of examples, and the working out of the examples, evince the skill of a practised algebraist .” — Saturday Review.

ART.-ELEMENTARY HISTORY OF ART. By N. D'ANVERS. Fourth Edition,

revised and brought up to date . With 375 Engravings. Crown 8vo , 10s. 6d .; or in two parts, in plainer binding :-1 . Architecture and
Sculpture, 5s .; II . Painting : Ancient and Modern, 6s.

GEOGRAPHY . - PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By A. GUYOT.. Profusely Illustrated .
4to, 10s . 60 .

GEOGRAPHY.-ECLECTIC PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By R. HINMAX. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo , 5s .

GEOMETRY . - A FRIMER OF ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION (SOLID
GEOMETRY, &c . ) . By G. T. PLUNKETT. Crown 8vo, 2g . 6d .

GRAMMAR. — ANΑΝ ENGLISH GRAMMAR WITH ANALYSIS AND

PROSODY. For the use of Teachers and the Higher Classes in Schools. By S. E. STRONGE, M.A., Q.U.I. , Inspector of Schools ; and

A. R. EAGAR, M.A., T.C.D., First Senior Moderator, and sometime Professor of English Language at Alexandra College, Dublin. Crown 8vo ,

cloth , 3s .

" The book is thoughtfully and carefully written ; its explanations are clear ; its views generally sound, and there is a refreshing absence of

the numerous little slips so frequent in the definitions of even the best grammars.” — Educational Times.

HEAT . - A SCHOOL COURSE IN HEAT. Revised and Enlarged. By W. LARDEN ,

M.A., Assistant Master in the R.N.E. College, Devonport ; late Science Scholar, Merton College , Oxford . Fifth Edition . Enlarged and

re -written . Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s .

A Text-book at Rugby, Clifton , Cheltenham, Bedford, Birmingham, Uppingham , and other eminent Schools and Colleges.

“ Distinguished by the simplicity of the language and the copiousness of the illustrations and analogies employed.” --Academy.

HISTORY.-SCHOOL CHRONOLOGY ; OR, THE GREAT DATES- OF

HISTORY . By the Rev. W. J. CONYBEARE, M.A., sometime Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. New Edition by the Rev. EDWARD

CONYBEARE . 16mo, paper cover, ls .

HISTORY.-OUTLINES OF ROMAN HISTORY. Four Periods on Sheet. Ву

ASHLEY BICKERSTETH, B.A. 4to , 2s . 6d .

LOGARITHMS TO SEVEN PLACES, A NEW MANUAL OF. By C. BRUHNS.
New Edition. Royal 8vo, 6s .

MECHANICS.-- A TEXT-BOOK OF MECHANICS AND HYDROSTATICS.
By Herbert HANCOCK, M.A., F.R.A.S., F.R. Met.Soc ., late Scholar and Triple Prizeman at St. Jobn's College , Cambridge, Lecturer on

Geometry to the Architectural Association , London . With over 400 Diagrams. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s .

“ This book is the embodiment of a series of notes which the author had written for his own use when lecturing on this subject . He has

now so arranged them that by the help of copious illustrative examples and diagrams taken from common objects the student may be able to

master the fundamental principles upon which a knowledge of mechanics and hydrostatics is based . In order that those who have not hitherto

acquired much knowledge of mathematics may have some tools to work with , Mr. Hancock has explained the method of measuring angles and

the geometrical meanings of the terms usedin plane trigonometry ; and throughout the book he has described each portion of this subject in so

simple a manner that there should be no difficulty in obtaining a very useful knowledge of these sciences. The autnor has attached to each

chapter a large number of questions, the answers to which are given at the end of the book . Many of these questions are taken from the

matriculation exam.lauluns of the University of London, and those of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, and exemplify the kind of

problems generally set by examiners .” — Builder.

“ A text-book which is well devised to make the student think for himself, the best training he can possibly have .” - English Mechanic.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.-HOW TO GET STRONG AND HOW TO STAY

so. By William BLAIKIE. With Illustrations. 16mo, cloth . A New and Enlarged Edition . 520 pages, cloth extra, 6s .

This Edition contains 224 pages more than the previous Editions, and also numerous additional Illustrations.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION. -SOUND BODIES FOR OUR BOYS AND GIRLS .

By WILLIAM BLAIKIE. With numerous Illustrations . 16mo, cloth , 28. 6d .

PHYSICAL EDUCATION. – A MANUAL OF SWEDISH DRILL FOR

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. By GEORGE L. MELIO, Gold Medallist. New Edition . Crown 8vo , boards , 28. 6d.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.-HEALTH AND CONDITION IN THE ACTIVE

AND THE SEDENTARY. By Dr. N. E. YORKE -DAVIES. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. ; Revised and Cheaper Edition , 28. 6d .

PHYSICAL EDUCATION . HOW TO BRING UP YOUR CHILDREN . Being

an Essay on Education . By JOHN LOCKE (“ The Great Philosopher," 1632-1704 ). Is . net .

PHYSICAL SCIENCE.-- SHORT STUDIES IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE. Ву
VAUGHAN CORNISH, M.Sc. Illustrated . Crown 8vo , cloth , 5s .

THERMO-DYNAMICS : Treated with Elementary Mathematics ; and containing applications

tu Animal and Vegetable Life, Tidal Friction , and Electricity . By J. Parker, M.A. With numerous Diagrams. Crown 8vo, cloth, 10s . 60 :

Supplementary Volume, crown 8vo, cloth , 6s .

LONDON : SAMPSON LOW , MARSTON & COMPANY, LIMITED, Sr. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, FETTER LANE, E.C.

-

-
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS .

NEW EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS.

PITT PRESS SERIES .-NEW VOLUMES. SOPHOCLES. ANTIGONE . With a Commentary, abridged

XENOPHON. CYROPAEDEIA. Book I. With Introduction
from the large edition of Sir R. C. JEBB, Lit by E. S. SHUCK

and Notes founded on those of H. A. HOLDEN, LL.D., and complete
BURGH , M.A., late Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Emmanuel College,

Vocabulary, by E. S. SHUCKBURGH, M.A. , late Fellow of Emmanuel
Cambridge. Crown 8vo , 4s. [ Immediately .

College, Cambridge. 2s. 6d. [ Immediately. ST. MARK IN GREEK FOR BEGINNERS.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MARK. The Greek

CICERO. THE ORATIONS AGAINST CATILINE. Edited , Text edited, with Introduction and Notes, for the use of Schools,

with Introduction and Notes, by J. C. Nicol , M.A. , Head Master by Sir A. F. HORT, Bart. , M.A. , Assistant Master at Harrow School.

of Portsmouth Grammar School. 2s . 6d .
With 2 Maps. 28. 6d . net.

This edition is intended for the use of boys who are just beginning to read the

ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN. HISTOIRE D'UN CONSCRIT
Greek Testament.

DE 1813. Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by A. R. ROPES, CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS AND
M.A. 3s.

[ Immediately. COLLEGES. - New Volume.

BY THE SAME EDITOR.
General Editor for theOld Testament and Apocrypha,A.F.KIRKPATRICK,

ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN. MADAME THERESE. 3s . D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of Cambridge.

ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN. WATERLOO. 3s.
THE SONG OF SOLOMON. With Introduction and Notes by the

Rev. ANDREW HARPER, D.D. ( Edinburgh ), Principal of St. Andrew's

ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN. LE BLOCUS . College, within the University of Sydney. 18. 6d. net.
38 .

8. d .

8. d .

}
J. Gow ..........

BOOKS SUITABLE FOR COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS ' EXAMINATIONS ,

JULY and DECEMBER , 1903 .

PITT PRESS SHAKESPEARE . CAMBRIDGE SERIES FOR SCHOOLS AND

MACBETH. Edited , with Introduction , Notes, and Glossary, by TRAINING COLLEGES .

A. W. VERITY, M.A., sometime Scholar of Trinity College , Cam- School Guardian, - “ We can imagine nothing better for a first acquaintance

bridge. ls . 6d . with any of these authors than such simple and complete editions as the Cambridge
Series offers to the student.

Guardian . - " Undoubtedly the best school edition extant of this particular play,
We heartily commend these books to the notice

and possibly the best that has ever been produced of any play of Shakespeare's . We
of teachers of elementary classics in whatever kind of school. It will be a long

will, moreover, go further , and add that it is a mine of wealth for all students of
time before any more suitable edition will appear."

Shakespeare , whatever may be their object in stutlying him ." The following editions have Complete Vocabularies :

AUTHOR. WORK . EDITOR. PRICE.

PITT PRESS SERIES PRICE . CAESAR De Bello Gallico, Book IV.... E. S. Shuckburgb ... 1 6

AUTHOR . WORK . Editor .
VERGIL Aeneid , Book VI . A. Sidgwick 16

CAESAR ...... | De Bello Gallico, Books IV - V. A. G. Peskett .. 1
XENOPHON Anabasis, Book V. G. M. Edwards . 16

( Subject, Book 1V. )
** Cambridge Editions of Caesar, Vergil , and Xenophon . - The attention of

HORACE . Odes, Book III . 2 0 Schoolmasters is called to the fact that there are now two editions of some of the

works of these authors in the Pitt Press Series and the Cambridge Series for
LIVY Book XXI .... M.S. Dimsdale 2 6 Schools and Training Colleges. The Editions in the Cambridge Series for Schools

VERGIL Aeneid , Book VI .... A. Sidgwick ... 1 6
and Training Colleges have complete Vocabularies. If , in ordering, the Edition

required is not specified, the Pitt Press Edition, without Vocabulary, will be sent.

EURIPIDES Medea C.E.S.Headlam 2 6

XENOPHON Anabasis, Book V. A. Pretor 20i THE PITT PRESS MATHEMATICAL SERIES .

ARITHMETIC FOR SCHOOLS. By C. Smith , M.A., Master

CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS AND of Sidney Sussex College,Cambridge. With or without Answers.

COLLEGES .
Stereotyped Edition . 3s. 6d . Or in Two Parts :

PART 1.-Chaps. i .-viii . Elementary. With or without

FIRST BOOK OF KINGS. By Prof. LUMBY, D.D. 23. net. Answers. 2s .

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. LUKE. By Very Rer. F. W.
Part II. - Chaps. ix.-xx. With or without Answers. 28.

FARRAR, D. 38. net ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA . By W. W. Rouse Ball, M.A.

4s . 6d .
ACTS OF THE APOSTLES, By Prof. LCYBY, D.D. 3s. net .

ELEMENTARY PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.
The same in the SMALLER CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR Hobson, Sc.D. , F.R.S. , and C. M. Jessop, M.A. 4s. 6d.

SCHOOLS, 1s . each .

EUCLID.-ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY. Edited by H. M.

TAYLOR, M.A. , Trinity College , Cambridge.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR. Books I. , II . ls . 6d. Books III . , IV. 18. 6d.

THE ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR. Bv A. S.
Books V. , VI . ls . 6d . Books XI . , XII . ls. 6d .

WEST, M.A., Trinity College , Cambridge. New and Enlarged
Books I.-IV. 38. Books I.-VI. 4s.

Edition . Forty - sixth to Fifty -fifth thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo, Books I.-VI. and XI . , XII . In One Vol . complete, 5s .

28. 6d . THE ELEMENTS OF HYDROSTATICS. By S. L. LONEY,

Guardian.-" It is far and away the best of its class hitherto published for boys M.A., Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Holloway College,
of thirteen to sixteen years of age, and , if we mistake not, will soon become a

standard text in secondary schools, and mark a new epoch in the teaching of
sometime Fellow of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. Crown

English grammar.'
8vo, 4s . 6d .

AN ENGLISH GRAMMAR FOR BEGINNERS.
Educational Times.- " This work equals its predecessors in clearness and

By A. S.
simplicity .”

West, M.A. Fifty- fifth to Seventy - fifth thousand . ls . By the same Author.

Schoolmaster.- " It is a capital little work , which we can heartily recommend." ELEMENTS OF STATICS AND DYNAMICS. Seventh

Educational Review.- " \ marvellous shillingsworth ."
Edition . 7s.6d. , or in separate parts :

A KEY TO THE QUESTIONS CONTAINED IN WEST'S

ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND ENG
PART 1.-Elements of Statics. 4s . 60 .

LISH GRAMMAR FOR BEGINNERS. By A. S. West,
Part II .-Elements of Dynamics. 38. 6d.

M.A. 38. 6d . net .
Solutions of the Examples. Second Edition. 7s . 6d .

School World.-" This Key will supply a realwant to themajority of teachers....
MECHANICS AND HYDROSTATICS for Beginners. Sixth

It is well arranged , and the answers are carefully drawn up . Edition . 4s . 6d .

London : C. J. CLAY & SONS , Cambridge University Press Warehouse, Ave Maria Lane.

By E. W.

London : Printed by C. F. HopGSON & Sox , 2 Newton Street, High Holborn , W.C., and Published by FRANCIS HodgSON , 89 Farringdon Street, E.C.
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COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.- COLLEGHoomsboF PRECEPTORS. LOLONDON COLLEGE

COLLEGE OF

. :
OF

OF MUSIC .

( Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ) (Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ) (Incorporated .)

The next Monthly Evening Meeting of the Members GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET , LONDON, W.

will take place on Wednesday, the 15th of October,
LECTURES FOR TEACHERS

Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.
when L. W. LYDE, Esq ., M.A., F.R.S.G.S., will read a

Dr. F. J. Karx , Mus,Bac. Cantab., Principal.
Paper on " The Teaching of Geography in Lower Forms ON THE SCIENCE AND ART OF EDUCATION . G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES, Esq., Director ofExaminations,
(with special reference to Examinations ).'

EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,

The Chair will be taken at 7.30 p.m., and a discussion THE PRACTICE OF EDUCATION . SINGING , THEORY, and all branches of Music will
will follow the reading of the Paper. be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

Members have the privilege of introducing their to be delivered by the Rev. Canon EVAN DANIEL, M.A. , December, when certificates will be granted to all

friends.
formerly Principal of the Battersea Training College. successful candidates .

C. R. HODGSON, B.A., Secretary . The Second Course of Lectures ( Thirtieth Annual Music for Diplomas of Associate (A.L.C.M.),LicentiateThe Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical

Series) commenced on Friday, September 26th , at 7p.m. (L.L.C.M.), 'the Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), and

The Course is mainly based on criticism lessons actually
PRECEPTORS.- given beforethe Lecturer,and willdraw attention to the Fellowship (F.L.C.M.), also takeplace in December.

EXAMINATIONS, 1902. more serious errors that young teachers commit, and to LLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of ( 1 ) The

the ways in which they may be avoided , Special pains Teachers' Diploma (L.C.J.) , (2 ) The new Cumulative

1. DIPLOMAS. - The next Examination of Teachers will be taken to connect the Art with the Science of Certificate ,and (3 ) Four Exhibitions value £ 6.6s, each ,

for theDiplomas of the College willcommence on the 30th Education , and to refer success and failure in teaching may be had of the SECRETARY.

of December, 1902. - At the Midsummer Examination, to the observance and violation respectively of natural In the Educational Department students are received

persons who have previously passed in Theory and Prac- laws. and thoroughly trained under the best professors at
tice of Education at the Diploma Examination may be For Syllabus, see p. 434 . moderate fees. Day and Evening Classes are held.
examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach .

| The Fee for the Course of Twelve Lectures is Half-a
The WINTER TERM commenced Monday, Septem

ber 22nd ,2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS.-- The Christ. ' Guinea.

mas Examination for Certificates will commence on the The Lectures will be delivered on Friday Evenings at A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special

9th of December, 1902. 7 o'clock , at the College, Bloomsbury Square, W.C. Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter ,

Members of the College have Free Admission to the August, and Christmas.
3. LOWER FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The

Course.
Christmas Examination will commence on the 9th of

C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary . T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary.

December, 1902 .

4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA- UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN.
and

TIONS . — These Examinations are held in March and PROFESSIONAL PRELIM . EXAMS. - Mr.A.W .

September. The next Examination will commence on THE UNIVERSITY OF ST. BAIN , B.A. (Lond.), Inter. B.Sc. (Lond.),F.C.S., Anglo

the 3rd of March , 1903.

5. INSPECTION

Coll., Lond . ), Silver Medallist and Exhibitioner in
AND EXAMINATION to WOMEN .

SCHOOLS.- Visiting Examiners are appointed by the
60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad. and Practical Chemistry ( S.K.) , & c., holds Classes forChemistry (Univ. Coll . , Lond .), Honours in Theoretical

College for the Inspection and Examination of Public
For Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARY, L.L.A. these and other Examinations, at 207 Gray's Inn Road ,

and Private Schools . Scheme, The University, St. Andrews, N.B.
London. Coaching in Science and Higher Mathematics,

PRIZES.
&c . , for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition , 12

years' successes .

Diploma Eramination . - The following Prizes will be THE ASSOCIATED BOARD

offered for competition :-Theory and Practice of Edu

cation, £10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin ) , £5 ; Mathe

matics, £5 ; Natural Science , £5 . The Doreck Scholar

ship of £ 20 will be awarded on the results of the Christ
OF

mas Examination , FOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC.

Certificate Examination . - Prizes will be awarded as Patron-HIS MAJESTY THE KING.

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula President - H.R.H . TIE PRINCE OF WALES , K.G.tions :

FREE

First Class.-Four Prizesfor General Proficiency ; LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONS held annually in

two each for Classics, Mathematics, Modern Lan- March and April at all Centres. In London and a few

guages , Natural Sciences, and English subjects ; one Suburban Centres they are held in November and

for Scripture History , December as well as March and April. ( See Syllabus A. )

Second Class. - Four Prizes for General Pro- SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, held three times a year-

ficiency . viz . , March and April, June and July ,and October and
With Papers set at London University , September, 1902

( the FIRST set under the NEW REGULATIONS),

Third Class. - Four Prizes for General Proficiency. November. (See Syllabus B.) . Entries for the October and Articles on Text - Books to use under the New
Two Medals will also be awarded tothe best Candi: November Examination will be received on or before

Regulations.
dates in Shorthand , October 8th , 1902 .

Specimen Theory Papers set in the Local Centre and

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College, obtainedonapplication to the Central Office. Price 3d.
School Examinations of 1896 to 1901 , inclusive , can be REGISTRATION OF TEACHERS,

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. per set, per year, post free.

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary . Copies of Syllabuses A and B, and all information , COURSES ARE PROVIDED FOR THE

will be sent on application to

A.C.P. DIPLOMA,
JAMES MUIR, Secretary .

14 Hanover Square, London , W. Fees : From Five to Six Guineas ;EXAMINATIONS. . The COLLEGE of Telegraphic address : “ Associa , London ."

PRECEPTORS will hold an Examination for Certi . AND FOR THE

ficates recognized by the Board of Education, the

Incorporated Law Society,the General Medical Council,
SCHOOLMASTERS.

L.C.P. DIPLOMA ,

the Royal College of Physicians of London, the Royal

College of Surgeons of England, the Royal College of There are a number of vacancies in the Corps
Fees : From Seven to Nine Guineas.

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of of Army Schoolmasters. Civilian Schoolmasters only
Great Britain, and other bodies, on the 3rd , 4th , and will be accepted who have passedonSecond Year's
5th of March , 1903.

Papers in the First or Second Division, or who hold

The Examination will take place in London , and at a Certificate qualifying them to superintend Pupils FREE GUIDES TO LONDON MATRICULATION AND THE
HIGHER EXAMINATIONS. Full Prospectus, con

the following Local Centres : - Birmingham , Bristol, Teachers from the Board of Education. Students in
Leeds, Liverpool. Training Colleges will also be accepted under certain taining details of Courses for A.C.P. and L.C.P.,

Examination Fee, 25s. conditions. Candidates must not be over twenty- four
POST FREE from

Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on years of age . Accepted candidates will be required to
THE SECRETARYapplication to the Secretary ofthe College of Preceptors, join as soon asconvenient.

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. Further particulars can be obtained on application
( Univ. Corr . Coll. London Office ),

( in writing ) to the DIRECTOR OF ARMY SCHOOLS, War

C. R , HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary. Office, London, S.W.
32 Red Lion Square, Holborn , w.C.

THE
TI

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND THE ROYAL University Correspondence

College.

MATRICULATION GUIDE,

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY

ARMY
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The Cloner Melindes fullpreparation for the Examina - KIN

man has been through the courses,Fees,Scholarships, THEOLCEU FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

UNNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF BE
EDFORD COLLEGE FOR JOINT ACENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

NORTH WALES , BANGOR . WOMEN (Under the management of a Committee appointed by

( A Constituent College of the University of Wales.) (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ), the Teachers' Guild , College of Preceptors, Head

Principal-H . R. REICHEL, M.A., LL.D. YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET, W.
Mistresses' Association , Association of Assistant

Mistresses , and Private Schools ' Association . )

Next Session begins October 1st , 1902. The College Principal - Miss ETHEL HURLBATT .
Address — 74 GOWER STREET , LONDOX , W.C.

Courses are arranged with reference to the Degrees of the The Session 1902-3 will open on Thursday, October

University of Wales and include most of the Subjects for Registrar- Miss AGNES G. COOPER .
2nd.

the B.A.and B.Sc. Degrees of the London University. Students are requested to enter their names This Agency has been established for the purpose of

Students may pursue their first year of Medical study at Wednesday, October 1st .
enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessary

the College. There are special departments for Agricul. Lectures are given in all branches of General and cost. All fees have therefore been calculated on the

ture and Electrical Engineering, a Day Training De Higher Education.
lowest basis to cover the working expenses .

partment for men and women and a department for the Taken systematically they form a connected and pro. Head Mistresses of Public and Private Schools , and

training of Teachers in Secondary Schools .Sessional Fee for ordinary Arts Course, £ 11 .ls . ; ditto gressive Course, buta sin "lo Course of Lecturesin any Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap.

subject may be ." pointments, are invited to apply to this Agency.

for Intermediate Science or Medical course , £15 , 15s . Courses are held in preparation for all Examinations Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

The cost of living in lodgings in Bangor averages from of the University of London in Arts and Science, for the and Private Families; Visiting Teachers for Music,
£ 20 to £ 30 for the Session. The new Hall of Residence Teachers' Diploma (London ), and for the Teachers' Art, and other special subjects ; Foreign Teachers of

for women students in Upper Bangor - fee thirty guineus Certificate (Cambridge), and also aSpecial Course of various nationalities: Kindergarten and other Teachers
for the Session - is now open . Scientific Instruction in Hygiene. Six Laboratories are are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to

At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (held in open to Studentsfor Practical Work . Four Entrance supply suitable candidates for any vacancy .
September ) more than twenty Scholarships and Ex- Scholarships will be awarded in June, 1903. i Glad . School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged.

hibitions, ranging in value from £ 40 to £ 10 , will be stone Memorial Prize and the Early English Text Office hours - 9.30 am . to 5.30 p.m. Hours for

open for competition . There are special Scholarships and Society's Prize will be awarded to Students in June, interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1p.m. , and2p.m.
Exhibitions reserved for Welsh Candidates. 1903. to 5 p.in .: Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only, when the

For further information and copies of the various Students can reside in the College . Office is closed .

Prospectuses, apply to Full particulars on application to the PRINCIPAL .

JOHN EDWARD LLOYD , M.A., JOINT ACENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.

Secretary and Registrar. EDFORD COLLEGE FOR 23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

WOMEN
SQUARE, LONDON , W.C.

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON) ,
Registraz - Rev. F. TAYLOR, M.A. Cantab,

NORTH WALES, YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET, W.
Low Commissions. Liberal Discount .

( A Constituent College of the University of Wales.) DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING | Assistant Masters seeking appointments , are asked toHead Masters having vacancies on their staffs, and

DEPARTMENT FOR THE TRAINING OF IX TEACHING .
communicate with the REGISTRAR .

SECONDARY TEACHERS.
( Recognized by the Cambridge Syndicate .) Office Hous- 10 a.m. to 5 p.m .; Saturdays, 10 a.m. to

Professor of Education - J . A. GREEN , B.A. (Lond .),

Head of the Department - Miss H. ROBERTSON , B.A. , 1 p.i. Interviews generally between these hours or by

assisted by Miss d. N. JOHNSTON, M.A., and

The Third Term of the Session 1902 begins on Thurs specialappointment.

Mr. F. FLETCHER, B.A.
day, October .

ING'S COLLEGE, LONDON

Preparation is offered for the Teachers' Diploma of versities of London and Cambridge, held annually in DEPARTMENT FOR TRAINING TEACHERS FOR

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) .tions for the Teaching Diplomas grunted by the Uni- i

the University of Wales,and for the Cainbridge Diploma December .
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

( Theoretical and Practical) . Facilities for Practical Six open Pfeiffer Scholarships, each of the value of
Training are provided at the two County Schools in 15 guineas, will be awarded in January, 1903. Candi

The Course , which is intended to meet the require.

Bangor. A Kindergarten and Preparatory School has dates must hold a Degree or an equivalent in Arts or ments of the Teachers' Registration Council, is both

also been established in connexion with and under the Science. Application to be made to Miss ROBERTSON Practical (including properly directed work in a Second

control of the Department, and a Course in preparation not later than December 13th , 1902 . ary School) and Theoretical ( preparing for the London

for the Higher Certificates of the National Froebel Teachers' Diploma and the Certilicate of the Teachers'

Union arranged .
Training Syndicate ).

CAMBRIDGE TRAINING The Course occupies a vear , beginning in October or

&c . , may be had on application to the REGISTRAR .
January. The fee is £ 30 for the year iſ paid in suivance ,

or £ 10 . 10s . per Term (three Terms).
As the post of Principal has become vacant, owing to

For further particulars apply to the SECRETARY,
COLLEGE OF theappointment of Miss Punnettas Normal Mistress in King's Colleze. Strand , W.C.

the New Dar Training College under the London County
WALES , ABERYSTWYTH .

Council, Miss MARGARET S. YOUNG , B.A. Lond ., T. GEORGE'S TRAINING

(One of the constituent Colleges of the University

of Wales . ) School for Girls and formerly Resident Lecturer at the
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS,

Training College (1892-7 ), hås, with the consent of the
EDLYBURGH .

TRAINING DEPARTMENT FOR SECONDARY Governors and Head Mistress of the above School, kindly Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER .
TEACHERS, MEN AND WOMEN . undertaken to act as Principal of the College during the This Colle-ge provides a complete Course of Profes

Professor of the Theory, Practice , and History of Michaelmas Term , pending the appointment of a new sional Training for Laudies who desire to become Teach
Education - FOSTER WATSON, M.A. Lond. Principal. ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families.

Assistant- Lecturers -- Miss C. P. TREMAIN , B.A. A residential College providing a year's professional The Course, which lasts for one year, includes attend

Lond .; D. R. HARRIS, B.A.Cantab. and Lond . training for Secondary Teachers . ance at the University Lectures on Education , in

The course includes preparation for the Cambridge addition to Lectures delivered by the College Staff, and

Preparation for (a) the Degrees in Arts and Science Teacher's Certiticate ( Theory and Practice ), and for the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex .
of the University of Wales, the curriculum for which the Teachers' Diplomaof the London University . The perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students
includes the Theory and History of Education as an Students attend the Cambridge University Lectures on are admitted in January and October. For prospectus

optional subject in the third year : ( 6 ) The Teachers' Teaching, in addition to those of the Resident and and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel
Diploma of the University of Wales ; ( c ) Cambridge Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for ville Street, Edinburgh .

Teachers' Certificate , Theory and Practice ; ( d) London practice in teaching science, languages, mathematics,
University Teachers' Diploina ; ( e ) College of Precep- and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge. COUNTY COUNCIL

tors' Diplomas. Students are admitted in January and in September.
Composition Fee for the Session (including Lectures Full particulars as to qualifications for admission, TECHNICAL EDUCATION BOARD.

and Practice) £10. scholarships,and bursaries may be obtained on applica:

Men Students reside in registered lodgings in the town, tion to Miss M.S. YOUNG , Cambridge Training College, A Course of Free Lectures on the Natural History of

or at the Hostel for Men Students , Warden - Prof. Wollaston Road , Cambridge.
Animals will be given by ALFRED C. HADDON, M.I.,

J. W. MARSHALL , M.A.
Sc.D., F.R.S., University Lecturer in Ethnology, Cam

Women Students reside in the Hall of Residence for THE INCORPORATED

bridge, at the Horniman Museum , London Roail. Forest
Women Students.

For General Prospectus of Science and Art Depart.
Hill, S. E., on Saturday Jornings, at 11.30 o'clock , fromFROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,
October to December, 1902.

ments, also for Special Prospectuses of the Law , Normal
Chairman of the Committee , Sir W.MATHLER, M.P.

and Agricultural Departments, and all other particulars,
SYLLABUS.

Treasurer - Mr.C.G.MONTEFIORE, M.A.

apply to
October 4 Preliminary Meeting.

T. MORTIMER GREEN ,
Secretary - Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A.

October 18 Lecture 1. The Forest Glades and

Registrar. TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS, Concealment.

TALGARTI ROAD , WEST KENSINGTON , LONDON, W. October 25 . Lecture 2. The lowlands and Swift

Principal - Miss E. LAWRENCE. November 1... Lecture 3. Marshes and Laziness .

Ileadmistress of Kindergarten and School-- Miss A. November 8 Lecture 4. The SeashoreandStruggle .

YELLAND. November 15 Lecture 5. The Bottom of the Sea

Students are prepared for the Examinations of the and Retirement.

National Froebel Union, and for the University of November 22 .. Lecture 6. The Surface of the Sea

Cambridge Teachers' Examination , and Passivity.
Prospectuses and all particulars may be obtained on November 29... Lecture 7. The Colonization of Fresh

application to the PRINCIPAL at the Institute.
Water from Land and

DIPLOMA IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
Sea .

OF TEACHING .

The Mastery of the Air.
WENS COLLEGE, MANCHES- December 6... Lecture 8 .

December 13 ... Lecture 9. From Solomon to Haeckel.

TER . December 20 ... Lecture 10. The Vista of Life and

The SESSION in the ARTS , SCIENCE , and LAW Death .

DARTICULARS of the Course of DEPARTMENTS will commence on October7 next.
Admission by ticket only , to be obtained from the

Training for Secondary Teachers Speeis!Prospectuses are detectedcar the folleering Depam : CLERK OF THECOUNCIL,County Hall, Spring Gardens ,ments : - Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Chem

and of the Examination for the above istry ,Commercial Education ,and Law . In the Faculty
S.W.

of Medicine (including the Dental, Pharmaceutical, and

Diploma may be obtainedfrom the Sec- Public Health Departments) the SESSION commences
Subseqnent Courses to be arranged :

Lent Term , 1903— Ten Lectures on the Natural

RETARY OF EXAMINATIONS, North Bailey, ments will be forwarded on application .on October 1. Prospectuses of any of the above Depart. History of Man .

Durham .

Sunmer Term , 1903 — Five Lectures on the Evolu

S. CHAFFERS, Registrar . tion of Art.

UNIVERSIT
Y

orth ST

LONDON

Dess ,

UNIVERSITY OF

DURHAM .

OW

PART
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University Tutorial College. BURLINGTON CARLYON COLLEGE.

CORRESPONDENCE

COLLEGE.

Univ. Corr. College.

Principal: Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A.

MATRICULATION ,

London Matriculation ,

Prelim . Sci. ( SM ).B.),

Jnter. Science and Arts,

15.Sc., and B.A.

NEARLY

BIBKBECKINS, UNSCHRITLUST,E.C.

55 AND 56 CHANCERY LANE.

LONDON DEPARTMENT OF

LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS .

LONDON MATRICULATION, INTER . ARTS and

SCIENCE, B.A. , and B.Sc. Classes (small ) Day and

Principal - WM . BRIGGS, LL.D., M.A., F.R.A.S., Evening.

Honours in Mathematics and Law . Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

27 Chancery Lane, London . Preliminaries , Accountants ',Vice - Principal – J. BRIGGS, M.A., F.Z.S., Scholarship
Examinations, Oxford and Cambridge,

Honours in Mathematics,

R.U.I. , &c .Author of “ The Matriculation English Course."

Papers Corrected for Schools.

Private tuition for all Examinations.
(Honours, Oxon.; and Lond .) .

Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.

KERIN, B.A. Lond ., First of First Class Classical
TUTORS.

Honours, Editor of “ Phædo," " Pro Plancio ," &c.
The Staff includes Graduates of London , Oxford ,

Cambridge,and Royal Universities, Science Medallists, SUCCESSES.

and Specialists. 1892-1901.-- London Matric . , 84 ; Inter. Arts , Sc ., and

Prel. Sci. , 110 , 6 in Hons.; B.Sc. , 1896-1899, 11 ; B.A. ,
PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE 1891-1901, 63, 11 in Hons.;manyother Successes. Scholar

FOR ships , R.U.I., Indian Civil , Oxford and Cambridge, & c .

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES B.A. LONDON, 1899 - 1901 , 28 successful.

M.A. , 4 ( 1898 , 1899 , 1901 , 1902 ) .are held for

B.A., B.Sc.

( London Univ. , Royal Univ. , Dublin Univ. ) ,

FREE.
L.L.A ,

(Degree for Ladies , St. Andrews) ,
PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

A.C.P., L.C.P., F.C.P.,
MR. LYDDON -ROBERTS ,

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,

Term commences Wednesday , October 1st. LOCALS.
have, through the courtesy of the College ofThe Classes at UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL COLLEGE are

Preceptors, issued the following

specialized for London University Examinations, and on a thoroughly individual system , which

are conducted by high Honourmen with wide teaching ensuresthe closest attention to the needs of each
experience.

late. Full corrections of
papers , with time-saving FREE GUIDES .

notes , criticisms , summaries, model answers, and solu
FOR THE LAST 5 YEARS

tions,

1. A.C.P. 64
Single subjects may be taken - Latin , Greek , pages .

300 STUDENTS
French, German , Italian, Mathematics, Mechanics, 2. L.C.P. 76

Physics, Chemistry, Logic, Psychology, Political Eco
OF

3. F.C.P. 75nomy, &c.

UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL COLLEGE
FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &c. , And have also published the following Guides.

have annually passed London University Examinations.
Address - Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. , 4. SCHOLARSHIP. 80 pages.

All communications should be addressed to

5. CERTIFICATE. 40

THE VICE -PRINCIPAL , University Tutorial BURLINGTON CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

College, Red Lion Square, Holborn , W.C. 27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON . These Guides are supplied gratis to all who men

tion this paper and state they intend sitting for

examination
Ꭼ INSTITUTION,

" They are written by experts whose advice is the

bestprocurable ."' - Educational Veus.

Will undoubtedly help greatly towards sucPrincipal - G . ARMITAGE -SMITI , M.A.
cess . " -Schoolmistress.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.

Now Session commenced 29 September. NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON. - Complete Courses for

FOR BOTH HANDS. 47 MELFORD ROAD , EAST DULWICH , S.E., and
all the Examinations for Arts and Science Degrees.

110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON , S.E.SCIENCE CLASSES in every Branch , with Practical

Work . Well equipped Laboratories for Chemistry, WHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT BY THOSE WHO KNOW :
Experimental Physics, Zoology, Geology, Botany, and

Metallurgy . " Has no Rival; ” “ Perfect,”

LECTURES on Political Economy. Commercial Geo (H.M, INSPECTORS . )
Millions of copies ofgraphy, Commercial and Common Law , Bankruptcy, “ Scientific ; " “ Natural."

the Educational Works ofEquity and Conveyancing, Logic , Psychology and
( SECONDARY TEACHERS .)

Ethics.

“The Ideal System ; " "The Best. " Gaspey-Otto - Sauer
CLASSES in Latin and Greek , French , German,

( ELEMENTARY TEACHERS.) Method for the Study of ModernSpanish , Russian , and Italian , English and Commercial

Subjects. “ Incomparably Superior. " Languages have been sold in all

CONJOINT BOARD Lectures and Practical Work
(COLONIAL TEACHERS .)

parts of the worid. Owing to

the fact that it is the best methodin Chemistry , Physics, Biology, and Practical Pharmacy .

If you wish to get existing for Schools ( Public and
SCHOOL OF ART (Day and Evening ).- Drawing,

Painting, Designing , Modelling, Life Classes, Wood “THE BEST RESULTS ” in Private) and also for sell Instruc

tion.Carving, and THE SHORTEST TIME ” with The following Grammars

CIVIL SERVICE.-- Assistant Surveyor of Taxes , &c . , in English have already appeared :
“THE LEAST LABOUR ”

Second Division , &c. German, French, Italian,Dutch,

Prospectus free , Calendar, 6d . (by post, 8d . ) , on ap AdoptJackson's System andyou will certainly have them .
Russian, Spanish ,Swedish , Arinen

plication to the SECRETARY. ian, Portuguese, Persiau , prices

from ? shillings to 10 shillings.Send for Illustrated Pamphlet to the Publishers,
Prospectos postfree on application,AND COLONIAL SAMPSON Low, MARSTON & COMPANY, Ltd.,

also the fo:lowing: Arabiau, Ar
SCHOOL SOCIETY. St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London , E.C.

menian, German , French ,Italian,
( Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes

Greek, Dutch , Polish, Portuguese ,
with the National Froebel Union .)

Romanian, Russ an and Spanish
Training College(non -Government Branch ) for

Editions. All books are in cloth
KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS and LOWER FORM

Binding.

MISTRESSES IN HIGH SCHOOLS,
PROCEEDINGS OF A CONFERENCE

London : Julius Groos,HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE, N. Held at Hampton Wick , June 24th , 1902 , under the

St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lave ;Presidency of Sir JAMES CRICHTON BROWNE, F.R.C.S.
also at

Principal - Rev. D. J. THOMAS, M.A.

Vice-Principal - Miss M. M. PENSTONE. Vow Ready, price ls. ; or post free,ls, 3d . , Full Report,

well bound in stiff cloth covers .
Heidelberg, Paris , Rome,Head of Kindergarten-Miss G. Johnsox.

St.-Petersburg.
Students trained for the Examinations of the National children should procure thisimportantwork (by theAll interested in the education , health , and study of

Froebel Union .

Special arrangements made for Students &Co., Ltd. ,164 Piccadilly , London,W.British Child Study Association ), of Messrs. G. STREET

who wish to qualify as Mistresses in the

Lower Forms of High Schools .

There is a House of Residence under the sanction of ARGE early eighteenth - century Examinations, &c., at moderate fees CorrespondenceClasses, or Private Lessons in all Subjects for all
the Committee .

A High School for Girls under the Inspeetion and eleven Bedrooms.

of London University , with Transition Classes and a In finely wooded garden , ten Many recent successes. - F.J. BORLAND, L.C.P. (Science

Kindergarten , is attached to the College for purposes to the requirements of a first -class Private School.acres , standing on a gravel hill near Eton. Adaptable and Math .Prizeman ), Victoria College, 87 Buckingham

of Demonstration and Practice, Palace Road, S.W., and Stalheim , Brunswick Road,
Made Cricket Ground. Address – J. J. SPRIGGE, Solic- Sutton, Surrey. Schools visited and Examinations con

Apply - THE SECRETARY, Highbury Hill House, N. itor, Slough ,

ducted.

JACKSON'S SYSTEM

OP

UPRIGHT PENMANSHIP

HOME

CHILD STUDY,

CORRESPONDENCE TUITION,

For
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University

Correspondence College. MR:

ANNUAL DINNER & RE-UNION Principalofthe Gouin Schoolsor Langtungis, London.&

PRIVATE SCHOOL FORSALE.

WINTER TERM , 1902 .

R. JOHN JACKSON has a few

dates still open for his Lectures on Ambidextral

Culture, Handwriting, and Arithmetic.

Weeklylessons in these subjects are also given to

Schools by arrangement. Application should be made

promptly.

St. Dunstan's House,

Fetter Lane, E.C.
AT THE

-Old -established Boys' Boarding School, built

expressly for School purposes ; large and lofty rooms;

accommodation for sixty pupils. Exceptionally healthy
situation , with sea view. Evangelical Church . To be

sold as a going concern , with goodwill, at a reasonable

price : no agents. Apply – LEX, Monument Station

Buildings , City.

JUST OUT.

French Series on the GOUIN

METHOD.

By F. THÉMOIN , B. és L. ,
of

FIRST BOOK

FOR CHILDREN .

HOLBORN RESTAURANT,
1s. 6d.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1902. At the Gouin Schools of Languages :

AT 7 P.M.
34 Harrington Road, S.W.

16 Finsbury Circus, E.C.

185 Oxford Street, W.
Tickets may be had of the SECRETARY, 32 Red Lion

11 Broadhurst Gardens, Hampstead.Square, W.C.

Now Ready. Sixtieth Edition. Price 2s .

THE CHILD'S GUIDE TO KNOWLEDGE. ASSISTANT MASTER or EX -PUPIL -TEACHER .

All the usual qualifications. A knowledge of French
BY A LADY . and Shorthand a recommendation . Must be good dis

The Original and Authorized Edition brought down ciplinarian. Salary rising from £ 35 to £ 50 per annum

to the present time.
with share of capitation grant, rooms, board, laundry.

Applications, with copies of testimonials and references
LONDON :

as to character, & c ., to be addressed -- F . W. R. , c.o.

Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co. , Ltd. Street's , 30 Cornhill, London, E.C.

VYMNASTICS, CALISTHENICS,

Daily Teaching and Board -residence in School HOCKEY &c. - The Misses HERRING ,

( large school preferred ) near London. Experienced in M.G.T.S., M.B.C.P.E., N.S.P.E., successors to Miss

preparing for R.A.M. and R.C.M.Examinations.- W.A., : Spencer Harry are open to additional engagements,

Educational Times Oflice , 89 Farringdon Street, Visiting Schools in London or vicinity. - The Misses

London, E.C. HERRING , 84 Sandmere Road , Clapham , S.W.

THE MOST NUTRITIOUS.

REQUIRED in the Boys' School of

EPPS'S

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

LI GY COCOA

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

FREE GUIDE TO THE

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION,,

SECOND EDITION Now Ready .

With Indices to Authors and Titles added .

Pott 4to, 5s, net .

BY THE

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION POSTAL INSTITUTION. A Guide to the Best Historical Novels and Tales.

New Edition(80 pages), containingadvice as to books to read for

the December 1902 and June 1903 Examinations , and the mode of

Study, and statistical tables (not obtainable elsewhere ) . A copy of the

Guide will be sent gratis and post free to any candidate on application

to the Manager of the Institution , Mr. E. S. Weymouth, M.A., 27

Southampton Street, Strand, London , W.C.

450 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to June, 1902, 76 with distinction .

The Institution prepares through the post for various University

Examinations and for the A.C.P. , L.C.P., and F.C.P.

1

BY JONATHAN NIELD .

“ This book is indispensable for all teachers who believe in the educational value of
historical fiction . It contains an interesting introduction , a classified list ofthe best

historical novels and tales, suggestivecourses of reading for boys and girls, and an

extensive bibliograph of the subject . Though Mr. Nield does not appear to be

| himself a teacher or primarily interested in education, he displays considerable

insight into the needs of the teacher, and shows acquaintancewithvarions educa

tional books and papers which would naturally be outside the ken of the mere
literary man. ...We heartilycommend the book to our readers ; it combines the

excellencesof a useful work ofreferenceand a dainty gift-book in quitean extra
ordinary degree." - School World.

* Only a special devotion to the historical novel ... could have qualified him to
lay such anomnivorous feast before the readers of the booksheinventories. For he

has not merely given a catalogue of historicalnovels ... but gives a list of what he

thinks the principal historical novels. In this he wisely casts a very wide net,

seeing that he has to suit allages and sects of readers.... A good work of reference,

which quite probably includes everything that an intelligent boy is likely to enjoy.'

-Academy andLiterature.

“ The Guide' ... shows a wide range of knowledge , and is likely to be a very

usefullist. . . . An introduction deals sensiblywith the question what an historical
novel is . ” Atheneum.

“Most readers will be prepared to admit that his able preface makes out a very

strong case for such an educational use of historical novels as his full and carefully

classified lists make possible ." - Manchester Guardian ( Leading Article ).

EXAMINATION PAPER
AS USED BY THE

...

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet

bears their Watermark .

Paoked in Reams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream , 28. 6d.

960 5s. Od.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Ledger, Cash Book , and Journal, 18. per 100 Sheets.

Music Paper, 1s. per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order.

London : ELKIN MATHEWS, Vigo Street, W.

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON , W.C.
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900. Highest Possible Award.

BY JOHN S. RAWLE, F.S.A.,

Late Examiner to the Department of Science and Art.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

THE ONLY GRAND PRIX' PENS.
SECOND GRADE PRACTICAL GEOMETRY,

!

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Nos . for Schools - 351, 352 , 382, 404, 729 , 303, 170, 166 , 5 , 6 ,

892, 293, 291 (Mapping ), 659 (Drawing ) ; and (for Vertical

Writing ) 1045 , 1046.

PLANE & SOLID, CURVES, SCALES & PATTERN DRAWING .

REVISED AND ENLARGED. NOW READY.

Containing the additional matter as required by the Departmental Circular of

March, 1895 ,andforming a complete Text-Book for the Science and Art Examinations.

270th Thousand . MORE THAN 600 DIAGRAMS.

Price 1s. Bound in cloth , 2s.

Class Sheets for Practical Geometry ls.

Practical Geometry Test Papers 4d.

Freehand Drawing Test Papers

»

CAREY'S “ GRADUS AD PARNASSUM ,"

WITH THE ENGLISH MEANINGS.

LONDON :

SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON, KENT, & CO.

Revised, Corrected, and Augmented by a Member of the University of Cambridge.

Post 8vo, cloth, price 78.

THE STATIONERS' COMPANY, STATIONERS' HALL, LONDON.
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PROFESSOR MEIKLEJOHN'S SERIES ..

Books SUITABLE FOR SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS, 1903.

...

...

UNIVERSITY OF

...

LONDON

MATRICULATION .
...

...
...

...

...

OXFORD AND
152 pp.

CAMBRIDGE

LOCAL

THE ART OF WRITING ENGLISH. A Manual for Students. With Chapters on Para
phrasing , Essay Writing, Précis Writing, Punctuation , and other matters. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A.

Third Edition . Crown 8vo, 340 pp . 2s , bd .

A NEW HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND GREAT BRITAIN. With Maps and Tables .

By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A. Seventeenth Edition. Crown 8vo, 704 pp . 55 B.C. to the Death of Queen
Victoria 48. Bd.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND GREAT BRITAIN TO

A.D. 1902. Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo, 84 pp. Bd.

A NEW GEOGRAPHY ON THE COMPARATIVE METHOD. With Maps and Diagrams,

and an Outline of Commercial Geography. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A. Twenty-seventh Edition .
150th Thousand. Crown 8vo, 630 pp.

48. 6d.

A NEW ARITHMETIC . By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A. ( Lond .), and G. COLLAR, B.A., B.Sc.

( Lond . ) . Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo, 562 pp.
4s. 6d.

A KEYTO A NEW ARITHMETIC. By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A. ( Lond .), and G. COLLAR,

B.A. , B.Sc. ( Lond . ) . Crown 8vo, 230 pp.
Net bs .

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE : its Grammar, History, and Literature. By J. M. D.

MEIKLEJOHN, M.A. Twenty-second Edition . Enlarged, with Exercises and Additional Analysis.

Crown 8vo, 470 pp. 48. Bd .

A NEW GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE, With Chapter on Composition,

Versification, Paraphrasing, and Punctuation. With Exercises and Examination Questions. Crown 8vo.

28. 60 .

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Crown 8vo ls.

A SHORT GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE. With Three Hundred and Thirty
Exercises. Thirteenth Edition ls .

A NEW SPELLING BOOK. With Side Lights from History. Tenth Edition . Crown 8vo ,
1s .

ONE HUNDRED SHORT ESSAYS IN OUTLINE. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN. Fifth

Edition. Crown 8vo, 110 pp . ls .

A SCHOOL HISTORYOF ENGLAND. With Maps and Vocabulary of Historical Terms.

By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A. , and M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN , B.A. Crown 8vo, 470 pp .
2s . 60.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND GREAT BRITAIN. B.C. 55 to A.D. 1900 .

Fifteenth Edition . Crown 8vo 1s . ( Large Type Edition, ls . 6d. )

JULIUS CÆSAR. Edited by M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. (Oxon .).

SHAKESPEARE. Crown 8vo, 136 pp. ls.

MACBETH. ( In preparation .)

A SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY. With special reference to Commerce and History. With Maps
and Diagrams. By J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN, M.A., and M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, 410 pp. 2s . Bd.

A SHORT GEOGRAPHY. With the Commercial Highways of the World . Twentieth

Edition . Crown 8vo, 196 pp. ls .

THE BRITISH COLONIES AND DEPENDENCIES : their Resources and Commerce.

With Chapters on the Interchange of Productions and Climatic Conditions. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHX, B.A.

Fourth Edition . Crown 8vo, 96 pp . 6d.

EUROPE : its Physical and Political Geography. With Chapters on Latitude and Longitude,
Day and Night, and the Seasons. With a Double -Page Map in Colour. By M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A.,

F.R.G.S. 96 pp. 60.

AUSTRALASIA : its Geography, Resources, Commerce, and Chronicle of Discovery . Ву

M. J. C. MEIKLEJOHN, B.A. Crown 8vo, 86 pp. bd.

A SHORT ARITHMETIC. By G. A. CHRISTIAN, B.A. , and A. H. BAKER, B.A. Crown Svo ,
ls.

With Answers, 18. 6d.

A SCHOOL ALGEBRA. By F. OSCAR LANE , B.Sc. (Lond . ) , Assistant Master, King Edward's

School, Birmingham . Crown 8vo, 232 pp. ls. Bd.

With Answers, 266 pp. 2s.

THE BOOK OF THE FRENCH VERB. By J. DE CUSANCE . 107 pp. + viii.
ls .

This little book contains perfectly clear and open Tables of the Irregular French Verbs, each displayed across two pages . The

chief Idioms connected with the Verbs are also given.

A FIRST FRENCH BOOK. By J. DE CUSANCE . With Preface by J. M. D. MEIKLEJOHN.
Crown 8vo, 120 pp. 18.

...

EXAMINATIONS .
.. ...

...

... ...

...

COLLEGE OF

PRECEPTORS
... ... ...

CERTIFICATE AND

LOWER FORMS
:

EXAMINATIONS.
... ...

196 pp.
... ... ...

A Complete Catalogue will be sent on application .

A. M. HOLDEN, 11 PATERNOSTER SQUARE , LONDON , E.C.
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THE SCHOOL WORLD.. ROBERT BOYLE ,

Price 6d .
INVENTOR AND SANATARIAN

( Founder of the Profession of Ventilation Engineering ).

By LAWRENCE SAUNDERS.

New and Enlarged Edition . Price 10s . 6d .

Contents of October Number.

THE EDUCATION BILL AND THE FUTURE OF SECONDARY

EDUCATION . By the Rev. R. D. SWALLOW , M.A.

NEW LONDON MATRICULATION SYLLABUS IN MATHE

MATICS. By C. H. FRENCH , M.A.

DRAMATIC PERFORMANCE IN SCHOOLS. By FANNY JOHNson.

PHYSICAL TRAINING IN SCHOOLS, ( Illustrated .) III, Chester

ton's Drill and Physical Exercises . By THOMAS CHESTERTON.

THE FRENCH ARMY ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS. By

DE V. PAYEN -PAYNE.

SCOTTISH UNIVERSITY REFORM .

EDUCATION AT THE CAMBRIDGE SUMMER MEETING,

1902. ( From our Cambridge Correspondent.)

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1902 . Hints from the
Examiners' Reports .

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT. ( Illustrated .)

I. Desks. The Master's Desk and Discipline. By J. W. JARVIS.

EDUCATIONAL IDEALS IN AMERICA.

EDUCATION AT THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

THE REFORM OF ENGLISH EDUCATION. From an Address by

Prof. HENRY E. ARMSTRONG , LL.D., Ph.D., V.P.R.S., President of the

Educational Science Section of the British Association.

REPORT OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE

ON THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS .

THE PRELIMINARY EDUCATION OF THE ENGINEER.

From an Iddress by Prof. JOIS PERRI, M.E., D.Sc. , LL.D. , F.R.S., President

of the Engineering Section of the British Association .

EXCERPTS FROM BRITISH ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTIAL

ADDRESSES.

NATURE NOTES FOR OCTOBER. By the Rev. Canon STEWARD, M.A.

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General ; Scottish ; Irish ; Welsh ;

Current History.

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

CORRESPONDENCE :

Migration ofBirds. By F. M. WETHERMAX.

“ ROBERT BOYLE was the author of many brilliant inventions." - Academy.

" A little book with much in it to suggest thoughts. It is a biographical sketch of

the two BOYLES, father and son , who have made their names famous by their sistem

of ventilation. More enthusiastic, simple-hearted men it would be hard to find.

The history of their lives , their genius, and their inventions is most interesting."

Life.

" The record of an earnest, energetic , and untiring life ; a life governed by high
principle and devoted to noble ends. Self -culture and help to others were his most

marked traits. He was foremost in all social and sanitary movements." --Sanitary

Engineering .

“ ROBERT BOYLE bore a distinguished name in science , and proved himself

worthy of it . " - Elinburgh Courant.

A man of indubitable inventive genius, and strong philanthropic zeal."
Scotsman .

" A sketch - rather too brief - of the lives of ROBERT BOYLE, father and son , who

have brought the question of ventilation and sanitation to a science by the discoveries

of their inventive genius.''- Christian World .

“ A bright story of true Christian heroism . As we read through these pages of the

insurmountable ditliculties overcome by the BOYLES, father and son ; of the good

done ; the sanitation achieved ; the inventions perfected ; we see men whose sole
aim was to serve God , benefit mankind, and whose example should be held up to all

our boys beginning life. " - Christian .

“ An excellently written biograplıy of the eminent inventor and philanthropist,

ROBERT BOYLE. ... The work is practically a biography of the late ROBERT

BOYLE and of his son ROBERT, who is still living and carrying on his father's great

work as a sanitary engineer. Both are characters such as Samuel Smiles might well

apply his genius to describing .” — IIul Express.

ROI
OBERT BOYLE & SON , LTD .,

64 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON ;

And at GLASGOW, PARIS, BERLIN, and NEW YORK.

LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO ., LIMITED ;

NEW YORK : THE MACMILLAN COMPANY.

MR.
R. ROBERT BOYLE'S (JUNR . )

“ SANITARY CRUSADES.”

5s. each, Illustrated .

EDUCATIONAL REVIEW.

Edited by NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER.

6

“ We find the ‘ Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable at every

turn ." - MICHAEL E. SADLER, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports ,

Board of Education, London, England. September 13 , 1901.

" I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

from reading the ' Educational Review . The educational world can

never repay you for the work you have put into that richly stored

magazine. I have just gone through the entire twenty -one volumes in

order to get some things that I especially desired, and I am simply

amazed at what I find in those volumes.” — WILBUR P. GORDY, High

School, Hartford , Conn . September, 1901 .

“ To men like myself it is a sort of working library. Its volumes

stand always at my elbow ." -- Prof. Paul H. HANUs, Harvard University.

“ The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

education ." -- New York Times .

“ An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

be proud. There is nothing better in educational journalism in any

country. And it has an editor who has convictions, and the courage of

them ." - School and Home Education, Bloomington , Ill.

“ The ‘ Review'has from the first issue taken its place at the head

of American periodicals devoted to education. It is, indeed, the first

educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of

educationalists abroad.” - Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti, Mich.

A SANITARY CRUSADE

Through the Continent of America.

A SANITARY CRUSADE

Through the Far East ( India, China, Corea . Japan ).

A SANITARY CRUSADE

Through South Africa .

A SANITARY CRUSADE

Through Australasia, Polynesia, Java , Borneo, Sumatra, Malay

Peninsula , Siam , Burmah .

A SANITARY CRUSADE

Through Europe.

A SANITARY CRUSADE

Through North Africa (Morocco, Algeria, Tunis, Tripoli , Egypt,

The Soudan ).

A SANITARY CRUSADE

Through Iceland and The Faroes.

A SANITARY CRUSADE

Through the West Indies and Central America . ( Not yet ready.)

“ Mr. ROBERT BOYLE, who has been the moving spirit for the past thirty-five

years in the ' sanitary crusades,' which were theninaugurated , has visitedalmost

every country in the world , preaching the doctrine of health , and inculcating

knowledge of the benefits to be derived from breathing pure air. There is probably

no one who has a more comprehensive or extended knowledge of the science and

practice of ventilation than Mr. ROBERT BOYLE, or who has done more to advance

the cause of ventilation . " -- Building Veus.

ROBERT BOYLE & SON, Ltd.,
64 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON ;

And at GLASGOW , Paris, BERLIN , and New YORK.

14s . 6d. a Year, 1s . 100. a Copy . Ten Numbers , none being issued

for July and August . Current numbers kept in stock .

The American School and College Text-Book Agency.
SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT -BOOK

AGENCY,

20 High Holborn , W.C.

Teachers in High Schools interested in American educational methods are re

quested to send for our Catalogue of Books, List of Educational Journals ( New

Edltions ), &c.

20 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON , W.C.
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RELFE BROTHERS, Ltd., CUSACK'S COPY-BOOKS
FOR

keep a large Stock of Text - Books for

the Local Examinations and

General Class Work

ALWAYS IN HAND.

SECONDARY AND COMMERCIAL

SCHOOLS

In One Volume, bound in cloth . Complete

Set of Books, 18. 60. net.PROMPT DISPATCH OF ORDERS

GUARANTEED . Containing complete instructions on the

formation of the Letters of the Alphabet.

Principals of Schools who experience delay

in obtaining Supplies of Books or

Stationery are requested to give

RELFE BROTHERS, Ltd.,

The system taught in these books is very simple, and most

carefully graduated, and results in a style of writing

being most legible and sufficiently free that a youth

or girl can take their place at the merchant's desk

on leaving school, with nothing in their handwriting

to learn or unlearn ,al trial.

Special List of Books for Oxford Locals, 1903, Now Ready.

Post free on application.
CITY OF LONDON BOOK DEPOT,

White Street & Finsbury Street , London , E.C.
SHORT FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS (110 ) ,

CUSACK’S PUBLICATIONS.

Each containing Six Idiomatic Sentences to render into French .

Price 29. 60 .. cloth .

Many ofthe grammatical questions are taken, by permission , from the Oxford and
Cambridge Local Examinations, from those of the College of Preceptors, the London

Matriculation , the Oxford and Cambridge Joint Board , and from the Cambridge

Higher Local Examinations.

" A very useful set of questions." - Modern Language Quarterly .

" The English idioms for translation into French are well chosen. It is a useful
little book." - Unirersity Correspondent.

“ The exercises in the use of idioms are especially good .' Bookman .

“ We noticed at the time of its appearance this very useful collection of test papers,

and need only here add that the key is full and accurate save for some obvious mis .

prints and one or two slips that we have noticed ." - Journalof Education .

" We are great advocates ofabundant exercises; hence our immediate approval of
this book ." -- School Guardian .

“ We have much pleasure in recommending this useful collection of papers in

grammar and idiomatic sentences. It will save the teacher many an hour of labour,

and would be valuable for a class entering for an examination to work through
steadily ." - Educational Review ,

AKEY, issued to Teachers and Private Students only , can be obtained from the
Publishers. 6s , net . ( A list of errata is issued with this .)

By H. R. LADELL, M.A., F.R.G.S.

CUSACK'S

HOW TO DRAW THE GEOMETRIC MODELS AND

VASES.

9d, net. Post free, 10d.

New Edition . Over 15,000 Copies already sold.

By A, A. BRADBURY,

Art Master ; Examiner in Art to the Science and Art Department.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SPELLING CARD.
This is a practical little book on model drawing , alike instructive to the student

and the teacher.” - Schoolmaster.

" Afew pence will put our readers in possession of one of the most valuable little

aids it has ever been our lot to see ." -- Schoolmistress.

" A most useful practical body of instruction .” - School Board Chronicle .

Excellent little book . " - Science and Art.

Should be in the hands of every teacher. " - Board Teacher.

Fortieth Thousand. Price 6d. By the same Author.

Containing nearly 1,000 words (in which actual mistakes have frequently been

made, as collected from Dictations, Essays, Exainination Papers, &c . , during a

period of more than fifteen years) , with Rules.

Also, in Book Forin , “ HOW TO SPELL AND SPEAK ENGLISH ." Third

Edition . Price 1s.

This also embodies most of the errors in the sentences set for correction in the

Examination Papers of the London Matriculation , the Oxford and Cambridge

Locals, the College of Preceptors, &c.

60

CUSACK'S

PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS OF CASTS.French Essentials and French Conversation Sentences ,

Second Edition. Price 2s. cloth ; ls. 6d . boards. By the same Author.

“ This short grammar is compiled by a master who knows his business. The type
is good , the arrangement good, and there is nothing superfluous."-Journal of
Education .

" Students preparing for examination in French grammar and composition will

know the worth ofthis little book. The colloquial sentences at the end are a useful
addition , - Bookman .

An APPENDIX , embodying the final official changes in the Simplification
of French Grammar Rules, will be presented with each copy .]

On Cards suitable for distribution in classes ,

Complete Set of 34 Plates, 1s . 6d. net ; post free, 1s. 8d .

Packets of 25 made up of any one kind, 1s. net.

RELFE BROTHERS, Ltd.,

6 Charterhouse Buildings, Aldersgate, E.C.

CITY OF LONDON BOOK DEPOT,

WHITE STREET and FINSBURY STREET, MOORFIELDS,

LONDON, E.C.
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NEW EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS.

SOPHOCLES . - ANTIGONE . With a Commentary, abridged from the Large

Edition of Sir R.C. JEBB, Litt.D., by E. S. SHOCKBURGH, M.A., late Fellow and

Assistant Tutor of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo, 4s.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW, REVISED

VERSION . Edited, with Notes, for theuse of Schools, by the Rev. A.CARR,
M.A. With Maps. ls. 6d , net. [Nearly ready.

ST. MARK IN GREEK FOR BEGINNERS.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MARK. The Greek Text edited ,

with Introduction and Notes, for the use of Schools, by Sir A. F. HORT, Bart.,

M.A., Assistant Master at Harrow School. With Two Maps. 2s, net.

This edition is intended for the use of boys who are just beginning to read the

Greek Testament.

PITT PRESS SERIES. -New Volumes.

XENOPHON.-CYROPAEDEIA. Book 1. With Introduction and Notes

founded on those of H. 1. HOLDEX, LL.D., and complete Vocabulary, by E. S.

SHUCKBURGH , M.A., late fellow of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. 28. 6d .

( Book II . , by the same Edito ,, in the Press. )

CICERO.- THE ORATIONS AGAINST CATILINE. Edited, with

Introduction and Notes, by J. C. Nicol, M.A., Head Master of Portsmouth

Grammar School, 2s, 6d .

ERCKMANN -CHATRIAN.- HISTOIRE D'UN CONSCRIT DE

1813. Edited , with Introduction and Notes , by A. R. ROPES , M.A. 3s,

CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.--New Volume.

General Editor for the Old Testament and Apocrypha, A. F. KIRKPATRICK , D.D. ,

Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of Cambridge.

THE SONG OP SOLOMON . With Introduction and Notes by the Rev.

ANDREW HARPER, D.D. ( Edinburgh ), Principal of St. Andrew's College, within

the University of Sydney. ls . 64 , net .

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, JULY, 1903 . COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS ' EXAMINATIONS,

JULY AND DECEMBER, 1903.PITT PRESS SHAKESPEARE FOR SCHOOLS.

MACBETE. Edited , with Introduction , Notes, and Glossary , by A. W.

VERITY, M.A. ls. 6d .

Guardian .- " Undoubtedly the best school edition extant of this particular play,

and possibly the best that has ever been produced ofany play of Shakespeare's. We

will, moreover, go further , and add that it is a mine of wealth for all students of

Shakespeare, whatever may be their object in studying him ."

KING HENRY V. By the same Editor , 1s. 6d .

Guardian.- " The schooledition of the play ."

PITT PRESS SHAKESPEARE FOR SCHOOLS.

MACBETH. Edited , with Introduction , Notes, and Glossary, by A.W.VERITY,

M.A. ls . 60 .

AUTHOR .
8. d .

Caesar

99

AUTHOR.

Enant

Erckmann

Chatrian

Bauff

Caesar

Horace

Livy .

Vergil

Euripides

Xenophon

2 0

2 6

1 6

Work .
PRICE.

EDITOR.

De Bello Gallico Books IV.-V. A. G. Peskett ..........
1 6

(Subject, Book IV .)

De Bello Gallico,Book I\'. (with } E. S. Shuckburgh..... 16
Vocabulary)

Odes, Book III . J. Gow

Book XXI. M. S. Dimsdale

Aeneid , Book VI. A. Sidgwick

Book VI.(with Vocabulary) 1 6

Medea C. E. Š. Headlam 2 6

Anabasis , Book 1. A. Pretor 2 0

Book 1'. (with locabulary ) G. M. Edwards 1 6

99

PRICE.

WORK . EDITOR .
8. d .

Le Chien du Capitaine M. de G. Verrall 2 0

Waterloo
A , R. Ropes ....... 3 0

Die Karavane
A , Schlottmann 3 0

De Bello Gallico. Books IV.-V. A. G. Peskett 1 6

Book VI . 1 6

Books IV ., V., E. S. Shuckburgh
and I. (with Vocabulary)

1 6

each

Actio Prima in C. Verrem
H. Cowie 1 6

Odes , Book III. J. Gow 2 0

Book IV. 1 6

Epodes 1 6

Aeneid , Book VI. A. Sidgwick 1 6

Book VI . ( with Vocabulary ) 1 6

Medea c . E's . Headlam 2 6

Odyssey, Books IX . and X. G , M. Edwards, each .. 2 6

Book III. A. W. Spratt 5 0

Anabasis, BookV. A. Pretor 2 0

Book VI. 2 6

Cicero

Horace

Vergil.

Euripides
Homer

Thucydides
Xenophon

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE CERTIFICATE

EXAMINATIONS , JULY, 1903 .
9

99

Books on n (with } G. M. Edwards , each.. 1 6
) PITT PRESS SHAKESPEARE FOR SCHOOLS.

TWELFTH NIGHT. Edited , with Introduction , Notes , and Glossary, by

A. W. VERITY, M.A. ls . 60 .

Journal of Education .— “ The best school edition of the play that has come under
our notice.

LONDON UNIVERSITY MATRICULATION,

January , 1903 .

Euripides Alcestis . W. S. Hadley , M.A .... 26

LONDON UNIVERSITY MATRICULATION,

Molière

Racine

Freytag

Biehl

Schiller

Macaulay

Milton

June , 1903 .

Anabasis , Book VI .

Book VI .

Book' xxi.

Xenophon

Livy ...

A. Pretor , M.A. 2 6

G. M. Edwards, M.A. 16

M. S. Dimsdale, M.A. 2 6

LONDON UNIVERSITY INTERMEDIATE ARTS,

Cicero

Horace

Liv'y

Plautus

Vergil

T
AJuly , 1903 .

Euthyphro

Ajax

Georgics , Books I. and II .

Books III . and IV .

Plato

Sophocles

Vergil.

J. Adam

Sir R. C. Jebb .

A. Sidgwick.

2 6

12 6

2 0

2 0

Le Misanthrope. E. G. W. Braunholtz 2 6
Athalie H. W. Eve 2 0

Die Journalisten
2 6

Culturgeschich
tliche Novellen H. J. Wolstenholme.. 30

Maria Stuart K. H. Breul
3 6

Lord Clive A. D. Innes 16

Warren Hastings 16

Paradise Lost, Books V - VI. A. W. verity 2 0

Books VII .-VIII . 2 0

Pro Sulia J.S. Reid 3 6

Odes, Book I. J. Gow
20

Book II . 1 6

Book XXI. M. 'S. Dimsdale
26

Book XXII . 26

Trinummus

J. H. Gray

LONDON UNIVERSITY B.A. ,

October, 1903 .

Aristophanes .. Frogs. W. C. Green 3 6

Thucydides Book VII . H. A. Holden ........ 5 0

Corneille Polyeucte. E. G.W.Braunholtz... 20

Milton Paradise Lost, Books I , and II . A. W. Verity 2 0

3 6

Aeneid , Books I. , II . , III. A. Sidgwick
each 1 6

Books I., II., and III.

(with Vocabulary )

each 1 6

Prometheus Vinctus H. Rackham
26

De Corona W. W. Goodwin
12 6

Bacchae J. E. Sandys
12 6

Hecuba ... W.S. Hadley
2 6

Iliad, Books IX, and X. J. C. Lawson
2 6

Oedipus Tyrannus
R. C. Jebb

4 0

Antigone
R. C. Jebb and E. S. 4 0

Shuckburgh

Aeschylus

Demosthenes ..

Euripides

Homer

Sophocles

FULL CATALOCUES OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS MAY BE HAD POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

London : C. J. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, Ave Maria Lane.
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A List of Books suitable for the Preliminary , Junior, and

Senior Cambridge Local Examinations, 1903.

PART 1. Arithmetic for Schools . By C. SMITH , M.A. With or

without Answers. 3s . 6d . Also in two parts, separately.

2s , each .

Latin

(continued ).

Greek

PART II. The Church Catechism Explained. By the Rev. A. W.

Robinson, B.D., Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of
Religious Wakefield . 2s .

Knowledge. The Prayer Book Explained . By the Rev.PERCIVAL
JACKSON, M.A. PART I. - The Daily Offices and the Litany.

2s , 6d .

The Cambridge Companion to the Bible. With

Glossary, Maps, and Concordance. Edited by the Rev.

Prof. LUMBY, D.D. Large type Edition . 5s . Editions in

smaller type, 3s . 6d ., 28. 6d ., and ls .

Cambridge
The Second Book of Samuel , Edited by the Rev. A. F.

KIRKPATRICK , D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew , 2s, net.

Bible for Smaller Edition . ls.

Schools. The Gospelaccording to St. Luke. Edited by the

Very Rev. F. W. FARRAR, D.D., Dean of Canterbury 3s.

net. Smaller Edition . ls .

The Acts of the Apostles . Edited by the Rev. Prof.

LUJBY , D.D. With 4 Maps. 3s. net . Smaller Edition . ls.

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians . Edited by

the Rev. J.J. LIAS, M.A. Is . 6d . net.

Greek
The Gospel according to St. Lake in Greek. Edited

Testament. by the Very Rev. F. W. FARRAR , D.D. 6s .

Livy , Book V. Edited by L. WHIBLEY , M.A. 28. 6d .

[Seniors.

Cicero . - Pro Sulla . Edited by J. S. REID, Litt.D. 3s. 6d.

[ Seniors,

Horace.-Odes, Book III. Edited by J. Gow , Litt.D. 28 .

(Seniors.

Xenophon . -Anabasis , Book II. Edited by G. M.

EDWARDS, M.A. ls. 6d . [ Juniors.

Xenophon.-Anabasis, Book II. Edited by A. PRETOR,

M.A. 2s. 6d . [Juniors .

Thucydides , Book VII. Edited by the late H, A. HOLDEN,
M.A. , LL.D. 5s . [Seniors.

Aeschylus. - Prometheus Vinctus . Edited by H. RACK

НАМ , М.А. 2ѕ . 6d . [ Juniors and Seniors.

Homer. - Odyssey , Book IX. Edited by G. M. EDWARDS,

M.A. 2s . 6d . [ Seniors.

Herodotus, Book VIII., Chaps . 1-90. Edited by E. S.

SHUCK BURGII, M.A. 2s. 6d. [ Seniors,

Herodotus, Book VIII. , complete. By the

Editor, 4s.

sume

Frenchi Perrault . - The Fairy Tales of Master Perrault.

Edited by WALTER RIPPMANN, M.A. ls, 6d .

[ Preliminary.

About.-- Le Roi des Montagnes . Edited by A. R. ROPES,
M.A. 2s. [ Juniors and Seniors.

Sandean . - Mademoiselle de la Seiglière, Edited by

A. R. ROPES, M.A. 28. [Juniors and Seniors.

English .

German.

The Elements of English Grammar. By A. S. WEST,

M.A. 2s . 6d .

English Grammar for Beginners. By A. S. West,
M.A. ls.

Key to West's Elements of English Grammar and

English Grammar for Beginners. By A. S. WEST,
M.A. 3s. 6d , net .

Outlines of the History of the English Language.

By T. X. TOLLER , M.A. 4s.

Schiller . Wilhelm Tell. Edited by KARL BREUL,

Litt.D., Ph.D. 2s . 6d .

Abridged Edition , by the same Editor. ls . 6d .

[ Juniors and Seniors.

*Grimm , Twenty Stories from . Edited by WALTER

RIPPMANN , M.A. 3s . [Preliminary and Juniors.

* Thix volume contains all the Tales selected for

the Preliminary and Junior Examinations.

Goethe's Boyhood. Goethe's Knabenjahre (1749-1761) .
Arranged and Annotated by W. WAGNER , Ph.D. New

edition, revised and enlarged , by J. W. CARTMELL, M.A. ,

Fellow of Christ's College. 2s. [Seniors.

Pope's Essay on Criticism . Edited by A. S. WEST , M.A.
2s. [ Seniors.

Kingsley . - The Heroes . With Illustrations from Greek

Vases, & c . Edited by E. A. GARDNER , M.A. 2s .

[ Preliminary.

Scott.-The Lord of the Isles . Edited by J. H.

FLATHER , M.A. 2s. [ Preliminary and Juniors.

Shakespeare . - Julius Cæsar. Edited by A. W. VERITY,
M.A. ls . 6d . [ Juniors and Seniors .

Milton . - Paradise Lost, Books V. and VI. Edited by

A. W. VERITY , M.A. 2s. [Seniors.

Geography, Elementary Commercial. A Sketch of the

Commodities and the Countries of the World . By H, R.

MILL, D.Sc. New Edition , enlarged . ls. 6d .

An Atlas of Commercial Geography , By J. G.

BARTHOLOMEW , F.R.G.S. With an Introduction by Dr.

H. R. MILL. 3s .

A Short History of the Expansion of the British

Empire. By W.H. WOODWARD, Christ Church , Oxford .

With 7 Maps. Cloth , 4s. Cloth extra , gilt top , 5s .

An Outline History of the British Empire from

1500 to 1870. By the same Author . ls. 60. net .

Mathematics, Euclid's Elements of Geometry, Books I.-VI. , and

XI. , XII. Edited by H. M.TAYLOR, M.A. 5s, Books I.

and II. , Is . 6d . Books III , and IV ., 1s. 6d . Books V. and

VI., ls , 6d . Books XI , and XII., Is. 6d . Also Books

I.-IV. , 3s . Books I.-VI. , 4s .

Elementary Algebra . By W. W. RoUSE BALL, M.A.

4s. 6d .

An Elementary Treatise on Plane Trigonometry.

By E. W. Hobson , Sc.D., F.R.S. , and C. M. JESSOP, M.A.

4s. 6d .

Plane Trigonometry. By S. L. LONEY, M.A. Fifth

Edition , 7s, 6d .

Or in Two Parts :

PART 1.-Up to and including the Solution of Triangles. 5s,

PART II.-- Analytical Trigonometry. 3s. 6d .

Elements of Statics and Dynamics. By S. L. LONEY ,
M.A. Seventh Edition . 7s.6d.

PART 1.- Elements of Statics. 4s . 6d.

Part II.-Elements of Dynamics. 3s. 6d .

Elements of Hydrostatics . By the same Author. 4s . 6d .

Mechanics andLydrostatics. By R. T. GLAZEBROOK ,
M.A. , F.R.S. 8s . 6d .

Also separately :

Dynamics, 4s. Statics, 3s. Hydrostatics, 3s.

Drawing. Geometrical Drawing. With Notes and Examples. By

W. H. BLYTHE, M.A.

PART 1.- Plane and Elementary Solid . 2s.6d .

Part II . - Solid or Descriptive Geometry . 2s.

Latin .
Caesar. - De Bello Gallico, Books II. and III. Edited

by A. G. PESKETT, M.A. 2s. [ Preliminary and Juniors.

Caesar. - De Bello Gallico , Books II. and III. Edited

by E. S. SHUCKBURGII, M.A. Is . 6d . each .

[ Preliminary and Juniors.

Vergil.-- Aeneid , Book X. Edited by A. SÚGWICK ,M.A.
ls, 6d . [ Juniors and Seniors.

Another Edition , by the same Editor, with Vocabulary.
ls. 6d .

[ Immediately.

Cornelius Nepos. - Lysander, Alcibiades, Thra

sybulus, Conon, Dion, Iphicrates, and Chabrias.

Edited by E. S. SUÚCKBURGH, M.A. Is . 6d. [ Preliminary.

Natural

Science .

Ieat and Light. An Elementary Text -Book, Theoretical

and Practical, for Colleges and Schools . By R. T. GLAZE

BROOK , M.A. , F.R.S. Crown 8vo , 5s.

Also separately :

Heat, 3s. Light, 3s ,

FULL CATALOGUES OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE CAMBRIDCE UNIVERSITY PRESS MAY BE HAD POST FREE ON APPLICATION .

London : C. J. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, Ave Maria Lane.
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BLACKIE & SON'S BOOKS
WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST.

FOR OXFORD LOCALS AND PRECEPTORS', 1903
Macbeth , Edited by E. K. CHAMBERS, J.A. ls .

[ The Warwick Shakespeare.

Macbeth , Edited with Introduction and Notes , &c . ls .
[ The Picture Shakespeare.

Macbeth , Edited by H. C. NOTCUTT, B.A. Ed .
Junior School Shakespeare.

Evangeline. Edited with Introduction , Notes, &c . Paper, 3d.; cloth, 4d .

Talisman . Blackie's School and Home Edition. Cloth , Is .

Gallic War - Books IV . , V. , VI. Edited by Professor John Brown , M.A. Illustrated. Book IV. , Is . 6d.;

V., 2s.; VI . , 1s . 6d .
[ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.

Horace -- Odes , III., IV . Edited by STEPHEN Gwynn, B.A. ls . 6d. each. [ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series .

Virgil - Aeneid , Book VI. Edited by H. B. COTTERILL, M.A. 2s . [Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.

Eutropius - Books I , and II. Edited by W. Cecil LAMING , M.A. ls . 60 . [ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.

Livy - Book XXI. Edited by G. G. LOANE, M.A. 2s . 6d. [ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series .

Euripides - Medea . Edited by P. B. HALCOMBE, M.A. Illustrated. Is . 60 .

De Musset- Pierre et Camille . Specially edited , with Notes, & c., for the Oxford Local Examination . With
Vocabulary [ To be ready middle of October.

Sanderson's Outlines of the World's History . Part IV . Modern History specially dealing with

European History . 28. 6d .

NEW FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS

A SKELETON GERMAN GRAMMAR . By Professor H. G. Atkins, of King's College. Printed in red and

black . Cloth , ls . 6d .

This new book is intended to give the “irreducible minimum ” of grammar requisite for reading German texts. It is not intended as a

manual for the study of grammar after the old fashion, that is to say , for grammar's sake, but rather as a guide for the beginner who proceeds

direct to the translation of a German text, or begins by grappling with the difficulties of real German in a similar way by any direct method .

A feature of the book is the use of red ink to emphasize points of special importance.

A SKELETON FRENCH GRAMMAR . By Professor H. G. Atkins, King's College, London. ls . 6d .

Similar in scope and arrangement to the “ Skeleton German Grammar." ( To be ready immediately.

FIRST STEPS IN GERMAN . By W. SCHOLLE, Ph.D. , and GEORGE SMITH, M.A. Is . 6d.

This book is based throughout on the New Method . The lessons are conversational, and are intended to be used with Hölzel's pictures,

which are given in the book. An interesting section consists of German songs with music, the anthors holding that these facilitate and

lend interest to the acquirement of German pronunciation .

A GERMAN GRAMMAR . By W. SCHOLLE, Ph.D., and GEORGE Smith, M.A. Is . 60 .

A systematic companion to “ First Steps in German . ”

READY IMMEDIATELY . READY IMMEDIATELY.

Practical

Book -keeping

A First

Greek

ReaderFor Commercial Classes.

With Exercises , Examination Papers and Answers.
By R. A. A. BERESFORD, M.A., Author of “ A First Latin

By WALTER GRIERSON. ls . 6d . Reader," and R. N. DOUGLAS, M.A. , of Uppingham

This new work is thoroughly interesting and practical. An out School . 2s .

standing feature is the clear and effective method by which the funda- This Reader ( a companion to Mr. Beresford's popular First Latin

mental principles of book-keeping are explained at the outset, and Reader ) consists of two parts : in the first part each lesson consists of

emphasized throughout the book. one page, containing an illustration explained by eight or nine simple

The Exercises are specially adapted for Students preparing for sentences ; the second part consists of stories and anecdotes of greater

Oxford Local and College of Preceptors' Escaminations. length, carefully graduated, and freely illustrated with full -page plates
All teachers of the subject should see this new and highly practical and photographs of famous statues and busts . The text is set at the

work, Clarendon Press in a large and bold type.

LONDON : BLACKIE & SON , LIMITED , 50 OLD BAILEY, E.C.

GLASGOW ; DUBLIN ; BOMBAY.
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The Educational Times. Armstrong - excellent lessons of both characters, to say

nothing of shoals of editions of our best literature as well as

floods of elementary books presenting the newest ideas in all

THE British Association, with all its branches of science. But “ education has ceased to be

To be,

prestige, has not escaped the sharp side of practical because it has failed to keep pace with the march
or not to be

Scrapped " ? censorious tongues ; but last year it went to of discovery.” In what respect ? Both school-books and

school - or, rather, it took the school to its the methods of using their contents are indefatigably kept

bosom - and it has now learned the game of “ Pass it on .” up to date. One great bugbear seems to be the classics ;

The activity of youth has displayed itself this year with but it is enough to point to the fact that non -classical

astonishing vigour in the Section of Educational Science, and subjects are steadily making room for themselves, in spite of

we rejoice to witness such indubitable signs of the energy some injudicious opposition or short -sighted discouragement.

that guarantees future progress. The indagations of youth But the chief difficulty appears to be that the school is not

and of genius are incalculable, and , therefore, need hardly “ for the most part modelled on the work -shop, giving

be surprising ; and, if sometimes they seem spasmodic and to this term the most varied meaning possible , ” and that

not very definite of aim , yet even then they are part of a a great part of the time is not spent “ at the work -bench ,

complex whole, which , no doubt, somehow and somewhen tool in hand.” How far the suggested change ought to be

gets benefit from them . There is always something new made is a question for much further consideration . But

when the British Association sits in Belfast , and so we were Prof. Armstrong's examples of criticism do not carry us far.

prepared for a stirring of the waters in the Education He holds up the importance of economy of coal, and tells us

Section. The waters , accordingly, were stirred . It behoves that food is “ outside the schoolmaster's ken.” Is it possible

as to ascertain the significance of the event. that such things are ignored in the schools so as to deserve

The main assault on the existing educational system was the Professor's sneers ? We do not believe it for a moment.

led by Prof. Armstrong, the President of the section, who All such criticisms are too vague to do more than suggest to

marshalled his well tried battery to bear on the stubborn teachers the constantly recurring duty of self -examination .

citadel. Educational science — why, there is no such thing ! Where does Prof. Armstrong lay the blame for all the

It boots not now to dispute the allegation ; there is , no inefficiency he castigates ? He has already thrown part of it

doubt, much room for improvement, but still , even in these on the teachers , and , to our mind , not justly , or at least

days, the business of teaching is not conducted altogether at extravagantly and vaguely. Then there are the examining

haphazard. What we are concerned to know is not the un- bodies . Three courses are open to these — to lead , to keep

helpful opinion ( as expressed by one of George MacDonald's abreast of the times, to stagnate . Prof. Armstrong says

people) that we are “ a'thegether a ' wrang,” but precisely they almost invariably stagnate, “ a syllabus, when once“

where and how the system is in fault and may be improved. adopted, remaining in force year after year. ” The charge,

Prof. Armstrong certainly referred to specific points. He undoubtedly, applies to certain University examinations ;

properly insisted that theory is superior to practice, and he but otherwise it is less than fair . Obviously it is waste of

urged that education would be mure fruitful if teachers ammunition to fire over the heads of the examinees ; but a

would give greater attention to “ imagination ” — “ theory ” lower aim does not mean “ stagnation ," and we are much

“ the considered use of facts." Is it true , then , that inclined to think that most syllabuses are framed so as to

teachers neglect the exercise of the imagination ? At this test examinees with reasonable fairness and completeness.

moment we have on our table new school -books expressly The real point, we take it, is an alleged want of prac

devoted to the cultivation of the imagination generally ; we ticality - a point that it is for the critics to prove to de

have others expressly devoted to natural facts and “ en- monstration . True enough, examinations tend to retard ,

couraging children to use their eyes always and to reflect on rather than to favour, the introduction of improved methods

what they see " ; and we have others of general contents of teaching ; but, then , where is the line to be drawn ?

embracing a liberal supply of what we will call-pace Prof. Again, there are the School Boards. We are heartily with

>
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Prof. Armstrong when he urges that “ it is imperative that

a sound public policy should be framed and that nothing
NOTES .

should be allowed to stand in the way of the public good."

But what is that policy ? Lord Hugh Cecil and Dr. Clifford Though the opposition to the Education Bill has been

will agree that “ nothing should be allowed to stand in the largely based on educational and political grounds, it can

way of the public good ” ; but that leaves us still face to no longer be ignored that more and more impetus is being

face with the Sphinx. However, Prof. Armstrong considers sought from ecclesiastical or theological opinion and pur

that the blame to be put upon the School Boards “ is as pose. The Daily News (September 15 ) makes this open

nothing as compared with the blame to be put upon the avowal:

Education Department.” The Education Department has a This Bill is in all its essential aspects the work of Convocation, and it

broad back . The first necessary step, according to Prof. this fact which is thesource of the intense hostility which has beenbears upon its face throughout the impress of priestly pretension . It is

Armstrong (who employs another metaphor) is “ to re- aroused against the Bill, not merely among Nonconformists, but among
Churchmen who still cherish theirProtestantism and who fear nothing

organize the Education Department, root and branch , to
so much as the insidious workings of those who desire to make the Church

imbue it throughout with sound ideals," and so forth . We of England an appanage of the Church of Rome.

wish him luck in the undertaking. We shall hope to see Dr. Clifford , indeed, draws " a clear distinction between the

that “ monthly bonfire of red tape and official forms. " We
English Church as a whole and that section of it which has

shall be still more interested to see Prof. Armstrong's sub- made itself notorious by its denunciations of Protestantism ,

stitutes. He would establish an Intelligence Board, partly its repeated approaches to the Pope, and its inordinate

official, but partly unofficial , so as to maintain constant appetite for Roman Catholic beliefs and practices.” But, for

touch with outside opinion and effort. But, really, does the all that, he calls the measure “ this bishops' Bill.” It is

Education Department not know what is going on outside ? surely not to be supposed that all the bishops that favour

And is it so certain that it would be an advantage to educa- the Bill belong to this obnoxious section and are leagued to

tion if its functions were to become “ those of an exchange betray the Church to Rome. No doubts a clerical war " is

and inquiry office, rather than directive and assertive ” ? popularly more effective than a sober discussion of the

We dare say it is not a perfect institution ; but most people specific provisions of the Bill in view of the simple facts.

would probably like to know more definitely how it is to be Education may well cry a plague on a good many ecclesiastics

reorganized before lending a hand to pull it to pieces. of both patterns.

We are glad that Prof. Armstrong urged strongly the

necessity for better provision for the training of teachers ,
From the standpoint of unexcited reason , half of Dr.

whether in connexion with the Universities or otherwise. Clifford's nine points would seem to be much better than

We recognize that full explanations of his objections to the the whole . For half of them a good deal of sound argu

existing system of education could not find room in a single
ment might be put forward ; in fact, we have already

address,and that any criticism of his utterances may, there- urged, or at least indicated, such lines of solid objection . But

fore, do him less than justice. The general bombardment is to say that “ the primary rights of the people to control

very well in its way ; it will,at least , waken up some people, their own life, directly and freely, in the indescribably im

and attract attention . Prof. Armstrong's forecast of the re portant department of elementary and secondary education

generated future is interesting, and much of it seems probable and “ the enjoyment and exercise of full liberty of con
science are amongenough. But reforms take time, and we do not care to ride

the things at stake is rather tall

off on imagination. ** Why cannot we agree ,
asks Prof.language for the facts intended . Dr. Clifford means every

Armstrong, “ to scrap our scholastic and academic ideals,if syllable of it ; but then he is in an elevated frame of mind

not our schools and schoolmasters, and refit on scientific on the subject-a frame of mind not easy to accommodate

lines ? ” The answer is that our way is to proceed by
to the House of Commons level . Again , all citizens may

justly have concern for
reform and not by revolution — to satisfy ourselves of the

the fair fame and augmented

worthlessness of the one system and the value of the other
serviceableness of the English Church " ; but, then, the

before making the exchange. Besides , there is something English Church has its legally constituted custodians, who,

more in life than “ science." In fact, we “ exercise our
with full knowledge of the situation , appear to think that

imagination " upon the story of the elephant, who is said to
the Bill is a good thing, and they, too , are entitled to their

try the bridge or the swamp with his sagacious foot before convictions and bound to act upon them . We certainly need

trusting his weight upon it . In any case, the country is
not trouble our heads in this connexion about “ the stability

open to instruction and persuasion. Let Prof. Armstrong such extravagance is not merely futile , but hurtful.
and growth of our Empire." Except for popular purposes ,

In
and his friends now proceed to draw up (1 ) a detailed ,

criticism , and (2) a fresh detailed scheme, so that we may on certain specific points, and the question is how to reach
this Bill there is a direct conflict between opposing views

know precisely the wrongs and the rights of the case in par

ticulars - a-a modern “ Chrestomathia , ” up to date , reasoned
an accommodation . To engineer a crusade against the

out on accurate information as well as on sound principle,
existence of the Bill is quite another affair, and a risky

taking account of the pertinent facts at each stage of the
affair in more ways than one.

process, and so calculated to conciliate public approval and to

compel the acquiescence of those that possess the power Tue promoters of the Yorkshire demonstration at Leeds,

of the last word in the matter.

as well as the promoters of the demonstration at Glasgow ,

66
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women ,

while advancing some substantial criticisms, also materially his abounding contempt for teachers below professorial rank

weakened their case by giving prominence to theargument that and not protected by large incomes, he said :

the Government is proceeding with the Education Bill “ with- The difficulty about all laboratory exercise work worth the name is
that of finding demonstrators and assistants who are wise and energetic.

out mandate or authority from the electorate .” There is no Through foolishness and laziness themost beautiful system becomes an

possible objection to their “ calling upon the Prime Minister, unmeaningroutine, and the moresmoothly it works the less educational it is .

to withdraw the Bill or to dissolve Parliament and submit In England just now the curse of all education is the smallamountofmoney

available for the wages of teachers — just enough to attract mediocre men .

the measure to the judgment of the country without delay." I have been told , and I can easily imagine, that such men have one talent

But to base such a demand on the absence of “ mandate or length they just sit at a table,maintaining discipline merelyby theirover -developed , the talent for making their job softer and softer, until at

authority from the electorate is preposterous. The Govern- presence, answering the questions of such students as are earnest enough

ment, if they have
to come and worry them .

no “ mandate," undoubtedly have

“ authority," which seems good enough for the occasion. The wretched calumny deserves no answer — in words, at

It is obviously impossible to foresee, or, even if you do least. But, while Prof. Perry boasts that teachers are no

foresee, to deal with, every possible question of the next six where in comparison with engineers, we adopt for English

or seven years at an election time in such wise as to give teachers what Dr. Albert Shaw says about American teachers

the victorious party a specific authority or “ mandate ” on ( Educational Review for September ) -:

every important subject of their term of office. If this A large part of the progress of our times , even in the field of wealth

“ mandate ” principle be valid, the Government had no not in the least degree by the motives of gain. But the greatest example
production, has been due to research and study bymen who were actuated

1

business to deal with anything - outside routine -- except the of all is afforded by what is now the foremostof all our professions,namely ;
South African War and the subsequent settlement of the the profession of teaching. Herewe find scores ofthousands of men and

rendering noble , unselfish, and indispensable service to the com

country . But the moment the Government were put in munity on the basis of fixed, moderate stipends, removed almost wholly
office they were established for the statutory term and from the competitive sphere of activity, andinspired to diligence and

efficiency in their work by a sense of duty and responsibility.

placed under obligation to propose such laws as they might

think necessary or desirable. All this should have been

considered by the electors at the ballot -box.

AMONG other matters of educational interest discussed at

They were

well warned . To turn round now with this preposterous
the meeting of the British Association was the well worn

cry of “ no mandate ” is ridiculous.
question of the teaching of English . While others were

glorifying the spread of English abroad , and even looking

forward to its universal dominion , Prof. Hartog, of Owens

Prof. DEWAR, in his very able Presidential Address to the College, contended that it is very badly taught at home,

British Association , put in a strong word for the better en
reinforcing his view by certain criticisms in a recent Blue

dowment of education, and contrasted the chemical equip- Book. There is no sacramental efficacy in a Blue Book ,

ment in this country and in Germany so forcibly as to startle however, and one must deal with the criticisms on their

the Times, if not those that were already familiar with the merits. Every one agrees that English should be taught

facts . His example of the firm of Friedrich Bayer & Co. is “ rationally and systematically ” at school, and probably

but one of many ; but it is rather painful that “ the funda- there is no teacher but labours to do this very thing. It is

mental discoveries upon which this gigantic industry is built pitiful, of course, so far as it is the fact, that our boys should

were made in this country and were practically developed to be so “ nearly inarticulate ” and so " deficient in the art of

a certain extent by their authors," and yet slipped through expressing themselves on paper.” But it is to be remem

their fingers because “ we did not possess the diffused edu- bered that facile literary expression is a complicated and by

cation without which the ideas of men of genius cannot
means easy attainment, and that teachers, however

fructify beyond the limited scope of an individual. ” The sensible and ardent for more rational methods, arecontrolled

root of the mischief, says Prof. Dewar, “ is in the want of by the requirements of examinations .

education among our so -called educated classes , and , second

arily, among the workmen on whom these depend " ; we are ELSEWHERE we draw attention to the reopening of the

two generations behind Germany “ in point of general evening continuation schools under the London School

training and specialized equipment.” But, even if we were Board . The fees that must now be charged in most of the

on a level with Germany,what can be done with our “ leaders schools will be seen to be practically nominal, and will not

of industry,” who look askance at science , and will not, in bar any student that has a desire for further knowledge.

spite of the incessant remonstrances in Consular Reports, The subjects are of the most varied character, and in the

adapt their products or even their price lists to their main practical ; but the provision for history is surprisingly

customers ? Are we to be told that the schools cannot supply limited. We trust, of course , that the schools will be largely

brains and energy equal to those of Germany, if there is a attended , and we note especially that any one interested in

demand for them ? We trow not. the work may obtain " copies of a prospectus for circulation

amongst those who would be benefited by a course of instruc

tion in the schools ” from the Clerk of the Evening Continua

Prof. Perry told the British Association and the world tion Schools Committee, School Board for London, Victoria

that the ordinary system of mathematical study is “ abomin- Embankment, W.C. Now is the time, indeed, to bring all

able,” and that “ our whole public-school system ought to be such institutions to the notice of young men and maidens .

* scrapped.'" We venture to think that the üßpus of the The Northampton Institute, Clerkenwell ( St. John Street

scientific man ought to be peremptorily “ scrapped .” Out of Road ), for example, makes large provision for the teaching

66
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of technological and trade subjects in day as well as in Daily News that is in perplexity , and our contemporary does

evening courses ; and this is but one branch of the City not shrink from giving the preference to “ educationalist .”

Polytechnic, which also holds multifarious classes in literary , The reason is that “ it seems to soften the impropriety of the

commercial, and science and art subjects at the Birkbeck word a little to spin it out.” But wherein lies “ the im

Institution and the City of London College. propriety " ? Our contemporary seems to make answer

when it says : “ For our own part, we confess we are among

We cordially welcome the first number of Indian Educa- the objectionists as to the manufacture of new hybrid words."

tion ( ls . , Longmans), whose advent we recently heralded . By the way, has the word " objectionist,” which seems to be

We like the look of it , and have high hopes of its future. equally hybrid ,yet been adopted in any reputable dictionary ?
It is liberally printed and got up, and the matter is varied Both “ educationist ” and “ educationalist ” have been so

and of good quality. The opening article is by a native - adopted. Besides, the latter word is not “ new ” ; it has been

Mr. J. G. Agashe: it gives interesting glimpses of education freely used for at least twenty years . And, if the formative

in ancient and medieval India , and is , indeed, the most “ -ist ” is not yet naturalized, there will have to be a very

instructive contribution in the number. We cannot agree extensive weeding of the accepted English vocabulary. It is

with the editor's suggestion that the lack of “ published interesting to recall that Trench regarded “ educational" --

work " by Indians implies " that India is not ready for a which is now at least two generations old—as an “ offensive,

University ,” or that the people of India do not“ really study at best a very questionable, novelty in the English language.”

or criticize Western life, literature, philosophy, or history.” Now it is very much at home.

The test is too limited , especially under the conditions.

Mr. Yoxall, M.P., writes the London Letter. He tells how SUMMARY OF THE MONTH.

he beheld among the Volunteers at Oxford on the King's

birthday “ several Indian students ranked ; and a gallant The agitati against the Education Bill has been steadily

show they made.” Then at Cambridge, on another day, he prosecuted throughout the month. While much attention has

“ heard . with what satisfaction the University authorities of the Act in case the Bit becomes law, the protagonist of thebeen locally directed to ways and means of thwarting the operation

regard the increasing number of Indian students on the opposition —the Rev. Dr. Clifford - has set forth :what is at

banks of the Cam .” And “ these are Imperial links.” But, stake in the war raised by this Education Bill ” under the

we venture to remind him , he did not behold a gallant show
following heads :

1. The primary rights of the people to control their own life , directly

of Indian Volunteers at Cambridge. Indians are not ad- and freely, in the indescribably important department of elementary and

mitted to the Cambridge ranks ; nor are they admitted
secondary education .

2. The enjoyment and exercise of full liberty of conscience.

Volunteers at the Inns of Court. Mr. Yoxall should inquire 3. The maintenance of constitutional law in the procedure of Govern

into this dubious condition of the “ Imperial links."
4. The efficiency and adequacy of education , sustained by the funds of

the people, in what are known as denominational schools .

5. The continuance and extension of the people's schools, and the pro

In these days, when Nature-study has taken such a
hold

gressive realization of the true ideal of State education.

on educationists, it is interesting to chance upon a strong 6. The complete equipment of the teaching profession, its deliverance

favourable opinion expressed more than half a generation from thicologicaland ecclesiastical tests, and the opening ofits doors as a
profession , and of its trainipg schools, to ability , industry, willingness to

back by a distinguished Oxford tutor. “ I hold it to be an serve, and citizenhood .

unquestioned fact, ” says Mr. W. Warde Fowler, in “ AYear and directly chosen to serve in the administration of national education .
7. The exclusion of women from the ranks of those who may be freely

with the Birds " - a very charming and instructive volume,. , 8. The fair fame and augmented serviceableness of the English

Church .

reissued the other day by Messrs. Macmillan — " that the
9. The stability and growth of our Empire.

direction of children's attention to natural objects is one of

the most valuable processes of education.” We are more Tue Northern Counties Education League held a great York

concerned , however, to note an obstacle mentioned by Mr. shire demonstration ” againstthe Education Bill at Leeds

Fowler. “ When the boys go to a public school, ” he says, forms,and of course carried :
(September 20 ). The following resolution was put from five plat

they will find themselves in the “ grip of a system of com- That this great meeting of inhabitants of the West Riding of York

pulsory game-playing which will effectually prevent any condemns the Government Education Bill, because it deprives men and
shire, held on Woodhouse Moor, and addressed from several platforms,

attempt at patient observation ." women, who have hitherto elected or served upon School Boards, of the

There is doubtless very much to be said for this system , if it be constitutional rights they have hitherto enjoyed ; because it abolishes
applied, like a strong remedy, with real discriminating care ; but the fact direct popular control of the schools for which the people are taxed ;

is beyond question that it is doing a great deal to undermine and destroy because it weakens the guarantees of efficiency , progress ,and liberty in
some of the Englishman's most valualule habits and characteristics, and national education ; and because it proposes to levy local rates everywhere
among others his acuteness of observation, in which, in his natural state, in support of sectarian dogmas, ecolesiastical tests for teachers, and

he excels all other nationalities. It is all the more necessary that we clerical management. Thismeeting expresses its indignation that the
should teach our children,before they leave home, some of the simplest Government, without mandate or authority from the electorate, should
and most obvious lessons of natural history. propose to destroy School Boards and to make sectarian schools a charge

This conflict of interests is well worth attention . An
upon the ratepayers. Finally, the meeting calls upon the Prime Minister

to withdraw the Bill, or to dissolve Parliament and submit the measure

accommodation ought not to be a matter of any great to the judgment ofthe country without delay. And that copies of this
resolution be forwarded to the Prime Minister .

difficulty.

The Committee of the Baptist Union have decided to propose
“ EDUCATIONIST or “ educationalist ” ? Well, what does to the autumn assembly at Birmingham a resolution declaring

it matter ? Or, rather, why should one not use either form the " solemn determination ” of the ministers and delegates " not

according to one's taste or fancy, without posing other people passive resistance to its enforcement and torender it unworkable
to submit to this measure even if it becomes law ," but " to offer

with such an inane question ? It is a correspondent of the by every means in their power.” After justifying this position

ment .
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or

on the grounds of “ clerical control ” and taxation without popular such an extent that it wasbeyond their power to grasp its problems. The

control, the resolution concludes thus : priesthood of the craft were, in fact, possessed by the spirit of narrow
They regard the Bill as the product of an alliance between the Govern- parochialism , and upholders of an all too rigid creed . ... We donot

ment, theHigh Anglican party,and the Roman Catholic Hierarchy, sufficiently consider the economy of coal: waste not,want not. Food,
havingfor its main purpose the clericalizing of education , the disregard again, isanimportant subject outside the schoolmaster's ken.” Cook '

of the just rights of all Free Church citizens, and the undermining of ing,a branch of applied chemistry, is a failure for want ofimaginative

Protestantism and Nonconformity . And since this attempt occurs at the power in thecook . . . ; Whetheror no there be “ good in everything, "

end of a series of sectarian aggressions in our national education legisla- children mustat least be encouraged to seek it — to use theireyes always,

tion , and as a fresh and unprovoked disturbance of the present arrange
and to reflect on what they see .

ment, they are resolved to use their political influence to secure a system
of national education in harmony with the principles of justice and effici- “ Why," asked Prof. Armstrong, cannot we agree to scrap

ency, and in which no public money shall be granted to denominational our scholastic and academic ideals , if not our schools and school

schools, every public elementary school shall be unsectarian and placed masters , and refit on scientific lines ?
under the management of representatives of the people, and no citizen ,

teacher, or scholar be placed at any legal disadvantage on account of
Unfortunately, it too often happened that those placed in authority

religious opinions.
were the very last to attempt to march with the times . Bodies such as

our Universities, the Education Department, and the Civil Service Com

THE resolution of the Congregational Union submitted to missioners might have been expected to lead the way, to keep the most

the Glasgow meeting also “urges all friends of education watchful eye on all that was happening, and to note and apply all im

At bottom the spirit
and of civil and religious liberty (1)to organize themselves provements. The very contrary had been the case.

of commercialism was the cause of much of this contorted action . ..

more thoroughly to secure the abandonment of the measure Three courses were open to examining bodies — to lead ; to keepjust

an appeal to the people ; and (2 ) , if the Act is forced abreast of the times ; and to stagnate. The last was almost invariably

upon thenation, to use all honourable means to make itunwork - chosen , a syllabus remaining in force year after year. Consequently,

able. " “ The final clause,” says Dr. Parker , “greatly needs examinations tended to retard, rather than to favour, the introduction of

strengthening ; it wants accent, fire , and passion ; in short, it the improved methods of teaching. At the present time, when the

wants to be Cliffordised." responsibility of controlling all grades of education is about to be cast

upon the community, and the actual call to arms is imminent, it is im

A United Committee of representatives from the National perative that a sound public policy shouldbe framed , and that nothing
Free Church Council, the Metropolitan Federation of Free Church should be allowed to stand in the way of the public good . The blame to

Councils, and various educational and women's organizations be put upon School Boards in England for having allowed an impractic
has been formedto make arrangements for important meetings able system ofeducation in the schools is as nothing as compared with
throughout London during the autumn. It is proposed to holda the blameto be put upon the Education Department for having allowed
great gathering in St. James's Hall on the eve of the opening of such a system to grow up by the adoption of academic ideals and academic
Parliament. machinery . The first necessary step will be to reorganize the Education

Department root and branch , to imbue it throughout with sound ideals,

The Times says that “ the recasting of the Ministry under its and lead it to understand its great importance as the head centre of the

new chief has accomplisheda long -hoped for, but long deferred , inquiry office rather than directive and assertive. Such a department
educational system . But its functions will be those of an exchange and

step in our educational administration .”
willhave an Intelligence Board, whose members are partly official, partly

Up to now education has remained an annexe, so to speak ,of the Privy unofficial, so that it may maintain itself in constant touch with outside

Council, in the position accorded to it in 1839, when the State first gave opinion and effort. One function of this Board will be to preside at a

grudging attention to a matter that had previously been left to voluntary monthly bonfire of red tape and official forms, for in future, even if no

effort. In no other country of Europe would such a state of things as other subject of Government concern be kept in a lively and living state,

regards national education have been conceivable during the past fifty education must infallibly be .

years ; in no other country would the accident of appointment as Lord

President of the Council have placed a statesman ipsofacto at the head of PROF. ARMSTRONG foresees that graduallya complete revolution
national education . It is unfortunate that the first President of the must take place in school procedure and in school buildings,

Education Board , though distinguished for industry and good sense , which are but “ extensions of the monkish cell and the cloister.”

should have so little claim to be an educational authority ; but, on the

other hand , it is satisfactory, at a time of education crisis, that the
Instead of being a place fitted only for the rearing of what I have else

responsible Minister should be in the Cabinet. To Mr. Gladstone belongs where termed “ desk -ridden emasculates,” the school will be for the most

thecreditofhaving given Mr. Acland a position which,no doubt, helped part modelled on the workshop , giving to this term the most varied mean
him to do considerable work for elementary education. . Wetrust ing possible, and a great part of the timewill be spent at the work bench,

that henceforth it will be almost a matter of course that the Minister for tool in hand. Nature's workshop will, of course, be constantly utilized ,

Education will be a member of the Cabinet. The Board of Education and the necessary provision will be made for outdoor exercise and physical

has now achieved its independence. It is about to takeover the educa- training. Scientific method will underlie the whole of the education. It

tional powers of the Charity Commission ; and the fusion between White will be recognized that education has two sides,a literary and a practical

hall and South Kensington , though not yet complete, is gradually —thatthe mind can work through fingers -- in fact, through all the senses
proceeding . Bythe timethat the Local Authorities to be created under —and that it is not embodied only in the so -called intellect, a narrow

the Education Bill have got fairly to work, the Central Authority will, creation of the schools. The practical training will, therefore, be regarded

we may hope , be sufficiently strong and coherent for its work of general
as atleast equal in importance to the literary. Heads of schools will not

supervision. In the Consultative Committee, already in activeoperation, only bepotential bishops, but almost all careers will be open to them.

it has a valuable means of access to expert opinion .
Theclass system will be largely abandoned ; children's school time will

not be chopped up into regulated periods in a manner which finds no
analogy in the work -a -day world, but they will have certain tasks con

The educational system was subjected to fiery criticism in the fined to them , and will be allowed considerable latitude in carrying them

Educational Science Section of the British Association at the out . In fact, they will be treated as rational beings, and their in
Belfast meeting. Prof. Armstrong, President of the Section, dividuality and self -respect developed from the outset.

said the Section was in advance of the times, “ being concerned Dealing finally with the training of teachers,Prof. Armstrong urged

with a non -existent science.” that power of thought, individuality, and imagination should be
He enforced Tyndall's prescription of " the cultivation and exercise of developed. It was a lasting shame to the State and the School Boards

imaginative power — the scientific use of the imagination ” -us a pre- that so little had been done toprovide competent teachers. The future
servative from “ the fate of an organism too rigid to adjust itself to its restedwith the Universities ; but to save the nation they must be practical,

environment," and a means of “ plasticity to the extent thatthegrowth and admit broader conceptions.

of knowledge demands." The importance of the part played by theory

in science could not be exaggerated. ... If teachers generally would pay discussedthe education of the engineer , and also
ProF. PERRY , President of the Engineering Section, trenchantly

more attention to theory, their teaching would doubtless be more fruitful
gave his

of results ; facts they knew in plenty, but they lacked trainingin the opinion upon “ what general education is best for the average

considered use of facts. We were ceasing to be practical because modern English boy .”

practice was based on a larger measure of theory , and our schools were The public schools of England teach English through Latin , a survival

paying no proper attention to the development of imaginative power or to of the time when only special boys were taught at all, and when there

giving training in the use of theory as the interpreter of facts ; didactic was only one language in which people wrote. Now the average boy is

and dogmatic teaching were producing the result which infallibly followed also taught Latin, and when he leaves school for the Army or any other

in their wake - sterility of intellect . Our system of education had no pursuit open to average boys he cannot write a letter, he cannot construct

proper theoretical basis. Educators had ceased to be practical, because a grammatical sentence , he cannot describe anything he has seen . The

they have failed to keep pace with the march of discovery ; the theoretical public school curriculum is always growing, and it is never subtracted

basis underlying their profession having been enlarged so rapidly and to 1 from or rearranged. There is one subject which ordinary schoolmasters

а
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can teach well - Latin. The other usual nine subjects have gradually for London reopened in the middle of the month. Owing to new
been added to the curriculum for examination purposes ; they are taught regulations of the Boardof Education,fees are charged in most of

in water-tight compartments — or, rather, they are onlycrammed, and not the schools to scholars above 16 ; scholars under 16 are admitted
taught at all. Our school system resembles the ordinary type of old- free to all schools ; and in66 schools no fees will be charged to

established works, where gradual accretion has produced a higgledypiggledy set of shops which one looks at with stupefaction , for it is anystudents. Inthe majority of schoolsthefee will be is. the

impossible to get business done in them well and promptly, and yet it sessionforany number of subjects ; in commercialschools, 2s.6d.;
and in science and art schoo

seems impossible to start a reform anywhere. What is wanted is an 5s. 382 schools give general in

earthquake or a fire -- a good fire - to destroy the whole works and enable struction, 21 special instruction in commercial subjects, and 10

the business to be reconstructed on a consistent and simple plan. And in science and art. Special schools for adults are opened, and in

for much the same reason our whole public school system ought to be the ordinary schools adult pupils are , as far as possible, taught

" scrapped .” What wewant to see is that a boy of fifteen shall have by themselves. Lectures on English literature are given in about
had mental training in the study of his own language, in the experi- 40 schools , and on history in 3. Gymnastics are taught at

mental study of mathematics, and in the methods of the student of 104 centres, and doctors and nurses teach first aid and home

natural science. Such a boy is fit tobeginany ordinary profession, and, nursinginupwards of200 schools. There are also facilities for
whether he is to enter the Church, or take up medicine or surgery, or women and girls to learn practical cookery, dress-cutting and

become a soldier, every boy ought to have this kind of training. When making, and laundry; and for men and boys to receive instruc

I have advocated this kind of education in the past I have usually been tion in woodwork . Students are prepared for the examinations

told that I was thinking only ofboys who intend to be engineers ; that it held by the Board of Education (South Kensington ), the Civil
was a specialized kind of instruction . But this is very untrue.

Service, Society of Arts , London Chamber of Commerce, &c . , and

prizes and certificates are awarded.

As to technical education , Prof. Perry rejects all known

standards : “the worst we can copy is what we find now in
SIR HENRY CRAIK's remarks in his annual Report on Second

Germany and Switzerland " ; " what we must strive for is the

discovery of a British system suiting the British boy and man . ”
ary Education in Scotland, on the early withdrawal of pupils

from schools, apply equally to English practice:

Technical education is an education in the scientific and artistic princi- This is, indeed , one of the most serious difficulties against which

ples whichgovern theordinary operations in anyindustry: It is neither secondary educationin Scotlandhas to contend . The only remedy for
à science , nor an art, nor the teaching of a handicraft. It is thatwithout it lies in the growth of a more enlightened public opinion. It is not

which a master is an unskilled master, a foreman an unskilled foreman, uncommon to see comparisons drawn between the results achieved by

a workman an unskilled workman, and a clerk or farmer an unskilled secondary schools in Scotland and in Germany. Such comparisons are

clerk or farmer. The cry for technical education is simply a protest altogether unfair, inasmuch as they ignore the difference in the condi.

against the existence of unskilled labour of all kinds. To have any good tions that prevail . So long as the Scottish lad continues to leave school

general system the employers must co - operate. Much of the training is two or three years earlier than his German contemporary , so long must

workshop practice , and it cannot be too often said that this is not to be the responsibility rest not upon teachers, but uponparents. For some

given in any college. ... In fact we have all got to see that there is far time there has been a growing dissatisfaction in Scotland regarding the
too much unskilled labour among workmen and foremen and managers, defective education of youth entering upon a mercantile career. That

and especially in owners . ... I laugh at the idea that any country has dissatisfaction is a thoroughly healthy sign . It means that.commercia
l

better workman than ours , and I consider education of our workmen to be men aremore and more realizing the supreme importance of a sound

the corner -stone of prosperity in all engineering manufacture. ... There mental training. The remedy for the present state of affairs lies in their

is another important thing to remember. Should foreigners get the own hands. The educational machinery of the country can never have

notion that weare decaying, we shall no longer have our industries kept a fair chance until merchants in a body set their faces against the

up by an influx of clever Uitlanders , and we are much too much in the practice of putting boys into business at thirteen or fourteen, and until

habit of forgetting what we owe to foreigners , Fleming and German, in their selection of apprentices they give preference and reasonable en
Hollander, Huguenot, and Hebrew , for the development of our natural couragement to those who can produce evidence of having profited by

In our country nearly all discoveries come from below . their school training. It is to this , rather than to the institution of

The leaders of science, the inventors, receive from a thousand obscure fresh examinations, that the country must look if it desires that lads

sources the germs of their great discoveries and inventions. Whenevery should enter business properly equipped for the work of life . Examining

unit of the population is familiar with scientific ideas our leaders will not may become a serious danger if there is too much of it .

only bemore numerous, but they will be individually greater. And it is

we, and not the schoolmasters, who are familiarizing the people with a

better knowledge of nature . Amongthe Bills announced at the opening of the Dutch States

General ( September 16 ) were measures for extending facilities

Prof. H. L. Withers, of Owens College,addressed the Educa- education,andfor making better provision of pensions to teachers
for intermediate and higher education, for developing technical

tional Science Section on the training ofteachers.
in private schools and to the widows of teachers in general. A

The problem of the training of teachers is essentially different in a Royal Commission is to be appointed to codify the various laws
primary and a secondary school. As regards secondary schools, the relating to education .

multiplicity of types is so great thatany single stereotyped system of

training would be futile . . . . Each University must for the future be

equipped with a department of education as effective as its departments

of law and medicine. In this a concrete and comparative study of edu CORRESPONDENCE.

cational organism and method , material for which exists in Mr. Sadler's

volumes of Special Reports , should be carried on together with practical [ We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions expressed by our

exercises in teaching and observations of actual school work. Experi
correspondents . - Ed. E.T. ]

enced mastersand mistresses should give lectures and demonstrations in

connexion with the work of such a department, and there should be a

museum of educational appliance and a library of educational literature . LANTERN SLIDE LECTURES FOR THE PEOPLE .

Secondary teachers have usually to specializein one subject or group of
To the Editor of the Educational Times.

subjects, and they will need the help of specialists in their study of

method . As much as time allows must also be done to refer students to Sir ,—You have been good enough in previous years to grant

the principles of mental, moral, and physical science upon which the us space in your columns for the purpose of calling the attention

theory and practice of education must ultimatelybe based.The history of of the public to our annual offer of Lantern Slide Lectures for
education and of educational institutions must not beneglected .A continu- the people. May we mention that we are loaning this year many

ous course of probationmust beserved by each student in a school of the new and interesting sets ? Some of the old favourites, too, have
same type as that in which he is preparing to work as a master. Room been thoroughly revised and added to, and we feel sure will again
must be made for other forms of training also, andthe utmost freedom of prove acceptable to the general public. Anecdotes about

experimentation must be allowed , to begin with , consistently with Famous Folk," Pretty Pictures for All," Gems of Comic

thoroughness and efficiency. If vigorously taken up by Parliament and Art," " The Beautiful Homes of England,"
Local Authorities as wellas by Universities and schools , all working Sailors,"“LectureLessons, ” &c . , may be enumerated as a few of

Something about

together,the professional training of teachers cannot but exercise an themany subjects on loan.

immense influence upon the future of education in England , and help to

provide that army of disciplined and resourceful men and women upon
To those of your readers who may beinterested in this matter

which the success of the country in peace and war must finally depend. we shall be happy to forward full particulars by return , on re

ceipt of their application . - We are yours, & c.,

GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED (Lantern Lectures Department).

The evening continuation schools under the School Board 8–11 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C., September 15, 1902.

resources. ...
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Ovid . - Tristia . Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary. By E. S. SUCCKBURGI, With Introduction and Notes. By W. BELL, M.A. ls . 9d .

M.A. ls . 6d . Milton . - Comus . With Introduction and Notes. By W. BELL, M.A. ls. 3d.

Ovid . - Tristia . Book III . With Notes and Vocabulary . By E. S. SHUCK Scott.-The Lady of the Lake. With Introduction and Notes. By G. H.

BURGH , M.A. ls . 6d . STUART, M.A. 2s, 6d . ; sewed , 2s .

Phaedrus. - Fables. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. G. H. NALL, M.A.
Scott .-The Talisman . Border Edition . 3s . 6d .

ls , bd. Shakespeare . - Macbeth . With Introduction and Notes. By K. DEIGHTOX.

Plautus . - Captivi. Edited by A. R. S. HALLIDIE, M.A. 3s. 6d .
ls . 9d.

Virgil . - Aeneid. Books I.,II . , III., IV. , and VI. With Notes and Vocabulary.
Shakespeare . - A Midsummer Night's Dream. With Introduction and

By T. E. PAGE, M.A. ls . 6d , each .
Notes. By K. DEIGHTON . ls . 9d .

Virgil .-Aeneid . Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. S.
Shakespeare .-- Twelfth Night. With Introduction and Notes . By K.

DEIGHTON . ls . 9d .

WALPOLE, M.A. ls . 6d .

Virgil. - Aeneid . Book V. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. CALVERT,
Shakespeare . - Coriolanus. With Introduction and Notes. By K. DEIGHTOX.

2s . 6d . ; sewed , 2s .
M.A. ls. 6d .

Terence . - Hauton Timorumenos. Edited by E. S. SHUCKBURGH , M.A.
Spenser .- The Faerie Queene.- Book I. With Introduction and Notes. By

2s . 6d .; with Translation , 3s . 6d .
H. M. PERCIVAL, M.A. 3s.

GREEK. FRENCH AND GERMAN .

Macmillan's Greek Course
French Course. By A. C. POIRÉ. FIRST YEAR , 1s. SECOND YEAR , Is . 6d .

First Greek Grammar. By Rev. W. G. RUTHERFORD , LL.D. Accidence, Macmillan's Progressive French Course. By G. E. FASSACHT. FIRST

2s. Syntax, 2s . Complete, 3s . 6d .
YEAR , 1s. Supplementary Exercises to First Year, ls. SECOND YEAR, 2s.

Easy Exercises in Accidence. By G. H. UNDERHILL, M.A. 2s. THIRD YEAR ,2s. 6d . KEYS, 4s. 6d. net each .
A Second Exercise Book. By Rev. W. A. HEARD , M.A. 2s.6d . KEY, Macmillan's Progressive French Readers. By the Same. FIRST YEAR,

5s , net.
2s . 6d . SECOND YEAR , 2s, 6d .

Easy Exercises in Syntax. By Rev. G. H. NALL, M.A. 2s.6d . Macmillan's French Composition. By the Same. Part I. , 2s, 6d . KEY ,

Greek Prose Composition. By S. O. ANDREW , M.A. 3s . 60. KEY, 5s , net . 4s . 6d . net. Part II . , 5s . KEY , 5s , net.

Greek Reader : Stories and Legends. With Notes , Vocabulary, and Abridged French Grammar. By G. E. FASNACHT. 2s. 6d .

Exercises. By F. H. COLSON , M.A. 3s. An Elementary French Grammar. By G. E. FASNACHT. ls. 60 .

Passages for Greek Translation for Lower Forms. By G. H. PEACOCK , A Compendious Dictionary of the French Language. By Prof. ALFRED

M.A., and E. W. W. BELL, M.A. ls. 6d . ELWALL and GUSTAVE Masson. 3s . 6d .

An Introduction to Greek Prose Composition. By H. PITMAN , M.A.
Molière . - Le Misanthrope. Edited by G. E. FASNACHT . ls .

2s . 6d . KEY , 5s , net.
A German Primer. By OTTO SIEPMANN. 3s . 6d . KEY , 3s , 6d , net ,

The Acts of the Apostles . - Authorised Version . With Notes. By Macmillan's Progressive German Course. By G.E.FASNACHT. FIRST

T. E. PAGE , M.A., and Rev. A. S. WALPOLE, M.A. 28. 6d .
YEAR , Is . 6d . SECOND YEAR , 3s . 6d . KEYS, 4s . 6d . net each .

Macmillan's Progressive German Readers . By the Same. FIRST

The Acts of the Apostles . -The Greek Text, With Notes. By T. E. YEAR , 2s , 6d .

PAGE, M.A. Is . 60 .
Macmillan's German Composition . By the Same. Part I. , 2s. 60. KEY,

The Gospel according to St. Luke .-The Greek Text. With Intro- 4s. 6d . net.

duction and Notes. By Rev. J. Boyd , M.A. 2s . 6d . A Compendious German and English Dictionary. By Prof. WHITNEY

TheGospel according to St. Matthew . -Greek Text. With Introduction and A. H. EDGREN. 58. German - English , 3s. 6d .

and Notes. By Rer. A. SLOMAN . 2s . 60 . Goethe. - Egmont. Edited by S. PRIMER , Ph.D. 3s . 6d .

Aeschylus.-Prometheus Vinctus. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. Hauff. - Die Karavane (containing “ Kalif Storch ” and “ Das Gespenster.

H. M. STEPHENSON, M.A. 1s. 6d. Edited by E. E. SIKES , M.A., and St. J. schiff " ) . With Notes and Vocabulary. By H. HAGER, Ph.D. Js .

B. W. WILLSON, M.A. 2s. 6d . Schiller . - Maria Stuart. Edited by C. SHELDON, Litt.D. 28, 6d.

Aeschylus.--Agamemnon. With Translation . By A. W. VERRALL, Litt.D. Schiller . - Maria Stuart. Edited by H. SCHOENFELD . 3s. 6d.

12s .

Demosthenes.-- De Corona. Edited by B. DRAKE. Revised by E. S. SHUCK SCIENCE.

BURGH , M.A. 3s . 60 . Introduction to Chemistry and Physics. By Prof. W. H. PERKIN, Jr. ,

Euripides . Hecuba . With Notes and Vocabulary . By Rev. J. BOND, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., and BEVAN LEAN, D.Sc. , B.A. (Lond .). In 2 Vols, 2s , each .

and Rev. A. S. WALPOLE, M.A. 15. 6d .
Exercises iu Practical Physics. By R. A. GREGORY and A. T. SIMMONS.

Euripides.-Bacchae . Edited by R. Y. TYRRELL, M.A. 3s . 6d . In Two Parts, 2s, each .

Euripides . - Alcestis . With Votes and Vocabulary. By Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD, Elementary General science. By A. T. SIMMONS and L. M. JONES. gs . 6d .

M.A. ls. 6d . Edited by M. L. EARLE, Ph.D. 3s . 6d . An Introduction to Practical Physics . By D. RINTOUL, M.A. 2s.6d .

Euripides.-Medea. With Votes and Vocabulary. By Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD ,
Heat, Light, and Sound . By D. E. JONEs. 28. 6d .

M.A. ls . 6d . Edited by A. W. VERRALL , Litt.D. 25. 6d . Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H. E. HADLEY. 2s.6d .

Homer . - Iliad. Book EX . Edited by J. H. PRATT, M.A., and W.LEAF, Litt.D.
Chemistry for Organized Schools of Science. By S. PARRISH. 2s. 6d .

2s, Books I. - XII . Edited by W. LEAF, Litt.D.,and Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD ,
Inorganic Chemistry for Beginners. By Sir H. E. ROSCOE and J. LUNT.

2s . 60 .
M.A. 6s .

Sophokles.-Antigone. Edited by Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD , M.A. 2s.6d .
Elementary Mechanics of Solids . By W. T. A. EMTAGE, M.A. 28. 6d .

Applied Mechanics for Beginners. By J. DUSCAN. With Exercises. 2s.6d .
Thucydides . Book VTI. Edited by E. C. MARCHANT, M.A. 3s . 6d .

Mechanics for Beginners. By W. GALLATLY, M.A. 25. 6d .

Thucydides. Books VI. and VII . Edited by Rev. P. FROST, M.A. 3s . 6d . Physiology for Beginners. By Sir M. FOSTER, K.C.B., and L. E. SHORE .

Xenophon.-Memorabilia Socratis. Edited by A. R. CLUER , B.A. 5s .
2s . 60 .

Xenophon . - Anabasis. Book I. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. S.
Botany for Beginners . By E. EVANS. Second Edition . 2s , 6d .

WALPOLE, M.A. Is . 60. ; with Exercises by E. A. WELLS, Md. is . 6d .
Practical Botany for Beginners . By Professor F. O. BOWER , Sc.D. , F.R.S.,

and D. T. GWYNNE VAUGHAN , M.A. Second Edition . 3s . 6d .

Xenophon .-- Anabasis . With Votes and Vocabulary. Book V. By Rev. G. Physiography for Beginners. By A. T. SIMMONS, B.Sc. 28. 6d .

H.NALL, M.A. ls. 6d . Book VI. By Rev. G. H. JALL, M.A. ls. 6d .
Geology for Beginners. By W. W '. WATTS, M.A. 2s.6d.

MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED, ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS ' EXAMINATIONS, 1903.

Caesar. - Gallic War, Book IV . By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. ,

and T. R.MILLS , M.A. Oxon. Text and Notes. 18. 6d. Vocabulary, 1s.

Euripides . - Medea . By J. THOMPSON, M.A. Camb. , and T. R. Mills,

M.A.Oxon . Text and Notes. 38, 6d.

Horace. - Odes, Book III. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. , and

B , J. HAYES, M.A. Camb.and Lond. Text and Notes, Is. 62. Vocabulary, 1s.

Livy . - Book XXI. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. Text and

Notes, 28. 60. Vocabulary , 18. 60 .

Vergil. - Aeneid . Book VI. By A. H. ALLCROFT, M.A. Oxon. , and

B. J. HAYES,M.A. Text and Notes, Is. 68. Vocabulary, 1s.

CURRENT EVENTS.

The next monthly meeting of members of the

Fixtures. College of Preceptors will take place on Wednes

day, October 15, at 7.30 p.m. , when Mr. L. W.

Lyde will read a paper on " The Teaching of Geography in

Lower Forms (with special reference to Examinations)."

A CONFERENCE of representatives of the Universities and

of associations of teachers and others will take place at

Cambridge on November 14 and 15 , to discuss questions re

lating to the training of teachers, with special reference to

the Order in Council as to registration.

LONDON MATRICULATION NEW REGULATIONS .

Matriculation English Course. By W. H. Low, M.A. Lond. , and

JONIN BRIGGS, M.A. Camb., F.Z.S. 38.60 .

[ Ready.This book contains grammar , analysis, composition, précis-writing.

Matriculation Latin Unseens. Keing the Passages set for Trans

lation from Unprescribed Books, 1875-1902. 18 .

[ Ready.
Matriculation Modern History. Being the History of England,

1485-1901, with some reference to the Contemporary History of Europe and

Colonial Developments. By C. S. FEARENSIDE, M.A. Oxon . 38. 60.

[Ready October, 1902.
The New Matriculation Algebra . With a Chapter on Graphs.

By RUPERT DEAKIN , M.A. 38. 6a,

[ Ready.

Matriculation Advanced Algebra and Geometry. Edited by

WM. BRIGGS, LL.D.,M.A. 48, 6a .
| Ready early in October , 1902 .

The New Matriculation Chemistry. By G. H. BAILEY, D.Sc., Ph.D. ,

and R. H. ADIE , M.A., B.Sc. Part I., 48. Part II . , 2s,

[ Ready early in October, 1902.
Matriculation Physics : Heat, Light, and Sound. By R. W.

STEWART, D.Sc. Lond .,and JOHN Dox,M.A., B.Sc. Lond. 48.6d. [Ready.

The New Matriculation Botany. By A. J. Ewart, D.Sc. 3s. Bd.

[ Ready October, 1902.

Ar St. Andrews University, Mr. Carnegie will be installed
as Lord Rector on October 24 .

Mr. R. B. Haldane, M.P. , K.C. , LL.D. , will deliver the

Gifford lectures on October 14-21 .

Endowmerts.

Mr. John M'CONNELL has promised £ 1,000

towards the establishment of a Faculty of Com

merce in Queen's College, Belfast.

SOUTH KENSINGTON EXAMINATIONS .

The Right Hon. W.J. PirriE has provided a site for the

Pirrie laboratories of the College. The building will contain

departments for physical, optical, and engineering science ,

and several rooms for practical work .

ELEMENTARY STAGE . 2s. each Volume.

*

The Aberystwyth Town Council has made a free grant of

land to Aberystwyth University College for the extension of

the buildings.

ALDERMAN HENRY HARRISON , J.P. , President of the Black

burn Chamber of Commerce, has made to the Peel Trustees

a gift of £ 1,000 in North-Eastern Debenture Stock for the

purpose of establishing a scholarship for modern languages.

Building Construction , First Stage. By Brysson CUNNINGHAM ,

B.E., Assoc. M.Inst.C.E.

Mathematics , First Stage. Containing all the Algebra and Euclid

required . Edited by Dr. WM. BRIGGS, M.A. , F.R.A.S.

Mechanics (Solids), First Stage. By F. ROSENBERG , M.A., B.Sc.

Fourth Edition . KEY , 18. net.

Mechanics of Fluids, First Stage. By G. H. BRYAN, Sc.D. ,

F.R.S., and F. ROSENBERG , M.A., B.Sc. Second Edition .

Sound, Light,and Heat, First Stage. By John Don, M.A., B.Sc.

Magnetism and Electricity, First Stage. By R. H. JUDE, M.A.,

D.Sc. Second Edition .

Inorganic Chemistry (Theoretical), First Stage. By G. H.

BAILEY , D.Sc., Ph.D. Heidelberg. Edited by Dr. WM . BRIGGS, M.A., F.C.S.

Second Edition .

Botany , First Stage. By A. J. STEWART, D.Sc.

Physiography, First Stage. By A. M. Davies, A.R.C.S. , B.Sc. , F.G.S.

Hygiene, First Stage. By R. A. LYSTER, B.Sc.

Price ls.

Inorganic Chemistry ( Practical) , First Stage. By F. BEDDOW,

Ph.D., D.Sc. Second Edition ,

Price 1s. 6d.

Organic Chemistry (Practical). By GEORGE GEORGE, F.C.S.

Appointments .

Mr. P. A. BARNETT, H.M.I.S. , has gone

out to be Superintendent of Public

Education in Natal .

)

*

MR. JOHN SIME, M.A. ( St. Andrews and Oxford ) , Lecturer

in Moral Philosophy in St. Andrews University, has suc

ceeded Dr. Baillie as Lecturer in Logic and Moral Philo

sophy in University College , Dundee.

*

*

Full Catalogue of the University Tutorial Series, and List of Books suitable

for the following Examinations, free on application :--

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS, and Oxford and Cambridge Locals,

London University Matriculation New Regulations, Inter. Arts , and B.A., 1903

and 1904 ;

SOUTH KENSINGTON (including Books for the ADVANCED STAGE ), & c .

HERR JULIUS FREUND, Ph.D., Lecturer in German in the

University of Lund, has been appointed Lecturer in German

in the University of St. Andrews. Dr. Freund is a native

of Marburg and an old pupil of Prof. Vietor, whom he has

several times assisted in conducting holiday courses for

English -speaking teachers of German at Marburg:

London : W. B. CLIVE, University Tutorial Press

Warehouse, 157 Drury Lane, W.C.

Mr. H. W. MALCOLM , M.A., B.Sc. of Aberdeen Univer

sity, has been appointed Lecturer and Demonstrator in

Physics at University College, Bristol.
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THE Clarendon Press has in preparation the Early next month the Privy Council will be
Literary

Items.

General.

final volumes (or parts) of the “ Coptic Version ready to hear thecase for a charter incorporating

of the New Testament(Northern dialect),” Dr. a University for Liverpool.

Redpath's “ Concordance to the Septuagint," Mrs. Mar

golionth's “ Syriac Dictionary , " Mr. Macaulay's “ Works of THE Belfast Chamber of Commerce, after consultation

John Gower, ” Mr. Toller's “ Anglo -Saxon Dictionary ” (Sup- with the authorities of Queen's College, has drawn up a

plement), and Thorold Rogers's “ History of Agriculture and scheme for the establishment of a Faculty of Commerce,

Prices.” Also : “ The Mediaval Stage ” ( 2 vols.), by E. K. with a diploma and a degree in the college ; and this scheme

Chambers, M.A. ; an edition of “ The Lay of Havelok the has been laid before the Royal Commission on University

Dane, " by Prof. Skeat ; “ The Arab Conquest of Egypt, " by Education in Ireland. (See -- Endowments . " )“

Prof. A. J. Butler ; Messrs. Vigfússon and York -Powell's

edition of “ The Land -náma-bóc ” ( 2 vols . ) ; and an “ Historical The British Association meets next year at Southport.

Atlas of Modern Europe, from the Decline of the Roman Sir Norman Lockyer will be the President.

Empire," edited by Dr. R. L. Poole.

FORMS of entry for the Cambridge Local Examinations

commencing on December 15 can now be obtained from the
Mr. Murray promises at an early date a first series of“ St. Local Secretaries at the several centres .

Margaret's Lectures ” ( 6 ) on the “ Criticism of the New

Testament,” by well known scholars ; two volumes of bio THE Leipziger Lehrerinnen -Verein is projecting the

graphical essays on “ Some Eighteenth Century Men of erection of an Auguste Schmidt Haus ” in Leipzig in

Letters ,” by the late Rev. Whitwell Elwin ; and a

“ Greek Grammar for Schools and Colleges,” embodying General German Women Teachers' Union and of the Federa
memory of the lady that was Honorary President of the

* some of the results of the linguistic discoveries of the present tion of German Women Teachers' Unions, and " the soul of

day,” by John Thompson, M.A. the German women's movemert.'

7

66

new

on

*

Messrs. LONGMANS have in the press a volume of “ Histor Messrs . ROBERT BOYLE & Son (64 Holborn Viaduct) in

ical Essays and Reviews, ” by the late Bishop Creighton ; a tend to present to the schools of this country and the
work Constitutional Law ” (Dr. Hart's “ American Citizen colonies a large educational diagram illustrating natural '

Series ” ) ,by the Hon. Judge McClain, of Iowa; “ The Age ventilation.” A very fine diagram it is , and sure to prove

of the Fathers,” two volumes of " chapters in the history ofinstructive and practically useful.

the Church during the fourth and fifth centuries,” by the late

Prof. Bright; “ The Making of our Middle Schools," an
The Board of Education has issued its Report for 1901–02

account of the development of secondary education in the (Cd. 1275 ; 6d .) ; Report for 1901 on Museums, Colleges, and

United States, by Prof. Brown, of the University of Cali- Institutions under its administration ( Cd . 1266 ; lid .) ;

fornia ; and Prof. Sully's exposition of the philosophy of General Reports of H.M.I. on Science and Art Schools and

“ Laughter and Humour.” Classes and Evening Schools, and of Examiners in Science

and Art, for 1901 (Cd. 1214 ; 5 d .) ; and Model Course of

Physical Training for Upper Departments of Public Element

Messrs. G. BELL & Sons will shortly publish a new edition ary Schools ( 3d .). Messrs . Eyre & Spottiswoode also publish

of Carlyle's " French Revolution,” with introduction, notes , the Report on Secondary Education, 1902 (4d .),and the Third

and appendices by Mr. J. Holland Rose , and with numerous Report of the Royal Commission on University Education in

illustrations and portraits from contemporary prints, which Ireland ( 6s . ) .

were in many cases used by Carlyle himself, and can be seen

to have inspired some of his more graphic passages. The

work will be issued , like the original edition, in three UNIVERSITY LIFE IN GERMANY.

volumes, uniform with the editor's “ Life of Napoleon I." By W. B. WALLACE, B.A.

What Nuremberg is to the hideousness of the towns, that the

MESSRS. CASSELL announce the immediate issue of an German student is to the stereotyped human figures, of con

illustrated edition of “ Social England, ” revised and partly temporary Europea quaint and interesting survival of medi

re-written, in fortnightly parts, at 1s. net each . There will ævalism in the midst of the dull uniformity and the Philistine

be about 2,500 illustrations reproduced from authentic
conventionality of modern life.

historic documents and pictures, and numerous coloured vested with a halo of romanticism , with which , strange to say,
This is no new doctrine, for the Burschen have always been in

plates and maps. the fumes of their beer and tobacco by no means incongruously

blend .

The International Monthly has become the International
Literary interest, of course - a factor whose influence can

scarcely be overrated - more than even the bizarre realities of his
Quarterly. The September number is the first of the new surroundings, bas elevated the Teuton student to a Walhalla in

issue. Mr. Fisher Unwin is the publisher. which his Oxford , Cambridge, Dublin , and Paris fellows have no

part. Was not Dr. Faustus — the Faustus of legend , of Marlowe,

of Goethe, and of Gounod - a student ere he became a professor
MESSRS . BELL will publish immediately a volume on " The at Wittenberg and enjoyed theposthumousacquaintance of Helen

Art of Walter Crane," by Mr. P. G. Konody, the editor of of Troy ? Has not an English writer, famous in politics as well

the Connoisseur. The book will be profusely illustrated with as poesy, depicted for us in tragi-comic verse the somewhat
coloured plates, photogravures, and other illustrations, ludicrous woes of an alumnus in the U -- niversity of Göttin

covering all sides of the artist's work .
genn ” ! The sweetest of Transatlantic bards loved the memories

of his Heidelberg - his by virtue of the adoptive prerogative of

genius - even as he loved the bouquet of his own Catawba wine ;

The County Councils of the Ridings have published a andwhothat has read “ Vanity Fair ” can ever forget the infatu
very interesting pamphlet on · Agricultural Education in ated youths who paid their court to Becky, that rather dubious

Yorkshire,” giving a general account of the steps taken by EngelEnglünderin, in the ducal town of Pumpernickel :
The savour and aroma of the middle ages which that subtle

them in conjunction with the Yorkshire College “ to further distiller of strange,old -world essences, Charles Reade, has so mar.

educational and scientific work as applied especially to vellously reproduced in his - The Cloister and the Hearth,” still
“

agriculture.” There are many instructive illustrations. hangs, as we have said , around the Musensühne of the Fatherland

*
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and their abodes. Let us try to catch a whiff of it, fragrant as some quiet country Gasthaus (tavern ) —they are encased in a

the breath of one of their own coloured meerschaums, ere it vanish quasi-armour of stout leather. It is only the face or head

into the Ewigkeit before the strong, merciless furnace -blasts of that can be reached by the rapier -- the weapon in use on such
utilitarianism and progress. occasions. Ugly, if not dangerous, wounds are quite possible,

In Germany, as everybody knows, Universities – there are and a combatant sometimes loses a portion of an ear or of a

twenty of them-are scattered broadcast over the face of the nose , or receives a nasty slash across the cheek ; but such hurts
land ; and they preponderate, not in number only , but in social are regarded as “ honourable scars." The duration of the duel

influence as well. At Oxford , Cambridge, and Dublin, the Uni- is strictly limited to fifteen minutes.

versity-to use a simile of Petronius, with slight but necessary Life even at a German University is not all “ beer and

alteration - is merely the fringe ; the town, with its municipal life skittles," as the saying goes, and duelling. The students have

and interests, is the robe : while, with our Teutonic cousins, on to prepare for that great and serious struggle in the world, in

the other hand, everywhere, with the obvious exception of Berlin, which the Teutons are certainly not themen to go to the wall ; and

it is the University that is the robe, while the town is merely the the twenty seats of learning of which the Fatherland can boast

fringe. The students pervade the place, and are very strikingly are leading centres, now as of old , of thought, culture, and

in evidence wherever you turn '; they are, so to speak, the ruling research . The Government is most munificent in its support

caste, while the Philisters, as they call the townsmen, are no- of learning. It has spent, for instance, no less than £ 120,000

where. They have their customs, their rights, their peculiar recently on the University of Strasburg, and the German
costumes ; all other buildings are dominated by those of the University professor is an important and well paid functionary,

University . although , of course, salaries vary. At Königsberg a professor

There are, of course , cliques and “ sets ” in our English Uni- receives from 3,900 to 7,200 marks per annum ; at Berlin , from

versities, but not to such a marked extent as in Germany. Here 3,300 to 12,000 ; at Halle, from 3,500 to 9,000.

there are the Corps, the Burschenschaften , and the less pre- A student's matriculation fees also vary from 18 marks at

tentious Vereine, to one or other of which clubs or unions the Bonn and Berlin to 20 marks at Leipzig, and he must also pay

student, as a rule , belongs, although in theory it is open to him for each course of lectures he attends. The fixed honorarium

to hold aloof from all such allurements and devote himself to which a professor receives at Heidelberg from every student
hard work. who attends his classes is 5 marks an hour ; at Göttingen it is

On ordinary occasions the Bursch wears a flat cap displayingthe as much as 7 marks. This system of payment is obviously not

colours of the corporation to which he belongs, or else a kind of without its advantages. Monetary considerations compel the

three-cornered hat called a Stürmer, similarly adorned. The student to exercise prudence in his selection of courses, and it

proper time to see him , however , is when he is “ dressed all in is the interest of each professor to make his lectures as useful

his best" on high days and holy -days, when he appears, in short, and attractive as possible ; for, of course, the more pupils he

in vollem Wichs (full fig ), as they call it . He is then arrayed in has, the larger are his receipts .

braided jacket of green , red, or white, as the case may be, and As a rule, the professors' lectures are, as the derivation of the

sports a broad scarf, high jack-boots, great leather gauntlets word imports, simply “ readings " (Vorlesungen) . It is seldom ,

reaching nearly to the elbow , a long rapier, and a small em- indeed, that a teacher is found who, like the great metaphysician

broidered cap, which can only be kept balanced on the head by an and Kantian commentator Kuno Fischer, of Heidelberg, can

effort of ingenuity, the result of long practice. Witnessing a address a class without notes. The average German savant is

procession of these gentry in their quaint but picturesque gala painstaking, thorough, and accurate to a degree, but he is rarely

attire, each wearing the distinctive badge and colours of his brilliant or eloquent.

society or club, you mightwell fancy yourself back in the days of The number of professors and students varies considerably in

good old Albrecht Dürer. the different Universities. In the year 1896–97 there were 341

The Kneipen (beer saloons) of the various unions are decor- professors at Berlin University, and over 5,000 students ; while

ated more or less gorgeously. Tables are ranged along the walls at the same period at Rostock the professors numbered 44, and

in the form of a horseshoe. There are banners, escutcheons, their alumni 500.

photographs, the inevitable bust of the Kaiser, and, last but not

least , Gargantuan beakers for Gargantuan drinkers. An enter

tainment is generally given once a week, wherein beer and music MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF

and tobacco are very much to the fore, under the auspices of a PRECEPTORS.

president, duly supported by assessors. This thaliarchus is an

absolute monarch in his small domain : a sword is placedbefore Square, on September 13. Present : Rev. J. Stewart, Vice- President,
A MEETING of the Council was held at the College, Bloomsbury

him when he takes his seat to show his sovereign authority, and in the Chair; Mr. Barlet, Mr. Baumann, Mr. Bidlake, Mr. Brown, Mr.

in questionsof drink or song there is no appeal from his decisions. Butler, Mr. Chettle, Mr. Harris,Mr.Holland, Miss Jebb, Mr. Kelland,

All these festive gatherings are conducted according to fixed Mr. Millar Inglis , and Rev. Dr. Scott.

rules, and have a language of their own. There are different
The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed .

modes of drinking, known by extraordinary names (Salamander- Diplomas were awarded to the following persons, who had passed the

reiben , & c.) ; comrades are addressed as commilitones ; and the required Examination for the Associateship of the College :---Miss
assembly is called the corona. The students of the first year, who M. M. Baugh , A. F. Corridon, A. H. Harris, D. M. Periton , and Miss

are dubbed Füchs- ( foxes ) , sit apart under the presidency of a K. A. Perratt.
senior, whose duty it is to instruct them in the mysteries of The report of the Finance Committee was adopted.

drinking and chorus singing, selon la règle. On the motion of Mr. Millar Inglis, a Committee was appointed

Drinking contests are frequent; and every student possesses
to consider in what ways the usefulness and infinence of the College

or is supposed to possess — what is called a Kommerzbuch,which might beextended.

is a veritable anthology containing songs of all kinds - patriotic,
The following persons were elected members of the College :

bacchanalian, and sentimental. Perhaps the most celebrated of!
Miss E. S. Gandy, A.C.P. , Queen Street, Deal.

these ditties is the Gaudeamus.” The ring of pessimism Miss M. Punnett, B.A. Lond . , Cambridge Training College .

Mr. C. B. Hughes, A.C.P. , Willow House School , Walsall.
rather reminds us of our own “ Down among the Dead Men " :

Miss H, Hamilton -Gibbs, Convent of the Assumption, Richmond,

Gaudeamus igitur juvenes dum sumus ! Yorks.

Post jucundam juventutem , Mr. S. H. Michell, L.C.P. , Elnıwood House, Port Talbot.

Post molestam senectutem ,
Mr. T. R. Wilson , Wethersfield House , Victoria Park , Cambridge .

Nos habebit humus, nos habebit humus.
The following books had been presented to the Library since the

Drinking, smoking, and singing, however, are not the only last meeting of the Council:
relaxations of the true student; there is also the time-honoured By the Voita BUREAL, WASHINGTON . - International Reports of Schools for

institution of the duello. Duels are strictly forbidden in the the Deaf:Statistics of Sprch Teaching inAmerican Schools for the Deaf, 1901.
By E. ARNOLD.- Arnold's New Shilling Geography ; Arnold's Literary Reading

Universities, as well as in the Army— “ e pur si batte ! ” Tradi. Books (In the World of Books and In Realms of Gold ) ; Fletcher's Elementary

tions die hard , and the duel, like the Chaldæan astrologers Geometry
ByG. BELL & SONS.-- The AbbeyHistory Readers, Books I.-V.; Macnair's

and soothsayers in ancient Rome, is proscribed, and yet Introduction to Chemistry : Lodge's Differential Calculus for Beginners .

connived at and retained . As a rule, at a University, one By BLACKIE & Sos. - Blackie's Illustrated Continental Geography Readers

takes place every week. Needless to say, these encounters are
( Australasia) ; Reversible Copy -Books, Nos , 5 , 6, and 7 ; Scholle and Smith's

First Steps in German , and First German Grammar ; Smart's Selections from De
not à l'outrance. When the principals, with their seconds Musset , Winbolt's Virgil's Georgics , Book IV .

and companions, take their place on the Mensur (ground ) —
By C. J. CLAY & SONS . - Harper's Song of Solomon (Cambridge Bible for Schools

and Colleges) .

which, for prudential reasons, is generally in the vicinity of By W.B. CLIVE.- Matriculation Directory, Yo, XXXII . , June, 1902 .
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By GINX & Co.- The Youth's Companion Series ( Northern Europe and The Wide Birmingham , Bristol, Leeds, and Liverpool. The following

World ) ; Allen and Greenough's Cicero's Orations and Letters : Beman and Smith's

Academic Algebra ; Blaisdell's Life and Health ; Brownell's Valera's ElPajaro candidates obtained Certificates :

Verde : Davis's Elementary Physical Geography: Gage's Introduction to Physical

Science ; Heinemann's Curso Completo de Aritmética ; Hodge's Nature -Study FIRST CLASS .

and Life : Litchfield's Selections from English Poets ; Loomis's Original Investiga

tion , or How to Attack an Exercise in Geometry ; Meier's Herbarium and Plant

Pass Division.

Description : Myers's The Middle Ages : Pinney's Spanish and English Conversation
Bliss , M. F. Penny, E. A.

( First Book ) ; Pratt's Invertebrate Zoology ; Stone and Fickett's Trees in Prose Bloxsome, H. E. Platts , H.

and Poetry ; Turk's Selections from De Quincey ; Wightman's Hugo's Notre Dame

de Paris ; Witmer's Analytical Psychology,
Brown, C. M. Reynolds, J. L.

By MACMILLAN & Co.-- Bradshaw's First step in Arithmetic; Downie's
Horner, H. W. Watson , W. H.

Holmes's The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table ; Webb's Selections from Campbell ;

Duncan's Applied Mechanics for Beginners.
SECOND CLASS.

By METIU EN & Co. - Rose's Rose Reader ; Williamson's Class- Book of Easy
Dictation and Spelling.

Honours Division .

By RALPNI, HOLLAND, & Co. - Clough's Reprint of Scholarship Questions.
Capon , R. S. Meers, J. H.

By RIVINGTONS.- Robinson's Short History of Rome; Morich's Premières
Heron, F. W. D. Price, C. E.

Lectures Françaises.

By the UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION POSTAL INSTITUTION . - Cambridge Higher
Pass Division ,

Local French and Arithmetic Papers.

By HACHETTE & Co.- Hermann Lange's Household German , Part I. ; Spencer's
Atkins , F. R. L. Hollick, R. G. ch. Pitt , E. J. a . al .

Le Blocus. Barlow , E. C. Keats, B. A. Pool , G. W.

Calendars of University College of Wales, Aberystwyth ; St. Andrews ['ni- Basford , F.

versity ; Glasgow University ; Manitoba

King, T. H. V. Ravenhill, E. L. B.
niversity ; University College, Bristol.

Bintcliffe, J. W. a . Kirk , G. C. K. Rawson , H. F. ch .

Bowman , A. G. Knowles, J. Roberts, D. C.

Briggs, W. E. P. Land, E. T. ge .

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

Roberts, J.

Burdett, J. H. Lang, J. E. St.John ,A.H.V. f.ge.

Clarke, C. Lloyd , T. P. Skilleter, A. E. W. C.

Colwell , R. M. Lucas, G. B.

CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION - PASS LIST.

Sleep , T. L.

Cooper, H W. a . Lucas Tooth , A. L. Stainer, C. H. al.

JULY, 1902 . Davies , A. W. Mathew , P. W. gr. Startin , J.

Falconer, A. Maynard, A. C. M. Strange, C. F.g.

The following is the list of the successful candidates at the Farrant, H. B. a . Miles, A. Tamplin, F.S.

Colonial Centres - Colombo, Grenada, and Lagos : Fergusson , G. D. G. Miller, H. C. Torry, E. X.

N.B.- The small italic letters denote that the candidate to whose name they Foster, H. E. B. Minchin , R. S. Turkington, J. S.

are attached was distinguished in the following subjects respectively : Gee, P. a . Nairn , J. Verity, T.

a = Arithmetic , h = History , Gibbings, R. J. Neale, W. E. von Braun , C.R.B. ge .

al = Algebra , ms = Mensuration , Gilbert, N. H. Nicholson , M. A. Wakeham , W. R. B.
e = English , Scripture.

The small figure ? prefixed to names in the Third Class List denotes that the
Greig, S. Oakley, P. D. Webb , M. V.

candidates were entered for the Second Class.
Heap, H. Packham , G. Wilson , H. A. F.

Bracketing of names implies equality of merit. Hemingway, N. Parkhouse, G. Young, J. F.

Boys.
X.B. --The small italic letters denote that the candidate to whose name they are

attached was distinguished in the following subjects respectively :

SECOND CLASS [OR JUNIOR ).- Honours Division .
( 1. = Arithmetic , Geography.

al = Algebra . German .

Perkins, F. B. ms. Private tuition . ch = Chemistry.

Johnson , A. ( .

gr = Greek .

C.M.S. Grammar School , Lagos. f = French .

SECOND CLASS [ or Junior ).- Pass Division.

Shogbesan , A. O. a , al . C.M.S. Grammar School, Lagos .

Gairy, E. J. h . Private tuition .
REVIEWS.

Thomas, S. A. C.M.S. Grammar School, Lagos.

Rodrigo, J. B. City College, Colombo.

Silva , B. Private tuition . WHAT TO TEACH, AND WHY .

Turton , J. R. C.M.S. Grammar School, Lagos.
Principles of Class Teaching. By J. J. Findlay, M.A., Ph.D.

THIRD CLASS . - HONOURS DIVISION. (Macmillan .)
Turlo , S. A. 8.a.al. C.M.S. Grammar School, Lagos. This is the third volume of Messrs. Macmillan's series of
Baptiste, E. C. e . a . Private tuition .

“ Manuals for Teachers ” ; and, though it is not likely to be
THIRD CLAss.-Pass DIVISION,

generally recognized as a text-book for students in training, it
2 Baptist , S. A. C.M.S. Grammar School, Lagos. will for that very reason commend itself more to the educational
" Fernando, M. J. City College, Colombo.

Mahon, H. e. a . Private tuition , world that has passed the stage of examinations. English

Dubissette , J. C. writers on pedagogics may be roughly divided into two camps
Cadore, C. A.

the theorists who have never ta
Mitchell, D. Da C , R.

ht and the teachers who have

? Trimane, L. P. City Collere, Colombo . no theory. Dr. Findlay would show us a more excellent way.
Agbebi, D. $. a . C.M.S. Grammar School, Lagos . Theory and practice, he holds, cannot be divorced, and little is
Williams, A. E. V.

Wanigasooriya, D. J. A. Private tuition. gained by drawing a sharp distinction between the two. As he
Shosan , W.F. C.M.S. Grammar School, Lagos. puts it epigrammatically : “ Theory without Practice is wind ;

Rode, L. S. e. City College, Colombo .

2Andrews, J. R. Private tuition . Practice without Theory is quackery.” The charge is partly true.

Jibona , S. A. C.M.S. Grammar School , Lagos. But Dr. Findlay does scant justice to his predecessors.
Thus,

2Suppramanian , S. Private tuition .

2 Jayawardene, J. P.
it is hardly fair to dismiss Sir Joshua Fitch's “ Lectures on

Luxana, A. S. City College, Colombo .
Education with a patronizing compliment as the most favour.

able specimen of the “ frankly empirical.” But this is a venial
GIRLS.

error compared with the supercilious arrogance of calling Prof.
THIRD CLASS . - Pass DIVISION .

Bain's “ Education as a Science ” the “ dull and pointless essays
Wilson , R. Private tuition .

of an Aberdeen philosopher.” Here is the first time, we should
Harley, M. F.

Robert , E. say , that Dr. Bain's writing has been called “ pointless " —the
most inapplicable epithet in the dictionary Dr. Bain was a

LOWER FORMS EXAMINATION .
pioneer, and, whatever grounds there may be for dissent from any .

of his conclusions, we remember too well the yeoman service
Bassanayake, D. W. M. City College, Colombo.

Jayatilake, A.
that he rendered in the early days of the Education Society

against the ancient reign of sciolism and obscurantism “ to

speak illof our father Parmenides.” Dr. Findlay might learn

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION-PASS LIST . from R. H Quick's “ Remains " -a book with which he seems un.

SEPTEMBER, 1902.
acquainted - how a philosopher should treat a brother philosopher

from whom he dissents. Besides , it is well to remember that

The Supplementary Examination by the College of Preceptors there is pretty certainly a reply to the dissent.

for Certificates recognized by the General Medical Council, the Such blemishes, however, are happily rare-- the defects, in

Incorporated Law Society, the Royal College ofVeterinary fact, of the author's qualities,hisrather aggressive determina

Surgeons,thePharmaceuticalSocietyofGreat Britain,the Board tion to call no man master, and to think out independently the
of Education, and other bodies,was held on the 2nd, 3rd , and 4th educational problems that confront him .

of September, in London , and at four other local centres,viz ., Findlay has set himself to solve is " Whatto teach ,and why ?”

The question that Dr.

99
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and the book needs some such sub -title to make its scope clear the supposed danger of postponing Latin and Greek, “ sufficient

and to distinguish it from manuals like Thring's " Theory and experience has already been gained to show that clever pupils

Practice of Teaching ” and Mr. Arthur Sidgwick's “ Class Dis- (and these alone are worthy of a classical education) can attain
cipline. Of desks and blackboards, of marks, place-taking, and the highest University standards by commencing later with as

removes, of examinations internal and external - in short, of all much ease as those who used to commence in childhood .”

the machinery of a school-class - we hear nothing ; or, to speak We had intended similarly to analyze Part II., on Method ,”

by the card , all such details are brushed aside as accidentals with but space forbids, and no résumé could do justice to the various

which the philosopher has no concern. Now it may be quite true specimens of lessons given as illustrations of first principles.

that among English teachers these externals are apt to usurp the Only, as we said at starting, the assistant master will be con

whole field of education ; yet we cannot help recalling the im- scious at each step that he is “ moving about in worlds not real

portance that a great political philosopher attached to a round or ized . ” It is an ideal class-room for which Dr. Findlay legislates .

a square table at the Council Board, and we picture to ourselves He presupposes a trained head master who knows his business

the disappointment of the young teacher whose soul is vexed by co-operating with a homogeneous staff who know theirs, carrying

the indeterminate equation of marks when he consults a writer out a scheme of work which has been planned in common council

who announces in his preface that the first charge he has laid and in which the various parts are dovetailed to a nicety - a

upon himself is " to set out the matter in a form adapted to the scheme in which Matriculation ard Joint Board Examinations

practical requirements of teachers now at work, and reads : are ignored , and into which the thought of scholarships does not

Marks may have a proper place in class management; for the enter ; which moves on the poles of self-culture and the common

individual, especially before adult life , is unable to rise to the weal . We turn to the reality that will confront most com .

full practice of the corporate virtues.” We fear that, instead of mencing teachers — a head master who believes in the classics and
reading on to see how the corporate virtues may be stimulated in has never heard the name of Herbart ; governors whose sole test

Jones minimus, who gets nought each week for his dictation , of success is the number of scholarships won by the school; col

and Smith major, who forfeits all his marks for talking, he will, leagues chosen , one for his scholarship, another for his cricket,
like the rich young man in the Gospel, go away very sorrowful. and a third because he can talk French, each pursuing his own

Wehave so far indicated what the reader must not expect to method and agreeing only (with the head master) in the belief

find, and the more agreeable task remains of adumbrating in that pedagogics is an invention of visionaries and charlatans, of

brief thecontents, and showing,as far as can be done bysample, no more concern to practical men than crystal-gazing orthought
how far the volume, though it does not pretend to be a vade reading.

mecum for the journeyman teacher, deserves to be perused and
studied by every one who aspires to be an educator.

THE LATEST DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE.

The treatise falls into two sections of about equal length

('urriculum and Method. The introduction discusses briefly the Encyclopædia Biblico : a Critical Dictionary of the Literary,

meaning of Education and dismisses as foreign to the present Political, and Religious History, the Archæology, Geography,

inquiry two of the three branches, Aim and Administration,and
and Natural History, of the Bible . Edited by the Rev. T. K.

limits the third branch , Practice, to the conduct of a class - that Cheyne, M.A. , D.D. , and J. Sutherland Black , M.A. , LL.D.

is , any number of pupils between twenty and forty. The supe Vols . I. - III . 20s. net each . ( Black .)

rior limit, we may note in passing. strikes us as arbitrary, and in The idea of this remarkable work originated with a remarkable

the Welsh schools, with which Dr. Findlay is conversant, the scholar - the late Prof. Robertson Smith , to whose memory it is

head form rarely exceeds a dozen. dedicated. On his premature death ,theexecution of his conception

After these preliminary definitions, the motives in the selection was undertaken by his friends, Drs .Cheyneand Black, “ as a charge

of material are treated at length. The two conflicting principles from onewhose parting messagehad theforceofacommand.” What
of inheritance or tradition and self-development are excellently Robertson Smith contemplated was no mere collection of useful

stated , and the diagonal of forces, if we may borrow a mathe- miscellanea, but a survey of the contents of the Bible as illumin

matical term , worked out. The motto chosen for the chapter ated by criticism -- a criticism which identifies the cause of

is a quotation from “ Dombey and Son .” Wewould suggest,as religion with that of historical truth,and, without neglecting the

putting the argument in a nutshell, a sentence from President historical and archæologicalsetting of religion, loves best to trace
Murray Butler's " Addresses " : " When wehear it sometimes said : the growth of high conceptions, the flashing forth of new intui

All education must start from the child ,' we must add : Yes , and tions, and the development of noble personalities, under local and

lead into human civilization ’; and when we hear it said , on the temporal conditions that may often be, to human eyes , most

other hand, that all education muststartfrom the traditional adverse." How thoroughly well Robertson Smith's friends have

past, we must add : ' Yes , and be adapted to the child . ' ” carried out his ideasmust be apparent to the most casual reader

The third chapter treats of the nature of the pursuits selected of these volumes . One cannot , indeed, ignore the obvious fact
for class teaching. On these there is now a pretty general that many sincere persons have been not a little disturbed by the

agreement among teachers, and we need not discuss the six character of the results and the whole tendency of the work.

groups of Dr. Findlay's scheme. The only novelty — an eccen- But here there seems to be a profound, though by no means un

tricity, we are inclined to call it — is that language is grouped natural, misconception. It is to be recognized that the fresh

with music,anddrawing among the arts. Now wemay concede positions are taken up, not wantonly and provocatively, but under

to Dr. Findlay that one aim oflanguage is “ to create newforms stress of prolonged and severe special study ; and that they are

for expressing idea, to put thought and feeling into speech, advanced, not in a dogmatic and aggressive tone, but with the

precisely as the painter puts thought and feeling upon canvas judicial seriousness befitting the difficulty of the questions in

but this is not,as he would have it,the only aim - nor, indeed volved. We find , indeed, a constantcarefulness of discrimina

the chief aim-from the educator's point of view . The language tion between points that are advanced with confidence and points

teacher, whether his subject matter is Thucydides or Goethe or that are offered as more or less uncertain , being based on prob

Chaucer, aims, above all, atgetting his pupils tounderstandand abilities of varying strength , which are set forth for the reader's

to interpret. When they have grasped the meaning, words (as consideration. No one can reasonably demand more, or be con

Horace says) will naturally follow. To bracket a language lesson tent with less . Criticism of the Sacred Scriptures is as old as

such as this with fiddling and freehand drawing is a fantastic the Fathers of the Church, and the so-called " higher criticism ,"

paradox . which simply the criticism of the best scholars, has to be

In the next chapter the general scheme is applied to the three reckoned with . Galileo affirmed that the earth goes round the
existing types of schools -- (1) primary, with a specialprimary sun,in opposition tothe universal belief of his timeand much to

stage ; (2) higher primary; and ( 3) secondary schools. The the disturbance of the settled notions of many good people; but
guiding principle here is that specialization, or preparation for a no harm has come of it , either to the sun or to the earth , and

particular career, should be contined to the last year, or in the nobody now disputes the theory any more than the multiplication
case of high schools the last two years, of the course. table. In the same way, we apprehend, the fears of many good

We particularly welcome Dr. Findlay's testimony , based on people for the results of modern scholarly examination of the

practical experience, as to the advisability of postponing the Sacred Books, though really inevitable, are yet quite vain.
study of Latin .A daily lesson for twoyears in French - it need Scholars willsift the wheat from the tares and from the chaff of

not last more than halfanhour to three-quarters - will give the conclusions put forth ,and the faith will thus be rectifiedand

pupils a real grip of thelanguage, and then (at fourteen )will purified .When a Nonconformist divine like Prof. Archibald
come a year of Latin for all, and Latin will be afterwards dropped Duff tells us , incidentally, in his new Hebrew Grammar," that

by those who elect for the scientific or commercial side. As to the second chapter of Genesis was written some four centuries

a

a
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before the first chapter, one cannot but recognize that the flood of the most disgraceful of Anglo - Indian injustices in this

gates of inquiry are opened and that no man can shut them . It sentence :

is only a mind lulled in lethargy that can calmly wave aside Since that time [ 1800 ] the only material transaction with the

investigation of such a striking and authoritative assertion , Haidarabad State bas been the assignment to the British Government

with all its train of consequences . Now there is hardly a page of of certain districts yielding a net revenue set apart for the payment of

these three volumes butraises questions of varyingdegrees of an auxiliary force that the Nizam had undertaken to maintain , the

importance similarly calling for solution ; and it seems perfectly surplus, if any, of revenue, after payment of the troops , to be credited

clear, therefore, that the scholars contributing the articles to the Haidarabad Treasury.

foremost scholars of every civilized country and of every A very “ material transaction ,” indeed ! But what reader would

denomination - are doing a very high service, not only to true understand from this sentence that the Nizam was publicly

learning, but to true religion,by placing every one of the dif- acknowledged by the Viceroy to be under no obligation tomain

ficulties in thestrongest light of modern scholarship withthe most tain that force ; that we were under obligation to do the work for

careful and reverent expression both of question and of attempted which that force was maintained ; that the Nizam could not of
solution . his own motion disband that force ; that we seized the Berars

Here, of course, it is impossible to discuss any onequestion of the richest of the Nizam's provinces, “ the great field of supply

the thousands treated in these masterly volumes. In so far as of the best and cheapest cotton grown in India " —to guarantee a
the articles set out the latest information on matters involving debt that was never due and has been officially shown to have

no dispute whatever, their utility needs no recommendation. never been due; that from 1853 to 1860 we never once furnished

Such matters necessarily occupy a very considerable portion of accounts (as we were bound to do under Article VIII. of the

the space ; and in these the habitual care and high scholarship of Treaty of 1853 ); and that in 1860 we compelled the Nizam to

the writers are manifest. In so far as the articles deal with forgoʻthe obligation ? “ The districts, ” Sir Alfred does state ,
difficulties, whether obvious to the unlearned reader or discerned are still thus held in trust under British management.” “ In

only by the acumen of scholarly observation, the points are trust ” ! One only wishes that the “ trustees ” could be subjected

marshalled in lucid array and frankly handled ; and, if in any to the opinion of a Chancery judge. It is very painful to find

case the critic adventures on speculations that seem to be bold , - history ” permanently recorded in this fashion under author
not to say rash, he is certain to be promptly brought to book by itative names . Sir Alfred will find the true story of this dis

other critics of no less capacity and learning. We are bound, creditable business concisely set forth in India, May 9, 1902.

however, to say that we do not anticipate much danger to the The very elaborate account of Japan is exceedingly useful at the

contributors to these volumes. We certainly find conclusions present time. The article on Ireland, too, contains a valuable

that look daring and are far-reaching ; but they are uniformly set of statistics. The historical account is fair enough , but

expressed with the qualifications that warn every attentive reader colourless and pointless. There are many articles of large

of the degree of certainty implied, and accompanied with reasons social and commercial importance - those on the Grain Trade of

and references whereby they can be tested . One could not the World , Heredity,Hops and HopGrowing, Hospitals , Hygiene,

readily conceive a more valuable aid to the serious student of the Income Tax,Industrial andReformatory Schools, Ironand Steel,

Sacred Books . How far the results may be put forward in Irrigation , & c. The great scientific subjects are very fully dealt

teaching or in preaching isa matter for the judgment of the with , andthe judicious notices of living persons of distinction
particular teacher or preacher ; but it is a matter that calls for continue to be a useful feature. The illustrations are numerous

careful consideration. An oculist is chary about letting a patient and excellent.

suddenly into the full light; and so it is with the practitioners

of the mind. Robertson Smith was expelled from his professorial ITALY AND THE BARBARIANS.

chair amidst a convulsion of his church ; yet now the very opinions

that caused such an upheaval are all but commonplaces of The Barbarian Invasions of Italy . By Pasquale Villari.Translated

educated religious thought. What is fit for the atmosphere of
by Linda Villari. Two volumes. ( 32s . Fisher Unwin .)

scholars is not always fit for the atmosphere of the pulpit, and Prof. Villari's initial purpose in writing this " first volume of

still less for the school. There is a discretion in these things. Italian history ” —the original is in a single volume- waspatriotic

But the work of the scholars - especially such careful , scholarly, and practical; for why should Italian students not have a series

and judicious workasiscontainedin these volumes - oughtto be of volumes treating " separately and in a popular style of the

closely followed by those whose duty calls upon them to teach in different periods of Italian history under all its different aspects,

the church or in the school . The maps, sketches , plans, and and also comprising the history of other civilized nations, just

illustrations are of the best ; and the editorial skill is of the very as the students of other European countries and of America have

first division of the first class . their series of historical manuals : The work will be useful here

also : the period is of much importance, and we have no book of

THE “ ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.”
manageable size and popular character already in possession .

Dr. Hodgkin's monumental work, to which Prof. Villari ac

The New Volumes of the “ Encyclopædia Britannica.” Vol. V. knowledges his indebtedness, is for thebig library and the scholar.
(being Vol. XXIX . of the complete work) . (A. & C. Black Prof. Villarimakesa somewhat modest estimate of his book : " It

and the Times .)
is neither a learned nor a scholastic book," he says,

nor is it a

The prefatory essay, by Mr. Benjamin Kidd, reviews the philosophic study of universal history. - . . I merely narrate:

application of the doctrine of evolution to sociological theory events in chronologicaland logical order, without commenting or

and problems. Mr. Kidd enumerates the earlier theories leading descanting onthem , doingmy best to avoid dryness.” Dryness

up to natural selection, and explains the position of Darwin, he certainly avoids; but, though his course is plain narrative, he

Spencer, Wallace. Huxley —and Kidd. He is necessarily con- indicates clearly enough the bearing of events; and his work is

fined to the congenial region of large generalities, and, while he well fitted for an introduction to the upbreak of the Roman

justly points the general drift of development under the four Empire and the rise of modern Italy.
great names,he shows an easy and gratuitous contempt for what Prof. Villari starts with an examination of the causes of the

he calls the “ Ptolemaic standpoint” of the Utilitarians. It is , fall of the Roman Empire -civil, military, economic , and religious

of course, a suggestive article ; but there are lying at the back and not merely the latifundia . With the first introduction of

of it assumptions that require a good deal of fortification. The the Barbarians he naturally avails himself of the descriptions by

articles of the volume run from Glarus” to “ Jutland," occupy: Cæsar and Tacitus, but he evades,rather than clears up, the well

ing 763 pages . Several important countries fall tobe described known points of difficulty, and hespeaks of the Teutonic Mark as

--none more important, from the British point of view, than if Fustel de Coulanges had never discussed the matter. “ The

India. Mr.J. S. Cotton writes an able,painstaking, and judicious Romanswere the first to create private property by freeing it

account of the geography and statistics of India , the history of from its archaic form " : this looks like a trustful paraphrase of

the country and the position of the Native States being assigned G. L. von Maurer's doctrine in 1854. When the author gets to

to two retired Anglo -Indians of eminence, who take care to veil his strictly historical business , however, he is on firm ground,

the seamy side. Sir Auckland Colvin does indicate disapproval and may be safely followed. From his earlier chapters on the

of the Forward Policy ” and the urgent necessity for peaceful political and social conditions English readers will insensibly

internal development; but official restraint still has hold of him , araw comparisons that merit serious consideration . He describes

and his account of the National Congress is amazingly mis- the successive waves of invasion with great spirit, with un

conceived. Sir Alfred Lyall does not mention the attitude of Hagging interest,and with much discrimination ; shows how the

the Nizam during the Mutiny, and he decorously covers up one doomed Empire struggled against its swarming foes ; notes the

:

3
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origin and progress of the historical opposition between the civil tions of analytical geometry, plane and solid, and with some of

and religious powers; and glances at the varying conditions of the higher portions of algebra, including probability and the
the mass of the people. The real beginning of modern Italy may theory of errors. The principles of the various subjects are

be dated from the occupation of the Longobards, whose monarchy ably treated , and great use is made of the valuable assistance
was , in fact, independent of the Empire; and this is narrated in afforded by graphicalmethods.
the second of these volumes. The work ends with the coronation Having regard to the extended scope and consequent size of

of Charles the Great. the work, it is, perhaps, scarcely to be expected that the first

We have not the original before us, but we judge that the edition should be free from errors. Unfortunately there are a

translation is rather literal . There must be some omission on great many. In addition to the numerous misprints there are
page 243. The Latin terms seem strangely liable io misprints, inaccuracies of greater importance, some of which appear to be

and there are other marks of unintelligent or careless reading. the result of want of precision in expressing ideas correct in

** £ tius " seems intentional, but it ought to be “ Aëtius.” No themselves, whilst others are actual mistakes. On page 322 it is

doubt such slight but vexatious blemishes will be removed in stated that friction is proportional to velocity ; on page 134 the

another - and cheaper ---edition. test for convexity or concavity with regard to the foot of a

positive ordinate is wrongly worded and the blunder is repeated ;

ILLUSTRATIONS OF ENGLISH MEDIEVAL HISTORY. on page 140 it is asserted that the total curvature of an elementary

Companion to English History (Middle Ages). Edited by Francis
arc is equal to the limit of da'88 . These examples sufficiently

Pierrepont Barnard, M.X.,F.S.A. With 79 Plates." (Claren- indicate the necessity for a careful revision of what is essentially
a most valuable text -book for students. One other remark seems

don Press. )
A very handsome, elaborate, and instructive volume. It is to be called for viz., that the ellipse can scarcely , with any

divided into twelve sections, each written by a specialist on the
show of justice, be classed as “ not a very important curve,

particular matters - ecclesiastical architecture, domestic archi; of science than the parabola or hyperbola ; for is it not absolutely
even though it may play a less important part in some branches

tecture, military architecture and the art of war, military and fundamental in astronomy and in lunar and planetary theory ?
civil costume, heraldry, shipping, town life, country life, The diagrams, which are very numerous, are often wanting in
monasticism , trade and commerce, learning and education,art. There need be no exacting inquiry as to the limits of the delicacy of finish that is naturally looked for ina publication

such as the present one .
“ medieval times for the purposes of the book ; the point has

been settled in a practical way that will commend itself to all

readers . Nor need there be any objection to the overlapping GENERAL NOTICES.

observable in several of the sections. “ This," as the editor

reasonably remarks , “ apart from being unavoidable, will not be CLASSICS .
without its advantage in illustrating the connexion and inter- Select Orations and Letters of Cicero . (Allen and Greenough’s Edition.)
dependence of the matters treated .” The illustrations form a

Revised by J. B. Greenough and G. L. Kittredge. ( 6s . Ginn . )
most prominent and useful feature. They have been for the

The Orations presented in full are the Defence of Roscius,

most part “ specially drawn or photographed for the book, and Pompey's Military Command (“ Pro Lege Manilia ” ), the four against

all that could be made from the objects themselves have been so Catiline , and the Citizenship of Archias; and from the Verrines are

made.” They are in great variety — often half a dozen or more taken “ Actio Prima ” and “ Actio Secunda , " IV . 52-60 (the Plunder

on a single plate - and they convey the idea of the objects with of Syracuse ) , and V. 61-66 (Crucifixion of a Roman Citizen ). There

a definiteness and vividness beyond the power of any description. are twenty-one Letters,six from those “ ad Atticum ” and the rest from

They are beautifully reproduced. those " ad familiares." The long syllables are marked throughout the
The more technical sections architecture, costume, text. Brief prefatory explanations put the student in position for the

heraldry, and art-are written in simple language, and the more text, and the notes are very useful as far as they go, though they are
special terms are incidentally explained. They bring into clear far from being so detailed as Dr. Reid's. A general introduction
relief a very large number of matters essential to a just realiza- (53 pages ) contains a sketch of the life of Cicero, remarks on Roman
tion of the conditionsof the times, matters that are commonly oratory, on Cicero as an orator, on Latin and English style , and on
left to the helpless imagination of the pupils. The other ancient oratorical delivery ,and a pretty full outline of main points in

sections extend,deepen , and render moreprecise such knowledge (exhibiting the remarkable seriesof excavations begun in 1899), and
the Roman Constitution . There are five maps, a plan of the Forum

of the subjects as find place in the ordinary text -books. They

are not overloaded with details , and the arrangement (with views, &c.; also a vocabulary (226 pages ) . Theworkis marked by
more than a hundred excellent illustrations, especially busts, coins,

help of the index) makes reference quite easy. The whole work
contributes immensely to a distinct conception of the main lines beautifully printed and strongly bound .

competent scholarship and painstaking care throughout ; and it is

of gradual development of methods in the organization of differ- “ Parallel Grammar Series .” —A Parallel of Greek and Latin Syntax.

ent departments of national activity - military, civil , and social .
By C. H. St. L. Russell , M.A. ( Swan Sonnenschein .)

The lists of books of reference appended to the various chapters
Mr. Russell has carried out the system of this well known series

will be helpful to teachers. The volume, however , will be found with great care and efficiency. The examples are judiciously selected ;

just as useful by private students of English history. It marks the explanations are succinct and clear ; the graduation of the materials

a distinct advance in the means of historical instruction .
is successful; and there is a scheme " assigning definite sections of the

book to every Form , and suggesting the points at which each subject

MATHEMATICS FOR Physicists. may successively be begun , continued , and summarized.” The first

Part , dealing briefly with “ English Syntax and the Laws of Agree
Higher Mathematics for Students of Chemistry and Physics.

ment,” might have been dispensed with ; at least , it ought to be un
By J. W. Mellor, D.Sc. (Longmans.)

necessary It is prefixed “ from the belief that half the difficulty of

The excellent object of this work is to place within the reach Greek and Latin grammar arises from ignorance of the common laws

of science students a means of gaining as much knowledge of of speech ” -ignorance that ought to be dispelled beforehand. The

higher mathematics as will enable them to pursue their special Latin and the Greek portions may be studied independently ; and

practical study and research withthe greatest power and facility. either or bothmay be read in connexion with the ordinary manualsof
Such students have no need to follow all the intricacies of every accidence or prose . The latter procedure will probably be found more

subject included in pure mathematics ; but they do require to effective than independent use of the volume. But on its own lines the

have a clear grasp of the general principles and leading theorems volume is exceedingly well devised and executed .

of several of its branches in order that they may be convinced MATHEMATICS.

of the importance of the tools that mathematics canfurnish to A First Step in Arithmetic. By J.G. Bradshaw, B.A. ( 28. Macmillan.)

the scientist, and that they may also learn to use those tools
The object of this little book is to furnish the teachers of the

with the necessary skill . Throughout the volume the author
youngest boys in our preparatory schools with a large collection of

constantly dwells on the complementary nature of mathematical exercises suitable for oral and forwritten work. The opening chapter

and physical science. Here the mathematician finds the prac- gives valuable suggestions on the teaching of the principles of the first

tical example that adds the impress of reality to his interesting four rules, simple and compound. These introductory pages will be

theories, and here the student of physical science is led to find full of interest also to all engaged in the education of children , whilst

in mathematical language the natural expression of a wealth of they are likely to be of the greatest use to very many.

scientific truths. The writer deals mainly with the fundamental Commercial Arithmetic . ByFrank L. Grant, M.A., F.R.A.S., and

principles of the differential and integral calculus and of differ Alexander M. Hill , M.A. ( 38. 6d. Longmans. )

ential equations, with infinite series, with the elementary por- This text-book has been written mainly to meet the requirements of

on
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students preparing for a commercial career and already possessing a of interest, and also of “ certain mathematical disquisitions which
knowledge of the elementary portions of arithmetic . Attention may seemed to be of doubtful value in a work of this kind.” All this is

be drawn to some of the special and interesting features of the clearly in the way of improvement; for the book aims at giving a
work . The authors, for example, having first explained the general simple account of the most important facts and general laws of all

principles which underlie the treatment of algebraic equations, apply branches of physics, and must, therefore, keep step with the times and

these to the discussion of many of the practical problems of arith- , refuse to go too deeply or too exhaustively into any one branch.
metic ; the excellent chapter on Profit and Loss ” affords a good Evidently Prof. Reinold has given this standard work another long
illustration of the advantages that may often be derived from such lease of life and usefulness .

methods. Again, a very useful elementary treatment of the theory Elementary Plant Physiology. By Daniel Trembly MacDougal, Ph.D.
of logarithms is introduced , enabling students to appeal to logarith ( 3s . Longmans . )

mio calculation in solving questions on compound interest and annuities. Dr. MacDougal, who is Director of the Laboratories, New York

The work, however, needs some carefulrevision, for all parts of it Botanical Garden, is favourably known to teachers and students of

do not make an equally satisfactory impression . There are, more . botany, and this new volume will prove another addition to his repu

over , definitions that might be improved, and errors and misprints tation. It is intended to replace his “ Experimental Plant Physiology

that require correction . Amongst the latter one or two of import- ( 1895 ) and “ to meet the constantly increasing demand for a course

ance should be noted : the incorrect formula given for the deter- in elementary demonstrations which may be followed by beginners in

mination of the area of any regular polygon,and the evident misprint the subject of botany.” Simple methods are purposely used to
in Article 313, where the value of n is discussed . illustrate important scientific principles, both chemical and physical.

The chapter on “ Stimulation and Correlation ” is particularly interest
MODERN LANGUAGES .

ing and instructive. The present volume, though small , is the work of

- Heath’s Modern Languages Series .” — Practical French Grammar. an artist in practical scientific teaching. It is beautifully got-up and

By W. H. Fraser, B.A., and J. Squair, B.A., Professors in the profusely illustrated with more than a hundred excellent diagrams.
Romance Department of the University of Toronto.

With an

Introduction by William Robertson , M.A., Examiner in Modern
ENGLISH .

Languages for Aberdeen University. ( 1 ) “ The Windsor Shakespeare. "-- Othello ; The Merry Wives of

The aim is “ to provide a practical and thorough course in French gram- Windsor ; King Lear ; The Tempest. Edited by Henry N. Hudson,

mar and elementary composition for schools and colleges " in accordance LL.D. ( Jack .) ( 2 ) The Warwick Shakespeare." King

with “ recent advances in the methods of modern language teaching ." Lear. Edited by D. Nichol Smith, M.A. (1s. 6d . Blackie .)

There is a brief phonetic introduction, not too minute, and phonetic ( 3 ) “ The Temple Shakespeare for Schools.” — The Tempest.
transcriptions are put in brackets after vocabulary words throughout Edited by Oliphant Smeaton, M.A. (Dent .) (4 ) “ Gill's Oxford

Part I. , as well as in the general French -English vocabulary at the and Cambridge Edition .” - A Midsummer Night's Dream. Edited

end of the book . Part I. ( pages 13-128 ) is a well graded series of by Stanley Wood, M.A. (5 ) Questions on A Midsummer Night's

exercises based on the elements of the grammar, beginning with “ Où Dream . Compiled and arranged by George Carter, M.A. ( Relfe.)

est le livre ? ” and “ Montrez -moi le papier, la plume et l'encre, ( 6 ) The Pictorial Shakespeare." -- Richard II. ( 18. Blackie .)

·and so forth, but less inane than usual , and quickly getting on to con- ( 1 ) The Windsor edition most tastefully got up, a pleasure to

nected narrative . Part II . (pages 129_336 ) furnishes a systematic read and to handle. Dr. Hudson's introductions and notes, which

grammar, commencing with the verb, which is very fully treated ,with were originally prepared for Messrs . Ginn's Harvard Edition , are brief

various devices for intelligent and ready apprehension. The handling and discriminating, but adequate for the general reader ; and the longer
of the various parts of speech , as well as of the syntax, is most careful " critical notes ” at the end contain much illustrative information as

and thorough . Perhaps Mr. Robertson exaggerates but little when he well as judicious criticism . Each volume has an excellent frontispiece .

anticipates that the syntax " will undoubtedly command the unqualified A charming, handy, and instructive edition .

admiration of teachers." The exercises for Part II . are placed ( 2 ) Mr. Nichol Smith provides the usual school appliances in reason .

separately at the end (pages 337–394 ). There are full vocabularies able fulness and with scholarly discrimination . In appendices he gives
and a good index. The book is a substantial piece of work , and interesting extracts showing “ the sources of the plot,” and a careful

teachers will do well to look at it . treatment of the metre. There is also a concise glossary . An able,

A German Skeleton Grammar. By Prof. H. G. Atkins, M.A. Lond . , sensible, and manageable school edition , and thoroughly well got up .

B.A. Cantab . (1s. 6d . Blackie . ) ( 3 ) Mr. Smeaton's introduction presents lucidly the facts of Shake.

Prof. Atkins gives the “ irreducible minimum ” by wayof “ guide for speare's life, with an examination of the play. His notes are largely

the beginner who proceeds direct to the translation of a German fresh, and the numerous parallels are effectively illustrative. The

text,” and emphasizes points of special importance - especially in- glossary is tolerably detailed , and should be very useful . Mr. Walter

flexions and irregularities — by printing them in red ink . Quite a Crane contributes eight charming full-page pictures ; the coloured

sensible little book . frontispiece shows Italian costumes of the period ; and there are many

First Steps in German : Speaking, Reading, Grammar, Songs. By
interesting illustrations from contemporary prints . Altogether a use
ful and attractive edition .

W. Scholle , Ph.D. , and G. Smith, M.A. ( 1s . 6d . Blackie. )

The first volume of a projected series. What, to our knowledge,
(4) Mr. Wood is bewilderingly exhaustive. He makes “ a patched

is new in this series,” say the authors," is the strict adherence to the fool”. of the text, printing in italics all such words and phrases as are

principle of observation ,more particularly in the presentbook, which explained in the marginorat the bottom ofthe page, and marking one
is entirely based upon the - practically acquired - certainty that setby reference lettersand the otherby reference figures. The pupil
language teaching in the sound , meaning, and grammaticalstructure ought notto be confused and peppered with notes onall sides. Intro

of the word offers to pupils of various ages an inexhaustible , well
duction, supplementary notes “ intended principally for senior students,"

graded, and interesting wealth of material for observation." Hölzel's plays on words, anachronisms, grammar, metre, classical names, glos

* Der Frühling ” and “ Der Winter " are reproducedand used as sary, examination papers, works of reference - appalling to the pupil,

typical object lessons for conversation. The ear is primarily addressed. but a fulltreasury to theteacher. The work is thoroughly well done,

The book comprises the whole accidence (except the subjunctive) and but overdone. There are some very good illustrations.

elementary syntax. Clarendon type is freely used to give prominence.“ Masters,” says Bottom , “ Iam to discourse wonders ; but ask me not
( 5 ) Mr. Carter is possessed by a like fury of exhaustiveness.

The songs are useful for forming and impressing a vocabulary, as
well as for exciting interest . The idea of the book makes strong,but what.” Mr. Carter would “master ” him to some purpose. What does

he not ask ? We should like to set him to answer his own questions ;
quite reasonable, demands upon the flexibility of the teacher.

we dare prophesy he would rise a sadder, if not a wiser, man. How

NATURAL SCIENCE.
would he

correct the language or grammar of the following ” :-"Say

Elementary TreatiseonPhysics , Experimental and Applied . Translated he comes to disfigure,or present , the person of Moonshine," and “ l'il

from Ganot's “ Eléments de Physique ” by Prof. E. Atkinson ,
meet thee , Pyramus, at Ninny's tomb ” ? We fancy there would be

Ph.D., F.C.S. Sixteenth Edition . Edited by Prof. A. W. Reinold ,
more scope in “ correcting the language or grammar of the following " :

M.A. , F R.S. ( 159. Longmans .)
“ Give instances from this scene of ( 1 ) the use of words bearing exactly

Prof. Reinold has introduced considerable modifications into the new opposite sense to which it is intended'; (2 ) the use of words which have

edition of Ganot's classical work ,while taking care to maintain the a different sense, but a similar sound to that which is intended .” A

general features that have given it such wide and prolonged popu. indicates how pupilsmaybe incurably disgusted with Shakespeare and
merciful teacher may turn the collection to useful account, but it

larity . His object has been “ to render the general treatment more all his works.

systematic , by rearranging, especially in the Books on Magnetism and

Electricity, the subject-matter, and to add information respecting
(6 ) A very good shillingsworth . The historical and literary matters

recent developments.”. That is to say, he has carefully brought the are briefly andadequately presented in the introduction and ap

workup to date both in matter and in form . Yet, although he has pendices, and the notes are pointed , sensible, andsufficient.

added a large amount of new matter and some 90 new illustrations in
REPRINTS.

the text, he has managed to keep the bulk of the volume down to its Messrs . Macmillan are issuing some admirable reprints of well known

former proportions. This result he has achieved by the omission of works, mostly novels and tales, at half-a- crown apiece. For example:

many descriptions of apparatus and machines that have ceased to be Mrs. Craik's Agatha's Husband and The Head of the Family, Mrs.

:

)
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28 .

Molesworth's Tell me a Story and Little Miss Peggy, Miss Austen's purpose is to stimulate independent reading. The selections are

Emma ( with introduction by Mr. Austin Dobson ), Miss Yonge's The thoroughly judicious, and the illustrations ( twenty-three) are char

Dove in the Eagle's Nest, Mr. Warde Fowler's A Year with the Birds, acteristic and advantageous.

and Captain Marryat's evergreen Mr. Midshipman Easy and Peter

Simple . The illustrations are by distinguished artists , the print is

FIRST GLANCES .
excellent, and the get-up is attractive .

Messrs. Ward , Lock, & Co. publish a handy edition of George Eliot's Classics.

The Mill on the Floss,effectively illustrated by Bertha Newcombe. The Ball , F. Kingsley, Ph.D .: The Elements of Greek. 6s . Macmillan .

type isclear, but the paper is rather thin . They have also added to
[Grammar, exercises , vocabularies. Illustrations . ]

the “ Minerva Library ” Lane's Modern Egyptians, with eighty illustra
Blackie's Illustrated Greek Series.- Xenophon's Anabasis, Book II .

tions and sixteen full-page engravings— an astonishing bargain.
Edited by G. H. Nall, M.A. 28 .

READERS FOR INFANTS.
[ Introduction, notes , index . Map ; illustrations. ]

Messrs. Nelson offer Picture Readers for Infant Classes . “ For five. Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series. — Virgil's Georgics , Books III.

year-olds ” we have one sample : “ A Box of Toys.” “ For six -year
and IV . Edited by S. E. Winbolt, M.A. ls . 6d . each.

olds ” we have four : ( 1 ) “ Our Rail-Ride,” ( 2 ) “ Pets and Friends,"
[Introduction , notes , appendix, indexes . Illustrations. Special

( 3) “ A Day on the Sands," ( 4) " Mary had a Little Lamb. ” The

lessons are easy andinteresting , the pictures are coloured, andthe get- Blackwoods' Classical Texts.- Arrian : Anabasis, Books I. and II. By
attention to metrical technique. Careful and scholarly .]

up is attractive. Each book has sixteen pages, and costs a penny.

Messrs. Chambers send us specimens of their Complete Tales for
H. W. Auden , M.A. 2s . 6d .

Infants : ( 1 ) " Off to the Sea -32 pages , 2d . (paper) or 3d . ( cloth ) ; [ Introduction, notes, appendices, index.]

(2)" WhatFun!" 24 pages, 11d . (paper) or 2d. (cloth). Here again Champneys, A. C. , M.A. : English Extracts for Latin Prose. Longmans.
the lessons are interesting, and the pictures are excellent. Messrs. [ 156 extracts ; 97 sentences. Introductory " Hints .” ]

Chambers's Continuous Readers are a little more advanced . There is
MATHEMATICS .

G. A. Henty's “ At Duty's Call ”-32 pages, 2d . ( paper ), or 3d. ( cloth )
-with short notes and explanations. All these should come to be Beman , Prof. W. W. , and Prof. D. E. Smith : Academic Algebra . 5s .

favourites. Ginn .

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY. [ Cp to College stage. Endeavours “ to modernize the subject.” ]

A History of Russia . By W. R. Morfill , M.A. ( Methuen .) Fletcher, W. C. , M.A .: Elementary Geometry. 1s . 6d . Arnold.

Prof. Morfill has availed himself of the accessible Russian materials-
[ “ A Leitfaden rather than a book .” 6 To retain Euclid's axioms

histories, memoirs, diaries, & c .-- and thus has the immense advantage to-day is sheer hypocrisy."']

of viewing the facts from all sides. He shows great judgment in Murray's Text -Books of Secondary Education . - Arithmetic made Easy .

selection and proportion ; he narrates simply and clearly ; and he By Mabel A. Marsh .

expresses his estimates of policy, conduct, and character with thoughtful Physics.

discrimination. The interest is vivid throughout - more especially, Bopp, Prof.C .: Chart of the Metric System ( with Notes ) . Williams

perhaps , in the careful account of Napoleon's Russian campaign and of & Norgate, for Fr. Doerr.
the Crimean War. He commences with the birth of Peter the Great

and ends with the death of Alexander II . The Central Asian projects Lehfeldt , Prof. R. A. , D.Sc. : A Text-Book of Physics. 63. Arnold.
[ Bold and clear . Extremely useful.]

of Russia are rather severely condensed into a bare outline. Prof.

Morfill holds that Lord Aberdeen showed throughout the Crimean War
[With sections on the application of physics to physiology and

medicine .]
episode “ true patriotism and a far- seeing policy.” After all his ex

planation of the origin of that wretched war, one feels that something MacGregor, Prof. James Gordon, D.Sc. , LL.D. , &c . : An Elementary

yet remains unsaid . By the way , the date of the declaration of war
Treatise on Kinematics and Dynamics. 10s. 6d. Macmillan.

by “ England ” ( that is to say , Great Britain) was March 28, 1854 ( as [3rd Edition. “ A systematic treatment of the whole subject . '

stated on pages 404 and 406 ), not March 24 ( as stated on page 401 ) . For “ the higher classes of schools and the junior classes of

Bat the volume is an excellent piece of work . It is very usefully colleges . ' ' ]

illustrated by twelve maps and plans, and has a good index . Rivingtons' Handbooks of Practical Science. - No 1 , Mensuration ,

“ Cambridge Historical Series.” — History of Scotland. Vol . II . By Hydrostatics, and Heat. By G. W. Wyatt, B.Sc. , A.R.C.S. 9d.

P. Hume Brown , M.A., LL.D. ( Cambridge University Press. ) ( 3rd Edition, revised. Tested " with large classes.”]

Prof. Hume Brown now carries the story down from the accession MENTAL SCIENCE.

of Mary Stewart to the Revolution of 1689. The stage is a short one Brentano, Franz : On the Origin of the Knowledge of Right and

-- barely a century and a half - but it is crowded with important Wrong. Translated by Cecil Hague. 59. net. Constable.

developments. Religion was the dominating force in determining the
[Lecture to the Vienna Law Society , 1889. Notes, longer than

course of national affairs . First there was the question whether Pro

lecture ; appendices. ]
testantism or Roman Catholicism was to prevail ; and secondly there
was the question of the divine right of kings. “ The Revolution Lightfoot, Rev. John , M.A , D.Sc. : Elementary Logic. Ralph, Holland ,

marks the definitive triumph of the secular over the theological spirit
& Co.

in the conduct of public affairs ; and , so far as Scotland is concerned,
[Enlarged and revised edition of " Logic and Education .” “ For

in this fact lies its main significance in the national history." The
University and Certificate students.” Deductive and inductive :

treatment of Mary is soberly judicial : she was a remarkable exercises on each chapter ; appendix on “More Recent Develop

woman ,” but grievously deficient “ in self-respect, in self - control , in
ments of the Syllogism ." ]

that balance of mind and character which gives weight to judgment
DRAWING AND WRITING.

and action .” Apart from the Casket Letters , Prof. Hume Brown

holds her privy to the crime of Kirk of Field . The social and Bevis, A. W .: Stepping -Stones to Industrial Drawing and Design.

literary progress of the country is concisely but pointedly traced .
Vol. I .--- Straight Lines. 1s. net . Longmans.

The author shows familiarity with all the essential documents, and
( Well conceived and worked out. Many of the examples are

maintains a calm and dispassionate tone throughout. His style seems the original work of young children attending Irish schools." ]

to improve, but there is no glint of brilliancy in it yet ; still it is a Blackie's Reversible Copy Books ( Vere Foster's Medium ). Nos. 3 to 7 .
fit embodiment of his thought and work --plain, sincere, and solid . 2d . each .

" Black's Elementary Geography Readers.” — ( 1 ) Reader IV.A .: [ Round and clear. Excellent. )

The British Isles. ( 2 ) Reader IV.B .: Europe. Carroll, John : Pattern Drawing and Design. ls . 64. Burns & Oates .

The geographical facts - surroundings and surface, climate and [ “ The application of geometrical drawing to the construction of

products, industry and commerce , with political and social notes-are ornament and the planning of patterns." 112 pages. Carefully

set out in readable and agreeable form. The illustrations, both lavish graduated ; very numerous illustrations . Practical ; judicious.]

and appropriate, form a valuable feature. Both volumes are most Cassell's Brushwork Sheets .- ( 1 ) Wild Flowers. ( 2 ) Entertaining

interesting and attractive, and ought to find much favour. Pictures. ( 3) Pictures wanting Words. Twelve sheets each

Black's Descriptive Geographies from Original Sources . ” — Central and
series ; set of six water colours on each sheet . 3d . each series.

South America, with the West Indies. Selected by F. D. Herbert. [Good practice ; exercises in taste and judgment.]

son , B.A. , and edited by A. J. Herbertson , Ph.D., F.R.S.E. Dessin , Premier Congrès International de l'Enseignement du, Paris

This , we think, is the third volume of a most useful series . The ( August 29 - September 1 , 1900 ). 5fr. 117 Boulevard Saint

main geographical facts are briefly summarized in the introduction, Germain .

with constant reference to the body of the book, which consists of [ “ Tous les documents, sans exceptions, de nature à faire con

extracts - graphic, interesting, instructive, and trustworthy - from the naître non seulement l'histoire de la Session proprement dite, mais

writings of travellers, chiefly modern. The bibliography appended encore celle de sa préparation, et , en rendant compte des travaux

will enable teachers to extend the descriptions at any point . Of du Comité international permanent, celle de sa continuation "

course , the book may be used as a “ reader , " though its primary ( 3-48 pages ) .]

6

6

:

.
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66

mans .

MODERN LANGUAGES. Dinglewood Shakespeare Manuals .-Supplement to A Midsummer

Blackie's Little French Classics.- ( 1 ) Les Martyrs (Chateaubriand ),
Night's Dream . By Stanley Wood, M.A. 6d . John Heywood.

[ Questions and notes . Immense store for teachers . ]
Selections. Edited by E. T. Schoedelin, B.A. (2 ) LeCid (Corneille ),
Scenes. Edited by Louis A. Barbé. ( 3) Les Plaideurs ( Racine ) . Eliot, George : The Mill on the Floss. 2 vols. 3s . net . Blackwood.

Edited by D. Lowe Turnbull, M.A. ( 4 ) Contes Fantastiques [ Handy. Delightfully got up .]

(Erckmann-Chatrian ) . Edited byMarguerite Ninet. (5 ) Lyrical “ Globe” Poetry Reader : for Advanced Classes. Is. 4d . Macmillan.

Poems ( Hugo ; selected ) . Edited by P. C. Yorke , M.A., Lic . - ès - L .
[Judicious and varied selection ; biographical notes . ]

( 6 ) Un Episode de Guerre (Stendhal). Edited by J. E. Michell,

M.A. ( 7 ) Selections from L'Insecte (Michelet). Edited by M. A. Hyde, Mary F .: Lessons in the Use of English. 3 parts, 9d . each ;
Gerothwohl, M.A., L. - és -L. 4d . each . together , 2s . Heath .

[Good selections very competently edited . ] (" The leading aims ... are to develop the child's power of

Clarke , G. H. , M.A., and L. R. Tanquerey, B. - ès - L . : Intermediate
thought, to form in him habits of correct expression, and to give

French Grammar. 38. 6d . Murray. him a taste for good literature . " ]

[ " With outlines of historical accidence . ” Spacious get up .] Lobban , J. H .: The School Anthology. 2 vols . 28. each . Black

Cour Supérieur Black.- ( 1 ) Lettres, Maximes, et Caractères du XVII.
wood .

Siècle ; ( 2 ) Les Empires ( Bossuet ) . Edited by Prof. L. Brandin , [“ To provide for the middle and upper forms of schools a re
Ph.D. 9d . each . presentative selection of the best English verse from Chaucer to

[ Illustrations. Excellent get up . ] the present time.” Exhibits eound judgment and scholarly taste.]

De Arteaga y Pereira, Fernando, Hon . M.A. Oxon . : Practical Spanish .
2 vols. 7s. 6d . Murray.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

[Grammar with exercises, materials for conversation, and The Australian Commonwealth : its Geography and History. 18

vocabularies. “ For the traveller and the business man, as well Arnold .

as for the student." ]
[ Timely and serviceable . Map . Portrait of Lord Hopetoun .]

Logeman , Prof. William S., L.H.C. , B.A.: How to Speak Dutch . Black's School History.- ( 1 ) Famous Englishmen , Book II.: Crom

Kegan Paul, Trench , Trübner, & Co. well to Roberts. By John Finnemore. 18. 4d . ( 2 ) Social Life

[3rd Edition , carefully revised and much enlarged ; with in England, Vol. I. - to 1603. By John Finnemore. ls . 60 .

translations into Cape Dutch of all sentences and conversations [ ( 1 ) Mostly “ painted without the warts ." Many portraits .

by J. F. Van Oordt, B.A. ” Full , practical, useful .]
( 2 ) Well done ; an extremely useful supplement to the ordinary

Mansion , J. Edmond, B. - ès - L.: A First Book of “ Free Composition ” history. Good illustrations.]

in French. ls. Blackwood .
Blackie's Narrative Histories .-No. III.A : An Introduction to British

[ “ Used in class teaching and found suitable.” ] History. 18. 2d .

Ninet, Marguerite: French in Picture and Talk . 2s . 6d . Blackie . [ Popular aspects, simply presented. Many illustrations.]

[ " A handbook of conversational French ” ; “ to assist the Dale , Lucy : The Principles of English Constitutional History. 6s.
young teacher." “ Meant to be used in conjunction with a set of Longmans.

eight pictorial sheets, each giving representations of a number of

familiar objects with their names in French. ” Phonetic transcrip . Davis, Prof. W. M.: Elementary Physical Geography. 58. 6d . Ginn.
(For upper forms of schools, and for University beginners.]

tion under the French text. Well done .

[28 plates , 7 of them double -page, several coloured ; 190 figures.
Pitt Press Series. - Madame Thérèse, and L'Histoire d'un Conscrit

78 x 55 ; 400 pages .]
(Erckmann -Chatrian ). Edited by A. R. Ropes, M.A. 38. each .

[ Introduction , notes , index , maps.]
Devi , Sri . Hemlota (Mrs. Sarkar ) : The History of India . 28. Long

Rivingtons' Modern German Series.— Beginners' Texts : ( 1 ) Deutsches
[ Translated by M. S. Knight from the second Bengali edition .

Allerlei . ( 2 ) Selections from Hebel's Schatzkästlein . By R. J.
" To teach young people, through simple language and simple

Morich . 9d. net each .

ideas , the real history of India .” ]
[Notes, vocabulary , verb- lists . Serviceable . ]

Lindsey Historical Series.—London Matriculation Test Papers in
Trechmann, E. J. , M.A. , Ph.D. : Les Fâcheux (Molière ). 2s . Claren English History. Arranged by J. S. Lindsey. 8d. Heffer

don Press.
( Cambridge ) .

[ Capable literary introduction and notes . ] [ All the questions set at London University in English History,

Wolff , Jetta S. : Français pour les tout Petits. ls . 3d . Arnold . June, 1888 , to January, 1902. Arranged according to periods and

[ “ Scenes from child life in France ." Illustrated . Simple, topics in twenty -four test papers . Suggestive .]

idiomatic, bright, and interesting . Notes and vocabulary .] Macmillan's New Geography Readers .-Africa and Australasia . Is. 6d.
[ Description lucid and simple. Illustrations numerous and

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE . good. Excellent summary . ]

Bacon : Essays, Civil and Moral. 2s . Ward , Lock, & Co.

[Minerva Library. 494 close -printed pages. Essays ; Advance
MISCELLANEOUS.

mentof Learning; Novum Organum ; Great Instauration ; Wisdom Nature Study: Realistic Geography—Model based on the 6-inch Ord
of the Ancients ; New Atlantis. Biographical introduction ; illustra nance Survey. Designed by G. Herbert Morrell, M.A. 3s . net .

tions. Tastefully got up .] Stanford .

Black's School Shakespeare .- Richard III . , and Macbeth. Edited by [ “ For the study of local land configuration around a village

L. W. Lyde , M.A. 1 $ . 4d . each . school. The model shows the surroundings of Streatley.on.

[Introduction largely dramatic and literary ; notes " mainly Thames." Each contour level is printed on a separate card, and

concerned with what is typically Elizabethan in Shakespeare's all can be built up so as to " form an accurate representation of

language.” Sensible, suggestive, and adequate.]
the configuration of the country.” Similar models can be made for

Blackie's English Classics.- ( 1) Milton's English Sonnets ; ( 2 ) Milton's
any locality. Good idea effectively executed .]

Lycidas; (3 ) Milton's Ode on the Morning of Christ's Nativity ; Paton's List of Schools and Tutors. Fifth annual edition. ls .

( 4 ) Keats's Ode to the Nightingale, &c. Edited by E. H. Blackeney ,
[“ Par cula of some of the best glish schools for boys and

M.A. 2d . each. girls — with a few on the Continent " ; and lists of scholarships and

[Careful , concise , and instructive . ] exhibitions open at the public schools. Numerous photographs of

Bohn's Standard Library.-Swift : Prose Works, Vol . IX . Edited by
schools . Handsomely got up. ]

Temple Scott. 38. 6d. Bell . R.H.S. Curves. By Prof. R. H. Smith . 10s . 6d . Cassell .

[Notes very careful and helpful . Portrait . ]
[Complete set of 23 templates, from in . to 6 in . variation of

Burke : Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents . Edited by radius per 1 in . arc . Very careful and useful . ]

F. G. Selby, M.A. 28. 6d . Macmillan . Three Maids in a Hood ; or a Wayside Pansy. ls . Bemrose.

[ Introduction, full notes, summary , index . ] [A slight story (with teachers in it) ; sober cast ; anticipated

Chambers's Twentieth Century Readers. Book III . 18. Book V. surprise. ]

ls . 6d . Y.W.C.A. , New facts about the : Report for 1901. 25 and 26 George

[ Suitable matter - except that the sketch of Lord Roberts and of Street, Hanover Square.
the relief of Kimberley are uncritical glorifications. Coloured and (For those interested in girl life and labour in London .]

other illustrations . Spellings , notes, meanings, &c. Ward , Lock , & Co.'s Illustrated Guide-Books.-Whitby ; Llandudno, & c.;

Cross , J. W .: George Eliot's Life . 2 vols. 28. net each . Blackwood . Penzance, &c.; Edinburgh. Is . each.

(Warwick edition. Thin paper ; handy size ; pretty get up. A [New editions. Useful maps and many illustrations. Practical,

charming edition of an able and instructive biography.] concise, handy, and well got up . ]

:

;
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS .

J. & J. PATON ,,
OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS,

JULY, 1903. 143 Cannon Street,

LONDON, E.C. ,

Beg respectfully to inform Head Masters that they insert

SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION NOTICES and other

Advertisements promptly and accurately in all LONDON

and PROVINCIAL NEWSPAPERS and PERIODICALS

throughout the United Kingdom , also in all Indian, Colonial ,

and Foreign papers.

The charges are at lowest office rates . Estimates and

scheme of insertions forwarded free, on receipt of particulars

of proposed expenditure, over given period.

PATON'S

LIST OF SCHOOLS
( BOYS' AND GIRLS' )

AND TUTORS..

(An Aid to Parents in the Selection of Schools and Tutors.)

720
pages.

Crown Sro. Red Cloth . Gilt Lettered ,

CHAUCER . - THE PROLOGUE TO THE CANTERBURY TALES. ( School Edition . )

Edited by W. W. SKEAT , Litt.D. ls .

THE TALE OF THE MAN OF LAWE ; THE PARDONERES TALE ; THE

SECOND NONNES TALE ; THE CHANOUNS YEMANNES TALE. By W. W.

SKEAT, Litt.D. 4s, 6d .

SPENSER'S FABRY QUEENE. Books I and II . Designed chiefly for the use of
Schools, With Introduction and Notes by G. W. KITCHIN , D.D., and Glossary

by A. L. MAYHEW , M.A. 2s.6d , each ,

MILTON . - POEMS. Edited by R. C. BROWSE, M.A. In Two Volumes. 6s . 6d .

(Or separately , Vol . I , 48. ; vol . II , 3s . )

BURKE . - THOUGHTS ON THE PRESENT DISCONTENTS ; THE TWO SPEECHES

ON AMERICA . Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by E. J. PAYNE, JI.A.
4s, 6d .

MOLIÈRE . - LE MISANTHROPE. Edited by H. W. G. MARKHEIM , M.A. 35. 6d .

GOETHE . - EGMONT. A Tragedy. Edited by C. A. BUCHHEIM , Ph.D. 3s .

SCHILLER . - MARIA STUART. A Drama. By the same Editor. 3s. 6d .

CHAMISSO . — PETER SCHLEMIHL'S WUNDERSAME GESCHICHTE. Edited , with

Notes and a complete Vocabulary, by EMMA S. BUCHHEIM . 2s .

CICERO. - PRO OLUENTIO . With Introduction and Notes. By W.RAYSAY, M.A.

Edited by G. G. RAMSAY, M.A. 3s . 6d .

HORACE. With a Commentary. (In a size suitable for the use of Schools .) Vol. I.

The Odes, Carmen Seculare, and Epodes. By E. C. WICKHAM , D.D. 6s.

LIVY. With Introduction and Votes . By M. T. TATIAM, M.A. Books XXI

XXIII, 5s . Book XXI, 2s . 6d . Book XXII , 2s. 6d .

PLAUTUS. - CAPTIVI. Edited by WALLACE M. LINDSAY , M.A. 2s . 6d .

TRINUMMUS With Yotes and Introductions, by C. E. FREEMAN , MI.A.,

and A, SLOMAN, M.A. 38 .

TACITUS. --THE ANNALS. Edited , with Introduction and Notes , by H. FUR
NEAUX, M.A. Books I -IV , 5s . Book I , 2s .

VIRGIL . - AENEID . Books I-III . Edited by T. L. PAPILLON, M.A. , and A. E.

HAIGI, M.A. 2s.

AN ELEMENTARY GREEK GRAMMAR. By the late J. B. ALLEN, M.A. 3s .

AESCHYLUS.--AGAMEMNON. With Introduction and Notes, by ARTHUR SIDG

WICK , M.A. 3s.

PROMETHEUS BOUND. With Introduction and Notes , by A. O. PRICKARD ,

M.A. 2s .

DEMOSTHENES.-- SPEECH ON THE CROWN. With Introduction and Votes, by

EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A., and P. E. MATHESON , M.A. 3s . 60 .

EURIPIDES. - BACCHAE. Edited, with Introduction and Notes , by A. H. CRUICK

SHANK , M.A. 3s . 6d .

HECUBA , Edited by C. B. HEBERDEN , M.A. 2s, 6d .

HOMER . - ODYSSEY, Books VII -XII. Edited by W. W. MERRY , D.D. 3s .

SOPHOCLES . - OEDIPUS TYRANNUS and ANTIGONE. Edited , with Introduc

tions and English Votes , by LEWIS CAMPBELL , M.A., und EVELYN ABBOTT,

M.A. 2s, each .

THUCYDIDES. Book I. Edited, with Votes and Maps, by W. H. FORBES, M.A.
8s, 6d .

GRADUATED LESSONS ON THE OLD TESTAMENT. By the Rev. l' . Z. RULE .

Edited by the Rev. LL . J. M. BEBB. In Three Volumes, with Maps in each .

In paper boa with cloth back , Is . 6d , each volume ; in cloth , ls . 90 .

MANUALS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. By T. H. STOKOE , D.D. With Maps.

Vol. 1. - THE FOUR GOSPELS. 35. 6d . Or, Part I , The Gospel Narrative, 2s . ;

Part II , The Gospel Teaching, 2s.

Vol . II. - LIFE AND LETTERS OF ST. PAUL. 3s. 6d . Or, Part I , Life of St

Paul, 2s. ; Part II , Letters of St. Paul, 2s.

EUCLID REVISED . Containing the Essentials of the Elements of Plane Geometry

as given by Euclid in his first Six Books. Edited by R. C. J. Nixox , M.A. 6s .

Seld separately as follows : - Book I , ls . ; Books I , II , Is. 6d.; Books I - IV , 3s . ;

Books V , VI , 3s . 60 .

GEOMETRICAL EXERCISES FROM NIXON'S “ EUCLID REVISED ." With

Solutions. By ALEXANDER LARMOR , M.A. 3s . 6d .

ARITHMETIC . With or without Answers to the Exercises . By R. HARGREAVES,

M.A. 4s, 6d .

A TREATISE ON STATISTICS WITH APPLICATIONS TO PHYSICS . By G. M.

MIXCHIN , M.A. Vol. I, Equilibrium of Coplanar Forces, 10s. 6d . Vol. II ,

Non - Coplanar Forces, 16s.

HYDROSTATICS AND BLEMENTARY HYDROKINETICS. By the sume Author.

108. 6d .

ORGANOGRAPHY OF PLANTS, ESPECIALLY OF THE ARCHEGONIATAE AND
SPERMAPOYTA . By Dr. K. GOEBEL. Authorized English Edition by

Isaac BAYLEY BALFOUR, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. Part I , General Organography.

Royal 8vo, half -morocco, 12s. 6d.

CHART OF THE RULES OF HARMONY . For Students. By ARTHUR SOMER

VELL. 4to, printed on thick card , ls, net .

PRICE ls . Post free , ls, 6d .

LARGEST CIRCULATION of any SCHOLASTIC GUIDE

OR DIRECTORY,

BEST MEDIUM FOR OBTAINING PUPILS.

SIXTH ANNUAL EDITION NOW PREPARING.

The large sum we expend each year in advertising “ List

of Schools in the best newspapers ensures the largest

circulation of any such work , and brings applications from

parents all over the United Kingdom , India , the Colonies,

and the Continent. Copies are also placed in the best

Clubs , Libraries , Hotels , Boarding Houses, &c . , in London

and the Provinces. Hundreds of Pupils have been ob

tained through the medium of Paton's “ List of

Schools ."

MAY WE

* 9

SEND YOU A SPECIMEN COPY ?

COMPLETE CATALOGUE POST FREE ON APPLICATION .
J. & J. PATON ,

EDUCATIONAL AGENTS,

143 CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.

LONDON: HENRY FROWDE, OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE,

AMEN CORNER, E.C.
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COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.Ꮲ .

Lectures for Teachers

ON THE

SCIENCE, ART, AND HISTORY OF EDUCATION.
Write for

Blackie's

Little

French

Classics

Blackie's Complete

Modern Language

PRACTICAL CRITICISMS AND SUGGESTIONS

ON TEACHING .

To be delivered by The Rev. Canon Erax DANIEL, M.A. , F.C.P. ,

Formerly Principal of the Battersea Training College.
List.

secure

Interesting Selections from great French Writers, well edited , well printed ,

well bound . Fourpence each book .

Alphonse Daudet La Mule du Corneille Scenes from Le Cid.

Pape . Edited by H. W. PRESTON , Edited by LOUIS A. BARBÉ , B.A.,
M.A.

of Glasgow Academy.

Buffon - Selections. Edited by Rev. Stendhal- Un Episode de Guerre.
H. J. ( CILA ITOR , M.1. Edited by J. E. MICHELL , M.A.,

Prosper Mérimée -- Mateo Falcone,
of Westminster School .

and other Stories, Edited by J. E. Erckmann -Chatrian Contes Fan

MICHELL, M.A., of Westminster tastiques. Edited by Miss MAR
School.

GUERITE VINET.

La Fontaine- Longer Fables. Edited

by A. H. WALL, M.A., of Marl.
Michelet - L'Insecte . Selections

borough College .
edited by M. GEROTIIWOHL, of

Sir John Cass's Institute .

Victor Hugo - Lyric Poems. Edited

by PHILIP C. YORKE, M.A., Mag . Chateaubriand - Les Martyrs. Se

dalen College , Oxford . lections edited by E. T. SCHIOE

Lesage - Selections from Gil Blas . DELIN , B.I., of Highgate School.

Edited by HAROLD W. ATKINSON ,
Racine - Les Plaideurs. Edited by

M.A., of Pretoria High School.
D. LE TURNBULL , M., of

Rabelais -- Selections. Edited by E. George Heriot's School, Edinburgh .

C. GOLDBERG , M.A., of Tonbridge
School. Musset -- Selections in Verse and

Prose. Edited by F. W. B. SVART,

Madame de Sévigné -- Select Letters. M ..., of Eastbourne College ,

Edited by MABEL VERNON HAR

COURT, of Notting Hill High School
Victor Hugo-Waterloo. Edited by

for Girls. G , H , CLARKE, M.A.

Théophile Ga ier-Le Pavillon sur Bossuet - Oraisons Funèbres. Se .

l'Eau, &c . Edited by W. G. I lections. Edited by the Rev. H. J.
HARTOG , of University College, CILAYTOR , M.A., of Merchant

London . Taylors' School , Crosby.

Brueys and Palaprat - L'Avocat Molière - Scenes from Le Médecin
Pätelin. Edited by E. B. malgré lui. Edited by W. J.

FRANÇOIS. CLARK , M.A.

Others in preparation .

SYLLABUS.

1. Preparation of Lessons.- Need of full and fresh Knowledge - Sources of

Information - Verd of Arrangement - Notes of Lessons --- Limits and lims of Lessons

-Divisions of Lessons - Provision of Apparatus, Illustrations, Maps, & c . - Provision

for securing Co -operation of Pupils - Provision for testing Success of Lessons .

II . Method . - Not to be selected arbitrarily - Regulated by Interdependence of

Knowledge and by Laws of Mind - General Principles --- From the simple to the

Complex - From the Indefinite to the Definite- From the Concrete to the Abstract

--The Genesis of knowledge in the Race-- From the Empirical to the Rational

Independent Discovery of Truth .

III. Apparatus, Experiments, and Illustrations. - Things always more

impressive than Words - Xeed of Appeals to the Senses - Specimens for Individual

Examination - Graphic Representations -- Enlarged Drawings of Parts - Veed of

some Indication of Scale- Experiments - Need of Judgment in Selecting - Rehearsal

of Experiments - Registration of Results as arrived at - Relative talne of Pictures,

Drawings, Blackboard Sketches, Models-- Function of Teacher in all Lessons

appealing to the Mind through the Senses.

IV. Questions and Answers. - l'ses that may bemade of Questions-- Introductory
To

Co -operation - Disciplinary -- Resumptive - Questions directing

Observation - appealing to Memory - to Imagination - to Conceptive Faculty - to

Judgment - to Renison - Common Fåults in Questioning - Language - Length - Form

-Order- Treatment of Children's Errors- Answers Wholly Wrong - Partially

Wrong - Examinations - Construction of Papers , Modes of Marking - Teacher's l'se

of Blunders.

V. The Kindergarten .- The Senses our first Teachers - Limits to their Training

The Habit of Observation - Nature's Method - Artificial Education-- Froebel's

Services to Education - l'tilization of Childish Instincts -Gifts and Occupations

Principles of the Kindergarten applicable to the later stages of Education - Transition

from Kindergarten to Ordinary School too Abrupt - Object Lessons-- Elementary

Science -- Treatment.

VI. Reading. Il riting, and Drawing.-- Analytic and Synthetic Methods of

Teaching Reading -- Spelling - Dictation Lessons - Reading Aloud - Writing-

Analysis of Letters - Mulhäuser's Method - Locke's - Cowham's- Scientific Criticism

of Writing - Drawing-- Training of Eye and Hand - Object Drawing - Analysis

Directed Observation - Simultaneous Drawing Lessons.

VII. Arithmetic and Geometry - First Notions of Vumbers - Composition and
Decomposition of Numbers--Votation - Vumeration - Arithmetical Rules to be

established by the Method of Discovery - Arithmetical Tables and their Illustration

Ru presenting Special Difficulty Mental Arithmetic — Paper Work –

Excellences to be insisted on- Accuracy and Rapidity - Euclid - Introduction to
Blackboard Work - Deductions,

VIII. Grammar and Teaching of Languages.--Grammar contained in Language,

and to be sought there - Parts of Speech to be classified and defined by Pupils

Accidence to be collected by Pupils-Syntax to be discovered and formulated by

Pupils — Parsing -- Analysis of Sentences - Seed of Logical Consistency in Grammar

-Languageslearnt with different Objects in view - for mere Reading - for Speaking

and Writing - Methods appropriate to each - Lessons for Young Children-for more

Advanced Pupils.

IX . English Literature .-- Aims of Teacher - Authors and Pieces suitable for

different Ages - Method of Teaching English Literature illustrated by Examples

Simple Poems- RomanticEpics - Shakespeare-- Milton - Essavists - Preparation by
Pupils--- Paraphrasing - History of English Literature - Manuals - Examinations in

English Literature- Criticism .

X. Geography. -- Home Surroundings — Maps --- Globe -- Order of Treatment

determined by Interdependence of Physical Facts--Physical Geography - Political
Geography - Commercial Geography - Physiography – Sources of Information -

Illustrations needed -Models .

XI . History. - Starting point Order of Time- Regressive Order - Early Lessons

- Episodes - GeneralNotions - Detailed Study of Special Periods-- Mode of treating
Biographies -- Illustrations - Pictorial - Literary Busts - Coins - Facsimiles -

Synchronistic Charts - Original Authorities - Use of Text- books at different Stages

Constitutional History - Duties of Citizenship.
XII. Discipline.--Attendance - Punctuality - Order - Attention - School-rules -

Motives appealed to - The Teacher's Eye - Rewards and Punishments - Emulation

-Public Opinion --Characteristics of good Discipline as regard Means and Ends

School Tone - Formation of Habits - Character.

LE

The Warwick

Shakespeare

THE WARWICK SHAKESPEARE is now in use in most of the

leading Schools , Colleges , and Universities throughout

the British Empire .

Crown 8vo, cloth . Price One Shilling.

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES..

As You Like It . Edited by J. C. SMITH , M.A. is . 60 .

Coriolanus. Edited by E. K. CHAMBERS, M.A , 1s . 60 .

Cymbeline . Edited by A. J. WYATT , M.A. Is, 60 .

Hamlet . Edited by E. K. CHAMBERS, M.A. 1s . 6d .

Henry the Fifth Edited by G. C. MOORE SUITHI, M.A. ls.6d .

Henry the Eighth . Edited by D. NICHOL SMITH , M ... 15. 60 .

Julius Cæsar. Edited by ARTHUR D. INNES , M.A. ls.

King John . Edited by G. C. MOORE SWITII , M.A. ls . 61 .

King Lear . Edited by D. NICHOL SMITH , M.A. 1s. 6d .

Macbeth . Edited by E. K. CHAMBERS, M.A. 1s .
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prove that

5734 & 5702. , (5734 .) (A. MARTIN .) --- A has m dollars andB n dollars,
MATHEMATICS. and they play at a game for which it is b : a that B shall win any one

game : prove that the chances for the ultimate success of each player are

15080. (( Professor Nanson .) - Lines drawn through the vertices of a a " (5 " —a" ), (5" +" — " *" ) and 1 " (1" -4";}/(5 " +"—a" + ") respectively .
triangle A divide the angles into the segments a , a' ; B , B '; y , y , and

form a triangle A'. If R, R' are the radii of the circum -circles of A , A' , ( 5702. ) ( Rev. Prebendary W.A. WHITWORTH, M.A .) - A and B play
at a game which cannot be drawn, and the odds are uivin favour of A

R' sin a sin B sin g - sin a' sin B' sin '.
winning any assigned game. They agree to play until either A shall

R sin (B + y ) sing ta') sin (a + B ')
have won by scoring m games aheadof B, or B shall have won by

and deduce the theorems of Cera and JESELAUS. scoring n games ahead of A. Show that , when A has scored p games

more than B , the odds in favour of his winning the match are

Solution by R. TUCKER , M.A., and Rev. T. Roach , M.A.
4 + — u " - Py +P : ? – p q * — yill + .

BR = c sin alsin (a + B' ) ,
A

[From this follows as a corollary Ex . 236 in the 3rd Edition of Choice and
BP = a sin a'sin ( B + 7') ;

Chance.]

therefore В"

Solutions (6734) by H. W. CURJEL, M.A., and Professor NANSON ;
PR sin (a + B') sin (B + 7' ) (5702) by H. W. Curjel, M.A.

== c sin a sin (B + 7 ') - asiny'sin (a + B ' ) R
( 5734 ) Let um chance of A's ultimate success when he has m dollars.

2R [sin (q + qy) sin a sin (B + 7 ' ) Then 1x *** a/( a + b ) " 2 + 1 + b !(a + b) Ur - 1 , and 1. Hence

-- sin (a + a ') sin y’sin ( a + B ') ] B Ur = A + B (ba)* = ( b*a ' *)/(8"**" -a" + " ),
(after reduction )

from the initial and final conditions ; therefore

2R [ 11 sin a - 11 sin a' + sinº q sin a cos ( 8 + x) -sin- a sin q'cos (a' + B ')
a " (5" – a " )/ (1," + " —a " + " ),

+ sin a sin y ' cosy' sin ( B + 9 ) – sin a sin y cos a sin (a' + B') ] and B's chance of ultimate success = 6 " ( 1 " -- a")/(6." *" -a" * " ).

2R [n sin a— 11 sin a ' + sin a sin oy' { sin (8 + 9 + 9 ) — sin (a + a' + B )} ]

2R [1 sin a- 1 sin a' ] ; (1702) This follows from the above by putting u and v for a and b ,

and assuming that A and B have n + p and m - p dollars respectively,
therefore R / R = [ 1] sin a- I sin o' ] / I sin ( a + B') ,

and we get +p : 1 -- Un op = " + " - 4 " - P 298 + P : "? – P Lend + P — " + " .

Q
HO 0 and 4,2 +

m + 1-3
( 7

1-1,1

P = 1

p

2n say ;

15104. (R. KNOWLES . )-Prove that the sum to - terms of the series

1-10 + 35-81 + #fy (470-1)

is – 47 4rº + 67–1) when r is even and ] (43* + 6,2—5—3) when r is odd.

Solution by T. PeeLE , A.I.A.

Using the same notation as in Question 15051,

B A' 8p - } (48p -- 24p + 3) , S2n - ” ( 16n? + 12x – 1 )

R' vanishes when numerator vanishes , which proves Ceva's and Let r be even , -

Menelaus's theorems ( cf. Lachlan , Vodern Pure Geometry, pp. 52 , 58) .
- ** (412 + 61–1) ;

S21 - 1 S2.. + t2.1 - } ^ ( 16112 + 121 – 1 ) + ģn ( 161 : — 1 ) = $ (1613 – 12na — n ).

A Corollary to Euclid 111. 22. Let be odd, 2n - 1 say ;

By the Rev. C. TAYLOR , D.D.
S, = (413 + 672—1—3) .

Let the sides AB, BC, CD of a convex

cyclic hexagon meet the opposite sides DE,
14930. (Emile LEMOINE.) – Trouver dans un triangle ABC un point

EF, FA in successive points L, M , N. Then N

M tel que si l'on mène par M une parallèle à BC coupant AB en Abg
_L + ZN = _M .

AC en Ac; une parallèle à CA coupant BC en Be, BA en Ba ; une paral
This would be useful in editions of EucLID

lèle à AB coupant CA en Ca, CB en Cb, les deux triangles A ,B.Cag.

as a Corollary or additional Proposition . A , B , C ,, soient égaux.

Assuming it as a Lemma , we see that the
Solution by J. PRESCOTT, B.A.

three circles LDB, MBF, NFD meet in a

point P, and Pascal's theorem follows at If M be the centre of gravity of the tri

once for the case of the circle. For the point angle, M satisfies the required condition .

P is evidently in line with LN, and so with
For, let AMX be one of the medians .

LM or MN. Then since AM 2MX, therefore

This note was suggested by the elementary A АА, 2A ,B
В.

Ce
proof of PASCAL's theorem for the case of the

B
and AAC 2A , C ,

circle given by Mr. R. F. Davis in the
Mathematical Reprint, Vol. LXXIV . , p . 112 . that is , Ba, A ) , Co, BC, Ac, Ca are the

The use of the lemma as above seems to
points of trisection of the sides of the tri

M

me to make the proof somewhat simpler and
angle. Now BC; = |BC = {BX ; there

fore B.C : = {AX . Similarly ,much easier to remember..

CB , = ŞAX ;

therefore
( Lt. - Col . ALLAN CUNNINGHAM , R.E .) - Find the least solu

B , C ,
15109. C , Bc.

tion in positire integers of 23 + y3 mz3, where m = (3u— 1 ) , a positive In the same way
B

integer > 2, and x + y ; and x , y , z have no common factor . ACa A.C. and BAC B(A) ;

therefore A , B , Ca A , B , C ..
Solution by the Proposer .

(.213 + y) = (x + y) (x * — xy + yº) mza .

As (39 — xy + y^) is known to contain no factors of form m =
15118. (Professor Neuberg .) - On mène à deux cercles donnés A , B34-1 , the

latter must be a factor of (x + y) . Hence é + y des tangentes a , b telles que la bissectrice de l'angle ab soit parallèle à= m , or = ma ; but the
une droite donnée m .

latter will be found ( see the Proposer's solution of Question 14945) to Trouver le lieu du point de rencontre Cdes droites

involve a = λξ, 4 = λη, 3 = λς, excluded case .
a, b , et construire la tangente à ce lieu au point C.

Substituting

x + y m, and dividing by m , gives

Solutions (I. ) by D. BIDDLE ;: ( II . ) by the PROPOSER .m2 – 3xy = 23 and xy =· } (ma-- 23) = a positive integer.

( I. ) This question comprises three cases, namely, (1) that in which theHence also
(x - y) 2 = } (4 :3 — m )̂ = a 0 .

two circles lie between the two tangents, (2 ) that in which the two tangents
These involve = 36 + 1 (since m = 3u - 1 ) , and 4 > ma/z3 > 1 . A few lie betwten the two circles, (3) that in which one circle is internal and

trials now suffice to give the lowest solution m == 20, : = 7 , x-Y = 18 , the other external to the tangents. But the principle is much the same

25+ y 20 , * = 19 , y = 1 , and 193 + 13 = 20.73. in each , and we will therefore consider the first alone .

M

HP

a

AC

Ab/

с xВ.

an
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Let O be the mid-point between the two centres of the given circles . The serpentine branch is difficult to draw exactly, as the inclinations

G F

N

C

B
S

IK

M α

D

B

A

B

B P

2 =

Draw OQ, AF, BG parallel to the given straight line , and take D , E on

the circumferences, such that DAF EBG = 0, and let the tangents

DC, EC meet OQ in L, M respectively . Then

(OL + OM ) = ON = x and 4 (OL - OM ) cot 0 = NC = y.

Let BP = P , OP = 9 : then

at A , B , C are so nearly equal; but it crosses ABC from the lower side

OL = R sec 0 + p tan + 9 and OM -= 1 sec @ + p tan 6-1, to the upper at A and C.

[Rest in Vol .
where R, r are the radii to A, B respectively. Consequently

Note on two connected Problems in Mean Value .

* (R + r) sec @ + p tan and y = } (R- 1) cosec @ + q cot 0.

By R. CHARTRES.
About O describe two circles , of radius } ( R + r ), and $ ( R - 1 ) re

spectively . Then a simple method of finding a point on the required (1 ) Two random points are taken in a triangle and joined to a vertex :

locus is as follows : -- Take U on the larger of thetwo concentric circles find the mean value of the triangle thus formed .

and join OU, cutting the smaller circle in Z. Draw the tangents US , (2 ) Three random points are taken in a tetrahedron and joined to a

ZT meeting BG, BP in S , T respectively . Then C is found on com- vertex : find the mean value of the tetrahedon thus formed .

pleting the parallelogram . It is evident that the locus intersects AF at

Co, where the tangent to circle B also touches A , the proper tangent to

A being on the opposite side of AF to ICo.

In order to draw , at C, a tangent to the locus , produce OU to cut TC,

SC in a, ß respectively, and on OQ find Q, such that

QN : NC = SB : Ta.

That QC is tangential to the locus appears from the fact that
В :

Ta = { 1 (R- 1) cot 0 + q cosec 0} cosec e PR

and
SB = { 1 (R + 1) tan 0 + p sec e } sec 8, D

which , the former taken negatively , are the respective differential co Let the area of ABC, and the volume of ABCD, be each unity.

efficients of y, a with respect to 8. ( 1) The mean value of AQ'P' = } . Now let Q move in the element

(II. ) (i. ) J'adopte les axes coordonnés OQ , OW et les notations de AQ', and this result will be reduced to of its value . Therefore mean
value of APR -

M. Biddle. Les coordonnées des centres A , B étant (P , 9) , ( -P, -9), les
(3)2 of } = int .

équations des tangentes DC, EC sont (2) Since the mean value of P'Q'R' = 1BCD , therefore mean value

(x - 9) cos 0 + (y-p) sin 0 = R, (x + 2) cos 6- (y + p) sin 0 = r.
of AP'Q'R It Now, let Q move in the element AQ', and this result

will be reduced to of its value . Therefore mean value of APQR = (* )3
Tirons -en les valeurs de cose, sin 0 pour les substituer dans l'égalité of 1 = aka.
cos? 0 + sin 0 = 1 ; nous aurons pour le lieu de Cune équation du

quatrième degré.
15150. (Professor LANGHORNE ORCHARD, M.A. , B.Sc .) - Find the

(ii.) Décomposons la vitesse V du peint C sur satrajectoire ( 19) endeux product of the two series
vitesses v et «dirigées suivant CD et une perpendiculaire à DC ; (2 ) en

( 1 ) 1 + 3 + 7 + 13+ 21 +31 + ... to n terms ;

deux vitesses d' et al' dirigées suivant CEet une perpendiculaire à EC.

Alors les composantes 2 et u' sont proportionnelles aux longueurs des (2 ) 1 + 13 + 73 +241+ 601 + 1261 + ... to n terms.

tangentes DC, EC ; car ces tangentes ont des vitesses angulaires égales
Solutions (I.) by R. W. D. CHRISTIE and Rev. T. Roach , M.A.;et de sens contraires . Il résulte de là que

( II . ) by J. BLAIKIE, M.A.

cos (V , ) sin (V, CD ) CD

(I. ) The general terms are no- n + 1 , 1-12 + 1 .

cos ( V, u ) sin (V, CE) CE
The sums are n ( nä + 2 ) and fun (2n4 + 5n3– 5n + 8) .

par conséquent la tangente est dirigée suivant la symédiane du tri. The product required is fona (nº + 2) (2n4 + 513 — 5n + 8) .

angle CDĒ .

(II. ) Series ( 1 )

= = {1+(n - 1) }
15136. ( Professor Cochez. )—Etudier les courbes

= n + } (n- 1 ) n (n + 1 ) - in (̂ 2 + 2) .
(1 ) (x - 7 ) x + 2 ( x - y ) y + 1 = 0 , ( 2 ) - (24-1) / 2 *.

Series ( 2)

Solution by A. M. Nesbitt, M.A. = * {1+ (12-1)12}

( 1) The asymptotes are * - * +2 0 , -Y = 0, x + 2 = 0. * { 1 + 1 (1-2) (n - 1 ) n (n + 1 ) + (1 - 1) n (n + 1)(n + 2) }

The points B , B ' (0, 31/12), C , C ( 1 , +12) , A (-1,0), and D (2, 4) = n +10 (1-2) (n- 1 ) n (n + 1 ) (n + 2) + 1o (n - 1 ) n (n + 1 ) (n + 2 ) ( n + 3)
are on the curve; and the values of dy ]dx (exact or approximate) at these -ion ( 2n4 + 5n3 - 5n +8) ;
points are B ( :68) , B' (-32), A (i) , ( -77) , O' ( - 2.77), D ( : 9 ).

The three points A , B , C are collinear, as are also A'B'C '. therefore product of series zona (nº + 2 ) (2n+ + 513 – 5n + 8) .

U

+

10
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15033. ( R. TUCKER, M.A. ) - Three circles are given by QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION .

x2 + y2 + C = 0, x° + 1° + A. 0 , 2° + y2 + By = 0 .
15205. (J. C. St. Clair . )—Two equal rectangular boards , divided

Find the area of the triangle formedby the polars of their radical centre into the same number of squares, are placed so astohave a common corner
with respect to the three circles. (Has the question been considered in as shown in the figures. On the corners of the squares are placed mn - 1

the general, or any particular form , geometrically or analytically ?] white pieces in the lower board, and

mn - 1 black pieces in the upper one,
Solution by Professor SANJÁNA, M.A. , and Constance I. Marks, B.A.

the common corner being vacant.

The radical centre is evidently x C/A , y ' = C / B . Its polars with A piece of either colour may be

respect to the given circles are moved into the place that happens

IX' + yy' + C = 0 , xx' + yy' + } A ( +3 ') 0 , xx' + yy' + }B (y + y '). 0. to be vacant , either by a single step

Twice the area of the triangle formed by these or by leaping over an intervening

{ - AB (x^2 + y ) + 1C (Bx' + Ay' ) + 4ABC } ” .
piece of the opposite colour ; the

white pieces moving always upward

ABx'y' { } ( B.&' + Ay ') + AB or to the right along the lines, and

see Salmon, § 39. Substitute the values of x ' and y ', and simplify ; we the black pieces downward or to
the left . The number of pieces in

{ C (A ' + Bº) + AB ?}'
shall get the area = the outer sides of each board being m , n , show that the minimum number

2AB (20(A2+ B ) + A+B= } of moves (steps and leaps) in which the positions of the white and black

Professor SANJÁNA remarks : — “ I have not seen the Question treated pieces can beinterchanged is M = mn (m + 1 — 1 ) + 2uv - 1 , where y, v are

analytically anywhere ; in the form given , it does not seem capable of the greatest integersin £m , bh . In the figures m = 4 , n =3,4 = 2,
v = 1, and M = 75 , of which 30 are steps and 45 are leaps.

geometrical solution .”
Note. - There is no actual solution of the puzzle for m = n = 2. When

5473. (H. W. Harris .) — Prove that, if
n = 1 , we have the familiar puzzle where m- 1 pieces of each colour are

placed in a row with a vacant space between them .
F (m , n , p ) 1 1 1

15206. (H. MacColl, B.A .) — The letter A denoting a proposition ,

B

what are the respective chances of A™, A” , A ” , A " , first, on the
B "

assumption that A' and A' are equally probable ; secondly, on the
a Borgo SP

assumption that A ', A’ , A are equally probable ? Definitions. Theex

then F (m , n , p) { F ( 1 , 2. 3 ) } ? = F (m , 2 , 3 ) , F ( 1 , m , 3 ) , F ( 1 , 2 , my ponents (or predicates) 7 , 6 , € , n , o respectively denote true, false, certain ,

F (n , 2 , 3) , F ( 1 , 1 , 3 ) , F ( 1 , 2 , n ) impossible, variable ( neither certain nor impossible); the symbol A' asserts

F ( P , 2 , 3 ) , F ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) , F ( 1 , 2 , p)
that A x (or belongs to the class x) ; the symbol A"" means (A“) ' and

asserts that A ' is y (or belongs to the class y) ; and so on. The symboland generalize for a similar determinant of any order .

Aº means ACA ” and asserts that the chance of A is neither 1 nor 0, but
Solution by Professor Nanson . some proper fraction between the two .

If (abc), (xy-) are any two third order determinants, it is known that 15207. (Professor Nanson . )-Prove that

(ay:) (xaz ) ( cya) = (abc)(my ) . dr

( byz ) (.cbz) (ayb) (a ;? + x^) ... ( an? + x *) 2 PQ

(cyz ) (acz ) (ayc ) where P = llar, Q = 11 ( a , + as) (1, $ = 1 , 2 , n) ; A = (apa ) , di po = P2p - o

Further, if H , is the complete symmetric function of aByd of order n , (p , o = 1 , 2 , 1-2) ; and V. is the sum of the products p together of

it is known that

Fm, n , p )
an , do , ... ,

Deduce the value of

H -1H - 1 H2-1

F ( 1 , 2 , 3 )
.

H , -2 H - 2 H ) -2 15208. (G. H. HARDY, B.A .) -- Prove that, if a and bare co-prime odd

H .,.- 3 H. - 3 H - 3 !
positive integers, and a is an even positive integer < a + b ,

It therefore follows that
1 sin in /a 1 sin ianib

3 ( - ) ( - )
6

F (mnp) { F (uva )
sin ibn / a

F (mvw ) F (uma ) F (uvm ) .
absin ian/ b

F (nya ) F (unw ) F (uvn )
15209. (T. Muir , LL.D . )-If a be the discriminant of ac* + by ?

+ cza + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy, and A , B , be the cofactors of a, b ,

F (pra) F (upo )

(A, B , C , F, G , H )

Taking M , v, w = 1 , 2 , 3, the required result follows . The same proof then
22( F VBC, G /VCA , H /VAB)

applies to determinants of any order. ( a , b , c , 8, 9, 1) abc asbe, g/ ca, hiVab)

15210. (J. S. Lawson , M.A . ) - If all the terms, except 15, of the
3619. (OMEGA.)-Given the sides of three squares inscribed in a tri- series # 1, 2 , ... , lg be given , show that

angle , determine the triangle. [ Mr. Biddle points out that the equa
ug to [56 (' 4+ 16) – 28 (uz + 47) + 8 (112 + 13) - (41 + 19) ].

tions given in the allied Question 9526 are incorrect, but could be readily

putinto the proper form . See Old Questions in Ed . Times, May 1 , 1902.] whether a given prime 1/p has or has not ( 1 ) a complete period, and15211. (R. W. D. Christie.) - Investigate methods for determining

Solution by D. Biddle. (2 ) an odd or even period.

Let l > m > n , and let a , b , c be the sides of the required triangle ABC, 15212. (Professor SANJÁNA , M.A .) -- Resolve into prime factors the

on which the squares of side 1, m , n are respectively based . Then numbers 234 + 1 , 333 + 1 , 12-1 + 1 .

1 ( 1 + cot B + cot C) , b = m ( 1 + cot A + cot C) , 15213. (M. R. Peiris . )—The series of odd natural numbers is divided

into groups 1 , 3 , 5 ... to r terms, (2r + 1 ) , (2r + 3 ) , (2r + 5 ) ... to 2r terms,

c = n (1 + cot A + cot B) , and so on ; each group having the number of terms of the first group

and 1 ( 1 + cot B + cot C )/ sin A = m ( 1 + cot A + cot C) /sin B more than the group that precedes it . Show that the sum of the terms

= n ( 1 + cot A + cot B )/ sin C.
in the n -th group bears to the sum ofthe first n odd natural numbers
a relation whichdepends only on 1 . Hence obtain the sums of the n - th

Multiply by sin A sin B sin C, and reduce ; then groups of the similarly divided series ( 1 ) of even natural numbers

1 ( sin A + sin B sin C) = m (sin B + sin A sin C) = n (sin C + sin A sin B ), and (2 ) of natural numbers.

sin B ( m-1 sin C ) sin C ( 12 - m sin A) 15214. (D. BIDDLE .) Having it given that ? –12 = a, and

whence sin A = sin B

I - m sin
X2 - YW = 6, find 2" — u ", all the values being integral, but (except a

m – n sin A
and b) unknown .

sin C
sin A (1 - n sin B )

15215. (W. P. WORKMAN , M.A .) — If a fraction whose denominator
nisin B

is not divisible by 3 , il, or 37 give rise to a decimal with six figures

From these values we obtain
in the recurring period, and a , b , c , d be four cyclically consecutive

sin B b 1-m sin C sin C 1 - n sin B figures of this period, prove that (a – b + c) (6 — ( + d ) = -10. Generalize
and

sin A
the theorem .

m - l sin C sin A 11 - I sin B '

in which the lengths of b and c in relation to a are shown to be dependent
15216. (R. C. ARCHIBALD , M.A., Ph.D . )—The trisectrix of Mac

onthe angles formed by b and a , c and a respectively. If a be taken of LAURIN ( cosļo = C or " sin 20+ a sin 30 = 0) , the logocyclic curve or
0) , and the cubic of TscHIRNHAUSEN

and where these intersect will be theapexofatrianglehavingthe given ( * cos 40 = as) are nodal cubics. Express their equations in the form

a giren length,wecantrace,by aid of thetwoformula , two loci of A ’, strophoide ( cos 0 + a cos 20

length as base,and similar in all respects to that required. It will be x + Yt+ Z } = 0, where X , Y , Z are linear functions of the Cartesian
easy to alter the size to suit the giveninscribed squares. coordinates.

an .

[ {a*+ x* ) +" dr .
" 0

1 -

P
4-1 D - 1+

a
1 1

1

in A ,

F (uvp)

9 = 2

2 (ABC)* OF

+

a =

= a

c

a a
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15217. (R. Tucker , M.A . ) - In the figure to Question 15153 , the

projections of AB , AC on BC are constant : prove that the join of the

circum - centres of ABC , ABC ' touches a parabola .

15218. ( JAMES BLAIKIE , M.A .) - If x be the edge of an icosahedron

and y the radius of the circumsphere, show that 5.4 * – 20.x *ya + 16yt = 0 .

15219. (Professor NeubeRG )-D'un point quelconque M d'une circon

férence donnée on abaisse une perpendiculaire MP sur un diamètre
fixe AB ; on prolonge la courbe AM d'une longueur MN = AP.

Trouver l'aire de la courbe engendrée par le point N.

15220. (A. M. Nesbitt, M.A.) --A perpendicular AQ is drawn from

the vertex A of a parabola to the common chord of the parabola with

its circle of curvature at P , meeting it in Q. Show that the locus of

Q is a cissoid.

15221. (H. BATEMAN. ) --A parabola circumscribes a triangle and

touches the circun-circle : prove that it also touches the radical axis

of the inscribed and circumscribed circles .

15222. ( I. ARNOLD).) — There are two inclined planes each 100 feet

long, viz., AC and BC, and each inclined at an angle of 15 ° to the horizon .

A small smooth weight slides freely down AC and then ascends BC ;

after descending BC it reascends AC ; and so on. It is required to find

the number of times it will ascend the plane AC before losing half the

velocity acquired in the first descent .

SECOND-HAND SCHOOL, CLASSICAL, ELEMENT

ARY AND ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

Mathematical , Theological, and Foreign Books.

KEYS AND TRANSLATIONS,

J. POOLE & CO.

(ESTABLISHED 1854) ,

104 CHARING CROSS ROAD,

LONDON , W.C.

(Late of 39 Holywell Street, Strand)

WRITE TO US FOR A QUOTATION.

CASEY'S EUCLID.

OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED IN OUR COLUMNS).

8508. (A. GORDON .) - If the four common tangents T,, T. , T3, TA

be drawn to two circles A , and Bi , and cut two concentric circles A, and

B, in P , R ,, Q ,Si, &c . , show that the four quadrilaterals similar to that

formed by Tį , viz ., with sides the tangents at P , Qi, Ri, Si , will have

their sixteen vertices concentric .

8517. ( Professor GILLILAND), M.A .) — A vessel formed by cutting

a segment of depth d from a sphere of radius 2 has a handle movable about

a horizontal axis which is a diameter of the plane face of the segment :

show that the equilibrium is unstable if the weight of the liquid poured

in exceed [d/ 2 ( d ] x weight of the vessel .

9138. (A. B. Basset, M.A .) - A liquid prolate spheroid is rotating

in steady motion about an equatorial axis, under the intluence of its own

attraction ; a , b are the semi-major and minor axes of a meridian section ,

y the molecular rotation of the liquid , and h the angular momentum . If

the free surface receive a small ellipsoidal displacement, prove that the

motion is stable provided the disturbance does not change the values

which y/b and I have in steady motion; but , if h is altered by the distur

bance, prove that the motion is unstable .

9220. (Emile VIGARIÉ.) - Etant donné un triangle ABC, son cercle

circonscrit et un point Q dans son plan , ( 1 ) Trouver deux points P , P'

tels que, si par Q on mène une corde quelconque MN , les droites MP,NP

(ou BIP', Ni”) coupent le cercle circonscrit aux extrémités d'un même

diamètre ; (2 ) Les quatre points M , N , P , P ' sont sur une même circon

férence ; ( 3) Quelle est la relation qui existe entre les deux points P , P ' ?

( 4 ) Par rapport à quelle droite ces points sont - ils symétriques ?

9539. ( Professor HANUMANTA RAU, B.A . )-In Question 9316 (Vol .

xlix . , p . 28 ) , if P is defined by the equations x = a cos? O sin 20 and

y a sin : 0 cos 20 , the locus of Qwill be the curve 7 = Jasin 10 .

10196. ( D. BIDDLE .) -- Two equal circles , A , B , are described at

random within a given circle C. The line joining their centres is

produced at each end to meet the particular circumference, and upon the

line so produced, as major axis, an ellipse is described having the centres

of A and B for its foci. Find the average area of this ellipse.

10319. (Professor RAHASWAMI AIYAR .) — Thedensity at any point of

an arc ofa logarithmic spiral varies inversely as the distance of the point

from the pole. Determine the centroid of the arc geometrically.

10342. (Professor Nash , M.A. ) --A variable circle passes through a

fixed point A on a conic , and meets the conic again in B , C , D , the

Simsos -line of A with respect to the triangle BCD passes through a point

whose position is independent of the position and magnitudeof the circle .

This point lies on the diameter through the image of A with respect to

the axis ; in the rectangular hyperbola it coincides with the centre .

(

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID.

BOOKS I.–VI. , and PROPOSITIONS I.—XXI . of BOOK XI .

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPIERE , CONE, &c. , with Copious

Annotations and Numerous Exercises.

By JOHN CASEY, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland,

Vice-President, Royal Irish Academy, &c. , & c .

Tenth Edition, price 48.611 ., post free ; or in Two Parts , each Half- a -Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID."

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor , University College, Dublin .
Second Edition . Small 8vo, price 6s .

A SEQUEL TO THE
FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID. '

Sixth Edition , Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s. 6d ., cloth . Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged , 564 pp. , price 12s.

A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE , CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS .

Containing an account of itsmost recent Extensions , with numerous Examples.

New Edition . Crown 8vo.

A TREATISE ON

ELE MENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples andQuestions for Examination .

Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp ., price 3s.

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition. Price 3s.

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.
Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions, with numerous Examples.

Crown 8vo. Second Edition .

Crown 8vo , price 5s.

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY

AND ITS APPLICATION TO GEODESY ANDASTRONOMY.
With numerous Examples.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

sent to the Mathematical Editor,

Miss ConstANCE I. Marks, B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd. , West Kensington, W.

Vol. II. (New Series) of the “ Mathematical Reprint"

is now ready, and may be had of the Publisher,

Francis HodgsON , 89 Farringdon Street, E.C. Price

to Subscribers, 58. ; Non - Subscribers, 6s . 6d.

HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO. , LIMITED, 104 GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN ,

LONDOX : LONGMANS & CO.
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READY SHORTLY. ILLUSTRATED EDITION .

REVISED AND PARTLY REWRITTEN . IN FORTNIGHTLY PARTS.

CASSELL'S NEW FRENCH DICTIONARY.
Price 18. net. Part I. now ready.

SOCIAL ENGLAND

( French- English-English-French . )

Edited by JAMES BOIELLE, B.A. ,

Officier d'Académie ; sometime Examiner in the University of London .

1,220 pages, strongly bound in cloth , 7s. 6d. ;

or in half leather, 10s. 6d.

Whilst this Dictionary is based on the present edition of “ Cassell's

French Dictionary , " which has had a circulation of more than

600,000 copies , it is virtually a new work . For over four years

Prof. Borelle has been engaged in its preparation, and during that time

has expended enormous labour in the compilation of a volume which ,

it is believed, is far in advance of any Dictionary of its size ever

published .

A HISTORY OF THE PROGRESS OF THE PEOPLE.

From the Earliest Times to the Present Day.

WRITTEN BY EMINENT AUTHORITIES.

Edited by H. D. TRAILL, D.C.L. , and J. S. MANN, M.A.

Cassell's Unrivalled Dictionaries .
With about 2,500 Illustrations from authentic sources, and

numerous Coloured Plates and Maps.

CASSELL'S FRENCH DICTIONARY .

(French-English and English - French .)

615th Thousand . 1,150 pages. Cloth, 3s . 6d . Half-morocco, 5s.

CASSELL'S GERMAN DICTIONARY .

(German -English and English -German .)

277th Thousand . 1,120 pages. Cloth , 3s . 6d . Half -morocco, 5s.

CASSELL'S LATIN DICTIONARY .

(Latin -English and English -Latin .)

132nd Thousand . Cloth , 3s. 6d . Half -morocco, 5s .

" One of the most important historical undertakings of the last

quarter of a century is Messrs. Cassell's great work on ' Social England .'

Described as ' a record of the progress of the people in religion, laws,

learning, arts , industry, commerce, science, literature, and manners,

from the earliest times to the present day,' it amply fulfils the promise

and purpose of the projectors. Messrs. Cassell are now bringing out an

edition with no less than 2,500 admirably executed illustrations, giving

a pictorial representation of the national life from its dim beginnings to

the end of the nineteenth century . ” — Contemporary Revier,

An Illustrated Prospectus will be sent on application to

the Publishers.Cassell's Educational Catalogue will be sent post free on application .

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited, La Belle Sauvage, London ; and all Booksellers.

ON AN ENTIRELY NEW PRINCIPLE.

THE

GRAPHIC MARK BOOK

AND REDUCING SCALE.

SCHOOL FURNITURE

MADE ENTIRELY IN ENGLAND AT

THE STEAM FACTORY, STEVENAGE.

Invented and designed by

C. MARSH, M.A., andM.WORD , M.A.,

Assistant Masters at Blackheath School.

Every MARK Book is complete in itself and contains a

Reducing Scale .

Printed on good paper, bound in stiff boards with cloth sides.

Published price, ls . Id . each .

All Masters in charge of the Marks will find their labour

simplified and reduced, as the periodical laborious

addition of the daily marks is obviated and the

relative position of each Pupil shown automatically.

A simple mechanical process dispenses with the pro

portion sums usually employed to reduce the marks

to a given standard .
No. 131. OAK DUAL DESK. Price 40s.

Most Complete and Elegantly Illustrated

For sample book , sent post free on receipt of ls . in stamps,

apply to

Catalogue of School Desks and Fittings
Sent free on application.

The Educational Supply Association , Ltd.,

42 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON , E.C.
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THOMAS NELSON & SONS'&

ROYAL SCHOOL SERIES

THE NEW METHOD OF TEACHING MODERN LANGUAGES.

THENHE confessed excellence of commercial education in Germany is no doubt due in part to the use of modern scientific methods of instruction .

Especially is this the case in the teaching of modern languages. Teachers in this country will find in the following books of “ Nelson's

School and COLLEGE Series ” manuals which not only follow the methods most approved in Germany, but which are in many respects in

advance of any text -books hitherto published at home or abroad . The method adopted is

1. Conversational, as suits a spoken language.

2. Systematic, keeping in view both the form and the meaning of words.

3. Concrete, being based throughout on objects and pictures and actions.

To facilitate class teaching and revisal work , the pictures in each book are issued separately in the form of large Wall Sheets.

Elementary Object Lessons in French (Book I. ) . By Alec CRAN, M.A., Senior French
Master, Royal High School, Edinburgh ; Examiner in French and German for the University of Aberdeen. Post 8vo,

cloth. With many Illustrations. Price 1s . 6d .

Phonetic Drill Sheets. For use with Cran's Elementary Object Lessons in French.

A Series of 7 Sheets, 39 } in . by 28 in . , printed on strong Manilla paper, and mounted on roller. Price 15s .

Object Lessons in French (Book II .) . By Alec CRAN, M.A., Senior French Master, Royal

High School, Edinburgh ; Examiner in French and German for the University of Aberdeen . Post Evo, cloth . With
many Illustrations. Price 1s , 6d.

This book contains a series of somewhat more advanced conversational lessons, which are fully illustrated by pictures and diagrams.

Elementary Object Lessons in German (Book I. ) . Being a Translation of “ Elementary

Object Lessons in French, by ALEC CRAN, M.A. By J. J. TROTTER, M.A., German Master, Royal High School, Edin
burgh . Post 8vo , cloth . With many Illustrations. 2s .

Object Lessons in German (Book II . ) . Being a Translation of “ Object Lessons in French,
by ALEC CRAN, M.A. By J. J. TROTTER, M.A., German Master, Royal High School, Edinburgh. Post Svo, cloth . With
many Illustrations. Price 2s.

Nelson's First German Reader. Edited by J.J. TROTTER, M.A., German Master, Royal

High School , Edinburgh ; Author of " Object Lessons in German.” Post 8vo, cloth . Price 2s.

Elementary French and German Object Lesson Wall Sheets . A Series of

11 Sheets, 21 inches by 31 inches, printed in Tints on strong Manilla Paper, and mounted on Roller. Price 15s .

These Sheets contain the pictures from “ Elementary Object Lessons in French ," printed without the text , to serve as subjects for oral
conversation .

French and German Object Lesson Wall Sheets. A Series of 11 Sheets, 21 inches
by 31 inches, printed in Tints on strong Manilla Paper, and mounted on Roller. Price 15s .

These Sheets contain the pictures from “ Object Lessons in French , ” printed without the text , to serve as subjects for oral conversation .

A Vew French Class -book on Jodern Scientific Principles.

Méthode Naturelle pour apprendre le Français. Fondée sur l'Enseignement Intuitif.
By GEORGE HOGBEN, M.A., formerly Scholar and Prizeman, St. Catharine's College, Cambridge ; late Inspectorof Schools,

North Canterbury, New Zealand ; Head Master of the Timaru High School, New Zealand. Post sro, cloth . Illustrated .

Price 3s. 6d .332 pages.

NELSON'S a

LITERATURE
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LITERATURE FOR SENIOR PUPILS.
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LITERATURE READERS.
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A New Series of Literary Readers, selected from the Classical English Writers. The work of compilation

and annotation has been performed by

Dr. R. GARNETT, C.B. ( late Librarian , British Museum ),

whose unique acquaintance with English Literature will be a guarantee that these books reach the highest

level of literary excellence .

BOOK I. With 30 full -page Illustrations. Price 1s . 6d. BOOK II . In preparation .

EDITED BYDR.GARNETT CB.

BOOK 1

T. NELSON & SONS

*** Complete Catalogue of the Royal School Series post free on application .

THOMAS NELSON & SONS, 35 & 36 Paternoster Row , London, E.C. ; Parkside, Edinburgh ; and New York.

London : Printed by C. F. HODGSON & Sox , 2 Newton Street, High Holborn , W.C.; and Published by FRANCIS HODGSOX , 89 Farringdon Street, E.C.:
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COLLEGE OF COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS. LONI

COLLEGE

THE ASSOCIATED BOARD

ΤΗ

PRECEPTORS. ONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC .

(Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ) ( Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ) ( Incorporated .)

The next Monthly Evening Meeting of the Members GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, LONDON, W.
will take place on Wednesday, the 12th of November,

Patron : HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.

when the Rev. J. O. BEVAN, M.A., F.G.S. , F.C.P., will LECTURES FOR TEACHERS Dr. F. J. KARN , Mus. Bac . Cantab., Principal.
rend a Paper on “ The Equipmentofthe Teacher."

G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES , Esq . , Director of Examinations.
The Chair will be taken at 7.30 p.m., and a discussion ON THE SCIENCE AND ART OF EDUCATION,

will follow the reading of the Paper.
EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,

Members have the privilege of introducing their SINGING , THEORY, and all branches ofMusic will

be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

friends. C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary . THE PRACTICE OF EDUCATION.
December, when certificates will be granted to all

OF

successful candidates,
To be delivered by theRev. Canon EVANDANIEL, M.A. ,

PRECEPTORS.
formerly Principal of the Battersea Training College .

The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical

EXAMINATIONS, 1902. Music for Diplomas of Associate (A.L.C.M. ), Licentiate

The Second Course of Lectures (Thirtieth Annual (L.L.C.M.), the Teachers' Diploma ( L.C.M.), and
1. DIPLOMAS. - The next Examination of Teachers

for the Diplomasofthe College will commence on the 30th Series) commenced on Friday , September 26th , at7p.m. Fellowship (F.L.C.M.),also take place in December .

TheCourse is mainly based on criticism lessons actuallyof December, 1902. - At the Midsummer Examination ,
persons whohave previously passed in TheoryandPrac. given before the Lecturer,andwilldraw attention to the Teachers'Diploma(L.C.M.),(2) The new Cumulative
ticeofEducationat the Diploma Examination may be

more serious errors that young teachers commit , and to Certificate , and (3 ) Four Exhibitions value £6. 6s. each ,
the ways in which they may be avoided . Special pains may be had of the SECRETARY.examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach .
will be taken to connect the Art with the Science of In the Educational Department students are received

2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS. — The Christ. Education , and to refer success and failure in teaching and thoroughly trained under the best professors at

mas Examination for Certificates will commence on the to the observance and violation respectively of natural moderate fees . Day and Evening Classes are held.

9th of December, 1902.
laws.

3. LOWER

The WINTER TERM commenced Monday, Septem
FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The The Fee for the Course of Twelve Lectures is Half-a

ber 22nd .
Christmas Examination will commence on the 9th of Guinea.

December, 1902.
The Lectures will be delivered on Friday Evenings at A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special

7 o'clock , at theCollege, Bloomsbury Square, W.C.
Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter,

4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA
Members of the College have Free Admission to the August, and Christmas.

TIONS . — These Examinations are held in March and
Course.

September. The next Examination will commence on
C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary. T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary.

the 3rd of March , 1903 .

5. INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF

UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN .
SCHOOLS. - Visiting Examiners are appointed by the
College for the Inspection and Examination of Public

HE UNIVERSITY OF ST. ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND THE ROYAL
and Private Schools.

PRIZES . ANDREWS grants Diploma and Title of L.L.A.
COLLEGE OF MUSIC

to WOMEN. FOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC.Diploma Examination .-The following Prizes will be

60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad .

O !ered for competition : -- Theory and Practice of Edu Patron-HIS MAJESTY THE KING.
cation , £ 10 : Classics (Greek and Latin ), £5 ; Mathe- For Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARY, L.L.A.

matics, £ 5; Natural Science, £ 5. TheDoreck Scholar. Scheme, The University, St.Andrews,N.B. President - H.R.H . THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G.

ship of £ 20 will be awarded on the results of the Christ
LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONS held annually in

mas Examination.

as INSTITUTION, Suburban Centres they are held in November and
March and April at all Centres. In London and a few

BREAMS BUILDINGS , CHANCERY LANE, E.C. December as well as March and April. Entries for the
tions :

First Class . - Four Prizes for General Proficiency ; Principal - G . ARMITAGE- SMITH , M.A.
March -April Examinations close February 11th , 1903.

two each for Classics, Mathematics, Modern Lan ( See Syllabus A. )

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES .
guages, Natural Sciences, and English subjects ; one SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS, held_three times a year

for Scripture History. viz ., March and April, June and July, and October and
Second Class.-Four Prizes for General Pro

Now Session commenced 29 September. November. Entries for the March -April Examinations

ficiency. UNIVERSITY OF LONDON . - Complete Courses for close January 30th , 1903. (See Syllabus B.)

Third Class.- FourPrizes for General Proficiency. all the Examinations for Arts andScience Degrees. Specimen Theory Papers set in the Local Centre and
Two Medals will also be awarded to the best Candi- SCIENCE CLASSES in every Branch , with Practical School Examinations of 1896 to 1901, inclusive, can be

dates in Shorthand . Work . Well equipped Laboratories for Chemistry, obtained on application to the Central Office . Price 3d.

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be Experimental Physics, Zoology, Geology , Botany, and per set,per year, post free.
Metallurgy.

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College,
LECTURES on Political Economy, Commercial Geo.

The Board gives annually Six Exhibitions tenable for

Bloomsbury Square, W.C.
graphy, Commercial and Common Law , Bankruptcy,

two years .

C. R. HODGSON, B.A. , Secretary. Equity and Conveyancing, Logic, Psychology and Copies of Syllabuses A and B , and all information ,
Ethics. will be sent on application to

CLASSES in Latin and Greek , French , German ,
JAMES MUIR, Secretary .

, COLLEGE of Spanish , Russian , and Italian , English and Commercial 14 Hanover Square, London , W.
PRECEPTORSwill hold an ExaminationforCerti: Subjects .

CONJOINT BOARD Lectures and Practical Work
Telegraphic address : Associa , London ."

ficates recognized by the Board of Education, the

Incorporated Law Society,the GeneralMedicalCouncil, in Chemistry, Physics,Biology,and PracticalPharmacy.

,
(Day ).- Drawing,

Carving, & c .

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of
CIVIL SERVICE.--Assistant Surveyor of Taxes, &c. ,

Great Britain , and other bodies, on the 3rd , 4th , and
Second Division , &c.

5th of March , 1903 .

The Examination will take place in London , and at
Prospectus free, Calendar , 6d . (by post, 8d . ) , on ap

the following Local Centres :-Birmingham , 'Bristol, plication to the SECRETARY.
FREE

Leeds, Liverpool.
Examination Fee , 259,

RMY SCHOOLMASTERS
Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on

applicationto theSecretary of the College of Preceptors, There are some vacancies in the Corps of Army >

Bloomsbury Square, W.C.
Schoolmasters. Civilian Schoolmasters only will be With Papers set at London University , September, 1902,

C. R. HODGSON, B.A., Secretary.
accepted who have passed on Second Year'sPapers in and articles on Text- Books for use under the

the First or Second Division, or who hold a Certificate New Regulations.

JOINT AGENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS, the Board ofEducation. Students in Training Colleges Free Guidesto London Matriculation and theHigher
qualifying them to superintend Pupil-teachers from

74 GOWER STREET, W.C. will also be accepted under certain conditions. Can

didates must not be over twenty- four years of age.
Examinations and Prospectus, containing details of

new REGISTRAR Accepted candidates will be required to join as soon
Courses for A.C.P. and L.C.P., POST FREE from

at Christmas next , at an initial salary of £ 150 . as convenient. Further particulars can be obtained on THE SECRETARY

Application to be made by letter to the Hox.TREASURER, application (in writing) to the DIRECTOR OF ARMY ( Univ. Corr . Coll. London Office ) ,

1 Gordon Square, W.c.,on or before November 15. SCHOOLS, 68 Victoria Street, London, S.W. 32 Red Lion Square, Holborn, w.c.

>follows,subject to the conditions stated in the regula BIRKBECK

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY

the Royal College of Physicians of London,the Royal Painting, Designing,"Modelling, Life Classes, Wood University Correspondence

College.

A MATRICULATION GUIDE,

WANTED, a
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UNIVER

THE

ROYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE.

NIVERSITY COLLEGE OF B
EDFORD COLLEGE FOR JOINT ACENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

, BANGOR . WOMEN

( A Constituent College of the University of Wales. )
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ),

(Under the management of a Committee appointed by

the Teachers' Guild , College of Preceptors, Head

Principal-H , R. REICHEL , M.A., LL.D.
YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET , W. Mistresses ' Association , Association of Assistant

The Session began October 1st , 1902.
Mistresses, and Private Schools' Association .)

The College
The Half- Term begins on Monday, November 10th .

Courses are arranged with reference to the Degrees of the The College provides instruction for Students pre- Address — 74 GOWER STREET, LONDON , W.C.

University of Wales and include most ofthe subjects for paring for the University of London Degrees in Arts,
Registrar - Miss AGNES G, COOPER .

the B.A. and B.Sc. Degrees of the London University. Science,and Preliminary Medicine; also instruction in

Students may pursue their first year of Medical study at Subjects of Generul Education.

the College. There are special departments for Agricul .
There is a Training Department for Teachers , a This Agency has been established for the purpose of

enabling Teachers to find work without unnecessaryture and Electrical Engineering, a Day TrainingDe. Hygiene Department, and an Art School.

partment for men and women and a department for the
Students can reside in the College.

cost. All fees have therefore been calculated on the

Particulars on application to the PRINCIPAL.
lowest basis to cover the working expenses.

training of Teachers in Secondary Schools . Head Mistresses of Public and Private Schools, and

Sessional Fee for ordinary Arts Course, £11 . ls . ; ditto

for Intermediate Science or Medical course, £ 15 , 15s .
Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap .

EDFORD COLLEGE FOR pointments are invited to apply to this Agency.

The cost of living in lodgings in Bangor averages from WOMEN Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools
£ 20 to £ 30 for the Session . The new Hall of Residence

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) , and Private Families ; Visiting Teachers for Music,

for women students in Upper Bangor — fee thirty guineas
for the Session-is now open . YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET , W.

Art , and other special subjects; Foreign Teachers of

various nationalities ; Kindergarten and other Teachers
At the Entrance Scholarship Examination (held in DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIOXAL TRAINING are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to

September) more than twenty Scholarships and Ex IN TEACHING .

hibitions, ranging in value from £ 40 to £ 10, will be lead of the Department – Miss HANNAH ROBERTSON,
supply suitable candidates for any vacancy.

School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged.
open forcompetition. There are special Scholarships and B.A. Office hours -- 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Hours forExhibitions reserved for Welsh Candidates.

interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 2 p.m.

For further information and copies of the various SCHOLARSHIPS FOR SECONDARY TRAINING.
to 5 p.m .; Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only , when the

Prospectuses, apply to Six open Pfeiffer Scholarships, of the valueof 15guineas, Office is closed .

JOHN EDWARD LLOYD, MA., will be offered in January, 1903. The Scholarships will

Secretary and Registrar.
be awarded to the best Candidates holding a Degree , or

equivalent, in Arts or Science . JOINT AGENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.

NIVERSITY COLLEGE OF 1317 , 1902,to Miss H. ROBERTSON,B.A.,Bedford College
Application shouldbe made, not later than December

23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

NORTH WALES.
SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.

Training Department.

(A Constituent College of the University of Wales . ) Registrar - Rev. F. TAYLOR, M.A. Cantab .

DEPARTMENT FOR THE TRAINING OF THE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING Low Commissions. Liberal Discount.

SECONDARY TEACHERS. COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.
Head Masters having vacancies on their stails, and

As the post of Principal has become vacant, owing to Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to
Professor of Education , J. A.GREEN , B.A. (Lond. ); the appointment of Miss Punnett as Normal Mistress in communicate with the REGISTRAR .

assisted by Miss A. N. JOHNSTON , M.A., and the Vew Day Training College under the London County Office Hours -- 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. : Saturdays, 10 a.m.to
Mr. F. FLETCHER, B.A. Council, Miss MARGARET S. YOUNG , B.A. Lond ., 1 p.m. Interviews generally between these hours or by

Assistant Mistress of the North London Collegiate special appointment.
Preparation is offered for the Teachers' Diploma of School for Girls and formerly Resident Lecturer at the

the University of Wales,and for the CambridgeDiploma Training College (1892-? ) , has, with the consent of the
( Theoretical and Practical). Facilities for Practical Governors and Head Mistress of the above School, kindly

Training are provided at the two County Schools in undertaken to act as Principal of the College during the
Bangor. A Kindergarten and Preparatory School has Michaelmas Term , pending the appointment of a new UNIVERSITY OF LONDOX .
also been established in connexion with and under the Principal.

control of the Department, and a Course in preparation
A residential College providing a year's professional

for the Higher Certificates of the National Froebel The Lent Term begins on January 10 , 1903.

Union has been arranged .
training for Secondary Teachers . The College prepares Students for the London Degrees

Full particulars of the Courses, Fees , Scholarships, The course includes preparation for the Cambridge in Science and Arts,and for the Oxford Honour ExamTeacher's ( )

&c . , inay be had on application to the REGISTRAR ,
nations.

the Teachers' Diploma of the London University. The

Studentsattend the Cambridge University Leciures on tenable forthree years, will be offered for competition in
Ten Entrance Scholarships, from £ 40 to £75 a year,

Teaching , in addition to those of the Resident and July , 1903.

Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for For further particulars, apply to the SECRETARY ,
practice in teaching science, languages, mathematics, Royal Holloway College, Englefield Green S.O., Surrey,

and other subjects in various schools in Cambridge.

Students are admitted in January and in September.

Full particulars as to qualifications for admission, ING'S COLLEGE, LONDON
scholarships, and bursaries may be obtained on applica
tion to Miss M. S. YOUNG , Cambridge Training College, (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ) .

DEPARTMENT FOR TRAINING TEACHERS FORDIPLOMA IN THEORY AND PRACTICE Wollaston Road, Cambridge.
SECONDARY SCHOOLS .

OF TEACHING
COL- The Course , which is intended to meet the require

LEGE FOR TEACHERS.
ments of the Teachers' Registration Council, is both

Practical (including properly directed work in a Second .
CAMBERWELL GROVE , S.E.

ary School ) and Theoretical ( preparing for the London

Training for Secondary Teachers
Principal - Miss Rigg. Teachers' Diploma and the Certificate of the Teachers'

Mistress of Method - Miss CARPENTER. Training Syndicate ).

and of the Examination for the above Other Teachers and Lecturers. The Course oceupies a year, beginning in October or
Diploma may be obtained from the Sec- Provides a practical course of professional training January. The fee is £30 for the year iſ paid in advance,

for Teachers in Secondary Schools, with a ' undant oppor. or £ 10 . 10s . per Term ( three Terms).

RETARY OF EXAMINATIONS, North Bailey, tunity for class teaching in the Datchelor ( 400 pupils) King's College , Strand , W.C.For further particulars apply to the SECRETARY ,

Durham ,
and other Schools .

Students prepared for the Cambridge Teachers' Certi
ficate and London Teaching Diploma.

TIE INCORPORATED

Free Studentship awarded annually to a University

Graduate in September or January, when the College FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE,
MATRICULATION EXAMINATION , 1903. courses begin .

Also a Kindergarten Division preparing for the Exam
Chairman of the Committee - Sir W. MATHER, M.P.

Treasurer-- Mr.C.G. MONTEFIORE, M.A.

The University Court will shortly appoint Matricu- inations of the National Froebel Union. Also a Pre.

at ion Examiners as follows: paratory Division preparing for Inter. Arts.or Cambridge
Secretary - Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A.

Subjects. Present Examiners.
Higher Local Examination . TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS,

English Language Fees £15 to £ 20 a year for Non - residents. TALGARTI ROAD, WEST KENSINGTON , LONDON, W.

and the History
Prof. A. S. Napier, M.A. , Litt.D. , A comfortable Hall of Residence . Terms moderate .

Ph.D. Principal-Miss E. LAWRENCE.
of England and

Wales.
* Prof. J. K. Laughton , M.A.

O ME AND COLONIAL Headmistress of kindergarten and School - Miss A.
YELLAND .

*Maj R A. MacMahon ,R.A., D.Sc.,
SCHOOL SOCIETY.

Mathematics F.R.S.
(Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes National Froebel Union , and for theUniversity ofStudents are prepared for the Examinations of the

G. B. Mathews, M.A., F.R.S.
with the National Froebel Union .)

Latin
E. S. Shnckburgh, M.A. Cambridge Teachers ' Examination .

E. Seymer Thompson , M.A.
Training College (non-Government Branch ) for Prospectuses and all particulars may be obtained on

Greek W. E. Jordan , M.A.
KINDERGARTEN TEACHERSand LOWER FORM application to the PRINCIPAL at the Institute ,

MISTRESSES IN HIGH SCHOOLS,Welsh
* Prof. John Rhys, M.A., Litt.D.,

LL.D. HIGIBURY HILL HOUSE, N.

French H. E. Berthon , M.A.
Principal - Rev. D. J. THOMAS , M.A.

GEORGE'S TRAINING
Gennan T. Bailey Saunders, M.A.

Vice-Principal- Miss M. M. PENSTONE. COLLEGE FORWOMEN TEACHERS,

Dynamics W. C. D. Whetham , M.A., F.R.S.
Head of kindergarten -- Miss G. JOHNSON . EDINBURGH .

Chemistry F. D. Chattaway, M.A., D.Sc.,
Students trained for the Examinations of the National Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER.

Ph.D.

Botany * Prof. J. Reynolds Green, Sc.D. ,
Froebel Union .

This College provides a complete Course of Profes

F.R.S. Special arrangements made for Students sional Training for Ladies who desire to become Teach
who wish to qualify as Mistresses in the ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families.

The Examiners whose names are marked with an ( * ) Lower Forms of High Schools.

have served for the full period of live years.
The Course, which lasts for one year , includes attend.

There is a House of Residence under the sanction of ance at the University Lectures on Education, in
Particulars will be given by the REGISTRAR of the the Committee .

additionto Lectures delivered by the College Staff, and
University, Brecon , to whom applications must be sent A High School for Girls under the Inspection the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex :

on or before November 20th , 1902.
ofLondon University , with Transition Classes and a perience inClass Teaching in good Schools.StudentsIVOR JAMES,
Kindergarten , is attached to the College for purposes are admitted in January and October. For prospectus

Registrar of the University of Wales, of Demonstration and Practice.
and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel .

October, 1902 . Brecon . Apply - THE SECRETARY , Highbury Hill House, N. ville Street , Edinburgh ,

UNIVERSITY OF

DURHAM.
KIN

DATCHELOR TRAINING

PARTICULARS of the Course of

UNIVERSITY OF WALES.

HO

ST
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London University

Examinations.

BURLINGTON

CORRESPONDENCE

COLLEGE

"

64 pages .

وو

وو

Christmas Vacation Classes
CARLYON COLLEGE.

55 AND 56 CHANCERY LANE.

FOR

LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS.

LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER. ARTS and

SCIENCE, B.A. , and B.Sc. Classes (small) Day and

Evening.

Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical

Preliminaries, Accountants ', Scholarship

Examinations, Oxford and Cambridge,

R.U.I., &c.

Papers Corrected for Schools.

Private tuition forall Examinations.

Removed to more commodious Premises , Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.

KERIN , B.A. Lond. , First of First Class Classical

CRESCENT GROVE,
Honours, Editor of “ Phædo," " Pro Plancio, " &c.

SUCCESSES.

CLAPHAM COMMON , S.W. 1892-1901.- London Matric ., 84 ; Inter. Arts, Sc ., and

Prel. Sci., 110 , 6 in Hons.; B.Sc., 1896-1899 , 11 ; B.A. ,

MATRICULATION . - Recapitulation Classes com
1891-1901,63, 11inHons.; manyother Successes. Scholar

ships , R.V.I., Indian Civil , Oxford and Cambridge, &c.
mence Monday, December 22nd, 1902. Daily work Principal :
is taken up in each subject. Fee, £3, 13s . 6d . B.A. LONDON , 1899-1901, 28 successful.

M.A. , 4 ( 1898, 1899, 1901 , 1902 ) .

On the official list for last January, University Mr. J. CHARLESTON , B.A.
Tutorial College is credited with two and a half

times as many passes as any other institution . (Honours, Oxon.; and Lond . ) .
FREE.

INTER . SCIENCE AND B.Sc.- Practical Classes

in Physics , Chemistry, Zoology, and Botany, for
Inter. Science , and in Chemistry and Physics for PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

TUTORS.

B.Sc., commence Monday, December 22nd , 1902.
MR. LYDDON-ROBERTS,

PRELIM . SCI. (M.B .).-Recapitulation Classes for
The Staff includes Graduates of London , Oxford ,

the January , 1903, Examination commence Monday, Cambridge, and Royal Universities, Prizemen , Scholars, Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,

December 29th , 1902. A systematic course of prac. &c.
have, through thecourtesy of the College of

tical and theoretical work is gonethrough , including Preceptors, issued the following
all the salient points of the syllabus . Fees. - All

subjects. £ 5 . 155.611. Biology, £ 3.135.6d. Chemistry PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE
and Physics, £4 . 14s. 6d . FREE GUIDES .

On a thoroughly individual system , which

The above fees are reduced to registered stuulents of

University Correspondence College.
ensures the closest attention to the needs of each 1. A.C.P.

candidate. Full corrections of papers, with time 2. L.C.P. 76

PRIVATE TUITION in any subject may be taken saving notes, criticisms , summaries , model answers ,
3. F.C.P. 75

up during Vacation. and solutions.

And have also published the following Guides .

4. SCHOLARSHIP. 80 pages .

Further particulars of the above Classes may be had,
post free , from

The following DEPARTMENTS
are completely or 5. CERTIFICATE. 40

THE VICE -PRINCIPAL, ganized and at work under highly -qualified Tutors :
These Guides are supplied gratis to all whomen

University Tutorial College ,
tion this paper and state they intend sitting for

RedLion Square, Holborn , w.c. 1. London examination.

“ They are written by experts whose advice is the

bestprocurable ." - Educational Vews.

Intermediate Arts, and B.A. · Will undoubtedly help greatly towards suc .

cess . " - Schoolmistress.

The SOCIETY OF ARTS Examinations in Com Exams.

mercial Knowledge, and in the Theory of Music, will

be held on Monday, March 30th , 1903, and the four NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,

following days.
47 MELFORD ROAD, East DULWICH , S.E. , and

There are now 315 centres in the United Kingdom at
any of which candidates can be examined . In 1902 110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON, S.E.

there were over 13,000 candidates. and Second University, and B.A.
The subjects include Shorthand, Book -keeping, Type

writing, Arithmetic, Précis -Writing, Commercial Geo Exams.
ORRESPONDENCE TUITION,

graphy, Economics, and Modern Languages. Certifi .
cates are

Classes, orPrivate Lessons in all Subjects for all

Courses ar

at various .
ranged individual . Many recent successes.

An Examination in Practical Music will be held in B.Sc. Exams. F.J. BORLAND, L.C.P. (Science and Math. Prizeman ),

London in June. Victoria Tutorial College, 87 Buckingham Palace

A general Syllabus of the Examinations will be sent In Theoretical Subjects only : Mathematics, Mechanics. Road, S.W .; 49 King William Street , E.C. (A.GODSELL) ;
post free to any applicant. and Stalheim , Brunswick Road , Sutton , Surrey,

The Programme for 1903 contains the papers set in Mathematical Physics, &c. Schools visited and Examinations conducted .

1902 and the Examiners' Reports ; also a list of the

centres. It can be obtained, price 3d . , from the Secret You Ready. Sixtieth Edition. Price 28 .

ary , ; 4. L.L.A.
Adelphi, London , W.C. THE CHILD'S GUIDE TO KNOWLEDGE .

(Degree for Ladies, St. Andrews. )

BY A LADY.

The Original and Authorized Edition brought down

to the present time.

BAIN , B.A. (Lond.) , Inter. B.Sc. (Lond .), F.C.S. , Anglo LONDON :

Saxon and Early English Text Society's Prizeman ( Univ.
Mathematics, Mechanics, and other Theoretical

Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co. , Ltd.
Coll., Lond.), Silver Medallist and Exhibitioner in Subjects.

Chemistry (Univ. Coll., Lond .), Honours in Theoretical
WINTER TERM , 1902.

and Practical Chemistry ( S.K. ) , & c ., holds Classes for

these and other Examinations,at 207 Gray's Inn Road, 6. Teachers'
London. Coaching in Science and Higher Mathematics ,

&c., for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition . 12

years' successes. Culture, Handwriting, and Arithmetic.

Single subjects may be taken-Latin , Greek , Weekly lessons in these subjects are also given to

French , German , Italian, Mathematics, Mechanics, Schools by arrangement. Application should be made

promptly.

Physics, Chemistry, Logic, Psychology, Political Eco- St. Dunstan's House,

York's Royal Military School, Chelsea , and the
Fetter Lane, E.C.Royal Hibernian Military School , Dublin.- A Special nomy, &c.

Competitive Examination for Pupil- Teachers atthese
CAMBRIDGE LOCAL AND JOINT BOARD EXAMS.

Institutions will take place in London and Dublin in

December next. It is expected there will be about nine FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &c. ,
COSTUME

vacancies. Candidates must be between sixteen and

nineteen years of age on the 30th November next. Address – Mr. J. CHARLESTON , B.A. , pany, Royalty Theatre... " Twelfth Night ” and “ Mid .
Further particulars may be obtained on application in summer Night's Dream ." Saturdays, November 8 and 15 .

writing (in unstamped letter) to "The Director of Army

Schools, 68 Victoria Street, War Office. London , S.W.,
BURLINGTON CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

at 3. Tickets 7s. 6d ., 53. , 4., 3s . Half-price to Schools,

Apply before day to MANAGER, 21 Park Avenue, Willes
by whom applications will be received not later than den Green .

30 November next. Pupil teachers at these establish
CRESCENT GROVE,

A Schoolmistress writes : - " I feel that it is an edu
ments have the privilege of competing for the appoint

cation for them to hear a play rendered as Hamlet
ment of Army Schoolmaster, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.

Matriculation,

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION.

2. Royal Matriculation, First

COR

iva voce examinations inModern Langunges are held 3. Intermediate Science and Examinations in die in diemoderaten fees

LONDONIOMATRICULATION andPROFESSIONAL PRELIM .EXAMS.–Mr.A.W .5. Science and Art Exams.

' Diplomas. MR. JOHN JACKSON has a few

CHACRILE SI FRYSTEKOSTI COME

92

was .
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FREE GUIDE TO THE

SCHOOL PRIZES.
CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION ,

BY THE

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION POSTAL INSTITUTION.

New EDITION (80 pages ) , containing advice as to books read for

the December 1902 and June 1903 Examinations, and the mode of

Study, and statistical tables (not obtainable elsewhere ) . A copy of the

Guide will be sent gratis and post free to any candidate onapplication

to the Manager of the Institution , Mr. E. S. Weymouth, M.A., 27

Southampton Street, Strand , London , W.C.

450 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to June , 1902, 76 with distinction .

The Institution prepares through the post for various University

Examinations and for the A.C.P. , L.C.P., and F.C.P.

BICKERS & SON have the largest and most varied

stock in London of BOOKS handsomely bound in Calf

and Morocco, suitable for SCHOOL PRIZES.

They have had more than fifty years' experience , and

have long had the reputation of being one of the best

Bookbinding Firms in England.

Catalogues post free.

Crown 8vo, cloth . Price One Shilling.
School Books supplied at 25 per cent . discount,

and a Term's credit.

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES.
BICKERS & SON, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON , W.C.

WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL

DICTIONARY

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR,

AssistANT MASTERS IN MERCHANT TAYLORS ' SCHOOL.

“ The words and phrases in this book are well chosen .” — Educational i

News, October 13, 1900.

Extremely valuable.” — Guardian , September 12 , 1900.

A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

in parallel columns arranged under such headings as' Relationships,'

Class -Room Objects,” Colours,' & c ." -- School World , August, 1900.

“ The book . supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

in the concluding chapters are well selected . ” — Educational Times,

August, 1900 .

LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.

NEW EDITION

WEBSTER'S REVISED AND ENLARCED

INTERNATIONAL
by the addition of 25,000 words

2345 pages. 50% illustration,

DICTIONARY SED FOR

Illustrated Pamphlet

WITH

Prices , Specimen Pages , and Tes .

timonials from scholars , statesmen ,

judges, literary men, &c .

London : G. BELL & Sons, York St., Covent Garden

SCHOOL
OOL BOARD FOR LONDON .

JACKSON'S SYSTEM
BIRMINGH A M.

CITY OF

UPRIGHT PENMANSHIP

The services of ASSISTANT TEACHERS qualified to
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL.

OF

teach the subjects set out in Schedule V. of the New

Code of the Board of Education , and specially qualified The Corporation requiretheservices , from 1st January

to teach the subjects named below , are required at the next, of three ASSISTANT MASTERS for the Day

following Pupil Teachers' Schools : Hackney P.T. School :

School, Tottenham Road , Balls Pond Road , N. (Man ) ; FOR BOTH HANDS . ( 1 ) Commencing salary £ 125 . Subjects : Conversa

special qualifications : History and French. Maryle tional French ( essential), English , Gerinan, and Elemen .

bone P.T. School, Burghley Road, Highgate Road, N.W.
tary Mathematics (desirable ).

(Man ) ; special qualifications : Physics and Chemistry. WHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT BY THOSE WHO KNOW : (2 ) Commencing salary £ 120. Subjects : English ,

Southwark P.T. School, the“ Alma” School, Southwark “Has no Rival ; ” “ Perfect," especially Geography.

Park Road , S.E. (Woman ) ; special qualifications : ( 3 ) Commencing salary £ 120. Subjects : English and

Needlework , English, and French . (H.M. INSPECTORS. ) Elementary Science.

In the case of the appointment to the Hackney P.T. “ Scientific ; " “ Natural." The latest date for sending in applications is Noveniber

School, the Teacher accepted will be subject to transfer (SECONDARY TEACHERS .) 10th . Full particulars and form of application can be
to another School, not necessarily a P.T. School, at the "The Ideal System ; " "The Best. ” obta : n d from GEO . MELLOR,

end of about twelve months, at the salary he shall then
Ollices of the School, Suffolk Street,

( ELEMENTARY TEACHERS .)
Secretary .

be receiving. 11th October , 1902 .

SALARY.
“ Incomparably Superior. "

Man , £ 150 per annum , rising by annual increments of
(COLONIAL TEACHERS . )

£5 to £ 200 per annum . Woman , £ 130 per annum ,
If you wish to get Millions of copies of

rising by annual increments of £5 to £ 165 per annum .
' THE BEST RESULTS in the Educational Works of

Applications to be made on Form 40 P.T., on which ,

with other information, copies only of three testimonials
“THE SHORTEST TIME " with

Gaspey-Otto - Sauer
must be given. A copy of this form can be obtained “THE LEAST LABOUR

from the Acting Clerkof the Board. Ifawritten appli . Adopt Jackson’s System and you will certainly have them .
Mothod for the Study of Modern

cation is made for one, it must be accompanied by a
Languages have been sold in all

stamped addressed envelope or wrapper.
parts of tho world . Owing to

Applications must be received by the ACTING CLERK
the fact tbat it is the best method

Send for Illustrated Pamphlet to the Publishers,

OF TIE BOARD, School Board Offices, Victoria Embank .
existing for Schools ( Public and

ment, W.C., not later than the first post on Monday SAMPSON Low , MARSTON & COMPANY, Ltd.,
Prirate) and also for sell Instruc

morning, 10th November, 1902 .
tion . The following Grammars

Women applicants who applied for the recently
St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London , E.C.

in English have already appeared:

advertised vacancies for Assistants in the Board's Pupil German, French, Italian,Dutch ,

Teachers' Schools can have the Form 40 P.T. they then Russian, Spanish, Swedish , Armen

submitted placed before the Committee on informing the ian, Portuguese , Persian , prices

Acting Clerk of the Board on or before 10th November. from 2 shilling to 10 shillings.

All communications on the subject of this notice
Prospectus postfree on application ,should be marked outside " P.T. Schools.” PROCEEDINGS OF A CONFERENCE also the following: Arabian, Ar

Candidates from the country invited to attend the Held at Hampton Wick , June 24th , 1902, under the meniau, German, French,Italian,

Committee will be allowed third-class return ruilway Presidency of Sir JAMES CRICHTON BROWNE, F.R.C.S. Groek , Dutch, Polish, Portuguese,
fare to London , and, if necessary , hotel expenses not

Romanian, Russian and Spanish
exceeding ten shillings a day for two days. If applica : Now Ready , price ls.; or post free,Is. 3d ., Full Report,
tion for such payment is made, it must be accompanied

well bound in stiff cloth covers .
Rditions. All books are in cloth

Binding.
by receipted vouchers ; but, if a candidate, after being All interested in the education , health , and study of

nominated, refuses to take up the appointment, these children should procure this important work (by the
London : Julius Groos,

expenses will not be allowed . Applicants who do not British Child Study Association ), of Messrs. G. STREET St. Dunstau's House, Petter Lane ;

receive, on or before 15th November, a summonsto attend & Co., Ltd. , 164 Piccadilly , London , W. also at

before the Committee on 17th November, will under Heidelberg , Paris, Rome,

stand that they have not been included in the list of
St. Petersburg.

candidates to be seen by the Committee , and will not

be further cominunicated with . New Edition . 8vo, price 9d .

THE ELEMENTS OF ,

KEEPING , by SINGLE and DOUBLE ESTRY ; PREPARATORY BOYS' SCHOOL . Average

with Practical Explanations and Exercises on the most number of Pupils, 40. Commodious residence with

ers and Day Boys. Good sound investment. useful Forms for Business. By A. K. ISBISTER, M.A., detached School buildings. Price freehold , without
Old -established and perinanent. Address - 2. X. P. , LL.B., late Dean of the College of Preceptors .

goodwill , £ 4,200 . Would be let at £ 210 per annum .

c.o. “ Educational Times," 89 Farringdon Street, Lon
Apply- *. Y. Z. , Box 2,154 , Sell's Advertising Offices,

don , E.C. LONDON : LONGMANS & Co. , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C. London ,

CHILD STUDY,

BOOK BROMLEY ,KENT: High-class.
PRIVATE SCHOOL for Sale, Board
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S LIST.

THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF RATIO AND PROPORTION, AND THEIR APPLICATION TO GEOMETRY. By H. W.
CROOME SMITH , B.A. Crown 8vo, sewed, ls .

APPLIED MECHANICS FOR BEGINNERS. By J. DUNCAN, Wh.Ex., A.M.I.M.E., Head of the Department of Civil and

Mechanical Engineering at the Municipal Technical Institute , West Ham . Globe 8vo, 2s . 6d .

INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY FOR INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS. By LIONEL M. JONES, B.Sc.,A.R.C.Sc. (Lond. ), Head Master

of the Municipal Technical Day School, Birmingham . Globe 8vo, 2s.

PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN HEAT : Being a Laboratory Course for Schools of Science and Colleges, suitable for Students of
Physics, Chemistry, and Engineering. By E. S. A. Robson , M.Sc. ( Vict . ) , Associate of Owens College, Manches: "" Globe 8vo, 2s . 6d .

A TEACHER'S MANUAL OF GEOGRAPHY, to accompany Tarr and McMurry's Series of Geographies. By Charles McMurry,
Ph.D. Pott 4to , 2s. 6d .

.

Cambridge Local Examinations, 1903.
The Gospel according to St. Luke .-The Greek Text. With Intro. | Nepos - Lives. Vol . I. With Notes and Vocabulary. By H. WILKINSON, M.A.

duction and Notes . By Rev. J. Bost , M.A. 28. 60 . [Junior and Senior.

The Acts of the Apostles . - Authorised Version .

1s . 6d . ( This Edition contains the lives of Lysander, Alcibiades, Thrasybulus,

With Notes. By Conon , Iphicrates, and Chabrias.) [ Preliminary.

T. E. PAGE , M.A., and Rev. A. S. WALPOLE , M.A. 2s , 6d . Junior .

-The Greek Text. With Notes. By T. E. PAGE , M.A. 3s . 6d . [ Junior.

Cæsar - De Bello Gallico . Books II . and III . With Notes and Vocabulary .

By Rev. W. G. RUTHERFORD , LL.D. ls . 6d .

Scott-Marmion and the Lord of the Isles . Edited by F. T. PALGRAVE,

[ Preliminary and Junior.

ls. [ Preliminary and Junior .

Livy-Book V. With Notes and Vocabulary. B; M. ALFORD . ls. 6d . [ Senior.

Kingsley - The Heroes. With Votes by H. B. COTTERILL, M.A. ls.6d.
Horace - Odes . Book III . With Notes and Vocabulary. By T. E. PAGE, M.A.

[ Preliminary.

Senior.
Is. 6d .

Shakespeare - Jalius Cæsar . With Introduction and Notes . By K. Virgil-Eneid. Book X. With Notes and Vocabulary. By S. G. OWEN, M.A.

DEIGHTOX. ls . 9d . Junior and Senior . ls , 6d. [ Junior and Senior .

Pope - Essay on Criticism. With Introduction and Votes. By J. CHCRTON Xenophon . - Anabasis. Book II. With Votes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A. S.

COLLINS, M.A. ls, 9d . [Senior. WALPOLE, M.A. ls . 6d . [ Junior.

About - Le Roi des Montagnes . Edited by Professor WEEKLEY. 28. 6d. Æschylus.-Prometheus Vinctus . With Votes and Vocabulary. By Rev.

Junior and Senior . H. M. STEPHENSON, M.A. 1s . 61 . [ Junior and Senior.

Sandeau - Mademoiselle de la Seiglière, Edited by H. C. STEEL . ls. 6d.
Junior and Senior.

Eschylus - Prometheus Vinctus . Edited by E. E. SIKES, M.A., and St.

Schiller-Wilhelm Tell .

J. B. W. WILLSOX, M ... 2s . 6d .
[ Junior and Senior .

Edited by G. E. FASNACHT. 2s.6d .

[ Junior and Senior .
Thucydides. Book VII. Edited by E. C. MARCIANT, M.A , 3s . 6d . [ Senior.

Schiller - William Tell. Edited by W. H. CARRUTII, Ph. D. 38. 6d . Thucydides . Books VI. and VII . Edited by Rev. P. FROST, M.A , 3s . 6 .

[ Junior and Senior. [ Senior ,

Oxford Local Examinations, 1903.
Scott .-- The Talisman. Border Edition . 3s . 6d . [ Preliminary and Junior .

Shakespeare. - Macbeth . With Introduction and Notes. By K. DEIGHTOY.
ls. 9d .

[ Junior and Senior .

Chaucer: -- The Prologue, & c . Edited by M. H. LIDDELL. 3s . 60 . Senior .

Works . Edited by A. W. POLLARD, & c . 35. 6d . Senior.

Cæsar . - The Gallic War . Edited by Rev. Joux Bond , M.A., and Rev.

A. S. WALPOLE , M.A , 4s. 6d . Senior.

Cæsar.--Gallic War. With Notes and Vocabulary. Book IV . By C. BRYANS,

M.A. ls. 6d . Junior and Senior .] Book V. By C. COLBECK , M.A. ls . 6d .

Senior .] Book II. By C.COLBECK ,M.A. ls. 6d . Senior.

Virgil . - Æneid. Book VI . With Votes and Vocabulary. By T. E. PAGE, M.A.
ls , 6d . Junior and Senior.

Horace.-- Odes . Books III . and IV . With Votes and Vocabulary. By T. E.

PAGE, M.A. ( Elementary Classics.) 1s , 6d . each . (Classical Series .) 2s . each .

Junior and Senior .

Horace . - Select Epodes and Ars Poetica. With Introduction and Notes.
By H. A. DALTON , M ... Is . 6d . Junior .

Horace - Epodes . Edited by T. E. PAGE, M.A. 2s. [ Junior .

Xenophon . - Anabasis. With Notes and Vocabulary. Book V. By Rev. G.

H. NALL, M.A. ls . 6d . Book VI. By Rev. G. H. YALL, M.A. Is. 6d.

[ Senior .

Euripides . -Medea. With Notes and Vocabulary . By Rev. M. A. BAYFIELD,

M.A. ls. 6d. [ Junior and Senior.

Euripides-Medea. Edited by A. W. VERRALL, Litt.D. 28. 6d .

[ Junior and Senior.

Hauff - Die Karavane. Containing “ Kalif Storch ” and “ Das Gespensterschiff.

With Notes and Vocabulary. By H. HAGER , Ph.D. 3s . | Preliminary .

The Acts of the Apostles . - Authorised Version. With Notes. By 'T. E.

PAGE, M.A., and Rev. 1. S. WALPOLE , M.A. 2s.6d .

The Greek Text. With Votes. By T. E. PAGE, M.A. 3s . 6d.

The Gospel according to St. Luke.-The Greek Text. With Introduction

and Notes. By Rev. J. BOND , M.A. 2s. 6d .

MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED, ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON , W.C.

EXAMINATION PAPER
BY JOHN S. RAWLE, F.S.A.,

Late Examiner to the Departmeni of Science and Art.
A8 USED BY THE

SECOND GRADE PRACTICAL GEOMETRY,COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet

bears their Watermark .

Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream, 2s. 60.

960 58. od.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Ledger, Cash Book, and Journal, 1s. per 100 Sheets.

Music Paper, 1s. per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order .

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON , W.C.

PLANE & SOLID , CURVES, SCALES & PATTERN DRAWING .

REVISED AND ENLARGED . NOW READY.

Containing the additional matter as required by the Departmental Circulor of

March, 1895 ,and forming a complete Text- Book for ine Science and Art Examinations.

270th Thousand. MORE THAN 600 DIAGRAMS

Price ls. Bound in cloth , 2s.

Class Sheets for Practical Geometry
1s .

Practical Geometry Test Papers
4d .

Freehand Drawing Test Papers

LONDON :

SIMPKIN , MARSHALL, HAMILTON , KENT, & CO.

ls .

PARIS EXHIBITION , 1900. Highest Possible Award .

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

THE ONLY 'GRAND PRIX'. PENS.

AMERICAN TEXT-BOOKS .

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS.

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Nos. for Schools - 351, 352, 382, 404 , 729 , 303, 170, 166, 5, 6 ,

NEW LIST READY.

Perry Pictures. Blackboard Stencils . Nature Study Text- Books.

Catalogues and Lists on application .

TIE AMERICAN SCHOOL ANDCOLLEGE TEXT -BOOK AGENCY
292, 293, 291 (Mapping ), 659 ( Drawing ); and (for Vertical

Writing ) 1045 , 1046.
20 High Holborn, London , W.C.
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ROBERT BOY LE ,

INVENTOR AND SANATARIANHOUSEHOLD FURNITURE

FOR TEACHERS
( Founder of the Profession of Ventilation Engineering ).

BY LAWRENCE SAUNDERS.

New and Enlarged Edition. Price 10s . 6d.

CO., Ltd.

FOR CASH OR DEFERRED PAYMENTS (1 , 2, or 3 Years ).

Best Quality . Low Prices . Free Life Assurance .

RODNEY &

( Associated with the Educational Supply Association ),

Offer Members of the Scholastic Profession the means of

obtaining sound, reliable, and artistic Furniture ( whether

for Cash or Credit ) on exceptionally advantageous

terms.

RODNEY & CO . have been established to supply Teachers with Household

Furnitureand other Requisites at wholesale prices, in the same way as the E.S.A.
supplies them with general School Material. The want of such a firm has

long been felt – a firma with whom teachers may do business with every con

fidence - thus avoiding the excessive charges but too often made, and the unscru

pulous methods of business but too often pursued , by many of the advertising

Furniture houses .

RODNEY & CO.'S connexion with the E.S.A. will, it is thought, be sufficient

guarantee of their superior methods of doing business. One price only charged,
the Cash Purchaser having a liberal allowance made him for immediate payment

and the Credit Purchaser being charged only a reasonable rate of interest for the
convenience afforded him .

FREE LIFE ASSURANCE ( To Credit Customers)covering Unpaid Instalments
.

Rodney & Co.'s Popular and Unique System of Furnishing

Is fully described in a Booklet, which may be had post free

on application to the MANAGER.

“ROBERT BOYLE was the author of many brilliant inventions." - Academy.

“ A little book with much in it to suggest thoughts. It is a biographical sketch of

the two BOYLES, father and son, who havemadetheir names famous by their system
of ventilation. More enthusiastic, simple -hearted men it would be hard to find.

The history of their lives , their genius,and their inventions is most interesting. ” —
Life.

“ The record of an earnest, energetic , and untiring life ; a life governed by high

principle and devoted to noble ends. Self-culture and help to others were his most

marked traits. He was foremost in all socialand sanitary movements.” - Sanitary

Engineering.

“ ROBERT BOYLE bore a distinguished name in science, and proved himself

worthy of it . " -Edinburgh Courant.

“ A man of indubitable inventive genius, and strong philanthropic zeal . ”—
Scotsman .

" A sketch - rather too brief - of the lives of ROBERT BOYLE, father and son , who

have brought the question of ventilation and sanitation to a science by the discoveries

of their inventive genius." - Christian IVorld .

A bright story of true Christian heroism . As we read through these pages of the

insurmountable difficulties overcome by the BOYLES, father and son ; of the good

done ; the sanitation achieved : the inventions perfected ; we see men whose solo

aim was to serve God , benefit mankind, and whose example should be held up to all

our boys beginning life . " - Christian .

“ An excellently written biography of the eminent inventor and philanthropist,

ROBERT BOYLE. ... The work is practically a biography of the late ROBERT

Boyle and of his son ROBERT, who is still living and carrying on his father's great
work as a sanitary engineer. Both are characters such as Samuel Smiles might well

apply his genius to describing ." - Hull Express.
a

ROBERT BOYLE & SON, LTD.,
RODNEY & CO., Ltd.,

45 Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

64 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON ;

And at GLASGOW, Paris , BERLIN , and NEW YORK .

EDUCATIONAL REVIEW.

Special Classical Number,

THE SCHOOL WORLD.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and Progress .Edited by NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER .

NOVEMBER. PRICE 6D .

1 )

“ We find the ‘ Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable at every

turn .” — MICHAEL E. SADLER, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports,

Board of Education , London, England. September 13, 1901 .

“ I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

from reading the ' Educational Review. ' The educational world can

never repay you for the work you have put into that richly stored

magazine. I have just gone through the entire twenty-one volumes in

order to get some things that I especially desired , and I am simply

amazed at what I find in those volumes .” — WILBUR P. GORDY, High

School, Hartford, Conn . September, 1901 .

" To men like myself it is a sort of working library . Its volumes

stand always at my elbow. ”—Prof. Paul H. HANUS, Harvard University .

“ The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

education .” – New York Times.

“ An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

be proud . There is nothing better in educational journalism in any

country. And it has an editor who has convictions, and the courage of

them .”" --School and Home Education, Bloomington , Ill .

“ The ' Review'has from the first issue taken its place at the head

of American periodicals devoted to education. It is , indeed , the first

educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of

educationalists abroad.” — Journal of Pedagogy , Ypsilanti, Mich .

CONTENTS :

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE REFORM OF METHODS OF

TEAOHING CLASSICS. By Prof. E. A. SONNENSCHEIN , M.A., D.Litt .

VERSE WRITING. By W. H. D. ROUSE , M.A.

SCHOOL EDITION OF THE CLASSICS . By PERCY SIMPSON, M.A.

LATIN AND GREEK AT THE LONDON MATRICULATION

EXAMINATION. By S. E. WIN BOLT , M.A.

THE CONSTRUING LESSON. By W. H. S. JONES, M.A.

LANDMARKS OF CLASSICAL ARCHÆOLOGY , 1899-1902 .

By J. L. MYRES, M.A.

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND FQUIPMENT. ( Illustrated .)

II . The Decoration of the Walls , Maps, Pictures . By J.W.JARVIS.

MATTHEW ARNOLD . By Sir Jos l’A FITCH , M.A., LL.D.

ARCHÆOLOGICAL RESEARCH AT ROME.

AN EDUCATIONAL SURVEY.

LESSONS FROM GREEK VASES.

NATURE NOTES FOR NOVEMBER. By the Rev. Canon STEWARD,
M.A.

THE MATRICULATION
EXAMINATION OF THE UNIVER

SITY OF LONDON . From an Address by Sir ARTHUR RÜCKER, F.R.S.

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS. By Prof. H. L. WITHERS, M.A.

PRELIMINARY TRAINING OF WOMEN TEACHERS. By

L. EDNA WALTER.

THE CONDITIONS OF HEALTH IN SCHOOLS. Anthropo

metric Observations of Pupils.

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General ; Scottish ; Irish ; Welsh ;

Current History.

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

CORRESPONDENCE :

The Granville History Readers. By the REVISER OF THE “ GRANVILLE

HISTORY READERS " and Your REVIEWER. – The Study of Modern Languages.

By DE V. PAYEN -PAYNE. - The Art of Reading. By GEORGE RENTON.

Regulations in Science for Oxford Locals. By ANNIE COOK.The Training of

Teachers. By MAGISTER SUBORDINATUS. - Vacation Courses in Geography.

By G. A. Ling and Dr. A. J. HERBERTSON , M.A.

14s . Bd. a Year, 1s. 10d . a Copy. Ten Numbers, none being issued

for July and August. Current numbers kept in stock.

SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT - BOOK

AGENCY,

20 High Holborn, W.C.

LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED ;

NEW YORK : THE MACMILLAN COMPANY.
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MOSES

NEW VOLUME JUST PUBLISHED.

AND THE

With Map and Illustrations.

EXODUS.

THE BIBLE FOR THE YOUNG ;
A SERIES FOR SCHOOLS AND FAMILIES.

CC

By Rev. J. PATERSON SMYTH, B.D., LL.D., Litt.D.,

Author of " How we got our Bible.” How God inspired the Bible ," How to read the Bible ," " The Old Documents and the New Bible," & c .

Single Volumes-In Paper, 18. net ; Cloth , 1s. 6d . net. Double Volumes, with four extra Lessons, only supplied in Cloth, 2s. net.

The following Volumes are Rendy or in Preparation :

1.-Genesis (ready) . 6.-St. Mark and the Early Church (nearly ready ).

2. - Moses and the Exodus (ready) . 7.-Life and Letters of St. Paul .

3. - Joshua and the Judges (ready ). 8. - Life of Our Lord from the Four Gospels.

4.-Israel's Prophets and Kings. 9.-The Prayer Book.

5.-St. Matthew's Gospel of the Kingdom ( ready).

Packed with thought, ... very far above the average standard . " - Guardian .

The lessons“ There is a brilliance and scholarship in Dr. Paterson Smyth’s ‘ Bible for theYoung' which we should hardly have looked for in so cheap a series.
are set forth with a clearness and perspicuity which cannot fail to have their counterpart in the child's eagerness to learn. ” - School Guardian ,

STANDARD BOOKS FOR BOYS . BOOKS FOR GIRLS .

99. - THE CRYSTAL CITY UNDER THE SEA. By A. LAURIE . 59.-NO LONGER A CHILD. By MAUD JEANNE FRANC.

100. - TAMERS OF THE SEA : The Northmen in America from the Tenth 60.-SILKEN CHORDS AND IRON FETTERS. By MAUD JEANNE

until the Fifteenth Century . By E. NEU KOMM . FRANC.

101.-A BOY ALL OVER. By HAROLD AVERY , Author of " in Old Boy's
61.-VERMONT VALE.--By MAUD JEANNE FRANC.Yarn ,” &c.

104.-- THE EXPLOITS OF MYLES STANDISH. By H. JOHNSON, 62.-LITTLE MERCY : For Better, For Worse . By MAUD JEANNE FRANC.

106. - POR THE FLAG . By JULES VERNE. 63. - TWO SIDES TO EVÉRY QUESTION. By MAUD JEANNE FRANC.

106. - CLOVIS DARDENTOR . By JULES VERNE. 64.-- A LITTLE SISTER IN THE WILDERNESS. By LILIAN BELL.

107. - THE GOLD SHIP : A Nineteenth Century Yarn of the Sea . By
65 .-- COLOJA OF THE NANTAHALAS . By L. PENDLETOX .

F. M. HOLMES.

107. - AN ANTARCTIC MYSTERY. By JULES VERNE . 66. - TWO MISTAKES. By SIDNEY CHRISTIAN.

110.-FOR THE OLD FLAG. By CLIVE R. FENX . 67.-THE LOVE AFFAIRS OF AN OLD MAID, By LILIAN BELL.

111.-WILL OF AN ECCENTRIC. By JULES VERSE.
68.- 'MID GREEN PASTURES. By E. RENTOUL EsLER.

Send for Complete Lists .

.A Series of 25 Sheets, 40" x 30 " , £1 . 11s. 6d. net

Backed with Linen , £2 . 108. net.

Backed with Linen , Varnished , and Mounted

on Rollers, £3 . 108.

LOW'S

CHEMICAL

CHARTS.

Prospectus

sent

on

application.

No. 1. - Catalan Forge for Iron -smelting - A Modern Blast Furnace - The

Bessemer Process .

No. 2. - Manufacture of Nitric Acid - Boracic Acid .

No. 3.-Gravimetric Composition of Air - Atomic Weight of Carbon - Gravi.

metric Synthesis of Water.

No. 4. - Lothar Meyer's Curve .

No. 5.-Isolation of Fluorine - U - tubo, Sectional View - Preparation of

Anhydrous Hydrofluoric Acid,

No. 6 .-- Determination of Molecular Weight.

No. 7 .-- Solubility Curves - Carbonic Acid Isothermals.

No. 8. - Reverberatory Furnaco - Pattinson's Process.

No. 9. - Distillation of Water - Charcoal Burning - Distillation of Coal.

No. 10. - Extraction and Sublimation of Sulphur - Lime Burning.

No. 11. - Extraction of Zinc - Distillation of Mercury .

No. 12 .-- Liquefaction of Gases - Cailletet's Apparatus.

No. 13. - Extraction of Phosphorus - Distillation of Iodine.

No. 14. - Atmolysis - Dissociation - Sprengel Pump.

No. 15. - Oxyhydrogen Furnace --- Muffle Furnace - Cupellation of Silver.

No. 16. - Extraction of Bismuth - Preparation of Chromium .

No. 17. - Spectroscope with Comparison Prism - Reversal of the Sodium Lines.

No. 18.-- The Leblanc Process.

No. 19. - Apparatus for Saturating Brine with Ammonia.

No. 20. - Reverboratory Electric Furnace - Electrolytic

Preparation of Aluminium .

No. 21.-- Ozonising Apparatus, &c.

No. 22.-- Low Temperature Experiments - Volumetric

Composition of Water.

No. 23. - Extraction of Copper - Furnace for Refining

Copper.

No. 24. - Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid.

No, 25. - Concentration of Sulphuric Acid .

The Schoolmaster

says : -“ Very suit

able for class use .

We commend them

to the notice of all

whose teaching of

Chemistry is not

strictly elementary."

London : SAMPSON LOW , MARSTON & COMPANY, Ltd., St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

A List of Books suitable for the Preliminary , Junior, and

Senior Cambridge Local Examinations, 1903 .

PART 1. Arithmetic for Schools . By C. SMITH , M.A. With or

without Answers . 3s . 6d. Also in two parts , separately.

2s, each ,

Latin

(continued ) .

PART II.

Religious

Knowledge.
Greek.

Livy , Book V. Edited by L. WHIBLEY, M.A. 2s. 6d.

[ Seniors.

Cicero . - Pro Sulla . Edited by J. S. REID , Litt.D. 3s. 6d .

[ Seniors.

Horace . - Odes, Book III . Edited by J. Gow, Litt.D. 2s.

Seniors.

Xenophon . - Anabasis, Book II. Edited by G. M.

EDWARDS, M.A. ls, 6d . [ Juniors.

Xenophon.-Anabasis, Book II. Edited by A. PRETOR,

M.A. 2s . 6d. [ Juniors.

Thucydides , Book VII . Edited by the late H. A. HOLDEN,

M.A., LL.D. 5s . [ Seniors.

Aeschylus. - Prometheus Vinctus. Edited by H. RACK

HAM , M.A. 2s . 6d . [ Juniors and Seniors.

Homer . - Odyssey , Book IX. Edited by G. M. EDWARDS,

M.A. 2s . 6d . [ Seniors.

Herodotus , Book VIII. , Chaps. 1-90 . Edited by E. S.
SHCCK BURGH , M.A. 2s. 6d . [ Seniors.

Herodotus , Book VIII. complete. By the

Editor. 4s.

The Church Catechism Explained . By the Rev. A. W.

ROBINSON, B.D. , Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of

Wakefield . 2s.

The Prayer Book Explained . By the Rev. PERCIVAL
JACKSON , M.A. PART 1. - The Daily Offices and the Litany .
2s. 6d .

The Cambridge Companion to the Bible. With

Glossary, Maps, and Concordance. Edited by the Rev.

Prof. LIMBY , D.D. Large type Edition . 5s. Editions in

smaller type, 3s. 6d . , 2s. 6d ., and ls .

The Second Book of Samuel . Edited by the Rev. A. F.

KIRKPATRICK , D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew. 28. net .

Smaller Edition. ls.

The Gospel according to St. Luke. Edited by the

Very Rev. F. W. FARRAR, D.D., Dean of Canterbury. 3s.

net . Smaller Edition . ls .

The Acts of the Apostleg. Edited by the Rev. Prof.

LUMBY, D.D. With 4 Maps. 3s. net. Smaller Edition . ls.

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians. Edited by
the Rev. J. J. LIAS, M.A. ls. 6d , net.

The Gospel according to St. Luke in Greek . Edited

by the Very Rev. F. W. FARRAR , D.D. 6s .

Cambridge

Bible for

Schools.

same

French .

Greek

Testament.

Perrault . - The Pairy Tales of Master Perrault.

Edited by WALTER RIPPMANN, M.A. ls . 6d .

[ Preliminary.

About. - Le Roi des Montagnes . Edited by A. R. ROPES,

M.A. 2s. [Juniors and Seniors.

Sandeau . - Mademoiselle de la Seiglière. Edited by

A. R. ROPES, M.A. 2s . [ Juniors and Seniors.

English.

German .

TheElements of English Grammar. By A. S. WEST,
M.A. 2s . 6d .

English Grammar for Beginners. By A. S. WEST,
M.A. ls.

Key to West's Elements of English Grammar and

English Grammar for Beginners. By A. S. WEST,
M.A , 3s . 6d . net.

Outlines of the History of the English Language.

By T. N. TOLLER , M.A. 4s .

Schiller. Wilhelm Tell. Edited by KARL BREUL ,

Litt.D., Ph.D. 2s.6d .

Abridged Edition , by the same Editor. ls. 6d .

[ Juniors and Seniors,

*Grimm , Twenty Stories from . Etlited by WALTER

RIPPMANN , M.A. 3s. [ Preliminary and Juniors.

* This rolume contains all the Tales selected for

the Preliminary and Junior Examinations.

Goethe's Boyhood . Goethe's Knabenjahre (1749-1761).

Arranged and Annotated by W. WAGNER, Ph.D. New

edition, revised and enlarged, by J. W. CARTHELL, M.A. ,

Fellow of Christ's College. 2s. [ Seniors.

2s.

Pope's Essay on Criticism , Edited by A. S. WEST, M.A.

[ Seniors.

Kingsley . - The Heroes. With Illustrations from Greek
Vases, &c. Edited by E. A. GARDNER, M.A. 2s .

Preliminary.

Scott . - The Lord of the Isles . Edited by J. H.

FLATHER, M.A. 2s. [ Preliminary and Juniors.

Shakespeare . - Julius Cæsar. Edited by A. W. VERITY ,
M.A. ls. 6d .

[ Juniors and Seniors.

Milton . - Paradise Lost, Books V. and VI . Edited by

A. W. VERITY , M.A. 2s . [ Seniors.

Geography, Elementary Commercial. A Sketch of the
Commodities and the Countries of the World . By H , R.

MILL, D.Sc. New Edition , enlarged . ls . 6d .

An Atlas of Commercial Geography. By J. G.

BARTHOLOMEW , F.R.G.S. With an Introduction by Dr.
H. R. MILL. 3s .

A Short History of the Expansion of the British

Empire. By W. H. WOODWARD, Christ Church, Oxford .
With 7 Maps. Cloth , 4s. Cloth extra , gilt top , 5s.

An Outline History of the British Empire from

1500 to 1870. By the same Author. ls . 6d . net .

Mathematics, Euclid's Elements of Geometry. Books I.-VI. , and

XI . , XII . Edited by H. M. TAYLOR , M.A. 5s . Books I.

and II., Is . 6d . Books III , and IV ., 1s , 6d . Books V. and

VI . , ls . 6d . Books XI . and XII . , Is. 6d . Also Books

I.-IV., 3s . Books I.-VI., 4s .

Elementary Algebra . By W. W. Rotse BALL, M.A.

4s. 6d .

An Elementary Treatise on Plane Trigonometry .
By E. W. HOBSON , Sc.D. , F.R.S. , and C. M. JESSOP, M.A.

4s . 6d .

Plane Trigonometry. By S. L. LONEY, M.A. Fifth

Edition . 7s, 6d .

Or in Two Parts :

PART 1. - Up to and including the Solution of Triangles. 5s .

PART II . - Analytical Trigonoinetry. 3s. 6d .

Elements of Statics and Dynamics. By S. L. LONEY,

M.A. Seventh Edition . 7s.6d .

PART I. - Elements of Statics. 4s . 6d.

Part II . - Elements of Dynamics. 3s . 6d .

Elements of Hydrostatics . By the same Author. 4s . 6d.

Mechanics and Hydrostatics. By R. T. GLAZEBROOK ,

M.A. , F.R.S. 8s . 6d .

Also separately :

Dynamics, 4s. Statics, 3s . Hydrostatics , 3s,
Latin

Drawing.

Caesar .---De Bello Gallico , Books II. and III. Edited

by A. G. PESKETT, M.A. 28. [ Preliminary and Juniors.

Caesar.-De Bello Gallico, Books II . and III. Edited

by E, S. SHUCKBURGII, M.A. ls . 6d , each .

[ Preliminary and Juniors.

Vergil.-Aeneid, Book X. Edited by A. SIDGWICK , M.A.

1s . 6d. [ Juniors and Seniors.

Another Edition , by the same Editor, with Vocabulary.

ls. 6d .
[ Immediately .

Cornelius Nepos. -Lysander, Alcibiades , Thra

sybulus, conon , Dion , Iphicrates, and Chabrias .

Edited by E. S. SINUCKBURGH, M.A. ls . 6d . [ Preliminary.

Geometrical Drawing. With Notes and Examples. By

W. H. BLYTHE, M.A.

PART I.- Plane and Elementary Solid. 2s.6d .

PART II . - Solid or Descriptive Geometry . 2s.

Natural

Science.

Heat and Light. An Elementary Text -Book , Theoretical

and Practical, for Colleges and schools. By R. T. GLAZE
BROOK , M.A., F.R.S. Crown 8vo , 5s.

Also separately

Heat , 3s. Light, 3s,

FULL CATALOCUES OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS MAY BE HAD POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

London : C. J. CLAY & SONS , Cambridge University Press Warehouse, Ave Maria Lane .
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The Educational Times.
Councils is likely to divert their energies from the good

work they are doing in the secondary field . It is to be

hoped that they will not follow the proverbial advice to be

THERE is always a certain fascination in off with the old love before they are on with the new. The

The Secondary

Problem . the idea of killing two birds with one stone. temptation will be great. They should at least have some

But the idea is not always practical . Well guidance from headquarters , perhaps even some form of

trained candidates for the Mathematical Tripos know that compulsion to secure efficiency. Again, a review of existing

it is better to concentrate on one problem than to leave it educational machinery, optional under theBoard of Education

half -solved and pass to another to be left in the same Act, should be universally enforced . No point has been

condition. By the Report of the Royal Commission on more urgently pressed by experts during the last few years .

Secondary Education statesmen had a definite problem set Then comes the difficult question of fitting private schools

before them , to supply the long-delayed answer to Matthew into our educational machinery. This is of importance, not

Arnold's challenge : “Organize your secondary education.” only on the ground of doing justice to existing interests, but

The Endowed Schools Commission, afterwards merged in also because such schools afford the best field for experi

the Charity Commission , had already been working steadily, ments in education. Mixed education is an example, and

if slowly, at the first steps of organization. The accidental so are the principles of schools like Abbotsholme, Bedales ,

appropriation of the " whisky-money ” to technical educa- and Clayesmore . When our great public schools were un

tion and the Board of Education Act mark further stages reformed, private schools , carried on by enlightened

of progress. A driving -force was created in the new -born teachers, did much to fill the gap and point the way to

zeal of the County Councils , guided as it was, in some cases improvements . Dr. Arnold himself gained his experience

-for example , in Staffordshire and Norfolk - by men who in his private school at Laleham . More recently the

combined administrative ability with long experience as efficient preparatory schools, all due to private enterprise,

practical schoolmasters . Moreover, many of the endowed have done much to advance education, and might have done

schools , whose houses had been already set in order, were more had they been less fettered by the slowly diminishing

brought into touch with a Government Department rapidly want of elasticity in the public school system . At this

learning its business and able to enforce its wishes by the moment, perhaps , schools under public management are not

power of the purse. Then came the Cockerton decisions,raising less receptive of progressive ideas in education than private

grave questions , but questions surely not beyond the power of schools ; but it may not always be so, and , in any case ,

statesmen to settle by judicious legislation in detail, without competition is healthy. In particular there is , apart from

recourse to heroic measures . Everything seemed to point boarding schools , a field in which the encouragement of

to a supplementary Bill or succession of Bills to complete private enterprise is, in all probability, distinctly for the

the slowly growing fabric of organized secondary education . benefit of the community. In a small town a private school

On the other hand, it is urged that the unsolved problems run by a master prepared to make it his life's work stands

of primary education were so pressing, and that primary a good chance of success ; a small endowed school, farmed

and secondary education so interdependent, that by a head master who can barely make ends meet and

nothing short of a revolutionary measure would ineet the who is naturally on the look out for promotion , often in

case , even at the expense of rousing one of the bitterest another profession, may easily languish . There seems to be

political conflicts of our time. Be that as it may, it is in- no adequate reason why the one should be debarred from

cumbent on us to point out how far the present Bill, unless the full public recognition which is granted to the other .

supplemented by additional clauses, falls short of grappling Even to subsidize a good private school may, in many cases ,

with some of the most pressing problems of secondary be the cheapest and most efficient way of promoting

education. secondary education as a part of the national machinery.

In the first place , the addition of the care of primary " To him that hath shall be given ” is not necessarily

schools to the multifarious duties of the County and Borough la ştatesmanlike maxim . But enough has been said to

were
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show that no Education Bill can be complete which trusted to damp down smouldering ashes of passion. Else

does not at least lay down the general lines on which where we indicate points on which amendment on report is

private schools can be worked into our machinery for still urgently necessary in the interests of secondary

secondary education . Lastly, one must never forget that
education.

Quicquid delirant reges, plectuntur Achivi;

and the “ Achivi ” include not only the children , who have CLAUSE 8, so far as it has been settled at the time of

the first claim , but also the hard -worked, struggling race of writing, has been laboriously reformed so as to express more

schoolmasters. clearly the intentions that Mr. Balfour has stated to be in

the minds of the Government, and to satisfy suspicions and

We look forward with much hope to the doubts of adversaries. The Local Education Authorities are
The Cambridge

Conference. Conference that meets at Cambridge in the distinctly laid under compulsion to maintain and to keep effic

middle of the month to discuss the training ient the elementary schools within their jurisdiction, and they

of teachers in secondary schools for boys . The Vice- are vested with full control of their own expenditure on such

Chancellor of the University, by authorization of the Senate, schools. Moreover, their directions as to secular instruction

has invited some fifty representatives of Universities and of must be complied with by the managers ; and , if not, they

associations of teachers , and others, to confer on this im- " have power themselves to carry out the direction in question

portant and urgent question. The principal subject of as if they were managers." Mr. Balfour readily accepted Mr.

discussion is found in the Order in Council relating to the Charles McArthur's motion that such directions should

Registration of Teachers :--the alternative systems of pro- expressly include “ any directions with respect to the

fessional training recognized by the Order, namely ( 1) a number and educational qualifications of the teachers to be

course of training at a University or training college, and employed for secular instruction, and with respect to the

(2 ) a period of probation as a teacher at a recognized secondary dismissal of any teachers on educational grounds." Pro

school . The possibility of combining the two systems will vision is also made for school inspection, and for audit of

also be discussed . And attention will , we understand, be managers' accounts. Much of this detail may be really

devoted to financial and other economic questions connected superfluous , but it at least will have the great merit of

with the training of teachers as affecting Local Education allaying distrust and dissatisfaction .

Authorities, governing bodies and head masters of schools,

and candidates for masterships. There is no lack of
The inaugural address of Prof. Adams was well worthy of

materials, and the members of the Conference will sub- the occasion, though it kept in beaten ways and offered no

stantially represent all really important opinions on the fresh departures. It was none the worse for that, and the

subject. We may take the opportunity of referring to our Professor is known to have stores of goods that he does not

January number, which contained a report of Mr. P. A. display in the front window . The formidable array of high

Barnett's lecture before the College of Preceptors and officials both from the County Council and from the Uni

the Metropolitan Sections of the Teachers ' Guild , with versity of London, all primed with speeches pertinent to the

the debate thereon , as well as suggestive correspondence, special circumstances of the establishment of the College ,

and other discussion . The College of Preceptors, whose inevitably reduced the prominence of the new Professor in the
efforts in this matter do not need to be recited in these

inaugural scene . That over, Prof. Adams will have elbow

columus, will be represented at the Conference by the Dean room , and all educationists will wish him every success in

( Mr. H. W. Eve) and Dr. Wormell . It is refreshing to find the important work committed to his charge .

one of our ancient Universities giving a strong lead on a

question that so intimately concerns the future of their stu

In view of all that Dr. Otto Beyer has told us of manual

dents, as well as their own and the public interest .
instruction in Germany (in the third volume of the Board of

Education's Special Reports ) , it is somewhat reassuring to

NOTES . find another German expert in the subject acknowledging a

certain superiority in one part of this benighted country .

The educational oratory of the recess was more voluminous Dr. Pabst, the Director of the Manual Training College for

and impetuous than discriminating ; the orators for the Teachers in Leipzig, has been visiting the West of Scotland ,

most part firing past each other . Mr. Balfour promptly and is reported to have pronounced the opinion that the

disposed of the rather absurd rumour that the Bill was to work he saw in elementary and secondary schools in drawing .

be dropped, and expounded frankly , and with somewarmth , manual training, Nature study , and practical science was

the main points in dispute . Mr. Chamberlain's difficulties much in advance of that done in similar German schools ,

with his supporters in the Midlands, though at first wearing We hope that this is something more than an expression of

a promising aspect for his opponents,have been substantially politeness liberally interpreted. We confess we regard with

relieved by amendments on Clause 8, which , however, seem uneasiness a particular case of comparison : there are eleven

to have raised anxiety in other quarters . On the whole the centres of manual training in Glasgow and only one in

Bill seems very likely to go through entire, with more or less Leipzig. That may be, but we should not infer from it the

essential modification - enough, it is to be hoped, to disarm superiority of Glasgow , without further information . We

the professed wreckers among its opponents. In the practical shall be interested to see Dr. Pabst's considered and formally

working of the measure the good sense of the people may be expressed conclusions .
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Prebendary Bernard REYNOLDS makes some suggestive may probably be expected less in the way of systematic and

points in his report on religious instruction in training detailed information than in the form of suggestion and

colleges . He states , for instance, that " far too many impulse . A single lecture can convey but limited particu

students come into college without having given or received lars , but it may touch the imagination to large issues .

any religious instruction ” -a sufficiently striking remark .

Then he urges that the difficulties of men pupils in regard to Mr. Morley has offered the Acton Library as a gift to the

religious belief should be treated with sympathy : “ there is University of Cambridge, through the Duke of Devonshire,

nothing worse in a youth's training than to give him the the Chancellor, who properly acknowledges “ the splendid

impression that he cannot think.” One can only marvel that donation " as an act of rare generosity.” “ In this way ,”

any ground for such a criticism should be found in these days says Mr. Morley , “ Cambridge will have the most appro

in any training college. Again, he writes : priate monument of a man whom, though she thrice refused

There is not evidence of any large number of such students who, for him as a learner, she afterwards welcomed as a teacher
reasons of conscience, cannot get trained ; there are far more who callthemselves members ofthe Church of England when they are onlynomi- one of the most remarkable men of our time, extraordinary

nally so, in order to get trained . I heard recently of a man who changed in his acquisitions, extraordinary in the depth and compass
religion » three times in order to get into college, and even then of his mind.” The library will be not merely “ a valuable

did not succeed .

But, even if there be no large ” number, there is a practical instrument of knowledge,” but also “ to the ardent scholar

difficulty, which appears to lead , at least on occasion, to a a powerful stimulus to thought. ” And , as Mr. Morley.

shocking expedient. The Prebendary does not think that recalls, “ it was Acton himself who said that the gifts of

the remedy is difficult. His solution is this :
historical thinking are better than historical learning.” It

will be interesting to watch for the fruits.
The Nonconforinists might provide hostels, where necessary , where

their students would attendsuch religious services and instruction as they

desire, while the Church students are similarly occupied. It is , how
ever, quite out of the question to introduce a conscience clause inside The commemoration of Sir Thomas Bodley's foundation

the colleges, or to put our students at the great disadvantage ofcom- of the great Oxford library three centuries ago has been

peting with those whose whole time isdevoted to secular work , many dutifully and worthily celebrated . When Bodley went to
of the undenominational colleges have religious instruction and services ,

and their students would be equally handicapped. Moreover, does Oxford in 1560, a boy of sixteen, that seat of learning was

anybody pretend that it is a right thing to train teachers who will soon

be amongstourboys and girls ,without giving them religious instruction ? destitute of a library—in the sense of books , for, if we

The Church cannot fairly be expected to help atheists to become teachers. mistake not, there still survived a building, eviscerated by

The proposal is not new , and the Nonconformist attitude is the well intentioned fanaticism of ultra-Protestant van

hardly encouraging. And “ atheist " is a strong word . dalism . Duke Humphrey's library was no more-a library

that had probably (as Mr. Lewis Einstein, in his fresh and

* The new Matriculation Examination,” said Sir Arthur
distinctively work on “ The Italian Renaissance in

Rücker in his address to St. Mary's Hospital Medical School England ,” thinks) encouraged the desire for learning that

on the reorganized University of London, " is not intended urged the Oxonian pioneers to cross the Alps in search of

to be easier than the old form : it is intended to be more the new humanism. It was a shrewd sagacity that withdrew

elastic, . . . to leave more to the teacher and less to the Bodley from the diplomatic service " to set up his staffe at

examiner.” The reduction of the obligatory number of sub- the Library door in Oxford . ” He himself justly said of his

jects and the narrowing of the range, however, do seem to project :

make it easier , and that in a very legitimate way. But no tongues, without some purse ability to go through with the charge,
Without some kind of knowledge, as well in the learned and modern

doubt the standard in the particular subjects will not be without very great store of honourable friends to further the design , and
dowered, and the general value of the examination will stand without special good leisure to follow such a work, it could but have

proved a vain attempt and inconsiderate.

as high as ever. The freedom of the teacher is highly But happily Bodley had all these material aids at his com

ïimportant, but examiners are masterful.
mand in competent measure , and he had the foresight to

devise arrangements efficient to conserve his efforts and to
The activity of the young Faculty of Commerce in the

University of Birmingham is commendable, and may become volumes a great collection for the time ; now it has some
promote his purposes . The library was opened with 2,000

inspiring. Not content with the formal exercises of the 600,000 volumes and 30,000 manuscripts. Yet, strange to
—

lecture room , Prof. Ashley has arranged and set going a say, in these days of material prosperity, it is hampered for

: series of external lectures on commercial subjects . The

lack of funds ! Is there no second Bodley among our public

series aims at two objects : first, to supplement the instruc
spirited citizens ?

tion given to the University students of commerce by the

permanent staff, and to bring them into touch with the Our contemporary Engineering gives expression to the dis

men acquainted with the several industries of the country ; satisfaction alleged to be generally prevalentamong practical

and, second , to give information and suggestions to prominent engineers with the system of awarding the valuable Whit

business men with regard to lines of trade outside the im- worth Scholarships. The award is made by competitive

mediate range of their observation . Prof. Ashley has in view examination, and the competition is keen ; but it is not every

“ managers , buyers, the heads of departments, chief clerks, competitor that can, or will , take the “ royal road ” of South

and persons occupying similar positions, as well as their Kensington , and “ the staff of the Royal College are, to a

principals . " The programme is varied , and the lecturers considerable extent, the examiners for the Board of Educa

are capable men of practical experience . The useful results tion Examinations, on the results of which the scholarships

:

66
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are awarded ." There is no suggestion whatever of improper
SUMMARY OF THE MONTH.

practices, but it is felt that the students of the examiners

somehow must have the better chance.

Unless the examination for these scholarships be conducted by inde The Parliamentary recess has let loose a flood of speeches on

pendent examiners, drawn from various sources, all students other than the Education Bill in the constituencies, and the great educational

those at South Kensington are necessarily handicapped. Perhaps this institutions have been opened by addresses from many eminent

is inevitable ; but, if the subjects of examination , and the weight attached men in different departments. Our space compels us to make a

to each separate subject, were such as is common in most engineeriug severe selection .

courses in the institutions providing technical or scientific instruction in

this country, this handicap would not be nearly so heavy as it is at MR. CHAMBERLAIN discussed the Education Bill in conference

present. with 105 representative members of the Birmingham Liberal

The chief objection appears to be excess of
pure

Unionist Association (October 9) . He at once declared that the

physics. In any case , when the subjects and the marks for from the charge of inconsistency by urging the difference of
Government would not withdraw the Bill. He defended himself

the subjects are known, why cannot teachers outside the circumstances. He said :

Royal College work up to the syllabus ? Is there any explana- While then [1870] I tried for an ideal which I still believe to be

tion of the success of the Royal College to be found in the the right one, I have convincedmyself that, whatever strength of
support I may gain from individuals who accept logical conclusions

quality of the professors ? We do not venture on an opinión, in these matters, I have no hopewhatever of persuading the majority
but it is important that the alleged dissatisfaction should be of my fellow -countrymen, to whatever party they belong , to accept

these ideas , and I for one will not waste my life and time upon what I

removed , or shown to be groundless. have found to be absolutely impossible and beyond the scope of reason

able aspirations, but will devote myself to what I believe will serve , at

all events, the main interests of the nation and will do justice to al }

The new reform of secondary instruction in France, to classes in the controversy,although it will not, perhaps,exactly carry
out my own view of the situation .

which we refer elsewhere , appears to be favourably received After considerable discussion , Mr. Chamberlain put to the

by educational experts. It introduces options : the student meeting four questions :

may choose any one of four different routes to the Bachelor's ( 1 ) Are you or are you not in favour of popular control of secular

instruction , whilst safeguarding the religious instruction in accordance

degree. It is motived in the main by practical, if not purely with the views of the founders ?—This was answered in the affirma

economical or commercial,considerations. The teaching of tive by a large majority,the noos numbering ten, ( 2 ) With a view

modern languages is to be directed to mastery of the current the head teachersinthe hands of the managers ? —Answered in the
of safeguarding this instruction, are you ready to leave the election of

speech, not to familiarization with the beauties of literature. affirmative by a large majority, the noes numbering sixteen . ( 3 ) Are

German is said to be declining in importance in French Fon in favour of the abolition of the Cowper-Temple clause ?

Answered in the negative, the ayes numbering four. (4 ) Should the

eyes, and English and Spanish to be recognized as the two Council appoint a majority of the Education Committee from its own
commercial languages par excellence. Modern methods will body ?-Answered in the affirmative, there being but one no.

,inevitably acquire a great impulse. The ascendency of At the requestof Mr.Titterton and Mr. Harry Payton , another
a question

practical ideas is not to be disputed, but it does not neces (5 ) Are you in favour of the proposal that the majority of the

sarily follow that literary interests will eventually suffer . Management Committee of each of the voluntary schools , so far as

secular instruction is concerned , should be popularly elected ? - This

was carried by a large majority , the number of noes being two.

It may be true enough , as the Spectator adventures to
Mr. Balfour, at Manchester (October 14 ), scouted the notion

remark , that that the Education Bill is “ the offspring of some dark clerical

Clean paint cannot a scholar make, intrigue," and scorned the “ insensate clamours from north to
Nor " soft - toned rugs a sage.

south , and from east to west,” “ loud -mouthed speeches,” and

But it is probably just as true that the absence of these
“ mendacious pamphleteers.” He said :

things is not any more effective for the purpose, and it is that Authority being the County Council or the Borough Council ;and ,
I am brought, as regards secular education, to the single Authority,

quite certain that people accustomed to such things are as regards religious education in this country , I believe that we must, as

offended by their opposites , and that it is not quite fair part of our system ,so long as wemaintain the Cowper- Temple Clause;
maintain the right to have the children of that party which desires it

argument to poch-pooh the revulsion as the sensitiveness of taught in voluntary schools.

luxury. The “ American Mother ” that criticized the On the term “ managers " he remarked :

upholstery of undergraduates' rooms at Oxford adversely, in theBillwouldsay , " These are the people whohavegotcontrol of the
I think it is very natural that anybody who saw the term " managers

and sent her son to Harvard instead, may or may not have schools ." It is a mistake ; but it is a natural mistake. I do not think

had unduly luxurious notions of cleanliness or comfort, or, as
it is a mistake for which either the Government draftsman or the Govern

ment are responsible , because we have borrowed the term manager

an ex -College Bursar suggests , she may have committed the from the preceding Act of 1870 ,and in the Act of1870 “ management" and

mistake-venial in the present case-of generalizing from one
manager are terms which do not carry with them the idea of control.

The theory of our Bill is that the control should be not with the

or two particular cases . The quarrel is a pretty one as it managers, but with the Borough Council or with the County Council, as

stands, and we do not want to interfere in it . We are more the case may be ; and I wouldsay to the friends of the Bill that , if they

desire , as the Government most heartily desire, that public control should

interested in the views that the American lady's criticism bas be made a reality , and it should be adequate to theamount of support

elicited . An “· Undergraduate " appears to confirm part at given out of public funds-I would earnestly ask them to turn their

attention not to the balance of power among the managers for secular

least of her animadversions , and puts the blame on the education, but to increasing the authority of the Borough Council or

" incorrigible scout." ' incorrigible scout ” at once County Council, as the case may be.

replies, shifting the blame - if blame there must be upon Mr. Balfour insisted that it would be “ a profound delusion " to

suppose that the voluntary schools have everything to gain and

the Bursar, and suggesting the efficacy of surprise visits by nothing to lose by the Bill on the point of authority of the

that officer . We now await with interest the champion of existing managers: - “ No doubt there are schools to whom this

the Bursars. The determination of the facts in question - Bill willbevery little but pure gain from the managers' point of
view , but there are many others who will come into it with grave

that will naturally come last , if at all. misgivings and much reluctance.”

9
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THE ARCHBISHOP CANTERBURY, speaking at Ashford We must put ourselves in the place of the man who conscientiously

(October 15), said Mr. Chamberlain was rightin maintaining objccts to definite Church teaching, such as thesacramental portion of
that there were only two alternatives, either to have noreligious our Catechism . If there is to be a permanent settlement, it behoves

instruction in elementary schools at all or to have schools which Churchmen in future to be much more considerate than some have been.

did impartial justice to every denomination alike. He ( Dr.
There must be facilities offered , whether they are accepted or not, for

Temple) was bound, however, to say that Nonconformists had a
children whose parents object to our definite Church teaching to receive

right to complain that the Education Bill was not absolutely just conscience clause
religious instruction such as they approve. I do not consider the

meets their case at all satisfactorily. It would not
to them , for there were not a few instances of Church schools satisfy me if I were living in a place where the only school was a Roman

that were the only schools available in certain districts . In such Catholic school. Let us be absolutely fair in making allowance for other

places children of Nonconformists had to receive the religious people's religious scruples. If , as stated on high authority, there are

instruction given by the Church authorities, or no religious eight thousand places where the children of Nonconformists can have no

teaching at all. He would have been prepared himself to suggest religious teaching such as their parents desire, it is a great and legitimate

means of obviating this injustice, but it was unnecessary, because grievance, and we ought to do allwe can to remove it . The Noncon

Mr. Balfour had alreadytaken notice of the grievance,and had formist minister, or a teacher trustedby the parents, should be at liberty,
implied that he would consider how to dealwithit .Where the if parents desire it, to give the teaching they wish, either in a class -room

Bill is indefinite as to the burden of repairs,he had no doubtit or elsewhere-- with no sort of prejudice to tħe children - of course atfixed
would be made clear. Changes were much needed in thecurri- timesand under reasonable conditions, so as not to upset the regular

culum of secular instruction in the elementary schools, though done this wehaveno right to ask —as I should like to askthat this same
teaching or discipline of the school. As it seems to me, until we have

violent alterations would be unwise. He was overjoyed that the religious liberty should prevail all round.

Government was making an honest and sagacious attempt to

deal with education as a whole. He did not think his speaking

out on the subject would make Nonconformists any hotter than St. Andrews (October 22)was “ The Industrial Ascendency ofThe subject of Mr. Andrew Carnegie's rectorial address at

they were, for they had already over-roasted their goose.
the World ." He concluded :

Sir John Gorst, in the Nineteenth Century and After for who bears the industrialcrown. The old homeis too smallto produce,That ascendency , once yours, has now passed to your lineal descendant,

October, insists on five main considerations :
under any conceivable conditions, material things rivalling in amount.

( 1 ) Not a moment should be lost in dealing with the present state of those of a continent almost as large as Europe . All thought of material

public instruction in England and Wales. ( 2) One public Local Authority ascendency , even with the Empire united, must be abandoned. But,

should have jurisdiction over schools of all kinds. ( 3) Parliament should gentlemen, in this audience, assembled in Scotland's oldest University,

not halt between two opinions, but adopt at once either Municipality or the thought that fills your heart and appeals to mine is : of what value

School Board as that Authonty . ( +) The secular instruction in all is material compared with moral and intellectual ascendency , 11 .

elementary schools should be given at the public expense, and be under premacy not in the things of the body, but in those of the spirit !

the absolute controlof the public Authority. (5 ) In the case of certain what are the barbarous triumphs of the sword compared with those

voluntary schools public security for the maintenance of their religious of the pen !...wbat the action of the thews and sinews against that
character must begiven.

of the God.like reason , the murdering savage armies of brutal force

He regards the Cowper-Temple clause as a fetish , and thinks the againstthe peaceful armies of Literatnre, Poetry, Art, Science, Law,
religious difficulty has no practical existence in the schools. “ It Government, Medicine, and all the agencieswhich refine and civiliza
is no exaggeration ," he says , “ to call the state of public instruc- man, and help him onward and upward ! . What matters what part of

tion in England an emergency. The danger' is imminent. the world makes the most steel, iron , cloth , or ships , if you produce

Teachers and schools cannot be created in a moment by Act of the highest poets, historians, philosophers, statesmen, inventors,
Parliament." The Board schools in towns are the best part of teachers ? There is an ascendency of the world, and that the highest ,

the system , but the best voluntary schools are better than the where neither unbounded fertile territory, immense store of minerals,

best Board schools. The worst elementary schools are to be nornumbers, nor aught material are of value, where megalomania

found among rural Board schools. Most voluntary schools,how- reigneth not. For thecrown ofthis realm you have no cause to struggle.

ever,are“ inefficient for lack of propermeans” —buildings, staff, it is already yours ; it has neverbeen lost ; it remains here in the old
Nor has the blast yet been blown of any challengur from

apparatus, &c.
either of the four winds of heaven . ... See to it that you do your best

to guard is well against all comers, men of St. Andrews, for precious it
In the same review , the Bishop of Hereford sets out “ a plea is beyond all others, and blessed among and beyond all other nations is

for mutual concessions. " While enumerating various plans of she whose brow it adorns. Let other nations, therefore, distribute

compromise, he offers a concordat formulated by himself and the among themselves as they may the victories of materialism . Pre
Rev. Dr. Paton. The provisions are :

cedence for Britain , the dear old home of our race, in the things of the

( 1) That the denomination which owns a school shall appoint one - third spirit, the modern Greece, and more than Greece ever was to her world ,

ofthe managers , the Local Education Authority one-third, and the at whose shrine all that is highestand best of the nations of the whole
parish the remaining third, either in parish meeting or through the world will dutifully attend to testify their gratitude, admiration , rever.

Parish Council ; ( 2 ) that the managers appointed by the denomination ence, and love !

shall have the right, if they choose to exercise it, whenever the office of

head teacher is vacant, to require that candidates must be members of the Lord LONDONDERRY assembled the Chief Inspectors of Elemen

denomination, all other posts being open to members of any religious tary Schools at the Board of Education (October 17 ), to consult

denomination'; (3 ) that the clergy or ministers of the denomination them about recent allegations of a falling off in the thoroughness

shall have free access to the school atsuitable times for the purpose of and accuracyof thework done in someof the elementary schools.

giving denominational instruction to the children of parents who desire His lordship said there were many village schools in England

such instruction. Subject to these provisions the necessary rules asto that did not possess the latest system of desks, the best lighting

prayers,hymns, and general Biblicalinstructionwould be made by the and heating, large cloak roomsand hatpegs, or accommodation
Local Education Authority for all schools under its administration .

of a luxurious character, like some of the large Board schools in

The Bishop ofMANCHESTER, addressing the Diocesan Con, plete as they were in equipment, were giving the very best
London. And yet these village schools, comparatively incom

ference (October 22 ) , denied that the Bill would increase clerical education to the children. This was because the teacher was in

influence and promote taxation without representation, Its only absolute sympathy with the interests of the children. He was
effect

upon clerical influence was demonstrably to diminish that
influence . an ardent advocate of the practical education of children in the

Taxation under the Bill would far more closely wants and requirements of their future life , and was anxious to

correspond to representationthanit had ever done, and the promotebyeverymeansinhispowerthe development ofphysical
more one examined the Bill the more one was amazed and con

founded by the unscrupulous misrepresentation and savage out- education . A conference was held in private.
training for both boys and girls as a very important element of

burst of anger and scorn of certain political Nonconformists.
Quiet extinction and concealed confiscation was the future planned

by Nonconformists for voluntary schools. Hence their rage at Sir Arthur W. RÜCKER delivered the opening address of the

the Bill. On the same day the Bishops of Rochester and Win- new session at the Birkbeck Institution ( October 1 ) . He pointed

chester, addressing their Diocesan Conferences, spoke to like out that the Institution wasestablished, in part, by those through

effect. whose energy and zeal the University of London was founded.

Referring to its relations with the University, he said that

THE BISHOP OF BARKING , speaking at Southend (October 22) a great effort had been made to maintain a University standard, avoiding,
at the same time, too rigid a system , and leaving as much as possible to

said :
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four years.

the initiative of the teacher . Thus, in fixing the number of hours during be started with the good will of the whole district. Salford , like Man

which students had to attend lectures and classes , they had put the chester, had given its most hearty support to the movement , other

minimum as low as was consistent with a thorough training. In the case municipalities had followed suit, and it was most satisfactory that they

of evening students , who were employed during the day, a substantialshould set out with all this good will and with such a general determina

reduction in the number of hours had been made, though the evening tion to make the movementa success .

students would probably find it necessary to extend the degree course over

Ax important development of the Sheffield University College

In short, there was a most earnest desire on the part of the ( says the British Medical Journal) will before long, it is expected,

Senate to maintain a University standard, and to make arrange- take place. For many years it has been only too apparent that

ments as convenient as possible both to teacher and to student. the present buildings have been inadequate and unsuitable for the

requirements of such a college. This remark applies to all its

ADDRESSING the students of St. Mary's Hospital Medical School | branches - Science, Arts , and Medicine. A sum sufficient for the

(October 3) , Sir Arthur Rücker explained that erection of an entirely new college has now been collected . An

the new Matriculation Examination was deliberately framed so as to leave excellent site has been procured , and plans are being prepared.
the schoolmaster a wide latitude of choice of subjects. It must not be The Faculties of Science, Arts , and Medicine will all find ac

taken as indicating that in the opinion of the University a school curriculum commodation in the building. The benefits accruing from the
should embrace five subjects only, or that any of the permitted combina- erection of the new college will be felt in all departments. On the
tionsof five subjects were in ordinary cases equally suitable. For himself medical side every effort will bemade to obtain provision for an
he thought that a boy looking forward to a scientific career would be wise entirely up - to-date and properly equipped medical school.
not to neglect Latin . He thought it desirable that all boys should be

taught some science ; but very much doubted if the kind of science

which was the best counterpoise to a too exclusively literary education MR. BALFOUR opened the Manchester School of Technology
was that in which proficiency could best be tested by examination. For ( October 15) , which has been erected by private benefactions and
the moment, however, he wished only to point outthat the new examina- public funds, at a cost of £ 300,000. He said true theory and true
tion made it possible for London medical students to enteruponthe practice could never be divorced, and the ideal we hadtoaim at
University course whatever their previous educational history might havebeen. After matriculation, the question arose whether it was not desirable was not imitation of the processes of those that went before us ,
that the students' preliminary medicalstudies should be carried on in an but imitation of their anxiety to take the bestthe world had to

institution specially devoted to these subjects andnot in connexion with give in abstract knowledge and manual dexterity.
a particular medical school. On this point he would not presume to lay

down any general rule . In such matters it was the business of the
Prof. ADAMS delivered (October 6 ) his inaugural address

University not to act on any a priori hypothesis, but to find out what

those most competent to judge believed to be desirable, and then, if
-on " The Training of Teachers " —at the London School of

possible, to assist in carrying out their wishes. He could ,therefore, only Economics, in Clare Market, wherethe London County Council

say that there was no reason why, even if some medical schools preferred Day Training College is temporarily accommodated. Sir John

to teach physics and chemistry in their own laboratories, others should McDougall presided, and the Vice-Chancellor and the Principal

not combine toteach them in common ;and, further,that, as the efficiency of London University, Mr. Henry Ward (Chairman ofthe

of medical training was a matter of the highest public importance, public Technical Education Board) , Mrs. Bryant, Mr. Sidney Webb,

support would be more readily given to improve that part of the curriculum and Mr. A. J. Shepheard, took part in the proceedings. Sir John

which was not necessarily associated with a hospital, if the tenching were McDougall sketched the history of training colleges, and recapi
concentrated in a few central institutes under the direct control of the tulatedthe events thatled tothe establishment of the institution

University. This matter was receiving the most careful consideration .
now opened. As to day training colleges, he said :

The first training college was that established by the Home and

PRINCIPAL MACKINDER opened the eleventh session of Reading Colonial School Society in 1830 ; ten years later there were nine training
University College (October 3) with a comprehensive addresson colleges carrying on their work, and a few years ago there were no fewer

Bases ofEmpire, Past and Present.” He declared mobility to than thirty-four residential and fourteen day training collegesscattered
be the essence ofempire ; and with mobility must go organiza- accommodation in the residential colleges to meet the demand for trainedthroughout the kingdom . The difficulty of providing sufficient

tion . As to education :
teachers in public elementary schools had in 1890, under the adminis

Education should be placed by the nation above all party. We ought tration of Sir William HartDyke, led to the establishment of the day

to sink small differences and come together with English practical training college, an institution sanctioned by the Board of Education on

We might hold strong opinions upon many subjects, the condition that it formed part of a University or an institution of

but one thing which wasessentialwas to decide with a single eveon University rank. There were, at least, two arguments in favour of the
education in its broadest sense . At the present moment he feared that day training system — in the first place, the financial difficulty of largely

the real educational interests were thought of by comparatively few increasing the accommodation provided in the residential colleges ; and,
people. Hefeared that party cries without much depth of meaning upon secondly, the desirability, on educational grounds, of allowing the
one side or the other occupied too great a place. It ought to be driven students under training , most of whom had been pupils and pupil-teachers

home that the Germans were no better thanourselves, and that , if better, ' at public elementary schools up to the time of their entering a training
it was because of their better education . The Scotch for several genera- college, to associate with the other University students drawn from all

tions past had recognized the value of education , and that was the reason ranks of life , who were looking forward to nearly every variety of pro
they occupied such an important position in the Empire. With regard to fessional and industrial occupation. Day training colleges were now
America, we should have learned very little of the events which had conducted in connexion with nearly all the l'niversities and University

recently occurred without recognizing that America had changed in every colleges of England and Wales, and it was believed that they were doing
outlook within the last ten years . The Americans and the Germans were

an extremely useful work, especially in the training of teachers for the
educated . He believed in the legacy which has been left us, but higher classes in the elementary and continuation schools. The provision

insisted that we must cultivate scientific method, while retaining all of training college facilities was far from sufficient to meet the growing

that is broadest and finest in our traditions.
demand for trained teachers, and the fact that many of the colleges were

of a strictly denominational character further increased the difficulty.

The application of Owens College for an independent Univer- London alone required the services of more than 20,000 trained teachers

sity charter will be heard by the Privy Council early this month . in its various schools : and in the schools directly associated with the

The Corporation of Manchester is working cordially with the London County Council there were about 2,000 teachers .

college authorities,and other local corporations are reinforcing We give the leading points of Prof. Adams's address on another
them . At a meeting of the Court of Governors (October 7 ) , page .

Principal Hopkinson said :

They had also communicated copies of their petition to the Local Autho- 1 Theeighth annual distribution of prizes at the City of London

rities in Lancashire, Cheshire, and part of Derbyshire , as well as to the School for Girls was held in the great Hall of the City of London

various Education Authorities in the district from which they drew their School on October 8. The Lord Mavor and the Sheriffs attended

students . The reply to this had been entirely satisfactory. From no in state, andthe prizes weredistributed by the Lady Mayoress.

Local Authority or educational body had they received any refusal to Thereportof the Head Mistress stated that, for the first time,
support the policy which they had undertaken , butfrom a great many
they had received expressions of hearty good will and of a determination open scholarships have been gained for Newnham , Holloway, and

to supportthat policy. To those who at one time regarded the steps Westfield Colleges . The Lord Mayor subsequently gave a short

taken by Liverpool and by the Owens College with some degree of history of the school, stating that it has steadily progressed to an

anxiety these two things had been causes of the greatest congratulation, important position among the institutions for the education of

because every one felt that, if a new University was to be started, it must girls.

common sense .
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THE Sisters of Notre Dame at Mount Pleasant were visited The Annual General Meeting of the London Branch of the

(October 6) by the Lord Mayorand Lady Mayoress, who in- British Child Study Association was held at the Sesame Club on
spected the normal college and showed interest in the coming October 10, Dr. Fletcher Beach in the chair. Dr. Kimmins was

bazaar, which " is to encourage and support not only higher elected President, Mr. Mark Judge Hon. Treasurer, and Miss K.

education and secular studies, but also, and chiefly, to help in Stevens Hon. Secretary. Dr. Beach , in his presidential address,
training teachers for the work of educating the poor. More than mentioned that the membership had increased to 226 , and that

two thousand such teachers are said to have been sent out from the handbook and other new departures had given satisfaction ;

the college to such work. The institution comprises the higher- referred to the successful Conference at Hampton Wick; and

gradeelementary school, with girls' and infants' departments ; a congratulated the Branch upon its growing influence. ( See also
pupil-teachers' centre, attended by 100 pupil -teachers, 60 of whom · Fixtures . " )

lodge in the house ; a training college for elementary teachers,

numbering upwards of 120 students in first, second , and third WE record with much regret the death of Dr. J. H. Gladstone .

years of training; a secondary high school for 180 girls in all He took great interest in the work of the College of Preceptors ;
stages; and a training college for students destined to teach and nowhere was he held in higher esteem for hisacquirements,

in secondary schools. The Sisters teach, besides, eight of the his character,and his unobtrusive labours . The London School

largest elementary day schools in the city, and three or four Board (October 9) passed the following resolution :--
evening schools , one of which has an attendance of over 400 girls
and women . That the Board , having heard with great regret of the death of Dr.

J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S. , who was a member of the Board from

The National Federation of Assistant Teachers held their December, 1873 , to November , 1894, a period of twenty -one years , and

annual Conference atReading (September 27), with great suc.
was Vice -Chairman of the Board from December, 1888 , to November, 1891 ,

Mr. Goldstone, Sheffield , presided. He said the Education desire to place on record their respectful sympathy withthemembers of

Billwas far from a perfect measure ; but, as the basis of a possible his family in their bereavement; and hereby request the Chairman of the

solution, it wasthe most complete attempt since 1870 to remedy Board to forward to them a copy of this resolution.

the fearful hotch -potch of English education . The best guarantee The Chairman (Mr. Lyulph Stanley ) said Dr. Gladstone took

of a high level of general education was an adequate supply of great part inthe introduction of science into their schools,and

fully qualified teachers , the corner stone in the educational also did a good deal in the direction of establishing, economy.

edifice. The first necessity was that the teaching profession He was enthusiastic in the spread of good and rațional methods

shouldbe exalted to that honourable status which the import- of teaching,and in securing better teachers than they had before,
ance of the calling demanded . In fact, there was no department of the Board in which he did

not labour. He was a man of broad views in connexion with

The new programme of secondary education in France came religion, and took great interest in the religious education of

into operation on October 1. It is pronounced in competent children .

quarters, says the Paris correspondent of the Morning Post

(October 9 ), to be “ the greatest advance of the kind accomplished

in France for a full century .”
UNIVERSITIES.

Clause 1 of the decree [May 31 ) declares thatsecondary education shall For the undergraduate world the Michaelmas Term

be co -ordinated to primary education in such a manner as to createan Oxford . has begun much like any other Michaelmas Term .

easy and natural sequence to a four years' course of primary studies . By

Clause 2, the course of secondary education studies is to embrace a period - All Australia
So far our Oxford poet's words remain unfulfilled.

" has not come to boil its billy in the quad,"
of seven years , divided into “ ' cycles offour and three years respect- and asyet“ the German compound verb ” does not “ delightthe

ively. In the first cycle the students may choose between two sections ,
theone rendering Latin obligatory, whileGreek is optional, and the listening ear. ” It is too soon to know whether any really striking

other excluding both Latin and Greek but allowing for greater develop- new development incustoms or habits is to mark the beginning
ment in the sciences, drawing , and French. The student is supposed to of thenew University year ; but doubtless alreadythe freshman

be in possession of a complete set of connaissances, as far as they go, at is beginning to learn some of the important, though small , rules

the end of the first cycle in either section , and he may earn a "certificate of etiquette. He knows already whether he maycarry a cane;

of secondary studies in the first degree.” In the second cycle four groups whether he must discard a cap, even though the disuse of any

of courses are offered to the students'option , viz . , ( 1 ) Latin with Greek, head -covering entail the acknowledgment of a bow by the simple

(2 ) Latin with living languages, (3) Latin with a more ample study of method of approaching the hand to the forelock , and whether he

sciences, (t ) Living languages combined with the sciences, butwithout may venture to ride a bicycle with inflated tyres , even though

Latin . Pupils, however, who do not desire to graduate as Bachelors that should lay him open to the indecent suspicion of having
willbeenabled atthe close of thefirstcycleto follow a course of studies made the necessary exertion involved inblowing them up .
of which the principal features will consist of living languages and the
applied sciences.

But, for the merely stipendiary part of the University (to use

Compared with the curriculum it replaces, the new plan assigns thehonorary canonsofa cathedral chapter)—the Heads ofHouses

an expression once employed to distinguish the residentiary from

double the time to the study of a foreign living language in the and the Fellows - the introduction of the new year has been

first cycle, somewhat increases in the second cycle the amount of marked by an event over and above the annual number of
time given to that language, and provides that no secondforeign college gaudes — the Bodleian Tercentenary. Wednesday and

language shall be entered upon until the commencement of the Thursday, October 8 and 9, were devoted to celebrating the
secondcycle.

foundation, three hundred years ago, of the present University
Library ; the older library, which Oxford owed to the munificent

The Guardian , discussing “ Our Public and Private Schools, " Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, had been dispersed during the

says :
Reformation, though its home still forms the most venerable part

Our public schools are accused of clinging too exclusively to the old of the Bodleian Rooms. As Dr. Ince, the Senior Curator of the

classical curriculum , of ignoring history and modern languages, and Bodleian Library, said in his speech at Thursday's banquet, the

of giving scant encouragement to science. To a certain extent this University of Oxford, which can give no certain date for her own

may be true. The teaching of modern languages, especially at the beginning, has often found it hard to know in what way to return

public schools , leaves a good deal to be desired . But the supply of the hospitality of other seats of learning who have bidden her

teachers and the methods of teaching are as yet imperfect, and the representatives to join in their rejoicings over the anniversaries

fauit, if fault there is , lies as much with the Universities. Public of their own foundations. It was a happy thought , therefore, to

school teaching ismuch what University requirements make it. And use, as an occasion of gathering together the delegates of Uni
public -school masters may be excused if they have been slow to versities and libraries and learned institutions from all parts of

modify the traditional basis of a liberal education bythe introduction the world , thetercentenary of the time when Sir Thomas Bodley,

of subjects in which as yet there are no well defined standards of

teaching or of examination. They have , however, modified it very
set up his staff,” as he said “ at the Library door in Oxon,

considerably, as the Oxford and Cambridge Certificate Examination and formed the nucleus of what is now the second library in the

lists testify. Perhaps the main defect of a public school education at
British Empire.

present is that by the public opinion of boys and parents alike play ,
It was on the wholea great celebration of a great occasion , and

rather than work, is encouraged . But for the boy who will work the residents felt , as Sir William Anson said, that they were not

there is, take it all round, no better education than that of an English putting on their smartest academical robes merely, as sometimes ,

public school . to add to the enjoyment of the frivolous . They were taking

66
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part in a festival of learning wherein the republic of letters had college is, of course, strictly denominational . It has no official
become a visible thing. status. It has been christened “ Cherwell Hall."

The proceedings began with a reception by the Vice -Chancellor

in the University Galleries. All alike wore full academical or COMPARATIVELY few changes have occurred in

official dress , and the stream of gorgeouscolours on thegreat Cambridge. the Long Vacation,but one noticeable figure has

staircase was truly memorable. Most splendid of all perhaps passed away. Dr. Searle, the Master of Pembroke,

were the yellow robes of the members ofthe Faculty of Letters died after a long and lingering illness, to the great regret of
of the University of Paris, and among them in particular those of many generations of Pembroke men . The late Master was

M. Croisset, Dean of the Faculty. Among the great number associated with the college from its less prosperous days, and

of eminent persons present Mr. John Morley was prominent in to him was due in no small measure the credit of having raised

his doctor's scarlet gown,wearing the cross of the Order of Pembroke toits present position of usefulness. The appoint

Merit. Among the French guests was M. Gabriel Monod, the ment of Sir George Stokes to succeed Dr. Searle shows that the

historian , who took so prominent a part in the movement for the college wishes to honour the most illustrious of its members and
revision of the sentence on Captain Dreyfus. to do itself honour thereby. The selection of Mr. Beck to succeed

The weather on Thursday was too characteristic of Oxford to the late Dr. Latham as Master of Trinity Hall is another example

do full justice to the procession to the Sheldonian Theatre, and of the recognition by a body of the work done in its interests by

it was the more gracious and courteous of M. Paul Meyer to say the most patriotic of its members. Whatever may be the ideals

in his speech at the dinner that he had seen Oxford in wet of this particular college, it is certain that, next to the late

weather and in fine, and did not know in which he liked it best . Master, Mr. Beck can be trusted to carry out the traditions of

The ceremony in the Sheldonian, which consisted of the conferring the past in a prosperous future.

of honorary degrees, the presentation of addresses, and the The vacancy in the Secretaryship for Local Lectures has been

delivery of a Latin discourse by the Public Orator, might perhaps filled by theappointment of the Rev. D. H. Cranage, who has

have been better arranged . Neither historical nor ceremonial had much experience in the actual work of the Extension system ;

considerations seem to have influenced the order in which the his predecessor, Dr. Roberts, has left us for London, where he

names were called out, and it was unfortunate that delegates takes up work of a similar character for the metropolitan

should often have had to scramble over the knees of others to association. The Meeting of Extension students which took

reach the Vice-Chancellor. It is no doubt difficult to arrange place this year at Cambridge during the Long Vacation was an

these matters , but certainly the difficulty cannot be said to have unqualified success ; our visitors are fortunate enough to see the

been overcome. Elsewhere, I daresay, you chronicle the eminent place without the people ,and carry away ideas of our single

recipients of degrees. One amusing incident occurred. Dr. von hearted efforts , our thirst for knowledge, and our devotion to

Laubmann, who was in uniform , had not provided himself with ideals,which nothing but a visit during term time can dispel.

an Oxford Doctor's gown. Prof. Bywater, however, promptly Dr. Ward, Master of Peterhouse, is succeeded in the Vice

borrowed one, and threw it over Dr. von Laubmann's shoulders , Chancellorship by Dr. Chase, who now becomes a distinguished

saying : “ Cedant arma toga .' pluralist, filling with distinction the offices of President of

The final ceremony was a dinner in the Hall of Christ Church, Queens', Norrisian Professor of Divinity, and Vice -Chancellor.

when there was another gorgeous display of robes and uniforms. However, the man is equal to the burden , and Dr. Chase is only

The speeches were rather long, but Sir Richard Jebb made a given one more chance of administering an important office with

really eloquentone, proposing “ The Pious Memory of Sir Thomas his usual tact and courtesy :

Bodley ," and the toast was drunk standingand in silence. The numbersinour Medical School show a large increase this

The resolutions concerning compulsory Greek are not expected year ; the solid work of the past is now beginning to show its

to come before Congregation for some weeks. Committees are effect , and the position of Cambridge as a centre of scientific

at work on both sides, and a pamphlet controversy has already medical work is practically assured. Oxford had its chance and
begun . scouted its opportunities ; Cambridge took what Oxford left and

The History Lists this year attained the episcopal dignity of out of the waste products of University life has evolved a thriving

ending the procession. The Greats List was perhaps some com- and profitable industry. Even Universities feel the pinch of

pensation to New College for the triumph of Balliol in the Hert- poverty, and it is quite as dignified to take parlour boarders as to

ford Scholarship Examination. Of the nine New College men ring the area bell and ask for alms .

examined, six were placed in the First Class , two in the Second, A meeting was held in Cambridge early in the term to give an

and one in the Third-a good record. Of the ten Balliol men opportunity to the University and town representatives to state
three were placed in the First Class and seven in the second . their views on the Government Education Bill. Sir Richard

The name of one of the First Class New College men , Mr. Ley, Jebb alone of the three exercised any control over a somewhat

late scholar of Winchester and New College, appeared lastmonth unruly audience. Sir John Gorst, well as he is known outside

at thehead of the long list of candidates for the Civil Service Cambridge, does not bulk so large in town or University circles ;

Examination. These things may perhaps render it unnecessary while Sir Richard Jebb, after winning all the distinctions that

for the New College man , for example , to protest against the scholarship can offer him , has developed politically into a first

recalling of the fact that an eminent Fellow of the College was class fighting man , who, beginning by preaching political

once an undergraduate of Balliol , on the grounds that it is un pamphlets, proceeded to deliver orations, and soon will become a
fair to rake up a man's past . good speaker, if not a skilled debater.

Two women only were examined in Literæ Humaniores — both The Report on Military Education contained some pleasing

students of Somerville College. One was placed in the First references to University life. A recent article in a high-class

Class and one in the Second. As usual, and for obvious reasons, publication contained a scathing indictment of University finance.

the number of women placed in the First and Second Class in the How little the outside world knows of the inner cells of our

History School compared with the number examined was greater academic hive ! How can it be true that our leaders are financial
than that of the men . idiots when they can make the callow undergraduates contribute

To recall events of the vacation other than the appearance of on an average a pound a day for the privilege of being among us,

Class Lists, University College crew, though criticized by while endowments of deceased benefactors provide as much again

some for entering for the Ladies ' , after beating King's College, to further the great cause of education ? With respect to the

Cambridge, and Radley, won the final heat with Eton by half a military education question, the University has done nothing,

length , a faster race than the final heat of the Grand. In the but will probably throw the sop which has been offered us into

latter competition the Canadians beat the victorious University the gutter.

College crew , and the Oxford Leander in the last heat were The number of freshmen is unusually large this year. One

beaten by the conquerors of the Canadians — Third Trinity. Both college has excited remark by limiting the number of men it

University College and Leander appeared at Cork , where the will take; why should not the others in common honesty follow

former beat Leander, but were beaten by Berlin, who fell after- so good a lead ? One or two colleges are strong enough to do

wards to Leander. Mr. Kelly, of Balliol , won the Diamond this , and have done so , but to admit the intellectual rag-tag of

Sculls at Henley. the schools can do no good to any self-respecting college .

It is of some interest in connexion withthe new Registration The football team has not been peculiarly fortunateso far , but

Order for Teachers that the “ Church Education Corporation, it will turn out a really good one later on . Our rowing prospects

Limited , ” has started a Secondary Training College for Women are rosy for next year. The new golf links, thanks to the energy

Teachers at Cowley Grange, over Magdalen Bridge. Lady of Mr. Caldwell, the captain , are actually in play, and promise

Wimborne has been instrumental in the undertaking, and the I to be good before very long.
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THE REGISTRATION OF TEACHERS.
CORRESPONDENCE.

OFFICIAL EXPLANATION .

The Teachers ' Registration Council has issued the following [ We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions expressed by our

statement : correspondents.- Ep .E.T. ]

The widespread confusion as to the meaning of “ registration ”

and a recognition " seems to call for an authoritative explanation. THE TENURE OF HEAD MASTERS.

The former term applies to teachers, and is the function of the

Registration Council; the latter applies to schools, and is the
To the Editor of the Educational Times .

concern of the Board of Education . But registration is

the avenue to recognition ; or, rather, an application for registra
SIR ,-The letter which appears in this month's Educational

tion is the proper method of applying for recognition . In plain T'imes on the subject of the tenure under the Teachers 'Registra
words, if a school desires recognition, it must send in to the tion Council should draw the attention of all who are interested

Registration Council an application for registration from a
in the improvement of the teacher's status to the declaration

teacher on the staff, either head or assistant. The name of the which so many masters and mistresses have to sign on their

school is then forwarded to the Board of Education for recog
appointment as head .

nition, and the matter passes out of the hands of the Registration
Whether or no the declaration by which a head master or mis

Council until the reply of the Board of Education is received . tress “ acquiesces in removal." should such be resolved upon by

It is obvious that in many cases considerable time must elapse the governors, and thus forfeits legal redress, obtainsin ail

before the Board can satisfy itself as to the merits of schools ; schemes of schools under the Central Welsh Board I am unable

hence delay, and even delay of some length , is unavoidable. It to say , but I do know that this obnoxious declaration is to be

should be especially noted that it is of no avail to send in to the found in the scheme which governs the intermediateschools in

Registration Council an application for recognition of a school the county from which this letter is written.

apart from an application for a teacher for registratiou. No right-minded master would desire inefficiency or immorality

Nor is it of use to forward to the Registration Council pro- would, if he had a right of appeal, which at present is deniedto be possible in our schools ; but an inefficient or immoral teacher

spectuses and information about schools. The Council has no

power to pass judgment on schools except for those teachers who him , probably only make his case worse.

apply under Regulation 4 ( 2 ) ( ii . ) of the Registration Order in
The doctrine of the dismissal of teachers when they are in the

Council, and, in some cases, under Regulation 5 ( 2 ) .
right and their dismissers in the wrong is monstrous.

As to the results of recognition or non -recognition, they must
The declaration which at present is found in so many schemes

be fairly obvious. The former will secure a school the stump of precludes to those who sign it a right of appeal in cases of dis

Government approval its it worthy secondary school.
missal, and so renders an unjust dismissal possible.

Which of your readers will come forward and say a good word

in favour of its retention ?-I am , Sir, & c .,

A HEAD MASTER OF A WELSH COUNTY SCHOOL.

September 22, 1902 .
REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS .

MR. R. E. CHOLIELEY, of St. Paul's School, read a paper on THE USE OF THE TERM “ EMPIRICAL.”

“ Rewards and Punishments ” at the City of London School
To the Ellitor of the Educational Times.

(October 25) to members of the Metropolitan Branches of the In

corporated Association of Assistant Masters . The following is
SIR ,-It is bad form to reply to reviewers as a rule, but I must

plead for a word of expostulation on one point in your review
an outline of his argument :

(in October) of my book on Class Teaching : -- " It is hardly fair

The discipline of fifty years ago is obsolete ; what have we instead of to dismiss Sir Joshua Fitch's ' Lectures on Education ' [sic ] with

it ? The school, like the nursery, has shared in a general advance in a patronizing compliment as the most favourable specimen of

civilization ; children are taken into the amusements of their elders , and the • frankly empirical.'” Now , Sir Joshua was good enough
their souls are investigated by the serious ; but “ civilization has to be in more than one way to show sympathy with my work in
paid for, and you are lucky if you do not pay for it in inorals." One lecturing at the College of Preceptors : many of the Council

consequence of this development is that the schoolmaster finds himself know this, and , as I cannot rely upon their reading the original,
with an increased responsibility: What does he exist for? To do what they may believe your reviewer that I have written something

parents would do if theycould (or, in many cases , could doif they would like impertinence about an elder for whom all teachers of my
-get the idea of duty into his pupils. In this part of his business , at
any rate , he has not been superseded by text-books, and it is with this generation have the sincerest respect.

part of his business that rewards and punishments are concerned .
Your reviewer makes two mistakes : firstly, like so many

How

is he to use rewards and punishments to teach duty ? The answer is people who discourse on education, he is taken up with the

that he must regard them only as part of the language of paise and history of education, and regards these sentences in my preface

blame.” This involves two consequences, that the distinction between as a contribution to biography ; he thus resents my supposed

discipline and morality vanishes, and that each man must make his own dismissal ” of a writer whom it serves my purpose to allude to

system for himself, since without sincerity he cannot be effective, and in a sentence . Now no reader would censure me here, unless

borrowed discipline, like borrowed language, smacks of insincerity - or, he were trying to read biography into that preface. I submit
at any rate, of affectation . Praise is more difficult than blame, for it is that my reference to Sir Joshua's Lecture on Teaching is entirely

casier to hurt than to please ; but theart of praising,must be learnt, for à propos and expresses the regard of a disciple. If it had been
to praise foolishly is to bring the thing praised into contempt, and intention to write a commentary upon “ predecessors," surely

encourage the Bavkotavoúpros, the boy who boasts of his folly, even

when he has not been foolish, because his teeth have been set on edge by mewith slighting !) but Prof. Laurie's name, and many others
I ought to have introduced not only Quick (whom he charges

imbecile praise. Blame is less easy than it seems, for the mere giving of

pain is apt to be either too much or not enough ; punishment, whether
in foreign countries.

by look , word, or act, must express the real mind of him who inflicts it ,
But your reviewer's censure is due also to his misapprehension

and be directed to the mind of him who is punished. Sarcasm is as bad of the term “ empirical.” Oddly enough, to -day's Times contains

in one direction as a mere formal tariff of penalties is in the other ; in a leader on the study of education , and uses the same contrasted

the former case the master's own personality is obtruded , in the latter it terms, " empirical ” and “ scientific ,” in my sense - neither term

is not employed . Personality should be employed only to drive homeconveying a shadow of contempt. They express a difference of
right principles : never for the acquiring of influence or making duty a standpoint, but no censure either way . If your reviewer had

matter of pleasing this or that person. The principles of school education taken the trouble to read Sir Joshua's own preface (page vi . ) , he
ought to be drawn from those of family life , and the tendency to would have found that the author expressly describes his own
antagonism between school and home tradition ought to be repressed : work in terms similar to those I adopt. But when a reviewer,
true discipline can be obtained in no other way. like an obstinate schoolmaster, seeks for what is not to be found

in his victim , and then scolds the victim , he is sure to get astray.

There was plenty to blame in mypoor chapters, without blaming

me for what I do not profess to do.

my
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FROM

MR. MURRAY'S EDUCATIONAL LIST .

I should not have troubled you, however, if it were not for the

personal aspect of the matter.-I am, Sir, &c. ,

October 14, 1902 . J.J. FINDLAY.

[We readily print Dr. Findlay's "word of expostulation .”

We regret, however, to scent the red herring ” on the trail.

Dr. Findlay has been playing with a two-edged tool, and blames

our reviewer for noting the consequences. When a disciple calls

his own work scientific, and his master's " empirical,” even a

casual usage in the Times will scarcely obviate the natural im

plication. Moreover, Dr. Findlay ignores this material point

in “ the personal aspect of the matter " : Is not Prof. Bain,

equally with Sir Joshua Fitch , " an elder for whom all teachers ”

--all teachers that recognize scientific acumen and pedagogical

earnestness— " have the sincerest respect ” ? It is for Dr.

Findlay to draw the inference. One word more : No reviewer

of ours “ seeks for what is not to be found in his victim ."

Ed. E.T.]

NEW VOLUMES of the Home and School Library.

Edited by LAURIE MAGNUS, M.A.

3

HEROES OF THE WEST. A Biographical Sketch of Modern

History. By 1. J. CARLYLE , M.I., R.M. CARLYLE, and F. S. MARTIN, M.A.

With Four Illustrations. 2s . [ Just out .

This volume traces the course of European history and thought, from the end of

the Roman Empire, through Charlemagne, Hildebrand , Godfrey of Bouillon , St.

Louis, Wyclille , Joan of Arc, ( 'olumbus. Raphael, Luther, and William of Orange ,

to the end of the sixteenth century, and will be followed by a Second Volume, con

tinuing the narrative from Henry IV . of France to the Nineteenth Century.

ELECTRIC WIRING A Primer for the use of Wiremen and

Students. By W. C. CLINTON, B.Sc. Lond. With 80 Illustrations and a

Selection of Worked Examples. 1s , 6d . [ Just out.

Adapted to the requirements of the Preliminary Examinations of the City and

Guilds of London Institute .

THE FACE OF NATURE. Popular readings in Elementary

Science. By the Rev. C. T. OVENDEX, D.D., Canon of St. Patrick's, Rector of

Enniskillen. With numerous Illustrations. fcap. 8vo, 2s.

A FIRST COURSE OF CHEMISTRY. ( Heuristi. )

J. H , LEONARD, B.Sc. Lond. , Author of“ A First Course of Practical Science.

ls . 60 . ( Just out.

This volune is compiled on the same lines as the author's “ First Course of

Practical Science," published in 1901, and now being reprinted , which is " strongly

recommended to science masters " by the Guardian, and of which the Lancet says :

" Such books as the one before us should be scattered broudcast. "

" It is written in simple and comprehensive language, free from technicalities,

except such as are duly explained in thecourse of the text, . . . the section on joint

ing being exceptionally good. . . . This little book is replete with useful information

to those engiged in electrical wiring.” --- Electricity.

PRIVATE SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC COMPETITION.

To the Editor of the Educational Times .

SIR ,—I beg, through the medium of your columns, to call the

attention of the majority of justice -loving Englishmen to the

misappropriation of the ratepayers ' money under the guise of
so -called technical education . In many towns throughout the

country private enterprise is of no account whatever, and, in

direct detriment to other schools in the town, they have set

on foot both day and preparatory schools of a precisely similar
character to those which are carried on by men who have to pay

the schoolrates used for cutting their own throats.

Having been a teacher for nearly aquarter of a century, I feel

bound, amid my other numerous and important duties, to sound

a clarion note to arouse all teachers in private schools throughout

the length and breadth of the land to a sense of their duty in

the matter. Let them agree upon a combined policy of action

for their own protection , and indirectly for the future welfare of

the rising generation . I should like to ask, through you , Sir,

whether there are other persons who realize the unfairness of this

procedure equally with me.- I am , Sir, &c. ,
THE PRINCIPAL OF A PRIVATE SCHOOL.

October 18, 1902.

Ву

.

NEW VOLUMES of the Secondary Education Text-Books,

Edited by LAURIE MAGNUS, M.A.

By

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF

PRECEPTORS.

CHRONIQUE DU RÈGNE DE CHARLES IX. By

PROSPER MERIMÉE. Adapted and Edited by ERNEST WEEKLEY , M.A. , Profes.

sor of French at University College , Nottingham . 28. 611 . [ Just out.

FRENCH COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

CHARLES GLAUSER, Ph.D., Professor at the Academy of Commerce, Vienna,

Adapted and Arranged by W. MANSFIELD POOLE, M.A., Instructor in French

to the Channel Squadron, formerly Assistant Master in Merchant Taylors'
School. 4s , 6d . [ Just out .

This volume concludes the course of " Commercial French " by Poole and Becker,

to which the British Trade Journal awards the palm of merit,” and of which the

School World says : “ We know of no better book to serve as an introduction to the

more strictly technical study of Commercial French."

COMMERCIAL GERMAN. In Two Parts . By Gustav HEIN ,

Lecturer in German (Honours) to the l'niversity of Aberdeen , and MICHEL

BECKER, Professor of Modern Languages in the Ecole Alsacienne, Paris.
PART I. With a Map of Gernany. 3s. 60 . [ Just ont.

This volume is uniform with Part I. of " Commercial l'runch , " and has been com

piled with a like intelligent appreciation of recent reforms in modern language

teaching.

Schoolmasters and others are invited to apply for specimen pages (in

16 -page pamphlets) of any of the rolumes in the abore series, which will

be sent post free to any address .

THREE NEW BOOKS. JUST PUBLISHED,

A MEETING of the Council was held at the College, Bloomsbury

Square, on October 18. Present : Mr. H. W. Eve, Dean, in the Chair ;

Rev. J. 0. Bevan , Mr. Butler, Mr. Charles, Mr. Chettle , Miss Crook

shank , Mr. Holland , Miss Jebb, Mr. Leetham , Mr. Millar Inglis , Mr.

Pinches, Mr. Rushbrooke, Mr. Storr , and Mr. Walmsley.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed .

The diploma of Associate was granted to Mr. W. E. Bower, who had

passed the required examination.

Mr. Eve and Dr. Wormell were appointed representatives of the

College at the Cambridge Conference on the Training of Teachers, to

take place on November 14 and 15.

The report of the Finance Committee was adopted.

The report of the Examination Committee was adopted .

The following persons were elected members of the College :

Mr. E. F. Marx, M.A. Lond . , Rolandseck School , Ealing.

Mr. A. Telfer, B.A. Lond., L.C.P., Wreight's School, Faversham .

Mr. J. A. Tribe, 51 Joseph Street, Gosport.

The following books had been presented to the Library since the
last meeting of the Council :

By Mr. A. E. C. DICKINSON.- Descartes's Discourse on Method and Meditations ;
Hamilton's Discussions on Philosophy, & c .

By G. BELL & SONS.-- Botting's Horace's Odes, Book II . ; Tuckey's Examples in

Algebra.

By BLACKIE & Sox -Chaytor's Selections from Buffon ; Preston's Daudet's
La Mule du Pape .

By the CLARENDOR PRESS. - Allen's Elementary Greek Grammar ; Skeat's Lay
of Havelok the Dane.

By C. J. CLAY & Sons. - Holden and Shuckburgh's Xenophon's Cyropadia ,

Book I. ; Nicol's Cicero in Catilmam ; Ropes's Erckmann -Chatrian's Histoire d'un

Conscrit de 1813.

By MACMILLAN & Co. - Jones's Introductory Chemistry for Intermediate

Schools ; Robson's Practical Exercises in Heat .

By METUUEN & Co.-- Beard's Junior Arithmetic Examination Papers ; Tyler's

Junior Chemistry ; Williamson's Junior English Examination Papers.

By WHITTAKER & Co.-- Jeffrey's Bechstein's Ausgewahlte Marchen.

Calendars of Queen's College, Cork ; Aberdeen University ; Yorkshire College,

Leeds ; University College, Liverpool ; Birmingham University.

PRACTICAL SPANISH, A Grammar of the Spanish Language,

with Exercises, Materials for Conversation , and Vocabularies. PART I.
Nouns, Adjectives, Pronouns, &c . PART II.-- l'erbs, & c . , with copious

Vocabularies. By Don FERNANDO DE ARTEAGA , Taylorian Teacher of Spanish

in the University of Oxford . Two Parts . Crown 8vo, 78. 611.

A GREEK GRAMMAR FOR SCHOOLS AND COL.
LEGES . Accidence and Syntax . By JOHN Thorson, M.A., formerly

Scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge , Senior Classical Master, The Hixhi

School, Dublin . ('rown 810, 6s .

A BOOK OF BRITISH SONG . For Home and School.

Edited by CECILJ. SILARP, Principal of the Hampstead Conservatoire. With

Pianoforte Score and Words. Small folio , 7s , 60 , net.

Also a small crown 8vo Edition , with Words and Airs only, 2s., cloth ; ls . 6 :1 .

paper .

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, W.
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" There should be a very large audience for the illustrated edition of Dr. Traill's - Social England ,' which Messrs. Cassell have

begun issuing in fortnightly parts. The work itself is too well known to all lovers of English history and English sociology to need

any further recommendation from us ; but we may adjure all who have not seen the volumes of the illustrated edition to obtain this

first part of ninety -six pages, and we are sure that they will not rest satisfied till they have acquired the whole work in this charming

and incomparable edition.” — PALL MALL GAZETTE.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION .

Revised and partly Rewritten . In Fortnightly Parts ..

Price 1s. net.

SOCIAL ENGLAND.

A History of the Progress of the People from the Earliest Times to the Present Day.

Written by Eminent Authorities and Edited by H. D. TRAILL, D.C.L. , and J. S. MANN, M.A.

With about 2,500 ILLUSTRATIONS from authentic sources , and numerous Coloured Plates and Maps.

A GREAT WORK FOR SCHOOL AND REFERENCE LIBRARIES.

66

What School Masters and Mistresses think of it :

“ It is a beautiful, interesting , and useful book . " . W. H. F. , Cheltenham . “ I am very much pleased with , and greatly appreciate it. I shall order same

" I was already acquainted with the book in its original form , and had a great through my bookseller." - J . B. N., Worcester.

admiration for it, but certainly as it is published now it is far more valuable ,and “ Pery interesting, and I intend to get a copy for the school library . ” — G . D. ,

indeed I do not know of any book likely to be more instructive and interesting .” Attlehoro '.

E. S. S. , Whitchurch ( Salop ). Very interesting, and an excellent work for reference." - A . H.V. , Birmingham .
* It is a splendid re-issue of a very fine book . " -- Rev. J. W., Leicester. Very interesting, well written and illustrated." - C . M. S. , Woodford Green.

“ If the rest of the work is up to this sample, it will be a most valuable book ." An admirable book for schools . ” - M . A. , Mundesley .

R. F. , Brigg. Its utility will be enormously increased by the addition of such illustrations as

“ I am delighted with your illustrated edition of Social England .' I think it I see in the number sent . I am a thorough believer in such aids to education .'

will be a most valuable addition to our school library ." — W . M., Woodbridge. M. H. P., Wakefield .

" I like it so much that I shall introduce it to the pupils of this school. The " An admirable book , and fills a void in the history of England which has long

book should be read by all who take an interest in the British Empire ." - G . S. M., been felt . " -- R . W., Solihull.

Wallingford . " It looks as if it should be a necessary part of the apparatus of every history

" This is the real history of England, and is full of interest in every page ."- teacher. " - A . T., Faversham .

1. F. G., Caistor. " It seems to me excellent, and I hope we may be able to secure it for our school
It appears to be a most valuable contribution to English History.” –W . A. C. , library . " - C . W. B., Wimbledon Common.

Exeter. “ I have ordered it from my bookseller at once, as I am so much pleased with it."

“ In every way excellent and worthy of a place in every library . " - J . C. , -A . W. T., Bakewell.

Leicester “ I am much pleased with it , and shall certainly get the book for my own library,

“ In its present form it ought to be an invaluable addition to a school library."- probably for that of the school also. I shall also recomiend its purchase for the

H. B. R., Sandwich . Public Library .' A. J. M. , Liscard ,

THE LATEST AND BEST ENCYCLOPÆDIA AND DICTIONARY BROUCHT UP TO THE PRESENT DATE.

PART I. NOW READY, PRICE 6D. NET,

A NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

THE ENCYCLOPÆDIC DICTIONARY.

An Original Work of Reference to the Words in the English Language, with a Full Account of their

Origin , Meaning, Pronunciation , and Use.

ILLUSTRATED THROUGHOUT .

To be Published in Weekly Parts .

For this New Edition , a large number of

ORIGINAL COLOURED PLATES

have been prepared, and by means of a Supplementary Volume it will contain about

28,000 MORE WORDS

than any previous edition , and the work will be printed on

PAPER OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

A detailed Prospectus, with specimen of the Coloured Plates, will be sent post free on application.

CASSELL & COMPANY, Ltd., La Belle Sauvage, London : and all Booksellers.
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GEOGRAPHIES
BY

L. W. LYDE, M.A.

HEAD MASTER, BOLTON GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Good Clubs,

Best Hotels,

A11 Public Libraries,

British Consulates Abroad,

English Clubs in India and

the Colonies,

Chief Cities of India and

S. Africa (on Sale ),

Principal Steamships of

Leading Lines,

AFRICA.

AMERICA (NORTH) .

AMERICA (SOUTH) .

ASIA.

BRITISH EMPIRE.

BRITISH ISLES.

EUROPE.

Each in small crown 8vo,

bound in cloth , con

taining 128 pages.

Price 1s . 4d .

WORLD. Price 2s. 6d.
In all of which

EUROPE, ELEMENTARY GEOGRAPHY OF. Price

4d, net .
COPIES OF

PATON'S

GEOGRAPHY READERS.

No. III . England and Wales. With 2 Maps and 63 Illustrations.

No. IVA . British Isles. With 5 Maps and 69 Illustrations.

No. IVB . Europe. With 13 Maps and 100 Illustrations.

No. IV c . British Empire. With 6 Maps and 86 Illustrations.

No, V. Africa . Illustrated .

Price ls, 4d. each . LIST OF SCHOOLS

AND TUTORS

A. & C. BLACK, Soho Square , London , W.

Educational Works by A.K. Isbister, M.A. , LL.B.
(LATE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS. )

are to be seen .

The book is so extensively advertised that

THOUSANDS OF PARENTS —the world over — apply

for Copies and Prospectuses of Schools.

CIRCULATION GUARANTEED .

If you are wanting to have your

Sixteenth Edition, with Map . 12mo.

CÆSAR'S COMMENTARIES on the GALLIC WAR .

BOOKS I.-V. With Notes Critical and Explanatory,

a Vocabulary of all the Words in the Text, and

Easy Reading Lessons for Beginners price 38. 6d .

BOOKS I. - VII. do . do. 48. 6d .

Do. ( without the Reading Lessons) 48. Od .

Twenty - fifth Edition .

BOOK I. (with Vocabulary, Reading Lessons, &c . ) ... 18. 6d .

Fourteenth Edition . 12mo, price 38. 6d .

XENOPHON'S ANABASIS, Books I. to III. With

Notes, Vocabulary of all the Words in the Text, and a Series of

Easy Reading Lessons for Beginners. Designed as a First Greek

Reading Book in Schools.

Tenth Edition . 12mo, price 3s . 6d .

THE ILLUSTRATED PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEAKER

AND READER, based on Grammatical Analysis, comprising a

choice Selection of pieces for Reading and Recitation , annotated for

Expression, Emphasis, and Pauses, and illustrated by Diagrams and

Figures exhibiting to the eye the appropriate gestures and positions ;

to which is added a selection of Greek , Latin , French , and German

Extracts, suitable for “ Speech Days " at Public Schools.

New Edition . 12mo, price 1s. 6d .

LESSONS IN ELOCUTION AND EXPRESSIVE

READING FOR BOYS, based on Grammatical Analysis ; with

a choice selection of Extracts for Reading and Repetition, classified,

of Goldsmith's “ Deserted Village," set out into Principal and Sub

ordinate Sentences , illustrating the theory of Emphasis und Pausor.

SCHOOL BETTER KNOWN,

send us a Copy of your Prospectus, and we will forward

you full particulars of the circulation and its value.

J. & J. PATON ,

143 Cannon Street, London, E.C.,

EDUCATIONAL AGENTS.LONDON : LONGMANS & CO ., PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.
1 :

ADVERTISEMENT SCALE.

Whole Page-Ordinary £4 10 0 Position £5 10 0

Half Page 2 10 0 3 0 0

Quarter Page 1 10 0 1 15 0

Per inch in broad column (half width of page) 0 7 0

Narrow Column (one-third page) 2 0 0

General Scholastic Advertisements (Colleges , Schools, Classes , Tuition , &c. ), 3s . 6d .

for 6 lines, or 48 , 6d . the inch .

Situations Vacant and Wanted - 30 words or under, 28.; each additional 10 words, 6d.

(For 1s.extra, Replies may be addressed to the Publishing Office, and will be forwarded

post free . )

LA LIGNÉE DES POÈTES FRANCAIS AU XIXe SIÈCLE. Par ( HARLES BONNIER.

Demy 12mo, cloth , 3s , net.

MOLIÈRE.-LES FACHEUX. Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by E. J.
TRECHMANN , M.A. Fcap. 8vo, cloth . 2s .

A CONCISE FRENCH GRAMMAR , including Phonology , Accidence , and Syntax.

With Historical Notes for use in Upper and Middle Forms. By ARTHUR H.

WALL, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth , 4s . 6d .

A FRENCH PRIMER (for use in Middle and Lower Forms). By the same Author.

Extra fcap . 8vo , cloth , 2s,

GUIDE TO ADVANCED GERMAN PROSE COMPOSITION. Containing Selections

from Modern English Authors, Notes, and at Grammatical Introduction . By

EDUARD EHRKE. Extra fcap . 8vo , cloth , 3s,

CURRENT EVENTS.

The next monthly meeting of members of the

Fixtures, College of Preceptors will take place on Wednes

day, November 12 , at 7.30 p.m., when the Rev.

J. ( ) . Bevan , M.A., will read a paper on “ The Equipment of

the Teacher.”

*By the late JOHN BARROW ALLEN .

AN ELEMENTARY GREEK GRAMMAR . Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth , 3s .

AN ELEMENTARY LATIN GRAMMAR . New and Enlarged Edition. Extra

fcap . 8vo , cloth , 2s . 6d .

RUDIMENTA LATINA. Comprising Accidence and Exercises of a very Elementary

Character for the use of Beginners. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth , 2s.

ARRANGEMENTS are being made for the forthcoming Winter

Meeting of Teachers at the College of Preceptors, to com

mence on Tuesday, the 6th of January, 1903.

A CONFERENCE on the training of teachers in secondary

schools for boys will be held at Cambridge on November 14

and 15 .
CICERO.--PRO MILONE. Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by 1. B. POYNTON,

M.A. Second Edition . Crown 8vo , cloth , 25 , 61 .

EURIPIDES. - HECUBA. Edited , with Introduction and Votes , by C. B. HEBER

DEY , M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth , 2s. 6d .
The first of the Henry Sidgwick memorial lectures will be

given at Newnham College, Cambridge, by Mr. Bryce on

November 29. The subject will be - The Philosophic Life
among the Ancients."

OXFORD CLASSICAL TEXTS.

FORTICOMING VOLUMES.

CICERONIS EPISTVLAE. Vol. II . Ad Atticum . By L. C. PURSER .

MARTIALIS EPIGRAMMATA. By W. M. LINDSAY.

TERENTI COMOEDIAE. By R , Y. TYRRELL.

Two “ external lectures,” under the auspices of the Bir

mingham University Faculty of Commerce (November 6

and 13 ), will be delivered by Mr. Elijah Helm , Secretary to

the Manchester Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Helm will

expound " The Present Position of the Cotton Industry . "
: * *

*

PROF. MACDONELL's lectures on “ Public International Law "

at University College, London , are delivered on Mondays at

55 p.m. They are intended not only for lawyers, but for"

students of political economy, political science , and socio

logy . ” They are open to the public without fee.
* *

*

66 Pre

*

A PRIMER OF PHONETICS. By HENRY SWEET, M.A. Second Edition . Extra

fcap . 8vo , cloth , 3s, 6d .

POEMS OF ENGLISH COUNTRY LIFE . Selected and Edited , with Introduction

and Notes, by H. B. GEORGE , M.A., and W. H. HADOW , M.A. Crown 8vc ,

cloth , 2s.

SCHOOL HISTORY OF ENGLAND DOWN TO THE DEATH OF QUEEN VICTORIA.

With Maps. Plans, and Bibliographies. By 0. M. EDWARDS. R. S. RAIT,

H. W. C. DAVIS, G. N. RICHARDSON, A. J. CARLYLE, and W. G. Pogson

SMITH , Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s, 6d .

GRADUATED LESSONS ON THE OLD TESTAMENT. By the Rev. L. Z. RULE.

Edited by the Rev. LL. J. M. BEBB , Principal of St. David's College, Lampeter.

Three Volumes. Extra fcap. 8vo , paper boards, cloth back , with maps, ls , 6d .

each volume ; in cloth , ls, 90 , each volume.

MANUALS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. By T. H. STOKOE, D.D.

Vol. 1.-THE FOUR GOSPELS , 3s. 6d . Or, Part I , The Gospel Narrative, 2s .;

Part II , The Gospel Teaching, 2s ,

Vol . II.-- LIFE AND LETTERS OF ST. PAUL. 3s . 6d . Or, Part I , Life of

St. Paul, 2s.; Part II , Letters of St. Paul, 2s .

THE " JUNIOR " EUCLID. By S. W. FITX, M.A. Crown 8vo , stiff covers ,

Books I and II , 1s. 60 . Books III and IV , 2s ,

GEOMETRICAL EXERCISES FROM NIXON'S " EUCLID REVISED." With

Solutions. By ALEXANDER LARMOR , M.A. Crown 8vo , cloth , 3s . 60 .

ARITHMETIC. With or without Answers to the Exercises. By R. HARGREAVES,

M.A. Crown 8vo , cloth , 4s . 6d .

DR. KIMMINS will address the London Branch of the

British Child Study Association (November 14 ) on

paration for Child Study - a suggested Course of Reading."

The next examination for cadetships at the Royal Military

Academy, Woolwich, begins on November 25. There are

fifty vacancies.

:

Also Published by HENRY FROWDE.

CHR. FR. GRIEB'S DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH AND GERMAN LAN.

GUAGES Third Edition . Re-arranged , revised , and enlarged with special

regard to Pronunciation and Etymology. By A. SCHROER, Ph.D._8vo, morocco

back . Vol. I , English and German, 14s. ; Pol. II , German and English , 12s.

Educational Times.- “ Perhaps there is no German dictionary that has had

more vogue in England than Grieb's ; and now that Mr. Frowde has taken it

in charge, it is assured of a still wider popularity, which the new edition amply

deserves. A thoroughly practical, useful, and handy dictionary. The print

is good , and the binding is made for wear .'

On the occasion of the Bodleian Tercentenary

Honours. (October 9) , the following honorary degrees were

conferred in Convocation of OxfordUniversity :

D.C.L. : On the Hon . Andrew Dickson White, of Yale

University, Ambassador of the United States of America at

Berlin ; the Right Hon . Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal,
G.C.M.G., Chancellor of McGill University, Lord Rector of

Aberdeen University, and High Commissioner for the

Dominion of Canada ; Dr. Frederick de Martens, Privy

Councillor and Permanent Member of the Council of the

Minister for Foreign Affairs , Professor of International Law

in the University of St. Petersburg, and a member of The

Hague Arbitration Tribunal ; and Prof. Vinogradoff, of

Moscow .

D.Litt .: On Conte Ugo Balzani, of the Accademia dei

Lincei and of the Società Romana di Storia Patria , Rome ;

Dr. John B. Bury, Regius Professor of Greek at Trinity

College, Dublin ; Dr. J. H. Canfield , Librarian of Columbia

University ; Mr. John Willis Clark , M.A., Registrary of the

University of Cambridge ; Mr. Francis J. H. Jenkinson,

M.A., Librarian of the University Library, Cambridge;

LIST OF VEJL AND RECENT BOOKS POST FREE OV APPLICATION

LONDON : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE ,

AMEN CORNER, E.C.
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Geheimrat Dr. von Laubmann, Director of the Munich THE MARQUIS OF LONDONDERRY, K.G. , President of the

Library ; M. Omont, Member of the Institute of France , of Board of Education, has appointed Mr. W. R. Davies his

the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris ; Geh. - Regierungsrat Private Secretary.

Dr. E. Sachau , of the Royal Academy, Berlin ; Hofrat Dr. J.

Schipper, Rector of Vienna University ; Dr. S. G. de Vries, Sir William R. Anson , Bart., M.P., Parliamentary Secre

of Leyden University Library ; Mr. G. F. Warner, M.A., tary to the Board of Education, has appointed Mr. William

Assistant Keeper of Manuscripts at the British Museum ; Loring as his Private Secretary.

and Prof. A. F. West , of Princeton University .

St. ANDREWS UNIVERSITY, on the occasion of the installation The President of the Board of Education has reappointed

of Mr. Andrew Carnegie to the Lord Rectorship , conferred as members of the Consultative Committee (from Septem
the honorary degree of LL.D.upon him , and upon his Excel- ber 30) the Right Hon . Sir W. Hart Dyke, Bart., M.P.;

leney the Hon. Joseph Choate, Ur.ited States Ambassador;the Mr. Ernest Gray, M.P .; Mr. A. C.Humphreys-Owen, M.P.;
Right Hon. John Morley, M.P .; the Right Hon. James Bryce, the Hon. and Rev. E. Lyttelton ; the Ven . Archdeacon

D.C.L., M.P .; Mr. Alex. Graham Bell, of Washington, Sandford ; and the Rev. D. J. Waller, D.D.; and has ap

U.S.A., inventor of the telephone; Lord Carnegie ; Mr. pointed Mr. T. H. Warren, President of Magdalen College,

Thomas Shaw , K.C., M.P .; Mr. John Ross, solicitor, Dun-Oxford , as a member of the Committee in place of Sir

fermline ; his Excellency Mr. Andrew D. White, United W. R. Anson, Bart ., M.P. , resigned.

States Ambassador to Germany ; and Mr. Henry White, of

the United States Diplomatic Service. The following gentlemen have been appointed Junior

Inspectors : - Mr. H. E. Boothroyd, demonstrator and tutor

ALREADY the subscriptions promised for the mathematical master at Fettes College, Edinburgh ; Mr.
at Cambridge University ; Mr. C. Boutflower, science and

Endowments. completion of the buildings of the University E. H. H. Bruce, temporary Inspector under the Board ;

of Durham College of Science in memory of Mr. E. H. Carter, County Council lecturer ; Mr. H. T.

Lord Armstrong amount to £ 31,000 ; and an anonymous Holmes, chemistry master at Merchant Taylors' School ;

donor has promised £ 10,000 additional if the total should Mr. A. T. Kerslake, chemistry master at Bradford Grammar

reach £ 50,000 by the end of the year.
School; and Mr. G. McFarlane, master at Dulwich College .

MR. ANDREW CARNEGIE, Rector of St. Andrews University,

has promised £ 1,500 for a union for the women students
At University College , Reading, Mr. John Percival, Vice

attending the University.
Principal of the South -Eastern Agricultural College at Wye,

has been appointed Lecturer in Agricultural Botany and

Mr. SPARKE Evans and Mr. J. L. Evans have each given Lecturer in the Practice of Agriculture ;Mr. C.W.Walker
Director of the Agricultural Department; Mr. J. 0. Peet

£ 500 to the Western College, Bristol ; and Mr. T. J. Len- Tisdale Lecturer in Dairy Farming and Dairy Bacteriology ;

nard, the Treasurer, promises £ 1,000. Mr. Frederick Keeble, Lecturer in Botany at the College,

Director of the Horticultural Department; and Mr. W. H.

Patterson Lecturer in Horticulture and Keeper of the
The old students of the Institution of Gardens.

Scholarships . Mining and Metallurgy propose to give two

scholarships of £50 for threeyears to students
At Cambridge, Mr. J. B. Peace, M.A. of Emmanuel, has

the Royal College of Science proceeding to complete their
been reappointed Demonstrator of Mechanism and Applied

training in mines.

Mechanics for five years, and Mr. R. C. Punnett, M.A. of

The Annual Preliminary Examination for London School
Gonville and Caius, has been appointed Demonstrator of

Board scholarships will be held on December 2 and 3. There Comparative Anatomy for one year.

will be 77 scholarships and exhibitions - 52 for boys and 25
Miss H. L. POWELL, head mistress of the Leeds High

for girls. Candidates must have made at least 250 attend

ances ( 150 in case of half - timers) in each of three or
School for Girls, has been appointed Principal of the Cam

more years ended last day ofOctober. The scholarships to Miss Punnett, who has been appointed normal mistress
bridge Training College for Women Teachers, in succession

vary inannual value offrom £15 to " not less than£50," ] to the new Day Training College under the London County

tenable from three to four years. Further particulars and
Council.

application forms may be obtained at the Offices of the

Board, or by written application to the Clerk of the Board,

School Board for London, Victoria Embankment, W.C. Mr. R. W. H. T. Hudson , B.A. St. John's College,

Application forms duly filled up must be received on or Cambridge, has been appointed Lecturer in Mathematics at

before November 6 , 1902 . In addition there is a " Sarah University College , Liverpool.“

Terry ” Prize, preferentially for a child the offspring of

indigent parents of any class in the community. MR. E. SHERWOOD SMITH , M.A., Head Master of Whit

church Grammar School, succeeds the Rev. J. Atkins as

Examinations for scholarships at Trinity, Clare, Trinity Head Master of Newbury Grammar School.

Hall , Pembroke, Gonville and Caius, King's , Jesus, Christ's ,

St. John's , and Emmanuel, Cambridge, begin on December 2 ;

at Peterhouse and Sidney on December 16 .
MR. L. LowNDS, B.Sc. ( Lond .), Ph.D. (Berlin ), and Mr.

J. C. Crocker, B.A. (Camb.), have been appointed Demon

strators in Physics and Chemistry respectively at the South

We understand that, in consequence of
Western Polytechnic

Appointments
the resignation of Miss Cooper, the Com

and Vacancies .

mittee of the Joint Registry for Women MR. L. HANSEN BAY, B.Sc. (Lond .), F.C.S. , chief mathe

Teachers, 74 Gower Street, are about to appoint a new matical and science master at Carlisle Grammar School,

Registrar. Applications to be made, by letter, to the Hon. has been appointed Head Master of Deacon's School,

Treasurer, 1 Gordon Square, W.C., by the 15th November. Peterborough.

*

*

*

* *

*
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Mr. Wyndham has been elected Lord Rector of Glasgow volume for half an hour with understanding, the College

University by twenty -nine votes over Mr. Morley. would promptly get the million it so sorely needs.

MR. S. O. ANDREW , M.A. , has been appointed Head Master King's College, London, offers free courses for teachers,

of Whitgift Grammar School. on Saturdays, in Mathematics, French, Theory of Education,

Practical Physics , and Practical Physiology. In the Theo

The Head Mastership of the King's School, Warwick , is logical Faculty the courses have been adjusted to the B.D.

vacant through the resiguation of the Rev. R. Percival degree of the University of London. The evening classes

Brown , M.A. prepare for “ internal students ' ” degrees. The ordinary

and post-graduate classes are now in full swing.

MR. FISHER UNWIN announces for the middle
Literary

Items.
of November the “ Memoirs of President Paul The London Chamber of Commerce (10 Eastcheap , E.C.)

Kruger," in two volumes
, with photogravures has organized, at a nominal fee, courses of lectures in Com

and map . The work will no doubtthrow fresh light on the mercial Geography and History, Banking and Currency,
recent history of the Transvaal, as well as furnish a most Commercial and Industrial Law ,and (in co -operation with

interesting personal record and criticism . the foreign Chambers of Commerce in London ) classes in

French , German, Spanish , and Italian .

Mr. R. BROMLEY JOHNSON is issuing the “ Hampshire

Edition of Miss Austen's works, each novel in a separate The Board of Education has issued the Regulations and

volume, “ with the original feature of an experiment in Syllabus of the Certificate Examination for Acting Teach
illustration never before applied with any thoroughness to ers, which begins on July 8, 1904.
fiction . ”

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, BRISTOL, is thinking of ways and

Mr. Heinemann publishes a new and revised and cheaper development into a University for the West of England .
means of further extension , and even mooting a project of

--edition of " The Eternal City " by Mr. Hall Caine, with a

new preface by the author, giving“ the history of the present

story." The original version will be “ kept in print as long 21st anniversary (October 2 ).NOTTINGHAM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE has just celebrated its

as the public calls for it.”

MESSRS. FREDERICK WARNE & Co. annnounce “ The Little The jubilee ofSydney University was celebrated with great

Folks' Picture Natural History ,” by Mr. Edward Step, deal
enthusiasm on October 1 .

ing with interesting points in the forms and habits of wild

creatures, in easy language, and containing over 200 illustra
The seventy -fifth anniversary of the opening of St. David's

tions, mostly in colours.
College, Lampeter, was commemorated on October 2. The

Archbishop of Canterbury was present, and spoke with great

The Walter Scott Publishing Company announce “ The spirit and geniality.

Music Story Series, " under the editorship of Mr. Frederick

J. Crowest— " an entirely fresh and novel series of literary
MR . CHARLES WADE HASKINS, Dean of the School of

musical illustrated monographs." The first issue will be Commerce of New York University, concludes, from his

“ The Story of Oratorio ," by Annie W. Patterson , B.A.,
summer studies of the facilities for commercial education

Mus. Doc . afforded in European countries, that his own University

holds the lead .

In the November number of the Leisure Hour the Rev.

William Mottram , a cousin of George Eliot and a grand
THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY,

nephew of Adam and Seth Bede and Dinah Morris, begins

a series of papers on the originals of these characters and On Wednesday, October 15 , at the Monthly Meeting of mem

on certain of the influences that inspired the best work of bers of the College of Preceptors, Mr. H. W.Eve in the Chair,

the great novelist. Mr. L. W. LYDE, M.A., gave a lecture on “ The Teaching of

Geography ” with special reference to examinations.

Mr. Fisher Unwin has just added to his “Library of
The lecturer said he wished to speak, not as a special pleader

for geography, but simply as a teacher and an examiner. And,

Literary History ” Prof. E. G. Browne's Literary History if he ventured to offer advice which did not correspond with

of Persia from the Earliest Times until Firdausi.”' The that sometimes given by distinguished geographers in this

work includes in its scope religious, philosophical, and country, he could at least claim for it the benefit of considerable

scientific speculation. practical experience ; for seven out of the last ten years he had

been teaching geography week after week to at least two hundred

MESSRS. Jack announce about a dozen volumes of The different boys, and in the same time he had examined about

Century Bible”inthe Old Testament as preparing for early fifty thousand candidates of various ages and nationalities.
publication after the completion of the New Testament he was disappointed, as a teacher, if he got more than2 per

He would submit the results of his experience in this way :

series, which will close with Dr. Salmond's commentary cent. of failures in any of the ordinary examinations, e.g., the

on St. Mark , to be issued shortly.
Oxford Locals, and he was astounded, as an examiner, by the

constant absence of the minimum necessary for a pass.

MRS. ALICE MEYNELL is editing for Messrs. Blackie & Son If a typical geography paper were analyzed , it would be found

* The Red Letter Library a new series of selections from that the questions might roughly be classified under four heads

the great masters of English literature," to be issued monthly. (b) physical, some being general, and others being contined to a
--(a ) mechanical matters, such maps and definitions ;

Two volumes -- from Tennyson and Mrs. Browning — are particular area set for the particular examination ; (c) political,

promised immediately. especially with reference to towns ; (d ) commercial, especially

with reference to the products of the particular area set.

As a rule, one of the “ mechanical ” questions, e.g. , the map ,

The Calendar of University College, London,
was compulsory. In any case, these questions were the ones on

General. for 1902–3 exhibits a remarkable activity in all which the dullest pupils could be guaranteed against actual

branches of study, with a great many fresh de- failure. If they did enough mapping, they ought to make

velopments. If our wealthy citizens were to study the certain of having all their definitions absolutely accurate, with

*

*

*

66

as
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exact knowledge of instances. The only real trap here lay in Mr. LANGLER remarked that the whole lecture from beginning to end

the possibility of careless teachers allowing the pupils constantly had been a definition of what geography really is . In his own school
to give the same instance, sometimes a most misleading one. days geography lessons meant simply the learning by heart of lists of

For example, if pupilswere habitually allowed to give “ Salisbury for examination were guided by the questions set on previous occasions,He assumed that teachers when preparing candidates

Plain as the instance of a plain , they must not be expected to and it was therefore in the power of the examiner to determine, to a very

realize that a plain was essentially low .

Putting these mechanical questions on one side, there were left time to time, and he felt convinced that, if teachersfollowed the lines
large extent, the character of the studies which should be pursued from

physical, political, and commercial questions. The mass of the indicated by Mr. Lyde, they would be able not only to secure success at

candidates considered physical questions to be questions which examinations, but also to accomplish something of real educational

required pictorial illustration , political questions to be those value in the teaching of goography .

which involved lists of places, and commercial questions to be Mr. ORCHARD thought that the method advocated by Mr. Lyde was of

those which involved lists of things. He did not propose to go great educational value, because it enlisted from the first the co-operation

into the idea at the back of all this, but simply to suggest to any of the pupil with the teacher and involved the psychological principle of

teacher who found the geography lesson a worry, and who did the association of ideas. Not only did this principle make the teaching

not get satisfactory results in the geography paper, some prac of yeography itself easier, but other subjects were being taught indirectly

tical lines which, within his knowledge, had given help to many
at the same time.

teachers in similar circumstances. He frequently received com- founded only on his experience in the teaching of boyx, applied with
Miss Mold considered that the remarks of the lecturer, although

munications from teachers who were anxious for advice as to equal forceto the teaching of girls.

methods of teacbing geography. He proposed to deal with some A vote of thanks to the lecturer concluded the proceedings.

of the questions asked - not in the order of their importance, but

in the order in which they arose naturally in connexion with a

lesson .

The first was : What appliances should I have! ” And the
THE NEW DAY TRAINING COLLEGE.

answer was that some were absolutely necessary, and the rest

very useful but not indispensable. Amongst the absolutely PROF. Adams's INAUGURAL LECTURE.

essential for general class use were (a) a globe; ( b) a very large

wall “ Mercator,” on which currents of wind and water could be
Pror. Allius delivered an address on “ The Training of

indicated ; and ( c) in blackboard, on which he recommended that
Teachers at the opening of the London County Council Day

coloured chalks should never beused during a lesson . Then each Training College (October 6 ). Hesaid that training of teachers
individual pupil should have ( c ) i coloured atlas, in which every is no longer it speculative subject, but one that must be faced and

place mentioned should be underlined ; (b) outline maps, to be dealt with in some practical way. It can no longer be set aside .

filled up in various ways ; and ( c ) a text -book .
The question is not now Shall teachers be trained " but “ How

Amongst the things which were very useful but not essential shall teachers be trained ? "

he would reckon (« ) a " museum " collected by the class, and in
WHAT IS “ TRAINING " ?

cluding newspaper cuttings; ( b ) pictures ofwhatthe pupils were Put in the shortest form , training may be described as the process of

naturally unfamiliar with , but nerer to be given with a lantern in deliberately guiding or modifying the development of an organism . Only

class; and ( c) relief maps, exaggerated. Convey artistic truth an organism can be trained , and all our views of training must take
rather than accuracy of proportion. account of this fact. To begin with , then , training implies capacity : 100

With such appliances, every term should be begin with a necessarily a capacity that will naturally develop in the direction the
lesson or two on (6 ) the shape and motions of the earth ; ( b ) the trainer may select, but a capacity that renders development in that

chief currents of wind and water ; (c ) the great phenomena of direction possible. A doy may be trained to walk on his hind legs-- he

the science - e.g ., rivers and mountains; ( a ) the bare necessaries
has the capacity ; though, if left to himself , he would probably never

of human life ; and (e) some standards of judgment for size, dis- exercise it. The second element in the connotation of training is the

tance, height, & c . With regard to the last point, it was notorious has certain inherent powers which, if developed at all, must be developed
The creature trainedpresence of an external force guiding an internal.

that many people would hesitate to say whether a certain place according to the laws of their own nature. The working of these laws

was inside the 'Tropics, though they would have no doubt whether it exemplifies the internal force . It is only by following the laws of dog

was north of Havana or Calcutta, or south of Rio or Rockhampton. nature that the trainer can get the animal to do such an undoylike thing

In these preliminary lessons all illustrations should preferably as to walk on his hind legs. In some quarters we find emphasizel it

be taken from the particular area set, so that by the time the third element in the connotation of training". It is said that training is ,

area itself was reached it would be already really familiar. In on the whole, more concerned with physical processes than intellectual.

treating a set area a definite order of subjects should be rigidly We have tutors for the schools, but trainers for the river or field , while

adhered to, so that as each new area came up for treatment the
“ to be in training ” has an unequivocal reference to the body. The

class would approach it from exactly the same point of view.
distinction is real to the extent that we must admit that it is recognized

The first subject was position, which included the latitude and mind can be trained justis the body can : only the process is both moreand acted upon in real life . But it has no psychological sanction .

lougitude of a representative town or district,and the character ditticult in itself and less easily demonstrable to outside observers . In

of the surroundings - especially if water. The second subject direct proportion to the teacher's kuowledge of the laws according to

was surface , with special reference to the relation of highland which a child's mind acts, and of the contents of the mind of the par

and lowlaud . And the first and second supplied all data for the ticular child acted upon , can he determine the action of that mind . The

third - climate, with special reference to the relation of sea and discussion of this matter belongs to the course of University Lectures on

land. Along with these great“ generalities," there should be con- Education. Here it is enough to state the principle, and to draw the

stant, but rough, mapping of typical forms of the land- ..., inference that the training of the teacher consists primarily in his acquiring

making sure that the class should get , on the map question and this knowledge of child -nature and the materials upon which that nature

the definition question, the necessaryminimum ofmarksto pre- works. The scieuce of education must begin and end with the child.
vent total failure. And, this once assured, the next point to be Past ERRORS OF SYSTEM .

dealt with should be " particular " subjects -- the vegetation,
We who have been responsible for the working of the training -college

mineral wealth , and population of the area. The vegetation system in the past have gone wrong along two main lines- (1) We have

would follow naturally on the climate; and, if special attention were magnitied methodology at the expense of true educationalscience. It is

paid to those plants which provide necessaries and those which futile to say that there must be a rightway and a wrong way of teaching
provide luxuries for the inhabitants, the subject would be con- everything. . . . We must recognize the need for different treatment of

nected with previous kuowledge about the distribution of the same subject, and even the same part of the same subject, according

** necessaries ” in the world, and the personal interest of the class to thedifferences in teacher, pupil, and attendant circumstances. The
would be aroused . Minerals ” would bear a similar subdivision teacher must not be a machine, working in narrow , though carefully

-fuel and machinery coming under " necessaries," and anyother adjusted, grooves. ( 2) Our second line of weakness has lain in devoting

typical minerals being treated separately. The distribution of too much time to mere teaching of subjects, and too little to the teaching
of how to teach . For our pedantry and our over -elaborated methodology

towns would follow naturally on the distribution of plant life and
minerals, and special stress should be laid on those towns for the we must ourselves bear the blame ; for the preponderance ofsubject

teaching circumstances are responsible . .. At the beginning the
existence of which a reasou could be given - especially a reason training colleges really justified their name: they gave their chief atten
directly counected with the plants or minerals. tion to training how to teach . Unfortunately, many candidates came

The lecturer concluded by remarking that the methods he had forward who knew neither the subjects to be tunght, nor how to teach
sketched out would be useful, not only in preparing for examina- them . Naturally, these had to be taught their subjects first. The

tions, but also in developing the pupils 'own power of thought. examiner then made his appearance , and all was lost . The colleges

The
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soon developed into not very advanced secondary schools, in which a will not, as a rule, have special reference to the subjects of the examina
very little professional training was added to an intolerable deal of mere tion for the Teachers' Diploma in London University. The professor

school study. In spite of all this, the training colleges succeeded in must be left free to treat his subject in his own way . But tutorial classes

producing the kind of teachers the country wanted — thanks mainly to will be conducted by the staff of the college so as to prepare the students

the pupil -teacher system . This state of affairs has passed away for this examination, in order that the year's training may end with the

since the establishment of pupil -teacher centres, the curtailment of the official recognition that is necessary to secure a place on the Register.

pupil-teacher's hours of actual teaching, and the freer scope allowed to

the training colleges. Our college opens at an auspicious time.

SECONDARY TEACHERS IN THE PAST .

The secondary teacher has always been worse off than the elementary A UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION.
in respect of opportunities for learning his profession . If the master of

method in the training college got his pupils too late, the secondary
By Dr. J. P. GORDY,

teacher did not come under a master of method at all. He was plunged ,
Professor of the History of Education in the School of Pedagogy of

without any preparation , right into the work of the school. He had the
New York University.

better preliminary culture -training, and thus could feel his way a little
better than the pupil- teacher. Unfortunately his more important position

In connexion with the opening of the London County Council
while he was learning his business exposed him to keener criticism . He

Day Training College attached to the University of London, itwas placed at once in charge of a class, and held responsi for its

progress. The irresponsible pupil-teacher made his serious blunders, no may be useful, as well as interesting, to note the most advanced

doubt, but he had behind him the assistant master and the head master | American views on the work of such an institution. The follow

to keep him in the right way, or, at the very least, to bear the blame of ing paper appeared in the Journal of Pedagogy for March , and

his deficiencies. The secondary man had not only to learn his profession the editor said of it that “ a more lucid and forceful outline of

for himself, but had himself to be responsible for the blunders by which the scope of an institution whose function it is to prepare teachers
he stumbled on to success . for their work has never been made ."

" THE Crux OF THE WHOLE QUESTION .” The appointment of a faculty for the study and teaching of education

by New York University is one of many indications that society is at
These initial blunders form the crux of the whole question . There are last becoming dimly conscious of the place which the schoolought to fill

two ways in which the public can pay for the training of its teachers : it among the agencies of civilization . The world has been talking for a

can pay in money, or it can pay in children . Given a certain large long time about the importance of education, but it has been very slow

number of children each year to beinjured intellectually, and to some to learn that, if education is important, then the training of the teacher

extent morally, and the question of the training of teachers settles itself . must be equally important. If , as Goethe said , life itself is the end of

All that is required is a sufficient number of subjects upon which raw life , then education as preparation for life is the most important thing in

teachers may experiment. Let it be cordially admitted that there the world ; and , if education is of supreme importance , then the institu

are a few — a very few - favoured men and women that require very little tion whose one function it is to prepare teachers for this work ought to

training. . . . These , however, are the last to deny the need of training: occupy the foremost place among the institutions of civilization .

. . . At the other end of the profession there is a correspondingly small Why, indeed, should not the intending teacher receive special prepara

group - those whom no amount of training will ever turn into teachers. tion for his work ? Is his task so simple or so unimportant as to make

Between these two extremes wehave the great body of average candi- the successful performance of it a matter of no consequence ? A mind

dates for the profession, who all can , and do, in various degrees, profit intent only on getting at the true relations of things, a mind which asks

by training . Further, the process of training is itself a process of sifting . not what has been but what ought to be, in determining whether special

The naturally gifted teachers lose nothing by being forced to make as preparations should be made by those who are to undertake a given

many as possible of their initial blunders by proxy . The public are work, would ask two questions only : Is the work important ? and : Is

entitled to be protected from having even a few children sacrificed it difficult ?

unnecessarily . Is then theteacher's work important? Upon the right training of the

TRAINING NEED NOT INÍURE THE PUPILS. child , it has been truly said , all good causes depend. Is it difficult ?

No less difficult than that of so manipulating and modifying the
It must not be supposed that training is impossible without injury to manifold impulses that have been inherited from countless generations

the pupils. ; • . Inspite of the presence of students in training, prac- as to give supremacy to those that make for the well- being of man and

tising schools arenot noted for their inefficiency. It is possible for the of society. Schools for thestudy of veterinary surgery , and noschool

carefully guided student to do quite as little harm as the ordinary teacher for the study of education ; schools for the study of engineering,

under ordinary circumstances. In otherwords,the inexperienced student commerce, agriculture, pharmacy, dentistry, medicine, law, theology ,
makes upfor his lack of technical skill by long and careful preparation, and no school to showhow to deal wisely withthe growing mind ! The

and by the concentration that the special circumstances of his case time will come when such facts as these will seem among the most

develop. The average student at his very best equal to an experi- remarkable in the history of civilization . They are only one more

enced teacher at his average. It is assumed here that the practice lessons example of the truth which has so often been illustrated : that which is
are so arranged as to fit in with the ordinary work of the school, though first in the order of truth and of logic is last in the order of discovery .

they need not necessarily form a part of it . The interests of the children

are further guarded by the presence of the master of method .
l'pon what plea-to take a particular case -- can special preparation for

The

student will make blunders — serious blunders -- but at the end of the force to that of the teacher : Is it that the health of the body is
the work of the physician be urged that does not apply with greater

lessonthe master of method can not only prevent the blunder having an important: But the body derives its entire importance from the mind.

evil effect upon the children : he can actually turn it to good account Apart from the mind, the body signifies no more than the tree that grows

with pupils and teacher alike .
by the wayside. Is it that the work of the doctor is difficult ? Who

TRAINING OF SECONDARY TEACHERS . — THE REGISTER . would venture to assert that the restoring to health of a diseased body,

bringing it into a condition in which each organ performs its proper
For secondary teachers training is no longer something in the air . function, is more difficult than the work of the teacher--the work of so

On the 6th day ofMarch was issued an Order in Council providing for influencingthe mind that it may develop to the point where each faculty
the formation and keeping of a Register of Teachers. . . , To meet the can and will perform its proper function : The work of the physician

increased demand for training that must necessarily arise from the consists for the most part in helping the body to resuine its natural
operation of this Order, the Technical Board of the London County functions ; the work of the teacher, on the other hand , in so dealing with
Council have made arrangements for the admission to this college of the mind as to change the functions which are natural to it in its unde
students who purpose becoming teachers in secondary schools. A veloped condition, so that it may become natural for it to do that which

beginning will be made in January. The students will be under the it ought to do.
direct supervision of the Principal, who will fix their course, and prescribe It would be equally easy , if one had the time, to show the superior

from time to time studies in observation, analyses of characters and claims of schools for the study of education to those of all other pro
temperaments, problems in school discipline, and similar matters, and fessional schools . With a single exception, all of them are trying to
discuss the results with them . . . In addition to attending the full increase our command over the means of life. But schools for the study

course of lectures by the Professor of Education and working the exer- of education are primarily concerned with the enrichment of life itself.
cises prescribed by him, secondary students in training will becalled upon Even schools for the study of theology must be judged from the stand
to go through a course of study of the more practical parts of school and point of education , using the term in its largest, truest sense . Do they

class management, and to attend various short courses on the tenching of tend to make life better, noblor, richer ? Their value for civilization, in
the more important subjects of the secondary -school curriculum . In a word , consists in the light they throw on the needs of the human mind ,

many cases these short courses will bedelivered by specialists in the on the sublime art of living. But it is the function of a school for the

various subjects, and will in all cases be illustrated by examplesof actual study ofeducation to show how all theneeds of thehuman mind may be
teachingin schools of typical excellence. Arrangements will be made most helpfully supplied , to consider the art of living from the most

by which teachers at present engaged in their profession may obtain a comprehensive point of view . The pagan Plato, the first and greatest of
course of training suited to their needs. . . . The University lectures the philosophers of education , saw very clearly that not only religion ,
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but art, science , literature, government, life itself, may be utilized in the
education of man . REVIEWS.

We are then, I think, justified in concluding that schools for the study

of education have at least as vital a relation to the well -being of society THE ETON SCHOOLMASTER.

asany other professional schools whatever.
What can such schools do ? Their work , in the last analysis, will The Schoolmaster : a Commentary upon the Aims and Methods

consist of their attempts toanswer three questions : What is the nature of an Assistant Master in a Public School. By Arthur

of the developing mind ? What ought it to become ? How, and under Christopher Benson. (Murray.)

what circumstances, can it be best helped to grow from what it is to Mr. Arthur Benson is a first-rate schoolmaster; on that point

what it ought to be ? We lay greut stress on the various subdivisions of we need no further evidence than the present volume affords.

psychology ,physiological, analytical, genetic, because it is from them that But he is himself untrained , and he does not believe in the train

we hope to learn with constantly increasing accuracy what the “ living, ing of teachers, which seems to him “ like training people to

learning, playing child " is; we cross- question ethics and philosophy in become good conversationalists.” And in this view he is not

the hope of learning what the ideal nature of the child is , in the hope of

learning in what the true good of man and of life consists : wewould go Walker (we might extend the list indefinitely )—all of these are,

singular. Dr. Bradley, Dr. Gow , Dr. James, Mr. Frederick

to anthropology and the history of education and of civilization not
merely togather inspiration for our work, not merely that we may or havebeen , excellentteachers, and all of them are profoundly
become acquainted with the heroes who have lighted the torch of civili- sceptical as to the advantages of training. At first sight this

zation and have passed it on with a brighter and brighter light to the appears a crushing argument against the College of Preceptors ,

present, but in order to learn what ideals beckoned them onward and which was founded for the express purpose of “ affording

inspired them to efforts which enabledthem to raise themselves above the facilities to the teacher for the acquiring of a sound knowledge
monotonous life of use and wont, and what methods they followed in the of his profession " ; but a little retlection will dispose of the

education of their fellows ; and we would learn these things in order that paradox. “ They that be whole need not a physician, but they
our own ideals may be clarified and enriched, and our own knowledgeof that are sick.” Ifwe couldensure that none but Bradleys and
human development be made more accurate and discriminating . We Bensons entered the profession, wewill not say that there would
would go to the great literatures of the world ,to the dramas of Æschylus, be no need of training colleges; for the best natures are

Sophocles, and Euripides , to Dante'sgreat poem , to the masterpieces of bettered by nurture. But the need of training would not be
Shakespeare and Goethe, of Browningand Ruskin, to learn all that they
have to tell us about education and life. We would go to the various apparent, as it now is , even to the ordinary member of Parlia

branches of science , not merely to learn the conditions as to light, heat,ment. It is quite true that “ a brisk idle man with a knack of

and ventilation, under which the work of the school may be most exposition can be a scandalously effective teacher ” ; true also

successfully done, but also in order to learn how these departments ofthat “ a man may have conducted classes satisfactorily at
knowledge may be most effectively utilized in the interests of the a training college, where the disciplinary difficulty is non

developing mind . In a word , we would levy tribute on all the resources existent [ Mr. Barnett and Prof. Withers would hardly agree to

of civilization in order to learn all that they have to teach about the this ] ; but when he is face to face with a class of his own he may

nature and ideal of human life , and the methods by which that ideal can find that he has no real control. ” But it is not true that “ the

be most successfully realized . method of conducting a lesson must be a matter of idiosyn .
Do we claim to be trying to do all that is possible in these directions ? crasy.” Still less true is it that " the boys who have been

Assuredly not.

three -fourths of the tragedy - I had almost said of the comedy- of life . as teachers as far as training can be given .” It is , indeed,
The contrast between the real andthe ideal constitutes through a public school themselves have practicallybeen trained

No one - not even Aristotle-- ever saw more clearly inwhatthe truegreat- astounding, atthe presentday , to seethistheory of “ apostolie
ness of a people consists than did Horace Mann. • The narrow strip of

half - cultivated land that lies between her eastern and western borders is
succession once more trotted out - a theory which is again and

not Massachusetts,'' he once said ; but her noble and incorruptible men,
again refuted in these very pages. What is still needed is that

her pureand exalted women , the children in all her schools whose daily schoolmasters should have a more definite aim - a theory of

lessons are the preludes and rehearsals of the great duties of life, and the their art, and it seems a pity that so many of us schoolmasters

prophecies of future eminence — these are the State .” Aud no one ever should do our work in so fortuitous a way. " This quotation ,

saw more clearlythe relation between the best that human life maybe which concedes the very point for which we are contending, is

and the training of teachers. “ I believe normal schools," he said , to not taken from Prof. Laurie or Mr. Findlay, or1 , or any
educational

be a new instrumentality in the advancement of the race. I believe that faddist,” but from the author's preface. One other quotation

without them free schools themselves would be shorn of their strength which is still more to the point : " The Eton masters of the last

and healing powerand would at length become mere charity schools and century were virtuous and even godly men ; but they let con .
thus die out in fact and form . Neither the art of printing, nor the trial tinue under their eyes astate of things in Long Chamber which

by jury, nor a free press, nor a free sutfrage can long exist torany was a positive disgrace to civilization . :: I have no doubtatall
salutary purpose without schools for the training of teachers; for, if the
character and qualification of teachers be allowed to degenerate, the free that there are points to which we are blind that will rouse the

With this frank• schools will become pauper schools and the pauper schools will produce wonder and wrath of good men after us.”
pauper souls, and the free press will produce a false and licentious press, arowal can Mr. Benson seriously maintain that to have been

and ignorant voters will become venal voters, and through the medium flogged by Dr. Keate or lectured by Mr. William Johnson is all

and guise of republican forms an oligarchy of profligate and fagitious the training that a schoolmaster requires ?
men will govern the land . . . . Coiled up in schools for the training of But, as we have already shown, Mr. Benson's practice is far

teachers as in a spring there is a vigor whose uncoiling may whirl the better than his theory. He has the natural aptitude which , as
spheres."

we should be the first to allow , no training can impart, and.

Think of this lofty ideal, and then think of the pitiful reality which what isequally important, he has the gift of literary expression.

confronted Horace Mann when the first normal school that ever existed As his sponsor, Roger Ascham , is read for the sake of such

in this country opened in Lexington , Massachusetts,with three students : purple patches as the story of Lady Jane Grey reading the
But his enthusiasm did not abate ; he did not feel that the struggling was

Phædo,” and as the “ Tractate,” which a colleague of Mr.
unavailing. He knew that in the never-endiny struggle between the
realand the ideal, although the real is always victorious, the ideal is Benson's pronounced “ something that Milton wrote in his

unconquerable ; that ideals are immortal, while the real of to-day is but dotage.” is still studied by other than candidates for a teaching

the real of to-morrow : that each new real, in the course of time, must diploma, so Mr. Benson's “ Schoolmaster," by reason of the

meet the fate of its predecessors and succumb to a real which is a closer glimpses it gives of the life of , and the anecdotes about, Mr.

approximation to the ideal. Gladstone and Bishop Westcott, will find favour with masters to

It is this faith which inspires us to -day . And even if we should prove whom • The Education of Mankind " and " Apperception " are

unfaithful to our trust, if the authorities of New York University should books with seven seals. And, though the cup of absinthe is

weary of the service they are trying here to render to society, this faith cunningly mixed with honey, it is none the less a true tonic
makes us believe that that work would not remain undone. For, while that will brace and stimulate. The chapters that have struck us

institutions come and institutions go , ideals go on forever. And the high most are those on the Boarding -house and on Moralities ; but,

ideal of the proper training of teachers is sure, in thecourse of time, to instead of discussingthem , which would take us too far afield,
find a home in a larger and larger number of the great institutions of the

we prefer to give two or three extracts, grave and gay, as
country .

But , under such favourable circunstances as surround us, we shall not. samples of Mr. Benson's happy vein.

cannot, fail. At the very heart of the largest centre of population in the I declare I believe that one of the most useful qualities I have found

United States, in a city that is doing more to dignify teaching and make myself possess, from the point of view of teaching, is the capacity for

it a profession than any other in the country , we have an unsurpassed ( being rapidly and easily bored myself.

opportunity for making an institution which will do all that is possible to A boy was sent to his tutor by the master of his schvol division with

gather into one great beam all the scattered rays of light which civilization a complaint of serious insubordination. Little by little the story came

can throw on the solution of its greatest problem -- the education of man . I out, and it appeared that he had put a dormouse down the master's

9
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back , between his neck and his collar, as he sat correcting an exercise. founding of the English Press by Defoe constitutes public

** How was I to know that he drew the line at a dormouse ! ” said the opinion as a lever of civilization. The latter half of this century
boy tearfully, giving a dreadful glimpse of what had been tolerated .

is marked by the great poetic revival of which the chief feature
Readers of Elia ” will recall a close parallel to this story in is the return to Nature. This principle is traced through the
Lamb's “ Reminiscences of Christ's Hospital.” work of the historians and the rise and development of the

One of the best disciplinarians I have ever seen put an end to what novel, and finds its complete expression in the poems of Burns.

tended to bea disagreeable scene by saying to an ill-conditioned boywho The criticism of nineteenth-century literature is extremely in

had lost his temper, in a voice of unruffled suavity : “ Smith , I don't teresting ; but a proportionately fair estimation of the various

think we see you atyour best on this occasion ."'. writers is , of necessity, most difficult. Thus , a whole chapter is

It used to be asserted that athleties were valuable from a moral point devoted to Byron as a poet ; while the poems of Scott receive
of view , and kept physical temptation atbay. I do not think that this the briefest passing mention. Considering that, in our school

can be maintained, and I am sure that the personal popularity which the public examinations, Scott's poems are often set as alternatives

athlete enjoys, the almost admiration with which he is regarded , is of to Shakespeare's plays, while Byron's “ Childe Harold " is only
itself a great danger if a boy is prone to sensual faults. occasionally and fragmentarily studied , this estimate shows är

We had marked other passages for quotation ; but our object vast difference from that of prevalent popular opinion. In the

is to whet the appetite, not to satisfy it . sketch of our modern novelists, also , Jane Austen is somewhat

harshly dealt with ; while the list of more recent authors is very

A GERMAN SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE .
incomplete. Where, for instance, are our writers on Scottish

life, yachting, the sea , on life in Manxland, Italy, India , our

A History of English Literature, 600-1900 . By E. Engel. English counties, or present-day social questions? It would be

Translated by Rev. H. Bent. (Methuen .) hard, indeed , perhaps almost impossible, to include a compre

This volume contains a biographical notice of the chief writers hensive survey of nineteenth -century fiction within the compass

of English literature, together with extracts from their works. of the present handbook. We therefore gladly welcome this

The notices are concise, clear, and accurate, and the extracts translation of a work which, on account of its carefully compiled

generally very well chosen. The writer has, however, aimed at a information, well chosen extracts, and thoughtful criticism ,

much more difficult object, namely, as he indicates in the intro- forms a valuable aid towards the study of the evolution of our

duction, to trace how a history of literature is at the same time a national literature.
history of national character. We must confess that in the

earlier part of the work it is difficult to see that this has been done SEMITIC HISTORY AND THEOLOGY.

to any striking extent, but the idea is worked out admirably by “ The Semitic Series.” —— ( 1) The Early History of Syria and

means of introductory notes to each chapter, from the seventeenth Palestine. By Lewis Bayles Paton , Ph.D., Professor of Old

century onwards. Testament Exegesis and Criticism , Hartford Theological

The first chapter, on “ The English Language," is,perhaps, some- Seminary. (2) The Theology and Ethics of the Hebrews.

what unnecessary in a work on literature, eren for foreign Archibald Duff, M.A. , LL.D., B.D. , Professor of Old Testa

students, as , in the first place, the subject must of necessity be so ment Theology, Yorkshire College, Bradford . (5s . each .

very briefly treated ; and, secondly, it does not seem probable that Nimmo .)

changes in the forms of expression have had any very great ( 1 ) Prof. Paton limits Syria to the territory between the

influence on the evolution of national thought, but rather that the Taurus and Mount Hermon , and applies the name of Palestine to

reverse process would more truly illustrate the influence of the remaining portion of the East Mediterranean coast.

thought on form . The introductory sketch of the main charac- sents the story of the West Semitic peoples during the period of

teristics of English literature is very valuable and suggestive, the development of the Semitic nationalities — that is to say, from

and brings out clearly its many -sided genius, its atmosphere of the earliest times down to the establishment of the Persian
freedom , its national tone, and its imaginative vigour due to Empire. He has utilized most diligently the available historical

perpetual contact with Nature. It is observed that the poetry of materials , worked in the results of the most recent explorations ,

the nineteenth century is less powerful in religious fervour and and set forth the essential points in a lucid and popular form.

the passion of love than in the timeof Elizabeth, and that this is The central position of Syria and Palestine and the lines of trade

probably owing to the severe check which our literature received routes establish a constant contact with Babylonia, Assyria,

from the Puritanism of the seventeenth century. Its adaptability Egypt, and Arabia, so that all the discoveries in the Orient fur

and many-sidedness of poetic form are noted as owing to the nish assistance. The tables of Oriental kings, the bibliography,

fusion of various races in our population . In his account of our and the maps for different periods will be very welcome to

early literature up to Chaucer, Prof. Engel has aimed at a care- students.

ful selection of the most striking works, and has illustrated many The earliest recorded inhabitants, Prof. Paton finds, were

of these by a brief notice and an extract,thus avoiding the multi- Semites - a race ethnologically and linguistically allied to the

plicity of names and titles which only bewilder the student, Hebrews— and their original home “ was probably Arabia,"

without conveying any real meaning. "The bibliography at the though some other scholars still point to Central Asia, or even

end of every chapter is useful for reference throughout the book. Africa ; but he also deals with the indications of a pre- Semitic

We are glad to note a special chapter on the Old English national race. He narrates critically the old Babylonian supremacy

ballad, as this is a feature of our literature to which too little (B.C. 3200–2500) , the Amoritic migration ( B.C. 2500–2230 ), the

attention is often given . The chapter on Shakespeare is carefully rule of the city of Babylon ( B.C. 2230–1700), the Canaanitic mi

compiled, and, although it is difficult to bring forward much that gration ( B.C. 1700–1553 ), the Egyptian supremacy ( B.C. 1533–

is new on such atheme, the section on the study of Shakespeare 1392), the Hittite and the Aramæan migration (1.c. 1392–1376 ),

in Germany and France gives us a somewhat fresh point of view , the rise of the Aramæan nations (B.C. 1376–1160), the period of

while the section on the Bacon “ craze is of special interest,in the the Hebrew Judges (B.C. 1100-1020 ), the period of the early

light of its recent revival . The
is thus succinctly Hebrew Kings ( B.C. 1020-885 ), the advance of Assyria (B.C. 885–

stated : “ Shakespeare's works reveal much knowledge and much 745) , the Assyrian supremacy (B.C. 745–625 ), and the new Baby

wisdom . Bacon possessed much knowledge and much wisdom ; lonian supremacy (B.C. 625-539 ) . “ The Babylonian period closes

consequently he alone can have composed Shakespeare's works." with an almost complete disintegration of the nations that had

The decline of English literature, and especially the drama, in come into existence in consequence of the Aramaan migration,”

the seventeenth century, is traced ( 1 ) to the effect of the Civil and the new States that rose under the stimulus of Persia and of

War, which caused the ruin of the literary resiral; (2 ) to the in- Greece belong to the next, the medieval, period of the history of

fluence of Puritanism , which produced a radical change in the Syria and Palestine. Themere enumeration of the stages of Prof.

national feeling ; (3 ) to the prevailing tone of immorality, which Paton's narrative will indicate the interest and the importance of

came in with Charles II. The criticisms on poets of this period, his work. While handling the subject with the freedom of an

more especially Dryden, are refreshing in their fearlessness, historian, Prof. Paton is consistently wary and reverent; he

vigour, and impartiality. In the eighteenth century England exhibits a constant reluctance to rely on philological arguments,

succeeds to the leadership of the intellectual world ; the Revolution and he often defends impugned passages with skill and success

of 1688 exercises an improving influence on the moral behaviour (e.9 . , Gen, xiv ., in his third chapter). The book is a most able,

of the upper classes, and we observe in poetry the absolute judiciously critical , and instructive addition to a valuable series.

supremacy of form and the disappearance of genuine deep feeling. ( 2) Prof. Duff's work will well reward a careful perusal. The

The rise of the Free Thought movementis then traced, and its earlier chapters, however, are very thin, and throughout the book

incalculable influence on France and Germany is noted. The the author maintains the attitude of an enthusiastic cicerone

craze
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rather than that of a severe critical expounder. Of course, he is Scotland " and of " the course of philosophy in Scotland," and

well equipped for the inquiry, and he presents the evolution of he follows the line of “ national development, apparently without

the main elements and principles with great fervour and sym- any dread of a charge of provincialism . We daresay the blood of

pathetic appreciation ; and that is a most important achieve the race was always well charged with corpuscles of speculation

ment. The chapters ,however, must be read with a critical eye ; and argumentation ; and Prof. Laurie , in his introduction, does

there is a tendency to extremes in opinion without supporting refer to Duns Scotus and other Scottish doctors that were skilful

proofs, or without adequate recognition of divergent views, and in splitting hairs in scholastic philosophy,and admits that “ the

the attentive reader is not always compelled to assent to the train national genius was peculiarly favourable to philosophy and

of argument. Still , neither these faults nor fancy qualities of theology.” However, there are good reasons enough for begin

style should be allowed to obscure the essential value of the main ning with Hutcheson , and reviewing the more prominent teachers

treatment. Prof. Duff gives “ especial attention to Deuteronomy," of philosophy, in the Universities or through the press , in Scot

and sets out in useful appendices an analysis of the Yahwistic land, being Scotsmen, down to Ferrier. And, reasons or 10

and of the Elohistic narrative, as well as the outlines of the reasons, Prof. Laurie justifies his work by his careful and able

original “ D ” documents and outline analyses of the oracles of account of theindividual philosophers and his correlation of their
Jeremiah. various achievements and tendencies. He keeps his eye on the

“ national ” development, but he recognizes freely that the philo

sophy of Scotland " bore the impress of the methods which had

THE “ ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA." been prescribed by Bacon, by Newton, and by Locke.” He

notes the psychological cast of Scottish speculation , but properly
The New Volume of the“ Encyclopædia Britannica .”. Vol. VI. discerns that the most deeply cherished aims of these thinkers

(being Vol. XXX. of the complete work) . ( A. & C. Black were philosophical rather than psychological,” and it is on this
and the Times.) aspect of their thought that he concentrates attention , learing

The present volume runs from Kabadian ” (a bekdom of aside their psychology wherever it is not inextricably intertwined

South Bokhara) to “ Morvi” (a native Kathiawar State) — 845 with their philosophy. He claims justly, and demonstrates ,that

pages, with the usual abundance of maps, plates, portraits, the philosophy of Scotland is memorable for the impulse which

diagrams, and other illustrations. The quietly persistent effort it has given to modern thought. " The volume is pleasantly and

to keep up to date is evidentin many of the articles : for example, lucidly written, and the criticism is not so technical as to dis

Mr. John Morley's biography includes the gift of the Acton courage the general reader. It is a very useful and suggestive

Library to him , and the “ Monroe Doctrine refers to Sir work .

Frederick Pollock's recent article in the Nineteenth Century and

After. Among the notices of living personages is a full and
AN AMERICAN GUIDE TO GERMAN HISTORY .

appreciative article on Lord Lister (with portrait). The large

subject of " London " is amply outlined, the geography and A Short History of Germany. By Ernest F. Henderson. In two

statistics by Mr. H. B. Wheatley, the government and adminis Volumes (pp. 518 and 472 ). ( 17s . Macmillan . )

tration by Mr. F. F. Liddell— a great repertory of facts Though Mr. Henderson's work occupies two comfortable

without comment. Mr. Macmorran , K.C., presents a very volumes, spaciously printed, it is still a short ” history of Ger

able sketch of Local Government in England and Wales ” ; many ; for he has kept the details severely in hand , and pre

Lord Davey and Mr. Justice Baldwin of Connecticut deal at sented the main stream of facts in bold relief. The style is no

some length with “ Law in England and in the United States part of the attraction. The value of the book lies in its presenta:

respectively ; and Miss Anderson and the Hon. Carroll D. Wright tion of events in due proportion and with the accuracy that

treat similarly of “ Labour Legislation . ” Territories and towns comes of first-hand study of the documents. The author's

have their usual prominence : Kafiristan (by Sir G. Scott Robert- Select Historical Documents of the Middle Ages " was already

son ), Kashmir (by Sir T. H. Holdich ), Korea (by Miss Bishop ), favourably known, and now he tells us that the work was

Lagos ( by Sir W. Macgregor); Liverpool (by Mr. W. F. Irvine), piled with the idea of laying a foundation for the present his

Madrid (by Mr. A. E.Houghton ), Manchester (by Dr. W. E. A. tory .” This incidental sidelight shows that the book has not

Axon ), Melbourne (by Mr. F. D. Fitzgerald ) ; and so forth . Many been hastily put together, but is the result of prolonged and

scientific and social subjects are treated in concise monographs : serious labour. The argument for German history , in opposition

Lifeboats, Light, Lighthouses, Liquid Gases (Prof.Dewar ), Logic to French history, “ as a guiding thread through the intricacies

( Prof. Case), Machine Guns, Magnetism , Mathematical Instru- of general European history,” looks like an afterthought. In any

ments (Prof. Henrici) , Measuring Instruments (Prof.Fleming ), case, it seems unnecessary; it is not easy to see why there

MedicaÌ Education, Martial Law, and Military Law, and so on . should be any rivalry, when both are so much needed. The

Among the more striking personal notices, we may mention work is to be cordially welcomed on its intrinsic merits , and that

(besides Mr. Morley) Kossuth, Leighton, De Lesseps, Liszt, is enough.

Lowell, Sir John Macdonald , Cardinal Manning, Dr. Martineau, The first volume takes us from the early Germans, huddled

Marx, Millais, Moltke, and William Morris .
together in " refuge from beasts of prey and from the greed of

The prefatory essay , by Mr. Birrell , reviews Modern Con.
man ” in their lake-dwellings, down to the fall of Wallenstein and

ditions of Literary Production .”. Though necessarily but a general the Peace of Westphalia. Interwoven with the fortunes of the
sketch, it is incisive and suggestive, pungently critical, yet broadly successive dynasties,and with the story of the wars of Charles !

tolerant. Mr. Birrell starts from the Copyright Act of 1842. it and the Thirty Years' War, are luminous sketches of the age of

is an extraordinary change that he pictures, with very mixed chivalry, ofthe Hanseatic League,of therise and progress of the
features of advantage and disadvantage, the results of multiplied Reformation , and of theRoman Catholic reaction. The second

influences ; and , " if it would be difficult to name these influences, volume opens with the rise of the Prussian monarchy, passes on

to seekto estimate their several strengths would be clearly im- to the aggressions of Louis XIV. and the Spanish War of Sue

possible.” After all , “ we may congratulate ourselves that wher- cession, follows Frederick the Great in war and in peace, traces

ever we look we see all the symptoms of life and activity in a the downfall and the regeneration of Prussia, describes the

peoplestriving to get quit of the clogs of ignorance, and to enter struggle for constitutional government, andcloses with the

upon the glorious inheritance that belongs by right to every humiliation of Austria and France and the attainment ofGerman

cultivated intelligence.”
unity. Plainly as the story is set forth, the author has an ere

for dramatic effect , andhe oftenlightens his sober page with in

Scottish PHILOSOPHY. cidental anecdotes--not always readily verifiable, yet generally

helpful in impressing an incident or a situation . The series of

Scottish Philosophy in its National Development. By Henry maps illustrate the territorial changes most usefully . It would

Laurie , LL.D., Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in be ungrateful to carp at small details of language or of state
the University of Melbourne. (6s . net . Maclehose.) ment where the general history is lucidly and effectively pre

The history of Scottish philosophy begins, curiously enough, sented, the life and spirit of the times is well caught and fised,
with an Irishman " -Hutcheson, whose grandfather, however,individual personages are characteristically limned, and the

had migrated to Ulster from Ayrshire. Prof. Laurie, who has virtues of care, discrimination ,and impartiality are fully mani

evidently come across Dr.W. R. Scott's excellent monograph on fested. These volumes are primarily for the library, andthe

Hutcheson, does not handle the questionraised by Dr. Scott as student's attention should be directed to them there ; butmaywe
to what the " Scottish Philosophy,"or the “ Scottish School," not hope for an early edition in a single volume at a price within

precisely means . He speaks, however, of “ the philosophy of ! a wider reach ?
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papers are followed by a further collection of miscellaneous problems

GENERAL NOTICES. on the same branches.

First Stage Mathematics . Edited by William Briggs, LL.D. , M.A. ,

F.C.S. , &c . ( 2s . Clive. )
CLASSICS.

This volume will be especially acceptable to students preparing in

“ Blackwoods' Classical Texts ." - Arrian , Anabasis, Books I. and II. Mathematics for the South Kensington examinations (Elementary
By H. W. Auden , M.A.

Stage ) . It includes all the Euclid and algebra required, and , in addition ,
Mr. Auden has done well in venturing on the annexation of Arrian's the papers in arithmetic set at the examinations during the past twenty

“ Anabasis of Alexander.” The natter isof great historical importance, years . The methods of treatment present little that is fresh ; and , in

and centres in a great personality ; and, if Arrian's Greek is hardly dealing with the propositions of Euclid, the language of the earlier

un -Attic than that of Xenophon,” and is but a shade more writers and the older formsof proof have generally been preserved .

difficult , it usefully extends the range of elementary study - an ad. The individuality of the book will be found in the many very helpful

vantage of much more consequence than a pedantic restriction to Attic notes and explanations, all of which tend to give the student a clear
purism . The introduction furnishes a sufficient account of the historical idea of the theory and an insight into the best way of studying it

position and of the leading personalities , and the appendices contain methodically. Although the writer always gives precedence to the
much useful information about Alexander and his army, Alexander in orthodox demonstrations of Euclid's propositions, be in many cases

legend, Arrian's language and style, &c . The text is beautifully submits alternative proofs , notably in dealing with the celebrated
printed , though marred by occasional blunders : áp youtos ( page 2, third 1. 47, on which several lines of argument are indicated. The latter

Greek line ), aútų (page 76 , line 7 from bottom ), and general disorgan. portion of the volume is devoted to the algebra prescribed ; and follow
ization of the accentuation of kal (and do ?) on pages 84-85- all which ing this section is a very useful appendix on synthetic division and on

can readily be corrected . The notes are adequate and judicious. The the factorization of symmetrical expressions in three symbols.

index is not complete - perhaps is not intended to be complete; but we

think it should be completed . Why is Aluos given in the index , when MODERN LANGUAGES.

Aluos is the uniform reading of the text ? The plans, portraits , and
Intermediate French Grammar. By G. H. Clarke, M.A., and

other illustrations are well chosen and good ; but we miss a map of the
L. R. Tanquerey, B. - ég- L. ( 3s . 6d. Murray.)

Anabasis . There is listed , however, a map of Alexander's Empire,”

which may supply the desideratum ; only the binder has omitted it than complete— " qui vise à être un répertoire des formes usitées de
“ C'est un cours intermédiaire ” --more than elementary and less

from our copy.

nos jours, un résumé de celles de l'ancien français, et à expliquer

The Elements of Greek. By F. Kingsley Ball , Ph.D. (Price 6s .
brièvement les principales difficultés syntaxiques.” All this it does

Macmillan .)
simply and pleasantly, " outlines of historical accidence being

Dr. Ball has laboured hard to make the way easy for beginners, dropped in by the way, and syntax being treated in friendly fashion

graduating the materials with fair success, and setting out the termina- along with accidence under each of the parts ofspeech. We should have

tions in thick type. He gives exercises from the very start, and liked to see a clearer realization of the difference between pronouns.

promptly submits complete sentences, fortifying the pupils with the and adjectives. For instance , where is the logic of teaching that

chacune and le même are

necessary vocabulary. There is obvious reason for taking the accents
pronouns ” in “ Chacune de ces cannes

from the first ; but, on the whole, they carry with them a good dealand " Je lui demande un autre verre, il me rapporte le même" ?

of complication , and might be dealt with more easily at a later stage. Again , it seems & gratuitous complication to say that the infinitive

" Paroxytone and Properispomenon Feminine Nouns” seems a rather is used “ as complement ” in “ La patience est l'art d'espérer " and

formidable heading so early as page 35. There are generalvoca. in “ Défense d'afficher.” There are no exercises ; but the selection of

bularies and an index ; also a number of serviceable illustratione. grammatical points is judicious , and the presentation is clear .

The work is competently done, and the printing and get -up are excel . English and Portuguese Gram.mar and Commercial Handbook. By
lent. the late Prof. C. Mascarenhes, L.J.A., E.C.B. Revised by John C.

SCIENCE . Mascarenhas, F.C.S. , R.P.A. (Hirschfeld .)

The matter of this book, it appears, was left in manuscript by the
Class-Book of Geology. By Sir Archibald Geikie . Fourth Edition .

late Prof. Mascarenhas, and has been “ carefully revised and brought
( Macmillan . )

up to date," and specially adapted to the commercial requirements of
The author's position as an eminent authority on his subject and his the day,” by his son, who is Professor of Portuguese at the City of

particularly charming literary style combine to make him very popular London College. Moreover , “ the whole of the work is published on

as a text-book writer . This particular volumehas hada very wide the authority of the Royal Portuguese Academy.” For all that, it
circulation, and the new edition is largely rewritten , rearranged, and would be the better for further revision , preferably by some one with

extended , especially with reference to the leading facts of American a stronger grip of English, and of grammatical and educational prin

geology. It would be hard to improve Parts I. and II., dealing respect- ciples. An intelligent and industrious student would, no doubt, pick

ively with “The Materials for the History of the Earth ” and “The up a working knowledge of Portuguese from the book. ,, But it seems

Structure of the Crust of the Earth .” In Part II. ( Rocks , &c . ) we superfluous to talk of genitive ( or rather “ genetive ” ), dative, and

should like to see a little more on the symmetry of crystals , and an ablative cases , whether of nouns or of pronouns . The pronoun, we are

explanation of such common terms as “ dome ” and “ pinnacoid,” told , is“ one of the most difficult of the parts of speech in the lan .

together with a few more illustrations of rock sections ; and in the
tratigraphical part it is disappointing to find the Ordovician included guage," and there are no fewer than eight classes. The “ conjunctive”

in the Silurian, while there is no figure of Olenellus and no allusion to pronouns turn out to be “ reflective , " and the first example is " elle me:

fallou , he spoke to me,” where me is not " reflective ” ( in any ordinary
Graptolite zones. These, however, are small matters ; but the

"thorough, revision of the Table of the Vegetable and Animal sense),and need not be labelled “ conjunctive ”. for any conceivable
grammatical purpose. Se in diz -se or se diz (“ it is said " ) “ becomes a

Kingdom ,” supplied by Dr. F. L. Kitchin , is very faulty in many particle, giving the verb the passive voice.” While there is a class of

respects. Selaginella belongs to the Lycopodinæ, not to the order relative ” pronouns, the “ possessive ” pronouns are “ of two kinds,

Lycopodiaceæ. No proper distinction is made between Algw and relative and absolute.” Then there are mixed ” pronouns - m'o, to,

Fungi. To include Tunicates under Molluscoida is a grave error. & c. (as " eila m'o deu , he gave it to me ” ); This is sheer logical chaos.

Pteropods are no longer considered a distinct class, but rank as special . What can be the use of teaching a pupil that “ verbs of motion govern

ized Gasteropods; while to suggest that Hyolithes, & c., perbaps belong the dative or ablative : vou á cidade, venho da cidade ” ? Or that

here is a very doubtful procedure indeed . And the claim of Amphi: " passive verbs require the ablative after them , as 08 máos sao abomin

ocus to rank as a primitive Vertebrate is not now disputed by expert ados por Deus” ? There are numerous misprints ; an unfortunate one

zoologists. in the noun declension (page 8 ) , where the “ accusative " and " ab .
MATHEMATICS.

lative " forms are interchanged.

An Elementary Treatise on Kinematics and Dynamics. By Prof. James HYGIENE.

Gordon Macgregor, M.A., D.Sc. , LL.D. , & c . ( 10s. 6d. Macmillan . )
A new edition of Prof. Macgregor's work will be welcomed by the ( 1 ) Hygiene: a Manual of Personal and Public Health . By Arthur

many that are already acquainted with the great value and excellence Newsholme, M.D. , F.R.C.P. Lond . ( Gill . ) ( 2 ) The Hygiene !

of it in its orginal form . A notice of the appearance of the new issue Schools and Scholars. By H. Beale Collins , D.P.H., &c . ( Ralph ,

is all that is needed , for in the preface the author states that very few Holland , & Co. ) ( 3 ) The Imperial Health Manual . Edited by

alterations and corrections have been found requisite. Prof. Antony Roche, M.R.C.P.I. , &c . ( Baillière, Tindall , & Cox.) .

( 4 ) Life and Health . By Albert F. Blaisdell , M.D. (48. 6d . Ginn .)

Easy Mathematical Problem Papers. By Charles Davison , Sc.D. (5 ) The Normal School Hygiene . By S. Slefrig, B.Sc. (38. 6d .

( Blackie . ) net. Normal Correspondence College Press.)

It is likely that this series of more than a hundred short problem ( 1 ) Dr. Newsholme's volume, which has been in high favour for some

papers will prove of great value to teachers as fresh material for class twenty years, has been almost entirely rewritten; a considerable

purposes. Questions on arithmetic , on algebra-as far as the binomial quantity of new matter (including new chapters dealing with dietetics ,

theorem-on Euclidian geometry, and on the more elementary portions rade nuisances, meteorological observations,tuberculosis,disinfection,

of trigonometry are included in the author's scheme. The question and vital statistics ) has been added ; and the treatment has been
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a lapted to the requirements of medical students, without prejudice to and the publishers offer to send it gratis to any teacher on applica

the interests of science students and general readers. There are many tion-an offer that teachers will do well to avail themselves of.

useful illustrations. The book is a thoroughly good piece of work- | From the same publishers we have received also a sample of their

comprehensive, lucid , practical, well informed, and trustworthy. Everyday Life Series of Object Lesson Pictures ” —The Breakfast

( 2) Dr. Collins addresses himself specially to teachers and parents. Table, a simple, natural , and artistic representation ( though the girl at

He is anxious to dissipate “ the deep-seated belief that the ills which the table might honestly have been made more attractive); a sample

sanitary officers endeavour to remove are part of the dispensation of of their “ Types of Nations ” —The Spaniard ; a sample of their

Providence, ” and to “ teach the young that 90 per cent . of the illness “ Natural History Plates " — British Game Birds ; and samples of their

and trouble in this world is due to man's own fault , mostly carelessness “ Illustrations of Trades " - Aerated Water Manufacture, Salt Manu

and selfishness.” Basing his work on a general knowledge of the facture, and The Potter . The size is 28 x 31 } in .; and the price is

child's physique, he arranges his exposition ": round the scholar's body 3s . 6d . each . It is a fastidious teacher that would wish for anything

to begin with, roughly entering on the anatomy and physiology of the better in design or in execution, or more likely to fix the children's

different parts " ; then he deals with ventilation and warming, both interest.

theoretically and application to building, & c.; and he concludes with Messrs. Stanford's New Orographical Map of Europe is a very careful

a chapter on school accidents. The illustrations are appropriate. A and elaborate production, which should prove highly instructive . It
very sensible and useful book.

! comes to us in the form of four sheets (25 x 19 in. each ), which con .

( 3 ) Prof. Roche presents “ the authorized English edition of the stitute an imposing whole.

official health manual issued by the Imperial Health Department of Messrs. Philip send us Set 1 of their Series of Map -Building Sheets

Germany ” --the " second English edition, revised from the latest Ger. ' -four maps containing the British Isles , printed on special blackboard

man edition .” The work explains the structure of the human body, paper, and attached to slip, 6s. The mapsmay be had separately, eye

together with the organic functions ; examines the necessaries of life letted , ls . 6d . each . The size is 40 x 34 in. They are excellently adapted

for theindividual man - air, water, food, clothing, the dwelling, exercise to their purpose.

and recreation ; deals with man in his social relations - settlements, i Messrs . Bacon's Interesting Drawing Charts ( 16 x 22 in .) contain

commerce, rearing of children (home and school), employment and twenty - four outline drawings of mammals and birds. The lines are

wages ; and reviews the multiplied dangers to health from climate, bold and effective, and the selection is judicious as well as varied .

disease, and accident, with a supplement on sick nursing and an ; 5s . 6d . on strong paper ; 10g. 6d . cloth .

appendix containing some of the German laws relating to health. The Messrs . Chapman & Hall show Examples of Elementary Draving and

work is able and instructive . Design for Schools in two sets (23 x 15 } in . , inside margins). Set 1 con .

(4) Dr. Blaisdell offers “ a text - book on physiology for high schools, I tains twelvo autolithographs of plant forms ; set 2 , twelve autolitho

academies, and normal schools " -a shorter and simpler book than his graphs of natural forms ( frog , sea -horse, shell, butterfly, &c .) . In each

“ Practical Physiology ,” on which he has drawn for some of the set half the subjects are in outline , and half are tinted. “ The primary

material and many of the figures ( 169), the latter being exceptionally object . . . is to teach elementary freehand and the elementary prin

good. The treatment is lucid and judicious, and “ lays marked ciples of light and shade " ; and the subjects are " selected with the

emphasis upon such points as bear directly upon personal health . ' view of illustrating some ornamental motif or principle of design."

About 150 experiments are given. The book is notably well printed' They are admirably drawn and printed, and should prove very attrac

It should be exceedingly useful. tive. The author is Mr. G. Woolliscraft Rhead , R.E. , Art Director,

( 5 ) Mr. Slefrig deals in minute detail (480 pages ) with the hygiene Southwark Polytechnic. 12g . net, each set.

of the school premises and with the hygiene, physical and mental, of Messrs. Nelson's “Royal Portfolio - Geographical Series" -has re

the scholar. His exposition is sound and lucidly arranged, with ceived a capital addition in The Suez Canal : Troopship passing

useful summaries, questions to each chapter, and various official through (coloured , 16 * 24 in. ) . This picture will do more than

regulations . There are numerous illustrations . A very compre much description to enable pupils to realize the actual conditions.

hensive and serviceable manual. Messrs. E. J. Arnold & Son , Leeds, have just published a considerable

series of “ A. L. ' History Pictures ” ( 40 x 35 in ., in full scale of colours ;

MISCELLANEOUS . from 48. net, each ). We have No.1 , Ancient British Life ; No. 10, Battle of

More Tales of the Birds . By W. Warde Fowler. (Macmillan .)
Hastings ( Death of Harold ) ; No. 30, Dismissal of Wolsey ; No. 40 , The

Thereare nine tales,told by a consummate story -teller, allcharming in Armada in the Channel ( cloth, mounted ); No. 50, The Landing of the

tone,in suggestion, and in literarydeftness. Theyareprimarilyadd
ressed Pilgrim Fathers ; and No. 80, Nelson at Trafalgar — The Fatal Shot. A

to young people, but they will equally delight elder generations,and the descriptive slip accompanies each picture. Thestyleis bold, and the

moral lessons will take hold of every readerincidentally ,without ob. colouring vivid ; and the series represents important events or incidents

trusion or even mention . Mr. Fowler knows all about the birds, and in the history of the country, while illustrating nationallife ,dress,

his tales cannot but attract his readers to know and care more about
architecture, manners and customs. The pictures are by Mr. W. S.

them and about all other animals. The stories are conceived and ex. Stacey, the distinguished cartoonist ; and they have all been selected by

pressed with remarkable literary skill , but the art is cunningly veiled one or other ofH.M.I.'s, and all are correct inregard to matters of detaii,

and the narrative is perfectly simpleandnatural. There are eight ex- dress,armour, & c.” They should be attractive and impressive.-- Messrs.

cellent full - page illustrations by Frances L. Fuller. This should be a
Arnold also publish The “ A. L. ” Genealogical History Chart(42 x 35 in . ,

very favourite prize book ; and every reader will hope that there are Queensland. The coloured portraits of allthe English sovereignsin full scale ofcolours ; 58. net) , by L. Williams, State School, Surat,

still more such tales to follow .

“ The Great Public Schools.”–Westminster. By Reginald Airy, B.A. circle round the chart,and inside are the lines of descent in corre
sponding colours , with maps showing the British Isles in Saxon times

( Bell . )

Mr. Airy writes with the affectionate interest befitting a former device cleverly and clearly executed.
and the extent of the British possessions now. Certainly a suggestire

Queen's Scholar, tracing the most salient lines in the development of

the school from its foundation, recording the most prominent of the additions to their series of “ Butanical Wall Diagrams ” ( 314 x 24 in . ,
The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge have made twelre

great namesconnected with it, and interspersing not a fewperennial printed in colours ; from 1s . each ). The subjects are Mistletoe, Water
anecdotes. The mightiest of the Westminster potentates is, of course, Plantain and Cuckoo Pint, Cocoanut Palm , Nettle, Fungus, Barley, &c.

Busby ; and there aresome-- and probably Mr. Airyamong them - that Theyare allcarefully and effectively presented.

would rank Dr. Rutherford's head mastership “ not much lower than

that of Busby.” A capital specimen of the prologues and epilogues No. 30, Jesusandthe Little Child, and No. 31 , The Nativity ( 45 x 35 in . ;
The Religious Tract Society issue two fresh “ Scripture Cartoons

represented with the Latin play, and lists of deans, head masters, &c. , from 1s. 4d. each ) -fine additions to the series, and effective on the

are given in appendices. The work is well and carefully done, and the schoolroom wall.

illustrations, which are mostly from admirable photographs taken by
Messrs. George Bell & Sons publish in their series of " The Fitzros

Mr. William Rice, are abundant and effective . Pictures ” for schools four prints (19 x 36 in . ; 10s ., on stout paper, or

38. each, net ) , representing The Months, three months on each print.

MAPS, CARTOONS, AND WALL SHEETS . The pictures are designed by Mr. Heywood Samner, and reproduced

The school children of these days know not their good fortune in com . in colours by Mr. James Akerman. Design and execution are alike
parison with elder generations. Here are Messrs. W. & A. K. Johnston's successful.

Imperial Maps of Africa and Scotland ( 218. each ) , the like of which Messrs . Blackie offer a series of eight “ French Conversational

(even of the same firm's construction ) have never been seen on school . Sheets ” —French in Pictures and Talk - several French words being

room walls. They are ample, clear , detailed, accurate, up to date, and prominently printed under each picture to be worked into conversation

finished in the highest style of workmanship . They are fit to teach upon the scene depicted. The size is 23 x 18 in. The sheets are

geography without a teacher. Smaller, but equally well finished, is judiciously conceived and skilfully executed. There is also a manual

Messrs. Johnston's special Map of South Africa (41 x 50 in .), showing all for teachers' use (28. 6d .).— Messrs. Blackie also publish The Phonic

the electoral divisions, and marking the towns according to their import. Reading and Word-Building Sheets ( 30 x 26 in., inside margins ; 68. )

This , too, of itself compels the learner. Nothing better seven sheets of three -letter syllables formed by varying combinations

could reasonably be desired. By the way, there is a Geographical of consonants with the vowels in succession. They provide rery

Handbook (price 3d . ) , which supplies full and lucid explanations; useful matter for intelligent exercise .
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STORIES OF ROMANCE.

GIFT - BOOKS AND PRIZES.
Mr. Rudyard Kipling turns aside from high Imperialistic themes to

tell Just So Stories to little children , appending to each story some

1 . verses, and furnishing quaint and curious illustrations of his own

drawing ( Macmillan, 6s. ). He tells “ How the Camel got his Hump,”
HISTORICAL TALES.

“ How the Leopard got his Spots,” “ How the Alphabet wasmade, " and

Prominent among the many Christmas books provided by Messrs. so on -- a dozen marvellous tales. It will be good mental gymnastics to

Nelson & Sons is Stanhope ( 38.60.),by E. L. Haverfield , whose previous attempt to follow these fresh efforts of Mr. Kipling's flexible imagin
stories are very favourably known . It is “a romance of the days of ation. A pretty, attractive, and unconventional volume.

Cromwell.” The religious and political divisions of the time are
Mr. Andrew Lang's annual is The Book of Romance (Longmans, 6s. ) ,

broadly influential, and the reader passes through the Battle of Naseby; an entirely delightful book in matter and in get-up. It contains a score

but there is also a mysterious element of private romance. The
of the old romances—about half the volume being occupied with

characters are ably drawn , and the spirit of the time rery capably pre
“ Tales of the Round Table ," after which there are “ The Battle of

Roncevalles," “ The Pursuit of Diarmid,"
sented . The tone is very fine throughout, and the interest is well

“ William Short Nose,"

sustained .
Wayland the Smith,” “ Robin Hood, ” and “ Grettir the Strong."

In Fallen Fortunes (Nelson , 3s . 6d . ) , E. Everett- Green narrates “ the All the romances except the last are written by Mrs. Lang. There are

adventures of a gentleman of quality in the days of Queen Anne," the eight coloured plates, thirty - five full page plates, and a number of

opening scene being the field of Ramillies. Thanks to a scheming insets; and the binding is handsome and charming. The illustrations

“ Omne tulit punctum, "& c.
kinsman, the pastimes of London town, a startling discovery, and fickle are by Henry Ford .

fortune, the hero is kept in a whirl of interest, and social life is illustrations by G. W. C. Hutchinson , tells in its own way the adThe Story of the Sword ( Dent ), by T. S. Peppin, with ten capital

presented in many aspects. The volume is worthy of the author:

The Last of the Cliffords (Nelson, 5s . ) , by Eliza F. Pollard , takes us
ventures of "a boy called Jack,” who lived once upon a time, long

back tothe Civil War, in which John
of Linton, an adopted son ofLady and long ago." The author has found much curious matter about this

Anne Clifford , bears an active part . Hampden , Prince Rupert, Fairfax, personage in the Ancient Records,” especially about the birthday

and other leaders cross the pages, which are kept lively with private as
gift of a sword to him by his aunt. “ It is thymaking and thine un .

well as with public interest.
doing . It is thy glory and thy shame. It is thy friend and thine

Mr. Herbert Hagens is now a prolific writer. At the Point of the enemy.” , So Jack, agedtwelve,went forth , girded with his sword, to

Sword (Nelson, 5s.) is one of his new stories , packed fullofadventure, theDark Wood, where lived the Red Necromancer ; but the great

a hill , and withmuch of it sufficiently astonishing, during the Peruvian war oflibera- enemy was the Black Necromancer, who lived on

tion towards the end of the first quarter of last century . Bolivar whom Jack tried conclusions at the mature age of fifteen. Charmingly

himself is introduced . The hero, however, is always to the front ;
told and attractively got up.

and there are gallant Spaniards as well as gallant Englishmen
FOR GIRLS.

and Peruvians.
We group these volumes together under this head simply because the

Ralph Wynward ( Nelson, 2s. 6d . ) belongs to the time of Elizabeth . authors say they are “ for girls.” But, for our own part, we fancy that

Ralph runs away from a hard home, witha friend , to join Drake, but girls will find much to interest them also in the historical tales and the

lands in worse troubles. There is much adventure in Ireland, cul- stories of adventure and romance which are supposed to be primarily

minating in the sack of Youghal ; and there is an outcome of manliness written for boys ; and it is likely enough that boys will find interest in

and unselfishness.
some of these books " for girls.”

The story of The Adventures of Captain John Smith , “ captain of
Now here is a big and pretty volume about Two Little Travellers

two hundred and fifty horse, and sometime President of Virginia '
( Nelson , 28. 60. ) , by Ray Cunningham--that is to say , Mrs. Frances

(Longmans, 5s net ) , is rewritten by E. P. Roberts from the writingsof Browne Arthur. They are the motherless children-boy and girl - of

the doughty warrior and his contemporaries. It includes the romantic Captain Dene, who goes to the war in South Africa, leaving them with

episode of Pocahontas, on which historians are now looking gravely his two aunts. Of course they go amissing, and have strange ad

askance ; indeed it appears to be quite uncritical . It lacks the charm of ventures. Perhaps the Satellite Circus Company fell in with them .

Smith's own writing, and contents itself with a poor literary standard . Let us hope they were recovered . Once you begin you will read till

you find out.

STORIES OF ADVENTURE.
Fifine and her Friends (Nelson, 1s . 6d .), by Sheila E. Braine, takes

To be sure, the tales that we have just noticed, though strung on an
us over to Normandy and the Château de la Marguerite, an “ owl's

on the cliff. Friend Robineau is a prolific creator of events, and

historical thread, are brimful of adventure. The present group:

chronicle “ adventures” without anyparticular historical setting ; and is involved inthemysteryofthe gold thimble. Then there are the

sadrentures " must be taken in a very comprehensive sense .
grown-up friends, and especially the artist, with whom Fifine explores

Thus,Sale's Sharpshooters (Nelson, 38. 6d.),by Harold Avery, who is the Wolf's Hole and the Secret Passage . And eventually is evolved

nowgetting to bevoluminous, doesnottakethe reader into any his- and cleared up the great aristocratic mystery of the family of Fifine.
A bright and interesting story .

torical field of battle, though suggested by the South AfricanWar.

It professes to be “ the historical records of a very irregular corps
Three Scottish Heroines ( Nelson, 18. 6d. ) , by Elizabeth C. Traice, is

a series of stories founded on the facts of the lives of Grizel Hume

a corps formed by schoolboys, with alltheavailable paraphernalia of (1684),Grizel Cochrane (1684), andWinefred Countess of Nithedale
war. There is an armoured train , night manauvres, attacks on forte,

and all the rest of it ; and there is a nursing staff. The corps is ( 1715); Mrs.Traice tells thestories in simple language and sym
abundantly adventurous ; and its doings will be followed with amused pathetic tone, without violence to the history and without letting the

interest to the last page.
history overbear the tale . A charming book .

Then hereis a very fine story of the travels and adventuresoftwo three daughters, brought up in good circumstances, but suddenly
A Happy Failure (Nelson , 18. 6d .), by Ethel Dawson, tells how

cherubs "—All Astray ( Black, 38. 6d. )—by theindefatigable Ascott R. left poor by the death of their father, contrived to start a business

Hope. It opens with the startling phenomenon of “running away to

school ” ; after that, anything. But it was a prolonged and complicated and what came of it. The story is well managed, and the interest
-ran a boarding house at St. Kerrans, as servants to their mother

effort, and the heroes took a still longer way in coming back for the

holidays. Mr. Ascott R. Hope is a past master of escapades and epi
is kept fresh throughout.

sodes, quietly humorous, and deftly suggestive ; and his healthy tone,
VARIOUS.

charming ease of style, and sympathetic intelligence are as fresh as The Coronation Book of Edward VII. (Cassell , 10g . 6d . ) , by W. J.

ever, while his cunning in the ways of boys seems inexhaustible . Loftie, B.A., F.S.A , is a magnificent memorial of the great historical

The very title of The Lost Squire of Inglewood ( Nelson, 2s.), by ceremony. Mr. Loftie tells all about crowns and thrones, the regalia,
Thomas Jackson, prepares us for adventures. Accordingly we are led coronations and coronation preparations, processions, and celebrations,
into adventures of a surprising character, even " in the caves of Robin having special regard, of course, to the Coronation of Edward VII .
Hood .” One would scarcely anticipate a football match of Notts There are twenty-four coloured plates, and somewhere about two

v . Aston Villa by the way . The hero belongs to “ John Peel's hundred illustrations,many of them in colours. A most handsome and
country .”. Of course, he runs away from school, and finds adven- charming volume.

tures, devises stratagems, “ bags ” a policeman , discovers Robin Hood's Messrs. Cussell have also just issued the second volume of The
treasure -chamber - and something even more important - and lives Nation's Pictures (12s. cloth , 15s. half leather) , containing admirable

happy ever afterwards. A capital story of its kind. reproductions of forty-eight notable pictures - a splendid collection,
If you want to go afloat, then there is The Cruise of the “ Katherina " well fitted for a Christmas gift. Nor should we forget Living London ,

(Nelson, 1s.), by John A.Higginson, “ late Royal Mail Steam Packet edited by George R. Sims, the first volume of which we mentioned two

Company,” who has presumably smelled salt water and been about the months back. It offers an extraordinary variety of interesting matter,

world a bit. The “ Katherina " sails from Melbourne for Kamana Island, with lavish illustration .

and there is a South Sea crime with incidental matters to clear up and Mr. George Allen, too, has brought out the second volume of The

settle. A breezy story, with a tender chord as well as manly strands Living Rulers of Mankind (78. 6d.) , by the Rev. H. N. Hutchison , B.A.,

running through it. F.G.S. , &c . , with 240 illustrations. The subjects run from Japan to the

nest

;

7
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United States , and the rulers , with their families and palaces and
FIRST GLANCES.

yachts and so forth, are liberally represented. The work is well

written and delightfully got up.
CLASSICS.

The Pothunters ( Black, 38. 6d.), by P. G. Wodehouse, recalls us to Clarendon Press Series .-Eumenides ( Æschylus ). Edited by A. Sidg.

the common earth , at Aldershot, and entertains us with varieties of wick, M.A. 38 .

schoolboy sports , and a mystery of lost cups ( or “ pots ” ). It is [Third Edition . “ The critical notes are somewhat fuller."

written with acuteness and verve, but lacks refinement. Account of MSS., scholia, and editions of the play . Judicious

The Other Boy (Macmillan, 4s . Bd . ), by Evelyn Sharp, is for younger and thorough . ]

readers. The other boy is projected from London into a country Dent's First Latin Book . By Harold W. Atkinson and J. W. E. Pearce.

family, and , after varied tests, is voted " an absolute rotter : he can't 28. 6d. net .

do anything but grind ! ” Well , see what comes of it . The story is [Reader ( gradual; much dialogue ; quantities marked in pages

worked out with great spirit and a strong dash of humour, in full 1-40 ), exercises , explanatory grammar, vocabularies ; phonetic

intelligence with boy -and -girl life . transcript of pages 1-16 . 12 excellent coloured illustrations by

Our Little Patients ( Nelson, 1s . ) , by Ellen A. Fyfe , is a series of five M. E. Durham . ]

stories written from the point of view of a children's hospital nurse, Pitt Press Series. - Xenophon's Cyropædeia, Book I. Edited by

and presented with dramatic effect. The tone is deeply sympathetic E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A. 2s. 6d .

and religious . [“ Introduction and Notes , founded on those of H. A. Holden ,
In Flora's Realm ( Nelson , 38. 60. ) is “ a story of flowers, frnit , and LL.D." “ Complete vocabulary. ” Thorough .]

leaves," prettily written by Edward Step, F.L.S. , with 133 illustra- Tatham , M. T. , M.A' : Virgil's Æneid, III . ls. 6d . Arnold .

tions , several of them coloured . Flora is not the goddess , but a small [Introduction (translation of Latin Life of Virgil prefixed to

inquisitive girl of twelve , “ ever asking the reason of all things, " and the commentary by Ælius Donatus ; language, metres , subject of

“ the garden was Flora's delight." A charmingly simple and instructive “ Æneid ” ) ; notes ( not “ merely elementary " ) ; index of proper

book . names ; vocabulary ; map of wanderings of Æneas. Competent

Peterkin (Macmillan , 4s . 6d . ) is a delightful new story woven by and careful.]

the deft fingers of Mrs. Molesworth. It has its adventures, strat. Temple Series of Classical Texts. - Cæsar's Gallic War, Book I.

agems, and mysteries , but all after a quiet fashion ; and , though it is Edited by A. S. Wilkins , LL.D. 18. net. Dent.

a story about a child and for children, it will be read with close [ Introduction ( the Gauls and the Romans; Cæsar ; the Roman

interest by boys and girls that we must not call children, and by Army) ; notes , brief and judicious ; vocabulary . Maps ( 2 ) ,

grown folk as well . It is beautifully conceived , and it is worked out capital illustrations ( 19 ) , frontispiece coloured . Excellent .]

with the dexterity of experience and with the insight that comes of
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

love of children .

Blackie's English Classics. - Milton's English Sonnets. Edited by E. H.
FOR CHILDREN .

Blakeney, M.A. 2d .

The Friend of Little Children ( Nelson , 3s . 60.) is a short life of Longmans ' British Classics. - Macaulay's Essay on Chatham . Edited

Christ, written by M. A. Hoyer in simple language, with good illustra- by the Rev. H. Wesley Dennis, M.A. 1s . 6d.

tions by John Lawson, twenty of them full -page, and coloured plates [ Introduction , notes , chronological chart. 11 illustrations . ]

( large quarto ) . An excellent companion volume is Sunday Afternoon McDougall’s Alexandra Readers.- ( 1) Primary . 9d. ( 2 ) Element
( Nelson , 2s . 6d . ) , containing “ the sweet stories of old retold ” - Bible ary. 10d. ( 3 ) Junior. 1s . ( 4 ) Senior. 18. 60 .

stories — with twenty full- page coloured pictures (oblong quarto ). The [ Lessons well graded, attractive, and instructive . Brief and judi

language is simple and the telling is skilful ; and the pictures are cious notes. Appendices in 4 (grammar, Latin and Greek roots,

capital. Both these volumes are beautifully printed and attractively dictation exercises) out of place. Many good illustrations , often

bound in picture boards . coloured . Strongly bound. ]

Messrs. Nelson also provide picturebooks in abundant variety . There Moffatt’s English School Series.— ( 1) Goldsmith's The Traveller. 3d .

is Mother Hubbard's Cupboard of Nursery Rhymes ( 1s . ) ; and Red ( 2 ) Gray's Poems, Part I. 4d . ( 3 ) Cowper's Expostulation ,

Riding Hood's Picture Book, Sunny Hours, Pet's Playtime, Beaks and Part I. ( lines 1-363 ) . 4d . All edited by Thomas Page.

Bills (My Birdies' Book) ,and Fur Coats (6d . each ) ; also Ride a Cock [ Introduction and notes, “ intended for the use of classes in
Horse, Red Indians, The House that Jack Built, Pick -a - Back, Country

schools , pupil- teachers, and students generally . " Carefully edited ,

Cousins , and What's O'Clock ? (3d . each ) . All these examples are in- and nicely got up.]

teresting in matter and full of capital illustrations. It may concern
some folk to know that Messrs. Nelson's picture books " are entirely Murray's Home and School Library . — Introduction to Poetry. By

Laurie Magnus, M.A. 2s .

designed and printed in Great Britain ."

Messrs. Methuen offer The Visit to London , told in easy verses by
[On poetic expression , poetic truth, and the progress of poetry .]

E. V. Lucas and presented in twodozen full-page coloured pictures by Nelson's Literary Readers.--No. 1. By Dr. R. Garnett, C.B. ls . 6d .

F. D. Bedford. The visitors had a good time and saw a great deal. ( Varied and judicious selections; concise notes. Numerous good

The get-up is substantial as well as pretty. illustrations.]

Nield, Jonathan : A Guide to the best Historical Novels and Tales.

58. net. Elkin Mathews.

NEW EDITIONS AND REPRINTS. [ Suggestive and useful. Discriminating introduction . ]

Normal Tutorial Series. - Shakespeare's Julius Cæsar. Edited by

Messrs. J. M. Dent & Co. provide two admirable reward books-A A. E. Roberts, M.A. ls . 60. net. Normal Correspondence College
Child's History of England ( 5s. net ) , narrated with much insight as well Press .

as with simplicity and picturesqueness by Charles Dickens, and fur
[ “ All the outside information necessary.”

nished with about a hundred illustrations (many of them full - page ) by

Especial attention

to the grammatical peculiarities." Very full and capable handling.]

Patten Wilson ; and the immortal Adventures of Don Quixote of La
ls. 4d . Moffatt &

Mancha (55.net), speciallyadapted for young people,”and provided Page, Thomas : Shakespeare and Milton Reader.

with forty or fifty full-page illustrations by W. Heath Robinson. They
Paige .

are both capitally got up, and each contains some five hundred pages ,
[ Scenes and other extracts, with introductory explanations and

notes, and chapters relating to the lives and works of the authors.
more or less .

Messrs. Macmillan issue a timely reprint of Miss Yonge's Unknown
Judicious selection ; useful commentary ; good illustrations ; ex

to History (2s.6d . ) , a favourite story of the captivity of Mary Queen of
cellent get up.]

Scots, with illustrations by W. J. Hennessy ; and a dainty edition of
NATURAL SCIENCE .

Mrs. Gaskell's charming story Cranford ( 28. ) , with apreface by Mrs. Bell's Science Series.- Injurious and Useful Insects. By Prof. L. C.

Anne Thackeray Ritchie, and Hugh Thomson's illustrations.
Miall , F.R.S. 38. 6d.

Mr. Elliot Stock brings out a cheap edition (2s. 6d . net) of Tom
[ “ An introduction to the study of economic entomology.” ]

Andrews, a vigorous story of Board -school life by Bishop Chandler, of Bidgood, John, B.Sc. : Elementary Physics and Chemistry for the use

Bloemfontein , who gained ample experience of his subject as Rector of
of Schools. Book I. : Elementary Physics. Book II . : Physics and

Poplar. Chemistry. 1s. 6d . each. Longmans.

[Two of three books “ intended to serve as reading books as well
ANNUALS. as lesson books." As simple as possible,” but “ strictly on

scientific lines." ]

The yearly volumes of Chums ( Cassell ) and the Boy's Own Annual

Religious Tract Society ) are known to allboys as immense repertories Boys-Smith, Miss W. L .: Nature Note Book. Allman.

of the most varied matters that interest them , with countless illustra
[With hints to observers, and questions from recent examina

tions.--Tiny Tots ( Cassell ) is steadily establishing itself as “ a magazine
tions of the National Froebel Union . Useful .]

for very little folks, ” nicely written , specially printed, and lavishly illus- Bower, Prof. F. O. , Sc.D., F.R.S. , and D. T. Gwynne- Vaughan, M.A.:

trated .-Volume XXIII . of Work (Cassell, 4s. 62. ) and Volume XI . of Practical Botany for Beginners. 3s . 6d . Macmillan .

The House ( Fisher Unwin , 3s . 6d .) should be welcome to handy boys . [ Second edition, revised, re-arranged ; additional exexamples . ]

66
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:
Buckley, Arabella B. ( Mrs. Fisher ) : Eyes and No Eyes. 3s . 60

Cassell.

[The six books of the series in one volume, handsomely bound ,

gilt edges . Original pictures in colours, forty - eight full -page

coloured plates, and other illustrations, by A. Fairfax Muckley .

Instructive and delightful gift book.]

Harrison, W. Jerome, F.G.S .: Junior Chemistry and Physics. ls . 6d .

Blackie .

[ “ An introduction to elementary science.” ]

Hill , Leonard , M.B., F.R.S .: Physiology for Beginners. ls . Arnold .

[ Illustrated. Effective type. Well got up. ]

Hiorns, Arthur H.: Metallography. 6s . Macmillan .

[ “ Introduction to the study of the structure of metals, chiefly

by the aid of the microscope.” 96 original illustrations . Laborious,

careful, and able . ]

Murray's Home and School Library . - A First Course of Chemistry

(Heuristic ). By J. H. Leonard, B.Sc. ls . 60.

[ “ Heuristically and in historical order ." ]

:

ܪ

Dent's Temple Encyclopædic Primers.-- ( 1 ) The Venetian Republic.

By Horatio Brown . ( 2 ) Northern Hero Legends. By Dr. Otto L.

Jiriczek ; translated by M. Bentinck Smith . 18. net each .

[ Admirable compends; charmingly got up .]

Dollars, Table for converting American, into English pounds. 6d .
Fairbanks Co.

House , The : a Journal of Home Arts and Crafts . Vol . XI . 38. 6d.

Fisher Unwin .

[ Practical articles ; abundant and good illustrations . ]

Hutton , Edward : Studies in the Lives of the Saints . 38. 6d. net.

Constable .

[ Engagingly sympathetic ; shrinking from criticism .]

Ireland , Agricultural and Industrial. 58. net . Dublin : Browne & Nolan .

[ Very valuable survey of the resources of Ireland . ]

Layard, G. S .: The Gentle Art of Book -lending. Malvern Federated

Library.

[“ A suggestion and an experiment.” “ Free copies will be sent

to those who are desirous of experimenting in the Pooling of
Private Libraries.” ]

Lovell , Arthur : Ars Vivendi . Fourth edition , revised and enlarged .

2s . net. The Author : 5 Portman Street, W.

[Much good sense , with some blundering dogmatism .]

Normal Tutorial Series.--General Information Test -Papers. By

Lyddon -Roberts and Denney. Second edition . 6d . net . Key, 1s .

net. Normal Correspondence College Press .

[ Formidable queries ; yet we have seen more unreasonable

collections. But who would " correct ” the expression :

should I meet to -day but him you are talking of ” into “ Whom

should I meet, to-day , but him of whom you are talking ” ? ]

Photographs, Classified List of. ls . 6d. Mansell .

[“ Taken from the original pictures in the public galleries and

private collections in Great Britain .” Ciassified under the names of

the artists , and showing the sizes and styles of publication , and

the prices . 197 illustrations . Laborious ; useful for reference.

Technical Instruction Committee, Essex County Council : Report and

Handbook , Session 1901. Chelmsford : County Offices .

Williamson, William , B.A. , F.R.S.L. : A Class-Book of Easy Dictation

and Spelling. ls . Methuen .

[ Graduated ; interesting passages ; word lists . Useful .]

:

:

:

" Who

:

BOOK - KEEPING .

Hooper and Graham : Series of Modern Manuals of Commerce.

Modern Book-keeping and Accounts. In three parts. By William

Adgie, F.C.A. Part II . : Intermediate . 28. Part III . : Advanced .

28. 6d. Macmillan ,

[Lucid exposition ; exercises . Able and practical . ]

Logan, J.: School and Examination Book -keeping. 2s . 6d . Longmans.

[ Double-entry system . Questions , numerous exercises , and

examination papers with outline keys . Simple, clear, and full

evidently the work of a practised teacher .]

Thornton, J.: Key to Easy Exercises in Book-keeping . 10s . 60 .

Macmillan ,

( Clear, neat, and concise . Helpful .

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY .

Macmillan's New History Readers.-- Senior. 2s .

[ Numerous good illustrations. The first sentence we chance

upon is disconcerting : “ Edward marched a great army into

Scotland, and won a decisive victory over Wallace at Stirling . '

Is this history ? It will be very
new history ” to Scotsmen, we

apprehend . )

Macmillan's Summary of English History on the Concentric Plan.

Senior. 4d .

Marché, v. T., F.R.G.S.: The Teacher's Manual of Object Lessons in

Geography. 33. 6d. Macmillan .

[“ By a series of easy and natural stepping -stones .” ]

Oman, Charles, M.A .: Seven Roman Statesmen of the Later Republic.
6s . Arnold .

[The Gracchi, Sulla, Crassus , Cato, Pompey, Cæsar. Portraits

and busts of Julius Cæsar and Pompey ; illustrations (Roman

coins ) . ]

Thomson, C. Linklater : A First History of England , Part III . , 1272

1485. Horace Marshall & Son .

(Based on first-hand studies . Attractively written ; lavishly

and usefully illustrated . ]

Wilmot -Buxton , E. M.: Makers of Europe . 3s . 6d . Methuen .

[ Outlines of European history , for middle forms. 12 maps . ]

Youth's Companion Series . — Geographical Readers :-( 1 ) The Wide

World (2 ) Northern Europe. ( 3) Under Sunny Skies. ( 4) To

wards the Rising Sun. 1s. each. Ginn .

[The first “ presents vivid scenes from many countries." The

second " brings into prominence those features which seem to

the visitor striking and characteristic .” The third illustrates life

in Spain , Italy , Greece, Turkey, and Africa. The fourth takes us

to Eastern lands . Nicely written ; well printed and illustrated . ]

To those who love good literature, and to those who treasure good books

the appearance of the Red Letter Poets should be a red -letter event.a

WRITE FOR

The Red

Letter

Library.

DETAILED

PROSPECTUS .

ME

MISCELLANEOUS.

Bull's (John) Guinea-Pigs ; or The World at War. 6d. Bradley .

[“ England is saturated with guinea - pigism . " ]

Century Document Band . 28. per box (assorted lengths ) . Glasgow :

Duncan Campbell & Son.

[Very handy and strong . Simple device.]

Cornish, Herbert: The Code for Day Schools, 1902–1903 ( School Board
Chronicle Edition and Manual ). Is. Grant ; or Knight.

[ Historical introduction ; full documents and notes ; latest

changes. Laborious and useful.]

Deaf, Second International Report of Schools for the : made to the

Volta Bureau (Washington ). Also Statistics of Speech -teaching in

American Schools for the Deaf for 1901 , gathered by the American

Association to promote the Teaching of Speech to the Deaf (Mt.

Airy, Philadelphia) .

ESSRS. BLACKIE & SON have pleasure in an

nouncing the issue of a new and, in many respects, unique series of selections

from the great masters of English Literature , The RED LETTER LIBRARY

makes a double claim - literary and artistic. It selects from the vast treasury of our

literature the brightest andpurest gems, the priceless heirlooms of the language,

and these it presents in a setting which it is hoped will be found as worthy as the

arts of printing and bookbinding can compass .

The first four volumes consist of poems from the works of -

( 1 ) ALFRED LORD TENNYSON .

( 2 ) ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING .
( 3 ) WORDSWORTH .

(4 ) ROBERT BROWNING.

Each of these four volumes is edited by Mrs. ALICE MEYNELL, who contri.

butes a vignette introduction , biographical and critical. It is scarcely necessary to

add that Mrs. Meynell is not only by general consent among the most eminent of

our modern poets , but occupies an equally high place as a critic.

Size : Length 6 in ., width 4 } in . , thickness | in .

Price : Cloth , ls . 6d , net ; Leather, gilt top, 2s . 6d . net .

WRITE FOR DETAILED PROSPECTUS.

London : BLACKIE & SON , LTD ., 50 OLD BAILEY, E.C.
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BLACKIE & SON'S NEW LIST
WRITE FOR EDUCATIONAL CATALOGUE.

A FIRST GREEK READER , By R. A. A. BERESFORD, M.A., Author of " A First Latin Reader,” and R. N.

DOUGLAS, M.A. , of Uppingham School.

This Reader ( a companion to Mr. Beresford's popular First Latin Reader ) consists of two parts : in the first part each lesson consists of

one page, containing an illustration explained by eight or nine simple sentences ; the second part consists of stories and anecdotes of greater

length , carefully graduated, and freely illustrated with full - page plates and photographs of famous statues and busts. The text is set at the
Clarendon Press in a large and bold type.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL GEOMETRY FOR BEGINNERS . By RAWDON Roberts,

Crown 8vo, cloth , 1s. 6d .

This is a text-book of Geometry on modern lines, and should be welcomed by those teachers who, while wishing to adopt modern methods,

seek to secure for their pupils a mental training similar to that afforded by a study of Euclid's Elements. It is an eminently practical book,

being replete from the very beginning with exercises requiring the use of the straight-edge, the pencil, the compass ,and the protractor. The

definition and the axiom receive a somewhat more extended application than is the case in Euclid. All the essentials of the earlier books of

Euclid are here reduced into a small number of propositions, but the spirit of the book, its coherence, and the rigid logic with which the proposi

tions are developed is quite Euclidian. The figures and illustrations are plentiful and are carefully drawn .

A GEOGRAPHY OF EGYPT AND THE ANGLO - EGYPTIAN SUDAN , By HENRY W. MARDON,

of the Egyptian Training College .

This volume contains a bright and up -to -date account of the Geography of Egypt , written by an authority of especial competence, and fully

illustrated with maps and plans specially prepared under the direction of authorities in Egypt. 2s .

Specimen Copies of this book will be sent to teachers post free on receipt of 18 .

BLACKIE'S COMPLETE HISTORIES. A New and beautifully Illustrated Series of History Reading -Books

arranged on the Concentric Method .

As indicated by the title, each book covers the whole course of British History , is illustrated by a series of paintings of historical subjects repro

dui ed in colour, and many pictures, maps, and portraits in black -and -white.

No. III .-A bright, anecdotal sketch specially written for young pupils. 18. 2d.
No. IV . - In the press.

No. V.-In point of difficulty this book is suited admirably for use in Form III.

A SKELETON GERMAN GRAMMAR , By Professor H. G. Atkins, of King's College. Printed in red and.

black . Cloth, ls . 6d .

This new book is intended to give the “ irreducible minimum ” of grammar requisite for reading German texts . It is not intended as a

manual for the study of grammar after the old fashion , that is to say, for grammar's sake, but rather as a guide for the beginner who proceeds

direct to the translation of a German text , or begins by grappling with the difficulties of real German in a similar way by any directmethod.

A feature of the book is the use of red ink to emphasize points of special importance.

A SKELETON FRENCH GRAMMAR. By Professor H. G. ATKINS , King's College, London . ls . 6d .

Similar in scope and arrangement to the " Skeleton German Grammar.”

Blackie's

Little French Classics.

Interesting Selections from great French Writers, well edited , well printed ,

well bound. Fourpence each book .

JUST PUBLISHED .

Practical Book -keeping .

For Commercial Classes.

With Exercises, Examination Papers and Answers .

By WALTER GRIERSON.

This is a thoroughly interesting and practical work. The real pur

poses and objects of Book-keeping are clearly and lucidly explained , and

the method by which they are emphasized is one of the chief features

of the book . The Exercises are particularly well adapted for Students

preparing for Oxford and Cambridge Local , College of Preceptors' ,

Society of Arts, and other Examinations . All teachers of book -keeping

should see this new and highly practical work . Crown 8vo, cloth , ls. 6d .

1Poems for Recitation . Musset - Selections.

Buffon - Selections. Chateaubriand - Les Martyrs. Se

Daudet - La Mule du Pape. lections.

Selections from Rabelais . Brueys and Palaprat - L'Avocat

Molière - Scenes from Le Médecin
Patelin .

malgré lui. Victor Hugo - Waterloo.

Lesage -- Selections from Gil Blas . Corneille - Le Cid. Select Scenes .

Prosper Mérimée-Mateo Falcone,
Racine - Les Plaideurs.

&c.

Madame de Sévigné - Select Letters.
Michelet - L'Insecte . Selections.

Bossuet- Oraisons Funèbres. Stendhal - Un Episode de Guerre.

Gautier -- Le Pavillon sur l'Eau.
Erckmann -Chatrian - Contes Fan

La Fontaine- Longer Fables. tastiques.

Other l'olumes immediately.

A Brief Introduction to

Commercial Geography.

SUPPLEMENTARY SERIES OF COMPLETE PLAYS.

Molière-Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. Edited by M. GEROTH

WOHL . Price 8d .
[Now ready.

Augier and Sandeau - Le Gendre de M. Poirier. Edited by

H. W. PRESTON , M.A. 8d . [ Nearly reaiiy .

Other Volumes in the press.

( RALEIGH GEOGRAPHY, No. VII.)

A bright, interesting, and well -arranged account of the Commerce

of the English -speaking race. With Eight Coloured Maps, numer

ous Sketch Maps, and a Synopsis. The book forms an excellent and

readable conclusion to political geography. Crown 8vo, cloth , ls. 9d.

LONDON : E.C.BLACKIE & SON , LIMITED , 50 OLD BAILEY ,

GLASGOW ; DUBLIN ; BOMBAY.
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15058. (Professor Nandon .) – If OP , OQ are small equal arcs of a
MATHEMATICS . curve and its circle of curvature at " ) , show that the difference of the

chords of these arcs is LKK'OP“, where x is the curvature and k' = dk /ds.

9773. (B.Peirce.) A un certain jeu, le joueur A. gagne un point Solutions ( 1. ) by Professor SanJÁNA , M.A. ; ( II . ) by A. M. Nesbitt, M.A.

chaque fois qu'il tire une boule blanche d'une urne qui contient 3 boules (I.) Refer the curve to the tangent and normal at 0 as axes, and let the
blanches et 2 boules res ; chaque fois qu'il tire une boule noire, il perd co - ordinates of P be x, y . Then

tous ces points, et B. , qui ne fait jamais de tirage, en gagne un . Quelle
* = 8-48/6p ?, y = **/2p- (37/6p ) (dp/ds, approximately

est la probabilité pour A. , de faire h points le premier ? Cas particulier
où h 3 . (J. EDWARDS , § 357 ) . Hence

Solution by H. M. Taylor , M.A. , F.R.S.
(chord OP) = 32 - ***/p* + ***/pº (approximately ) = $ •-19 *t/p?;

therefore OP = 88-073/p*.

Let a and 1 - a be the respective chances of A. and B. gaining a point
Also chord

at any specified drawing. Let f (r ) be the chance of B. winning the set
OQ = 2p sin fo = po - Tap 83 8-158 /p2.

when he has just gained his r-th point. The chance then thať B. gains Thus chord OQ- chord OP 13/p . But

his (r + 1 ) -th point equals the chance that A. does not gain h points K = p- ' , k' = - p - 2dp/ds = -p-2p/8 (approximately ) = - (1/p8) ;

consecutively 1 - ak . Hence

hence KK'OP4
st

f (r ) = (1 - a " ) f (x + 1 ) .
- $ 3 /p2.

P ps

Now f (h) 1 ; therefore f (r )– (1 – a" ) " -". Similarly, we see that, [Rest in Vol .

f (P ..?") be B.'s chance of winning the set at the time when B. has gained
r points and A. has gained p points, then Problems whose Arithmetical Solutions are indicated by a

f (p , r ) = (1 - a " - ") f (r + 1),
Knowledge of Algebra.

and A.'s chance then of winning the set is 1 - f (p , r ). In the special By W. R. WORTHINGTON , M...

case of the Question a = and h = 3. Hence when no drawing has yet Lemma.

taken place A.'s chance of winning the set to B.'s chance is 1011933 to difference a – b, and the difference between their reciprocals 1/6 - 1 /a , to
7.—Let a and b be two numbers, a the greater. Given their

941192 .
find a and b.

1 /6–1a = (a − b ).ab, (a- )) = (a - b) ab = ab ,1/
15183. (A. F. VAN DER HEYDEN , M.A . )-If a mass in be placed at the

–6 ( — /

centre of a sphere S , the potential due to m , at any point external to S , ab + [] (a-))] = [ 1 (a + b ) ] , } (a + b ) + } (a − b) = a and b.

will be equal to that due to a distribution over S, equal in sum to m . So that, ( i . ) if the difference between two numbers is divided by the
Hence deduce that, if a surface S includeany number of particles , and if difference between their reciprocals , the quotient is the product of

N be the change in the normal force due to these iparticles on crossing the numbers; ( ii . ) if the product be increased by the square of half11

thesurface, a distribution over S of density N /47 will produce the same the difference between thenumbers, the total isthe square of half the
potential throughout all space external to S as the masses referred to . sum of the numbers ; (iii . ) the sum and difference of the roots of the

Solution by the PROPOSER .
two squares are the two numbers .

Let a - b = 12 and (a − b)/ab = zło,
If a surface S include a number of particles mi, M.2, ... , Mi, ... , and if

N be the change in the normal force due to these misses in crossing the
2880 ; 2880 + 62 2916 = (54 ) ,

surface, a distribution over the surface S of density N /47 will produce 54 +6 = 60 and 48 = a and b .

the same potential throughout all space external to S as the masses

referred to .
Ex . — A bicyclist, being asked at what rate he had ridden a certain dis

tance, replied that , if he had taken 48 seconds longer over a mile the whole

( 1 ) Let S be a sphere enclosing a single way, hewould have lost 2 miles per hour . Required his rate of riding .

particle in at its centre 0. Let Q be an A body moving at the rate of (i.) a miles per hour moves 1 mile in

external point , P a point on the sphere . 1a-th of an hour, (ii . ) b miles per hour moves 1 mile in 1 /b-th of an

OP = 9 : 0Q = a : PQ = p. and therefore 1a ~ 1/b is the fraction of an hour lost or gained in

1 mile by the substitution of one rate for the other.

Density of distribution m /4912 0
Inthe question the difference of 48 seconds or 7's hourſ in a milé

Potential at
makes a difference of 24 miles in an hour.mdo

4711"p ' 2 } + 75 = x

Ans. 15 miles an hour.
where do denotes integration over the sphere . Taking OQ as axis of

spherical coordinates, we get 9946. (Professor GENESE , M.A .) - Through a point within a parallelo

do 7.2 sin o dedo 72 sin o do 4771? gram four circles are described containing the sides as chords. If iny

two of these circles through the same vertex be equal , all four are.
Jo ( a2 + y2 – 2ar cos 0) '

Solutions (I. ) by A. M. Nesbitt, M.A., and J. H. Taylor , M.A. ;
therefore potential at Q m /a potential due to mass m . ( II . ) by C. A. LAISANT.

( 2 ) Let the surface S be any closed surface, including any number of (I. ) If two adjacent circles, say OAB,
А F D

particles. OBCbe equal(but not coincident),we must
It follows from the preceding that we may replace any particle by a have ZOAB = OCB. Therefore also

spherical distribution equal in amount to the mass of the particle. Let ZOAD=OCD, and the other two circles GO

this be done for each point, then for each point on each sphere thus ob are also equal. Draw OG equal and

tained, and so on , the radiusof each sphere being suchthat its least dis- parallel to BC . Therefore
tance from S is a small quantity e . We shall thus finally obtain a system

LOGB = (CB ОАВ,

of small spheres whose centres are at distances from the given surface S, B с
each less than some quantity é which may be made as small as we please or thefour points 0 , A , G, B are concyclic.

by suffieiently diminishing e . Hence _COD = AGB supplement of AOB , or circle AOB

Now , let each such sphere be replaced by a particle at its centre. This circle COD.

gives us a surface which will ultimately coincide with the surface S.
N.B.-If we are given circle AOB = circle COD , and LAOB + COD

Moreover, the potential over the surface and throughout external
two right angles, a modification of the above proof will show

spacewill, by the preceding, remain unaltered. Accordingly , the varia
LBAO BCO, and the four circles are equal .

tion N in the normal force, in crossing the surface S , will be the same

as before. (II . ) Soient AB a , BC = b, OA = a ; OB = B ; OC = y ; OD = 8.

Let d be the density of the new distribution Si Ry , R., Rz, R sont les rayons des quatre cercles OAB, OBC, OCD,

at any point. Then ODA, on a , d'après les notations de la figure,

B

N 2R,
sin sin (A + P) sin (A + 0-1) с B

therefore d = N/47. B

2R,
sin je

The analytical statement of the general

question is a : follows : O; 2Rz
7

sin (A - M) sin e sin (A + 0 – M)

8 6 А

ī4Trip sin ( A + ) sin (A - ^ )sin (0 + 2 )

1

hour ;
V213

375 750Q = SSA

SS

11 46 - 55. ( 4+ re– 2ar coso)
20

So So Pro
3

al

>

a

4πά ;

7
b py

-

Q
sin o sin (u + o)

a
.

ini cos dido ini

si 2RA
a
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are each 0, and 8 ,

a

>

sin •
7

8 .

1 mod p ,

0 mod p ,

Sa'adv Saamas,
A

8-1

+ der dv

A

Samas = S ( 0, 11,4“ 'n ")+(191 *' ...) de.(

jax"de = x1;1'|4 + % * 'do.

21,1 /4*- **-!dv;

Sa'a'de = wisuda * -'do =

$ 8-1

3+ S + n

8 8-1

~ + 7( 31/1jde
28 +

[ r (1)1". (32:1 )

ܪ 1
8 14 ii

; 18 ;
p "

( 1 =

+

Si R, = R2, on a donc 1 = u [l'hypothèse 2 + u = entraînerait en 14988. ( The late Professor Cayley, F.R.S. )-If

effet cette conséquence, que les deux cercles OAB, OBC seraient con 12 + m2+ na + 12 + m2 + 732 + ...

fondus en un seul, et non distincts, comme on les suppose ), d'où Rz RA . s ' denote positive integers, show that the integral

sin (A + 0 ) sin ( A + 0)

En outre,
5 (1x + my + nz + ... ) * ( lx + m'y + n'z + ... ) " dx dydz... ,

sin 0
over the interior of the hyper-sphere x2 + yº + + ... 1 is = 0 or = a

d'où en général o °, et par suite R2 Rz. numerical multiple of ( u' + mm ' + nn' + ... ) " , according as s' is not, or is,

Solution by G. H. Hardy, B.A.

15068. (R. W. D. Christie . )- Solve generally the following
It is convenient to write x1 , x2 , lj , la, 11 , la, ... for X , Y, ... ,

Christmas puzzle :-Find four integers a, b , c , d, such that

1, m , ...

1', mn ', ... :
And weA for 4X1 + loxg + ... ; and A' for ( x , + luxg + .

( 1 ) ad be
0 mod p,(2 ) (1? + b = c + d2 suppose that w is the number of variables. Now

(3 ) ac + 1 bd " + 1 ( 4 ) bcº + d2 0 mod p, 1

do

where p = prime of form 4m- 1 , and give all the solutions . 8 + s'un

Solution by Lt. - Col . ALLAN CUNNINGHAM , R.E.

the latter integral being extended over the surface of the unit sphere . Also

ANS = ( h1& + lotz + ... ) 18 - 'NO,
Out of the seven congruences to be simultaneously satisfied , only three

are independent, e.g., ad = 1 , be = 1 , a + b = 0 will be found to involve and, as lj, 22, are the direction cosines of the outward normal at

the rest . The number of incongruous solutions in + integers , all < P, will |( X1 , X2 , ... ) ,

first be found .

One obvious solution is a = d = 1 , b = c = p - 1 . By (2 ) , b , c must 1.24

both be 2 - ic non - residues of p ; and have therefore } ( p - 1) values ; these
must be paired together so as to satisfy bc = l . One of these ways is But 30/0x ;( :A - X ) = (8-1)A -21 21 + 8'A - A - 341 :Elili ;

b = c == p - 1 ; excluding this , it is known that the remaining $ ( p - 3 ) s'

quantities can bepaired together in † (2-3) ways, so as to satisfy bc = 1 , so that
8 + 8 + n

wherein b # c.
Next, by (2),every value of b gives two values ofa ; and its conjugate The same reasoning shows that it is also equal to

c gives two values of d : these values of a , d will be found to form two ;

conjugate pairs satisfying ad = 1 , as required .

Thus each of the (P - 3 ) conjugate pairs of b , c yields two conjugate = s' ,pairs of a,d, wherein a#d ; this gives therefore 1 ( p- 3) solutions, to it is therefore equal to 0 uuless 8 = $'. And, if s =
1

which inust be added the special solution a = d = 1 , b = c = p - 1 ; total Elit

} (p - 1 ) solutions in + integers, all < p, and incongruous.
28 + n 28 + 1-2 n 2

An example will make this clear ; take p = 19 . 8 (8-1) ... 1
Elil "

b = 2 3 ; ; 18 ; 1 (28 + x ) ( 2x + 1 - 2 ) ... (" + 2 ) r ( n + 1)

10 ; 13 ; 12 ; 15
total 9 . r ( x + 1 )

6 , 13 ; 4 , 15 ; 7 , 12 ;. 9 , 10 ; 1 ;
(311)

28 T ($ + 1 + in )

d 16 , 3 ; 5 , 14 ; 11 , 8 ; 17 , 2 ; 1 ;
This result may easily be verified for small values of n . If n = 2 , we

The totalnumber of solutions ( asked for in Question ) is , however, infinite;

for, if (a ' , b' , c' , ') be a particular solution , so are ( lp + n ', Emp + b', obtain
0

Enp + c ', Erp + ď ) .

( ll' + mm ")".

2 ( 8 + 1 )

15199. (Professor NEUBERG .) — Trouver le lieu du centre d'une The volume integral is
quadrique passant par quatre points fixes et dont les axes sont parallèles 1

tips

à des droites données .
(I + my)* ( 1' & +m'y ) ds =

e+ siets's

8 + 8 + 2 $ + $' + 2

Solutions ( I. ) by the PROPOSER ; ( II . ) by the Rev. J. CULLEN . (since m = til, m ' Fil ).
This is 0 unless s = sure and the signs are

(I. ) Soient F = 0 , G = 0, H = 0, les équations de trois quadriques de different.
In this case it is

la question . Une quadrique quelconque satisfaisant aux conditions 2. (17") _ (Il + mum ")"7 1ľ ' .

données a pour équation F + NG+ uH 0, où 1 , y sont des coefficients
2 (* + 1 ) 2 is + 1 )

indéterminés. Le centre étant donné par If the signs are the same, il ' + min ' 0 ; su that the formula still holds.

F + G ; + uH ; = 0 , F / + 1G + uH ' = 0 ,

le lieu du centre est représenté par 14881 ( Corrected form ). ( V. DANIEL, B.Sc.) — Determine in Cartesian

F G H 0 .

co -ordinates the family of plane curves related to two focal points P and Q,

such that a particle projected through P shall, after rebounding from any

F G H point on one such curve, proceed in the line joining Q to that point.

F G : H:
Coefficient of rebound 2a . Taking for origin the middle

.(II.) Taking the coordinate axes to have the same direction as the point of PQ, show that the lines zity ve = a are common tangents at

the focus Q.

given lines, then the equation of any of the quadrics is of the form Solution by the PROPOSER .

ax: + by2 + cz : + 2px + 294 +212 + 1 =
( 1 ). If B and B' are the angles of incidence and reflection, it follows

The centre is given by
geometrically that

dc / + /( x + ) dylů .< -- ( 11 — % )/ 4

0 , by + 9 = 0, 0 . (2 ) . tal B tan Bº

1 --4/ 6.c + a ) dxdy' 1 + (n − 2 )/yty dac

Now substituting the coordinates (x1 , 91 , -1 ) , &c. of the four given points tan B 12 - ** + -y ( x - 1) dy dx + y ( x + 1 ) dx /dy

in ( 1 ) , we obtain four equations , and these together with the equations Then
tall B

( 2) enable us to eliminate a , b , c, p, q , and 1 , the result being

- 3* + 1 *---- -j ( -u)di/dy + y (x + 4 ) dy /de

– a y2 + xy (dy/dx-
= sin a =therefore

X, 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ,
0 , 0 = 0 ,

1 te ay {dy/dx + « r/dy }

0 , y, 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0

therefore y2 (dy(d.c )2 ( + -t sin a) + y dylde (4= — , -- *) — 126.c + a sin a)

0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0

27?, vi?, 27 , 221, 241 , 2-1 , 1

Writing yo Q and solving for dQ , dil ,

ro?, ya" , zg? 2.xn, 242 , 259 ,
(e -- a sin a) 1Q /dx Q + 12—4++ {.Q + " – :-) + 4Q (2* — sinº a) ;,

Xz?, 139, ? 283, 293 , 223, 11 an equation which may be transformed thus :

24 , 44 , z 2.44 21/48 224, 1 (x - a sin a) dQ /dx + ? (* • - ^ sin a)

which shows that the locus of the centre is a cubic surface of the form Q + x * + “ cos 2a + {(Q + 4* + a- cos2a)? — 4a cos- a ( 4* —a- sinʼa) } " :

Axyz + Byz + Cxz + Dxy + Gx + Fy + Hz + K = 0 . Let Q + 2 + q cos la = a cos a ( x * — « » sinº a ) * {0+ 0 * }.............(1)

f (lx + my)" ("x+ m'y)" de
7

or

ulo

o+ }<<f x " x y " 0

-e; PQ

0

ax + P C2 + 1 =
- .

1 - delele ) ;

-0.
- (

1
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a

{

}
2a cos a {**a sina2-1

na } ",
ог

a

in a} '
or

23-asina} on

1

ce - H = -a sin af
1 + k - 2

a
H

€ -5

1 +

1-11

H = 3

- sina
1

E -H

- sina

sina

I =

1

sina

1 + k- 2 a
-1

-11-2
1

-k *
-

prove that

q ;
g +

-sina

= sec a
+

- sina
K - sin a

2K sin a

Then, if x- a sin a # 0 , we obtain the linear equations
Now tan A – tan (B + C ) = 2aY/(Y2- ya) = Y/y .... (iii.),

dQ
and* + a sin tan B tan c Y?/ (BN.NC) = Y?/yº = tanº A ,

+ 2 (x + a sin a) = 2a cos a o ,

dx x - a sin as cot w' cot B + cot C + cot A (2a + y) /Y Y/y = tan A ;

therefore w' 90 ° - A.

& - a sin a s
Again , Lemoine point perpendicular

Also , differentiating ( 1 ) ,

fa tan w' = R sin A cot A = Rcos A ;

dQ /dx + 2x = a cosa .d /dx {(x2 – a-sinº a )* (0 + 0+ ) };
hence Buocard line is parallel to BC. [ Rest in Vol .

dtherefore 2 tan at {(x2 – a sinº a) * (8 + 0-1) = 2 S x + a sind
0,

dx 2x -- a sin a

2 { x + 0-1 . QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION .

X

15223. (Professor Nanson . )—If u be a homogeneous quadratic
Writing 2k , and 2k, for the right -hand expressions gives one and the function of the n variables x , and v the same homogeneous quadratic

same differential equation function of the n variables y , eliminate the 2n + 1 quantities 0, x, y from

2 tan a + d }dx {k (x — a sin a) + k + (x + a sin a) } = 2k ;
the 2n equations of the types du /dx = 4x + Oy , dvdy = 0.

i.e. , dxdk — x/ {li– 2 tan a / (1 – k->) } = -asin a (1 + k * %)/(k - k -'—2 tan a) .
15224. (Rev. Prebendary WHITWORTH . )—If

Its solution is 1/x + 1 / + 1 /2 = 0 and x + y + z = 1 ,

show, hy simple algebra, that for all positive integral values of n ,
dk + C (2 ),

k - k 2 tan a
x " + y " +2" 1 + nxyz + } [ R ” -6 11 ( xyz )?] + } [R" - 8 » (xyz) 3]

dk
where + { [ R "- "! » (xyz)*] + ... ,n +

is
k – 2 tan a/ ( 1 -k-> the number of terms in the series being one more than the greatest

integer in jn, e.g. ,seca- tan a - k - 1
K

(sec a + tana) -si
na

2,3 + Y3 + 23 = 1 + 3xyz, 27 + y7 + 27 1 + 7xyz + 73 - yº- .
sec a + tan a + k - 1

Writing (2 ) thus, xe-H I. a sin a (sec u + tan a) + Ci , we have 15225. (R. W. D. CHRISTIE .) - Resolve 5 , 17 , or 41 into a sum of five

cubes, and give a general form for a cube equal to the sum of five
1 + k- 2

Sisec a – tan a –
la - k - 2

k- dk integral cubes.

k- 2 tan a - k 1 sec a + tan at k - 1
15226. (Lt. -Col . ALLAN CUNNINGHAM , R.E . )—If p , q , 9 be different

sec a - tan a -k-' , odd primes, and if y , y' be roots ( < p) of y " -1 = 0 , y *" +1 = 0 (mod p ),
dk

1-2k - ' tan a-k- ? { sec a + tan a + k - 1 i . Ey = -1, xy' = +1 (mod p), if n = 9 ;

or, since ( 1 – 2 tan a k-'- k- ? ) = secº a { 1 – (sin a + k -' cos a)2 }
ii . Σy = 0, Ly' = 0 (mod p) , if n =

= sec- a ( 1 - K %), say ,
iii . Sy = +1 , Ly' = -1 (mod p), if n = 9 ",

where each summation (3) includes all the incongruous roots <p. Give

I

-K

-1+
1 - sin a 1 + sin a

dK .
an example of each case.

+ K 1 - K 1+ K

Now 15227. (G. HEPPEL , M.A .) — If the roots of x3 – px2 + 9x - y = 0 are

-K 1 -K - l - sina the sines of the angles of a triangle , then p*— 4p q + 8pr + 472 0 . If
IK

dK
K ( 1 + K ) 11 + K

they are the squares of the sines, p2-49 + 4r = 0 .

- K -K 15228. (Rev. T. Roach , M.A . )—Show that the sum of the series

1+ - + * - *1 + ... I's log 3-7 (V3 ).

1+ sin a 15229. ( JAMES BLAIKIE , M.A .) - If up, U1 , Ug, ... , Un ,
dK.

represent

1 -K 1 + K 1 - RP the 6 continuant series 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 8 , where = U - 1 + Win - 2,

K - sina 1 - sin a 1 + sin a prove the following relationships :
Hence -1 + dK

1 -K 1 + K ( 1 ) # 22 = Uk (18-1 + Uk + 1 ), (2 ) U2k + 1 =

-K
-K (3 ) Urk = u { u {k = 1 } x + 1 + UR -1#(1–2 )k+ 1+ 12–1"{p=3;&+ 1+ + 4 = 1}.

15230. (D. BIDDLE.) — A spherical ball of wool is transfixed by a

I cos a = knitting -needle of infinitesimal thickness. Find the inean length of

needle hidden by the wool , ( 1 ) when the needle enters entirely at random ,

Equation (2 ) may now be written , after dividing by a constant,
( 2 ) when the position of the needle is restricted by its passing through a

point at a given distance from the centre of the ball .
-K

* (K — sin a) + a (K sin a- 1 ) = C,
1+ K , 15231. (R. C. ARCHIBALD , M.A. , Ph.D.) A circle of radius a rolls

or, resubstituting the value K
on a fixed circle of radius 2a ; the planes of the rolling and fixed circles

sin a + k
are at right angles, and any point on the rolling circle traces a space

seca — tan a- k

(x sec a + a tan a) k- ?
curve ( C ). Show that (C ) can be projected into a semicubical parabola.

1 + λ

sec a + tan a + k 15232. (A. M. Nesbitt, M.A . ) -Find the equation of the cone en

where 1 is an arbitrary constant. veloped by a plane which passes through a fixed point and makes a

Equation ( 1 ) , on substituting section of given eccentricity with the cone

- a sin axº + by2 + cz2 + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy = 0 .

x + a sin a )

becomes a2 + y2 + ascos 2a k a cos a (x – a sin a) + k - ' acos a (x + a sin a ),
15233. (Professor Cochez.) — Étudier les courbes

( 1 ) y = / [ x3 / ( x2- 1 )] , (2) y = x + 1 + ( x - 1 ) / ( 2 *—3).
or -y2 sec a = { k (x sec a-a tan a) – a } {k- * (x sec a + a tan a) – a }...(4 ) .

Combining this with (3), we obtainan equation of similar form with (3), cubiquea ,3 = 0. Les droites qui les joignent à un même point C mobile
15234. (Professor NEUBERG .)-Soient A , B deux points fixes d'une

and the k - eliminant of these gives the family sought. [Rest in Vol . ]
sur la courbe rencontrent celle -ci en deuxnouveaux pointsD , E. Quelle

15131. (C. E. YOUNGMAN , M.A . )—Given a semicircle on diameter
est la classe de l'enveloppe de la droite DE ?

BC, draw an ordinate PN , and on NP produced take A such that 15235. ( R. TUCKER, M.A. )–From the points M , L in the base BC

BA ? = BC (BN + NP) . Prove that the triangle ABC has of the triangle ABC, equal perpendiculars MQ, LP are drawn to AB, AC

tan ? A tan B tan C ; respectively. Prove that the foci of the parabolas which PQ (and the

BROCARD angle 90°-A ; Brocard axis parallel to BC, &c .
analogous lines) envelop lie upon the circum -circle ABC.

Solutions ( I. ) by R. Tucker,M.4. ;( II.)by Professor Sanjána, M.A.; |60,9, ), the isogonal conjugate being Q , show that, if AP,BP, CP,
15236. (Rev. J. Cullen . )—Given a triangle ABC and a point P

( III . ) by D. BIDDLE .
AQ,BQ, CQ meet the circum -circle in XYZ, X'Y'Z', then XX',' YY ',

(I.) Let O be the centre, ON, PN - X , Y ; radius a, and AN · Y. ZZ are parallel respectively to BC, CA , AB, and form a triangle
Then , from the data ,

homothetic with ABC , the homothetic centre being

y = ai – x", (a + x) 2 + Y? 2a (a + x + y) , i.e. , Y? = y* + 2ay... ( i . , ii . ) a (q° +13+ 2qr cos A ) /aʼqr =

-sin a - sina

18

- sin a

+

2

x

}

「 張
+

$ (1= K )**" { " }

5 ( 176 ) 17k) -17 ( +1 K )

- K ( 176 ) + S ( 176)

{

S(1 ) { a }

+52 ( 176 )

( 1 = K ) **** {cosec a - K } .

(

*)**-}...(3),

1* + 2.13
- sina - sin a

) 1 +K) *** /1 –K dk ,
- sina

i.e. ,

sina

1

cosa,

sin a

{ 1

0 = k Şx - a

a

-

-1

-
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15237. (W. H. SALMON , B A., B.Sc.) - If the circum -circles of the

four triangles determined by any four straight lines meet in P , show that

the isogonal conjugates of ihe six lines drawn from P to the points of

intersection of the originalfour lines are parallel .

15238. (Professor SANJÁNA , M.A.) --Given of a triangle the base and

the vertical angle, construct the triangle so that the ratio may be fixed

of the distance of the mid -point of the base from the foot of the perpen

dicular drawn from the vertex, to its distance from the foot of the bisector

of the vertical angle . ( A purely geometrical construction is required . )

15239. (C. E.YOUNGMAN, M.A . ) - Squares are described having for

diagonals the sides a , b , a' , l' of a parallelogram P ; the ends of the other

diagonals will fall at the corners of two new squares S , S. Show that
( 1) S , S are homothetic to the squares K , K' which can be ' inscribed

in P ; (2 ) K : S = K ' : $ tan :ab : 1 ; ( 3 ) S -S ' = 2P ; S + S' = a * + b .

15240. ( V. DANIEL, B.Sc . ) - A variable circle , radius c , is drawn

touching a fixed line PQ at the common centre 0 of two fixed circles ,

radii a , b . Show that a diagonal of the trapezium of intersection envelops

the caustic by refraction at a circle, for light parallel to PQ falling to

wards 0 (on the boundary a or on the boundary b according as the relative

index of the external and internal media is ab or bla) . If the ordinates

of the ends of a diagonal and of the corresponding point on the caustic

are 41 , 42 , Y , prove by a simple analytical method 2cY

being the x axis. Can a geometrical proof be found ? (See Heath's
Geometrical Optics, 2nd ed.)

15241. (Professor SANJÁNA , M.A . )-In a (plane triangle ABC, ( 1) if

the sides a , b include an angle cos -i v(ab)/[a- (ab) + b ), prove that

tan Aſtan B - (23/13 ) , so that one of the remaining angles is obtuse ;

( 2 ) if tan C , lan A , tan B be in geometric progression , the common ratio

is 62/cº,and A is greater than 7 ; ( 3 ) if tan {C , tan $ A , tanB be in geo

metrical progression, the common ratio is ble, and A is less than a .

[The triangle in ( 1 ) is formed by the Earth with the Sun and a planet at

its stationary point; the triangle in ( 2 ) has the line joining its BROCARD

points perperdicular to BC . ]

15242. ( Communicated by A. E. Mitchell.) — Given a circle of

radius R. Another circle of radius 1 has its centre on the circumference

of the larger circle ( viz ., that with radius R) , and cuts off from it 1/1 of

the area of the large circle . Find î in terms of R.

%142, POQ

OLD ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL. By the Rev. Canon BENHAM,

D.D. , F.S.A. With a Frontispiece in Photogravure, 4 Plates printed in Colour,

and many other Illustrations. Super royal 8vo, sewed, 5s . net ; or cloth , gilt

top , 7s . net .

STORIES OF CHARLEMAGNE and the Twelve Peers of France.
From the Old Romances. By the Rev. A. J. CHURCH , Author of " Stories from

Homer.” With 8 Illustrations in Colour from Drawings by G. MORROW , 5s.

" A delightful rendering of the doughty deeds of the Paladins, Roland and

Oliver, the four sons of Aymon , the giant Fiera bras, the traitor Ganelon, and

others. Professor Church has well kept the chivalric spirit of the Charlemagne

romances whilst putting them into simple terse English ." -- Graphic.

THE SIEGE OF YORK. A Story of the Days of Thomas Lord

Fairfax . By BEATRICE MARSHALL, Author of " Old Blackfriars. " With 8

Illustrations. 5s. [ Shortly.

THE KIDNAPPING OF ETTIE, and other Tales . By Brown

LINNET, Author of “ Widow Wiley." With 16 Illustrations. 5s,

" A book which should be read with an equally strong interest by young readers

and by old . ” - Scotsman.

JUST PUBLISHED .

THE NATURALIST ON THE THAMES. By C. J. Cornish , Author

of “ Life at the Zoo ,' “ Wild England of To-day," & c . With 38 Illustrations,

Demy8vo, 7s , 6d .

Mr. Cornish's latest book is in every way equal to his former work , and after
reading it we confess to an even greater love for our Father Thames. We have

read nothing brighter and more entertaining in its own particular line during recent
years . " - St. James's Gazette .

NEW CHINA AND OLD. Personal Recollections and Observation

of Thirty-three Years. By Archdeacon MOULE. With 30 Illustrations. Third

and Cheaper Edition, Enlarged , 5s .

" The revised and enlarged edition of ' New China and Old ’ will be heartily

welcomed . ... Those who have not red the earlier edition will be strongly attracted

by the descriptions of Chinese country life , ancestral worship , superstitions,

Buddhism and Taoism , & c . " -- Daily News.

THE LIBERATION OF ITALY. By the Countess E. MARTINENGO
CESARESCO. With Portraits on Copper. Second Edition . 5s.

OXFORD . Brief Historical and Descriptive Notes . By ANDREW

LANG . With nany Illustrations. Cheaper Edition , 3s . 6d .

CAMBRIDGE. By J. W. CLARK . With many Illustrations. Cheaper
Edition , 3s , 6d .

POPULAR EDITIONS, EACH SLIPEWCE NET.

THE STORY OF THE ILIAD. By the Rev. A. J. CHURCH . With

17 Ilustrations,

THE STORY OF THE ODYSSEY. By the Rev. A. J. CHURCH .

With 17 Illustrations,

* One of the most beautiful pieces of prose in the English language." --

Spectator.

1

OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS) .

8310. (Professor Crofton, F.R.S .) - An event has been found to

occur on an average once a year during a long period ; also it has never

been known to fail during two years running ; find the chance of its

happening or failing in any particular year.

9448. (B. F. Finkel.) - A dog, on the top of a conical hill whose base

is 200 feet in radius and height 100 feet, is in pursuit of a fox at the base

which keeps running around the hill at the base ; find how far the dog

must run to catch the fox , if the dog runs 6 feet while the fox runs 5 feet,

and the dog runs directly towards the fox at all times.

9493. (Professor Sylvester, F.R.S.) - If S is the sum of a geo

metrical series whose first term is unity, its common ratio a positive or

negative integer, and number of terms N , and if o is the number of

prime-number divisors in S , and v the total number of divisors in N

(unity not connting towards the value either of o or v) , then o cannot be

less than v , except when the common ratio is — 2 and the number of

terms even , or when the common ratio is + 2 and the number of terms

divisible by 6 .

9572. ( Professor Haughton , F.R.S.) -- Find the conditions under

which a plane polarised ray, reflected from a surface of glass or water,

will become circularly polarised .

10531. (Professor Morley.) – Through a point on an ellipse two

circles are drawn, one cutting the ellipse again at the corners of an equi

lateral triangle, the other at those of a maximum triangle ; prove that

the circles touch .

10544. ( H. W.SEGAR.) - Given the lengths of four lines that may

be drawn from a point to the angular points of a rhombus, describe the

rhombus.

PROF. CHURCH'S BOOKS.

Helmet and Spear. Stories of the The Story of the Iliad.
With

Wars of the Greeks and Romans. Illustrations. 5s .

With Illustrations. 5s .
TheStory of the Odyssey . W

Stories from Homer. With Illus Illustrations. 5s.

trations. 24th Thousand, 5s .
Heroes of Chivalry and Ro

Stories from Virgil . With Illus mance. Beowulf, Arthur, and

trations. 17th Thousand. 5s. Siegfried . With Illustrations. 5s.

Stories from the Greek Trag- The Count of the Saxon Shore.
edians. With Illustrations. 5s . With Illustrations. 5s .

Stories from the Greek Com- With the King at Oxford . With

edians. With Illustrations. 5s. Illustrations. 5s .

Stories of the East from Hero- TheHammer. A Story of Maccabean

dotus. With Illustrations. 5s . Times. With Ilustrations. 5s .

The Story of the Persian War, The Story of the Last Days of

from Herodotus. With Hlus- Jerusalem , fromJosephus.

trations. 5s . With Illustrations. 3s. 6d .

Stories from Livy. With Illustra- Three Greek Children. With

tions. 5s . Hlustrations. 3s . 6d .

Roman Life in the Days of The Stories of the Iliad and

Cicero. With Illust rat the Aeneid. With Illus. ls . 6d.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS .

It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

sent to the Mathematical Editor ,

Miss Constance I. Marks, B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd. , West Kensington , W.

NEJV EIGHTEENPENNY SERIES.

“ These are new editions of works of established favour. But it is something

new as well as something to practical purpose to comment upon their reappearance

in such well -bound, well-illustrated, daintily pretty volumes, and at so Inwa
price. " --School Board Chronicle.

To the Lions. A Tale of the Early Lion -Hearted . The Story of Bishop

Christians. By the Rev. A. J. Hannington's Life told for Boys and

CHURCH . With 8 Illustrations . Girls. By the Rev. E. C. DAWSON,

The Old Looking Glass and The
With many Illustrations,

Broken Looking Glass . By Onlya Dog. By a Humble Friend ,
M. L. CHARLESWORTH . In One With 8 Illustrations.

Volume.
Agathos . The Rocky Island, and

The Life of a Bear. With 16 Illus other Sunday Stories. By SAMUEL

trations. WILBERFORCE, late Lord Bishop of

The Life of an Elephant . With Winchester. With 16 Illustrations.

16 Illustrations.
Up and Down the Pantiles.

The Two Swords. A Story of Old A Story of Tunbridge Wells &

Bristol, By EMMA MARSHALL Hundred Years Ago .

With 8 Illustrations. MARSIIALL . With 8 Illustrations.

By EMA
Vol. II. (New Series) of the “ Mathematical Reprint”

is now rearly , and may be hud of the Publisher,

FRANCIS HODGSON, 89 Farringdon Street , E.C. Price

to Subscribers, 58.; Non - Subscribers, 6s. 6d . London : SEELEY & CO . , Limited , 38 Great Russell Street.
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SIMPLE . CONCISE . COMPLETE. SIGNIS NON VERBIS .

TEXT-BOOKS for HIGHER SCHOOLS.
THE

GRAPHIC MARK BOOK
Edited by

Rev. C. S. DAWE, late of St. Mark's College, Chelsea.
AND REDUCING SCALE.

Invented and designed by

These books are specially prepared for the Oxford and Cambridge C. MARSH, M.A., and H.W.ORD , M.A.,

Preliminary and Junior Local Examinations , and Candidates for Minor Assistant Masters at Blackheath School.

Scholarships, &c. The Series consists of the following books :
Every MARK Book is complete in itself and contains a

Small amount of Theory , large amount of
Reducing Scale .

Practice. Worked -out Examples for each step . Printed on good paper , bound in stiff boards with cloth sides.

ARITHMETIC
Prominence given to the Metric System. La Published price, ls . 4d . each .
boratory Exercises in a Special Section .

All Masters in charge of the Marks will find their labour

Physical facts made the basis of Political. simplified and reduced, as the periodical laborious

Commercial aspects kept constantly in view . addition of the daily marks is obviated and the
GEOGRAPHY

British Empirefully treated . Many Coloured relative position of each Pupil shown automatically .

Maps and Diagrams.
A simple mechanical process dispenses with the pro

Example made the basis of instruction . portion sums usually employed to reduce the marks

Analysis introduced early . Aids to

ENGLISH GRAMMAR
to a given standard .

correct speaking a prominent feature. Sample Bonk sent post free on receipt of ls , in stamps.

Plenty of scope given for “ practice . ”

Contains landmarks of national REGISTRATION FOR SECONDARY
history. More than usual attention given

ENGLISH HISTORY DAY AND EVENING SCHOOLS.to the last three centuries.

The Growth and Greatness of the А COPY FORM 487.

Empire specially considered . From the Supplementary Regulations issued by the Board of Education , South Kensington .

PRINTED ON SUPERFINE PAPER .

PUBLISHED AT ONE SHILLING EACH . UNBOUND.
Published Price per Dozen 38 .

per Hundred, 16s.

IN BOOK FORM. In Stout Cover,

Specimens on application. Published Price , 8d. each.

6

our
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وو

The Educational Supply Association , Ltd.,

42 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON , E.C.

EDUCATIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, CASEY'S EUCLID .,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND.

Largest Stock in London of

SECOND-HAND SCHOOL, CLASSICAL, ELEMENT

ARY AND ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

Mathematical, Theological, and Foreign Books.

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ,

BOOKS I.–VI., and PROPOSITIONS I.-XXI. of BOOK XI .

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPIERE, CONE, &c . , with Copious

Annotations and Numerous Exercises.

1 By JOHN CASEY, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland ,

Vice -President, Royal Irish Academy, &c. , &c.

Tenth Edition , price4s. 60., postfree;orin Two Parts, each Half - a -Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID ."

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin .

Second Edition . Small 8vo, price 6s.

A SEQUEL TO THE

FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID."

Sixth Edition , Revised and greatly Enlarged , price 3s . 6d . , cloth . Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged , 564 pp. , price 128 .

A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE, CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS .

Containing an account of its most recent Extensions, with numerous Examples,

New Edition , Crown 8vo.

A TREATISE ON

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY .

With numerous Examples and Questions for Examination.
Third Edition . Small 8vo, 148 pp ., price 3s .

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY .

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition . Price 3s.

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions,with numerous Examples.
Crown 8vo. Second Edition,

Crown 8vo , price 5s .

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY,
AND ITSAPPLICATION TO GEODESY ANDASTRONOMY.

With numerous Examples.

KEYS AND TRANSLATIONS ,

J. POOLE & CO.

(ESTABLISHED 1854) ,

104 CHARING CROSS ROAD,

LONDON , W.C.

( Late of 39 Holywell Street, Strand ) ..

WRITE TO US FOR A QUOTATION .

HODGES, FIGGIS , & CO. , LIMITED , 104 GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN.

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO .
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Thomas Nelson & Sons'

NEWEST REWARD BOOKS.

A New Story for Boys by HERBERT HAYENS,

AT THE POINT OF THE SWORD.

A Story of Adventure during the War for the Liberation of Peru in the Early Part of the Nineteenth Century.

Illustrated by R. PAYTON REID, A.R.S.A. Crown 8vo, gilt top, 5s.

“ Mr. Herbert Hayens is a new writer for boys, who bids fair to become as popular as any writer, his latest book ,

' At the Point of the Sword,' being particularly good .” — Black and White.

.

By HAROLD AVERY.

AllesALLS SALES

HARP SHARPSHOOTERS
HOOT SALE'S SHARPSHOOTERS. Fallen

The Historical Records of a very Irregular Corps.

Illustrations by ROSA PETHERICK.

Post 8vo, cloth extra , 3s . 6d.

The story of an irregular volunteer corps raised by schoolboys.

Their engagements with ' Boer commandoes ' of town boys lead

to many exciting incidents. Finally , through the mediation of

a local gentleman , the leaders discuss terms, and unite in form

ing a Boys' Brigade.

“ The story is charmingly told , and sparkles with schoolboy humour." .

Daily News
Harold Avery

KURZE

Two New Works by E. EVERETT-GREEN.

A HERO OF THE HIGHLANDS ; or , A Romance of FALLENFORTUNES. By E. EVERETT-GREEN, Author of " After

a Rebellion by one who looked on. A Story of the " 45." By E. EVERETT Worcester,” &c. Illustrated by W. H. MARGETSON . Post Svo, cloth extra ,
GREEN , Author of " In Fair Granada," & c. Illustrated by W. H. MARGETSON .

Crown 8vo , bevelled boards, cloth extra , gilt top , 5s.
3s , 6d .

MODERN WARFARE ; or, The Boy's Army Book. By

CAPTAIN GUGGISBERG , R.E. With Maps, Diagrams , and Illustrations. 6s.

THE LAST OF THE CLIFFORDS. By ELIZA F. POLLARD ,

Author of " A Daughter of France," " My Lady Marcia ." & c . Illustrated by

WAL PAGET. Crown 8vo , bevelled boards, cloth extra, gilt top , 5s.

STANHOPE. A Romance of the Days of Cromwell. By E.L.

HAVERFIELD, Author of " Rhoda," “ Our Vow, " &c. Illustrated by ROBERT

HOPE. Post Svo, cloth extra , 3s, 6d .

IN FLORA'S REALM. A Story of Flowers, Fruit and Leaves.

By E. STEP, Author of " The Romance of Wild Flowers." Illustrated with

Black -and -White and Coloured Pictures. 8vo , cloth extra , 3s. 6d .

.

A FORTUNE FROM THE SKY. By SKELTON KUPPORD ,
Author of “ The Uncharted Island ," &c. Illustrated by WAL PAGET. Post 8vo,
cloth extra , 2s .

A LITTLE COCKNEY. A Story for Girls . By Miss GAYE ,

Author of " Dickie Winton," " All's Well that Ends Well . ” Illustrated .

Post 8vo, cloth extra , 1s. 6d .

THREE SCOTTISH HEROINES. By E. C. TRAICE, Author

of “Wee Doggie,” & c. Illustrated by WALTER G. GRIEVE. Post 8vo, cloth
extra , ls. 6.

A HAPPY FAILURE. A Story for Girls . By ETHEL Dawson .

Illustrated . Post 8vo, cloth extra , Is . 6d .

FIFINE AND HER FRIENDS. A Story for Girls. By

SHEILA E. BRAINE , Author of " The Luck of the Eardleys,” &c. Illustrated .
Post 8vo, cloth extra , ls . 6d .

THE CRUISE OF THE “ KATHERINA." A Story for

Boys. By John A. HIGGINSON, Author of " A Secret of the Sea ," &c. Illus
trated . Post 8vo , cloth extra , ls.

OUR LITTLE PATIENTS. By ELLEN A. FYFE, Author of

“ Ronald Cameron's Discipline," &c. Illustrated . Post 8vo , cloth extra , ls.

A DAINTY BOOK OF DAILY READINGS. Companion Vol . to “ In Green
Pastures .

STILL WATERS. Readings for Every Day in the Year. By

J. C. WRIGHT. Inelegant cloth binding, tinted edges , ls. 6d .

By

RALPH WYNWARD. A New Story for Boys. By H. ELRING

tox. Illustrated by R. FARQUHAR. Post Svo, cloth extra , 2s.6d .

TWO LITTLE TRAVELLERS. A Story for Girls.

RAY CUNNINGHAM. Illustrated . Post 8vo, cloth extra , 2s.6d .

ROBINETTA ; or, the Light of His Eyes . A Story for Girls. By

L. E. TIDDEMAN.' Illustrated by WALTER G. GRIEVE. Post 8vo , cloth extra,
2s. 6d .

THE LOST SQUIRE OF INGLEWOOD ; or , Adventures

in the Caves of Robin Hood . A Boy's Story of Adventure . By Dr. JACKSON.
Illustrated by WALTER G. GRIEVE. Post 8vo , cloth extra , 2s .

NEW VOLUMES IN NELSON'S NEW CENTURY LIBRARY ON “ ROYAL ” INDIA PAPER.

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII. By LORD LYtton . (Ready ). TOM BURKE OF “ OURS." By CHARLES LEVER . (Ready ) .

DON QUIXOTE DE LA MANCHA. By CERVANTES . ( Ready ) . WESTWARD HO ! By CHARLES KINGSLEY.

JANE EYRE. By CHARLOTTE BRONTË.

Write for Complete Catalogue of T. NELSON & SONS' Publications. Post free on application .

THOMAS NELSON & SONS, 35 & 36 Paternoster Row, London, E.C. ; Parkside, Edinburgh ; and New York,

London : Printed by C. F. HODGSON & Son , 2 Newton Street, High Holborn, W.C .; and Published by FRANCIS HODGSON, 89 Farringdon Street, E.C.
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COLLEGEOF WINTERMEETING FOR LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC .

T !

PRECEPTORS.

EXAMINATIONS, 1902.
TEACHERS (JANUARY, 1903 ) . .)

1. DIPLOMAS . - The next Examination of Teachers
GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET , LONDON , W.

for the Diplomas of the College will commence on the 30th Conducted by the Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS.

of December, 1902. - At the Midsummer Examination , Dr. F. J. KARN , Mus . Bac . Cantab., Principal.

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.
persons who have previously passed in Theory and Prac

G. AUGUSTUS HOLMES, Esq ., Director of Examinations.

tice of Education at theDiploma Examination may be EXAMINATIONS in PIANOFORTE PLAYING ,

( Bloomsbury Square , London, W.C. )
examined practically for Certificates of Ability to Teach. SINGING , THEORY, and all branches of Music will

2. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS.—The Christ
be held in London and 350 Provincial Centres in

mas Examination for Certificates will commence on the The Fourth Winter Meeting for Teachers will take December, when certificates will be granted to all

9th of December , 1902.
place at the College of Preceptors in the first week in successful candidates.

3. LOWER FORMS EXAMINATIONS. The
January, 1903. The Higher Examinations in Practical and Theoretical

Christmas Examination will commence on the 9th of The Programme will include Lectures on general Music for Diplomas of Associate ( A.L.C.M.), Licentiate

December, 1902 .

principles ofeducation , and on methods of teaching (L.L.C.M.) , the Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.) , and

various school subjects.
Fellowship ( F.L.C.M.) , also take place in December.

4. PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINA
The Fee for the whole Meeting is 10s . SYLLABUS for 1902 containing particulars of ( 1) The

TIONS . - These Examinations are held in March and
September. The next Examination will commence on Tickets may be obtained from the Secretary of the Teachers' Diploma (L.C.M.), (2 ) The new Cumulative

the 3rd of March , 1903.

College of Preceptors,andshould be applied for on or Certificate, and( 3 ) Four Exhibitionsvalue £ 6 . 68.each.

may be had of the SECRETARY.

5. INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF before December 21 .
In the Educational Department students are received

SCHOOLS.–Visiting Examiners are appointed by the Tickets (not transferable) willalso be issued ATHALF and thoroughly trained under the best professors at

College for the Inspection and Examination of Public FEES (i.e., 5s . for the whole Meeting ) to members of the moderate fees. Day and Evening Classes are held .

and Private Schools.
following Teachers' Societies :-The Teachers ' Guild

The WINTER TERM commence Monday, Septem

PRIZES.

(Central Guild and Branches ) , The Birmingham
ber 22nd.

Teachers' Association , The Liverpool Teachers' Guild,

Diploma Examination . The following Prizes will be The Training College Association, 'The Head Masters A VACATION COURSE of Instruction in Special

offered for competition :-Theory and Practice of Edu Conference, The Incorporated Association of Head Subjects for Teachers and others is held at Easter

cation, £ 10 ; Classics (Greek and Latin) , £5 ; Mathe Masters, The Private Schools' Association , The Assistant August, and Christmas.

matics, £ 5 ; Natural Science, £5. The Doreck Scholar- Masters' Association, The Association of Assistant T. WEEKES HOLMES, Secretary .

ship of £ 20 willbe awarded on the results of the Christ. Mistresses, The FroebelSociety, The National Union

mas Examination .
of Teachers . Tickets at half fees will also be issued to

candidates at the Diploma Examination of
Certificate Examination . - Prizes will be awarded as

College HE ASSOCIATED BOARD

follows, subject to the conditions stated in the Regula- of Preceptors (Dec. 30 - Jan . 3 ) . OF THE

tions :
Members of the College of Preceptors will receive a ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND THE ROYAL

First Class.-- Four Prizes for General Proficiency ; ticket ( not transferable) without charge, on applying COLLEGE OF MUSIC

two each for Classics , Mathematics, Modern Lan- for it to the Secretary of the College on or before FOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC.

guages, Natural Sciences,and English subjects ; one Dec. 21 .

for Scripture History .

Patron-HIS MAJESTY THE KING .
Tickets, price ls. , for any single Lecture, may also be

Second Class. - Four Prizes for General Pro- had at the College on thedayof theLecture,if the President - H.R.H . TIE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G.

ficiency. available seats are not already occupied.

Third Class.-- Four Prizes for General Proficiency.
The detailed Programme will be ready early in

LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONS held annually in

Two Medals will also be awarded to the best Candi.
December,

March and April at all Centres. In London and a few

dates in Shorthand . C. R. HODGSON , B.A. , Secretary.
Suburban Centres they are held in November and

December as well as March and April. Entries for the

The Regulations for the above Examinations can be March - April Examinations close February 11th , 1903.

obtained on application to the Secretary at the College, UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA FOR WOMEN . ( See Syllabus A. )

Bloomsbury Square, W.C. SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS , held_three times a year

| Η Ε

ANDREWS grants Diploma and Title of L.L.A. November. Entries for the March -April Examinations

to WOMEN. close January 30th , 1903. (See Syllabus B. )

60 Examination Centres in Great Britain and abroad . Specimen Theory Papers set in the Local Centre and

. The COLLEGE of
For Prospectus, apply to the SECRETARY, L.L.A. School Examinations of 1896 to 1901, inclusive, can be

PRECEPTORSwill hold an Examination for Certi: Scheme, The University, St. Andrews, N.B. obtained on application to the Central Office. Price 3d .

ficates recognized by the Board of Education , the

per set , per year, post free,

Incorporated Law Society, the General Medical Council, SCHOOLMASTERS.-
The Board gives annually Six Exhibitions tenable for

the Royal College of Physicians of London, the Royal
two years .

College of Surgeons of England, the Royal College of There are some vacancies in the Corps of Army

Civilian Schoolmasters only will be will be sent on application to
Copies of Syllabuses A and B , and all information ,

Veterinary Surgeons, the Pharmaceutical Society of Schoolmasters.

GreatBritain, and other bodies, on the 3rd , 4th , and accepted who have passed on Second Year's Papers in

5th of March , 1905 .
the First or Second Division , or who hold a Certificate

JAMES MUIR , Secretary .

The Examination will take place in London ,and at qualifying them to superintend Pupil-teachers from 14 Hanover Square, London, W.

Telegraphic address : Associa , London ."
the following Local Centres :-Birmingham , Bristol, the Board of Education . Students in Training Colleges

will also be accepted under certain conditions. Can

Leeds, Liverpool. didates must be over .

Examination Fee , 25s.

Regulations and Entry Forms may be obtained on as convenient. Further particulars can be obtained on

application to the Secretary of the College of Preceptors, application in writing) to the DIRECTOR OF ARMY DURING THE LAST SETEV YEARS

Bloomsbury Square, W.C.
SCHOOLS, 68 Victoria Street, London, S.W.

1136C.R. HODGSON , B.A., Secretary .

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TEACHERS, Wniv. Corr. Coll. Students
EDINBURGH .

CHERWELL HALL, OXFORD. Principal - Miss M. R. WALKER.
HAVE PASSED.

This College provides a complete Course of Professional Training for Ladies who desire to become Teach FOR THOSE WHO HAVE FAILED AT THE

RECENT EXAMINATION
COLLEGE for Teachers in Colleges for Women ers in Secondary Schools or Governesses in Families.

Short Courses for 1903 are provided.

and in Secondary Schools for Girls.
The Course, which lasts for one year, includes attend

Students are prepared for the Oxford , Cambridge, and ance at the University Lectures on Education , in
Fee for the whole Course in all Subjects ,

London Teachers'Diplomas. The work of the College addition to Lectures delivered by the College Stalf, and
( B.Sc.) £ 7 . 178. 6d. , ( B.A.) £8, 88.

is carried on in co-operation with that of the Tutors of the Students have ample opportunities of gaining ex
Full Prospectus, &c . , POST FREE on application to

the Oxford University Diploma Scheme. Fees, £ 65 a perience in Class Teaching in good Schools. Students
THE SECRETARY

are admitted in January and October . For prospectus
year ( inclusive ) .
For Prospectus and particulars of Scholarships, apply and further particulars apply to the PRINCIPAL, 5 Mel. ( Univ . Corr. Coll . London Office ) ,

to the Principal , Miss MACKENZIE -SMITII, ville Street, Edinburgh. 32 Red Lion Square , Holborn , W.C.

C.R.HODGSON,B.A.,Secretary.

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY

ARM
Y

Accepted candidates will be required to join as soon AT B.SC.AND B.A. LOND

CHURCH EDUCATION CORPORATION. ST.GEORGE'
S TRAINING

,

A
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OF BE

for heren studentsin Upper Bangorex thirtyzubnes BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF que des de

Professore di Education –J.A.GREEN,B.A. (Lond.), THE CAMBRIDGE TRAINING

Oxford Local Examinations.

UNIV
NIVERSITY COLLEGE

BEDF
EDFORD COLLEGE FOR JOINT ACENCY FOR WOMEN TEACHERS.

NORTH WALES, BANGOR . WOMEN
( Under the management of a Committee appointed by

( A Constituent College of the University of Wales.)
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ),

the Teachers' Guild , College of Preceptors, Head

Principal - H . R. REICIEL , M.A., LL.D. YORK PLACE , BAKER STREET, W. Mistresses' Association , Association of Assistant

The Session began October 1st, 1902.
Mistresses, and Private Schools ' Association. )

The College The Lent Term begins on Thursday, January 15th ,

Courses arearranged with reference to the Degrees of the 1903. Address—74 GOWER STREET , LONDON , W.C.

University of Wales and include most of the Subjects for The College provides instruction for Students pre

the B.A. and B.Sc. Degrees of the London University. paring for the University of London Degrees in Arts, Registrar - Miss AGNES G. COOPER.

Students may pursue their first year of Medical study at Science, and Preliminary Medicine; also instruction in

the College. There are specialdepartments for Agricul. Subjects of General Education. This Agency has been established for the purpose of

ture and Electrical Engineering, : Day Training De- There is a Training Department for Teachers, a enabling Tenchers to find work without unnecessary

partmentfor men and women and a department for the Hygiene Department, and an Art School. cost. All fees have therefore been calculated on the

training of Teachers in Secondary Schools . Stadents can reside in the College . lowest basis to cover the working expenses.

Sessional Fee for ordinary Arts Course, £11 . ls. ; ditto
Particulars on application to the PRINCIPAL. Head Mistresses of Public and Private Schools , and

for Intermediate Science or Medical course , £ 15 . 15s. Parents requiring Teachers, or Teachers seeking ap.

The cost of living in lodgings in Bangor averages from pointments, are invited to apply to this Agency.

£ 20 to £ 30 for The Hall Residence Many Graduates and Trained Teachers for Schools

and Private Families; Visiting Teachers for Music ,

Session - is open . Art, and other special subjects; Foreign Teachers of

At the entrance Scholarship Examination ( held in
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON) , various nationalities; Kindergarten and other Teachers

September) more than twenty Scholarships and Ex YORK PLACE, BAKER STREET, W. are on the Register, and every endeavour is made to

hibitions, ranging in value from £ 40 to £ 10 , will be DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING supply suitable candidates for any vacancy.

openfor competition. There are special Scholarships and IN TEACHING .
School Partnerships and Transfers are arranged.

Exhibitions reserved for Welsh Candidates. Office hours -- 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Hours for

For further information and copies of the various Head of the Department- Miss Hannau ROBERTSON , interviews are from 10.30 a.m. to 1p.m. , and 2 p.m.
Prospectuses, apply to

B.A.
to 5 p.m .; Wednesdays to 1.30 p.m. only , when the

JOHN EDWARD LLOYD , M.A. ,
SCHOLARSHIPS For SECONDARY TRAINING. Office is closed .

Secretary and Registrar. Six open Pfeilfer Scholarships,of the value of 15 guineas,

will be offered in January, 1903. The Scholarships will

be awarded to the best Candidatesholding a Degree, or JOINT AGENCY FOR ASSISTANT MASTERS.

Application should be made, not later than December 23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY

13th , 1902 ,to Miss H. ROBERTSON , B.A. , Bedford College SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.

(A Constituent College of the University of Wales .)
Training Department. Registrar - Rev . F. TAYLOR , M.A. Cantab .

DEPARTMENT FOR THE TRAINING OF

SECONDARY TEACHERS.
Low Commissions . Liberal Discount.

Head Masters having vacancies on their staffs, and
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN

assisted by Miss N. Assistant Masters seeking appointments, are asked to

Mr. F. FLETCHER , B.A. As the post of Principal has become vacant, owing to cominunicate with the REGISTRAR .
the appointment of Miss Punnett as Normal Mistress in Office Hours - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m .; Saturdays , 10 a.m. to

Preparation is offered for the Teachers' Diploma of the New Day Training College under the London County 1 p.m. Interviews generally between these hours or by

the University of Wales,and for the Cambridge Diploma Council, Miss MARGARET S. YOUNG , B.A. Lond., special appointment.

( Theoretical and Practical). Facilities for Practical Assistant Mistress of the North London Collegiate

Truining are provided at the two County Schools in School for Girls and formerly Resident Lecturer atthe

Bangor. A Kindergarten and Preparatory School has Training College (1892-7 ), bas, with the consent of the

also been established in connexion with and under the Governors and Head Mistress of the above School, kindly

control of the Department, and a Course in preparation undertaken to act as Principal of the College during the

for the Higher Certificates of the National Froebel Michaelmas Term , pending the appointment of a new LONDON COMMITTEE (BOYS) .

Union has been arranged . Principal.

Full particulars of the Courses, Fees, Scholarships, A residential College providing a year's professional Preliminary Examinationsin 1903 can be obtained fromThe REGULATIONS for the Senior, Junior , and

&c. , may be had on application to the REGISTRAR. training for Secondary Teachers.

The course includes preparation for the Cambridge
the Secretary,

E. LAYMAN , Esq . ,

Teacher's Certificate ('Theory and Practice), and for

the Teachers ' Diplomaof the London University. The
1 Garden Court, Temple, E.C.

Students attend the Cambridge University Lectures on

Teaching, in addition to those of the Resident and

Visiting Lecturers. Ample opportunity is given for

practice in teaching science, languages , mathematics, FREE.

andother subjects in variousschools in Cambridge.

Students are admitted in January and in September.

Full particulars as to qualifications for admission, PROFESSOR DENNEY AND

scholarships, and bursaries may beobtainedon applica

DIPLOMA IN THEORY AND PRACTICE tion to Miss M.S. YOUNG ,Cambridge Training College, MR. LYDDON -ROBERTS,

OF TEACHING. Wollaston Road , Cambridge.
Principals of the Normal Correspondence College,

have, through the courtesy of the College of

Preceptors, issued the following

SCHOOL SOCIETY.

Training for Secondary Teachers (Incorporated for Examination and Certificate purposes FREE GUIDES .
and of the Examination for the above with the National Froebel Union .)

Diploma may be obtainedfrom the Sec- KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS and LOWER FORM
Training College (non-Government Branch ) for

1. A.C.P.

RETARY OF EXAMINATIONS , North Bailey, MISTRESSES IN HIGH SCHOOLS, 2. L.C.P. 76

Durham . HIGHBURY HILL HOUSE , N.
3. F.C.P. 75

Principal - Rev. D. J. THOMAS, M.A.

Vice- Principal - Miss M. M. PENSTONE. And have also published the following Guides .

Head of Kindergarten - Miss G. JOHNson . 4. SCHOLARSHIP ,

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ).
Students trained for the Examinations of the National

Froebel Union .
5. CERTIFICATE. 40

DEPARTMENT FOR TRAINING TEACHERS FOR

SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
Special arrangements made for Students

who wish to quality as Mistresses in the These Guides are supplied gratis to all who men

The Course , which is intended to meet the require Lower Forms of High Schools . tion this paper and state they intend sitting for

ments of theTeachers' Registration Council, is both There is a House of Residence under the sanction of examination .

Practical (including properly directed work in a second the Committee. " They are written by experts whose advice is the

ary School) and Theoretical (preparing for the London A High School for Girls under the Inspection best procurable." — Educational News.

Teachers' Diploma and the Certificate of the Teachers ' of London University , with Transition Classes and a " Will undoubtedly help greatly towards suc

Training Syndicate ). Kindergarten , is attached to the College for purposes cess ." - Schoolmistress.

The Course occupies a year, beginning in October or of Demonstration and Practice .
January. The fee is £30 for the year if paid in advance , Apply-- THE SECRETART, Highbury Hill House, N.
or £ 10 . 10s. per Term (three Terms). NORMAL CORR. COLLEGE,

For further particulars apply to the SECRETARY,

King's College , Strand , W.C.
TIE INCORPORATED 47 MELFORD ROAD, EAST DULWICII, S.E. , and

FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, 110 AVONDALE SQUARE, LONDON , S.E.

Chairman of the Committee-Sir W. MATHER, M.P.

Treasurer - Mr.C. G. MONTEFIORE, M.A.

Secretary-Mr. ARTHUR G. SYMONDS, M.A.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .
TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS,

ONDON MATRICULATION and

TALGARTI ROAD, WEST KENSINGTON , LONDON , W. PROFESSIONAL PRELIM . EXAMS.-- Mr.A.W .

The Lent Term begins on January 10 , 1903.

The College prepares Students for the London Degrees Principal - Miss E. LAWRENCE.
BAIN , B.A. (Lond.) , Inter. B.Sc. ( Lond .), F.C.S., Anglo

Saxon and Early English TextSociety's Prizeman ( Univ.
in Science and Arts, and for the Oxford Honour Exami- IIeadmistress of Kindergarten and School--Miss A. Coll .. Lond . ) , ' Silver Medallist and Exhibitioner in

nations, YELLAND . Chemistry (Univ. Coll., Lond . ), Honours in Theoretical
Ten Entrance Scholarships, from £40 to £ 75 a year, Students are prepared for the Examinations of the and Practical Chemistry (S.K.), & c ., holds Classes for

tenable for three years , will be offered for competition in National Froebel Union, and forthe University of these and other Examinations ,at 207 Gray's Inn Road ,
July , 1903. Cambridge Teachers' Examination . London . Conching in Science and Higher Mathematics,

For further particulars, apply to the SECRETARY, Prospectuses and all particulars may be obtained on &c . , for Degree Examinations by Private Tuition . 12

Royal Holloway College, Englefield Green S.O. , Surrey. application to the PRINCIPAL at the Institute . years ' successes .

UNIVERSITY OF

DURHAM.

PARTICULARS of the Course of HOME AND COLONIAL

64 pages.

80 pages.

ROYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE.

L
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Christmas Vacation Classes BURLINGTON

London University CORRESPONDENCE

Examinations.
COLLEGE.

CARLYON COLLEGE.

55 AND 66 CHANCERY LANE.
FOR

-

M.A. ,

- HULME

9

LONDON UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS.

LONDON MATRICULATION , INTER. ARTS and

SCIENCE, B.A. , and B.Sc. Classes ( small) Day and

Evening .

Classes and Tuition for Legal and Medical
Preliminaries , Accountants ', Scholarship

Examinations, Oxford and Cambridge,

Principal : R.U.I., & c .

Mr. J. CHARLESTON , B.A.
Papers Corrected for Schools,

Private tuitionforall Examinations.

(Honours , Oxon.; and Lond!) . Prospectus and full details on application to R. C. B.

TUTORS.
KERIN, B.A. Lond ., First of First Class Classical

The Staff includes Graduates of London, Oxford ,
Honours, Editor of " Phædo," " Pro Plancio," & c .

Cambridge, and Royal Universities, Prizemen, Scholars , SUCCESSES.

&c.
1892-1902. – London Matric ., 95 ; Inter, Arts , Sc., and

MATRICULATION . - Recapitulation Classes com- PREPARATION BY CORRESPONDENCE Prel. Sci., 110 , 6 in Hons.;B.Sc., 1896-1899, 11 ; B.A.,

mence Monday, December 22nd, 1902. Daily work on a thoroughly individual system ,which 1891–1901,63, 11inHons.; many other Successes. Scholar.

is taken up in each subject. Fee, £3. 13s . 6d .

ensures the closest attention to theneeds of each ships , R.U.I., Indian Civil, Oxford and Cambridge, & c .

On the official list for last January , University
candidate. Full corrections of papers , with time. B.A. LONDON, 1899 - 1901 , 28 successful.

TutorialCollege is credited with two and a half
saving notes , criticisms, summaries, model answers, ( 1898, 1899, 1901 , 1902 ) .

and solutions.
times as manypasses as any other institution .

DEPARTMENTS.
INTER. SCIENCE AND B.SC.- PracticalClasses ULME GRAMMAR SCHOOLS,

in Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, and Botany,for 1. London Matriculation,Inter OLDHAM.

Inter, Science , and in Chemistry and Physics for
mediate Arts, and B.A.

B.Sc., commence Monday, December 22nd , 1902. The Governors invite applications for the post of

PRELIM .SCI. (M.B.). –Recapitulation Classes for 2. Royal Matriculation, First The School is for 250" Boysi dibay Scholars; between the
theHulmeBoys'Grammar

the January, 1903, Examination commence Monday,, and Second Univ. , and B. A. ages of 8 and 17 : the number at present in the School
December 29th , 1902. A systematic course of prac being 145 . The ordinary Fees payable are £ 8. 8s. a

tical and theoretical work is gone through, including 3. Inter. Science and B.Sc. year . There are Entrance Scholarships and Leaving

all the salient points of the syllabus. Fees.-All
In Theoretical Subjects only : Mathematics, &c.

Exhibitions belonging to theFoundation. The Head

subjects, £5. 158. 6d. Biology, £ 3. 13s. 6d. Chemistry Master must be a Graduate of some University of the

and Physics, £ 4 . 14s. 6d. 4. L.L. A. (Degree for Ladies, St. Andrews.) United Kingdom . His salary will be £150 a year, besides

a capitation payment of £ 2 for each boy. Copies of the

The above fees arereduced to registered students of 5. Science and Art Exams. Scheme maybe obtainedfrom theundersigned .

University Correspondence College. Applications, stating age (which must not exceed 45 )

6. Teachers' Diplomas. andexperience, together with 20 copies of not more than

PRIVATE TUITION in any subject may be taken Single subjects may be taken - Latin , Greek, to the undersignedonor before the6th day of December
3 Testimonials, printed or typewritten , must be sent

up auring Vacation . French, German, Italian, Mathematics, Mechanics, 1902.

Physics, Chemistry, Logic, Psychology , Political Eco
A. NICHOLSON ,

nomy, & c .
Town Hall, Oldham , Hon . Clerk.

Further particulars of the above Classes may be had, Nov. 17th , 1902.
FOR TERMS, TESTIMONIALS, &c. ,

post free , from
Address - Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. ,

THE VICE -PRINCIPAL, BURLINGTON CORRESPONDENCE COLLECE ,

University Tutorial College, CRESCENT GROVE, Millions of oopies of

Red Lion Square, Holborn , W.C. CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.
the Educational Works of

Gaspey-Otto - Sauer

ORRESPONDENCE TUITION, Method for the Study of Modern

Classes, or Private Lessons in all Subjects for all SCIENCE .- Wanted , a TEACHER possessing
Languages have been sold in all

Examinations, & c ., at moderate fees. Courses ar- the Art Class Teacher's or Art Master's qualification.
parts of the world . Owing to

ranged to suit individual needs. Many recent successes.- Certificated , Degree, & c., a recommenation. Salary to
the fact that it is the best method

F.J. BORLAND, L.C.P. (Science and Math. Prizeman ), commence £ 90 to £ 100 per annum , according to quali
existing for Schools ( Public and

VictoriaTutorial College, 87 Buckingham Palace fications. Apply at once to
Private) and also for solf Instruc

Road , S.W .; 49 King William Street, E.C. (A. GODSELL ); tion .

and Stalheim, Brunswick Road , Sutton , Surrey.
High Street , RAWDEN HILL,

The following Grammars

Heckmondwike.Schools visited and Examinations conducted .

in English have already appeared :
Secretary.

Gorman, French, Italian, Dutch,

Russian, Spanish ,Swedish, Armen

WINTER TERM , 1902 .

ian, Portuguese, Persisa , prices

from 2 shillings to 10 shillings.

to Lady Students or Ladies visiting Paris. Prox

R. JOHN JACKSON has a few imity to Sorbonne, Schools,Museums. Termsfrom 4s.
Prospectus postfree on application ,

also the following: Arabian, Ar
M dates still open for his Lectures on Ambidextral per day. Lessons if desired . - Madame LEFEBVRE,

17 Rue Guénégaud.

menian, German, French , Italian,

Culture, Handwriting, and Arithmetic, Greek, Dutch, Polish, Portuguese,
Weekly lessons in these subjects are also given to Romanian, Russian and Spanish

Schools by arrangement. Application should be made Bditions. All books are in cloth

promptly . SHAKESPEARE Binding.

St. Dunstan's House, MANUALS.- MACBETH , QUESTIONS AND London : Julius Groos,
Fetter Lane, E.C. NOTES. Price ls. By STANLEY WOOD, M.A.

St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lade ;

In connexion with which a PRIZE of FIVE POUNDS also at

General Questions on Play

Heidelberg , Paris, Rome,

. – Belsize Park Gardens,
St.-Petersburg .

N.W. Within easy distance of Regent Street, W.
JOHN HEYWOOD , DEANSGATE , MANCHESTER .

COOR

PARIS -Comfortable HOME offered

DINGLEWOOD

YOUNG LADY, STUDENT can be centenas de the best het lag.Answers to Twenty- five

Crown 8vo, cloth . Price One Shilling.

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES.

MASTERS wanted for Public , Grammar,

and Preparatory Schools .

Science Masters ; Mathematical,

Classical, and Modern Languages ;

French and Elementary German,

Drawing , Music , Shorthand , Senior,

and Junior Masters .

(

By J. G. ANDERSON and F. STORR,
ASSISTANT MASTERS IN MERCHANT TAYLORS' School.

" The words and phrases in this book are well chosen ." - Educational

News, October 13, 1900.

“Extremely valuable.” - Guardian, September 12, 1900 .

“ A convenient series of lists of words with the French and English

in parallel columns arranged under such headings as' Relationships,'

Class-Room Objects, ' ' Colours,' &c." -School World , August, 1900.

“ The book . .. supplies a real want. The idioms and proverbs

in the concluding chapters are well selected." - Educational Times,

August, 1900 .

LONDON : WILLIAM RICE, 3 BROADWAY, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.

to each

Messrs. ORELLANA & CO. candidate aList

of suitable Vacancies. No preliminary charge. Plense state your age , quali

fications, and salary you require to

44 Old Bond Street, London , w ,
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FREE GUIDE TO THE

MESSRS. BELL'S NEW LIST.
CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION,

BY THE

Educational Catalogue Post Free on application.

Now Ready, Second Edition Revised . Crown 8vo, 2g . 6d . ;

also Book I. , separately, 1s .

TUTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION POSTAL INSTITUTION.

NEW EDITION(80 pages ), containing advice as to books to read for

the December 1902 and June 1903 Examinations, and the mode of

Study, and tables ( obtainable of the

Guide and

to the of the Institution, Mr. E. , M.A., 27

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.

450 U.E.P.I. candidates passed the Cambridge Higher Local

from 1895 to June, 1902, 76 with distinction .

The Institution prepares through the post for various University

Examinations and for the A.C.P., L.C.P., and F.C.P.

Serial will be sentgratis med post free to any candidate onapplication Elementary Geometry .
By W. M. BAKER , M.A. ,

Head Master of the Military and Civil Department at Cheltenham

College ; and

A. A. BOURNE , M.A.,

Head Mathematical Master on the Classical Side at Cheltenham

College.

A Volume containing the substance of Euclid, Book II . , the rest of

Book III . , and Books VI . and IX . is in the press and will be published

shortly.

This volume is written on the lines recommended by a Committee of

the Mathematical Association , which was formed at the suggestion of

the British Association for the purpose of making reforms in the

teaching of Elementary Mathematics.

WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL

DICTIONARY
NEW EDITION

WEBSTER'S REVISED AND ENLARCED

by the addition of 25,000 words.

INTERNATIONAL] 3345 pages. 5000 illustrations,

DICTIONARY SEND FOR

Ilustrated Pamphlet
WITH

Prices, Specimen Pages, and Tes.

timonials from scholars , statesmen,

judges, literary men, &c.

London : G. BELL & SONS, York St., Covent Garden

Crown 8vo, with or without Answers, 3s,

Examples in Algebra.

EXAMINATION PAPER

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS. the

By C. 0. TUCKEY, B.A. ,

Assistant Master atCharterhouse, late Scholar of Trinity College,

Cambridge.

These Examples are intended to provide a complete Course of

Elementary Algebra for classes in which the bookwork is supplied by
the teacher.

In the choice of the subjects included and in their arrangement the

recommendations of the Committee on the Teaching of Mathematics

appointed by the Mathematical Association have been followed

throughout.

USED

In strict accordance with the College requirements, and each Sheet

bears their Watermark ,

Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets ... per Ream , 28. 6d.

960 58. od.

Bookkeeping Paper, ruled for Lodger, Cash Book, and Journal, 18. per 100 Shoots.

Music Paper, 1s. per 100 Sheets.

Remittance should accompany Order ,

...

Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS FOR BEGIN

NERS. By ALFRED Lodge, M.A., late Fereday Fellow of St.

John's College, Oxford ; Professor of Pure Mathematics at the

Royal Indian Engineering College , Coopers Hill ; with an Intro

duction by Sir OLIVER LODGE, D.Sc. , F.R.S., LL.D., Principal of

the University of Birmingham .

HEWARD & SHELBOURNE, Wholesale and Retail Stationers,

63 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900. Highest Possible Award.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

THE ONLY "GRAND PRIX '.PENS.

Second Edition , Revised. Crown 8vo, 28.

AN INTRODUCTION TO CHEMISTRY. By

D. S. MacNAIR, Ph.D. (Wurzburg ), B.Sc. (London ) , late Lecturer

in Chemistry at the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical

College and the East London Technical College.

!

Exclusively Awarded for Steel Pens.

Nos. for Schools - 351, 352 , 382, 404, 729, 303, 170, 166 , 5, 6,

292 , 293, 291 (Mapping ), 659 (Drawing ) ; and ( for Vertical

Writing ) 1045 , 1045.

Crown 8vo, 2s .

KINGSLEY'S HEROES. Edited , with Notes and

Appendixes, by A. E. ROBERTS, M.A., Classical Scholar of St.

Catharine's College , Cambridge. With Illustrations and Maps.

BY JOHN S. RAWLE, F.S.A.,

Late Examiner to the Department of Science and Art.

SECOND GRADE PRACTICAL GEOMETRY,

PLANE & SOLID , CURVES, SCALES & PATTERN DRAWING .

REVISED AND ENLARGED. NOW READY.

Containing the additional matter asrequired by the Departmental Circular of

March, 1895 ,and forming a complete Text - Book for the Science and Art Examinations.

270th Thousand. MORE THAN 600 DIAGRAMS

Price ls. Bound in cloth , 2s.

Class Sheets for Practical Geometry ls.

Practical Geometry Test Papers 4d.

Freehand Drawing Test Papers
ls.

Crown 8vo, 38.

MILITARY AND NAVAL EPISODES.

Selected for Translation into German, and edited , with English

German Vocabulary and Notes, by Aloys Weiss ,Ph.D. , Professor

of German at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich ; President

of the London Branch of the General German Language Asso

ciation, &c .

The extracts forming the text of this volume have been selected from

recent standard works on the military and naval history of the eigh

teenth and nineteenth centuries. Some of the most thrilling episodes

in British warfare are brought before us in masterly descriptions

written by leading strategists and well-known professional writers.

All matters usually discussed in notes have been incorporated in the

vocabulary, where, besides biographical, historical, and geographical

notes, idiomatic expressions are translated, and hints for punctuation ,

grammatical rules,& c., are also given.

LONDON :

SIMPKIN , MARSHALL, HAMILTON , KENT, & CO. London : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York Street, Covent Garden .
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SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO . HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE

FOR TEACHERS
THE SCHOOLMASTERS

YEAR -BOOK AND DIRECTORY.

RODNEY & CO. , Ltd.

FOR CASH OR DEFERRED PAYMENTS ( 1 , 2, or 3 Years) .

Best Quality . Low Prices . Free Life Assurance .

Part I. supplies copious information relating to Societies, Exam

iuations, Magazines, connected with Secondary Education ;

Universities , Colleges , Medical Schools, with particulars of Scholar

ships, Teaching Diplomas, and Courses of Training for Secondary

Teachers ; the Parliamentary Year ; the Legal Year ; List of Educational

Publishers ; List of Scholastic Agents ; Recent Acts of Parliament and

Orders in Council; Notes on Degrees, Diplomas, & c .; Official Bodies ;

Work of County Council Technical Education Committees, &c . , & c .

Part II . contains the names, degrees, experience, & c . , of Secondary

School Masters and others connected with the work of Secondary Edu

cation . The number of entries exceeds 6,500. In addition, there is a

list of Secondary Schools and their Masters.

Part III . includes 15 articles on important questions by W. H. D.

RoUSE , M.A., CLOUDESLEY BRERETON, M.A., Rev. R. S. DE COURCY

LAFFAN , M.A., Prof. MIXCHIN, F.R.S., J. OLDFIELD , M.D.,

T. M. MAGUIRE, LL.D. , F. STORR, B.A., G. F. BRIDGE , B.A. , and

other expert writers ; as well as Reviews of Books of the year on

Education .

( Associated with the Educational Supply Association ) ,

Offer Members of the Scholastic Profession the means of

obtaining sound , reliable, and artistic Furniture (whether

for Cash or Credit) on exceptionally advantageous

terms.

RODNEY & CO . have been established to supply Teachers with Household

Furniture and other Requisites at wholesale prices, in the same way as the Edu
entional Supply Association supplies them with general School Material. The

want of such a firm has long been felt - a firm with whom teachers may do

business with every confidence --thus avoiding the excessive charges but too often

made, and the unscrupulous methods of business but too often pursued , by many

of the advertising Furniture houses.

RODNEY & CO.'S connexion with the Educational Supply Association will, it

is thought, be suficient guarantee of their superior methods of doing business.

One price only charged , the Cash Purchaser having a liberal allowance made him

for immediate payment and the Credit Purchaser being charged only a reasonable

rate of interest for the convenience afforded him .

FREE LIFE ASSURANCE (To Credit Customers)covering Unpaid Instalments
.

Rodney & Co.'s Popular and Unique System of Furnishing

Is fully described in a Booklet, which may be had post free

on application to the MANAGER.

The work will contain about 1,000 pages, and be published early in

December at 5s, net .

RODNEY & CO. , Ltd. ,

45 Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

Fourteenth Year of Issue.

CASEY'S EUCLID.
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL YEAR-BOOK FOR 1903 .

With a Select List of Preparatory Schools and 10 Appendices

( Naval Cadetships, Army Examinations, the Head Masters' Conference,

Oxford and Cambridge Certificate Examinations, Entrance Scholars for

the Year, the Medical Profession , Colonial Openings, Public Schools

Bibliography, Books of the Year, &c . ) . Pp. 516, cloth , 2s. 60.

[In December.

New Educational Books ,

ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY . a New Treatment of

the Subject Matter of Euclid ( Bks . I. to IV.) . By J. ELLIOTT,

M.A., late Scholar of Trinity College , Cambridge. Pp. 280, with

numerous figures , cloth , 2s.

IDIOMATIC PHRASES : French and English . By

EDWARD LATHAM . With Preface by Francis STORR, B.A. Limp

cloth , ls.

THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID,

BOOKS I.–VI., and PROPOSITIONS I.-- XXI. of BOOK XI .

Together with Appendix on the CYLINDER, SPIERE, CONE, &c. , with Copious
Annotations and Numerous Exercises.

By JOHN CASEY, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland ,

Vice-President, Royal Irish Academy, & c ., &c .

Tenth Edition , price 4s . 6d ., post free ; or in Two Parts, each Half - a -Crown.

A KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE SIX BOOKS OF CASEY'S “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID .”

By JOSEPH B. CASEY, Tutor, University College, Dublin,
Second Edition . Small 8vo , price 6s .

A SEQUEL TO THE

FIRST SIX BOOKS OF THE “ ELEMENTS OF EUCLID . "

Sixth Edition , Revised and greatly Enlarged, price 3s. 6d . , cloth. Now ready.

Now Ready, Second Edition , Revised and Enlarged, 564 pp ., price 12s .
A TREATISE ON THE

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

OF THE POINT, LINE, CIRCLE, AND THE CONIC SECTIONS.

Containing an account of its most recent Extensions , with numerous Examples.

New Edition . Crown 8vo.

A TREATISE ON

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

With numerous Examples and Questions for Examination .

Third Edition . Small 8vo , 148 pp. , price 3s.

KEY TO THE EXERCISES

IN THE TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY .

With numerous Examples and Questions. Second Edition. Price 3s .

A TREATISE ON

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

Containing an account of Hyperbolic Functions, with numerous Examples.
Crown 8vo. Second Edition .

Crown 8vo , price 5s.

A TREATISE ON

SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY,
AND ITS APPLICATION TO GEODESY AND ASTRONOMY.

With numerous Examples.

THE STUDENTS HERBART. By F. H. HAYWARD),
D.Sc. , M.A. ls. 6d, net.

THE ART OF SPEAKING. By ERNEST PERTWEE,

Lecturer on Elocution in the City of London School . Cloth neat,

2s , 60 .

THE THEORY OF EDUCATION IN PLATO'S

'REPUBLIC." By J. E. ADAMSON, M.A. Crown 8vo.

[ In December,

ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP QUESTIONS of the
CHIEF PUBLIC SCHOOLS and H.M.S. BRITANNIA.

With Solutions and Notes. Thick crown 8vo. [ In December.

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO ., LTD., London .
HODGES, FIGGIS, & CO. , LIMITED , 104 GRAPTON STREET, Dublin,

LONDON : LONGMANS & CO ,
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PRIZE BOOKS,

RELFE BROTHERS (Ltd. )

HAVE A VERY LARGE AND CAREFULLY SELECTED STOCK OF BOOKS SUITABLE FOR SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

PRIZES, IN HANDSOME CALF, MOROCCO, AND OTHER BINDINGS .

RELFE BROTHERS INVITE INSPECTION OF THE STOCK AT THEIR SHOW-ROOMS.

NEW AND COMPLETE CATALOGUE NOW READY, POST FREE UPON APPLICATION.

Special List of Remainders , fc ., offered at exceptionally low prices.

RELFE BROTHERS, Limited ,

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS, AND GENERAL SCHOOL STATIONERS ,

6 CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, ALDERSGATE , E.C.

CUSACK'S PATENT GEOMETRIKON.

A Box ofApparatus for simplifying the study of Solid Geometry , 36 net, post free 3 10 .

In the Study of SOLID Geometry experience has shown that Students who have actually handled representative planes,

solids, & c. , retain a more vivid and lasting impression of them than if their acquaintance had been made on paper only.

In the latest Geometrical SYLLABUS of the BOARD OF EDUCATION it is recommended that “ MODELS should be freely

used, ESPECIALLY in SOLID Geometry." In the GEOMETRIKON, provision has been made for the student, under the

guidance of the Text-Book (Solid Geometry ), to work out for himself the methods and processes under consideration, and

by the tangible aids of mahogany, HINGED, PLAN AND ELEVATION PLANES ; SOLİDS ; TRANSPARENT Vylonite,

and OPAQUE Cardboard PLANES ; auxiliary DIAGRAMS on Xylonite, Card, & c . , to obtain such a firm grasp of the truth

involved as eventually to be able to dispense with all such aids.

The whole is designed to illustrate all the essential principles of Science Subject 1 from the most elementary to the most abstruse .

“ I cannot speak too highly of the idea of the Geometrikon ; it is , I consider, the best thing of its kind that I have seen . ” — J. T. Cook , School of Art, Sheffieli .

“ I have carefully looked through Cusack's Solid Geometry ,' and have decided to use it as a text book in this School. The ' Geometrikon ' is a most useful

addition to the book ." -- JOIN FISHER, Art Master, Kensington ( overnment School of Science and Art , Berkeley Square, Bristol.

THE SCHOOL WORLD.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and Progress.
EDUCATIONAL REVIEW.

Edited by NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER.
DECEMBER . PRICE 6D .

CONTENTS

A CHAPTER IN ARITHMETIC. ( Illustrated .) By Sir OLIVER

LODGE, F.R.S.

THE NEW LONDON MATRICULATION EXAMINATION.

By Sir PHILIP MAGNUS.

TRE PAUCITY OF READABLE BOOKS. By Crstos.

THE MARKING OF EXAMINATION PAPERS. By Prof. G. H.
BRYAX , Sc.D. , F.R.S.

OUTLINES OF EUROPEAN HISTORY, 1763-1815 . By C. S.

FEARENSIDE, M.A.

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT. ( Illustrated .)

III .: Furniture and Individual Work Copying Machines

Cupboards - Museums- Blackboards - Cloakrooms and Lava

tories. By J. W. JARVIS .

THE PROPOSAL TO MAKE GREEK OPTIONAL IN RE

SPONSIONS AT OXFORD. By the Rev. F. J. Lys, M.A.

CAMBRIDGE CONFERENCE ON TRAINING.

THE REIGN OF QUEEN ANNE.

GREEK LITERARY CRITICISM.

THREE AMERICAN TEXT-BOOKS OF SCIENCE.

A NEW GERMAN DICTIONARY.

NATURE NOTES FOR DECEMBER. By the Rev. Canon STEWART,
M.A.

GEOMETRY_AT THE CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINA.

TIONS OF 1903.

THE CLASS-TEACHING OF ENGLISH POETRY . By S. E.

WIN BOLT, M.A.

THE COMMITTEE STAGE OF THE EDUCATION BILL.

ITEMS OF INTEREST. General ; Scottish ; Irish ; Welsh ;

Current History.

REVIEWS OF RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND APPARATUS.

CORRESPONDENCE :

Surface of a Sphere. By A. T. SIMONS, B.Sc.--- Teaching of Experimental
Geometry. By C. H.BLOMFIELD . - The Art of Reading. By MÀUDE WRIGHTON.
--- The Study of Modern Languages. By (). BAUMANN. - The Ruskin Memorial

Scheme. By J. H , WHITEHOUSE .

“ We find the ‘ Educational Review ' absolutely indispensable at every

turn .” — MICHAEL E. SADLER , Director of Special Inquiries and Reports ,

Board of Education, London , England. September 13 , 1901.

“ I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

from reading the “ Educational Review . The educational world can

never repay you for the work you have put into that richly stored

magazine. I have just gone through the entire twenty -one volumes in

order to get some things that I especially desired , and I am simply

amazed at what I find in those volumes.” — WILBUR P. Gordy, High

| School, Hartford , Conn. September, 1901.

“ To men like myself it is a sort of working library . Its volumes

stand always at my elbow .” — Prof. Paul H. HANUS , Harvard University .

“ The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

education .” - New York Times .

“ An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

be proud . There is nothing better in educational journalism in any

country. And it has an editor who has convictions, and the courage of

them .” --- School and Home Education, Bloomington , Ill .

“ The ' Review'has from the first issue taken its place at the head

of American periodicals devoted to education. It is , indeed, the first

educational paper in America to win for our country the respect of

educationalistsabroad ." - Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti , Mich .

1

?

14s . 6d. a Year, 1s . 10d . a Copy . Ten Numbers , none being issued

for July and August. Current numbers kept in stock .

SOLE AGENTS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

LONDON : MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED ;

NEW YORK : THE MACMILLAN COMPANY.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT -BOOK

AGENCY,

20 High Holborn, W.C.
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Black's School Text-Books.
Small crown 8vo , Large Type . Strongly bound .

ALGEBRA . ENGLISH , Historical , -- Continued. GEOGRAPHY,

By Prof. G.CHRYSTAL, M.A., LL.D. By JOHN FINEMORE.
AFRICA .

INTRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA. For the MEN OF RENOWN. King Alfreil to Lord Roberts. AMERICA(CENTRAL Descriptive

nse of Secondary Schools and Technical Colleges. With 71 Illustrations, Price ls , 6d . and SOUTH) . Geographies .

Second Edition . Price 5s.
By 1. J. and F. D.

BOYS AND GIRLS OF OTHER DAYS. AMERICA (NORTH) .
HERBERTSON.

By M. S. DAVID , B.A. ( Tonbridge School).
Vol. I. The Coming of the Romans to the Battle of ASIA . Illustrated . 2s , each .

BEGINNER'S ALGEBRA. Price Is . 6d .
Towton Field ( B.c. 55 to A.D. 1461 ) . With 15 Ilus, AUSTRALIA , MA

Vol. II . The Rising of Lambert Simnel to the Battle :

Four rolumes now ready.
LAYA, and PACIFIC

of Sedgmoor (1487 to 1685 ). With 12 Page Illus. ISLES .
Europe and Australia

ARITHMETIC . EUROPE .Price Is . 4d , each .
in preparation.

SOCIAL LIFE IN ENGLAND .
By A. SONNENSCHEIN and H. A. NESBITT , M.A., Vol . I. From Saxon Times to 1605 . With 78 Illus. By A. J. and F. D. HERBERTSON.

Univ . Coll. Lond .
Price Is . 6d . MAN AND HIS WORK. Second Edition . Illus

THE NEW SCIENCE AND ART OF ARITH
Vol . II . From 1605 to the present day. [ In prep. trated . Price Is . 6d .

METIC . In Three Parts , price 2s , ench. Part I., AFRICA.
Integral; Parts II . and III . , Fractional and Ap Edited by G. TOWNSEND WARNER , M.A. AMERICA (NORTH) .proximate ; or complete in one volume, with or ENGLISH HISTORY ILLUSTRATED

withont Answers, price 4s . 6d . Answers to Complete FROM ORIGINAL SOURCES. About 240 pp . ASIA.
AMERICA (SOUTH) .

By L. W. LYDE, M.A.

Book in separate Volumeprice ls . 60 .
1 each . Price 2s . 60 , each . Price ls. 4d . each.

BRITISH EMPIRE.

A B C OF ARITHMETIC . Teacher's Book . Period 1307-1399 . N. L. FRAZER , B.A. With 14 Illus. BRITISH ISLES.
Parts I. and II., price ls. each . Exercise Book,

Period 1399-1485 . F. H. DURHAM . With 28 Illus.
EUROPE .

Parts I. and II . , price 4d . each .
Period 1660-1715 . Rev. J. N. FIGGIS . With 29 Illus,

By L. W. LYDE, M.A.

By A. KAIN, B.A. (Cantab .) , A. SONNENSCIIEIX, and
In preparation .

Period 1215-1307 . Bi W.J. CORBETT. ELEMENTARY GEOGRAPHY of EUROPE .

H. A. NESBITT , V.A., Univ . Coll. Lond .
Period 1558-1603. By H. J. CUNNINGHIAY . ( For use with Taylor's Synthetical Maps.) Price

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. [ In the
4d . net .

Press .

Edited by B. A. LEES. WORLD. Price 2s.6d .
HISTORY IN BIOGRAPHY. For the use of COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. Price 25. 6d .

CHEMISTRY. Junior Forms. Illustrated . Price 2s , each .
1

GEOGRAPHY READERS . Pricels , 4.1 , each .

II . Edward II . to Richard III . With 56 Illustra

B: TELFORD VANLEY , MIA., B.Sc.
No. III. England and Wales . With 2 Maps and

tions. By A. D. GREENWOOD . 63 Illustrations .
PROGRESSIVE COURSE OF CHEMISTRY .

With 166 Illustrations. 28. 6d .
IV . James I. to James II. Fully Illus. By H. POWELL . ; No. IV . A. British Isles.

For Junior Classes.
With 5 Maps and 69

In preparation. Illustrations.

I. Alfred to Edwarl I. By B. A. LEES ,
No. IV.B. Europe. With 13 Maps and 100 Illus.

ENGLISH,
III . Henry VII . to Elizabeth. By F. M. WEST. No, IV.c. British Empire. With 6 Maps and

SCOTT. - SCHOOL EDITIONS. 86 Ilustrations.

By J. H. FOWLER , VII. Complete Text :-- Novels, ls. 6d. Poems, ls . 4d . No. V. Africa . Illustrated .

A MANUAL OF ESSAY WRITING. For Col ! Abridged Text, Illustrated : -Novels , ls. 4d .

leges , Schools , and Private Students. Price 2s . 60 . By J. B. REYNOLDS, B.A.

A FIRST COURSE OF ESSAY WRITING.
By J. A. VICKLIN , B.A. WORLD PICTURES. An Elementary Pictorial

Price 6 (l. POEMS OF ENGLISH HISTORY. Geography. Second Edition . With 71 Ilustrations,

NINETEENTH CENTURY PROSE . 1s . 4d . Vol. I. Boadicea to Anne ( 62 to 1714) . With 31 mostly fuil-page. Demy 8vo , cloth . Is . 6d . net.

ESSAYS FROM DE QUINCEY. Price 2s . Illus, Price Is . 6d . Or in 3 Separate Parts, viz.:
By W.R. TAYLOR .

Edited by Joux DOWNIE, M.A. Boadicea to Richard III . (61-1399 ) : Henry IV . to SYNTHETICAL MAPS . Seriesof 3 Maps on Sheet.

DE QUINCEY'S “ CONFESSIONS OF AN Mary (1399-1558 ); Elizabeth to Anne ( 1558-1714 ). Europe. In 12 Sections.

OPIUM EATER ." Price 3s . 611 .
Price 4d . net each .

England and Wales . In 8 Coloured Sections,

MACAULAY'S“ LIFE OF PITT.” Price 2s . Scotland. In 5 Coloured Sections.

Edited by E. E. SMITH . FRENCH Ireland. In 4 Coloured Sections,

BUNYAN'S ** THE PILGRIM'S PRO.
Price 2d , each net.

GRESS." With 18 Iliustraiions and Short Life of ELEMENTARY READERS. SYNTHETICAL ATLASES

Bunyan . Price ls. 4d . By F. B. KIRKMAX .
Europe . Price 2s , 6d .

Les Gaulois et les Francs . Illus. Price 1s . 6d .
Erigland and Wales . Price 2s .

POETRY. Scotland. Price Is , 4d .

By JULES DE GLOUTET . Ireland. Price ls .

Edited by C. LINKLATER THOMSON . Les Français et les Anglais. 887-1453. Ilus

POEMS OF R.AND E. B.BROWNING . trated . [ In the press.

POEMS OF LORD BYRON. By Mrs. J. G. FRAZER. GREEK .

POEMS OF LORD TENNYSON.
Contes des Chevaliers . Illustrated . ls , 6d .

POEMS OF KEATS AND COLERID
GE

.
By A. DOUGLAS THOysox.

By JULES DE GLOITET. ODYSSEY. Book IX . Price 2s.6d .
Edited by E. E. SPEIGIIT, B.A. France de Montorel . Illustrated . Price ls , 6d .

POEMS OF PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY . By E.G.WILKINSON, M.A.
Edited by W. G. HARTOG .

POEMS OF HENRY W. LONGFELLOW.
THE RISE OF HELLAS. An Historical Greek

Bayard, par Le Loyal Serviteur . Illus. Is . 6d .
Each Volumecontains a short Introduction and

Reading Book . With 2 Maps and 19 Illus. 2s . 6d .

Notes for School I'se . Price 6d . net each .
Edited by A. R. FLORIAX.

Aventures de Chicot ( DUMAS). Illus. ls . 6d .
By A. C. M DONNELL , M.A. HYMNS ,

NINETEENTH CENTURY POETRY. ls . 40 .
By W. G. HARTOG .

COURS DE GRAMMAIRE FRANÇAISE
By JOHN F. MILNE.

By J. J. FINDLAY, M.A.

PASSAGES FOR PARAPHRASING. Price 9d .
ELEMENTAIRE.-A Short French Grammar LAUDATE . WithA Hymn-Book for Schools .

in French . Price 1s. 4d . Music, full score in Stall Notation , and Soprano and
By J. A. NICKLIN, B.A. Contralto in Tonic Sol - ia. Price 2s , 6d .

LYRA SERIORUM. Poems for Sunday Study. READERS FOR MIDDLE AND UPPER Edition with WORDS ONLY. Price 6d .

Price 8d . FORMS.

SHAKESPEARE.
Edited by A. JAMSON SVITI .

LATIN .

KING LEAR. Edited , with Introduction and Notes, Age of Richelieu . - Readings from Historians and

by P. SIIEAVEN , MA. Price ls. 411 .
Contemporary Writers. Price 2s .

By E. G.WILKINSON, M.A.

MERCHANT OF VENICE, Edited , with Intro Edited by F. B. SVART, M.A. CONQUEST OF ITALY AND THE

duction and Notes, by J. STRONG , B.A. Price ls.4d . Age of Louis XI.-Readings from Historians and STRUGGLE WITH CARTHAGE. (Reader.)

HENRY IV. Part I. Edited , with Introduction Contemporary Writers . Price 2s. With 23 Illustrations. Price 2s.
and Notes , by H. W. ORD , B.A. Price 1s . 4d .

MIDSUMMER
Edited by F. B.KIRKMAX, B.A. By H. W. ATKINSON .

Voltaire. - Contes et Mélanges. Illus. Price 2s, THE FOREIGN EMPIRE.
NIGHT'S DREAM . | Edited, with Introduction

200 to 60 B.C.

JULIUSCÆSAR . and Notes, by L. W. Edited by Prof. Louis BRANDIN ,
(Reader .) With 23 Illustrations. Price 2s,

MACBETH. LYDE, M.A. Price ls . 4d . Gr is Prosateurs du XVIIe siè cle . 2s , 6d . By F. M. ORMISTON.

RICHARD III. each . THE OLD SENATE AND THE NEW

ILLUSTRATED TERM READERS. MONARCHY. 60 B.c. to A.D. 14. ( Reader. )

ELEMENTARY. With 14 Illustrations. Price 2s .

ENGLISH , Historical. Berthe aux grands pieds. Mrs. J. G. FRAZER . By T. S. FOSTER, B.A.

Price 6d . PUERORUM LIBER AUREUS. A First Latin

By L. W. LYDE, M.A. Rires et Larmes.- Mme, CHARLEVILLE . With Translation Book , With 15 Illus. Price ls. 6d .

THE AGE OF BLAKE. With 14 Illus. Is . 4d . Poetry . Price 6d .

THE AGE OF DRAKE. With 12 Illus, ls . 4d . Contes et Préceptes . A. VESSIOT. With Poetry.

THE AGE OF HAWKE. With 9 Illus, ls, 4d. Price 6d . PHYSICS .

Chevaliers de Charlemagne . Mrs. J. G.
By H. DE B. GIBBINS, M.A. , Litt.D.

FRAZER . Price 6d . By A. F. WALDEN, M.A. , F.C.S. , and J.J. MANLEY .

THE ENGLISH PEOPLE IN THE NINE INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
MIDDLE AND UPPER ,

OF

TEENTH CENTURY. Second Edition . With PHYSICS .

35 Illustrations and 4 Maps. Price 28 .
Voltaire : Mélanges.F. B. KIRK VAN . Price 6d .

Vol . I. General Physical Measurements.
Maitre Patelin. Mlle. NINET . Price 6d .

With 76 Illustrations . Price 3s . 6d.

By Join FISNEMORE. Dumas : Chicot, A. R. FLORIAN . Price 6d .
Vol. II . Heat, Light, and Sound. [In prep .

FAMOUS ENGLISHMEN
, Price 1s , 4d . each . UPPER .

Vol. I. King Alfred to Shakespeare. With 57 Lettres , Maximes et Caractères du XVIIe
By W. J. DOBBS, M.A.

Illustrations .
Siècle. Prof. BRANDIN . Price 9d . A TREATISE ON ELEMENTARY

Vol. II . Cromwell to Lord Roberts, With 57 Illus. Bossuet : Les Empires. Prof. BRANDIN. Priec 9d . STATICS. With 191 Illustrations. Price 7s.6d .

A. & C. BLACK , SOHO SQUARE , LONDON , W.
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

A List of Books suitable for the Preliminary , Junior, and

Senior Cambridge Local Examinations, 1903.

PART 1
Arithmetic for Schools. Bv C. SMITH , M.I. With or

without Answers. 3s. 6d . Also in two parts, separately.
2s, each .

Latin

(continued ).

Greek

PART II. The Church Catechism Explained . By the Rev. 1. W.

ROBINSON, B.D., Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of
Religious Wakefield . 2s.

Knowledge. The PrayerBook Explained . By the Rer. PERCIVAL

JACKSON, M ... PART 1.– The Daily Offices and the Litany.

2s . 6d .

The Cambridge Companion to the Bibie. With

Glossary, Maps, and Concordance . Edited by the Rev.

Prof. LIMBY , D.D. Large type Edition. 5s . Editions in

smaller type, 3s. 6d ., 25 , 6d ., and Is .

Cambridge
The Second Book of Samuel . Edited by the Rev. A. F.

KIRKPATRICK, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew . 2s . net.
Bible for Smaller Edition . ls.

Schools. The Gospel according to St. Luke. Edited by the

Very Rev. F. W. FARRAR, D.D., Dean of Canterbury. 3s .

net . Smaller Edition . ls .

The Acts of the Apostles . Edited by the Rev. Prof.

LUMBY , D.D. With 4 Maps. 3s. net. Smaller Edition . ls .

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians . Edited by

the Rev. J.J. LIAS , M.A. Is . 6d , net.

Greek
The Gospel according to St. Luke in Greek . Edited

Testament. by the Very Rev. F. W. FARRAR, D.D. 65 .

Livy, Book V. Edited by L. WIJBLEY, M.A. 2s.6d .

[Seniors.

Cicero . - Pro Sulla . Edited by J. S. REI ), Litt.D. 3s , 6d .

[ Seniors.

Horace .-- Odes , Book III. Edited by J. Gow , Litt.D. 2s .

Seniors.

Xenophon . - Anabasis, Book II . Edited by G. M.

EDWARDS, J.A. ls.6d . [ Juniors.

Xenophon.-- Anabasis, Book II. Edited by A. PRETOR,

M.A. 2s . 60 . [ Juniors.

Thucydides , Book VII . Edited by the late H. A. HOLDEN,
M.A., LL.D. 5s . [ Seniors.

Aeschylus .-Prometheus Vinctus. Edited hy H. RACK

HAM , M.A. 2s . 6d . [ Juniors and Seniors.

Homer .-Odyssey , Book IX . Edited by G. M. EDWARDS,
M.A. 2s . 60 . [ Seniors.

Herodotus , Book VIII . , Chaps . 1-90. Edited by E. S.

SUICKBURGH , M.A. 23. 6d . [Seniors.

Herodotus, Book VIII . complete . By the

Editor. 4s.

same

French Perrault . - The Pairy Tales of Master Perrault.

Edited by WALTER RIPPMAXX , MA, ls , 6d .

[ Preliminary.

About. - Le Roi des Montagnes. Edited by A. R.ROPES,
M.A. 2s . [ Juniors and Seniors .

Sandeau . - Mademoiselle de la Seiglière . Edited by

A. R. ROPES, M.A. 2s. [ Juniors and Seniors.

English.

German .

The Elements of English Grammar By A. S. WEST,

M.A. 2s . 6d .

English Grammar for Beginners. By A. S. WEST,
M.A. ls .

Key to West's Elements of English Grammar and

English Grammar for Beginners . By 1. S. WEST,
M ... 3s . 6. net.

Outlines of the History of the English Language.

B : T. X. TOLLER , .1..1 . 4s.

Schiller. - Wilhelm Tell. Edited by KARL BRETL,
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formed the best, and indeed the only, workable method .

The Educational Times.
the close of the first sitting Sir Oliver Lodge, in a statement

of what he considered he had learnt from the discussion ,

very accurately enunciated the points on which at that
The barrenness of conferences is pro

The Cambridge

Conference.

verbial ; it is aptly expressed in the history stage allseemed to be agreed :

1. Training is necessary for teachers of all grades. It should be made

of Rasselas and his Conference on the Choice compulsory by the condition of registration.

of Life . At the end of all the talk the Princess declared her 2. For the acquirement of skill in the discipline of large classes and in

wish to found a college of learned women , the Prince de- the teachings of the elementary subjects the primary school is thebest
school.

sired to see all the parts of government with his own eyes ,
3. Fresh methods of training would be required as the knowledge of

principles advanced .

and their learned friends were contented to be driven along 4. The training colleges should be associated or affiliated to the Uni

the stream of life without directing their course to any
versities .

5. Training can never be a substitute for the learning of the subjects
particular port. “ Of these wishes that they had formed ,",

to be taught, and therefore training could not possibly shorten the Uni

however, “ they well knew that none could be obtained " ; versity course ,

6. A year as a student -teacher was a desirable preliminary.“ they deliberated awhile what was to be done,
7. The importance of pedagogy was not sufficiently recognized , butthe

and resolved when the inundation should to time had arrived when it ought at least to be recognized by the Uni
versities .

return to Abissinia .” This has been the usual end of
8. Pecuniary help should be given to the practising schools to secure the

recent conferences, whether they were the means of formu- necessary aid and attention for the students under training.

lating resolutions to be forwarded to those in power or whether training, and greater pecuniary attraction shouldbe offered in the way of
9. There should be a wise selection of those who would most profit by

the conditions imposed forbade resolutions altogether. After assistant inasters' salaries.

the deliberations the members returned to Abissinia — that The opening of the second day's debate showed that it

is to say, to chaos, lethargy, and the barren waste of in- was clear there might be three stages in the training :

efficiency. Though undoubtedly this has been the rule, first, that of the student-teacher, who had decided to take

there have been exceptions, and no one who attended the to the work and had been approved by a skilled school

Conference on the Training of Teachers at Cambridge would master, and who would spend three terms or less in a school

deny that this was one of the most striking exceptions. ' doing a little teaching and observing others teach , preferably

There will be no going back to the old haze and uncertainty in the school in which he had been educated ; second, that of

as to the need of training. The progress of the Conference the college or University student; third, that of a proba

was marked by an unmistakable clearing away of both un- tioner, at the same time on trial and under guidance. These

certainty and indecision and the fixing of a general con- three parts would assume different proportions in different

sensus of opinion . At the conclusion members on all sides cases, and they ought not all to be essential for registration

admitted that at last they understood the problem . in
any

individual case. The advantages of the combination

The first hour of the Conference produced the usual were most clearly laid before the Conference by Canon Bell,

academic arguments in favour of an impracticable ideal . A of Marlborough, and Canon Glazebrook, of Clifton .

post-graduate training involving an expenditure of time and The financial difficulties of the problem were ably dealt

money which few aspirants for the honour of teaching could with at the close of the sitting, and some of the greatest

possibly afford was the favoured scheme. It seemed to be impediments in the way of general training were shown to

assumed that one kind of training was to be imposed on all , be removable .

and any suggestion of a partial remedy was met by the The University of Cambridge has rendered a great service

question : How can you expect to recruit sufficiently the to the whole community in calling and organizing a Confer

army of teachers by such a method ? Gradually it became ence which has completely cleared away all doubts as to the

clear to all that the requirements first proposed were far too necessity of training and as to the possibility of arrang

high , and also that various methods concurrently offered to ing the conditions so as to meet the requirements of all

teachers of different kinds of schools or of different subjects schools .
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6. We are

NOTES .
theology ) and other important practical reforms in its organ

ization . We sincerely trust that the appeal will meet with a

worthy and generous response .

The provisions of the Education Bill may now be taken

as substantially settled . They will scarcely suffer disturb

ance in the House of Lords, excepting the Kenyon - Slaney
The classical question just debated — not for the last time

amendment, which is tolerably sure to be rejected, or at -at Oxford is raised in a wider form by Dr. Postgate in the

least to be essentially modified. The vigorous application November number of the Fortnightly Rerieu . Dr. Postgate

of the closure, and , still more, the introduction of fresh pro- holds it to be “ necessary that the study of Latin should be

visions under its operation, have tended to exacerbate feel - kept as an integral part of all higher education, and that of

ing among the opponents of the measure. The discontent Greek as an integral part of the higher literary training . "

in the country has been strenuously manifested and fostered He makes no quarrel over the claimsof French and German;

during the month , and the refusal to pay rates has in some
though he thinks they “ do not furnish so valuable a mental

places taken the initial practical form of signing rolls to training.” Some of his examples of the results of examina

that effect at local meetings . We cannot but repeat our
tions in classics are sufficiently appalling. However, Dr.

expression of regret that the secondary portion of the Bill Postgate would cut down the amount of elementary work

remains without some very desirable amendments. At the (unusual and irregular vocables and forms ) ; and he would

same time, it may be hoped that the new system will receive call for improvement in methods (in text-books, pronuncia

a fair trial , uncomplicated by attempts at " wrecking ” or tion ,and the teaching of grammar). “ If the dead ' langugages'

making “ unworkable,” or even by a morose aloofness. The and literature are not to retire into the background, they must

actual work of education should be the first interest of good
be taught as if they were alive " : that, he thinks, is “ the

citizens . cardinal point of all.” And here are “ Some Reflections on a

Classical Curriculum ” (Oxford : Blackwell), by a modestly

The resignation of Sir George Kekewich was somewhat anonymous writer, who tells his Oxford confrères :

unexpected, and the reasons assigned are by no means re- framing our examinations for the specialist ; and the ‘hungry

assuring. Sir George is still three years short of the age sheep ' who do not want to be specialists, but only to have a

limit; there is no impeachment of his physical or intellectual good education , ' look up and are not fed , ' or, rather , they

competence ; and there has been nothing of the nature of are overfed with a diet of minute studies which they do not

friction between his office and the profession or the educa- desire and cannot digest.” All this reveals somewhat serious

tional administrators throughout the country. He has been , symptoms, and emphasizes the educational prudence of a

and is , universally respected . He is to be succeeded , when stitch in time.

the new Act comes into operation , by Mr. R. L. Morant,

who has gone up like a rocket in the official sphere over the In the current number of the Teachers' Guild Quarterly

heads of a dozen distinguished seniors .
a cautious writer urges the Universities to take the lead in

secret,” we are authoritatively informed , " that Mr. Morant the necessary reformation of educational studies on the lines

has had a very large share in the framing of the Education of a school curriculum “ such as has been tried and found to

Bill," and so we are led to infer that no one is
be at once feasible and fruitful of good in other countries,

petent to give the measure a fair start and to watch its and to some extent in our own.”

workings with a vigilant eye. ” Yes ; but the explanation at nine anda half years of age, whereas it seemsalmost certain that equal
It is they that are responsible for Latin at seven and a half and Greek

does not explain . However, Mr. Morant will , no doubt, proficiency in both subjects at the age of eighteen can be attained by

have an unprejudiced reception by the profession.
pupils embarking on them three to four years later. Their responsibility

for what they exclude, by not requiring it , is still greater.

they starve the teaching of history and literature in schools, as to time

given to it, if not asto quality of teaching, and make the thorough
The important meeting in support of the appeal of King's teaching of science and of modiern languages throughout the schools

College , London , for an endowment of half a million ought difficult, if not impossible, to arrange.

to have effective results ; though past experience does not It is their “ academic aloofness ” that is chiefly to blame.

encourage immediate hopefulness. The appeal has three “ They do not deliberately seek to cramp education ; but they

objects: the liberation of the college from its existing debt ; do not rise to the full sense of their own national importance

the maintenance of its efficiency in laboratories and equipmentand responsibility.” The writer “ pleads with them to

for higher teaching and research ; and the adequate remunera recast entirely their conditions of matriculation . ”

tion of its professors. It should not be necessary to say that admitted to the benefits of their degrees, whether as a scholar or as
Cannot Oxford and Cambridge insist on this : that no one shall be

these objects, one and all, are most laudable, and even urgent . a passman , who cannot satisfy the highest practicable standard of require
The college can point to a highly honourable record of useful- ment as to education in language (dead or living ), in the history and

literature of his own country, in the general laws of science (we know

ness - beyond all proportion to its resources , for, apart from that the syllabus for this latter examination willbe difficult to draw up),

scholarships and prizes,it is practically without endowment.and in mathematics

Such a position of such an institution is anything but credit- The difficulties, we apprehend, lie in the standpoint of the

able in an intelligent and wealthy community. The college authorities, and the writer but partially recognizes them .

has shown a very reasonable disposition to come into line But we join with him in laying emphasis upon the national

with modern ideas, and notice has just been given (November importance and responsibility of the Universities.

21 ) that it will apply to Parliament next Session for leave to

bring in a Bill for the abolition of religious tests (except in The lamentable cry of Borough Councils over their neglect

" It is an open

66

more com

In this way
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:

in the Birthday Honours List has been supplemented by a schools had no diploma.” There are good points, however,

faint sigh from the schools . We are pleased to observe, here and there : for example, a man must have been a

however, that the thin end of the wedge has been pushed on teacher for at least five years before being appointed an

behalf of teachers by the appointment of Mr. J. Macleod, inspector.

H.M.I.S., to the Companionship of the Imperial Service

Order. Mr. Macleod's headquarters are at Elgin, and a local A new method of impressing on educational authorities

paper, the Northern Scot, expresses more than a local grati- the delinquency of neglecting to provide sufficient accom

fication : modation for studious youth has been discovered and put

That the able and cultured recipient,who is exceedingly popular in a in operation at the Technical High School, Vienna . When

wide constituency, is deservedly placed in the front rank of his profession, Prof. Czuber entered his class -room to lecture on mathe

and merits so high a distinction, will be acknowledged by all.

matics the other day, he found not only full benches , but a
We add our cordial congratulation all the more freely that

multitudinous andience perched on ladders placed against
Mr. Macleod has long been a valued contributor to our mathe

the walls, the students “ demonstrating ” noisily “ as if they

matical columns.

were Deputies in the Reichsrath.” A like demonstration was

IN spring and summer of this year Prof. Adams proceeding contemporaneously in another class - room . The

spent some nine or ten busy weeks in examining care
Rector, Prof. Kraft, came upon the scene and appears to

fully the educational system of the Protestant schools have acquitted himself judiciously : he fully sympathized

of the Province of Quebec . His report, which has just
with the complaint of the students, but he regretted that

But theybeen published in a considerable pamphlet (Longmans, they should overstep the bounds of decorum.

ls . net ), forms a valuable contribution to the compara
determined to start a strike. The method seems rather

tive study of education . Apart from the city schools,
crude and inconvenient, and it cannot be recommended . Still

Protestant education labours under “ peculiarly unfavourable there must be some natural element in it ; it is not without

conditions." As to buildings, the district schools generally notable analogies in other departments of public business ,

are “ very bad ” ( in spite of excellent regulations), and in Vienna and elsewhere .

the model schools generally “ have a broken -down look ” ;

the Academies, however , are “ excellently provided ," and the
SUMMARY OF THE MONTH .

city schools “ can stand comparison with similar buildings

elsewhere." The furniture and apparatus are generally in

consonance with the buildings. It is the country schools ,
The discussion of the Education Bill has been running its

then , that bear the brunt of condemnation . The teachers being repeated with more or less warmth of expression . The
natural course throughout the country, the well worn arguments

are left to raise money to pay for cleaning, glazing, and Albert Hall meeting was the most important; it probably had

general repairs, by means of school entertainments . influence upon the later stages of the Bill. There are still

one school the chair on which the teacher sat, the desk at quarters rolls have been signed by way of pledge.
fanatical declarations against payment of rates, and in some

which she wrote , the dictionary to which she referred , the

drinking -can , the wash -hand basin , and the foot-mat at the Is answer to questions by Mr. Plummer , Sir William Anson

door were all the produce of a couple of school concerts. ”
(October 27) made the following statement with regard to

" the position of women in the work of public education in the

future " :

The teacher, however, is “ the crux of the whole question ."
Under the Education Bill , women will be eligible for the boards of

managers of public elementary schools. They will also be eligible for
The attitude of the School Commissioners, “ evidently in- places on the Education Committee of the Local Education Authority ,
telligent and progressive men in their own business, ” may be This is plain from theterms of the Bill. It has always been the declared

intention of the Government. may
refer the hon . member to an answer

gathered from an argument that Prof. Adams often en given by the First Lord ofthe Treasury toa question in this Houseon

countered : the 10th of April of this year.

We have only to advertise in the Montreal papers , and we'll get fifty
The Executive Committee of the Association of School Boards

candidates eager to come to us at 15 dols . a month . Why should we pay (England and Wales)haveembodied in resolutions their objections
more ? That wouldn't be business,

to the Education Bill . ( 1 ) Regretting that the principle of one

The question is , not how to get a good teacher, but how Local Authority has not been accepted, and that the proposed

cheaply to get a teacher - a teacher . There is constant Local Authority is not directly elective , they protest against the

shifting of teachers ; Prof. Adams found that 82 per cent. abolition of thepopularly elected School Boards. (2) The areas
proposed are still frequently too large for the efficient control of

of the teachers had changed their school at the beginning of primary education. (B) The Local Authority should have control ,
In Quebec “ the engagement of the teacher shall in respect of elementary schools,over the secular instruction , the

be for the term of a school year ."
staffing, and the salaries of all teachers. ( 4 ) The severance of

As for salaries , “ I evening schools from the elementary day schools, with which

should think ,” says Prof. Adams, “ that teachers are worse they are organically connected, and the day schools age limit of
paid in the Province of Quebec than in any other part of the fifteen , will irreparably damage the best interests of both classes

of schools.

world . ” It certainly is apt to take the stiffening out of a man's

backbone when he wants to speak proudly of a people that INFERENCES as to the possible composition of the Education

are content with this. The regulations for the training of Committees to be formed under theEducation Bill (says the

Daily News) may be drawn from a return which was issued by

teachers are “ excellent as far as they go ” ; but where is the theBoard of Education on November 15. This showsthe number

good of regulations that are not carried out ? It is illegal and composition of the Technical Committees in counties and

to employ a teacher without a diploma” ; yet , says Prof. county boroughs in England and Wales established underthe
Technical Instruction Acts . The general result is that, out of

Adams,“ nearly 10 per cent. of the teachers I met in district 129 counties and county boroughs in England and Wales, 59

“ In

I

the year .
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haveܪ Committees which consist solely of councillors ; and in Leeds to which women students can gain admission for purposes

67 cases the Technical Committees consist partly of councillors of practical work while they are reading for the diploma.

and partly of outside members ; while in three cases no Com

mittee has been appointed . In most instances where the Com
At the annual meeting of the Governors of the University

mittees consist partly of councillors and partly of outside
members the councillors are in a majority,but in 13 cases the College of Wales, Aberystwyth,Principal Robertspresentedthe

outsiders form the majority - at Chester , Gateshead, Blackburn , report of the Council,which referred to the great andurgent
need of financial assistance. The new science buildings were

Burnley, Liverpool , Bath, Burton -upon-Trent, Hanley, Ipswich, estimated tocost £ 20,000, and this was only one ofseveral

Hastings, Coventry, Denbigh County, and Swansea. The co
opted members comewithin six categories :-(1) Members of developments requiring large additionalfunds. The number of

School Boardsandschoolmanagers ;( 2) grammar schoolsand students inthe college was440, which showed a reduction of 36

other educational institutions ; (3) trades and industries ; (4) the upon the corresponding period - a decreasechiefly accounted for

teaching profession ; (5 ) Town Councils and other local bodies; by a smaller entry of students in the advanced short coursein

agriculture. Notwithstanding, the proportion of those pursuing
and ( 6 ) educationists and others.

full University courses, as compared with those of last year, was

fully maintained. The work of the college in all its parts con

Dr. J. J. FINDLAY, in one of the series of timely and able tinued to be such as to deserve the enthusiastic support of the

articles on Education in the Morning Post, writes : Welsh people, and he felt that the appeal for help would be met.

As far as secondary education is concerned , the nation's need at this Mr. Edgar Jones, on behalf of the Old Students' Association,

moment is a public -spirited Board of Education. The Act of 1899, passed presented to the college a portrait of the late Mr. T. Ellis, M.P.

with so little controversy , may prove, in time to come, to have done for which was unveiled by Mr. Humphreys Owen .

English children more than the Act of 1902. If Germany teaches us one

thing most unmistakably, it is that the expert officers of Government hold

the destinies of secondary education in their hands, and that we have a
The annual report of the Swansea Training College states that

right to demand from them a national service of the highest order, backed the mention of training colleges in the Bill is valuable as an

up by generous support from the Treasury. admission of the fact that they are institutions towards the

establishment of which public funds may rightly be applied.

The recent Educational Conference under the auspices of the funds will probably be to keep the word of promise to the ear
Nevertheless, the effect of making local rates the source of these

Private Schools' Association proved highly successful. The but break it to the hope. Since the colleges meet the needs of

President (Mr. Bartley , M.P.) said their great aim was to secure the nation as a whole, the nation as a whole should contribute to

a highly efficient system of secondary education, while safe. their establishment. This would be nothing more than the

guarding the existence, the work, and the rights of efficient revival of an old practice. Before 1870 the State gave nearly

private schools and of those that teach in them . The Bishop of £120,000 in grants towards the erection of training colleges. Mr.

Rochester bore testimony to the excellence of the work of many Balfour (with whom the Principal has had correspondence on the

ofthe private schools. The main subjects of discussion were Co- subject) thinks such grants now out of date ; but, if they were

education (the advantage of which in the case of pupils over
thirteenorfourteen was generally held notto haveyet been legalbefore 1870, they are still legal,and, even if theybecontrary
demonstrated ), the Relations of Parents and Teachers,and Ex- to law, they do not seem to the Council to be contrary to good

amination and Inspection.
policy.

The Rev. W. C. EPPSTEIN, of Reading School, said on speech ployment of High -School Girls in Elementary- School Work was
A MEETING in aid of the Association for Promoting the Em

day (October 24) he must once more raise his voice against those held in Westminster Town Hall on November 12. Since the

needlessly multiplied examinations from which schoolmasters and Association was formed (May, 1897) the Conimittee have re

boys alike suffered so much , and which led to a very unnecessary ceived applications for advice and information from 267 persons.

waste of time,the immense number of special examinations being Sixty of these have since taken up the work , and are now teachers

all nearly of the same standard, but differing sufficiently to in elementary schools and pupil-teacher centres or are preparing

necessitate special machinery :
to become such. The cause was advocated by the Bishop of

When we got an Education Act he hoped one of the first things would Rochester (who presided ), Sir Joshua Fitch , Dr. M. E. Sadler,

be to try and co -ordinate examinations. As to the study of Latin and Miss Bishop (Principal of St. Gabriel's College, Kensington ),

Greek, it seemed to be generally thought that because a large number of Miss Montgomerie Hunter, and Sir Charles Elliott .
public -school masters were classical men, in their own interest they tried to

preserve the study of so- called “ dead languages ." He assured them that
was not the case . Head masters of public schools were very anxious to MR. W. H. WILKINSON, General Secretary of the “ United

meet the requirements of the age,and had constantlyurged the Gover- Foreign Circles ” at Bradford, gives an interesting account of a
ment to introduce some measure which would co -ordinate education and movement in that town to facilitate the acquisition of foreign

reduce the waste which now went on . The truth was that schoolmasters languages :

were practically obliged to fall in line with the wishes of parents, and , if

they did not always go to the extremes parents would wish, it was merely
Four years ago there were in Bradford three “ foreign circles " for

because they were anxious to proceed on safe lines , and not go from one French , German, and Spanish, each meeting one evening a week in a

swing of the pendulum to the other without seeing their course. Reading room hired for the purpose. A paper was read in the language, followed

School had been influenced by the modern spirit; for, while eight years by discussion and conversation , French, German, or Spanish ladies or

ago there were more than half, that day they had not one quarter of the gentlemen assisting the English members. These three sections are now

boys of the school on the “ classical” side . While schools allover the amalgamated into one institution with a club house of its own, and a pro
country were being changed from classical to modern schools, the Uni- gramme of lectures and discussions once a week in each of the three

versities had not yet felt the pressure severely ; but they, would feel it foreign languages, with one evening a week in English for the benefit of

ere long. foreigners studying our language. A moderate subscription (75. 6d. and

10s . for ladies, lus, and 12s. 6d . for gentlemen ) gives admission to all

PRINCIPAL BODINGTON's recent report on the past session's or any of the lectures,withthe use of the club -rooms furnished with

work at the Yorkshire College states :
English, French , German , Italian , and Spanish newspapers and a library

of foreign books. Mr. Wilkinson claims that Bradford youths are

Of the technical departments, those of agriculture and electrical, civil, now undoubtedly to the frontas linguists ," partly owing to the facilities

and mechanical engineering show increased numbers ; those of dyeing, afforded by this institution , which might with advantage be imitated in

leather industries, mining, and textile industries some decrease. But in other large commercial centres pending the long-demanded but long

leather industries the trifling diminution is much more than counter- delayed reforms in our secondary education. The Englishman is not

balanced by a marked growth of the evening classes. Those who believe necessarily a worse linguist than the German ; but at present he lacks

that high technical education is one of the chief factors which have con- opportunity.

tributed to the recent development of American and German industrial

enterprise will regret that there is still too much disposition in our own DR . C. W. KIMMINS addressed the London Branch of the

districts to regard such education as the luxury of the few rather than as British Child -Study Association ( November 14) on “ Preparation

of essential importance to all young men who aspire to leadership or for Child Study. ” He said :

important positions in business life .
Child study has come to stay : in all directions one sees signs of new

The work of the college in training secondary teachers, it is development; teachers and even parentsare awakening to a sense of their

added, is rendered very difficult by the paucity of schools in responsibility. An important side of the society's work should be the
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formation of a trained body of investigators. The first essential is sym - jects in Responsions.” In a very moderate speech, somewhat

pathy, to open the child's mind; then some fair knowledge ofpsychology discursive, yetperhaps the best made,he declared that, if Oxford

and physiologyis fundamental to good work ;andacareful study of the was to be a nationalUniversity (isheraimtobe national or to be
history of education, particularly a study of one or two men - their ex

periments, failures, successes--would be invaluable for inspiration .
cosmopolitan ?), she must show herself more in sympathy with

modern studies; that Responsions should offer a wider choice

Mr. H. Holman, H.M.I.S., addressing the Cheltenham Branch of subjects with a heightened standard ; and that co -ordination
(November 21 ) , argued from bis recent investigations that definite in schools must become more common, and that, instead of all

exercises in exactthinking should be begun about the tenth year. schools trying to teach everything, some should be able to

Nopupil should leave a secondary school or enter a University specializeinone direction and somein another. Mr. Phelps,of

without having gone through a course of elementary logic. Oriel, replied in a clever and amusing speech. He scored the

real point, that it is impossible to makeso great a change as

this and then limit the effects to the boundaries that the framers

WE regret to record the death of Mr. G. A. Henty, who has of it may desire to set .

been, perhaps , the most prolific of writers of books for boys Probably there will be found agreement on one point among

during the past generation . He may not have been always many who take a different view of Tuesday's vote, viz . , that
technically accurate with his broad brush, but he was always Oxford has remained true to her traditions. But as to the

fresh and spirited ; he had wide personal experience as military character and value ofthose traditionsthey will be less unanimous.

official, war correspondent, and journalist, and he knew how to Now, asever,one may say, Oxford makes haste slowly. Tuesday's

carry his boy along with him . Since his first boys'book— “ Out vote has not decided the question. It is pretty certain to coine

on the Pampas ” (1868 )—his stories number somewhere about up again at no very distant date and in a modified form - a form

seventy or eighty, and most of them have been published by that the correspondence has partly foreshadowed. Mr. Bourne,
Messrs. Blackie in handsome style. In the present issue we of New College, has perhaps most clearly and cogently put the

notice half a dozen of them--three or four representing his usual case in favour of the exclusion of Greek, while Mr. Grundy, of

Christmas output. A tall, burly, bluff figure, he was a charming Brasenose, has stated the case for the moderate party who, though

companion, and he will be much regretted beyond, as well as voting against the resolution, wish for some reform . For, in

within, the wide circle of his boy readers. Of many anecdotes spite of the non -placetmajority of 23, it is admitted by most that

one : A soldier that won the V.C. in South Africa wrote home to in the case of men - chietiy those who have taken mathematical

his mother : " It's all through reading Mr. Henty's books, which or science scholarships or exhibitions — who come up to Oxford
taught me to behave like a man , and I'd like you to tell him prepared, after Responsions, to abandon the study of Greek al

—which she did. together, it is an undesirable reflection that they are obliged ,

as Mr. Grundy says, to put the coping -stone on their pre

A DEPUTATION from the Society of Art Masters waited upon University education by learning by heart Collis's Greek verb

Lord Londonderry (November 21). Mr. Lawrence, M.P., who card and the cribs to two plays of Euripides.” But for the

introduced the deputation, explained that its members were head ordinary Pass man is not some knowledge of Greek and Greek

masters of schools of art in the country who wished to point out literature necessary to qualify him , not, indeed , to earn his bread

that the actual teaching side of the subject of art education was , and butter ( for a Pass degree does not aim at that), but to become

under present circumstances, improperly represented . Lord a capable citizen who can take an educated view of the ordinary

Londonderry replied that he understood the deputation's opinion problems of life " ? Pass men bear the stamp of Oxford almost

was that, in view of the recent introduction of the block grant , as markedly as Honours men , and it maybe supposed that stamp

which created the necessity for more complete inspection, the in- is imparted by some acquaintance with Greek thought. Is this

spectors in schools of art, art classes, polytechnics, secondary and type of man worth preserving ? If so, then the suggestion made

elementary schools must be experts in art instruction. A detailed by Mr. Spooner seems to offer a solution , viz . , that Congregation

inspection at long intervals had been arranged for . As to the should now consider a resolution that “ All candidates should not

deputation's suggestion that it was desirable to coordinate the be required to offer both Greek and Latin in the examination in

instruction in drawing and art in primary schools with that given stated subjects ” -that, while the scientific men and mathemati

in schools of art, and that Local Authorities be encouraged in this cians should be exempt, Greek should still be required of thehisto

direction, Lord Londonderry agreed that this was a very import- rian, the lawyer, and the passman. Anyhow , one may safely agree

ant point, but for the present it was necessarily mainly a matter with the Warden of Keble that, while a good liberal education

for local arrangement. Respecting the deputation's desire for can be given without Greek, the best liberal education demands

representation on the Teachers ' Registration Council and on the it. But let the reader take the prophecy for what it is worth

Council of Advice for Art, his lordship said that the regulations we think that Greek as compulsory for all men who come to

governing the matter were under the consideration of the Con- Oxford is doomed, and that soon.

sultative Committee, and the recommendation of the deputation To come to the pursuits of Oxford's sons - shall we say more

to include the Royal College of Art on the same lines as the or less compulsory than the study of Greek ? The Rugby team

Royal College of Science should be submitted to it . has done fairly well . It lost to the Old Merchant Taylors'—

chiefly owing to the bad play of one of the men — but it has beaten

the London Scottish, Moseley, R.I.E.C., and Bristol. The three

UNIVERSITIES . quarters work well together ; C. B. Buck and A. D. Stoop make

à good pair of halves. The forwards are coming on well, and
( From our Correspondents. ) a respectable back has been found in Glover. Oriel has been

To those who remember the feeling excited by the beaten by Balliol in the Association Cup ; the winners may be

Oxford . debate on vivisection or on thewomen's examination, looked for among Magdalen, University, and New College. New

the momentous question decided at Oxford on Nov- Collegerather unexpectedly won the Fours, beating University
ember 11 may seem to have aroused inadequate interest. In in the Finals . The river is now given up to Trial Eights and

spite of constant letters and some pamphlets, the warfare of College “ Togger ” Fours .

words has been far less active than at the time of the controversy Dr. Parkin , the organizing agent for the trustees of the

on women's degrees, when 73 distinct documents heralded the Rhodes Scholarships, has lately spent a fortnight here to consult
debate ; the poll was not strikingly large - 355 out of about a the University and college authorities before framing for the

possible 477 ; only one of the speeches evoked any general approval of the trustees a scheme for the election of the scholars.

applause ; and, on the whole , the atmosphere of the Theatre was He addressed a set of questions to all the heads of colleges con
one of comparative apathy. Nevertheless , these things were in a cerning arrangements for the reception of scholars. The Uni

measure but the symptoms of the real seriousness of the oc- versity may expect from seventy to seventy -five scholars the

casion. Opinion was curiously divided : academic liberals voted first year, about the same number the second, and for the third

non placet,and even Science men were ranged in opposite camps ; about thirty , the numbers continuing from year to year in much

and anticipation had not guessed how even the voting would be the same proportions. The reason why the numbers coming up

-placets 166, non placets 189 — majority for the retention of the third year will be so much smaller, Dr. Parkin explained ,
compulsory Greek only 23. is that, as each State in the American Union has only two

Mr. Matheson , of New College, on behalf of the Hebdomadal scholarships allotted to it, every third year no fresh scholarswill

Council, proposed the resolution on whose fate hung the dis- be elected . It appears likely that Mr. Rhodes's wish will be

cussion of the other five: “ That candidates shall not be required fulfilled , and the colleges will each receive some of thescholars,

to offer both Greek and Latin in the examination in stated sub- who thus will be spread over the University. Meanwhile his old

a
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University seems following his wishes in other ways, for graduates

continue to go out to South African appointments, to fill what the CURRENT EVENTS.

irreverent call “ Lord Milner's crêche of young Oxford men . ”

THE “ General” is doomed ! Such was the cry of The next Winter Meeting for Teachers will
Cambridge. the man in the street a year ago. A Syndicate was

Fixtures . be held at the College on January 6 to 10,

appointed amid much pompand circumstance to

givethe ill-used institution the coup degrâce; but, lo ! the Syndics the principles and practiceof education, and on methods of
1903. The programme will include lectures on

amay be inevitable, but unreasoningchangemay be averted . In teaching the principal subjects of instruction in secondary

plain English the Syndicate created to consider what changes, if schools.

any, are needed in the scheme of our poll examinations have, in a

singularly laconic report, told us that they consider the “ General
The Christmas Examination of Pupils will commence on

ought to be retained,and thatalternative subjects should notbe December9, and the Examination of Teachers for Diplomas

allowed in that ordeal . All who in their daily workhave to deal

with the poll man were convincedof this longago, but the anti-on December 30.

Greek party are ingenious and persevering; this time they made
a flank attack and have been routed .

The Annual Meeting of the Geographical Association will
The election to the Council of the Senate gave rise to rather a be held in the Hall of the College of Preceptors in

sharp contest,noticeable for the fact that the Progressiveparty Bloomsbury Square on Friday , January 9, at 3.30 p.m.
received some rather hard knocks. Dr. D. MacAlister lost his seat

after a membership of the Council extending over many years,
The President, Mr. Douglas Freshfield, will

the
occupy

- The Australian Commonwealth 'being displaced byMr. J. H. Gray, of Queens', who received the Chair. An address on

votes of those who are firm on the question of Greek and are will be delivered by the Hon. Sir John A. Cockburn ,

opposed to meddling with our examination system ; Mr. Beck , K.C.M.G. , M.D. , formerly Prime Minister and Minister of

the new Master of the Hall, displaced Mr. Chawner, of Emmanuel; Education of South Australia , and Chairman of the Aus

Sir Robert Ball joins the Council for the first time, and will tralasian Chamber of Commerce, London. An exhibition

doubtless enrich the proceedings of that august body with his of the various styles of Ordnance Survey maps will be

genial and irrepressiblehumour . Some day, itmaybe,acandi. arranged through the kindness of the Southampton Geo
date will be put up avowedly in the interests of the common or
garden undergraduate, but it is very unlikely that such a bold graphical Society, and, in connexion with it, Mr. A. W.

person would secure any considerablenumber of votes. Andrews will show a number of lantern slides.

Mr. John Morley, as all the world knows, has given to the Uni

versity, or rather to the University Library, the famous Acton Miss Alice Woods will read a paper on “ Co-education ”

Library, collected by our late Professor of History, andhas been to the London Branch of the BritishChild -Study Association
duly thanked by the University in a Latin epistle, drawn up at the Sesame Club on December 12 (8 p.m.) .

according to rule by our Public Orator. When will common

sense put an end to the absurdity of presenting for degrees and

delivering addresses in a tongue not understanded of the people, A JOINT CONFERENCE of the British Child Study Asso

and as incomprehensible to the audience as it would be ridiculous ciation and the Froebel Society on Home Life in relation

to the Imperial Roman,were he to come among us on a May term tothe School ” will be held in January.

degree day P English surely is good enough ; but perhaps the

difficulty would be to find a Public Orator who could do justice to

the manifold subjects of the Senate House. The incorporation of the Bedford College for Women is

The new Licensing Act is likely to create some little fluttering to be celebrated by a Ball at Prince's Hall , Piccadilly, on

in the Cambridge dove- cotes. The Vice -Chancellors of both Uni. December 10.

versities were asked if any exceptional legislation was desired in

reference tothe registration of clubs. Theman of Oxford said :

“ Yes ” ; and the man of Cambridge : " No." And we are sorry. The Old Boys' complimentary dinner to the Rev. C. G.

Friction between the town officials and University societies is Gull, to celebrate the completion of his twenty - first year as

always to be deprecated, and in this case whatever friction may Head Master of the Grocers' Company's School, takes place at
arise will do sofrom the want of quite ordinary caution. the London Tavern on December5 .

The police have lately developed extraordinary vigour in the

prosecution of cyclists . To ride at the same rate as a Cam

bridge hansom driver takes a fare to the station is to court an

appearance before the Bench and a ten-shilling fine. All this, The following members of Trinity College,
too, when the traffic in our streets is perhaps worse than that of Honours. Cambridge, have been elected honorary Fellows :
any other town in England. For years Trinity Street has been - Mr. Balfour, Mr. Francis Galton , Sir William

the evening resort of crawling cabs , while a cab rank atthevery Harcourt, Lord Macnaghten, and Prof. F. W. Maitland .
door of the Senate House affords a standing object lesson of how

not to do it .

Arrangements for fire extinction are utterly inadequate, roads, The Royal University of Ireland has conferred the

as a rule, are badly kept, and the membersof the Town Council honorary degree of D.Lit . upon M. Edouard Cadic, Chevalier

are thoroughly pleased with themselves , and, to crown it all, our de la Légion d'Honneur.

local representatives, whose duty it is to see that our sewers are

clear and our dust-bins empty , call upon us magniloquently to

“ vote for our party at the annual elections. MR. J. MACLEOD, H.M.I.S., Elgin, has been appointed a

The new Vice-Chancellor is doing well. Queens' Lodge is an Companion of the Imperial Service Order.

ideal place for entertaining, and is being used for that purpose.

The football team is getting into shape and is not as bad as

journalists make out. There is abundance of good material on
the river, and the unbroken run of success achieved by Third Sir Robert B. Finlay, K.C. , M.P., the

More

Trinity has been brought to a conclusion by R. H. Nelson Lord Rectors .
Attorney -General, was elected Lord Rector

winning the Colquhoun Sculls in record time. “ Third ” have of Edinburgh University by 295 votes (916 to

now earned the distinction of doing everything that a college 621) over Sir Edward Grey . Sir Robert is an M.D. of the

boat-club can desire ; yet nobody grudges the Eton and West- University .

minster men their numerous laurels.

A lecture-room story : A well known but absent-minded bishop

was adding a final question to a critical paper set by his ex MR. C. T. RITCHIE , M.P., the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

amining, chaplain ; the last question ran : "" 10. Translate and was elected Lord Rector of Aberdeen University by 28 votes

explain " —then followed the bishop's signature. What was it ? (360 to 332) over Mr. Asquith .

* *

>
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A SIR ALFRED JOnes Chair of Tropical Dis- Mr. J. Purves , M.A. of Edinburgh University, Mr. T.
Endowments . eases and Parasitology has been instituted at Rudmose Brown, M.A. of Aberdeen and Edinburgh Uni

University College, Liverpool, at a cost of versities (son of the late Dr. Robert Brown) , and Mr. D. H.

£ 10,000 . King Leopold , of Belgium , contributed £ 500 . Low, of Edinburgh University, have been appointed Lecturers
in the English Language and Literature in the Universities

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE , London , makes an immediate appeal of Toulouse, Lyons, Grenoble, and Dijon respectively.

for £ 108,000 to place the Medical School on a proper foot

ing . For the incorporation of the College with the Univer- COLONEL G. MALCOLM Fox, late Inspector of Army Gym

sity £ 92,000 has already been subscribed . nasia, Aldershot ,has been appointed Inspector of Physical
Training under the Board of Education .

VIUNDER the will of the late Mr. John Milne, advocate, Aber

deen University obtains some £ 21,000 to provide scholar
MR. JOHN ALISON , M.A. , head mathematical master, George

ships for post -graduate study .
Watson's College, Edinburgh, succeeds Prof. Adams as

Rector of the United Free Training College, Glasgow .

At University College , Aberystwyth, Mr. A. Brigstocke

has provided three exhibitions of € 10 each in agriculture ; MR. John HOPKINS, M.A. , Head Master of Fordoun School,
and Mr. Parry Thomas, a student of the College, and mem- has been appointed Rector of Hutton Hall Academy,

bers of his family, have jointly offered £ 1,000 towards a Dumfries.

gymnasium .

MR . FRED PHILIPSON Stow , of London , has subscribed
MR. CHARLES S. MACPHERSON, Head Master of Aberlour

£10,000 towards the foundation of a South African College .
Public School , has been appointed Rector of Banff Academy.

The Town Council of Edinburgh has promised £ 1,500 to

the Heriot-Watt College on condition that the Government

contribute a like sum . Messrs . Swan SONNENSCHEIN & Co.'s forth
Literary

coming “ The Schoolmaster's Tea
Items.

Book and

Sir Ernest Cassel, K.C.M.G. , and the Drapers ' Company, Directory ” will run to about 1,000 pages .

have each contributed £100 to the Commercial Education Part I. will contain comprehensive information about

Expenses Fund of the London Chamber of Commerce. condary education ; PartII., the names , degrees , ex

perience, & c., of some 7,000 secondary-school masters ;

and Part III . , some fifteen articles on important questions by

An examination for classical scholarships expert writers, as wellas reviews of books on education

Scholarships.
Women teachers are excludedand exhibitions at New College,Magdalen, published during the year.

and Corpus Christi Colleges, Oxford, begins on the ground of limited space .
on December 9 .

MR . MURRAY will publish shortly the Life of Field -Marshal

Sir Donald Stewart—“ mainly in his own words” —and Lord

Sir William Muir , K.C.S.I., has resigned Goschen's “ Life and Times of Georg Joachim Goshen,"
Appointments

the Principalship of Edinburgh University, the famous Leipzig publisher and printer.
and Vacancies.

which he has held since 1885. He is

eighty -three years of age.
MESSRS . LONGMANS & Co. will publish immediately " The

LEE's Readership in Chemistry at Christ Church , Oxford , Discovery and Decipherment of the Trilingual Cuneiform

is vacant through the resignation of Dr. A. G. V. Harcourt. Inscriptions,” by A. J. Tooth, M.A., and “ The Composition

F.R.S. , after forty-three years' service . of the Hexateuch , " by J. Estlin Carpenter, M.A.

At Cambridge Dr. Rodgers has been reappointed MESSRS. A. & C. BLACK announce Egypt, painted and

Demonstrator of Anatomy for five years , and Mr. J. S. described by R. Talbot Kelly,” a companion volume to Mr.
Gardiner, M.A.,has been appointed Demonstrator in Animal Mortimer Nenpes's “ Japan," with some seventy full -page

Morphology for five years . illustrations in colour.

seca

*
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MR . H. S. CARSLAW, Fellow of Emmanuel College, Cam- MESSRS. OLIPHANT ANDERSON & Ferrier have in the press

bridge , and Lecturer in Mathematics in the University of Prof. Knight's “ Personal Recollections ” of “ Some Nine"

Glasgow, has been appointed Professor of Mathematics in teenth Century Scotsmen , " and the Rev. John Willcock's

the University of Sydney. “ The Great Marquess " (of Argyll ) . The latter “ is based

upon the original sources , and is in no sense a mere com
MAJOR Ronald Ross has been appointed to the new Chair pilation."

of Tropical Medicine in University College, Liverpool .

PROF . F. C. MONTAGUE has prepared a completely an

Mr. GREGG Wilson, M.A. , Ph.D., D.Sc., of Edinburgh notated edition of Macaulay's Essays for Messrs. Methuen’s

University, has been appointed to the Chair of Natural
* Standard Library."

History in Queen's College, Belfast.

Mr. David PHILLIPS, B.A., has been appointed Assistant to
MR . E. LATHAM has compiled a collection of historic and

the Professor of Moral Philosophy at St. Andrews.
memorable sayings, which will be presently published in

Sonnenschein's “ Quotations Series. "

Mr. Frank FLETCHER, B.A. , has been appointed Assistant

to the Professor of Education , University College , Liverpool . include therecord of the complete year. Improvements in
Hazell's Annual will be published on January 20, so as to

arrangement and an unusually large number of new features

MR. D. T. MACKINTOSH, M.A. , of Edinburgh University, I are promised .

* *

*

*
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SIR Philip Magnus's Report on the work of training as a student-teacher at a recognized school, and a com
General. the Department of Technology, City and Guilds bination of the first and third methods. Speaking generally, the

of London Institute (Murray, 9d. net ; post free needs of “ Conference schools ” were rather too much present in

ls . ) , is an interesting and hopeful record .
the minds of many who took part in the discussion. From one

point of view, this is a healthy sign. It argues a genuine desire

The Taylorian Lecture (Oxford) was delivered (Nov. 5) make training a reality. On the other hand, it showed some
on the part of the leading schoolmasters and of the Universities to

by Mr. J. Fitzmaurice Kelly . The subject was “ Lope de want of appreciation of the rastness of the problem that faces

Vega and the Spanish Drama.” us , and of the necessity of solving it in many ways.

Mr. Arthur Sidgwick's opening paper dealt with some of the

A BERDEEN UNIVERSITY Court has appointed a committee to difficulties attending training at Oxford, incident to the length

take immediate steps for the foundation of a Chair of of residence required if it is to be entirely post- graduate. He

History.
advocated a concurrent system in the case ofmen who had taken

Honours in Moderations, and might then be contented with a

Pass in the Final Examination . Mr. Eve offered a somewhat

Mrs. Jevons has presented the valuable library of the similar suggestion in regard to Cambridge, urging that intend

late Prof. Jerons in Economics, Logic , and Philosophy to ing teachers of moderate abilities should take theFirst Part of
Owens College. their Tripos, or complete the Poll examination , at the end of their

second year, and devote the third year of residence entirely to

Mrs. Tait has presented to the Natural Philosophy professional work, including the revision ofsome of the ele.

Laboratory in Edinburgh University a number of mathe- also dealt with the possibilities ofproviding practising schools
mentary subjects with a view to teaching them . Mr. Sidgwick

matical and physical works and a large collection of -a difficulty felt ererywhere—but even more acutely at Oxford

scientific papers from the library of her late husband, Prof. and Cambridgethan in larger centres of population. Mr. Oscar
Tait, and also many of his scientific instruments. Browning gave an interesting account of the system of the

Cambridge Day Training College, which includes both primary

A READERSHIP in Celtic is to be established in University and secondary teachers,and which in the case of the former is

The Reader-designate is, of course,College, Liverpool .
It should be

concurrent with the preparation for a degree.

Dr. Kuno Meyer ,who will still retain his Professorship of mentioned thatthe post-graduate studentsof the college during
years that part of it has been in operation include

German, but will be relieved of the weight of the ele several First Class men, and that some of its alumni have become

mentary work . masters at Harrow , Charterhouse, and the City of London. In

the course of the discussion which followed, Dr. Findlay spoke

ETONIANS (and others ) will be interested in Mr. 0. C. strongly in favour of post- graduate training as essential to the
Williams's article on Collegers and Oppidans ” in the status of secondary education, and dwelt on the necessity of

National Review for November . placing the academic study of pedagogy on a level with that of

the most important University subjects. Much, he urged, had

The annual concert given by the pupils of the North to be done beforewe had anything likea completescience
of education .

London Collegiate School for Girls proved a gratifying success , same line : education as
Prof. Adams, of London University, took the

a science, he said, must justify its

especially the pianoforte- playing. position . He deprecated the Scotch plan of concurrent training

and preparation for the degree, while admitting that the last

MR. CHAMBERLAIN unveiled a memorial tablet at Univer- year was usually devoted to the latter purpose. Mr. Keatinge

sity College (London ) School ( November 5) to old students called attention to the want of knowledge on the part of in
(12 ) that fell in the South African War . He is himself an tending teachers of some of the elementary subjects; as regards

geography, something was done at Oxford to meet the want.

Both he and Mr. Jenkyn Thomas, of the Welsh County Schools

The stained glass windows in Margate College chapel in teachers in the
Association, opposed the combination of primary and secondary

same classes . Prof. Muirhead from his

memory of the old boys that went to the front (orer 250) Birmingham experience was in favourof it,and Mr.Fletcher,
were unveiled and dedicated by the Bishop of Dover. of the Cambridge Training College, pointed out that second

ary training must necessarily cover a good deal more ground

In the Record (of Technical and Secondary Education ) for of the Engineering School, which, like pedagogic training ,
than primary. Mr. Fletcher also appealed to the analogy

,

October, Mr. Wilfred M. Webb , F.L.S. , gives an elaborate combined theory and practice. Mr. Barber, of the Leys School,

and instructive summary of “ Opinion and Experience from dealt with the difficulty of securing practising schools; he believed

the Nature- Study Exhibition.”
that in the long run schools willing to be used for the purpose

would be able to take up a strong position towards parents who

might demur to their children being made the subjects of experi

THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY TEACHERS. ment. The President of Magdalen College, Oxford , wound up

the discussion with a protest against any attempt to limit the full
CONFERENCE AT CAMBRIDGE.

Oxford Honour course in favour of intending teachers. The

Tue Cambridge Conference on Training washeld on November general trend of the debate was in favour of post-graduate as
14 and 15, and brought together a thoroughly representative against concurrent training.

body of schoolmasters and others interested in education. The Next came a paper by Mr. P. A. Barnett, whose departure for

arrangements, under the skilful direction of Mr. Oscar Browning iNatal deprived the Conference of the pleasure of listening to him

and Dr.Keynes, were most businesslike; and the Vice-Chancellor in person. In it he deprecated the foundation of residential

made an excellent chairman. Of the kindly hospitality shown by training colleges for secondary teachers outside the direct in

members of the University it is needless to speak , except in terms fluence of the Universities. Such colleges would, he urged, tend

of grateful acknowledgment ; the evening gathering in the quaint to become narrow and technical; and their establishment, after

rooms of Queens' Lodge and its newly decorated hall was a treat the efforts made to bring a considerable number of primary

not to be forgotten. The proceedings began with a paper by teachers under academic influence, would be a retrograde step.

Sir Richard Jebb, containing a lucid sketch of the history of the There was no discussion on the paper , but it was clear that the

movement for registration , a summary of the Order in Council, 'Conference shared Mr. Barnett's view. The question of student

and some suggestive remarks on the problems raised by it. The teachers was opened by Mr. Lyttelton,who gave an interesting

historical review did full justice to the efforts of the College of account of his own experience with three young men whom he
Preceptors, the initiators, and for more than forty years the con- i had received in that capacity at Haileybury. Hepointed out the

sistent supporters, of the movement, for which during a consider many attractions that such a position offered to men leaving

able part of the time they struggled almost single-handed. The college, and remarked on the advantage to the schools of the

general discussion on methods of training fell under four heads : criticism from outside involved in the occasional visits of a peri.

University training, training at a residential professional college, patetic master of method to the student. Dealing with the pro

sold boy."

*

***

a
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a

a

He put

blem of finding places for enough student-teachers, he expressed Association) having spoken, and Sir Oliver Lodge having sum

the opinion that schools were too numerous, and that concentra- marized the points of agreement, Dr. R. P. Scott expressed the
tion would mean fewer and more efficient masters. A paper by hope that a permanent committee would be formed to carry on

Dr. Gow dealt largely with some of the influences tending to make the movement to a more successful issue.

schoolmastering less attractive than it used to be, especially the Sir John Gorst proposed the appropriate votes of thanks,

inadequacy of salaries, thesmallchance of material advance as remarking that, if the Universities intended to remain at the
men grew older, and the risk of being thrown out of the pro- head of a movementof this kind, they must be progressive. The

fession at an age when other men are in the full tide of work. Vice-Chancellor made a cordial reply.

Dr.Wormell threw out a useful suggestion as to a totally different

kind of student- teachers. In schools where boys left young it

was often possible for the head master to pick out promising lads CORRESPONDENCE.

at the head of the school and entrust them , under supervision,

with junior work. Such boys,he thought,entered, in a year or two, [We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions expressed by our
on their academic studies with a good idea of the needs of their correspondents. - Ed. E.T.]

future profession. The suggestion was taken up by Prof. Arm

strong on the following day. Mr. Sidgwick admitted the value

of the student -teacher system as a makeshift, but urged strongly
THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS :

the importance of academic training,quoting a remarkable letter A MEMBER'S FRIENDLY CHALLENGE.

from a head master who testified to what he had gained from such To the Editor of the “ Educational Times.”
training in the way of enlargement of view and definiteness of
aim . Sir A. Rücker quoted the experience of the College of Sir,-I trust that the importance of a plea for more energy

Science,where a number of demonstratorswere employed , but and strenuousness, amongst our members will gain it a welcome

pointedout thedifficulties of making thetraining complete enough in the columns of the journal of the College of Preceptors.

in an ordinary school. Mr. Arthur Acland impressed upon the
Those who have either read the recent reports or attended the

Universities the necessity, ifthey were to direct the movement, of general meetings of our Corporation must have observed of late

securing the ablestmen as professors of pedagogy. As for con-that more time has been taken in its deliberations,that there has
governcurrenttraining, he looked uponit as far inferior topost-graduate been an increased attendance of members,andthatour

training, but felt that it was undesirable to proceed too fast,and ment ” has been freely criticized as to its record and programme.
that it might be some time before an ideal system was reached. A corporation that allows its rulers to become an almost auto

Mr, M. E. Sadler added an inspiriting speech ; and Sir Oliver cratic oligarchy,through its own lethargy and laissez-faire, is on

Lodge summed up in a lucid waywhat appeared to him thethe sure road to decay, the signs thereof being made manifest in

general outcome of the debate.
the growth of kindred associations around it, which tend to

The second day's discussion was opened by Mr. Bell choke its progress, obscure its objects, and arrest its right

(Marlborough), with a fourth alternative system .
development. The keynote of Nature is struggle, with a survival

forward " a plea for

between (1) student-teachership at a recognized schooland( 2) a these questions, now that education in allits bearings is at last

a partition of the year of training ofthe fittest, and therefore I think that with advantage there

are many members amongst us who should test themselves with

courseof trainingat a University or a non-University training broughtinto the region of practical politics:
college.” If the year were divided, there were strong reasons for

assigning the first term of it, and no more, to student-teachership.
1. Have I endeavoured to attend regularly at General Meet

The Warden of Bradfield (Dr. Gray) wrote to say that he ings. If not, why not ?

thoroughly agreed with the scheme, but would make it obliga- has beendone, or left undone, to further the best interests of the
2. Have I either thanked or criticized our Council for what

tory. Mr. Glazebrook ( Clifton ) dwelt on the wide difference

between a voluntary and a compulsory system , and thought the
Corporation ?

intellectual and spiritual side of University training more
3. Have I attempted to strengthen and uphold the hands of

valuable than the practical side. Mr. W. Edwards (University
Cabinet " where possible ?

of Wales) held that it would be a retrograde step to estab
4. Have I ever read a report of the doings of the College of

lish residential training colleges for secondary teachers, Preceptors in the London daily papers ? If not,why not ?

whether in connexion with the University or not. Mr. Moss
The next General Meeting of Membersis held in January, 1903,

( Shrewsbury) foresaw considerable difficulty in inducing many
and I write thus early that opinion may be brought to a focus on

head masters in the first instance to take student-teachers.these points that I have mentioned.

Prof. Armstrong was concerned for the preliminary training of
One last suggestion, often repeated,and many times, doubtless,

teachers, and insisted on “ scientific methods.” Mr. Phillpotts debated : Has not the time now arrived for the fusion ofthe

( Bedford) dwelt on the importance of not imposing too heavy a many bodies I have hinted at above into one strong secondary

burden on the ablest men enteringthe profession , the attractions organization, with its headquarters in our own fine premises?

of which for such men were hardly what they had been . He I would that any whose sympathy I may have enlisted would

gavedetails as to the best way of utilizing the services of a communicate to me theirviews. — I am , Sir, & c.,

visiting master of method for student-teachers working at a
C. BAYLEY GUTTERIDGE , M.A. , F.R.G.S., &c.

school. Mr. Lyttelton ( Haileybury ), Prof. Woodward ( Victoria
Alleyn's School, Dulwich , November 1 , 1902.

University ), Mr. P. E. Matheson and Mr. M. W. Keatinge

(Oxford ), Mr. H. G. Fordham ( County Councils Association ), and THE BODLEIAN ORATION.
others followed .

On financial and other economic questions there were three To the Editor of the “ Educational Times."

papers - by Mr. H. Hobhouse, M.P., on Local Education Author- SIR , -It is nothing less than a stultification of Oxford scholar

ities ; by Mr. Swallow (Chigwell), on Governing Bodies ship and an insult to the tercentenary visitors that the Latin
and Head Masters of Schools ; and by Mr. J. L. Holland ( St. oration should have been delivered with the ridiculous so- called
Olave's ), on Candidates for Masterships. Mr. Hobhouse sug- English pronunciation. Such childish jargon must have

gested various modes of dealing temporarily with the serious been quite unintelligible, not only to the foreign delegates, but
financial difficulties,and thought it would be difficult to organize also to the Americans, Scots, Írish, and even those English
satisfactorily a local system of training teachers of any grade auditors who had been accustomed to a more rational and
unless the Government offered substantial inducements to Local enlightened method.

Authorities to take up a task that ought by rights to have been Whatevermay be the arguments for bolstering up a senseless
borne by central rather than by local funds. Mr. Swallow and misleading pronunciation in the class-room, and for students

effectively represented the difficulties of head masters unless the who are too stupid to acquire a correct one, there can be no two
training college system were accepted . Mr. Holland dealt rational opinions as to the absurdity of it in a public and inter
pointedly with the stead increasing demand for competent national harangue, in which it is important not only that a

assistant masters , and the steadily diminishing supply. “ There recognized standard vocalization shall be followed, but that the
never was a time when the teaching profession waslessattractive language shall be given its natural euphony and sonorousness,
than now .' Mr. Storr (Teachers' Guild ) declared without and notbe degraded to a simpering and affecied gibberish .

hesitation that he would sooner forgo training altogether than The continued propagation of this puerile pedantry in Oxford ,
give up the last year of a University course or converta class almost alone among the Universities ofthe world , is the more to
man to a pass man . Mr. J. B. Blomfield (Private Schools ' ! be deplored as the scientific system of transliterating Oriental

our

66
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MANDSOME

ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOKS ..

names is making such rapid progress . . . . It is a libel on

average English people to take for granted that they are unwil

ling or unable to pronounce foreign words correctly , if given the

chance. English children taught French on the colloquial

system speak it as if to the manner born , and I have heard Latin

recited in English and American schools, especially by girls, in

such a way that even an Italian professor could hardly find fault .

Only last night I heard a young woman, apparently of the

servant class, singing the Litany at a Catholic Church with

scarcely a mistake, save occasionally such as “ dokyumentum
for “ documentum .” It is the professors, not the people, who

are to blame.-I am , &c . , EVACUSTES A. PHIPSOX.

151 Strand, London, October 18, 1902 .

[We have omitted Mr. Phipson's numerous illustrations of

pronunciation . - ED.]

66

The Dominion of the Air. The Story of Aërial Navigation.

By the Rev. J. M. Bacon . With 24 Illustrations and Photographs . 68 .

Pictures of Many Wars. By FREDERIC VILLIERS. Illus

trated . 6s .

The Coronation Book of Edward VII. , King of All the Britains
and Emperor of India . By W. J. LOFTIE, B.A. , F.S.A. With

24 Coloured Plates and numerous Illustrations . Sumptuously Illu

minated in Gold and Colours. 108. 6d.

Royal Academy Pictures. Yearly Volume. Price 7s . 6d .

The Real Siberia . By John FOSTER RASER. With 48 pages of

Illustrations prepared from Photographs. 6s .

Familiar Wild Flowers . By F. E. HULYE, F.L.S. , &c . In

7 Volumes. With 40 Full-page Coloured Plates in each, and

Descriptive Text. 38. 6.1. each .

Chums. Yearly Volume. With ! 3 Coloured Plates, and up

wards of 1,000 Illustrations.

Little Folks. Christmas Volume. There are innumerable Stories

and Articles by the most popular writers for Children . With Pic

tures on nearly every page, together with 6 Full -page Coloured

Plates and numerous Illustrations . Boards, 3s . 60.; cloth , 5s

Bo-Peep : A Treasury for the Little Ones. YearlyVolume.

With 8 Full -page Coloured Plates and numerous other Pictures in

Colour. Picture boards, 2s . 6d.; cloth , 3 . 6d .

Tiny Tots . For the Very Little Ones. Yearly Volume. With

Coloured Frontispiece , and Illustrations on nearly every page.

Picture boards, ls . 4d . ; cloth , 1s . 6d .

Bear Cavern . By EDWARD S. ELLIS. With 6 Illustrations.

ls . 6d .

The Ten Travellers. By S. H. HAMER. Illustrated by HARRY

B. NEILSON . With 4 Coloured Plates and numerous Illus

trations. 18. 6d .

Birds, Beasts, and Fishes . By S. H. HAMER. With 4 Coloured

Plates and numerous Illustrations. ls . 6d .

EMPIRICAL ” AND “ SCIENTIFIC .”

To the Editor of the “ Educational Times. "

SIR,—I am sure you do not mean to be unfair , but you compel

me to protest again- (1) “ When a disciple calls his own work

scientific " you say. But my words are : “ The combination of

scientific method and practical experience was lacking at that

time, and it would be very presumptuous in the present writer if he

were to hope that he has adequately achieved such a combination

here." ( 2) I proved that I have spoken with the utmost regard

of Sir J. Fitch's work ; so you turn to my criticism of Bain and

argue that, because I hold Bain cheap, therefore I may be pre

sumed, in spite of my words, to despise Fitch ! My book places

the two apart-most decisively. But, in any case, there is no

personal aspect as far as Bain is concerned . He had ceased to

be personally known in English circles before men of my age left

the University . I have the strongest distrust of his book, and

myview is widely shared. Sir J. Fitch , on the other hand, is

intimately known , especially in the College of Preceptors'circle,

and I regret that you will not gracefully admit that your

reviewer has gone astray. I wrote and revised every line ofthat

Preface with the utmost care, and I confidently appeal from your

reviewer to pages xii . to xiv. in that Preface.

I shall be lecturing at the College in January, and shall then

be able to restate the principles which underlie my distrust of

Bain's exposition .-Yours , &c . , J.J. FINDLAY.

[We certainly have not the remotest intention “ to be unfair,"

but wedo think it is not profitable to argue with an antagonist

that will not apprehend our plain meaning, and we decline to be

drawn away from the original point, which seems to remain

unchanged except that Dr. Findlay has explicitly acknowledged

" the utmost regard " for Sir J. Fitch's work . • No personal

aspect as far as Bain is concerned ” : is it possible ? —ED.]

9

READY NEXT MONTH.

Cassell's New French

Dictionary.

French- English- English - French .

Edited by JAMES BOÏELLE , B.A. ,

Officier d'Académie ; sometime Examiner in the University of London .

1220 pp., demy 8vo, strongly bound in cloth, 7s.6d. ; or, in half

leather, 103. 60 .

CASSELL'S EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST DICTIONARIES.

THE NEEDS OF SMALL ENDOWED SCHOOLS.

To the Editor of the “ Educational Times . "

SIR ,-Iwas very much pleased to learn from the Times' report

of theTraining of Teachers Conference at Cambridge that Mr.

Humphreys-Owen, M.P. , emphasized “ the inadequacy of the

provision which was at present made for the salaries both of the

head and of the assistant masters . ' When the endowment is

small and fees are low, how can the salaries be adequate ? The

question arises whether, in many cases , the fees should not be
raised .

But there is another thing which is much needed in most , if

not all , schools under schemes of the Charity Commission, and

that is reasonable security of tenure. What the tenure ofheads

is your readers have learned in some degree from two letters

which have recently appeared in your columns . What assistant

masters think of theirs can be gathered from what the repre

sentatives of the Association of Assistant Masters urged before

the Royal Commission on Secondary Education, when they stated

that : “ The system of dismissal at pleasure is felt by the assist

ant masters as the keenest disability under which they suffer.

Their salaries are low , but they feel much more keenly this

system of dismissal at pleasure."

Parliament has already unanimously conceded to teachers in

primary schools the pri iple of a right of appeal in case of dis

missal. You have already inserted an article in favour of a right

of appeal for assistants in case of dismissal. Surely the time

cannot now be far distant when both heads and assistants in

secondary schools will enjoy reasonable security of tenure. - I am,

Sir, &c. , THOMAS ALLEN .

Woodbury, Malvern Link, November 19, 1902.

Cassell's French Dictionary. (French - English and English
French .) 663rd Thousand . 1,150 pages . Cloth , 3s . 6d.; half

morocco, 5s .

Cassell's German Dictionary. (German -English and English

German . ) 277th Thousand . 1,120 pages , demy 8vo. Cheap

Edition , cloth, 3s . 6d . ; half-morocco, 58.

Cassell's Latin Dictionary. (Latin -English and English -Latin .)

132nd Thousand . Cheap Edition, 3s. 6d . ; half-morocco , 5s .

CASSELL'S EDUCATIONAL CATALOGUE will be sent, post free, on

application,

CASSELL & CO. , LTD ., LONDON, AND ALL BOOKSELLERS..
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S LIST .

Latin Elegiacs and Prosody Rhymes for Beginners .
By C. H. ST. L. RUSSELL, M.Ā. Globe8vo, ls. 6d .

Educational News.- " Thoroughly deserves our heartiest commendation."

The Poems of Ovid . Selections. Edited by Prof. C. W. Bain.

With Illustrations. Crown 8vo , 6s .

Educational News.-" The extracts are copious and carefully graduated ; the
matter is interesting, and the aids are both full and judicious. "

An Ancient History for Beginners. ByG.W. Botsford. With

Mapsand numerous Illustrations, Extra crown 8vo , 7s . 6d .

Educational News.- " It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of this

publication . It is altogether unique."

The F !rst Principles of Ratlo and Proportion , and
their Application to Geometry. By H. W. CROOME SMITH ,

B.A. Crown 8vo, sewed , ls .

Schoolmaster.- “ Wecommend the book ,"

Applied Mechanics for Beginners . By .J . DUNCAN , Wh. Ex.,

A.M.I.M.E., Head of the Department of Civil and Mechanical Engineering at

the Municipal Technical Institute , West Ham . Globe 8vo , 2s . 6d .

School World.- " The book is well arranged and suitable to the wants of teachers

and students.

Light for Students . By EDWIN EDSER, Associate of the Royal College of

Science . Globe 8vo , 6s .

Macmillan's Short Geography of the World . A New Hand
book for Teachers and Students. By GEORGE F. BOSWORTH , F.R.G.S. With

Maps. Globe 8vo , 2s . 6d .

NEW EDITION NOW READY, containing the Report of the British

Association Committee,

British Association Meeting at Glasgow , 1901.

Discussion on the Teaching of Mathematics. Which took

place on September 14th at a Joint Meeting of two Sections. Section A

Mathematics and Physics. Section L-Education . Chairman of the Joint

Meeting , the Right Hon. Sir JOHN E. GORST, K.C. , M.P., President of

Section L. Edited by Joux PERRY. To which is now added the Report of the

British Association Committee, drawn up by the Chairman , Prof. FORSYTH .

Crown 8vo, stiff boards, 2s, net .

Uniform with “ The Boy's Odyssey. "
The Boy's Iliad . By WALTER COPLAND PERRY. With Illustrations by

G. P. JACOMB Hood . Crown 8vo , gilt edges , 6s .

Introductory Chemistry for Intermediate Schools . By

LIONEL M. JONES, B.Sc., A.R.C.Sc., ( Lond .), Head Master of the Municipal

Technical Day School, Birmingham . Globe 8vo ,2s.

Royal College of Science Magazine.- “ Excellently arranged , and described in

detail. Its author has made an attempt also to unite the two branches of theoretical

and practical chemistry , so long divorced, and , we may add, has succeeded admirably .

We welcome this primer of chemistry.'

Practical Exercises In Heat : Being a Laboratory Course for Schools

of Science and Colleges, suitable for students of Physics, Chemistry, and En

gineering. By E. S. A. Robson , M.Sc. ( Vict. ) , Associate of Owens College,

Manchester. Globe 8vo, 2s. 6d .

Educational News.-- "We have not met with any book of this kind so entirely

suited to its purpose. We strongly recommend it to the attention of masters who

have to teach this or kindred subjects.”

LONDON MATRICULATION (NEW REGULATIONS) .
ENGLISH .

ENGLISHGRAMMAR , PAST AND PRESENT. Suecially adapted to the requirements of Candidates for Matriculation . By J. C. NES

FIELD , M.A. 4s . 6d . Key , 2s. 6d . net .

COURSE OF ENGLISH COMPOSITION . By J. C. NESFIELD , M.A. Juxtor. Is . 6d . SENIOR. In the press.

ALGEBRA ,
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA POR SCHOOLS. By H. S. HALL, M.A. , and S. R. KNIGHT , B.A. Seventh Edition. 3s. 6d . With Answers,

4s. 6d . Key, 8s, 6d . Answers, ls .
A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHICAL ALGEBRA. By H. S. HALL, M.A. Sewed , 6d.

HISTORY

HISTORY OF ENGLAND FOR BEGINNERS. By ARABELLA B. BUCKLEY, With Maps and Tables . 3s .

HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By E. THOMPSON. 2s . 6d .

OPTIONAL SCIENCES .

ELEMENTARY MECHANICS OF SOLIDS. By W. T. A. EMTAGE , M.A. 25. 6d .

MECHANICS FOR BEGINNERS. By W. GALLATLY , M.A. 2s . 6d .

HYDROSTATICS FOR BEGINNERS. By F. W. SANDERSON , M.A. 2s . 6d .

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN HEAT, LIGHT, AND SOUND. By D. E. JONES, B.Sc. 2s . 6d .

THE ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY. By IRA REMBEN. 2s , 6d .

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR BEGINNERS. By Sir H. E. Roscoe , F.R.S. , and J. LUNT , B.Sc. 2s . 6d .

LESSONS IN ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. By Sir H. E. Roscoe , F.R.S. 4s. 6d .

BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS. By Ernest Evans. 2s . 6d.

ls.

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1903 .
The Gospel according to St. Luke.-The Greek Text. With Intro- Nepos - Lives. Vol. I. With Yotes and Vocabulary. By H. WILKINSON, M.A.

duction and Notes. By Rev. J. BoxD , M.A. 2s. 6d .

The Actsof the Apostles.--Authorised Version .

[Junior and Senior. 1s.6d. ( This Edition contains the lives of Lysander, Alcibiades, Thrasybulus,

With Notes . By

( Preliminary.
Conon , Iphicrates, and Chabrias . )

T. E, PAGE , M.A., and Rev. A. S. WALPOLE , M.A. 2s . 6d . [ Junior ,

The Greek Text. With Notes. By T. E. Page, M.A. gs . 6d . [ Junior.

Cæsar - De Bello Gallico . Books II . and III . With Notes and Vocabulary.

Scott - Marmion and The Lord of the Isles . Edited by F. T. PALGRAVE.

By Rev. W. G. RUTHERFORD , LL.D. Is. 6d. [ Preliminary and Junior.

[ Preliminary and Junior .

Livy - Book V. With Yotes and Vocabulary. By M. ALFORD. Is. 6d . [ Senior .

Kingsley - The Heroes. With Notes by H. B. COTTERILL , M.A. ls. 6d .

Horace -- Odes. Book III. With Notes and Vocabulary . By T. E. PAGE, M.A.

ls . 6d .

[ Senior .

Shakespeare - Julius Cæsar. With

[PreliminaryIntroduction and Notes , By K. Virgil - Eneid . Book X. With Notes and Vocabulary. By S. G. OWEN, M.A.

DEIGHTON . ls . 9d .
[ Junior and Senior . Is . 6d.

[ Junior and Senior.

Pope - Essay on Criticism. With Introduction and Notes. By J. CHURTON Xenophon - Anabasis. Book II . With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev. A.S.

COLLINS, M.A. ls. 9d .
[Senior. WALPOLE, M.A. ls. 6d.

[Junior.

Abont - Le Roi des Montagnes. Edited by Professor WEEKLEY. 28. 6d . Æschylus - Prometheus Vinctus . With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev.

[ Junior and Senior . H. M. STEPHENSON , M.A. Is. 6d.
[ Junior and Senior.

Sandeau - Mademoiselle de la Seiglière, Edited by H. C. STEEL . ls . 6d .

Junior and Senior.

Eschylus - Prometheus Vinctus. Edited by E. E. SIKES , M.A. , and St.

Schiller - Wilhelm Tell . Edited by G. E. FASNACHT. 25. 60.

J. B. W.WILLSON , M.A. 2s.6d .
[Junior and Senior.

Junior and Senior. Thucydides . Book VII . Edited by E. C. MARCHANT, M.A. 3s . 6d . [ Senior .

Schiller --Wilhelm Tell. Edited by W. H. CARRUTH , Ph.D. 3s . 6d .
Thucydides . Books VI . and VII. Edited by Rev. P. FROST , M.A. 3s. 6d .

[ Junior and Senior .

[Senior.

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1903.
Scott - The Talisman . Border Edition . 3s . 6d . [ Preliminary and Junior. | Horace - Epodes . Edited by T. E. PAGE, M.A. 2s .

[Junior.

Shakespeare - Macbeth .With Introduction and Notes . By K. DEIGHTON .

ls . 9d .

Book V. By Rev. G.
[ Junior and Senior. Xenophon - Anabasis . With Notes and Vocabulary.

Chaucer - The Prologue, &c. Edited by M. H. LIDDELL. 3s. 6d. [ Senior .

H.NALL, M.A. Is. 6d . Book VI . By Rev. G. H. XALL, M.A. ls. 5d.

[ Senior.

Works. Edited by A. W.POLLARD, & c. 3s . 6d .
Senior.

Cæsar_The Gallic War. Edited by Rev. JOHN BOND, M.A., and Rev.

Euripides - Medea. With Notes and Vocabulary. By Rev.M. A. BAYFIELD,

A. S. WALPOLE, M.A. 4s. 6d .
[Senior.

M.A. ls. 6d .
[ JuniorandSenior.

Cæsar - Gallic War. WithNotes and Vocabulary. Book IV. ByC. BRYANS, Euripides - Medea . Edited by A. W. VERRALL, Litt.D. 2s .6d.

M.A. Is. 6d. [Junior and Senior . ] Book V. By C. COLBECK, M.A. ls. 6d .

[ Junior and Senior.

( Senior .] Book VI. By C. COLBECK , M.A. Is. 6d .
[ Senior . Haaff - Die Karavane. Containing " KalifStorch " and " Das Gespensterschiff.'

Virgil - Eneid . Book Vİ. With Notes and Vocabulary. By T. E. PAGE, M.A. With Notes and Vocabulary. By H. HAGER, Ph.D. 3s . [ Preliminary.

ls. 6d.
(Junior and Senior.

The Aots ofthe Apostles -Authorised Version . With Notes. By T. E.

Horace - odes. Books III . and IV. With Notes and Vocabulary. By T. E.
PAGE, M.A. , and Rev. A. S. WALPOLE , M.A. 2s . 6d .

PAGE, M.A. ( Elementary Classics.) Is.6d.each . (Classical Series.) 2s. each .
[ Junior and Senior.

The Greek Text. With Notes. By T. E. PAGE, M.A. 3s . 6d.

lor ce - Select Epodes and Ars Poetica . With Introduction and Notes . The Gospel according to St. Luke.-The Greek Text. With Introduction

By H. A. DALTON, M.A. ls. 6d .
[ Junior. and Notes. By Rev. J. BOND, M.A. 2s. 6d .

MACMILLAN & CO. , LIMITED, ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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NEAR THE BRITISH MUSEUM ,

KINGSLEY HOTEL,
HART STREET, BLOOMSBURY SQUARE, LONDON .

OPPOSITE THE BRITISH MUSEUM .

THACKERAY HOTEL,
GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON .

These well-appointed and commodious TEMPERANCE HOTELS will , it is believed, meet the requirements, atmoderate charges, of

those who desire all the conveniences and advantages of the larger modern Licensed Hotels . These Hotels have

PASSENGER LIFTS, ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT, HEATED THROUGHOUT, BATHROOMS

ON EVERY FLOOR, SPACIOUS DINING, DRAWING, WRITING, READING,

AND SMOKING ROOMS.

Fireproof Floors . Perfect Sanitation . Telephone . Night Porter , The Kingsley Hotel has a good Billiard Room .

Bedrooms from 2s. 6d . to 5s.6d. Inclusive Charge for Bedroom , Attendance, Table d'Hôte Breakfast and Dinner, from 8s. 6d . to 10s. Bd . per day.

Full Tariff and Testimonials on application .

ALSO UNDER THE SAME MANAGEMENT.

ESMOND HOTEL,
.1 MONTAGUE STREET, RUSSELL SQUARE , LONDON .

This Temperance Hotel, which has been carried on so successfully for the last fifteen years, adjoins the British Museum, and is exceptionally

quiet and economical.

Bedrooms from 2s . to 3s . 6d. per night . Full Turiff and Testimonials on application.

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESSES :

KINGSLEY HOTEL, THACKERAY HOTEL, ESMOND HOTEL,
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A NEW SERIES OF MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN

GEOMETRICAL DRAWING.

PRIZE DISTRIBUTION,

Christmas, 1903.

THE EDUCATIONAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION
HAS NOW IN STOCK

PARTICULARS are given below of Boxes of Instruments specially pre

pared for use in Geometrical Drawing, and containing only those Instru

ments that are absolutely necessary for this class of Druwing. Every

article contained in the boxes is thoroughly reliable, und , as nothing

superfluous has been included , the prices quoted are very reasonable.

AN IMMENSE ASSORTMENT OF BOOKS SUITABLE FOR

REWARDS. No. 10. The “ Dulwich College " Box of Geometrical

Instruments. A strong Sliding Leatherette Box, 6 } inches by

Bound in cloth, 3 } inches, containing :

Bound in Morocco,
1 Brass Compass, 4 inches , with 1 BoxwoodProtractor, 6 inches, with

Screw -head, fitted with Rever- special additionalmarkings of
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Bound in Paste Grain . i i Nickel Set Square, 45° . 1 Compass Pencil.

PRICE 2s . NET.
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No. 11. The same Instruments as in No. 10 contained in strong

extra facilities for the selection Polished Wood Box . Price 28. 6d. net.

OF PRIZES. No. 12. Pocket Case, covered Leatherette , with Spring Clasp,

lined with Silk and Velvet , containing :

1 Brass Pencil Compass. 1 Compass Key.

The Association has purchased a great number of books 1 Brass Divider. 1 Compass Pencil.

at prices much under the market value , and offers these to
PRICE 28. NET.

Teachers at specially reduced prices. A Catalogue of these No. 13 . Polished Wood Case, lined with Velvet , containing :

will be sent on application. 1 Brass Compass. 1 BoxwoodProtractor ,6 inches, with
1 Brass Divider. special additional markings of

1 Celluloid Set Square, 45 °. Millimetres ard Centimetres.

The following are now ready : 1 Celluloid Set Square, 60 °. 1 Compass Pencil.

PRICE 4s. Bd. NET.

CATALOGUE OF CLOTH - BOUND BOOKS,

CATALOGUE OF LEATHER - BOUND Books ,
For further particulars and Specimens, which will be sent post free on

which will be sent, post free, on application . receipt of stamps for the advertised price, apply to

The Educational Supply Association , Ltd.,

42 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON , E.C.
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KEYS AND TRANSLATIONS .

THE EQUIPMENT OF THE TEACHER.

On Wednesday, Nov. 12 , at the monthly meeting of members

of the College of Preceptors, Mr. JAMES Wilson, M.A.,in the

Chair, the Rev. J. O. Beran gave a lecture on “ The Equipment
of the Teacher .' He said :

INTRODUCTION .

The world is becoming increasingly conscious of its need of instruction .

In olden times, few and far between, heaven - born geniuses like Socrates

appeared , like fiery comets, and pursued their rapid and flaming path .

Such teachers are like unto Jelchisedec --without father, without mother,

but , let us hope, not altogether without descendants. Men are sought for

nowadays whose ancestry is assured and whose preparation has been

conducted along well defined lines. They must be caught, certified , and

branded in the orthodox manner. We need them not in twos or threes ,

but in battalions, for the nations are crying out in their impatience,

andnever before were so many teachers wanted . The rate of increase

ought to be in geometrical progression , and all grades of society must be

laid under contribution .

The dignity of the office is unquestionable, for it unites the functions

and sympathies of parent, minister, and friend . The calls upon the

strength and resources of the educator, the instructor --the one who draws

forth what is already there in essence ; the one who builds up, fact by

fact, axiom by axiom - are correspondingly large. In truth , the perfect
teacher would be the perfect man or woman .

There is a rapidly increasing competition for labourers in the world's

school and workshop ; inasmuch as fields of industry unknown to our

fathers are opening out, in respect of engineering, electrical appliances,
chemistry, and the like. Again, the vast increase of the Empire, in its

distant outliers--our colonies and dependencies - causes a ceaseless drain

of men from the centre to the circumference, to subdue, to civilize, and

thus to prepare the way for the successive swarms yet to come.

The proportion of women teachers shows a tendency to increase,

especially in the l'nited States of America. In the elementary schools of

their cities and large towns more than 95 per cent. of the teaching is done

by women . This is due to the absorption of men in the various fields

of activity above enumerated , to the special moral fitness of women for

the work, to their emancipation, and to the growing facilities for their

higher education . If co -education come into greater favour, this tendency

to call for the service of women will become more marked .

THE PHYSICAL EQUIPMENT.

Perfect teaching is consistent only with perfect health . When one

considers the demands made by preliminary study, the sedentary nature

of the occupation, the confinement in an atmosphere invariably more or

less vitiated, the strain upon the nervous system and upon the organs of
sight, hearing , and speech, one cannot but allow that the teacher should

be exceptionally gifted in respect of physical health, and, resulting from

that, of mental equipoise. Under the old dispensation , it was forbidden

that any person deformed or physically unsound should enter the priest

hood . If the Jewish Lawgiverwereour Director-general of Education ,

he would lay down the same rule with reference to the teacher . It is

undesirable that young children — the most imitative of creatures--shculd

have before their eyes, in a conspicuous position, any person afflicted

with malformation, whose movements were constantly abnormal. How

frequently has a squint or a stammer been acquired from nurse or

teacher, and perpetuated in those under her charge! Bearing in mind ,

too, the pathological discoveries of the present day concerning the

active and morbitic microbe, any individual suffering from tuberculosis

should be precluded from coming into close contact with the young. Indeed,

the same prohibition as to entrance into the school - room should apply to

the scholar . Children and all persons suffering from tuberculous com

plaints should — in the perfect State—be subjected to isolation and a

rigorous open -air treatment . Thus should we stamp out one of our

greatest scourges in two or three generations.

THE SPIRITUAL EQUIPMENT.

The teaching function is more like the ministerial, the apostolic, than

any other , inasmuch as it presupposes a call -- a call to a distinct mission,

One hardly imagines an individual entering upon the work of teaching

with a view to leading an easy life or amassing a fortune. It is known

to be exacting in no ordinary degree, to demand the exercise of un

limited patience and skill ; whilst, of itself , it leads to no reward such

* Since these words were written a recommendation in the same sense

has been made at the International Congress on Tuberculosis, recently

held at Berlin .
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as falls to the lot of the successful merchant, soldier, or politician . There playground, sanitary matters, avoidance of dirt , damp, bad smells, pro

is no Distinguished Service Order for successful teachers ; no Victoria vision of a plentiful supply of pure water, & c.* The eye of the

Cross for him who builds up many lives at the hazard of his own . teacher should be everywhere, taking in appearance, demeanour, posture

Further, a large proportion of those who volunteer into its ranks must of scholars, evidence of damp clothing, wet boots, signs of physical or

be conscious that they willbe calledupon to pass many weary years in mentalover-exertion, of scarcity offood or malnutrition. We should

a subordinate position-subjectnot only to thewaywardness oftheir follow our charges even into the playground - the mimic worldof sport
scholars, but also, perhaps, toa lack of appreciation on the part of their and battle; provide, where necessary,stimulus for play ; instruct as to
superior officer. Moreover, the emoluments cannot be said to be excessive, the true limits of emulation ; see that fair dealing is practised by the

for butlers, cooks, and ladies ' maids would scorn to change places if seniors towards the juniors, thus setting bullying at a discount, and en

salariesonly were concerned . No, the buddingteacher must look upon gaging gradually in everything the responsibility of the olderscholars.
his work as a mission, and be led to devote himself upon the altar of duty This is only one illustration of the necessity under which the teacher

from the highest motive ; i.e.,that he mightbeenabled to exercise the lies to induce co-operation between himselfand his scholars,so that the

mother-feeling of humanity — thecreative and formative principle- impulsive mind and heart of the young may be enlisted on the side of
whereby one is enabled to take dead matter, to breathe into its nostrils justice and mercy , as embodied in him who presides over the fortunes of
the breath of life, so that the thing of dust may become a living soul. the little world of school.

THE MORAL EQUIPMENT.
Many teachers are also lodging house-or should we say boarding

house ?---keepers . These stand very closely in loco parentis, and should be

The possession of certain fundamental qualities we assume -- such as experts in respect of such things as food, clothing, and medicaments,

truthfulness, honesty, conscientious endeavour to act one's part aright ; knowing how to provide a generous and varied diet to meet the per
but, in a special degree, teachers need humility, sympathy, tenderness, emptory demands of growing youth , whilst at the same time refraining
patience, perseverance, self - control, and cleamess of thought and from pandering to any unwholesome appetite, which would certainly
expression . One lays stress, too , on the possession of chivalrous justice eventuate in physical evil, or even in a tendency to private vice and

-à disinclination to take undue advantage of differences in age, position, moral depravity. The latter caution is necessary in view of the in
and acquirement. A very naughty boy once said to the writer : Every creasing tendency to self - indulgence amongst the young.
teacher is at heart a bully .” Of course , he was but a naughty boy ; but Some heads of schools regard parents asnecessary evils, as fools, or as

one is led to feel that in the case of teachers there is often a tendency to their natural enemies ; but, after all, parents have a certain interest in
be unduly severe — to visit upon our pupils our own whims, bad temper, or their children, and may fittingly be humoured so far as to have explained
disappointment; to fail to make allowances for the immaturity of youth, the reasonsfor any course of conduct, and to have their wishes consulted

the lack of complete understanding of the position , the passing ailment so far as the general curriculum and the common good may allow . It
or fretfulness, the loss of memory through a kind of stage-fright , andso must be confessed that many persons who have assumed the functions
on ; that there is also , too often , a disposition to show off one'ssuperior of parenthood are inordinately weak and foolish , and, worse still, that
sagacity, information , or wit ; to chaff one's scholars, to make them they are lamentably ignorant of the functions of education in the truest
ridiculous in the eyes of their fellows, whose good or bad opinion is as and highest sense . In these cases it may be necessary that a head master

much to them as the good or bad opinion of our contemp raries is to our: -assuming, indeed (what is not axiomatie) that he is a true educationist
selves. One might, then , be more mindful than custom leads one to be of -should take a strong line in some given instance, and express himself

the sensitiveness of youth, especially at the blushing stage ; of the fact with vigour. Even so, if he be wise, he will allow it to be seen that his
that our scholars cannot meet us on equal terms of strengih , raillery, desire is not so much to gain his own way as to advance the highest wel .

irony, or invective. In the schoolroom , as elsewhere , more evils are fare of the child committed to his keeping.
wrought by want of thought than by want of heart. These considera

tions should make us tolerant equally of mistakes and weaknesses, and,
THE MENTAL EQUIPMENT.

indeed , if we run these mistakes to earth, we shall frequently find that

they are really marvels of ingenuity. The foundationof learning, on the part of an intending teacher, should

be ample in length and breadth . Depth will come in due time ; for that

STUDY OF Child NATURE . can be realized only after long seasons of reflection and experience . The

It is stated that the elements of the body are completely changed in teacher should know something of everything and everything of his par.
every cycle of seven years, but it is frequently forgotten that a similar ticular something - viz., the science and art of teaching. It is impossible
luw operates in regard to the elements of the mind. Yet, in both cases, in this paperto give enlarged specific instruction as toauthors and books.
are we scarcely conscious of the change. Thus there often yawns a great One can but lay down general principles and mention a few of the more
gulf even between the young teacher and the child he sets himself to in- important works. Some persons present have, doubtless, followed the
struct. In what degree formal training would lead to the bridging of course of study prescribed by the College to those who aim at obtaining

this chasm it is difficult to say. It is said above “ the young teacher,” its diplomas, or have submitted themselves to other examining bodies.
for frequently it is only when one advances in years that one becomes a They will, therefore,have possessed themselves of the information de
child again . It may be thatthis is partly owing to our becoming parents rived from the standard works recommended for perusal. It will be

ourselves, andbeing thus brought into personaland sympathetic relation possible for diligent students who wish to keep themselves abreast of the
to young children . Otherwise, it may be due to the growth of tolerance age to consult the new books which are added to our library from month
and larger forgiveness which come with lengthening years, and partly to month . There may be strongly recommended a persistent use of the
also to the greater difference in time between us and our scholars, so that PedagogicalLibrarysecured for the Teachers' Guild by the operation of
we can the more easily afford to unbend . the Quick Memorial Fund . All of these works are of value ; many are

It may well be contended that our prinal requisite, as teachers, is to unique.
knoue ourselves-our strength , our knowledge, and our limitations in One may not disregard the wisdom of the ancients of Greece and

respect of both and in our expression of them . The second great requisite Rome - Plato, Socrates, Aristotle, Cicero ; of the rising stars of the
is an acquaintance with the child - its faculties of body and mind, and , Renaissance - Ascham , Colet, Comenius, Jacotot ; of the Restoration
indeed , with its whole nature . We should know the leading facts con- period — Locke ; of the reformers - Pestalozzi, Froebel ; of the Romancists

cerning the structure of the body -1.0 . , the body as an animated machine, -Rousseau ; of those nearer our own time — Herbart, Coombe, Arnold ,

governed by the laws of mechanics, measure, and avoirdupois ; the bony Thring , Quick, Payne, and Spencer There is much of practical and

framework, the shape of the constituent parts, their composition , manner present-day good to be gathered from the perusal of the courses of

of growth , and interlocking movements ; the muscles, their attachment, lectures delivered yearly, and for many years past, at this College; and

mode of action , variation in size , waste, replenishment; the nervous the practice of attending these lectures - an inexpensive luxury to

system , its response to impulses from within and from without, its auto- members -- cannot fail to inform the mind and deepen the esprit de corps

matic and its conscious exercise: the digestive system , assimilation, of the diligent student .

nutrition , the character and variation of the teeth ; the senses, their COURSE OF STUDY .

limits of activity and preservation in perfect and painless use. Further,

in relation to those under our charge, we should study the laws of The classes of technical subjects necessary for the student are :

growth ; the mysteries of direct and reflex action , the telegraphy of the (a) history of education , the lives of educators; (6) physical and mental

senses ; the avenues of knowledge in respect of sight , hearing, tactile science ; (c) school management; (d) practical teaching ; (e) definitions of

movements ; the signs and symptoms of simple ailments and infectious terms and things, logic .
disorders ; the dangers to be looked for and overcome in regard to pos- (a ) History of Education and the Lives of Educators . - Soine of the

sible accident ; the laws of brain growth , signs of brain disturbance, greatest men who have figured on the world's stage have been teachers ;

fatigue, torpor, excitement, hysteria , chorea . In thought, we should therefore we may congratulate ourselves that we come of a noble ancestry.

follow our charges even to their cots at night. The other day I The studentwill learn to devote himself, with an impartial mind, to the

met with a little maid of four who was discovered by her mother, night writings of professed educationists; but frequently , theseare prag.

after night, excitedly talking to her dolls about her lessons and worrying matical and dogmatical; so that, as a corrective, he mayvisit, in

them , under the impression that they were her schoolmates. Such a case thought, countries and times far distant from his own. What an

should immediately be dealt with, and shunted off to more natural fields attractive picture is presented in certain Sanscrit works of Indian

of activity teachers of the olden time - men of simple life and manners , who, for

The general question of hygiene should occupy our attention, including

as it does the all- important subjects relating to construction of school

house , site, materials, space , heating, lighting , ventilation , furniture, * Vide Educational Times, November, 1901 , page 452 .

a
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sheer love of wisdom and of their fellows, taught all who came, gentle for accommodating itself to successive doses of slow poison and of

and simple, without fee or reward , living in a hut with an earthen eliminating the virus from the system . *

floor, and subsisting on the free -will offerings of rice furnished by the The present age, with its new life, its new creative andmotive power,

faithful ! Alas ! they knew not the blessings of civilization in the its new requirements, furnishes a suitable opportunity for teachers to

twentieth century , represented by the butcher and the baker, the tax- pause in their work, and investigate the principles which should underlie

gatherer and the inspector. Then, again , how pleasant to join the that work ; the subjects which are essential alike to the discipline of

groups in the Academy and the Grove, and listen to the sententious the character, to the enlargement of the mind or the cultivation of the

wisdom of the Alexandrian , the Epicurean , and the Stoic, Turning over memory , and to measure the relative importance to be attached to

many pages of the world's history, we may say that it is useful, with all Nature- study, the dead and living languages, humanities and science,

necessary caution , to win through the ecstatic periods even of a literature, music , and the arts. Again , they should aim at distinguish

Rousseau . Again , it is good to meet with men like unto Carlyle and ing between the differentmethods of teaching languages (whether living

Ruskin of the generation just past, not schoolmasters in the ordinary or dead), of teaching science, Euclid , and elementary mathematics; at

sense, yet having a message to deliver, often paradoxical and exagger- settling how far our work should be directly instructional and informa

ated , yet all themore likely, perhaps, to strike the ear and impress the tive, how far educational , how far utilitarian. Indeed , such investiga

imagination. Those who have listened to Mr. Churton Collins's lecture tions should be periodically undertaken ; for , even when at a certain age

on " Ruskin as an Educational Reformer " will realize what is meant. or epoch innovations or improvements are introduced , it comes to pass (by

( b ) Physical and Mental Science. - In the present day a certain sub- Ilapse of time and the natural perversity of man ) that the best elements of

stratum of physical science is indispensable to every man, much more to the change are lost , and only the worst and least effective stereotyped : so

an instructor of youth . To the teacher, likewise , a knowledge of mental that (even as an hypothesis such as the Darwinian requires to be re -stated
science is sine qua non . This science is not complete, even on its from time to time, as new facts are introduced and new interpretations

physical side, and most text- books are unsatisfactory, because a student of old facts admitted) Froebelian or Herbartian methods likewise need

of psychology expects so much --so much, indeed, that no author can to be overhauled as time goes on, and all other educational theories to be
tell him . In the study of this department of learning one caution is reconsidered in the dry light of the twentieth century. All the above

necessary For purposes of description and comparison authors are mentioned problemsshould be present to the mind of the young teacher .

compelled to divide and subdivide the matters of which they treat, and Stress is laid upon the adjective here, for of the grey -headed teacher it

to regard the human subject as if the various faculties relating to the may well be said that the leopard cannot change his spots nor the

intellect, the emotions, and the will were perfectly differentiated and Ethiopian his skin.
separated , as it were, into water- tight compartments ; but , when ex- It is important that every dominant principle of education should be

pression is given by an individual to any thought, feeling, or manifesta- established on a foundation based on the strongest and most permanent

tion, the organism acts together . Intellect, emotion, and will all run elements in our own nature, and on our living powers of activity and ex

into one mould , and life , so potent and elusive , with true vital energy , pression. Therefore, over and above our ordinary routine work , room

transforms and fuses all Nature's elements to furnish a result which one should always be found for a certain amount of experimentation . The

part could not produce alone. Even so the electric spark acts upon a ultimate influence of much that goes by the name of education tends to

mixture of gases to produce a resultant - water - different in all its the repression of originality ; indeed, this has worked itself out so as to
reactions from each of its constituent parts. constitute the most depressing feature of our daily life in respect of art,

( ) School Management ; (d) Practical Teaching . – Concerning school architecture , social life, and conversation . Therefore, we plead the more

management and practical teaching, little need here be said. There are earnestly for the discovery and fostering of originality in the schoolroom

extant admirable text -books ; but guidance under a head master, both during the period of quickest and mostspontaneous growth. The tradi

experienced and sympathetic, is absolutely necessary to beginners in the tional treatment of subjects in public schools tends to discourage, even to

craft. In this connexion it is lamentable to think how little help and paralyze, any efforts of the earnest teacher in this direction . To balance

encouragement is vouchsafed by those in authority to the junior obvious disadvantages in their lot , private teachers have the great
teachers in their schools . advantage that they are untrammelled and unfettered ; so that, if they

( c ) Logic.— There is little doubt that the study of forinal logic should are disposed to avail themselvesof this freedom , they can try new schemes

be undertaken by the student, especially by women , not only in early and new methods. Wemay naturally call upon them , therefore, to use

years in the guise of Euclid, but as a distinct preparation for getting their liberty for the good of theirscholars and of the community at large,

up ” lessons , and for the presentation of fact and argumentto a class. for it cannot fail to conduce to the general advancement thatold truths

If this course of study be undertaken, it may be possible to lead up should be presented from time to time in a new way, or new truths in a
to a science of education , a science that many, even now , and with some way which is well tried and old . In respect of the introduction of the

reason , count as non - existent. What has been said resolves itself into young into the marvels of the world of which they form a part, it is

a plea that a teacher should know his subject, should know himself, interesting to follow the system of Nature study now in vogue in the

should know the child ; the last -named element , in the past, being almost leading centres of the United States of America .

wholly neglected . Especially in respect of knowledge of the child,
when the laws of brain growth , order of development, capacity for

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS.

assimilation have been carefully laid down , it will be found possible to That teachers should be trained is axiomatic , but many questions arise

determine the kind and order of studies, so as in due sequence and when the subject is presented with any degree of completeness. What is

degree to provide for the stimulation of the memory , the training of the meant by training On what preliminary qualifications,moral and intel

powers of observation, the exercising of mechanical aptitude in relation to lectual, must that training be superposed How far does one's ordinary

such subjects as arithmetic and rhythmic exercises, generally and finally, experience and recollection of school and college life tend to furnish a

the habit of reflection and reasoning which involve the comparative and part or a whole of such training . If there must be formal training, how

logical faculty and abstract elements of the mind . far should it be severely technical : At what age should it begin ? How

long should it continue ? Could it be carried on concurrently with

Text - Books. ordinary education ? What literary , humanistic , psychological qualifica

In what has been said , the requirements have been laid down , and it tions are presupposed ? At wbat institution is this specifictraining avail

has not been found possible to say anything about the methods to be able ? Can one combine teaching with preparation for teaching What

adopted. It is impossible, however, to leave out of account the question is the probable cost ? How can such cost be met in the case of poor

of text -books. In a discussion on this part of our subject, we are met students ? How far may aid be looked for from Imperial or local taxa

by an initial difficulty, viz., the lack of easy access to a good and com
tion ? What advantages may training be expected to secure in after life

prehensive bibliography of works dealing with education , in the various in respect of one's status , remuneration, efficiency, and success ? It must

departments relating to history, theory ,and practice. In the present be allowed that with every advantage at disposal it is sometimes im
day it isnot enough that sucha compilation should refer to works pub- possible to develop the true teacher out of the raw materialavailable .

lished in this country; it must include those which seethe light in the Sometimes there are obstacles in respect of physicaldefectsor ofmental
United States and Canada , France, and Germany. Monroe's list of sluggishness, inducing difficulties in learning or in reproducing what has

works relating to educational science (published in the United States been learned. Further, it is rarely that oneindividual is good at every

brings usdown to the end of 1899 , but it needs a concerted effort on the thing . At one time there is lack of clearness and accuracy in arithmetic

partofeducationalists and of such a body as the Education Sectionof or the higher mathematics ; at another, a want of facility in mastering

the British Association to keep abreast of the times. One hasreason the intricacies of grammar or the involutions of a foreign tongue. Even

to hope that such an effort will be made. so , defects in one class of subject may co -exist with extraordinary ability

[ At this point the lecturer gave a list of books corresponding to the in others .
various headings of his subject.] At the time that a decision is to be taken with reference to the choice

of a profession , there should bemuch searching of heart on the part of

A PLEA FOR ORIGINALITY . the person most concerned . In respect of teaching, above all other

Teachers are the most conservative of beings. There availsfor proof be taken up by reasonoftheexcitement it furnishes ? No, rather let
occupations, the question of motive is all- important. Should teaching

a review of the curriculum and traditions of our public schools for a

couple of hundred years, even up to the present time. It is astonishing
that such teachingas was given should have eventuated in the results * Said a head master to a pupil : ' Why, your younger brother could

undoubtedly furnished. It serves to show that the school, in the largest have done this exercise better than you have done it ? " “ But, sir ,'

sense of the word , means more than the class - room ; and, moreover, that rejoined the pupil, " he has not been here so long ! ” The moral of this

the human mind, as the human body, possesses a wonderful faculty story lies in the application thereof.

a
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the individual join the Army, or cast himself in a white -winged ship has been formed to raise a fund available for sending eligible ex-pupil
on the bosom of the restless sea . Could a teacher hope, by one supremeteachers to Oxford or Cambridge, that they might thereby have the

effort, to sway the minds of thousands of his fellow - creatures by advantage of a full residential course. As educationalists , we must

clamorous or persuasive eloquence : Nay, his rôle is far too cabined and rejoice at the improved education thus given to the children of the people,
confined . Rather should he mount the pulpit of the popular divine and at the more elaborate preparation demanded from their instructors.

or the rostrum of the political partisan. Should a teacher hope to become But, when we consider the numerous and important agencies at workin

wealthy beyond the dreams of avarice ? Not so ; if he seek for sordid this direction and the large sums expended by the State, by public

gold, let him betake himself to distant Klondyke or to the packing -sheds bodies, and by voluntary agencies in the work of preparation, we are led

of Porkopolis. But, on the other hand, if he be moved by sympathy for to look at the contrasted position in secondary education. On one side,

the tender, wayward, fractious, coy , winning , troublesome, disappoint- the State does everything, or almost everything : in the other case,

ing child ; if he be content to lay the foundations - broad and deep - of nothing. From the present relations between so -called elementary and

an edifice of which he will never see the coping - stone ; to begin a work , secondary education , and from what we may conceive as likely to happen

the end of which is beyond the limits of the finite ; to teach the stam- in the immediate future, if the present forces in the lower stratum con

mering tongue to lisp the rudiments of which the full expression will be tinue to act, the gravity of the position becomes more apparent .

heard but in the far distant future : if , in this and other ways , he be We may anticipate that a time will soon arrive when , under the

content to cast his bread upon the waters ; to sow the seed , and never to pressure of the Registration Scheme, training will become sine qua non .

behold the harvest ; to labour, but to labour apparently in vain ; if he When that occurs, the Universities will be required to take it up in

be forward to be and to do all this , and more, for a reward oftentimes earnest, and difficulties as to the provision of Chairs of Education and
in in verse proportion to his merits ; then let him go on , with patience, demonstration schools will arise. Furthermore, the cost , in time and

energy, and hope as his faithful attendants ; otherwise , let him pause money , involved in a post -graduate course willpress heavily on expect

on the threshold and incontinently turn back ,to put his hand to some ant secondary teachers. It may be contended that the public grants to

vocation wherein there is less responsibility and a larger earthly fruition elementary teachers are balanced by the endowments appertaining to
and reward . grammar schools and Universities ; but these endowments can be utilized

Different persous, moved by the like good intentions, will yet assimilate only in respect of general culture, leaving nothing available for specific

training in different ways. In this, as in other walks, a little learning training in the science and art of education. With reference to a certain

is a dangerous thing, i.e. , if it be regarded by the individual as perfect number of grammar schools and a larger proportion of private schools,

and complete ; for then it puffs up with the idea that the first step is intending teachers are mostly poor and dependent upon their own exer

equal to the last; it brings about invidious comparisons, whereby one tions. Although they may be able to afford, with extraneous help, to

becomes disinclined to learn from others and to garner for oneself the work for a London degree, yet they cannot afford to spend a further

harvest of daily experience in the school-room and the larger world out- term of two years or so in an educational centre whilst submitting them

side ; it leads to self-consciousness, so that one teaches but to please selves to the discipline of a regular pedagogic course . Does not this

oneself or to gratify one's own vanity rather than to ground in pro- 'condition of affairs represent a real and growing danger to secondarya

gressive knowledge the young and immature minds submitted to one's education : We are not making invidious comparisons between thetwo

dominion . kinds of education or classes of educators ; neither are we intending that

There is no doubt that training, as at present carried on , frequently a sixpence less should be spent on the education of elementary teachers.
begets vanity and narrowness of vision . This is evidenced alike in the following facts , however, should be kept before the mind. The

elementary and secondary teachers. Even at the best, training must lead importance to theState of a sound education for the middle class is incon
to interference with one's own originality - to the inception of a large testable . The middle class, in respect of the sacrifices for education
amount of theory ; for it brings us into close contact with the opinions made by its members, deserves wellof the country . These educate their
of men living at other times and under other conditions, thus rendering own children, and not only so , but they contribute largely besides towards
our assimilation of such theories difficult and sometimes even pernicious. the education of the children of the artisan class. If it be a matter of
In this relation the dictum may still be hazarded that an ounce of prac. necessity that the children of the labouring classes be well instructed , it is

tice is worth a pound of theory.” It cannot be denied that, in the field still more a matter of necessity that the children of our tradesfolk ,

of secondary labour, a large proportion of head masters look upon the merchants, manufacturers, and professional men be likewise well in
artificially trained teacher with a certain amount of suspicion - a few , structed . These elements of society, in this particular, have been left
even with disgust. This may be due to the fact that the trained teacher entirely to themselves up to the present; and it has become a question

isprone to give himself airs, and, in no uncertain way ,to insinuate that whether the State holds the balance evenly as betweenthe two classes.
what he does not know about the science and practice of teaching is not What can be done to redress the balance : Existing voluntary

worth knowing. He hardly cares to conceal the fact that he looks upon agencies can be sustained . Amongst these the College of Preceptors

the head as an old fogey, born before the golden epoch when training bears an honourable record. As a writer in an educational paper re
became the whole duty of man . Teachers of this stamp know just so 'minds us , " the training of teachers was in the forefront of its earliest

much as to induce them to imagine they know everything. With the scheme, and Prof. Payne was the first, and very well known, occupant of
addition of a little more knowledge they would come to the right con- its Chair of Education.” Lectures on pedagogy have been consecutively

clusion , a conclusion reached by all truly wise - viz ., that they really given during a long series of years. Diplomas, which would be all the
know nothing as they ought to know . In respect to these it is not sur- better in the lower stage for a little screwing up , have been granted.

prising that the head is a trifle sceptical of their superiority, and that he Endeavours have been made to engage the students in practical training,
is sometimes goaded into the declaration that he prefers totrain his own Lectures are op to women and men alike . Here is all that is wanted

teachers. In spite of all this we assert emphatically that a special appren- for active work amongst a large class ; but the difficulties are great ,ticeship should be served by intending teachers , that it would render the and some step is necessary to render all this provision effectual. A new

tyro incalculable service to undergo a two years' course in a training departure may surely now be looked for when a teaching University for
institution, under masters in the art, in generous emulation with students London, with affiliated colleges, is constituted , and when the long
whose aims and aspirations were as lofty as his own , where a well expected Board of Education has come into effective operation ; but is it
stocked and well selected pedagogical library would place him au courant even now premature to approach the Legislature-.in conjunction, it may
with past masters of the science, and where demonstration schools were be, with other secondary traininy. colleges — for a grant which would

available for persistent exhibition of the art of his profession. Every advance the good work and provide substantial help for those student

one must make mistakes in entering upon the practice of a profession. teachers who would then find it possible to set aside two years for
Under the circumstances described , mistakes would not be of such a profitable study ?

serious character as in the case of the untrained , as they would stand a In the meantime one could not do better than bring into prominence

good chance of being rectified in their very inception before serious the part of the Report of the Royal Commission dealing with
class teaching commenced .

training, and impress its conclusions upon the profession, the public,

As an element in the organization of secondary education , the training and Parliament. Voluntary effort has done something, especially for

of teachers seems scarcely to receive the attention it merits . This is women teachers. The l’niversities are waking up ; but all that has

rendered the more noticeable when one compares the existing state of gone before is only a beginning, and, with the best intentions, these
things with that prevailing in respect of elementary education. Doubt- bodies can do but little without substantial help. Under existing cir

less, the original training colleges were founded by voluntary agencies ; cumstances, especially in face of public calls now being made, it is of
but, of late years,they have been largely subsidized by Government, and little use to look for aid to private individuals. We turn our eyes, then ,

the number has been recently increased by the establishment of day to the country at large and to Parliament. Of late Parliament has dealt

training colleges in certain School Board centres ; where it is sought with the devolution of large sums of money : but, whilst somehas gone

that they should be, in part, supported out of the rates. All these to the provision of technical education, aud more to elementary , the

establishments have relation to one class of teachers only, viz ., those secondary side has been neglected . We have a right to ask that the

intended for work in public elementary schools . Some of these students State shall foster what has been satisfactorily originated .

afterwards take up work in private and grammar schools, but the One may be allowed to appeal to private teachers for the support of

number is so small that it may be left out of account. The enlarge- this plea ; for the question affects them more than those engaged in en

ment of the curriculum and the improvement of the work in those schools dowed or high schools, since a large proportion have not been in a position

have resulted in additional demands being made upon the training col- to obtain degrees and diplomas. Some persons may look for a solution

leges, and in the desire of many elementary teachers to matriculate in of the difficulty by suggesting that teachers for all classes of schools

the University of London or to obtain diplomas from the College of Pre- should be trained together. There would be no objection to this

ceptors. Further, what is worthy of special mention, an Association being done under certain conditions; but these conditions would be

a

a
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rendered more favourable if those interested in secondary education would lits course something may be said upon the possibility of this College

do what the case demands - secure for teachers in that class of school the being involved , in a very real sense, in the training of teachers for

recognition and help which are their right . Then , in due course , would secondary schools. A direct effort has already been made in this direc

come a united profession, the abolition of invidious distinctions, and a tion, but it failed, inasmuch as theraw material was not forthcoming .

complete interchange of duty and of work . * The reason for this was twofold : (a ) the indifference of so many of the

profession to the advantages secured by training ; and (b) the lack
REGISTRATION .

of funds to provide for the expenses incurred by students during the

If it be true , as the proverb asserts , salus populi suprema lex, it follows period covered by the curriculum . How can these obstacles be lessened

that those who have to deal with the bodies of men should be tested or removed

before they are let loose on society . So much has been admitted and Further, it may be interesting to have the opinion of those present in

acted upon, butmore grudging and longer delayedhasbeenthe recogni- reference to the courseof study prescribed by the Collegefor the diploma
tion of the principle that those who deal with the mind and budding examinations, and to the possibilities of so modifying and enlarging the

faculties of the race should be inquired of as to their fitness and capacity requirements for the Associateship as to cause its acceptance as a qualify
before they are permitted to undertake a task which realizes alike the ing examination by the Registration Council .

responsibilities of the family and the State, and is fraught with tre- It may be that,in this paper, I have failed to touch on certain essen

mendous issues for the future of the Empire. tial points relating to the subject. In that case , it is important to have

Possibly the Consultative Committee may ultimately bemoved to advise theni noted. Furthermore, the grave importance of the matter before
the Board of Education to make certain modifications in the Order which us demands a close scrutiny and criticism of all that has been here

will get rid of the anomalies now presented and ensure a fair representa- advanced .

tion of all grades of teachers when the three or four years' limit has

expired. The CHAIRMAN said that he feared it was only too true that the equip
[The lecturer proceeded , at some length , to deal with the provisions of

ment of the teacher in all grades of our schools left much to be desired .
the Registration Order. ]

Conclusion.
The lecturer had quite rightly insisted on the adequate equipment of the

No one will deny that a critical period has been reached in the history intellectual,andmoral—but he thought that his requirements inrespectto
teacher in respect to the three departments of education --- physical,

of education in this country . Ecclesiastics and politicians of every the first were too severe . A teacher of defective physiquemightsatis

denomination are dealing with the question , complicated as it is in their factorily preside over the physical training of his pupils
. The suitable

minds with various issues. The general public is invited to a considera- exercises were fairly well agreed on, and, as to whether they answered
tion of the problem , but usually only to that part considered vital by a their purpose or not, the test of fruitfulness could easily be applied . It was
particular clique or party . The whole of our system - elementary, in respect to intellectual training that the most serious complaints had
technical, and secondary-is , in effect, to be tested by new criteria , and , ' been recently made. There was at the meeting of the British Association
to a great extent, thrown into the melting -pot.

at Belfast quite a chorus of disapproval of the results of our teaching .

It maysafely be asserted that the form this new adjustment will take Prof. Dewar dwelt on the serious industrial loss this country suffered

depends, to a considerable extent, upon the views expressed by bodies of from the fact that “ we did not possess the diffused education without

teachers like those gathered together this evening ; and it may be which the ideas of men of genius cannot fructify beyond the limited scope

affirmed as truly that the administration of the novel systems that are of individuals .” The discovery of the aniline dyes by our chemists and the

now beingshaped will mainly devolve upon teachers, and teachers alone, migration of the great industry which grew out of that discovery to Germany

when the fires of controversy have died down and the public have sunk gave point to his assertion . Prof. Arinstrong complained that the culti

again into apathy.
vation of that imaginative faculty which was so essential in scientific

Never was there an epoch when such a weighty responsibility rested research was quiteneglected in our schools . Prof. Perry said that “ the

upon the teachers that are and that are to be : but, after all , “ responsi- | average boy leaves an English school with no power to think for himself,

bility ” is only another word for " opportunity.” That we may seize with a hatred for books, with less than none of the knowledge which

occasion by the forelock and cope with this opportunity, we must be fired might help him to understand what he sees , and he has learned what is

with enthusiasm and possessed with a noble and lofty conception of duty ' called mathematics in such a fashion that he hates the sight of an

and self -sacrifice. Not only so, but our zeal must be according to know- algebraical expression all his life after. ” Our school classical teaching , it

ledge -- a knowledge to be gradually chastened and enlarged by growing would seem , was just asunsatisfactory as that of mathematics and science.

experience. Furthermore, the Zeitgeist of the present day demands that Prof. Postgate (Cambridge) in the current number of the Fortnightly

our methods should display scientific aptitude - i.l., be based upon de- Rerieu stated that for many years he had to do the chief part of the teach
finite means made to work to a definite end .

ing in Greek and Latin grammar at his college ( Trinity ), and the sum of

Our country needs, and dumbly demands, our most active and his experience was this : “ The average classical student does not know

intelligent service. It is we who must be saviours of society ; for no grammar when he comes up, he does not know that he is ignorant, and

thoughtful personcan look around without discerning the perils of the he doesnot want tolearn ." He alsosaid in thesame article that
times and the need of great, inspired teachers . Owing to causes patent whole teaching of Greek and Latin is tou formal, too verbal, tov unreal."

to all, the lower strata of the population in our large towns are de: The unsatisfactory state of our education , which justified such criticisms,
teriorating at a rapid rate . A self-satisfied spirit has possessed itselfof was, it must be confessed , humiliating, Prof. Postgate suggested a remedy

the middle class ; the blight which often attends riches and idleness lies which had a wider application than to classics . We must,” he said ,

upon those who largely constitute our ruling and administrative element.
“ limit our aims, and thoroughly reform our methods." There could be

Pleasure and self-indulgence have seized upon all ranks without ex, little doubt that too much was attempted ,and that wrong methodsof teach

ception . Old sanctions are passing away ; new ones have not yet found ing were too common in our schools. In the domain of moral education
their application . The education now given our elementary and there was general agreement that those spiritual powers and capacities

secondary schools alike leads, to a great extent, to learned ignorance and whose cultivation made for right conduct and high character in after lite

superficiality and presumption.t Mediocrity is writ large upon our should receive due attention . The late Prof. Huxley and Mr.Herbert
statesmen , our writers, our architects -- yea, upon society in general . Spencer were as emphatic on this point as any spiritual guides could be.

The results are evidenced in many a sad episode in the late war and in Unfortunately there was no harmony as to what the substance of such

the slackening in the race of industrial effort and commercial life. teaching should be .

To know the evil is to be in a position to apply the remedy ; but it Mr. ORCHARD said there were three things that were essential in the

needs the physician to watch over the patient as wellasto diagnose the equipment of the teacher : he must know his subject, hemust know him
disease . It is our mission to act the part of the healer and guide. The self, and he must be able to exercise a healthy control over his pupils.

Wake up !" comes to us in an especial sense , as it comes He ought also to cultivate cleamess of thought and expression. In order
to all England to-day . It appeals to us individually ; it appeals to us as that teaching might be of value there must be co -operation between the

a society . It has longbeen thought bysomethat this Collegeistoo teacher and his pupils. To secure this a teachermust strive to interest the
much inclined to rest on its laurels and to slacken its pace just when it pupils by a clear presentation of the subject , and also to enlist their sym
should have sought to take a step forward. It is understood that a

pathy and affection .

Committee has recently been appointed to consider whether our influence A vote of thanks to the lecturer concluded the proceedings.

cannot be legitimately extended. It is to be hoped that its labours will

be fruitful of results .

My task is now ended , and the important part of the proceedings, MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF
viz ., the discussion , is about to commence , In this debate, many

PRECEPTORS.
points will undoubtedly be touched upon , but it is to be hoped that in

A MEETING of the Council was held at the College, Bloomsbury

* Vide remarks of Prof. Withers at the Educational Science Section of Square,on November 15. Present : The Rev. T. W. Sharpe, President,

the British Association at Belfast in September last. We may anticipate in the Chair ;Mr.Armitage Smith , Mr. Barlet, Mr. Baumann, Rer.

interesting, and perhaps important, results from the Cambridge Confer- J. 0. Bevan, Mr. Butler, Mr. Charles , Mr. Chettle, Miss Crookshank,
ence on Training to be heldtwo days after the reading of this paper. Miss Day , Mr. Eve, Mr. Ladell, Mr. Pinches, Mr. Rule, Rev. Dr. Scott ,

† l'ide the presidential address of Prof. Dewar and the sectional |Rev. J. Stewart, Rev. J. E. Symns, and Rev. J. Twentyman .

addresses of Profs. Perry and Armstrong at the British Association at The minutes of the last meeting were read and contirmed .

Belfast. The Secretary reported an increase in the number of candidates

1
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entered for the Certificate and Lower Forms Examinations as compared aminations or to provide for all the dullards of the school. Both
with the entries for the corresponding examinations in 1901 . are difficulties only too familiar to modern-side masters. Per
The report of the Education Committee was adopted . haps it was his quickened interest in teaching modern languages

The report of the Examination Committee was adopted. The report and modern history that about this time stimulated his love of

recommended that greater liberty of choice of obligatory subjects travel. Many of his holidays were spent in visiting the chief
should be allowed in all classes of the Certificate Examinations, and that battle- fields of the Continent. Four volumes of annotated

alterations should be made in the requirements for passing in Euclid selections from Thiers bear witness to his zeal and thoroughness

and Latin in the First Class, and in the method of conducting the oral in the study of military history, Though it may seem para

examination in French and German .

The reportof the Joint Committee for considering the ways in which doxical, his fondness for that study wasonly equalled by his de

the usefulness and influence of the College might be extended was the track of the German Armyinto France after Wörth, and a
testation of war. Perhaps his most remarkable journeys wereon

adopted.
visit to Paris at the time of the Commune. Twice in the course

The following persons were elected members of the College

Mr. J. Bailey , A.C.P., Bren Holly, Clytha Park, Newport, Mon. of his career there was a chance of a wider field of activity open

Miss R. Gould , A.C.P. , 28 Irene Road , Parson's Green, Fulham. ing to him. In 1880 he unsusuccessfully contested Hertford in the

Mr. C. Heath , A.C.P., Penygroes, Carnarvonshire. Liberal interest, and in 1885 he allowed his name to be considered

Mr. E. P. Horsey, L.C.P. , Waltham College, Waltham Cross . by the Governing Body of Harrow as a possible successor to Dr.

Mr. W. W. Norris, A.C.P. , Tetbury Collegiate School, Tetbury. Butler ; had they elected him, it would probably have been an

The following books had been presented to the Library since the advantage to Harrow, and certainly a great gain to the pro.
last meeting of the Council : fession . Their choice showed that no amount of professional

By G. BELL & Sox8.- Baker and Bourne's Elementary Geometry. experience or success could outweigh the curious prejudice in

By BLACKIE & Son.- Blackie's Complete History Render , No. : The Picture favour of clerical head masters .
Shakespeare ( Hamlet) ; Atkins's Skeleton French Grammar ; Barbé's Poems for

But it is time to show briefly what manner of man Edward
Recitation ; Brownrigg's Xenophon's Anabasis. Book I. ; Cotterill's Selections from
the Nibelungenlied ; Etheridge's Heine's Die Harzreise ; Grierson'sPracticalBook. Bowen was. When he went to Harrow there was a barrier

Science; Mardon's GeographyofEgyptand the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan ; Schoedelin's down. His views are embodied in some humorous verses, in
keepingfor Commercial Classes ; Harrison'sPractical Experiments in Elementary betweenmasters and boys, which he at once set himself to break

Merimée's Colomba .

By C. J. CLAY & Sons. - Flather's Scott's Lord ofthe Isles :Gardner's Kingsley's which Mercury harangues the Council of the Gods, and says ,
The Heroes ; Ropes's Sandeau's Mademoiselle de la Seiglière ; Shuckburgh's amid general consternation :
Sophocles' Antigone.

ByW. B.CLIVE.- Matriculation Directory, No. XXXIII.; Briggs's Matriculation But suppose we turn human ; the deified tell us

Advanced Algebra and Geometry ; Deakın's New Matriculation Algebra ; Fearen

side's Matriculation Modern History ; Low and Briggs's Matriculation English
That men are not monsters, but excellent fellows.

Course ; Stewart and Don's Matriculation Physics.

By GINN & Co: - The Youth's Companion Series ( Strange Lands near Home, His ideas of the true relations of masters and boys come out

UnderSunny Skies , and Toward the Rising Sun ) , Gardiner, Kittredge, and again in his latest published essay , Arnoldides Chiffers," a

Arnold's Elements of English Composition ; Pinney's Spanish and English Con: satire on the well meaning, but rather narrow , type of school.
versation , Second Book ; Robinson's History of Western Europe ( Part I. , The

Middle Ages) ; Tarbell's Essentials of English Composition . masters who would fain mould all boys after their own ideal .

By MACMILLAN & Co.--Russell's Latin Elegiacs and Prosody Rhymes for * The mass of our forms,” he says, * would rather learn than

Beginners .

By G. PHILIP &Sox. - Philips ' Sixpenny Atlas of_Comparative Geography, not, and, if a master drives, instead of leading, he will gain what

London School Board Atlas,and Visual Memory Atlas ; TheDale Renders, BookI. ; is hardly worth having ” ; and, again, “ to overcome is less
Dale's Further Notes on the Teaching of English Reading.

By RIVINGTONS.- AnalyticalGrammar as applied to the Latin Language.
glorious than to lead." His favourite mottoes were “ Play the

Calendars of University College, London - The Royal College of Surgeons of game ” and
England ; City of London College University College, Nottingham ; Durham Be to their faults a little blind,
College of Science ; Trinity College, London.

List of Members, Examination Papers, &c . , of the Society of Accountants and
Be to their virtues very kind .

Auditors.

It was this unaffected sympathy and tolerance, this utter absence

of priggishness, combined with an unselfishness almost without

REVIEWS. parallel, that gave him his incomparable influence in guiding,

almost unconsciously, the little society he governed. But this

A GREAT SCHOOLMASTER.
was not all : no one knew better how to say the word in season ;

no one was a more trusted counsellor at the critical moment of

Edward Bowen : A Memoir. By the Rev. the Hon. W. E. Bowen . a boy's life ; few felt so entirely with, and for, their boys. The

( 12s . 6d . net. Longmans . ) same applied to his teaching. The boys knew how hard he

The life of a schoolmaster, especially if passed at a single worked for them , and felt bound, in their turn, to “ play the
school, is necessarily uneventful. It becomes the main task of game.” “ I don't know how it is,” they would say ; " but, if

the biographer to show us the man at his work, and to trace as far Mr. Bowen takes a lesson , he makes you work twice as hard as
as may be the influence of that work on his pupils . This task other masters ; but you like it twice as much, and you learn
Mr. Bowen , a nephew ofthe subject of the memoir, has fulfilled far more. ' A colleague describes him as “ enchanter.”

with a loving and skilful hand, and that with but a scanty store Another point is that he was always trying to make boys not

of written material at his command,forEdwardBowenwas not only accurate, but well informed and alive to whatwas going
much ofa letter-writer. The details of his life are simple. After on in the world. He would begin a Latin or a French lesson with
a brilliant career atCambridge he went for a term as a master to one or two questions on current events or on some historical
Marlborough. He was then invited to Harrow, where he re- incident the anniversary ofwhich fell on the particular day.

mained for forty years . During the early years of his master. The real work was none the less thoroughly done. The testing

shiphewas a frequent contributor to theSaturdayReview , then of preparation was soon over, and the bulk of the time was
in its prime, and to the National Review. Unfortunately it has given to vigorous teaching.

been found impossible to identify more than three or four of his Rewards and punishments were often of a humorous character :
contributions. From two of the longer essays, those on Bishop a six -sided pencil, purchased from Palm (the grandson of
Colenso and on Dr. Davidson's “ Introduction to the Study of the Napoleon's victim ) requited one special kind of merit; to count

Old Testament, " both written at the age of about twenty-six, the trees along a certain road, or to face the noddings of a
his biographer has given extracts. They are thoughtful and out- mechanical goose, was an occasional penalty. The part he took

spoken , and show remarkable familiarity with German Biblical in games is well known, and his essay on the way a master

criticism . As time went on his intense devotion to his school- should treat them and on their place in school life is well worth
work left him but little time for literary occupations, and his perusal. In his habits he was extremely simple ; in the manage

subsequent productions are limited to a few essays, mostly ment of his house he combined most liberal treatmentwith great
written for the U.U. (a small club of schoolmasters),one or two strictness and the discouragement of luxury. One of his institu

school-books, and the famous songs, happily reprinted in the tions was an astronomy class, held in his plainly furnished draw
volume before us. “Forty Years On, ” with Mr. Farmer's music, ing-room , which every boy in the house passed through in his

is in the repertory of most schools, whether for boys or for girls , turn . On some points he was at variance with the views now
and there are other poems in the collection - notably the me- popular in the educational world ; he had little belief in the
morial verses on Mr. Grimston and Lord Bessborough — which training of teachers , holding that personal character was what,

stamp the writer as a real poet. In 1869 he was selected to be above all, made a good master; he deprecated the certificate
the first head of the Modern Side at Harrow. Dr. Butler gave examinations instituted by the Universities ; and he was opposed

him a free hand, and he was able to work up to his ideal without to inspection . On the other hand, he anticipated by manyyears

the embarrassment of having to study too much external ex . I the present movement against excess of grammar, he spoke up

.

>
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for the educational value of modern languages, and he advo
LIFE OF WILLIAM BLACK.

cated the addition of judiciously selected tests of physical William Black , Novelist : a Biography. By Wemyss Reid .
vigour to the Army examinations. His remarks on these

( 10s . 6d. Cassell ; Sampson Low , Marston, & Co.)
and other points, and his admirable memorandum on the

The career of a busy novelist is apt to be rather barren of

work of the Harrow Modern Side, ought to find a permanent external events . Black had the good fortune to get disengaged

place in pedagogic literature. The book is a worthy memorial of from other work atan early age,and his methodical diligence was

amanwho, for his attainments, his power of teaching and in. divided between his annualHighland holiday for yachting and

fluencing boys, andthe nobility of his character, has rarely, iffishing andhis regular months of composition, with an excep

ever, been equalled in the profession. It ought to have an tional run to Egypt, to America,to the Mediterranean,orthrough
index .

some part of England or Ireland. There was little or nothing,

indeed, in such expeditions more exciting than a twenty minutes '
THE GREATEST OF THE PLANTAGENETS.

play with a lively salmon or a brief struggle with a keen nor’
“ Heroes of theNations . " – Edvard Plantagenet (Edward ' I.) : easter in a rough sea. The materials of the trip were always

The English Justinian, or The Making of the Common Law . utilized in the next novel; so that his life and work are readily

By Edward Jenks , M.A. (Oxon. et Cantab . ) . (Putnam .) harmonized . Occasional letters throw sidelights on the passing

There will be nodisposition to questionthe title of our first scenes,and the biographerhas obtained mostusefulassistance
Edward to a place among the “ Heroes of the Nations.” Nor fromother friends of Black who knew him intimately at various

can his biographer omit the legislative record of those three periods. Sir Wemyss Reid has woven the facts together with

glorious years 1283–83 which have only twice been rivalled practised skill, though not without some unnecessary repetitions
for honourable activity in the annals of English statesmanship ." and now and again a looseness of expression that recalls his

But,with every willingness toconcede to Edward the utmost journalisticdays. The bestservice hehasrendered is hiscareful
credit for such legislation , one cannot but express surprise that and sympathetic presentment of the real Black—a very different

a mere lawyer ” should give such prominence to an ex. personage from the Black of the casual observer.
travagant popular misnomer. Mr. Jenks's own (rather irrelevant) The systematic industry of Black, if it rendered impossible a
enumeration of the contents, and narrative of the influence, of varied record of personal incidents,ensured a long list of literary

Justinian's “ Corpus Iuris ” will prompt the uninstructed reader products . The quality varies, of course ; but several of the
to castabout for some explanation of the comparison. However, novelstook, and keep , high rank— “ A Daughter of Heth,” “ * A
we will not quarrel about a secondary title of the catchpenny Princess of Thule,' Madcap Violet," " Sunrise,” Macleod of

variety: Mr. Jenks expoundsthe great legal events of the King's Dare " ; while “ The Penance of John Logan is regarded by
reign in a brief chapter— " the brightest chapter in Edward's Mr. Swinburne as holding the first place in short English fiction .

career ” —by no means disproportionately. But whatcan be The repetition of incidents,and even of characters, with variations,
said in patience about the first five chapters occupying 121 pages can easily be converted from a fault to a pleasure by a little judg:
out of 360 (index included )—just one-third of the small book ? ment applied to the system of reading. The whole Black library
The first deals with “ The Middle Ages in Europe ” ; the second isthoroughly sound in sentiment, pure, manly, and chivalrous,
with “ The Emergence of Modern Europe, 830-1250 " ; the third like himself. Indeed , it is himself' ; for he lived in his imagina
with “ England in the Thirteenth Century ” ; and the fourth and tive world far more than in the actual world. He conquered new

fifth with “ The Reign of Henry III.” Edward, our hero, is not fields for fiction ; he described scenery with the eye of an artist,
born till the last line of page 73, and only about one in ten of and to the admiration of Ruskin ; but his special fame rests on

those 121 pages expressly mentions him or directly refers to him . the fine qualities of feeling that permeate, with the glow and ele.
Of course, something must be allowed for the preparation of the vation of poetry, both his characterization and his prose. There
scene, but a score of pointed pages of summary might well have has been no nobler portraiture of women in English literature
accomplished that. Mr. Jenks is to be congratulated on finding since Shakespeare, no more genial prose since Goldsmith. By
an editor indulgent enough to allow him to empty his mediæval the way, Sir Wemyss Reid has not mentioned, we think, Black's
note-book so freely and conveniently. We are not finding fault monograph on Goldsmith for the“ Men of Letters” series. He gives
with the matter , which is fairly good of its kind ; we simply say several interesting indications,positive and negative, as to the ori
that it is in the wrong place.

ginals of some of Black's characters ; but he is also careful to insist
Yet Edward had an exceptionally busy and arduous reign of on Black's habit of large variation and idealization. One is also

more than a generation, which has therefore to be compressed glad to meet in these pages many of Black’s personal friends,
unnecessarily . From the outbreak of the War of the Barons to most of them well known in their own lines of life. Perhaps the

his death hehad a great deal of fighting to do,and did it with deepest interest of allattaches to William Barry, theprototype

conspicuous military ability ; and his home and foreign policy, of Willie Fitzgerald in “ Shandon Bells,” to whom Black was
varied and exacting, also drew forth his strong intellectual chivalrously devoted in his last illness . There is no fear that

qualities. Hewas every inch a king. As Mr. Jenks admits, Black willget antiquated so long as humanaffection andnoblehis Scottish policy was the one great mistake in his career
; ideals and the love of Nature sway the hearts of man and woman :

but we think that the implications of this condemnation detract his work is founded on a basis of perennial interest, and it was

from Edward's greatness considerably more than Mr. Jenks accomplished with all the strength and care of a most earnest

allows. We are willing to accept Mr. Jenks's assurance that his workman, guided by no inconsiderable strain of genius. The

“ book is written absolutely from first-hand sources ” ; but then present volume will be found a charming and instructive com

such sources often conflict, and we occasionally doubt his panion to the novels .

historical judgment. There is , indeed, authority ( of a kind)
that the younger Bruce had served under Antony Bek at

A REHABILITATION OF TIBERIUS.

Falkirk,” but a position that Mr. Jenks finds “ curious is

somewhat clarified when one sees that the allegation is mistaken. Tiberius the Tyrant. By J. C. Tarver . ( 15s. net. Constable. )

We are not aware of the existence of any trustworthy authority Mr. Tarver has had a good few predecessors in the difficult

for the statement that “ Wallace was back again in Scotland ” in task of endeavouring to clean and remount the historical picture

1301, or that Wallace was captured “ at Hexham . ” Of course, it of Tiberius, but his work makes it clear that he has first-hand

is “ beyond question that Edward paid money rewards for the knowledge of the materials and a perfectly independent method .

capture of Wallace," but the suggestion that " these may have His style is not always controlled by the scholastic canons, but it

been given only to his own subjects for their exertions " overlooks has the fortunate quality of fluent readableness. Even the intro

the evidence of express rewards to renegade Scots. That Bruce ductory chapters, dealing with constitutional arrangements and

agreed with the Bishop of St. Andrews at Cambuskenneth “ to developments, run in a clear and pleasant stream, unbroken by

strike a bold stroke for Scottish freedom " is a mere inference - technical boulders. The fact is that the author is full of his sub

and, we are satisfied, a mistaken one-put forward as a fact. Nor ject, and has realized in his own mind the men, women , and

are we aware of any evidence that various other leading men events that he discusses. Thework is an original criticism , fully

“ joined the league,” or that the “ leaguers " murdered Comyn. informed , very reasonably conducted, incisive, and effective ; and,

The raid by Thomas and Alexander Bruce was not “ on England," if at points Mr. Tarver's zeal has carried him rather far, yet his

but on Galloway, though they happened to be executed at Car- argument mustalways be reckoned withby his successors. The

lisle. These and other points indicate an insufficient grasp of book will be right welcome to the general reader as well as to the

the Scottish branch of the subject. The illustrations are numerous scholar.

and good, though a few of them are not particularly relevant to The introduction puts the reader in position for the critical

Edward I.
narrative . It deals summarily but pointedly with the expansion
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of Rome, and particularly with the rise, character, and influence to compare with this elaborate work as a record of progress of

of the Equestrian Order ; obviates likely misconceptions of the the people in religion , laws , learning, arts , industry, commerce ,

term “ the Roman People " ; explains the characteristics of the science , literature, and manners, from the earliest times to the

Senate—“ no mere house of representatives,” but “ a dynasty present day.” The print, the reproductions of the illustrations .

believing itself to rule by divine right ” ; and draws distinctions and the general get up are examples of technical excellence.

necessary to a just idea of the institution of slavery in the par

ticular place and time. There would probably havebeen no need GRIEB's GERMAN -ENGLISH DICTIONARY .

for the main inquiry at all if Tiberius had possessed a spark or Christoph Fr. Griebs Englisch -Deutsches und Deutsch -Englisches

two.of the genius of Julius Cæsar, or some measure of the tact Wörterbuch. Zehnte Auflage. Von Prof. Dr. Arnold

of Augustus. He was too matter -of-fact and downright to estab . Schröer. Zwei Bande. Zweiter Band : Deutsch -Englisch.

lish the Empire without drawing upon himself the hatred of ( Pp. xxii .+ 1,194, three columns each ; 12s. Frowde .)

many in high places under him , in that age of persistent in . It is but a few months since we welcomed the first volume of

trigue. Tacitus and Suetonius alike seem to have collected Prof. Schröer's thoroughly revised edition (the tenth ) of Grieb's

their information from three chief sources - private memoirs, wellknown Dictionary. Herenow is the second volume - perhaps,

popular rumours (in which are to be included pasquinades and on the whole, the more important of the two for English students.

the topical songs of actors), and the official record of the trans- Prof. Schröer shall state in his own words his chief objects :

actions of the Senate.” Mr. Tarver properly repudiates the

authority of the first two sources, and finds that the evidence of far as possible ; to employ, wherever it seemedsafetodo so , the
To arrange the meanings of the words historically or genetically as

the last, “ whenever Tacitus gives it us , is invariably such as etymology as the proper basis of this historical arrangement ; to in

compel us to believe that Tiberius was a wise and moderate troduce a just proportion in respect of rare and obsolescent terms of

ruler.” Unquestionably, he was an able general; he was devoted the language of everyday life and that of poetry ,as likewise of science,

to intellectual pursuits; he was not ambitious. Was he licen - commerce, and technology, and to state the modern German pronuncia
tious, especially in his latter years? “ Men do not , of forethought tion or pronunciations .

and design,practise virtue for seventy years in order that they The task was thus a sufficiently complicated and arduous under
may indulge in vice at a time of life when they are oftenest in- taking. Prof. Schröer liberally acknowledges the assistance of

capable of taking exercise except in a bath-chair.” The theory, several Englishmen , which may account, in part at least, for the

of monstrosity isoverdone. The main root of the prevalence of remarkable abundance of Englishidioms and the no less remark
the misrepresentation is “ the fascination of the style of Tacitus. able absence of Germanisms.

Of course, the vindication ofthe public life of Tiberius and the More efficiently in the present volume than in the first , we

grosser charges affecting his private life still leave open a think, Prof. Schröer has cleared away “ that needless ballast
variety of no inconsiderable possibilities to his disadvantage. which dictionaries accumulate through indiscriminate preserva

But even in this case Mr. Tarver has materially strengthened tion of effete matter.' The meanings are marshalled with great

the probabilities in his favour. The details must be sought in care, compounds are explained in rast numbers, and phrases

the volume ; the study of them will be amply rewarding. and idioms are very freely given . From a wide and varied

series of tests , we cannot but conclude that the volume will

ENGLISH HISTORY FROM THE Social SIDE . successfully meet any reasonable demand upon it, and will

Social England. Edited by H. D. Traill, D.C.L. , and J. S. prove exceedingly serviceable to English students of German .
Mann , M.A. Vols . I. , II . , and III . ( 12s . , 14s . , and 14s . net. The chaos of pronunciation must have caused very great trouble

Cassell.)
to the editor. " There is as yet no standard of pronunciation," he

The first three volumes of the reissue of this elaborate and says ; nor is it likely that we shall attain to anything like the

handsome work, in a generously illustrated edition , rerised, standard in English for some generations to come. ” It would be

re-arranged, extended , and largely re-written, bring the history ungracious to quarrel with him on this ead ; he has, on the

down to the death of Elizabeth ,the breaks between the volumes whole, handled his nettle with judgment on principles that he

occurring at the accession of Edward I. and the accession of fully explains. We commend the work without finical reserva

Henry VIII. The work, it is expected, will be completed in tions.

about six volumes. As the title implies, the writers , who are

acknowledged experts in their several departments, treat the life

of the nation as the evolution of a social organism , describing
THE ENCYCLOPÆDIC DICTIONARY — SUPPLEMENT.

the operationof the internal forces and of the external influences The Encyclopædic Dictionary - Supplementary Volume.

affecting its development. The social events cannot, of course,
( 7s . 6d . Cassell.)

be intelligibly separated by a rigid line from the political, legal ,
The original work is well known and appreciated ; but since

administrative, and international events; but the approximation its publication, fourteen years ago, new words for new ideas and

in fact effectedmay be regarded as a very judiciouscompromise. newobjects have been cominginto use in shoals, and, no doubt,
The position of the editors may be recalled'in Dr. Traill's words: a good many old words had been, for one reason or another,

It is open to us,and it has been the object aimed at in these pages, volume with extraordinary diligence." It fills 768 pages, three
omitted. Mr. Henry Scherren has prepared this supplementary

to abstract from the political , and to isolate the social facts of our

history , wherever this can be done; to deal as concisely as the de- columns each. Current books, reviews, and journals have been
mands of clearness will permit with matters of war and conquest, of ransacked ; and the scientific spoils are legion. The original

treaty and alliance, of constitutional conflict and dynastic struggle ; plan hasbeen followed as far as practicable. There are many
but to treat at length and in detail of the various stages of our English illustrations. The volume will be found exceedingly useful .

civilization , whether as marked by recognizable epochs in moral and

intellectual advance, or as indirectly traceable through those accre

tions of wealth which , by increasing comfort and enlarging leisure, do GENERAL NOTICES.

so much to promote the intellectual development, and, within certain

limits, the moral improvement, of peoples. It is possible, and it is

here intended , to dwell mainly on such matters as the growth and
CLASSICS.

economic movements of the population, the progressive expansion of The Antigone of Sophocles. With a Commentary, abridged from the

industry and commerce, the gradual spread of education and enlighten- large edition of Prof. Sir Richard C. Jebb, Litt.D. , by E. S. Shuck

ment, the advance of arts and sciences , the steady diffusion, in short, burgh , M.A. (4s . Cambridge University Press. )

of all the refining influences of every description which make for the Mr. Shuckburgh has had a difficult task, and he naturally fears that

“ humane life .” some may think he has “ erased what could not be spared," while

The successful accomplishment of this broad
others may think he has " left more than can be well digested even

purpose 'has

been amply recognized. Mr. Mann, in his several “ Prefatory any, leans to virtue's side. The introduction deals very fully with
by sixth - form boys." We are of the latter party ; but the fault , if

Notes” to these volumes, intimates the lines of improvement the play. The metrical analysis will be helpful ; and there are good

that have been followed, indicating the earnest practical efforts indices. An edition of the first class of workmanship, and beautifully

that have been made to perfect the original design. The di- printed and got up .

vergences between different contributors have been reduced
" Blackwoods' Classical Texts." - ( 1) Livy, Book XXVIII. By G.

as far as possible , but even these are historically instructive, and
Middleton , M.A. , and A. Souter, M.A. ( 1s . 6d . ) ( 2 ) Cicero, Pro

by no means blemishes . The illustrations, which are abundant
Lege Manilia and Pro Archia. By K. P. Wilson , M.A. (28 6d. )

and excellent, are really directed to elucidate and emphasize ( 1 ) This edition “ aims almost exclusively at explaining the Latinity

the information given in the text ." In a word, we have nothing of the book for junior students . ” The notes are full, careful , and

-
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effective ; and the brief introduction will be useful. There are several of the science is incidentally outlined , with a concise account of the

illustrations, the frontispiece being coloured . We should gladly ex- more important practical applications in smaller type. So in the

change one of them for a map of the field of operations. Physics volume we have the phonograph, the telephone, andthe electric

(2) Mr. Wilson gives a full and lucid introduction, and directs his motor, as well as the venerable pulley and siphon ; and the illustrations

notes very largely and advantageously to explanation of the matter of are abundant. These examples of the series make a strong bid for
the text. The legal notes, though, perhaps, broadly sufficient, some- the attention of teachers on this side of the water.

times lack technical qualifications; and some of the grammatical
“ Bell's Science Series.” —— Injurious and Useful Insects. By L. C. Miall,notes seem superfluous. We are surprised at a basilicum ” ( page 91 ) .

F.R.S., Professor of Biology in the Yorkshire College.
But the work is virile and sensible, and will prove very useful . There

“ An introduction to the study of Economic Entomology a well

are some excellent illustrations .

** In our notice of Mr. Auden's “ Arrian's Anabasis in this
packed volume of some 263 pages, thoroughly practical, addressed to

“ the wants, not only of those who are concerned with insect- ravages,
series last month we missed a map of the route, and supposed the
binder had omitted it. Weweremistaken; on the contrary, he had but also of those who seek to inquire intothe works of Nature.” First
fixed it so skilfully to the inside oftheend coverthatour reviewer comesa short course of work giving the student a useful acquaintance

with insect structure and some knowledge of technical processes ;
took it for part of the cover. And an admirable map it is . We

regret the oversight .
next a series of types, easier and more difficult, for detailed examina

tion - beetles, moths, bees, flies, aphids , &c .; then, a descriptive account

MATHEMATICS. of the larger orders, with short notices of remarkable forms; and ,

Academic Algebra. By Prof. W. W. Beman and Prof. D. E. Smith .
finally, remarks on the destruction or mitigation of insect-pests, with

( Ginn . )
special reference to American experience. An admirable book, simple

This work may be confidently expected to become popular. It is and nobuddingentomologist with a soul above “ collecting and naming
and popular, with an outlook on large issues, scientific and practical,

well planned and well written . It is intended to give students a will overlook it. In theparticular branch of Nature study, it will

thorough elementary training up to entrance to college. Examples provean extremelyhelpfulally.
and problems occupy a leading place in the scheme. A great deal of

the theory is purposely left to be developed at greater length by the
ENGLISH.

individual teacher, but all that is included in the text is clearly shown

to have its origin in common sense, and is set forth in the simplest Tales from the Faerie Queene . Told by Clara L. Thomson. Illustrated

manner possible. An excellent insight is afforded into the proper byHelen Stratton . ( Speight.)

methods of classifying and attacking the examples and problems that These charmingly told tales of the Red Cross Knight and Sir
occur in practice, and a special feature is the systematic indication of Guyon are based on the first two books of Spenser's poem . They

the readiest modes of checking the accuracy of solutions . Much were originally told “ to children between nine and thirteen years of

valuable information is included in the volume : for example, the age ?' by way of literature lessons . We can well believe they were
student is led to understand how there gradually arose the need for received with “ great interest and enthusiasm ," and we hope they

the extension of known quantities so as to include not merely positive will be read by children through the length and breadth of the land
integers , but , in their turn, fractions , negative quantities, surds, and, but not as task-work. Miss Thomson has the idea of “ a reading
finally, imaginaries ; and in the case of each new type considered a book ” -a means of revising alone what the pupils had learnt in
graphical demonstration is introduced, to prove that it fulfils the class.” Certainly let them read the book “ alone." The tales keep

function for which it may be said to have been created . close to Spenser's narrative , and the frequent quotations from the

Elementary Geometry. By W. C. Fletcher, M.A. (Arnold . )
original are skilfully utilized to draw the pupils to the poem itself .

Within its limited range, this is a good little book , but the author is The style and the tone are excellent. There are about 30 illustra

quite correct in stating that it discusses only theirreducible minimum tions and decorated pages, thanks to the deft pencil of Miss Stratton.

which can be considered as constituting any knowledge at all of geo creditable to the Norland Press.These will form a great attraction . The print and get-up are very

metry. The volume is merely intended to supplement good teaching ;

but is it possible to insure that wherever the book is used such teaching One-Hour Exercises in English Grammar. By R. Harris, M.A. ( Relfe.)

will be available, and, if not, how are the many gaps to be filled and Mr. Harris gives fifty -two sets of papers, “ intended primarily for

how is the student to derive full benefit from the pages of his text , use in the lower and middle forms of schools where it is the custom to

and thus become possessed of the desired minimum ? Mr. Fletcher devote one hour a week to written home-work in English grammar,"

is very happy in some of his methods: e.g., in his practical demon . but also , of course, " convenient for oral work.” Examples for analysis

stration of the second corollary of Euclid I. 32 , in his treatment of figure prominently throughout . In the earlier exercises they seem
the propositions on parallels, and in his section on “ Loci. ” rather difficult -- for lower forms, at least , and in comparison with later

The First Principles of Ratio and Proportion. By H. W. Croome Smith, exercises. They are all intended to be set out “ in tabular form ," and

B.A. Lond. (Macmillan .) Mr. Harris suggests the use of " special exercise-books , or special sheets ,

At present this little treatise is issued in pamphlet form only. It is with headings printed and lines ready drawn .” This saves time, no

specially interesting in its earlier pages, which develop the theory of doubt ; but the tabular form needs sharp watching, for it tempts to

ratio and proportion in a manner essentially satisfactory, and moreover slackness in details. The demand for an elaborate grammatical term

suitable as a substitute for the Fifth Book of Euclid. The line of inology is implied ; but, as things stand, Mr. Harris cannot help that.

argument employed in demonstrating the principal theorems is based Evidently much care has been taken to put the questions in such a

on a preliminary investigation of the properties of directly varying way as to require the pupils to think. Generally, they will be found

magnitudes.
very helpful. Probably, however, the most useful of them are such as

Arithmetic made Easy. By Mabel A. Marsh . (Murray.)
invite the pupil to correct or justify given sentences, stating his reasons .

Mr. Harris asks : “ Would you say that he was a personal or a demon

A serviceable little book, with many valuable hints. It aims at strative pronoun ? " There is a casuistical look about the question , and

making the study of arithmetic useful not only for its own sake, but perhaps the virtue of the answer lies in the reasons annexed. When

also as a means of mental discipline . Through the medium of concrete the laddie was asked whether he would prefer a halfpenny or a bawbee,

examples and by untiring appealto the senses the mind is to be led to he promptly answered : “ Both . ”

a clear conception of the properties of abstract number.

In any case, why " was " ?

The Royal Princess Readers. V. (Nelson . )

SCIENCE . There is plenty of variety in this series, both as to illustrations and

“ Twentieth Century Text - Books.” — ( 1 ) The Elementary Principles of
letterpress . We have stories from English history, from classical

Chemistry, By A.V. E. Young, Professor of Chemistry in North- myth, and from modern novelists,and there is plenty ofgood poetry.

Western University. ( 2) Elements of Physics. By č .Hanford The present volume is well printed on good paper, and is certainly

Henderson, Ph.D., and John F. Woodhul), Ph.D., Professor of attractive as a school book.

Physical Science, Teachers' College, Columbia University. (5s.

net each . Hirschfeld .)

MODERN LANGUAGES.

The series is projected on a comprehensive scale : it will include Andersen in German . Edited by Walter Rippmann. ( Dent. )

some fifty volumes, embodying the latest advances in knowledge of Prof. Rippmann gives seven of Andersen's stories , adding brief

the various subjects, and it is shaped so as " to give greater vitality Aufgaben (under three heads - Fragen , Wortschatz, Grammati

to our secondary course and better correlation with the subsequent sches)—which will serve as samples, and an exhaustive “ Wörter

College education." In the present volumes the exposition is full, verzeichnis,” which occupies just half the volume. All explanations

clear, and interesting ; problems are added to various chapters, but are in German. From another author's preface we learn that " the
the serious business of practical work is specially provided for in an condonation of a single English word is equivalent, in the view of the

appended course of experimental illustrations , occupying over 100 new method, to a moral lapse.” Prof. Rippmann is not chargeable with

pages in each volume ; and a stimulating human interest is supplied any such equivalent. But,then,does not the pupil require a dictionary?

by a number of good portraits of the more eminent men in the different And , given a dictionary, does not much of the “ Wörterverzeichnis "

branches, inserted in connexion with their more special contributions become superfluous ? The book is beautifully got up, with seventeen
to science . In the Chemistry volume a history of the development fine illustrations by T. , C. , and W. Robinson .
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French Commercial Correspondence. By Charles Glauser, Ph.D. , Officier it , is , and must be, secular. But, thank God, education has not been

d'Académie, Professeur à l'Académie de Commerce de Vienne. secularized.” But the Church must train her teachers ; and it is for

Arranged and adapted by W. Mansfield Poole, M.A. , Instructor in the Universities - particularly the theological faculties - to find " in

French to the Channel Squadron. (4s. 6d . Murray.) structors in the art of teaching, instructors who could help to bring

The present volume concludes Poole and Becker's course of Com- the methods of religious and secular instruction into line with each

mercial French , and “ is intended for use in the highest forms of other.” The lectures are wisely outspoken at points. Bishop Gore

commercial schools and for students at commercial institutes and say they demand very much of the Church and the clergy."

colleges of University rank . ” It is written in French (excepting only How, then , shall the demands of other professions be measured ?

the English of small groups of terms and phrases ), and it is meant to 's* The Great Educators. " — Pestalozzi, and the Foundation of the Modern

be taught in French . Each section gives an account of the operation Elementary School. By A. Pinloche, Professor in the Lycée Charle
to be dealt with in it , explains the technical terms, &c . , sets out magne and the Ecole Polytechnique, Paris . ( Heinemann. )

models, and closes with “ exercices ” and “ devoirs. " Besides the ex
From the eighteen volumes of Pestalozzi's collected works, and the

amples of commercial documents in the body of the book , a number of multifarious mass of commentary on the man and his method , Prof.

common official forms are reproduced at the end. A comprehensive, Pinloche has constructed a systematic and tolerably full account of

substantial, and business-like volume, thoroughly well conceived and the wayward genius that “ immortalized himself by creating, at the
executed.

price of his repose and happiness, what was till then almost unknown,

Commercial German. By Gustav Hein , Lecturer in German ( Honours) the education of the lower classes.” Part I. sketches Pestalozzi's life ;

to the University of Aberdeen , and Michel Becker, Professor of Part II . carefully outlines his method ; and Part III . very briefly

Modern Languages in the Ecole Alsacienne, Paris. In Two Parts . indicates his influence in other countries, particularly Germany. The

Part I. (with a Map of Germany ). ( 35. 6d . Murray .) work has been very diligently compiled , and is most lucid and read

Messrs. Hein and Becker give 100 passages in German dealing with able. It should be welcome to all teachers.

what we may call the materials and machinery of commerce, followed
SCRIPTURE .

by plenty of “ Fragen," and interspersed with grammatical “ Auf

gaben . ” All this is excellent ; and the appendix of weights and
The Book of Erodus. Edited , with Introduction and Notes, by the

Rev. H. F. Stewart, M.A. ( Rivingtons .)
measures, &c . , is essentially useful, and so is the vocabulary . But why

interject an outlinegrammar (pages 149–226) ? The outline is very to be better adapted for more advanced students.
The book is designed for the use of junior pupils , but it would appear

In the introduction
good indeed, but the pupil , it seems to us, ought to know so much the editor clearly accepts as final the latest theories of the " higher
grammar before starting on these reading lessons . The lessons

suited to general use for the teaching of German in secondary schools , "
» criticism ." Any one that has followed the course of Biblical criticism

no doubt ; but are not the authors trying to ride twohorses atonce during the last quarter of a century can scarcely fail to observe that

However this may be, the workmanship is thoroughly sound , and the entering upon such thorny questions as these, we not a little doubt the
such finality has by no means been reached . However, without

book ought to be widely used .
wisdom of confusing the minds of children with theories , however

HISTORY .
plausible, concerning the untrustworthiness of the Biblical tradition

( 1) Mediæval and Modern History. Part I. - The Middle Ages. By and the legendary character of the heroes of Jewish history. The

Philip van Ness Myers, formerly Professor of History and Political introduction and notes contain much valuable matter, and , under the

Economyin the University ofCincinnati. (5s. Ginn.) ( 2) An guidance of a capable and discreet teacher, will be found useful .

Introduction to the History of Western Europe. Part I.-The Middle The Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges.-- Psalms, Books IV.

Ages. By James Harvey Robinson , Professor of History in

Columbia University. ( 4s . 6d . Ginn . )
and V. By A. F. Kirkpatrick , D.D. (Cambridge University Press . )

( 1 ) Prof. Myers presents the first half of his work , “ Mediævaland introduction, dealing with the authorship of the Psalms,theforms of
Psalms xc . to cl . are treated in this volume, preceded by the full

Modern History ” ( published sixteen years ago ) , in a carefully revised
form , the general perspective not beingessentially modified, though Hebrew poetry,the Messianic hope, the Psalter in theChristian

the emphasis has been slightly shiftedhere and there. He subordinates Church, and other general topics relating to the subject, allof great

political, dynastic, andmilitary affairs to religious, moral, intellectual, interest. Itis not only by students that this volume will be appre
and socialinterests. “ Unity has been impressed upon the narrative," ciated, but bynumbers of people to whom the Psalmsare not only a

he says, “ by keeping prominent the greatideals of the mediæval time, notes deal with the subjectfrom both points of view, and theethical
devotional exercise, but a literary treasure . Dr. Kirkpatrick's scholarly

especially the ideals of the Papacy and the Empire, and by laying upon difference between the Old and New dispensations is also fully and

the Renaissance, which is viewed as essentially an intellectual move

ment and as the unconscious goal of mediæval endeavour and life , an
luminously treated .

MISCELLANEOUS .

emphasis corresponding to that laid upon the Reformation and the

political revolution in modern history. Very useful bibliographical A Concise Dictionary of Egyptian Archäology. By M. Brodrick and

are appended to the chapters. There are twelve excellent
A. Anderson Morton . With 80 Illustrations and many Cartouches.

coloured maps and three sketch maps. Avery careful , able , and service
(Methuen . )

able volume. The interest and importance of the recent discoveries in Egypt

(2 ) Prof.Robinson has paid especial regard to the problem of propor- and the promise of a progressive unveiling of along buried civilization

tion , regarding it as the fundamental one. Hence he has omitted many of far reaching influence commend this “handbook for students and

secondary personages and episodes, and many anecdotes, that usually travellers " to favourable consideration . As it stands , it appeals

figure in manuals of the period, and devoted the space saved to more mainly to travellers . For students a systematic treatment would be

useful purposes —— to a fuller treatment of institutions (and , above all , much more useful ; the alphabetic arrangement tends to scrappiness

the Church) , to a larger presentation of the life and work of indubitably and isolation. The matter is judiciously selected and competently

first -rate men, and to a broader view of the life of the times , including presented, so that the book will be very serviceable in its present

the economic, intellectual, and artistic aspects , as well as the political form , and we trust it will meet such a reception as to encourage the

movements. Comprehensive bibliographies, with a selection of illustra- authors to expand it . The illustrations are indispensable and excellent,

tive material, arepromised in acompanion manual, “ Readings in and thevolume is nicely got up .

European History, ”now in preparation. There are eighteen admirable Cassell's ‘ Eyes and No Eyes ' Series .” — Book V.: Trees and Shrubs ;

maps ( six of them double -page and coloured ) and other effective
Book VI . : Insect Life.

illustrations. An extremely capable and useful work . Two more of Arabella B. Buckley's delightful little primers in

History of England. Part II . , 1485–1689 . By George Carter, M.A.
natural history, to be heartily recommended to teachers of young

( Relfe. )
children . The practical exercises at the end of each chapter will be

The object is to help
" those who are preparing any part of the found especially useful. The illustrations — some of them tastefully

period as a ' special period."" We can recommend it for that
coloured-are good and clear.

purpose.

The subject matter is full and clearly arranged. An appendix contains Dick Knap and his Master . By George Kitching. ( Simpkin , Marshall ,

many short biographies , well written . Pupils that have mastered the
& Co. )

book will havenoinconsiderable knowledge of the political history of Dick is a rather belated arrival ; but then he is a country lad , and

the period . only a bird-tenter. Mr. Kitching is careless of classical refinements,

EDUCATION and unkind critics may have hard names for his verse ; but he embodies

Pastors and Teachers. By the Right Rev. E. A. Knox, D.D. , in his tripping and reckless measures much shrewd observation and

Bishop of Coventry . ( Longmans.) kindly feeling , often effectively expressed .

Bishop Knox's " Six Lectures on Pastoral Theology " at Cambridge Letts's Diaries ( Cassell ) are always handy and serviceable . We have

are introduced in handsome terms of appreciation by Bishop Gore . several samples for 1903 :-Office Diary (No. 11, 4s . ) , strongly bound)

Dr. Knox deals with the Church Catechism and the history of cat. Rough Diaries ( No. 32, 1s. 6d. ; No. 33, 1s. 4d . or 28.; No. 35 , 1s. or

echisms (the text of half a dozen of them forming a large appendix ), 18. 6d ) ; Scribbling Diary (No 47, ls . or ls . 6d .) ; medical and clerical

and earnestly impresses the need of preparation for the duty of cat- diaries , with special professional memoranda and arrangements ; and

echizing. A special lecture is devoted to the Sunday school. Dr. dainty pocket diaries in various forms. Accident insurance coupons

Knox recognizes that “ the monopoly of education " has passed from £ 1,000 ) are attached . - Pitman's Year- Book and Diary (twelfth year,
the Church to the State . Education, so far as the State undertakes | 1s. ) contains useful information about shorthand and typewriting.

notes
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lein " ? Pollie is refreshingly unconventional- a funnykind of girl"

GIFT -BOOKS AND PRIZES. " always impulsive and upto pranks.”

Comrades All , by Florence Coombe (Blackie, 2s . ) , chronicles a variety
II .

of children's adventures — the raven , the bicycle , the flying-machine,
HISTORICAL TALES.

&c .-with a philanthropic episode. The construction is somewhat

Mr. G. A. Henty, whose death has just been annouounced, closes a long loose, and the boys' vernacular is not severely toned down ; but the

and honourable record with three bright volumes of adventuremore or book hus elements of promise .

less mixed up with history . With Kitchener in the Soudan ( Blackie , In A Little Cockney, by S. G. (Nelson, Is . 6d . ) , a town child tells her

6s.) is “ a storyofAtbaraandOmdurman ,”recording (with maps) the experiences of a visit to the countryand the seaside - a simple and
reconquest of the Soudan.— With the British Legion ( Blackie, 6s.) is

pleasant narrative.

a story of the Carlist wars ” -a chequered history of the legion Of the “ Little Blue Books for Children " (Methuen, 2s . 6d . each )
raised by Sir de Lacy Evans to support the cause of Queen Christina we have three specimens — The Peeles at the “ Capital” (and a meddle
and the infant Queen Isabella - one ofMr. Henty's best. — In the Hands some littlegirl), by Roger Ashton ; The Treasure of Princegate Priory
of the Cave-Dwellers ( Blackie,1s . 6d.) is a shorter tale , the scene laid in (with adventures in the recovery of it ),by Thomas Cobb ; and A School
Mexico, with stirring adventures among the Indians.

A Hero of the Highlands, by E. Everett-Green ( Nelson, 5s .) , is “ the stories all,and prettily got up.
Year (with brisk scenes of schoolgirl life ), by Netta Syrett. Good

romance of a rebellion , as related by one who looked on ” -- the story of VARIOUS .

the Forty- Five, with Bonny Prince Charlie, Flora Macdonald, plenty of

Jacobite enthusiasm ,and—Culloden . It is written with much spirit.- either --than William J. Long's School of the Woods (Ginn, 78. 6d. ) .
There could be no finer gift-book for a yonngster - or for an adult

The Story of a Scout, by John Finnemore (Pearson ), takes us back Mr. Long tells of the animals he has watched in the woods ; the

to the Peninsular War . " It has rapid and vivid sketches. For the Red sketches are all life studies, and include also some of the unusual life

Rose,by Eliza Pollard (Blackie, 2s. 60. ) , is concerned with the lively secrets of animals and birds." He emphasizes “ the large place which

adventures of a little girl found in the forest by a gypsy after the early education holds in the life of every creature ” and the vital im .

sacking of a castle by the Yorkists and adopted by the tribe . portance of obedience in forest education. A most delightful and

Margaret of Anjou and her son also figure in the story. instructive book, full of observation and instinct with humane feeling,
Captain F. S. Brereton wields the pen (as well as the scalpel) quaintly and lavishly illustrated ,and handsomely got up .

with vigour. He now presents two capital stories of adventure in
The Boy's Book of Battles, by Herbert Cadett (Pearson ), is briskly

counexion with recent warfare --Under the Spangled Banner, which has written and well got up ; but the tone does not commend it , and the

for its background the Spanish -American War, and One of the Fighting historical grasp is feeble.

Scouts, which is a tale of guerrilla warfare in South Africa ( Blackie,
The Romance of Modern Invention, by Archibald Williams ( Pearson ),

58. each ).- Dr.Gordon Stables, ever indefatigable, packs a great deal contains simple and lucid descriptions of wireless telegraphy, liquid

of adventure andnot a littlefun, along with much information, into his air, dirigible torpedoes, airships , modern artillery ,and so forth ; with

new volume, In the Great White Land—the Antarctic regions (Blackie, twenty -five illustrations — a very interesting and attractive volume.

38. 6d . ) . It should go without saying that all these books are well The Fairclough Family, by Mrs. Henry Clarke ( Blackie , 3s . 6d . ) , turns
illustrated .

on a secret that operates on certain young people for a time in a trying
The Siege of York, by Beatrice Marshall ( Seeley ), is a fine “ story of way, but is duly unfolded. The story is skilfully contrived and well

the days of Thomas Lord Fairfax,” with excellent illustrations - a told .

worthy addition to Mrs. Marshall's historical gallery . Robinetta , or The Light of his Eyes, by L. E. Tiddeman (Nelson,

STORIES OF ADVENTURE. 2s . 6d .), is a story of a spirited little girl of Walworth , fresh and

The Diamond Seekers, by Ernest Glanville (Blackie, 6s . ) , is " a tale interesting.

of adventure by veld and river.” The hero goes to Cape Colony to The Adventures of Downy V. Green, Rhodes Scholar at Oxford, by

learn farming, but , hearing of a mysterious diamond mine, he goes in George Calderon ( Smith, Elder, & Co. ) , gives a very clever sketch of

search of it . The incidents are abundant and stirring, and the author the hero's first term at the University. Downy is a grandson of the

seems to know his ground at first hand . Capital illustrations by celebrated Verdant, whose " adventures” at Oxford are well known.

William Rainey , R.I.
New times, new manners . The book will provide " a real boss time"

The Treasure of the Incas , by G. A. Henty ( Blackie, 5s . ) , involves the - " a gallows old time” — “ jags of fun ” .
- “ oodles of it ." Some

crossing of the Cordilleras and an arduous search, followed by re. readers may be " a bit pixilated ” from lack of a glossary of the

crossing and further search . There are lively encounters with Indians Amurkan ( or Ameracan) tongue ; but does it matter ? The author's

and with brigands . Whether the treasure— “ part of the wealth of illustrations are capital .

Atahualpa --was discovered in the Castle of the Demons or not the The Golden World , by Reed Moorhouse ( Dent, 2s . 6d . net ) , is a pretty

reader may be trusted to find out . Eight illustrations by Wal Paget * book of verses for children," chiefly about fairies and birds, and not
without an unobtrusive moral.

The Secret of the Everglades, by Bessie Marchant ( Blackie, 2s . 6d. ) , We may include here the first two volumes of the “ Red Letter

takes us to Florida, to the ancient fastnesses of the Seminoles and the Library ” —Poems by Alfred Lord Tennyson , and Poems by Elizabeth

clear waters of the Okeechobee. There is a family tragedy, and search Barrett Browning ( Blackie, 1s. 6d. net, cloth ; 28. 6d . net, leather ),with

expeditions, and the secret is kept up to the end. The materialtroubles brief introductions by Alice Meynell. They are beautifully printed

lead to moral development. The story is well written and well and most tastefully got up -- delightful little books .

illustrated .
NEW EDITIONS AND REPRINTS.

Grit will Tell, by R. Stead ( Blackie, 2s . 6d . ) , is occupied with the ad
It is just possible that we may make a slip tnder this head,for want

ventures of a boy on a barge (on the Leeds and Liverpool Canal), in a of sufficient indications . For our own part, we should say that the

brickyard (with a strike ), at sea, on travel in Belgium (with a bear books reissued are quite as good as if they were new ; and they will be

hunt), and in a battle of the Franco -German War. The story is forcibly new to many .

written . Four illustrations.

A Mystery of St. Rule's, by Ethel F. Heddle ( Blackie, 6s . ) , a mys

FOR CHILDREN . terious and charming story of St. Andrews, which appears in a finely

Mr. G. E. Farrow takes his young friends In Search of the Wallypug illustrated edition, rivals any of the new stories. The Girls of Ban .

( Pearson, 5s . )--the famous Wallypug of Why. The preposterous dodo, shee Castle, by Rosa Mulholland ( Lady Gilbert) (Blackie, 3s. 6d.), is

with ever -blooming conceit, is also very much to the fore ; and many bathed in the glamour of Irish folk - lore. A Girl's Loyalty, by

new characters, fairy and gnome, furred and feathered, play amusing Frances Armstrong ( Blackie, 3s. 6d . ) , is in excellent tone and good

parts . Mr. Alan Wright furnishes numerous appropriate illustrations , style. The Lion of St. Mark and Through the Fray, by G. A. Henty

and the get-up is brilliant . A charming addition to a whimsical series (Blackie, 38. 6d . each ), are old favourites, as fresh as ever. The Boys

of prolific imaginative power. of Wynport College, by Frederick Harrison (Blackie , 3s.), and The

Kids of Many Colours, by Grace Duffie Boylan and Ike Morgan Golden Galleon, by Robert Leighton ( Blackie, 3g . ) , will again meet

(Pearson, 6s. ) , is a wonderful collection of pictures, with descriptive a glad welcome. All these volumes are beautifully illustrated and

verses, lullabies, and mother songs. Children of all nations , from China handsomely bound .

to Hawaii, and from Lapland to the Philippines , are represented in The series of “ historical stories collected out of English romantic

brilliant colours. An attractive book, certainly — though printed in literature in illustration of the reigns of English monarchs from the
Chicago ( last year ) . Conquest to Victoria ” - The King's Story Book, The Queen's Story

Messrs. Blackie & Son offer Six and Twenty Boys and Girls ( 3s . 6d . ) Book, and The Prince's Story Book - has just been completed by the

in various moods and situations, and Games and Gambols ( 28. 6d .), issue of The Princess's Story Book (Constable, 3s . 6d. each ). They

animals masquerading as children-with clever pictures in colour and are all edited, with an introduction , by George Laurence Gomme,

amusing descriptive verses . and are well illustrated and prettily got up. Date of issue is ir

Mr. S. Hamer presents this year The Ten Travellers, and other Tales relevant : these books will be as fresh and attractive a generation hence

in Prose and Verse ( Cassell ) , with four coloured plates and forty or fifty as they are to -day .

good illustrations by Harry B. Neilson . Messrs. Macmillan reissue , in their delightful and handy series of

The New Pupil, by Raymond Jacberns ( Macmillan, 4s . 6d . ), is a story “ Illustrated Pocket Classics ” ( 28. net each ), Miss Austen's Pride and

of Fraulein Friederich's old -fashioned “ home school.” Why “ Frau. Prejudice, Sense and Sensibility, Emma, Mansfield Park, Northanger

66

and a map.
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Abbey, and Persuasion - her whole works - with interesting intro- Macmillan's French Classics.-- Athalie ( Racine) . Edited by F. C. de
ductions by Austin Dobson ; Miss Mitford's Our Village, with a charm- Sumichrast . 3s . 6d .

ing introduction by Mrs. Anne Thackeray Ritchie ; and Goldsmith's [ Introduction, running commentary, notes.]

Vicar of Wakefield, with introduction by Austin Dobson (on Goldsmith's Molière's Plays.– Vol. I. By A. R. Waller. 38. 6d , net . Grant

illustrators). All these volumes, except the first, are illustrated by Richards.

Hugh Thomson . The first is illustrated by Charles E. Brock . [ Tartuffe, Don Juan , L'Amour Médecin . French and English on
If one's purpose of liberality must be restricted to a modest six

opposite pages. Delightful; handy ; translation too often loses by
pence , and is content with close type and paper covers, what can one conciseness .]

do better than invest the coin in the “ People's Edition " of A. J. DRAWING .

Church's delightful The Story of the Iliad, or The Story of the Odyssey,

just issued by Messrs. Seeley ? Both volumes have a number of Lydon , F. F.: Floral Design in Colour. Sets 1 and 2. ls. 6d.net each .

illustrations after Flaxman . An amazing sixpennyworth ! Burns & Oates.

ANNUALS. [Varied , progressive, and delicate .]

The yearly volume of Cassell's Saturday Journal (78. 6d.) — in a very Lydon, F. F. : Nature Lessons with the Blackboard. 3s . net. Burns

full sense a magazine of useful and entertaining literature --makes a & Oates.

handsome and portly collection of good things to read, with abundance [ 43 full-page plates ( plants and animals ), with full “ notes"

of illustrations, several of them full-pageand coloured.— The Christmas opposite. Extremely instructive and suggestive in all respects.]

volume of Little Folks (Cassell , 3s. 6d. ) --always welcome-- hastwo Macmillan's Free Brush Design Drawing Cards . By Francis N. Wallis .

serials and a great variety of stories and articles for children , with In 3 sets-Junior, Intermediate, and Senior. 2s . each set.

pictures on almost every page, six full - page coloured plates, and
[24 cards in each set . Judiciously progressive.]

numerous illustrations printed in colour .-— The Girl's Own Annual (Religious Tract Society, 8s . ) , with its long stories, short tales,general Normal Tutorial Series.- The Normal Guide to Model Drawing. By

papers, and profusion of illustrations, will make a delightful gift-book.
Arthur Schofield , A.R.C.A. ( Lond . ) . 28. 6d. net. Normal Corre

– The Sunday at Home ( Religious Tract Society , 7s . 6d .) is a treasury
spondence College Press.

of excellent reading, with abundant and good illustration . — The Leisure
[ Good illustrations ; brief and lucid explanations . ]

Hour (56 Paternoster Row, E.C.) is full of well considered and in- Philips' Free Brush Drawing Copy Books, applied to pattern . By
structive matter presented in popular form and effectively illustrated . Stanley Thorogood, A.R.C.A. In three books of seven stages . 3d.

-The Children's Treasury ( Nelson , ls . ) is rich in attractive pictures net each .

and suitable stories . [ Skilfully graduated ; attractively got up .]

Philips' Primary Drawing Cards. By F. F. Lydon. 6 packets.

18. 6d . net each .

FIRST GLANCES. ( 18 cards ( plants, animals, and simple objects, with ornamental

lettering in Standards IV.-VI. ) in each packet . “ To meet the
CLASSICS .

requirements of the Illustrated Syllabus for Primary Drawing.”

Allen , the late J. B. , M.A .: An Elementary Greek Grammar. 3s . 10 x 74 in . Excellent.]

Clarendon Press.

[Revised by Mr. D. B. Monro. Lucid and compact.]
MISCELLANEOUS.

Analytical Grammar as applied to the Latin Language. By Two Aunt Kate's Conjuring and Parlour Magic. ld . Leng.
Graduates of Oxford. 28. 60. Rivingtons. Balfour, Right Hon. A. J .: Speech on the Education Bill at Man

[“ Why should not relations (between thoughts) and symbols (of chester . 3d . Eyre & Spottiswoode.

those relations ) be brought before the student in one view ? " ] [Reprinted from the Times ( October 15 ) . ]

Macmillan's Latin Series .—The Poems of Ovid - Selections. Edited Books for the Bairns.- ( 1) The Sleeping Beauty ( No. XLVI. ) ;

by Prof. C. W. Bain . 68 . ( 2 ) Cinderella (No. LXIX .) ; ( 3 ) Dick Whittington ( No. LXXXI. )

[About 40 illustrations. Get -up agreeable and serviceable.] ld . each . Mowbray House, Norfolk Street .

MATHEMATICS.
[Musical plays ; illustrated, interesting .]

Alexander, Prof. T. , C.E. , &c . , and Prof. A. W. Thomson, D.Sc. : Ele . Browne, M. Prince : The Practical Work of Dressmaking and Tailor

mentary Applied Mechanics. 21s . Macmillan .
ing. 28. 6d . Cox .

Arnold's Mathematical Series.- Mensuration . By R. W. Edwards,
[ Many good illustrations. Business-like . ]

M.A. 3s . 6d . Browne, M. Prince ; Dress Cutting, Drafting, and French Pattern

[ Third edition, revised and improved .]
Modelling. 28. net . Constable.

British Association Discussion on the Teaching of Mathematics
[ Practical and useful . Good illustrations .]

(Glasgow, 1901 ). Edited by Prof. Perry . 28. net. Macmillan. Cambridge, The Student's Handbook to the University and Colleges

[ Second Edition. Now includes a communication made to the of. 3s. net. Cambridge University Press.

Committee by 22 masters of public schools, and also the Report of ( Unofficial , but “ compiled from authentic sources.” Most ably

the Committee, drawn up by the Chairman (Prof. Forsyth ) . ]
done and exceedingly useful.]

MODERN LANGUAGES.
Cape of Good Hope Education Report for 1900.

Alfa Etimologia e Sintasi Inglese . Per M. G. Howard. L.2.30. Cassell's Illustrated History of the Boer War . Part I. 63. net .

Author ( Villa di Donato, Portici, Napoli ) . [ Brightly written and well illustrated .]

[Much useful matter, greatly confused .] Cassell's Social England. Part I. ls . net.

Black , Cour Elémentaire.- ( 1) Contes et Préceptes ( L. Charleville ) ; ( Excellent work, beautifully got up .]

( 2 ) Rires et Larmes (A. Vessiot) ---both edited by F. B. Kirkman, De Brath, S. , and F. Beatty : Over-Pressure . ls. 6d . Phillip .

B.A. ( 3) Berthe aux Grands Pieds. Adapted from Adenet's poem , [Cheap edition . Much sensible matter.]

and retold in modern French by Mrs. J. G. Frazer. 6. each . Encyclopaedic Dictionary. Part I. 6d . net . Cassell.

[ Appropriate ; well edited ; good illustrations . ]
[New edition, revised and enlarged : including supplementary

Black, Cour Moyen et Supérieur.--( 1) Mélanges (Voltaire ). Edited by volume and 76 coloured plates expressly prepared for this issue.

F. B. Kirkman, B.A. (2 ) La Farce de Maître Patelin . Edited A work of proved excellence and utility.]

by M. Ninet. ( 3) Chicot chez Henri de Navarre ( Dumas) . Edited Genge, R. S. , M.A. : A Kalendar of Hymns, Ancient and Modern, for
by A. R. Florian , M.A. 6d. each .

1903. 2d. Frowde.

[ Excellent editions, capitally illustrated .]
Handy-Man's (The ) Book of Tools , Materials, and Processes employed

Blackie's Little French Classics.— ( 1 ) Selections from Buffon . ( 2 ) La in Carpentry, Joinery, and Cabinet Work . Edited by Paul N.

Mule du Pape ( Daudet) . 4d . each . Hasluck . Part I. 6d . Cassell .

[ Excellent additions to a very useful series . ] [With numerous illustrations and working drawings. To be

Blackie's Little German Classics.-- Select Ballads by Schiller. Edited completed in 12 monthly parts . Practical and useful.]

by Frieda Weekley. 60. Hodgkins, J. G., M.A. , LL.D. : The Rev. Dr. Ryerson as a Public Man
[Good selection. But is it right to explain fraget " for and an Educationist, 1825-82. 25 cents. Briggs ( Toronto ).

" fragt ” by saying that “ an e is often inserted for the sake of Holmes , H. T.: Reform of Reformatories and Industrial Schools. ld.
the rime or rhythm ” ? And is it not missing the point to say that

Fabian Society.
for “ verhehle ” ( “ Der Taucher,” 59) “ the indicative ' verheblt '

would be more usual ” ?] Kerner and Oliver : The Natural History of Plants. Parts IV. , V. , VI .

ls . 6d . net each . Blackie.

Hossfeld's Series. - A New English and French Vocabulary. By
Profs. A. Ludwig and H. Lallemand. 28. 6d. net . Hirschfeld . [Able and popular. Numerous good illustrations . ]

[ Alphabetical and analogical. New edition , revised . Practical Marsh , C. , M.A., and H. W. Ord, M.A.: Graphic Mark Book and Re

and useful . ] ducing Scale. 18. 4d . Educational Supply Association .

:
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Messrs. J. M. DENT & Co.beg to draw the attention of Teachers to their

New Books especially prepared for the CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EX

AMINATIONS, 1903, as enumerated below :

ENGLISH TEXTS . CLASSICAL TEXTS .

SCOTT'S LORD OF THE ISLES. Edited by W. KEITH CÆSAR'S GALLIC WAR. Books II. and III., in one

LEASK , M.A. ( Edin. and Oxon.) . With Illustrated Biography, Volume . Edited by A. Croom PATERSON, M.A. ( Edin . and Oxon.) .

Introduction, Illustrated Notes, and Glossary . Crown 8vo, ls . 4d . With numerous Illustrations . Fcap. 8vo, ls . 4d .

KINGSLEY'S THE HEROES. Edited by OLIPHANT Uniform with the above .

SMEATON, M.A. , late Principal , Whangarei Grammar School. With Cæsar's Gallic War. Book I. Edited by A. S. WILKINS,

Introduction , Notes, and Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo, ls . 4d . LL.D. , Litt.D. Illustrated . ls . 4d .

MILTON'S PARADISE LOST. Books V. and VI. Edited “ There is nothing but praise to give for the matter and manner of

by FLORA Masson. With Introduction and Notes. Fcap . 8vo, ls . 4d .
the introduction and notes. The illustrations taken from

POPE'S ESSAY ON CRITICISM. Edited by B.M.WANTI
ancient monuments are excellent, and the imaginative frontispiece is

LOVE , M.A. , Litt.D. With Introduction and Notes. Fcap . 8vo, ls . 4d .
very creditable. The book is cheap at the price." - School World .

Uniform with the above.

DENT'S FIRST LATIN BOOK. By Harold W. ATKIN
Scott's Marmion . Edited by Rev. R. P. DAVIDSON, M.A.

sox, of Rossall School , and J. W. E. PEARCE , Head Master of
(Oxon . ) . With numerous Illustrations. ls . 4d .

Merton College, Sidcup. With twelve coloured Illustrations by
“ A very useful edition. The introduction is sufficient, and the notes are good.

The illustrations are copious and of a high character. A capital book for
M. E. DURHAM . Fcap. 8vo, cloth , 2s . 6d . net. ( Just published .

regular use."'-- Schoulmaster.

DENT'S ENGLISH GRAMMAR OF PARSING

THE TEMPLE SHAKESPEARE FOR SCHOOLS.
AND ANALYSIS . By W. BRYANT. Fcap . 8vo, 1s . 4d .

General Editor : OLIPHANT SMEATON, M.A. [Just published .

SHAKESPEARE'S JULIUS CÆSAR. Edited by F.

ARMITAGE MORLEY, M.A. , D.C.L. With numerous Illustrations,
DENT'S FIRST FRENCH BOOK. Based on the Hölzel

and 5 Drawings, by T. H. ROBINSON . Crown 8vo , ls . 4d .
Pictures of the Seasons. By S. ALGE and W. RIPPMANN . Eighth

Edition, completing 32,000 copies (with the Addition of
Also Ready Immediately, for King's Scholarship Exam ., 1903 : Five Simple Songs and Music ) . 1s . 6d . net . ( Dent's

AS YOU LIKE IT. Edited by Miss FLORA Masson .
Modern Language Series . ) [ Just published.

With Illustrations by DORA CURTIS. ls . 4d. * For other volumes of the Series see Special List .

Uniform with the above . Each ls. 4d .

Tempest. Endited by 0. SMEATON, M.A. ls . 4d .

PRIZE BOOKS :- Write for Particulars of
Macbeth . By G. SMITH, M.A., LL.D. ls . 4d .

“ Everything about this edition speaksofunwonted care. The artistic merits Messrs . Dent's Books suitable for Prizes,

are unique. The editorial matter is carefully arranged , and the notes are splendid.

If this series maintains such high interest at so cheap a price, it will speedily oust

many others which are comparatively dull and unattractive . " - School World , sent post free to any address.

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL LISTS POST FREE.

J. M. DENT & CO. , 29 AND 30 BEDFORD STREET, W.C.

GIFT BOOKS AND PRIZES PUBLISHED BY GINN & COMPANY..
LONDON , BOSTON , AND NEW YORK . London Representative- FRED. J. MATHESON .

9 St. Martin's Street, Leicester Square , London , W.C.

SCHOOL OF THE WOODS. New Matter. Just published. By the Author of " Beasts of the Field ” and

“ Fowls of the Air ." Descriptions of Animal Life. By WILLIAM J. Long . Copiously Illustrated by CHARLES COPELAND. Three

Volumes, 57 by 8 inches, uniform in style . Printed on heavy paper with full - page and marginal Illustrations. Decorative satine -cloth

cover stamped in full gold . Each 7s . Od .

Excerpts from Revier's just received of “ School of the Woods " :

Churchwoman.-“ We would rank very high among our prize books ' School of Daily Telegraph.-" No reservation is necessary in the praise bestowed upon this

the Woods ,' by W. J. Long, as one of the most charmingly written and charmingly delightful work. ...Would that the incidents of most novels were half as engrossing !
illustrated animal books that we have ever met. ..... Everybody, old and young,

must be the better for reading this book. Review of Revieus.- “ Author, artist, and publisher have united in producing

St. James's Gazette.-" The author views the forest people as creatures rational volumes that are a model of their kind. These books are sure of an especially warm

with a human form of reason ; and this discernment, followed up as it is with welcome in any household where there are children, as their dainty illustrations

sincerity and sanity, makes the book one of unusual charm .” make them doubly attractive to the little ones."

OTHER NATURE BOOKS.

s . d . s. d .

All the Year Round. STRONG . I. , Autumn . II . , Winter. Seed Babies. M. W. MORLEY 1 6

III., Spring
each 2 0 Seed Dispersal. BEAL 1 6

Bird Portraits. Illustrated by E. SETON THOMPSON 6 6 Seed Travellers . WEED 1 6

First Studies of Plant Life. G. F. ATKINSON Stories Mother Nature told her Children. ANDREWS 2 6

Flowers and their friends. MORLEY ... 3 Stories of my Four Friends. ANDREWS. Four Seasons 2 6

Friends and Helpers. S. J. EDDY 3 6 Stories of Insect Life, I. , Spring . C. M. WEED 1 6

Little Wanderers. Seed Stories . M. W. MORLEY 2 0 Stories of Insect Life. II . , Autumn. WEED and MURT

Mother Nature's Children . GOULD 3 6 2 0

Nature Study and Life. C. F. HODGE
7 0 Trees in Prose and Poetry. STONE and FICKETT 2 6

MISCELLANEOUS.

Classic Myths in English Literature. GAYLEY 7 6 Stars in Song and Legend. PORTER ...
2 6

Heidi. Spyri's Story translated by H. B. DOLE ...
2 6

Stories from English History A. F. BLAISDELL 2 6
Heroes. KINGSLEY. Greek Tales.

2 0

Ten Boys who Lived on the Road from Long Ago to Now.
King Arthur and his Court. GREENE

ANDREWS
Each and All. The Seven Little Sisters prove their Sister

2 6

hood. ANDREWS ... 2 6 To Girls . H. E. HERSEY net 4 6

Old Indian Legends. Zitkala-Sa 0 Undine. Fouqué's Story translated by A. L. ALGER 2 0

Seven Little Sisters who Live on the Round Ball that Floats Wigwam Stories. JUDD. Indian Folk-Lore 3 6

in the Air . ANDREWS 2 6 World's Painters and their Pictures. D. L. Hoyt 6 6

BOOKS SENT ON APPROVAL. CATALOGUES SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION .

GINN & CO. , 9 ST. MARTIN'S STREET, W.C.

FELDT

...

...
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BLACKIE & SON'S BOOKS

For Cambridge Locals, 1903.

SPECIÁL LIST OF BOOKS SET FOR OXFORD LOCAL AVD COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS EXAMINATIONS

POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

With or

80 .

Julius Caesar, Edited, with Introduction, Votes, & c ., Livy V. Edited by W. Cecil LAMING, M.A.
by A. D. INNES, M.A. ls . [ The Warwick Shakespeare without Vocabulary. 3s . 6d. [ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.

Julius Caesar. Edited , with Introduction , Notes, &c . ,
Horace - Odes III. Edited by STEPHEN Gwynn, B.A.

by W. DEXT. [ The Junior School Shakespeare.
With or without Vocabulary. 1s. 6d .

Julius Caesar, Edited, with Introduction , Notes , &c .

[ Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series .

Illustrated, ls .
[ The Picture Shakespeare. Xenophon - Anabasis II, Edited by the Rev. G.

H. NALI, M.A. With or without Vocabulary. 2s .

Pope's Essay on Criticism , Edited , with Intro [ Blackie's Illustrated Greek Series .

duction , Notes, &c . , by FREDERICK RYLAT, M.A. Is. 6d .

Outlines of the World's History. By EDGAR
[ Blackie's English Classics . SANDERSON, J.A. Illustrated. Part II. Greece and Rome. 2s.

Caesar - Gallic War. Books II and III .
Perrault - Fairy Tales , Edited , with Notes and

Edited by Prof. John Brown , M.A. With or without Vocabulary.
Vocabulary, by Loris BARBÉ, B.A. Illustrated. ls .

1s . 6d . each . Blackie's Mustrated Lrtin Series.
[ Nearly rrady.

Nepos - Selections. (Lives of Lysander, Alcibiades, i Sandeau - Mademoiselle de la Seiglière.
Thrasybulus, Conon , Iphicrates , Chabrias .) Edited by A. W. Edited, with Votes, &c . , by J. E. MITCHELL, M.A.

CARVER, M.A. [ In active preparation .
ls .

NEW BOOKS,

PIERRE ET CAMILLE . By ALFRED DE MUSSET. Edited by W. G. ETHERIDGE, M.A. With Vocabulary, cloth , ls .

Specially prepared for Ocford Local Examination, 1903.

A PRIMER OF OLD FRENCH . By G. H. CLARKE, M.A., and C. J. MURRAY, B.A. 2s .

MOLIÈRE - LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME , Edited by MAURICE GEROTHWOHL. Price 8d .

BLACKIE'S LITTLE FRENCH CLASSICS. New Volumes. 4d. each.

DAUDET-La Mule du Pape . BUFFON - Selections. VOLTAIRE'S LETTERS-Selections . ERCKMANN -CHATRIAX - Contes

Fantastiques. French Poems for Recitation.

BLACKIE'S LITTLE GERMAN CLASSICS. New Volumes . 6. each .

SCHILLER - Select Ballads. HEINE - Die Harzreise. The Nibelungenlied. KORNER — Select Songs.

GERMAN IDIOMS AND PROVERBS. Compiled by ALFRED) Oswald (Author of “ A First Course of German

Commercial Correspondence ” ). ls. 60 .

Contents : ( 1 ) Prepositions and adverbs used idiomatically. ( 2 ) Idioms with other parts of speech. ( 3 ) Particles used idiomatically

( 4 ) German Proverbs with English equivalents. ( 5 ) English Proverbs with German equivalents.

A PRACTICAL GERMAN COMPOSITION . By ALFRED OSWALD). 2s.

GOETHE'S POEMS. Selected and Edited, with Introductions and Notes, by H. G. ATKINS , M.A., Professor of

German at King's College, London, and L. E. KASTNER , B.A. , Lecturer in French at Owens College . 3s. 6d . net.

A FIRST GREEK READER . By R. A. A. BERESFORD, M.A., Author of " A First Latin Reader," and R. N.

DOUGLAS, M.A., of Uppingham School. 2s .

This Reader ( a companion to Mr. Beresford's popular First Latin Reader) consists of two parts : in the first part each lesson consists of
one page, containing an illustration explained by eight or nine simple sentences ; the second part consists of stories and anecdotes of greater

length, carefully graduated , and freely illustrated with full-page plates and photographs of famous statues and busts. The text is set at the

Clarendon Press in a large and bold type .

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL GEOMETRY FOR BEGINNERS , By RAWDON ROBERTS.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 1s. 6d .

This is a text-book of Geometry on modern lines, and should be welcomed by those teachers who, while wishing to adopt modern methods,

seek to secure for their pupils a mental training similar to that afforded by a study of Euclid's Elements. It is an eminently practical book ,

being replete from the very beginning with exercises requiring the use of the straight -edge, the pencil, the compass, and the protractor. The

definition and the axiom receive a somewhat more extended application than is the case in Euclid . All the essentials of the earlier books of

Euclid are here reduced into a small number of propositions, but the spirit of the book, its coherence , and the rigid logic with which the proposi.

tions are developed are quite Euclidian. The figures and illustrations are plentiful and are carefully drawn.

THE BRITISH EMPIRE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. A New History Reading Book, bringing

the story of Britain at home and abroad down to the close of the African War. With many Coloured and other Pictures. Crown 8vo,

cloth , ls. 6d .

BLACKIE & SON , LIMITED , 50 OLD BAILEY , LONDON , E.C.

GLASGOW ; DUBLIN ; BOMBAY.
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angle), but an ex-centroid , i.l. , vertex of parallelogram Abacı. Any

MATHEMATICS, triangle par made by three homologous lines is directly similar to ABC,

and its ex -symmedian (homologue of 4 , in ABC) is its centre of per

spective with A”BC ; in other words, Bq and Cr touch the circle par , and

de meet on the circle A " BCOA , B , C .

The Integration of Again , complete the parallelogram CABA From Euc. 1. 43, conv .,
sec H + cosec

it can be shown that A , A ,, B , C , C , B meet at a point Gi; this is the

By GEORGE Scott, M.A. double point of ABC and A, B , C ; for the angles G ,BA, G,CA , G , B ,A1,

sin cos de
G , C , A , all equal A. And G, lies at the intersection of the two EULER

lines OH and 0 , Hı , as may be proved thus : first, A' lies on 0,H , ; for
sec 0 + cosec o sin 8 + cos e

O is the orthocentre of AC,B1, which is equal to A , B , C ; therefore

Now 2 sin cos e (sin 8 + cos 6).- 1. A , H , = A0 = OA' ; therefore H A' bisects A , 0 ; and next, G , lies on

AO, ; for the angle OG,A' in the figure ABC is equal to 0,G , 0

dA {{sin e + cose ): - 1 }Therefore in A , B , C .

sec A + cosec o sin 0 + cos @ Further, the circles ABC, AB , C , BC , A ), CA , B , meet at N , the

sin -cos de Neuberg point, on the Euler line of the first Brocard triangle. Nlies

also on the Euler lines of A ,B , C1 , A , B , C2, and A , B,Cz . For AN is

perpendicular to the Euler line of ACB, : and therefore to that of
sin e - pos de

A , B , C , i.e. , to A'O , ; and it is also perpendicular to AN.

sin ( ** + 0)
The trilinearcoordinates of G , are given by aa == (69—19) B. ! ( 52 -- 112 ) y c.

It follows that AG , BG. , CG ; meet BC, CA , AB on the line
sin o - cos

log tan ( + 18) . 3 ( 62 – (*) ala = 0 ; i.e. , on the BROCARD axis , the trilinear polar of N ;
2 212

and A (NBG,C ) is a harmonic pencil .

The line A ,A ,G , corresponds ( in a way ) to GK , the “ symmedian

14885.(Professor SANJÁNA, M.A .)— LetK , be the pole of the side BCofa point axis , ” and meets it on BC.

triangle ABC with regard to the circum -circle, and O the circum -centre ; let

D , E , F be the mid - points of BC , CA , AB respectively ; and K , A ,, K , B1,
15031. (ALETROP.) – Résoudre en nombres entiers 2-2 + y - 2

K C perpendiculars to OD, OE,OF respectively. Then the six points
A ,, B1, C , B , C , Olie on a circle . So also the similar points

Solution by D. Biddle and R. CHARTRES .

K , = B., C. , Ag , C, A , 0 and K3 = Cz. A3 , B. , A , B , O lie on circles. Take a , b , c, any integral values that will serve to represent the sides
[ These circles have been called the ex -Brocardal circles of the triangle .] of a right -angled triangle , such that c2 + 12 = aº . Divide both sides of

The triangles A , B ,C1, A , B ,C2, A , B , Cz are each inversely similar to ABC, this equation by 0212c . Then (ab) -2 + (ac) ( be ) . The simplest

and in perspective with it ; they are also in perspective two by two, and example has x =- 20 , y = 15 , = 12 .

their axes of perspective meet in a point. [ These triangles have been

called ex -Brocardal triangles . ] The ex - Brocardal triangles form a
system of similar figures whose circle of similitude is the circum - circle Taking Eucli III. 36 as the Definition of a Circle, show that

ABC ; whose invariable points are A ' , B ’ , C ' on the circum -circle diametric
the ordinary Definition is a Theorem .

ally opposite to A , B, C , and whose invariable circles are the ex

Brocardal circles (so that every three collinear corresponding points of By J. MACLEOD, H.M.I.S.

the figures lie severally on these circles) .

In the figure the tangents at B, C meet in A.

Note by C. E. YOUNGMAN , M.A. If BO , CO are perpendicular to the respective

These and other properties are proved in the solutions of Questions tangents, BO CO , and AM bisects BC per

14819 , & c . ( New Series , Vol . i., p . 68 , 4.v. ) . A few more may be pendicularly, all resulting from the evident

mentioned . equality of the tangents.

We can now prove that but one tangent can

be drawn at any one point. If possible, at B

let there be the two tangents BA , BF .

B '
AE .AD AB' = AE + FB + 2AE.EMI ,

AE” + AE.ED Н.
G

therefore AE . ED EB ? + 2AE . EJ ,

AE . MD FB + AE . EMI . BA C

E
Hence MD > EM ,

FB? = FE.FD ( FA + AE) ( FA + AD)

= FA ? + FA . AD + FA . AE + AE . AD

= FA ? + AB' + ... ,

o, FA? + AB- + 2AF .AM
D

B D Hence AF . EM AF . VID ,

which is impossible , and therefore there can be but one tangent at each

point.

At E draw the tangent GH , meeting those atC, B in G , H respectively.

The following equalities are evident : -BE = EC , GE = GC, HE = HB .

Also LGCE or GEC = HBE or HEB , and HE - EG and OE is per

pendicular to HG . Therefore OB, OE, OC are equal. Similarly, it can

be proved that all radii within the arc BEC are equal. Again , from the

equality of OE to OC, and therefore of the rectangle AE .AD + OE” to
QA ’, it follows that ED is bisected in 0 .

By drawing a tangent at D to meet AC produced it may similarly be

proved that all radii within the arc CD are equal to each other, and to
those in BEC. Likewise those within BD for similar reasons are equal

to each other and to the other radii .

a

NA

М!
or

말

B

A.

Since A1 , B1 , C1 , A2 , B2, C2, A3, B3 , C3 have two by two the same 15146. ( Professor Nanson.) — If (A , B , C) is the adjugate of the

centre of perspective, the three axes will concur. Let J , F , D , be one of determinant (a , b, c ) , prove that

them ; then angle B3D, B , = B = B,F,B , ; therefore B,D, F , , are con
(BC, CA , AB ) = - (be, ea , ab) (a, b , c) ?.

cyclic , and B3D2F is a right angle. Hence JJJz is orthologic with
ABC.

Solutions ( I. ) by T. MUIR , LL.D. ; (II .) by A. M. Nesbitt, M.A.
To follow up the analogy between A ,B ,C , and the first BROCARD tri

angle , consider thethreesimilar figures A ,BC , B ,AC, C BA on the sides
(I. ) The determinant (a , b, c) must mean the circulant a b c which

of ABC. The double points are A” , B , C (A" isthe projection of 0on may be denoted by ¡ a , b , cl . cab

AA , and lies on the circle OBCA,) ; A4, B,, C , are the invariables ; and

the director -point is A , which is therefore , in any triangle abze of Using thrice the fact that any three -line circulant | x , y, z | is equal

homologous points, not the centroid (as in the case of the BROCARD tri- to (x + y + 2 ) ( x2 + y2 +32 — Y: -- Z.X — xy), we have two factors on the left,

>

2

ь са
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=

a

a =

viz . , EBC and B ? C ? – SA BC , and six factors on the right, viz ., She, ! 15109. ( Lt -Col. ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, R.E.) Find the least solution

24- La -be, 30, 392— xbc, sa, 272 – Ebe. Now , the first of the former in positive integers of 23 + y2 = 123, where m = (34– 1 ) , a positive integer

set is resolvable into the first and sixth of the latter set , and the second ' > 2 , and x + y ; and x, y , have no common factor .

of the foriner set is equal to the product of the remaining four of the

latter set ; in other words, Prof. Nanson's identity implies two , viz . , Note by R. W. D. CHRISTIE.

ΣBC ΣΒ'C2 - ΣABC
Ebe --as and = sa La (89: - sbe). ( 1 ) If x2 + y2 = mz3, then

Σbe 2b2 - La bc

{ (x3 + :3.m ) y } + {(x2 - y8) : } " m = { (y + m2 ) * } * .

( II . ) Denote ( a , b , c) by A. In the determinant
(2 ) General Solution of 15109.

B , C , B,C2, B3C3 |
(a3 + 3a2b — 23 )3 + { 3ab (a + b) } 3 = { a3 + 3ab (2a + b) — 63} (a2 + ab + b^) 3

CA, C2A2, C3Az
for all values of a and b.

A , B , A ,B2 , A ,B3
= 2 , b = 1.-a = 4, b = 1 will give solutions of Col. CUNNINGHAM's

form a new first row by subtracting B ,/A, times the second row from example, and another .
the first. This new row will be

(3) If a3 + b3 = ( a + b ) 23 .......( 1 ),

C.
0 , , , Cz – C.Ac3 ,, then (a + b)3 + (20 — 2 )3 = 9.a.z3, (a + b)3 + (21 — a)3 = 9.6.23 ...( 2, 3) ,

AL A

(a - 26) + ( 2a - 6) 3 = 9 ( a - b ) , a3 + (a - b)3 = (2a - b ) ...... (4 , 5 ) ,
Similarly, by subtracting C, B , times the third row from the second for a

new second row, we get 0 , -4,01, B1, Azad B , Thus the proposed
13 + ( b - a)3 = (26 - a) 23 .. (6) .

determinant

= A*, A , B 0 , -Cgca Aº Colz - Cze? say . (4 ) Two other general solutions are :

0 , - A.43 , Az . | - A9l3, A392 (a ) {a (a}– 2 ) } + { 0 (223-6 )} = (a3– 63)(23+ b33,

A , B , A B , A, B, ( b ) (a * + bi - 2ab3 + a*b 3a 5- )3 + { 3ab (a - b )}

But , if we treat the determinant bıcı in a similar way, it becomes ( 23 + 3a2b - 6ab2 + 13) (a3 + b3 ) 3 .

ca From ( b ) the common factor (a + b )3 may be eliminated, but it is left thus

abı ... designedly to show that when 4 (a) is fixed then 4 (6) can be obtained by

I gives , for 4 (a ),

0 , c.Czla – (3C, a ,
adding fixed constants to the cubes ; e.g., a =

CC3, - 3C2 -D.
753 + 533 26. 283 , and consequently, by adding the constants

0 , A3 , 0349 -0.Az, azA , 6 ( 63 + 23 – 3a- b), b ( a3 + b3 – 3aba) , b ( 262 + 3a2 – 6ab), i.l. , 1 , 19 , 11 respect

above aglia, aghi ively , we secure 763 + 723 = 37.283.

(A,B,- A ,Bi), C (A,B3- A , B ), or 0, Cars / A –C ; ac. Aj .

Cyr 3 , A’D ,

3

1

...

3, 6

it .,2

b
-

7T - C

O

a

N - B

с

C

zsin xy,

9

15182. (G. HEPPEL, M.A .) - The three forces represented by the 15119. (H. BATEMAN , )-5 , 7, Š are the distances of a point from the

perpendiculars from the symmédian point to the sides of a triangle are angular points of a triangle?' Prove that the two points for which
in equilibrium . & " " is a maximum are the foci of the ellipse whose areal equation is

Solutions ( I.) by R. TUCKER, M.A .; ( II . ) by Lionel E. Reay, B.A .; V ( 1x) + V(my) + V (nz) = 0 .

( III . ) by R. F. DAVIS, M.A., and H. BATEMAN.

( I. ) This is equivalent
Solutions ( I. ) by G. F. S. Hills ; ( II . ) by Professor SanJÁNA, M.A.

to proving that forces,
B

( I. ) u = $n " " to be made a maximum subject to condition

acting at 0 , proportional

to a , b , c as indicated in a $4...- 2bc cos An ° 69 ... — 2a* bc cos A & ... + a2b2c2 = 0,

the figure equilibrate. which is the relation connecting the distance of four points in a plane

Evidently с (Salmon , Conics, p . 131 ) .

bcos C + c cos B
A Differentiating, &c . , we get

b sin C - csin B = 0 .
B

[ag (ač – b cos Cm - c cos B(?- abc cos A ) ]/ ?

(II . ) If x , y , e are the
Now sa = bc cos A (2-1 )2 + ca cos By2 + ab cos C:-, ... ,

perpendiculars
formula for distance in areals ; therefore

aja = ylb = 2/6,
-bcos Cha - c cos B4: - abc cos A - 2abc sin B sin Cx,

therefore on easy reduction ; therefore Ex /l = n * y /m = 6z/ n gives the maximum

C

x /sin A = y sin B ==/sinC ;
points , or, substituting value for , and putting 1- x = y + z,

therefore x/sin yz = y/sin zx =
[ (c-yj* + bº: 2 — 2bc cos Ayz) x] / 2 =

since yz = 180° - A , and similarly ; therefore by Lamé's theorem , the which are the foci of ✓ ( lx) + ✓ (my) + (nz) = 0 .

forces represented by x, y , z are in equilibrium . [A proof of this latter is , if (x, y , = ) be one focus , (x' , Y ', 2 ) the other,

(III . ) The symmedian point K of any triangle ABC is the centroid of xx";a : = yy'll = zz'/c2 = k , whence kº (aºy: + bºzx + cºxy) Xyz,

the triangle formedby joining the feet of the perpendiculars from K on and centre is } (x + x ) = } (x" + k *n *)/ ?, ... ;

the sides of ABC (MILNE's Companion , ſ v . , chap. iii . , Art . 29 ) .
but centre from usual formula is (m + n , n +1,1 + m ) ; hence , equating these ,

we have {2 ( a’yz + b2zx + cºxy) – y= (x + y + z ) ap} /(m + n )

15172. ( Professor Nanson .) - Sum to infinity the series
whence above equations for foci easily follow . ]

1

[ Rest in Vol . ]1.2 3.4 6.7 8.9 11.12

14918. ( Rev. T. Roach , M.A .) - If from S', the second focus, a line

Solution by Professor SANJÁNA, M.A. be drawn parallel to SP, meeting the ellipse in P ' and SY in Z, show that

Let f (x) = x- 3x2- 123 + 4x4 + 7. & 6s – 27 – 378 + fx! + ... ; SP'Z is an isosceles triangle .

then f ( 1 ) = the series given , and f ( 0 ) 0. Also Solutions ( I. ) by the PROPOSER ; (II . ) by A. W. POOLE .

f' (x) = 1 – x– x2+ x3 + x205 — 2:1 — x7 + 2,8 + x10—2011 ... W

= 1–2( 1 + x) — 26 (1 + x ) — 2:" (1 + r ) –... + x3(1 + x )̂ + 28(1 +22) + .. ( I. ) SZ S'W ,

- 1-_ ( 1 +x) x + (1 + x )̂ 2-3 ( 1 - x )(1 — **) - *?
opposite side of parallelogram

1-25 1 - 25
1-25 1 + x + 2* + 23 +

SP + S'P AA'

S

SP' + S'P' ;

(1 – x2)de 2 + ( ) x therefore SP = P'Z ;

J.1 + x + x2 + 23 + 2+ x - 1 ( 5-1)x +10

15 + 1 therefore triangle is isosceles .

{ log ( 3 + 16) – log 2 } .
15 V5-1 V5

1 1 1 1

-
+ +

=

S '
VOHence, series = f(2)= (0) = {*}" ( x) dx

=S.

1

=

To {log ***}{75+1)8+ 171

log

N
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+
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BC. Prove that the locus of the other point of intersection of these

(II . ) Tangent at P, is
Р Y

circles is the nodal circum -cubic

parallel to tangent at P ;
a ( B2—72 ) = 2B9 ( cos C -B cos B ) .

therefore angles at T are

right. Also Show that the tangents to the cubic at B and C and the line joining A

to the circum -centre of the triangle all meet the cubic at the same point,
ZS ,P , V = SP,T, and that the satellite of BC touches the curve, and is given by

also = ZP , T ; a ( cos' B - cos? C ) = 2 (8 cos? C-, cos B ) .

therefore remaining angles Also find the point of inflexior on the cubic .

PAST, P ZT are equal ;

therefore triangle SP Z is
15255. (H. BATEMAN.) -The polar conic of any line with regard to

a cubic has triple contact with the Hessian.
isosceles .

Z
15256. (T. BRAILSFORD Robertson .) - Prove that the locus of the

centre of a circle which passes through the origin and cuts the curve

QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION . 2. " = a" cos me at right angles is the curve

15229. (JAMES BLAIKIE, M.A. ) [ Correction of misprints . ]-Result
( 27 )" (1-m ) O tan'

( 3) should read thus : 1

#rk = u * {u (r– 1)& +1 + 1 % -1 !!< r -2 ) * + 1 + 12_,Uưr-3)k +1 + + 15257. (Hon . G. R. Dick, M.A.)- With a given point 0 ( £ , n ) as

15243. (A.M. Nesbitt,M.A.) --If x and y are independent, and if 22/a* + y2/02= 1. Prove (1)that the directrices corresponding to opass
focus, conics are described having double contact with the ellipse

f (x) f (y) -f(xy ) = x + y, find f (x) .
through one or other of two fixed points 01 , Og ; ( 2 ) the triangle 00,02

15244. (Professor Nanson .) — If all the coaxal minors of an axi- is self- conjugate with regard to the ellipse ; (3) the points 0 ,, 0 , lie on

symmetric determinant are positive, and P, denotes the product of all the hyperbola passing through the feet of the normals drawn to the
the coaxals of order r, prove that ellipse from 0 ; (4 ) the other focus lies on one or other of two concentric

and coaxal conies ; ( 5 ) the chords of contact pass through one or other

P " > P > P3
of two fixed points P1, P, lying on the polar of 0 with respect to the

where the indices P1 , P2, P3, ... , Pn are positive and such that the state- given ellipse and on the two straight lines

ments are homogeneous. ( Enlat ) .2 ? + ( ry / a 1 ) (a---7 )– (En % ) ya = 0.

15245. ( Professor SanJÁNA , M.A .) - Prove that ( 1 ) 15258. (Professor NeuBERG .) – Soient, dans un même plan, trois

1 m ( m - 1) 1 m ( on — 1 ) (m - 2 )
points A, B, C sur une première droite , et trois points A'B'C ' sur une

1

seconde droite. On sait que les droites AB' et A'B, BC et BẮC, CA ' et
1 2 1,2

1.2.3 4
C'A se coupent sur une même droite u . Soit M un point quelconque de

1 1 1 1 Démontrer que les couples de droites (MA , MA '), (MB, MB') ,

(MC, MC ') sont en involution.

where m is a positive integer ; and ( 2) 15259. (C. E. YOUNGMAN, M.A .) – Two triangles , one inscribed in

the other, are in perspective. Prove that, on a parallel to the axis, the
n-p + 1 (n - p + 1) (n- p + 2 )

centre of perspective trisects the intercept between any pair of corre
1 + 1

( n + 1 ) (n + 2) sponding sides.

(n- p + 1) (n- p + 2) (n-p + 3 )
. ad inf. 15260. (A. M. Nesbitt, M.A. ) -Given a point P within an angle

(n + 1 ) (n + 2 ) (n + 3) p - l ' BAC, draw two equal circles through P, one of which shall touch AB
and the other AC.

where n is a positive quantity and p greater than unity and less than

n + 1. When n and p are both positive integers, (2 ) takes the form 15261. (JAMES BLAIKIE , M.A .) - If, in a regular polyhedron whose

1 faces are triangles ( i.e. , tetrahedron , octahedron, or icosahedron ), X
1 1 1

+ ... ad inf . represent the surface of the circumscribing sphere, Y represent the
„ Cp n +1C , 1+ 2C, p- 1 „ Ce surface of the sphere which touches all the edges, and Z represent

15246. (Rev. T. Roach , M.A .) - Show that the sum of the series
the surface of the inscribed sphere, show that X + 3Z = 4Y.

1 1
lng ( 12–1) # (v2-1) 15262. (Professor Nansox.) --Find the equation of the tangent cone

is

1.2 5.6 9.10 2 2 from a given point to the conicoid determined by three straight lines

whose coordinates are given , and deduce the equation of the conicoid in

15247. ( Professor E. B. Escort.) - Find integral values of a , b , and question .

c (c # 0 ) for which the equation 2.5 — ( a2 + 32) 23 + a2b2x + c = O has at

least three rational roots. [N.B.—The Proposer finds only the solution OLD QUESTIONS AS YET UNSOLVED (IN OUR COLUMNS).

a = 11 , b = 8 , c = 7560 ; x = -1 , -7 , 10. ] 3076. (Rev. T. R. Terry, M.A .) --From a point, at distance a from

15248. , (G . H. HARDY, B.A. ) -N officers are to be elected at a inclination of a to the initial distance . Determine the different orbits
a centre of force varying as 1--2 + 2ar - 3 , a particle is projected at an

municipal election . There are p electors, each having · votes, of which described,according as the initial velocity bears to that in a circle at the

not more than 8 may be given to one candidate. Prove that the least same distance a ratio greater than , equal to, or less than 2:13 .

number of supporters who can secure the election of a candidate is

{ pr /N8 + 1) } +1 .
4408. (F. C. Mathews, M.A . ) — A man has a weight of P lbs . which

is broken into n pieces, each being integralin lbs . Find the least value

15249. (R. W.D. CHRISTIE.) — If » be any primitive root of a prime of n such that it may be possible to weigh with the pieces all weights

of the form 4m — 1, then three others are 7-1 , (ri) ?, (ri) -2, where from 1 lb. up to P lbs. Find also the maximum value of P corresponding

i = v (-1).
to any value of n ; and find , furthermore, with any value of P and the

15250. (Lt.- Col . ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, R.E .) — State conditions under corresponding, minimum of n , the total number of distinct modes of

which one, or both , of N, = (a " – 1 )3–1 , N, = (a ” + 1)3+1 are
partition which will sfy the condition .

pletely resolvable into prime factors, when a " > 3000 . Er .-Show that 4437. ( Professor Sylvester , F.R.S .) - If the centre of a pencil of

both are possible when a"
rays be placed on an ellipse, the locus of the bisection of the segment of

270 , 316, 510, 107 .
each ray included between that ellipse and another similar to, and with

15251. (R. CHARTRES. )—Find the mean value of the area of a tri- its arcs parallelto those of the first, is the inverse (in respect to the centre

angle formed by joining three random points in a circle . of the pencil) of a unicursal quartic curve having one node at that

15252. (H. M. Taylor , M.A. , F.R.S. Suggested by Question 15169.) to show that , when the unicursal quartic is given and the ellipses are to
centre and the other two at infinity. Required a proof of this , and also

-A number is selected bychance - for instance, by throwing with dice- be determined, the problem always admits of two real solutions , i.e., can
and the number so selected is added to the score. If at each throw the be effected by means of two real pairs of ellipses, and no others . It is ,

chance of the numbers 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , ... turning up be a, b, c , d,

ively , find the chance of the score n being exactly reached .
... , respect of course , to be understood that in particular cases the two solutions may

coincide .

15253, (R. TUCKER, M.A.) — AR is the perpendicular_from the 4657. (J. W.L. GLAisher, F.R.S . )-An infinite number of perfectly

vertex of a parabola upon the chord PQ . Prove that ( 1 ) , if P is fixed , flexible strings of the same length are knotted together at one end, and
the locus of R is a circle ; and (2) , if P varies, the envelope of these thrown down at random. Find the density at any distance from the knot .
circles is a cissoid . ( Cf. Question 15220. )

9210. (Professor B. HANUMANTA Rau , M.A. Suggested by Question

15254. (Professor SanJÁNA, M.A .)— On the sides AB, AC (€ > b) of 7985.) — “ The osculating circles at the points Q ,R , S of an ellipse

the triangle of reference similar segments of circles are described towards cointersect at a point P , also on the ellipse ; and the points P, Q, R, S are

na

+ +

1

+

2

-

com

9
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Now PREPARING .

+

PATON'S ,

concyclic.” Prove that ( 1) the centre of the circle l’QRS lies on a con

centric ellipse ; (2 ) the circle itself envelops the curve

( 2.x² + 2y — (2—62)2 = ( a? – 62 )2 (x2/a2+ y ^ / 62 ) ;

( 3 ) the line joining P with the centre of the circle always touches the

curve (2.x )* + (my) = (at -- 64 ) , where itu ( a + b ) ) ; ( 4 ) the normals

to the ellipse at Q , R , S meet at the same point T ; and (6) the locus of

T is an ellipse .

9346. ( Professor Neuberg . )-Soit , dans le plan d'un triangle ABC,

un point D tel que les droites joignant A , B, C respectivement aux

centres des cercles BCD , CAD, ABD concourent en un même point E.

Démontrer ( 1 ) que la droite joignant D au centre du cercle ABC passe

par E ; (2 ) qu'entre les angles A , B , C du triangle ABC et les angles

BDC CDA B, ADB = il existe la relation

1 cot A + tan a cot A tan a = 0.

1 cot B + tan ß cot B tan B

1 cot C + tang cot C tang

9799. Deduce the solution of dez /dx?— a® (dz/dy2) = 0 from the expan

sion of ¢ (x, y) in ascending powers of x and y .

LIST OF SCHOOLS
= a,

( BOYS' AND GIRLS')

AND TUTORS .
(An Aid to Parents in the Selection of Schools and Tutors.)NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

It is requested that all Mathematical communications should be

sent to the Mathematical Editor,

Miss Constance I. Marks, B.A. , 10 Matheson Rd. , West Kensington, W.

720 pp. , Crown 8vo. Red Cloth . Gilt Lettered.

Price 1 Post free 1/6
Vol . II. (New Series) of the “ Mathematical Reprint"

is now ready, and may be had of the Publisher,

Francis Hodgson, 89 Farringdon Street, E.C. Price

to Subscribers, 58.; Non - Subscribers, 6s . 6d .

9

CIRCULATION to be the largest of any

Scholastic Guide or Directory .
GUARANTEED

15 ,

THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

Thursday , November 13th, 1902. - Annual General Meeting, Dr. E. W. SIXTH ANNUAL EDITION , 1903 .,
Hobson , President , in the Chair.

Mrs.A. Stott, Liverpool, was elected a member.

The De Morgan Medal for 1902 was presented to Prof. A. G. Greenhill

in recognition of his eminent services to mathematics and to mathematical £100 a month is spent in advertising the book in the best

physics. Newspapers and Magazines in this country and abroad .

The President stated that Mr. Tucker was retiring from the office of

Honorary Secretary, and he moved the following resolution :-" That
Copies are to be seen in the best Hotels .

the thanks of the London Mathematical Society be offered to Mr. Robert Copies are to be seen in all good Clubs in this country.

Tucker for the eminent services which he has rendered to the Society

during the thirty -five years in which he has held the office of Honorary Copies are to be seen in all Public Libraries.

Secretary .” This resolution was seconded by Dr. Glaisher and carried
Copies are to be seen in the Saloons of principal Passengerunanimously. A circular has recently been issued, signed by four past

Presidents of the Society, calling attention to the facts that , during his
Ships.

long tenure of the office, Mr. Tucker has grudged neither time nor labour
Copies are sent to all British Consuls .

in promoting the interests of the Society, andthatit is largely owing to

hiszeal and devotion that the Society has advanced from a comparatively Copies are to be seen in all English Clubs in India and

local beginning to be the representative Society of mathematical science the Colonies.

in Great Britain . The circular invites those who concur with the signa

tories , in wishing to offer to Mr. Tucker some permanent mark of their Copies are on sale in the Chief Cities of India and

appreciation of his services, to send subscriptions for that object to Dr. J. South Africa .

Larmor, St. John's College, Cambridge.

The Council and Officers for the ensuing Session were elected as
Copies may be obtained retail through any bookseller, or

follows : - President : H. Lamb, M.A., F.R.S. Vice - Presidents : wholesale from Messrs. SIMPKIN , MARSHALL, & Co. , Ltd.
R. Tucker, M.A .; E. W. Hobson , Sc.D. , F.R.S.; H. F. Baker, Sc.D.,

F.R.S. Treasurer : J. Larmor, D.Sc. , F.R.S. Secretaries : A. E. H. PROSPECTUSES FILED of all Schools advertised.
Love, D.Sc., F.R.S.,and W. Burnside , Sc.D., F.R.S. Other Members

of the Council: J. E. Campbell, M.A.; Lt.-Col. A. J. Cunningham ,

R.E .; J. W. L. Glaisher, Sc.D., F.R.S. ; A. G. Greenhill, M.A. ,

F.R.S.; H. M. Macdonald , M.A., F.R.S .; Major MacMahon, R.A. ,

Sc.D. , F.R.S.; A. E. Western , M.A .; E. T. Whittaker, M.A .; and

A. Young, M.A.

The newly elected President having taken the Chair , Dr. Hobson read

an address on “ The Infinite and the Infinitesimal in Mathematical

Analysis . "

The papers were

Hilbert : “

im Dreieck ."

Prof. W. Burnside: “ On Linear Homogeneous Groups."

Prof. H. Lamb: “ On Wave -Propagation in Two Dimensions."

Prof. A. C. Dixon : ( 1 ) “ Summation of a certain Series,” ( 2 ) “ Ex

pansions by means of Lamé's Functions." ESTIMATES FOR PRINTING

Mr. W. H. Young: ( 1 ) " On Sets of Intervals ,” ( 2 ) “ Note on Un

Sets of Points defined as the Limit of a Sequence of Closed Sets of Migh - class
Points ."

Prof. M. J. M. Hill : “ The Continuation of certain Fundamental
Illustrated

Power Series."

Prof. L. Crawford : “ A Geodesic on a Spheroid and an Associated

Ellipse . ” Prospectuses
Prof. A. W. Conway : “ The Propagation of Light in a Uniaxal

Crystal.” FORWARDED WITHOUT CHARGE.

Mr. E T. Whittaker : " On a New Connexion of Bessel Functions

with Legendre Functions." FINE HALF -TONE BLOCKS SUPPLIED.

J. & J. PATON ,

EDUCATIONAL AGENTS,

Prot.p.iuberden Satz von der Gleichheitder Basiswinkel 143 Cannon Street, London, E.C.
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A SELECTION OF

Blackie's Prize Books ,

Write for Complete List of New Books and Illustrated Catalogue.

The Diamond Seekers : A Story of

Adventure in South Africa. By ERNEST

GLANVILLE. With 8 Full -page Illustrations

by William RAINEY, R.I. 6s .

MR. G. A. HENTY'S NEW STORIES.

WITH KITCHENER IN THE SOUDAN : A Tale of Atbara and Omdurman .

With 10 Full.page Illustrations by W. RAINEY , R.I. , and 3 Maps. Crown 8vo , cloth , olivine edges. 6ş .

WITH THE BRITISH LEGION. A Story of the Carlist Wars. With 10

Full -page Illustrations by WAL PAGET. Crown 8vo, cloth, olivine edges, 6s .

THE TREASURE OF THE INCAS. A Tale of Adventure in Peru. With

3 Illustrations by WAL PAGET, and a Map. Crown 8vo , cloth , olivine edges, 5s .

IN THE HANDS OF THE CAVE -DWELLERS. Illustrated by W. MILLER .
Crown 8vo, cloth , ls . 6d .

A notable addition to the list of Mr. Henty's shorter tales .

A Mystery of St. Rule's . By ETHEL

F. HEDDLE. With 8 Full -page Illustra

tions by G. DEMAIN HAMMOND. 6s .

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF MR. HENTY'S BOOKS AT 3s. 60.

THE LION OF ST. MARK : A Tale of Venice in the Fourteenth Century.

With 6 Full- page Illustrations. Crown 8vo , cloth , 3s, 6d .

THROUGH THE FRAY : A Story of the Luddite Riots. With 6 Page Illustra
tions. Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s, 6d.

One of the Fighting Scouts : A Tale

of Guerilla Warfare in South Africa. By

Captain F. S. BRERETON, R.A.M.C. With

8 Full-page Illustrations by STANLEY L.

Wood, and a Map. 58 .

"

Under the Spangled Banner : A Tale

of the Spanish - American War. By Cap

tain F. S. BRERETON , R.A.M.C. With

8 Full-page Illustrations by Paul HARDY.

5s.

MR. HENTY'S RECENT BOOKS .

WITH ROBERTS TO PRETORIA : A Tale of the South African War.
With 12 Full-page Illustrations by WILLIAM RAINEY, R.I. , and a Map. Crown 8vo, cloth elegant, olivine

edges , 6s.

“ Here Mr. Henty is at his very best . Martial ardour glows in every page,and the fortunes of the English boy

who was at Magersfontein , Paardeberg, and Mafeking are calculated to hold all boy readers enthralled ." - World .

AT THE POINT OF THE BAYONET : A Tale of the Mahratta War. With

12 Full -page Illustrations by WAL PAGET, and 2 Maps. Cloth elegant , 6s.

“ Altogether it is a most dramatic story , and the historical element is skilfully interwoven with the action .”

Standard .

TO HERAT AND CABUL : A Story of the First Afghan War. With 8

Full- page Illustrations by C. M, SJELDON , and Map. Cloth elegant, 5s.

The practised narrator has done good service in reviving the recollections of a stirring episode in our long

contest to strengthen our Indian frontier.” - Atheneum .

WITH BULLER IN NATAL ; or, A Born Leader. With 10 Illustrations by
W. RAINEY, R.I. , and a Map. Crown 8vo , cloth elegant, olivine edges, 6s .

“ One of the most powerful of Mr. G.A. Henty's annual instalments of boys' books.” - Pall Mall Gazette.

" Mr. Henty seems to have surpassed himself this year . Never has he done better work , if as good .”

Graphic.

MR. HENTY'S PREVIOUS BOOKS .

In the Great White Land : A Tale

of the Antarctic Ocean . By GORDON

STABLES. With 6 Full-page Illustrations

by J. AMBROSE Walton. 3s . 6d .

PRICE 68. BACH . PRICE BS . EACH .

The Fairclough Family. By Mrs.

HENRY CLARKE . With 6 Illustrations by

G. DEMAIN HAMMOND , R.I. 38. 6d .

The Girls of Banshee Castle. Ву

Rosa MULHOLLAND ( Lady Gilbert). With

6 Illustrations by John H. Bacon . 3s . 6d .

New Edition .

Won by the Sword.
By Pike and Dyke.

A Roving Commission .
The Lion of St. Mark.

Under Wellington's Com- Captain Bayley's Heir.

mand.

Bonnie Prince Charlie.
Both Sides the Border.

For the Temple.
With Frederick the Great.

The Young Carthaginian .
With Moore at Corunna.

With Wolf in Canada.
At Agincourt.

When London Burned .
With Cochrane the Daunt

The Lion of the North .less .

With Clive in India.
A Knight of the White Cross.

In Freedom's Cause .
The Tiger of Mysore.

Wulf the Saxon. Through the Fray.

Under Drake's Flag.St. Bartholomew's Eve .

True to the Old Flag.Through the Sikh War.

Beric the Briton. In the Irish Brigade.

In Greek Waters.

PRICE 5s. EACII .
The Dash for Khartoum.

Redskin and Cowboy. No Surrender.

By Right of Conquest . At Aboukir and Acre.

By England's Aid. A March on London.

With Lee in Virginia . On the Irrawaddy.

PRICE 5S. EACH .

Through Russian Snows.

In the Heart of the Rockies.

A Jacobite Exile .

Condemned as a Nihilist .

Held Fast for England.

Maori and Settler.

One of the 28th.

In the Reign of Terror.

Orange and Green .

Bravest of the Brave .

A Final Reckoning.

The Cat of Bubastes.

The Dragon and the Raven .

St. George for England.

By Sheer Pluck .

Facing Death .

Out with Garibaldi .

For Name and Fame .

PRICE 3s. Bd. EACH .

The Young Colonists .

A Chapter of Adventures.

A Girl's Loyalty. By FRANCES ARM
STRONG, With 6 Illustrations by Johx H.

Bacon . 38. 6d . New Edition .

:The Boys of Wynport College : A

Story of School Life . By FREDERICK

HARRISON . With 6 Illustrations by HAROLD

COPPING 3s . New Edition .

NEW AND REVISED EDITIO.V OF POUCHET” S " UNIVERSE.”

THE UNIVERSE ; or , The Infinitely Great and the Infinitely Little. By F. A. The Golden Galleon. By ROBERT
POUCHET, M.D. Revised and Edited by J. R. AINSWORTH DAVIS , M.A., Professor of Biology and Geology LEIGHTON . With 6 Illustrations by W.

in University College, Aberystwyth . Illustrated by 269 Engravings on Wood and 7 Coloured Pictures.

Medium 8vo , cloth elegant, gilt edges, 7s . 6d .

RAINEY, R.I. 3s . New Edition.

LONDON : BLACKIE & SON , LTD . , 50 OLD BAILEY , E.C.&
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Oxford University Press ,

OXFORD MINIATURE POETS.

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF JOHN LYLY : now for the | THE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK TO THE UNIVERSITY
First Time Collected and Edited from the Earliest Quartos : with Life , Biblio- AND COLLEGES OF OXFORD. Fifteenth Edition . Crown 8vo.

graphy, Essays, Notes, and Index . By R. WARWICK BOND, M.A. 3 Vols. 28. 6d . net ; by post, 2s, 9d .

Deiny 8vo, cloth , 42s, net. [ Now ready.

I OXFORD UNIVERSITY CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR

THE LAY OF HAVELOK THE DANE. Re -edited from the 1903, Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s .

unique MS. Laud 108 in the Bodleian Library , Oxford , by W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D.

Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth , 4s . 6d . THE OXFORD ALMANACK FOR MDCCCCIII ; with an

Etching ofthe Interior of the Latin Chapel, Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford ,

LA DIVINA COMMEDIA DI DANTE ALIGHIERI, nuova by W. Moxk . 4s . 6d .

mente riveduta nel testo dal Dr. E. MOORE ; con Indice dei Nomi Propri , com

pilato da PAGET TOYNBEE, M.A. Crown 8vo , cloth , 6s.

Also, in 3 Vols ., the Inferno, Purgatorio, Paradiso . Separately , Also Published by HENRY FROWDE.
2s. net each .

CAR. FR. GRIEB'S DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH

AN ENGLISH COMMENTARY ON DANTE'S DIVINA AND GERMAN LANGUAGES. Third Edition. Re -arranged, Revised ,

COMMEDIA. By H. F. TOZER , M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth , 8s. 6d. and Enlarged with special regard to Pronunciation and Etymology. By A.

Also , in 3 Vols., the Commentary on the Inferno, Purgatorio , and
SCHROER , Ph.D. 8vo , morocco back . Vol. I -English - German, 14s.

Paradiso. Separately, 3s , net each .
Vol. II -German -English , 12s.

LA LIGNÉEDES POÈTES FRANÇAIS AU XIXe SIÈCLE . NAVE'S INDEX-DIGEST OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES .

Par CHARLES BONNIER. Demy 16mo, cloth ,' 3s, net, and in leather bindings . By ORVILLE J. NAVE , D.D. Comprising over 20,000 Topics and Sub- Topics and
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